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PRBFAOI.

I
N aocordaDce^witli the scheme of 4he Cambridge Modem Hielory^

* this TolUnA takes as its main subject a great mo^menty the

RefonSbitiony and follows this theme to a fitting tiose in its ' severs^

divisions. No attempt is made to fix a sin^^e chronological limit for

the whole range of European history. In international politics the

battle of Marignano nwde ah appropriate close to our first volume ; the

Treaty of Cateau>Cam1is&is forms a still more conspicuous landjnark for

the conclusion of omv^nd. The religiou| history of the Reformation

period opens with the abortive Fifth Lateran Council and Luther's

'Theses follow dose. Some sort of teli^ous settlemehj; was reached ii^

Germany by the Treaty of Augsburg, in England by tire great measures *

•of £lizabe&, for the Roman Church by the dose of the Council* of

Trent* and the latter two events are nearly contemporaneous with tht

'^dealji of Calvin. Before his death Calvin had done his work, and the

Reformed* Church was securely established. On the other hanth the

Ralig^ons 'lyars in France had just begun. Further devdopments of

Lutheranism and Calvinism are left tcabe treated in subsequent volumes.

In this period the score of principal interest shifts from Italy to

fiennany a^ Central Europe. Gdieva, very nearly the geographical

jMtre of dvilised Europe at the time, becomes also the focus of its

most potent rel^ous thought, ^pported by her like-minded neighbours,

^urich, Strassbuig, Basd, apd the free imperial dties of southenf

Germany. As the scene shifts, the main stream of European life

1ttoa4^ out and embraces more didvnt countries, Scoth^, ScandS-

navia, Poland. The Turidsh danger, though still A grave preoccupation

to the nders eostem Europe, had been checked ; and limits had been

set to the Ottoman advance. «

djir The main proportions preserved in this volume will be found, it is

htqpedy to ooixesptmd with the rdative importance of the several themes.

l^.Ea^^iah toffies are here treated on a relativdy liberal scale, the Editors
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cannot forget that this Hi^iy in the first instance addi|8les itsdf tc

English and they look frr pardon if, upon the canvas aC thii

work, Heniy VIII, the Prqtector Somerset, Northumberland, Mary, and

l^izabeth occupy more spa^ than strict historical# symmei!^ would

demand. *

The Ej^tors have sufiPered many lories and disappointments. CSbgdl

among these is that of the chapter on the Council of Trltit whichJLoad
^ Acton had intended to^write. No living historian could hope to biaiig

to this task the wealth of accumulated knowledge that Lord Acton

commanded", or his special opportunities of ii^ight. The lamented death

of Professor Eraos has prevented the chapto on Rledicean Kbme from

.i^eiving his final revision; and the loss of his bibliograf»hy is particulady

to be regra.tted. Lapse of thne and Jresh engagements &ve d^urbed

Uiany of the arrangements which Lord Acton had concluded- *Of th^

nineteen chapters comprised in this work, nine have, howevmr, been

written by the authors to whom he assigned them.

In the original plan no provision had been m|ide for the Reformation

in Poland. This topic haidly seemed by its ^portance to deserve a

separate chapter, and therecwere obvious reasons dgainst including it in

any of the others. On the other hand it pould not be altogether neglected.

#A briefsummary^ compiled by ofie of the Editors, may serve to fiH the gap.

«Moved by representations which have reached them from many
quarters, the Editors have added to this volume, as to Volumg vu,

chronological table of leading events. A similar table for Volume^ i

now also supplied.

The thanks of the Editors are due to aU the authors, who nve spared

no labour to perfect their several contributions, under conditions of time

which were in many cases veiy bifrdensome.

A. W. W.

G. W. P.

•S. L.

CAitBiui>o% 1903.
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CHjiPTER L

MEDICEAN ROME

On iSth of August, 150S, after a sudden and mysterious

illness Alexander VI had departed this life—to the unspeakable joy
of all Rome, as Guicciardini assures u^. Crowds thronged to see^

the dead body of the man whose boundless ambition, whose perfidy,',

criftlty, and licentiousness coupled with shameless greed had infect^'

and poisoned all the wosld. On this side the Alps the verdict of^

Luther's time and of centuries which ^^llowed has confirmed the

judgment of the Floi^tine historian without extenuation, and so far as

Boigia himself was concerned doubtless this verdict is just. But to-day if

we consider Alexander's pontificate objecti^ly we c€ui recognise its belterj

sides. Let it pass as personal ambition that he should have Ijeen the fin^'

JX all the Popes who definitely attempted to create a modem State from
,

,

the conglomerate of the old Stati panttfidi^ and that he should have

endeavoured, as he undeniably did, step by step to secularise that State

and to distribute among his friends the remain ing possessions of the

ChuBch. But. in two ways his government shows undeniable progress

:

in the midst of constant tumult, durifig which without interruption

tyranny succeeded to tyranny in the petty States, when for centuries'

nmther life nqr property h^d been secure, Cesare Bor^a had established

in the Romagna an ordered government, just ^d equal administration

of the taws; provided suitable outlets for social forces, and brought

back peace""and security; and flaying out new streets, canals, and by
other public works indicated the way to improve agriculture and increase

manu&Mdwe. Guicciardini himself recognises all this and adds the

jm^iortant commenf, that now the peopt^ saw how much bettor it was

for the Italians to obey as a united people one powerful master, than

to have a petty dospot in every town, who must needs be a burden on

townsfolk without being able to protect and help them. And here

Guicciardini touches the second pcAit which marks the pontificate of

Algxander «the appearance, still vague and confused, of the idea of a

fitiure union of the Ibedian States, and their independence of foreign rule

and interference. Alexander played with this great political principle

€. a. B. n. CD, I.
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though he did not remaii^ faithful to it ; to what could he have been

faithful ? Waa not his very nature immoral and perfidious to it* core ?

But now and then at leas^ he made as if he would blazon on ifis banner

^e motto Italia Jbri, da se ; this brought him ^ popularity which

nowadays it is ha^ to uiiderstand, and made it possible for him, tl^p

‘most unrighteous man in Italy, to gain l^he victory over the m^
righteous* man of his time and to stifle Savonturola's* reformi^ ^seal

,

among the ashes at the stake.
*

The idea of a great reformation of the Church in both head*and
members had arisen since the beginning of the thirteenth century, and

was the less likely to fade from the mind of nations since coi^laints of

the evils of Church government were growing daily more serious and
well-grounded and one hope of improvement after' another had been

wrecked. No means of bringing about this reform*was' neglteted; all

had failed. Francis of Assisi h^ opposed to the growing mi^ialism

and worldlincss of the Chihteh the idea of renunciation and poverty.

But Gregory IX had contrived to win over the Order founded by the

Saint to the cause the Papacy, and to set in the background the

Founder's original purpose, llrrust into ob^urity in the inner sane*

tuaiy of the Order, this pu^ose, tinged by a certt^n schismatic colouring,

developed in the hands of the Spirituales into tire Ecdeaia SpirHttalis as

opposed to thc,Gcrierm Carnaliaf which stood for the official Qrurch*

Traces of this thought are to be found in Dante ; we may even call it

the starting-point, whence he proceeds to contrast his MoHorchia with

i^e politick Papacy of the fourteenth century, and as a pipneer tO,

develop with keen pmieti'ation and energy the modem idea of tire $tate.

The opponents of the Popes Avignon in reality only fought against

'their politics without paying any attention to the moral rtgdnmation of

'Christendom. The<dogical science in tire fifteenth century raised th<

^standard of reform against the dependence of the Papacy, the triple

Schism, and the disruption of the Church. But she too siteeambed, her

{Mxrjects foiled, at the great ecclesiastical cotfjferences of Qoiurtance and

Baa^. Asceticism, 'poli)»cs, theology had striven in vain ; tirelcloae of

tire Middle Ages on both sidr>a of the Alpa waa marked by outbursts of

popular discontent and voices which from the heart of the natims csried

for reform, prophesying the catastrophe of the sixteenth century. None
of these voices was udghtier tiian Savonarola's, or Mt a deenpr edbo.

iHe was the contemporary and ''opponent of the mefl who were to

their name to this epoch in Rome's history.
*

The House of the Medici passes for the true and m^st tiiaracteristic

mqponent of the Reniussance movement. IVe cannot understand the

nature and historical portion of^the- Medicean Papacy without an

attend to explain the characto and developmeni of this immaiitBt.

The dfaffioveiy of man aiiifie Dante and Giotto, the discovery of Matoie

by the of Fkuencfv the revival of classical studies and
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the reawakening of the antique in Art and^Literature are its oompo*

nent fArts ; but its essence con only betgrasped if we rega^ the Bepais-f

sance as the blossoming andmnfolding of the ^ind of the Italian people*^

The early Benaissance was indeed the Vita Nuova of the nation. It \§

ap error to believe that it was in oppositicAi to the Church. Art and
tha artists of the thirteenth centuiy recognised no such opposition. It

» is fh»^Church %ho gives the artists employment and sets them their

tai&s. The circle of ideas in which they move is still entirely religious

:

the breach Vith the religious allegory and symbolism of the Middle
Ages did not take place until the sixteenth century. In the fourteenth

fcentuiy tt® spread of naturalistic thought brought about a new con-

> ception of the beauty of the human body ; thia phase wSa in opposition

to the monastic ideal, yet it had in it no essenti^ antagonism to Chris-

tianity. 4t was a Necessary stage of the development which was to lead

from realism dominant for a time to a union of the idealist and realist

standpoints. Many of the Popes were eirtirely in sympathy with this

Renaissance; several of them opposed the pagan and materialistic

degeneration of Humanism, but none of them accused the art of the

Renaissance of being iniiyical to Christianity.

Its pagan and materialistic side, not conjjent with restoring antique

knowledge and culture to modem humanity, eagerly laid h(^ of the

whole intellectual life of a heathen time, together ^th its ethical

perceptions, its principles based on senAal pleasure dnd the joy o{

living ; these it sought to bring to life again. This impulse was felt at(

^fhe yerjk beginning of the fifteenth century; since the middle of the;;

centiiry it had ventured forth even more boldly in Florence, Naples, Rome
in the days of Reggio, Valla, Beccadelli, and despite many a repulse

had even gained access to the steps of the Papal throne. A literature

thaqacterised }>y the Facetice^ by Lorenzo Valla's Vduptcu and Beccadelli's

Hermaphrodite could not but shock respectable feeling. Florence was,

the headquarters of this school, and Lorenzo U Magni^o its chief sup-

poiter. Sceqes that too)( place these ip his day fti the streets and

squares, the extravagances of the youth of thf city lost in sensuality,

the writings and pictures oflRered to the public, would and must seem

to earnest-minded Christians a sign of approaching dissolution. A
reattion was •both natural and justifiable. Giovanni Dominici had

introduged it at the beginning of the cehtury, and Fra Antonino of San

^Maroo had supported it, while Archt>(!»hop of Florence, with the

authority of his blameless life devoted to the service of his feUow-men.

And 80 Cosimo'^ foundation became the centre and starting-point of a

movement destined to attack his own House. ^At the head of that

movemait stood Fra Girolamo Savcftarola. Grief over the degradation

of^ the Cbtirdi ha3*^3nv^ Mm Ih^ a monastery and now it led him

forth to the pulpits of San Marco and Santa Maria del Fiore. As a
youth he bad sung his dirge De Ruina Eccleelae in a camone since grown

on. u 1—*2
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famous; as a man he headed the battle against the immorality and

Vorldliness o{ the Curia. ^ He iras by no means illiterate, but tn the

pagan and sensual tendency of humanist literature and in the vdluptuous

^eedom of art he saw the source of evil, and in Legrenzo and his sons

pernicious patrons of corruption. Zeal against the immorality of thc^

time, the worldliness of prelates and preacheps, made him overlook tjiej

lasting gains that the lienaisHance and humanism 'l^rought to hum^itity;^^

He had no sympathy, with this development of culture from the frCsh

young life of his own people. He did not understand the Toung Italy

of his day ; behind this luxuriant growth he could not see the good

and fruitful germ, and here, as in the province of politics, he lost touch

with the pulse t)f national] life. His plan of a theocratic State governed^

only by Christ, its invisible Head, was based on monfentary enthusiasm

and therefore untenable. He was too deficient in aAthefic sense \o^be

able to rise in inward freedom superior to discords. Like a dead man
amongst the living, he left Italy to bear the clash of those cohtradictiftns

which ^le great mind of Julius II sought, unhappily in vain, to fuse

in one conciliatory scheme.

Such a scheme of conciliation meantime made its appearance in

! Florence, not without the co-operation and probably the encouragement

of the l^cdici. It was connected with the introduction of Platpijism,

^ which since the tiuie of the Council of Florence in 1438 was represented

* in that city by enthusiasticoend learned men like Bessarion, and was

zealously fuilhered by Cosimo, the Pater Patriae, in the Academy which

He had founded. From the learned societies started for these j>urpos69

come the first attempts to bring not only Plato’s philosophy but the^

whole of classic'al culture into a close and essential connexion withj

Christianity. Platonism seemed to them the link which Joined Chpis-^

tianity with antiquity. Bessarion himself had taught the internal

relationship of both principles, and Marsilio Ficino and Pico della

Mirandola made the explanation of this theory the work of their lives.

If both of them went too far in their youthful enthusiasm and mysticism,

and conceived Christianity almost as a continuation of Attic phUosophy,

this was an extravagant which left untouched the sincerity of their

own belief, and from which Marsilio, Vhen be grew older, attempted to

free himself. Giovanni and Giulio dd' Medici, son a^d nepheiw of

« IxirenzQ, were both Marsilio’s* pupils. Both were destined to wear

the tiar^ and took a decided«|»art in the scheme f&r conciliating these

contrasts, which Julius II set forth by meansSof Raffaelle’s brush.

The victory of the Borgia over the monk of San^ Marco was not

I
likely to discourage the sceptic and materialistic tendency, whose worst

I features were incarnate in Alexander VI and Cesare Borgia. Pietro
^ Pomponazsi furthered it by his notorious phrase,^that a thing mi^t
be true in philosophy and yet false in theology ; a formula that spread

its poison for and wide. Even then in Florenoe a genius was devek^in^
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that was to *prove the true incarnation of the pagan Renaissance and
modeUi realism. The flames which eloscd f>ver ^vona/bla had early

conviiioed Niccolo Machiavalli that no refori^ was to be looked for 'from

Rome.

• Savonarola'^s distrust of humanism an(> his harsh verdict on tife

eatreme realism of conten^porary art were not extinguished with his life.

A. few years lalfer vre^find his thoughts worked out^ or rathe^ extended

axfd oistorted in literature. Castellesi (Adriano^ di Comcto), formerly

secretaiy tS Alexander VI andf created Cardinal May 31, 1503, wrote

his De vera philosophia ex quoStuor doctoribus Eccleeiae^ in direct oppo-

sition to, the Renaissance arjd humanism. The author represents every

scientific ^pursuit, indeed all human intellectual life, as* useless for sal-

vation, and even^ dangerous. Dialectics, astronomy, geometry, music,

and poetry are Wit vainglorious folly. Aristotle has nothing to do
with KluIj nor Plato with Peter; all philosophers are damned, their

wisdom vain, since it recognised but a fragment of the truth and marred

even this by misuse. They are the patriarchs of heresy; what are

physics, ethics, logic compared with the Holy Scriptures, whose au-

thority is greater than ^lat of all human intellect?

The man who wrote these things, and at whose table Alexander VI
contracted his last illness, was no ascetic afld no monkish obscurantist.

•He was the l^ope's confidant and quite at home in all those political

intrigues which later under I^o ^ brought ruin upon 4iim. His book

can only be regarded as a blow aimed at Julius II, Alexander's old

•enemy who now wore the tiara and was preparing to glorify his

pontificate by the highest effort of which Christian art was capable.*

Providence had granted him for the execution of his plans three of the

greatest ftiinds the world of art has ever kuovsrn : never had a monarch
* thoee such men as Uramante, Michelangelo^ anu R^aelle at once under

•his sway. With their help Julius II i^olved to carry out his ideas for

the glory of his pontificate and the exaltation of the Church. What
Cardinal Cqstellesi want^ was a dowpri^ht rebellion against the Pope

;

if he, with Us following of obscurantists, were ackrsowledged to be in the

right, all the plans of the brilliant an(^ eneT'getic rulei* would end in

failure, or else be banned as worldly, and Julius II would lose the glory

o# having united the greatestf and noblest achievement of art with the

memory of his pontificate and the interests of Catholicism.

The Pope ga^ Cardinal Castellesi ti«s answer by making the Vatican

what it is. The alteratidh and enlargement of the palace however passes

almost unnoticed in comparison with the rebuilding of the Basilica of

St Peter’s, on which the Pope was resolved sinc^l505. With the palace

(1604) Bramante seemed to have^iet the crown on his many works; but

,^he plans for the •new cathedral, with all the sketches and alternatives

trhicii still survive and have been analysed for us with tnie critical

appreciation, show us Bramante not only in the height of his creative

}

CU. X.
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that in theM» compositions also we am concerned^ not with the Hibjectim)

inspiration of the artist who execute^ but atith the Pope'^s own well* ?

oonsid&r&l and dearly fornjulated scheme. In the last few years it has

been recognised that this scheme is entirely* based on the ideas of tiie

pniTers^ represents by the Florentine Scli^h Especially it has be«i

ppoTed that the Sch^ qf Athena is drawn after the model Which

Marsyio Ficinodeft o^^e Xc^ademia^ the ancient assembly of philosophers,

while Vamassus has an ^ho of tiiat beUa acuola of the gmat pbets of old

tinfes, whoA Dante met in the Limbo of the Infehio. The four pictures

of the Camera della Segna^ra represent the aspirations of the soul of

man in each'df Its facilities
j
the striving of all humanity towards Gk>d

by means of aesthetic perception {Pamass%ut\ the exergse of reason in

philosophical encfliiry and all scientific research (the School qf Athen^)^

ofdd in^Chifktsh %nd State ((ri/H qf Ecdesiaetkal and Secular Imws\
and finely theology. The whole may be summed up as a pictorial

r^resentation of Pico della Mirandola's ^lebrated phrase, pkiioaophia

vei^atem q^ioerity theologia invenity religio poealdet ^ ; and it corresponds

with what Marsilio says in his Academy qf Noble Mimla when he charac-

terises our life'’8 work as an ascent to the angels and to God.

These compositions are the highest to which Christian art has

attained, and the thoughts which they express are one of the greatest

» achievements of the Papacy. The principle elsewhere laid down In here^

reaffirmed : that the reception of the tnic IlenaissaJfcjD into tbo circle

j

of ecclesiastical thought points to a widening of the limited medieval ^

^ conception into universality, and indicates a transition to entire and|

actual Catholicity, like the great step taken by Paul, when he turned to t

the Gentiles and released the community from the limits of Judaistic

teaching.^

^ This expansion and elevation of the iniellectual sphere is the most

[glorious achievement of Julius II and of the Papacy at the beginning of

;
modem times. It roust not only be remembered, but placed in the most

proviinent jposition, when history syms up this cl^^pter in human de-

velopment. Since Luthftr’s time it has been the f^stom to consider the

Papai^ of the Renaissance almast exclusively as viewed* by theologians

whoemphasised only moral defects in the representatives of this institution

and the neglect of ecclesiastical reform. Certainly these are important

considerations, and our further deductions will prove that we do not

neglect them noWunderestimate their iuj^mense significance for the life of

the Church and CatholiMinity. But from this standpoint vfe can never

succeed in grasping the situation. Ranke in his Weltgeechkhte could

write the history of the first hundred years of JJie Roman Empire, with-

out giving one word to all the sfondaloas tales that Suetonius records.

course of universal history and the importance of the Empire for

the wide provinces of the Roman world were little influenced by them«

SimOarly, private faults of the Renaissance Popes were fateful for t^^

ffllt !•
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moral life of the Church, but tlie question of wllat the Papacy was and

meant for the|e times, is i^t summed up or determined by them.^ It is

the right of these Popes to be judged by the better and happieif sides of

their government ; the historian who portrays them should not be less

sl^ilful than the great mastejrs of the Renaissance, who in their portrait^

of the celebrities of their time contrived to bring out the sitter’s best

and most characteristic qualities. Luther waS not touched in the least;

|degree by*the artistic development of his time ; brought up amid thci,

'(peasant life of Saxony und 'rimringia he had no conception oj the whole

I
world that lay between Dante and Michelangelo, and could not see that

the eminence of the Papacy consisted at that time in its leadership of

;

^
Europe in the province of art. But to deny* this now would be. injustice

to tlie past. • ^

The Medici had not stood aloof from this evolution^ which reached its

^^highest point under Julius II. Search has been made for the bridge by

means of which the ideas of Marsilio and his fellow thinkers were brought

from Florence to Rome. But* there is no real need to guess at definite >

personages. Hundreds of correspondents had long since made all Italy

familiar with this school of thought. Among those who frequented the

'

Court of Rome, Castiglione, Bibbiena, Sadoleto,^Inghirami, and Beroaldus

had been educated in the spirit of Marsilip. His' old friend and corre-

spondent RafFaelle Riario was now, Cardinal of Son Giorgio and the

^

Pope’s cousin, ono of the most influential personages in the Vatican.

•‘But before all we must remember Giovanni de’ M^ici and his cousin

Giulio, the future Popes. They were Marsilio’s pupils, and after the*

,
banishment of their family he remained their friend and corresponded

\
with them, regarding them as the true heirs of Lorenzo’s spirit ; R^aelle

f has represented the older cousin Giovanni standing near Julius*II in th^

Bestowal of Spiritual Laws.

It was a kingdom of intellectual imity, which the burush of die

greatest of painteix was commissioned to paint on the walls of the

Camera della Segnatura
; the same idea which Julius caused to be pro-

claimed in 1512, in^he opening speech of Aegidius of Vit^bo at the

Lateran Council, refernng to the classical proverb: “aTrXoik o pvOos rrj^

dKijdeiast l<f>v—simplex sermo viritalis,'^ * The world of the beautiful, of

reason and science, of political and social order, had its place appoint^
in the kingdom of God upon ear^. A limit was set to tfie neglect of

secular efforts to explore nature ^d history, to the disr^pard of ](k)etry

and art, and its rights were granted to health
3
^human reason organised

in the State ; Gratiae et Mtisae a Deo sunt atque ad Deum rtferendae^ as

Marsilio had said. *

The programme laid^ down by Julius U, had it been carried out,

might hais saved Italy and preserved the Catholie principle, when
|imperiIkMl in the North. The task was to bring modem culture into

*

^harmony with Christianity, to unite the wofk of the Renaissance, so far
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as it was really sound progressive, with ecclesiastical practice and;

traditim into one harmonious whole. eThe i^ognition of the rights o^
* intellectual activity, of the ideal creations o^ human fancy, md of the^

conception of the State, were the basis for this union. It remains to bf
i^wn vhy the attempt proved fruitless. *

. TTbe reign of Julius II was one long struggle. The sword never left

hi#gi*asp, which was more used to the handling of^weapons than of Holy

Wrft, On the whole, the Pope might at the close of his pontificate be

contented with the success of his politics. He had driven the French

from Italy, and the retreat /)f Louis XII from Louibardy opened the

gates of I^orence once more to the Medici. The Couifcil of Pisa, for

which France hacf used her influence, had come to naught, and its

reflinant was JcattA^ before the anger of tho victorious Pontiff. And
^ as he ha& freed Italy from the ascendancy of hVance so he now hoped to

thfow ofl* that of Spain. It may be a legend that as he was dying he

murmured ‘‘ Fuori i barbari^ but these words certainly were the expres-

sion of his political thought. But this second task was not within

his power. On the Srd of May, 1612, he had opened the Latcron

Council to counteract that of Pisa. At first none of the great Powers

was represented there^; 16 Cardinals, 14 rtitriarchs, 10 Archbishops,

^d 57 Bishops, all of them Italians, with a few heads ofmonastic OiJers,

formed this assembly, which was called the Hifih General Bateran Cou?)ciI. •

Neither Julius nor Leo was ever able to convince the world that this

was an ^menical assembly of Christendom. Julius died in the night 6f

February 20-1, 1513. Guicciardini calls him a ruler unsurpassed in
*

power and endurance, but violent and without moderation. Elsewhere

he^says tltat he had nothing of a priest b it vesture and title. The
dialogue, J\dmi Exclums^ attributed sometimes to Hutlcn, sometimes

to E^mus, and perhaps written by F§usto Andrelini, is l^ie harshest

condemnation of the Pope and his reign 0phrenetkum^ sed mundanumj

m mundamm quidenij sed Ethnicum^ Ethnicis sceleratiorem
:
gioriaris

te j^urimum ^uisse ad Uisdndenda foedera^ ad hfflammmula bella, ad
strages hominum excitandas'^). But at bottc^ the pamphlet Is exceedingly

one-sided and the outcome of F]%nch party-spirit. Although in many
cases the author speaks the tAth, and for instance even at that time

(1618) unfortunatdy was able to put stch words into the Pope'^s mouth «

^ae ^ Nos Ecclesum^ocamtts sacras aedesfaacerdotes^ et praedpu^ Curiam

Roma/natfij me imprimis^ tjui captd sum Ecclesiasy'' yet this is more a

common trait of the office than a characteristic of Julius II. It almost

raises a smile to read in Pallavicino, that on bis death-bed the mag-

nanimity of Julius was only equalled by his piety, and that, dthough

im had not possessed every priestly perfection—perhaps because of his

natural inclinations, or bemuse of the age, which had not yet been disci-

plined by the Council of Trent—^yet his greatest mistake had been made

OB. L
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With the best intention and proved disastrous i^y a mere chanoe, when,

IbB Head of tlie Church, oftd at Ajbe same time as a mighty Frk^ he

Undertook a work that to^ these very reasons exceeded the means of his

^easury—the building of St Peter^s. We see that iieither his enemies

jnor his apologists had the feast idea wherein Julius'* true greatn^ coi^

sisted. With such divided opinions it cannot surprise us that contem-

poraries and coining generations alike found it difiicult tcPform a reasdtied

and final judgment of^thc pontificate which immediately followed! •
^

i #

Cardinal Giovanni de’ Medici came forth from the conclave sum-

moned on March 4, 1513, as Pope Leo.X* Since Piero had been

drowned on the 9th of December, 1603, Giovanni had become the head

of the House of Medici. He was only 38 years of Agi at the election, to

which he had had himself conveyed in a litter fronfFlorencesto ftofee,

suffering from fistula llic jest on his shortsightedness, coed

CardiTudes creavere caecum decimum Leonem^ by no means expreSed

public opinion, which rejoiced at his accession. The Posseseo^ which

took place on April 11th, with the great procession to the I^teran, was

the most brilliant spectacle of its kind that^ Christian Rome had ever

witnessed. What was expected of Leo was proclaimed in the inscription

which Agostino Chigi had attached to his house Tor the occasion

:

hahuii Cyprts ma tempora, tempera Mamn *.

' Oiim habuit, e£a nunc tempora PaUas hatfet,"

Rut other expectations were not wanting and a certain goldsmith

gave voice to them in the line: ‘ *

*^Mare fuit; eel Pallas; Gyprla semper ero'*

To Leo X the age owed its name. The Saecla LeoniS have been

: called the Saecla Aurea^ and his reign has been compared with th^t of

^ Augustus.
,
Erasmus, who saw him in Rome in 1607 and 1609, praises

his kindness and humanity, his magnanimity and his learning, the

indescribable charrti of his speechv his love of peace and of
^
the fine arts,

which cause no sighs, no tears ; he places him as high above all, his

predecessors as Peter's dhair Js above all thrones in the world. Palla-

vicino says of Leo that he was well-known for his kindness of heart,

learned in all sciences, and had passed his'^youth in the greatest innocence.

. That as Pope he let himself Ke blinded by appearances, whi^li often

confuse the good with the greifl, and chose rath^ fhe applause of the«

crowd them the prosperity of the nation, Imd thus was tempted to

exercise too magnificent a generosity. Such expression from one who
is the unconditional apologist of all the Popes cannot make mudi
impression, but it is noticeable thrftf even Sarpi says : ^ Leo, noble by
bii^ and education, btought many aptitudes to tbb Papacy, especially

a remarkable knowledge of dossil literature, humanity, l^dnesi^ the

greatest liberality, an avowed intention df supporting artists and learned
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men, who for many years had enjoyed no such favour in the Holy See.

He wdtl^ have m^e an ideal Pope had h^ added to ttiese qualities

some knowledge of the things of religion, an{} a little more inclination

to piety, both of them things for which he cared little-"^
^

• The«favourable opinion entertained of X by his contemporaries

lon^ held the field in^histpry. His reign has been regarded as at once

• tlie zenith and^use of the greatest period of the Renaissance. His
wide liberality, his unfeigned enthusiasm for the creations of genius, hia

unprejudiced taste for ^1 that beautifies humanity, and his sympathy
for all the culture of his time* have been the theme of a traditioned

chorus of laudation. More recent criticism has recognised in the reign

of Leo a period of incipient decline, and has traced that*decline to the!

follies and friulti^ of the Pontiff.

*V^itJ^*reg^ tt) the political methods of lico some difference of

opinion may still be entertained. Some have seen in him the single-

^ minded and unscnipulous friend of Medicean Florence, prepared to

J sacrifice alike the interests of the Church and of the Papacy to the

\ advancement of his family. To others he is the clear-sighted statesman

who, perceiving the future^changes and difficulties of the Church, sought

« for the Papacy the fim^ support of a hcredit«g*y alliance.

Truth may lie midway between these two opinions. If we view Leo
as a man, similar doubts encounter us. Paramount in hjs character were

his gentleness and cheerfulness, his good-n4ture, his indulgence both for

^
himself and others, his love of peace and hatred of war. But these

^Smiableflualities w'ere coupled with an insiiu^erity and a love of tortuoiis

ways which grew to be a second nature. Nor must we overlook the fact

that Leo's policy of peace was a mei-e illusion ; his hopes and intentions

were quite* frustrated by the actual course iS affairs. On his personal

Vhaiacter the jgreat blot must rest that he passed his life in intellectual

self-indulgence and took his pleasure indiunting and gaming, while the

Teutonic North was bursting the bonds of reverence and authority which

bound Europe to Rome.
^
Even for the restoration •of the rule of the

Medid in Rorence the Mcdicean Popes made dhly futile attempts.

Cosimo I was the first to accomplish it. J^eo liad al^orbM the culture

of his time, but he did not possess the ability to look beyond that time.

A diplomatist rather than a* statesman, his creations were only the

feats a political virtuoso, who sacrilidkd the future in order to control

• the present. *
,

Even the greatness of the Maecenas crumbles before recent critidsm.

The zenith of E(enaissanoe culture falls in the age of Julius IL Ariosto's

Jight verses, Bibbiena's prurient La Calandria^ the paintings in the

bath-room of the Vatican, the rej^flon of the Dante monument planned

by Mididangelo, tfie misapplication of funds collected for the Crusade

to ptuposes of mere dynastic interest, Leo’s political double-dealing,

which disordered all the affairs of Italy, and indeed of Christendom

;

cn. X.
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all this must^ shake our |aith in him as protector of the good and

beautiful in art His portrait Rafiaellei with its intelligent but
^

cold and sinister face, ma
3ft assist to destroy any illusions which we may

jjjave harl about his peraonality. •

The harshness and violence of Leo'^s greater predecessor/ Julim^

brought down on him the hatred of his contemp(^aries and won for his

successor an immense popularity without fiMher fefTortf The spiritual

heir of Lorenzo il M%gn\fcQ^ Rome and all Italy acclaim^ fidm
restauraiorem^ feluvimnum litteratorum amatorem

;

and Erasmus pro-

claimed to the world that “an age, worse than that of iron, was suddenly

,
transformed into one of gold.^ And there* can be no doubt that when
Leo X was greeted on his accession, like Titus, as Ij^e delicike generis

humani he made every disposition to respond to thesg expectations

and prove himself the most liberal of patrons. The ^*ope, however, did
^

not long keep this resolution ; his weakness of purpose, his.inclinat^n

to luxury, enjoyment, and pleasures, soon quenched his sense of the

gravity of life and all his higher perceptions ; so that a swift and sad

decline followed on the first promise*

On Leo'^s accession he found a number ofc great public buildings in

progress which had been ^jiegun under his grea^. predecessor but were

still unfinished. Among them were the colossal palace planned by
Bramante in theJV^ia Giulia, St Peter's also begun by him, and his work

,• of joining the* Vatican with the Belvedere, besides the toggk and
buildings in Loreto. Leo, who was not in the least aflected by the

passion of building—U mol di pteira—did not cany on theso under- •

* takings. He even hindered Michelangelo from finishing the tomb of

Julius II, so little reverence had he for the memory of the Pope to

whom he owed liis own position. Only the loggie were finished,

since they could not remain as Bramante had left them. Even after

liiamante's death there was no lack of architects who could have
finished St Peter's. Besides Rafiaelle, who succeeded to his post as

architect, Sangallo*and Sansovino^ Peruzzi and Giuliano Leno waited

in vain for commissions.^ While Rafiaelle in a letter relates that the

Pope had set-aside 60,000 d(icats a year for the continuation of the

building, and talked to Fra Giocondo about it every day, he might
soon after have told how Leo went no further, but stopped at the good

« intention. As a matter of fact Vork almost entirely because the

money w§s not forthcoming, ^^here is therefore no reason to reproach •

Rafiaelle with the delay in building. On the contrary, by not pressing

Leo to an energetic prosecution of the work, Rafiaelle |Ht)bably did the

building the greatest c^rvice ; since the Pope's mind was fill] of plans^

for which Bramante's great ideas wotllo have been entirely forsaken. No
one could see more clearly than Rafiaelle the hann which would have
thus resulted.

Leo X not only neglected the undertakings of his predecessor; be
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d^eated notihiiig new in the way of monumental buildings beyond the
portion of the Navicella, and a few pie^ of tf^toration in^San Cosimate

• and St Jbhn Lateran. Th^ work he had done beyond the walls in liis

villas and hunting podges (in Magliana^ at l?iJo, Montalto, and Monte-
^ascone) served only the purposes of his pleasure. Of the more important
peaces built in the city two fall to the account of his relatives Lorenzo

^
anc^ Cj;iulio, tha4 of thte Lanti (Piazza de’ Caprettari) and the beautiful

ViHa Madama on the Mario, begun by Kaflaelle, Giulio
Romano, ami Giovanni da Udine, but never finished. Cardinal Giulio de'
IMedici it was who carried on thg building of the Sacristy in San Lorenzo
at Florence, in which Michelangelo was to place the tombs of Giuliano
and Lorenzo ; but the fafadeVbich the Pope had planneci for the church
was never executed. Nor were any of the palaces built by dignitaries

oP the Oiurdh uwder Leo X of importance, with the exceptions of
a part 5f the Palazzo Famese and the Palazzo di Venezia. Even the
palaces and dwelling-houses built by Andrea Sansovino, Sangallo, and
Rafiaelle will not bear comparison with the creations of tlie previous

pontificate, nor with the later parts of the Palazzo Famese at Caprarola.

Sculpture had flourished under Pius II in the days when Mino of
Fiesole and Paolo Romabo were in Rome; it could point to very

honourable achievemehts under Alexander'^VI and Julius II (Andrea
^Sansovino'^s monuments of the Cardinals Basso and Sforza in Santa
Maria del Popolo); but this art also def,)ined under* X; for the
work done by Andrea Sansovino in Loreto under his orders falls in the

^ime of Clement VII, after whose death in 1634 the greater part of the
^ plastic ornament of the Santa Casa was executed. The cardinals and*
prelates who died in Rome between 1613 and 1521 received only poor
ai)4 insignificant monuments, and Leo’s colu .ml statue in Ara Cell, the
•woA of Domenico d’ Amio, can onl^ be calleu a soulless monstrosity.

Tainting* flourished more under this Pope, who certainly was a
faithful patron and friend to Raffaelle. The protection he showed to
this great master is and always will Leo’s l^t (pid noblest title to

fame. But he allowed Leonardo to go to France, i^hcii after Bramante’s
death he might easily have won him, had he bestowed om him the post

of pwmbatore apostolico^ instead of giving^it to his maitre de pltmirs^ the

sh^ow-minded Fra Mariano ^sarmio au^uUatus). He allowed Michel-

angelo to return to Florence, and, tj;iough he loaded Rafiaelle with

honouA, it is a fact that he was five I)ebiDdband with the payment ^

of his salary as architect«of St Peter’s. A letter of Messer Baldassare

Turini da Pescia turns on the ridiculous investiture of the jester Mariana
with the tonala of Bramante, performed by the Pope himself when
Bramante was scarce cold in his grafe. This leaves a most painful impres-

sion, and msdies it^ery doubtful whether Leo ever took his patronage of

Ihe arts veiy seriously. In the same way his love of peace is shown in a

veiy strange light during the latter half of his reign by the high-lianded

on. 1.
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campaign against the Duke of Urbino (1516); the menace to Fenara

(1519) ; the Crafty enticiii|; of G^ampaolo Baglione, Loixi of Foftgia, to

Rome and his murder deq>ite the ^e^nduct promised him ; tbe war

against Ludovico PVeduon, Lord of Fermo ; the ann^tion of the towns

tod fortresses in the province of Ancona ; the attempt on the life of the

Duke of Ferrara; the betrayal of Francis I an^ the league with CharleaV
in 1521. The senseless extravagance of the ^urt *the ccAistant sujce&icm •

of very mundane festivals, hunting-parties|lttnd other amusements, left

Leo in continual eml&irassment for money and led him iA» deb^ not

only to all tlie bankers but to his own^officials. They even drove him
to- unwoithy extortion, such as followed qp the conspiracy of Cardinal

Petrucci and the pardon granted to his accomplices^ or that which was

his motive for the creation of thirty-one cardinids in i. sinele day.
^

All this taken together brings us to the conclusion uiat*^^% one
^

real merit was his patronage of Raffaelle. Despite the n^le wd
generous way in which his /eign began the Pope soon fell into an

effeminate life of self-indulgence spent among players and buffoons, a

life rich in undignified farce and offensive jests, but poor in every kind

of positive achievement. The Pope laughed^hunted, and gambled ; he

enjoyed the papacy. Had he not said to his brother Giuliano on his

accession : “ Godiamod U jfkpato poichi Dio dViia datot* Though he
himself has not been accused of sensual excesses the moral sense of the

.
Pope could not*be delicate «vhen he found fit to amuse himself with

indecent comedies like La Catandria, and on April SO, 1518, attended

the wedding of Agostino Chigi with his concubine of maqy yeanf ,

•standing, himself placing the ring on the hand of tlie bride, already

mother of a large family.

Nor can Leo's reign, apart from his own share in it, be regarded <08

the best period of the Renaissance.
^
The great masters h^ done their*

best work before 1513. Brauj^te died at the beginning of Leo's

pontificate, Michelangelo had painted the Sistine Chapel from 1508 to

1512, IxMinardo thaCena in 1496,,Raffaelle the Stanza deUgi SegnedurOi

1508-11. The latea Stame are far inferior to that masterpiece; the

wwk of his pupils comft m^re to the fore in the execution of the

paintings. And in his own work, as &lso in that of Michelangelo, the

gam of decadence is already visible, anft a slight tendenfiy to bardteo

style is to be seen in both. The«autumn wind is blowing, and t^e first

'leaves bemn to fall. • * * ,

The ^th results that the zenith of RenaiJ^ce art falls in the time
between 1496 and 1512, during whi<h the Last Suppgr^ the roof of

the Sistine Chapel, an^ the Stansxi della Segnatura were painted, and
'^nmante's plans for St Peter's wer» drawn up. We can even mark a
narrower limit, and say that the four wall-paintings df the Stanza ddks
Segnattsra murk the point at which medieval and modem thought touch

one another; the narrow medieval world ceases^ the modem world stands
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before u$ developed in all its fulness and freedom. One may indeed

doubt^bether all the meaning of tbj; oontSast was quife clear to the

* mind of9ulius II; but after/dl that is a matter of secondary importance.

For it is not the individual who decides in such matters ;
without being

aware qf it he is &ome on by his time and^must execute the task thCt

Sistoiy has laid upon him. Great men of all times are those who have

undei;ptood theecry £r6m the inmost heart of a whole nation or genera^

tian, shd, consdoualy oar uoionsoiously, have accomplished what the hour

demanded • ^

It has been in like manqer represented that literature passed

through a gc4den age under Leo X ; but considerable deductions must

be made from the undiscrimmating eulogies of earlier writers.

* Erasmus has teflected in his letters the great impression made by
Blimb» tbo iStue seat and home of all Latin culture. Well might

CardiniS Raffaelle Riario write to him : Everyone who has a name in

science throngs hither. Each has a iather]and of his own» but Rome is

a common fatherland, a foster-mother, and a comforter to all men of

learning.^ It is long since these words were written—far too long for

the honour of Catholicism and of the Papacy. But at that time, under

Julius II, they were reall^ true. A circle of highly cultured cardinals

and nobles, Riario, Gfimani, Adriano di Cdhieto, Faxnese, Giovanni de^

^Medici himself in liis beautiful Palazzo Madama, his brother GiuliaDO tL

Magnifieo^ and his cousin Giulio^ afteryards ClemdbJt VII, gathered

,

poets and learned men about them, that dotia campagnia of which
*

•Ariosto spoke; to thesn they opened their libraries and collections.

* Clubs were formed which met at houses of Angelo Colocd, Albertm

Bio di Carpi, Goritz, or Savoja. The poets and pamphleteers, to

wjxom Amilli dedicated his De Poetis Urbomis^ gave vent to their

•wit on Pasquino or on Sansovino's statue in SauJ Agostino. They met in

the salons oP the beautiful Imperia, in the banks described by Bandello,

among them Beroaldo the younger, who sang the praises of that most

celebrated of modem courtesans; Fedro Inghirami, tl^ friend of Erasmus
and Raffaeilfe ; Colocci, and even the serious Sadoletj). It is characteristic

of this time, which placed wit and beauty wbove morals, that when
Imperia died at the age of twenfy-six sh^ received an honourable burial

in^the chapel of San Gregorio^ and her epitaph praised the Coriimm
gnos, d^gna tmU> tumim^ rarfie mier homms fm-rnae ^pemnen

And although women no longer^ played so prominent a port at*
* the papal Court as they had done under Innocent VIII and Alexander VI,

yet,, as Bibbiena wrote to Giuliano de' Medici, the arrival of noble ladies

extremely Velcome as bringing with it something of a aorte dd do9me.

The activity of the greater nupiber of literary men and wits, whose

names have most ^contributed to the glory of Leo's pontificate, dates

bank to Giulia's time ; so for instance Molza, Vida, Giovio, Vslcriano,

whose dMogue De In^dkitate LUteraiofruxk tells of the tate of many of

cu. 1.
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his friends, Porzio, Cappello, Bembo, who as Latinist was the chkf
representative <of the cult Cice^, and as a writer in the vulgar ti^igiie

gave -Italy her prose, nnd Sadoleto, who chrpnided the discovefy of the
'

Laocoon group. Pontano'too and Sannazaro, Fiacaftan and Nayagero
lAtd already done their bes^ work.

, ,

Nothing could be more unjust than to den^ that Giovanni de' Medifa
himself had a highly cultured mind and an e^ellenls knowledge* of ,

literature. It may be that Lorenzo had destined him for the ^apdty
from his birth ; certaiiily he gave him the most liberal education. *He
gave him Poliziano, Marsilio, Pico dellf Mirandola, Johalh^ Aigyro-

poulos, Gentile d' Arezzo for his teachers and constant companions, and,

to teach him £lreek, Demetrius Chalcon<^ylas and Petrus A^neta.
Afterwards Bemardtf di Dovizi (Bibbiena) was his Best known tutor.

In belles lettres Giovanni had made an att^pt with Greet veisest^ofte

of which have survived. Of his Latin poems the only examples*handed

down to us are the hendecasyllables on the statue of Lucrdda and In

eluant epigram, written during his pontificate, on the death of Celso

Mftllini, well known for his lawsuit in 1519 and his tragic death by

drowning.

Nor can it be denied that the opening yean of this pontificate were

of great promise, and seemed to announce a freslf impetus, or, to i^>eak

more exactly, the successful continuation of what had long since bfgiin.«

.Amongst the meh whom th^ young Pope gathered round him were
* many of excellent understanding and character, such as the Milanese

Agostino Trivulzio, who later on was to do Clement signal service,^

Alessandro Cesarini, Andrea della Valle, Paolo Emilio Cesi, Baldassare
'

Turini, Tommaso de Vio, Lorenzo Campeggi, the' noble Ludovico

di Canossa, from Verona, most of whom wore the carditul's hi|jt.

Bembo and Sadoleto were the chief ornaments of his literary dr^e ;
<

to them was added the celebra^d Greek John Lascaris,‘ once under

the protection of Bessorion, then of Ix>renzo U Magnifico and Louis XI^
in loanee the teacher of Budaeus, in Venice of Erasmus. Leo X oh his

accession at once sunvnoned him to Rome, and on his accost founded

a school of Greek in the palace of the Cardinal of Sion on Monte
Cavallo. Lascaris* pupil, Marcus Mu&urus, was also summoned from

Venice in 1516 to assist in this school. At the same time t^e Pope oom-

missioned Braroaldus to,publish the newly-discovmed writings of Tacitus.

'A measure, which might have jfcoved of the utmost important was

the foundation of the university of Rome by the Bull Dim Suaoissimos

of November 4, 1516. This was a revival and confirmation of an alzesldy

Toting Academy, in wlpch under Alexander VI and Julfus II able men ^

as Beroaldo the younger, Fedni, Casali, and Pio had taught, and

to which now others were
,
summoned, among them Agostino

Bottieella, Cristoforo Aretino, Chalcondylas, Panasio, and otlu^\
Vigerio and Tommaso de Vio (Cardinal of Gaeta) alw lectured on
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twenty-five, in 14i98, invested with the ptir|fie by Alexander VI, he had

taken ^part in all phases of the humasiistic^movement, ai^ shaded its

^ glories uid its^sins. Now«the sky had become overcast, but a idear

sunny gleam inim.the best time of the Renaissmoe still lay over hin^

^ougK his pontificate was to witness the^nroad of Liutheraninn on

I^y, the appearance of ^e doctrine of justification by faith, and on

,
tiieP other handP the foun^tion of the Society of Jesus (September 8,

l«9)/the convocation of the long wished-fo^ Ecumenic^ Council

of ^Trent 4^5^), and also the reorganisation of the Inquisition

(1641 ). ;>
The last Pope of the renaissance, as we must call Famese, left as

the brightest memory of his reign the record of aii^ efiort, which proved

fruitless, to unitif the last and noblest supporters of the Renaissance

wBo *8tilh su^vei in the service of the Church, for an attempt at

reformation. This is celebrated as the Constdtum delectorum Carina*

lithi et alidrym prelatorum de emendanda IlcclesiCL^ and bears the signa-

tures of Contarini, CarafFa, Sadoleto, Reginald Pole, Federigo Fregoso,

Giberti, and Cortese. Contarini must acknowledged to have been
^ the real soul of the movement, which aimed at an inward reconciliation

with the German party of reform. All these ideas had root in the

conception rcpresentecTby the scheme of Julfbs II. The greater number
pf those who worked at the Constdtum of 1538 must tp regarded as the

last direct heirs of this great inheritance. • The Religious Conference of •

Ratisbon in 1641 forms the crisis in the history of this movement: it

«ras wr^ked, not, as Reumont shites, by the incompatibility of the

* principle of subjective opinion with that of authority, but quite as
*

much, if not more so, by the private aims of Bavaria and France. So

mi^ed .the"movement towards reconciliation, anc another came into force

«and obtained sole dominion. This regarded the most marked opposition

to t^rotestanfism as the salvation of ^le Church, and to combat it

summoned not only the counter-reformation of the Tridentimmj but

every means in its^ power, even the^ extremest measures of material

force, to its assistance. The representatives of th# conciliatory reform

metvement, Contarini, Sadoleto, Pole, I^oroAe, became* suspect and,

despite their dignity of Cardinal, were subject to persecution. Even
no^i^e ladies Uke Vittoria Colohna and Giulia Gonzaga were not secure

from this suspicion and persecution. • «

Pali IV (1555^9) and Pius V (15d&-72) carried out the^Counter-

R^rmation in Italy. While the paglin elements of humanism merged
mne Antitrinitarian and Socinian sects, the Inquisition was stamping

pu|ib.tlie sola flea belief, but its terrorism at 4he same time crushed

culture and intellectual life out of ftaly. The city of Rome recovered

from the Sack of 16J87 ; but from the ruin wrought by Caraf&, the nation,

or
ijiifc any rate Papal Rome, never recovered. Whatever intellectual life

stiU lesnained was forced in the days of Paul III to shrink more and

€. K. B« u. CB. 7. a
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more from publicity. The sonnets which Vittoria Colonna and Michd**

angelo exchanged, the cc&iversec these two great minds hel^ In the

garden of the Villa Colon^a, of which Francesco d" Ollanda has left us
*

^n account, were the last fiickerings of a spirit which had once controlled

and enriched the Renaissance. • •

AVhat comparisons must have forced theipselves on Michelangelo as

all the events since the days of Lorenzo U Magntfico^ %is first patK>n, •

whom he never forgpt, passed in review before his great and lonUy

spirit, now sunk in gloom. We know from Condivi that th^impresSons

Buonarotte had received in his youth exercised a renewed power over

his old age. Dante and Savonarola were once his leaders, they had

never entirely'forsaken him. Now the favoU del mondo^ as his l^t

poems bear witness, fell entirely into the background Ibefoie the e^^t
thoughts that had once filled his mind at the foot of the*{}ulpit in

San Marco. His GiudisAo Universale sums up the account for his whole

existence, and is at the same 4dme the most terrible reckoning, made in

the spirit of Dante, with his own nation and its rulers. All that Italy

might have become, had she followed the dictates of Dante and Savonarola,

floated before his eyes as his brush created tljat Judge of all the world

whose curse falls on those that have exiled and murdered His prophets,

neglected the Church, and bartered away the freedom of the nation. His

Last Judgment was painted at the bidding of the Pope. Paul III caa

; scarcely have guessed how tKe artist was searching into the consciences

of that whole generation, which was called to execute what Julius

Had bidden Raflaelle and Michelangelo depict for all Christendom, and^
' which had ignored and neglected its high office.

Since 1541 the Schism was an accomplished fact, a misfortune alike

for North and South. The defection of the Germanic world depri’^

the Catholic Church of an element to whicli the future l^longed %ftei^

the exhaustion of the Latin races. Perhaps the greatest misfortune lay

and still lies, as Newman has said, in the fact that the Latin races

never realised, and do not even yet realise, what they have lost in the

Germanic races. Ffom the time of Paul 111, and still more from that

of Paul IV dnwards, the old Catholicism changes into an Italianism

which adopts more and more the forms of the Roman Curialism. The
idea of Catholicity, once so coniprehensfve, was sinking iQore and more

« into a one-sided, often despotic insistence on unity, rendered^ almost

inevitably by the continual struck with opponents. * And this was due,^

not to the doctrines of the Church, but tocher practice. Romanism
alone could no longer carry out a scheme such as that o{ which Julius II

had dreamed. It is now clear to all minds what intellectual, moral,

and social forces the schism had dr&wn Tiway ; this is manifest even in

the fate of Italy. The last remnant of Italian idealism took refuge iji

the idea of national unity and freedom which had be^ shadowed forth

in the policy of Alexander VI and Julius 11, and which MachiavelU had
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written 0X1 the last wonderful page of his Principe as the gu^ng principle

for the future. This vision it was which rJfee dimly infante’s mind;
• for its siSce the Italian people had forgiven sins of the Borgia and of

della Bovere ; it 1^ appeared to Machiavelli as the highest of aim^;

jfter aqother three hundred years of spiriturf and temporal despotism it

burst forth once more in tj^e minds of Rosmini, Cesare Balbo, Gioberti,

^
and Q^vour^ and rous£l the dishonoui*ed soul of the nation.

CH. I.
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CHAPTER II

. HABSBURG AND VALOIS (I).

•

The secular struggle between the Houses of Bftrgultdy mid "Valois

reaches a new stage in the era of the Reformation. The murder of the ^

Duke of Orleans in the streejts of Paris in 1407 involved alf first only a

junior branch of the French royal House in the blood feud with Burgundy,

The alliance of Orleans and Armagnac in 1410, and of both with

Charles the Dauphin in 1418, swept in the senior branch, and led to the

retributive murder of John of Burgundy at l^lontereau in 1419. Steadily

the area of infection widehs. A relentless Ate ^dominates all the early

yeai's of Philip the Good, and then, laid for a while to sleep at Arr^
(1435), reappears in the dar s of Charles the Bold. Not only politick

and nation^ aims, but an hereditary dynastic hatred might have inspired

Louis XI in his campaigns of war and intrigue until the crusl^g blow

at Nancy. The grandson of Charles the Bold, Philip the Fair, seemed,^

in his jealousy of Ferdinand and his devotion to the interests of the

Netherlands, to have forgotten the ancestral feud. But his son |md
lieir, whom we know best as Charles the Fifth, inherited, together^with

the inconsequent rivalries of Maximilian, and the more* enduring and
successful antagonism of Ferdinand, the old Burgundian duty of revenge.

Thus the chronicwhostility between the Kings of Valois-AngoulSme and
the united line of Buigundy, Austria, Castile, and Aragon has a dramatic

touch of predestined do6m, i^hich might find a fitting counterpart in a
Norse Saga or the Nibclungenlied.

*

But greater forces than hereditary htite drove Europe^ to the gujf in

which the joy of the Renaissance was for ever extinguished. The terri-

torial consolidation of the pne^ious age in Europe, tiiough striding, had

b^ incomplete. The union of the fWich Und Spanish kingdoms hgd

gone on natural lines. But Italy had been less fortunate. At the death

ol Ferdinand her fate^^wos still uncertain. The Spanimtls stood firm m
‘Sicily and N^les, the French seen]Ndd''to stand secure in Milan. Venice

had withstood the shock of united Eui*ope. Florence seemed strengthened

by the personal protection of the Holy Father. But so long as two
rival foreign Powers held their ground in Italy, consolidation had gone
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too ftr or not far enough. Italy must be either Italian or Spanish or^

Frenda, The equilibrium was un8tabl% No amicable axraSigement could!

* permanently preserve the stqjttia quo. The issue could only be solv^ by

the arbitrament of^arms.

^ In ^rermany the case was different. Tliere consolidation seemed lS>

be out of the question. Neither the preponderance of any single Power,

,
nopthat of anytcomblhation of Powers, held out hopes of successful oon«

qifest. *And the German nation, inured to arms, could offer a very different

resistance tO that which any of the Italian States could maintain. Thus
the history of Europe in this p^od falls into two well marked sections.

The Teutonic lands work ou|^ their own development under the influence

of the new religious thought, unaffected as a whole by the competition

4 for supremacy in ^Jurope. ITiey had their own dangers firom tlie Turk
r aild In ciwil strife.* But the struggle, although ostensibly between the

vEmperdt* and the King of France, was in I'eality between Spain and

.^Ffance fof hegemony in western Europe, supremacy in Italy. The
stru^le was dynastic, but dynasties are the threads about which nations

crystallise.

At the outset the forces were not ill-matchcd. On the death

of Ferdinand in 1516 the Archduke Charles succeeded by hereditary

right to the kingdoms^of Castile and Aragdh and their dependencies, to

Jkhe kingdoms of the two Sicilies, to the Franche-Comtd of Burgundy,

and to the provinces of the Netherlands. • On the de^ of Maximilian <

in 1519, he added to these the Habsburg inheritance in eastern Europe,

«twhich ^e wisely resigned before long to his brother Ferdinand. Ibr

soldiers he could rely on his Spanish dominions, on the regular forces*

organised by Charles the Bold in the Netherlands, on the less trust-

wprthy levies of Germany and Italy. The Netherlands and Spain gave

•hiq} a considerable revenue, which exceeded in gross the revenue of the

French King*, but was not equally available for common dynastic pur-

poses, owing to the difficulty of exporting and transporting treasure, and
the cogent necessities of internal government. The Sicilies might pay

for their own government, and provide an occasional supplement, but

the resources of these kingdoms hardly com^nsated for the needs of

their defence. The maritime reAiurces of Spain were considerable, but

ilUorganised and therefore not^adily available.

The French King on the other hand^ though his dominions were less
^

^
extensive, had manifest advantages beth for attack and deface. His

territory was compact, and almost all capacity for internal resistance had

been cnished out by the vigorous policy of Louis XI and Anne of

Beaujeu. His^subjects were rich and flourishiQg, and far more indus-

trious than those of Spain. All their resources were absolutely at his

controL Even the clergy could be relied upon for ample subsidies.

Uis financial system was superior to that of any other existing State.

He could make such laws and impose such taxes as suited his sovereign
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pleasure. Since the Concordat of 1516 all important clerical patronage

was in his hai^ds ; and thecgreat .^^lesiastical revenues served him as a

convenient means for rewarding ministers, afid attaching to himself the

great families whose cadets were greedy of spiritual promotion. His

cavaliy wd aii;illcry were excellent and well organised. His infantiy,

had not yet been satisfactorily developed, but his resources permitted

him to engage mercenaries, and Gennans and SvTiss weie still rei|dy to

serve the highest bidder. In defence he could fight upon interior

lines. For attack he' had a ready road to Italy through 6he friendly

territories of Savoy. The possession of Milan secured to him the

maritime power of Genoa, a very valuable addition to his own.

In character the two potentates were less equally matched. Francis

was bold, and vigorous upon occasion, but inconsequent in action ; Ms
choice of men was directed by favouritism ; his atteirtion* waa> divfertfid

from business by the pursuit of every kind of pleiisure, the mor^ as well

as tlie less refined. His extrja.vagance was such as to hampei^’his public

activity. To the last he never showed any increasing sense of royal

responsibility, and preserved in premature old age the frivolous and

vicious habits of his youth.

At the death of Ferdinand Charles was still a boy, and, until the

death of Guillaume de Croy,^ire de Chievres (1521), his own individuality

did not make itself clearly felt. Chievres, his old tutor, now his princip^,

, minister, dominated his actior. Yet at the election to the Empire it

was his own pertinacity that secured for him the victory when others

weuld have been content to obtain the prize for his brother Ferdinand, c

,
Throughout his life this pre-eminent ti’ait of manly perseverance marks

: him with a certain stamp of greatness. Slow in action, deliberate in

j

council to the point of irresolution, he yet pursued his ends wi|;h

unfailing obstinacy until by sheer endurance he prevailed. Extreme
tenacity in the maintenance of his just rights, mc^eratioh in victory,:

and abstinence from all chimerical enterprise, are the other qualities to'

which he owes such ^success as he obtained. Fortune served him well on

snore than one conspicuous occasion; but he merited her favours by
jindefatigable patience ; and he never made on her exorbitant demands.

Of his two gi*andfathers he resembles ' Ferdinand far more than Maxi-

milian. In the coui'se of bis career these^characteristics were develop^
and became more notable ; unlike his rival he learnt from lile ; but fi^m

'"his youth he was serious, persi^tient, sober. In his choice of mMisters

and judgment of men he showed himself greatly superior to Francis.

He was weU served throughout his life ; and never allowed a minister to

become his master. Unsympathetic, imimaginative, he 'lacked the en-

dearing graces of a popular sovereign;: he lacked the gifts that achieve

greatness. But, born to greatness, he maintained unimpaired the

heritage he had received; and, at whatever price of personal and
national exhaustion, he left the House of Habsbuxg greater than he
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had found it. When we consider the ineluctable burden of his several
' and (yscrete*realms, the perplexing and mi^tifarious dangers to which

he was exposed, the mere mechanical friction occasioned by distance and

boundaries and intervening hostile lands, the^nefficient organisation, po-

litical, financial, aftd military, of his countrigs at that time, the obstacles

hpposeS by institutions guarding extinct and impossible local privilege, the

wqrld-shaking problems which broke up all previous settled order, then

t]^ Smscientious sincerity with which he addressed his mediocre talents

to the allotted work must earn for him at least a^lace in our esteem.

On neither side was the struggle for world-empire. Charles would

|have been content to recover IVlilan in self-defence, and the duchy of

. Burgundy as his hereditary and indefeasible right. France had good
grounds for claiming Milan and Naples. But it is doubtful whether

lirancis would ha\p been as moderate after victory as Charles.

Tha struggle can be considered apart from developments in Germany.

But it has its reaction on German fortunes. Had Charles not been

hampered throughout his career by the Contest with France he would,,

not have been forced to temporise with the Reforming movement until?

it was too late for effective action. The Most Christian King was an*

unconscious ally of Luther, as he was a deliberate ally of the Turk.i

Immediately the conflict concerned the fate of Italy. Indirectly it;

weakened the resistance of Europe to the Reformed opinions, and to the
*Muslim in Eastern Europe and the Mediterranean. •

^ After Marignano (1515) and the Peace of Noyon (1516), which pro-

fessed fb shelve all outstanding questions and secure perpetual friendship

between Spain and France, Europe had peace for a while. It was

arranged at Noyon that Charles should take Louise, the daughter of the

^
King of France, to wife, and that the rights over the kingdom of Naples

shduld go with her. Until this babe-in-arms should become his wife,

Charles was to pay 100,000 crowns a y&r as rent for Naples, and 50,000

; until she bore him a son. If Louise died, some daughter of a later birth

i, was to be substituted as his affianced 4>riae, and this clause actually took

^effect. Charles promised satisfaction with rqganf to Spanish Navarre,

conquered by Ferdinand in 151S< perhapR he even secretly engaged him-

self to restore it to Catharine,9its lawful Queen, within six months. The
treaty was Concluded under the influence of Flemish counsellors, who

,^had surrounded Qharles, since he had J^cn up the government of the*

Netherlands in the prevjpus year. It was inspired by a desii-e for peace

with France in interests exclusively Burgundian. But it had also its

value for Spain, for it gave Charles a breathing space in which to settle

the affairs of his new kingdoms.^ Maxiniiliaff, now in isolation, was

.forced to come to terms with France and Venice, and surrender Verona;

land peace was secured in Italy for a while. At a subseejuent conference

at C^bray in 1517 the partition of Italy between Habsbuig and Valois

Cfl. 11.
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was discussed^ but nothing was definitely settled. English diplomatists
^

looked on askance at the ipppar^t reconciliation^ but their hqpes of

fishing in troubled waters were soon revived.

Charles utilised the respite for his visit to Spain in 1617. While
bjre he was not only occupied with the troublesome* affairs of his new
kingdoms, but with the question of the Empire. Maximilian, who,

although not yet sixty years of age, was wofn oet by^ tumultuous

life, was anxious to secure the succession to his grandson. At the Diet
’ of Augsburg, 1518, hL received the promise of the Elector of Mainz,

Cologne, the Palatinate, Brandenburg, and Bohemia for the election of

Charles as Roman King. The French King was already in the field, but"

the promises aqd influence of Maximilian, and the money which Chetrles

was able to supply, overbore for the moment this powerful antagonism.

On the receipt of this news Pope Leo X, who Jbad ^^alrejidy 4)e6ii

attracted to the side of France, was seriously alarmed. The Union of

the imperial power vdth the throne of Naples was contrary to the time-

honoured doctrines of papal policy. Thenceforward he declared himseli

. more openly a supporter of the French claims. Meanwhile, if Charles

was to be elected before Maximilian^s death, the latter must first receive

from the Pope the imperial crown. This Le6 refused to facilitate. In

all this the Pope showed hi^iself as ever more mkidful of the temporal

interests of the Roman See and of his own dynastic profit, than of the

^
gt)od of Europe oi religion. Both in the coming struggle with victorious

Islam, and against the impending religious danger, an intimate allia^e

w^th Charles was of far moi’e value than the support of France. But^

the meaner motives prevailed.

On January 19, 1619, Maximilian died, and the struggle broke out

in a new form. The promises of tlie Electors proved to be of no

account. All had to be done over again. The zeal of his agents, his ,

more abundant supplies of ready cash, the support of the Pope, at first

gave Francis tlie advantage. Troubles broke out in the Austrian

dominions. Things looked black in Spain. Even the wise Margaret

of Savoy lost hop)e, ^^ind recommended that Ferdinand sh6uld be put

forward in plage of Charles. Cliarles showed himself more resolute and

a better judge of the situatioh. He had friends in Germany, Germans,

who understood German politics better than the emissaries of Frances,

llie influence of England on eitl^r side was discounted by Henry VIIPs

own candidature. Carman opiipon was decidedly in fai^*our of a German
dection, sLnd although Charles was by birth, education, and sympathy a

Netherlander, yet the interests of his House in Germany were importsmt,

and it may not have been generally known how little German were his

predilections. The grea^ house of Vogger came courageously to his aid

and advanced no less than 600,000 florins. The advantage of this «

support lay dot only in the sum supplied, but in the preference of the^

Electors for Augsburg bills. The Hector of Mainz refused to accept
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esiy paper oth^r than the obligations of well-known German merchants.

At th% critical moment Francis »coiil(^ not get credit, Swabian
* League forbade the merchapts of Augsburc to accept his bills. He
endeavoured in vain to raise money in Geii^ and in Lyons.

^ It is^needless to pursue the base intrigues^snd tergiversations of thj
several Electors. The Elector of Saxony played the most honourable

^
partv fpr he refuted to te a* candidate himself, and declined all personal
grsitificStion. The Elector of Mainz showed himself perhaps the most
greedy and mifaitliful. He received 100,000 iloriAs from Charles alone
and tide promise of a pension of^ 10,000, which it is satisfactory to note
was not regularly paid. Money on the one hand, and popular pressure!

on the other decided the issue. 'The Rhinelands, where the possessions^

of four Electors fay and where the election was to take place, were
enthiftiastic fSr the Habsburg candidature. It was here that the
national^idea was strongest, and the humanists were eloquent in their

sujfport of Maximilian‘’s grandson. The army of the Sw^abian League,
under Franz von Sickingen, the great Geruian coftdoUierey was i*eady

to act on behalf of Charles; it had been recently engaged in evicting

the Duke Ulrich of Wiirttemberg from his doniitiions, and was now
secured by Charles for three months for his own service. Here also

money had its value. ^ Sickingen and the^ Swabian League received

J71,000 florins. At the end the Pope |^ve way and withdrew his

opposition. On June 28, 1619, the EJpetors at Frankfort vottd
unanimously for the election of Charles. The election cost him
850,000 florins. •

It is a commonplace of historians to exclaim at the fruitless waste of •

energy involved in this electoral struggle, and to point out that Charles
wi^ not richer or more powerful as Emperor th.\n he was before

; while
on tte other hand his obligations and anxieties were considerably

increased. Btt so long as prestige pl*^8 its part in human affairs, so

long a reasonable judgment will justify the ambition of Cliarles. He
was still perhaps in the youthful frame, of mind wjiich willingly and
ignorantly courts responsibility and faces risks, thp frame of mind in

which he entered on his first w^ar with Fitincis, saying, "Soon he
will be a poor King or I shall be* a poor tmperor,” But the imperial
Cri^ was in^soine sort hereditiu’y in his race. Had he pusillanimously
refused it, his prestige must have suffered severely. As a German prince
^he coulft not brook the interference of t,foreign and a hostile power in

affairs of Germany, ftte imperial contest was inevitable,* and was
in fact the peaceful overture to another contest, equally inevitable, and
more enduring, waged over half a continent, thi'cmgh nearly forty years.

^

War was in fact inevitable, and Charles w^os m-prepared to meet it.

^ Spain went slowly, and it was not until May, 1520, that

\
Qiarl^ was able to sail for the north, leaving open revolt at Valencia,

and discontent in his other dominions. The fortunate issue of these

ca. 11,
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oomplications has been related in the first volume of .this History^

Diplomacy hW already paved ^the way for an understanding wi^
Henry VIII, which took more promising ghape at Graveline^ after a
visit to Henry at Dover and Canterbury, and the famous interview of

Henry VIII and Francis I ^t the Field of the Cloth of Gold. Wolsey’s

skilful diplomacy had brought it about that both the greatest monarchs

of Europe were bidding eagerly for his and Ub masier's favo^r.v A
pension and a bishopric for the Cardinal, a renewal for England of <he

,
commercial treaty with the Netherlands were the preliminaiy price. * At

;
Gravelines it was agreed that Charles imd Henry should have the same

!
friends and the same enemies ; and that neither Power should conclude

an alliance with any other without the consent of both. If war broke

out between Charles and Francis, Henry was to act agftinst the aggressor.

For two years the agreements for the marriage of the Daf^hi$i wifh the

English Princess Mary, and of Charles with Charlotte the daughter of

Francis (Louise having diedl were to receive no further confirmation.

Towards the end of this period another meeting was to take place at

which another agreement should be concluded. Each Power was to

maintain a regular ambassador at the Court of the other. The pains

taken by WoLsey to reassure Francis and to sliow that Henry had re-

jected propositions from Gharles for a joint attack on France prove

that he was still anxious to prevent the Roman King from drawing

near to France ;^but the net^ result of the interviews was to guaranty
Charles against any immediate adliesion of England to his rival.

. Fortified by this belief, and leaving his aunt Margaret of Savoy

« to govern the Netherlands with extensive powers, Charles proceeded

to his coronation, which took place at Aachen on October 23, 1620.

Meanwhile in Castile and Valencia the troubles continued, until |he

rising of the Comuneros was definitely crushed at the battle of Villalar^

April 24, 1521. Charles was thus relieved from one* of his worst

anxieties, though the condition of his finances was so bad that he could

only look with alaiyn on tlie prospect of war. All his Spanish revenues

were pledged and qptliing could be expected from that k>urce. Still

the outbreak .of war was delayed, and he was able to bring the Diet

of Worms to a close before any decitive step was needed. And more
important still, in the eager hunt for alliances on both sides, Chevies

proved the more successful. Qn May 29, 1521, a secrel alliance had
|

been concluded on his behalf,with the Pope. <

From the time of the imperial election ILeo had foresee the con-

sequences, and had turned his shallow statecraft to the task of considering

what could be got for the Papal See and his own family from the im-

pending war. At first ne had urged a prompt and unit^ attack upon
Charles, in whidi France, Venice, and England were to join. This might

well have succeeded while Charles was still embroiled in Castile. Then
while n^otiatioQS with France and England flagged and each Power was
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maiKBUvrmg for the weather-gauge^ Leo began to see that France and

V^eeeoould never consent to his favgurite fcheme for tite annexation

* of Ferrara, the one part gf JulW design which yet remained' un-

executed. France was closely linkea with .^onso d' Este, and Venice

Hreferr^ him as a neighbour to the Pope. 'Xhcn Leo turned to Charle^
^

and Charles was ready to promise all that he could ask—Parma,

^
PiaeeqiBa, Ferraas, impferiafprotection for the Medici, the restoration of <

Franceftso Sforza in Milan and the Adomi in Genoa, and the suppression

.

of tile enemies of the Catholic faith. In return l!he Pope promised the

investiture of Naples, and a defensive alliance. Leo would have been

glad to make the alliance offensive, but the Emperor was in no hurry

for war, and still hoped that it might be averted. #

The alliance ^ith Leo was valuable to Charles for the resources,

mfttefial and Spiritual, which the Pope and the Medici controlled, for

the prcilection which the Papal States afforded against attacks on

Nicies froAi the north, and for the access they gave to Lombardy
from the south. Still more valuable appear^ the alliance with

England, as securing the Netherlands against a joint attack. Wolsey

at first was anxious to pla^ the part of mediator or arbitrator between

the hostile powers. At length at Bruges the agreement was reached

on August 25. Chi^Vtes was dead (May 18, 1521), and Charles took

J^mself the leading part in these negotiations. Charles was to marry ^

Mary, the daughter of Heniy VIIL Tht Emperor a^ King entered i

the most solemn alliance not only for the defence of their present '

possessions, but for the recovery of all that they could severally claim.

^The Emperor, who was meditating a visit to Spain, was to visit •

England on the way. War was to be openly declared in March,

15^. But if no suspension of hostilities came about between Charles

«na France, the declaration of war was to take place on tlie occ<ision

of Charles' visit to England. All this^was to be secured by the most

solemn and public declarations within four months.

The treaty of alliance, solemn as it professed tcbbe, left something

to be desired. France was already effectively a^ war with Charles.

Robert de. la Marck, Lord of Bouillon and 4edan, early in the year

had invad^ the southern Netherltinds, ana Duke Charles of Gelders, an

ol^ally of France and enemy of the Burgundian rulers, had attacked the

north. Henn d’Albret had marched iisto Navarre, and at first had met
with oAisiderable success. These attacks were manifestly supported by
France, and Charles could^erefore claim the aid of England by virtue

of earlier treaties as the victim of unprovoked aggression. But for the

time being it must suflSce that England was neutralised. In the border

warfore which succeeded Charles coidd hold his own. Sickingen chastised

the Lord of l^oillon. Henri d'^Albret was driven from Navarre by local

levieSb And although on the frontier of the Netherlands things looked

black for a while, though Mezieres under Bayard held out against attack

OB. II.
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aiid the Emperor himself risked a serious defeat near Valenciennes, though

the Admiral lloniiivet suoc^eeded^ in occupying Fuenteirabia, moat

important position on the^westem ^^yrence$^ all was compensated and

more than compensated by the seizure of Milan on November 19, 1521,

Hy the joint forces of th^ Emperor and the Pope. Lombardy ^th
the exception of a few fortresses was easily occupied, and in the north

Touniay capitulated. After these astonishing suedfesses the death of Leo,

on December 1, came as an unexpected blow to the imperial'^hopes.

But his aid had done Its work. His support had been the Jiief insiru-

ment in preventing the Swiss from assisting Francis with their full force

;

papal and Floi'entine money had supplied the needs of the joint expedi-

tion. Li return he received before his death the news that Parma and

Piacenza had been recovered for the Holy See. ^

The campaign in Lombardy had been conducted by ProSper^ Colbnitti,

in command of the papal and imperial forces, among which wer8 16,000

German infantry, brought by way of Trent. The Frendf army M^as

commanded by Odet de Foix, Vicomte de Lautrec, who owed his position

to his sister’s favour with the French King. They were joined by a

considerable contingent from Venice. The Spanish troops under An-
tonio de Leyva and the Marquis of Pescara came up.slowly from Naples;

operations began badly; no^lan of campaign confmanded approval; and

when at length the siege of Parma was undertaken, it had to be abandoned

owing to danger from Feirai’a In October, however, on the news of the

approach of a body of Swiss, whom the Pope had induced to serve for

the protection of the Holy See, Colonna crossed the Po. Giovanni de’

• Medici defeated a Venetian forc^, and the Marquis of Ferrara sdfFered a

defeat Liiutrec failed to prevent the junction of Colonna with the

Swiss. There were now Swiss in both armies, and the orders of the Sw^
Diet came to both armies that they were to return. But the papal con-f

tingent held firm, wliile those in^the pay of tlie French desfirt^ in great

numbei*s. Colonna forced the passage of the Adda, and Lautrec retired

on Milan, where the exactions and i*epressive measures of the French

provoked a Ghibelli^j^e rising, as soon as the enemy appear^ before the

walls. The Venetians led tlie flight, and Lautrec abandoned the city

for Como, whence he passed to winter hi the Venetian territory.

The strange election of Adrian of <Jti‘echt td the ^apal thrc(i;ie,

which followed on the death o£ Leo, appeared at first & favour the

imperial side. Adrian had be^a the Emperor’s tutor and was*left by

him as regent in Castile in 1520. But Adrian’s visionary and un-

worldly chai'acter unfitted him to take the traditional part of the Popes

in Italian politics. It was long before he appeared in^ltaly, and after

his arrival he long endeavoured to- maintain neutrality. At last, about

« a month before his death in September, 1523, Adrian was forced to take

a side, and joined the Emperor.

Tlie news of tlie successes in Lombardy put an end to the exertions
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of Wokey to conclude an axijpatioe between the Powers^ and to secure

his owx^ aooq>tanoe as arbitrator, {The ^liance with England was
* confirmed, and Charles was free to sail for Spain (May S6, 1*5^).

'

On his way he lanf^ed at Dover and visited Heniy ; and on June 19 the

treaty pf Windsor was concluded, according to which both sovereig&s

were bound to invade France each with a force of 80,000 foot, and

, lOjOQP horse ;^e dite mmed for this great effort was May, 1624.
* In*July, 1622, Charles reached Spain and the last remnants of

rebyiion wire stamped out Meanwhile his anfties in Italy had been

left almost to their own resources. The ample supplies voted by the

Netherlands in 1621 had l^n all expended in the war of that year.

No more money was forthcoming from the Pope or Floaence. A great

part of the implrial army had to be disbanded. The death of Leo
threw the S^ss entirely on to the side of France. The French King

moreover foimd no more difficulty in hiring German LandsknecKte than

did the EVnperor himself. In the Papal State the forces of disorder

reigned unchecked, and the old tyrants reappeared in Urbino, Catnerino,

> Rimini, and Perugia. Early in March, 1522, Lautrec moved across the

Adda to join the Swiss who were coming to the number of 16,000 from

the passes of the Alps. Ihe junction was effected at Monza. But the

defensive works of Cdlonna executed durid^ the winter rendered Milan

ipimpregnable to assault. The enthusiastic support of the Milantse

provided garrisons for the principal towns of the fiuchy. Francesco •

Sforza entered Milan on the 4th of April, and the Milanese were now
fighting for a duke of their own. Lautrec, although reinforced by a

French force under his brother Thomas de Lescun, could achieve nothing

against the defensive strategy of Colonna. At length the impatience of

the Swiss, who demanded battle or pay, forced .he French to attack the

* enfjmy in a strong position of their own choosing, called the Bicocca,

three miles from Milan (April 27). Hjre they were repulsed with con-

siderable loss, the Milanese militia doing good service side by side with

the Spaniards and the Germans. The*Swiss then returned to their

homes, dis^ntented and humiliated, and the French army shortly

afl^rward^ evacuated Lombardy, excepting thte three castles of Novara^

Milem, and Cremona. Genoa* was stormed and pillaged by the

Iwiperialists on May 80. A ifbw government was set up in Milan under

Francesco Sforza, though the unpaid Spanish and German soldiers recom-

^
pense^ themselves for their arrears by ^age and exactions. In Florence

*

the imperial success resto^ the Medici authority which liad been seriously

I
threat^ed by malcontents from the Papal States, supported by hopes

of French assistance. ^
The treaty of Windsor led to %n immediate declaration of war by

^^JSenry VUI, and during the summer of 1622 the English and Spanish

fleet raided the coasts of Britanny and Normandy. I>aUu'

m

irivadu)g

force under the Earl of Surrey and the Count van Buren entered Picardy,
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but little was achieved against the defensive opposition of the French.

A systematic devastation of hostile country took place in this region.

In spite of their ill-suo^ in two campaigns the French did not give
’

m their hope of reconquering Milan. Financial ilistress had again

forced the Emperor to reduce his forces, and the necessary means weit

with difficulty collected from the Italian towns and princes. The
Netherlands had up to this time been the only \ru8tvt)rthy sourotf of

revenue, and the eicpenditure of Charles' Court had made great In-

roads upon his treasifiy. Money was now coming in to tile Castilian

exchequer, but these funds had been p^dged in advance. The Italian

army was a year in arrear. Ferdinand jivas b^ging for money for

measures againjt the Turks. The desperate appeal of Rhodes for aid in

1622 had to pass unregarded, and this outlying bulwark of Christendom

capitulated at the close of 1522. Although Charles wai* inrSpam to

stimulate operations, Fuenterrabia was successfully defended^ by the

French against all attacks until February, 1524.
* **

On the other hand, since the autumn of 1522 the allies had been

counting on powerful aid in France itself. The Puke of Bourbon, with .

his extended possessions in the centre of France, was almost the only

remaining representative of the great appanaged princes of the fifteenth

century. Although his win§s had been clipped oy legislative and even

more by administrative changes, he still commanded a princely revenue^,

and considerable^ local supp*)!!. His position in the kingdom had

been recognised by the gift of the highest of Crown offices, the post

and dignity of Constable of France. But his title to the vast possessions

^which he held was not beyond question. The duchy of Bourbon had

been preserved from reunion with the Crown under Louis XII by the in-

fluence of Anne, Duchess of Bourbon, better known as Anne of Beaujciji,

who first procured for her daughter Susanne the right to succeed ^er

father in the duchy (1498), and tljen (1505) married her to Cbunt Charles

of Montpensier, her cousin, who represented the rights of a younger

branch of the Bourbon House. By^this marriage Charles of Montpensier

was elevated to the duchy of Bourbon, but when his wife Susanne died

without issue in 1521 hl^ ti^e became questionable at lajr. From
motives probably of cupidity, and of ciipidity alone, a double claim was

now advanced against him. The Queen Mbther, Duchess of Angopl^nte,

^claimed the femkle fiefs as being more closely related to the main line of

the Bourbon House, and the Kul^ claimed the male fie& as escheating

to the Crown. Against claimants so powefful Charles o£ Bourbon

felt himself unable to litigate before the Parliament of Paris. The
points of law were nice^and the tribunal amenable to royal influence.

He turned therefore to the enemiet of his country. He approached

Charles V and boldly asked for his sister Eleonora (widow of the King
of Portugal) in marriage, offering in retiim to raise 600 men-at-anna

and 8000 foot-soldiers and to co-operate with an invasioD from the east)
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But the intrigues became known, and although the Ein{^ hesitated to

arrest Ub Constable when he had him ^ Pari| in his power, and though

*agaiu in August, 1683, wheo, the King passed through Moulins to take

part in the great opedition to Italy, the Constable was allowed to stay

l^ind qn a plea of sickness, at length a peremptory summons was sent

t ordering him to join the King at Lyons. On this the Duke, who had
^been looking ins vain for fhe approach of aid from the east, took to

flight ahd, after attempting to escape to Spain by way of Roussillon,

succeeded atdength in reaching the frontier of Fraflche-Comt^.

The elaborate plans of the ^lies, which included the despatch of

a force of 10,000 Landsknechte Jbo Bourbon, an invasion of Picardy by

a joint army of 81,000 men, and an attack on Languedoc with 34,000

men from Spain, ii^re thus defeated. The Constable brought with him
onty his and^his sword. But the danger was judged sufficiently

real to prevent Francis from leading his army in person into the Milanese,

as *had befen intended. Great preparations had been made for an

expedition on a royal scale, but the Admiral Bonnivet was appointed

to take command instead of the King. While Bohnivet was advancing

on Italy some attempt was made by the allies to execute the otlier parts

of the plan. The Duke of Suffolk and the Count van Buren advanced

by Picfi^y to tlie neighbourhood of Compi%ne and Senlis, the German
Iprce threatened the frontier from the side of Bresse, while a Spanish

force crossed the I^renees in October and threatened Bayonne. TIk* -

delays had shattered the effect of the combination, but the kingdom ^

was almost undefended, and even Paris was thought to be insecure. Yot

kittle came of all these efforts. The Germans from Bresse made an •

ineffectual attempt to join with Suffolk and Buren, but were hunted

baqk across the frontier by the Count of Gui. \ The leaders of the

northern expedition showed little enterprise, and money as usual was

deficient. TUe Spanish army advanced ypon Bayonne, but was repulsed

by the vigorous defence of Lautrec, and retired ineffective. In spite

of a liberal subsidy in August from the Cortes of Castile, and the

seizure in Getober of gold coming on private • account from the

Indies, the, great design for the partition of* France proved entirely

abortive.
*

Jdeqnwhile Bonnivet had ptlrsued his path to Lombardy. His army
consist^ of 1*600 men-at-arms and sonse 85,000 foot, Swiss, Germans,

French,*and Italiam. On the 14th of September he reached the Ticino.

^Plrospero Colonna, who was in command of the imperial troops, had no

adequate resources with which to resist so powerful a foe in the field.

Adrian VI, it is^true, had recently announced hj| reluctant adhesion to

the imperial party, and about the siftne time Venice had renounced her

Frendi alliance and concluded a league with Charles. But the value

3i these accessions had not begun to be felt when Adrian's death

(Si^tember 14) introduced uncertainty afresh at the veiy moment when

cn. ir.
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Bonnivet appeared in Italy. Colonna was no longer .supported by

Pescara, but ne had at his^^position Giovanni de^ Medici, the oelefarated

leader of the Black Italian Brads, and Antpnio de Leyva. The imperial'

leaders abandoned the western part of the duchy
^
to the French and

^tired on Milan. If Bonnivet had pressed on he would have f9und the

capital unready for defence. But his delc^ gave time to improvise

protection : rad when he arrived an assault appeared impracticably ^ He
^

determined to endeavour to reduce the city by famine. ^

Besides Milan, Oolonna still held Pavia, Lodi, and Gremona,* and
wisely confined his efforts to the retention of these important posts.

Bonnivet divided his forces rad sent Bayard to attack Lodi and

Cremona. Lcdi fell, but Cremona held out, and Bayard had to be

recalled. The election of Clement VH on November 19 gave for the

moment strength to the imperial side. Money was sront aiid the Manjuis

of Mantua brought aid. Bonnivet was forced to abandon th4i siege of

Milan, and retire upon the Ticino. On December 28 Prospero Colonna

died, but Charles de Lannoy‘, the viceroy of Naples, with the Marquis of

Pescara, arrived to take his place, bringing witii him a small supply of

money and troops. Reinforcements came from Germany, and the Im-
perialists, now supported more effectively by Venice, were able to take

the offensive. They drovfc? Bonnivet from Abbiate-Grasso, then from

Vigevrao to Novara. The reinforcements which he was eagerly erpecting

from the Griso^3 at length c^rrived at Chiavenna, but found neither men
nor money to meet them. Giovanni de’ Medici hung upon their flanks

and di’ove the Grisons levies back over the mountains. At length Bon-

nivet was forced to leave Novara rad endeavour to effect a junction with'

a force of 8000 Swiss, whom he met upon the Sesia. But this relief was

too late. The moral of the army was destroyed. The remnants cquld

only be saved by retreat. Bonnivet himself was wounded at thic

juncture, and the task of conducting the wearied and di^irited tiwps
across the mountains fell upon Bayard. Bayard took command of the

j^r-guard, and, jn protecting the movements of his comrades, fell

Mortally wounded \fy the ball of an arquebus (April 30, 1624). With
him perished «the finest flower of the French professional army in that age,

jbhe Imight wlio liad raised the ideal of^ warrior’s life to the highest point,

^ut his last task was successfully accomplished- The Swiss eflec^

retreat by Ao!^, the French by Susa and Brian9on. The last garrison

of the French in Lombardy cajxtulated. ^ *

Adrian’s successor, Giulio de’ Medici, Clement VII, had been sup-

ported in his election by the imperial influence, in spite of Charles’

promises to Wolsey.
^
Giulio had long controlled the papal policy

under Leo, and it was assumed thakhe would tread the same path. But
Clement had aU the defects of his qualities. Supremely subtle and

acute, he had not the constancy to follow up what he had once come to

regard as a mistake. He relied upon his own ingenuity and duplicity.
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and endeavouned to sail with every wind. Thus he failed |dike to serve

his owi»r interests and those of his allies# #

* Clement began almost at once to detach ^imself iErom the imp^al
alliance, dangerous.in defeat, oppressive in ihe event of success, Hb

' eUTorts hpwever to conclude a truce proved unsuccessful, and on May
1524, a new compact was accepted by the allies. The Duke of Bourbon

^ was *tcw invade B^ce at tfie head of the victorious army of Italy. A
joint expediticib was to invade Picardy, and a Spanish army was tof

attack by wtty of Roussillon. Henry VIII seem^ to see a chance of:

making good the pretensions ofJbis ancestors to the French throne, and *

exacted from the unwilling Jluke of Bourbon an oath of fidelity to

himself as King of France. ^

In July the fllret point of this agreement was carried into effect.

Tlfe f)ukei of^Bourbon crossed the Alps in company with Pescara and
invaded France (July 1). His artillery joined him by sea at Monaco.

PrJvence offered little resistance. The Dul^e entered Aix on August 9.

But the other movements were delayed, and it was thought dangerous

to advance on Lyons without this support. Accordingly it was deter-

mined to lay siege to Mareeilles, which was surrounded on August 19.

Francis had here shown unusual foresight, and the town was prepared

for defence under the command of the Orsmi captain, Renzo da Ceri,

yho had shown himself throughout a passionate friend pf France. The
breaches in the walls were immediately prolt^cted by earthworks, and the

besiegers could not venture an assault. The French navy, reinforced

by And^ Doria with his galleys, was superior to the invaders on

\he sea. Meanwhile Francis was collecting with great energy an army ‘

of relief at Avignon. Unexampled tailles were imposed; the clergy

wecp taxed, the cities gave subsidies, and the nobl forced loans. Time
pressed and the assault of Marseilles was ordered for September 4, but

the troops recoiled before the danger ; Jhe Marquis of Pescara, hostile

throughout to the enterprise and its leader, did not conceal his dis-

approval; and the project was abandoned. The promised aid from

Roussillon was not sent, and the diversion in Picai*dy was not made.

On Septeml^er S9, mych against his will, t^e Dlike of Boifrbon ordered

the retreat. The troops, ill-clottfed, ill-provided, ill-shod, made their

wajs acipss the mountains, cloftly pursu^ by Montmorency. Francis

foUowed with his whole army and reashed Vercelli on the same day
that the retreating army arrived at Alba, about sixteen mileg S.S.W.

of Asti •

With troops^ humiliated, discontented, exhausted, resistance in the

fidid was impossible. The imperialists adopted ^he same strategy that

had succeeded so well against Bdbnivet. They determined to hold

^^essandria, Pavia, Lodi, Pizzighettone, Cremona. The citadel of Milan

was garrisoned, and it was hoped that the city might be held; but

it had suffered terribly from the plague, and on the approach of Francis

4a M. B. IX. OB. IZ.
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with his who]^ army, the attempt was given up. Bourbon, Lannoy, and

Pescara retired to Lodi;tand the defence of Pavia was enipuited to

Antonio de Leyva. Inst^d of foDowing up the remnants of the impe-
^

pal army to lx)di, and crushing them or driving them east into the

arms of their uncertain \%netian allies, Francis turned aside to malis

himself master of Pavia. The siege artillery ppened fire on November 6.

An early assault having failed, Francis attempted* to di^rt the opurSe of •

the Ticino, and by this means to obtain access to the south side of the

town, which relied mmnly on the protection of the river. Blit the wfnter

rains rendered the work impossible, j^ancis determined to reduce the

city by blockade. MeanwUle he called « up reinforcements from the

Swiss, and tdbk Giovanni de’ Medici into his pay.

Italy prepared to take the side which appeared for the moment

stronger. Venice hesitated in her alliance. Clement,*while endeavourihg

to reassure the Emperor as to his fidelity, and ostensibly negotiating for

an impossible peace, concIud|jed, on December IS, 15S4, a secret treaty

with France, in which Florence and Venice were included. This treaty

led both Clement and Francis to their ruin. Clement paid for his

cowardly betrayal at the Sack of Rome, apd Francis was encouraged

to detach a part of his army tmder the Duke of Albany to invade

Naples, an enterprise whict weakened his main *^force without securing

any corresponding advantage. The Duke, after holding to ransom the

towns of Italy ^through whidi he passed, reached the south of the papal

territory, where he was attacked by the Colonna and driven back to

Rome. It was hoped however that this diversion would induce the^
' imperial generals to leave Lombardy to its fate and hurry to the protec-

tion of Naples. But reinforcements were coming in from Germany
imder Frundsberg, and it was Naples that was left to fortune. On
January 34, 1535, the imperial forces moved from Lodi. Aft^ sf

feint on Milan, they approached Pavia, and encamped* towards the

east to wait their opporiunity. Thence they succeed^ in introducing

powder and other most necessary supplies into the famished city.

The seizure of Chiavenna on behalf of Charles recalled* the Gfrisons

levies to the*' defence of th^r own territory. Re^foreemeuts coming
to Francis from the Alps were cut bff and destroyed. Giovanni de’

Medici was incapacitated by a wound. But the conation of 4the

beleaguered city and lack of f)ay and provisions did not permit of

further delay. It was decided* \o attack Francis in 4iis camp and risk

the issue. •

On t^ie night of Februaiy 34-35 the imperial arm;|j^ broke into the

walled enclosure of th^ park of Mirabello. Delays were caused by the

solid walls and day broke before %he actifal encounter. The news of

the attack induced Francis to leave his entrenchments and to mustar
his army, which consisted of 8000 Swiss, 6000 Germans, 7000 Frend^
infantry, and 6000 Italians. He was not much superior in actual
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numbers, but stronger in artillery and cavalry. An attempt of the

imperiaMsIjp to join hands with the garreon oft Pavia, by marching past

the French army, which had had time to adop%a perfect order of battle

in ^e park, proved impossible under a flanking artilleiy fire. Nor was^

itipossihlp to throw up earthworks and await assault, as Lannoy had
hoped. A direct attack unon the French army was necessary. ^ the

jTt^Z^^yduch ensiftd it is ^most impossible to disentangle the several

causts of the issue, but it seems clear that the complete victory of the

impeiAalists u%s due to the admirable fire-discipline and tactics of the

veteran Spanish arquebusiers, to l;he attack of Antonio de Leyva with

his garrison from the rear, to ^ inopportune movement of the German
troops of the French which masked their artillery fire, and perhaps in

some measure to tile cowardly example of flight set by the Duke of

Ale!h9on. «rhe FrcSich army was destroyed, the French King was

captured, md all his most illustrious commanders were taken prisoners

or killed. As Ravenna marks the advent^of artillery as a deciding

factor in great battles, so perhaps Pavia may be said to mark the

•superiority attained by hand firearms over the pike. The Swiss pike-

men were unable to stand s^ainst the Spanish bullets.

Once more the duch^r had been reconqueted, and it seemed lost for

ever to France. Francis was sent as a prisoner first to Pizaighettone

agd then to Spain. Here the unwonted restraint acting on a man so

passionately devoted to field-sports shook hif health ; he thought at one

time of resigning the crown of France in favour of the Dauphin, in

order to discount the advantage possessed by Charles in the custody of •

his royal person; but he was at length constrained to accept the

Emperor's terms. The result was the treaty i>f Madrid, signed by
Fraqcis on January 14, 1626, and confirmed by the most solemn.

oathS| and by the pledge of the King's knightly honour, but with the ;

d^iberate and secretly expressed intention^of repudiating its obligations. ^

Francis was to marry Eleonora, the Emperor's sister and the widow of

the King of Portugal. He renounced aj^ bis rights over Milan, Naples, ,

Genoa, Asti, together with the suzerainty of Flanders, Artois, and

Tournay. IJe ceded to Charles the duchy fff Bftrgundy, in^which how-

ever the traditional dependencies of the duchy were not included. The
Duke of Bourl^n was to be paltdoned and i*estored to his hereditary

possessions. Francis abandoned the Duke of Gelders, and gave up all

daims of d'Albret fo Navarre. As a giUnrantee for the execu|ion of

(the treaty the King's twoMdest sons were to be surrendered to the

'^Emperor's keepii^; and Francis was to return as a prisoner > in the

Went of non-Mmment. •
In spite of the outcries of historiifbs, the terms of this treaty must

be^ regarded as moderate. Charles exacted nothing, after his extra-

orainary success, except what he must have considered to be his own by

right. 9ut how far his moderation was dictated by policy, and how far

4—2GO. 11.
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by natural fpelings of justice, may remain undecided. ,The Duke of

Bourbon and Henry Vlll^ad pressed upon him the pursuit tdbe war,

the invasion and dismero|j{erment of France. Had Charles really aimed*

^t European supremacy &is course was open to hiqi. But he did not

take it, whether from a puident distrust of his English ally, or, from yn

honest dislike for unjust and perilous schemes of aggrandisement. That he

took no pains to use his own victory for the fuAheranfee of the fnds of^

England, may appear at first sight surprising. 'But Henry had
liad no part in the victory of Pavia, and almost none in afty of Charles'

successes. English subsidies had beeq a factor, though not a decisive

factor, in the war, but English armed assistance had been uniformly

ineffective. !Even before the battle of Pa^ia Charles had known of

Heniy's contemplated change of side. Moreover, sikice the rejection of

Henry's plans for the dismemberment of France, tike Eh^glisb Kidg had

concluded an alliance with Louise of Savoy, the regent of F&nce, and

profited by his desertion to the extent of two millions of croitns. Chflrles

owed nothing to Henry at tiie time of the treaty of Madrid.

Other considerations of a politic nature may have inclined Charles

to moderation. The Pope, appalled by the disaster of Pavia, had been

preparing against the Emperor an Italian league. ^Francesco Sforza

had been approached and had lent an ear to* proposals of infidelity.

Venice was secured. Even Pescara, Charles' own servant, had beeji

sounded by Girolamo Morene, the Chancellor of Milan, with the offer

of the Kingdom of Naples. Pescara was discontented with the favour

mid good fortune of Lannoy, with his own position, the conditions of

his service, and his rewards. He seems to have hesitated for a momenl!^

but eventually disclosed all to Charles, and threw Morone into prison

(July—October, 1525). Sforza was deprived of the chief places in^the

Milanese, retaining only the citadels of Milan and Cremona; but this

meant further trouble in Italy, and pointed to an undeHrstanding with

France, although Mercurino Gattin€U*a thi'oughout had urged that no
reliance should be placed on French promises. Charles deserves credit

for his prudence, M not for his generosity. Tbe notion that Francis'

permanent friendship cbuld^have been won by any greater liberality can

be at once dismissed.

Francis I was liberated at the Frehch frontier on March 17, 1^26,

leaving his two little sons in his place. He at once made known hks in-

tentions by delaying and finally refusing the ratification of the*treaty of

^Madrid; and on May 22, at Cognac, a League was concluded against tht

Emperor, in which Francesco Sforza, the Pope, Florence, and Venice

joined with France, ^forza was to receive the duchy of Milan unim-
;;!paired, the States of Italy were bo be Itistored to all their rights, and
|the Fi^ch Princes were to be released for a ransom of 2,000,000 crowns.

IHenry VIII gave fair words and encouragement in abundance, but (&d
not join the League. The aid of France was equally iUusoiy. The
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allies talked of peace, but in reality they courted war,«and with it

all the 'disasters which followed. * I

* The adhesion, however vacillating, of Hetory VIII to the party of

his enemies, set Charles free from any obligations towards Mary o4
England# and in March, 1526, he concluded his marriage with Isabella

of Portugal, a union yrhich he had long desired, securing to him an

•ample d^wry, anft promising peace between the two Iberian kingdoms.

The affairs of Italy still occupied his attentioi^ Francesco Sforz4

received the iS:st blow. Pescara w£is dead, but Charles still had able and
devoted servants in Italy. With the troops at their disposal Antonio

de Leyva and Alfonso del Guasto besieged Francesco ^orza in the

ci^de]l,,Q(^ Milan. After the League of Cognac had been concluded

the^ a^es adyjnce^ to his relief. The imperialists were in piteous

case. without^means of support, they were obliged to live upon
the ^coimtry and to levy money from the citizens of Milan. In conse-

quence they liad to deal with an actual revolt of the inhabitants which

was with difficulty repressed, while the siege of the citadel was still vigor-

ously maintained. Francesco Maria, Duke of Urbino, moving deliberately

and cautiously at the head qf the united Venetian and papal army, after

seizing Lodi, advluiced j;o the relief of Sfor^ and was only at a short

distance from the town when the Duke of Bourbon opportunely arrived

with a small force (July 5). Bourbon had been nansed as Duke of

Milan to compei^te him for the loss of ffis French possessions which

Francis had refused to restore. The Duke of Urbino then commenced
%n attacl^ which if vigorously pushed might have resulted in the de-*

struction of the imperialist forces, between the invaders and the citadel,

and among a hostile population. But he showed neither resolution

nor •activity, and on July 25 the citadel surreiidered. The Duke of

Orbimo, now r^nforced by some six thousand Swiss, the only aid which

Francis suppli^, turned to the siege of Oremona, in which he consumed

his resources and two months of valuable time. The final capture of

the city (September 23) was an inadequate* compensatiSn.

The attitude of Charles towards Clement VII alf this juncture was

expressed in* his letter of September 17, 1526, in which the misdeeds of

the Pope were systematically get forth. This letter was afterwards

printed in Spain, Germany, and the Netherlands as a manifesto to all

Christen4om. The arraignment was seveft but not on the whole unjust.

)n view of his wron^, real and supposed, ftfe means used by the Emperor
ate not surprising. His emissary^ Ugo de Moncada, after vainly en-

deavouring to wi4 back Clement, had turned to the still ’ powerful family

of Colonna. These nobles, Ghibellii^s by tradition, soldiers by pro-

fession, and raiders by inclination, after terrifying the Pope by forays in

the south and by the capture of Anagni, concluded with him a treacherous

peace (August 22). The Pope, already overburdened by his efforts in

the north, wai^thus induced to disarm at home, and on September 20

CH. 11.
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the ColonnfK. struck at Rome. They penetrated first into the $outhem

part of the town, and th^n int<^ the Leonine city, where theytsateked the

pa})al palace, and the dwellings of several Cardinal^ Clement took

^
refuge in the Castle of St Angelo, where he was shortly forced to con-

clude a truce of four months with the Emperor, promising tOcwithduaw

his troops from Lombardy and his galleys frpm before Gknoa, and giving

hostages for his good faith. The Emperor disavowed the actions Of th%

allies but profited by the result, which was indeed only partial, since

Giovanni de’ Medici, with the best of the papal troopsf continiled to

fight for the League, in the name of the King of France. An amnesty

promised to the Colonna was disregard^, and in full Consistory their

lands were declared to be confiscated, and a force was sent to execute

this sentence.
*

Inert as ever, after the capture of Cremona, %he l5uk« of \jrbino

allowed three weeks to pass before, strengthened by the arrival of 4000
* French, he moved upon IM^lan, not to assault but to blockade. Ihese

delays were invaluable to Charles. They allowed him to win the adhesion

of Alfonso, Duke of Ferrara, which was facilitated by the papal hostility.

They allowed him to send troops from l^in to Naples (December),

and to collect German leyies, who arrived in Italy luiAer Frundsberg in

November. Their presence in the duchy of Mantua forced the Duke of

Urbino to abaipdon the siege of Milan. He divided his army, leaving a

part at Vauri, on the Ad^, and advanced with th%remainder against

Frundsberg, whom he found at Borgoforte near the In the skirmish

‘'which followed Giovanni de’ Medici was wounded, and he djfd shortly

afterwards at Mantua. The Duke of Urbino gave up all further

attempt to prevent the junction of the imperialists, and returned to

Mantua. The want of energy displayed by the Duke of Usbino

tliroughout this campaign is not wholly to be attributed to his cha|act6r.

He had a well-ground^ mistrust of the troops of whic^ his army was

composed, and doubted their competence to face the Spaniards. More-

over the Venetians were uncertfiin as to the Pope’s real ^intentions and
?were reluctant to push matters to an extreme. The success of Charles

^owever wsE^ principally due to this policy of inaction.* The Duke
of Bourbon now extorted by the extremest measures the money neces-

sary to enable him to move, requiring, for instance, ^,000 ducats of

Morone as the price of his life and pardon, and at length the forces met
at Fiqrenzuola in the territoiy of Piacenza (February, 1627). Tljp

united army then moved towards the Papal States, watched at a distance
‘

by the Duke of Urbino, while garrisons were sent to ^save Bologna and
Kacenza. The Pope; in extreme alarm, threatened by Bourbon from
the north and Lannoy with the dblonna from the south, implored Francis

to act, and showed himself willing to make whatever terms he could i^th

the Emperor* Then on hearing of a small success of Iiis troops in the

south Frosihone (January, 1527), he determined to tih© war.
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A sudden raid by Renzo da Ceri on the Abruzzi seemed at first to

promijj^ a w^come diversion, but soon th^^vasibns of Naples

proved hs unprofitable as the campaigns in ^he north. The project of

conferring the kingdom on Louis, Count o^ Vaudemont, the brother of

the Duke of Lo^aine, which Clement ha^ put forward, faded into

the viSonaiy^ The Pope shifted his ground again, and on March 16

concluded a tr^ of eight months for himself and Florence.

Itlldanwhile the imperial army had been long inactive at San Gio-

vanni, N.iy. of Bologna. Destitute of everything, it was not likely

that they would accept a truce which brought them only 60,000 ducats.

A meeting had in fact alrefidy taken place, and Frundsberg, while

endeavouring to pacify his ^LcmdsJcnechte^ was struck by^mpoplexy ; his

days of activity were over. Hereupon came the news of the truce, with

ks hnpossibh; proposals, prolonging the intolerable condition of inaction

and watit. The army clamoured to go forward and Bourbon decided to

lead them. The Coimt del Guasto, Pescara's nephew, whose Italian

patriotism always competed with his duty to his master, protested and

withdrew, but on March 30 the others set forth, scantily provided with

transport and provisions by the Duke of Ferrara. Clement, on the con-

clusion of thejtruce, had disbanded his troops, and while Lannoy was

endeavouring on his behalf to raise the nfoney at Florence to appease

the imperialists, the tumultuous advance continued. On April 21
* Lannoy met Bourbon with 100,000 ducat^ but he no^'^ demanded njore

than twice thaff sum, and the march proceeded down the valley of the

Amo, threatening Florence. But the army of the League was nqp.r

^ enouglf to protect that city, and the only result was a futile rising of tha

citizens, and the accession of Florence to the League. Bourbon then

determined to move on Rome, a resolution acceptable above all to his

• iTutheran followers. The Pope proclaimed bis adhesion to the con-

federates, and clamoured for aid. But it was too late. On May 6 the

mutinous army appeared before Rome bn the Monte Mario. They had

left their artillery on the road, but the city was ^almost undefended,

except for such measures as Renzo da Ceri had been able to take on

osiers given at the last moment. The next«day the Leonine city was

assaulted* and captured, the Duke of Bourbon being killed at the

nij^ment of escalading the wall. Philibert, Prince of Orange, took the

command. Clement had only just tim| to seek refuge in St Angelo.

InHhe main cjty Renzo da Ceri endeavoured to persuade the Romans
‘

to protect themselves byjbreaking down the bridges, and preventing the

entry of the Colonna from the south. But he failed. The Trastevere

was easily captured, and the imperialists advanced without opposition

across the bridge of Sixtus. For eight days tlie Sack continued, among
horrors almost unexampled in the history of war. The Lutherans

^rejoiced to bum and to defile what all the world had adored. Churches

were desecrated, women, even the religious, violated, ambassadors pillagtd.
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cardinals put to ransom, ecclesiastical dignitaries and ceremonies made

a mockery, and tMe soldiers foj^ht among themselves for the spoil.

The population of Rome Mid been much reduced by the plague of 16^
and a rough census taken shortly before the capture ^ves the numbtf as

^out 65,000, of whom 40^ are estimated to have perished in the Sack^

All who were able took to flight, and the deserted city was lefi to the

soldiers. ' o-
^

»

The Duke of Urbino came and looked at the dty from without, but

decided to do nothing), though the disorder of the imperialctroops gave

good hopes for an attack, and the Pope at least might have been rescued.

In default of all aid Clement made fferms: the payment of 400,000

ducats, and tl ^ surrender of Ostia, Civita Vecchia, Piacenza, and Modena

being stipulated. The Pope was closely guai^ed ''.n Ae Castle of

St Angelo. While he was helpless there the imperiahsts occupied 6st»

and Civita Vecchia, but were not able to obtain possession of the other

places. The Duke of Ferrara seized Modena and Reggio: the Venetians,

in spite of their alliance, Ravenna and Cervia. The Papal State was

crumbling. From Florence also the Medici nephews were expelled with

their guardian, the Cardinal of Cortona. A Republic was established,

though the city still adhered to the League.'' Meanwhile in Rome the

Prince of Orange had ben forced to relinquish his command, and

Lannoy, who took his place soon afterwards, died of the plague, which

was raging in the cumy. For nine months the city and its neighbour-

'

? hood were at thh mercy of the lawless and leaderless troops.

The responsibility of Charles for the Sack of Rome cannot be accu-

rately weighed. That he who wills the act wills also the consequences of '

the act is a principle that applies to both sidea Charles willed the ad-

vance of Bourbon and the armed coercion of the Pope ; he willed that the

Pope should be deceived by truces, which he did not intend to honoilr.

,

He could not foresee that Bourbon's army would have been completely

out of control, but .sooner or Isfter such must have been the case with

these Italian armies, among whom destitution was chronic. On the

other hand, Clemetft brought his /ate upon himself. He who observes

f
faith with none cannot expect that faith will be observed with him

,

f He who takei the sword must accepj; what the sword brings. And
> although an honourable motive, the desire to liberate Italy, and a

f
natural motive, the desire to preserve the real* independence of floieilibe

^ and the papal power, may hate partly influenc^ his actiona, it is

I

impossibly to acquit Clement so^ a desire for personal and pontifical .

I
aggrandisement, while in the use of means foir the accomplishment of

I
these ends he showed neither rectitude, nor practical wisdom. Even in

* his own game of Italian duplicity he allowed himself to be outwitted.

The Pope and the Papacy wei% crushed into the dust, but the
struggle was not yet over. Before the Sack of Rome, Heniy VIII and.
Francis had concluded a new and oflensive alliance at Westminsto
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(April SO, 16^) ; and after the news had spread through Europe this

was con^rmed on May 29, and strengthen^ still ftirther by Wolsey’s ?

* mission to Amiens (August)* One more grei|t effort was to be made in
\

Italy to forcse the^ Emperor to accept two million crowns in lieu of
'

Purgun(ly, and to release the sons of the Evench King. The King of

England was to give support with money and with men. His zeal was
^

^
quickened by a^esire to liberate the Pope from imperial control, and to

bring ififluence to bear on him for the divorce of Catharine.

in Julyiautrec set forth once more from L;^ons for the Milanese

with an army of 20,000 foot and 900 men-at-arms, to which Italian

additions were expected. Advancing by the usual route of Susa, he

easily made himself master *of the western districts, influding Ales-

sandria, and took* Pavia by assault. Andrea Doria, the great Genoese

sen-dtptaip, #ho \ms in himself almost a European Power, came again

into th€fKing’s service, leaving the Pope, and by his aid the imperialist

Adomi were driven from Genoa, and the Fregoso party set up in their

place. Teodoro Trivulzio was appointed tb govern the city for France.

Francesco Sforza was re-established in the chief part of the Milanese.

Milan alone under Leyva resisted.

But without completing*the conquest of the duchy, Lautrec determined

to go south to deliver the Pope. Prospects %ere favourable, for Ferrara

had changed sides again, and Federigo da Gonzaga, Duke of Mantua,

^abandoning his policy of neutrality, joined tbe League. Bqt while Lau ti*ec

was still approaching, the Pope was forced on November 26 to accept 4:he

Emperor’s terms, which, except for the promise to convoke a GenersJ
•Council ^to deal with the Lutheran heresy, chiefly concerned the payment •

of money, and the grant of ecclesiastical privileges of pecuniary value;

but provided against future hostility by the g’^arantee of Ostia, Civita

^VcSfcchia, and Citt^ Castellana, and the surrender of notable Cardinals as

hostages. Indeed the Pope, though unlikely to turn again to Fiuncis,

who had deserted him in his need, expelled his family from Florence, and
was now allied with the Duke of Ferrara*, Before th^day appointed for

his release the Pope was allowed to escape to Orvieto (December 6), his

original hostages having been also liberated by the inter^ntion of the

Cardinal Pompeo Colonna. He %t once *set his influence to work to

establish a permanent peace. JBoth monarchs were prepared for peace,

buf^ the terms*were difficult^ arrange. Jn view of the great expenditure

required, whether for the ransom of Bu^^undy, or for the alternative of

^ war, Francis called togethqf an assemblym Notables (December T6, 1527)
to justify the levy of an extraordinazy imposition. The Church offered

1,300,000 livre8,4iobles promised unlimited aid, an offer which they after-

wards unwillingly and grudgingly translated intb prose ; and those who
spoke for the towns guarant^ 1,200,000 crowns.
• But the terms which were offered to Charles were rejected by him in

January, 1528, and war was solemnly declared on behalf of France and

CB. n.
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England. Charles in reply reproached Francis with haying cowardly

broken his knightly word, and qjffered to sustain his contention with his

body. Francis took up me challenge, and Asked that time and place i

should be named. But for one reason or another, this fantastic and

frivolous proposal never cyime to its accomplishment, and it may Ijp

doubted if either monarch desired to be taken at his word.

Lautrec was at Bologna when he heard of the liberation of the Pope,
^

and he continued his march through the Romagna, favoured*' oy the

secret friendship of* Clement. Thence he penetrated 4ihrough* the

Abruzzi and advanced upon Apulia. This move drew the imperial

army out of Rome, February 17, 15^, which they had sacked once

more, and le?-. deserted. Of the forces which had sacked Rome some

11^000 were left ; the Prince of Orange had resumed <ihe command, and

taken up his position at Troja to protect Naples. rLauttec^refudted«to

attack him in this strong position, professing to be waiting for ifeinforce-

ments, but when the Florentine troops arrived, the Prince of Orange

retired towards Naples. Meanwhile the Venetians, as in previous wars,

occupied the cities on the Adriatic seaboard. The Prince saw that the

utmost he could accomplish was to save Naples. But it was with

difficulty that he could collect sufficient prbvisions for the immediate

needs of the troops and cSty, while Filippino Doria, cruising off the

coast, intercepted supplies from Sicily. An attempt made by Moncada
to surprise and 'crush the Qenoese commander ended in disaster, with

the loss of four galleys, the death of Moncada and of other captains

(April 28, 1628), and almost immediately afterwards Lautrec appeared

• before the walls, Naples was now completely blockaded by the^Genoese'

fleet, soon reinforced by the Venetians, while Lautrec established a siege

on land. Meanwhile Henry the younger, Duke of Brunswick, crossed the

Alps with a German force, and on June 9 joined Leyva on the A^da,

unopposed by the Duke of Urbino; but instead of marching to Naples,

Leyva at once proceeded to the reconquest of the duchy, a part of which,

including Pavia, Ije had previously recovered, and Lodi was besieged.

But the country w^ bare of all IJusteneuice, and even whefl bills arrived

there was no one to C£ush<them: so after three weeks the Germans refused

to continue the thankless talk, and the chief part of them went home.

The imperial government in Milan about this time was reduced to such

straits that they were driven impose a iliinous tax on*bread to meet
their most necessary expenses.^ iFrench reinforcementp were collecting at

Asti under the Count of Saint Pol. Never }iad the prospects of Spain*

in the Peninsula looked so black. Suddenly, July 4, orders came to

Filippino Doria from his uncle Andrea, to withdraw his blockading

, force from Naples. ' \

I
ftends had made the great mistake of offending the powerful sea

\ captain. In addition to private slights, Andrea Doria was incensed at tlfe

apparent intention of Francis to develop Savona for war and commerce
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at the es^pepse of Gknoa, and, when he expostulated with the King,

FrancL^formed the dangerous design i>f arreting the captain in his own

dty, and put a French commander, withou1|experience, Barbesieux, over

his head. Charl^ saw his opportunity and, by the advice of the Prince

4 of Orenge, he won Dona for his own seiyice, on favourable terms^of
' engagement, and with the promise of liberty for Genoa under imperial

protection. Ih vain, when Francis learnt his danger, he conceded too

late everything that Doria had asked. The Admiral's suspicion and

rc&entmenff had been aroused, and he joined the Emperor once and

for all.

This defection change^ the whole position of affairs. While the

French camp before Naples was ravaged by the plague,^Abundance suc-

ceeded to faminfi in the city. The French fleet under Barbesieux arrived

*on^u^J7l)ringhig a few men, but little real assistance. Lautrec clung

desperately to his siege, and endeavoured to collect fresh troops. The
Besieged *became more and more audacious in their attacks; Doria

appeared at Naples with his galleys ; and, when on August 16 Lautrec

di^, the situation was hopeless. On August 28 the remnants under

the Marquis of Saluzzo retired to Aversa, where they were obliged to

capitulate shortly after. On September 12 Doria entei'cd Genoa, and

established a new oligarchical Republic, tlfe French taking refuge in the

Castelletto. The form of government then set up persisted, with some

modification in 1576, until 1796, and G^noa had infernal peace at last*

In the North Pavia had been retaken by Saint Pol. The French com-*

mand^ made an effort to recover Genoa, but without success. The
G^oese soon after occupied Savona, and the Castelletto surrendered

(October 28), Finally in the spring of 1629 the combined armies of

^int Pol and the Duke of Urbino determii: d to reduce Milan, not by

siege, but by a combination of posts of observation. Tliis plan,

unpromising enough in itself, was f^strated by the conduct of Saint

Pol, who attempted to surprise Genoa, but allowed himself to be waylaid

and defeated on his march by Leyva at Landrianoj(June 20).

Francis and his allies still held some places in the Milanese, and

some ou^ying posts in the kingdom, as well «s the cities of the Adriatic

littoral. But negotiations begun in the winter between Louise of Savoy

and Margaret, the ruler pf the Netherlands, had resulted in a project of

:peace, whicli was vehemently desired ip the interests of all countries, but

especially of thft Netherlands, where public opinion m€ule itself perhaps

most fdt. Charles wai^ meditating a great expedition to Italy under his

^^^lersonal command, but he consented to treat. He sent full powers and
' instructions, elastic though precise, to Margiq^et, who was visited by the

King's mother, Louise, at CambrSy, July 6. Here the terms of peace'

were definitely concluded, and the treaty was signed on August 3, 15294

The compact of marriage between Francis and Eleonora was renewed^

Francis resigned all pretensions to Italy, left his allies in the lurch;

ca. II.
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renounced his suzerainty over Flanders and Artois, and all the fit>ntier

.places on the north-east renjiainedcin the hands of the occupant, t Robert
de la Marck and the Dukejiiof Gelders were abandoned. Two millions

\of crowns were to be paid as ransom for the young French princes, and
in lieu of the present cession of Burgundy, to whidi Charles reserved^

his right; while the possessions of Bourbop and of the Prince of

Orange were left to the French King. • '

With this treaty the first stage in the settlement of tile afiaiis* of

Western Europe was reached. To Spain was surrendered the un-
questioned supremacy in Italy, while the territory of France remained
practically undiminished. The agreement seemed stable. Both Powers
were thoroughly tired of war. The minor Italian potentate had begun
to learn that nothing could be gained by war eift:ept a change cf
masters, accompanied by devastation, exaction, plague, and famine.
The Pope had made his choice at last. The influence of Gib^i, whi5i
had always been on the French side, was removed. The moderation
which Charles showed in the use of his success confirmed them in this

frame of mind. It was his policy, while changing as little as possible in

the government of the smaller States, to make such order as should
secure to him in each effecfiive supervision and control.

The expedition which Charles had prepared for war in Italy set <

c forth from Barcelona, after a ^treaty had been concluded with the Pope
(June 29), and in the hope of peace from the negotiations at Cambray.
Cities may have received the news of peace on his arrival at ^enoa,
August 12. With the troops that he brought with him, with the
victorious force from Naples, the army of Leyva, and fresh German
levies from the Tyrol, he was absolute master of Italy, and could shape

\
it at his will. His dispositions were made at Bologna, whither Clement

;;
came to confer on him the imperiiil crown.

Peace was made with Venice, who restored all her conquests, and
^id a war indemnity. Francesco Sforza was restored to ^ilan: but
Charles reserved the right to garrison the citadel of Milan, and the town
|of Como, and a Spanish ^orc^ was left in the Duchy. Florence was
jrestored to the Medici, an operation wluch required a ten months' si^e
{October, 1529—August, 1530). Alessan&ro de' Medici wn^ appointed
jks head of the government of the city by the decree of October 28,JL5S0.
^The claim of the Duke of Ferrarf to Reggio and Modena was reserved
ifor the future decision of Charles. In all oth^ respects the Pope was
restored to his full rights, and re-entered on the poipession of his

);

temporal power, though l\is status now resembled that of an inferior and
protected prince. Malta and Tripbli were given to the Knights of
St John. A league of the powers of Italy was formed, to which finally i

not only the Pope, Venice, Florence, the Marquis of Mantua now created |
Duke, but also the Duke of Savoy, and all the minor States adhered. ^
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^

The Duke of Ferrara was to join when he had been re^nciled to the

]
Pope. all was concluded ChanleB revived at the hands of the

I
Pope the iron crown of Lombardy and the imperial crown, February

/S3-S4, and left Italy for Germany (April, 1530). All the years of war

he had^ spent in Spain, and this was the fifst time he had visited the

ill-fated peninsula, where so much of all that is precious had been

expended in supporting and combating his claims. How much had
been s&crificed to these ends may best he indicated by noting that the

battle of Mohses was fought in 1526, that Feidinand was elected to

the thrones of Bohemia and Hungary in the same year, and that the

Diet of Speier and the Siege of Vienna are dated in 1529.

The success of Charles appeared complete and pei'manent. Far

other and even idore difficult tasks awaited him beyond the Alps, but

85 fifr as (tal^ wasoconcemed he might sleep secure. He seemed to have

brought for once in her troubled history unity to Italy. That so much
hitd been achieved appears at first sight due mofe to good fortune than

good management. Again and again, above all at Pavia and at Naples,

! luck had declared in his favour when everything seemed to promise

disaster. But good fortune seldom comes where it is wholly unmerited.

Though always unequal in intellect and resources to the gigantic tasks

that were imposed u{)on him, Charles hacf shown perseverance almost

^adequate to his needs. Moreover, the brilliant work of his servants,

of Pescara^ of Leyva, of Lannoy, of the Prince of Orange, even of the

Duke of Bourbon, seems to argue something in this King which enabled

him to choose the right men and retain their permanent and devoted

service.* The fidelity of his Spanish and to a less degree of his Germai>

soldiers compares very favourably with the conduct of other ill-paid

n^cenaries during this period. The Emperr^^s name might count for

> much, but men may also well have felt that in serving Charles they

were serving one who could always }je trusted to do his best, who
woidd never forget or neglect his duties, even though sheer physical

incapacity might often leave him far below the levehof his conscientious

aspiration.
*

*
,

I
But, rjot less than the inexhaustible persistency of Charles, the defects

iof his riv^ had contributed to the result. Francis'* choice of men was

.^persistently unlucky. Lautre<f and Bonnivet compare ill with the leaders

^of the imperial army. French suppoist was never forthcoming at the

crisis.
* 'When it* came it was ineffecth^ly employed. On the Italian

side the leaders and the policy were similarly deficient. After all excuses

have been made for the Duke of Urbino he must be judged an un-

enterprising commander. Giovanni de' Medici, though brilliant as a

subonlinate, never had a clionce th show if he had the capacity to

j^conduct a campaign. The Venetians never dared to push home the

resolution on wMch they had for the moment decided. Clement showed

all the characteristics of a man of thought involved in the uncongenial

CB. If.
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necessity of prompt, continuous, and definite action. The diadowy

figure of Francesco Sforz^ flits ^tipon the stage and leaves no dear

impression.
jc

•
^

^
Some features of the war deserve particular notiocw It followed the

path of least resistance, and was therefore concentrated on Ital3b Tbim

invasion of France, of the Netherlands, of Spain, though occasionally

attempted, was always fruitless. Germany was never touched, ^otigh

an attack might have been directed upon Wiirttembeig, and the

Habsburg possessions ^ in Alsace. In each of these countfles national

resistance would be real and vigorous, the population was warlike.

Spain was further protected by its inhospitable country, north-dhrt

France and tlie Netherlands by the numerous defensible towns. Italy

had no effective feeling of nationality, its inhabitants coyld fight for

others but not for themselves. The immunity of the county an&

duchy of Burgundy from attack is surprising, but their secunty was

mainly due to the guarantee which the Swiss exacted for \heir Bur-

gundian friends and neighbour in their French treaty of 1522. Except

on this occasion the national action of the Swiss, which for a brief period

had decided the fortunes of Italy, 1512-15, jioes not reappear. They
fought as mercenaries, rarely for any national interest, and even as

mercenaries their unquestioned military supremacy was past away. The
best Spanish foot was probably betto

;
good Germans equally good. •

Moreover religious differences were beginning to paralyse the Con-

federation, and the Heformers discouraged foreign service. Savoy

and Piedmont were the highway of the French armies, expq^ on ,

the other hand to the incursions and requisitions of the imperialists,

when they had for the moment the upper hand in Milan. German
assistance in men was more than might have been expected, considering

the diificullics with which Ferdinand had to contend in the hereditary
*

IIal)sburg lands. When the jpes was against the Pope, Lutheran
ardour facilitated recruiting The Engli^ alliance, though eagerly

sought for, proved of little advantage on any occasion. But the out-

come of events in Italy decided the question of Henry's divorce, and with

it the defectioirof England fropi the papal obedience. •

The possession of Milan, on which the struggle chiefly turned,

was a luxury to France, a point of vital ihiportance to Charles, so long >

,
as he held the kingdoms of Naples and Sicily together with the IJether-

lands. Tl^e continued presence oi two first-class Powerl in the peninsula

was an impossibility. On the other hand, without the defence afforded

by the territory and fortresses of Lombardy, Italy was qpnstantly open
to invasion, and the valqe of this barbican was shown in the fact that

only once in all these campaigns t^e kingdom of Naples was serioudy

threatened, by the invasion of Lautrec. The other consideration, that,

Milan was the door by which the Spanish forces through Genoa, and the

Italian forces fi'om the South, could come to the rescue of the Netherlands
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in ^eiit of qvil war or foreign attack, was not overlooked by Charles

and his advisers, but its full significance was not in fact disclosed until

the reign of Philip XL On«the question of^ght Charles professed to

be fighting for a vassal of the Empire wrongfully deforced ; then for a^

imp^ial fief forfeited by Sforza^s treason ; and the restitution of Milan

to Sforza shows that the plea of right was not wholly insincere.

^ We can see/ that ^e whole issue of the struggle centred in

the qu^tion of finance, but unfortunately we are unable to follow

the details or draw up any budget of expenses Or i*eceipts either for

France or the Spanish possessions. During the years from the election

Empire until the Conference of Bologna, the Netherlands were

thechief resource of Charles. Year after year the Estates \dted unheard-

of subsidies ; the total contributions of the Low Countries are estimated

fdt IS20-^ at nc^ less than 15,000,000 livres tourruns ; and though a

considei&ble part of this was consumed in the defence of the provinces,

foi^ the necessities of their government, and the maintenance of the

Court of the Regent, it was to the Netherlands that Charles looked

in the moments of his greatest despair. Castile came next, so soon as

the revolt o£ the Comuneros had been crushed. The annual income

of Spain may be estimated at about 1,500,000 ducats, in the first years

of Charles' reign. Th6 Empire and the herCditaiy Habsburg lands may
^or this purpose be neglected,

^
Money was raised in Castile by pledging the taxes Jn advance, by

I ; issuing jufos . or bonds at fixed interest charged upon the national

revenues, by mortgaging to financial houses eveiy possible source of
* profit. ’In this way the great House of Fugger took over in 1524 the *

estates (maestrazgvi) belonging to the masterships of the three military^

orders, and later the quicksilver mines of Almiiden, and the silver minest

of Guadalcanal. or revenue fron indulgences granted on'^

pretext of a fictitious crusade, became regular source of revenue, and
wh<^, as in the time of Clement, the papal sanction was refused, the

Kiifg did not scruple to raise it on his own authority, and to pledge

it for many years in advance. The fifth^on all treasures imported from

Indies was since the conquest of Mexico becoming a vrluable supple-

fment, and as an exceptional measure the treasure could be seized and

jvros issued in recompense. But the objection of the Spaniards to the

export of tre^ure from the peninsula rpiade the use of these resources

at a difitance a vejy difficult operation, which could only be negotiated

*by the aid of the most powerful financial houses. From his early years

Qiarles relied greatly on the Fuggers ; Genoa from the first, except when

it was in French^' hands, and in the later years of his reign Antwerp, were

mainstays ofhis financial power. Charies was very punctilious in defraying

at least the interest if not the capital of his debts, and thus he was

at all times able to borrow upon terms. Hisjuros were sometimes issued

at a price equivalent to a rate of 7^ per cent. ; but in times of great

CH« n.
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need and danger, when time was the dominant factor, he was obliged

to pay as much as 12 and even per cent, for loans. As tim^ went on

the revenues of the Netherlands were similarly pledged in advance. *

The revenues of the Duchy of Milan in time o^ peace might have

|6een considerable. In timri of war they were whatever the anvy could

raise from the impoverished inhabiteuits ; and before the war was over

the state of the country was such that not only was thei% no siipe^aous ^

wealth, but the army and the inhabitants alike seemed in a fair* way to

perish of starvation. • The case of Naples and of Sicily wa#not qui& so

desperate, in spite of two rather serious risings in Sicily which we have

not had occasion to mention. But here ^ considerable army of ^|pi»

pation had tb be kept up and a fleet, if possible, for the protection^

the coast, if not from the French and the Genoese, at finy rate from the

pirates of Algiers. The surplus revenues of the «outh&7i«kin^ofts

cannot have been large, and although very often in an emergenc/Lannoy

produced money to content some starving troops or to tnove 80*me

paralysed army, the sums whfeh are mentioned are almost always small,

and give but a poor idea of the capacity of the kingdoms to assist their

King. Here also the same ruinous policy was pursued as dn Castile, of

pledging everything in advance, of selling everything that could be sold

;

and years of peace would b^‘required before the kingdoms could recover.

In Italy another valuable source of occasional revenue was the^

I' subsidies raised, from the lesser Italian States, which, unless actually at

l war with the Emperor, could generally be coeixed into payment, and, if

in his alliance, were expected to contribute handsomely. The Pope was
^

•the largest giver, but Venice could sometimes be bled, and Florence,

Lucca, Siena, Ferrara, Mantua, were often in a condition which made
refusal difficult. ,

The King of France had a better financial system and was Jnot*

troubled like the Spanish Kipg by the necessity of consulting his

Estates. His entire revenue was somewhat less than the joint revenues

^ of Spain and the Netherlands, but on the other hand he could increase

^ it more rapidly by raising the tai&Cy and it was entirely at Ibis disposal

;

; nor was he tnoubled like Charles by the necessity of difficult financial

^operations before he could fit out an army. On the other hand, when

his army was abroad these obstacles confronted him also. His financial

ministers were not conspicuous «for honesty, and the insti1:ution of the

Trisor de T£pargne in 15S3,4b receive all casual and unexpected sums

of revenue and to build up a reserve fund to be at the King's absolute *

disposal, was not so great a success os was hoped. The deficits during

the years of war reach^ an alarming figure, and it is* difficult to see

how they were met. For the credit system, in France was not developed \

as it was in Augsburg, Genoa, and Antwerp. The first public loans in
|

France were rai^ on the security of the revenues of particular towns ; /

and it was not until 1542 that the King bc^gan to build up Lyons as a^
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fiiuiiicial centre to perform for him the same functions that the bourm
GSenoa^and Antwerp were fulfilling^ for Giarles. llie attempt had

pome success^ and similar bowrsea were started at Toulouse (1556), and
tat Rouen (1563).^ Henry II on his accession acknowledged th^

debts of, his fisither, and the royal credit sensibly improved. At the

outset the King was obliged to pay 16 per cent, for advances, but by

^ 1560 rate hid fallen to 12 per cent. But confidence was rudely

shaken Vhen in 1557 thfe King suspended the payment of interest on

the debt, which at that time amount^ perhaps to five million crowns.

We can thus get a glin^pse of the methcds by which the enormous

^gMkms of these and subs^yent wars were liquidated. All the spare

dSm of Europe, withdrawn from commerce and industiy/ flowed at a

crisis into the King's coffers ; the road was opened to national bankruptcy,

whicfi was^ge&eral soon after the treaty of Cateau-Cambr&is. Princes

had leaAt to borrow, but they had not learnt to pay. The sources of

wedlth were diverted from profitable and useful enterprise to destructive

war ; and in the long run not even the financiei's profited, though in the

interval some capitalists built up fortunes, which are almost comparable

with iho^ ofOUT own day.

a. a. IK s». 11. 5
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CHAPTER III

HABSBURG AND VALOIS (II).

. Arrsft the Treaty of Cambray and the Conference of Bolojpia Ae
interest of European history shifts its centre to Germany^: CfiarRs’

/efforts in the South were chiefly devoted to the preservation of the
' existing equilibrium in Italy, to resisting the continuous 'advance* 0(

( Muslim power in the Mediterranean, and to the restoration of some

degree of prosperity to the shattered homes of Italy. His main atten-

tion was centred on the religious question in Germany, and the main^

tenance of Ilabsburg power on the Danube. France was still a chronic

menace, but the wars were neither so frequent nor so dangerous as

they had been from 1552)2-9. The death of Margaret of Savoj;

(December 1, l^bO) who hod governed the Netherlands during Charles'

minority (1507-15), and again with intervals from 1517 until her

death, made another break with the post. Margaret had ^en the^

confidante and intimate adviser of her father Maximilian and, although

for a time after his accession in the Netherlands Charles had been

estranged from her, he soon discovered her worth, and relied on heii; as

on another self. She was perhaps the most capable woman of her <jme,

well versed in all the arts of politics and diplomacy, a friend of letters

and of art, and under her rule the authority of her nephew over the

Burgundian State? had sensibly increased, though the prosperity of the

provinces had not shown a corresponding advance. He was fortunate in

finding in tha circle of his
^
own family another woman, [^haps less

^gifted, but well competent to take £er place and carry on her policy.

I
His sister Maria, the widow of the unfortunate King of^Hungary who
uell at Mohaez, wa.s persuaded t'> undertake the task, for which she had

g
n her capacity in the troubles which followechthe deatlT of her

indt Louis, a&d she entered upon the duties of her office in 1531/
government was strengthened by the new ordinance establishing

Councils in the Netherlands for foreign affairs, ju^ce, and finance.

Shortly before Charles had procured the election of his brother, the

^Archduke Ferdinand, to the dignity of King of the Romans, ai^ he
l^uld therefore regard the relations of his House to Germany and the

^Netherlands as satisfactorily established.
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. , But hii oth^r European conoeitis gave him grave cause for anxiety*

F Henry VJDD had been thought into m^ed hostility with Charles by the

\ affiur of tiie divorce. Francia was ever on th<| look-out for opportunities

of reversing the d^sions of Cambray. Clement was p^lexed by tl^

Remand for a Greneral Council; irritated the appointment of the

Caidiiui of Colonna, his enemy^ as Governor of Naples ; and aggrieved

by th^ award R^gio add Modena to the Duke of Ferrara (April 81,

» 1581). ^ Charle^ eameah desire for joint action against the THirks was

ithwarted byithe scarcely concealed hostility of Francis, and the mmre
secret manceuvring of the Pope. On June 9, 1581, Clement concluded

aeMgreement for the marriage of Catharine de' Medici to Henry, Duke of

:Oneans, second son of Francis, with secret articles bindinjf the Pope to

assist France in tile recovery of Milan and Genoa. The Grennan antago-

niit8*of Ferdinandi were allied with Francis. The formation of

Leagued! SchmalkaJden and the renewed advance of Solyman upon
^anna (Jidy, 1583) added further complications, and Charles was in

consequence obliged to temporise with the Protestant Powers of German^
(August, 1683). Aid was sent td Ferdinand not only from Germany
but Italy, which for once enabled Ferdinand to meet the enemy in

force ; Sol3rman retired andT Charles had a respite.

In the autiunn of 1583 Charles was agatn able to visit Italy. Here
he found all the States wavering. Venice watched the situation with a

cautious eye, well informed of all that was moving in%veiy Court, and

ready to take any advantage that offered. Milan groaned under the

foreign occupation. Mantua and Ferrara were of doubtful fidelity. Ip

"FlorencS, where the old constitution had been abolished in 1533 in*

favour of an unmasked autocracy, and in Genoa, where the party of

Spinola and Fiesco still were strong, there were powerful political forces

working for change. Armed intervention had been necessaiy at Siena.

Aftw a long visit to Mantua, where the famous meeting with Titian

took place, Charles met the Pope once more at Bologna (December,

1638). Clement managed to avoid the General Council by imposing

impossible ednditions ; and Charles failed to induce^him to give up the

pipjected marriage of Catharine with the Duka of Orleans All that he

could secure was the renewal of It defensive League in which Clement,

Milan, Ferrara, Mantua, Genoa, Lucca, Siena, were all included. Venice

alone reused* to join even this decepti\p League. On April 9 Charles

left Itoty for Spain, where his presence HlG\d long been eagerly desired.

The marriage of Henry with Anne Boleyn, declared lawful by*Cranmer

on May 88, 1588, now threatened a change in the political situation.

But Hetny was*in close alliance with Francis ; Md Charles was obliged

to accept the insult. And althou|^ on July 11 tlie Pope launched

against Henry the Bull of Excommunication, which was not however

Ibo come into force until October, he was at the same time arranging

for a meeting with Francis, and preparing to liand over in person his

cH. lu. S^2
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niece to the Duke of Orleans. The meeting took place at Marsalles in

October, 1533. What matters piay have been discussed Vtw^n these

rulers, whether Francis di^losed to the of Christendom his pro* •

iected alliance with the l\irks, is unknown, and ^matters littl^ for

Clement did not live to s^e any of their plans earned into ei^ecutio%.

i But the marriage sets the stamp on his policy and marks it as

' essentially dynastic, not Italian or ecclesiaAical. In-order to^win a
^

doubtful Milan for his niece, he was ready to expofe the peninsula

once more to the ten*ors of war, terrors of which he had earned bitter

and personal experience.

The death of the Marquis of Montfep-at in 1688 and the enfeoff*

;
ment by ChArles of the Duke of Mantua with this frontier State led to

' hostilities between Saluzzo and Mantua which shbok the unstable

equipoise of Italy. The news of the conquest of Bern ahS tfie

welcome arrival of its treasures, were items to set on the other side.

But the relations between the German Protestants and Francis assuitmi

a more dangerous phase in 4534 wh^ the Habsburgs were driven out

of Wiirttemberg. In September ftancis made proposals to Charles

which showed that he was meditating the disturbance of peace. A
double marriage was to unite the royal Houses ; but Milan, Asti, and

‘ Genoa were to return to tVance, and the Empferor was to give satis-

faction to Francis’ allies in Germany. The last condition showed that^

’ war was inevitajbie ; but Charles determined to gain time by n^tiations
" until a needful piece of work had been accomplished.

, For years the western waters of the Mediterranean had been rendered

< unsafe by a settlement of Muslim pirates on the north coast of Africa,

whose head-quarters were at Algiers. In 1618 an expedition from Spain

had succeeded in defeating and killing Barbarossa, the founder of tills

power, but his younger brother, Khair Eddin, who is known as Bs^ba*

rossa II, had then taken up th^^ command, under the protection of the

Porte, and had still further extended the strength and activity of his

robber fleets. The settlement by Charles of the Knights of St John at

Tripoli and Malta Q5S0) had be^ intended to afford a counterpoise to

the Muslim, and war hrd b^n waged on both sides with piracy and

rapine. The dangers of tins situation concerned Charles above all

others. Not only had Spain a number bf possessions dotted along the

African coast, but the coasts ofoSpain, Naples, and Sicily were especially

exposed to the raids of theo|&irate fleet^ and thdi' active cc^merce

was endangered. During the Italian wars Charles had neither leisure*

nor spare energy to attend to this peril ; but now immediate measures

were not only desirably but possible. The Barbaresqhes had recently

extisnded their power to Tunis, ahd in July, 1634, emboldened by the

unconcealed favour of Francis, who had concluded with them a com-

mercial truce, they had made a raid of unusual extent upon the Italian

coast Barbarossa had also been "named by Solyman as admiral of the
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Turkish fleet ; and though still a pirate he was the represcntatiTe of a

^
great PcAver, •

I
CSiarles considered that (here might just"be time for a blow before

he was once more *paraly8ed by hostilities with France. The winter «f

l6S4 whs spent in preparations, and on Mty 30, 1535, Charles sailed

from Barcelona^ and was joined by Doria from Genoa and the galleys of
^ Italy luid Sicily. Assistance came from Portugal, from the Knights of

Ma|ta, from^ Venice, and other Italian States, aijd especially from the

new Pope Paul III. The force amounted to 74 galleys, 30 smaller war-

ships, and 300 ships of burden. The attack was directed against Tunis

and proved completely succef<^ful. Landing at Carthage, the army first

won its way into j;he fortress of Goletta, taking 84 ships and 200 guns,

i^d«then after some hesitation advanced upon Tunis, defeated the

troops of IBarbarossa, and, assisted by the rising of some 6000 Christian

slayes, captui’ed the town. The former ruler of Tunis, Muley Hassan,

as restor^ there, the Spaniards retaining Goletta, Bona, and Biserta.

Charles returned in triumph tonicity, though he had not ventured

to attack Algiers, The blow was opportune, for a few months later

(February, 1536)i8Prancis concluded a treaty with Solyman, with whom
he had previously entered into relations Ip « 1525 and 1528. It had

another significance, for the Moors of Valencia, after their forcible con-

• version to Christianity ordered in 1525 and executed^ in the following

years, had been in relations with the Muslim in Africa, and many of

them had escaped to swdl the bands of Barbarossa.

Meanwhile, on September 25, 1534, Clement bad died, nowheift

^
regretted, unless in France, To him more than to any other man is*

^ due the success of the Reformation, as a movement antagonistic to

Reme, Intent upon dynastic and political iriterests, he had not only

refused persistently to face the question of religion, but he had done as

much as any to fetter the only force, except his own, that could have

\
attempted its solution. At his death all England, Denmark, Sweden,

\
part of Swit^rland, and the half of ^ermany, were in revolt ; but up to

^
the last the possession of Florence or Milan was oftmore account in his

eyes thaiii the religious interests^ of all ()hriiftendom. The College of

Qudinals, immediately on their meeting, came to the almost unanimous:

choice of Al^sandro Famese, who took the name of Paul III. He soon

,

showe^ his proclivities by attempting to take Camerino from Francesca

.
Maria della Roi^re, the Duke of Urfikio, to give it to hii^ own son!

Pierluigi. But the choice of the Cardinals was grateful to the Emperor,

who hoped bet^r things from Famese than he had ever obtained from

dement, and in particular the summons of a Q^neral Council.

The death of Francesco Sforza ^November 1, 1535), to whom the

fEmperor had in 1584 given his niece Christina of Denmark, disturbed

Ithe settlement of Milan and threi^tened the early outbreak of war.

TJharles seems to have made up his mind to this, for the demands now

OB. ni.
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made by him on France were provocative rather than coneiliatoiy. He
offered the Duchy of Milan not €£> the Duke of Orleans but tar Charles,

Xhike of Angoullme, withwe hand of Chrfstina of Deninath, requiring
‘

return the support of France in the matter of the General CotutcU,

against the Turks, and in particular against Barbarossa, for the recogidc

tion of Ferdinand's election, for the subjection of Hungary, against

Henry VIII, and even in Denmark, Norway, and Sweden. £vei^ Milan <

was not to be unconditionally given, for the Emperor waa to retain the

chief places under his*own captains and the Duke of AngofllSme was to

be deposited in his hands. The position of Charles was strengthened on

the one hand by the death of his aunt, Queen Catharine, January 7,

1596, and on the other hand by the attitude of the Bavarian Didues,

who for dynastic reasons now turned more definitely to the jmperial^de.
'

The Pope maintained neutrality, and his help coulfl only bo ^pected

for France if the guilt of aggression could be fastened on tiie Emperor.

The duchy of Savoy, during the campaigns of the fir^ war, had

been at the disposal of tire F/ench, and opened for them the easiest patii

to Italy. But the settlement after the Peace of Cambray had brought

he weak Duke Charles III into the imperiq^ defen8i(||^ league, and his

fuarriage with Beatrice of Portugal, in 1521, followed by the marriage of

he Emperor with her sister in 1526, formed a permanent link. The
lirst step therefore towards Italy required the subjection or adhesion of»

> Savoy, and the aomewhat fanciful daims which the King of France put

forward to a part of the ducal inheritance con only be regarded as a

cover for attack or a pretext for coercion. Cttmles lU was thc^weaker

*at this moment since he had been at war since 1530 with his city of

Geneva; and early in the year 1536 his hopes of recovering the

town were shatter^ by an expedition of Bern and the Swiss Fio-

testants, which relieved Geneva and overran the territory of Lausanne

land the Pays de Vaud. In Mfucli, 1536, the French invaded Savoy,

I
and, in spite of the obstinate resistance of its inhabitants, conquered the

; whole of Savoy, and occupied Turin. The remainder of the fortified

I
places in nedroont .were seized by order of de li^a from Milan, to

jnevrat their falling into thq hands of the French. ,

Meanwhile since his landing in Sicily, August 17, 1535, Charles had

been devoting his attention to his soutlfrm kingdoms, ^icily he now
visited for the first time; and he epent ten weeks in considering proposi>

. titeu of r^orm Imd before him^dy the Parliament, aniPin inspecting the

country. Thence he passed into Italy, leaving Ferrante da Gonzaga as
‘

Viomtiy in Sicily, and readied Naples on November 2^, Here Pedro

di .'tbledo had been Vicqpoy since 1532, and had given himself to the

restoration of order, the improvement of the diy, and the re^tabUsh*

ment and ariension of the royal poww. An attempt which was madi
to induce Charles to remove him only resulted in strengthening ids

poritims, for it soon appeared that the against him oipsa frmn
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Um numtha «ad a tubsidy of a miUioif duca^ was voted to him, after a
* larger offiar made in a vain^brioua spirit had*been wisely refused, lhat
so large a sum could be raised proves the excellent results of ToledoSs

|hree yeus' role. fVom Naples Charles pKxfe^ed to Rome, learning on

ijw way that the Ftench had attacked Savoy. He had already begun his

ipn^Mtfa^ons for defmioe in Navarre and Roussillon, and now sent uigmt
orders to assemble troops and collect money.

^is fuei^oe in Itkiy, however, was worth an army to his cause.

While etlU in Naples he had succeeded in securing Venice once more for

the defensive league, and aftenhis magnificent entry into Roipe on April 5,

1086, he could hope that personH influence and concessions to the ilh>pe's

femily ambitions would secure for him ift least the neutrality of Rome.
Eagsr, however, to*vindicate his honour, he made before the Consistory

an^ Ambanadors in solemn session a detailed exposition of his case against

Frtmee and called upon the Pope to decide between them. Paul HI
declared his intention of remaining neutral, and, yielding at length to

long-continued pressure, he issued on May S9 a Bull summoning a

General Council itk Mantua for May, 1537. The Pope had promised to

do his best to reconcile the parties ; but qp France was determined to

accept nothing less than Milan for the Duke of Orleans, and Charies

*oould not, in view of the Dauphin’s precarious life, accept his second

brother, Henry, whose marriage alliance with the Metlici family was

anothm bar, the prospects of successful mediation were poor. But the

position, in Italy seemed fairly secure ; and Henry of England, thou|^

he refused on alliance profiered by the Emperor, was too busy at home*\

to cause much anxiety. The contest thus confined itself to France, and |

Charles, who had collected a great army of 50,000 or 60,000 men, was
|

unwilling to consume it in the unpretending task of reconquering Savoy.

Tbe invasion of Provence seemed likely to secure the evacuation of

Savoy, besides the promise of further gain. Accordingly on July S5,

1536, the iqiperial army, taking a^ysotage of the accession of the

Marquis of Salu^ to ^e Emperor’s side, crosseck the French border.

BbtJdantmorency, to whom Fraupis had antrfisted the chiriT command,
maintained the strictest defensive. His army was lodged in two fortified

camps at Avignon and Valence; the country was systematically de-

vastetcj^; and CSrarles, though he was'able to advance to Aix, found .

an attaw on MaAeUles or Arles impracticable. Nothing could be less

' Fnencb and notiiing could be more eflective than the strategy of Mont-

morency. Gn Qeptembv IS Charles was obliged to order the retreat.

Meanwhile in the north the Coupt of Nassau had conquered Guise

and undertsAen the siege of Peronne. But the war was unpopular in

the Netherlands; sdbsidite were unwillingly granted and the money

qame in slowly; Peronne held out undor the vigorous command ot

FlHEEai^^t sind at the end of September Nassau also was forced to

OIL in.
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retire. In Italy Leyva was dead, and the prospect^ of the imperial cause

were not promising. The Uttle j^ace of Mirandola, whose ruler,' Galeotto

i Pico, had put himself unaer the protection of fVance, was a valuahle

[ «itpost for the French, a base where their troops could find harbour and

.issue forth to attack the ^confines of Lombardy. On Augusts 10 th%

« Daupliin had died, and the offer of Milan •to Charles of Angouleme
^assumed a different aspect. Charles while negotiating for pesdb pre« ^

pared for war. ,

For this purpose il was necessary that he should visit S^in to raise

the necessary funds, leaving many Italian questions unsettled. The
Duke of Muntua received the investiture ‘^of Montfeirat. Del Guasto

was appointed to the command in Milan in place o^ Leyva. But the

attitude of the Pope aroused* suspicion; and Charles was obliged Xo

depart without having contented him. On November 17 he l&fb Genoa;

but his journey was repeatedly interrupted by storms, whi|e a hostile

fleet of French and Turkish galleys lay at Marseilles. At len^h the fleet

was able to make the coast of Catalonia.* In Spain many months and

continuous efforts resulted in the raising of sums quite insufficient to

meet the pressing needs. Francis meanwhile had pibclaimed the re-

E

imption of the suzerainty over Flanders and Artois, which he had

nounced at the Peace of Cambray; and on March 16, 1687, a consider-

de anny invaded Artois. Hesdin surrendered, and Charles of Grelders^

was once more ih arms. But Francis soon grew weary and drew away a

large part of his army to the south ; the Estates of the Netherlands

granted for self-defence the sums which they had refused fortgeneral

'purposes; the attack was driven back; and on July SO a ten months^

armistice was concluded for the Netherlands and north-eastern France.

Meanwhile del Guasto had held his own in Lombardy and even yfOn

back some places of Piedmont from the enemy. The Turkish assistance

had been worth little to the French. Even in the kingdom oS Sicily,

owing to the energetic measures of defence, Barbarossa had been able

to effect little. The Mediterranean war deviated into a contest between

Venice and the MusKm. The remaining islands of the Aegean fell into

the hands of ^he Barbaresques. Nai^lia and Monembasia (Malvasia),

the sole stionghulds of Venice in the Mor^a, were besieged by the Turks.

The murder of Alessandro de' Medici in Florence, January 7, 1687,
strengthened rather thin weal^ned the position of Charles i^. Italy.

In spite «of the efforts of Frdhch agents the imperial vicegerents had-

their way; the attacks of the Jiionisciti under Filippo Stroati, though
aided by the French, were driven off*; and the o(^«and competent

Cosimo became Duke of Florence in the imperial interests, and was
married to a daughter of Toleda Filippo Strozzi was put to tmture

and died in prison. P&ul was won over by the gift of Alessandro's

widow Matgwty the EmperoFa natural diaughter, to his gimidson,

Ottavio Faxi|ese^ and Pierluigi^ the Pope's son, was inve^ with
, ^
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Noranu On Febnia|^ 8, 1688, a defensive league against the Turk^

^was cx>ndtided betwecb the Pope, the fimperor, Ferdinand, and Venice*

whidi prepared the way for a favourable mterventio];i of the Pope

between the two great Powers. •

* However, in October, 1687^ Montmorenty with a new army had

appeared in Savoy, and the imperial troops were obliged to evacuate

^ Knerotdi and Turin. But these successes led to nothing further.

Both monar^s were ready for peace ; an armistice was concluded

,
(Novemtiwr'ifeT^I; were long pro-

I
longed, so mwy were the questions at issue between the rivals. After

' the conclusion of the League Against the Turks the Pope left Rome, and

journeyed to Nice,»to mediate between Francis and Charles. Here some

ill-feeling waa aroused because the Duke of Savoy refused to put the

fortress ef*Nice, his last remaining possession, in Charles' hand for the

meetings. Jn a neighbouring monasteiy therefore the Emperor and

Ejng negotiated personally and separately^with the Pope, and a truce

was arranged for ten years (June 17, 1538), on the basis of uii possidetis.

The Pope and Emperor set forth at once for Grenoa to concert operations

against the Turk. •

Although at Nice the King and the Emj^ror had refused to meet, it

soon became known that a future interview had been arranged, perhaps

^through the mediation of Queen Eleonora. At Aigues-JUlortes the visits

took place on July 14-16, with the most surprising demonstrations of

good feeling. Nothing definite was arranged, but hopes of agreement

succeeded to something like despair. And Charles was anxious to makA

the most of the apparent friendship.

For the Emperor the war of 1636-7 hod been on the wliole far less

sudbessful than those of 1522-9. Francis had o'^errun almost the whole

of Savoy and Piedmont, he had invaded Artois, and successfully repelled

two invasions of France. He was content for the present to rest upon

his conquests, to hold Savoy, an outpost for defence, a ready road for

attack, and to defer the settlement other outstanding questions for

a season. Charles was the more willing to leave Savoy in Francis'

possession ^because the Duke had tofiendeds him deeply in^the matter of

Nioa On the other hand he peeded peace above all for his affairs in

Germany, and to meet the Turkish danger. A long truce with the

appearance of durability suited him well or better than a peace,

wfcddi could only have been secured at* the price of humiliating and

damaging concessions. In fact the two Powers, after violent oscillations

to and fro, had ceached a position of comparatively stable equilibrium.

They had learnt their own limitations, and* the strength of their

adversaries. A stage was reached on the road to the more permanent

settlement of Cateau-Cambr&is.

Hie truce between the great Powers and the League of 1688 led to

CO. ni.
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the hope that somethiag serious would now be u|dertaken againrt tbo

Turks. But exhaustion, tbe mutiny of soldiers at Goletta, in’Sioly, ijn,
*

Lombardy, a thousand reasons made it impbssible for Charles to put oat

his full strength in 1538. The force that was sent under Andrea Bom
to the Levant from Sicily; Naples, GUsnoa, and Baroel<ma, to coMiporatb

with the Venetians and a papal squadron, had no orders to undertake

any great enterprise. The Venetians desired to attack Prevesa, 'at^ the '

mouth of the Gulf of Arta, where the Turkish fleet was lying, but Boiia

was unwilling to risk' so much on a single encounter ; nauonal, uroaD,

and personal jealousies were at work; the League, like other leagues,

soon showe^ its inherent weakness; futfle skirmishes were the only

result; and tlie allies soon began to talk of pe^. Charles had

,
important business elsewhere, in the Netherlands, in Gmoany, and

> enterprise was put off. After long negotiations, delays, and diyippoint-

l ment^ the Venetians made peace with the Turks (October, 1540),
^ surrendering Nauplia and Monembasia.

Not only the affairs of ‘Germany, becoming more and more com«

plicated, but a serious difficulty in the Netherlands contributed to this

result. Tlie war of 1536 had necessitated ^application to the States*

General of the Netherlands for a heavy subsidy. All the provinces

consented (1537), and in Handers the three Members Ypres, Bruges,

and le Franc g^ve their vote, but Ghent refused; and when Maiy*
declared that the grant of tliree Members out of four bound also the

fourth, and took measures to levy the city's quota, the citizens appealed

to Charle.s who gave his full support to his vicegerent. AiW paolonged

"discontent, at length in 1539 Ghent broke into open rebellion. The
government* of the town gave way to the pressure of the mob, forti*

6cati(His were repaired, militia was levied, the subject-dties of Ghent,

Alost, Oudenarde, and Courtrai, were drawn into the rising, and MAty
was obliged to recognise the revolutionary movement.

At this moment the friendly relations of Charles with fVanoe stood

him in good stead, Charles had Recently lost his beloved irifs^ Isabella

of Portugal, and the. French King hoped to engage him in some profit*

able marriage' alliance. He a^free passage through his States,

and Charles, though he refused to hear of any marriage propositions,

accepted the offer. Leaving instructions to his s<m PhilipJTor the event

at his death, which show that ]|e would have been willing to allow the

whole Bofgundian dominions to pass to a French prinm as the price qi.

a permanent accommodation, he passed throuj^ France, met Ftimeis at

Laches (December 13, 1539), and was accompanied by him to Paris.

Hme he was royally received, and i|pt on bis way to Valenciennes, whare
he Mary, January 31, 1540. Thmioe he proceeded to '“nmHr
The news of his coming, with the assembling of German troops^

(

quelled the rebellious, irresolute spirits of Ghmt, and on Felmury 14
^ entered tha rity without resistanoe. Its fmnishment was stem tfaou^
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not «n!«wiviB. • Nine ^ tiw ringleoden wen executed. The town, bj

r tOKcing u{> the fomom calftkin, had dedai^ its own eentenoe ; the i

VcnsUtution was forfeited and* on oligarchical ^Ternment set up. The
derated subsidy and a mon^ indemnity in addition were ezacteds

The dt^was deprived of its rights over thelrarrounding territory andi

ndghbouring towns. A foi^ess was to be built to prevent nbellion W
ethefotnce. Solemn submission and humiliation was required. Finally,'

on these terms the dty was pardoned, at the price of all its remaining

libeifies.
* *

This nqsid collapse of a formidable rebellion increased the prestige

of Charles veiy opportunely, for the death of Charles of Gelilers in 1538,

instead of diminis^ng his difBcuIties, had increased them. The Estates

of tl^ duchyJbtad at once proceeded to the election of William de la

Merck, t]^e*heir of Cleves, Berg, and Jiilich. The death of his father,

Duke John, soon followed (1539), and the union of the four duchies under

a prince whbse leanings were Protestant was a serious menace to the

Habsbuig power in tiie north, Francis t gave Jeanne dAlbret to

William of Cleves (treaty of July 17, 1540) ; which compensated for the

rejection of his sister by H^nry VIII, announced about the same time.

Ibe project of settling matters between Clijrlcs and France by one of

sever^ ^temative marriage schemes had again proved impracticable;

And this French alliance with a German prince, an, enemy of the

(Habsburgs, showed a renewal of French hostility; the' more so that

tCharles had hoped that, by a different dispossd of Jeanne's hand, the

question jjf Navarre at least might be settled for ever. Charles replied*

by investing his son Philip (October 11, 1540) with the duchy of Milan.

Afiairs in Italy were fairly quiet. The reduction of Camcrino by

the.papal forces (1539), the revolt of Perugu; (1540), the refusal of

the Viceroy of Naples to allow his forces to co-operate in its repression,

and quarrels betvrcen Ottavio Famese anddiis bride, were not sufficient to

disturb the firm foundations on which the Spanish supremacy was built.

The rebellion ,and chastisement of the Cokmna were allowed to pass as of

purriy local impenrtanoe. It was thought that some af these movements

had been instigated to induce tl\p Pope Jo ^ve effect to the long-

promised Council, but the Council, which had been put off time after

time, seemed /u far distant as ever. The conference at Ratisbon -

(1541) i^d the benevolent intervention of Contarini proved of no avail, ;

egm^t to show tbdt the Lutherans would not accept even the decisions *

(n a General Council *

Secuie for thq time in Italy, and temporising as usual in Germany,

Cbsiles Brought the moment propitioqif for another attack on the power

of the Barbaresques. When war with fVance once more became in-

evitable, the e<nitrol of the western seas would be valuable; and

meanwl^ commerce and coast towns tirgently required relief. Since

.1538 aq attem|d had been made to win over Barbarossa by way of

ca. lu.
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negotiation. Charles hoped to secure the corsair for his own service, to

create for him a vassal kingdom^ including Tunis, and to tuni his anjpts^

against the Porte. But ^at the last moment Barbarossa declined the

^proposals, and Charles determined if possible to destroy his power. In

July, 1541, two French Envoys, Antonio Rincon, on his way' to Cofi«

stantinople, and Cesare Fregoso, accredited to Venice, were set upon
near Pavia and killed by Spanish soldiers. Their papers w&n not ^

secured, but the general nature of their errand was notorious. ^This

delayed the conclusion of a new alliance between France and the Porte,

and before it could be formed it was necessary if possible to take

Algiers. The knowledge of the warlike preparations of the French

King seemed to make postponement till the new y^ impossible, and
although the Diet of Ratisbon, the journey through •Italy, and^ a
hurried interview with the Pope had brought Charles to Sepfibqsber, and

his most experienced advisers declared that the season was^too late, he

determined to push on his expedition.

It was October 20, 1541, before the fleet which had collected at

Majorca met the Spanish contingent off Algiers. Heavy weather

prevented them from landing for two days, aaid when at length they were

able to put the men on sh^re the artillery, the supplies, the tents were

left on board. A tempest then smote the army, who were at the same

time attacked by the Barbaresques; fourteen galleys, and a hundred*

ships were driven ashore; and Doria was obliged to draw off*. The army
had to go now to Cape Matifu, where they took ship again at Bugia,

*Sand with difficulty set sail for their homes, after severe losses, and
without any compensating success (November, 1541).

This failure encouraged the French in their long-determined scheme

of attack. New agents had concluded the arrangements with the Sultan,

and although the Venetians and Lorraine refused to join, the allianoe of

Cleves, with the support of Denmark and Sweden, promised ^results,

though not in Italy. The main objective thia time was the Nejb^^riiands.

Antoine, Duke of Venddme (Jijily, 1542), marclk^ upon Artois and

;Flanders, hoping for a rising in Ghent and Antwerp. From the side of

Cleves Martiif van Bossehi advanced i^pth 18,000 men, and the Duke of

Orleans with a third army entered Luxemburg. A fourth army entered

i Roussillon under Francis and invested IPerpignan, but tjie defence of

Perpignan, under the Duke oi^ Alva, checked any further adv|uice on
this side. Van Rossem, aft^T devastating Brabanf, and thr^tening

Antwerp, joined the Duke of Orleans in Luxemburg, where before long*

; no place of importance held out excepting ThionviUe.,, But the capri*

I;

cious withdrawal of the Duke qf Orleans from Luxemburg with the

;
intention of sharing in the great victory^expected for the Kng in the

^South, took the heart out oi this attack, and the Netherland troops

soon recovered Luxemburg except Ivoy and Damvillera. In BousaUion

inwti^ of a victory an ignominious retreat followed.
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dniie following year was threat^iiig for Charles. The Sultan was

advancuig; in 'force upon Vienna. B^barossa after devastating the

asoasts of Italy joined the French fleet under i^e Duke of Enghien, and

laid siege to Nice (August 5, 1548). The city surrendered before long;

fapt the citadel h^d out, until it was relieved by the approach of

del Guasto by land and of Andrea Doria by sea (September 8).

^ Barbajpssa returned to winter at Toulon, where throughout the winter

Christiafl slaves were openly sold. Francis on his part invaded Hainault.

But Charles, leaving Barcelona for Genoa with the fleet of Doria, arrived

in Italy (May, 1548), and, after a hurried interview with the Pope, whose

desire for Milan or Siena he was not able to content, continued his

journey towards Germany, wit\i a small force of Spaniard i£nd Italians.

The Council, already summoned (1542) to Trent, had to be postponed

;

otlier*thingp f&r the«moment were more pressing. Ferdinand was left to

manage &s best he could in tHi East. At Speier Charles picked up a

considerableforce of Germans who had assembled to bring aid against

the Turks. But Charles led them on witli 4iim to Cleves, and attacked

Duren. In two days the city was captured by assault. In a fortnight

the Duke was at his feet imploring paidon, and on September 7, 1543,

a treaty was signed by wnich the Duke broke oiF all alliance with

'

France, Denmark, and* Sweden, and ceded \he duchy of Gelders with

^e county of Zutphen.

This success fully compensated for the reoccupatioif of Luxemburg
by the French which was completed about the middle of September.

Charles moved into Hainault to effect a juncture with the troops which^

Henry, Itis ally in this war as he had been in his first, had sent to Calais, i

and advanced (October 20) to the siege of Landrecies. Francis was in

the neighbourhood with a superior army ; Charles was anxious to meet

him in the field, and advanced in hopes of templing him to battle. In

this he did not succeed, but the retreat of the French army left him with

the honours of the campaign.

But the war was not over, and Charles needed all the aid that could

be by any mhans procured. Henry mUis’ induced to promise to invade

Fran^ in tiie coming spring with on army of 35,0(To me^. Peace was

made with Christian III of Denihark. At the Diet of Speier, 1544,

;
Charles met the German Frindes and by extensive concessions secured

I
the neutrality* or support of the Protes^nt Estates. Francois, Count

I d'^Engbihn, had invaded Italy, and advailged to recover Carignano near

f •Turin, which del Guasto had occupied. Del Guasto hurried from Milan

to relieve it; and d'J&^hien, having received permission to risk a battle,

attacked him on April 14, 1544, and completely defeated

him, with the losT^ some 8000 kill^ and 2000 prisoners. All Italy

began to consider the division of the spoil, but their hopes were

vain. The Spanish, holding all the strong places of Lombardy, were

toabled to prevrat d'Enghien from any further success. Piero Strozzi,
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who had collected 10,000 foot at Miiandola, advanced holdljr to

Milan, in the hopes of joiningr d'Enghien there, hut the Swjsi ic^bsed

to move for want of fSay, and Strosodchad to extricate hinwdf at

best he could, and the brilliant victoi^r of Cerewle had no xesolts.

‘still the news of this dej^eat rendered his success at Speier the more
welcome to Charles.

His army under Count William von Ftirstenbei^ now advanced upon c

Luxemburg and recovered his duchy. The si^e of St Lnsier was

then undertaken; and on July IS Charles arrived, with 10,000 ‘foot,

SSOO horse, and 1600 sappers, to take part in the si^^ Hera the

Prince of Orange was struck by a bullet, fmd died on the following day,

leaving as his heir his more famous cousin. Count WiUiam of Nassau.

The siege dragged on, while the Dauphin and tiie !^dmiral Annebsut

with a strong army of observation lay at Jilons between l^pemay ifod

Ch&lons, and outposts at Vitry liarassed the besiegers. But o£ July 28

these outposts were crushed with considerable loss to the French. On
August 17 Sancerrc, the captain, surrendered St Dizier with all tire

honours of wai*. Charles now advanced on Ch&lons and, declining to

attack the Dauphin'’s wmy, pressed on to Chiteau-Thieny and to

Soissons (September 12).

If Henry's army had shbwn equal enterprise the case of France would

have been desperate. He arrived on July 15 at Calais with the bulk of

his army, and was joined by the Count van Buren with a small force

from the Netherlands. Leaving the Duke of Norfolk to besiege

JVfontreuil, he proceeded with his main force to besi^ Boulogne.

Without aid from him Charles had reached the end of his tether. His

relations with the Pope were becoming more and more uncomfortable.

Paul had allowed Piero Strozzi to raise troops in his State ; the Ofpini

had been suffered to join him ; and the Pope was considering the gilt of

his grandchild Vittoria to the Duke of Orleans with Parma and
Piacenza as her dowry. On we other hand Charles' position for con*

eluding peace was favourable and he seized it. The result was the Peace
Cr^, Septemb^ 18, 1644. Henry was informed of the terms which

Charles was willing to accept; he disapproved of the conditions; but

was forced to content himself witli Boulogne, which surrendered on
September 14. *

On both sides tho tenitoryaoccupied since the truce of Nice was to

jibe restmed. Francis was to,denounce all daims tw Naples, l^lander^

land Ar&is ; the Emperor did not insist on the restitotion of the duch^
|of Burgundy. The rivals were to co-operate for the restoration of unily^

^in the Chiiidi, and a^nst the Turks. Charles was to give to the

iDidce of Orleans either his eldest*daughter with the Burgundian landi,

;or the second daughter of Ferdinand with Milan. If the Netherlands

were gfvtti, Charles was to retain the suptemeTdominion for his liie^ and
Francis to renounce his rights to MQan and Asti, which
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iMnraver, to revive in cue then wai no itnw of the marriage. If Mika‘

nexe given the Emperor was to retain oBhetive hold on duchy until’

*la aoD nta bom ; and the <gift waa declared to be a new fieft not\

dapendent on her^taxy rights of the House of Orleans. The King iqj

rsturo was to give a handsome appanage to bis son in France. As soonl

as tether of these transfers took place Savoy was to be evacuated, and/

ft the questions of right between the King and the Duke were to be decidew

by ariiHxstion. These public conditions were supplemented by a secret

|treafy, by which the King was required to tud in '•procuring a General

fCouncil, to give help against the German Protestants, and to assist the

^Emperor to a peace or durajjle truce with the Tur!^ The Dauphin

shortly afterwa^ made a sedemn protest before witnesses ^against the

treaty as contrary to the fundamental interests of the kingdom. The
was 1^*out in the negotiations, although the religious motive is

prominent in the conditions. But Paul was obliged to accommodate \

himself, and to avoid worse he issued a fresh summons to the Council to i

meet at Trent on March 15 of 1545. *

Thus another stage is reached in the settlement of Eiwope. The
,

Mvar of 1543^ differs from^preceding wars in that the principal effort
|

was directed on the Netherlands, that an attempt was made on both
|

sides to win substantiaf support in Germanyfthat Italy was neglected as
|

^o longer oliering a favourable ground for attack in spite of the ’

possessimi of Savoy. It resembles the second war in proving Ihnt

offensive operations on either side, though in this war more extensive

and detmmined, could not lead to any permanent result. The solidity,

of the several countries was more abundantly demonstrated. The ugly •

features of this episode are on the one hand the alliance of Francis with

the Turk and the corsairs of Barbary, on the other hand the cono^ons
oif<&HarlM to the F^testants of Germany, which involved either treason

to the Qiurdh or the betrayal of his duyes. But some acuse must be
miSM cin 'the i^und of the extremity of his need. Charles was a zealous

Churchman, but he could not masto fate. So long as he was opposed

by Erance add the Ottomans, ill seconded, even thwarted, by the Popes,

he cbold not in addition take upon himself the task of coercing

Protestants in Germany. lie and he alone of the Princes in Europe

faaaiA a just opinion of th# religious danger, and did his best to

meet it His*desire for eccleriastical reform was friistrated by the blind

oppoeiifon of the Popes. Toleration wdijbrced upon him as ajpolitical

•heceinity. Bat to samifiee the material to the spiritual was a virtue

that lay beyond his ken, and one moreover ill suited to the spirit of the

^jb. Alter ell Charles was a temporal prince, ^d as such his first duty

was to the State which he govern^.
*

The Paaea of Cr^y set Charles free for the first time in his life to

iiUneM dfectiwUy in the affairs of Germany. His religious zeal is

pa. lu.
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attested by the stringent repressive measures which followed in the

\Netherland^9 mdthej^dipt (15^^ which called upon all his subjects in

Mie hereditary Habsburg llmds to conform to the Confession of Louvain*-^

Hlie acts of a bigot perhaps, but a good man cannot do more than follow

jhis conscience, and Charles was a conscientious Catholic* His first need
I was to come to an understanding with the Pope. Charles proposed to

him definitely the use of the great sums "^accumulated for a criKsade <

against the Turks in a war against the Protestants, and in support of

the Council. -4t the Diet of Worms (March, 1545) the vefiisal of the 1

Protestants to be satisfied with a (Greneral Council in which the Pope

;

would be both party and judge was openly jieclared. Charles held hims^,
released froin his obligations to the Protestants by this attitude, though

indeed the proposed Council at Trent was very different from that which i

he had promis^. But the Pope still hung in the ewind.
^

To win him
the material must be sacrificed to the spiritual ; and the exaSt nature

of the sacrifice was made clear when Paul invested his son Pierluigi with

Parma and Piacenza (August, 1545) in spite of the claims of Milan to

these districts, and without the imperil sanction. Still the G^eral
/ Council was actually opened at IVent in December, 1545, after many
delays and proposals for a removal to an Italian dty, which the

,
Emperor emphatically rejected. The choice of Trent was a compromise.

1 Italian cities would attract only Italian clergy, who were too mui^
; ested in the abhses of the Curia. German cities would be acceptable

^ only to the Germans. A truce was concluded with the Turks in* Oc^ber,

,1545, on veiy unfavourable terms. The decision of Charles between

Milan and the Netherlands as the marriage gift of the Duke of Orleans

had at length been made in March, 1545. Milan was to be given

with the second daughter of Ferdinand, but the death of the Duke of

Orleans in Septemb^ relieved Charles of this necessity.

Charles was thus fi'ee to act in Germany, and, after the futile Religious

Conference of Ratisbon (1546) and the so-called Diet which followed,

i he signed a treaty with the Pope, who pledged himself to send

[ 18,000 men to the support of th^ Emperor, with a substahtial subsidy,

I
and to allow considerable levies from the ecclesiastical resouicjss of Spain

|(June 88). The Emperor was anxious to keep the terms of the League

^secret, but the Pope was eager that it should be known, and in letters

jtio the several States he published it at once, exhortingMiem to join.

But the course of the German>ar aroused once more his fear find sus-

picions. " Only the obstinate resistance of the Emperor had prevented'

the Pope from removing the Council from Trent to some town where he

could more effectively control all its proceedings. Many differences had

ariseu over the policy to be obsen^ with reference to Ihe Council ; the

Pope sent bis timps, though not the full number, and the 800,000 cr^wm

which he had promised did not arrive; difficulties were raised with regaid

to the pledging of Church lands in Spain. The Emperor was ohUgad to
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noae motssf hy sxi agreemeitt with the southern cities of Gensanj,

promiimig them religious liberty. In Jtanuary, 1547, the Pope withdrew

*his cemtingnt, the six months for which Vk had promised it having

expired. He was^intriguing with the Frendi. In March, 1647, tl|p

Coancil was removed to Bologna, and the Spanish Bishops refused to

follow, while Charles refused to recognise a Council at Bologna. The
victoigr of Miihlberg, April 123, 1547, made CliarW position still more
formidable. An actual rupture between the Pope and the Emperor
seeAed probable, suggested not only by fear of Charles" exorbitant

position in Europe, but by minor Italian interests.

The solidity o! Spanish power in the Italian peninsula was apparent

especially at this Juncture. Ferrante de Gonzaga, who hadTbeen named
as ^vemoi^ of* Milan in 1546, thou|pr"l£e appointment proved

ubfortunatS", securoi at least the support of Mantua. The Venetian

policy grew more and more cautious, and the greater this caution the

greater thef difficulty of disturbing existing arrangements. The policy

of Eroole II of Ferrara was almost equally ^prudent. Cosimo de" Medici

showed himself the faithful servant of Charles, and in view of his

watchful guardianship trollies at Lucca and Siena might pass almost

unnoticed. Naples was in the firm hands of Toledo. Doris seemed
safe at Genoa, and could be absolutely tnisfed. Only the Pope showed

.inclinations to disturb the settled order, in the interests of his greedy

Famese &mily. And so long as the other factors remained unchangt^d

he was powiurless for serious harm. But in Italy revolutions were

always possible. •

The remarkable enterprise of Francesco Burlamacchi directed from*

Lucca against Florence with the aid of the Strozzi failed miserably

(1446). A more dangerous conspiracy was set on foot in Genoa by
Gianluij^ Fiesco. Gianluigi, moved by the loss of his own property,

jealous of the power of the Doria, taking advantage of the dis-

content of tile people with the constitution of 1528, which gave all

the power to the old nobility, had lon^ ^inoe entered into relations with

France for the overthrow of the Dona, and the Spanish power resting

upon theie. The possession of Genoa was.ihe^cey to the peninsula, and
the wealth of» the Genoese capitalists a mainstay of Chiles. On the

other hand the immense de9ts owed by Charles to the Ligurian

financiers secured for him the support ofiithe moneyed interest, but could

hardly prevent a %udden stroke of force.* The Pope allowed fiesco to
' arrange for the purchase ^f four of his own galleys, at that time lying

in Cavita Veoc^a (1646). The Pope"s relations wjth Doria were far

from friendly, apart from any animus against the Emperor.
The time fixed for the attempt was the night of January 2, 1547«

At ten o'clock the conspiraiors, who had a galley and 300 foot-soldiers

at their disposal, issoed from the palace of Fiesco in three bands. Fiesco

htmself with me made for Dona's galleys, seized them, and in the

0. M. a. u. on. ui. 6
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attonpt to prevent the liberation of the galley-slaves fdl overboard and

as drownetL The two other bands made for two of the gates of the city,

and at the noise of the tuiftult, Giannettino^ the adopted son of Andrea*

l^ria, came up and was promptly kiUed. Andrea, however, escaped with

his life, and when the conspirators looked upon their work in the morning

they discovered that their own chief was missing. Left thus without unity

or direction they wavered ; the Senators o^ered them an amnesty on «

condition that they left the city; and the formidable plot re^t^ in

nothing but the re-csfeblishment of Doria and his master. *The amriksty

was revoked; the possessions of the conspirators were confiscated; but

Doria succeeded in repelling proposals for the redaction of Genoa under

direct Spanish rule, and for the erection of a fortress. Certain alterations

were made in the constitution for the purpose of securing authority to the

partisans of Doria, But Genoa retained at least the forms o^liberty.
* The

Castle of Montobbio, the sole remaining possession of the Fieschi, became

a danger for a while ; but surrendered to the forces of the Republic on

June 11, 1647 ; and Doria sutceeded in suppressing other plots instigated

by Francesco and Pierluigi Famese.

The removal of the Council from Tren\ came a little too soon for

Charles, and it would have been impossible for him at that moment
to follow the radical counsel of Cosimo de’ Medici (February 6, 1647),

who advised hin^to use his power for a complete reform of the Church,

through the Council, taking away the tyranny of priests, reducing the

power of the Pope to its proper spiritual limits, and restoring the pure

faith of Christ without the abuses that had grown up about it.
^
Chiules

} was powerless to prevent the removal of the Council, though its subse-

( quent adjournment was a concession to him. The gulf between Emperor

I and Pope widened; but neither of them was anxious for an open rupture.

Henry VIII had died on January S8, and Francis I on March 81, 1647

;

and the whole scheme of European policy was likely to undergo reviuon.

The Pope would not move until he was sure of support; and Charles was

too busy in Germany to wish to provoke complications in ^e peninsula.

Henry. II of France .showed friencUy inclinations towards Pwil, but gave

him no more definite assuranqe of friendship than a promise of the hand

of his natural daughter for Orazio Famese. From England and«r

Somerset nothing was to be hoped. The* negotiations of ^e Pope with

Charles still turned on the investiture of Parma and Piacenza, and the

addition.of Siena, as much as upon Ihe question of th# Council. Claries

deteimined that no session should b^hsld^t .Bologna; and althouj^'

the l^ope had set put to preside over a solemn session^intended as pre-

pamtory to the dose o( the Council, Diego de Mendoza, the Emperor's

envoy, had succeeded in procuring a further postponement, when a series

of unexpected events changed the whole situation. ' The aspect o{ Ni^des

and Siena was threatening, but the doud burst in Piacenza.

The ppogiessa of heretical opinions in Naples was notorious ; .and in
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May Paid had s^t a commiasary ta the kingdom, with a brief which

hinted A the establishment of the Inquisition. A rebellion at once

followed ; and the small Spanish garrison was in difficulties. But the

prompt and judicious measures of Toledo, and the assurance of Charks

%imself that he had no intention of introducing the Inquisition or of

allowing it to be introduced, soon restored order
;
yet an uneasy feeling

remahiad that the brief had been sent with the secret intention of

prqvoking revolt. Siena had already in 1545 risen in arms against the

imperial commissioner, Juan de Luna, and the Mmte dei Nove^ whom he

supported, and had driven out the Spanish garrison. Cosimo succeeded

in preventing any great excesses, but Francesco Grass!, whom Charles

sent from Milan^to appease discontent, failed to effect a compromise,

'{ha citizens^ took up arms again and accepted the protection of the

Pope, prdtesting against any foreign garrison, and excluding the Noveschi

from any
^
share in the government. Cosimo, however, succeeded in

procuring the acceptance of his own mec^iation, and on September 28

a garrison of Spaniards was admitted. Mendoza arrived in October,

restored the Noveschi^ and set up as before a governing body of forty,

ten from each Mantes but ^insisted on naming the half of them himself

(November, 1548). • %

In Piacenza the rule of Pierluigi Famese was hated. His measures

for reducing the nobility to obedience, by depriving them of their

privileges and forcing them' to live in the city, though salutary, made
him many enemies. Private wrongs increased their number. Gonzaga,

who represented the forward policy in Italy, was anxious to take advanta^
of the troubles at Genoa and Siena to establish direct Spanish rule

over those cities, and the discontent at Piacenza was much to his mind.

Aware of the hostile movements directed against him, and of the support

given by Gonzaga from Milan to his assailants, Pierluigi prepared to

defend himself by the building of a fortfess at Piacenza. This accelerated

the blow which had been long prepared by Gonzaga. On September 10,

1547, the conspirators took up arms ;«Pferluigi was killed in his palace

;

and the dty was in the power of the rebels. Gonz^a's promptitude is a
sufficient proof of his complicity.* On thd'12tli he entered the city, and
occupied it in the name of ^pain. Of the projects of his minister

Charles had been sufficiently informed, and, although he had counselled

prudence, he h^ not discouraged tHe enterprise. It was an act of

. open war against the Pope, wounding him where he was mostr sensitive.

Charles de Guise, the newly elected Cardinal, appeared at Rome in

I

October, and this seemed to give the Pope his opportunity of revenge.

I
Conditions for a league with France were drawit up ; Parma and Piacenza
fwere to be given to Orazio Farnese, not to Ottavio, the Emperoris

[
son-in-law ; the King was to supply troops for the defence of the Papal

(States; French bishops were to attend the Council at Bologna; the
was to contribute 7000 men, if the King was to be attacked in bis
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iown States. The projected leagae like manj others, thou^ ostekuiidj

' defensive, was really intended for bdence.

The Diet of Augsbuig (1547) gave Charles a lever in his negotiatkios.

He was able to o^ tl^ submission of all Germany to the Cdondl

as a price for its return tO^Trent. But the Pope referred the deoisiOEf'

to the Fathers at Bologna, who decided in favour of that city. Charles

could do nothing but enter a solemn protest before the asseqaUy" at

Bologna and in the Consistory (January, 1548); and the Spanish Biaht^
remained at Trent. I^egotiations continued while the Council remained

in effect suspended. Threats made by the Pope of an attack upon

Naples came,, to nothing, and a fresh plot conducted by Giulio Cib5

against Genoa failed. On the other hand Henry H^was not satis6ed f

with the terms of the lea^e offered by the Pope* Meanwhile Frem<» f

was arming ; the Pope was arming ; and Charles puf his posve^ons in |

a state of defence. Cosimo de' Medici occupied Elba and Piombino^

for the further defence of his coasts in the imperial interest. The
i*emonstrances, however, of the Genoese, who feared an attack upon

Corsica, led Charles to take these places into his own hands. The visit

of Henry II to Savoy and Piedmont (May, 164*8) proved to be no more

than a reconnaissance in i^rce and led only tp the seizure of the

Marquisate of Saluzzo. Further delay was caused by the Fi'ench war

with England wlvch broke out in 1548 over the Scottish question, and •

the Pope’s revenge had to be postponed ' The j[iUerim (May, 1648)

f agrees with the tone of general European politics at "^e time. Eveiy

t Power was seeking to enjoy the benefits of time, and in such ^ policy

^"Charles was a master.

And so the stormy year 1547 passed into the sullen peace of

1548, while the Pope was still offering ecclesiastical concessions as the

price for the restitution of Piacenza, and Charles replied by asserting

his right not only to Piacenza but to Parma also. Gonzaga continued

to push his adventurous plans upon the Emperor, and hoped to take

advantage of the passage of tbe^ Archduke Philip through Narthcm
Italy in the autumn oof 1548, at least to secure the building of a castle

in Geuoa ; but nothing cPuld ,be done ^cept by force, and the Emperor
was above all anxious to preserve the existing equipoise, as is shown by
his instructions to Philip, written in February, 1648. Vij[ith Gemzaga
was co-opei'ating Mendoza; he increased his personal authority over

Si^m,disy!u:med the citizens, and finally proposed the eii^tion of a castle.^

^e Pope proceeded with his negotiations with France and although

pe allowed certain ecclesiastical concessions to be extqyted from hfyn^

jnothil^ certain resulted^i The a%irs of the Council became more and
Imore desperate; and finally, in September^ 1549, the order came to

^suspend it
,
The proposal to give Parma to Orazio Famese or to

Hzmoiporate it with the donuins oi the Gburdb had alienated Ottavio;

who, after a futile attempt to seize the city, took refuge with Gonaaga*
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\lPmA HI died <m November 10, 1649, his last days embittered by dis^

liension with his family, whose advaitoament had b^ his chief thou^t,
knd for whom he had sacrificed the friendship of the Emperor and the

iinterests of the Qhurch. His last act was to sign an order to pl^ife

•Earixia in Ottavio's hands ; but the Orsini,*who were holding the town,

refused compliance.

* %be Conclave which followed was unusually prolonged. The imperial

party, with whom the Famese party made common cause in the hopes

of*winning*Paiina at least, if not Piacenza, for^the family, were in a
majority, and aimed at the election of Pole or the Cardinal Juan de

Toledo, both known to be .well disposed towards ecclesiastical reform.

But the French party, though not able to elect any of their own can-

didates, weijp folly able to prevent the election of any other ; and, after

the Co|iolave hadlasted more than two months, the two parties agreed

to elect the Cardinal del Monte, who took the name of Julius III

(February 7, 1660). Although his sympathies on the wboTfe'IKaH

French, although he had been associated With the removal of the Council

to Bologna, although he had the reputation of frivolity and vice, the

imperial party accepted h|m as likely to choose tranquillity rather than

war and intrigue. Tranquillity meant continued domination of

Spain. His good disposition towards the Emperor soon became evident

in a number of matters, trifling in themselves, but^lmporfcant in the

aggregate. More important still was the intention which he soon

announced of reopening the Council at Trent. In fact, on November 14,

1550, he published a Bull summoning the Council to meet at Trent in

the following May, notwithstanding the opposition of France, and ihh

impossibility of settling the conditions in accordance with the wishes of the

Emperor, the demands of the German Diets, and the interests of the Curia.

Julius had restored Ottavio Famese to Parma in fulfilment of

promises made in the Conclave, but Jie could not effectually protect

him against the hostilities of Gonzaga from Milan. Nor could he

persuade Charles to restore to his so^-in-Iaw Piacenza^ also. On the

contrary the pressure of Gonzaga on the bordej^ of Parma and his

ititrigues, within the Duchy ^rove Fynese to apply for aid from

France (December, 1560). Terms were arranged with France and

Ottavio passed into the service of Henry. The King assembled troops

at Mirandola. The Emperor pressed for a sentence of confiscation

against Ottavic^ and offered a loan enable Julius to capry it out.

Gonzaga seize^ Brescellw (to the north-east of Parma) from the Cardinal

d'Este. The ^Pope hesitated, but finally decided that it was more

dangi^os to offend the Emperor, ^and (Ma^, 1551) declared Ottavio

deprived of his fief. It then became necessaty to resort to force, and

Giambattista dd Monte, the Pope^^s nephew in command of the papal

troops, received orders to co-operate with Gonzaga in the occupation

of th^ Parmesan (June).

CH. m.
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The war opened badly. On his way to join Gonzaga Giambattista

suffered a slight reverse. Bolognese territory was attacked^ by the

Famesi, and the safety of Bologna itself was doubtful. The Pope was

anxious to protect Bologna and calle4 off the chief part of his troops for

its defence. Reinforcements reached Parma from Mirandola. Although^

Mirandola was under French protection it became necessary to attack

it, and the double enterprise against Parma and Mirandola proved too

much for the scanty forces. The country was ruined but nothing was

effected. War had n&t yet opened between the French Kong and the

’Emperor, but the peace concluded with England by Henry II (March 24,

\ 1550), by which Boulogne was restored for a money payment, left him free

^ on that side and he could choose his own moment for overt hostilities.

Meanwhile the truce between Charles and the Sultan had been

broken. A new corsair, Dragut, had established himself on £h€^TunisiaA

coast of Africa at Mehcdia, known as the Port of Africa. His lavages

on the neighbouring littoral of Sicily and further afield had rendered

action imperative; and in September, 1550, the united fleet of Charles'

dominions had attacked and captured Ids headquarters, though his j|eet

escaped on this occasion, and again from^ Doria's blockade in Ihe

following spring. Charles could represent that this act of reprisal had

been abundantly provoked, but the Sultan had made Dragut his com-

missioner to rule over the whole of Barbary, and regarded the attack

upon him as an attack upon himself. On his retuin from an expedition

,
against the Sophy of Persia, which the truce with Charles had permitted,

the Sultan prepared for war. In July, 1551, a great Turkish fleet

appeared in Sicilian waters, and after vainly demanding the restSration

of Mehedia, the Ottomans turned upon the Knights of St John, and

captured Tripoli (August 14), In September of the same year the

I
Turkish war began afresh in Hungary. Once more Charles had to

withstand the simultaneous hostility of the Most Christian King and

of the infidels. In the course o^ 1551 Henry was submitting plans for

:

common action to the Porte, and the use of the Turkish fleet was

. recommended ; war in Hungary being calculated to imite the Germans

!; in defence. Tbe King of (France was also in relations with Magdeburg

and with Maurice of Suony. ^

^

Under these auspices the Council mei^ once more at Trent in May,

1651, though it was aqtumn be^ie formal proceedings could be begun.

Its prospects were not rosy, foi: in September, 1551, war opened 6n the

side of Savoy. Although Francois de Bri8sac,ethe French commander,
'

did not push his attack, the necessity of action in twdF distant fields

completely disorganised the imperial finances in Italy, blockades

of Parma and Mirandola were in cdnsequence slackly pursued
; the Pope

saw little prospect of gain from the war; his debts were burdensome;

French hostility threatened him with the failure of French funds ; he
began to whetomr an arrangement with France was not possible.
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In April, 1652, he concluded a truce with Fiance, which allowed Ottavio

Famese to hold Parma unmolested forAwo years. About the same time

the Pope's nephew, Giambattista, died in action. Charles was fain to.

accept Ijio truce, f9r the same reason which mainly influenced the

decision of the Pope ; the rising of Maurice of Saxony in alliance wi&l

the French, and the news of a French invasion. A firesh advance of the|

. Tuslukin September, 1551, was another of the intolerable burdens which^'

Charlesliad to bear at this, the darkest moment of his life.

^e alliatice between Henry II of France and the Protestant Princes .

of Germany was concluded at Chambord on January 15, 1562. It ^

opened the way for a new deyelopment of French policy, the acquisition
^

of territory, not Burgundian, at the expense of the Empire. Qn^

March 18, 1652,•Henry invaded Lorraine, took the government fromt

the iDuchass and ber ixfifant son, and,' in accordance with his agreement
|

with the Protestant princes, occupied the principal towns of the three 1

gteat bishoprics of Toul, Metz, and Verdun.

Since the accession of Ren^ de Vaudemont the power of the Dukes

had^been consolidated in the Duchy of Lorraine, by the extension of

thw influence over the !^hoprics, and the election of relations or

partisans to the several Sees. But the policy of the duchy in the wars

between France and Rurgundy had been topreserve neutrality as far as

,
possible ; and thus up to this time immunity had been secured. The
marriage of Christina, the Emperor's niece, to the heir of Lorraine m
1540 had not during the life of her husband disturbed this neutrality;

but Christina had beeti recently left a widow, and her regency in thQ

duchy gave a plausible excuse for French intervention. lx>rraine was^

easily subdued, but an attempt to seize Strassburg failed. The 1 ^fetherlandJ

fo^
2
^ created a diversion by invading France and devastating Champagne;

and Henry replied by marching on Luxemburg and occupying the^

southern part of the duchy.
^

The Emperor had hoped before the crisis arrived in Germany to

reach the Netherlands, but his way was barred by the confederates ; in

Innsbruck hft was not safe, and he waf a fugitive at^Villach in Carinthia,

while the French worked their will in Lorraine and Luxemburg. But

in August, 1662, after the confederates had been brought to terms, he

issued once more with an arm}^ and passing through Southern Germany,

was well received at Strassburg, which refused to admit the French.

ThencS notwithstanding the lateness of*the season he proceeded to the

‘siege of Metz, which meanwhile had been strongly fortified by^Franfois,

(

Due de Guise, and was ready to hold out. dn spite of Charles' dis-

creditable ailikhce with Margrave Albert Aldbiades of Brandenburg-

^

Culmbach the siege, which did not be^n until October, proved a complete

I

failure, and on Januaiy^, 1553, Charles had to order a retreat. These
^ events had their reaction on the Council of Trent, which was suspended

in April, 1562^ for two years or until the troubles shoul^be overpast*

OH. lU. B
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That no more general rising took place in Italy during the months
srhen Charles was suffering the 'invasion of Lorraine, and afterwards

flying from Innsbruck before his enemies, ft a remarkable testimony to

the solidity the edifice which he had built op, Charles contidboted

indeed to this result by abandoning the forward policy and its agenfSK

Mendoza was recalled, and Gonzaga was rempved from the govemmeni
of Milan. There were not wanting centres of disaffection, ^Ferfara

was French, even Cosimo wavered, Siena, irritated by the castle which

Charles was building Autside the walls by the advice of Sffindoza, burst

into open rebellion (July 17, 155S); but Cosimo was able toi isolate the

conflagration, and although the Spanish garrison was driven out and
the fortress levelled the rebellion ^d not spread. It was agreed that

Siena should remain free under imperial protection, and {oreign forces

should be excluded. Nevertheless French troops'garrisoned the ffity, ttfe

fortifications were strengthened, and the Cardinal of Ferrara assumed

the government in tlie French interest. The Spanish government had

to acquiesce for the present aftd wait for its time to come. An attempt

in January, 1663, to sulxiue the city by force from Naples failed Q||fe^

to the death of Toledo, and the recall of hisi son, who was commanmng
the army.

In 1654<, however, Cosimo gave the word for more energetic action.

Piero Strozzi, thf ubiquitous opponent of Medici and Halwburg, had

.

entered the city in January. During his temporary absence Florentine

troops surprised a gate of the city. Neverth^ess Siena held out for

fifteen months, the besieging army being commanded by that sijccessfiil

Wlventurer, Gian Giacomo Medichino, Marquis of Marignano; while Blaise

de Montluc governed the city for the French King and Strozzi showed

great ability and resource in frequent raids and sallies. But Strozti's

total defeat at Marciano on August S, 1654, rendered it possible to

complete tlie blockade, and in April, 1556, the city surrendered to ftimine.

Hie irreconcilables held out for four years longer at Montalcino, but.

the issue was no longer doubtful. The city was given up^ly Philip toj

Cosimo (1657), and incorporated in his duchy of Tuscany. Hie
Spaniards retained, however, fhe coas^ towns (the Pretidi). cliombino,

and Elba Cosimo hod already received. So ended the last of the old-'

fashioned revolutions of Italy, and one more single and independent city

was incorporated in the larger system. Cosimo was a main link^in the

Italian sfheme of Charles, ana the accessions of tei-ritory wliich Im,

reedived were well earned by his services to tiie Habsbutg cause.

Meanwhile the French and Turkish fleets had been„co-operating in

the Mediterranean, raidieg the Italian coasts. Hiey then provoke a
rebellion in Corsica, which at first had considerable success, but ultimately

with Spanish and German aid the Genoese recovered the principal

resses, and the Treaty of Cateau-Cambrdsis restored the island to Geni^
The nut on the Frendi frontier continued its indecisive oontae. In
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Terouanne waa attacked in

April, and after two months capitulated with its garrison of 8000 men,

Hmd MontmoTen<7^s eldest son. Emmanuel Philibert, who in this same

year succeeded his father as Duke of Savoy, took and destroyed Hesdin^

Bobert de la Marck^ whose hostilities had first involved the Emperor in

war (15S9), was a captive.
^
An attack on Cambray by the l^ench King

ffiuled. In the following year the French changed their objective to the

valley of the Meuse, capturing Marienburg, Dinant, and Bouvines. ^o J

resift them two new fortresses, Charlemont and Philippeville, were built |

on the territoiy of Li^ge. The defence of Namur by Charles in person

ended his fighting days with,credit. Almost his last act of auiiiority

was to conclude the short-lived Truce of Vaucelles (Februaiy* 6, 1556),

The close of tlharles' career is characteristic. A long campaign

a^imt odds in which reverses were fully compensated by success ; the

marriage of Philip with Maiy of England (July 25, 1554), conceived in

the true Habsburg spirit ; the completion and final consolidation of his

work in Italy; the Religious Peace of Augsburg, in which Charles was

forqid by political necessity to acquiesce, against his will and against his

conations. His work was done. During forty years he had striven to

discharge the impossible tasks imposed upon him by accident and a

mistaken dynastic policy. He had now accomplish^ what he could

jperform. The duchy of Milan and preponderance in Itjly was a set-off

for the lost duchy of Burgundy. The conquest of Lorraine he could'

regard os a wrong done not to himself but to others. The acquisition

of this duchy would have tempted him, had be resembled his ancestor

«

Charles die Bold. It does not however appear that he ever contemplated

such a conquest-~a proof of his essentially conservative policy. He had

giv^ peace to Italy, if not to Germany ; at the price of much that was

valuable, much that could never be restored, i>ut still he had given

peace. The accession of Paul IV (May 1555) gave reason to believe

that this peace might be disturbed ; but its ultimate restoration could

be confidently expected. The late war shown the strong defensive!

position in Itfly and the Netherlands; 8 position so strong that the main

Fren^ att^k had been diverted from Charles"iiereditaiy possessions to

the neighbouring independent anclpweaker powers. Spain as usual was

regarded as inexpugnable. Wifli the Reformation alone he had proved

unable to coj^ It was an accomplished fact, but he had given it

bounds,*and extinguished in Germany feligious war.

The question of Savoy still remained unsolved, but this could

leave to his son to settle. So long as France still held Savoy and

Piedmont she hdld the gates of Italy; and Sp|nish garrisons in Milan

bad to be maintained almost at war-s^ength. But something must be

left undone; and Charles had the right to demand his release. Although

he was still young, as we measure youth, his incessant labours had

destroy^ his hi^tk He was xack^ with gout, the penalty of hb

CB. nx.
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Toracious appetite and unsparing industiy. His abdicatioUi althou^

it has often l^n regarded with surprise, was the most natur^ act, and

the moment for it well chosen. In the Netherlands it was accomptoied

py a touching and impressive ceremony (October 1555)^ when, in'

the midst of a splendid assembly at Brussels, the lEmperor with tea^^

explained his reasons, recounted his labours, and gave his last ex-^

hortation; and then solemnly invested his son with his Nor&em
proWinces. ]Milan and Naples had been previously handed dver. On

; Januaiy 16, 1556, Charles resigned his Spanish kingdoms and Sicily.

Shortly afterwards he gave up the Franche-Comt^. He made over to

his brother all his imperial authority, though his formal renunciation of
' the Enipird was not accomplished until 1558. Free at last he set sail

for Spain (September 17, 1556) and made his way t6 the monastery at

Yuste. Here he took a constant interest in the ptliticaf a^airs of lihe

time, and occasionally intervened by way of advice and influence. After

two years of rest, broken by increasing infirmity, he closed his life in i

1558 ; too soon to see the seal set upon his labours by the Treaty of i

Cateau-Cambresis. ^
Julius 111 had concluded on March 24, |555, his insignificant Semr;

Marcellus II, his successor, died on April 30 ; and on May 23 Giampiero

Caraffa was elected, and. tdok the title of Paid ‘ IV. The ecclesiastical

activity of Caraffa, his share in the endeavour to restore pontifical and

hierarchical authority in the years previous to his election as Pope, his

religious attitude and tendencies do not concern us here. But the spirit

I, shown by Caraffa in the treatment of heretics, and the affairs of the

Church, promised little peace if it were to be applied to the complicated

political relations of the papal see. What all expected to see was |m
uncompromising postponement of political expediency to the single

object of restoring papal supremacy and ecclesiastical unity. '\^bat

none could have foreseen was t]iat not only the political interests of the

Holy See but also all chances of an effective Catholic reaction were to be

sacrificed to the demands of intense pei'sonal hatred.

It was known that Caraffa wA an enemy of Spain, Alfa Neapolitan,

he detested the alien masters of his native country. In 1M7 he had

uiged upon Paul III an attack on Naples in support of the rising which

had then occurred in the kingdom ; and^it had subsequently required all

the influence of Juliys to proQpre his admission to the Archbishopric of

Naples.^ But the overmasterie^ nature of his hatred was not knbwn, and
is even now not completely to be explained. Jf we assume that person^
grounds of animosity co-operated with intense hatred of foreign rule, a
despairing sense that ope last blow must be struck to free the Papacy
once and for all from Spanish ^lomination, and a stem oonsdentiaus

antipathy to those methods of compromise with heretics which had been

the chief mai'k of Charles^ action in religious matters—if we assume that

aU these feelings worked together, each«.^i^iten8ifying and exacerbating
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the other* then we can perhaps begm to understand the attitude of Paul

In addition his' advanced age (he was 19 years old at the time of his

election) admitted of no delay; what was to be done must be don^

quickly ; and the history of the Papacy can prove that old age exerdse^^

noiinitigating influence over the passions of anger and hatred.

The forces with which
^
Paul entered on this struggle were in

^themselves insignificant. The total gross revenues of the Papal State

about this time are estimated at 1,000,000 crowns; from which sum
400,000 crowift must be at once deducted for tUKation remitted by

CaraiFa and necessary current expenses. The ecclesiastical revenues had

been reduced by the apostasy Germany, the practical independence

of Spain, the condition of England, and by the austere * refusal of

the Pope himself l!b allow money to be raised by quastionable means

employed iiwthe pasts The papal troops were inefficient even if judged

by an Italian standard; the population was neither prosperous nor

devoted; and there were permanent centres of sedition and opposition.

1
Paul set himself at once to gain extemed help. Ferrara joined ; a

:

leagii^was concluded at Rome with France, which was represented by

Charl^ de Guise, the Cardifal of Lorraine, December 16, 1555; but

^ Venice as usual maintained a watchful neu^ality. But his policy of

enriching his nephews by confiscation of the goods of Roman nobles,

^hile it agreed iU with the zeal for reform and justice hi^ierto professed

by the Pope, gained him many enemies at home. The conclusion of the

Truce of Vaucdles (February, 1556) was a disappointment to Paul ; but

his able and unscrupulous nephew, Cardinal Carlo Carafla, succeeded

during tfie summer in persuading Henry II to renew the league for

defensive purposes. The seizure and imprisonment of Garcilasso della

Veg\ the secretary of the Spanish embassy at Rome, was a measurer,

of open hostility ; and the Duke of Alva, who had succeeded Toledo at'

Naples, was forced to address a remonstr|.nce, almost an ultimatum, to

the Pope in August, 1556. No satisfaction was to be expected ; and in,

September the Spanish troops crossed the frontier and began to occupy'

the Campagna! TTie Pope, ill prepared for war, wa^ forced to beg for

an armistice which was grant^ (December 1556). He used the

interval to call on his ally for help ; and before the month was out the

Duke of Guise crossed the Alps. • Instead of allowing him to proceed to

the reduction of Milan, Paul insisted on his pressing on through papal

territoiy* to Naples. The passage of the«French troops increi^^ the

discont^t of the papal subjects in Romagna and the Marches, which

had already been aroused by the extraordinary subsidies required for the

war. The papid Iroops were melting lyi^ay for yant of pay ; and when

I
the allied armies crossed the Neapolitan frontier and laid siege to

i Civitella, they were soon compelled to withdraw. In August, 1557, the

f
news of the battle of St Quentin caused the recall of Guise, and the Pope

" was left without defence.

m* IU.
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Alva could easily have taken Rome if he had wished but nrither he
nor his master wish^ to reduce the Pope to extremities. The Pope was

' forced to beg for peace, which was granted <m easy terms. Ihe oofy

f serious concession required was the restoration to t)ie Colonna and othor

friends of Spain of the property which had been taken from them mid
conferred upon the papal nephews. Tl^e Spanish hegemony in the

peninsula stood firmer than ever , but the P ual State was notcurtailed.*

Alva visited Paul at Rome, and was reconci] to the Pope (^ptmubm,
1657). ‘ •

After this brief and fruitless exposition of hatred, Paul returned,

rebuked to his work of ecclesiastical reformation and the stimulation of
the Inquisition. That action of the Inquisition was fivquently directed:

by political motives was generally believed at the \ime^ and is not in

itself improbable. Partly to queU the resentment causM Jb]^ this Snd
other measures, partly perhaps to indicate the recognition and abandon*
ment of a mistaken policy, Paul (January, 1559) deprived his nephews
of all their offices and banished them from Rome. This act of justice

was however only the preliminary to the enforcement of still sterner

measures of religious repression ^ and whe^ the Pope expired in August,
1 559, it was amid scenes o^ wild disorder; the h^d-quaiters of the Holy
Office at Rome were stormed and wrecked; the Pope’s statue was
destroyed nnc( dragged with ignominy through the streets. His
ecclesiastical policy appeared to be as complete a failure as his attack
upon the power of Spain.

. But indirectly the action of Paul had a permanent effegt on the
history of Europe. It led to the rupture of the Truce of Vaucelles. The
conclusion of this truce had seemed to be a triumph for Montmorency

;

but Cardinal Caraffa and the influence of Guise secured the. real

triumph for the party of Lorraine. Soon after the expedition of Guise
to the peninsula war broke o|it in the North of France, but botii sides

confined themselves for some time to preparations and defensive measures.

On June 7, 1657, Mary of England dedared war on France. At length,

in July the army pf the Netheilands under Emmanuel ^ilibert began
,
to move, and laid siege'first to Gui^ and then to St Quentin. Coligny
succeeded in throwing himself into this place, and animated its defence;
but when Montmorency attempted to r^eve the fortress [August 10) he
was attacked and severely defeated. The Constable himself, with many of
the grefitest men of France, wtus taken prisoner. Thf’only French anqy
in the north was scattered, and the way laytipdi to Paris. But Philip

. refused to allow the advance, and the french were givei} time to *««»«»»»

/troops and put their dr^fences iq order. Coligny's obstinate Hcfencv in
- St Qtientin gave seventeen days of respite after the battle ; and Guise
was recalled from Italy Philip occupied a few trifling fortresses ai^
then disbarred bis army.

In Nov^ber Guise, whose authority with the King was^now no
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lang^ contested by the conflicting influence of Montmotem^^
brought together an army ; and on JanuAry 1| 1558, the siege of Cahas
iit$» undertaken ; in eight days the town surrendered, and the English

were expelled. Giiines was captured shortly afterwards, and this gate a

of ^France was dosed for evor to the Englishf But the French need

was extreme. While the siege of Calais was proceeding the notables of

^ance assembled in Paris at the King's command, and Henry demanded
of th(gm a loan of 8,000,000 crowns, one-third from the clergy, two- <

thirds from th^ towns. The news of the capture of Calais cau^ the ]

proposition to be accepted with iscclamation. In April the marriage of

the Dauphin to Mary of Scotland, with the secret agreement8,oondudcd

previously, opaied qj^her prospecbs to French foreign policy.

In May, however, negotiations for peace were begun by the Cardinal

of juoiraim^«and An&ine de Granvelle, Bishop of Arras, suggested the

alliance of Fiance and Spain for the suppression of heresy, pointing

out that persons in the highest positions in France, such as Coligny,

d'Anddot, and the Bourbon family, were infected by the new doctrines.

Religion was beginning in France to intensify party rivalries and serve

as an excuse for partisan revenge. But before negotiation could lead to

its full result war had oupe more to play its p(g±.

The French plan of campaign for 1558 was directed to the capture

oC/Thimiville, and, as a sequel, to a double invasion of Flanders. But

the delays caused by the long resistance of Thionville, which did not

Ml until June prevented the simultaneous execution of the two

attacks* ^The Mardchal de Tenues from Calais was first in the field,

and after sacking Dunkirk and ravaging the country he found himself

forced by the Flemish army under Egmont to give battle near Gi^ve-

Here he suffered a complete defeat (July 13) to which the guns

of the English fleet contributed. After this th^ French armies were

compelled to confine themselves to the defensive.

In October peace negotiations were resumed on the north-eastern

frontier in the pounty of Saint PoL During the course of the discussions

]^aty Tudor died (November 17). Her death facilitated an agreement

in two ways. In the first place Jt reduqed the importtace of the

question of Chleis. Philip had no longer any need to insist on the

restitutioii of this town for the benefit of Elizabeth. In the second

place it qjlowed marriage proposals to weigh in the scales, and, although

P}iilip sued for th^and of Elizabeth of England, tliere was little to be

expected in that quartl^. *After the conference had been removed to

I
Orinaa4}ainbr^su^(F6brimi^ 1559) Elizabeth, finding that Spain was

! not sufMpartkig her demands for restitq^on, agreed that France should

; retain Calais for eight years, and the way was cleared for the main

I;
compact* Ibc peace was signed on April % The last point decided

s that Philip sbodd many Elizabe^ of France.

Thionvill^ Damyillersj and Montm^y,

on. XU.
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receiving in return Saint Quentin,* Ham, le Catelet, »and T^uanne;

I
Bouvines and Bouillon were ^ven back to ti ^ Bishop of Li^ ; Phiyp

\tetained Ilesdin. Montferrat, the Milanese, Corsica, Savoy, Bresse, and
^ Piedmont were abandoned by the French; tixcept for the places of

Turin, Pinerolo, Chieri^ Chivasso, and Villanuova in the territory of,

Asti. Montalcino was to be given up to the Duke of Tuscany. France,

did not press for the restitution of Navan*e, but retained Saluszo.
^

Thus the contest of sixty years reached its close, never tOiievive

in the same form/ The boundaries of the Netherlan(£ were restored

with slight alterations. Italy was left as Charles had fixed her system.

Savoy was re-established as a buffer-Sttfte between France and Italy ; a

position which the genius of her Dukes would use^to good advantage.

No treaty marks a more definite stage in the development of, the

European state system. It involved the acceptance of SpanUhtsupremacy

in Italy, and the recognition of the organic unity of France, of Spain,

and of the Netherlands. For all her concessions France received com-

pensation in the debateable land which lies between the southern

boundaries of the Netherlands and the northern slopes of the Alps.

Here the international struggles of the hext century would be fought

out, until French ambitiev returned once morerto attempt the conquest

of the Netherlands, and the obliteration of the Pyrenees, The death of

Heniy II, and the accession of Elizabeth in England, the death of

Paul IV, the marriage of Philip with Elizabeth of F^ce, and the death

of Charles V, all occurring within twelve months contributed to em-

phasise the close of an old epoch, the beginning of a new 4one. The
policy of Montmorency had triumphed over that of the Guises; the

obstinate persistence of Charles V had received its posthumous reward

;

and the outbreak of the wars of religion in France on the one hand, the

revolt of the Netherlands on the other, were before long to paralyse all

those remaining forces cmd vaimbitions which might have reversed the

decisions recorded at Cateau-Cambr&is. The Reformation had hitherto

run its course almost without ^opposition ; henceforward the energies,

which had been absorbed in the long dynastic struggle, would be occu-

pied by theWll greatet* contests arising out of the Counter'^Reformation

movement. In these contests the resumption of the Council of Trent,

and its policy and conclusions, furnish^ the dogmatic basis, and defined

the contooversial issues.

lliroughout this period there have been twd^main plots in European
history, the one centring in Germany and concerned with the questions of

religious reform, the other oentriiig in Italy, and leading to the permanent
settiement of territorial questions in Europe. The plots are interwoven,

and it has been only possible in the foregoing pages occasionally to

indicate important points of contact But each can be to some extent

isolated. The G^an plot is reserved fbr full treatment in later
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chapters. The Italian plot has Ibr its diief actors, on the one side

Spain and” the Netherlands, on the oth%r side France, while Savoy and

\he lesser States of Italy each contribute their share to the action* The
internal aiTairs of Italy have received in the description of the main plo^

sfidi attention as space permitted, and as wgH necessary to explain the

forces at work. But the internal affairs of France, Spain, and the

Netlierlands have been left aside. Yet some knowled^ of these is

lequjred if we are to understand the power exerted by each in the

forcible settlement of European questions.

The course of the reform movement in France is related below;

the institutions of France are described in the first volume of this

History. It remains only to give some account of those internal de-

velopments aiid changes that affected the activity of France as a

European power.

In the institutions of France there is little change to record. The
absolute monarchy had been already established, and was further

developed by the schppl of legists, who had their head-quarters in the

University of Toulouse. At their head was the Chancellor Duprat.

Their principles and their action aimed at the continuous extension of.

the royal power. From the King they received their employment and?

their reward; to his strength they owed everything. All their effortsj

were directed to its increase both in State and in Church. In the

Church especially the Concordat of 1516 proved a valuable instrument'

in their hands. The absolute authority of the Crown over the Church

is proved by the lavish grants frequently made by the clergy to the

King, enforced at need by the seizure of property : and by the proposals

to sell clerical lands for the King's benefit put forward in 1561 at St

Gennain. The clergy then offer^ willingly 16.600,000 livres to avoid

this danger, so real did it appear. The old Gallicanism of the Pragmatic

died hard, finding its last strongholds iif the Parliaments and the Uni-

versities ; and was not finaUy defeated until the lit de jtistice of 1527,

which removed all jurisdiction relative^tq high ecclesiastical office from

Parlement^ and gave it to the Grand Conseil. The old Gallicanism

^aS replaced by a new royal GaHicanismf whUch resenteS interference

/with the ecclesiastical affairs of franee from beyond the Alps, but placed

/the Chinch at*the mercy of the King. In consequence of this subjection

of the Franch Church to the King the •clergy of France fell into two

well«marked divisions: those who held ol hoped for rich ecclesiastical

promotion from the j^n^ and the poor parochial clergy, who thoughtl

and sufihted, and whose importance as a political factor will be seen in

the Wan of Rdigion. e

Though the general lines remain unaltered, administrative changes

can be perceived. The elevation of Jacques de Beaune de Semblanfay

(1518) to the cognisance of all the King's finances, extraordinaiy as well

as atdinaiy, shows the desire for some unification ; but his fall in 15S7

on, ni.
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proves that the new arrangements wett not supposed to have worired weU.

Tim establishment of the Tridtr de Viforgne in 16S8 shows the same

effort for centralisation; this measure weakened the Ttitorim aoi

'GtnkroMX, and brought toe whole question finanoe undmr the eyes of

the King’s Council. The scope of toe Trtaor de Tipargne was gradualljlf

widened ; and in 1542 a more radical refoim was introduced ; toe <d4

financial districts were abolished ; and 16 new centres were e^blisfaed|

for toe receipt of all funds arising from the areas assiraed to toem.

These reforms were ih the right direction, but did not go lar enough.

<,
I'he sources of revenue were unchanged. The taiSe was still toe

j mainstay of the government, and was increased at wilL In 1643 it

reached a dgure higher than in the time of Louis Extraordinary

supplies were raised by the sale of domain lands, and by ton creation^of

new offices, intended to be sold. The consequent multipli^tion of

unnecessary officials, each anxious to recoup hk expenditure, was the

gravest abuse of the time. Under Francis I the system of tudet was

gradually extended to the provinces which had hitooto^enjdjfed im"

munity; and, in spite of solemn engagements, toe ^art du eel of

Guyenne was first (1541) raised to three-eighths; and then in 1645 the

gal/elle du eel, with its system of compulsory pundiase, was put in full

force in all the souto-western provinces. The revolt of La Bochelle

- (1642) and of Guyenne in general (1548) did not prevent toe execution

of these decrees.

Similarly in the department of justice changes are rathw administra-

tive than constitutional. The introduction of toe|misi(^!ifirk.0jiij;>ard of

judges appointed for each bcdUiage or einkduaueie, and intermediate

between the Parlemenis and the Courts of first instance, was- probably

advantageous to the people, though its immediate object was the raising

of money by the sale of the new offices. The Edict of Villers-Cotterets

(1639) was a great landmark in the administration of justice and in the

history of legal procedure in France ; it instituted the use of the French I

language in toe Courts, and superseded ecclesiastical juiis^ction in the I

great majority of cases by toe lay tribunals. The deigy in 1652 paid
|

three millionl of crownt ta recover* these rights of jurisdiction; but

apparently the King did not fulfil his^ share in the bargain.

Tlie old military system changed slowly. The mountod artoen were

gradually being separated froid toe gvns d'amue, whose foUowipg th^
« had originally constituted. Al the importance of handlSrearms increased

1
.
the number of archers was diminished ; and tome attempt was made so

to strengtfami the defenrive armour of horse and manias to meet this

new weapon of offence. £hevau-l4gere, trained after the Stradiot fatoiOB,

|and other varieties of cavalry begin to iqipear. But in infantry Aamce
was still deficient The attempt of Fnmeis 1 (1543) to fcom Sevan

provincial each of 6000 foot, alarmed gmrtiy 1^ pladng
arms in the hands of the peasantry* and for this reason or became
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habitual inconsequence it was abandoned, and only served as a

>
pretext fqr levying the additional impost for which this measure was
«inade an excuse.

Thus the chief interest of the time for France consisted in tl^

persons who conducted the government. Thg system might not change,

but the spirit in which it was administered depended on the King and

^

the persons in whom he haSd trust. Inattentive as he was to business,

the charitcter of Francis I had a marked effect upon the history of his

reign. The profuse expenditure on his Court must have reacted on his
foreign policy. The cost of the Court is estimated by a Venetiaa
ambassador as amounting to ^1,500,000 crowns a year, i.e, about thre4
millions of Zinm toumois. Of this sum 600,000 crowns went*in pensions.^

The King's buildtngs, important as they are in the history of art,^

weighed h^vfly upon his people. The influence of the King's mistresses,!

Madame* de Chateaubriand and Madame d'£tampes, and of his son’s

mistress, Diane de Poitiers, decided the fate of ministers if not of nations.

,

In the eirly years of the King’s reign, and 'particularly during his cap-
tivity, the influence of the Queen-Mother, Louise of Savoy, was pre-

dominant. Her powerful pill and vigorous though narrow intellect

were not without their value for France ; but her rapacity was unlimited,
and led to the treason of the Duke of B^irbon, the most important
domestic incident of the reign. During his early years Francis was
dominated by Bonnivet, and to a less degree by Lautrec and Lescun

;

during his later life (1541-7) Admiral Annebaiit (de Retz) and the Car-
dinal de Toumon came to the front. The Due d'Enghien also enjoyed *
so muchifavour that his accidental death was ascribed by Court gossip to •

the act of the Dauphin himself. In the King's middle life Philippe de
Brion had considerable power. But none of th^ se courtiers can be said

to £ave possessed a definite scheme of policy or to have worked for

any definite end. More important was^the part played by Anne de/
Montmorency.

So early as 1622 Montmorency became a Marshal of France. In the
negotiations for the Eong's freedom dfter Pavia he took a prominent
part, and was shortly afterwards appointed grand*maitr€ (1626), and
from that lime until 1541 he was the most conspicuous person at the
King's Court. He was Groverndt of Langq^oc, a post previously held
by the Constable de Bourbon, the duties ^^which he executed as a rule

by depxity. The tendencies of his policy were favourable to the Igmperor.
He was unwilling to bre^ the peace, to form alliances with the Pro-
testant Princes or with the Sultan. Thus the period of his influence
shows a certain ftouch of moderation. Monti^orency was not always
able to make his counsels prevail ; bu^ their weight was always on the
side of compromise. In the conclusion of the Treaty of Cambray his

influ^ce is especiafty to be seen. On the other hand there is little

reason to bdieve that the grand mq^re contributed anything masterly

0, jtf. K. n. ou. m. 7
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to the inconsequent foreign policy of Francis; any notable ideas of

strategy to his army. His intellect was mediocre, and his most farilliaiit

achievement was the devastation of Provence in 1586, which frustratecl

^e invasion of Charles.

In 1538 he reached the culmination of his fortunes under Francis,

when he was created Constable of France. The interview at Aig^es-

Mortes belongs to this period, when his influence was perhaps at its #
height. He must liave the responsibility of the policy whic£t allowed

Charles a free hand cn the chastisement of Ghent (15^)i The failure

of this policy left France isolated, unable to rely either upon England

]
or upon the German Protestants. His fa^l, however, in 1541 was rather

: due to a Court intrigue, to the fear of Francis of his heir-apparent,

; to the jealousy of Madame d’Etampes and of Diane rfe Poitiers, than to
' the actual failure of his schemes. The party ofsMadame. d'l^tampes

won the day, and the Constable retired into private life.

Francis retained so much animosity against him that he is said to

have warned his son before his death not to admit Montmorency to

his favour. But the advice, if given, had little eflect, and immediately

on his accession Henry recalled the Const:able to the royal Councils,

and even paid the arrears of his pensions for the ^ears of his suspension.

The alliance between the Constable euid Diane was intimate, but she

perceived the danger of having him all-powerful. The Princes of the

House of Guise, cadets of the sovereign . House of Lorraine, and nearly

related to the Houses of Anjou and Bourbon, were the instruments

. whom she found. Their father, Claude, Due de Guise, a contemporaiy
« of Francis I, had not succeeded in pushing his own fortunes at Court,

but had nevertheless found opportunities to serve the King by levying

troops for him and otherwise, so that he was able to secure dignities for

himself, with offices and benefices for his relations. His brother, Jean,

Cardinal of Lorraine, was not jnconspicuous at the Court of Francis and
in the history of the I^Vcnch Renaissance. But the high fortunes of the

family begin with the sons of Claude; among whom are pre-eminent,

Francis, the soldier, afterwaixls Buc de Guise, and Charles, Archbishop

I

of Reims, and aftenvards^ Caixlinal. Under Henry II the places of power

and profit, the spoils of discarded favourites, the determination of the

Eing^s policy, are divided between Moiftmorency and the Guises ; while

Diane de Poitiers secured thrcv^igh their rivalry the decisive intermediate

position. The Guise policy ewas aggressive, enterpvising, proVocative^

Montmorency was more cautious, and favourable to peace. To the]

former were due the League of Rome and the rupture of the Truce df|

Vaucelles ; to the latter^Ae Truce of Vaucelles, and above all, the Peace ^

of Cateau-Cambr&is. All alike were zealous Catholics; all alike ra-

pacious and gi'eedy. In view of the powerful elements disputing the

supremacy over her husband Catharine de^ Medici wis^y kept in the backi

ground. Her capacities for rule and intrigue were not seen until alaterage.
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Montmorency had the advantage through hia powerful pharacter»
|

hia indiiBtiy,' and will; the Guises^ through their skill in winning/

» the people and the interests to their side ; in the Churchy in the!

army, in the Parlement their influence was great and was carefuUy|

l^evdoped. On the other hand, the imn^nse ransoms ezacH;ed firomi

Montmorency in 1659 for himself and his relatives impoverished hisl

estate, and the Peace of Ofteau-Cambr^is was unpopular and diminished^
^

his credit Thus, after the death of Henry II the advantage lay with

the younger^rivals of the Constable. ^

The changes in the system of the Spanish monarchy during the period I

are even less significant than those in France. The Cortes bf Castile I

continued to meet and to retain their hold upon financed *The serviciof

became a regulaifimpost, voted every three years. On the other hand,

the aJcabald^ was % ground for frequent bargaining between the King
and thef (fortes, and the advantage fell to the latter; for the total nett

income raised from this source did not increase during the reign, while

the purchasing power of money was diminished by at least one half.

^^The real limitation of the royal power in Spain is seen in the refusal

i of all three Estates, excepyonally summoned to the Cortes of 1538, to

agree to Charles’ proposal to raise money by a new excise on meat. The

.

power of the CJrown 6ver the Cortes, if it %as increasing, was increasing
‘ slowly, and its increase was due to the extension of royal authority in

i the towns, where the royal corregidor was becoming more autcx;ratic,

and the regidores themselves were appointed by the Crown. The pressure

of the hidalgos for admission to municipal office, which is a notable

feature^of the time, would tend also gradually to divorce the ruling

class in the towns from those who carried on its business and felt the

real pinch of tyranny or maladministration.

*In Spain more than elsewhere the interest^ of the Church and the^

Crown were closely linked. The Church looked to royal protection!

against heresy and against the Cortes. ^The King looked to the Churchj

for supplies in time of need ; he had its good government thoroughly^

at heart; he* supported and moderated the action of the Inquisition so|

far as he could, for the Inquisition, though phased on ipyal authority, I

was not entirely under his controL TRe forcible conversion of the

Moriscos of Valencia in 1535 and following years attests the zeal,

rather than the wisdom of Charles. T^e flight of a large part of this

industrious clas^ and the discontent ayd apprehensions of those who
‘remained, living as they ^id in constant fear of the Holy Oflice, was a

main cause of the impoverishment ofa considerable part of Spain. Charles

seems himself tb have perceived his error, and the severity of the decrees
'

-against the Moriscos was considerably^relaxed during his later years.

In Spain also the administrative developments are more conspicuous^^

than the constitutional. The business of government was becoming;

more and more complicated. Under Ferdinand and Isabella we have"

OB. lit. y 2
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already ^he Councils of State, of Finance, and of Castile, besides the

Council of Aragon ; and in addjjbion the Councils of the Inquisition, of

the Military Orders, and of the Cruzada. Under Charles we have in,

addition the Chamber, the Council of War, the Council of the Indies,

ftie Council of Flanders, ^d the Council of Italy, * The several fiel(^

of these Councils, with a monarch who was absent from Spain for one-

half of the total period of his reign, required* to be carefully limited,and

circumscribed. This led in its turn to the transaction of more and more

business by writing, efpd that to red-tape and its accompanying delays ;

so that the excessive elaboration of bureaucratic meAods tended tqi

hamper tod impede the despatch of business. This became even more

conspicuous ift the time of Philip.
*

The problem of the decline of Spain has often occupied the minds of

historians, who are at a loss to discover why the cquntry*which fills so

large a place on the European canvas during the sixteenth cen\ifty after-

wanls fell into impotence and decay. But the contrast has generally

been exaggerated. Spain w^ never very rich and never very powerful.

Individuid Spaniards showed great enterprise and great talents. Fer-

dinand, and after him Charles V, obtained from their coimtry all the

energy of which it was capable. The SpanisVi foot-soldier had admirable

(|ualities. But the work 4/f Charles V depended as much upon the

Netherlands as upon Spain; Italian enterprise was supported as much
from the liOw Countries as from Spain ; and from both together support

was always insufficient, and had to be eked out by local oppression. No
gi'eat national impulse raised the Habsburgs to the head of Europe;

the conquest of the Indies was due more to good fortune tod the

enterprise of a few men than to the greatness of the Spanish nation.

When Spain lost the stimulus of great rulers, when she was deprived of

.the efficient support of the Netherland commercial wealth, when she Vas

.thrown upon her own resources, then the true weakness of the national

(character disclosed itself. The ‘Spaniaids could never be a great nation
' because they were never industrious.

Nevertheless, if Spain ever had an age of industry, it was in the time
;;

of Charles V. From the time of the conquest of Mexico an immense
opening was offered to Spanisli trade. ‘ Charles was anxious to' encourage

tliis trade. In 1529 he opened the export trade to a number of cities of

the East and the North, and broke down to some extent the monopoly
of Seville. As a cons«^quence many industries increasj^ by leaps and
bounds. ' The silk industry in Toledo and Seville, the cloth industiy in

i

Toledo, Coidova, Cuenca and Segovia reacheef considerable dimensions.

«

The same stimulus reacted upon agriculture and the wool-growing
|

industiy. For a time the new 'discoveries seemed to have opened an.f

industrial era in Spain. But before long the influx of precious metals,

rapid after the conquest of Mexico, more rapid after the conquest of

Peru, and immense after the discoveiy of the silver mines of Potosi,
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began to raise the prices of commodities in Spain» far above the level

1 current in other countries. This made Spain a bad seller and a
fprofitable market. In spite of all the laws against export of treasure

I the merchants mapaged to exchange their wares of foreign manufactuift

' for Spanish bullion, and to transport it beyond the border. The trade

with the Spanish colonies ^stimulated competition. The legislation of

155S racouraged import and discouraged export in the interests of the

inhabitants of Spain. The industries that had flourished began once

more to shritfk ; the influx of treasure, with the Appearance of wealth

which it brought to so many, discouraged exertion, always distasteful to

the Spaniards, and by the end of the reign of Charles V period of

industrial activity was alread} in its decline. This was not due to the

severity of taxation—having regard to the rise of prices the taxes of

Spain probably became lighter during the period—^but to the natural

action o^ the circumstances upon the national temperament, aided by

bad laws and a misconceived economic policy. But the worst results

of these forces and methods fall outside cftir period.

The returns from the colonies enriched the government and individuals
|

rather than the nation. The fifth share of the treasury in all treasure
\

imported and other profits from colonial^trade brought the revenue^

from this source in 1651 to 400,000 and in 1566 to 700,000 ducats.

The whole treasure of the Indian fleet was seized for the first time in

1635 by way of loan ; and the evil precedent was followed in later years,

until forbidden by a law of Philip in 1667.

^
In the government of the Indies Charles took a lively interest, and

his belief in their future was not to be shaken. His relations with his
*

great adventurers were not always happy. Cortes ended his days in a
ma:^ of litigation. Fernando Pizarro was impr isoned in 1639 for a long

» period. Francisco was killed by the insurgents, against whom the home
government gave him insufficient support^ Gonzalo Pizarro was executed

for rebellion in 1648. But the difficulties of controlling these autocratic

soldiers at a distance of 4000 miles accounts for many misunderstandings

and the natural tendency to local desf)o{ism and vjrtual independences

required cojastant supervision and ^uggestec^ suspicion. In*regard to thcl

tr^tment of the natives and the question of the e/icomiendas Charles'^*

policy was humkne ; though hif measures were only in part successful.

He leant a ready ear to the representatioms of Las Casas, and supported

the missionaries against the colonists. On the whole his colonial policy,

achieved its objects ; the natives were preserved from extermination

or universal slavery; while the provinces of Mexico, Peru, Bolivia,:

Northern X!!hili, with Venezuela, New^Granad#, and Central America

;

were in his reign reduced to order and tolerable government. The
spice trade with the Moluccas he endeavoured at one time to secure for'

ibe Spaniards ; but in 1629 he was content to leave the monopoly to

the Portuguese in return for an ample money compensation*

OB. in.
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I, The provinces of the Netherlands inherited by Charles were sub-

stantially increased before his deLth. The French enclave of Toumay
was conquered in 1521. After a long period of civil war Friesland was

iiually annexed in 1623. The expulsion of the Bishqp of Utrecht by

the Duke of Gelders was the excuse for the acquisition of the temporal

sovereignty of this important diocese by Chai^les in 1627 ; and the city

of Utrecht was reconquered in 1528. The endless struggle mth
Duke of Gelders did not end with the death of Charles of Egmont in

1538; but the rapid campaign of Charles against the Dfike of Cleves

resulted 4n the final incorporation of Gelders with the Burgundian

possessions ip 1543. Groningen and tha neighbouring territoiy had
been acquired in 1536. In 1543 Charles forced jdso Cambray to

accept a garrison. Li^ge, though still in nominal independence, waa

brought more and more under Burgundian influtoce. Its ^Bishop,

lilvrard de la Marck, maintained with Charles almost unbroken fiiendship

until his death in 1638. Then Charles procured the election of his

uncle George, the bastard soil of Maximilian. Charles used the territory

of Liege as his own, building on it the fortress of Marienburg (1546),

and after the capture of this town Charlemout and Philippeville in 1664.

*lhus the area of Bi^fgundian supremacy ^was widened and its

boimdories rectified; and in 1548 the status of the Provinces with,

reference to the Empire was revised. Ihe whole of them was included

in the Burgundian Circle ; they were declared not to be subject to the

laws of the Empire ; they were bound however to contribute to imperial

••subsidies, and received in return the protection of the Empiijp. The
effect of this measure was to sever the connexion between the Empire

:

and the Netherlands; for the protection was a figment, and the con-

tribution remained unpaid. The suzerainty of France over Flanders jind

; Artois had been renounced in 1629, and thus the Burgundian possessions

' became a single and independent whole. The Pragmatic Sanction of

1 1548 further declared that the law of succession for all the Provinces

should be henceforth the same, and prevented the danger of a divided

inheritance.
^

The regenty of Margaret of Savc^, which ended in 153Q, and that

of Maria of Hungary, whicli terminated in 1562, were both directed by

the supreme will of Charles, though much discretion was left to these

able and faithful vicegerents. The centralisation of the government

was cairied further. Councils of State and of FinailK^ for the whol4

aggregate were established. A central Courts of Appeal was set up a|

Malines, though its authority was not universally aocep^. The States^

General for all the principality^ were frequently summoned; and^

although their decisions were not legally binding on the several States^

every effort was made to enforce the will of the majority upon everji

district. H<sre as elsewhere Charles respected the constitution and di^

not attempt to enforce his will against the vote of the Statea. Many
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instmoes ore on record in which he was obliged to give way. The newly

acquired provinces were not immediat|ly incorporated in the assembly

#of States-General.

In the Netherlands, as in his other dominions, Charles endeavoure^

^ enforce his will upon the Church. But^the rival interests of the

^
great alien sees, possessing ecclesiastical authority over the chief part of

^his tierritory, rendered this difficult ; and his plan for the creation of six

y
national^oceses failed owing to the opposition of the existing prelates

and the Roiean See. But in the matter of heresy he succe^ed in

holding his own for his lifetime. Early in 1621 before the Diet of;

Ij^Worms he issued his first edict in the Netherlands against Luther. By|

> repeated laws, increasing in stringency, he kept if not tllb Reformed^,

opinions at any fate their public expression within bounds; and the

only serious dhnger pf an outbreak in the Netherlands under Charles was

at the tSne of the Anabaptist movement at Miinster (1535), when the

attempted seizure of Amsterdam by those sectaries led to a more rigorous

persecution of them in various ports of the Netherlands. Tlic Inquisition

was established on a secular basis, for Charles could not afford to give

this powerful instrument ip^o the hands of alien Bishops or the Holy v

See. But under the surface the forces were growing ; the movement was

amorphous and heterflgeneous ; Lutheran!^ in the North, Zwiuglian

views in the South, Anabaptist doctrine among the more violent, and

towards the end of the reign the more methodical and better organised

Calvinistic system were spreading in spite of the Inquisition. Thcf
persecution of Charles, which, although vigorous in appearance, was?

in effec^ not especially severe, succeeded in concealing rather than inj"

preventing the spread of heresy. This legacy he left to his son.

Indeed, though the Netherlands flourished under Charles, though

their trade prospered through the connexion wi h Spain and the Indict,

though the wealth of Antwerp and Amsterdam increased year by year,

though peace was preserved and apparent obedience, though territory

was rounded off and hostile provinces incorporated, the seeds were being

sown which bore fruit in the days of PhHip. The pressure of taxation

pwas severe. The Spanish garrisons introduced in* the farly years of

I Charles^ reign were hated here as flsewhere? Religious causes of discord

were constantly growing. Charles spent but a small part of his reign

in the Netherian^, but his early years were passed there, and he was

never irstranger,jior out of sympathy, ^is son was a Spaniard, and his

home in Spain. The days of Margaret and Maria were to be* followed-

by the rule of a different class of proconsuls, with a different kind of;

instructions. Then the accumulate discontent, the weariness of long-

continued burdens borne in a cause t2at was \ot their own, the strain

of the prolonged strife with France, their natural friend, all the errors

and mistaken policy of Charles, would make themselves felt ;
the issue of

these things will be seen in a later volume.

•a. in.
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CHAPTER IV.

LUraER.
•

The Reformation of the sixteenth century had its*birth and growth

in a union of spiritual and secular forces such as th^ worl& ^as seldom

seen at any other period of its history. On the secular side, the times

were full of new movements, intellectual and moral, political, social, and

economic ; and spiritual forces were everywhere at work, which aimed at

making religion the birthright and possession of the common man

—

whether king, noble, burgher, artisan, or peasant—as well as of the

ecclesiastic, a possession which should directly promote a worthy life

within the family and the Estate. These religiofis impulses had all a

peculiar democratic element and were able to impregnate with passion

and, for a time, to fuse together the secular forces of &e period. Hence
their importance historically. If the main defect in the earlier histories

of the Reformation has been to neglect the secular sides of the movement,

T it is possible that more recent historians have been too apt to ignore the

religious element which was a real power.

It may be an exaggeration to say, as is sometimes done, that this

religious side of the Reformation began in the inward religious growth
of a single personality—the river comes from a thousand nameless rills

and not only from one select^ fountain-head; yet Luther was so

prominent a figure that the impulses in his religious life may be taken as

the type of forces which were at nrork over a wide area, ai^ the history

of these forces may be fitly described in tracing the genesis and growth

of his religious opinions fro& his edrly years to his struggle against

Indulgences, e

The real roots of the religious life of Luther must be sought for in

the ;family and in tli^ popular religious life of the tijnes. What had
Luther ibd Myconius and hundreds of other^boys of the peasant and
burgher classes been taught by their parents within the family, and
what religious influences met them in high-school and UnivemityP
Fortunately the writings ^of the feeders of the new religious movement
abound in biographi^ details; and the recent labours of Gferman
historians enable us to form some idea of the discordant dements in

the rdigious life at the dose of the fifteenth century.
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. The religion taught by parents to ohildrcb in pious German families

seems to )iave been simple, unaflected evangelical* Myconius relates

•Ww his father, a burgher, was accustomed to expound the Apostles^ .

Creed to the boy and to tell him that Jesus Christ was the Saviour froip

411 sins ; that the one thing needed to obtaii% God's pardon for sins was

to pray and to trust ; and how he insisted above all that the forgiveness

of God was a free gift, b&towed without fee by God on man for the

sake of ^hat Christ had done. Little books suitable for family instruc-

tion were in« circulation in which were printed the Creed, lie Lord's

Prayer, the Ten Commandments, and sometimes one or two Psalms in

the German tongue. Simple catechisms and other small books of

devotion seem to have been in circulation which were full of^very simple

evangelical teachifig. It is probable that Luther repeated a great deal

of what WM £>mmonly taught to children in his own earliest years, when,

in later*days, he himself wrote little books for the young. Traces of

this simple family piety, which insisted that all holiness came from
" trusting in the holy passion of Christ," end that nothing which the

sinner could do for himself availed anything, may be found all down tlie

stream of medieval religious life in the most popular hymns and in the

sermons of the great revival preachers.

The latter half of Yhe fifteenth century law the growth of a form of

;
piety very different from that simple household religion. A strange

terror seemed to brood over the people. The plague came periodically*

into the crowded and badly drained towns; new diseases made tiair'

appeanmee and added to the prevailing fear ; the dread of a Turkish;
^

invasioir seemed to be prevalent—mothers scared their children by^

naming the Turks, and in hundreds of German parishes the bells tolled

in the village steeples calling the people to pray to God to deliver them

froA Turkish raids. This prevailing fear brt>l a strange restlessness.

/ Crowds of pilgrims thronged the highways, trudging from shrine to

shrine, hoping to get deliverance from f(^ and assurance of pardon for

sins. Princes who could afford a sufficiently large armed guard visited

the holy places in Palestine and brought back relics which they stored in

their private chapels ; the lesser nobility and the rifcher Ijurghers made

pi]^rimag€» to Rome, especially ddring the* Jutilee years, which became

somewhat frequent in the later Middle Ages, and secured indulgences by

visiting and praying befoie the several ghrines in the Holy City. For

the common folkjof Germany, in the last decades of the fifteenth century,

the favourite pla^ of pilgrimage was Compostella in Spain, anfl, in the

second degree, Einsiedeln in Switzerland. It was said that the bones of

St James the Bitither of our Lord had been brought from Palestine to

Compostella; and the shrine numbered its ^Igrims by the hundred

thousand a year. So famous and frequented was this place of pilgrimage

.that a special, one might almost say a professional, class of pilgrims came

into .existence, the Jacob^Hderj who were continually on the roads

cm IV.
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coming to or from Compostella, seeking to win pardon for themselves

or others by their wandering devotion.

Sometimes the desire to go on pilgrimage became almost an epidemic.^

^ands of children thronged the roads, bareheaded and clad in nothing

but their shirts ; women Wt their families and men deserted their work.

In vain preachers of morals like G^iler von Elaisersberg denounced the

practice and said that on pilgrimages more* sinners were created than

sins pardoned. The terror swayed men and they fled to shriiies where

they believed they co^ild find forgiveness ; the pilgrimage eongs make a

small literature ; and pilgrim guide-books, like the MirahiUa Romae and

Die Wafyart und Strasse zu Sant Jacoby apj)eared in many languages.

' .This revival of religion had its special effect on men destined to a

religious life. The secular clergy seem to have been ^he least affected

Chronicles, whether of towns or of families, bear witness to tl^ degrada-

tion of morals among the parish priests and the superior clergy. The
Benedictines and their dependent Orders of monks do not appear to

have shared largely in the religious movement. It was different howeveri

with the Dominicans, the Franciscans, and the mendicant Augustinians.

;

These begging friars reformed themselves i^renuously, in the medieval

sense of reformation. They went back to their old lives of mortifying

the flesh, of devoting themselves to works of practical benevolence and
of self-denying activity, As a consequence, they, and not the parish

clergy, had become the trusted religious leaders of the people. Their

chapels were thronged by the common folk, and the letter disposed

nobles and burghers took them for their confessors and spiritual (^rectors^^

•It was in vain that the Roman Curia proclaimed, by its Legates in

Germany, the old doctrine that the benefits of religious €U5tB do not

depend upon the personal character ofthe administrators; that it published

regulations binding all parishioners to confess at least once a year to

their parish priests. The people, high and low, felt that Bishops who
rode to the Diet accompanied by their concubines disguised in menu's

clothing, and parish priests who were tavern-keepers or the most

frequent customers at the village* public-house, were not true spiritual

guides. They turned for, the consolations of religion to the poor-living,

[hard-working Franciscans and Augukinian Eremites who listened to

|their confessions and spoke comfortingly to their souls, who taught the

|children and said masses ^vithoyt taking fees. Qlie last decades of the

fifteenth century were* the tinv*. of a revival in the spiritual pofl^er and
devotion of the mendicant Orders. 5 t

One result of the underlying "fear which inspired this religious

jTevival was the way in i^hich the personality of Christ was constantly

Iregarded in the common Christian thought of the time as it is revealed

]to us in autobiographies, in sermons, and in pictorial representations.

^The Saviour was concealed behind the Judge, who was to come to^

i punish the wicked. Luther tells us that when he was a boy in the
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parish diiiich his childish imagination was inflamed bj the stained-glass

picture o£ Jesus, not the Saviour^ but t^ie Judge, of a fierce countenance,

•seated on a rainbow, and carrying a fliaming sword in His hand. 0Us
idea prevented pious people who held it from approaching Jesus as

mteroessor. He Himself needed to be interceded with on behalf of the

poor sinners He was coming to judge. And this thought in turn gave

to the adoration of the Virgin Mother a strength and intensity hithertO|

unknowfl in medieval religion. } The doctrine of the Immaculate Con-|

ception had «trenuous advocates ; men and wom^n formed themselves)

into confraternities that they might beseech her intercession with the*

strength that numbers give and these confraternities spread^ all over

Germany. The intercessory powers of the Virgin MothA* became a

more and more iinportant element in the popular religion, and little

books of devotion ivere in circulation—the Little Gospel^ the Pearl of
the Passion—^which related with many a comment the words of Christ

on the Cross to St John and to the Virgin. Then the idea grew up
that the Virgin herself had to be interceded with in order to become an

intercessor; and her mother, St Anne, became the object of a cult which

may almost be called new,# ^This ^‘Cult of th^ Jflessed . Aixna"^ rapidly

extended itself in ever-widening circles until there were few districts in

Grermany which had not their confratemfties devoted to her service.

Such was the prevailing enthusiastic popular religion of the last decades

of the fifteenth century—the religion which met and surrounded a

sensitive boy when he left his quiet home and entered the world. It

had sin|ll connexion, save in the one point of the increased reverence
^

paid to the Virgin, with the theology of the Schools, but it was the#

religious force among the people.
^

j^Side by side with this flamboyant popular religion can be discerned

anther spiritual movement so unlike it,\so utf '^rly divergent from it in

character and in aim, that it is surpris^g to det^t its presence within

the same areas and at the same period* and that we need scarcely wonder

that it has been so largely overlooked. Its great characteristic was that|

laymen begaA to take into their own«hamds matters which had hitherto^^

b^ supposed to be the exclusive property^ of churchvien. We can'

discern the impulse setting in motion at the same time princes,;

buigheiB, and artisans, each c^ass in its own way.

The Great Council of Constance ha^ pledged the Church to a large

numbef of practical reforms, aiming at the reinvigoration of the various

local ecclesiastical institutions. These pledges had never been fulfilled,

and their non-fulfilment accounts for one side of the German opposition

to Rome. During t\ie last decades of the fift^nth century some of the

German Princes assumed the right to see that within their lands proper

discipline was exercised over the clergy as well as over the laity. To
give instances would need more space than this chapter affords. It is

enou^ to say that the jve episcopale which Luther claimed in later

#n. IV.
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days for the civil power had been exercised, and that for the good of

the people, in the lands of Brandenburg and of Saxony before
,
the close

of the fifteenth century. We have therefore this new thing, that the ^

paity in power had begun to set quietly aside the immunities and piivi-

lieges of the Church, to thjis extent at least, that the civil authoritier

compelled the local ecclesiastical institutions within their dominions to

live under the rule of reform laid down by hn ecumenical council, and

that they did this despite the remonstrances of the superior ecclesiastical

authorities.
,, «

ITie same assertion of the rights of laymen to do Christian work in

their owif'-way appears when the records of the boroughs are examined.

The whole charitable system of the Middle Ages had been administered

by the Church ; all bequests for the relief of the poof had been placed

in the hands of the clergy ; and all donations for th^ relief oj the poor

were given to clerical managers. The burghers saw the charit&ble be-

quests of their forefathers gi*ossly perverted from their original purposes,

and it began to dawn upon them that, although the law of charity was

part of the law of Christ, it did not necessarily follow that all charities

must be under ecclesiastical administration^ Hence cases appear, and

that more frequently as the years pass, whei'e burghers leave their

charitable bequests to be maflaged by the town coVmcil or other secular

authority; and this particular portion of Christian work ceased to be

the exclusive possession of the clergy.

Another feature of the times was the growth of an immense number
of novel religious associations or confraternities,/^ They were^ppt, like

ihe praying circles of the Mystics or of the Goite^ewndey stripy non-

clerical or anti-clerical ; they had no objection to the protection of the

(;)hurch, but they ^ distinctively lay character. Some of them were

associations of artisans ; and these were commonly called Kalandsy because

it was one of their rules to meet once a month for divine service, usually in

a chapel belonging to one of the'* iribndicant Orders. Others bore curious

names, such as St Ursula's Schijffleiny and enforced a rule that all the

members must pray a certain number of times a week. Pious people

frequently belonged *co a number of these associations. The members
united for religious purposes, generally‘under the auspices of the Church

;

but they were confraternities of laymen* and women who had marked
out for themselves their own coui^ of religious duties quite independently

of the Church and of its traditional ideals. Perhaps ng great^ <contri-

bution co\]ld be made to our knowledge of t|ie quiet religious life at*

the close of the fifteenth century than to gather together in a monograph
what can be known about these religious confratemifies.

*

Such was the religious^ atmosphere into which Luther was bom and
which he breathed from his earliest days.' His mother taught him the
simple evangelical hymns which had her own spiritual growth ; his

father had &at stuidy common-sense piety wUch belonged to so many
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of the better disposed nobles, burghers, and artisans of the time ; while

the fear
^
of Jesus the Judge, who coming to judge and punish

» the wicked, branded itself on his child's soul when he gazed up at

the vengefiil picture of our Lord. He was taught at home the Ten
pommandments, the Lord's Prayer, words Jesus from the Gospels,

the Creed, such simple hymns as Christ ist erstafnden^ Ein kmdelein

so Ibbelichf and Nun bittin wir den heiligen Geist—all that went to

make what he long afterwards called ^ the faith of the children.'' His

father's strong dislike to monks and friars ; the^ Hussite propaganda,

which, in spite of all attempts at repression, had penetiuted the Harz
and Thuringia; the Mansfeld police regulations, with othei^ evidence

from the local chronicles, show how much the lay religion Kad made its

way among the people. The popular revival displayed itself in the

great procesAons ai^d pilgrimages made to holy places in his neighbour-

hood—fo^Kyffhauser, where there was a miraculous wooden cross, to the

Bruno Chapd of Querfurt, to the old chapel at Welfesholz, and to the

cloister church at Wimmelburg. ,

Martin Luther was bom on November 10, 1483, at Eisleben, and

\
spent his childhood in Mansfeld. His father, Hans, was a miner in the

\
Mansfeld district, where the policy of the Counts of Mansfeld, to build

j

and let out on hire sfnall 8mel|ing fumacA, enabled thrifty and skilled

^ workmen to rise in the world.

The boy grew up amidst the toilsome, grimy, often coarse sun'oundings

of the Gkuman peasant life—protected from much that was evil by the

wise severity of his parents, but sharing in its hardness, its superstitions, ^
and its^mple political and ecclesiastical ideas; as that the Emperor,

was God's ruler on the earth who would protect poor people from the

Turk ; that the Church was the ‘‘ Pope's house." in which the Bishop of

llofhe was the house-father ; and that obedienc. and reverence were due

to the lords of the soil. He went to the village school in Mansfeld and

endured the cruelties of a merciless pettagogue ; he was sent later to a

school at Magdeburg, and then to St George's High School at Eisenach.

In these boyish days he was a poor student," ie. one who got his

education and lodging free, was obliged to sing fa the. church choir,*

and was permitted to sing in the streAs, begging for bread. His

later writings abound in refeaences to these early school-days and to

his own quiet thoughts; and they malye it plain that the religion of

fear was laying Ijpld on him and driving out the earlier simple family

faith. Two pictures branded themselves on his childish mind* at Mag-
deburg. He saw a young Prince of Anhalt, who had forsaken rank and

inheritance and,*to save his soul, had become a barefooted friar, carrying

the huge begging-sack, and worn to skfh and lS>ne by his scourgings and

fastings and prayers. The other was an altar-piece in a church, the

picture of a ship in which was no layman, not even a King or •a Prince

;

m it were the Pope with his CardinaJs and Bishops, and the Holy Ghost

oa. fv.
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hovei^ over them directing their course, while priests and monks

managed the oars and the sails, ^nd thus they went sailing heavenwards.

The laymen were swimming in the water beside the ship; some wem
frowning, others were holding on by ropes which the monks and priests

cast out to them to aid tjiiem. No layman was in the ship and po

ecclesiastic was in the water. The picture haunted him for years. At
Eisenach he had some glimpses of the old Simple family life, this time

accompanied by a new refinement, in the house of the lady whom meat

biographers identify
,
with Frau Cotta. But the religioigs atmosphere

of the town which the boy inhaled and enjoyed was new. The town

was unc^er the spell of St Elizabeth, the pious Landgravine who had

given up family life, children, and all earthly comforts, to earn a

medieval saintship. Her good deeds were blazoned 6n the windows of

the church in which Luther sang as choir-boy, and Jie hatf long conver-

sations with some of the monks who belonged to her foundations. The
novel surroundings tended to lead him far from the homely piety of his

parents and from the more cultured family religion of his new friends, and

he confesses that it was with incredulous surprise that he heard Frau

Cotta say that there was nothing on earth more lovely than the love

of husband and wife when it is in the fear of the Lord. He had

surrendered himself to tha? revival crude niedieval religion which

was based on fear, and which found an outlet in fastings, scourgings,

pilgrimages, saint-worship, and in general in the thought that salvation

demanded the abandonment of family, friends, and the activities and

enjoyments of life in the world. #

After three happy years at Eisenach Luther was sent to Erfurt and

entered his name on the matriculation roll in letters which can still be

read, Martinus Ludher ex Mansfeldt. Hans Luther had been prospering;

he was able to pay for his son’s college expenses ; Luther was no Idhger

a **poor student,” but was able to give undivided attention to his

studies. The father meant the son to become a trained lawyer ; and the

lad of seventeen seems to have accepted without question the career

marked out for him. '

ITie Univ^ersity of Eyfurt was in Luther’s days the most famous in

Germany. It had been founded in by the burghers, and academic

and burgher life mingled there as nowhere else. The graduation days

were town holidays, and the ^graduation ceremonies ahvays includ^

a procession of the University authorities, the gilfis and tile town
officials, with all the attendant medieval ppmp, and concluded with

a torchlight march at night. But if the University was strictly allied

to the town it was as ^trongly united to the Church. It had been

enriched with numerous papal privileges ; its chancellor was the Arch-

bishop of Mainz ; many of its theological professors held ecclesiastical

prebend^ 9dxd others were monks of different Orders and notably of the

Augustinian Eremites. The whole teaching staff went solemnly to hear
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maas at the beginning of eveiy term; each faculty was under the

protection of a patron Saint—St Gecyge presiding over the faculty of

^Philosophy; the professors bad to swear to teach nothing opposed to the

doctrine of the Roman Giurch; and care was taken to prevent tl^e

\}eginnings and spread of heretical opinionf^

The University teaching was medieval in all essentials, but represented

new, as Cologne chamfiioned the old, scholasticism. Gabriel Biel,

|;ie disdple of William of Ockham, had been one of the teachers,

lumanism the German type, which was very different from the

Italian, had found an entrance as early as 1460 in the persons of

Peter Luder and Jacob Publicius, and in the following years ^Jiere was

a good deal of intercourse bef^veen Erfurt scholai*s and Italian bumanivsts.

Matemus Pistori# was lecturing on the^Latin classics in 1494 and had

for his collel^ue I^chohis Marschalk, who was the first to establish a

printin^press in Germany for Greek books. They had speedily gathered

round them a band of enthusiastic scholars, Johannes Jiiger of Domheim
(Crotus Rubeanus), Heniy and Peter Eberbach, George Burkhardt of

Spall (Spalatinus), John Lange, and others known afterwards in the earlier

stages of the Reforiiiatioii movement. Conrad Muth (Mutianus Rufus),

who had studied in Italy, was one of the leaders; Eoban of Hesse

(Helius Eobanus HeSIsus), perhaps the moUt gifted of them all, joined

the circle in 1494. These humanists did not attack openly the

older course of study at Erfurt. They wrote complimentary Latin

poems in praise of their older colleagues; they formed a select ci?‘<*le

who WCTe called the Poets ; they affected to correspond with each

other the manner of the ancients. In private, Mutianus and Crotus^"^

seem to have delighted to reveal their eclectic theosophy to a band of

half-terrified, half-admiring youths; to say that there was but one

God, who had the various names of Jupiter, ^^a,rs, Hercules, Jesus, and

one Goddess, who was called JunO, Diana, or Mary as the worshippers

chose ; but these things were not suppojftd to be for the public ear.

The University of Erfurt in the beginning of the sixteenth century
\

was the recognis^ meeting-place of the two opposing tendencies of;

scholasticism and humanism; and it was also, perhaps in a higher

d^ree thaCh any other university, h place \fhere the student was exposed!

to many other diverse infiuerices. The system of biblical exegesis

first stimulated by Nicholas de Lyra, which cannot be classed under

scholasticism or humanism, had found a succession of able teachers in

Erfurt. The strong anti-clerical teaching of Jacob of JuterboJ^k and of

John AVessel, who had taught in Erfurt for fifteen years, had left its

mark on the Univewity and was not forgotten. Low mutterings of the

Hussite propaganda itself, Luther tell^us, coiifd be heard from time to

time, urging a strange Christian socialism which was at the same time

thoroughly anti-derical. Then over against all this opportunities were

occasionally given, at the visits of papal Legates, for seeing the

<Bi. ir.
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magnificence and might of the Roman Church and of ihe Pope its hei|d.|

In 1502 and again in 1504, dj[^ng Luther's student days^^ Cardinali

Raimund, sent to proclaim in Grmnany new and unheard-of Indulgenoesf

visited the university town. The civic dignitaries, the Rector Ma^ficus
with the whole University^ all the clergy, the monks and the sdiool

children, accompanied by crowds of the townsfolk, went out in procession

to meet him and escort him with due cerembny into the city. Add to

this the gross dissipation existing among many of the student ^sets, and
the whisperings of fppl living on the part of many of thejiigher^^dergy

in the town, and some idea can be formed of the sea of trouble, doubt,

question^ing, and anxiety into which a bright, sensitive, imaginative, and

piously disposed lad of seventeen was thrown when he had begun his

student life in Erfurt. #
‘

Wlien we piece together references in correspondence to Luther's

student life, recollections of his fellow-students, and scattei^ sayings

of his own in after-life, we get upon the whole the idea of a very level-

headed youth, with a strong sense of the practical side of his studies,

thoroughly respected by his professors, refusing to be carried away into

any excess of humanist enthusiasm on the one hand or of physical

dissipation on the other; intent only to profit by the educational

advantages within his reaxin and to justify the sacrifices which his

father was making on his behalf. He had been sent to Erfurt to

become a jurist, and tlie faculty of Philosophy afforded the preparation

for the faculty of Law as well as of Theology, Luther accordingly

began the course of study prescribed in the faculty of Ph^lppophy

—

l^ogic, Dialectic, and Rhetoric, followed by Physics and Astronoliy, the

teaching in all cases consisting of abstract classification and distinctions

without any real study of life or of fact. The teacher he most esteemed

was Jodocus Trutvetter, the famed ‘‘Erfurt Doctor” whose fame *and

genius, a* all good Germans thought, had made Erfurt as well-known as

Paris. Scholasticism, he said, left him little time for poetry and classical

studies. He does not seem to have attended any of the humanist

lectures. But he read privately a large number of the Latin classical

authors, Virgil, whose pages he opened with some dread,—for was he

not in medieval popular legehd a combination of wizard and prophet of

Christ ?—^became his favourite author. Kis peasant upbringing m^e him

take great delight in the Bvcolks and Georgies—^books,^he said, that

only a herd and a couritryman^can rightly understand. » Cicero charmed

him; he delighted in his public labours for his^^countiy and in his versa-

tility, and believed him to be a much better philosopher than Aristot|e.

He read Livy, Terence, and Plautus. He prized the pathetic portions of

Horace but esteemed him inferior to .Prudentius, He seems also to have

read ih>m a volume of selections portions of Propertius, Persius, Lucretius,

Tibullus, Silvius Italicus, Statius, and Claudian. We hear of him^

studying Greek privately with John Lange, But he was never a member
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of the homaiuat circle, and in his student days was petsonally

acquainted ^th its lea^ng members.^ He had none of the humanism
• enthusiasm for the language and the spirit of the past; what he

for was the knowledge of human life which classical authors gave hinj;
|

J^esides, the ^^epicuiean'" life and ideas of the young humanist circle
|

displeased him. They, on their part, would evidently have received him
gladly. They called him ^^*the philosopher,^ they spoke about his gifts

singiflg and lute-playing, and of his frank, engaging character. In

later days he^uld make use of humanism; but he^ever was a humanist

in spirit or in aim. He was too much in eeumest about religious matter's,

and of too practical a turn of mind. ^
Luther^s course of study* flowed on i*egularly. He was a bright,

sociable, hard-wefrking student and took his various degrees in an

exceptionall}fshort (ime. He was Bachelor in 150S, and Master in 1506,

when h8 stood second among the seventeen successful candidates. He
bad attained what he had once thought the summit of earthly felicity

and found himself marching in a procession^ of University magnates and

civic dignitaries clothed in his new robes. His father, proud of his son's

success, sent him the costly, present of a Corpus tfuris. He may haver

begun to attend lectures in the faculty of Law, when he suddenly!

retired into a convent and became a montl.

This action was so unexpected that his student friends made all sorts

of conjectures about his reasons, and these have been woven into

stories which are pure legends. Little or nothing is known about

Lutherireligious convictions during his stay at Erfurt. I'his is the

more Irarprising since Luther was the least reticent of men. His •

correspondence, his sermons, his commentaries, all his books are full of

little autobiogiaphical details. He tells what he felt when a child, what

his Religious thoughts were during his school -da 's; but he is silent about

his thoughts and feelings during his ^ears at Erfurt, and especially

during the months which preceded his* plunge into the convent. He
has himself made two statements about his resolve to become a monk,

and they comprise the only accurate information obtainable. He says

that the resolve was sudden, and that he left the world aijd entered the

cloister because ‘‘he doubted of Itiiuself '’^•that in his case the proverb

was true, “doubt makes a monk.’’

What waa the doubting ? The modern mind is tempted to imagine

intellectual difficulties, to think of the rents in the Church’s theology

which the cri|jj|pism8 of Oejeham and of Biel had produced, of the complete

antagonism between the wiiole ecclesiastical mode of thinking and the

enlightenment from ancient culture that humanism was producing, and
Luther's doubtings are frequently set dbwn to the self-questioning which

his contact with humanism in Erfurt had produced. But this idea, if

not foreign to the age, was strange to Luther. He doubted whether he
could ever do what he thought had to be done by him to save his soul

0. M. B. n. CH. IV.
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if he remained in the world. That was what compelled him to alter the

convent. The lurid fires of H^ll and the pole shades of purgatoiy

which are the constant background to Dante^s Paradise were always <

pi*esent to the mind of Luther from boyhood. Could he escape the

one and win the other if heRemained in the world ? He doubted it am?

entered the convent.

The Order of monks which Luther selected was the Augustiniaii

I
Eremites. Their history was somewhat curious. Originally they had

been formed out of )he numerous hermits who lived solitary religious

lives throughout Italy and Germany. Several Popes had desired to

bring them together into convents; and this was at last effected by

Alexander iV, who had enjoined them to frame their constitution

according to the Rule of St Augustine. No othei* order of monks
shared so largely in the religious revival of the fifte^mth centuiy. The
cunvents which had reformed associated themselves together into what

;
was called the Congregation. The reformed Augustinian Eremites strictly

observed their vows of poverty and obedience; they led self-denying

. lives; they represented the b^t type of later medieval piety. Their

convents were for the most part in the < larger towns of Germany,

and the monks were generally held in high esteem by the citizens who
took them for confessors aifd spiritual directors,^ The Brethren were

encouraged to study, and this was done so successfully that professor-

ships in theology and in philosophy in most of the Universities of

Germany in the fifteenth century were filled by Augustinian Eremites.

They also cultivated the art of preaching ; most of the largeij^^nvents

chad a special preacher attached; and the townspeople flockra to hear

him.

Their theology had little to do with Augustine; nor does Luther

appear to have studied Augustine until he had removed to Wittenbferg.

p^eir views belonged to the opposite pole of medieval thought and
plosely resembled those of the Franciscans. No Order paid more rever-

fence to the Blessed Virgin. Her image stood in the Chapter-house of

every convent; their theologians were strenuous defenders of the Im-

maculate Conpeptioii; they aided to spread the “cult of the Blessed

Anna.*” 'ITjey were strong advocates of papal supremacy. In*the person

pf John von the professor of thec^ogy in the Exfrirt convent and

|the teacher of Luther himsejf, they furnished the messt outspoken

pefender of papal Indulgences^ This was the Order i^to which Luther
BO suddenly threw himself in 1606. ^

-

He spent the usual year as a novice, then took the vows, and was

set to study theology. His text-books were the writings of Occam,

Biel, and D'Ailly. His aptness*for study, his vigour and precision in

debate, his acumen, excited the admiration of his teachers. But Luther

had not come to the convent to study theology ; he had entered to save

his soul. These studies were but pastime ; his serious and dominating
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task was to win the sense of paidon of sin and to see his body a temple

of the Holy Ghost. He fasted and prayed and scourg^ himself

•according to rule, and invented additional methods of maceration. He
edified his brethren ; they spoke of him as a model of monastic pietyt

but the young man—he was only twenty-three—felt no relief and was no

nearer God. He was still tormented by the sense of sin which urged

him to repeated confession. God was always the implacable judge

inexorably threatening punishment for the guilt of breaking a law which

it seemed impossible to keep. For it was the righteousness of God that

terrified him ; the thought that all his actions were tested by the standard

of that righteousness of God. His superiors could not undej;sfand him.

Staupitz, Vicar-General of the Order, saw him on one of his visitations

was attracted*by him. He saw his sincerity, his deep trouble, his

hopeless despidr. He advised him to study the Bible, St Augustine,

and Tauter. An old monk helped him for a short time by explaining

that the Creed taught the forgiveness of sin as a promise of God, and

that what the sinner had to do was to trust in the promise. But the

thought would come : Pardon follows contrition and confession ; how
can I know that my contrition has gone deep enough; how can I be

sure that my confession has been complete? At last Staupitz began

to sec where the difficulty lay, and made suggestions which helped him.

The true mission of the medieval Church had been to be a stem preacher

of righteousness. It taught, and elevated its rude converts, by placing

before them ideals of saintly piety and of ineffable purity, and by

teaching^tiheiYi that sin was sin in spite of extenuating circumstances.

Luther w^ a true son of tl?at medieval Church. Her message had sunk

•deeply into his soul; it had been enforced by his experience of the

popular revival of the decades which had preceded and followed his

bii^. He felt more deeply than most the po::it where it failed. It

contrasted the Divine righteousness and many's sin and weakness. It

insisted on the inexorable demands of the law of God and at the same

time pronounced despairingly that man could never fulfil them. Staupitz

show^ Luther that the antinomy had been created by setting over

.against each other the righteousness of God anej the %in and helplessness

of inan, azfd by keeping these two thougfits in opposition; then he

lexplained that the righteousness of God, according to God'^s promise,

Imight become the possession of man in ai^ through Christ. Fellowship

of man#with God solved the antinomy; /l11 fellowship is fouijded on

persond trust 4 and faith ^ves man that fellowship with God through

which all things that belong to God can become his. These thoughts,

acted upon, hdped Luther gradually to win hi| way to peace of heart.

Penitence and confession, which had been the occasions of despair when
•extorted by fear, became natural and spontaneous when suggested by a

eense of the greatness and intimacy of the redeeming love of God in

Cbiisi.

CH. IV. 8—2
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The intensity and sincerity of this protracted struggle marked Luther

for life. It gave him a strength of character and a living power which

never left him. The end of the long inner fight had freed him from the <

hurdcn which had oppressed him, and his naturally frank, joyous nature

found a free outlet. It gave him a sense of fre^om, and the feeling

that life was something given by God to be enjoyed,—the same feeling

that liuinanism, from its lower level, had given to so many of its disciples.

For the moment however nothing seemed questionable. He was a
faithful son of the Medieval Church, ‘Hhe Pope’s house,^ with its

Cardina^ and its Bishops, its priests, monks, and nuns, its masses and

its relics, its Indulgences and its pilgrimages. All these external

things remained unchanged. The one thing that was changed was tha

relation in which one human soul stood to God. He was still a monll

who believed in his vocation. The very fact tbati-his conversion had
come to him within the convent made him the more sure thaf he had

done right to take the monastic vow.

Soon after he had attained inward peace Luther was ordained,

and Hons Luther came from Mansfeld for the ceremony, not that he

took any pleasure in it, but because he did not wish to shame his eldest

son. The sturdy peasant o^iered to his anti-clerical Christianity, and

when his son told him that he had a clear call from God to the monastic

life, the father suggested that it might haVe been a prompting from the

devil. Once ordained, it was Luther’s duty to say mass and to hear

confessions, impose penance and pronounce absolution. He had no

pi faculties about the doctrines and usages of the Church; but^put his

* own meaning into the duties and position of a confessor, nis o'wn

experience had taught him that man could never forgive sin; that

belonged to God alone. But the human confessor could be the spiritual

guide of those who came to confess to him ; he could warn them against

false grounds of confidence, and show them the pardoning grace of God.

Luther’s theological studies were continued. He devoted himself to

Augustine, to Bernard, to men who might be called “ experimental

theologians. He began to show himself a good man of business, with an

eye for the heart of things. Staupitz and his chiefs entrusted him with

some delicate commissions on behalf of the Order, and made quiet

preparation for his advancement. In 1508 he, with a few other brother

monks, was transferred from tlv’ convent at Erfurt to that at Wittenberg,

to assist^ the small University Jhere. '•

Some years before tliis the Elector Fredfgick the Wise of Saxony,

the head of the Ernestine branch of his House, had resolved to provide

a university for his own^ominions. He had been miich drawn to the

Augustinian Eremites since his first acquaintance with them at Grimma
when he was a boy at school. Naturally Staupitz became his chief

adviser in his new scheme; indeed the University from the first mij^t

almost be called an educational estahUshment belonging to the
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Aii^stinian Eremites. There was not much money to spare at the

Electoral Court A sum got from the sale of Indulgences some years

before, which Frederick had not allowed to leave the country, served

to make a beginning. Prebends attached to the Castle Church—the

Church of All Saints was its ecclesiastical name—furnished the salaries

of some of the professors the other teachers were to be supplied from

the monks of the convent of the Augustinian Eremites in the town.

The Emperor Maximilian granted the usual imperial privileges, and the

University v%s opened October 18, 1502. Staupitz himself was one of

the professors and dean of the faculty of Theology; another Aijgustinian

Eremite was dean of the fcipulty of Arts. I'he patron l^^dnts of the

Oi*der, the Bless^ Virgin and St Augustine, were the patron Saints of

the Universjjty. Some distinguished teachers, outside the Augustinian

flremit^^ were induced to come, among otliers Jerome Schurf from

Tubingen ; Staupitz collected promising young monks from convents of

liis Order and enrolled them as students; other youths were attracted

by the teachers and came from various parts of Germany. The Uni-

versity enrolled 416 students during its first year. This success, how-

ever, appears to have been artificial ; the numbers gradually declined to

56 in the summer sefsion of 1505. The ^rst teachers left it for more

promising places. Still Staupitz encouraged Frederick to persevere.

New teachers were secured—among them Nicholas Amsdorf, who had

then a great reputation as a teacher of the old-fashioned scholasticism,

and Andrew Bodenstein of Carlstadt. The Uiiivemty began to grow

slowly

Lu^er was .sent to Wittenberg in 1508. He was made to teach*

the Dialectic and Physics of Aristotle, a task which he disliked, butj

whether in the University or to the young nmnks in the convent it is^

impossible to say. He also began to preach. His work was interrupted'

by a command to go to Rome on tl\p business of his Order. The .

Augustinian Eremites, as has been already said, were divided into the ^

unreformed and the reformed convents—the latter being united in an

association ^hich was called the Congregation. Staupitz was anxious

to heal this schism and to bring the convents in*Germany within the

reformation. Difficulties arose, and the interests of peace demanded
that both the General of the Order and the Curia should be informed

on all the circumstances. A messenger #vas needed, one whom he could

,
trust ftnd who would also be trusted by the stricter party s|/nong his

monks. No one seemed more suitable than the young monk Martin

Luther.

Luther saw*Rome, and the impressions mi^e upon him by his visit

remained with him all his life. He and his companion approached the

imperial dty with the liveliest expectations ; but they were the longings

of the pious pilgrim, not those of the scholar of the Renaissance—«o

little impression had humanism made upon him. When he first caught

OH. tv.
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sight of the city Luther raised his hands in an ecstasy, exclaiming^

“I greet thee, thou Holy Rome, thrice holy firom the blood of the

Martyrs.” ITiat was his mood of mind—so little had his convent*

struggles and the peace he had found in the thought that the just live

by faith separated him from the religious ideas of his time.

His official business did not cost much t^me ; he seems to have had

no complaints to make against the Curia ; indeed the business on which

he had been sent seems to have been settled in Germany by an amicable

compromise. His official work done, he set himself to»see the Holy

('ity the devotion of a pilgrim and the thoroughness of a German,

lie visiti.4 all the shrines, especially tho^ to which Indulgences were

attached. He climbed the thirty-eight steps which 1^ to the vestibule

of St Peter’s—every step counting seven years’ remission oj penance
; he

knelt before all tlie altars ; he listened reverentlysto all the ^accounts

given him of the various relics and believed them all; he thought

that if his parents had been dead, he could, by spying masses in certain

chapels, secure them against purgatory. He visited the remains of

antiquity which could tell him something of the life of the old Romans
—the Pantheon, the Coliseum, and the Raihs of Diocletian.

But if Luther was still unemancipated from h^i belief in relics, in the

effect of pilgrimages, and in the validity of Indulgences for the remission

of imposed penance, his sturdy German piety and his plain Christian

morality turned his reverence of Rome into a loathing. The city he

had greeted as holy, he found to be a sink of iniquity ; its very priests

were infidel, and openly scoffed at the sacred services they {ki^ormed

;

the papal courtiers were men of depraved lives ; the Ca^nals of the

Church lived in open sin ; he had frequent cause to repeat tlie Italian

proverb, first spread abroad by Machiavelli and by Bembo, “ The nearer

Rome the worse Christian.” It meant much for him in after-days that

he had seen Home for himself.
^

Luther was back in Wittenberg early in the summer of 1512.

Staupitz sent him to Erfurt to complete the steps necessary for the

higher graduation in Theology, preparatory to succeeding Steupitz in

the Chair of Theolbgy io Wittenberg. He graduated as Dt^or of the

(

Holy Scripture, took the Wittenberg doctor’s oath to defend evangelical

truth vigorously {virUiter\ was made ^a member of the Senate three

days later, and a few weeks after he succeeded Staupitz &s Professor of

^rheology. -
'

Prom the first I-.uther’8 lectures differed from what were then expected

from a professor of theology. It was not that he criticised the theology

then currant in the Chinch; he^had an entirely different idea of what

theology ought to be, and of what it ought to make known. His whole

habit of mind was practical, and theology for him was an experimental’*

discipline. It ought to be, he thought, a study which would teach how
a man could find the grace of God, and, having found it, how he could
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persevere in a life of joyous obedience to GoA and His commandments.

He had, himself, sought, and that witl)L deadly earnest, an answer to this

question in all the material which the Chur^ of the time had accumu-

lated to aid men in the task. He had tried to find it in the penitenijal

^^ystem, in the means of grace, in theolog}^ professedly based on Holy
^ripture expounded by the later Schoolmen and Mystics, and his search

had been in vain. But theologians like Bernard and Augustine had

helped 4iim, and as they had taught him he could teach others. That
was the wor|( he set himself to do. It was a task J;o which contemporary

theology had not given any special prominence, and which, in Luther's

opinion, it had ignored. His theology was new, because in^s opinion

it ought to be occupied with a new task, not because the conclusions

reached by contAnporaiy theology occupied with other tasks were neces-

sarily wron^. *

Lufher never knew much Hebrew, and he used the Vulgate in his

prelections. He had a huge, widely printed volume on his desk, and

wrote the heads of his lectures between the printed lines. The pages

still exist and can be studied. We can trace the gradual growth of his

theology. In the years 1518-15 there is no sign of any attack upon

the contemporary Scholastic teaching, no thought but that the monastic

life is the flower of Cnristian piety. He expounded the Psalms ; his aids

are what are called the mystical passages in St Augustine and in Bernard,

but what may be more properly termed those portions of their teaching

in which they insist upon and describe personal religion. These thoughts

simplxjpish aside the ordinary theology of the day without staying to

criticise it. We can discern in the germ what grew to be the main^

thoughts in the later Lutheran theology. Men are redeemed apart froml

any merits of their own ; man's faith is trust in the verity of God and|

in the historical work of Christ. These thoug hts were for the most parti

expressed in the formulae common to the scholastic philosophy of the

time; but they grew in clearness of expression, and took shape as a

series of propositions which formed the basis of his teaching—that man
wins pardoir through the free grace of* God, that when man lays hold

on G^'s promise of pardon he becomes a new creiLture,«that this sense

of pardofi is the beginning of a new lifb of sanctification. To these

may be added the thoughts that the life of faith is Christianity on its

inward sidef that the contrast betweep the economy of law and that

of grace is something fundamental ; an^ that there is a real distinction

to be drawn between ijie outward and visible Church and the ideal

Church, which is to be described by its spiritual and moral relations

to God after the manner of Augustine, 'Jhe years 1515 and 1516

give traces of a more thorough study^of Augustine and of the German
Mystics. This comes out in the college lectures on the Epistle to the

Romans and in some minor publications. His language loses its

scholastic colouring and adopts many of the well-known mystical phrases,

S. IV.
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especially when he describes the natural incapacity of men for what is

Along with this dmnge language, and evidently related to it,

we find evidence that Luther was beginning to think less highly of the

|inonastic life and its external renunciations. Predestination, meaning by

Itbat not an abstract me^physical dogma, but the thought that thf

I whole of the believer's life and what it involved depended in the last

\ resort on God and not on man, came more and more into the foreground.

Still there did not appear any disposition to critidse or repudiate the

current theology of the day. «

But about the middle of 1616 Luther had reached the parting of the

ways, ani^the divergence appeared on the practical and not on the

speculative ^ide of theology. It began in a sermon he preached on the

theoiy of Indulgences in July, 1516, and increased month by month—the

widening divergence can be clearly traced step by sfep—^lihtil he could

contrast ‘^our theology," the theology taught by Luther and his colleagues

at Wittenberg, with what was taught elsewhere and notably at Erfurt.

The former represented Augijstine and the Bible; the latter was founded

on Aristotle. In September, 1617, his position hod become so dear that

he wrote against the scholastic theology, declaring that it was at heart

Pelagian and that it obscured and buried out of ^ght the Augustinian

doctrines of grace. He bewailed the fact that the current theology

neglected to teach the supreme value of faith and of inward righteous*

ness, that it encouraged men to seek to escape the due reward of sin by

means of Indulgences, instead of exhorting them to practise that inward

I'epentance which belongs to every genuine Christian life. It ^lafeat this

«stage of his own inward religious development that Luther fi^himself
forced to stand forth in public in opposition to the sale of Indulgences

in Germany.

Luther had become much more than a professor of theology by this

time. He had become a power in Wittenberg. His lectures seemed

like a revelation of the Scriptures to the Wittenberg students; grave

burghers from the town matriculated at the University in order to attend

his classes; his fame gradually spread, and students began to flock from

all parts of G^ermany to the small, poor, and remote town; and the

Elector grew proud of his University and of the man who had given it

such a position. In these earlier years ofdiis professoriate Luther under-

took the duties of the preachj^r in the town church in Wittenberg.

He became a great pi'eai^er, able to touch the conscience and bring

men to amend their lives. Like all great p^^eachers of the day who
were in earnest he denounced prevalent sins; he deplored the low

standard set by the leaders of the Church in principle and in practice

;

he declared that religion was not' an easy thing ; that it did not consist

in externals ; that both sin and true repentance had their roots in the

heart ; and that until the heart had been made pure all kinds of external

puriiications were useless. Such a man, occupying the position he had
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woiit could not keep silent when he saw what he believed to be a great

source of moral corruption gathering ro|pnd him and infecting the people

#whom he taught daily, and who had selected him as their confessor and

the xdigious guide of their lives. .

^ Luther b^an his work as a Reformer in iip attack on what was called

an Indulgence proclaimed in 1513 by Pope Leo X, farmed by Albert of

Brandenburg, Archbishop of Mainz, and preached by John Tetzel, a

Dominicto monk who had been commissioned by Albert to sell for him

the ^ papal letters,^ as the Indulgence tickets wer^ called. The money
raised was to be devoted to the building of St Peter’s Church in Rome,
and to raise a tomb worthy of the great Apostle who, it said, lay

in a Roman grave. People liad come to be rather sceptical about the

destination of mAeys raised by Indulgences ; but the buyers had their

papal letteA,” and^it did not much matter to them where the money
went affer it had left their pockets. The seller of Indulgences had

generally a magnificent welcome when he entered a German town. He
drew near it in the centre of a procession w;th the Bull announcing the

Indulgence, carried before him on a cloth of gold and velvet, and all the

priests and monks of the town, the Burgomaster and Town Council, the

teachers and the sch^l-children and a crowd of citizens went out to

meet him with banners and lighted candled, and escorted him into the

town singing hymns. When the gates were reached all the bells began

to ring, the church-organs were played, the crowd, with the commissary

in their midst, streamed into the principal church, where a great red

cross w^ erected and the Pope’s banner displayed. Then followed

sermons and speeches by the commissary and his attendants extolling •

the Indulgence, narrating its wonderful virtues, and inviting the people

to buy. The Sector of Saxony had refused to allow the commissary to

entdl* his territories ; but the commissary could approach most parts of

the Elector’s dominions without actually ciossing the boundaries.

Tetzel had come to Juterbogk in Magdeburg territory and Zerbst in

Anhalt, and had opened the sale of Indulgences there ; and people from

Wittenbeig had gone to these places and made purchases, lliey had

brought their “papal letters” to Luther and^ had^demajided that he

should ackhowledge their efficacy. He h&d refused ; the buyers had

complained to Tetzel and the (wmmissary had uttered threats ; Luther

felt himself iir great perplexity. The Indulgence, and the addresses by
which k was commended, he knew, were ^oing harm to poor souls ; be

got the letter of instructions given to Tetzel by his employer, the

Archbishop of Mainz, and his heart waxed wroth against it. Still at :

the basis of the*Indulgence, bad as it was, Luther thought that there :

was a great truth ; that it is the busin&s of tlie Church to declare the

free and sovereign grace of God apart from all human satisfactions.

The practice of Indulgences was, in his days, universal and perme-

ated the whole Church life of the times. A large number of the pious
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associations among laymen, which formed so marked a feature of the

fifteenth century piety, were fojimded on ideas that lay at the basis of

the practice of granting Indulgences. Pious Christians of the fifteenth

^centuiy accepted the religious machinery of their Church as unquestion-

ingly and as quietly as they did the laws of nature. That machin^ty

included among other things an inexhaustible treasury of good works—
of prayers, fastings, mortifications of all kinds—^wfaich holy men and
women had done, and which might be of service to others, if the Pope
could only be persu^ed to transfer them. When a piovs confraternity

was formed, the Pope, it was believed, could transfer to the credit of the

commiil^Jty a mass of prayers, almsgivings, and other ecclesiastical good

deeds, all of which became for the members of the confraternity what a

bank advance is to a man starting in business. Sefine of these associ-

ations bought their spiritual treasure from the Pqpe for so much cash,

but there was not always any buying or selling. There wa!fi nohe^in

the celebrated association of St UrsulcCs Schiffieinj to which so many
devout people, the Elector himself included, belonged. Probably

little paying of cash took place in the thirty-two pious confraternities

of which Dr Pfeffinger, the tmsted Councillor of the Elector Frederick,

was a member. The machinery of the Churchy however, secured this

advantage that, if by any aiccident the members of the association failed

in praying as they had promised, they had always this transferred

treasure to fall back upon. There could be little diiFerence in principle

between the Pope transferring a mass of spiritual benefits to a pious

brotherhood, and his handing over an indefinite amount tojjie Arch-

bishop of Mainz to be disposed of, as tiie prelate thought n^ through

Tetzel or others.
^

Moreover, it must be remembered that in the course of Luther's re-

ligious life down to 1517 there ore no traces of anything quixotic and
that is a wonderful proof of the simplicity and strength of his character.

He had something of a contempt for men who believe that they ore

born to set the world right ; he compared them to a player at ninepins

who imagines he can knock down twelve pins when there are only

nine standing. It- was only after much hesitation and deep distress of

mind that he felt conipelled'to interiere, and it was his int&se earnest-

ness in the practical moral life of his townsmen that compelled him to

step forward. When he did ^intervene he went about \he matter with

a mixture of prudence and courage which were eminently characteristic

of the inan.
^

The Castle Church of Wittenberg had always been closely connected

with the University, and its doors had been used fbr publication of

important academic dSciunents; notices of public disputations on
th^ogical matters, common enough at the time, had doubtless often

been seen figuring ihei^ The day of the year which drew the largest

concourse of townsmen and strangers to the church was the first of
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November, All SaintB^ Day. It was the anniversary of the consecra^ti

of the church, was commemorated a prolong^ series of services,

* and the benefits of an Indulgence were secured to all who took part

in them. At noon on All Saints' Day, Luther nailed his Ninety-fiiel

Theses to the door of the church. It was an academic proceeding. AS
doctor in theology offeree^ to hold a disputation, such was the usual

term, for the purpose of explaining the efficacy of the Indulgence.

The exj^lanation had ninety-five heads or propositions, all of which

Doctor Martin Luther, theologian,'* offered to make good against all

comers. The subject, judged by the numberless books which Jiad been

written upon it, was eminently suitable for debate; the prbpositions

offered were to matters of discussion ; and the author was not sup-

posed, accoi^ing to the usage of the times, to be definitely committed

to the opinions hethad expressed; they were simply heads of debate.

Tlie document differed however from most academic disputations in this

that everyone wished to read it. A duplicate was made in German.

Copies of the Latin original and of the German translation were sent to

the University printing-house and the presses there could not thi'ow

them off fast enough to mfeet the demand which came from all parts

of Germany. ^ ^
The question which Luther raised in his theses was a difficult one

;

the theological doctrine of Indulgences was one of the most complicated

of the times, and ecclesiastical opinion on many of the points involved

was doubtful. It was part of the penitential system of the medieval

Churcb,,^d had chang^ from time to time according to the changes

in that system. Indeed it may be said that in the matter of Indulgences*

doctrine had alyrays been fram^ to justify practices and changes in practice.

The beginnings go back a thousand years beforf’ the time of Luther.

Tbi the ancient Church serious sins invoh. d separation from the

fellowship of Christians, and readmissjpn to the communion was de-

pendent not merely on public confession but also on the manifestation

of a true repentance by the performance of certain saivrfactwns^ such as

the manumifision of slaves, prolonged fastings, extensive almsgiving;

which were supposed to be well-pleasing in God's ^sight^ and were also

the warrant for the community that the penitent might be again received

within their midst. It often*happened that these satisfactions were

mitigated; pfenitents might fall sick a^d the prescribed fasting could

not befinsist upon without danger of ebath—^in which case tj;ie impos>

sible satisfmrtion could ba exchanged for an easier one, or the communit}

might be convinced of the sincerity of the repentance without insisting

that the prescribed satisfaction shoulc^ be fi\1J[y performed. These ex-

ehal^es and mitigations are the germs out of which Indulgences grew.

In course of time the public confessions became private confessions

made to a priest, and the satisfactions private satisfactions imposed by

the confessor* 11ns change involved among other things a wider cirde

OU. IV.
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^sins to be confessed—sins of thought, the sources of sinful actions,

brought to light by the confessor^’s questions ; and different satisfactions

were imposed at the discretion of the priest corresponding to the sins*^

confessed. This led to the construction of penitentiaries containing lists

of penances supposed to be pi'oportionate to the sins. In many casfes

the penances were very severe and extended pver a long course of years.

From the seventh century there arose a S3rstem of commutations of

penances. A penance of several years' practice of fasting might be

commuted into saying so many prayers or psalms^ giving prescribed alms

or even into a money fine—and in this last case the analogy of the

Wergeld^^i the Germanic codes was frequently followed. This new

custom commonly took the form that anyone who visited a prescribed

church on a day that was named and gave a contribution to the funds

of the church had his penance shortened by oift-seventhf fne-third,

one-half, as the case might be. This was in every case a commutation

of a penance which had been imposed according to the regulations of

the Church {relaxatio de mjnnda poenitentid). This power of commuting

imposed penance was usually supposed to be in the hands of Bishops,

and was used by them to provide funds foV the building of their great

churches. But priests for,a time also thought/themselves entitled to

follow the episcopal example ; and did so until the great abuse of the

system made the Church insist that the power should be strictly kept

in episcopal hands. Thus the real origin of Indulgences is to be found|

in the relaxation by the Church of a portion of the ecclesiastical
|

penalties imposed according to regular custom. a..

Three conceptions, however, combined to effect a series of changes

in the character of Indulgences, all of which were in operation in tlie

beginning of the thirteenth century. These were the formulatiqn of

the thought of a Treasury of merits, the change of the institution of

penance into the Sacrament Qf Penance, and the distinction between

attrition and contrition. The two former led to the belief that the

Pope alone had the power to grant Indulgences—^the treasure needed a

gu^ian to prevent its being squandered; and, when Indulgences were

judged to be ^:xtra-8acranental and a matter of jurisdiction,and not of

Orders, they belonged to the Pope, whose jurisdiction was supreme.

The conception of a Treasury of Vnerits was first formulated by

Alexander of Hales ip the thirteenth century, and his ideas were accepted

and stat/nl with more precision by the great Schoolmen who folloiifed him^

Starting with the existing practice in the Church that some penances,

such for exeunple as pilgrimages, might be performed vicariously, and
bringing together the conx^ptiorKs that all the faithful are one community,

that the good deeds of all the members are the common property of all,

that sinners may benefit by the good deeds of their f^ows, that the

sacrifice of Christ is sufficient to wipe out the sins of all, theologians

gi*adually formulated the doctrine that there was a common storehouse
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containing the good deeds of living men, of the saints in heavin,

and the inexhaustible merits of Christi and that the merits there

•accumulated had been placed in tbe cmarge of the Pope and could be

dispensed by him to the faithful. The doctrine was not thoroughly

<^fined in the fifteenth century, but it wgis generally accepted and

increased the power and resources of the Pope. It had one immediate

consequence on the theoiy*of Indulgences. They were no longer re-

garded m the substitution of some enjoined work for a canonical

penance; thqy could be looked upon as an absolute equivalent of}

what was due to God, paid over to Him out *of this Treasury of

merits.
,

y'
When the institution became the Sacrament of PendSice it was

divided into threl parts—CoBtrLUoUt .Confession, and Satisfaction; and
Absolution Wlis mac^ to accompany Confession and therefore to precede

Satisfaction, which it had formerly followed. Satisfaction lost its old

meaning. It was not the outward sign of inward sorrow, the test of

fitness for pardon, and the necessary precedent of Absolution. According

to the new theory, Absolution, which followed Confession and preceded

Satisfaction, had the effect # of removing the whole guilt of the sins

confessed, and, with Ae guilt, the whole of the eternal punishment due

;

but this cancelling of guilt and of etemA punishment did not open

straightway the gates of Heaven. It was thought that the Divine

righteousness could not permit the baptised sinner to escape all punish-

ment; so the idea of temporal punishment was introduced, and the.^^

poeTwe tempo} edes^ strictly distinguished from the eternal, included punish-

ment in Purgatory. The pains of Purgatory therefore were not included

in the Absolution, and everyone must suffer these had not God in His

lUiercy provided on alternative in temporal Satisfactions. This gave

rise*to a great uncertainty ; for who could ha\ • the assurance that the

priest in imposing the Satisfaction or penance had calculated rightly

and had assigned the equivalent Mhicn the righteousness of God de-

manded ? It was here that the new idea of Indulgences came in to aid

the faithful. • Indulgences in the sense of relaxations of imposed penance

went into the background, and the valuable Indulgence was what would

secure agaihst the pains of Purgatory. Thift in* the opinion of Alexander

of Hales, of Bonaventura, and«above aU of Thomas Aquinas, the real

value of Indidgences is that they procure the remission of penalties after

Contrition, Confession, and Absolution, whether these penalties have

been imposed by the priest or not; anJ when the uncertainty of the

imposed penalties is considered, Indulgences are most valuable with

regard to the unimposed penalties; the priest might make a mistake,

but God does not.
*

While, as lias been seen, Indulgences were always relatcfl to Satis-

factions and changed in character with the changes introduced into the

meaning of these, they were not less closely affected by the distinction

CH. IV.
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which came to be drawn between Attrition and Contrition. Until the

thirteenth century it was always ^eld that Contrition or a condition of

real sorrow for sin was the one thing taken into account in the according

o^ pardon to the sinner. The theologians of that century however began

to make a distinction betw^n Contrition, or godly sorrow, and Attrition^

a certain amount of sorrow which might arise from a variety of causes of

a more or less unworthy nature. It was held 'that this Attrition, though

of itself too imperfect to win the pardon of Gk>d, could become perfect^

through the Confession heard by the priest and the AJt^olution ad-

ministered by him. When this idea was placed in line with the

thoughts .develop^ as to the nature of the Sacrament of Penance, it

followed tliiit the weaker the form of sorrow and the greater the sins

confessed and absolved, the heavier were the temporal penalties demanded

by the righteousness of God. Indulgences appealed strongly to the indif-

ferent Christian who knew that he had sinn^, and who knew at the same

time that his sorrow did not amount to Contrition. His conscience,

however weak, told him that he could not sin with perfect impunity and

that something more was needed than his perfunctoiyr confession and the

absolution of the priest. He felt that he must make some amends ; that

he must perform some satisfying act, or obtain a^. Indulgence at some

( cost to himself. Hence, for the ordinary indifferent Christian Attrition,

i Confession, and Indulgence, stood forth as the three great heads of the

1 scheme of the Church for his salvation.

This doctrine of Attrition and its applications had not the undivided

support of the Church of the later Middle Ages, but it was the^doctrine

.which was taught by most of the Scotist divines who took the lead in

theological thinking during these times. It was taught in its most

pronounced form by such a representative man as John von Palz, who
was professor of theology in the Erfurt monastery when Luther entered

upon his monastic career; it was preached by the Indulgence sellers;

it was specially valuable in securing good ^es of Indulgences and
tlierefore in increasing the papal profits. It lay at the baris of that

whole doctrine and practice of Indulgences which confronted Luther when

he felt himself compelled to attack them.

The practice of Indul^nd'es, on whatever theory they weJe upheld,

had enmeshed the whole penitentiary system of the Church in the

thirteenth, fourteenth, and fifteenth centuries. The papal power was at

first sparingly used. K is true'^that in 1096 Pope Urban II premised

an Indul^nce to the Crusaders such as bad never before be^ heard

of—^namdy, a plenary Indulgence or a complete remission of all

imposed canonical penances—but it was not until the* thirteenth and

fourteenth centuries that indulgences were lavished by the Pope even

more unsparingly than they had been previously by the Bishops. Eioni

the beginning of the thirteenth century they were promised in order to

find recruits for wars against heretics, such as the Albigenses, against
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oppoaients of papal political schemes—in short to recruit the papal

armies tat wars of aU kinds. They werg granted fieely to the reli^ous

(htiers, either for the benefits of the members or as rewards to the

faithfid who visited their churches and made contributions to their ^

fu^ids. They were bestowed on special cburoh^ or cathedrals, or on

altars in churches, and had the effect of endowments. They were

given to hospitals, and for the rebuilding, repair, and upkeep of

biidges^lhe Mec^or had one attached to his bridge at Torgau and had
employed Tetzgl to preach its benefits. They were^attached to special

collections of relics to be earned by the faithful who visited the shrines.

In short it is difficult to say to what they were not given anci^r what

money-getting purpose they liad not Wn employed. The Fuggers

amas^ much of nieir wealth from commissions received in manfiging

these Indulmflces. ^ut perhaps it may be said that the Indulgence

system re&cned its height in the great Jubilee Indulgences which were

granted by successive Popes beginning with Boniface VIII. They were

first bestowed on pilgrims who actually visited Rome and prayed at

prescribed times within certain churches; then, the same Indulgence

came to be bestowed on persons who were willing to give at least what

a journey to Rome w^d have cost them ; and in the end they could

be had on much easier terms. Wherever •indulgences are met with?

they are surrounded with a sordid system of money-getting ; and, ad.

Luther said in a sermon which he preached on the subject before he

had prepared his Theses, they were a very grievous instrument to l)e

placed in the hands of avarice.

V The theories of theologians had always followed the custom of the

phuTch; Indulgences existed and had to be explained. This is the

ld±itude of the two great Schoolmen, Bonaventura and Thomas Aquineut,

who did more than any other theologians to pro . ide a theological basis

for the practice. The practice itself had altered and new explanations

had been made to suit the alterations. \t is needless to say that the

theological explanations did not always agree, and that sometimes the

terms of the proclamation of an Indulgence went beyond the theories

of many of theological defenders of the jsystem. T^o take one

instance. Did an Indulgence give remission Tor the guilt of sin or only

for certain penalties attached toi sinful deeds ? This is a matter still

keenly debated. The theory adopted by all defenders of Indulgences

who hawe written on the subject since the ^ouncil of Trent is that guilt

(ctJpa) and eternal punisj^ment axe dealt with in the Sacrament of

Penance ; and that Indulgences have to do with temporal punishments

only, induding under that phrase the penalties ^f Purgatory. It is also

to be admitted that this modem opinion Is confirmed by the most eminent

medieval theologians before the Council of Trent. Those admissions,

however^ do not settle the question. Medieval theology did not create

Indidgences ; it only follow^ and tried to justify the practices of Popes

CH. IV.
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and the Roman Curia—a confessedly difScult task. The question still

remains whether the official do<^ments did not assert that Indulgences

did remove guilt as well as penalty of the temporal kind. If documents^

rgranting Indulgences, published ^er the Sacrament of Penance had
^cn formulated, be exaigined, it will be found that many of thefo,

while proclaiming the Indulgence and its benefits, make no mention

of the necessity of previous confession and priestly absolution; that

others expressly assert that the Indulgence confers a rehiission of

guilt {culpa) as weU as penalty; and that veiy many, e^ecially in the

Jubilee times, use language which inevitably led intelligent laymen

(Dante fqr example) to believe that the Indulgence remitted the guilt

as well as the penalties of actual sins ; and when all due allowance has

been made it is very difficult to avoid the conclusiob that Indulgences

had been declared on the highest authority to b© efficacious for the

removal of the guilt of sins in the presence of God.
**

Luther however approached the whole question not from the side of

Uheological theory but from its practical moral effect on the minds

fof the common people, who were not theologians and on whom refined

(distinctions were thrown away; and the evidence that the people believed

[that the Indulgence remitted the guilt as well as^he penalties of sins is

overwhelming. Putting asfde the statements or views of Hus, Wiclif,

and the Piers Plowrnan series of poems, contemporary chroniclers are

found describing Indulgences given for crusades or in times of Jubilee as

remissions of guilt as well as of penalty ; contemporary preachers dwelt

on the distinction between the partial and the plenary Indulgence,

. asserted that the latter meant remission of guilt as well as of penalty,

and explained their statements by insisting that the plenaiy Indulgence
‘ included within it the Sacrament of Penance ; the popular guide-books

written for pilgrims to Rome and Compostella spread the popular ideas

about Indulgences, and this without any interference from the ecclesi-

astical authorities. The Mirdbilia Romm^ a very celebrated guide-book

for pilgrims to Rome, which had gone through nineteen Latin and

twelve German editions before the year 1600, says expressly that every

pilgrim who yisits Ihe Lateran lias fqrgiveness of all sins, of guilt as well

as of penalty, and makes the same statement about the viHues of the

Indulgences given to other shrines. «The popular belief was so well

acknowledged that even Counpls had to excuse themselves from having

fostered it, and did so by laying the blame on the preachers and sellers

of Indulgences, or, like the Council of Constance, impeached the Pope

I
and compelled him to confess that he had granted Indulgences for the

I
remission of guilt as welljis of penalty. This widespread popular belief

;
justified the attitude taken up by Luther.

^ But if it be granted that the intelligent belief of the Church as

/found in the writings of its most respected theologians was that the

I Indulgence remitted the penalty and not the guilt of sin, it is weU to
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notice whet this meant. Since the formulation of the doctrine of the

Sacrament of Penance, the theory had l^een that all guilt of sin and all

<(etenial punishment were remitted in the priestly Absolution whichl

followed the confession of the penitent The Sacrament of Penance ha^
a\K>li8hed guilt and hell. But there remained«actual sins to be punished

b^use the righteousness of God demanded it, and this was done in the

temporal pains of Purgatory! The " common man,’' if he thought at all

on ihe mcftter, might be excused if he considered that guilt and hell, if

taken away bjt the one hand, were restored by the^otlier, and that the

whole series of questions discussed by the theologians amounted to

little more than dialectical fencing with phrases. He was taugj^t and he

believed that punishment awaited him for his sins—and a temporal

punishment which might last thousands of years was not very difterenti

from an eternal one^in his eyes. With these thoughts the Indulgence!

was offered to him as a sure way of easing his conscience and avoiding!

the punishment which he knew to be deserved. He had only to pay a

sum of money and perform the canonical good deed enjoined, whatever

it might be, and he had the remission of his punishment and the sense
^

that God's justice was satisfied. It was this practical ethical effect of
'

ihe Indulgences, and upt the theological explanations about them, which;

stirred Luther to make his protest.
*

Luther's Theses, in their lack of precise theological definition and of

logical arrangement, are singularly unlike what might have been expecU'cl

from a professional theologian; and they contain repetitions which niiglii

easily have been avoided. They are not a clearly reasoned statement of

a theological doctrine ; still less are they the programme of a scheme of

reformation. They are simply ninety-five sledge-hammer blows directedf

against the most flagrant ecclesiastical abuse of the age. They look likef

the iftterance of a man who was in close contac with the people, who^.

had been shocked at statements made b^ the preachers of,the Indul4

gcnce, who had read a good deal of the current theological opinions^

published in defence of Indulgences, and had noted several views which^

he longed to contradict as publicly as possibla They are prefaced with;^

the expression of love and desire tp elucidate ijie trttth. They read aa/

if they weib addressed to the ‘‘common man” and appealed to his^

common sense of spiritual things. Luther had told the assembly of

deigy, who met at Leitzkau in 1512 to di^uss the affairs of the Church,
that eveiy true reformation must begin with individual men, an(^ that it

must have for its centre th^ regenerate heart, for its being an awakening
faith, and for its inspiration the preaching of a pure Gospel.

The note whfch he sounded in this, his^arliest utterance which

has come down to us, is re-echoed in tlie Theses. It is heard in the

opening sentences. The penitence which Christ requires is something
more than a momentary expression of sorrow; it is an habitual thing

which lasts continuously during the whole of the believer's life ; outward

C. n. B. U. CH. IV*
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dfiedft of penitence are necessary to manifest the real penitence which is

inward and which is the source Qf a continuous mortification of the fiesh;

confession is also a necessary thing because the true penitent must bc^

prepared to humble himself ; but the one thing nee^ul is the godly

contrition of the heart. In the Theses Luther makes six distii^ct

assertions about Indulgences and their efficacy:—(1) Indulgence is and

can only be the remission of a canonical penalty ; the Church can remit

what tlie Church has imposed ; it cannot remit what God has imposed.

{9) An Indulgence c/m never remit guilt ; the Pope hims^f is \mable to

do this, (3) It cannot remit the divine punishment for sin—God keeps

that in own hands. (4) It has no application to souls in Purgatory;

for penalties imposed by the Church can only refer to the living: death

dissolves them ; all that the Pope can do for souls m Purgatory is by

prayer and not by any power of keys. (5) The Christian who has true

repentance has already received paidon from God altogether alpart from

an Indulgence and does not need it; and Christ demands this true

repentance from everyone, r (6) The TVeasure of Merits has never been

properly defined, and is not understood by the people ; it cannot be the

merits of (Christ and the Saints, because the6e act without any intervention

from the Pope ; it can mean nothing more than tliat the Pope, having

the power of the keys, can*Vemit Satisfactions imposed by the Church

,

the true treasure of merits is the holy Gospel of the grace of God.

I'he Theses had a circulation wliich for the times was unprecedented.

jTTiey were known all over Germany, Myconius assures us, within a

’fortnight. This popularity was no doubt partly due to the growing

dislike of papal methods of gaining money ; but there must have been

more than that in it ; Luther was only uttering aloud what thousands

of pious Germans had been thinking. The lack of all theological

treatment must have increased their popularity. The sentenced were

plain and .easily understood.^ They kept witWn the field of simple

religious and moral truth. Their effect was so immediate that the sides

of Indulgences began to decline. Tlie Theses appealed to all those who
had been brought up in the simple evangelical family piety and who
had not foi'saken it ; and they appealed also to all who shared that non-

ecclesiastical piety which hod b^^n rising and spreading during the last

decades of the fifteenth century. Bc^th tliese forces, purely religious,

at once rallied round the author.

Tli^ologians were provoHngly silent about the Theses. <>Luther's

intimate friends, who agreed with his opinions, thought that he had

acted with great nishness. His Bishop had told him that he saw nothing

to object to in his declantions, but advised him to write no more on the

subject Before the end of the year Tetzel published Counter-^These^

written for him by Conrad Wimpina, of Frankfort on the Oder. John

Eck (Maier), by far the ablest of Luther's opponents, had in circulation,

though probably unpublished, an answer, entitled Obelisks^ which was in
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I
Luther^s hands, as early as Mardi 1S18^ and was probably answered

I
by Luther on March although th% answer was not publidied until

L August. Ihe Theses had been sent to Rome by the Archbishop of

t Ma^a. The Pope, Leo X, thinking that they repi'esented a merelyi

ficnikish quarrel, contented himself with asking the General of the|

Augustinian Eremites to keep things quiet among his monks. But at;

Rome, Silvester Mazeolini, ccdled FHerias (from his birthplace, Prierio),

a Domi9R9Et1H^l^ for the Roman Province and an Inquisitor,

was profoundly dissatisfied ivith Luther's declarations, and answemi
them in a book entitled A Dialogi^ abovi the power of the Pope^ agaimt

the PrtmmpUume Covdumne qf Martiri Lutlier, In April,^618, the

Auj^stmian Eremites held usuid annual chapter at Heidelberg,

and Luther went xhere in spite of many warnings that his life was not

safe out of ^Vittei^h^rg. At these general chapters some time was

always Spent in theological discussion, and Luther at last heard his

Theses temperately discussed. He found the opposition to his views

much stronger than he had expected, but the real discussion so pleased

him that he returned to Wittenberg much strengthened and comforted.

I
On his return he began a general answer to his opponents. The book,

Rescltdiones^ was pr^ably the most carefully prepared of all Luther's

writings. It was meditated over long and*rewritten several times. It

contains an interesting and pai'tly biographical dedication to Staupitz

;

it is addressed to the Pope; it sets forth a detailed defence of the

author's ninety-five conclusions on the subject of Indulgences.

If we concern ourselves with the central position in the attacks made
on Luther's Theses it will be found that they amount to this; that •

Indulgences are simply a particular case of the use of the ordinary power

placed in the hands of the Pope and are whatever the Pope means

them to be, and that no discussion about the piecise kind of efficacy

which may be in their use is to be tolerated. The Roman Church

is virtually the Univei'sal Church, and the Pope is practically the Roman
Church. Hence as the representative of the Roman Church, which in

turn represents the Universal Church, the Pope, when he acts officially,

cannot err. Official decisions are^ven in eu:tions as well as in words,

and custooA has the force of law. 'Pherefire whoever objects to such

long-established customs as Indtdgences is a heretic and does not deserve

to be heard. •Luther, in his Thes^ and still more in his Resolvtionee^

had repudiated all the additions made tp the theory and practice of

Indulg^ces founded on gapal action during the three centuries past,

and all the scholastic subtleties which had attempted to justify those |

practices. The answers of his opponents, and specially of Prierios, had
j

barred all such discussion by declaring tliat ecclesiastical usages were
|

matters of fmth, and by interposing the oflBdal infallibility of the Bishop
|

of Rome. Had the question been one of intellectual speculation only,
|

it is probable that the Pope would not have placed himself behind his

OB. IV. 0.^2
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too zealous supporters. The Church was acoustomed to the presence of

various schools of theology witb^difFering opinions; but the Curia had

always been extremely sensitive about Indulgences ; they were the source
^

fif an enormous revenue, and anything whidi checked their sale would

have caused financial embaerassment. Hence it is scarcely to be wond^efl
' at that Pope Leo summoned Luther to Rome to answer for his attack on

the system of Indulgences.

This sudden summons (July, 1518) to appear before the Inquisitorial

Office could be represented as an affront to Wittenberg,; and Luther

wrote to Spalatin, the Elector's chaplain, and the chief link between his

Court and the University, suggesting that German princes ought to

defend the rights of German universities attacked in his person.

Spalatin immediately wrote to the Elector Frederick and to the

Emperor Maximilian, both of whom were at Augsburg’ at the time.

> The Elector was jealous of the rights of his University, and he had a

I
high regard for Luther, who had done so much to make his University

f
tlie flourishing seat of learning it had become. The Emperor's keen

i political vision discerned a useful if obscure ally in the young Grerman

theologian. Luther is sure to begin a gaine with the priests," he said

;

“the Elector should take good care of that monk,,for he will be useful to

us some day." So the Pope was urged to suspend the summons and

grant Luther a trial on German soil. The matter was left in the hands

of the Pope’s Legate in Germany, Ca|etaj^(Thomas de Vio), and Luther

was ordered to present himself before that official at Augsburg.

When Luther had nailed his Theses to the door 6? ffieT!aMe Church
' at Wittenberg he had been a solitary monk driven imperiously by his

conscience to act alone and afraid to compromise any of his friends. It

must have been with very different feelings that he started on his journey

to meet the Cardinal-Legate at Augsburg. He knew that the Theses

had won for him numberless . sympathisers. His correspondence shows

tliat his University w^as with him to a man. The students were en-

thusiastic and thronged his class-room. His theology—theology based

on the Holy Scriptiues and on Augustine and Bemard-^was spreading

rapidly through the convents of his^.Order in Germany and even in the

Netherlands. Melanchthon had come to Wittenberg on the 25th of

August; he had begun to lecture on Hbmer and on the Epistle to Htus;

and Luther was exulting in the thought that his University would soon

show German scholarship able to match itself against the Italian. The
days were fast disappearing, he wrote, whe^i the Romans could cheat

the Germans with their intrigues, trickeries, and treacheries
; treat them

as blockheads and boor^S and ^giill them continuouslj^ and shamelessly*

As for the Pope, he was not to be moved by what pleased or displeas^

his Holiness. The Pope was a man as Luther himself was ; and many a

Pope had been guilty not merely of errors but of crimes. At quieter

moment however, he was oppres^ with the thought that it bad been
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laid an him who hated publicity, who loved to keep quiet and teach his

students and preach to his people, to stand forth as he had felt compelled

to do. The patriot, the prophet of a new era, the humble, almost

thrinking Christian monk—all these characters appear in his correspond

tnoe with his intimates in the autumn of 1518.

The Diet, which had ju^t closed when Luther reached Augsburg, had^

witnessed some brilliant scenes. A Cardinal's hat had been bestowed I

on the Archbishop of Mainz with all gorgeous solemnities; the agedf

Emperor Maximilian had been solemnly presented with the pilgrimage]

symbols of a hat and a dagger, both bl&ss^ by the Pope. His Holiness

invited Germany to unite in a/crusade against the Turks, and the Empcroi|

would have willii^ly appeared as the champion of Christendom. Bu|
the Grerman Princes, spiritual and secular, were in no mood to fulfil any
demands oiade from Rome. The spirit of revolt had not yet taken'

active sfiape, but it could be expressed in a somewhat sullen refusal trf

agree to the Toper’s proposals. The Emperor recognised the symptoms,

and wrote to Rome advising the Pope to be cautious how he dealt with

Luther His advice was thrown away. When, after wearying delays, the

monk had his first interviev^ with the Cardinal-Legate, he was told that

no discussion could be permitted, private ^or public, until Luther had

recanted his heresies, had promised not to repeat them, and had given

assurance that he would not trouble the peace of the Church in the future. *

Being pressed to name the heresies, the adroit theologian named two

opinions which had wide-reaching consequences—the 58th conclusion

of the Theses and the statement in the Resolutiones that the sacraments

were not efficacious apart from faith in the recipient. There was some

discussion notwithstanding the Cardinal's declaration; but in the end

Luther was ordered to recemt or depart. He departed ; and, after an

appeal from the Pope ill-informed to the Pope to be well-informed, and

al^ an appeal to a General Council, he i^tumed to Wittenberg. Tliere

he wrote out an account of his interview with the Legate—the Acta

Atiguatana—which was published and read all over Germany.

The interview between the Cardinal-Legate and Luther at Augsburg

almost dates the union between the new ^ligidus movement, the

growing national restlessness under Roman domination, and the

humanist intellectual revolt. * A well-known and pious monk, an

esteemed teabher in a University which he was making famous

throughout Germany, an earnest moralist who had proposed ^ discuss

the efficacy of a system^ 5f Indulgences which manifestly had some

detriments^ sides, had been told, in the most peremptory way, that he

roust recant, and that without expl%aatio% or discussion. German
patriots saw in &e proceeding another instance of the contemptuous

way in which Rome always treated Germany ; humanists believed it

to be tyrannical stifling of the truth even worse than the dealings with

Reueb^; and both humanist and patriot believed it to be anoth^

CS. IV.
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g
stance of the Roman greed for German gold. As for Luther

mself he daily expected a R!dl from Rome excommunicating him

as a heretic.
^

^ But the political condition of affairs in Germany was too delicate

—

the country was on the ev^of the choice of a King of the RomanSi and

possibly of an imperial election—^and the ruppoit of the Elector of

Saxony too important, for the Pope to proceed rashly in the con-

demnation of Luther which had b^n pronounced by his £egate at

Augsburg. It was Tesolved to send a special delegate'' to Germany
to report upon the condition of affairs there. Care was taken to

select a flian who would be acceptable to the Elector. Charles von

Miltitz belonged to a noble Saxon family ; he was me of the Roper’s

chamberlains, and for some years had been the Electcr^s agent at

Rome. His Holiness did more to gain over '‘Luther’s ^ protector.

IVederick had long wished for that mark of the Pope’s friendship, the

Golden Rose, and had privately asked for it through Miltitz himself.

The Golden Rose was n6w sent to him with a gracious letter

was also furnished with formal papal letters to the Elector,

to his councillors, to the magistrates of Wittenberg, and to several

others—letters in which Luther figured as *'a child of Satan.” The
phrase was probably forgotten when Leo wrote to Luther some time

* later and addressed him as his dear son.

^
Miltitz had no sooner reached Germany than he saw that the

Estate of affairs there was utterly unknown to the Roman Curia, It

;was not a man that had to be dealt with, but the slowly increasing

movement of a nation. He felt this during the progress of his journey.

i'When he reached Augsburg and Niimberg, and found himself among
his old friends and kinsmen, three out of five were strongly in fi^your

bf Luther. So impressed was he with the state of feeling in the country

that before he entered Saxonyrhe put the Golden Rose in a sack with

the Indulgences,” to use the words of his friend, the jurist Scheurl, laid

aside all indications of the papal Commissioner, and travelled like a

private nobleman. Tetzel was summoned to meet him, but the unhappy

man declared l^hat bis life was not siffe if he left his convent. Miltite

felt that it would be better to have private interviews before producing

his offidal credentials. He had one wilh Luther, where he set himself

to discover how much Luther^ would really yield, and found that the

Reformer was not the obstinate man he ^d been led to suppose.

Lather was prepared to yield much. He* would write a submissive

letter to the Pope; he would publish an advice tq the people to

honour the Roman Chuich ; and he would say that Indulgences were

useful in remitting canonical Satisfactions. AU of which Luther did.

But the Roman Curia did not support Miltitz, and the Commissioner v

had to reckon with John Eck of Ingols^t, who wished to silence a
his old friend by schoTastic di^&Hc^^ii^ procure his condemnation u
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as a heretic. Nor was Luther quite convinced at Miltits' honest}r|^

When the Commissioner dismissed him with a kiss^ he could not help

^asking himself, he tells us, whether it was a Judas-kiss. He had

been re-examining his convictions about the faith which justifies, and

tlying to see their consequences ; and he had been studying the Papal

Decretals, and discovering his amazement and indignation the frauds

that maw of them con^ned and the slender foundation which they

really ga^ for the pretensions of the Papacy. He had been driven,

to these studies. The papal theologians had consented him with

absolute authority of the Pope. Luther was forced to investigate

the evidence for this author^y. His conclusion was that ^the papa|

supremacy had bem forced on Germany on the strength of a collectionj

of decretals^ and that many of these decretals would not bear in-r

vestigatioiv It is shard to say, judging from his correspondence,*

whether this discovery brought joy or sorrow to Luther. He had

accepted the Pope’s supremacy; it was one of the strongest of his

inherited beliefs, and now under the combined influence of historical

study, of the opinions of the early Fathers, and of Scripture, it was

slowly dissolving. He hardly knew where he stood. He was half-

terrified, half-exultant at the results of hjs %tudies, and the ebb and

flow of his own feelings were answered by the anxieties of his immediate

circle of friends. A public disputation might clear the air, and hi

almost feverishly welcomed Eck’s challenge to dispute publicly with hfif

at Leipzig on the primacy and supremacy of the Pope.

Contemporary witnesses describe the common country carts which

conveyed the Wittenberg theologians to the capital of Ducal Saxony,

«

the two hundred students with their halberts and helmets who escort^

their honoured professors into what was an enemy’s country, the

crowded inns and lodging-houses where the master of the house kept

a man with a halbert standing beside^^very tabic to prevent disputes

becoming bloody quarrels, the densely packed hall in Duke George’s

palace, the citizens’ guard, the platform with its two chairs for the

disputants add seats for academic and s^ular dignitaries, and the two
thi^logians, both sons of peasantsf met to j^rotect fhe old or to cleave

a way for the new. Eck’s intention was to force Luther to make such

a dedaration as would justify^iim in denouncing his opponent as

partisan of t&e Bohemian heresy. The •audience swayed with a wave|

of excitement, and Duke George placed ^bis arms akimbo, wagged hif
long beard, and said aloud, ‘‘ God help us ! the plague I

” when Luthei*

was forced, in mite of protestations, to acknowledge that not all th^
(pinions of Widif and Hus were wropg. ^

So fkr as the fight in dialectic had gone Eck was victorious ; he

had compelled Luther, as he thought, to declare himself, and there

remained only the Bull of Excommunication, and to rid Grermany of

a pestilent heretic. He was triumphant^ Luther was correspondingly

OB. IV.
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downcast and returned to Wittenberg full of melancholy forebodings.

But some victories are worse (..than defeats. £ck had done w^t
the more politic Miltitz had wished to avoid. He had made<

Luther a central figure round which all the smouldering discontent

of Germany with Rome 09uld rally, and had made it possible for the

political movement to become impregm^ted with ^e passion
'

pf
religious conviction. The Leipzig Disputation was perhaps the most

\
important episode in the whole course of Luther‘'s career. ' It made

I
him see clearly for^ the first time what lay in his (Opposition to

Indulgences; and it made others see it also. It was after Leipzig

that the younger German humShists rallied round Luther to a man

;

the burghers saw that religion and liberty were not opposing but allied

forces ; that there was room for a common effort to create a Germany
for the Germans. The feeling awakened gave mw life \p Luther

;

sermons, pamphlets, controversial writings from his tireless pen flooded

the land and were read eagerly by all classes of the population.

Three of these writings stand forth pre-eminently : The Liberty

\ of a Christian Man ; To the Christian Nobility of the German Nation

I
concerning the reformation of the Christiari' Commonwealth ; and On the

Bahjlonish Captivity of the Church. They were all written during the

year 1520, afto three years*^ spent in controversy, and at a time when

Luther felt that he ..had completely broken with Rome. They are

known in Germany as the three great Reformation treatises. The
tract on Christian liberty was probably the last published (October,

1520), but it contains the principles which underlie the two others.

« It is a brief statement, free from all theological subtleties, of the

' priesthood of all believers, which is a consequence of the fact of

justification by faith alone. The first part shows that everything

which a Christian has can be traced back to his faith ; if he has faith,

he has all; if he has not fa^th, he has nothing. The second part

shows that everything which a Christian man does must come from

his faith ; it is necessary to use all the ceremonies of divine service

which have been found helpful for spiritual education*^; perhaps to

fast and practise mortifications ; bub. these are not good thin^ in thd

sense that they make a man good; they are all signs of faith and

are to be practised with joy, because‘“they are done to the God to

Whom faith unites plan.
,

Lutl^er applied thase principles to the reformation of the Christian

Church in his book on its ‘‘Babylonish Captivity.” The elaborate

sacramental system of the Roman Church is subjected to a searching

criticism, in which Luthq): shows that the Roman Curia has held the

Iphurch of God in bondage to human traditions which run counter
^ |o plain messages and promises in the Word of God. He declares

iiimself in favour of the marriage of the clergy, and asserts that divorce

is in some eases lawfuL
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The Appeal To the Christian NohJity qf th Germm Nation mad^

the greatest immediate impression. Contemporaries i ullr

% blast. It was a call to all Germany to unite against Borne. It was

written in haste^ but must have b^n long meditated upon. Luthd*

Wrote the introduction on ihe 2Srd of June (1620); the printers

wprked as he wrote ; it wag finished and published about the middle of

August, and by the 18th of the month 4000 copies had gone into all

pai^ of Gennany and the printers could not supply the demand. This

Appeal was the manifesto of a revolution sent forth by a true leader

of men, able to concentrate the att^k and direct it to the enemy's

one vital spot. It grasped the whole situation; it summed up with t

vigour and directpess all the grievances which had hitherto been stated
i

separately agji weakly ; it embodied every proposal of reform, however

incomplete and set# it in its proper place in one combined scheme.

All the parts were welded together by a simple and direct religious

faith, and made living by the moral earnestness which pervaded the

whole.

'

Reform had been impossible, the Appeal says, because the walls

behind which Rome lay entrenched had been left standing—walls of

straw and paper, but in appearance fornydiLble fortifications. If the

temporal Powers demanded reforms, they were told that the Spiritual

Power was superior and controlling. If the Spiritual Power itself was

attacked from the side of Scripture, it was affirmed that no one could

say what Scripture really meant but the Pope. If a Council was called

for to make the reform, men were informed that it was impossible to

summon a Council without the leave of the Pope. Now this pretended
“

Spiritual Power which mode reform impossible was a delusion. The ^

only real spiritual power existing belonged to the whole body of

believers in virtue of the spiritual priesthood oestowed upon them by

Christ Himself. The clergy were distinguished from the laity, not by

an indelible character imposed upon them in a divine mystery called

ordination, but because they were set in the commonwealth to do a

particular woVk. If they neglected the work they were there to do,

the cleigy^were accountable to tlfe same l^mporal l^owers which ruled

the land The statement that the Pope alone interpret Scripture

is a foolish one; the Holy Scripture is opeif^to all, and can be

interpreted by all true believers who hawe the mind of Christ and come
to the Word of God humbly and really seeking enlightenments When
a Council is needed, every individual Christian has a right to do his

best to get it summoned, and the temporal Powers are there to represent

and enforce his Vishes. •

The straw walls having been cleared away, the Appeal proceeds with

an indictment against Rome. There is in Rome one who calls

himself the Vicar of Christ and whose life has small resemblance to

of our Lord and St Peter; for this man wears a triple crown

ca. IV.
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(a single one does not ocmtent him), and keeps up such a state

that he requires a larger penonal revenue than the ^Emperor. He
has surrounding him a number of men called Cardin^s, whose only*^

Upparent use is to draw to themselves the revenues of the richert

convents and benefices and»to spend this money in keeping up the static

of a wealthy monarch in Rome. In th^^ way, and through other

holders of German benefices who live as hangers-on at the papal court,

Rome takes from Germany a sum of 800,000 gulden annuaQy,—^more

than is paid to the Emperor. Rome robs Germany in mamy other ways,

most of them fraudulent—annaiesy absolution money, &c. The chicanery

used to get possession of German benefices; the exactions on the

bestowal of the pallium ; the trafficking in exempticps and permissions

to evade laws ecclesiastical and moral, are all trenchaqjtly described.

The plan of reform sketched includes the compkte aboli^op of the

supremacy of the Pope over the State; the creation of a national German
Church with an ecclesiastical national Council, to be the final court of

appeal for Germany and to represent the German Church as the Diet did

the German State; some internal religious reforms, such as the limitation

of the number of pilgrimages, which are de^roying morality and creating

in men a distaste for honest ^work ; reductions in the mendicant Orders,

which are mere incentives to a life of beggary ; the inspection of all

convents and nunneries and permission given to those who are dissatisfied

with their monastic lives to return to the world; the limitation of

ecclesiastical festivals which are too often nothing but scenes of gluttony,

drunkenness, and debauchery ; a married priesthood and an end put to

the universal and degrading concubinage of the German parish priests.

The Appeal closes with some solemn words addressed to the luxuiy and
licensed immorality of the cities. t

None of Lutheris wiitings produced such an instantaneous, wide-

spread, and powerful effect as (lid this Appeal. It went circulating all

over Germany, uniting all classes of society in a way hitherto unknown.

It was an effectual antidote, so far as the majority of the German people

was concerned, to the Bull of Excommunication which had lieen prepa^
|in Rome by Gajetah, Prif'ria^s, and £dk, and had been published there in

^June, 1620. Eck was entrusted with the publication of the Bull in

Germany, where it did not command milch respect. It had been drafted

by men who had been Luther’si opponents, and suggested the gratification

lof private animosity rather than calm judicial examination and rejection

of heretical opinion. The feeling grew stronger when it was discovered
(

that Eck, having received the power to do so, had inserted the names of

Adelmann, Pirkheimer, ^^pengler, and Carlstadt along with that of

Luther—all five person^ enemies. The-Grennan Bishops seemed to be

unwilling to allow the publication of the Bull within their districts. I

Later the publication became dangerous, so threatening was the attitude

of the crowds. Luther, on his part, burnt the Bull publidjr; and
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electrified Grennany by the deed. Rome had now done its utmost to get

rid of Luther by way of ecclesiastical repression. If he was to be over-

*llirow|if if the new religious movement and the national uprising which
endoeed it^ were to be stified, this could only be done by the aid of th^
highest secular power. The Roman Curia turned to the Emperor.

Marimilian had died suddenly on the ISth of January, 1519. After
some months of intriguing, the papal diplomacy being very tortuous,

his grandson, Charles V, the young King of Spain, was unanimously
chosen to be his successor (June 28), Troubles Jn Spain prevented

him from leaving that country at once to take possession of his new
dignities. He was crowned Aachen on the 23rd of October, 1520,
and opened his fiipt German Diet on January 22, 1521.

The procQgdings of this Diet were of great importance apart from its

relation ^o Luther; but to the common people of Germany, to the papal
Nuncios, Aleander and Caraccioli, and to the foreign envoys, the issues

raised by Lutheris revolt against Rome were the matters of absorbing

interest. Girplania. Aleander hod been specially selected by Pope I^eo X
to secure Luther's condemnation by the Emperor. He was a cultivated

Churchman, who knew Germany well, and had been in intimate relations

with many of the German humanists. His despatches and those of the

envoys of England, Spain, and Venice witness to the extraordinary

excitement among the people of all classes. Aleander had been in

Germany ten years earlier, and had found no people so devoted to the

Papacy as the Germans. Now all things were changed. The legion

of poor nobles, the German lawyers and canonists, the professors and
students, the men of learning and the poets, were all on Luther's side.

Most of the monks, a large portion of the clergy, many of the Bishops,

supported Luther, His friends hewi the audacity to establish a printing-

press in Worms, whence issued quantities of tie forbidden writings,

which were hawked about in the market-^lace, on the streets, and even
within the Emperor's palace. These books were eagerly bought and
read with avidity ; large prices were sometimes given for them.

Aleander could not induce the Emperor to consent to Luther’s
{

immediate condemnation. Charles*must have felt the difficulties of the i

situation. His position as h^ of the Holy Roman Empire, the )

traditional policy of the HabSburg family, his own deeply rooted
personal convictions, which found outcome in the brief statement read
to the Princes on the day after Luther's appearance, all go to prove that

\

he had not the slightest sjonpathy with the Reformer and that he had
resolved that he should be condemned. But the Diet's consent was ?

neoesmy before the imperial ban could •be isi^ed; and besides Cliarles

h^ his own bargain to make with the Pope, and this matter of Luther
might help him to make a good one. The Diet resolved that Luther
should be heard; a safe-conduct was sent along with the summons to
attend; Luther travelled to Worms in what seemed like a triumphal

«n. IV.
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procession to the angry partisans of the Pope; and on April 16th he

appeared before Chiurles ando the Diet. He entered smiling, says

Aleander ; he looked slowly round the assembly and his face became^

<grave. On a table near where he was placed there was a pile of. books.

Twenty-five of Luther's Tarings had b^n hast;ily collected by commai0
of the Emperor and placed there. The procedure was entrusted to

John Eck, the Official of Trier (to be distinguished from John Eck
of Ingolstadt), a man in whom Aleander had much confidence and who
was lodged, he says ^significantly, in the chamber next hi#. Luther was

asked whether the books before him were of his authorship (the names

were read over to him), and whether he would retract what he had

written in them. He answered, acknowledging the b^ks, but asked for

time to consider how to reply to the second question. He was granted

delay till the following day ; and retired to his lodging.

The evening and the night were a time of terrible depressioif, conflict,

despair, and prayer. Before the dawn came the victory had been won,

and he felt in a great calm.^. He was sent for in the evening (April 18)

;

the streets were so thronged that his conductors had to take him by

obscure passages to the Diet. There was^ the same table with the same

pile of books. This time Luther was ready with his answer, and his

voice had recovered its clear musical note. When asked whether,

having acknowledged the books to be his, he was prepared to defend

them or to withdraw them, he replied at some length. In substance, it

was, that his books were not all of the same kind ; in some he had
written on faith and morals in a way approved by all, and that it was

needless to retract what friends and foes alike approved of ; others were

written against the Papacy, a system which by teaching and example

was ruining Christendom, and that he could not retract these writings

;

as for the rest, he was prepared to admit that he might have been more
violent in his charges than became a Christian, but still he was not

prepared to retract them either ; but he was ready to listen to anyone

who could show that he had erred. The speech was repeated in Latin

for the benefit of the Emperor. Then Charles told him through Eck that

he was not there to^ question matters ihich had been long ago decided and
settled by General Councils, and that he must answer plainly whether

he meant to retract what he had said contradicting the decisions of the

Council of Constance. Luthgr answered that he must be convinced by
Holy S^'ipture, for Ke knew ijfiat both Pope and Councils had erred ; his

conscience was fast bound to Holy Scripture, pud it was neither safe nor

honest to act against conscience. Tliis was said in German and in

Latin. The Emperor a^ked him, through Eck, wh^her he actually

believed that a General Council could err. Luther replied that he did,

and could prove it. Eck was about to begin a discussion, but Charles

interposed. His interest was evidently confined to the one point of a

General Council. Lutlier was dismissed, the crowd followed him, and a
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numbelr of the followers of the Elector of Saxony accompanied him.

Aleander teQs us that as he left the auc|jence hall he raised his hand in

«the fashion of the Grerman soldier who had struck a good stroke. He
had struck his stroke, and left the boll. s

a Next day Charles m€|^the princes, and ret^ them a paper in whidi

he had written his own opinion of what ought to be done. The Germans
pleaded for delay and negotiations with Luther. This was agreed to,

and meethigs were held in hopes of arriving at a conference. A
commission o^ eight, representing the Electors, the nobles, and the

cities, was appointed to meet with Luther. They were all sincerely

anxious to arrive at a working compromise ; but the negotiations were

in vain. The Emperor's assertion of the infallibility of a Generm

Council, and Luther's phrase, a conscience fast bound to the Hol|r

Scripture, could no^ be welded together by any diplomacy howevek

sincere. ®riie Word of God was to Luther a living voice speaking td

his own soul , it was not to be stifled by the decisions of any Council

;

Luther was ready to lay down his life, ra^er than accept any com-

promise which endangered the Christian liberty which came to men by

justifying faith. ••

Tlie negotiations having failed, the Ban of the Empire was pro-

nounced against Luther. It was dated on' the day on which Charles

concluded his secret treaty with Pope Leo X, as if to make clear to the

Pope the price which he paid for the condemnation of the Reformer,

Luther was ordered to quit Worms on April @6th, and his safe-conduct

protected him for twenty days, and no longer. At their expiration he

was liable to be seized and destroyed as a pestilent heretic. On his

journey homewards he was captured by a band of soldiers and taken

to the Castle of the Wartburg by order of the Elector of Saxony.

This Vas his ‘‘ Patmos," where he was to be k ^pt in safety until the

troubles were over. His disappearance did not mean that he was no

longer a great leader of men ; but it marlcs the time when the Lutheran

revolt merges in national opposition to Rome.

ea. XV.
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CHAPTER V.

NATIONAL OPPOSITION TO ROME IN^GERMANY.

Through all the political and religious confui^on^ wfflch distracted

Germany during the period from the Diet of Worms to tfie*Peasants'

^War, there runs one thread which gives to the story at least a semblance

lot unity ; and that is the attempt and failure of a central government to

‘ keep the nation together on the path towards a practical reform in

Church and in State. The reform was •no less imperative than the

obstacles to it were formidable. Germany was little more than a

geographical expression, arid a vague one withal ; it was not a State,

it could hardly be called a nation, so deep were its class divisions.

Horizontal as well as vertical lines traversed it in every part, and

its social strata were no more fused into one nation than its political

sections w^erc welded into one organised State. Rival ambitions and
conflicting interests might set Prince against Prince, knight against knight,

and town against town, but deeper mitagonisms ranged knights against

Princes and cities, or cities against Princes and knights; they might all

conspire against Caesar, or the peasant might rise up against them.

Imperial authority was an ineflTective shadow brooding over the troubled

waters and unable to still the storm. Separatism in every variety of

permutation and combination was erected into a principle, and on it was

based the Germanic political system.

Yet this warring concourse of aj^oms felt once and again a common
impulse, and adopted on rale occasions a common line of action. With
few exceptions the German people were bent on reform of the Church,

and with one voice they Welcomed the election of Charles V, Nor for

tlie moment was the^ope of ^litical salvation entirely quenched. The
efforts of Berthold of Mainz and Frederick of Saxony to evolve order out
of the chaos had been foiled by the skill of^ the Emperor Maximilian,

and the advent of Luth^ hod been the signal for a^fresh eruption of
discord. But the urgency of the need produced a correspondingly

stror^ demand for national unity; arid at his election Charles was
pledged to

^
renew the attempt to create a national government, to

maintain a national judicature, and to pursue a national policy. Un-
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happily Tague aspirations and imperial promises were poor substitutes^lLr

pcditii^ forces, and the forms in wlych the common feelings of the

^ nation found vent ad^ed strength to centrifugal tendencies, and con-

tributed their share to the ruin of imity, ^The attempt to remodel the

(fhurch divided the reaJ[m into two persistei^tly hostile camps, andiAhq

succession of Charles V secured the throne of the Caesars to a familji|

which was too often ready* to sacrifice its national imperial duties tc|

the dainrlS of dynastic ambition.

Seldom h^p a nation had better cause to repent a fit of enthusiasm

than Germany had when it realised the effects* of the election of

Charles V. Of his rivals Francis I would no doubt have made a worse

Empm>r, but the^choice of lordinand—a suggestion made by Margaret

of Savoy and peremptorily rejected by Charles himself—or of Frederick

of Saxon}^ *would jprobably have b^n attended with less disastrous!

consequ&ces to the German national cause. In personal tastes and
|

S3rmpathies, in the aims he pursued within his German kingdom, and «

in his foreign policy Charles V was an alien; his ways were not those
|

of his subjects, nor were his thoughts their thoughts ; he could neither
\

speak the German language, nor read the German mind. Nurtured
|

birth in the Bimgundian lands of his father, he at first regarded

the world from a purely Burgundian poinf of view and sorely offended

his Spanish subjects by his neglect of their interests in concluding tj

the Treaty of Noyon (1516). But the J^emish aspect of his Court and
j

his policy rapidly changed under southern influence, and the ten years of
’

his youth (1517-20 and 1522-9) which he spent in Spain developed the ^

Spanish tastes and feelings which he derived from his mother Juana.

His mind grew ever more Spanish in sympathy, and this mental evolution

was more and more clearly reflected in Charles'* dynastic policy. So far

as it*was affected by national considerations, tho e considerations became

ever more Spanish ; the Colossus which bestrode the world gradually

turned its face southwards, and it was to Spain and not to the land

of his birth that Charles retired to die.

From thia development Germany could not fail to suffer. German
soldiers helped to win Pavia and t4 desecrate Rome,4)ut their blood was

shed in vain so far as the fatherland was edheerfied. Charles' conquests

in Italy, made in the name of»the German Empire and support^ by

German imperial claims, went to swell thg gA>wing bulk of the Spanish

monarehy, and when he was crowned by^Pope Clement VII Bologna

it was noted that functions which belonged of right to Princes of the

Empire were performed by Spanish Grannees. His promise to t]ie<»

Grerman nation •to restore to the Empire it%pristine extent and glory

was interpreted in practice as an undertaking to enhance at all costs the
;

prestige of the Habsburg family. The loss of its theoretical rights over
^

sudi States as Milan and Genoa was, however, rather a sentimental

than a real grievance to the nation. It had better cause for complaint

CB. V.
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Charles (1543) in effect severed the Netherlands from the Empire

|wd transferr^ them to Spaip. He sacrificed German interests in

Holstein to those of his brother-in-law Christiaj^ II of Deninark; and,

tlthough he was not primari|^ responsible for tne loss of Metz,,Toul,

and Verdun in 155S, his ne;;lect of German interests along the Slavon^

coasts of the Baltic was not without effect upon the eventual incor-

poration of Esthonia, Livonia, and Courland, in the Russian domains of

the Czar. German troops had been wont to march on Rome; but

Charles brought Italian troops to the banks of the Elbe. introduced

into Germany that Spanish taint which was only washed out in the

'^Thirty Years’ War ; and he then sought to turn that tide of northern

influence, which has been flowing ever since the decline of the Roman
Empire,

In religion as well as in politics Charles’ incre^ingly'Spanish ten-

dencies had an evil eflect on the Empire. He was no theologian, and

he could never comprehend the Reformers’ objections to Roman dogma

;

but that did not make him less hostile to their cause. His attitude

towards religion was half way between the genial orthodoxy of his

grandfatlier Maximilian and the gloomy fanaticism of his son Philip II,

but his mind was always travelling away from the former and towards

the latter position ; and the ^transition enhanced the difficulty of coming

to an accommodation with Lutheran heretics,

j

This orthodoxy, however, iqp)lied no blindness to the abuses of the

;
Pope’s temporal power, and was always conditioned by regard for the

?
Emperor’s material interests. The fervid declaration of zeal against

' Luther which Charles read at the Diet of Worms has been describedW the most genuine expression of his religious feelings. No doubt it

was sincere, but it is well to note that the Emperor’s main desire was

then to wean Leo X from his alliance with Francis I, and to pre/Ve to

;i,he papal Nuncio that, whatever the Diet might do, Charles’ heart was

in the right place. If he often assumed the rSU of papal champion, he

could on occasion remember that he was the successor of Henry IV, and

to some at least the Sack of Rome must have seemed a revenge for the

scene at Canossa. He could tell Cleipient that that outrage was the just

judgment of God, he could' seize the temporalities of the Bishopric of

Utrecht, and speak disrespwtfully of papal excommunications. He could

discuss pi'oposals for deposing the Pope and destroying* his temporal

power, qnd was even tempted to think that Luther might one day
become of importance if Clement continued to^.thwart the imperial plans.

' With Charles, as with jfvery prince of the age, including the Pope^

I

political far outweighed i?' ligious motives. Chivalry ahd the crusading

\
spirit were both dead. His religious faith and famfly pride might both
have impelled him to avenge upon Henry VIII the wrongs of Catharine

of Aragon i but these, he said, were private griefs ; they must not be
allowed to inh^ere with the public considerations which compelled him
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to conciliate the English King ; and his one aim throu^out the afl^l

was to provide for the succession of his^sousin to the thime of £ngliuid.|

• That was a clear dynastic issue which appealed to Charles with a foroel

which no other motive could rival. One .simple principle pervaded the

nabole of CharW actions, and one object h% pursued with unswerving

fidelity throughout his public career. It was neither the conversion of

heretics nor the overthrow of the Turks; it was not even a national

object, foi*Charles was too cosmopolitan and his lands too heterogeneous

for him to became such an exponent of national aroirations as Francis I

^
and Henry II were in France, or Henry VIII and iSizabcth in England.

But he was deeply imbued witii pride in the Habsburg race and faith

in the family ste^. To the service of the Habsburgs he devoted his

;
industry, hispatience, his tenacity of purpose, and his great diplomatic

t abilities. Jnerein Iqy the reason of his ultimate failure ; in the end the
i principle^of nationality defied the Habsburg power, and not a foot of

the land conquered by Charles remains to the Spaniard to-day.

The imperial throne of Germany was thus a possession which Charles

sought to use in the Habsburg interest; and this idea dominated not
merely his foreign policy b&t the course he pursued with regard to

domestic affairs. He was told by his minister, Maximilian von Zeven-
bergen, that the only means to prevent tfie Empire from becoming a
democratic republic like Switzerland was the extension within its borders

of the absolutist Habsburg power, and tQ this dynastic use the Emperor
turned, so far as he could, his prerogative as national sovereign. I’he

great enemy of imperial unity was the territorial principle, and Charles

himself reg^u*ded it as sucli, yet he never hesitated to extend his territorial

possessions at the expense of the national government. Every element
in the German State tended towards separation, but the greatest separatist

of all was the Emperor. Besides virtually se^-aring the Netherlands
from the Empire, he sought to exempt his hereditary possessions from
the jurisdiction of the national Courts oi law, from contributing to the
national taxes, and from sharing the burden of national government.
He was to be*as absolute as he could in the Empire at large, but while
he controlled the national govemnfent, the natjonal*govemment was to
have no control over his hereditary lands, ^t^lfattered little how much
the imperial authority diminished provided ^e Habsburg power grew

;

no one should* henceforth be Emperor uqj< he came of the Habsburg
race. The extent of his heritage was greal than that of the^German .

Rtichy md he thought th^t his allegiance his family transcended his

obligations to any one of the realms over ich he ruled. But, so for

as Germainy was*concerned, the Emperpr les V never rose from a
narrow dynastic to a broad national conception of his duties and of his

opportunities as ruler of Germany. Both the extent of the realm and
the authority of the central government dwindled under his sway ; he
narrowed the German Reich and weakened the Reichsregiment,

0. n. u. 11. oa. V. 10
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While German national interests were thus subordinated to those

of a family, while the nominal^ control of the Eihpire^s foreign policy

was vested in the hands of one who regarded Germany as only a piece

tn the game of dynastic ambitions, the German people reaped no
corresponding advantage from increased security. The endless roll (^f

principalities and powers which adorned Charles Vs style and dazzled

the eyes of the Electors proved no more t^n a paper wall of defence.

The Emperor's strength was also his weakness ; it was dissipatid all over

Europe, and though Germans turned the scale in Italy, few troops came
from Spain or Burgundy to defend the Empire against the Turks or the

French. While Francis I and Solyman wielded swords, Charles V
seemed to brandish an armouiy of cumbrous weapons, which were only

of use if used all together, and were frequently unavailable at the

pitical moment. Germany had to look to itself^ for dbxence, and a

ferther element of separatism was fostered by the consequent tendency

of individual Princes to make aiTangements with Charles' enemies behind

the Emperor's back.

The nation was not long left in doubt as to the character of the ruler

whom it had chosen or the objects he meant to pursue. German envoys

to Spain were not well pleased with their youthful sovereign's obvious

devotion to priestly rites, or with the intimation that they must negotiate

in the Flemish tongue because Charles could speak neither German nor

I^tin. Nor was his first act as Emperor calculated to reassure his

people. Amid the confusion of the interregnum Ulrich, the dispossessed

Duke of WUrttemberg, attempted to recover his duchy ; he was easily

defeated by the Swabian League, which ceded its conquest to Charles

on repayment of the cost of the campaign. Ulrich was a ruffian who
deserved no consideration, but his vices did not abrogate the rights of

his heirs, and it was utterly repugnant to German custom and sentiment

for the Emperor to confer a fief upon himself. No territory, however,

was so convenient for the extension of Austria's influence as WUrttem-

fberg; with it in Habsburg hands, Zevenbergen thought that Charles

land his brother would dominate Germany, and so WUrttemberg passed

into Habsburg possession, with Zevyenbergen as its governor.

Troubles in Spain '^nd adverse winds delayed Charles' departure

from the shores of Galici4 until May, 1^520, and his two interviews with ^

Henry VIIT further postpojped^his coronation at Aachen until October 28.

There h^ swore to observe Ae promises made before his election, and on

iNovember 1 he summoned a Diet to meet in the following January.

jHe then made his way upfathe Rhine to Woms, where, on January 28,

Ithe day sacred to Charles^he Great, he opened perhaps the most femous

of all the Diets in German history (1621).

The dramatic episode of Luther's appearance and condemnation by

the Edict of Worms has, however, been allowed to obscure the more

important business of the Diet and to convey a somewhat misleading
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iiii{»e&8ian. The devils oa the rooh of the houses at Worms were really

lather firiendly to Luther than otherwipe, and the renowned Edict itself

was not so much an expression of settled national policy as an expedient,

recommended by the tempor^ exigencies of the Emperor^'s foreign

lelations, and only extorted f^m him by L#o*8 promise to cease from

supporting Charles^ foes. Probably Charles himself had no expectation

of seeing the Edict executed^ and certainly the Princes who pass^ it hadl

no such desire. They were much more intent on securing redress oi^

their grievances against the Church than on chastising the man who

had attacked their common enemy; and the fact that the Diet whic'

condemned Luther's heresy also solemnly formulated a comprehensin

indictment again|t the Roman Church throws a vivid light upon the|

twofold aspect which the Reformation assumed in Germany as elsewhei*e.

The ori^n of tj^e whole movement was a natural attempt on thef

part of with the progress of enlightenment, to emancipate himself;

from the clerical tutelage under which he had laboured for centuries,

and to remedy the abuses which were an inevitable outcome of the^'’

exclusive privileges and authority of the Church. These abuses were’!

traced directly or indirectly* to the exemption of the Church and its|

possessions from secular control, and to the dominion which it exercised

over the laity; and the revolt against thfs position of immunity and|
privilege was one of the most permanently and universaUy successful

movements of modem history. It was in the beginning quite indepen •
;

dent of dogma, and it has pervaded Catholic as well as Protestant ;

countries. The State all over the world has completely deposed the
^

Church from the position it held in the Middle Ages ; and the existence

of Churches, whether Catholic or Protestant, in the various political

systems, is due not to their own intrinsic autho»nty but to the fact that

they Ure tolerated or encouraged by the State. No ecclesiastic has any
appeal from the temporal laws of the lapd in which he lives. In 1521

clerical ministers ruled the greater part of Europe, Wolsey in England,

Adrian in Spain, Du Prat in France, and Matthew Lang to no small

extent in Greivnany; to-day there is not a clerical prime minister in

the world, and the temporal Statef of the Cathie Shurch have shrunk

to the few* acres covered by the Vatican. Church has ceased to

her original spiritualt trespass on secular territory emd returned^

domain. ^
This was, roughly speaking, the main^a

was practically universal, jvhile the dogmatl
and took different forms in different Io<^tieJ
that the Germah nation was almost unanil

Rom^ and its feelings were accurately reflected in the Diet at Worin8.ii

Even Frederick of Saxony was averse from Luther's repudiation of '

Catholic doctrine, but, if the Reformer had confined himself to an attack
|

on the Church in its temporal aspect, Pope and Emperor together would

le of the Rcform£|j:ion ; ih

questions were subsidiary ;

It was on this principle^;

l^ous in its opposition to^:

OH. V. 10—2
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have been powerless to secure his condemnation. The whole nation,

I
wrote a canon of Worms, was of one mind with regard to clerical

\ immorality, from Emperor down throu^ all classes to the last man.

^^ine-tcntl^ of Germany, declared the Mpal Nuncio, cried **Lang live

Luther,^ and the other tenth shouted "Death to the Church.” Duke
George of Saxony, the staunchest of Catholjcs, was calling for a General

Council to reform abuses, and Gattinara, Charles'* shrewdest adviser,

echoed the recommendation. Even Jean Glapion, the Empftror’s con-

fessor, was believed,, to be not averse from an accommodation with

Luther, provided tl^t he would disavow the Babylonish Captivity^ and

in Worms itself the papal emissaries wen^ about in fear of assassination.

The Germans, wrote Tunstall to Wolsey from Wom^, were everywhere

1^0 addicted to Luther that a hundred thousand of them would lay

down their lives to save him from the penalties pronounced by the

Pope.
*

This popular enthusiasm for Luther led Napoleon to express the

belief that, had Charles adopted his cause, he could have conquered

I
Europe at the head of a united Germany. But an imperial sanction

|of Lutheranism would not have killed the separatist tendencies of

IGerman politics, nor was it Lutheran doctrine which had captivated the

/hearts of the German people. He was the hero of the hour solely

'because he stood for the national opposition to Rome. The circum-

stances in Germany in 1521 were not very dissimilar from those in

England in 1529. There was an almost universal repugnance to clerical

privilege and to the Roman Curia, but the section of the nation which

was prepared to repudiate Catholic dogma was still insignificant ; and a

really national government, which regarded national unity as of more
importance than the immediate triumph of any religious party, would

have pursued a policy something like that of Henry VIII in his* later

years. It would have kept Ijlie party of doctrinal revolution in due

subordination to the national movement against the abuses of a corrupt

clerical caste and an Italian domination ; it would have endeavoured to

satisfy the popular demand for practical reform, without'alienating the

majority by surr^ndc^ipg ^to a sei^tional agitation against Catholic

^dogma. But both the^nan and the forces were wanting. Charles

|often dallied with the id^ of a limitid practical refoip, and he had
Italready slighted the Fapaq.'^ fag/ allowing Luther to be heard at the Diet

lof WoKiis after his condei ination by the Pope, as if an imperhd edict

|were of more effect in msTters of faith thau a papal Bull. He could

hardly, however, be Refory »er in Germany and reactionaiy in Spain, and
/the necessities of his dyiustic j)osition as well as his* personal feelings

I

tied him to the Catholic cause. His frequent and prolonged periods of

< absence and his absorption in other afiairs prevented him from bestoiring

upon the government of Germany that vigilant and concentrated at^

tention which alone enabled Henry VIII to effect his aims in England

;
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and the task of dealing with the religio^ and with the no less troable4

some political and social discord in Germany, was left to the Council ofl

and practically, for five years, to Ferdinand. •
The composition and powers of this body were among the chief

^estions which came before the Diet of Worms. When the electors
|

extorted from Charles a protnise to re-establish the Reich^regtment^ they >

had in t^eir mind a national administration like that suggested by |

Berthold of Mainz ; when Charles gave his pledge, he was thinking of |

a Council whi<!h should be, like Maximilian^ Aulic father than national; (

and he imagined that he was redeeming his pledge when he proposed to >

the Diet the formation of a government which was to have no control
|

over foreign affallrs, and a control, limited by his own assent, over I

domestic adiainistration. The Regent or head of the Council and six of
|

its twenj^anembers Vere to be nominated by the Emperor; these were ^

to be permanent, but the other fourteen, representing the Empire, were

to change every quarter. Tliis body was tq-have no power over Charles''
^

herediti^ dominions, nor over the newly-won Wiirttemberg. The /

Emperor, in short, was to conA:rol the national government, but the writs

of the national government wci*e not to run in the Habsburg territories.

On the other hand, the Princes demanded ft form of government which

would have practically eliminated the imperial factor from the Empire

the governing Council was to have the same authority whether Charles
J

himself were present or not, it was to decide foreign as well os domchlic

questions, and in it the Emperor should be represented only in the same

way as other Princes, namely, by a proportionate number of members

chosen from his hereditaiy lands.

In the compromise which followed Charles secured the decisive

;

pointy The govemmint which was formed ^as too weak to weld/

Germany into a political whole, able to withstand the disintegrating
j

influence of its own particularism and of the Habsburg dynastic;

interest ; and Charles was left free to pursue throughout his reign the

old imperial iqaxim, divide et impera. The Reicheregiment was to have

independent power only during thf Emperor’s absence; at other times

l&rtant decisions muslf

e president and four out!

Wn dominions were to be

ligious questions was left;

Ics undertook to form no

out the Council’s consent,

•urt of justice or Reichs-

it ivas to sink into an advisory body, and
always have his assent. He wasjto nominate

of the Council’i twenty-two members; but hi;

subject ^to its authority, the determination^)^

lar^y in the hands of the Estates, and Chf
leagues or alliances afiectidg the Empire wii

The reconstitution of the supreme national

kammergericht presented few variation! from the form adopted at

Ccmstance in 1607, and the ordinance establishing it is almost word for

word the same as the original proposal of Berthold of Mainz in 1495
; ^

the imperial influence was shghtiy increased by the provision permitting
|

him to nominate two additional assessors to the Court, but, being paid I
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by the Empire and not by the Emperor, its members retained tiidr*!

independence.

^
A measure which ultimately proved to be of more importance

the reorganisation of these two institutions was the paction of the
Habsburg inheritance. One of the most cherished projects of FerdinanSl
of Aragon had been the creation in northern Italy of a kingdom for the
benefit of the younger of his two grandsons, which would have left

Charles free to retain his Austrian lands. That scheme had failed ; but
the younger Ferdinand, especially when he became befrothed to the
heiress of Hungary and Bohemia, could not decently remain unendowed
while his brother possessed so much

;
and 5on April 1621, a contract

was ratified transferring to Ferdinand the five Aifstrian duchies, of

Austria, Caiinthia, Camiola, Styria, and Tyrol. This graf.i formed the
nucleus of the present so-called Dual Monarchy*; it was gradually

extended by the transference to Ferdinand of all Charles V’s possessions

and claims in Germany, and the success with which the younger brother
governed his German subjects made them regret that Ferdinand had
not been elected Emperor in 1519 instead of having to wait thirty-seven

years for the prize.

Soon after the conclusion of the Diet of Worms Charles left

j^ermany, which he was not to see again until nine years later; and
fiong before then the attempt of the central government to control the
' disruptive forces of political and religious separatism had hopelessly

broken down. A pathetic interest attaches to the intervening struggles

of the Reichsreghnmt os being the last efforts to create a modem German^
national State co-extensive with the medieval Empire, a State which?
would have included not only the present (Jerman Empire, but Austria

f

and the Netherlands, and which, stretching from^e shores of the Baltic,^

to those of the Adriatic sea, and from the Straits of Dover to thet

Nicmen or the Vistula, would' have dominated modem Europe; and ai
good deal of angry criticism has been directed against the particukrist •

bodies which one after another repudiated the authority pf the govern- I

ment and brougl^t its work to nought. But particularism had sol
completely permeateSFv^germany that the very effbrts at^uni^ weref
themselves tainted witli j^uticularist ny)tives; and one reason alike fori

the favour with which F^’nces like Frederick of Saxony regarded the|
Rekhsr^rtient^ and for itsf^dtimate failure, was that, with its o^^sible^
unifying purpose, the got miment combined aims which served the
interests of Princes again^,. those of other dosses.

The great Princes of^he Empire present a double aspect, varying
with the point of view from which they are regarded. To Charles they
were coUei^ively an oligarchy which threatened to destroy the monardh4
ical principle embodied in the person of the Emperor; but indiridoallyl

and from the point of view of their own dominions they represtoted a
|

monarchical principle similar to that which gave unity and strength to ^
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FrmiXj to England^ and to Spain, a territorial principle more 7oathfal|

and more vigorous than the effete jKhisertum, The force of political|

gravitation had already modified profoundly the internal constitution of

the Empire ; States like Saxony, Brandenburg, and Bavaria had acquin^l

insistency and weight, and began to Zeroise an attraction overj

the numWless molecules of the Empire which the more distant an€|

nebulous luminary of the Kaisertum could not counteract. The pettyj

knight, &e cities and towns, found it ever more difficult to resist

the encroaefainents of neighbouring Princes; and princely influence

over municipal elections and control over municipal finance went on

increasing throughout the sixteenth century, till towards its end the

former autonom^ of all but a select number of cities had well-nigh

disappeared.* It was not from the Emperor but from the Princes that

knightsjmd burgesses feared attacks on their liberties, and their danger

threw fhem into an attitude of hostility to the Reichsregtrnent^ a l)ody

by means of which the Princes sought to exercise in their own interest

the national power. They could also appv.al to the higher motive of i

imperial unity ; the strength of individual Princes meant the weakness
^

of the Emperor, and unity in parts might seem to be fatal to the imity

of the whole. •

The Diet of Worms had in fact been a struggle between Emperor

and Princes, in wliich neither had paid much regard to inferior class(jS,

and the spoils were divided exclusively between the two combatanis.

The knightly order was denied all share in the government of the

Empire ; they could expect no more consideration than before in their

endless disputes over territory with their more powerful neighbours,

and the R^hskammergericht with its Roman law they regarded as on

insufferable infringement of their own feudal franchises. The cities;*

were not less discontented. They had been reiused any representation!

in the RMhsregiment^ subsidies had beentvoted without their concurrence,
jj

and they anticipated with reason fresh taxation which would fall mainly

on their shoulders.

The new* government was established at Nurnberg in November,

llffil, andjn the following February it me1#thft^iet The first business!

was to raise forces to serve i^ainst the Tunes before whose advance^^

Belgrade had just fallen; and with Charl^ consent a portion of the|

supplies vot^ for the Emperoris abaifdmjled journey to Rome was^

applicSi to this purpose. Greater difiicuiti was experienced ifi finding i

means to defray the expenses of the im^rial council and court of
^

justice. It was^ proposed to revert to thefcommon Penny, to tax the
|

Jews, and to apply ike annates of the German Church, which supported
|

the Roman Curia, to the purposes of the national government. But all

these suggestions were reject^ in favour of a scheme which offered the

threefold advantage of promoting German unity, of relieving German
capitalists of some of their superfluous weal^, and of sparing the

ca. V.
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.pockets of those who voted the tax. All ^niMases had soon perceived

I
that there could be no peace and^no justice unless somebody paid for its

f
maintenance and administration, and with one voice they began to

recuse themselves from the honour of providing the funds. It was

' necessary, however, to seledc a victim, and the choice of the mercantile

interest was received with acclamation by every other class in Germany.

The commercial revolution which marked the end of the^ fifteenth

and beginning of the sixteenth century had led, as such revolutions

always do, to the rapid and disproportionate accumulatioli of wealth in

the hands of the few who knew how to exploit it ; and the consequent

growth of luxury and increase of the powes of mercantile magnates were

a constant theme of denunciation in the mouths of \fisa fortunate men.

The canonist doctrine of usury, based on tlie Scriptural prQ^:*ibition, still

held sway in all but commercial circles, and the forestalling and renting,

against which the English statute-book is so eloquent, excited no less

odium in Germany. Theologians united with lawyers in denouncing

]
the Fvggerci of the great trading companies; Luther and Zwingli,

;
Hutten and Erasmus were of one mind ^ on the question. Erasmus

\
described the merchants as the basest of all mankind, and it was partly

^
due to this feeling that tlie lawless robbery of traders at the hands

i of roving knights went on openly without an attempt to check it;

I the humanist, Heinrich Bebel, even declared that the victims owed their

: captors a debt of gratitude because the seizure of their ill-gotten goods

smoothed their path to heaven.

ITiis moral antipathy to the evil effects of wealth, as exhibited in

other people, was reinforced by the prevalent idea that money and
riches were synonymous terms, and that the German nation was being

;
steadily impoverished by the export of precious metals to pay fo^ the

! import it received from other countries, and especially English cloth

, and Portuguese spices. It wasffelt that some check must be put upon

I
the process, and a national tax on imports and exports would, it was

. thought, cure this evil, satisfy at once the moral indignation of people

‘ and Princes against capitalists and tl^ir selfish desire for fiscal immunity,

I and provide a stable finV^^rialcbasis for the national executive and judicial

i system, for the defence ^the realm against foreign foes, and for the

I

maintenance of peace with^i^ its borders. The measure as passed by the

I Diet of Nuniberg in«152^ ed^mpted all the necessaries of life, but imposed

I a duty oi four per cent, on ^]11^ other merchandise, to be paid on exports

I

as well as on imports. Cusij m-hou$es were to be erected along the whole

I
frontier of the Empire, whiiTh was defined for the purpqse. Switzerland

' refused its consent and was exckided, and so were Bohemia and Friissia,

i the latter as being a fief of Poland, but the Netherlands Were reckemed Ms

an integral part of the Empire ; and, had the project been carried ouL
it would have provided not only the revenues which were its iounediaw

object, but an invaluable lever for the unification of Gkumany.
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Not content) however,, with this victory over the moneyed desses

obtaini^ through the co-operation of tifeir own particular interests with

national sentiment, nor with the further prohibition ei all trading

companies possessing a capital of more than fifty thousand crowns, the

^dnoes proceeded at the Diet held at Niiifiberg in November, IfiSS,

to strike at the imperial dties which had hitherto refrained from

making cojnmon cause with the capitalists. In language which reminds
|

English readers of James I, they affirmed that the participation of the
|

cities in the ffiFairs of the Empire was not a matter of right, but of
f

grace and a pri^nlege which might be withdrawn at pleasure ;
when

|
the Electors an.; Princes had agreed on a measure, the cities, they f

said, had nothing\o do but consent, and they were now required to levy ^

a contributing towards the Turkish war which had been voted without

their co|>i?iirrence.
•

The golden age of the towns had passed away in Germany as well as

in Italy, their brilliant part in histoiy had been played out, and they

were already yielding place to greater politii al organisations ; but they

were not yet prepared to surrender to the Princes without a struggle. J

At a congress of cities held at Speier in March, 15S3, it was resolved to f

appeal from the Rekhsregiment to the Emperor, and an embassy was sent

;

to lay their case before Charles at Valladolid in August. At first the v

imperial Court took up an attitude of real or feigned hostility to their f

demands, and there seems to be no conclusive evidence that this revolt

against the national government had been encouraged by Charles. Yet
^

the particularist interest of the cities appealed to the particularist interest I

of the Emperor with a force which he could not resist. The opposition

had been engineered by the Fuggers ; and CharW chronic insolvency

rendered him peculiarly susceptible to the argu i[)ents which they could

best apply ; Jaoob Fugger had even boasted that to him and his house

Charles owed bis election as Emperor. So now the deputies undertook

that Charles should not lose financially by granting their request, and
they also promised his councillors a grateful return for their trouble.

Other grounds were alleged; it wa» hinted that the^ Princes would use

the proceeda of the tax in a way that boded &^good to the imperial
f

power in Germany; there was a#cheme in hajjp for the appointment of
;

a King of th; Romans who with adequat^ financial support might

,

reduce the Emperor to a cipher; moreofei^the Rekhnregimmt which;

required this revenue was itself superfluous! if Charles would Select a

'

trustworthy Regent and xfiaintain the Kamv^gtrickt^ that would meet
^

all the exigencies»of the case, and his own portion in the Empire would f

be materially strengthened. Finally, td remove Charles^ suspicions of/

the dtics based on their alleged countenance of Lutheranism, they*;

made the somewhat confident assertion that not a syllable of Luthe/sl

had been printed in their jurisdiction for years, and that it

was not with &em that Luther and his followers found protectimi.

CB. V.
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; Satisfied with these assiirances Charles intimated that he would take the

^government into his own hands,^appoint a Regent and a fresh Kammer-
\gericktj forbid the imposition of the obnoxious tax, and prohibit the

j
Regiment from dealing with monopolies without again asking his consen^

I
The first great blow at th^ national government had been struck by the

: Emperor at the instigation of the German cities ; another was at the

moment being struck by the German nobility and a section of the

German Princes.

^ Of all the disorderly elements in the German Enipire the most

^^angerous was the Ritterschqft^ a class whose characteristics are not

Adequately denoted by the nearest English equivalent, ‘‘knights.’^

Their bearing towards the goveniment and towanis^he other Estates

of the realm recalls that of the English baronage undemaStephen and

Henry II, and another parallel to their position fiaay be fem^d in the

Polish nobles or ‘‘gentlemen’’ whose success in reducing the other

elective monarchy in Europe to anarchy would probably have been

repeated by the German Ritterschqfi but for the restraining force of

the territorial Princes. Like the English barons and the Polish nobles

they recognised no superior but their monarch, enjoyed no occupation

/ so much as private war, and resisted every attempt to establish orderly

government. They had special grievances in ^e early part of the

sixteenth centuiy^; the development of commerce was accompanied by

a corresponding agricultural depression ; and while wealth in the towns

increased and prices rose, the return from rents and services remained

: stationary unless they were exploited on commercial principles. In

France and in England under strong monarchies the lords of the land

saved their financial position by sheep-farming, enclosures, and other

businesslike pursuits, but in Germany pride, or inadaptability, or fecial

^[facilities for private war kept the knights from resorting to such ex-

/pedients, and their main supp<3rt was wholesale brigandage. They took

^to robbery as to a trade and considered it rather an honour to be

likened to wolves. Like wolves, however, they were generally hungry

;

I
the organisation of territorial States fand the better preservation of peace

I had, moreover, rendeitssLtiieir trade at once more dangerous and unprofit-

I
able; and in 1622 thereX'^re knights wl^o lived in peasants’ cottages, and

I possessed incomes of no more than fourteen crowns a year.

To their povesty freslh burdens were added by the reforms of the

nationdi government ; the Iprohibition of private war, the supersession

of their ancient feudal cu itoms by the newly-received Roman law, the

constant pressure of their^owerful neighbours the Princes, drove them
l^nto a position of chronic discontent ; and in the summer of 1522 the

s^knights of the middle and upper Rhine provinces assembled at Landau
and resolved to repudiate the authority of the ReichskammergerkAi on

i the ground that it was dominated by the influence of their natural foes,

the Princes. They found a leader in the notorious
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who has been regarded both as the champion of the poorer classes andl

as a Gospel pioneer. Probably his mStives were mainly personal and^

he adopted the cause of his fellow-knights only because that rSk suited

^8 private purposes. Charles Y had taken him into his service an<f:,

employed him in the war with France, bftt Sickingen's success and|.

rewards had not been commensurate with his hopes, and he sought other;

means to |atisfy the extravagant ambition of becoming Elector of Trier"^

or even a King.

A decent (Soak for his private ends and for the class interests of the

knights was found in the religious situation. Sickingen was apparently a

genuine Lutheran: Bucer livecHn his castle, the Ebemburg, Oecolampadius

preached to his lollowers, and four hundred knights had undertaken

Luther’s defence at the Diet of Worms. The Reformer was grateful

and ad(hses&ed Sickiil^en as his especial lord and patron. He looked to

the Ritter as a sword of the Gospel, and openly incited them to rise

and spoil the imregenerate priests and prelates; while Hutten, whose

6}rmpathies were naturally on the knightly side, urged Sickingen to

emulate Ziska, and endeavoured to enlist the to^vns in the service of

the opposition to tlieir common foe, the territorial Princes. Some of

these Princes were, however, already halfe Lutherans; the Elector of

Saxony was Luther’s great patron, the Elector Palatine was full of

doubts, and in any case was no friend to the Bishops, and prudence

forbade open war in the ranks of the Reformers. An ingenious metluxl
j

of avoiding it, and of combining secular and religious interests under J

Sickingen’s banner, was found in the proposal to limit the attack to tlie %
ecclesiastical Princes whose worldly goods were an offence to Lutheran

|
divines, whose jurisdiction was a perpetual grievance to the cities, and

|

whose territorial powers infringed knightly liberties.

And so, when in August, 152% Sickingen revived his feud with the

Archbishop-Elector of Trier and enterdB his territory at the head of

an army which he had levied nominally for the Emperor’s service, he had
j

some hopes of, success. The government put him under the ban of the f

Empire, but Sickingen laughed at threats and preceded to carry on the
j

coj^rtroversy with fire and sword. UnfortuftatA^these arguments were;

double-edged, and Trier to whk:h he laid sij^e offered an unexpected^

resistance, Archbishop himself evince^ a martial valour at least

equal |o his spiritual zeal, and the kni^My emissaries met with no
response to their appeals from the people » the city ; the traSers had
stijSered too mudi from fhe wolves outsideito wish to see them, even

thoqgh they came in sheep’s clothing, encam||^ within their walls. The
allies whom Sickingen expected from Fr&nconia were intercepted, and on |

September 14 he was forced to raise the siege and to retreat to his

stronghold at Landstuhl. Here he thought himself secure against any
attack ; but his elaborate forti6cations were not proof against the new
and powerful artilleiy whidi the Princes brought into the field. In

CB. V.
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f April, 16SS, his walls crumbled before it, he was himself mortally

I
wounded by a splinter of stone^'and died soon after his surreiKW. He
was the last of the German Riiterj and ihe cannon which battered his

/ Wtle were symbolical of the forces which proved fatal to the ind^-

I pendence of his class.

This victory over one of the most formidable disruptive forces

in the Empire might have been expected to strengthen the national

government, but it was won in spite of, and not by, the Rewhsregiment.

That body had been unable to keep the peace even in ^the immediate

vicinity of Numberg where it sat, and whither its members came in

disguise to avoid molestation at the hands of knightly robbers.
^

Still

less could it cope with a force like that at Sickingen'i? disposal, sihd the

rebellion had been put down by three Princes, the Electoit Palatine, the

Archbishop of Trier, and the young Landgrave, PhiKp of Hesee,»who had
acted on their own responsibility and in conjunction with the Swabian

League, an organisation embodying within it^lf prelates, Princes, lesser

nobility, and towns, but ^working in its external relations for the

furtherance of the particularist interests of the House of Austria. This

alliance had early in the course of the revolt taken matters into its own
hands and treated the government with as much contempt as Sickingen

had done himself. As a natural result the ReichsregimefU began to

incline to the knightly side, and Frederick of Saxony came to an

agreement with the rebels. Neither event had any effect upon the

result of the struggle. After the fall of Landstuhl the three Princes

and the Swabian League proceeded to crush the Franconian knighto.

' This was done with little difficulty, their power was broken for ever, and
. Ulrich von Hutten fled to Switzerland, where he died soon afterwards

. in the midst of a controversy with his former friend Erasmus. „ The

j

victors then punished the offenders and divided their spoils without the

( least reference to the wishes on commands of the government ; and the

I
main result of the episode was to exhibit in startling contrast the

impotence of the Rekhsregiment and the vigour of the torritorial power
of individual Princes. ^

The Regiment VaLjfc4.,wisibly tottering to its fall, and in January,

1624, it met the Diet hit the last time at Numberg. Frederick of

Saxony came prepared witl^a sheaf of reforms, but it was a question of

ending and not of pendingl and with that detennination in their minds
the various sections of the ^fpposition gathered in force. The deputies

of the towns had returned joirom Spain bringing the Emperor^s veto on
the one practicable meansifof financing the administration. Charles^

chancellor, Franz Hannart, follcuwed to fan the discontent. The weSdth ^

of Germany was ranged against the government which had endeavoured

to abolish monopolies, to tax trade, and to restrict the operations df

capital. Duke Geoige of Saxony had already declined to support an
authority which had shown itself so pow^lms to enforce respect fox its
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^decrees^ and the three Princes of the Palatinate, of Trier, and of Hesse

/had withdraim their representatives drom the Beichmgiment. The

Swabian League was encouraged to resist encroachments on its autonomy,
^

\ and the two main supports of the administration, the Electors of Maine

i end Saxony, were engaged in personal quarreb. When the Diet opened,

;

one after another of the representatives of the vested interests rose to

^ denounce the government, and a practical vote of censure was carried by

' the refusal of the Diet to consider any scheme for raising revenue until

the administration was changed.

So ended the last attempt to create a national government for the

medieval German Empire. Jhe Rekhsregiment was indeed continued,

but it was removed to Esslingen, where it sat under the shadow of

Austrian don|ination, and was shorn of the little independent authority
^

it had ^el|dm befoie. Germany was submerged under a flood of con- i

stitutioiial chaos and personal rivalry. Ferdinand was plotting against

the Elector of Saxony ; many Princes were alienated from Charles by his v

failure to pay their pensions ; and Francis J was seeking to fish in thei

troubled waters. The experiment of the Reichsregiment had, in fact,

been foredoomed to failure from the first; the government contained

|

within itself the seeds of its own disruption because its aims had notf

been single or disinterested. It was an attempt at national unityf

dominate by particularist interests. The opposition of the towns and

of the knights had not been evoked because the government souglrt

national unity but because it administered the national authority in tlie

ii^terests of territorial Princes; the single city of Niimberg had for

instance been taxed higher than any one of the Electors. Nor would

national unity have been secured if the oligarchy of Princes had per-

petuated its control of the government, for the individual members
would soon have quan^lled among themselves. Their dissensions were,

indeed, patent even when their collecti\;e authority was threatened by
common enemies. Each, wrote Hannart to his master, wanted to have

the affairs of the Empire regulated according to his individual taste;

they all demSuided a national government and a national i^stem of

judicature,^but no one would tolerate the jnt^|pFei9ce of these institu-

tions in his own household and jurisdiction ySveryone in short wished

to be master himself.
*

In such drcumstonces Charles was pert ftps justified in preferring,

like tRe rest, the extension of his own ritorial power ^ every

other object. He may have perceived thJ impossibility of founding

national unity on a discredited imperial syt Unity did not come

„ ihn^gh any of {he methods suggested by tnfe reforming Diets ; it only

cape when the imperial decay, which they tried to check, had run its

fall course and the Emperor^s supremacy had succumbed to the principle

of territorial monarchy. To the extension of that principle by methods

of blood and iron Germany owes her modem unity as England, France,
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and Spain owed their unity in the sixteenth century. It was the most

potent political principle then fermenting in Europe; destroying the

old, it led to the construction of the new. ^

The fEtilure of the attempt at political reform involved the ruin cf

all hopes of a religious settlement which should be either peaceful or

national, for the only instrument by wfiich such an object could

have been achieved was broken in pieces. Each political*^ organism

within the Empire was left to work out its own salvation at its own
option without the stimulus or control of a central government; and
the contrast between the course of the Reformation in Germany and
its development in England affords some facilities f/>r comparing the

relative advantages and disadvantages of a strong national monarchy.

In Germany at all events there can be no pret^ce that the whole

movement was due to the arbitrary caprice of an absolute ^flng. To
whatever extent it may have had its roots in the baser passions of

mankind, it was at least a popular manifestation. It came from

below, and not from above. Charles V was hostile from conviction and

from the exigencies of his personal position
;
the ecclesiastical Princes

were hostile from interest if not from conviction; of the temporal

Princes only one could be described as friendly, and even Frederick of

Saxony was not yet a Lutheran. He was still treasuring a collection of

relics and he had spoken severely of Luther's Babylonish Captivity,

His attitude towards all religious movements, however extravagant, was

rather that of Gamaliel, on whose advice to the Sanhedrim he seems

to have modelled his action; if they were of men they would come

to nought of themselves, and rather than be found fighting against

God he would take liis staff in his hand and quit his dominions for

ever.

Rut whatever animosity the authorities may have entertained against

the movement was neutralised £y their impotence. The Edict of Worms
left nothing to be desired in the comprehensiveness of its condemnations

or in the severity of its penalties, and the Roman hierarchy was particu-

laily gratified by the ^^ection of the press to rigid censorship and by
the relegation of its ^vrciile to the Church. But, while th6 Edict had
|)een sanctioned by the ^tional Diet,4ts execution depended entirely

,^pon local authorities whS, w^re reluctant to enforce it in face of the

^almost ^iversal disapprovU.^ The Primate himself, the Archbichop of

%fainz, for fesu: of riots re^ed his clergy lichee even to preach against

the outlawed monk ; and li Constance, for instance, not only was the

publication of the Edict refused, but the imperial c6mmissioners jvho

came to secure its execution were driven out of the city with threats*

Both the Edict of Charles and the Bidl of Leo remained dead lettersln

I Germany outside the private domains of the House of Habsbuig ; and

Hhe chief effect of the campaign of the allied Pope, Emperor, and King
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1^ S^gland against Luther was a bonfire of the heretic^ works in

iLondon and another at Ghent. •

• The censorship of the press was never more ludicrously inefiective to

stop a revolution. In spite of it the number of boolu issued fronf

German printing-presses in 1533 was more th^ twelve times as great as

the number issued ten years ]}efore, and of these four-fifths were devoted

to the cause of the Reformation. It was only with great difficulty that

printers cftuld be induced to publish works in defence of the Catholic

Church, and ^ey had often to be repaid for the loss in which the

limited circulation of such books involved them. On the other

hand Luther’s own writings, violent satires like the Karsihans and
NeukarsthanSf an^ Hans SacW Wittenbergische Nachtigally enjoyed an,^;'

immense popularity. The effervescence of the national mind evoked a

literature vigorous Jiut rude in form and coarse in expression, the

common Iburden of which was invective against the Church, and especially i

the monastic orders; and this indigenous literature stirred to passion

|

the mass of the lower middle classes whjr'h the alien and esoteric

ideals of the Humanists hod failed to touch. The pencil was scarcely

less effective than the pen; Albrecht Durer and Lucas Cranach were

almost as zealous champions of the new ideas as Luther and Hutten,

and probably few pictures have had a greater popular influence than

Durer’s portrayal of St John taking precedence of St Peter, and of

St Paul as the protector of the Gospel. An English nobleman
travelling in Germany in 1533 was amazed by the number ol

abominable pictures ” ridiculing the frieu^, though he sent to his King
some similar specimens satirising Murner, on whom Henry had bestowed
a hundred pounds for his attack on Luther and for his translation of

Henry’s own book.

The motive of all this literature was as yet practical rather than
doctnnal, to eradicate the abuses of the ^clesiastlcal organisation rather

than to establish any fresh dogmatic system ; and the revolutionary ten-

dencies were strongest in the middle classes, which dominated the townf.

life in Germany. Though supported by the knights the Reformatioi^
was in the main a bourgeois movWent; it the religious aspect!

of the advent of the middle classes. They haJi already emancipated!
themselves from the medieval ftudal systeimji^and they had long beeri

|

fiel^g against the trammels whi<ih ttetOKtirch imposed upon their
(

individual and corporate autonomy. Clerioa'

taxation, episcopal jurisdjption over of
never-ceasing source of irritation. To
rf Gunzburg’s s&sertions that the pagal
himdied thousand crowns a year, and that the friars extracted another
milhon, were irresistible arguments for the elimination of papal control

over the German Church and for the dissolution of the friars’ Orders,

This predispositioii to attack the Church was reinforced by the lingering

immunities from roanicipalj

ijse free towns produced a*

commercial classes Eberlin

cost G^niany three
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tremnants of the Hussite movement. Some members of that sect had

|8ettled on the borders of Silesia and Moravia in the middle of the

^fifteenth centuiy; and they are claimed as the founders of the later ^

"'Bohemiam Brethren. Wimpheling and Pirkheimer had remariied the'

recrudescence of the Hussite heresy ; and Wolfgang Capito dedarea th^t

in his youth he had often heard his elde|:s read the writings of the

Bohemian Reformers. Luther^’s words were not entirely novel accents,

but the echoes of half-forgotten soimds repeated with a novel force.

So while the Princes held aloof from the movement it progressed

with rapid strides in the cities. At Niimberg under the eyes of the

national government the churches of l^t Lawrence and St Sebald

resounded with the new doctrines, and Osiander under the protection

of the city authorities began to proselytise not only among the citizens

but among the numbers of public officials, from clerks Princes,

who were brought to Niimberg by the business of the Empire. The
Austrian administration of Wiirttemberg closed its churches to the

Reformers, but almost all the small imperial cities of Swabia favoured

the Reformation. Eberlin of Giinzburg was the most popular of the

Swabian preachers, but Hall, Nordlingen, Reutlingen, Esslingen, and

Heilbronn listened to the precepts of Brenz, Billicanus, Alber, Styfel,

and Lachmann. Strassburg and the southern cities of the Swabian

circle were powerfully influenced by the example of their Swiss neigh-

bours ; and in 1524, the year in which Zwingli established control over

Zurich, Bucer and Capito effected a similar change in Strassburg, which

had already shown its sympathies by committing Mumer^s works to the

flames, by protecting Matthew Zell from the Bishop, and by exercising

I the censorship over the press in a way that inflicted no hardship on the

Reformer. Elsewhere in Upper Swabia Zwingli's influence was strong

;

his friend Schappeler, who was to play an important part in the

Peasants’ Revolt, preached at Memmingen, and Hummelberg in Ravens-

burg, while the disposition of Constance had been proved in 1521 by its

refusal to publish the Edict of Worms. In Bavaria and Austria the

Reformers were naturally less successful, and one waS martyred at

Rattenberg. But ffaoQ^ Strauss an<i Urbanus Rbegius prei^hed in the

valley of the Inn, Sperat^ at Salzburg and Vienna, and traces of the

Reformed doctrines wereVound as far south as Tyrol.

In the north ^the Refarmars wese not less active. Heinrich Moller

of Zutphen, an AugustiniM from the Netherlands, prevailed in ^Bremen

against its Archbishop. Hamburg and Liibick, Stralsund and Greifs^

^wald, other cities of the Hanseatic League, followed its example.

I
Bugenhagen, the historian of P(^erania, was also its evangelist. Kdnigs*

I berg became Lutheran under the auspices of Bishop Polenz of Samland,

and beyond the limits of the Empire the new doctrines spread to the

German colonies at Danzig and Dorpat, Riga and Reval. Hen^pmn

Tast laboured in Schleswig, Jurien van der Dare (Georgius Aportanus)
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ia €ASt' Friesland; and smaller towns in Mecklenburg* Oldaiburg*

LQnebuig fdt the impulse. Magdebu^T and Breslau were in dose com-

mumcation with Wittenberg, and at Breslau the object at which the

reforming cities were aiming was first achieved when the Ci^ Council

daimed control over religious instruction oif the ground that it built

and maintained ecdesiastical edifices. In many cities the result of the

struggle between the old faith and the new was indecisive ; at Ulm, for

instance, the Council determined to maintain a religious neutrality;

elsewhere the <!atholic clergy retained control of ithe churches, while

Lutheran divines preached to large audiences in the open air.

At first sight it may seem strange that an anti-ecclesiastical move-

ment diould have^en led by ecclesiastics, but the greatest enemies of a

class or order^agenerally come from within it ; the most successful leaders

of demc^^ic revolcrtions have usually been aristocrats, and the over-

throw ofOiurches has often been the work of Churchmen. So promi-

nent were members of Luther^s own Order in the agitation against

religious Orders that the whole thing was thought at first to be only a

squabble between Augustinians and Dominicans, like many another

whidi had already broken out and been suppressed. The movement
had been hatched in an Augustiiiian monastery at Wittenberg, and the

first to imitate the Wittenberg monks were their Augustinian brethren

at Edurt. In 1522 a Chapter of the Order declared monastic vows to

be no longer binding, and a few months later its vicar abandoned his

dignity and took a wife. The Augustinians of Eisleben, Magdeburg,
Gotha, and Niimberg soon followed the example of those of Wittenbeig

and Erfurt, and left their cloisters to become evangelical preachers or to

adopt some secular trade. Two members of the Order were the pioneers

of Lutheranism in the Netherlands, and two others were there its

protonmrtyrs.

The German Augustinians in fact adopted Luther's cause as a body

;

no other Order followed their example, but that of St Francis produced

at least as many leaders of Reform. Frqm Franciscan cloisters came
Myconius, the* Reformer of Weim«r, who in after years travelled to

Enpahd in jiie vain hope of strengthening tiie %A.ngl^can Church in the

ljutheran faith ; John Eberlin oi^ Giinzburg, and Henry of Kettenbach,

who worked together at Ulm ; Stephen f^mipen, the evangelist of

Hamburg; John Breismann, the reformer 5f Kottbus; Gabriel Zwilling,

the a^fator of Wittenberg ; and Conrad *Pellican, who translated the

Talmud into Latin and impressed with his learning the English Re-

fotmeis, Whitgift^and Jewel, Bradford and Latimer. From among th4
Pominicfiiis there arose Martin Bucer, a motable name in the histoiy of
the German, the Swiss, and the English Reformations ; the Brigettines|

produced Oecolampadius, whose name, like Bucer's, was familiar on

both sides dCIONTlEnglish ChanneL Otto Brunfels was a Carthusian,

mi AmbsoeeBlauier aBenedictine. The Carmelite house at Augsburg

110. If. B. n, cfiu V.
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was a Lutheran seminary^ and Bugenhagen, the Apostle of dorthem
Germany, had been Rector of thi Prraonstiatensian school at Treptow.

^
From the ranks of the secular priesthood there came few RefonnerB

I of eminence, a circumstance which shows that even in their worst dliyi

(the monastic Orders attraAed most of the promising y<>utk Geoi^ vw
Poicnz was the only Bishop who openly espoused the Lutheran cause in

its early years, though the Bishops of Bai^ and Breslau, Bambei^ and
Merseburg were more or less friendly. The halting attitude of the

Archbishop of Mainz was due partly to fear and partly ta the design he

cherished of following the example of Albrecht of Brandenburg and

converting his clerical principality into a secular hef.

But the movement, although led by Churchmen, ^ras not the work
|of the Church or of any other organisation. It was a well-jnigh universal

I
spontaneous ebullition of lay and clerical discontent withe t^e social,

'political, and moral condition of the established Catholic Church.

{Ihere was no one to organise and guide this volume of passion, for

I Luther, although the mightiest voice that ever spoke the German

,

language, was vox et praeterea nihil He had none of the practical

^
genius which characterised Calvin or Loyola ; and the lack of statesman*

like direction caused the Reforming impulse to break in vain against

;

many of the Catholic strongholds in Germany. Where it succeeded, it

]
owed its success mainly to the fact that its control fell into the hands of

> a middle*class laity which had already learnt to administer such oompre*
hensive affairs as those of the Hanseatic League. This participation of

the laity made the towns the bulwark of the German Reformed faith,

and the value of their co-operation was theologically expressed by the

enunciation of the doctrine of the universal pries^ood of man againrt the

exclusive claims of the Church. Indeed not only were all men priests, but
women as well—so declared Matthew Zell, in grateful recognition of the
effective aid which women occasionally rendered to the cause of Reform*

That cause had until 15S2 been identified with the attempt to

remedy those national grievances against worldly priests, higb*hwded
prelate, and a corrupt Italian Papacy, which had been variously ex-

pressed in the list^of gmvamina drawn up by the Diet of Worms and in

the furious diatribes of popular literature. But gradually and almost

I
imperceptibly this campaign assumed a theological aspect; Luther and

r his colleagues began \o aedk a speculative basis for *their practical

propa^ida, and to trace the evil customs of the time to a polluted

doctrinal source. Religion in that theological age consisted largely in

. belief and very slightly in conduct, and the conversion pt a movement for

,

practical reform into a war o^ creeds was inevitable. But it hindered
’ the practical Reformation and helped to destroy the national unity of

; Germany. There was sc'arcely a conservative who did not see and adiuit

^ the need for a purification of the Church ; Mumer and £ck and, most
' notably, j^rastnus felt it as much as Luther, Melanchthon, and Hutfeen

;
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and Bake Oecnge Saxony and Oiai^les V as moch as the Sleotor

Fiederick. But there was a Test diiierlnoe between such a lecognitioii

and the acknowledgement of Luther's doctrine of the unfree will,

between the admission that the theory of good works had been grossly^

almsed^ and t^ assertion that all good work^ were vain. The division

thus initiated^as deep and permanent, and whereas the practical aims

of the Reformation have commanded a universal assent in theory and

an ever-widening assent in practice, Luther's theology commanded only
|

a sectional aU^ance even among Reformers of his century and a

decreasing allegiance in subsequent generations. 4

But Luther in spite of hi* repudiation of scholastic theology never!

got rid of the resists of his scholastic training ; he must have a complete!

and lo^cal theory of the universe, and he sought it in the works of the^i

gieat F^ither of ihe @hurch on whose precepts Luther's own Older had ^

been prcmssedly founded. |St Augustine's views on the impotence of the

human will hml been adopted by the Cliurch in preference to those of

his antagonist Pelagius ; but in practice their rigour had been mitigated

by a host of beneficent dispensations invented to shield mankind from

the inevitable effects of its helplessness in the face of original sin. These^

medieval accretions Luther swept away ; he asx^pted with all its appalling^

consequences the doctrine of predestination and of the thraldom of^

manki^ to sin, and did not hesitate to make God directly responsiblaj

for the evil as well as the good existing in the world. It is a singular!

phenomenon that a fervent belief in the impotence of the human will'

should have stimulated one of the most masterful wills which ever

affected the destinies of mankind.

The evolution of this doctrine had been but one of the mental

activi^es which occupied Luther during his enforced seclusion at the

castle of Wartburg. His abduction had been preconcerted between

himsdf and his friends at the Elector R’ederick's Court on the eve of

his departure from Worms; and the secret was so well kept that his

followers commonly thought that he had been murdered by papal

emissa^es. riete in his solitude he was subjected to a repetition of

theie assaults of the devil which he had experienced in the Augustinian

dioister. Wliat assurance had^he that he was right and the rest of

the Church wu wrong? But the faith that was in him saved him
from fab doubts of himself, and hard w8rk prevented him from be-

coming^a visionary. The news that Ari^hbishop Albrecht of^Mainz
was intent on a fresh redburse to Indulgences provoked a remarkable

illueteatian of Lqther's influence ; in spite of the efforts of well-wishers

at the Saxon Court to keep him quiet,* be presented an ultimatum to

ihe Archbishop granting a respite of fourteen days within which

Albrecht might retract and escape the perils of the Reformer's ful-

minations. The Frimate of Germany replied with an abject submission.

It was difficult to silence a man who wielded such an authority,
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commentarieB on the Psalms and the Jlfagn^attf sermmia on the

Gospels and Epistles for the* year, a book on Cpnfeasioii, and an

^elaborate treatise condemning ^e validity of monastic vows, flowed

with amasnng rapidity from his pen. More important was his trails-^

lation of the New Testalment, on which he was engaged during tlie

greater part of his captivity. The old error that ^ra^ions of the

Scriptures in the vernacular tongues were almost unknown before the

Reformation has been often exposed, but it is not so oft^ pointed

out that these earlier translations were based on the Vidgate and thus

reflected the misconceptions of the Church against which ^e Reformers

protested. It was almost as important that translations into the ver*

nacular should be based on original texts as thd^ there should be

translations at all, and from a critical point of view the chief merit

of Lutheris version is that he sought to embody in it the be|pt results

of Greek and Hebrew scholarship. But its success was due not so

much to the soundness of its scholarship as to the literary form of

the translation, and Luthex^'s Bible is as much a classic as the English

Authorised Version. If he did not create the Neuhachdefdsch which

;Grimm calls the ‘‘ Protestant dialect,’’ he first gave it extensive popular

^currency, and the language af his version, which was based on the Sa^ron

iKanzlditpracJie^ supei^rf alike the old Hochdetdsch and PlaMdetcUchy

which were then the prevalent German dialects. The first edition of

the New Testament was issued in September, 1522, and a second two

months later; the whole Bible was completed in 15S4, and in spite

of the facts that a Basel printer translated Luther’s ‘^outlandish

words” into South German and that a Plattdeutsch version was also

published, the victory of Luther’s dialect was soon assured.

Luther’s Bible b^me the most effective weapon in the armoury

of the German Reformers, and to the infallibility of the Church they

and later Protestants opposed* the infallibility of Holy Scripture. But
this was a claim which Luther himself never asserted for the Bible,

and still less for his own translation. His often-quoted remark that

the Epistle of St James was an 4
“ epistle of straw,” should not be

separated from L&therb awn qualification that it was sqch cmly in

comparison with the Gospel of St John, the Pauline Epistles, and some

other books of the New Testament. !But his refeiences to that Epistle

and to the Epistle to tbe Hebrews and the Book'^of Revdation show a
;Veiy independent attitude tos^ards the Scriptures. Wherever thb words

of the Canonical Books seemed to conflict with those of Christ, he
preferred the latter as an authority, and further difficulties he left to

individual interpretation. Let each man, he writes, holdf to what his spirit

Yields him ; and he confessed that he could not reconcile himself to the

Book of Revelation. He was in fact supremely eclectic in respect to the

Scriptures and to the doctrines he deduced from them; he gave the

greatest weight to those Books and to those passages which appealed
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most strongly to lus own individuafity, whils he neglected those whiehy i

like St James' £mtle> did not suit hb Aoctrines. But he could hardly I

refuse a like lib^fy to others, and was thus soon involved in a struggle!

witii B^ormers who like hims^ started from the denial of the authorityf

of the Roman phurdi, but pressed further than he did his own arguments

on the freedoih of the will and the weight attaching to Scripture.

Luther^'s seclusion at the Wartburg did not allay the intellectual

ferment a;^ Wittenberg or impair the influence it exercised over the

rest of Germai^. At Wittenberg both the University and the town

defied alike the papal Bull and the imperial Edict. Scholars flocked

to the University from all quarters, and it became the metropolis of

the reforming movement. Meianchthon forsook the Clauiit of Aiislo-

phones to den^ote himself to the » Epistles, of St Paul; and his Loci^

CommunjU fiormed one of the most effective of Lutheran handbooks. But ^

he lacked the force and decision of character to lead or control the i

revolutionaiy tendencies which were gathering strength, and Luther's >

place was taken by his old ally Carlstodt. Garlstadt's was one of those

acute intellects which earn for their possessors the reputation of being

reckless agitators because they are too far in advance of their age;

and the doubts which he entoiained of th# Mosaic authorship of the

Pentateuch and of the identity of the Gospels, as they then existed, with

their original form, were considered to be evidence of the insta;bility of

his character rather than of the soundness of his reasoning faculties,

lie was' hot, however, free from personal vanity or jealousy of Luther,

and his rivals absence afforded him the opportunity of appearing as

the leader of the movement. Declining an invitation from Christian II

to Denmark, he united with Gabriel Zwilling in an attempt to destroy^

what Luther had left of the papal system. He attacked clerical celibacy 1

in a voluminous treatise, demanding that mamag.: should be made com-^'

pulsory for secular priests and optional for monastics, lie denounceck

the whole institution of monachism, and pronounced the adoration of^

the Eucharist and private masses to be sinful. On December 3, 16S1,

there was a riot against the Mass, and the University demanded its

abolition throughout the country. The Toy^n Uountil refused its con-

cunenoe in this request, but on^Christmas-Day Carlstadt administered

the Sacrament of the Altar in both elements, omitting the preparatory

confession, the* elevation of the Host, aifd the ^abominable canon,''

which Implied that the celebration was •a sacrifice. Zwilling next

inveighed against the viatktm and extreme unction as being a financial

trick on the pa^ of the priests, and entered upon an iconoclastic

campaign, invi^g his hearers to bum the pictures in churches and to

destroy the altars.

Bmmiscenoes of Hussite doctrine may have predisposed the Saxon

population living on the borders of Bohemia in favour of Carlstodt's

proceedings, and he was now reinforced by the influx from Zwickau of

cn. V*
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Nicolaus Storch, Thomas Munzer, Marcus Stiibner, and their followers,

whose views were of a distinctively Hussite, or rather ^aborit^ tendaioy.

/These prophets believed themselves to be under the direct influence of

\
tlie Holy Spirit, and their immediate intercourse with the source of ^

I truth rendered them independent of any other guidance, even that

/of the Scriptures. The free interpretation of the Bible which seraied

I
a priceless boon to Luther, was a poor thing to men who believed

}
tliemselves to be at least as much inspired as its writers. From their

^ repudiation of infant baptism} on the grounds that a sacitunent was void

without faith, and that infants could not have faith, they were after-

I
wards called Anabaptists, but they also hold the tenets of the later Fifth

I
Monarchy men in England. Like Luther they belihved in the un&ee

I will, but they carried the doctrine to greater lengths, and unlike him

|they found inspiration in the Apocalypse. They asserted the imminence

of a bloody purification of the Churdi, and they endeavoured to verify

^
their prophecy by beginning with the slaughter of their opponents at

^ Zwickau. The plot was, however, discovered, and Storch, Munz^, and

Stubner fled to Wittenberg.

Here they joined hcmds with Carlstadt and ZwilHng. Even

Melanchthon was impressed by their arguments, and the Elector

Frederick, mindful of Ganialiers advice, refused to move against them.

Early in 15^2 iconoclastic riots broke out; priestly garments and

auricular confession were disused ; the abolition of the mendicant Orders

was demanded, together with the disti'ibution of the property of the reli-

gious corporations among the poor. The influence of Taborite dogma
was shown by the agitation for closing all places of amusement and the

denunciation of schools, universities, and all forms of learning as

superfluous in a generation directly informed by the Holy Ghost.^ The
Wittenberg schoolmaster, Mohr, himself besought parents to remove

their children from school; 'Students began to desert the University,

and the New Learning seemed doomed to end in the domination

of fanatical ignorance based on the brute force of the mob.

In the Edict of Worms Luther had been branded rather as a

revolutionary than os a' hejretic, and the burden of the complaints pre-

ferred against him by the Catholic hi^manists was that his methods of

seeking a reformation would be fatal to all order, political or ecclesiastical.

They^painted him as the apBstle of revolution, a second Catiline ; and

the ex^sses at Wittenberg "might well make them think themselves

prophets. The moment was a cinicial one it was to decide whether

or not the German Reformation was to follow the usual course of

revolutions, devour its own chfldren, and go on adopting ever extremer

views till the day of reaction came. Of ^ the elements in revolt from

Rome, Luther and his school were the most conservative, and upon the

question whether he would prevail against the extreme faction depended

the success or failure of the G^man Reformation.
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.'llie initial proceedings of Carlstadt had vexed Luther's soul, but he|

was violoiitly antipathetic to the Zwickau enthusiasts. He vehemently
|

repudiated their hppeal to force in order to regenerate the Church. He^
re^ed the fact that by spiritual methods alone he had routed Tetsel ^

Ind his minions and defied with impunity both Emperor and Pope. He
probably foresaw that the Reformation would be ruined by its association

with the crude social democracy of Miinzer and Storch, but in any case

his persofial Vould ^one have been sufficient to make him
hostile; and when he had made up his mind to a course, no consider-

ations of prudence or of his own safety could deter him from pursuing it.

Braving i^e ban of the Empire and disregarding the Elector's stringeni;

commands he left the Waitburg and reappeared at Wittenberg on

March 6, 152S. His action required at least as much courage as his

journey tc^ iJO^orms, and the demonstration of his influence was far more

striking In a course of eight sermons he rallied almost the whole

the town to his side. Zwilling confessed his errors ; Carlstadt, Miinzer,

and Stiibner soon departed to labour in ofher fields, and most of the^

work of destruction was repaired. Luther himself retained hb cowl and
,

lived in the Augustinian monastery, and scope was afforded for every

man's scruples regarding the Mass ; in one church it was celebrated with t

all the old Catholic rites, in another the fiucharist was administered in '

one or in both forms according to individual taste, and in a third the

bread and the wine were always given to the laity.

Luther had vindicated the conservative character of the Reformation

as he conceived it; he had checked the swing of the pendulum in one

direction, and had thereby moderated the force of its recoil; but he could

.

not prevent it from swinging back altogether. It had gone too for for

that under the impetus supplied by himself, and a reaction based upon *

real ’conviction was slowly developing itself aiu^ coming to the rescue of
\

the storm-tossed Catholic Church. ITy ^ react under the

antagonism produced by the rejection of Catholic dogma was the >

humanbt movement. The body was shattered, and some of its members
^

joined the dt>ctrinal Reformer ; but the majority, including the great

leader of the movement, took up a more ayd more hostile position.
,

When Luther was thought to have been kifled, many turned to Erasmus

as Luther's successor. “ Give \a,r^ thou knight-errant of Cluist,” wrote

Durer, ^^rideTon by the Lord Christ's sid«; defend the truth, reach forth

to thfe martyr’s crown.” But that was ,a crown which Erasm«sTJever

desired ; still less would^he seek it in a cause which threatened to ruin

his most cherished designs. Theology, he complained, bade fair to absorb

all the humanities ; and the theology qf Luther was as hateful to him as^

that of Louvain. The dogmas, which appealed to men of the iron cast^

of Luther and Calvin, repelled ^tured men of the world like Erasmus ;

:

for scholars and artists are essentially aristocratic in temperament and \

firmly attached to that doctrine of individual merit which Luther and

Cff. V.
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Calvin denied. While Luther adopted the teaching of St Augustine,

Erasmus was regarded at Wittenberg as little better than a Pelagian^

and his personal conflict with Hutten was soon followed by a more
^Irmportant encounter with Luther. Urged by Catholics to attach the

new theology, Erasmus wit;h intuitive skill selected the doctrine of trsk

will, which he asserted in a treatise of great .moderation. Luther's reply

was remarkable for the unflinching way in which he accepted the logical

consequences of his favourite dogma. But that did not make it more
^ palatable, and Erasmus' book confirmed not a few in theif; antipathy to

the Lutheran cause.
*

Tliese were by no means blind partisans of the Papacy. Mumer,
the scholar and poet ; Jerome Emser, the secretary to Duke George of

Saxony; Cochlaeus, Heynlin von Stein, Alexander Herius, Luther's

^^old master Staupitz, Earl von Miltitz, Johann Fal}er, Pi^heimer, and

i
many another had long desired a reformation of the Church, But they

looked to a General ^uncil and le^ methods. Revolution and dis*

j ruption they considered too great a price to pay for reform, and thei-efore

Isa^y threw in their lot with the forces which were preparing to do

I
battle for the Catholic Church, purified or corrupt Slowly also a

^ section of the German laity began to range itself on the same side, and

from the confused mSUe of puV)lic opinion two organised parties gradually

iemerged. Here and there this or that form of religious belief obtained

a decisive predominance and began to control the organisation of a

j,city or principality in the interests of one or the other party. An
infinity of Ic^ol circumstances contributed to each local dmsion;
dynastic conditions might assist a Pmee to determine with which

. religious party to side, and relations with a neighboiuing Bishop or

even trading interests might exert a similar influence over the corporate

conscience of cities. But with regard to Germany as a whole, and

with a few significant exceptions, the frontiers of the Latin Church
^ ultimately coincided to a remarkable extent with those of the old

;

Roman Empire. Wliere the legions of the Caesars had planted their

V standards and founded their colonies, where the Latin speech smd Latin

^ civilisation had permeated the people, *there in the sixte^th century the

I Roman Church retained its hold. The limits of the Roman Empire are

in the main the boundaries between Teutonic and Latin Christianity.

But Latin Christianity saved itself in southern Germany only by
iborc'^vdeg some of the weapons of tlie original opponents of Rome, and
;the Counter-Reformation owed its success to its adoption of many of the

practical proposals and some of the doctrinal ideas of the Reformation.

|The confiscation of Church property and the limitation of deriad

Iprerogative went on apace in Catholic as well as in Protestant countries,

:and, while the spiritual prerogatives of the Papacy were magnified at

;the Council of Trent, its practical power declined. It secur^ secular

aid by making concessions to the secular power. The earliest example
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of lihis process was seen in Bavaria* Originally Bavaria had been a8|

hostile to the Chttrcfa as any other pArt ^ Gennany, and no attempt

was there made to execute the Edict of Worms. But what otheij

sought by hostility to the Papacy, the Dukes of Bavaria won by its^^

ftonciliation, and between 1521 and 1525^ firm alliance was built '

up between the Pope and ^the Dukes on the basis of papal support

for the Dukes even against their Bishops. Adrian VI granted them

a fifth of* all ecclesiastical revenues within their dominions, a source

of income which henceforth remained one of the chief pillars of th^

Bavarian financial system; and another Bull empowered the temporal

tribunals to deal with heretics without the concurrence of the Bavarian
|

Bishops, who reseSited the ducal intrusion into their jurisdictions. The
territorM an^bition of the Dukes was thus gratified ; and the grievances

of the lai^ against, the Chuich were to some extent satisfied by the

adoptio? of measures intended to reform clerical morals ; and they both

were thus inclined to defend Catholic dogma against Lutheran heresy.

A similar grant of Church revenues to the Archduke Ferdinand for use

against the l\irk facilitated a like result; and Austi'ia and Bavaria

b«:ame the bulwarks of the Catholic Church in Germany. Other

Catholic Princes, like Duke Greorge of Saxony, maintained the faith

with more disinterested motives but with less permanent success ; while

the ecclesiastical Electors of Mainz, Trier, and Cologne, were prevented

by Lutheran sympathies in the chapters or in the cities of their dioceses

from playing the vigorous part in opposition to the national movement
which might othenvise have been expected from them.

A like process of crystallisation pervaded the Reforming party. In

1524 Luther eiiected the final conversion of the Elector Fi'ederick of

SaxpOT, and his brother John who succeeded him in the following year

was already a Lutheran. In the same year thv; youthful and warlike

Landgrave Philip qf Hesse was won over*by Meianchthon and enjoined

the preaching of the Gospel throughout his territories. Margrave

Casimir of Brandenburg took a similarly decisive step in concurrence

with his Estate at Bayi'euth in Octpber. ' The banished Duke Ulrich of

Wiuttemberg was also a convert, and DiiJve •Emefit of Liindburg, a

nephew of the Elector Fredericl^ began a reformation at Celle in 1524.

Charies V^s sister Isabella listened to Osianderis exhortations at Niirnberg

and adopted the new ideas, and her husbsaid, Christian II of Denmark,

mvited^Luther and Carlstadt to preach iiv his kingdom. He was soon

deprived of his throne, but his successor Frederick I adopted a similar

religioua attitude and promoted the spread of reforming principles in

(
Denmark and in ^s duchies of Schleswig and Holstein. The Grand-

T master of the Teutonic Order, Albrecht of Brandenburg, had also been

influmiced by Osiander, and, turning his new faith to practical account,

1 he converted the possessions of the Order into the hereditaiy duchy of

Prussia, a fief of the Polish Crown, which received at once a purified
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religion and a new constitution. In the neighbouring Dudiy ofj

Pomerania the Catholic Bogidav X was succeeded in 1688 by two ^

%pns George and Barnim, of whom the latter was a Lutha:an.

The feeble government established at the Diet of Worms in 1681

was quite unable to control this growing cleavage of the nation intd

two religious parties ; but it made some efforts to steer a middle course

and it reflected with some fidelity the national hostility to the papal

Curia. It hod met the Diet for the first time in February, 16!88, and it

entertained some hopes that the new Pope, Adrian VI, would do some-

thing to meet the long list of gravamina which had been drawn op in

the previous year and sent to Rome for consideration ; but it was late

in the summer before Adrian reached the Vatican, and his policy could

not be announced to the Diet until its next meeting in November. The
papal Nuncio was Francesco Chieregati, an experienced diplomc^tist, and

he came with a conciliatory message. He said nothing about Luther

in his first speech to the Diet, and in an interview with Planitz, the

Elector Fredericks's Chancellor, he admitted the existence of grave abuses

in the Papacy, and the partial responsibility of Leo X for them ; nor

did he deny that Luther had done good work in bringing these abuses

to light ; though of course the monk''s attacks on the sacraments, on the

Fathers of the Church, and on Councils could not be tolerated But

this peaceful atmosphere did not endure. Adrian seems to have come to

the conclusion that his instructions to Chieregati did not lay sufficient

emphasis on papal dignity, and a brief which he addressed to his

Nuncio on November 85 was much more minatory. His threats were

conveyed to the Diet by Chieregati^s speech on January 3, 1583; Luther

was denounced as worse than the Turk, and was accused of not merely

>
polluting Germany with his heresy but of aiming at the destruction of

all order and property. The Estates were reminded of the end of

Dathan and Abiram, of Anaiiias and Sapphira, of, Jerome and Hus;

if they separated themselves from God''s Holy Church they might incur

a similar fate.

Ye| the Pope did not deny the €d>uses of which complaint had been

made, and his frank acknowledgement of them supplied the Diet with

a cue for their answer. They refusec^ the Nuncio’s demand that the

Lutheran preachers of Nurnberg should be seized and sent to Rome, and

appoujicd a committee to ddal with the question. This** body reported

that the Pope’s acknowledgf;ment of the existence of abuses &ade it

impossible to proceed against Luther for pointing them out; and it

carried war into the enemy’s territory by demanding that the Pope
should surrender German aifiiates to 1x3 appropriated to German
national purposes, and summon a Council, in whi^ the laity were to

be represent^, to sit in some Grerman town and deal with the

astical situation. Tliis report met with some opposition from the

Elector Joachim of Brandenburg, Duke George of Saxony, and the
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Aididuke Ferdinand; but the modifications adopted by the Diet did

not 8erioady.d|ber its import. The iSlector Frederick was to be asked

to iestrain Lu&er, but probably no one anticipated that his efibrts,

^ made any, would be successful ; no steps were to be taken to execute

ihe Edict of Worms or to silence the ReforiAers ; the Diet reiterated its

hundred gravaamna^ and, ^though no approbation was expressed of

Luther i^d his cause, the outlawed monk had as much reason to be

pleased with the results of the Diet as Chieregati had to be discontented.

Before thd Diet assembled again the reforming Adrian had gone the

way of his predecessors, and popular feeling at Rome towards refom

was expressed by the legend* inscribed on the door of the dead Pope'i

physician LiberJtori patriae. Another Medici sat on the throne o

Leo X, andi religious reform was exchanged for family politics. Bu
even Cement VII 'felt the necessity of grappling with the Gkrmar^

problem, and Lorenzo Campeggio was sent to the Diet which again men
at Niimberg in January, 1524. As he entered Augsburg and gave his

benediction to the crowd, he was met with jeers and insults. At Niini-

berg, which he reached on March 16, the Winces advised him to make

a private entry for fear of hostile demonstrations, and on Maundy
Thursday under his very eyes three thousand people, including the

Emperor^s sister, received the communion in both forms. His missions

seemed a forlorn hope, but there were a few breaks in the gloom. l'he|

Reichsregimentf which had on the whole been more advanced in rel{gioufi|'

opinion than the Diets, had lost the respect of the people. The repudi-^

ation of its authority by the towns, the knights, and several of the

Princes, with the encouragement of the Emperor, indicated the speedy,

removal of tliis shield of Lutheranism, and the vote of censure carried

agai^^st the government seemed to open the door* to reaction.

Campeggio accordingly again demanded the execution of the Edict

of Worms, and he was supported by diaries V’s Chancellor, Hannart,

who had been sent from Spain to aid the cities in their resistance to the

financial proposals of the Rekheregiment, But the cities, in spite of

their repudiation of Lutheranism in Spain, were now indignant at the

idea of enforcing the Edict of Worms, and l^e Diet itself was angry

because Campeggio brought no/>ther answer to its repeated complaints

than the statement that the Holy Father could not believe such a,

document to be the work of the !^tatef^ of the Holy Roman JElpijire.

So the old struggle was fought over again^and the inevitable compromise

differed only in shades of*meaning from that of the previous year. The ^

Edict should, indeed, be executed as well as they were able, and as for i

as was possible'^; but the Estates did* not profess any greater ability

than before. A General Council was again demanded, and pending its

not veiy probable or speedy assemblage, a national Synod was to be

summoned to meet at Speier in November, and there make an interim

settlemmit of all the practical and doctrinal questions at issue.

CB. V.
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^
The prospect of such a meeting aburmed both Pope and Emperor

I* more than all the demands for a General Council; fc^ in a Gkneral

/ ^uncil the Germans would be a minority, and General Councils affor«

i Asd unlimited scope for delay. But a Grerman Synod would mean,

i business, and its business was not likely to please either Clement or

\ Charles. It would probably organise a Gefman national Church with

;

slight dependence on Rome; it might establish a national government

with no more dependence on Charles. Both these threatened interests took

- action ; the Pope instigated Henry VIII to take away from the German
merchants of the Steelyard their commercial privileges, and to urge

upon Charles the prohibition of the meeting at Speier; he also suggested

^
the deposition of the Elector Frederick as a warning to other rebellious

Princes. The Emperor was nothing loth; on July 16 he«forbade the

' proposed assembly at Speier, and, although there is Ao evidence Jhat he

would have proceeded to so dangerous and violent a measure as the

deposition of Frederick, he broke off former friendly relations and

insulted the whole Saxon House by marrying his sister Catharine to

King John of Portugal instead of to Frederick’s nephew, John Frederick,

to whom she had been betrothed as the price of the ElectoFs support of

Charles’ candidature for the Empire in 1519.

Befoi'e the news of these steps had reached Germany both sides had

begun preparations for the struggle. \ Campeggio had been empowered,

in case of the failure of his mission to the Diet, to organise a sectional

gathering of Catholic Princes in order to frustrate the threatened

national Council. This assembly, the first indication of the permanent

religious disruption of Germany, met at Ratisbon towards the end of

June. Its principal members were the Archduke Ferdinand, the two

Dukes of Bavaria, and nine bishops of southern Germany ; and the i^nti*

national character of the meeting was emphasised by the abstinence of

every elector, lay or clerical. li was, however, something more than a
particulaiist gathering ; it sought to take the wind out of the sails of

the Reformation by reforming the Church from within, and it was in

fact a Ck)uiiter-Reformation in miniature, llie spiritual lords consented

to pay a fifth of the^r revenues to tlie temporal authority as the price of

the suppression of Lutheran doctrine, '^he grievances of the laity with

respect to clerical fees and clerical morals were to some extent redressed

;

the excessive number of saints days and holy days was curtailed. The
use of excommunication and interdict for trivial matters was forbidden

;

and while the reading of Lutheran books was prohibited, preachers were
enjoined to expound the Scriptures according to the Je^hing, not of

m^ieval schoolmen, but of the ^ great Fathers of the Church, Cypriaii,

Chrysostom, Augustine, Jerome, Ambrose,- and Gregory. Eck publidied

a collection of Ijm Communes to counteract Melanchthon^s, and Emser a
version of the Bible to correct Luther’s, and a systematic pmsecution of

heretics was commenced in the territories of the pai*ties to the oonference.h
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Meanwhile, in ignorance of ihe impending blow, the greater part o|

Gennanj was preparing for the natiofUJ Council or Synod at Speimr|

The news of the convention at Batisbon stimulated the Reformer^

1^. The cities held meetings first at Speier and then at Ulm, where

&ey were joined by representatives of the ndbles of the Rhine districts,

the Etfel, Wetterau, and Westerwald. They bound themselves to act

together, and ordered preachers to confine themselves to the Gospel and
the prophetic and apostolic Scriptures. These gatherings i-epresented but

a fraction of the strength of the party of doctrinal reform. The almost

simultaneous adoption of Lutheranism by Prussia, Silesia, and part of

Pomerania, by Brandenburg-Culmbach, and by Hesse, Brunswick-Liine-

buig, Schleswig, &iA Holstein proves that the proposed national Council

at Speier would have commanded the allegiance of the greater part of

north G;pnnany, and might, through its adherents in great cities like

Strassburg, Augsburg, and Ulni, have swept even the south within the

net;^f a national revolt from Rome. That consummation was post-

poned by the united action of Charles, of Clement, and of the Princes

and Bishops at Ratisbon ; but the Empire was riven in twain, and
while the rival parties were debating each otlier'*s destruction, the first

rumblings were heard of a storm which thaeatened to o^'erwhelm them
both in a common ruin. The peasant, to whom scores of ballads and
satires had lightly appealed as the arbiter of the situation, was coming

to claim his own, and the social revolution was at hand.

VA. V.
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CHAPTER VI.

SOCIAL JIEVOLUTION AND cAtHOLIC .^ACTION
IN GERMANY.

The most frequent and damaging charge levelled at Luther between

! 1620 and 1626 reproached him with being the apostle of revolution and
' anarchy, and predicted that his attacks on spiritual authority would

develop into a campaign against civil order unless he were promptly

suppressed. Tlic indictment had been preferred in the Edict of Worms,
' it was echoed by the Nuncio, two years later at Niimberg, and it was

the ground of the humanist revolt from his ranks. By his denunciations

of Princes in 1623 and 1624 as being for the most part the greatest fools

or the greatest rogues on earth, by his application of the text ‘*He

hath put down the mighty from their seats/’ and by his assertion of

the principle that human authority might be resisted when its mandates

conflicted with the Word of God, Luther had confirmed the suspicion.

There was enough truth in it to give point to Mumer’s satire of

Luther as the champion of the Bundschuh^ the leader of those who
proclaimed that, as ("hrist had freed them all, and all were children and

heirs of one father, all should share alike, all be priests and gentlemen,

and pay rents and respect to no man. The outbreak of the Feasants’

War appeared to be an invincible corroboration of the charge, and

from that day to this it has been alpiost a commonplace 'with Catholic

historians that the Reforjnation was the parent of the revolt.

,

It has been no less a point of honour with Protestant winters, and
especially with Germans, to vindicate bo\h the man and the movement
from the taint of revolution. • The fact that the peasants adopted the

LiftBBnen phrases about brotherly love and Christian liberty "proves

little, for in a theological age it is difficult to express any movement
except in theological terms, and behind these common phrases there

lay a radical divergence of aims and methods. The Gospel according

to Luther may have contained a message for villeins and serfr, but it

did not prodaim the worldly redemption they sought ; and the motives

of the peasants^ in 1626 were similar to those which had precipitated

half-a-doaen lo^ revolts before Luther appeared cm the scene. Even
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in 1684 the earliest sets of articles propounded by the peasants eon*

tained no mention of religious refomf.

And yet the assertion that there was no connexion between the

|Beformation and the Peasants' Revolt is as far from the truth as the

|ltatem^t that the one produced the other. /The frequent association of

f
xdigious and social movements excludes the theory of mere coincidence.

Wat lyier trod on the heels of Wiclif, and Ziska on those of Hus;
Kett app&red at the dawn of English Puritanism, and the levellers at

its zeniidi. "i^en one house is blown up, its neighbour is sure to be

shaken, especially if both stand on the same foundation ; and all govern-

ment, whether civil or ecclesiastical, rests ultimately on the same basis.

It is not reason, tt is not law, still less is it force ;
it is mainly custonf

and habit. JVithout a voluntary and unreasoning adherence to custon^ ^'

and deference to authority all society and all government would be|

impossiAe ; and the disturbance of this habit in any one respect weakens,

the forces of law and order in all. When habit is broken, reason and}

paasion are called into play, and it would be hard to say which is|

more fatal to human institutions. The Reformation had by an appeal

to reason and passion destroyed the habit of unreasoning obedience to'

the Papacy, and less venerable institutions yievitably felt the shock.

This appeal against habit and custom was made to the peasant more
directly than to any other class. Popular literature and popular art

erected him into a sort of saviour of society. In scores of dialoguf»

he intervenes and confounds with his common sense the learning of

doctors of law and theology ; he knows as much of the Scriptures as

three parsons and more ; and in his typical embodiment as Karstham he

demolishes the arguments of l^uther's antagonist, Murner. He is the

hero of nearly all contemporary pamphlets; with his hoe and his flail

he will defend the Gospel if it comes to fighiing; and even Luther

himself, when Sickingen had failed, sought to frighten Princes and

Prelates with the peasant’s spectre. The peasant was the unknown
factor of the situation ; his power was incalculable, but it would not be

exerted in faf^our of existing institutions, and when hard pressed the

religious Reformers were prepared, like JEVankenflitein, to call into

existence a being over which their control was imperfect.

The discontent of the peasantry in Germany, as in other countries

of Europe, had been a painfully obvious fact for more th^ a

generation, and since 1490 it had brokm out in revolts in in

the Netherlands, in Wikttemberg, at Kempten, at Bruchsal, and in

Hungary. The device of the peasant’s shoe, whence their league acquired

the name of Bundschuhj had been adopted as early as 1493, and again

in 1508; and the electoral Princes themselves had admitted that the

common people were burdened with feudal services, taxes, ecclc^siastical

Courts, and other exactions, which would eventually prove intolerable.

Hans RosenblUt complained before the end of the fifteenth century that

rn. VI,
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the nobles were constantly demanding more and more from the peasant

;

fand the process of extortion did not slacken in the succeeding years.

The noble himself was feeling the weight of the economic revolutimi, of

ithe increase in prices, and depression in agriculture ; and he naturally

sought to shift it from hi^ own shoulders to those of his villeins and
serfs, that lowest substratum of society on which all burdens ultimately

rest. He endeavoured to redress the relative depreciation in the value

pf land by increasing the amount of rent and services which he received

from its tillers.

Nor was this the only trouble in which the peasants were involved.

The evil of enclosures, although it was felt in Germany, was not so

prominent among their complaints as it was in England; but their

general distress produced two other symptoms, one of which seems to

have been peculiar to those districts of Germany in which rtlje revolt

raged with the greatest fuiy. In the south-west, in the valleys of the

Tauber and the Neckar, in the Moselle and middle Rhine districts, the

practice of subdividing land had proceeded so far that the ordinary

holding of the peasant had shrunk to the quarter of a ploughland ; and

. the effort to check this ruinous development only resulted in the creation

of a landless agrarian proletariat. .The other process, which was not

confined to Germany, was the conversion of land into a speculative

market for money. I'he financial embarrassments of the peasant rendered

him an easy prey to the burgher-capitalist who lent him money on the

security of his holding, the interest on which was often not forthcoming

if the harvest failed, or the plague attacked his cattle ; and the traffic

in rents, which inevitably bore hardly on the tenant, was one of the

somewhat numerous evils which Luther at one time or another declared

^to be the ruin of the German nation,

I
Besides these economic causes, the growing influence of Roman law

iaffected tlic peasant even more than it had done the barons. By it,

said the Emperor Maximilian, the poor man either got no justice at

all against the rich, or it was so sharp and fine-pointed that it availed

^ him nothing. Ignoring the fine distinctions of feudal law with respect

to service it regarded the rendering of service as proof of servitude,

and everyone who was not entirely free ^nk in its eyes to a serf. The

I
|X>Iicy of reducing tenants to this position was systematically pursued

? in pan^ districts ; the Abbot# of Eempten resort^ not merely to the

^falsification of charters but ft) such abuse of their clerical powers as

f refusing the Sacrament to those who denied their servitude ; and one of

I them defended his conduct on the ground that he w^ only doing as

other lords. It was in fact the lords and not the peasants who were

the revolutionists ; the revolt was essentially reactionary. iXhe peasants

demanded the restoration of their old Haingerichte and other Courts,

the abolition of novel jurisdictions and new exactions of rent and service.

The moveiiieir(; was an attempt to revive the worn-out communal systsem
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of iJhe Middle 'Ages^ and a socialistic protest against the individualistic

tasdesicies ol the time^?
*

The peasant's condition was fruitful soil for the seeds of a gospek

of discontent. The aristocratic humanist revival awoke no echoes in

hSs breast^ but he found balm of Gilead in ^Luther's denunciations of

merchants as usurers, of law^rs as robbers, and in his assertion of the

worthlessness of all things compared with the Word of God, which

peasants could understand better than priests. More radical preachers^

supplied whatever was lacking in Luther's doctrine to complete their'

exaltation. Csjrlstadt improved on Luther's declaration that peasants

knew more of the Scripture?^ than leanied doctors by affirming that

they certainly knel^ more than Luther. Peasants adopted with fervour

the doctrine gt universal priesthood, and began themselves to preach

and bapt|^ Schappeler announced at Memmingen that heaven was

open to peasants, but closed to nobles and clergy. Hut while this was

heresy, it was hardly sedition ;
most of the preachers believed as Imther

did, in the efficacy of the Word, and repudiated Miinzer's appeal to the

sword; and the promise of heaven hereafter might be expected to

reconcile rather than to exasperate the peasant with his lot on earth.|

Yet it exerted an indirect stimulus, for men do not rebel in despair,

but in hope ; and the spiritual hopes held out by the Gospel produced

that quickening of his mind, without which the peasant would never

have risen to end his temporal ills.

, The outbreak in 1524 can only have caused surprise by its extent,

^or that the peasants would rise was a common expectation. Almanacks

and astrologers predicted the storm with remarkable accuracy; indeed

its mutterings had been heard for yeai's, and in 1 522 friends of the exiled

Ulrich, of Wurttemberg had discussed a plan fo: his restoration to the

duchy by means of a peasant revolt. But the first step in the great

movement was not due to Ulrich or to tiny other extraneous impulse.
^

It was taken in June, 1524, on the estates of Count Siegmund von Lupfen /

at Stuhlingen,^8onie miles to the north-west of SchafThausen. TTierc?

had already b^n a number of local disturbances elsewhere, and thci

peasantry round Niimberg had burnt their tithed on fhe field ; but they

had all been suppressed without difficulty. The rising at Stlihlingen is

traditionally rmmrted to have been provoked by a whim of the Countess

von Luj^fen, who insisted upon the Countt tenants spending a holM^^y

in collecting snail-shells on which she mi^t wind her wool ; and this

trivial reason has been remembered, to the oblivion of the more weighty

causes alleged by t])e peasants in their list of grievances. They complained *

of the enclosure of woods, the alienation of common lan<Is, and the

denial of their right to fbh in streams ; they were compelled, they said,

to do all kinds of field-work for their lord and his steward, to assist at :

hunts, to draw ponds and streams without any regard to the necessities !

of their own avocations; the lord's streams were diverted across their

IZa u. ji. u. cn. VI.
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I fields, while water necessary for irrigating their meadows and turning

ytheir mills was cut o£P, and their crops were ruined by huntsmen

^ trampling them down. They accused their lord of abusing his juris-

diction, of inflicting intolerable punishments, and of appropriating

stolen goods; and in short they declared that they could no kmg^
look for justice at his hands, or support their wives and fianilies in face

of his exactions.

These articles, which number sixty-two in all, are as remarkable for

what they omit as for what they include. There is no trapse of a religious

element in them, no indication that their authors had ever heard of

Luther or of the Gospel. They are purely agrarian in charactor, their

language is moderate, and, if the facts are stated correlitly, their demands
are extremely reasonable. In its origin the Peasants’ Revolt bore few

traces of the intellectual and physical violence which marked its later

course. It began like a trickling stream in the highlands ; as it flowed

downwards it was joined first by one and then by another revolutionary

current, till it united in^ one torrent all elements of disorder and
threatened to inundate the whole of Germany.

When once the movement had started, it quickly gathered momentum.
A thousand tenants from the Stiihlingen district assembled with such

arms as they could collect, and chose as tlieir captain Hans Muller of

Bulgenbach, an old Imidsknecht who showed more talent for organisation

than most of the peasants’ leaders. In August he made his way soutii

to Waldshut, probably with the object of obtaining the co-operation

of the discontented proletariate in the towns. The towns h^ been

permeated with new religious ideas to an extent which was almost

unknown in the country, the upper classes by Lutheranism, the lower

i
by notions of which Carlstadt and Miinzer were the chief exponents.

^
Waldslmt itself was in revolt against its Austrian government,* which

i had initiated a savage persecution of heretics in the neighbourhood and
demanded from the citizens the surrender of their preacher^ Balthasar

Hubniaier. It was thus predisposed to favour the peasants’ cause, but
the often repeated statement that Muller, in August, 15^, succeeded in

establishing an Evdngelical cBrotherhood is incorrect. That scheme, which
probably emanated from the towns, wjs not effected until the meeting
at Memmingen in the following February ; and the intervening winter
elag^ without open con flicif between the peasants and *lhe authorities.

The Archduke Ferdinand’s attention was absorbed by the momentous
struggle then being waged in North Italy, «ind every available landa-^

kneefU had been sent to swell the armies of Charles V. The Swabian
League, the only effective organisation in South Germany, could muster
but two thousand troops, and r^ourse was had to negotiations at

. Stockach which were not seriously meant on the part of the lords*

I
Many of the peasants, however, returned home on the understanding
Hhat none but ancient services should be exacted; but the lords^
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^khinking that the storm had blown over, resorted to their usual practices

land made little endeavour to conclude ihe povarparlers at Stockach. As
fa result the insurrection broke out afresh, and was extended into a widerw
* |In October and November, 15S4, there ^i^re risings of the peasants

all round the lake of Consti^ce, in the Allgau, the Klettgau, the Hegau,

the Thurgau, and north-west of Stiihlingen at Villingen. Further to

the east, on the Iller in yj^r ^abia, the tenants of the abbey of

Eemptmi, who had long nursed grievances against their lords, rose, and

in Februaiy, 1525, assembled at Sonthofen; they declared that they

would have no more lords, a^revolutionary demand which indicates that

their treatment % the abbots had been worse than that of the Lupfen

tenants. The peasants of the Donauried (N.W. of Augsburg) had been

agitating thfoughout the winter, and by the first week in February

four thdU^d of them met at Baltringen, some miles to the north of

Biberach; before the end of the month their numbers had risen to

thirty thousand. They were also joined by bands called the Seehai^en^

from the northern shores of Lake Constance, while Hans Muller made
an incursion into the Breisgau and raised the peasants of the Black

Forest.

As the rebellion extended its area thi scope of its objects grew

wider, and it assimilated revolutionary ideas distinct from the agrarian

grievances which had originally prompted the rising. A religious element

began to obtrude, and its presence was probably due to the fact that

it supplied a convenient banner under which heterogeneous forces might

fight ; Sickingen had adopted a similar expedient to cloak the sectional

aims of the knights, and men now began to regard the revolt os a rising f

on behalf of the Gospel. In this light it was viewed by the neighbouring I

city of Zurich, where ZwingliV influence was no v all-powerful ; and the
|

Zurich government exhorted the Klettgau peasants to adopt the Word
^

of God as their banner. In conformity with this advice they gave a

religious colour to their demands, and in January, 1525, offered to grant

their lord whatever was reasonable, godly, and Christian, if he on his

ride would undertake to abide by the Word of God and righteousness.

So, too, the Baltringen bands declared thut t^ey wished to create no

disturbance, but only desired t^at their grievances should be redressed

in accord with godly justice ; and in the Allgau, where the peasant

Hflberlin had preached and baptised, th& peasants formed themselves

into a “godly union.’’ On the other haiTd the Lake bands, with whom
served some remnants ofsSickingen’s host, appear to have been more

intent upon a pplitical attack on lords and cities.

In March aU these bodies held a sort of parliament at Memmin^n,
the chief town of Upper Swabia, to concert a common basis of action,

and here the Zurich influence carried the day. Schappeler, Zwingli’s

friend, had been preaching at Memmingen on the iniquity of tithes, and

OH. VI. IS—
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if he did not actually pen the famous Twelve Aiiicles there formukted,

they were at least drawn up Under his inspiration and that of his

colleague Lotzer. They embody ideas of wider import than are likely

.,to have occurred to bands of peasants concerned with specific local

;grievances ; and throughout the movement it is obvious that, while the

peasants supplied the physical force and their hardships the real motive,

• the intellectual inspiration came from the radical element in the towns.

\
This element was not so obvious at Memmingen as it becamk later on,

';and its chief effect there was to give a religious aspect toc the revolt and

to merge its local character in a universal appeal to the peasant, based

on ideas of fraternal love and Christian liberty drawn from the GospeL

This programme was not adopted without some difierence of opinion,

in which the Lake bands led the opposition. But the proposal of an Evan-

gelical Brotherhood was accepted on March 7; and the Twelye Articles,

founded apparently upon a memorial previously presented by the people

of Memmingen to their town Council, were then drawn up. The preamble

repudiated the idea that the insurgents' ^‘new Gospel" implied the

extirpation of spiritual and temporal authority ; on the contrary, they

quoted texts to show that its essence was love, peace, patience, and

unity, and that the aim of j:he peasants was that all men should live

in accoid with its precepts. As means thereto they demanded that

the choice of pastors should be vested in each community, which should

also have power to remove such as behaved unseemly. The great tithes

they were willing to pay, and they proposed measures for their collection

and for the application of the surplus to the relief of the poor, and, in

cose of necessity, to the expenses qf war or to meet the demands of the

tax-gatherer ; but the small tithes they would not pay, because God had
created the beasts of the field as a free gift for the use of mankind.

They would no longer be villeins, because Christ had made all men* free

;

but they would gladly obey such authority as was elected and set over

them, so it be by God appointed. They claimed the right to take

ground game, fowls, and fish in flowing water; they demanded die

restoration of woods, meadows, and {>loughlands to the cbmmunity, the

renunciation of new-fanglc^ services, and payment of peasanja for those

which they rendered, the establishment of judicial renti^ the even

administration of justice, and the abolition of death-dues, which ruined

widows and orpJians. Fina%, they required that all tHeir grievances

shduIS^be tested by the Word of God ; if aught which they had defiianded

were proved to be contrary to Scripture, they^eigreed to give it up, even

though the demand had been granted; and on the other hand they

asked that their lords should submit to the same test, and relinquisn

any privileges which might hereafter be shown to be inconsistent with

the Scriptures, although they were not included in the present list of

grievanoea

On the basis of these demands negotiations were reopened with
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the Swabien League at Ulm, but they were not more successful or

sincere than those at Stockach. TSe League rejected an offer of

mediation made by the Council of Regency which now sat with diminished

ipestige at Esslingen ; and, though discussions were continued, they

were only designed to give Truchsess, the ^neral of the League, time

to gather his forces: even during the progress of the negotiations he

had attacked and massacred unsuspecting bands of Hegau peasants,

till his victorious progress was checked by the advent of a different

foe. •

Ulrich, the exiled Duke of Wiirttemberg, and his party constituted

one of the discontented eleif.ents which were certain to rally to any ^

revolutionary standard. He had announced his intention of regaining

his duchy with the help of spur or shoe,'* of knights or peasants. The
former bppe was quenched by Sickingen'^s fall, but as soon as the peasants

rose Ulrich began to cultivate their friendship ; in the autumn of 1624,

from Hohentwiel, of which he had recoveml possession, on the confines

of the territory, of his Swiss protectors and of the disturbed Hegau, he

established relations with the insurgents, and took to signing his name
^ Utz the Peasant.’* In February, 1525, he resolved to tempt his fate

supported by ten thousand hired Swiss infantry he crossed the border

and invaded Wiirttemberg. The civil and religious oppression of the,

Austrian rule had to some extent wiped out the memory of Ulrich’s own^

harsh government, and he was able to occupy Ballingen, Herrenberg,

and Sindelfingen without serious opposition, and to lay siege to Stuttgart

on March 9, The news brought Tiuchsess into Wiirttemberg; but

Ulrich was on the eve of success whenrihe tidings came of the battle of
^

Pavia (February 24). Switzerland might need all her troops for her'

own those serving under Ulrich^ banner were promptly

summoned home. There was nothing left for Ulrich but flight so soon

as Truchsess appeared upon the scene ; &nd the reshoration of Austrian •

authority in Wiirttemberg enabled the general of the Swabian League
'

once more to turn his arms against the peasants.

But the respite, short as it was, had given the revolt time to spread i

in all directions, and before the end of April ahnoftt the whole of Germany, I

except the north and east and Havana in the south, was in an uproar.
\

From Upper Swabia the movement spread in March to the lower districts f

of the cirde. ^und Leipheim on the Daftube to the north-east of TJlm '

the penitents rose under a priest named Jadbb Wehe, attacked Leipheim

and Weissenhom, and stomed the castle of Roggenburg, while a con-

siderable portion pf Truchsess’ troops sympathised with their cause and|

refused to serve against them. Even* so, the remainder, consisting ]

mostly of veterans returned from Pavia, were sufficient to crush the
|

Leipheim contingent, whose incompetence and cowardice contrasted \

strongly with the bdiaviour of the Swiss and Bohemian peasants in

previous waia They fled into Leipheim almost as soon as Truchsess
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^

appeared, losing a third of their numbers in the retreat; the town

thereupon surrendered at discretion; and Jacob Wehe was discovered

hiding, and executed outside the walls. Truchsess now turned back

to crush the contingents from the Lake and the Hegau and th^

Baltringen band, which Sad captured Waldsee and was threatening

his own castle at Waldbiirg. He defeated the latter near Wurzach on

'April 13, but was less successful with the former, who were /entrenched

jncar Weingarten. 'fhey were double the number of Truchsess' troops,

and after a distant cannonade the Swabian general conscntM to negotiate;

the peasants, alarmed perhaps by the fate of their allies, were induced to

disband on the concession of some of theii' demands apd the promise of

an inquiry into the rest.

Truchsess had every reason to be satisfied with this result, for from

all sides appeals were pouring in for help. In the Hegai/ SadolfEell

was besieg^; to the south-east the cardinal archbishop of Salzburg,

Matthew Lang, was soon shut up in his castle by his subjects of the

city and neighbouring country, while the Archduke Ferdinand himself

would not venture outside the walls oi‘ Innsbruck. Forty thousand

peasants had risen in the Vorarlberg ; Tyrol was in ferment from end to

end ; and in Styria Dictricb^tein’s Hohemian troops could not save him
from defeat at the hands of the peasants. In the south-west Hans Muller,

the leader of the Stiihlingen force, moved through the Black Forest,

and raising the Breisgau villagers ajipeared before Freiburg. The
fortress on the neighbouring Schlossberg wiis unable to protect the city,

which admitted the peasants on May 24. Across the Rhine in Elsass

twenty thousand insurgents capiSiired Zabem on May 13, and made
themselves masters of Weissenburg and most of the other towns in the

province ; Colmar alone withstood their progress. Further north in the

\ west Rhine districts of the Palatinate, Lauterburg, Landau, and Neustadt

j
fell into the rebels' hands, and bn the east side of the river they carried

jail before them. In the Odenwald George Metzler, an innkeeper, had

raised the standard of revolt before the end of March^ and Jacklein

Rohrbach followed his example in tlfe Neckarthal on the first of April.

Florian Geyer headed the Franconian rebels who gathered in the valley

of the Tauber, and the Austinan gavemment in Wiirttemberg had
bai'ely got rid of Ulrich when it was threatened by a n)ore dangerous

enem^ in the peasants under ^atern Feuerbacher. Further nor(h still,

the Thuringian commons broHe out under the lead of Thomas Miinzer.

So widespread a movement inevitably gefthered into its net perso^

tialities and forces of every description. The bulk of the insurgent and
I some of their leaders were peaSmts; but willingly or unwillingly they

^received into their ranks criminals, priests, ex-officials, barons, mid even

|some ruling Princes. Florian Greyer was a knight more or less of Sickingen's

type, who threw himself heart and soul into the peasants' cause. Gtitz von
Berlichingep, the hero of Goethe's drama known as Gdte of the Iron
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^

j

Haaid—^he had lost one hand in battle—came from the same dast. In

his memoirs he represents his complicity in the revolt as the result of

compulsion, but brfoie there was any question of force he had given

vent to su(h sentiments as that the knights suffered as much from th8

iVinces' oppression as did the peasants, and his action was probably more

"vbluntluy than he afterwards cared to admit. The lower cleigy, man^
of them drawn from the peasants, naturally sympathised with the clas|

from which they sprang, and they had no cause to dislike a movement
which aimed at a redistribution of the wealth of Princes and Bishops |

in some cases all the inmates of a monastery except the abbot willingly^

joined the insurgents. Some* of the leaders were respectable innkeepers

like Matem Feu^rbacher, but others were roysterers such as J^klein

Rohrbach, ajid among their followers were many recruits from the

criminal^classes. These baser elements often thrust aside the better, and

by their violence brought odium upon the whole movement. The
peasants had indeed contemplated the use of force from the beginning,

and those who refused to join the Evangelical Brotherhood were to be put

under a ban, or in modem phraseology, subjected to a boycott ; but the
^

burning of castles and monasteries seems first to have been adopted in
\

retaliation for Truchsess' destruction of plants' dwellings, and for the
|

most part the insurgents' misdeeds arose from a natur^ inability to

resist the temptations of seigneurial fishponds and wine-cellars.

No less heterogeneous than the factors of which the revolutionary

horde was composed were the ideas and motives by which it was movei
|

There was many a private and local grudge as well as class and common ^

grievances. In Salzburg the Archbishop hod retained feudal privileges

from which most (Jerman cities were free ; in the Austrian duchies there ,

was a German national feeling against the reprco ive rule of Ferdinand's

Spanish ministers ; religious persecution helped the revolt at Brixen, for
'

Strauss and Urbanus Rhegius had there made many converts to Luther's

Gospel; others complained of the tyranny of mine-owners like the

Fuggers and otiier capitalist rings; and in not a few districts the rising

|

assumed the character of a JxUlmlmtze, The peasants all over Germany j

were aninyited mainly by the desire to ^redress agrarian grievances,
j

but hatred of prelati<;al w «alth and privilege and of the voracious
|

territcuial power of Princes was a bond which united merchants and
knights, peasants and artisans, in a conrmon hostility.

GAulually, too, the development of the movement led to the pro-

duction of various mai^fcstoes or rather crude suggestions for the

establishment of a new political and social organisation. Some of them

were foreshadow^ in a scheme put foi^vard by Eberlin in 1521, which

may not, however, have been more seriously intended than Sir Thomas
j

More's Utopia. Its pervading principle was" that of popular election ; i

eadi village was to choose a gentleman as its magistrate ;
two hundred

;

duef places were to select a knight for their bailiff; each ten bailiwicks
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were to be organised under a city, and each ten cities under a Duke or

Prince. One of the Princes wa& to be elected King, but he, like every

subordinate officer, was to be guided by an elected Council. In this

6cheme town was throughout subordinate to country
;
half the memben

of the Councils were to be« peasants and half nobles, and agriculture was

pronounced the noblest means of sustenance. Capitalist oiganisations

were abolished ; the importation of wine and doth was forbidden, and

that of com only conceded in time of scarcity; and the price 6f wine and

bread was to be fixed. Only articles of real utility were to be manu-

factured, and every form of luxury was to be suppressed. Drastic

measures were proposed against vice, and drunkards and adulterers were

to be punished with death. All children were to be tafight Latin, Greek,

Hebrew, astronomy, and medicine.

This Utopian scheme was too fanciful even for the most im^native
peasant leaders, but their proposals grew rapidly more extmvagant.

t^e local demand for the abolition of seigneurial rights gave place to

pniversal ideas of liberty,
^
fraternity, equality; and it is scarcely an

{exaggeration to say that the German peasants in 15S5 anticipated most

^of the French ideas of 1789. The Twelve Articles of the Elsass peasants

went beyond the originals of Memtningen in demanding not only the

popular election of pastors but of all officials, and the right of the

;
people to repudiate or recognise princely authority. So, too, the peasants'

' parliament at Meran in the Tyrol insisted that all jurisdictions should

be exercised by persons chosen by the community. It was perhaps hostility

to the Princes rather than perception of national needs that prompted

the agitation for the reduction of all Princes to the status of lieutenants

of the Emperor, who was to be recognised as the one and only sovereign

ruler ; but the conception of a democratic Empire had taken strong

hold of the popular imagination. Hipler and Weigant, two ot the

dearest thinkere of the revolqtion, suggested writing to Charles and
repi-esenting the movement as aimed at two objects dear to his heart,

the reformation of his Church and the subjection of the Princes to

obedience to the Empire. They, nq less than the Engli&, preferred a

popular despotism to feqdal^ anarchy. Even the conservative Swabians

desired the abolition of a number of petty intermediate jurisdictions;

and in more radical distiicts the propos&l vindication of the Emperor's

power was coupled with^the condition that it was to be Vrielded in the

people's interest. The Kaiser, was to be the minister, and his subjects

the sovereign authority.
^

Between this ruler and his people there were to be no intervening

grades of sodety. Equality wa^ an essential condition *of the new otdor

W things^ Nobles like the counts of Hohenlohe and Hennebeig^ who
fswore trough fear the oath imposed by the rebels, were required to

‘dismantle their castles, to live in houses like peasants and bm^hers, to

eat the same food and wear the same dress ; they were even forbidden to
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lide OD horaebadc, because It raised them above their fdlows. Except he.

became as a peasant the noble could not enter the kingdom of brol^tlj^
love. Who, it was asked, made the first noble, and had not a peasant!

five fingers to his hand like a prince P Still more attiuctive than thd
proposed equality of social standing was the suggested equality od
worldly goods; and, though in the latter case the ideal no doubt was'

that of levying up and not of levelling down, it was declared enough
for any nfan to possess two thousand crowns.

It might #rell be inferred, even if it had not been stated by the

peasants themselves, that they derived these ideas from teachers ini

towns ; and it was the co-operation of the town proletariate which made|
the revolt so fofmidable, especially in Franconia and Thuringia. A

1

civic counterpart of Eberlin's peasant Utopia was supplied by a political
^

pamphlet pntitled The Needs of the Germasi Nation^ or The Rrfor^^

motion ^ Frederick III. As in the case of tlie Twelve Articles of

Memmingen, the principle of Christian liberty was to be the basis of the

new organisation ; but it was here applied specifically to the conditions

of the poorer classes in towns. Tolls, dues, and especially indirect taxes

should be abolished ; the capital of individual ^merchants and of

;

companies was to be limited to ten thoysand crowns ; the coinage,

weights, and measures were to be reduced to a uniform standard ; ^e

'

Roman civil and canon law to be abolished, ecclesiastical property to be

confiscated, and clerical paiticipation in secular trades—against which

several Acts of the English Reformation parliament wei'e directed—^to be

prohibited.

Some of these grievances, especially those against the Church, were
j

common to rich and poor alike, but socialistic and communistic ideas

naturally tended to divide every town and city ini > two poilies, and the

struggle resolved itself into one between the commune, representing the

poor, and the Council, representing th^ well-to-do. lliis contest was

fought out in most of the towns in Germany ; and its result determined

the amount of sympathy with which each tindividual town regarded the

peasants' cau^. But nowhere do «the cities appear to have taken an

active part against the revolution, for th^y ^1 felt that the Princes

threatened them as much as they did the peasants. Waldshut and

Memmingen from the first w^e friendly; Zurich rendered active

assistance ; aifd there was a prevalent fear vthat the towns of Switzerland

and SWabia would unite in support of the movement. The strength

diown by the peasants ^ercised a powerful influence over the intra-

mural struggles of commime and Council, and in many of the smaller

towns and cities "the commime gained the upper hand. Such was the

case at Heilbronn, at Kothenburg, where Carlstadt had been active, and at

Wurzburg. At Frankfort the proletariate formed an organisation which

they dedared to be Council, Burgomaster, Pope, and Emperor all rolled

into one; and most of the small cities opened their gates to the peasants,
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either because they fdt unable to stand a sie^ or because the oommuae
was relatively stronger in the {(mailer than in the bigger cities. The
latter were hy no means unaffected by the general ferment, but their

agitations were less directly favourable to the peasants. In several, sudi

as Strassburg, there wero iconoclastic riots; in Catholic cities like

Mainz, Cologne, and Ratisbon the citizens demanded the abolition of

the Councirs financial control, the suppression of indirect taxation, and

; the extirpation of clerical privilege ; in others again their bbject was

f
merely to free themselves from the feudal control of their lords ; while

I in Bamberg and Speier they were willing to admit the lordship of the

I
Bishops, but demanded the secularisation of their property. In one

\ form or another the spirit of rebellion pervaded the irities from Brixen

to Munster and Osnabriick, and from Strassburg to $tralsund and

Dantzig.

The most ext?*eme embodiment of the revolutionary spirit was found

in Thoma^JVIunzer, to whose influence the whole movement has some-

times been ascribed. After his expulsion from Zwickau he fled to

Prague, where he announced his intention of following the example of

Hus. His views, however, resembled more closely those of the extreme

Hussite sect known as l\borites, and their proximity to Bohemia

may explain the reception which the Thuringian cities of Allstedt and

Miihlhausen accorded to Munzeris ideas. At Allstedt his success was

I

great both among the townsfolk and the peasants; here he was established

\
as a preacher and married a wife; here he preached his theocratic

- doctrines, which culminated in the assertion that the godless had no

;

right to live, but should be exterminated by the sword of the elect. He
, also developed communistic views, and maintained that lords who with-

i held from the community the fish in the water, fowl of the air, and

.

produce of the soil were breaking the commandment not to steal

' Property in fact, though it vrcjs left to a more modem communist to

point the epigram, was theft. The Elector Frederick would have

tolerated even this doctrine ; but his brother Duke John and his cousin

Duke George secured in July, 1524, Munzeris expulsion from Allstedt.

He found an asylum in the ^’mperial city of Miihlhausen, where a runaway

monk, Heinrich Pfeiifer, had already raised the small trades against the

^aristocratic Council; but two months fater the Council expelled thm
^both, and in September Mliiiift^r began a missionary tour through south-

western Germany. ‘
*

Its effects were probably much slighter than has usually be^
supposed, for the revolt in Stiihlingen had begun before Munzer statted,

and his extreme views were not adopted anywhere except at Miihlhausen

and in its vicinity. He returned thither about Febmary, 1525, and by
March 17 he and Pfeifier hod overthrown the Council and established a

^ communistic theocracy, an experiment which allured the peasantry of
^ the adjacent , districts into attempts at imitation. Even Erfurt was for
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a tiiaie in the hands of iniurgents, and the Counts of Hcdienstein were

forced to join their ranks. Munzer fftiled, however, to raise the people

of Mansfdd, and there was considerable friction between him and

^eifier, whose objects seem to have been confined to consolidating the

power of the gilds within the walls of MuhJhausen. Munzer's strength

lay in the peasants out8ide,*and, when Philip of Hesse with the Dukes
of Brunswick and Saxony advanced to crush the revolt, he established

his camp at Frankenhausen, some miles from Miihlhausen, while Pfeiffer

remained vdthin the city.

Divisions were also rife in the other insurgent bands; the morej

statesmanlike of the leadera endeavoured to restrain the peasants';

excesses and to se&ire co-operation from other classes, while the extremists, \

either following the bent of their nature or deliberately counting on the \

effects cf terror, had recourse to violent measures. The worst of tlieir
\

deeds was the “ massacre of Weinsberg,*” which took place on April 17,

and for which the ruffian Jacklein Rohrbach was mainly responsible.

In an attempt to join hands with the Swabian peasants, a contingent

of the Franconian army commanded by Metzler attacked Weinsberg, a

town not far from Heilbronn held by Count Ludwig von Helfenstein.

Helfenstein had distinguished himself by his defence of Stuttgart against

Duke Ulrich of Wiirttemberg, and by his rigorous measures against such

rebels as fell into his power. When a handful of peasants appeared

before Weinsberg and demanded admission the Count made a sortie and

cut them all down. This roused their comrades to fury; Weinsberg

was stormed by Rohrbach, and no quarter was given until Metzler

arrived on the scene and stopped the slaughter. He granted Rohrbach,

however, custody of the prisoners, consisting of Helfenstein and seventeen

other knights ; and, against Metzler's orders and without his knowledge,

the Count and his fellow-prisoners were early next morning made to run

the gauntlet of peasants' daggers before the eyes of the Countess, a

natu^ daughter of the Emperor Maximilian.

These bloody reprisals were not typical of the revolt; they were

the work of an extreme section 4ed by a man who was little better

than a criminal, and they were generally repudiated by the other

insurgent bands. The Wiirttemberg peasants under Feuerbacher dis-

claimed all connexion with the ‘‘ Weinsbergers," as the perpetrators of

the massacre came to be called, and tlfe deed hastened, if it did not

cause, a division among the revoIutionary*ranks. Gotz von Berlichingen,

Wendel Hipler, and Meteler, all men of comparative moderation, were

diosen leaden o^ the insurgents from the Odenwald and the surrounding

districts; and they endeavoured on the one hand to introduce more

disdpline among the peasants and on the other to moderate their
|

demands. It was proposed that the Twelve Articles should be reduced

to a declaration that the peasants would be satisfied with the immediate

abolition of serfdom, of the lesser tithes, and of death-dues, and would ^
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concede the performance of other servicee pending a definite settlement

which was to be reached at a Congress at Heilbronn. By these con-

I
cessions and the proposal that temporal Princes should be compeimted

I out of the wealth of the clergy for their loss of feudal dues, Hipler an^l

{ Weigant hoped to conciliate some at least of the Princes ; and it was

probably with this end in view that the m^n attack of the rebels was

directed against the Bishop of Wurzbuig.

A violent opposition to these suggestions was oiFered by the

extremists; their supporters were threatened with death, and Feuerbacher

was deposed from the command of the WUrttemberg contingent. A
like difficulty was experienced in the effort to induce militaiy sub-

ordination. Believers in the equality of men held it as an axiom that

no one was better than another, and they demanded that no military

measures should be taken without the previous consent of < the whole

force. Rohrbach and his friends separated from the main body probably on

account of the selection of Berlichingen as commander and of the moder-

ate proposals of Hipler, and pursued an independent career of useless

pillage. But while this violence disgusted many sympathisers with the

movement, its immediate effect was to terrorise the FVanconian nobles.

Scores of them joined the Kvangclical Brotherhood, and handed over

their ai’tillery and munitions of war. Count William of Henneberg

followed their example, and the Abbots of Hersfcld and Fulda, the

Bishops of Bainbt^rg and S(>eicr, the coadjutor of the Bishop of

Wurzburg, «md Margrave Casimir of Brandenburg were compell^ to

sign the modified Twelve Articles, or to make similar concessions.

Nearly the whole of Franconia was now in the rebels’ hands, and
towards the end of April they began to concentrate on Wurzburg, whose

Bishop was also Duke of Franconia and the most powerful Prince hi the

^circle. The city offered little resistance, and the Bishop fled to his

castle on the neighbouring Frauenberg. This was an almost impregnable

fortress ; and the attempt to capture it locked up the greatest mass of

the peasants’ forces during the crucial month of the revolution. It

might have been taken or induced to smTender but for iiefects in the

organisation of the^ besieging army. There was little subordination to

the leaders or unity in their councils. Some were in favour of offering

terms, but Geyer opposed so lukewarm a measure. The peasants

obtained a fresh accession of stl^ngth by the formal entry of Rothenbuig
into the Evangelical Brotherhood on May 14, but on the following night,

during the absence of their ablest commanders, the besiegers made an
attempt to storm the castle which was repulsed with considerable loss.

Irretrievable disasters were meanwhile overtaking the peasants in

other quarters of Germany* On the day after the failure to storm the

Frauenberg was fought the battle of Fi^kenhausen, which put an end
to the revolt in Thuringia. The dominions of Philip of Hesse had
been less affiseted by the movement than those of his neighbours, matnly
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beeause his government hid been less oppressive; and, though there

were disturbances, bis readiness to makd concessions soon pacified them,

and he was able to come to the assistance of less fortunate Princea

j^Qining forces with the Dukes of Brunswick and Duke John of Saxony,

who succeeded his brother Frederick as Elector of Saxony on May 5,

Philip attacked Munzer at Frankenhausen on the 15th, According to

Melanchthon, whose diatribe against Munzer has been usually accepted

as the chi^ authority for the battle, the prophet guaranteed his followers

immunity from the enemy’s bullets, and they stood still singing hymns
as the Princes’ onslaught commenced. But their inaction seems al^ to

have been due in part at least lo the agitation of some of the insurgents

for surrender. In any case there was scarcely a show of resistance ; a

brirf cannonade demolished the line of waggons which they had, after

the fashion of the Hussites, drawn up for their defence, and a few

minutes later the whole force was in flight. Munzer himself was captured,

and after torture and imprisonment wrote a letter, the genuineness of

which has been doubted, admitting his errors and the justice of his

condemnation to death. Pfeiffer and his party in Miihlhausen were now
helpless, and their appeals to the Franconian insurgents, which fell upon

deaf ears, would in any case have been iina^iling. On the 24th Pfeiffer

escaped from the city, which thereupon surrendered : he was overtaken

near Eisenach, and met his inevitable fate with more courage than

Munzer had shown. A like measure was meted out to the Burgomaster,

Miihlhausen itself was deprived of its privileges as a free imperial city,

€Uid the revolt was easily suppressed at Erfurt and in other lliuringian

districts.

The peasants had been crushed in the North, and they fared as ill in

the Sou^. TVuchsess, after his truce with the ^)onaiiried, the Allgau,

and t&e Lake contingents, had turned in the last week in April against

the Black Forest bands, when he was ordered by the Swabian League to

march to the relief of Wiirttemberg, and so prevent a junction between

the Franconian and Swabian rebels. On May 12 he came upon the

peasants strongly entrenched on marshy ground near Boblingen. By
means of a^ understanding with some of the leading* burghers the gates

of the town were opened, and ^Vuchsess was enabled to plant artiUery

on the castle walls, whence it commanded the peasants’ entrenchments.

Compelled thhs to come out into the opdh, they were cut to pieces by

caval^, though, with a courage which the peasants had not hitherto

displayed, the Wurtterah^rg band prolonged its resistance for nearly

four Imurs, Weinsbeig next fell into Truchsess’ hands and was burned

to the ground, and Ro^bach was slowly roasted to death.

/ Truchsess’ approach spread consternation in the camp at WUr/burg.

I
After the failure to storm the Frauenberg, Gotz von Berlichingen

Ideserted the peasants’ cause, and about a fourth of his men returned to

iheir homes. The remainder were detached from the camp at Wurzburg
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to intercept Truchsess; they met him on Jpne S at EdnigdiQfen and
suffered a defeat almost as disastrous as that at Bdblingen* Truchsess

^ext fell upon Florian Geyer and his ^ Black Band,^ who made a
stubborn defence at Ingolstadt, but were outnumbered and most of them
slain. Geyer escaped for ^e time, but met his death by fair means
or foul shortly afterwards at the hands of Wilhelm von Grumbach.
Truchsess could now march on Wurzburg without fear of molestation

;

the outskirts were reached on June 5, and the leaders of the old city

Council entered into communication with the approachingienemy. They
conceded practically all the reactionary demands, but represented to the

citizens that they had made the best terms they could ; and on June 8
Truchsess and the Princes rode into the city without ojppositiom

The surrender of Wiirzburg carried with it the relief, of the hard-

pressed castle of Frauenberg, and, the neck of the rebellion Jbeing thus

broken, its life in other parts gradually flickered out. Rothenburg was
' captured by Margrave Casiinir on June 28, but Carlstadt and several

Mother revolutionary leaders escaped. Memmingen was taken by stratagem,

^and few of the cities showed any disposition to resist. The movement in

jElsass had been suppressed by Duke Anthony of Lorraine with the help

iof foreign mercenaries before the end of May, and by July the only

districts in which large forces of the peasants remained in arms were the

£lUlgau, Salzburg, and FerdinanePs duchies. Truchsess, having crushed

hhe revolt in hVanconia, I’etumed to complete the work which had been

I

interrupted in Upper Swabia. With the aid of Greorge von Frundsberg,

Iwho had returned from Italy, and by means of treachery in the peasants'

Iranks, he dispersed two of the Allgau bands on July 22, and compelled
' a third to surrender on the banks of the Luibas. A week before Count
Felix von Werdenberg had defeated the Hegau contingent at Hilzingen,
relieved Radolfzell, and beheaded Hans Miiller of Bulgenbach.

In the Aiistrian territories and in Salzburg, however, the revolution

continued active throughout the winter and following spring. Waldshut,
which had risen against Ferdinand’s religious persecution before the out-

break of the Peasants’ War, held out until December 12, 1626. The
revolt in Salzburg 'Was ^ndrrectly encouraged by the jealoysy <>Tigfipg

between its Archbishop and the Dukes of Bavaria, and by a sc^me whidi
Ferdinand entertained of dividing the aichbishop’s lands between the
two Dukes and himself. Tlie^'Arcliduke hod in June, 1626, temporarily
pacifled the Tyrolese peasantry by promising a complete amneAy and
granting some substantial redress of their agrarian, and even of their
ecclesiastical, grievances. But Michael Gaismayr and othere, who aimed
at a political revolution, were not .satisfied, and Gaismayr fled to
Switzerland, where he received promises of support from Francis I and
other enemies of the Habsburgs. Early in 1626 he letumed to the
attack and in May laid siege to Radstadt. At Schladming, some fifteen

miles to the east of Radstadt, the peasants defeated Dietrichsteiii and
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for Bcnne months defied tbt Austrian goverament. Gaismayr inflicted

two reverses upon the foroes sent to :Mieve Radstadt, but was unable

permanently to resist the increasing contingents despatched against hii^

the Swabian League and the Austrian government. In July he was

compelled to raise the siege, and fled to where he was mui^ered in

15S8 by two Spaniards, who*received for their deed the price put by the

government on G^isma
3
rr's head.

The Austrian duchies were one of the few districts in which the revol

resulted in an amelioration of the lot of the peixsants. Margrave Philip

of Baden, whose humanity was recognised on all sides, pursued a similar

policy, and the Landgrave of Hesse also made some concessions. But
as a rule the suppression of the movement was marked by appalling

atrocities. On May Leonard von £ck, the Bavarian chancellor,

reports that Duke Anthony of Lorraine alone had already destroyed

twenty thousand peasants in Elsass ; and for the whole of Germany a

moderate estimate puts the number of victims at a hundred thousand.

The only consideration that restrained the victors appeal's to have been

the fear that, unless they held their hand, they would have no one left to

render them service. “If all the peasants are killed, wrote Margrave

George to his brother Casimir, “where slsall we get other peasants to

make provision for us ? Casimir stood in need of the exhortation ; at

Kitzingeii, near Wurzburg, he put out the eyes of fifty-nine townsfolk

and forbad the rest under severe penalties to offer them medical o,

other assistance. When the massacre of eighteen knights at Weinsbe:

is adduced as proof that the peasants were savages, one may well as!

what stage of civilisation had been reached by German Princes.

The effects of this failure to deal with the peasants’ grievances except

by methods of brutal oppression cannot be estima* '^d with any exactitude;

but its effects were no doubt enduring and dibastrous. The Diet of

Augsburg in 1525 attempted to mitigate the ferocity of the lords

towards their subjects, but the effort did not produce much result, and

to the end of the eighteenth century the German peasantry remained

the most wretched in Europe. Saffdom lingered there longer than in

any other civilised country save Russia, andithe masl^ of the people were

effectively shut out from the spj^ere of political action. The beginnings

of democracy were crushed in the cities; the knights and then the

peasants were beaten down. And only^the territorial power of the

Prinoes pro6ted. The misery of the mass t>f her people must be reckoned

as one of the causes of the national weakness and intellectual sterility

which marked Germany during the latter peurt of the sixteenth century.

The rdigious l^id which she had given to FiUrope passed into other

hands, and the literaiy awakening whichf preceded and accompanied the

Reformation was followed by slumbers at least as profound as those

which had gone before.

The difficulty of assigning reasons for the failure of the revolt itself

ca. Vi.
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is enhanced by that of determining how far it was really a revolutionary

movement and how far reaetionaly. Was ir the last and greatest of the

^edieval peasant revolts, or was it a premature birth of modem
democracy ? It was probably a combination of both. The haiddiips

of the peasants and town '^proletariate were undoubtedly aggravated by

the economic revolution, the substitution bf a world-market for local

markets, the consequent growth of capitalism and of the relative poverty

of the poorest classes ; and, in so far as they saw no remedy except in a

return to the worn-out medieval system, their objects wire reactionary,

and would have failed ultimately, even if they had achieved a temporary

success. On the other hand, the ideas ^hich their leaders developed

during the course of the movement, such as the abolition of serfdom, the

participation of peasants in politics, the universal application of the

principle of election, were undeniably revolutionary and ^premature.

Many of these ideas have been since successfully put into practice, but

in 1626 the classes which formulated them had not acquired the faculties

necessary for the proper exdrcise of political power ; and the movement

was an abortion.

The effect of its suppression upon the religious development of

Germany was none the le^j disastrous. In its religious aspect the

Peasants’ llevolt was an appeal of the poor and oppressed to divine

justice ” against the oppressor. They had eagerly applied to their lords

the biblicd anathemas against the rich, and interpreted the beatitudes

as a promise of redress for the wrongs of the poor. They were naturally

unconvinced by Luther’s declarations that the Gospel only guaranteed a

spiritual and not a temporal emancipation, and that spiritual liberty was

the only kind of freedom to which they had a right. They felt that

such a doctrine might suit Luther and his knightly and bourgeois

supporters, who already enjoyed an excessive temporal franchise, but

that in certain depths of inaterihl misery the cultivation of spiritual and

moral welfare was impossible. It was a counsel of perfection to advise

them to be content with spiritual solace when they complained that they

could not feed their bodies. They d!d not regard poverty as compatible

with the “ divine Jhstid?
” <to which they appealed ; and when their

appeal was met by the slaughter of a hundred thousand of their numbers

tlieir faith in the new Gospel received a fatal blow. Their aspirations,

which had been so vividly expi^sed in the popular literature of t^^e last

five years, were tuimed into dhspair, and they relapsed into a state of
^

mind which was not far removed from matiirialistic atheism. Who
knows, they asked, what God is, or whether there is a,God.^ And tiie

minor questions at issue between Luther and the Pope they viewed with

profound indifference.

Such was the result of the Peasants’ Revolt and of Luther’s inter*

vention. His conduct will always remain a matter of controversy,

because its interpretation depends not so much upon what he said or
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left imsaidi as upon the rispective emphasis to be laid on the varbus

things he said, and on the! meaning hft words were likely to convey to

his readers. His first tract on the subject, written and published in th(
\

early days of the movement, distributed blame with an impartial but i

lavish himd. He could not countenance th^ use of force, but many of
^

the peasants' demands were^ undeniably just, and their revolt was the

;

vengeance of God for the Princes' sins. Both parties could, and no
doubt didf interpret this as a pronouncement in their favour; and,

indeed, stripped of its theology, violence, and rhetoric, the tract was a
sensible and accurate diagnosis of the case. But, although the Princes

may have deserved his strictures, a prudent man who really believed

the revolt to be evil would have refrained from such attacks at that

moment. Luther, however, could not resist the temptation to attribute

the ruin which threatened the Princes to their stiffnecked rejection of

Lutheran dogma ; and his invectives poured oil on the flames of revolt;

Its rapid progress filled him with genuine terror, and it is probably

unjust to ascribe his second tract merely tc/a desire to be found on the

side of the big battalions. It appeared in the middle of May, 1525,

possibly before the news of any great defeat inflicted on the insurgent

bands had reached him, and when it would have required more than

Luther's foresight to predict their speedy collapse.

Yet terror and his proximity to Thuringia, the scene of the most

violent and dangerous form of the revolt, while they may palliate,

cannot excuse Luther's efforts to rival the brutal ferocity of Mlinzer's

doctrines. He must h^ve known that the Princes' victory, if it came at

all, would be bloody enough without his exhortations to kill and slay

the peasants like mod dogs, and without his promise of heaven to those

who fell in the holy work. His sympathy with th*> masses seems to have

been limited to those occasions when he saw in tiicm a useful weapon
to hold over the heads of his enemies. Me once lamented that refractory

servants could no longer be treated like ‘‘ other cattle " as in the days of

the Patriarchs; and he joined with Mejanchthon and Spalatin in

removing the 'scruples of a Saxon noble with regard to the burdens his

tenants hors. " The ass wUl have blows," be sAid, ‘•and the people

be ruled by force " ; and he wa| not free from the upstart's contempt
for the class from which he sprang, Ilis followers echo^ his sentiments

;

Melanchthon thought even serfdom too iftild for stubborn folk like the

Germahs, and maintained that the master's right of punishment and the

;

wrvant's duty of submission should both be unlimited. It was little'

wemder that the organisers of the Lutheran Church afterwards found the

!

peasants deaf to their exhortations, or that Melanchthon was once

constrained to admit^hat the people abhorred himself and his fellow-

divines.

It is almost a commonplace with Lutheran writers to justify Luther's

action on the ground that the Peasants' Revolt was revolutionary,

0. M, B, m CB. VI.
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unlawful, immoral, while the religious moremeat was reforming, lawfiil,

and moral; but the hard and iast line which is thus drawn vanidies

a closer investigation^ The peasants had no constitutional means
wherewith to attain their ends, and there is no reason to suppose that

they would have resorted to force unless force had been prepared to

resist them ; if, as Luther maintained, it Was the Christianas duty to

tolerate worldly ills, it was incumbent on Christian Princes as well as on
Christian peasants ; and if, as he said, the Peasants' Revolt was a punish*

ment divinely ordained for the Princes, what right had cthey to resist ?

Moreover, the Lutherans themselves were only content with constitutional

means so long as they proved successful when they failed Lutherans

also resorted to arms against their lawful Emperor. Nor was there

anything in the peasants' demands more essentially revolutionary than the

repudiation of ^e Pope's authority and the wholesale appropriation of

ecclesiastical property. The distinction between the two movements has

for its basis the fact that the one was successful, the other was not;

while the Peasants' Revolt failed, the Reformation triumphed, and then

discarded its revolutionary guise and assumed the respectable garb of

law and order. ^

Luther in fact saved the Reformation by cutting it adrift from the

failing cause of the peasants and tying it to the chariot wheels of the

triumphant Princes. If he had not been the apostle of revolution, he

lad at least commanded the army in which all the revolutionaries

ought. He had now repudiated his left wing and was forced to depend

•n his right. The movement from 15^1 to 1525,had been national, and

Luther had been its hero ; from the position of national hero he now
sank to be the prophet of a sect, and a sect which depended for existence

upon the support of political powers. Melanchthon admitted that the

decrees of the Lutheran Churcli were merely platonic conclusions without

fthe support of the Princes, and^Luther suddenly abandoned his views on

(the freedom of conscience and the independence of the Church. In 1523

he had proclaimed the duty of obeying God before men ; at the end of

^1524 he was invoking the secular arm against the remnanf of papists at

, Wittenberg; it was to punhh the ungodly, he said, that the. sword had

ibeen placed in the hands of authority, and it was in vain that the

lElector Frederick reminded him of his previous teaching, that men
^should let only the Word figh\; for them. Separated from* the Western

iChurch and alienated from the bulk of the German people, Lu'thann

adivines leant upon territorial Princes, and aepaid their suppcnrt with

^undue servility; even Henry VIII extorted from his bishops no more
degrading compliance than ^e condoning by Melanchtlion and others of

Philip of Hesse's bigamy. Melanchthon came to^gard the commands
of princes as the ordinances of God, while Luther looked upon them as

Bishops of the Churdh, and has been classed by Treitscbke with

Machiavelli as a diampion of the indefeasible rights of the State*
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Erastos, like most politick pluIosopheni» onlj reduced to thecny what

had long been the practicl of Prinoeft

This allianoe ci Lutheran State and Lutheran Churdi was based og

piutual interest. Some of the peasant leaders had offered the Prinoesf

compmisation fm: the loss of their feudal due# out of the revenues of the!

Chir^ Tbe Lutherans offtred them both , they favoured the retci^ioni

of feudal dues and the confiscation of ecclesiastical property ; and thel

latter oouTd only be satisfactorily effected through l^e intervention o£

the territorial principle, for neither religious party would have tolerated!

the acquisition by ^e Emperor of the ecclesiastical territories withini

the Empire. Apart from the alleged evils ifaherent in the wealth of^

the clergy, seculahsation of Church property was recommended on the^

ground that .many of the duties att^hed to it had already passed to'

some exteujt under State or municipal supervision, such as the regulation^

of poor relief and of education ; and the history of the fifteenth century ']

had shown that the defence of Christendom depended solely upon the

exertions of individual States, and that thc« Church could no longer, as i

in the days of the Crusades, excite any independent enthusiasm against i

the infidel. It was on the plea of the necessities of this defence that:;

Cathofic as well as Lutheran princes smade large demands upon

ecclesiastical revenues. With the diminution of clerical goods went a<

decline in the independence of the clergy and a corresponding increase
^

in th^ authority of territorial Princes ; and it was by the prospect of i

reducing his Bishops and priests to subjection that sovereigns like»^

Margrave Casimir of Brandenburg were induced to adopt the Lutheran

cause.

The Lutherans had need of every recruit, for the reaction which

crushed the peasants threatened to involve thorn in a similar ruin.

Duke "Anthony of Lorraine regarded the suppression of the revolt in the

light of a crusade against Luther, and*many a Gospel preacher was

summarily executed on a charge of sedition for which there was slender

ground. Catholic Princes felt that they would never be secure against a

recurrence of Rebellion until they had extirpated the root of the evil

;

and the enjbers of social strife were scaredy stamped out when they

began to discuss schemes for ^extinguishing heresy. In July, 15S5,

Duke George of Saxony, who may have ente^ined hopes of seizing his

cousin's electofate, the Electors Joachim of*Brandenburg and Albrecht of

Mainz,* Duke Henry of Brunswick-Wolfenbiittel, and other Catholic

Princes met at Desmu ta consider a Catholic League, and Henry of

Brunswick was sent to Charles to obtain the imperial support. The
danger produced a like combination of Lutherans, and in October, 1525,

Philip of Hesse proposed a defensive alliance between himself and Elector

Jdhn at Torgau; it was completed at Gotha in the following March, and
at Magdeburg it was joined by that dty, the Brunswick-Liineburg Dukes,

Otto, Ernest, and Francis, Duke Philip of Brunswick-Grubenhagen,

cn. VI.
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l>uke Heniy of Mecklenburg, Prince Wolfg^j^ of Anhalt-Kdthen^ and

Counts Gebhard and Albrecht ofMansfeld. [

^
This league was the work of Philip df Hesse, the statesman to wliom

^he Reformation in Germany laigely owed its success; his genuin^

, adoption of its doctrines hiftl little effect on his personal morality, yet he

riskfd his all in the cause and devoted to it kbilities of a very high order.

But for his slender means and narrow domains he might have played a

great part in history ; as it was, his courage, fertility of resource, wide

outlook, and independence of formulas enabled him to evert a powerful

influence on the fortunes of his creed and his country. He already

meditated a scheme, which he afterwards carried into effect, of restoring

Duke Ulrich of Wiirttemberg ; and the skill with wKich he played on
Bavarian jealousy of the Habsburgs more than once saved the Reformers

from a Catholic combination. He wished to include in the Jeague the

\ half-Zwinglian cities of South Germany, and although his far-readiing

scheme for a union between Zwinglian Switzerland and Lutheran

Germany was baulked by i.uther’^s obstinacy and Zwingli’s defeat at

Kappel, he looked as early as 1526 for help to the Northern Powers

which eventually saved the Reformation in the course of the Thirty

Years' War. c

Meanwhile a Diet summoned to meet at Augsburg in December, 1525,

was scantily attended and proved abortive. Another met at Speier in

the following June, and its conduct induced a Reformer to describe} it as

the boldest and freest Diet tliat ever assembled. The old complaints

against Rome were revived, and the recent revolt was attributed to

clerical abuses. A committee of Princes reported in favour of the

marriage of priests, communion in both kinds, the abolition of private

masses, a reduction m the number of fasts, the joint use of Latin and
German in baptismal services and in the celebration of the Eucharist,

and the interpretation of Scripture by Scripture. To prevent the

adoption of these resolutions Ferdinand produced instructions from the

Emperor, dated the 23rd of March, 1526, in which he forbade innovations,

r promised to discuss the question of a General Council ilrith the Pope,

and demanded the exocution of the Edict of Worms. ,The cities,

however, again declared the last to be iiypracticable, and called attention

f to the fact that, whereas at the date of Charles' letter he had been A
' peace with the Pope, they wete now at open enmity. They dedined to

"believe that the Emperor's intentions remained the same undef these

altered conditions ; and they proposed sending a deputation to Spain to

demand the suspension of ^e Edict of Worms, and the immediate

convocation of a General or at least a National Council. Meanwhile the

\ Princes suggested that os regarded matters-of faith each Prince diould so

I conduct himself as he could answer for his behaviour to God and to the
^ Emperor ; and this proposal was adopted, was promulgated in the DiePs
^ Recess, and thus be^me the law of the Empire. Both the Eipperor and
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ths natioiial govenuneut laeetned to have abdicated their control over i

ecdietia^cal policy in^avo^ of the territorial Princes ; and the separatist \

prmcipl^ which had long dominated secular politics, appeared to have

l^ally e^blished itself within the domain of religion.
*

* The Diet had presumed too much upon Charles' hostility to the

Pope, but there were grounds for this assumption. Although Us letter

arrived too late to affect the Diet's decision, the Emperor had actually

written oA July S7, suggesting the abolition of the penal clauses in the

Edict of Wcgrms, and the submission of evangelical doctrines to the

consideration of a General Council. But this change of attitude was
entirely due to the momentary exigencies ^of his foreign relations.

Clement VII waal^hand in glove with the League of Cognac, formed to

wrest from Charles the fruits of Pavia. The Emperor, threatened with

excommunication, replied by remarking that Luther might be made a man
of importance ; while Charles' lieutenant, Moncada, captured the castle

of St Angelo, and told the Pope that God himself could not withstand

the victorious imperial arms. Other Spaniards were urging Charles to

abolish the temporal power of the Papacy, as the root of all the Italian

wars ; and he hoped to find in the Lutherans a weapon against the Pope,

a hope which was signally fulfilled when f^undsberg led eleven thousand

troops, four thousand of whom served without pay, to the sack of Rome.
Moreover Ferdinand was in no position to coerce the Lutheran

princes. The peasant revolts in his Austrian duchies were not yet

subdued, and he was toying with the idea of an extensive secularisation of

ecclesiastical property. He had seized the bishopric of Brixen, meditated

a partition of Salzburg, and told his Estates at Innsbruck that the

common people objected altogether to the exercise of clerical jurisdiction

in temporal concerns. And before long considerations of the utmost

impoftance for the future of his House and of Euxope further diverted

his energies from the prosecution of either religious or political objects

in Germany; for 15^ was the birth-year of the Austro-Hungarian

State which now holds in its straining bond all that remains of Habsburg
power.

•
• • •

Tbe ruin which overtook the kingdom of Hungary at Mohdes
(August 80, 15S6) has been ascribed to various causes. The simplest

is that Hungary, and no other State, bariied the path of the Turks, and

felt tbe full force of their onslaught at a time when the Ottoman Power

was in the first flush of its^vigour, and was wielded by perhaps the greatest

of Sultans. Hungary, though divided, was at least as united as Germany
or Italy ; it was to some extent isolated from the rest of Europe, but it

effected no such breach with W'estem Christendom as Bohemia had done

in the Hussite wars, and Bohemia escaped the heel of the Turk. The
foreigu policy of Hungary was ill-direct^ and inconsequent ; but if the

inaairiage of its King with the Emperor's sister and that of its Princess

oa. vx.
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with his brother could not protect it^ the ^s^ving of dipldmetic webs

would not have impeded the Turkish advai[ce. 'No Hungarian wiaard

could have revived Crusades; and Hungary fdl a victim not so imich

to faults of her own, as to the misfortune of her geographical position,

and to the absorption of Christian Europe in its internecine wax&xe.

But Hungaiy's necessity was the Habsburgs' opportunity. For at

least a century that ambitious race had dreamt of the union of Austria,

Bohemia, and Hungary under its sway. Under Albrecht H and his son

Wladislav the dream enjoyed a twenty years^ realisatiini (1487-57);

but after the latter^s death Bohemia found a national King in Podiehrad

and Hungary in Corvinus. On the extinction of these two lines the

realms were again united, but not under Austrian ru^e; and for more

than a generation two Polish princes of the House of Jagello successively

sat on the Cech and Magyar thrones. The Emperor A|aximilian,

however, never ceased to grasp at the chance which his feeble father had

missed ; and before his death two of his grandchildren were betrothed to

Louis II and his sister Annii, while the Austrian succession, in default of

issue to Louis, was secured by solemn engagements on the part of both

the kingdoms.

The death of Louis at jMohics hastened the crucial hour. Both
kingdoms prided themselves on their independence and right to elect

their monarchs, and in both there was national antagonism to German
encroachment. In Hungary, where the Reformation had made some

slight progress, the Catholic national party was led by John Zapolya,

who h^ earned a reputation by his cruel suppression of a Hungarian
^

peasant revolt in 1514, and had eagerly sought the hand of the Princess

Anna. His object throughout had been the throne, and the marriage

of Anna to Ferdinand enraged him to such an extent that he stood idly

by while the Turk triumphed over his country at Mohics. He ^ould

rather be King by the grace of) Solyman than see Hungary free under

Ferdinand. The nobles'* hatred of German mle came to l&polya's aid,
^

and on November 10, 1536, disregarding alike Ferdinand's daiins through

his wife and their previous treaty-engagements, they chose Zapolyal[

King at Stuhlweissfnbuig, ^d crowned him the following day.

Had Ferdinand had only one rival to fear in Bohemia the result might
have been similar, but a multitude of candidates divided the opposition.

Sigismund of Poland^ Joachim of Brandenburg, Albrecht of Prussia,

three Saxon Princes, and two Bavarian Dukes, aU thought of entering the

lists, but Ferdinand's most serious competito];s were his Wittdsbach
rivals, who had long intrigued for the Bohemian throne. But if the

r Cechs were to elect a German King, a Wittelsbach posses^ no advantages

: over a Habsburg, and Ferdinand carried the day at Prague on October 88^
1536. The theory that he owed his success to a Catlmlicism which was
moderate compared with that of the Bavarian Dukes ignores the Catludio

reaction which had followed the Hussite movement; and the Articles
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fobmited to Ferdinand by his future subjects expressly demanded Ihe

pindiibitioii oi clerical majjrriages, thes maintenance of faats, and the

vieii|tation of Saints. Of course, like his predecessors, he had to sign

the compaekda extorted by the Bohemians the Council of Basel and
Itill unconfirmed by the Pope, but this was nc^ great concession to here^,)^

and Ferdinand showed mu^ firmness in refusing stipulations which $

would have weakened his royal authority. In spite of the hopes which;

his adversivies built on this attitude he was crowned with acclamation!

at Prague oi^ February 15S7, the anniversary of Pavia and of

Charles V's birth.

He then turned his attention to Hungaiy; his widowed sister's

exertions had lilted in an assemblage of nobles which elected

’Ferdinand King at Pressburg on December 17, 1526; and the efforts

^f Francis I and the Pope, of England and Venice, to strengthen

Zapolya's party proved vain. During the following summer Ferdinand

was recognised as King by another Diet at Buda, defeated Zapolya at

Tokay, and on November 3 was crowned at ^tuhlweissenburg, the scene
'

of his riv|fl'8 election iu the previous year. This rapid success led him

i
to indulge in dreams which later Habsburgs succeeded in fulfilling.

Besides the prospect of election as King of the Bomans, he hoped to

secure the duchy of Milan and to regain mr Hungary its lost province

of Bosnia. Ferdinand might almost be thought to have foreseen the

future importance of the events of 1526-7, and the part which his

conglomerate kingdom was to play in the history of Europe.

These diversions of Ferdinand, and the absorption of Charles V in his

wars in Italy and with England and France, afforded the Lutherans an

opportunity of turning the Recess of Speier to an account which the

Habsburgs and the Catholic Princes had certainly n .ver contemplated. In

their anxiety to uli^cever a constitutional^and legal plea which should re-

move from the Reformation the reproach of being a revolution, Lutheran

historians have attempted to differentiate this Recess from other laws of

the Empire, and to regard it rather as a treaty between two independent

Powers, which neither could break without t];ie 9ther'; consent, than as a

law which might be repealed by a simple majority of the Estates. It was

represented as a fundamental part of the constitution beyond the reach

of ojdinary constitutional weapons ; and the neglect of the Emperor and

the Catiiolic majority to adopt this view ia urged as a legal justification

of that fin^ resort to arms, on the successful issue of which the existence

of Protestantism within t£e Empire was really based.

It is safe to affirm that no such idea had occurred to the majority of

the Diet which passed the Recess. The Emperor and the Catholic
|

Ftmoes had admitted the inexpediency and impracticability of reducing

Germany at that juncture to religious conformity; but they had by no

means fomwom an attempt in the future when circumstances might
]
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:
prSve more propitious. Low as the central authority had &Uen before

)
the onslaughts of territorial sepaiatists^ it wm not yet prepared to admit

/ that the question of the nation's religion had for ever escaped its oontroL

; Uut for the moment it was compelled to look on while individual Princes
^ organised Churches at wilU and the majority had to content themselveb

with replying to Lutheran expulsion of Catiiolic doctrine by enforcing

it still more rigorously in their several spheres of influence.

The right to make ecclesiastical ordinances, which the l^pire had
exercised at Worms in 1521 and at Niimberg in 1523 an4. 1524, but had
temporarily abandoned at Speier, was not restored to the Church, but

pass^ to the territorial Princes, in whose hostility to clerical privileges

and property Luther found his most efiective support. Hence the

democratic form of Church government, which had been elaborated by

Franfois Lambert and adopted by a synod summoned to Homberg by

Philip of Hesse in October, 1526, failed to take root in Germany It was

based on the theory that eveiy Christian participates in the priesthood,

that the Church consists qnly of the faithful, and that each religious

community should have complete independence and full jmwers of

i
ecclesiastical discipline. It weis on similar lines that “ Free ’^Churches

were subsequently developed in Scotland, England, France, and America.

But such ideas were alien to the absolute monarchic principle with

which Luther had cast in his lot, and the German Reformers, like

the Anglican, preferred a Church in which the sovereign and not the "

congregation was the summus episcopus. In his hands were vested the

powers of punishment for religious opinion, and in Germany as in

, England religious persecutions were organised by the State. It was*

! perhaps as well that the State and not the Lutheran Church exercised

: coercive functions, for the rigour applied by Lutheran Princes to dissi-

' dent Catholics fell short of Luther’s terrible imprecations, and of the

cruelties inflicted on heretics in orthodox territories.

The breach between the Lutheran Church and the Church of Rome
was, with regard to both ritual and doctrine, slight compared with that

efiected by Zwingli or Calvin. Latin Christianity was the groundwork

of the Lutheran Churcl^, and its divines sought only to repair the old

foundation and not to lay down a new. Luther would tolerate no

figurative interpretation of the words bf institution of the Eucharist,

and he stoutly mainfmned the doctrine of a real presence, in his own
sense. With the exception o{ the abominable canon," which implied a

sacrifice, the Catholic Mass was retained in the Lutheran Service ; and

on this question every attempt at imion with &e Reformed" Churches

broke down. The changes introduced during the ecclesiastical visitations

of Lutheran Germany in 1526-7 were -at least as much concessions to

secular dislike of clerical privilege as to religious antipathy to Catholic

doctrine. The abolition of episcopal jurii^ction increased tilie in-

dependence of parish priests, but it ^ihanced even more the princely
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authority. The coufisoatiou of mouastic property eoiidied parieh

dhurdbes and schoola, and m Heese faeilitat^ the foundation of the

University of Marburg, but^t also swelled the State exchequer; and the

maffriage of priests tended to destroy their privileges as a caste andT

di^rge them in the mass of their feUow-citisens.

\It was not these questions of ecdesiastical government or ritual

which evoked enthusiasm for the Lutheran cause. Its strength lay in its

appeal to the conscience, in its emancipation of the individual from the

restrictions of
^
an ancient but somewhat oppressive "^system, in its

declaration that the means of salvation were open to all, and tliat neither

priest nor Pope could take, them away; that individual faith was
sufficient and the^hole apparatus of clerical mediation cumbrous and
nugatory. The absolute, immediate dependence on God, on which

Luther insisted so strongly, excluded dependence on man; and the

individualistic egotism and quickening conscience of the age were alike

exalted by the sense of a new-born spiritual liberty. To this moral

elation Luther's hymns contributed as muc^ as his translation of the

New Testpnent, and his musical ear made them national songs. The
first collection was published in 15^4, and Luther's Ein fesU Burg isi

timer Goit^ ivritten in 1527, has been ^escribed by Heine as the

Mara^BoMe of the Reformation ; it was equally popular as a song of

triumph in the hour of victory and as a solace in persecution. Luther was

still at work on his translation of the Bible, and his third great literary

contribution to the edification of the Lutheran Church was liis CatecJ^iam,

which appeared iu a longer and a shoiier form (1529), and in the latter

became the norm for German Churches. The way for it had been

prepared by two of Luther's disciples, Johann Agricola and Justus

Jonas ; and other colleagues in the organisation of the Lutheran Church

were Amsdorf, Luther's Elisha, Melanchthon, whos« theological learning,

intellectual acuteness, and forbearance toi^^uds the Catholics, were marred

by a lack of moral strength, and Bugenhagen. The practical genius of

the last-named reformer was responsible for the evangelisation of the

greater part of North Germany, which, with the exception of the

triritories of the Elector of Brandenburg, of I)uke peorge of Saxony,

and of Duke Henry of Brunswick-Wolfenbuttel, 'had by 1529 broken

away from the Catholic Church.

But the respite afforded by the Diet #of Speier, invaluable though

it proved, was not of long duration, an(^ the Lutheran Princes were

soon threatened with attacks from their fellow-Princes and from the

Emperor himself. A meeting between Elector Joachim of Brandenburg, .

Duke George of ^Saxony, and the Archduke Ferdinand, now King of

Hungary and Bohemia, at Breslau in May, 1527, gave rise to rumours of

a Catholic conspiracy ; and these suspicions, to which the Landgrave's
^

hasty temperament led him to attach too ready a credence, were turned

to account by one Otto von Pack, who had acted as Vice-Chancellor of

GH. vi.
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Duke George of Saxony. Pack foiged a document purporting to be an

authentic copy of an offensive league betwe^ Ferdinand, the IQectors of

Mainz and Brandenburg, Duke Greoige of Suony, the Dukes of Bavaria,

'and the Bishops of Sidzbuig, Wurzburg, and Bambeig, the object cff

which was first to drive Zapolya from Hungary, and then to make war

on the Elector of Saxony tidess he surrendered Luther For this

information the Landgrave paid Pack four thousand crowns, and
despatched him to Hungary to warn Zapolya and to concert measures

of defence. Another envoy was sent to Francis I ; and- at Weimar in

March, 1528, Philip concluded a treaty with the Elector of Saxony in

which they agreed to anticipate the attack. The Landgrave at once

began to mobilise his forces, but Luther persuaded the Elector to halt.

All the parties concerned denied the alleged conspiracy, and eventually

Philip himself admitted that he had h^n deceived. lUogically, however,

^ he demanded that the Bishops should pay the cost of his mobilisation

;

and 08 they had no force wherewith to resist, they were compelled to find

a hundred thousand crowns between them.

The violence of this proceeding naturally embittered the Catholics,

and Philip was charged with having concocted the whole plot and

instigated Pack's forgeries. . These accusations have been satisfactorily

disproved, but the Landgrave's conduct must be held partially re-

isponsible for the increased persecution of Lutherans which followed in

1528, and for the hostile attitude of the Diet of Speier in 1529. The
Catholic States began to organise visitations for the extirpation of

heresy ; in Austria printers and vendors of heretical books were con-

demned to be drowned as poisoners of the minds of the people. In

I
Bavaria in 1528 thirty-eight persons were burnt dr drowned, and the

victims included men of distinction such as Leonhard Kilser, Heuglin,

Adolf Clarenbach, and Peter Flysteden, while the historian Av&tinus
suffered prolonged imprisonment. In Brandenburg the most illustrious

victim was the Elector's wife, the Danish Princess Elizabeth, who only

escaped death or lifelong incarceration by flight to her cousin, the

Elector of Saxony, *

Meanwhile the^ Emperpr's attitude grew ever more menacing, for a
fresh revolution had reversed the imperial policy. The idea of playing

off Luther against the Pope had probably never been serious, and the

protests in Spain against diaries' treatment of Clemeift would alone

have convinced him of the (dangers of such an adventure. Between

^ 1527 and 1529 he gradually reached the conclusion that a Pope was

indispensable. Immediately after the Sack of Rome one of his agents

had warned him of the danger lest England and Fran^ should esti^lish

\ patriardhates of their own ; and a Pope of the universal Church under

the control of Charles as master of Italy was too useful an instrament to

be lightly abandoned, if for no other reason than that an insular Pope
in England would grant the divorce of Henry VIII from Cathaiim of
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Aittgon. The Ekonperor also wanted Catholic help to restore his brother-^/

in-law^ Christian II of Denmark, dqK>8ed by his Lutheran subjects ; he|

desired papal recognition foV Ferd^nd's new kingdoms; and his own
imperial authority in Germany could not have survived the secularisatiorl^

cf the ecclesiastic^ electorates Empire and Papacy, said Zwingli, both!

emanated from Eome ; neither could stand if the other fell. At the

same time the issue of the war in Italy in 16S8-9 convinced Clement
that he could not stand without Charles, and paved the way for the

mutual understynding which was sealed by the Treaty of Barcelona

(June 1539). It wal almost a family compact ;"^the Pope's nephew
was to marry tiie Emperor's illegitimate daughter, the Medici tyranny

was to be re-established in Florence, the divorce of Catharine to be

refused, the papal countenance to be withdrawn from Zapolya, and
Emperor and Pope were to unite against Turks and heretics. The
Treaty of Aambray (August 3) soon afterwards released Charles from

his war with France and left him free for a while to turn his attention

to Germany. «

The growing intimacy between the Emperor and Pope had already

smoothed the path of reaction, and reinforced the antagonism of the

Catholic majority to the Lutheran princes.^ In 1528 Charles sent the

Provost of Waldkirch to Germany to strengthen the Catholic cause;

Duke Henry of Mecklenburg returned to the Catholic fold ; the waver-

ing Elector Palatine f<)rbade his subjects to attend the preaching of

Lutherans ; and at the Qiet of Speier, which met on February 31, 1639,
^

the Evangelicals found themselves a divided and hopeless minority

opposed to a determined and solid majority of Catholics. Only three

of their lliumber were chosen to sit on the committee appointed to

discuss the religious question. Charles had sent in.^tructions denouncing
,

the Rdbess of 1536 and practically dictating the terms of a new one.

The Catholics were not prepared to adi^it this reduction of the Diet

to the status of a machine for registering imperial rescripts ; but their

modifications were intended rather to show their independence than to

alter the purport of Charles' proposals, and' their resolutions amounted ^

to this: there was to be complete toleration^ £09 Cat];iiolics in Lutheran

States, but *no toleration for Lutherans in Catholic States, and no
toleration anywhere for Zwinglians and Anabaptists; the Lutherans

were to make no further innovations in their own dominions, and clerical

jurisdictions and property were to be inviolate.

The differentiation between Lutherans and Zwinglians was a skilful

attempt to drive i wedge TOtween the two sections of the anti-Catholic*

party)--*^ attempt which Melanchthon's pusillanimity nearly brought to

a successful issue. The Zwinglian party included the principal towns of

south Germany ; but Melanchthon was ready to abandon them as the

price of peace for the Lutheran Church. Philip of Hesse, however, had

none of the theological narrowness which characterised Luther and

CH. VI.
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Mduichthon, and, in a Im degiM, eran Zwingli ; he waa not ao bHnd

as the divines to th^ political necessities of the situation, and he managed

to avert a breach for the time ; it was duetto him that Strassburg and

^m, Numberg and Memmingen, and other towns added their we^ht to

the protest against the decree of the Diet. Jacob Sturm of Strassburg

and Tetzel of Numberg were, indeed, the most zealous champions of the

Recess of 1626 during the debates of the Diet ; but their arguments and

the mediation of mc^erate Catholics remained without effect upon the

majority. The complaint of the Lutherans that the proposed Recess

would tie their hands and open the door to CJIholic reaction naturally

made no impression, for such was precisely its object. The Catholics

saw that their opportunity had come, and they were determined to take

at its flood the tide of reaction. The plea that the unanimous decision

of 1526 could not be repealed by one party, though plausible enough as

logic and in harmony with the particularism of the time, rested upon

the unconstitutional assumption that the parties were independent of the

Empire's authority ; and H was not reasonable to expect any Diet to

countenance so suicidal a theory.

A revolution is necessarily weak in its legal aspect, and must depend

on its moral strength ; and to revolution the Lutheran Princes in spite of

themselves were now brought. They were driven back on to ground on

. which any revolution may be based; and a secret understanding to

, withstand every attack made on them on account of God's Word, whether

it proceeded from the Swabian League or the national government, was

adopted by Electoial Saxony, Hesse, Strassburg, Ulm, and Numberg.

We fear &e Emperor's ban, wrote one of the party, but we fear still

i

more God’s curse ; and God, they proclaimed, must be obe]^ before

j man. This was an appeal to God and to conscience which transcended

/ legal considerations. It was the very essence of the Reformation,

;
though it was often denied by Reformers themselves; and it explains

? the fact that from the Protest, in which the Lutherans embodied this

/principle, is derived the name which, for want of a better temi, is loosely

^ applied to all the Churches which renounced the obedience of Rome.

A formal Protf»st against the impending Recess of the Diet had been

discussed at Numberg in March, and adopted at Speier in April. When,
on tbe 19th, Ferdinand and the other imperial commissioners refused all

concessions and conflrmed the Acts of the Diet, the Protest was publidy

#ead. The Protestants affirmed that the Diet's decree was not ^binding

on them because they were not consenting parties; the^ proclaimed their

intention to abide by the Recess of 1526, and so to fulfil their religious

duties as they could answer for it to God and th^ Emperor, They
demanded that their Protest should be incorporated in the Recess, and
on Ferdinand's refusal, they published a few days later an appeal from
the Diet to the Emperor, to tlie next General Council of Christendom,

or to a congress of the German nation. The Princes who signed
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the Protest were the Elector John of Saxony, Margrave GeoigS^ of!

Brandenburg, Dukes Ernest and Frftncis of Br^wick-Liineburg,
|

Landgrave l4iilip of Hesse,Wd Piinoe Wolfgang of Anhalt; and the^|

fourteen cities which adhered to it were
.
Straasburg, Ulm, Niimberg,

|

Cfonstance, Lindau, Memmingen, Kempteni^ Nor^ingen, Heilbronn, ^

Beutlingen, Isny, St Gollen,'Weissenburg, and Windsheim, Of sUch
|

slender dimensions was the original Protestant Church ; small as it was, )

it was onl/ held together by the negative character of its Protest;

dissensions between its two sections increased the conflict of creeds and
parties which rent the whole of Germany for the following twenty-five

years.

OB* fl.
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CHAPTER VII.
*»

THE CONFLICT OF CREEDS AND PARTIES IN

GERMANY.

The threats of the victorious Catholic majority at Speicr and the

diplomacy of Philip of Hesse had, despite the forebodings of Luther

and the imprecations of Melanchthon, produced a temporary alliance

between the Lutheran north and the Zwinglian south ; and the summer
and autumn of 1629 were spent in attempts to make the union perma-

nent and to cement it by hieans of religious agreement. In the secret

understanding concluded between Electoral S^ony, Hesse, Niimberg,

Ulm, and Strassburg at Speier on April 22, it was arranged that a con-

ference should be held at Rodach, near Coburg, in the following June.

But this coalition between Lutheran Princes and Zwinglian towns had

been concealed from the divines, and as soon as it came to their ears

they raised a vehement protest. Melanchthon lamented that his firiends

had not made even greater concessions at Speier; if^they had only

repudiated Zwingli and all his works, the Catholics, he thought,, might

not have hardened their hearts against Luther ; and he did his best to

dissuade his friends in Niimberg from participating in the coming con-

gress at Rodach. Luther not only denounced the idea of defending by
force what Melanchthon described as the godless opinions ** of Zwingli,

but denied the right of Lutherans to defend themselves. Resort to arms

he considered botU wicked '^and needless; ^^Be ye still,^ he quoted from

Isaiah, *^and ye shall be holpen^; and, while the conference at Rodach
succumbed to his opposition, ^a vast army of Turks was sv(^rming up the

lianks of the Danube and directing its march on Vienna, flyman
iirandished the sword which*Luther refused to grasp.

Hungary had failed to resist the Turks by herself ; but the Austrian

shield, under which she took shelter, afforded no better protection, and
Ferdinand only escaped the fate of Louis II because he kept out of the

way. Absorb^ in the Lutheran conflict, he made no attempt to secure

his conquests of 1527 ; and, when the Turkish invasion began, Zapolya

descended from his stronghold in the Carpathians, defeated a handful of

Ferdinand's friends, and surrendered the crown of St Stephen on the
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toene of Mohte to the SultaiL Unresisted, the Turkish forces swept

over the plains of Hungai7. crossed th# imperial frontier, and on Sep*

tember 20 planted their standards before the walls of Vienna. But over^

these the Crescent was never destined to wave, and the brilliant defence

of Vienna in 1629 stopped the first, as a still more famous defence a

hundred and fifty years lat^ foiled the last, Turkish onslaught on

Germany. The valour of the citizens, the excellence of the artillery,

with whidi*the late Emperor Maximilian had furnished the city, and*^

the early rigoun of winter supplied the defects of the Habsburg power,

and on October 16 Solyman raised the siege. Ferdinand failed to make:

adequate use of the SultanV retreat; lack of pay caused a mutiny!

of landsJcnechie \ and though Gran fell into his hands be could noU
recapture Buda, and the greater part of Hungary remained under the

nominal rula of Zapolya, but real control of the Turk.

The relief of Vienna was received with mingled feelings in Germany.

Luther, who had once denied the duty of Christians to fight the infidel

as involving resistance to God's ordinance, had been induced to recant

by the imminence of danger and the pressure of popular feeling. In

1529 he exhorted his countiymen to withstand the Turk in language as

vigorquis as that in which he had urged thenrsto crush the peasants ; and
the retreat of the Ottoman was generally hailed as a national deliverance.

But the joy was not universal, even in Germany. Secular and religious

foes of ibe Habsburgs had offered their aid to Zapolya; while Philip

of Hesse lamented the Turkish failure and hoped for another attack.

The Turk was in fact the ally of the Reformation, which might have

been crushed without his assistance; and to a clear-sighted statesman

like Philip no other issue than ruin seemed possible from the mutual
enmity of the two Protestant Churches.

The abortive result of the meeting at Rodach in June and the aban-

donment of the adjourned congress at SchVabach in August only stirred

the Landgrave to fresh efforts in the cause of Protestant union. On
the last day in September he assembled the leading divines of the two
communions at*his castle of Marburg with a view to smoothing over

the religious, dissensions which had proved ftitaf to their politi^ co-

operation. The conference was not likely to fail for want of eminent
disputantSb The two heresit^hs themselves, Luther and Zwingli, were

present, and thSr two chief supporters, Melanchthon and Oecolampadius.
The Zw&glian cities of Germany were represented by Bucer and Hedio
of Strassburg; the Lutherans by Justus Jonas and Caspar Cnicigcr

from Wittenberg, Myconius from Gotha, Brenz from Hall, Osiander

from Numbeig, an^ Stephen Agricola from Augsburg. But they came
in different frames of mind; Luther prophesied failure from the first,

and it was with the greatest difficulty that Melanchthon could be

induced even to discuss accommodation with such impious doctrines

as Zwingli's. On the other hand the Zurich Reformer started with
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sanguine hopes and with a predisposition to make every possible con^

cession, in o^er to pave the Way for the religious and political objects

;
which he and the Landgrave cherished. Btit these objects were viewed

with dislike and suspicion by the Lutiieran delegates. Public con*

troversy between Luther und Zwingli had already waxed fierce. Zwingli

had first crossed Luther's mental horizoii as ^e ally of Carlstadt, a
. sinister conjunction the effects of which were not allayed by ZwingU's

later developments. The Swiss Reformer was a combinacion of the

humanist, the theologian, and the radical; while Luther was a pure

theologian. Zwingli's dogmas were softened alike by his classical

sympathies and by his' contact with practical government. Thus he

would not deny tlie hope of salvation to moral teasers like Socrates

;

while Luther thought that the extension of the benefits of the Gospel to

the heathen, who had never been taught it, deprived it of all its efficacy.

The same broad humanity led Zwingli to limit the damning effects of

original sin ; he shrank from consigning the vast mass of mankind to

eternal perdition, believed «that God's grace might possibly work through

more channels than the one selected by Luther, and was inclined to

circumscribe that diabolic agency which played so laige a part in

Luther's theological systenn, and personal experience. ^
Zwingli was in fact the most modem in mind of all the Reformers,

while Luther was the most medieval. Luther’s conception of truth

was theological, and not scientific; to him it was something simple and

absolute, not complex and relative. A man either had or had not the

Spirit of God ; there was nothing between heaven and hell. One or the

other of us, he wrote with regard to Zwingli, must be the devil's minister;

and the idea that both parties might have perceived some different aspect

of truth was beyond his comprehension. This dilemma was his favourite

dialectical device ; it reduced argument to anathema and exclud&l from

the first all chance of agreement. He applied it to political as well as

religious discussions, and his inability to grasp the conception of com*

promise determined his views on the question of non-resistance. If we
resist the Emperor, he said, we must expel him and b^ome Emperor
ourselves ; then the Empeeror will resist, and there will be no end until

one party is crushed. Tolerance was not in his nature, and concession in

Church or in State was to him evidence of indifference or weakness.

Truth and falsehood, right sSid wrong, were both absolute. The Papacy

^

embodied abuses, therefore the Pope was Antichrist ; Caesar's authority

was i^ecognised by Christ, therefore all resistance was sin.

Between Luther's political doctrines and those of Zwingli there was

^ much antipathy as between their theology. Appro*priately, the statue

hf Luther at Worms represents him armed only with a Bible, while that

[of Zwingli at Zurich bears a Bible in -one hand and a sword in the other.

Zwingli had first been stirred to public protest by a secular evil, the

corruption of his country by foreign gold; and political aims were
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inextricably interwoven with leligiouB objects thtooghout his csoeet^f

He hoped tor n union both spiritual ahd temporal between Zurich andl

Bern and the cities of Soutl:? Germany, by means of which Emperor and|

Pope should alike be eliminated, and a democratic republic established |

aristocracy, he dedared, had always been tife ruin of States. Undeil

the influmioe of this idea a bivic affiliation had been arrs^ged between
,

Constance and Zurich in 1527, and extended to St G^en, Basd,

Millhausen^in Elsass, and Biel in 1529; and it was partly to further

this organisation and to counteract the idliance of Austria with the five

Catholic cantons that Zwingli journeyed to Marburg.

But the primary objects of the conference 'were theological, and it

was on a dispute over the Eucharist that the differences between the two

parties came to a head On all other points Zwingli went to the limit

of concessiqp, but he could not accept toe doctrine of consubstantiation,

Luther chalked on the table round which they sat, toe text ^^This is

>my Body,'' and nothing could move him from its literal interpretation.

Zwingli, on the other hand, explained the phrase by referring to the

sixth chapter of St John, and declared that is meant only repre-

sents ; the bread and toe wine represented toe body and blood, as a

portarit represents a real person. ChrisUwas only figuratively *Hhe
door* and the ^^true vine'*; and toe Eucharist instead of being a

miracle was, in his eyes, only a feast of commemoration. This doctrine

was anathema to Luther ; at the end of the debate Zwingli offered him
his hand, but Luther rejected it, saying Your spirit is not our spirit/”

As a final effort at compromise Luther was induced to draw up the

fifteen Marburg Articles, of which toe Zwinglians signed all but the one

on toe Eucharist ; and it was agreed that each party should moderate

toe asperity of its language towards the other. But this did not

prevent toe Lutheran divines from denying that Zwinglians could be

members of toe Church of Christ, or Luther himsulf from writing a few

days afterwards that they were not only liars, but the very incarnation

of lying, deceit, and hypocrisy, as Carlstadt and Zwingli show by their
^

very dei^ and^words.'’ The liand which had pulled down the Roman
CSiurch in ^rmany made toe first rent in toe Church which was <

beginning to grow up in its place. Zwingli went back to Zurich to

meet his death two years later at Eappel, and the Lutherans returned

home to ponder on toe fate which the kpproach of Charles V had

in store. •

Their stubborn determination to sacrifice everything on the altar of

dogma was as fatal to plans for their internal defence as it heul been to

their alliance with Zwingli. A few weeks after toe Marburg Conference

a meeting was brid at Schwabach to consider toe basis of common

action between the north German Princes and toe south German cities.

As a preparation for this attempt at concord Luther drew up another

series of seventeen articles in wtdeh he emphasised the points at issue

14a K. B« IL CB. VII.
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between him and Zwingli, and jpersuaded the Lutheran Frinoes to admit

no one to their alliance who ilould not mibscribe to eweiy single dogma

^ in this formulary. As a natural result Strassburg and Ulm refused to

sign the articles at Schwabach, and in this refusal they were joined jjy

the other south G^huan^* cities at a further conference held at Schmal-

kalden in l^cember. Luther even managed to shake the defensive

imderstanding between Hesse and Saxony by persuading the Llector of

the unlawfulness of any resistance to the Emperor. The Heformeir was

fortified in this attitude by a child-like faith—^which Ferdintmd was

sagacious enough to encourage—^in Charles' pacific designs, although

the Emperor had denounced the Protect from Spc^n, was pledged by

his treaty with the Pope to the extirpation of heresy, and arrested the

Protestant envoys who appeared before him in Italy. So the far-reaching

designs of Philip of Hesse and Zwingli for the defence of the Refor-

mation wei'e brought to naught at the moment when the horizon was

clouding in every quarter.

In May, 1530, having in conjunction with Clement VII regulated

the affairs of Italy and discussed schemes for regulating those of the

world, Charles V crossed the Alps on his second visit to his Gknnan

dominions. The auspices ii. 1530 were very diflerent from those qf 162L

Then he had left Spain in open rebellion, he was threatened with war

by the most powerful State in Europe, and the attitude of the Papacy

was still doubtful. Now Spain was reduced to obedience and the

Pope to impotence; PVance had suffered the greatest defeat of the

century; Italy lay at his feet; and Ferdinand had added two kingdoms to

the family estate. Over every obstacle Charles seemed to have triumphed.

But in Germany the universal agitation against Rome had resolved itself

into two organised parties which threatened to plunge the nation into

civil war. Here indeed was the scene of the last of Hercules' labours

;

would his good fortune or skill yield him a final triumph ?

It is doubtful whether Charles had formed any clear idea of the

policy he must adopt, and it is certain that his ignorance of German
methods of thought and character and his incapacity to understand

religious enthusir.sm led him to underrate the stubbornness of the

forces with which he had to deal. But his inveterate habit of silence

stood him in good stead ; Luther regarded with awe the monarch who
said less in a year than he himself said in a day. 'Campeggi, who
accompanied Chat*les on his*march, daily instilled in his ear i^e counsels

of prompt coercion ; and the death of the politic Gattinara at Innsbruck

was so opportune a removal of a restraining influence that Lutherans

ascribed his end to Italian poison. It was, however, inconsistent with the

Ewipemr'^s nature to resort to force before^ every method of aoccHurndda-

tion had been tried and tailed. In'lSSl he refused to act on the papal

Bull against Luther without a personal attempt at mediation ; ill 1530

he would not proceed against the ProtesUuits by force of arms until he
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had tried the efiect of moial 8uasion)i*^^d Ihere is no need to teptxd the

finendly tenns in which he auxiunoned tile Lutheran Princes to the Diet

of Augsburg as merely a doslc to conceal his hostile designs. •

^
The Ihet opened on June 20, 1530, and was very fully attended.

Luther, who was still under the ban of tlid Empire, could come no

nearer than Coburg ; his pla)^ as preceptor of the Protestant Princes
|

was taken by Mdandithon ; and the celebrated Confession of Ai|gsburg, £
tfaoigh it wBS based on Luther's Schwabach Articles, was exclusively

|

Mdanchthon'^ erork. The attitude of the Lutheran divines is well ';

express^ by the tone of this document ; they were clearly on the

drfensive, and the truculent Luther himself, whd had dictated terms to

the Archbishop Mainz, was now reduced to craving his favour.

Melanchthon was almost prostrated by the fear of religious war; and I

he thought •it could best be averted by an alliance between Catholics
|

and Lutherans against the Zwinglians, whom he regarded as no better t

than Anabaptists. His object in framing the Confession was therefore
'

twofold, to minimise the differences between 'Lutherans and Catholics, >

and to exaggerate those between Lutherans and Zwinglians ; he hoped ;

thus to heal the breach with the former and complete it with the

latter^. «•

In form the Confession is axi apologia^ and not a creed ; it docs not

assert expressly the truth of any dogma, but merely states the fact that -

such doctrines are taught in Lutheran churches, and justifies that

teaching on the ground that it varies little if at all from that of the

Church of Rome. It does not deny the divine right of the Papacy, *:

the charcLcter ifidelebUU of the priesthood, or the existence of seven

Sacraments; it does not assert the doctrine of predestination, which

had brought Luther into conflict with Erasmus; and the doctrine

of the "Eucharist is so ambiguously expressed ihf*t the only fault the

Catholics found was its failure to assert categorically the fact of transub-

stantiation. In view of the substantial agreement which it endeavoured

to establish between Catholic and Lutheran dogma, it was represented

as unjustifiable* to exclude the Reformers from the Catholic Church;

their only q^anel with their opponents was about traditions and abuses,

and their object was not polemic or propaganda, but merely toleration

for themselves.

This Confe&ion was to have been read al a public session of the Diet

on June 24; but, apparently through Ferdihand’s intervention, the plan^

was changed to a private recitation in the Emperor's apartments, and

there it was read on the 26th by the Saxon Chancellor, Bayer. Philip
|

of Hesse was loth to subscribe so mild a pronouncement, but eventually
|

it was signed by all the origiilal Protestant Princes, with the addition ofr^

the Elertor's son, John Frederick, and by two cities, Niimberg and
,

BeutUngen. But the door was completely shut on the Zwinglians ; in

vain Buoer and Capito sought an arrangement with Melanchthon. He
oa. vu,
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would not even consent to see theb lest he should be compromised, ainl

Lutheran pulpits resounded with denunciataons of the SaanaaeBtanaiia,

, as Zwingli and his supporters now began io be called. Zwingli hisoself,

so soon as he read the Confession, addressed to Charles a statement of^
own belief, in whi£h hd threw prudence and fear to the winds. He
retracted Ihe concessions he had made ti> Lutheran views at Marburg,

and asserted his differences from the Catholic Churdi in such plain terms

that Melanchthon said he was mad. The cities ofUpper Germany were'

not prepared for such extremities ; but, cut off from ^e Lntheran.com-

munion, they were compelled to draw up a confession of their own, whidi

was luuned tlie Tetrapt^ama from the fiAir cities, Strassburg, Constance,

Lindau, and Memmingen, which signed it. It was mainly the work of

Bucer, was completed on July 11, and, while Zwinglian in essence made
k serious attempt to approach the doctrines of Wittenberg.^

It appears to have been the hope of the Protestants, and probably of

{Charles also, that the Emperor would be. able to make himself the

; mediator between the Lulherans suid Catholics, and to efiect an agreement

.by inducing each side to make concessions. But for the moment the

Catholics distrusted Charles more than the Protestants did. They had

Secular as well as ecclesiastical grievances. They denounced the titties

concluded in Italy as wanting their concurrence ; they were horrified at

the example set by Charles in secularising the see of Utredkt, and they

refused to confirm the Pope's grant of ecclesiastical revenues to Ferdinand;

while the orthodox Wittelsbachs were moving heaven and earth to

prevent the election of Charles' brother as King of the Romans. They

were thus by no means disposed to place themselves in the Emperor's

, hands ; they insisted rather that they should determine the Empire^

policy, and that Charles should me^y execute their decrees; and,

lacking the Emperor's broader outlook, they were less indined ^ make

concessions to peace. It wail the growing conviction that Charles was

a helpless tool in the hands of their enmnies which caused a revulsion of

the l^testant feeling in his favour.

Yet the Catholics were not all in favour of extreme courses, and

either Melanchtlion's Moderation or the effect of twelve yaars' criticism

produced some modification of Catholic dogma, as expressed in the Con-

futation of the Confession drawn up by Eck, Faber, Cc^aeus, and others,

and presented on August 8.* The doctrine of good woriu was so defined

as to guard against the plevious popular abuses of it; and in other

respects there were signs of the process of purifying Catholic dogmawhich
had commenced at the Congress of BatisbcHl in 1594 and was omnpleted

at the Council of Trent. But these concessions were too slij^t to satisfy

I even Mdanchthon ; and the Protestant Princes were not frightened hrto

\ submission by the threats of Charles that unless th^ retcsned to the

V Catholic fold he would proceed ^[ainst thm as became the protector

and steward of the Church.
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N^iliiar side wa% hcmevar, prqMbred for idigioiia mr ; andf when the 1

Confiitatioii and Charles' menaces fidleS to predpitate unity, a series

of oonlused and lengthy negotiations between the various pa^es, the,

£jmperor, the Bope, the Catholic majority, and the Lutherans was

initiated. In the course of these Melanchthon^reoeded still further from

the Protestant standpoint. He ofPered on bdialf of the Lutherans to

recognise episcopal authority, auricular confession and fasts, and under*

took to rqpid the Communion in both kinds and the marriage of priests,

which he had before demanded, as merely temporary concessions pending

the convocation of a General Council. He even went so far as to

assert that the Lytherans adiftitted papal authbrity, adhered to papal

doctrine, and that tnis was the reason for their unpopularity in Germany.
On the other hand, the Catholic members of the commission appoint^
to discuss the question were ready to concede a communion sub uirStque^

on condition that the Lutherans would acknowledge communion in one

kind to be equally valid, and declare the adoption of either form to be

a matter of indifference. *

Melanchthon was prepared to make these admissions, but his party

refused to follow him any further. Luther grew restive at Coburg,

and began to talk of the impossibility af reconciling Christ with

Belial, and Luther with the Pope ; to restore episcopal jurisdiction was,

he thought, equivalent to putting their necks in Ihe hangman's rope,

and on September SO he expressed a preference for risking war to making
further concessions. If the Catholics would not receive the Confession

or the Gospel, he wrote to Melanchthon with a characteristic allusion to

Judas, let them go to their own place." The Princes had never been so

timorous as the divines. They were not so much concerned for the unity of

the Empire as Melanchthon was for that of the Church. Philip of Hesse

told the Emperor he would sacrifice life and limb f his faith, and long

before the Diet had reached its conclusioh he rode off without asking

the Emperor's leave. The Elector’s fortitude was such that Luther

declared the Diet of Augsburg had made him into a hero, and lesser

Princes were not less constant. Their steadfastness and the uncom-

promising attitude of the Catholics stiffened the backi» of the Lutheran

divinets ; and, in reply to a taunt that the Confutation had demolished

the Confession, they presented an Apology for the latter, the tone of

which was mucli less humble. No agreement being now expected, the

Catholic majority of the Estates drew up a* proposal for the Recess on

September The Protestants were given till April 16 to decide

whether th^ would conform or not, and meanwhile they were ordered

to make no innovations on their own account, to put no constraint on

Catholioi in their territories, and to assist the P^peror to eradicate

Zwinglians and Anabaptists. Against this proposal the Protestant!

Princes again protested; fourteen cities, including Augsburg itself,^

followed ^eir example; and they then departed, leaving the Catholic
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(majority to punma its own devices, and to discover vithin ftself

? opportunities for division.

f The failure of Melanchthon's plan of attaining peace Catholics

by breach with the Zwinglians produced a certain reaction of

and policy. Luther was,' partially at anv rate, disabused of his faiw

in Charles' intentions, and the pressure of common danger facilitated

a renewed attempt at union. With this object in view, Bucer, the chief

author of the TetrapoVdana^ called on Luther at Coburg on September 86,

and was received with surprising favour. Luther even expressed a

willingness to lay down his life three times if only the dissensions among

the Beformers might tie healed, and Bilcer himself had a genius for

accommodation. Under these favourable circumstances he contrived to

evolve a plausible harmonisation of the Wittenberg and Tetrapolitan

doctrines of the Eucharist which was sufficient for the day and led to an

V invitation of the south German cities to the meeting of Protestant

Powers to be held in December at Schmalkalden.

Meanwhile the Catholic majority of the Diet continued its delibera-

,^ions at Augsburg. The aid against the Tui’ks which Charles desired

^had not yet been voted, and before he obtained it the Emperor had to

/drop his demand for Ferdinand’s ecclesiastical endowment, and promise

I to press upon the Pope the redress of the hundred gravamina which

I were once more revived. Substantial concessions to individual Electors

I
secured the prospect of Ferdinand’s election as King of the Romans,

^ which took place at Cologne on January 5, 1631; and the Diet

concluded with the adoption of the Recess on November 19. The Edict

: of Worms was to be put into execution, episcopal jurisdictions were to

be maintained, and Church property to be restored. Of more practical

importance than these resolutions was the reconstitution of the

hammergerkhtj which henceforward began to play an important part in

imperial politics. It was now organised so as to be an efficient instrument

in canying out the will of the majority, and was solemnly pledged to the
' suppression of Lutheranism. The campaign was to open, not on a field

of battle, but in the Courts of law; and the attack was to be directed,

!not against the persons^of•Lutheran Princes, but against their seculari-

1 sation of Church property Countless suits were already pending before

the Kammergericht ; and, however inconsistent such a policy may have
' been in the Habsburgs who^ad themselves profited lar^y by seoilari-

'iaation, the law of' the Empife gave the Kammergericht no option but to

'decide against the Lutherans, and its decisions would have completely

undermined the foundations of the rising Lutheran Church.

This resort to law instead of to arms is characteristic of Giarles'

caution Backed as he was by an overwhelming majority of the Diet,

it might seem that the Emperor would make short work of the dissident

Princes and towns. But in German imperial politics there was usually

many a slip between judgment and execution ; and of the Princes who
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toted for the Eeoem of Augsbui^^ there were only two, the Elector

Jeadufo of Brandenburg and Duke George of Saxony, who were ready

to face a civil war for tbe aa^e of their convictions. In Germany were

reproduoed^lhn a smaller scale all those elements of disunion whi^ had*

imde the attempted crusades of the previous«centuiy ridiculous fiascos.

Each Catholic Pnnee desired the suppression of heresy, but no one would <

set his fooe against the enemy for fear of being stabbed in the back by |

a friend. The rulers of Bavaria and Austria were both unimpeachably;

orthodox, but JBavaria was again intriguing with Hesse against the|

House of Habsbujg. The Emperor himself had few troops and no<^

money. The multiplicity of interests pressing aipon his attention pre-

vented his concentration upon any one object, and increased his natural

indecision of character. Never was his policy more hesitating and cir-

cumspect tlym in 1630-1 when fortune seemed to have placed the ball

at his feet.

His inactivity enabled the Protestants to mature their plans and
organise an effective bond of resistance. ,The doctrine of implicit

obedience to the Emperor broke down as danger approached; the

divines naively admitted that they had not before raised that the

sovereign power was subject to law
; and Libber, acknowledging that he

was a child in temporal matters, allowed himself to be persuaded that

Charles was not the Caesar of the New Testament, but a governor whose

powers were limited by the Electors in the same way as the Roman
consul's by the Senate, the Doge's by the Venetian Council, and a Bishop's

by his Chapter. The Protestants, having already denied that a minority .

could be bound by a majority of the Diet, now carried the separatist

principle a step further by declaring that the Empire was a federated

aristocracy of independent sovereigns, who were themselves to judge

when tod to what extent they would yield obedience to their elected

president. It is not,' however, fair to^ charge them with adopting

P!rotestantism in order to further their claims to political indepen-

dence ; it is more correct to say that they extended their particularist

ideas in order to protect their religious principles.

Tbe first care of the Piinces and btifgh^rs who deliberated at'

Sdbmalkalden from December 9SL to 31, 1530, was to arrange for common
action with regard to the litigation before the Reich^kammergericht.

But the decision which gave their meetings its real importance was their

agreement to form a league for mutual defence against all attacks on

account of their faith, from whatever quarter these might proceed.

This, the first sketch of the Schmalkaldic League, was subscribed by the

Elector of Saxony, the Landgrave of Hesse, the Brunswick-Liineburg

Dukes, Prince Wolfgang of Anhalt, the two Counts of Mansfeld, and

the cities of Magdebuig and Bremen. Margrave George of Brandenbuig

and the dty of Niimberg were not yet prepared to take the decisive step;

and, although the Tetrapolitan cities, reinforced by Ulm> Biberach, Isny,
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I
BSkd Reutlingen, expressed their concurrence in the League at a seepnd

! meeting in Febniaiy, 1581^ and Uiiee Dukes of Brunswig PhiBp, Ottn,

;
and Francis^ and the city of Liibeck also acceded to it, its and final

development depended upon the result of the contest nisn raging

between Lutherans and Zwinglians for control of the south 6ermaitt

cities.
^

Bucer, after his partial success with Luther at Coburg, proceeded to

Zurich in the hope of bringing Zwingli to the point of conc^ioa where

Luther had come to meet him. But as the German Reformer grew

more conciliatoiy, the Swiss became more uncompromising. In Feb-

ruary, 1531, the Swiss cities refused to jdin the Schmalkaldic League,

and in the same month a Congress of Zwinglian divines at Memmingen
attacked the Catholic ceremonial observed in Lutheran churches. This

aggressive attitude may be traced to the rapid progress which Zwinglian

doctrines were making in south Germany at the expense of the Augsburg

Confession. At Augsburg itself the Tetrapolitan or Bucerian creed

defeated its Lutheran rival; and in other ^rman cities more violent

manifestations of the Zwinglian spirit prevailed. Under the influence of

Bucer, Blaurcr, and Oecolampadius, Ulm, Reutlingen, Biberach, and

other hitherto Lutheran cities^ destroyed pictures, images, and organs in

their churches, and selected pastors who looked for inspiration to Zurich

and not to Wittenberg; those cities which had already joined the

Schmalkaldic League refused at its meeting at Frankfort in June to

subscribe to the League’s project for military defence. South Grermany

seemed in fact to be about to fall like ripe fruit into Zwingli’s lap,

when his power suddenly waned at home, and the defeat of Kappd
(October 11, 1531) cut short his life, and ruined his cause in Germany;
it was left for Calvin to gather up the fragments of Zwingli’s German
party, and to establish an ultra-Protestant opposition to the Lutheran

Church. ••

This unexpected disaster to the Reformation in Switzerland appeared

to Ferdinand to offer a magnificent opportunity for crushing the

movement in Germany. He was thoroughly convince that Swiss

political and religions radicalism was the most formidable of the enemies

of German Catholicism and the Habsburg monarchy, and that deprived of

this stimulant the milder Lutheran disease would soon yield to vigorous

I
treatment. He proposed to Ifis brother an armed support of the Five

I
Catholic cantons, and the forcible restoration of Catholicism in Zurich

and Bern. But the Emperor declined to involve himself in a Swiss

campaign. His intervention in Switzerland would, he feared, precipitate

war with Francis I, who was already beginning again to cart longing

eyes on Milan, and feeling his way to an understanding with Clemmt VII.

^e Pope’s fear of a General Council, which Catholics no less than
Protestants were demanding fit)m Charles V, was a powerful weapon in

the hands of Francis I. Clement was haunted bj the suspidon that a
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CoiiaoMal mi^t be as &ta! to him as that of Basel h|d threatened to be

to his {aredeoessoTS ; and the Emperq^VImemies sugi^sted that if it met
Charles would propose the r^toration of the Papal States to the Empir^
from whidf they had been wrung. Rather than risk such a fate, some at

least of his friends urged Clement to accede to the Lutheran demand for

communion in both kinds and clerical marriage, and maintained that the

Augsburg Confession was nottrepugnant to the Catholic faith. Without
the he^ of the heretics it seemed impossible for Charles to resist the

approaching Turkish onslaught ; and the Emperor's confessor, Loaysa,

ui^^ him not to trouble if their souls went to hell, so long as iJiey

served him on earth. And^ so the term of* grace accord^ to the

Lutherans by the Recess of Augsburg expired in April, 1531, without

a thought of resort to compulsion ; and instead of this, the Emperor
suspended, pn July 8, the action of the Reichskammergericht. He had
missed the golden opportunity; it did not recur for fifteen years, during

which two wars with the Turk in Europe, two wars in Africa, and two
wars with France distracted his attention from German affairs.

This inaction on Charles' part cooled the martial ardour of the;

Schmalkaldic League; and Zwinglian aggression in south Germany;
increased their disinclination to help the Swiss in their domestic troubles.^'

In reality the battle of Eappel was of greater advantage to Luther than

to the Emperor. For a second time the Reformation was freed from

the embarrassment of a mutinous left wing; and Luther, although he
professed to lament Zwingli's fate, regarded the battle as the judgment
of God, and Zwingli as damned unless the Almighty made an irregular

exception in his favour. The cities of Upper Germany, deprived of

their mainstay at Zurich, gravitated in the direction of Wittenberg;

while the defeat of one section of the Reformers convinced the rest of

the ne^ for common defence. Under the pres^^are of these circum-
^

stances the Schmalkaldic League completed its organisation, and of

necessity assumed a predominantly Lutheran and territorial character.

At two conferences held at Noidhausen and Frankfort (November-
December, 1531) the military details of th,e League were settled, and

,

the respective contributions of its various menibers ^xed ; the Princes

obtained a large majority of votes in its council of war and exclusive

command of i^ armies, Saxony and Hesse were treated as equal ; if

the seat of war was in Saxony or Westphalia the supreme command
was to fall to the Elector, if in Hesse 'or Upper Germany to the

Landgrave,

Tbe accession of Gottingen, Goslar, and Eimbeck to the League,

and the success of the Reformation at Hamburg, at Rostock, and in ,

Denmark, where Christian's return to Catholicism brought no nearer^

his restoration to the throne, left the Schmalkaldic Lea^e in almosf

undisputed possession of north Germany; and it became a veritabld

mperkm in imperio with a foreign policy of its own. It might now be

€0. vn.
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reckoned one of the^ti-Hababurg powers in Europe; its agents sought

I
alliance with France, England^ I^ei^nark, and Venice ; and it began to

I ^gard itself as a League not merely for sel^defence within the Entire,

I
but for the furtherance of the Protestant cause all over Europe. Nor

I
were its aims exclusively zeligious ; theolo^ merged into politics, and

' Protestantism sometimes laboured under tne suspicion of l^ing merely

anti-imperialism. France and Venice had^few points in common with

Luther
;
and Philip of Hesse’s plan to utilise a THirkish invasion for the

restoration of Ulrich of Wiirttemberg outraged patriotic sentiment.

On the Catholic side Bavarian objects were no less sdfish; and the

Wittelsbachs endeavoured to undermine ^Ferdinand’s supports against

the Turk in Germany, Bohemia, and Hungary. In' both professedly

^
religious camps there was political double-dealing ; Hesse was ready to

« side with either Austria or Bavaria ; while the Wittelsbachs fomented

£ Charles’ hostility to the Lutherans and denounced his concessions as

i treason to the faith, at the same time that they were hand in glove with

Hesse for an attack on the Habsburg power.

These extreme and unpatriotic schemes were defeated by a tacit un-

derstanding between Catholic and Protestant moderates ; and Germany
ipresented a fairly united front to its infidel foe. Saxony and cities like

jfUlm and Niirnberg convinced Charles that the coming of the Turk
5 would be used for no sectional purposes; and the Emperor in return

^promised the Lutherans at least a temporary peace. He turned a deaf

*^ear to the demands at the Diet of Ratisbon (April, 1532) for the

execution of the Augsburg Recess, while Luther denounced the claims of

fhis forward friends to toleration for all future Protestants even in

Catholic territories as impossible and unreasonable. At Niirnberg v

(July 23, 1532) an agreement was reached by which all suits against thel

Protestants before the Rekhslcammergericht were quashed and th^ were|

guaranteed peace until the next Diet or a General Council. The under-l

standing was to be kept secret for fear of offending the Catholics, but itl

sufficed to open to Charles the armouries of the Protestant cities, and^

Niirnberg sent double its quota to serve in the Turkish campaign.

Ferdinand had, in vuin- sought to stave off the attack by which

Solyman hoped to revenge his defeat at Vienna. He offe^ first to

pay tribute for Hungary, and then to cede it to Zapolya on cemdition

that it returned to the HabshiJn-gs on Zapolya’s death. These terms were

rejected witli scorn,’ and on April 26 the Sultan commenced his march.

His army was reckoned at a quarter of a million men, the stereotyped

estimate of Turkish invading forces, but half of these were non-combat-
ants; the Emperor’s troops did not exceed eighty thousand, but they
were well equipped and eager for the fray. The same enthusiasm was
not conspicuous in the Turkish ranks'; they were foiled by the heroic

resistance of (August 7-28) and made no serious attempt either to

take Vienna or to oome to dose quarters with the imperial forces ; in
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[ September they oommeneed their retreat through Cfl^tfaia and (hoat$a,

which they ravaged on their way* ^

Urn precipitate withdrawal of the Turks was followed by an equally

^dden abandonment of the bampaign by Charles V* After all his brave

words it was a shock to his friends and admisers when he made no effort

to seize the fruits of victoryWd recover Hungary for his brother; for a

vigorous prosecution of the viar in 1632 might have restored to Christen*^

dom landi^which remained imder Turkish rule for nearly two centuries^'

long^. Thercbare explanations enough for his course ; the German levies:"

refused to pass tl^ imperial frontiers, regarding self-defence as the limi^:

of their duty ; the Spaniards and Italians confined their efforts mainly^

to piUaging (^rman villages ; and Cranmer, who accompanied Charles’^

Court, describes how they spread greater desolation than the Turks

themselves^ and how the peasants in revenge fell upon and slew the

Emperor's troops whenever opportunity offered; so that delay in dis-

banding his army might have fanned the enmity between Charles'

German and Spanish subjects into war. But other reasons accounted

for the Emperor's departure from Germany, which was once more sacri-

ficed to the exigencies of Charles' cosmopolitan interests. The Pope,
\

irritated alike by the Emperor's bestowal qf Modena and Reggio on the ;

Duke of Ferrara, and by his persistence in demanding a General
j

Council, was proposing to marry his niece Catharine de' Medici to
|

Henry, Duke of Orleans ; and a union between Clement and Francis I
;

would again have threatened Charles' position in It^y* He regarded r

two objects as then of transcendent importance, the reconciliation of'

the Pope and the convocation of a General Council. They were quite

incompatible, yet to them Charles scu^rificed the chcuice of regaining

Hungary.

The result can only be described as a comprehensive failure. The
Emperor's interviews with Clement in February, ICJSj did not prevent the

Pope’s alliance with France, nor his sanction of Cranmer's appointment

to the see of Canterbury, which enabled Henry VIII to complete his

divorce from Catharine of Aragon. Charles' two years' stay in Germany

had effected little; Ferdinand, indeed, w^ King of the Romans but

his influence was less than before, while the power of the Protestants

had been greatly increased. The Emperor had crossed the Alps in the

spring of 1530 with a record of edmost itnbroken success ; he recrossed

them in the autumn of 1532 having added a list of failures ; the German

labour had proved herculean, but Charles had proved no Hercules. For

another de^e Germany was left to fight out its own political and

religious quarrels with little help or hindrance from its sovereign. His

intervention in 1630-2 had brought peace to no one; the Protestants

lyid little security against the attacks of the ReichskammergerklU ; the

Catholics were unable to prevent the progress of heresy; and while

Charles was joum^ing farther and farther away from Germany the

Vll«
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j
Habsbutg authority in the Empire was threatened with one of the most

serious checks it experienced*
^

The restoration of Duke Ulrich of Wiiittemberg was not merdy a

|favourite design of the Protestants for the extension of the Reformation^

;fin south Germany ; it was regarded by Gremuin Catholic Princes imd by

I
the Emperor'^s foreign foes as an invaluable^ means of undermining the

Habsburg power. It is even believed th/t Clement VII himself in

his anger at Charles' persistent demand for a General Council^' discussed

f
the execution of this plan at his int«*view with Francis I at Marseilles in

' the autumn of 1533. At any rate the French King weqb from Marseilles

to Bar-le-duc, where in Jaiiuaiy, 1634, he a^teed with IJhilip of Hesse to

give the enterprise extensive financial support, cloaked under a fictitious

sale of Montb^iard (the property of Ulrich) to the French King. Tlie

moment was opportune. Ferdinand was busy in Bohemia and .Hungary;

the outbreak of the Anabaptist revolution gave Philip of Hesse jan

excuse for arming ; and the decrepitude of the Swabian League neutw*
ised the force by which Wurttemberg had been won and maintained

for the Austrian House. Religious divisions had impaired the harmony
of the League, and political jealousies had transformed it from a

willing tool of the Habsburgs into an almost hostile power. In

November, 1682, the Electors of Trier and the Palatinate and Philip of

Hesse had agreed to refuse a renewal of the League ; and in May, 1638,

some of its most important city members, Ulm, Niirnberg, and Augsburg,

formed a separate alliance for the defence of freedom of conscience. The
strictly defensive Catholic confederation established at Halle in ducal

Saxony in the following November between the Elector Joachim of

Brandenburg, Dukes George of Saxony, Eric and Henry of Brunswick,

was neither a match for the Schmalkaldic League, nor had it^ any
interest in the perpetuation of Austrian rule in Wurttemberg. Joachim

told Philip that Ferdinand would get no help from the Electors ; and his

words proved true indeed. The Archbishops of Mainz and Trier observed

a strict neutrality ; the Elector Palatine's promise of aid was delusive

;

while the Catholic bishop of Munster and Duke Henry of Brunswick,

possibly on the unde]:stan(iLng that Philip would assist them to put down
the Munster Anabaptists, consented to help him in Wurttemberg,

and assurances of support were also forthcoming from Henry VIII,

Christian III of Denmark, and Zapolya.

In 1632 Ulrich's son Christopher, alarmed at the prospect of being

carried off to Spain, escaped from the Emperor's Court during the

Turkifh campaign, and in the foUowing year appeared at a meeting of

the Swabian League at Augsburg. His cause was warmly advocated by
a French envoy and almost unanimously approved by the League.

Bavaria, indeed, wished to restore Christopher, who had been educated
as a Catholic, instead of his father, a strenuous Protestant, and on this

score quari^ed with Philip of Hesse. But French aid enabled Philip
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to dispense with Bavarian assistance* In April, 1534, Jie mustered a

weQ^equipped amy of 20,000 foot an8 4000 horse, and on the ISth a

manifiesto was issu^ to the people of Wurttemberg, who, disgusted wijjb

JFerdinand‘'s rule, were ea^ to rise on Ulrich's behalf. It was in

vain that Luther and Melmchthon prophesied woe for this contempt

of their doctrine of passive ooedience. Philip knew the feebleness of the

foe ; Ferdinand^s appeals tolCharles had met with a cold response, and
his lieutenant in Wurtteml^g, Count Philip of the Palatinate, could

hardly raise 9000 2>ot and 400 horse. With this little army he waited

at Laufien, where on May 1S~1S an encounter, which can scarcely be

called a battle, jvas decided? against him, mainly by the excellence of |

the Hessian horse and artillery. Before the end of June the whole of I

Wurttemberg had been overrun by the invaders, and Luther had dis-

cerned thoihand of God in the victors' triumph.

^Nor was there any hope of retrieving the disaster; rather, Ferdinand

dread^ lest Philip should with the help of the Anabaptists raise a

general insurrection against the Habsburgs, and seize the imperial crown

for himself, the Dauphin of France, or Duke William of Bavaria.

Francis I regarded Wurttemberg as only a beginning, and was urging

Philip on to fresh conquests, which would have helped him in his

impending war with Charles. But the German Princes were content

with securing their immediate objects without becoming the cat's-paw

of France, and peace was made with Ferdinand at Cadan on June 29.

Ulrich was restored to Wurttemberg, but FerdinandVpride was to some
extent saved by the provision that the duchy was to be held as a fief of

f Austria—without however impairing its imperial status—and should

I
pass to the Habsburgs in default of male heirs in Ulrich's line ; at

I
the same time Ferdinand withdrew his original stipulation that the

"Reformation should not be established in Wiir'temberg.

The Protestants, however, were bent^upon more than a local victory

for their faith, and they employed their advantage over Ferdinand to

raider more secure’ their general position in Germany. The great defect

in the Niimberg Peace of 1532 was the absence of any definition of the

religious isases" with which the Reichskcmintergemcht was prohibited

from dealing. When the Court appealed to Charles on the point, he

re{died that it was their business to determine what was, and what was

not a religious" suit; and as the Court was composed of Catholics it

naturally asserted its jurisdiction in all suits about ecclesiastical property.
^

But secularisation of Church property was the financial basis of the|

reformed Churches, and by this time was also one of the main financial|

supports of Lutheran States. If they could be attacked on this ground^

the Peace of was of little value to them ; and they grew more:;

and more exaspereted as the Kammergerkht proceeded to condemn citiesl

and Princes such aa Strassbuig and Niimberg, Duke Ernest of Limebuxg

and Maigrave G^rge of Brandenbuigi Eventually, on Januaiy 30, 1534,

08. vn.
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Ftotestants formally repu^ated the Kammergt^H as a fmrtisan

j^body, thus rejecting the last^ existing national institution, for the

^^fi£khsregimjtrU was ^ready dissolved. Thk however afforded them no

'protection, and in the Peace of Cadan they i^sted that Ferdinand %hovd^

Iquash all such proceeding# of the Cham]^i| as were directed against the

members of the Schmalkaldic League. With this demand the King was

forced to comply; the only compensation In received was the withdrawal

of the Elector of Saxony's opposition to Kis recognition as ICing of the

Homans, It was no wonder that men declared that Philip of Hesse had

done more for the Reformation by his Wurttemberg enterprise ^than

Luther could do in a thousand books. ^
^

Other causes than the weakness of Ferdinand and the disinclination

of Lutherans to promote the ends of Francis I moved Catholic and

Protestant Princes to the Peace of Cadan. Both alike wer^ threatened

by their common foe, the spirit of revolution, which in two diffoxjnt

forms had now submerged Catholic Munster and Protestant Liibeck.

Of the two phenomena the 'Anabaptist reign at Munster was the more to

be feared and the harder to be explained, for the term by which it is

known repnisents a mere accident of the movement os being its essence.

It was not essentially theolc^cal, nor is ‘‘anabaptist’’ an adequate or^

accurate expression of its tlieological peculiarities. The doci^nes of

second baptism and adult baptism are inoffensive enough, but attempts

to realise the millennium, if successful, would be fatal 'to most forms of

government, arid" a familiar parallel to the Munster revolutionists may
be found in the English Fifth-monarchy men of the seventeenth century*

In both cases millenary doctrines were only the outward form in which

the revolutionary spirit was mode manifest, and the spirit of revolution

is always at bottom the same because it has its roots in the depths of

human nature. The motive force which roused the English peasants in

1381 was essentially the same A that which dominated Munster in 1531

and lined the barricades of Paris in 1848, The revolutionist becomes a
^believer in the brotherhood of man, in the perfectibility of the race,

^and in the practicability of the millennium. The narrower his expmence
t^of men and aifairsf the*wider his flights of fancy; and revolutionary

Iprinciples commonly find their most fruitful soil among hand-workers

fof sedentary occupation and straitened circumstances. In those sub-

merged classes materials for ^scontent ever abound, awaiting the coin-

cidence of two events to set them free, the flash of vision into better

things and the disturbance of the repressive force of law and order.

The Reformation produced them both ; and the new gospel of Divine

e justice for the oppressed set the volcanic flood in motion, and strife

between Catholic and Protestant authcrities gave it a vent.

It was not to be expected that the rigid, respectable conditimi into

which Lutheranism had sunk imder the aegis of territorial Prino^ or

even the more dastic religion of Zwingli would satisfy all of those
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who hfA Incited frcmi Rome, Extreme op^ons soon became heard.

Sebaflitian Franck dedared that in the^ new Lutheran Churdi there was

less freedom of speech and^belief than among the Turks and heathens;

^and Leo Jud described Luther as another Pope who consigned at will

ftome to the devil, and rewa^ed others with'lieaven. Luther had found

his original strength in the spirit of revolutionary enthusiasm and reli-

gious exaltation; but as sc^n as the way was clear he exchanged the

support of popular agitatioi^ for that of secular authority, and left the

revolutionists in follow their own devices. Their ranks were swollen by a

geqpal feeling of disappointment at the meagre results of the Reforma-

tion. The mora| regeneration which had been anticipated, the ameliora-

tion of social ills, and the reform of political abuses seemed as far off as

ever. ^The longer we preach the Gospel,^ declared Luther, “ the deeper

the people«plunge into greed, pride, and luxury^; and, acting on a principle

enunciated by the Reformers themselves, men began to ascribe the evil

practice in Lutheran spheres to the errors in Lutheran doctrine. Hence
arose a number of theological ideas, which were anathema alike to

Catholics and Protestants, but appealed with irresistible force to multi-

tudes who found no solace in either of the more orthodox creeds. The

^

mass of the pedantry had been put out«of the pale of hope in 15^5,

and their complete indifference to ideas of any kind prevented a general

rising ten years later; but in some of the towns the lower classes retained

enough mental buoyancy to seek consolation in di*eams for the burden^

they bore in real life.

The Anabaptist doctrine was but one of an endless variety of ideaa,.

many of which had long been current. All such opinions gained fresl^

vogue in the decade following the Peasants' Revolt; but most of the)

sectaries" agreed in repudiating Luther's views on predestination andf

the unfree will, and denounced the depende*ice of the Lutheran|

Church upon the State. They den)^ the right of the secular
|

magistrate to interfere in religious matters, and themselves withdrew"^

in varying degrees from concern in the affairs of this world. Some,

anticipating fhe Quakers, refused to bean arms ; the Gartrierbriider of

Sialzburg endeavoured to live on the pattterrf of primitive simplicity. .

One sect denied the humanity of Christ; another, of whom Ludvrig

Hetzer was ^e chief, began by regarding Jesus as a leader and teacher

rather than an object of worship, and ended by denying His divinity.

Many thoughtful people, repelled by the harshness of Luther's dogmas,

insisted upon mercy as the pre-eminent attribute of God, and extended

even to the devil the hope of salvation; while the idea that the flesh

alone sinned leaving the spirit undefiled proved attractive to the lower

sort and opened the door to a variety of antinomian speculations and

practices.

Most of these dreamers indulged in Apocalj^tic visions of an imme-

diate purification of the world ; but this at worst was only a species of

420. vxi.
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quiet spiritual dram-drinking, and probably it would have gone nq further

but for the ruthless perseoition Vvhich their doctrines call^ down upon

jthem. ZwingU himself was hostile to tl^m, and repressive measures

were taken against their Swiss adherents ; out in most parts of Gkrusanj;

they were condemned to trholesale death. 1 Six hundred executions are

said to have taken place at Ensisheim in Tipper Elsass, a thousand in

Tyrol and Gorz, and the Swabian League butchered whole bands of

them without trial or sentence. Many yf^ere beheaded in Saxony with

the express approbation of Luther, who regarded their«heroism in the

face of death as proof of diabolic possession. Duke William of Bavaria

made a distinction between those who ^recanted a^d those who re-

mained obdurate ; the latter were burnt, the former were only beheaded.

Bucer at Strassburg was less truculent than Luther ; but Philip of Hesse

was the only Prince of sufficient moderation to be content with the

heretics' incarceration.

The doctrine of passive resistance broke down under treatment like

this, and men's sufferings began to set their hands as well as their minds

in motion ; a conviction develo{)ed that it was their duty to assist in

effecting the purification which they believed to be imminent In

Augsburg, Hans Hut proclaimed the necessity incumbent upon the

saints to purify the world with a double-edged sword, and his disciple,

Augustin Bader, prepared a crown, insignia, and jewels for his future

kingdom in Israel. Melchior Hofmann told Frederick I of Denmark
that he was one of the two sovereigns at whose hands all the firstborn

of Egypt should be slain. Not till the vials of wrath had been out-

poured could the kingdom of heaven come. Hofmann, who had preached

the true gospel" in Livonia and then had combated Luther's magical

doctrine of the Eucharist at Stockholm, Kiel, and Strassburg, had by his

voice and his pen acquired great influence over the artisans of northern

Germany; and here, where meifs dreams had not been rudely dispelled by
the ravages of peasants and reprisals of Princes, revolutionary ideas took

their deepest root and revolutionary projects appeared most feasible.

jfFrom 16S9 onwards tliere were outbreaks in not a few north German
Itowns, at Minden, Herfdrd,«Lippstadt, and Soest; but it was^at MUnster

rand Liibeck that the revolution in two different forms assumed a world-
' wide importance.

Munster had long been * a scene of strife between ' Catholic and

Firotestaiit. The Liithei^ attack was at first repelled by the Catholics,

and Beniard Rottman, the most prominent of the Reforming divines, was

expelled from the city. But he soon returned and established himself in

the suburbs, where hb preaching produced such an effect on the populace

that the Reformers became a majority on the Council and secured control

of the city churches. In 16SS the Chapter and the rest of the Catholic

dergy, wi& the minority of the Council, left Miinster to concert measures

of retaliation with Count IVanz von Waldeck, the newly-elected Bishop
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of Munster, and with the neighbouring gentry, who for the most part,

adhered to the old religion. By their anion all communication between

the dty and the external world was cut off ; but, threatened with th^;

|pSB of their rents and oommei^ the citizens made a sally on December S6,

siuptised the Bishop and thejchiefs of the Catholic p^y in their head-

quarters at Telgte (east of Munster), and carried off a number of prisoners

as hostages. Alarm induced the Catholics to accept a compromise in

February, by which Lutheramsm was to be tolerated in the six parish

churches, and Catholicism in the Cathedral and the centime of the city.

Lutheranism, however, whilcrf acceptable to the wealthier members of

the reforming peyrty^ no longer satisfied Rottman and the artisans.

Rottman gradually adopted the Zwinglian view of the Eucharist and

repudiated infant baptism ; and, although condemned by the University

of Marburg and the Council of Munster, he was not expelled from the

city, but continued to propagate his doctrines among the lower onlers,

and eventually in 1533 determined to strengthen his position by intro-

ducing into Munster some Anabaptists from Holland.

In the Netherlands Charles V was enabled by the stren^h of^

his position as territorial prince and by means of the Inquisition to;

exercise an authority in religious matters which was denied him in/

Germany, but his repression had the effect of stimulating the growth of

extremer doctrines. Schismatic movements had long been endemic ii^

the Netherlands, and nowhere else did Melchior Hofmann find so manv
disciples. Chief among them were Jajd Matthys, a baker of Haarlem,

and Jan Beuckelssen or Bockelsohn, popularly known os Jan of Leyden.

Matthys declared himself to be the Enoch of the new dispensation, and

chose twelve apostles to proselytise the six neighbouring provinces.

Beuckelssen was one of them ; though not yet thirty years of age he had

seen much of the world ;
as a journeyman tailor he had travelled over

Europe from Lubeck to Lisbon ; abandoning his urade he opened an inn

at Leyden, became a leading member of the local Rederijlcers^ and

wrote verses and dramas, in which he himself played a part. Finally he

fell under the* influence of the Scriptural teaching of Hofmann and

Matthys, a^ whose forerunner he journeyed to Mpnster in January,

153l«, and joined forces with Rottman and the Munster Anabaptists.

The arrival of Beuckelssen and his colleagues precipitated the conflict

For which the Catholics and Lutherans had*armed as early as the previous

autumn. After a few days of ominous silence the insurrection broke

out on February 9. It was premature; the Conservatives were still

the stronger party, but in a moment of hesitation they consented to

mutual toleration. The concession was fatal ; in a fortnight the fanatical

zeal of the revolutionists made thousands of fresh converts, especially

among the women; and the legal security they had won in Munster

attracted crowds of their fellow sectaries from Holland and the neigh-

bouring German towns. Matthys himself appeared on the scene; at

150. M. n. n. Gu. vn.
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the municipal election of the Slst the Anabaptists secured a majority

on the Council ; and KnipperdoUinck, the executioner of the sect, became

Burgomaster. Six days later there was a great prayer-meeting of armed

Anabaptists in the town-hall, Matthys roijbed himself from an apparei^

trance to demand in the nkme of God thej expulsion of all who refused

conversion. Old and young, mothers with infants in arms, and bare-

footed children, were driven out into the s^bw to perish, while the reign

of the saints began. r
^

Like the earliest Christians they sought to have all things in

common, and as a commencement they ^‘onfiscated the goods of the

exiles. To ensure primitive simplicity of' worship tljey next destroyed

all images, pictirres, manuscripts, and musical instruments on which they

could lay their hands. Tailors and shoemakers were enjoined to intro-

duce no new fashions in wearing apparel
;
gold and silver^ and jewels

were surrendered to the common use ; and there was an idea of pushing

the communistic principle to its logical extreme by repudiating indi-

vidual property in wives. - The last was apparently offensive to public

opinion even in purified Munster, and the nearest approach to it effected

in practice was polygamy, which was not introduced without some

sanguinary opposition, and d»d not probably extend far beyond the circle

of Beuckelssen and the leaders of the movement. These eccentricities

were regarded by their authors as a necessaiy preparation for the second

coining of Christ. That the end of the world was at hand was a common
idea of the day. No one was more thoroughly possessed by it than

Luther; but while he set little store on the Book of Revelation, the

Anabaptists of Miinster found in it their chief inspiration. They
conceived that they were making straight the path of the Lord by
abolishing all human ordinances such as property, marriage, and social

distinctions. The notion was not entirely new ; at one end 'of the

religious scale the Taborites ked held somewhat similar views, and at

the other, monastic life was also based on renunciation of private

property, of marriage, and of the privilege of rank. The idea of

preparing for the Second Advent gave the movement its strength, and

stimulate the revolutionists of Munster to resist for a ye^ and a half

the miseries of a siege and all the forces which Germany could bring

against them.

The rule of Matthys the prophet was brought to a Sudden end by
his death in a sortie at Easter, and his mantle fell upon Jan of Leyden,

probably a worse but certainly an abler man. His introduction of

polygamy provoked resistance from the respectable section led by
Mollenbeck, but they were mercilessly butcher^ after surrender. ^He
who fires the first shot,’' cried Jan, in words which might have been

borrowed firom Luther's attack on the peasants, ‘‘ does &Dd a service."”

After his victory he dispen.sed with the twelve elders who had nominally

ruled the new Israel, and by the mouth of his prophet Dusentschur
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aimoiiiiced it 00 the will of God that he should be Icing of all the world

and establish the Fifth Monarchy of the Apocalypse. He assumed the

pomp and ciicumstanoe of royalty, easily crushed an attempt Qt

J^ipperdollinck to supplimt him, defeated the besiegers with much
slaughter on August SO, 15^, when they tried to take the city by storm,

and in October sent out twenty-eight apostles to preach the new kingdom
to the neighbouring cities. T^ey were armed with Dusentschuv’s prophecy

of ruin fdt such as did th^^ harm; but almost all were seized and

executed, and s young womail, who attempted to play the part of Judith

to the Holofemes of the BisMop of Munster, met with a similar fate.

These misfortones probably dimmed the -faith of the besieged in

Munster. Although there were thousands of Anabaptists scattered

throughout the north of Germany and the Netherlands, their sporadic

risings weje all suppressed, and no town but Warendorf accepted

Miinster^s proposals of peace. The Wurttemberg war, which had dis-

tracted the Princes of Germany, was over ; and the Liibeck war prevented

Hanseatic democrats from assisting the people of Munster as effectually

as it kept north German Princes from joining the siege. But it was

April, 1536, before the mutual jealousies of the various Princes, the

diss^sions between Catholics and Proteedants, the inefliciency of the

national military organisation, and the common fear lest Charles V should

seize the occasion to extend his Burgundian patrimony at the expense

of Germany by appropriating Munster to himself, pennitted a joint

expedition in aid of the Bishop of Munster, who had hitherto carried on

the siege with the help of some Hessian troops. After that the result

could not long remain doubtful ; but the city offered a stubborn resist-

ance, and it was only by means of treachery that it was taken by assault

on the night of June 24. The usual slaughter followed ; Jan of Leyden
^

and Knipperdollinck were tortured to death in the market-place with|

I'ed-hot pincers. Munster was deprived»of its privileges as an imperial
|

city ; the Bishop’s authority and Catholicism were re-established, and a

fortress was built to support them. The Anabaptists were dispersed %
into many lands, and their views exercised a potent influence in England

and Ameri^ in the following century; but the visionary and revo-

lutionary spirit which gave Anabaptism its importance during the
'

German R^ormation passed out of it to assume other forms, and

Anabaptism Slowly became a respectable^creed.

Two of the three revolutions which disturbed Germany in 1634-5,

the Wurttemberg war and the Munster insurrection, were thus ended ;

there remained a third, the attempt of commercial democracy to establish
j

an empire over the shores of the Baltic. The cities of the Hanseatic
|

League had long enjoyed the most complete autonomy, and whatever
|

authority neighl^uring Princes and Prelates could claim within the walls
j

of any of them was a mere shadow. Hence the Lutheran Reformation,!

appealing as it did most powerfully to the burgher class, won an easy ‘

15—2
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I^and an early victory in most of these trading communities. But this

victoiy was the beginning rathef than the end of strife, for the social

ferment which followed on the religious mvolt inevitably produced a

division between the richer and poorer claves. It bore little relatioi^

Ho differences on religious ‘^questions, though here as elsewhere in the

,sixteenth century every movement tended to assume a theological garb,

and the rich naturally favoured conservativjc forms of religion, while the

poor adopted novel doctrines. Thus risi/igs at Hanover ill 15SS, at

Bremen in 1630-2, and at Brunswick ii 1628 were directed partly

against the old Church and partly against t^e aristocratic Town Councils.

The chief of these municipal revolutions occurred at ]^ubeck and Stral-

sund, but, although the triumph of the democracy was accompanied by
a good deal of iconoclasm, and Wullenwever, the leader of the Liibeck

populace, was accused of Anabaptism, the struggle was really social

and political, or, according to Sastrow, the burgomaster of Greifswald,

between the i*cspectable and the disreputable classes. In both cities the

oligarchic character of the Town Council was abolished, and power was

transferred to demagogues depending on the support of the artisans;

but the importance of these changes consists not so much in their con-

-V
stitutional aspect, though thiu was of considerable significance, as in the

I
effect they produced upon the external policy of the Hanseatic League.

lliat famous organisation had lost much of the power it wielded in

the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries. Its position was based on a

union between the so-called Wendic cities of the Baltic and the towns

of Westphalia and the Netherlands, and upon the control which they

exercised over the united Scandinavian kingdoms, and thus over the

whole trade of the Baltic and the North Sea. The most potent voice

in the Confederation had hitherto been that of Liibeck, but the develop-

ment of Bruges and Antwerp under the fostering care of their Burgundian

rulers provoked a bitter rivaliy^between the Flemings and the League

;

Liibeck insisted upon the exclusion of Dutch trade from the Baltic, and

the Dutcdi naturally resented this limitation of their commerce. At the

same time this loosening of the bond between the eastern and western

cities weakened the Leaguefe hold on the Scandinavian kingdoms
; and

Christian II, who had married Charles V’s sister, conceived the idea of

utilising his Burgundian allies for the purpose of breaking the domin-

ation of the Baltic citiesr. Thfe plan was ruined by Christian's vices, which

gained him the hatred of all his subjects and enabled the Liibeckers,

by timely assistance to Christian’s uncle, Frederick, Duke of Holstein,

to evict their enemy from the throne of Denmark and Norway
; similar

aid was rendered to Gustavus Vasa, who in the same year (1623) drove

Christian out of Sweden ; and thus the union of the three Scandinavian

kingdoms which had lasted since the Peace of Kalmar (1397) was

permanently broken up.

Christian, however, was not content with his defeat, and with a
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view to securing the assistance of hi^ Habsbuig brothers-in*law and

of Catholic Europe^ he abjured his^Lutheranism and represented his

attempt to regain his thrones as a crusade against heresy. In 153V^
he overran Norway, but Mbeck blockaded the coast, forced him to

^capitulate, and procured pis lifelong imprisonment at Sonderburg.

This outrage on royal majesty, coupled with the mercantile hostility

between Lubeck and the i^Ictherlands, pi'ecipitated naval war between

the Dutch and Baltic cities 'a and the situation was complicated by the

death of Frederick I in Ajml, 1533. Several claimants for his vacant

throne appeal^. Fredericwleft two sons, Christian III, a Lutheran, and

John, who seems to have Vntertained some -hopes of maintaining his

pretensions by tlie help of the Catholic party. The old King, Christian II,

was regarded as impossible, and the Habsburgs put forward as their

candidate Count Frederick of the Palatinate (afterwards the Elector

Palatine iBVederick II), who married old Christian’s daughter. Such

was the situation with which the democrats of Liibeek, who had obtained

control of the Council in February and elected Jiirgen WuUenwever
Burgomaster in March, 1533, had to deal.

The distrust with which the i*evolutionists of Liibeek were viewed

by both Protestant and Catholic Princes* made Wullenwever’s course a

difficult one. He started for Copenhagen to conclude an alliance between

the two cities, but Copenhagen looked on him askance, and he then

offered his friendship to the young Christian III with no better resuit.

Lubeck, however, found an unexpected ally in Henry VIII, who was then

trying every means to reduce the Habsburg power, and regarded with

alarm the prospect of a Habsburg victory in Denmark, Marx Meyer,

a military adventurer who had taken service under Lubeck, had been

sent to sea in command of a fleet against the Dutch. Leuliing in

England without a passport, he had been ^')dged in the Tower of

London ;
but Henry saw in him a comvenient instrument against the

Habsburgs. He conferred on Meyer a knighthood, and promised Lubeck

assistance ; while the Llibeckers undertook to tolerate no Prince upon

the Danish throne of whom the English King did not approva But

Henry’s promises were not very serious, and* the Liibeckers were wise in

not putting too much trust in them. They were better advised in

concluding a four years’ truce with the NetherlancLs at the price of free

trade through the Sound in order to Concentrate their efforts upon

^tablishing their control over Denmark.
The element on which they relied was the democratic spirit in the

Scandinavian kingdoms and particularly in the towns. Melchior Hofmann
bad preached at Stockholm, where Gustavus Vasa declared that the

populace aimed at his assassination. At Malmo and Copenlmgen the

Burgomasters eventually adopted Wullenwever’s views, and both peasants

and artisans in Denmark were excited and discontented. The expulsion

of the old King Christian had been in the main an aristocratic revolution.

CB. VII.
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abetted by Liibeck in revenge for Christian's attacks on her mercantile

monopoly ; and the rule of Frederick I had been marked by aristocratic

ii^ringements of the commercial privileges of the townsfolk and by

oppression of the peasants. Both classes w^e ready to rise for their bid

Bauernlconig \ and Liibeck/iaware that Chrjptian would be a puppet in

her hands, determined to restore the sovereign whom ten years before

she had deposed. The town took into its service Count Christopher of

Oldenburg, a competent soldier, albeit a canon of Cologne, and'stipulated

in case of success for the cession of Gothlandl Helsingborg, $nd Helsingdr.

In May, 1534, Christopher arrived at LuUeck, and, having won a few

trifling successes over Duke Christian, he put to sea with a powerful

fleet and appeared off Copenhagen in June. Everywhere almost popular

insurrections broke out in favour of the old King or against the ruling

nobility. This war was called the Grevqfeide^ and it was in the name of

the Peasant King ” that Christopher summoned the town and county

proletariate to rise against their lords. Seeland, Copenhagen, Laaland,

I^ngeland, and Falster once more recognised him as their sovereign;

revolts of the peasants in Fiincn and Jutland led to a similar recognition,

while Oldendorp, whom Wullenwever describes as the originator of the

movement, roused some of +he Swedish cities. The Liibeck revolu-

tionists seemed to be carrying all before them; democratic factions

triumphed at Stralsund, Itostock, Riga, and Reval, and sent contribu-

tions in men or money to the common cause. In Liibeck itself Wullen-

wever strengthened his position by expelling the hostile minority from

the Council, and Bonnus, the Lutheran superintendent, resigned his

charge. Had the cities succeeded as they hoped,’’ wrote a Pomeranian

chronicler, not a Prince or a noble would have been left.’’

The!revolution at Miinster was now at its height, and the Princes

and nobles were aware of their peril ; but the Wiirttemberg wax also was

raging, and tliey were compelledi to content themselves with denouncing

the action of Liibeck, leaving to Duke Christian the task of effective

resistance. He proved equal to the occasion. In September he com-
pletely blockaded the mouth of the Trave and cut off <'Lubeck from

communication with the sea.e city compelled to restore all the

territory it had taken from Holstein, but both parties were left free to

carry on hostilities in Denmark. There the Estates, threatened by
internal revolts and external foes, had elected Duke Christian King, and
in December he captured Aalborg and pacified Jutland. He was helped

by contingents from tliree Princes connected with him by marriage, the

Dukes of Prussia and Pomerania and Gustavus of Sweden, whose throne

had been offered by Liibeck to Albrecht of Mecklenburg. Near Assens

in Funen on June 11, 1535, Christian’s general, Johann Rantzau,

defeated^the Lubeck allies under Count Johann von Hoya, and almost

simultaneously his fleet, commanded by the Danish admiral Skram, won
a less decisive victory over the ships of Liibeck off Bornholm. Jl^en
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and Sedand submitted, and in August Copenhagen and Malmd alone

held out ^

These jUsasters were fatal to Wullenwever's power in Lubeck ; duri^
his absence in Mecklenburg the restoration of the conservatives was

\ffected in August. Wul^nwever eventually fell into the hands of

the Archbidiop of Bremen, was delivered to the Archbishop's brother,

Duke Henry of Brunswick, and put to death in September, 1537. With
the ruin of his party the prosecution of his war began to languish, and

in 1536 Chrii^ian took po^ession of Copenhagen and made himself

master of the two kingdoms pf Denmark and Norway. He was crowned

by the Lutheran apostle llugenha^n, undei; whose auspices religion

according to the Straitest sect of Wittenberg was established in Denmark.

Christian's triumph was no doubt largely due to national antipathy to

the domineering interference of an alien State, but the national feeling

was exploited by class prejudice, and the aristocracy in Denmark turned

their victory to the same use as the German Princes did theire in the

Peasants' War. In both cases Lutheranisii) made common cause with

the upper classes ; the proclamation of the Gospel and the enforcement

of serfdom went hand in hand, but the landlord was the predominant

partner, and even the children of preachers I'emained in the stetus of serfs.

To Lubeck itself it is possible that the success of Wiillenwever's

grandiose ideas of mercantile empire might have been more fatal

than their failure. According to Baltic nautical ballads Lubeck long

regretted its turbulent Burgomaster, and his name is suiToundcd in

popular legend with something of the halo of a van Artevelde, but his

attempt to clothe the new democratic spirit in the worn-out garb of

the city-empire was doomed from the first to end in disaster. He could

not have permanently averted the decay of the Hanse towns fOr pre-

vented the absorption of most of them in the g owing territorial States

;

temporary success would only have prolonged the struggle without

offering the last result. Besides the local circumstances which would

have rendered ineffectual the endeavoui* of Lubeck, under whatever form

of municipal government it might have been made, to establish an im-

perial State, there was no element of stabili^ in the revolutionary spirit
^

of which aiiAt endeavour was the last manifestatibn. The future of

:

Germany was boimd up with the fortunes of the territorial principle, and

it is impossible to determine exactly in what degree the Lutheran

Reformation owed its salvation to its own inherent vitality, and
!

in what to its alliance with the prevailing political organisation. ^

Together Lutheranism and territorialism had crushed the revolutionary j

movement, whether it took the form of agrarian socialism, Munster

Anabaptism, or urban democracy. From the conflict of creeds all but
|

two had now been eliminated, Catholicism and Lutheranism; both were ;

equally linked with the territorial principle, and, whichever prevailed, :

the political texture of Germany would still be the same. The subsidence

OH. VU.
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i of the revolutionary spirit narrowed the field of contention, and the

\ question became merely one of fildng the limits of this or that territorial

I
State and of locating the frontier between the two established fonp of

religion.

Yet peace was not any nearer because

foe. The agreement of Niimberg in 1532
of the Schmalkaldic League immunity for their religion, but it did not

define religion or provide security for futuM Protestants. At the Peace

of Cadan in 1684 the first point was setrled by Ferdi])and'’s quashing

all the processes in the ReickHkammergerwht against the Schmalkaldic

allies; but the protection did not extend^ beyond the members of the

League, and numerous other Protestant States were liable to practical

ruin as the result of the Supreme Court’s verdicts. This was a particularly

dangerous cause of friction, because Catholic Princes had .other than

religious motives for executing the judgments of the Court against their

Protestant neighbours; as executors of the Court’s decrees they could

legally seize the lands of recalcitrant cities or lords, and under the guise

of religion extend their territorial power. Thus, Duke Eric of Brunswick-

Calenberg was anxious to execute sentence on his chief town, Hanover,

where a revolutionary movement had taken place ; the Duke of Bavaria

cast longing eyes on Augsburg ; and the specific object of the Catholic

league of Halle (1533) was to secure the execution of verdicts against

all cities and Princes who were not among the Schmalkaldic confederates.

The Catholics undoubtedly had the law on their side, but necessity

drove their opponents to break it. They could hardly stand by while

their fellow-countrymen were punished for holding the faith they held

themselves ; had they done so they would only have prepared the way

\
for their own destruction. The obvious method of protecting their

' co-religionists was to admit them to the Schmalkaldic League ; b&t this

was an infraction of the terms of the Niimberg Peace which would

endanger their own security, and they would not have ventured on the

step unless circumstances hod tied the hands of the Austrian government.

Throughout the greater part of 1536 Charles V was engaged in the

conquest of Tunis, and he was hoping to follow up his su<K:ess in this

dii-ection with an attack on the Turks, who were embroiled iii a war with

Persia, when his plans were disconcerted by the hostile attitude of

France. Francesco Sforza, Dtike of Milan, died in 1535 'Without issue,

and Francis I, fearing with good reason that Charles would seize

the duchy himself, revived his claims to Milan, Genoa, and Asti. In the

spring of 1536 he overran Savoy, which had become the Emperor’s ally,

entei^ into negotiations with the Turks and with Henry VIII for a

joint action against the Habshiu^gs, and approached the Lutheran

Princes with a similar object. The Lutherans were reluctant to side

with the Emperors enemies, but they had no hesitation in putting a

high prioe on their friendi^p, and in tmning Charles’ necessities to

thp rivals had beaten a common
had guaranteed to the members
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eccoxmt by demanding security for the threatened membei's of their «

Church. In December^ 1635, at a di^t of the Schmolkaldic League,

they undertook to admit all who would subscribe tp the Confession of

/ Au^burg ; and Wilrttembe^rg, Pomerania, Anhalt, and the cities of

{
Augsburg, Frankfort, Honour, and Kemptefi became thus entitled to

I
its protection. They renewed their repudiation of the Reichskammer-

^ ^erkht as a partisan body, and declared that conscience would not allow

them to Inspect its verdicts. They refused in fact to yield to the

national and ipiperial authoAties that obedience in religious matters

which they rigorously exactca from the subjects of their own territorial

jurisdiction ; and at the moment when they were pleading conscience os

a justification of their own conduct they declined to admit its validity

when urged by their Catholic brethren.

The Lutherans had not remained untainted by the pride of power

and the €u:rogance of success. In Ferdinand'^s own dominions at this

time Faber declared that but for him and the King all Vienna would

have turned Lutheran, and that it needed but a sign to arm all Germany
against the Roman Church. Ferdinand himself was urging such con-

cessions as the marriage of the clergy and communion under both kinds,

and complained to the Papal Nuncio thatihe could not find a confessor

who was not a fornicator, a drunkard, or an ignoramus. In England
Lutheranism had reached its highest water-mark in Henry's reign

;

Melanchthon had dedicated an edition of his Loci Commuties to the Tud(jr

King, and was willing to undertake a voyage to England to reform the

English Church. Francis I had invited Melanchthon and Bucer to

France to discuss the religious situation. The new Pope, Paul III, who

had succeeded Clement VII in 1534, began his pontificate by creating

a number of reforming Cardinals, and sent V^^Tgerio to Germany to

investigate the possibilities of a concordat wi h the heretics and to

ascertain the terms upon which they would support a General Council.

In all the Scandinavian kingdoms the triumph of the new faith was

complete, and the Protestant seemed to be the winning cause in Europe.

Now, when Charles was threatened with *a joint attack by Turks and

French, it was no time to throw the Lutheran Princes into the enemy’s

arms. For Ihe moment temporal security wiis a more urgent need than

the maintenance of the Catholic Church, and the suspension of all the

ecclesiastical Cases in the Reichskamviergericht was the price which

Ferdinand paid for the Lutheran rejection of alliance with Henry VIII

and Francis I.

One of Ferdinand's motives was fear lest Bavaria should, by executing

the judicial sentence aigainst Augsburg, acquire predominant influence in

that important city; and he was by no means averse from the plan,

proposed by the Elector John Fr^erick of Saxony, of persua^ng

Zwinglian Augsburg to adopt the Lutheran Confession and of then

admitting it to the Schmalkaldic League. Augsburg was thus saved

ca. vu.
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from what Ferdinand regarded as a more pernicious form of here^
Ithan Lutheranism, and also fr6m the clutches of the rival House of

Wittelsbach. The way for this conversion was prepared by the Witten-

()erg Concord of 1536. The hostility between the Zwinglian an^
Lutheran sects had to some extent sulpided since Zwingli's death.

Melanchthon had modified his attitude towards predestination, and had
been much impressed by Oecolampadius' treatise on the use of th^

Eucharist during the first three centuries. Luther even brought himself

to entertain a friendly feeling for Zwingl^s successor Bpllinger. Afteif

various preliminary negotiations, in which Uucer was as usual the leadinj^

spirit, a conference between Luther and representatives of the modified^

Zwinglianism which prevailed in the cities of Upper feermany was hel^

in Luther’s house at Wittenberg in May, 1536. The two parties agreedf

on a form of words which covered their differences about the leal presence^

in the Eucharist ; they were not so successful with regard to the other^

disputed point, the reception of the body of Christ by unworthy com-t

nmnicants, but they agreed to differ. Luther expressed himself wiiling|.

to bury the past and roll the stone upon it, and extended to Bucer and
the Upper German cities that “brotherly love” which he had refused to^

Zwingli at Marburg in 1529,.

I The Concord of Wittenberg only stopped for a while the rifts which
thud begun to appear in the Schinalkaldic Union. The mere fact of

security would have tended to relax the bonds, nnd there were personal

as well as religious differences between John Frederick and Philip of Hesse.

Philip expressed contempt for the dull but honest Elector, while John
Frederick had grave doubts about Philip’s orthodoxy and the morality of

his policy, Philip had always inclined to Zwinglian views and resented

dictation from Wittenberg; and the two religious parties had nearly

come to an open breach over the reformation of Wiirttemberg. ’Ulrich

himself was more Zwinglian than Lutheran, and his duchy was partitioned

into two spheres of influence, in one of which the Lutheran Schnepf

laboured and in the other the Zwinglian Blaurer. The latter proved the

stronger, and in 1537 Blaurer procured the abolition of images in spite of

the opposition of Schnepf a^nd Breilz, while Ulrich devoted the confiscated

Church revenues tb exclusively secular purposes. It seem^ as though

Hesse, Wurttemberg, and the Oberland cities might form a strong

Zwinglian Union independent of the Lutheran League of *Schmalkalden,

Both the Elector and the Landgrave were hesitating whether to renew

that League, and both were pursuing independent negotiations at the

Court of Vienna, where Ferdinand by his conciliatory demeanour and
concessions induced them both to turn a deaf ear to the persuasions of

the Habsburgs’ foreign enemies.

The necessity for this pacific diplomacy on Ferdinand’s part was

amply demonstrated by the course of the war with the French and the

Turks from 1536 to 1538. In spite of the neutrality of Henry, VIII
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and the Lutfaeraa FrinoeB Francis I more than held his own, and the ten

years' truce n^^tiated by Paul III at Nice in 1688 marked a considerable

,
recoyeiy from the humiliation of 15S5-9. The real import of the agree-J

a
mt b^ween the two great Catholic Powers, which followed at Aigues-

j

[ortes, was and is a matter of doubt. Osteilsibly the alliance was to

be directed against infidels and heretics ; and Henry VIII, the Lutheran
Princes, and the Turks had all some ground for alarm. £ven if war was
not intended the Lutherans dreaded the General Council which peace

brought percepljblj nearer. 'Shey had brusquely declined to concur in

the assembly vainly summonedrby Paul to meet at Mantua in May, 1637,

because the terms qf the summons implied that its object was the extirpa-

tion of Lutherans and not of abuses. They justified their refusal to the

Empei*or by arguing that the proposed Papal Council was very diffei'ent

from that General ^uncil contemplated by the Diets of 15^3 and 1624;

and the Elector John Frederick suggested a counter ecumenical council

to be held at Augsburg under the protection of the Schmalkaldic league.
|

One and all they denied the Pope's authority^to summon a Council and i

read with delight Henry VIII's manifesto to that efliect.

Apart from the General Council which the union of Paul, Charles,

and f^rancis seemed to portend, the Lutherans had been thrown into

alarm by the mission to Germany of the Emperor's Vice-Chancellor,

Held, who had received his instructions in October, 1636. Held bad

been a zealous member of the Reichskammergerkhty and he was burning

to avenge the contumely with which Protestants had treated the verdictfc

of that Court, He interpreted Charles’ cautious and somewhat

ambiguous language as an order to form a Catholic League with the

object of restraining, if not of attacking, the Lutheran Princes. He
ignored the Treaty of Cadan and Ferdinand's later concessions, required

that the Protestants should promise submission to the proposed Council .

and to the Kammergerkhty and, when the
3
i refused, proceeded to build up

his Catholic alliance. The Habsburg rulere, Feitiinand and the Queen-

^Begent of the Netherlands, were alarmed at Held's proceedings ; but the

^^Eong could not*aftbrd to break with the ultra-Catholics whose tool Held

Vas ; and on June 10, 1538, the League of I^iimberg was formed under

the nominal patronage of Charles V. Its organisation was a faithful

bc^y of that of the Schmalkaldic League, and its members were the

Emperor, the Sing, the Archbishops of Mainz and Salzburg, and the

Dukes of Bavaria, George of Saxony, and Eric and Henry of Brunswick.

was professedly defensive, but its determination to execute

Ihe decrees of the Kammergerkkty which the Schmalkaldic League had

repudiated, really threatened war ; and the occasion for it was almost

provided by Duke Henry of Brunswick. He was chafing at the support

given by the Schmalkaldic League to his two towns of Brunswick and

Goslar, which had been condemned by the Kammergerkhi to restore the

confiscated goods of the Church; and with a view to consolidating his

CH. VXl.
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territorial power he was eager to carry out the verdict of the Court.

Personal animosity between him and his neighbour the Landgrave added

.fiiel to the flames; Philip was believed to be arming for war in the

spring of 1539, and Held and Duke Heni;y were bent upon anticipating

his attack. ^ f

Such a development was, however, repugnant to responsible people

on both sides. Hie Emperor had not in fact been so truculent as Held

repi-esented ; his real intention in sending his Vice-Chancellof to Germany
seems to have been to provide safeguo^s for his invperial authority,

which in 1536-7 was threatened at least fas much by Catholic as it was

by Protestant enmities. The Pope appeared to b^ indifferent to the

fate of the Church and Empire in Germany, and regarded with appau^nt

unconcern the alliance between France and the infidels against the

Christian Emperor. If Charles was to make head against them he must

feel more secure in Germany, and the only means feasible were a Council

summoned without the concurrence of Francis or Paul, a national synod

of the German people, or a perpetual compromise on the basis of the

Niimberg peace of 1532. The ten years' truce with France concluded at

Nice relieved Charles of his more pressing anxieties, but in spite of

appearanc^es, brought him no nearer to the position from which he could

dictate terms to the Lutherans. He was doubtless aware that Francis

had given, both before and after the truce, satisfactoiy assurances to the

German Princes to the effect tliat the concord was merely defensive and

that he would not allow Charles to destroy them. And other dangers

arose on the imperial horizon. In February, 1538, Ferdinand closed his

long rivalry with Zapolya by a treaty which guaranteed to that potentate,

who was then childless, a lifelong tenui’e of his Hungarian throne on

condition that Ferdinand should be his successor. But this only enraged

the really formidable foe, the Sultan, who regarded Hungary as his and

Zapolya as only his viceroy ; e.nd in 1539 war was once more threatened

on the banks of the Danube.

A still greater trouble menaccid the Habsburgs in Flanders, and the

revolt of Ghent extending though it did to Alost, Oudenaarde, and

Courtrai, was only a part, of the peril. Gelders, which hwi constantly

been to the Burgundian House what Scotland was to England, passed

in 1539 into the hands of a ruler who dreamt of uniting with the

Sclimalkaldic licague on the east, with Henry VIII on* the west, and

possibly with hVancis I on the south, and of thus suiTounding Charles'

dominions in the Netherlands with an impenetrable hostile fence. John,

Duke of Cleves, had married Mai7, the only child of William of Julich

and Beig; his son William, heir to the united duchy of Cleves-Jiilich-Berg,

had also claims on the neighbouring duchy of Gelders, whose Duke died

without issue in 1538. The Estates of Gelders admitted William^s

claims, and in February. 1539, he also succeeded his father in Cleves.

He hod been educated by Erasmus' fruend Conrad Hetesbach, and the
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fonp of religion obtaining in Cleves was a curious Erasmian compromise

between Popeiy and Protestantism, whith erected the Duke into a sort

of territorial Pope and bore some resemblance to the via media pursued

Henry VIII in England and by Joachim II in Brandenburg. Cleves

was thus a convenient political and theological link between England

and the Schmalkaldic league; and by means of it Cromwell in 1539

thought of forging a chain to bind the Emperor. Duke William'’s

sister Sibylla was already married to the Elector Frederick of Saxony,

and at the end pf 1539 another sister Anne was wedded to Henry VIII.

Over and above these preign complications the ever-increasing

strength of the Lutheran party in Germany rendered an attack upon

them a foolhardy enterprise on the Emperor's part unless his hands

were completely free in of!l^er directions. In 1539 two of the chief

pillars of the Catholic Church in the Empire were removed, the Elector

of Brandenburg and Duke George of Saxony. Joachim I of Brandenburg

had died in 1535, but it was four years later before his son and successor

definitely seceded from the ancient Church. Pn his accession he joined

the Catholic League of Halle and retained the old Church ritu«J, but

in 1538 he refused adherence to the extended Catholic confederation of

Numberg. In February, 1639, his capital^Berlin with Kolln demanded

the administration of the Sacrament in both kinds, and the Bishop of

Brandenburg himself advocated a Reformation. Joachim II, however,

taking Heniy VIII as his exemplar, resolved to be as independent o;

Wittenberg as he was of Rome ; and probably the chief motive in hi;

Reformation was the facility it afforded him of self-aggrandisement by

appropriating the wealth of the monasteries and establishing an absolute

control over his Bishops. He became, in fact, though not in title,

summus episcopus and supreme head of the Church within his dominions.

Like the Tudor King he was fond of splendou and ritual, made few

changes in Catholic use, and maintained an intermediate attitude

between the two great religious parties.

The revolution in Albertine Saxony was more complete. Duke
Greorge, one of the most estimable Princes of his age, had kept intact

his faith in Catholic dogma, though he had spoken with candour of the

necessity for practical reforms. On his death in 163^ the Duchy passed

to his brother Henry, who had preferred the religion of his Ernestine

cousin the Elector to that of his brother ttie Duke. In order to avert

the impending conversion of his duchy, George had made his brother’s

succession conditional upon his renouncing Lutheranism and joining the

League of Numberg ; if he rejected these terms the duchy was to pass to

the Emperor or to Ferdinand. For this violent expedient there was

no legal justification and no practical support within or without the

duchy. The people had long resented the repressive measures with

which Duke Geoige had been compelled to support Catholicism, and

they accepted with little demur the new Duke and the new religion.

ca. vn.
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One Bishop, John of Meissen, petitioned Charles to be freed from his

allegiance to the Duke ; but eVen the Catholic members of the Estates

^pudiated his action, and in 1540 the Estates sanctioned the Lutheran

Reformation which Duke Hcniy had begun without their concurrence. ^
Besides the Elector oii Brandenburg and the Duke of Saxony, minor

Princes and many towns threw in their lot with the Protestant cause.

Joachim II’s brother. Margrave John of Brandenburg, who ruled in

Cottbus and Peitz, joined the Schmalkaldic League in 15S7' Ratisbon,

long a Catholic stronghold, relinquished! its ancient fjjth ; its monas-

teries had only one or two inmates apVece; and only some twenty

people gathered to worship in its cathedral. In other Catholic Stat^

there were said to be more monasteries than monks, and the number of

candidates for ordination sank to five in foiit years in the see of Passau,

and to seventeen in eight years in that of Laibach. Heidelberg, the

Elector Palatine'^s capital, was described as the most Lutheran city

in Germany ; and the Elector himself was, in the few moments he spared

from the hunt and his epps, wavering between Luther and the Pope.

Albrecht of Bmndenburg, Luther’s “devil of Mainz,” was the only member

of his family who remained Catholic, and l^e was compelled to flee from

his palace at Halle. Mecklejaburg-Schwerin was reformed by its episcopal

Duke, and Brunswick-Calenberg by its Dowager-Duchess, Elizabeth of

Brandenburg.

So the golden opportunity which the alliance with Paul and Francis

at Nice appeared to ^brd to Charles for the reduction of German heresy

passed away through no fault of the Emperor’s. The zealous Held was

suppressed ; the negotiations with the Lutherans were entrusted to the

moderate Archbishop of Lund, who had contrived the agreement

between Zapolya and Ferdinand ; and Charles accepted the mediation of

the doubtful Catholic, the Elector Palatine Ludwig V, and the doubtful

Protestant, Joachim II of Brandenburg. The parties met at Frankfort

in April, 1639. Henry VIII sent envoys to stifleu the Lutheran demands

and prevent an agreement if possible. The Protestant terms were high

;

they wanted a permanent peace which no Council and no assembly of

Estates should have the power to break ; the Niimbeig League was to

receive no fresh accessions, its Protestant rival of Schmalkalden as many
as chose to join it

;
and all processes in the Rekliskammergericht were to

be suspended for eighteen m6nths. All that Charles ultindately conceded

was a suspension for six months, and he quietly gave his consent to

the Niimbei-g League. But its immediate object of enforcing the

decrees of the Supreme Court was baulked ; and for half a year even

the latest recruits to Protestantism were to enjoy complete immunity.

Beyond that nothing was settled, and. the peace of the Lutherans

depended upon the extent of the Emperor’s troubles in other directions*

At first the Emperor prospered. Ghent was crushed with ease in

Febrqaiy^ 1540. As soon as Henry VUI realised that the Catholic
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aUiaoce of France, the Pope, and the Emperor^ involved no attack upon

him, he repudiated his Low German cohnexions and his plain wife from

Qeves, and CharW ministers marvelled at the ways of Ptovidenc^*

^piey succeeded also in keeping Philip of Hesse in go^ humour and in

preventing Duke William's admission into %he Schmalkaldic League.

The clear-sighted Bucer deplored the Emperor’s good fortune, and

augured the same treatment for Protestant Germany which Charles had
meted out tb Ghent. But the hour was not yet come. In July, 1540,

Francb I reject^ the Emperor’s conditions for the settlement of their

disputes, betrothed his niece, Jeanne of Navarre, to Duke William of

Cleves, and refuse^ to surrender his claims on •Milan and Savoy, or to

join in action against Turk qj: heretic. Parties in Germany were more

confounded than ever. The spread of Lutheranism produced no union

in the Catl^plic ranks, and at Frankfort Catholics as well as Lutherans

had refused to serve against the Turks. Charles appears to have reached

the not unreasonable conclusion that Catholicism, especially in the

ecclesiastical principalities, would only be ^e under the shadow of

his territorial power. The Electors of Trier, Cologne, and Mainz, and

other great Bishops, were ever being tempted to follow the example of

Albrecht of Prussia and turn the lands of thgir sees into secular hereditary

fiefs. Bucer had suggested this measure as necessary for the firm founda-

tion of Protestantism, and the Elector of Cologne was beginning to

waver. But these non-heritable ecclesiastical fiefs were the chief bulwark

of Habsburg imperialism against the encroaching territorial tide ; and it

was natural that Charles should dream of extending his influence from

Burgundy over Cologne, Munster, Bremen, and Osnabruck, so that if

they were to be secularised at all, he might do the work and deal

with them as he had dealt with Utrecht. This, of course, was not

the view of the ecclesiastical Princes, who wisi <^d at least to choose

between the advantages of their independent spiritual rule and those

of an equally independent territorial authority ; and there was actually

talk of an alliance between them, backed by the Bavarian Dukes, and
the Schmalkaldic League, for the defence of national freedom against

the Habsbu]^. Yet at the same time ultr%-Catholics were denouncing

Chai*Ies for his concessions at Frankfort. The Pope censured the Regent
Maria and the Archbishop of Lund, and required the Emperor to annul

the agreement* with the ftotestants on paifl of being pronounced schis-

matic; while Cardinal Pole hinted that the Church had more to fear

from Charles V than it hod from Henry VIII.

For a while the Emperor had to tread delicately, and he took refuge

in ,a series of religious conferences. The first was held at Hagenau in

June, 1640, but produced no result. Another met at Worms in

November ; there were present eleven Catholics and eleven Protestants,

but the former included Ludwig of the Palatinate, Joachim of Branden-

burg, and William of Cleves, whose Catholicism was not of the Roman
OB. vu.
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type. For once the Protestants were united, the Catholics divided, and

Oranvelle, who represented the Emperor, was an astute politician.

Morone, the papal Nuncio, was reduced to attempts to create Protestant

dissensions over the Eucharist, and to gain time by substituting an

interchange of writings for oral debate.. The discussions began on

January 14, 1541, between Fick and Melanchthon, but the meeting was

soon adjourned to the Diet at Ratisbon, where Charles would attend

in person. It opened on April 6, and during its course the two parties

made their nearest approach to unity. The Reforming movement in Italy

fiad somewhat modified the Catholic viewW justification, and Morone’s

place was taken by the broad-minded Contarini ; while on the othei'

side Bucer had drawn up an alluring scheme of cofiriprehension. He,

Melanchthon, and Pistorius represent^ the Protestants; Eck, Pflug, and

Gropper the Catholics. Of the latter Eck was the only fighting divine,

and both the marriage of priests and the use of the cup wei*e conceded,

while on agreement was reached on the doctrine of justification.

Yet the most pertincijt comment on Bucer’s scheme was Melanch-

thon’s, who compared it to Plato’s RepiMic. He and Luther and John

Frederick on one side, and Aleander and the Roman theologians on the

other, were convinced that po concord was possible between Rome and

evangelical Germany. It has been found possible to elaborate formu-

laries which will bear both a Catholic and a Protestant interpretation,

but it requii'es a strong hand and an effective government to compel

their acceptance ; Charles could not coerce either Wittenberg or Rome

;

he had neither the will nor the means of Henry VIII and Elizabeth.

Bavaria organised an extreme faction among the Bishops and non-

Electoral Princes, who revealed their double motives by thi'eatening to

s(jck another Emperor imless Charles afforded them better protection

and obtained restitution of their secularised lands. This intingue proved

fafal to the attempt at comprehension and the result of the I3iet was to

leave parties in much the same state as before. In July, 1541, Charles

made a declaration to the Protestants, suggested by Brandenburg, that

the Augsburg C'onfi'ssion should be no ground for proceeding against

any Prince ; that tlie Rcichskammergericht should not exclude questions

of ecclesiastical property from this guarantee; and that, although for the

futiu^ monasteries must not be dissolved, they might adopt a Cbristicm

reformation.’* But this declaration was to remain secret, and at the

same time Charles renew/d the Catholic League of Niimberg. He was

forced to ignore bi>th Protestant and Catholic disobedience and to

conciliate rebels in both the camps.

If this was a defeat for the Emperor, he found compensation else-

where, and skilfully turned to his own advantage the most discreditable

episode in the history of German Protestantism. Philip of Hesse, like

most of the Princes and many of the Prelates of his age, was a

debauchee; but with his moral laxity he combined, like Henry VIII,
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some curious scruples of conscience, and he could not bring himself to

take the sacrament while he was unfaithful to his wife. Insuperable

antipathy prevented marital relatioi:^; continence was out of the quel-

Hion ; debauchery endangered his souL He [^t his hard case before the

heads of the Lutheran Church. They disbelieved in divorce; so did

Henry Vlll, but they did not possess Henryk's talent for discovering

proofs that^he had never been married to the wife he wished to repudiate;

and bigamy, from which the Tudor abstained, appeared the only

solution. The tone idea had occurred before to Clement VII ; a previous

Pope had licensed bigamy in the case of Heniy IV of Castile ; and the

Old Testament precedents were familiar to all. Luther, Melanchthon,

and Bucer all concurred in approving Philips's second marriage on con-

dition that it remained a secret. The ceremony took place at Rothen-

burg on Melrch 4, 1640, and the news soon leaked out. Melanchthon

quailed before the public odium and nearly died of shame, but Luther

wished to brazen the matter out with a lie. *‘The secret ‘yea,"’ he

wrote, ‘‘ must for the sake of Christ’s Churdh remain a public ‘ nay.’
”

By denying the truth of the rumours he would, he argued, be doing no

more than Christ Himself did when He said He knew not the day and

the hour of His second coming, and he alJb alleged the analogy of the

confessional ; a good confessor must deny in Court all knowledge of what

he has learnt in confession.

The moral effect of this revelation upon the Lutheran cause wr*^

incalculable. Cranmer wrote from England to his uncle-in-law Osiander

of the pain which it caused to the friends of the Reformation and the

handle it gave to the enemy. Ferdinand avowed that he had long been

inclined to evangelical doctrines, but that this affair hod produced a
revulsion of feeling. John Frederick and Clrich of Wurttemberg
refused to guarantee Philip immunity for his cr>»ne, the legal penalty

for which was death ; and the Landgrave, seriously alarmed, sought t<)

make his peace with the Habsburgs, and possibly with Rome ; as a last

resort he felt he could obtain a dispensation from the Pope, who would

willingly pay t&e price for a prodigal son.* In the autumn of 1540 he

began his negotiations w^th Granvelle, and dh June IS, 1641, concluded

his bargain with Chailes; he abandoned his relations with England,

France, and Cll^ves, undertook to exclude thpm all from the Schmalkaldic

League, to side with Chaides on all political questions, and to recognise

Ferdinand as Charles’ successor in the Empire. In return he only

obtained security against personal attacks; he would not be exempt
from the consequences of a general war against Protestants. Philip’s

so|lin-law, Maurice, who succ^ded his father Henry as Duke of Albertine

Saxony in that year, was included in the arrangement; and Joachim of

Brandenburg was induced to promise help against Cleves in return for

the oonfiiination of his church establishment. As the Elector John
Frederick could not be induced to abandon his brother-in-law of Cleves,

160, u* n. n. OB. vn.
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the Schmalkaldic League was split into two parties pledged to take

opposite sides in that all-important question
; and the anger of Grennon

historians at this “ treason of Plylip of Hesse is due not merely to its

disastrous effect on Prot^tantism^ but to the fact that it materiaHj *

contributed to the conquest of Gelders by Charles and to its eventual

separation from the Empire. But for Philip of Hesse’s bigamy Gelders

might to-day be part of Germany and not of Holland.

llie pressure of other dangers, however, gave Gelders a two years’

respite. The Emperor hurried from the•Diet of Ratisbon to attempt

the conquest of Algiers, a nest of pirates which was a perpetual menace

to his Spanish and Italian possessions ; and the disastrous failui-e of that

expedition encouraged Francis I and Solyman to renew their war on

the Habsbiirgs. Zapolya had died on July 23, 1640, but before his

death he had been unexpectedly blessed with a son, John Sigismund.

His widow and her minister George Martinuzzi, Bishop of Grosswardein,

thereupon repudiated the treaty of Grosswardein (1638), by which Ferdi-

nand was to succeed Zapoiya, and crowned the infant John Sigismund.

Their only hope lay in Solyman, and the Turk had determined to end

the noniinal independence which Hungary enjoyed under Zapolya. In

August, 1641, he captured Biida, turned its church of St Mary into a

mosque, and Hungary into a Turkish province. The Diet of Speier

(Januaiy, 1642) offered substantial levies for the war, but they were

ill-equipped and worse commanded by Joachim of Brandenburg. In

September the army sat down before Pesth ; on the 6th a breach was

m^e, but the storming party failed ; and afterwards, wrote Sir Thomas
Seymour, who was present, ” the soldiers for lack of wages refused to

keep watch and ward or to make assault.” Two days later the siege was

raised; Joachim and his troops returned in disgi'ace to Germany; and

next year Solyman extended his sway over Fvinfkirchen, Stuhlweissen-

burg, and Gran.

Misfortune attended the Emperor in the west as well as in the east.

^ Cleves had definitely thrown in its lot with France, and the anti-imperial

I

league was joined by Sweden, Denmark, and Scotland. The French

]
alliance with Turkey was once more brought into play, the Pope was

hostile to both the Habsburg brothel's, and Henry VIII was still

haggling over the price of ^his friendship. Francis I declared war in

j

1642 ; and, although he failed before Perpignan, a Danish-Clevish army
! under Martin van Kossem defeated the imperialists at Sittord (March

24, 1648), Luxemburg was overrun, and a Franco-Turkish fleet captured

Nice.

The Lutheran Princes meanwhile were making the best of ^ir
opportunities. In 1541 the Erasmian Tflug was elected Bishop of

Naumburg, but John Frederick feared he would join the Numbeig
League; and in spite of Luther’s warnings against the violence of his

action he forced Amsdorf into the see. Pfiug’s cause was adopted by
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some of the noUes of Meissen, a par( of Saxony which was mainly
Albertine bat to some extent tmder Ernestine influence. The Catholic
Bishop of Meissen naturally sided with Maurice, who had succeeded

4o bis &ther in 1641, rather than with John Frederick. In 1642
he demurred to the Elector's demand for lelies for the Turkish wfx,
and John Frederick without consulting his cousin marched his troops
into Wurzen, the property of a collegiate chapter founded by the
Bishops of Meissen, and conveniently situated for incorporation in the
Elector's dominions. This inflamed the Albertine nobility, and Maurice
began to arm. The Landgrave and Luther intervened ; a compromise
was patched up, and Wurzen was partitioned ; but a root of bittciness

remained between the cousins, which bore fruit in later years.

One aggression was promptly followed by another. Among the tem-
poral Catholic Princes none of note were left except the Dukes of Bavaria
and Duke Henrj' of Brunswick. Duke Henry (Lutlier's “ User Hemx'")
was described as the “ greatest Papist in all Germany,” and he was left

alone in the north to face the Schnialkaldic League. He long been
at enmity with Philip of Hesse, and his cruelty towards his wife was
almost as great a scandal a.s the Landgrave's bigamy. In his zeal for

his faith or for his house he pronounced* Charles’ suspension of the
verdicts of the Rehhakammergvrtcht against Brunswick and Goslar to
be contrary to the laws of the Empire, and despite the disapprolratiou

of Ferdinand, Granvelle, and Albrecht of Mainz, he proceeded to attack

the two towns. The Schnialkaldic league at once armed in their defence;
but not satisfled with this the Elector and the l.Andgrave overran Henry's
duchy, Wolfenbiittel alone offering serious resistance (August, 1642).
The Duke's territories were sequestered by the League and evangelised

by Bugenhagen. Feidinand had to content himself with the League’s
assurance that it would carry the war no farther, iiid with the pretence
that it liad been waged in defence of Chirles’ suspending powers. But
the sort of respect the Lutherans were willing to pay the imperial
authorities was shown by their attitude towards the Kammergericht.
They obtained admittance to it early in 1542, and thereupon decl ined to
tolerate the ^iresence of any clerical colleagites ; but, failing to secure

a majority on it, they declai*ed in December that it had no jurisdiction
over them or^their allies. Encouraged perhaps by the result of the
Brunswick war, Duke William of Cleves now abandoned his Erasmiaii
compromise and adopted Lutheranism undefiled. Even more important
was the simultaneous conversion of Hennann von Wied, Archbishoj>
and EHector of Cologne, whose territories were surrounded on all sides by
the^oomposite duchy of Cleves-Julich-Berg. Bishop Hermann had held
the see since 1616 ; he had corresponded with Erasmus, and after 1536
had endeavoured to reform the worst practical abuses in his diocese.

Gropper's treatise, written to reconcile justiffcation by faith with Catholic
docUini^ probably indicates the direction in which the Archbishop's mind
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was moving. He next b^n \p correspond with Bucer, who with his

connivance commenced preaching at Bonn in 154S. Bucer was followed

by Melanchthon, who complete the work of conversion. Franz von

Waldeck, Bishop of Munster^ Minden, and Osnabriick, was indin^ U
follow his metropolitan’s lead, and another important convert was Count

Otto Henry, nephew, and eventually successor, of the Elector Palatine.

The Emperor’s fate trembled in the balance. Airayed against him

were France, Turkey, the Pope, Sweden, Denmark, Scotian^ Gdders,

and Cleves ; he could only look for assistance from Hensy VIII and the

Lutherans. Henry became his ally in hope of reducing Scotland, but

into which scale would the German sword be cash? Francis I was

holding out all sorts of inducements, and his proposals were backed by

Strassburg and Calvin. But the IVinces were perhaps not bold enough,

perhaps not bad enough, to seize the opportunity of eABscfing their

sovereign’s ruin. Francis was allied to both Turk and Pope; Charles

was for once maintaining the national cause. To motives of patriotism

was added the private agreement between Charles and the Landgrave.

The Habsburgs were lavishing all their wiles on Philip ; and Philip, in

spite of Bucer’s warnings and in spite of his own real convictions, allowed

himself to be duped. He opposed the admi&sion of Denmark, Sweden,

and Cleves into the Schmalkaldic League, and Duke William was thus

left to his fate. With genuine insight Charles made the reduction of

Geldcrs his first object. On August 22, 1543, he arrived before Duren,

the principal strongliold in Gelders; on the 24th it was battered from

fbreak of day till 2 p.in., and then his Spanish and Italian troops took it

^by storm. Jiilich, Roermonde, and Orkelen fell in the next few days,

and on Septeinl)er 6 Duke William knelt before Charles at Venloo.

Gelders and Zutphen were annexed to the Emperor’s hereditary States,

passed from him to Philip II, and thus were in effect severed from the

Empire ; Duke William repudiated his French bride and his heresy, and

later (1546) was married to Mario, Ferdinand’s daughter. The Refor-

mation in neighbouring Cologne was checked, and during the winter

Bucer declared that the subjection of Germany was' inevitable and

iiuuiincnt.
^ ,

Such was not the view taken by German Princes. Charles still

needed their help to deal with France and tlie Turks, and they allowed

tliemselves to be bouglit. 'f'heir price was heavy, but the Emperor was

willing to pay it, knowing that if he succeeded he would get ^ money
back with plenty of interest. At the Diet of Speier in February, 1644,

this words were smooth and his promises ample. In fact he almost

I
abandoned the Catholic position by committing himself to the pledge

j
of a national settlement of the religious question whether the Pope liked

. it or not, and by confirming the suspension of all processes against the

\
Protestants and their possession of the goods of the Church. In return

the Lutheran Princes contributed some meagrc levies for the French
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aad Turkish wars. Their real concession was abstention fioin taking part

with the Emperor^s enemies, while Charles and Henry VIII invad^ the

French King’s dominions. This time it was John I^erick who made
’private terms with the Habsburgs without his colleagues’ knowledge.

In return for an imperial guarantee of the Cl^es succession to his wife,

the sister of Duke William, in case William’s line died out, the Elector

of Saxony recognised Ferdinand as Roman King; and the compact was to

be sealed b/the marriage of John Frederick’s son to one of Ferdinand’s

daughters. C)tl^^ members of the hostile coalition were detached by
the same skilful play upon particularist interests. Gustavus of Sweden

and Frederick of penmark had joined it from fear lest Charles should

enforce the claims of his niece Dorothea (daughter of Christian II and

Isabella), and her husband, Count Frederick of the Palatinate, to both

those kinidpms. These were now abandoned and Francis I was lefi

without allies except the Pope and the Sultan.

The campaign opened in 1644 with a French victory at Ceresole, but

the tables were turned in the north. Aided by Lutheran troops Charles

captured St Dizier while Heniy VIII laid siege to Boulogne. In

September the Emperor was almost within sight of the walls of Paris,

when suddenly on the 18th he signed the pteliminaries of the Peace of

Crdpy. Many and ingenious were the reasons alleged before tlie world

and to his ally of England. In reality there had been a race between

the two as to which should make peace first and leave the other in tlu'

grip of the enemy. Had Henry won he might have conquered Scotland,

and there might have been no Schmalkaldic war. But Charles had

proved the nimbler; it was he and not Henry who was left free to

deliver his blows in another direction. At the cost of liberal terms to

his foe he had duped one of the allies who had helped him to victory

;

it remains to recount the fate which befell the otht **.

4SB. vu.
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CHAPTER VTIL

RELIGIOUS WAR IN GERMA^^Y.

Charti5s V achieved a masterpiece of unscnipulous statecraft when

he extricated himself from his war with France and left his English ally

entangled in its toils. Cogent military reasons for the peace concluded

at Cr^py could doubtless ^3e alleged ; the position of the imperial army

in the heart of France was more imposing than secure, and the disasters

of the retreat from Marseilles in 1524 might have been repeated in

(Jhampagnc or Picardy. B:it there were deeper motives at work ;
how-

ever promising the military situation might have been, no prosecution

of the war could have been attended with greater advantages than was

its conclusion at that juncture. Charles was left with a freer hand to

deal with Germany than he had ever had before. He had been more

brilliantly victorious in 1530, but England and France were then at

peace, and at liberty to harass him with underhand intrigues. Now,

they were anxious suitors for his favour, ready, instead of reluctant, to

purchase his siippoi t against each other by furthering the Emperor’s

efforts to cope with his remaining difficulties. These were now three,

Tuxkisl^ Lutheran, and papal ; with the two latter he must deal to

some extent simultaheously; the Turkish problem he was enabled by

the friendly offices of Francis I to postpone.

Few historical points are so hard to determine iaa Charles’ real

intentions with respect to the religious situation in Germany in 1545.

Was it to be peace or was it to be war? We have much of the

Emperor’s correspondence to guide us, but its help is by no means
decisive. Charles was consftitutionally hesitating; it w’as his habit to

dally with rival schemes until circumstances compelled a choice. On
the eve of war he was still weighing the merits of peace, and it was

always possible tliat an unexpected development in any one of his

heterogeneous realms might disturb all past calculations. Yet there

can be little doubt as to Charles’ ultimate aim in 1545 or at any other

date. The original dynastic objects of his policy had been achieved
^ dth wonderful success, and the subordinate but still powerful motive

|>f religion came more prominently into ac^on. His religious ideas*
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y^were comparatively simple; fae adhered to medieval Catholidsm because

jhe could comprehend no other creed and conceive of no other form of

ecclesiastical polity. As well let there be two Emperors as two inde-

pendent standards of faith. The Church like the Empire must I9e

^ne and indivisible, and he must be the sovereign of the one and the

protector of the other.

With these ideas it was impossible for Charles even to contemplate

a permanent toleration of schism or heresy. His concessions to the

Lutherans from 1626 to 164?4 were not made with any such intention

;

they were sinl^ly pa3rment8 extorted from Charles by necessity for

indispensable services to be rendered against the Turks and the French

;

they were all prctvisional and were limited in* time to the meeting of

a General Council. That they sprang from necessity and not from any

reluctance of Charles to persecute is proved by his conduct in other

lands thaif Germany. He did not attempt a policy of toleration or

comprehension in Spain or in the Netherlands ; there his methods were

the Inquisition and the stake. Wherever he had the power to persecute

he persecuted ; he abstained in Germany only because he had no otlier

choice and because he thought his abstention was not for ever ; and in

the end the most powerful motive for his abdication was his desire to

escape the necessity of countenancing perrRanent schism.

Throughout, Qiarles was steadfast to the idc‘a of Catholic unity; but

his determination to enforce it at the cost of war was the gi*owth of

time and the result of the gradual course of events. He is credited with

a desire to effect his end by the method of comprehension ; but room for

the Lutherans in the ^tholic Church was to be found not so much by

widening the portals of the Church as by narrowing Lutheran doctrine,

by the partial submission of the Lutherans and not by the surrender of

current Catholicism. It soon became obvious that the Lutherans would

never be brought to the point of voluntary subnilssion ; and so early as

1531 the Emperor would have resorted to persecution if he had had

the means. But from persecution to war was a long step, and he

would have sl^runk from war at that date even if it had been in his

power to wage it. Before 1545, however, this reluctance had been

removed. The logic of facts had proved thit it wa%a death-struggle in

Germany between the medieval Church and Empire on the one hand

and Protestant territoriolism on the othgr. The fault was partly tlie

EmperoFs ; by making himself the champion of the old religion he had

forc^ an alliance between the anti-Catholic Reformers and the ahti-

imperial Princes; and from 1532 onwards territorial and Protestant

principles had made vast strides at the expense of Catholicism and the

Empire. It is not necessary, nor is it possible, to determine which

advance alarmed Charles most; both were equally fatal to the position

which he had adopted. The threatened secularisation of the ecclasiastical

electorates would have converted Germany from a Catholic monarchy

\CB. vni.
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into a Protestant oligarchy ; and such was the meaning of the proposal

of the Lutheran Princes in 1645 ^to revive the dignity of the Electorate,

when by the evangelisation of Cologne and of &e Palatinate they had

acquired a majority of votes in the Electoral College. Nor was timt

the only danger. A portion of the Netherlands would naturally follow^

the religious lead of its metropolitan city, Cologne; the accession of the

Palatinate to the Lutheran cause threatened the Habsburg lands in

Elsass ; and a majority of Protestant Electors might mean a Protestant

Emperor at the next vacancy.

These perils, and the persistency with which the Liitherans turned

the Empire's necessities to their own advantage, convinced Charles that

the issues at stake were worth the risks of war. He waus sure that there

I

was no remedy but force, without perhaps being certain that force

was any remedy. At the same time his experience in Germany from

1541 to 1544 had shown him how those risks might be minimised.

The Landgrave's bigamy had driven a wedge into the Protestant ranks

;

and the success with which the Emperor had widened the breach between

Electoral Saxony and Hesse had opened the prospect of further

divisions among the Lutheran Princes. Charles declares in his Com-
mentary that his success in isolating Cleves proved to him the lack of

coherence among his enemies, ^and made him hope for victory in case of

war; and that he intended in 1644 if not earlier to make war on the

Lutherans is hardly a matter of doubt. He would not have made such

great concessions at the Diet of Speier in 1544, had he not foreseen that

a final settlement of accounts wiUi France would enable him to render

those concessions nugatory; and the fact that ^e Lutherans fell so

easily into the trap has been considered the mort conclusive proof of

their politiail incapacity. Within tlrree months from the date of the

truce with France Charles was discussing with the Pope details of a war

against tlie Lutherans. People^ would be glad, he wrote, if the Pope
devoted to that object the vast sums he had amassed for a war against

the Turks, “especially if the undertaking against the Turk had ceased to

be a pressing necessity''; he declared that one of his chief objects in

concluding peace with France was to be able to conduct these two

wars against Tiuks cand Lul;herans successfully; and there Was a secret

stipulation that Francis I should assist in his endeavours. The war
against tlie Turks had been one of the pretexts for requiring Lutheran

aid at the Diet of Sp^er ; but Charles was taking care that it should

<<cease to be a pressing necessity" or to stand in the way of the other

war he had in his mind.

Yet it would be a mistake to represent a religious war as the

Emperor's prime object. It would in any case be only the means to an

end, and he was still seeking if not hoping to attain that end by other

means. He had moreover greater schemes in view than a mere conquest

of the Lutherans. He was, though to a less extent than his gnuidfsthcsr
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Maxiittiliaiiy subject to dreams^ and bis dream from 1646 to the disasters!

of 1563 was to assemble a General Couftcil by means of which he woul^l

reduce the Lutherans to Catholicism and the Pope to reform; th^
^Jiaving united and purified Western Christendom he would marcSi

at its head against the Infidel, regain the East for the orthodox faith,*

and be crowned in Jerusalem. Maximilian had contemplated all these

achievements, and had also hoped to encircle his brow with the tiara of

a Pope and«the halo of a saint ; but Charles would have been content to

crown his life with monastic retirement. The object immediately under

consideration in 1645. was the General Coyncil for which' he had

laboured so long in vaim By^tlm means heTioyed to work his will both
with the Pope and with the Protestants. Tlie Lutherans had for many
years expres^ a desire for a General Council; if it met and they accepted

its decrees, unity would be achieved: if tliey refused to be bound by them,

the refusal Vould be a justification for war and a good ground on which

to appeal for help to the Catholic Powers, Secondly, the mere fact of

its meeting would annul the concessions which ('harles had made ; and

thirdly, the demand of a free General Council from an obstructive

Pope would enhance the illusion under which the Lutherans laboured

that Charles was their ally against the Papacy. In August, 1544,

Paul III had denounced the Eniperor’^s compliance at Speier, had re-

minded him of the fate of his predecessors, from Nero to Frederick II,

who had [^>crBecuted the Church, and had thi-eatened him with an even

more terrible doom ; and Luther and Calvin had thereupon seized th<^ii

pens in his defence. ^The Pope in fact was the chief obstacle to the

Council ; but the peac^ between Charles and Francis destroyed all chance

of successful resistance; and Paul III made a virtue of necessity by
summoning a Council to meet at Trent in March, 1545^) As the Edict

of Worms had been dated the same day as Charles’ alliance with Leo X,
so this "summons to the Council of Tjent followed speedily on the

conclusion of the Peace of Cr^py,

If Charles hoped for Protestant submission to the Council of Trent
he was speedily undeceived. The choice of Trent was a concession to

German sentiment, but was nevertheless a 8&pov aStopov, Trent was

only nominally a German city; in feeling it was almost purely Italian,

and, on account of its proximity to Italy, Italian Bishops would swamp
the Council almost as completely as if it had met within Italian borders.

The practical exclusion of deputies made the adequate representation of

non-Italian sees impossible; and the choice of monastic theologians

mined the prospect of an accommodation with Lutheran doctrine. The
authority of the universal Church was assumed by a gathering of Italian

and Spanish Bishops, who would unite to maintain the extreme Catholic

theology, and would only be divided by the political question of papal

or imperial predominance. Even in the more favourable event of Cliarles

prevailixigt the Protestants had little to hope; a few practical abuses

OH. Vlll.
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might be removed, but the medieval Church would remain in essence

4he same, and an attempt would-be made to force them within its pale.

/Hence they repudiated the Council from the beginning; they denied

! tiiat it was free, Christian, or General, the three conditions upon which

Malone they would recognise its authority; and at the Diet of Wonns,'

which met in the spring of 1545, they demanded from Charles a perma-

nent religious security quite independent of what the Council might

decree. Nothing would ever have induced the Emperor t<x. grant such

terms ; they would have involved him in the sin of schism and cut away

the ground on which his whole position and policy were* based; the one

weapon with which he now hoped to effect his aims would have broken
i in his hands. So Fenlinand, who represented Charies, unhesitatingly

I rejected the petition ; there was nothing, he truly said, in the decisions

of Speier in the previous year to justify it.

* War thus became inevitable, but Charles still sought to postpone it.

jHe was not yet sure of peace with the Turks, of the Pope, or of the

allies he hoped to win from the Lutheran side. Although the Spaniards

at his Court spoke openly of the approaching extii-pation of Protestantism,

and althongn his confessor, Domenico de Soto, reinforced by the

influence of Peter Canisius and other early missionaries of the tbmpany
of Jesus in Geiinany, was constantly urging him to take the decisive

step, GranveUe and even Alva were still for peace, and the Emperor

halted between the two opinions. To bring the Pope to terms he

again made show of listening to the Lutherans. He eiqpressed his

intention of carrying out the decisions of the Diet of Speier, and

annoy(?d the Catholics by again holding out the prospect of a national

Council on religion, in case the General Council at Trent proved

a])ortive. To this national assembly was also postponed the consideration

of the various projects of reform which had been drawn up as a result of

tlie Diet of Speier. Tlie most notable of them was the “ Wittenberg

Reformation,” which was drawn up by the Elector John Frederick, and

signed by Luther, Bugenhagen, Cruciger, and Melanchthon, although it

contains few traces of Luiheris spirit. It recommended the establish-

ment of a Protestiint episcopacy on the ground that Princes were too

i mucli immersed iiv, secular affairs to exert a proper supervision over

\those of the Church; possibly also it was intended to reconcile the

?great Catholic Bishops to exchange of faith.
^

During 1545, however, the last reasons for hesitation vanished. The
TXirks, thi-ealened with war in Persia and with a dynastic dispute

between Roxolana and Mustapho, listened to tlie mediation of Francis I,

and concluded a truce with Charles and Ferdinand in October. The
Emperor had nothing to fear from the Kings of France and England,

who were then engaged in a bitter war; and Christian III of Denmaik

had been alienat^ by the Schmalkaldic League's refusal to assist him

in 1544, and alarmed by the admission into it of the Elector Palatine,
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who had daims to the Danish tiirone through his wife Dorothea,

Christian IFs daughter. The Council of Trent actually met in

December, and Paul III offered 12,000 foot, 600 horse, a loan^of

200,000 crowns and half-a-year's ecclesiastical revenues in Spain for the

purposes of the war. At the same time the Emperor's personal efforts

to ^eck the Reformation in Cologne had failed; Hermann von Wied
defied both the imperial Ban and the papal Bull, and was taken under
the wing ef the Schmalkaldic League. The primate, Albrecht of Mainz,
died in September; Charles' oindidate for the vacant Archbishopric

received not a single vote; and Sebastian von Heusenstamm was an
Erasmian Catholic who owed his election ^to Philip of Hesse’s aid

rendered in return for Heusenstamm’s promise to purify his see. Duke
Henry of Brunswick was defeated in an attempt in September to regain

his duch)r with the help of mercenaries under Christopher von Wrisberg;
the sequestration of his territories arranged at Speier and Worms was
set aside; and they were appropriated by the Schmalkaldic League,

an act of violence which Charles expressed his intention of using as a
pretext for a religious war.

In these circumstances the doctrinal discussions which the Emperor^
renewed in the winter can be regarded gLS little more than a blind to\

delude the Protestants or a screen Miind which he made his prepara-

!

tions for war. His representatives at the conference, C^ochlaeiis, Eber-
hard Billick, and Malvenda all held extreme views, and their arguments
were principally aimed against tlie compromise of 1541. They revised

the scholastic dogpos which had then been abandoned
; and the interest

of their discussions consists, for English readers at any rate, mainly in

the fact that Malvenda based his defence on the teaching of a forgotten

English Dominican, Robert Holcot (d. 1349). Charles' real efforts were}

directed towards the more useful work of e msolidating the Catholic^

and disintegrating the Protestant part}^ The leading Catholic opponent^

of the Habsburgs, Duke William III of Bavaria, who ruled the wholei

duchy since the death of his younger brother Ludwig, was won over to\
something more than benevolent neutrality by the alliance between Pope

\

and Emperor, by the marriage of his jion with Ferdinand’s eldest 1

daughter, and a promise of the throne of Bohemia* for their descendants
j

if Ferdinand's male issue failed, and by the offer of the coveted hat of {

the Elector^Palatine, if the latter sided dpenly with Charles’ enemies.
Still more important were the divisions among the Protestants.

The imprisonment of Duke Henry of Brunswick-Wolfenbiittel and the
seizure of his duchy had alienated his Protestant as well as his Catholic

kinsfolk, including the Duchess Elizabeth of Brunswick-Calenixirg, her
son Duke Eric, and Duke Henry's son-in-law Margrave Hans of Branden-
burg-Custnn, who were detached from the Schmalkaldic I./eague by the
promise of Henry’s restoration. Margrave Hans' elder brother, the
Elector Joachim of Brandenburg, was already pledged to neutrality, and

€H. vm.
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his cousin Margrave Albrecht Alcibiades of Brandenburg^Culxnbach was

also brought into the Emperor's net. But these accessions of strength

wefe trifling compared with the advantages secured by Charles through

the reconciliation of Duke Maurice of Saxony.
^

Maurice's uncle Duke George (ISOO-SQ), the main representative of

the Albertine branch of the House of Wettin, had been the staunchest

(^tliolic in the north of Germany; but his father Duke Heniy (1689-41)

liad been a no less zealous Protestant. Maurice, who succe^ed to the

duchy in 1641, when twenty-one years of age, was ^either. The
hereditary jealousy between the Albei*tine and Ernestine Houses of

Saxony was neutrJised to some extent by Duke Henry's adoption of

the Protestant cause and by Maurice’s marriage with Agnes, the ^ughter
of Philip of Hesse. But Maurice was less influenced perhaps by religious

motives than any other Prince of the age
; and he pcmred scorn on ^ose

wlio thought that the interests of the State should be subordinate to

theological dogma. His Protestant education at the Elector John

Frederick's Court did not pjevent his recalling the Catholic counsellors

of his uncle Duke George. He readily followed his father-in-law,

Philip of Hesse, in making a compact with Charles in 1641, though he

had not Philip's personal motive of fear; and he assisted the Emperor to

reduce John Frederick's brother-in-law, Duke William of Cleves. This

first aroused enmity between him and the Elector; the dispute concern-

ing the bishoprics of Meissen and Merseburg increased it ; and a fresh

source of discord arose in the question of the protectorate of the sees of

Magdeburg and Halberstadt, which Maurice wanted^ for himself and
declared that John Frederick coveted. Carlowitz, an old adviser of

Duke George and a member of one of the noble families of Meissen,

which had sided against John Frederick as to the question of the

bishopric, was untiring in his efforts to win over Maurice from the

Elector’s side to that of the En peror; and the attempts of the Arch-
bishop of Cologne to reconcile the cousins in the summer of 1646 proved

futile. Luther had succeeded in allaying their quarrels about Meissen

;

but Luther was now no more. He pass^ away on Febniaiy 18, 1646,

full of forebodings of evil tq come, and more dominated th^ ever by
wrath against Sacrai^ientaries on the one hand and the Pope on the

other; and revenge was taken for his diatribes against Rome by the

invention of a legend that the ^at reformer died by his oWn hand.

Luther had ample justification for gloomy vaticinations, and the

internal weakness of the Schmalkaldic League was doubtless one of

Maurice^s most powerful motives for refusing to trust his fortunes in so

ill-found a vessel. Bucer proposed a dictatorship as the only cure, and
Philip of Hesse would naturally be his choice for the office. Maurice, on

the other hand, who could not expect to rank above Philip or John

Frederick, suggested a triumvirate, and refused Philip's invitation to

enter the League as it was then constituted. A prolonged diet of the
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League waa held at Frankfort from I>ecember, 1545, to Februajy, 1646,

without resulting in hannony between Philip and John Frederick or in

the adoption of satisfactory finandal or military preparations for yffiT,

Philip had been alarmed early in 1545 by rumours of the approaching

peace with the Turks, and wished to send embassies to England, France,

and Denmark, to form an alliance with the Swiss and with Holland,

and to take the offensive before Charles^ measures were complete. But

John FVederick believed in peace to the last. He was deluded by

CharW a8su]|uices that he meant no war on the Lutherans, but rather

another expe^tion against Algiers, and by the Emperor's apparent

confidence in pe|ce, evinced by his crossing Germany almost unattended

from the Netherlands to Ratisbon, which base it was in fact essential

for Charles to reach.

So the time passed until the opening of the Diet at. Ratisbon in

June, 15w. Eric of Brunswick, Margrave Hans of Ciistrin, and some

other Protestants whom Charles had won over were present; but I'hilip

and John Fi^erick were absent. Maurice* who was still ostensibly on

the best of terms with his cousin and his father-in-law, was told by
Granvelle that he must come to Ratisbon to conclude his agreemeni

with the Emperor. Maurice came, but Jie was determined not to sell,^

himself too cheaply. Besides the grant of the practical administration
j

of Magdeburg and Halberstadt, a demand which ran counter to a]l|

the principles Charles was bent on enforcing, he required the transference

to himself of his cousin's electoral dignity and—what cost Charles a

greater effort to concede—immunity from the decrees of the Council of

Trent, so far as they might touch the doctrine of justification by faith,

'

clerical marriages, and communion in both elements. Without these

concessions Maurice despaired of maintaining his position in Protestant

Saxony, and with some modifications they were nil granted by Charles,

The Emperor's confessor had advised hkn to tempt some of the Protes-

tant Princes with the bait of their neighbours' vineyards; but it was a

sore test for Charles when, in order to attain his purpose, he had to

grant in private to particular Princes terms which he refused to them all

in public, and to surrender that principle pf submission to the Church

on which the whole war was based. •

Somewhat similar verbal assurances were made to Hans of Ciistrin,

Albrecht of *Culmbach, and Eric of Bruiftwick. On June 7 the treaty

with Bavaria was formally signed, and two days later that with the

Pope. But the Diet still continued ; and on the ItSth the Protestants

repudiated the Coimcil of Trent and demanded instead a national Council.

Pending its decisions the compromise of Speier should remain in

force. Charles laughed; he had already given orders for mobilisation.

Encouraged by the success of his diplomacy in dividing the Protestants \

and by the singularly favourable aspect of foreign affairs, urged on by the
}

exhortation of his Spanish subjects, possibly carried away to some extent

CB. VIU.
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by the rising theological temper, of which the murder of an anfortunate

Protestant, Juau Diaz, and its official approval, were signs, Charles had

taVen the plunge, and on May 24 he h^ announced to bis sister Maria

his resolve to begin the war of religion.

The Elector of Saxony must have been the only leading Protestant

who was surprised by the decision. Philip of Hesse had long been

seeking in vain to awake the Schmalkaldic League from its lethargy.

But, expected or not, the war certainly found the Protestants <iun6tted if

not unprepared to cope with the crisis. Long immunity^ had created a

false sense of security; and the League, whose militaiy strength appeared

imposing, was honeycombed with disaffection. It had not escaped the

workings of that particularism which had proved fataf to the Swabian

League and to the Rckhsregmient ; and its members were discontented

because it could not grind all their private axes. The cities, and still more

the knights, were hostile as ever to the encroaching territorial power of

the Princes, among whom Philip of Hesse was considered the protagonist.

At his door was laid the ruin of Sickingen, and Sickingen’s son mustered

many a knight to Charles’ standard. Charles moreover could appeal to

public opinion as the champion of the imperial constitution, which the

Lutheran Princes attacked without suggesting a substitute. Tliey had
repudiated the Kamfnergerkht^ protested against the DiePs recesses

whenever they pleased, and denied the authority of General Councils

and of the E!nj)eror himself; he was no longer Emperor, they said, but

a bailiff* of the I*ope. But if authority were tlenied to all these

institutions, where was the bulwark against anarchy? They might seem

to have resolved that the Empire should not exist at all unless it

served their particular purpose.

It was this aspect of lawlessness which enabled Charles to pretend that

the war was waged, not against any form of religion, but against rebel-

1 lion. When Hans of Clistrin’s cjiaplains were preaching the purest word

jof Lutheranism within the lines of the Emperor’s camp, who could say

that Charles was warring on Lutheran doctrine? Henry VIII told the

Schmalkaldic envoys that if they were threatened on account of religion

he w^ould come to their aid^ but he could not see that such wa.s the case

when so many Protestant Princes were fighting on Charles’ 'side. The
vEinperor spared no pains to foster this public impression. On this

(ground he persuaded the Smss to remain neutral, €ind endeavoured to

Vletach the south German towns from the cause of the Princes. He
sought, in fact, to isolate Philip and John Frederick as he had isolated

William of Clevcs in 1543, and to represent his offenc*e and theirs as

the same. In tlic ban which was proclaimed against them on July 20
he rec^alled the Pack conspiracy of 1528, the invasion of Wiirttemberg

in 1534, and the two wars in Brunswick ; and held up the Princes to

reprobation as contemners of public authority and disturbers of the

peace of the Empire.
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And yet Paul ni was declaring a| the same moment that the war

was due to injuries done to the Church and to the Princes' refusal to

acknowledge the Council of Trent. He sent the cross to his Legate

Alessandro Famese^ and offered indulgences to all who assisted in tlie

extirpation of heresy. In his eyes at least thfe war was a crusade, and as

such he commended it to the Catholic Swiss. The Emperor himself in

his private utterances confirmed this view. To his sister he admitted that

the chargel against Philip and John Frederick were a pretext intended

to disguise the areal issue of the war. To his son he wrote that his inten-

tion had been and was to wage war in defence of religion, and that the

public declaratioiis about punishing disobedience were only made for the

sake of expediency; and when the war was over he told the Diet of

Augsburg that the disturbance had originated in religious schism.

There jvas no irreconcilable contradiction between the two con-

tentions. To repudiate Charles' religion was a civil as well as an

ecclesiastical oflFence, because it was impossible to distinguish in Charles

the person of the Emperor from the person of the protector of the

Church, just as Henry VIII made it impossible for men to distinguish

in him the Supreme Head from the sovereign. Henry utilised the

divinity which hedged a king to combat the divinity of Rome ;
Charles

employed the remnants of respect for the imperial authority to ex-

tinguish Lutheran doctrine. It was always possible to represent heresy

as tre^ason so long as Church and State were but two aspects of oiu

body politic; it was always expedient to do so because the Stale ii.

the sixteenth century was a more popular institution than the Church

;

numbers confessed to heresy, but few would confess to treason.

To all these advantages the Schmalkaldic League could oppose in

July, 1546, an imdoubted superiority of military force. Charles would

depend mainly upon troops from the Netherlaiu's, and his own and the

papal levies from Spain and Italy. But?the whole breadth of Germany
separated him from the one and the Alps from the other ; and prompt
offensive action on the part of the Le^ue would have ended the waif

in a month. Promptness and boldness were, however, the last qualities^

to be expecjxd from the League. Every qisestion had to be referred by

the commanders in the field to tlie League’s council of war, where

it was generally made the subject of acrimonious discussion between

representatives of the south German cities and the Princes, or between

the adherents of the adventurous Philip of Hesse and the sluggish

Elector of Saxony. They were afraid to take the offensive lest it should

damage their cause in public opinion. In particular they would not

violate Bavarian territory, wherein Charles was established at Ratisl)on,

lest Bavaria should be driven into the Emperor’s arms, where as a matter

of fisurt it was already reposing. This timidity ruined their best chance

of success. Sduirtlin, the ablest of the League’s commanders, who led

the forces of Ulm agfl Augsburg, had conceived the bold plan of

im. vxii.
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marching south-west^ and closing the Tyrolese passes against Charles'

Spanish and Italian levies. This could probably have been effected

without much difficulty, and the Emperor would thus have been

rendered powerless in Germany ; for the Tyrolese peasantry had sympa-/^^

thies with the Protestant* cause, and their experience of Spanish and

Italian mercenaries in 1532 made them anxious to keep them at a distance.

Schartlin actually crossed the Danube,^seized Fussen and the Ehrenberg

pass ; but the League based fond hopes upon Ferdinand's conciliatory

attitude, and its reluctance to offend him spoilt Schartltn's plan, as its

fear of Bavaria had prevented the proposed seizure of Ingolstadt and

march on Ratisbon. ' r

Recalled from the south, Schartlin occupied Donauworth, a city where

the Catholic Fuggers were strong; and here he was joined by the Elector

and the Landgrave. The total force now amoimted to fifty thousand

foot and seven thousand horse, but this formidable army wasted the

whole month of August, while Charles advanced to Landshut with little

more than six thousand men, and effected a junction with his Italian

and Spanish troops. He then moved on to Ingolstadt and threatened

to cut the Protestant communications with Upper Swabia, whence they

drew their supplies. On the last day of August the two armies were

only separated by a few miles of swamp. Philip of Hesse succeeded in

planting a hundred and ten guns within range of the imperial camp;

but the bombardment failed to compel Charles either to attack or

to evacuate, while the Protestants, for reasons which were afterwards

disputed between Philip and Scharilin, declined to risk an assault on

Charles' entrenchments. The oidy result was a series of indecisive

skirmishes between the light horse of either party ; but the Emperor

gradually extended his control up the banks of the Danube in the direc-

tion of the forces from the Netherlands under van Buren, who crowned

a brilliant march across Genniiny by eluding the main Protestant army

Olid uniting with Charles at Ingolstadt on September 17.

The Emperor could now assume the offensive. The Neumark terri-

tories of the Count Palatine Otto Henry, a zealous Protestant, were

overrun, and the imperial atmy made for Nordlingen. The ^Protestants,

however, keeping to the high ground and resisting all Alva's tempta-

tions to come down and fight, headed Charles off, and he thereupon

turned south-west towards l/lm. Again he was anticipated; Ulm was

too strong to be taken by the canmado which Charles proposed, and

the climate and lock of money began to tell heavily upon his southern

ti'oops. Three thousand Italians deserted in one day, and death thixmed

the Emperor's ranks as fast as desertion. The term during which the

papal auxiliaries were bound to serve would expire in the winter, and

the Protestants thought the imperial cause would collapse without a

battle. But their own difficulties were hardly less than those of Charles.

Their German tioops were more inured to the climate, but money and
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food were equally scarce ; and it has ^en contended that the League's

abandonment of southern Germany was due to financial straits, and not

to Maurice's attack on John Frederick. The cities were frightened fay

Nthe loss of their trade ; the Protestant lands of the Baltic, ^e French,

and the Swiss showed no disposition to interfile. The Leaguers there-

fore made proposals of peace ; but Charles rejected their terms, refusing

to regard them as aught but rebellious vas^s.

He had Ti-easons for confidence unknown to tlie enemy. His diplo-

macy had in faqj made victory certain almost before the war began. Om
October 27, in his camp at Sontheim, he signed the formal transference

of the Saxon Elec^rate from John Frederick to#Maurice, and a few days

later Maurice and Ferdinand entered upon the conquest of Ernestine

Saxony. The partnership was the result of mutual distrust, Maurice

would have^held aloof, could he have obtained his ends by peaceful

means. But he could not hope for the Electorate unless he won it by

arms. Ferdinand was preparing for war in Saxony ; and if Maurice

remained inactive, he might find himself iiv as evil a plight os John

Frederick, and at the mercy of a victorious Habsburg army. His desire

to remain neutral was overcome by force of circumstances ; and the most

favourable view of his conduct is that in iclf-defence he was driven to

attack his still more defenceless cousin.

However this may be, Maurice had experienced great difficulty in

inducing his Lutheran Estates to concur in an attack on his cousin’s

lands. His preachers had declared that Charles was warring on tlic*

Gospel, and that whoever abetted him would incur everlasting dam-
nation. To discount these denunciations Maurice produced a declara-

tion from the Emperor that religion should remain untouched where

it was established; he represented to his Esbxtes that if he did not

execute the ban against John Frederick, Ferdinand would, and that

it would be much safer for them politically and theologically that

Electoral Sa,xony should fall into his Protestant hands than into the

Catholic hands of Ferdinand. The counterpart of the argument was

employed by Ferdinand to secure the co-operation of his Bohemian

nobles; it would, he said, be fatal to Bohemia's claims on Saxon lands

if Maurice were to execute the ban alone. So each Prince joined to

execute the ban ostensibly as a check upon the other, and they agreed

on a partition* of the spoils. On October 30 Bohemian troops crosscrl

the Saxon frontier and terrified the neighbouring towns. Maurice under-

took to defend them on condition that they did him homage, while he

promised to protect their religion and to treat the Elector with every,

respect consistent with his own obligations to the Emperor. Zwickau, 1

Boma, Altenburg, and Torgau edl accepted these terms, and the greater *

part of the Electorate passed into Maurice’s possession.

The news of these events reached the armies on the Danube early in

November and exercised decisive influence over the campaign in southern

0. M. H. II. cn. VIII. 17
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Grermany. On the SSrd the JProtestant army broke up, and John

Frederick hastened to the defence of his Electorate. The Leaguers jdan

Ifas to leave an army of observation in the south to protect the Protestant

cities if attacked, and to occupy the Franconian bishoprics while the^

Elector reconquered Saxoily. Only the last part of the programme was

carried out. Tlie departure northwards of the main army was followed

by a stampede among the south German cities. The Protestant light

horse went home for want of pay, and the army of observation came to

nothing. Philip of Hesse failed to raise the peasantscand artisans in

Franconia and practically retired from the contest; while Giengen,

Nordlingen, and Rothenburg rapidly fell into the iEmperor’s power.

The moment had come for breaking up the disjointed League. The
southern cities had never forgotten their Zwinglian leanings or been

happy in their political and religious relations with the north German
princes. They at least had no territorial ambitions to gratify, and, if

Charles could give them security for their reJigion, there was no reason

for them to continue the struggle. Numberg, in spite of its strong

Lutheranism, had from the first refused to fight. Granvelle, always

peaceably inclined, pressed on Charles the dangers of war, and the

Emperor himself had not the personal feeling against the cities which he

exhibited Upwards the landgrave and the Elector.

Negotiations were first opened with Ulm, which stood out strongly

for a religioUwS guarantee, but was ultimately satisfied with a verbal

promise that it should enjoy the same advantages in that respect as

Maurice of Saxony and the Hohenzollenis. The agreement was concluded

on Dci*ember 23, and similar terms were soon arranged with Memmingen,
Biberach, Heilbronn, Esslingen, and Reutlingen—all of them among the

original fourteen Protestant cities of 1629. Frankfort submitted two

days before the end of the year, and Augsburg and Strassburg in

January, 1547. Augsbuig was*^moved by the influence of the big trading

families ; Anton Fugger conducted the negotiations ; and the city con-

tented itself with Granvelle’s oral promise of religious toleration. Next
came Strassburg, the surrender of which caused Bucer add Jacob Sturm
some bitter pangs ; but the dangerous proximity of the city to France

and Switzerland induced Charles to offer exceptionally liberal terms.

The others were all compelled to contribute as much to the Emperor’s

war expe^nscs as they had peiid to his opponents. By February all the

south German cities had yielded with the exception of Constance; and
the Protestant Princes of the south could no longer hold out. Charles’

old friend the Elector Palatine, Frederick II, the lover of his sister and
the husband of his niece, and his old enemy, Ulrich of Wurttemberg,
both came to crave his forgiveness. The El^'tor suffered nothing beyond
reproaches ; but Ulrich was forced to pay an indemnity of three hundred

tliousand crowns, to surrender some of his strongest fortresses to perma-

nent imperial garrisons, and to engage in ses^ice against his former
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allies. He was fortunate to escape so Ifghtly ; he had not learnt wisdom

with years, and his people detested his rule. Ferdinand pressed for the

abrogation of the l^aty of Cadan and the restitution of the duchy, but

Charles was afraid that such a step would revive Bavarian and other

jeaiousies of the Habsburg power.
*

In the north-west, too, the imperial cause made stric^gfii*!'^^ the end

of January imperial commissioners were sent to enforce the long-threat-

ened Cathblic restoration in Cologne. The Pi*otestant Archbishop,

Hermann von JVied, had been suspended by the Po])o, and his ofler to

abdicate in return for a guarantee for the maintenance of Pit>tcstantism

was rejected; Count Adolf of • Schaumburg was elected coadjutor; on
February26 Hermann resigned and Catholicism was forcibly re-established.

In the same month Duke Henry of Brunswick captur^ Miiiden and
regained bis duchy. For these successes the inactivity of landgrave

P^lip was largely responsible. At the critical moment his former vigour

was lost in vacillation. His son-in-law Maurice was seeking to separate

him from the Elector, and Philip gave Maurice warning when John
Frederick marched against him. But he could not make up his mind to

accept the terns that were offered, and the final catastrophe, which he

did nothing to avert, left him at Charles’ Wncovenanted mercy.

The Landgrave and the Elector seemed to have exchanged their

accustomed parts, for while Philip was wasting the precious moments
John Frederick was exerting himself with unwonted resolution and

success. Maurice’s treachery had alienated the whole of Saxony; and
John Frederick''s appearance at the beginning of December, 1640, was

the signal for a great outburst of enthusiasm for his cause. He rapiilly

recovered the whole of his own territories, extended his influence over the

sees of Merseburg, Halberstadt, and Magdeburg, and invaded AH>ertine

Saxony. He defeated and captured Margiave !brccht of Culmboch at

Rochlitz, and overran all Maurice’s landfe with the exception of Leipzig.

His cousin complained that most of his subjects favoured John Frederick,

and thought of fleeing to Konigsberg. The Lutherans of Lusatia and
Silesia and the Utraquists of Bohemia ildiLsed to follow Ferdinand in

support of jVIaurice. Tliey were much more anxious to preserve their

own lands from Spanish troops; they entered into negotiations with

John Frederick, threatened to withdraw th^eir allegiance from Ferdinand,

whose hold oh the Bohemian throne was at tliat moment weakened by
the death of his wife, the daughter of Wladislav II, and received John
Frederick with open arms when he crossed the frontier. Noith Germany
seemed at last to be roused to a sense of danger; a league was in

eourse of formation including Magdeburg, Bremen, Brunswick, and

Hambuig, and Christopher of Oldenburg and Albrecht of Mansfeld

were prepared to support it

At this moment, when the fortune of war seemed to be turning, the

tide began to set agaigst Charles in other quai^ters. The spiritual and
CO. viu. 17—
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the temporal head of Christendom could never agree long together even

when fighting a common foe, and Charles V and Paul III were now at

enmity. The Emperor had demanded the Council of Trent because a
Council was essential to his policy ; the Pope had summoned the Council i

because he could not help it. Charles wanted to reform the Papacy,

Paul did not Paul desir^ an emphatic restatement of dogma ; Charles,

with his eye on wavering Lutherans, required a discreet silence ; and this

fundamental difference between the imperial and papal parties soon

provoked a breach. So early as July, 1546, there were nynours that the

Pope would remove the Council to an Italian city where it would be

under his exclusive control, and against this proposal /i^Jharles protested

in October. His concessions to his Lutheran allies and to the south-

western cities offended papal orthodoxy, while his success in the field

alarmed a l^ope who dre^cd nothing so much as a drastic reform of the

Church at the hands of a militant Emperor. In January, 1647, the

publication of the decrees of the Council on the question of Justification

by Faith extinguished Charles’ chances of conciliating the Lutherans;

and at the same moment Paul did what he could to prevent their

subjection by recalling the papal contingent. To such a pass had

things come that the Pope wo#3 rejoicing at the Elector's successes ; and

in March the Council of Trent, on the pretext of the plague, removedi

to Bologna. The Emperor now joined the Lutherans in refusing to^

recognise the Council’s authority; while papal agents stirred up plots

(

against the imperialists in Siena and Venice, Genoa and Naples. Charles

overwhelmed the Pope and his legate with abuse, and his threats to find

a remedy for this evil again tunied men’s thoughts back to 1527.

But first he must deal with the successful rebel in northern Germany.

John Frederick, however, was not really dangerous, and the successive

deaths of Henry VIII (January 28) and Francis I (March 31) guaran-

teed Charles immunity from external complications. Charles rose to

the crisis and wisely determined, in spite of Granvelle's protests, to

inarch north himself. He spent Easter at Eger, and on April IS

crossed,, the Saxon frontier. The Elector had formed af prudent plan

of avoiding pitched battles, retiring to Magdeburg, and leaving Charles

to fritter away his* strength in sieges; but unfortunately for himself

John Frederick could not resist the temptation to keep in touch with

Bohemia, whence lie expected material help. So he stationed part

of his forces on the Bohemian frontier, and with the rest occupied

Meissen on the right bank of the Elbe. Charles advanced by rapid

marches through Plauen, Altenburg, and Kolditz, cut off the Mecto
from Thuringia, and threatened his communications with the north,

where he trusted, in case of defeat, to find refuge. Alarmed by this

movement John Frederick broke up his camp at Meissen and made
his way down the Elbe towards Wittenberg. He hoped that Charles

would march on Meissen and thus give him time to escape; but the
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Emperor went straight for Muhlbezg^n where he found the Elector at

nine a.m. on April 84* A bridge of boats was moored to the right

bank of the Elte, but some Spaniards swam the river with swords tn

their mouths, cut down the guards, and secured the bridge. By it the

bulk of the infantry crossed, while the caval^ found a ford higher up.

Without attempting to defend his position the Elector commenced
retreat to the north. About sunset the imperialists overtook him and
routed his slender forces with great slaughter. John Frederick fought

with conspicuous courage, and was brought into the Emperor’s presence

with blo^ streaming from a wound in his cheek. Charles was not

generous in the hour of victory ; he taunted the*Elector with his previous

disobedience, while Ferdinand demanded his execution. A sentence of

deiith was actually passed, but it was only used to extort the surrender

of Wittenberg, which the Spanish troops were afraid to storm. Byf^

the capitulation of Wittenberg Maurice received his cousin’s electoral

;

dignity, and a considerable slice of his territories, while Sagan and\

the Voigtland fell to the share of Ferdiimnd. John Frederick wasj

carried about a prisoner in the Emperor’s suite ; but no threats could i

shake his steadfast adherence to the Lutheran faith, and three years
j

later Charles secretly decreed that his detention should last os long as

his life.

From the Elector he turned to the Landgrave, whose submission wp
delayed by the successful resistance of Bremen to Eric of Brunswick an !

Christopher von Wrisberg, and by the defeat, much more sanguinary tlmr,

the battle of Muhlberg, which Christopher of Oldenburg and Albrecht

of Mansfeld inflicted upon the imperialists near Drakenborg. But?

these victories only saved the Baltic lands ; in the west Fhilip couldj

find no support, and after much hesitation he was induced to surrend(ii‘i

by Maurice and Joachim of Brandenburg. T! two Princes pledged

their word to Philip that he should not Be imprisoned, but for this they

apparently had no warrant. The popular legend that the term ohne

emigen Grf'dngnis (without any imprisonment) was altered by a secretary

to ohm ewigeh Grfdngnls (without perpetual imprisonment) has no

satisfactory }>^is; but it is clear that both Philip and the two Princes

understood that the Landgrave should go free, and there were high words

between them and Alva, when, after Phi^p had made his submission

(June 80), the Duke placed him under arrest. Such had been Charles’

intention throughout ; he does not appear to have encouraged any

deception, and subsequently the two Princes admitted that the mistake

had been theirs. It was an unfortunate mistake for Charles’ repubition

;

but for the rest Philip escaped more lightly than John Frederick, a

circumstance which he owed to Maurice, and not to his deserts. In 15/>0

his term of detention was fixed at fifteen yeai’s ; he was to dismantle all

his fortresses save one, and to give up his artilleiy ; his temtories were
y

to remain intact and h]^ people unmolested on account of their religion;

CB. vni.
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though subsequently half of Darmstadt was transferred from Hesse to

the House of Nassau.

s In the north-east of Germany the Dukes of Pomerania made peace

with Charles through their agent Bartholomew Sastrow, whose memoirs

present a gloomy picture df the condition of Germany during the War.

Bremen held out, but more important was the resistance of Magdebuig,
which ultimately defied all the force which Maurice was able or willing to

bring against it. A proposal to bring Albrecht of Prussia tb terms was

rejecitcd lest warlike measures should precipitate a conflict with his

suzerain Sigismund of Poland ; but in Bohemia Ferdinand used his

opportimity to crush its remaining constitutional liberties, and to reduce

it to a footing more nearly resembling that of his own hereditary lands.

, Except for Constance and these outlying regions on the Baltic,

iCliarles was now dictator in Germany. No Emperor since l^Vederick 11

had wielded such power, and at the Diet of Augsburg which was opened

on September 1, 1547, he endeavoured to reap the fruits of his victory.

He never had a greater .opportunity, but the inherent antagonism

between the aims of the Habsburg dynasty and those of the German
nation was too fundamental to be eradicated by the defeat of a section

of Lutheran Princes, The (institutional refoims which he laid before

the Diet were inspired by the same family motives which actuated

Cliorles in 1521, and they provoked the same kind of national and

tdritorial opposition. Bavaria reverted to its natural attitude, partly

because Charles had quarrelled with the Pope, but more because he had

not repaid Bavaria for her exertions in the war by an increase of territory,

nor shown any inclination to transfer the Electoral dignity of the

Palatinate from his old friend, the Elector Frederick II, to Duke
William. Maurice was not satisfied with tlie partial ruin of his cousin,

and felt that Charles had purposely left his position insecure.

The Einperoris first object*Vas to strengthen the executive with a

view to preventing such outbreaks as the Peasants' War, the Anabaptist

revolt, the lawless enterprises of Liibeck, and Philip of Hesse's conquests

of Wurttemberg and Brunswick. A proposal for the preservation of

peace would naturally meet with much support ; but that support was

neutralised by the conviction that the League, which Charles proposed to

establish on the model of the old Swabian League, was really designed to

strengthen the Habsburgs against other Princes and agaihst the nation

itself, Hie League was to embrace the whole of Germany, to be

directed by a number of permanent officials who although representative

of the various orders would tend to fall under government influence, and

to have at its disposal on efficient military force. This League and its

organisation was to lie entirely outside the ordinary constitution of the

Empire ; and the Electors discovered the chief motive for it in the fact

that the Habsburgs would command a far greater share of influence in

it than they did in the three Councils which
^

constituted the IMeL
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Hawever» the real flaw in the Empero];'s plan was that he did not seek

to reform the Diet, but left it standing, while a new organisation

was introduced which was bound to come into conflict with existing

^ institutions and could only supersede them after a long and wearisome

constitutional struggle. Both its good points and its defects excite^f

discontent. The territorial Princes feared to lose their hold oveil

mediate loitls when the latter would look not to them but to thej

League for^rotection ; the cities dreaded the expense of having to keepl

internal and external peace in outlying lands like Burgundy and the

Austrian Duchies. Bavaria had resolved to refuse, even if all the other

Estates agreed
;
|he College of Electors was unanimously hostile

; the
Diet as a whole disliked a measure which would bring its own authority

into dispute, and Charles dropped the proposal without a struggle.

He was more fortunate in his reconstitution of the Rtl('}tskammer~\

g€richt\ he arrogated to himself the immediate nomination of its judges,;

reserved to his own Hofgericht questions of Church property and\

episcopal jurisdiction, and persuaded the Diet to adopt a codification of
|

the principles by which the action of the Court should be governed, and

»

to promise contributions for the Court's support He was able to defy
|

the remonstrances addressed to him on account of the Spanish troops,

which, contrary to his election pledges, he had quartered in the Empire, j

He secured the establishment of a fund for the maintenance of internal
|

and external peace, which was not, however, to be used witliout thej

Diet's consent ; and obtained preferential treatment for the Netherlands;'

by means of a perpetual treaty between them and the Empire. Theyj

were to contribute to national taxation but to be exempt from the|

national jurisdiction; they were thus partly removed from imperial

control, though Germany was perpetually bound to the arduous t^tk o^

their defence; the transfer of Utrecht and Gtlders to the Burgundian

ciixde was a mark of their incorporation hi the Habsburg inheritance.

Meanwhile religion naturally occupied much of the attention ofj

Charles and the Diet. The Emperor vowed that even when in the held

against his enemies he had thought mor^ about the Church than the

war; and it was incumbent upon him to attempt some sort of solution at

the Diet of Augsburg. The problem, difficult in an/ case, was rendered

infinitely more so by his strained relations with the Pope ; which the

murder of Ptftil's son, Pierluigi Famese, dn September 10, 1647, with

the suspected connivance of Ferrante di Gonzaga, the governor of Milan,

of Granvell^ and even of Charles himself, did nothing to improve. sThe
Pope was hardened in his determination not to let the Council leave

Bologna. The Emperor obtained a unanimous recognition from the

Estates to the effect that the prelates remaining at Trent constituted the

only true Council. They also approved of Charles' refusal to publish

the Tridentine decrees ; and, going further than he desired, they

demanded that Scripture should be the test applied to all doctrines,

CO. Vltl.
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and that the members of the Coi^acil should be released from their oaths

to the Pope, in order that they might more effectually reform the

Rtpacy. In the name of the German nation Qiarles fonnally required

the return of the Council to Trent ; and when this was refus^, his two /

representatives, Vargas and Velasco, solemnly protested on January 18,

1548, against all future acts of the Council at Bologna, declaring them
null and void.}

Was Charles also among the prophets ? He, even as Philip 6t Hesse and
#rohn Frederick of Saxony, liad protested against a General Council and

refused to be bound by its decrees. Had he been as devoid of religious

scruples as Maurice of Saxony or Henry of Navarre, and had he had only

German feelings to consult, he would in 1548 have become an ostensible

Protestant. But Charles would never have bought a kingdom with a

Mass ; he preferred to lose a kingdom for a Mass, and, in §pite of his

enmity with the Papacy, he was bent on making Germany Catholic, and

on using his victory to decide questions upon which he had declared

the struggle would not be fought. At the same time his refusal to accept

tlie Tridentine decrees as the standard of faith made it necessary for him

to evolve some criterion of his own which should serve its purpose during

the interval until a General Council should formulate eondusions accept*

able both to him and the Pope. With this object in view, after a

fruitless discussion by a committee consisting of representative laymen

us well as ecclesiastics, he took into consultation Michael Helding, the

suffragan Bishop of Mainz, who represented the high Catholic point of

view, the Erasmian Julius von Pflug, whom the result of the Schmal-

kaldic War had at last established as Bishop of Naumburg, and John

Agricola, whose views were Lutheran, of a moderate type. The compro-

mise, known as the Interivi, which this commission drew up, conceded

derical marriages, the use of the cup by the laity, and accepted a

modification of the doctrine of Justification by faith. Pflug also explained

away enough of the sacrificial character of the Mass to satisfy some of

the l^utherons, and denied some of the prerogatives claimed by the Pope.

On the other hand the Interim retained all tlie seven Sacraments, the

worship of the Virgin and the Saints, fasts, procession^, and other

Catholic ceremonies, and realfirmcd the dogma of transubstantiation.

The reception of the IfUetim by the College of Electors was on the

whole favourable. Joachim of Brandenburg rejoiced to see included in

it the thi^ concessions which formed the l)asis of his compact with

Charles in 1541 ; tlie Elector Palatine concurred. Maurice wanted tc

consult his Rstates, but Charles represented to him that no provincia

assembly could override the decisions of a Diet The Emperor hac

more to fear from the College of Princes, where the Bishops and BavarU
were preponderant on the Catholic side. The Count Palatine Wolfgang

^

of Neuburg and IVlai'grave Hans of Ciistrin, as zealous Lutherana

offered a strenuous opposition. Duke William of Bavaria had Catholic
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and other scruples, and referred them ^to the Pope. Paul III had ato|

conscientious scruples and remembered Pierluigi. He replied that theS

Emperor had nothing to do with matters of doctrine, which must he
reserved for the Council at Bologna

;
points on which the Council hadi

already decided should be adopted without dteration by the Diet ; an^
on questions, which the Council had not yet settled, Ihe IfUerim con-^

tained several assertions repugnant to the Catholic faith. Armed witly

this opinioft the College of Princes resolved that all Church propertyl

must be restored, that the concession of the Cup to the laity and of^:

clerical marriages could only be made effective by papal dispensation,

and above all that the Interim must not apply to Catholic territories.

In other words, the compromise was to bind one party but not the

other, and Lutlierans were to accept such concessions as they had
obtained subject to the Pope’s grace and favour. Charles was incensedj^

at this attempt to spoil the concordat, and told the Princes that they*

must accept the articles as they stood. This they refused to do. Thej

Emperor was compelled to give an assurance that the Interm had no*

other object than the conversion of backsliders from the faith; and;

several alterations were made in its wording without the knowledge of 1

the Protestants. In tliis form the Interim proclaimed as an edict on]

May 15, 1548; but the vague terms in which the Elector of Mainz

^

expressed the Diet’s concurrence did not imply that unanimous con-

currence which Charles read into its declaration.

It needed more than sleight of hand to compel the edict’s observaiuM',

but Charles was resolved to stick at no measures, however violent. He
disregarded the oral assurances given to the cities before their surrender,

and his councillor Hose averred that Spanish troops should teach them

Catholic truth. At Augsburg and Ulni the city franchises were violated,

the democratic Councils purged of refractory ni mbers, and their plac'cs

supplied by rich Catholic merchants Wke the Fuggers and Welsers.

Constance yielded after a brilliant defence of its bridge which re-

called the exploit of Horatius Codes, and surrendered its privileges as

an imperial city to be merged in the Habsburg domains. Divines who
refused to ^bmit became exiles. Osiandei« left Niimberg, Brenz left

Swabian Hall, and lllaurer Constance ; Schnepf was Tlriven from Tubin-

gen, and Bucer and Fagias from Strassburg. The last two found a

home in Camibridge, and many others came to spread the doctrines of

reform in England; over four hundred divines are said to have left

southern Germany.
In northern Gennany the rulers who had submitted to Charles)

generally accepted the Interim^ but Maurice was compelled to pay!

tribute to Lutheran sentiment, and employed for this purpose Bishop/

Pflug of Naumbuig, the most conciliatoiy of Catholic divines. 11^
was met in the same spirit by Melanchthon, who, much to tlie

Emperor’s annoyanoe,^still enjoyed safety and power in Wittenberg,

vxu.
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Melanchtbon's attitude was simiiar to that of 1530, and aroused much
discontent among the bolder Lutherans; his criticisms of Luther and
J«)lin Frederick seemed oblivious of his former relations with them
and of the facts that one was dead and the other in prison. At
/a conference with the Catliolics at Pegau he gave away much of the

Lutheran case ; but the Interim met with greater resistance at a second

debate at Torgau in October, 1548, and was likened to tlie forbidden

fruit with which Eve tempted Adam. At Celle, however, itf the follow-

ing month its advocates once more prevailed, and the ^rmiilaiy which

they drew up was adopted at a Saxon Diet at Leipzig ; thence it took

the name of the Leipzig Jnterim and became the nile Saxon lands.

fOver almost the whole of Germany the Interim was now enforced,

ana Charles was so elated by his success that he thought of pressing its

acceptance upon the Scandinavian kingdoms, upon England^ €uid even

upon Russia.'! Yet his triumph was illusory and short-lived; even

Melanchthon,Vho conformed, secretly counselled resistance, and people

followed his private precept rather than his public example. Three
years later two English ambassadors at Charles' court gave a desciiption

of the situation in Augsburg. An imperial commission had charged the

ministers of that city with preaching against the Interim and refusing

to say Mass in their churches. ITie divines replied that they durst say

none, being more loth to ofTcnd God than willing to please man ; the

A})ostlcs had neither said nor heard Mass; and for themselves if they

were in fault the fault was no new one, for they had said no masses for

fourteen years. They were then compelled to leave the city, which

remained disconsolate; there were few shops in which people might not

be seen in tears; a hundred women besieged the EmperoFs gates

“ howling and asking in their outcries where they should christen their

children," and where they should marry. “For all tliis the Papist

churches have no more customers than they had ; not ten of the towns-

men in some of their greatest synagogues. The churches where the

Protestants did by thousands at once communicate are locked up, and

the pi^ople, being robbed of all their godly exercises, stt weeping and

wailing at home." Strasslvarg and Niimberg were in no letter mood

;

when Charles i*cquired the young Duke Christopher of Wiirttembeig

to ex{>el John Brenz, he replied that he was as willing as the Emperor
to do so, but it was not in his power unless, he could *ex{>el all his

subjects with him.

Against a spirit like this the Emperor laboured in vain. It availed

him little that Paul III in his dying days recognised the Interim and

flissolved the Council at Bologna; that Julius III repaired his prede-

cessor's error and sent his prelates to Trent where Charles' Bishops still

kept up the continuity of the Council ; or that in January, 1559, some

Protestant delegates appeared there and reinforced the opposition to the

Pope. The reunion did not assuage the struck between papal and
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imperial influence* In the demand that the points already decided must

be reconsidered,^Vargas, Charles V*s representative, concurred with the

Protestants, and wrote to the Emperor a series of letters exposing ties

papal intrigues at the previous sessions of the Council, which has been

us^ with effect by Protestant historians. • He even welcomed the

proposal of Maurice’s commissioners that doctrines should be tested by

the Scriptures, and pressed hotly for a practical reformation of the

Papacy* If was Charles’ view that if the Lutherans would come within

the pale of th^ Church as he defined it, tliey would be useful allies

against the Pope. But his definition was the Interim^ and the effort to

force that definitiion on his subjects electrified the atmosphere and

prepared it for the storm which Charles’ dynastic and absolutist projects

brought down upon his head.

Nothing illustrates more vividly Cliarles’ incurable w^ant of sympathy
with his German subjects or the incompatibility of his family ambitions

with the national tendencies of the age than his attempt to force liis son

Philip into the seat of the German Emperors. National antipathy to

France had contributed more than anything else to his own election, yet

he thought he could defy a far deeper hostility to the Spaniards. The
foreign character of his own aims had •been responsible for much
of the opposition he experienced in Germany, though he had at least

been brought up in nominally imperial territory. Yet he imagined

that Philip could succeed who had lived all his life in Spain and wa;

purely Spanish in feeling. No Spaniard had hitherto ruled in Germany -

for Alfonso of Castile can scarcely be cited as an exception—and the

Reformation, added to other causes, made it impossible tiiat a Spaniard

should ever rule there in the future. Spain and Germany ^‘presented

opposite polos of religious and political ideals, and the attempt to

unite them under one rule would inevitably have proved os disastrous in

Germany os a similar attempt did in thc^ Netherlands. Charles in fact

was a hjb^ physically, politically, and to some extent ecclesiastically;

and the parts of his cosmopolitan Empire necessarily reverted to their

original national types.

In his endeavour to perform the impoasiUe Charles nearly produced

a rupture in the Habsbui-g family, and alienated all the German Princes,

His plan was that Philip should be elected King of the Romans when
Ferdinand bedkme Emperor, and that thus after Ferdinand’s death the

Empire should remain with the elder line of the family. Feixiinand w«s

led to believe, however, that the design extended to Philip’s immediate
succession and his own exclusion from the throne, and this was the

current suspicion in Germany. He long and strenuously opposed his

brother’s plan ; and the quarrel between them was only paUthed up by
the intervention of their sister Maria from the Netherlands. Eventually

it was agreed (1551) that Philip should succeed Ferdinand, but that

Ferdinand^s son Maximilian should succeed Philip. 'Ibis healed the

OB. viu.
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fieimily breach but had no effect on the other German IMnoea ; and the

l^lectors, with wise regard for their own interests and national libertiesi

fuiianiinously refused even to consider the scheme.

The whole nation in fact was growing day by day more hostile to

Charles and his Spanish troops. The garrisons scattered throughout

the ICnipire, few though they were in numbers, created the impression

that Germany was a conquered country ; and Spanish arrogance lost no

opportunity of bringing this sense home to the German mind! Granvelle

was suspected of harbouring a design for the partiti(yi of Germany.

Hatred, which was at first limited to the Spaniards themselves, b^an to

embrace the Emperor as he repeatedly refused to lirten to the Diet‘’s

complaints of their conduct and of his infraction of his engagements.

He also wounded military feelings by forbidding the service of German
mercenaries in foreign armies—a practice which he had often licensed

himself—and by summarily hanging Sebastian Vogelsberger for defying

his commands. Discontent was expressed with Charles’ proposal to

invest his son with the Netherlands on terms which render^ those

provinces an hereditary appanage of the Habsburg family, independent

of the Empire and transmissible to female heirs; and even Catholics

v ere offended at the perseefition to which JPhilip of Hesse and John

lu^rdcjiick were-subjected. Tlie former believed that the Emperor
intended to carry him off to Spain, and when he attempted to escape

his German guards were exchanged for Spaniards. TTie three lay

Elec'tors, most of the Princes, and even Ferdinand, petitioned for Philip’s

relciisc ; but Charles turned a deaf car and decided that his detention

should last for fifteen years, though he was afraid to publish the sentence.

While Charles’ popularity' in Germany was being thus undermined,
' his prestige abroad was rapidly waning. His power in Germany from
^ 1 547 to 1650 had really rested upon a fortunate coincidence of external

j circumstances, the absorption bf England and France in their mutual

^struggles and the diversion of the Turks to the East. But such a

combination of propitious conditions could not last. By 1650 France't

liad recovered Boulogne, established her influence in Scotland, and/

compelled England to make peew^e; and it was generally anticipated)

that this peace would be follow'cd by war with the Emperor. The naval

warfare in the Mcditen*ancan between Dragut and Charles’ admirali

began to go against the imperialists ; and tlie loss of Tripoli (August

1551) more than counterbalanced the prerious gain of Mehedia.

Turk again turned his attention tow^ai*^ Hungarj', where the remnant

of Zapolya’s kingdom acknowledged the nomind sw'ay of his son but th<

real rule of George Alartinuzzi. His domination proving intolerable to

Zapolya’s widow', she appealed to the Sultan, while Martinuzzi sought to

make terms with Ferdinand. Ferdinand’s request for assistance from the

Diet was coldly received by Cliarles, and his envoy in Transylvania,

Castaldo, suspiring that Martinuzzi intended treachery, had him
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murdered with Ferdinand's connivance (Decemberi 1561). The Turks

thei*eupott began to advance, while the disputes of the Famese in Italy,

where France supported Orazio and the Emperor Ottavio, brougftt

^ Henry 11 and CWles to the verge of war.

Under these circumstances men began to desert the Emperor's failing!

causd Maurice, who had betrayed his cousin, would not adhere tool

scrupulously to Charles ; he was highly unpopular in Saxony on account
j

of Im reli^ous backsliding and his political treacheiy, and unless he

found independent means of support he would go down with the

Emperor's ruin ; his own subjects were ali*eady thinking of placing his

brother Augustus an his place, and his nobles declined to assist him in

the siege of Magdeburg. So gradually he began to dissociate himself

. from the Emperor's fortunes ; he supported Maximilian in his opposition

to Philip's succession, and the Land^ave's sons in their attempt to secure

some mitigation of their father's lot. He obtained in the autumn of

1550 a useful basis of operations, being entrusted by the Diet, in spite

of the reluctance of Charles, who already suspected his intentions, with

the conduct of the siege of Magdeburg. That city had been placed

under the ban of the Empii*e for its continued resistance to Charles and

to his religious measures; on September 96, 1560, its troops had been

defeated by Duke George of Mecklenburg, but the citizens spumed all

proposals for submission. Their indomitable resistance had stirred a

fever of enthusiasm in Lutheran Germany ; and the acceptance of the

task of subduing them evoked renewed taunts of “ Judas " against the

Saxon usurper.

But it was not Protestfintism which Maurice intended to betray thisvj

time. His character remains to this day an enigma ; elaborate attempts

have been made to represent him not merely as the ablest statesman of

his age but as the champion of German Prote.*^antism, consistently

working in its interest. According to thfs theory his original desertion

of the Schmalkaldic League was only a necessary step towards his

ultimate victory over Charles and the forces of reaction. To others his

career appears *to be a masterpiece of treachery, and Maurice himself

a subtle intr^er comparable only with his contemporary the Duke of

Northumberland, who like him played an unscrupulous and selfish part

under the mask of religion. In Maurice^the territorial ambition of

German Princes found its most skilful exponent : his religious creed was

but an accident of circumstances. No pronounced Catholic could have

maintained himself in ducal Saxony or held the Ernestine electorate;

but Charles' help was indispensable for the overthrow of John Frederick,

and Charles' hdp could not be purchased without some concessions to

orthodoxy. This object having been achieved Maurice proceeded to rid

himself of a dangerously unpopular ally; and he was as successful in

dioosing the right moment for leaving Charles as he had been when he

deserted the S^malkaldic League.

OB. vm.
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The popular antipathy to Charles and his Spaniards, the genuine

Idevotioa of the middle classes to Lutheranism, were the levers which

jilaurice and his fellow-Priiices used for their own ends. They rebelled

^neither to free the German nation, nor to redeem the true religioD.

^ Their real motive was fear lest Charles should establish a strong monandiy,

I

and reduce their oligai'chy to the impotence to which they had endeavoured

to reduce his sovereignty, lliis apprehension had begun to work somi

after the battle of Muhlbcrg. As early as 1648 Otto ot‘ Brunswick-

Harburg was intriguing in Trance witli Henry II, rho suggested a

North-Gernmn-Polihh league, the germ of the later alliance between

Fiance and Poland agaiiist the House of Ilabsburg. Negotiations were

soon in train between the young Landgrave WiDiain of Hesse, Margrave

Hans of Ciistrin, Duke Albrecht of Prussia, and his suzerain Sigismund

Augustus, the King of Poland. The soul of the movement was Hans
of Ciistrin, whose refusal to acknowledge the Interim had provoked

the wrath of Charles V, and whose dominions in Cottbus and Crdsseii,

^
the one sui'rounded and the other bounded by Ferdinand's lands, excited

. that King's desires. In February, 1550, a defensive Iwigue was formed

( between Hans of Ciistrin, Johann Albrecht of Mecklenburg, and Duke
Albrecht of Prussia at Kcaiigftbeig; and secret agents were busy in

'foreign hinds, Scluirllin in Switzerland and George von Heideck, a c^et
of the House of Wuilteuil>erg, in England and tlie Hanse towns.

Maurice had early information of these movements, but his advances

were viewed with suspicion. Hans of Ciistrin wished to exclude him
and the young Mai^ave Albrecht Alcibiades of Brandenburg-Culmbach

from the league on account of their religious indifference ; but the threats

of tlie Emperor against Hans and Johann Albrecht of Mecklenburg,

and Maurice's success in enticing to his banners the military forces of

nortlieni (ieimany induced them to listen to his overtures. For this

pur[>ose hi^ coinniaiid gave Maurice every oppoiiunity ; in September,

1550, he won over the troops of Duke George of Mecklenburg; in

January, 1551, he secured the Protestant levies of George von Heideck

;

and in the following month Hans came to terms at ‘Dresden. The
deposed and imprisoned Elector was the chief difficulty in Maurice's path.

John Frederick vowed he would rather end liis days in captivity than

owe fn^edoin to his godless ^id traitorous cousin ; but Maurice carried

his point with his allies ; and in May Hans of Ciistrin, Johann Albrecdbt

of Mecklenburg, and Landgi*ave William of Hesse consented to threaten

the young Ernestines witli open hostility unless they would join the

league or at least undertake to remain neutral. Maurice also secured

Duke Albrecht of IVussia, and an envoy was sent to France to request

a monthly contribution of a hundred thousand crowns. In August,

1561, the Bishop of Bayonne came to Hesse, and in the autumn the

terms of an alliance between Henry II and the German Princes were

outlined. On November S Magdeburg capitulated. To Charles Maurice
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represented the eurraider as a complete imperial victory ; but in reality
|

tlm terms of the capitulation guaranteed to the town^olk the reli^on
j

they desired^ and secured to Maunce control of the city and a basis^f

^

operations.

The appeal to France involved a radi&d alteration of Hans of

Ciistrin's original plan. His object had been merely defence against

the threatening aspect assumed by Charles V, but mere defence was

of no use to Henry II. French support could only be bought by
making the league oiTensive^ and offence was also Maurice's plan.

Chagrined at having to yield the first place in the league to Maurice,

and alarmed, perhaps, by tlie terms which Henry II demanded, Hans
broke away from the league. A German who was both a patriot and a

IVotestant could indeed have lx*en offered no more painful choice. The*^\

French stipulations were that the Princes should undertake to vote asy

Henry wished at the next imperial election, and connive at his conquestf

and ^ministration as imperial vicar of the bishoprics of Metz, ToulJ

Verdun, and Cambray. The imperial lands were to be sacrificed as the

price of i^igioi^ SM of princely privilege. Particularism

was at least as strong a motive with the Princes as IVotestant

or patriotic feeling. They had not crushed the knight, the peasant,

and the Anabaptist in order to smooth Charles' path to absolu-

tism, but their own. The Emperor was the last obstacle to the full

development of temtorial despotism, and the real inwardness of the

struggle is illustrated by the fact tliat the cities, Protestant though they

were, for the most port stood aloof or sided with the Emperor. The
Lutheran North remained passive, and the so-called war of liberation

presents many of the features of an oligarchic plot.

The treaty between the German Princes and the King of France,

was signed at Cliambord and at Friedwald in uiary, 1552. Henry
intervened in Germany, as he did in Itafy, as the champion of national

liberties against the Emperor ; and while in March he threw thirty-five

thousand men into Lorraine he hardened his heart against the heretics in

France. In fact his devotion to German freedom although more specious

was no moredreal than his love of toleration ; ilnd the German lands which

fell into his power fared at least as ill as ever they would have done
under Charles^ V. The double face whicb France showed from 1532
to 1648, Catholic at home and Protestant abroad, was a religious guise

adopted to help her in her secular rivalry with the House of Austria,

and never did it stand her in better stead than in 1552. In that year

Heniy II avenged the defeats and imprisonment inflicted on his father

by Charles V and thus embittered the close of the Emperor's life with

jEadlure and humiliation.

As the French troops crossed the frontier, Maurice, William of Hesse

and Margrave Albrecht Alcibiades concentrated thirty thousand men in

Franconia. The Empgror was not so ignorant of Maurice's designs as

Ctt. vuu
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haa often been supposed. His commissioner, Lazarus Schwendii had

soulided warning notes from the camp at Magdeburg ; but success had
nilade Charles confident and careless, and he failed to realise the danger

until it was too late to organise resistance. On April 6 he was thinking

of flight to the Netherlands, but the way was blocked already. He
suspected Ferdinand^s loyalty, and others have believed that the King of

the Romans had a secret understanding with Maurice. Ferdinand had

ample grounds for discontent, but there seems to be no prodf of treason

on his part. Maurice, who had outwitted the keenest diplomats at

Charles^ Court, may well have duped his brother ; he had promised to

meet the King at Linz on April 4, but Ferdinand wai not prepared for

the guise in which he came. On that day Augsburg fell before the

Princes; the resistance of Niimberg, Ulm, and Strassburg alone marred

the completeness of their victory, for Bavaria and Wurttepiberg were

their secret allies. On the 18th Maurice was at Linz. Ferdinand sought

to negotiate an armistice, but Maurice refused to date it earlier tlian

May 26, and used the interval to draw his net round Charles. In spite

of the words attributed to him, that he had no cage big enough for such

a bird, Maurice did not shrink from pressing his illustrious fugitive, and

hoped, as he said, to run theifox to earth. On the nights of May 18-19

he seized the pass of Ehrenberg. Twelve days earlier Charles had been

foiled in an attempt to escape to Constance and to pass on thence to the

Netherlands. He had no troops to withstand Maurice ; but a mutiny in

the Elector’s forces gave him a few hours’ respite, and towards evening,

f

witli a few attendants, he fled amid rain and snow across the Brenner.

I’lie victor of Miihlberg was an almost soliUiry fugitive in his Empire

;

Uie assembled Fathers at Trent broke up in dismay, having, it was said,

no mind to argue points of doctrine with soldiers in arms ; and the

Emperor’s soaring plans dissolved like castles in Spain.

It was the darkest hour ifi ChaiW career, but soon the twilight

began to glimmer. The Emperor found a refuge at Villach in Carinthia,

while Maurice went to the conference at Passau, where his own troubles

began to gather. He demanded as the price of peace Security against

Habsburg aggression in Germany, restoration of princely privilege, and

a guatantee of the Lutheran religion irrespective of the decrees of the

Council of Trent. The Catholic Princes assembled at Passau were

disposed to concede these terms, but to connive at permanent schism

was incompatible vith Charles’ rigid Catholic conscience. Nothing

could bend his iron will, not the eulvance of the Turk nor the success of

the French in Italy nor his own personal peril. He insisted that the

question of religious peace must be referred to a Diet. On that point be
refused to yield an inch ; and among the circumstances which preserved

so large a portion of Germany to the Roman Catholic faith not the

least is the unshaken constancy which Charles V evinced at the sorest

crisis of the Catholic cause in Germany.
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HU courage had its reward. Margrave Albrecht had separated

from hU allies and was pursuing a wild career of murder and sacrilege

in Franconia, where he dreamt of carving a secular duchy out of tie

Bishops'* spiritualities ; in six weeks he extorted nearly a million crowns by

way of ransom. Maurice failed in his attack mi hVimkfort, where he lost

one of his ablest lieutenants by the death of George of Mecklenburg.

The advance of Henry II had been checked by the vidour of Strossburg

;

Charles had*released John Frederick, and with a little help the Ernestine

Wettin could raise a storm which would drive his cousin from Saxony

;

while Hans of Ciistrin would willingly join in the fray in return for a

share of the Albertine lands. Conscious that l^e nation was not really

behind him and that he would lose his all by defeat, Maurice reluctantly

yielded to Charles’ demand that the religious question should be left

to a Diet. , Margrave Albrecht roughly refused to accept the peac^e

;

and when Maurice marched to help Ferdinand against the Turks,

many of his troops mutinied and took service with Albrecht. 'ITie

Margrave’s disgust was not due to zeal for the Protestant faith, but to

the fact that Maurice had played both hands in the game and reduced

his partner to a dummy. Fortune seemed to be turning and Charles

thought of refusing to ratify the treaty, deHlyed the liberation of ITiilip

of Hesse, and returned to his schemes for creating a fritmdly league and

securing the Empire for his son. He appeared to have learnt and

forgotten nothing, but his advisers were more amenable. Queen Maria

opposed these plans, Feidinand denounced them, and the fear lest liis

obstinacy should drive his brother into Maurice’s arms induced Charles

to submit and sign the Ti'eatyjjfcJia^u.

Reluctantly the Emperor surrendered for the moment his dynastic

projects and assumed the part of the cliampion of Germany against tlie

Ifrench invader. Emerging from Villach and je imeying by way of

Augsburg, where he could not refrain from once more overthrowing the

democratic government and expelling some of the more obnoxious

preachers who had returned in Maurice’s train, Charles appeared on the

Rhine determined to wrest Metz, Toul, and Verdun from the French.

Metz was th^ key of the situation, and it h^ been jeimply provisioned

and skilfully fortified by the Duke of Guise. On the last day of

October, 1552, the siege was formally opened, and Charles strengthened

bis forces by an unscrupulous alliance with Albrecht Alcibiades. Tlie

Maigrave’s brutalities h^ roused all Franconia against him and he had
be^ forced to flee to the Court of Henry II ; but Court life had no
attractions for him, and the French King hesitated to entiiist so doubtful

an ally with important commands. So Albrecht escaped, captured the

Duke of Aumale, and with this peace-offering came into Charles’ camp.

His terms were the imperial sanction of his spoliation of the Bishops of

WiirzbuTg and Bamberg. “ Necessity knows no law,” wrote Charles to

his sister, as he struej^ his bargain with the worst law-breaker in

c. «. a. u. CD. VIII. 18
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Germany and sanctioned his sacrilegious plunder of Bamberg and Wiira-

burg. But Albrecht could not remedy the defects of Alva's generalship,

jhoduce harmony between Germans and Spaniards in the Emperor's

army, or make any impression on Metz. For a month after his generals

had recognised that succe^ss was impossible Charles refused to admit hk
defeat. But at length the havoc wrought among his Italian and Spanish

troops by a mid-winter siege conquered even his obstinacy. With a

grumble at the fickleness of Fortune who preferred a young King to an

old Emperor, he raised the siege on January 1, 1553^ and turned his

back on his German dominions for ever. Success in the war with France

would have meant a renewed effort to divide and cciish the Lutheran

Princes, to rivet the Spanish succession on Germany, and to restore

the Catholic faith. Charles’ failure left Germany free to settle these

questions herself. Already meditating abdication and retirement from

the world, the Emperor journeyed to Brussels ; he was cheered by the

i capture of Tdrouanne from the French and the triumph of Mary in

I
England, but German affairs were resigned into the hands of the Sang
of the Romans.

ITie evil which Charles had done by his bargain with Albrecht

survived his departure, and<^*it is a lurid comment upon the Emperor’s

reign that its last days were characterised by as wild an anarchy as

Germany had known in all her turbulent history. The Margrave, having

performed a lost service to Charles by saving his guns during the retreat

from Metz, proceeded once more to trouble liis foes in Germany ; and,

as nearly all Gennany hated the Emperor, Albrecht was free to turn bis

arms in whatever direction he cho.se. The League of Heidelberg, formed

in March, 1553, for the preservation of the peace and prevention of

Philip’s election, consisted of Catholics and IVotestants and was too

general to be very effective. Moreover Albrecht’s onslaughts on Bishops

and priests won him a good deal of secret sympathy. The situation was

full of confusion; the Emperor, the extreme Protestants, and the

Ernestine Wettins and Margrave Albrecht, were all in more or less open

oppo.sition to the Albertine Maurice, King Ferdinand, and the Heidell^rg

league. Charles had more than once divided the Lutherans; he had
now divided the House of Habsburg.

Maurice alone could res^re peace to the Empire. His campaign in

Hungary had not been successful, and Zapolya’s widow with Solyman’s

help retained control of Transylvania. But Persia once more diverted

the Turk’s attention from west to east, and gave Maiu*ice and Ferdinand

respite to deal with Albrecht and his notorious lieutenant, Wilhelm von

Grumboch. Maurice, who had posed as the liberator of Germany
from Spanish tyranny, was now to play the part of saviour of society

from princely anarcliy. Charles had left the Empire to its fat^

the Heidelberg I^eague was powerless, and a decree of the

kamviergericht against Albrecht would be a mer^ form of words. Could
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Maurice succeed amid this maze of impotence, no prize might be b^nd
his reach* At Eger he concerted measures with Ferdinand ana

spatched his brother for Danish aid* Albrecht, after winning another

victoiy at Pommersfelden on April 11, renewed his ravages in Franconia,

and his excesses were worse thw those of the Peasants" War. He tlien

turned against the Catholic Duke Henry of Bruiiswick-Wolfenbuttel,

and thought of utilising John Frederick's hatred of Maurice and Elector

Joachim's fnendship with Charles to draw them both to his side ; even

Landgrave Philip of Hesse was loth to assist his son-in-law against so good

an enemy of the priests. On July 9, 1553, at Sievershausen, the forces of

xVIbrecht and Maurice met. It was the fiercest battle fought in German
lands for many a day ; beside it Miihlberg was the merest skinnish.

[Maurice won the day, but lost his life; a wound from a musivet-ball

i proved fatal on the 11th, and one of the most extraordinary, careers in

history was cut short at the age of thirty-two years.

The death of Maurice brought no redress to his injured and aged

cousin. The Saxon Electorate continued in the Albcrtine branch of the

family, passing to Maurice's brother Augustus, a man of conciliatory

temper, who had incurred none of the odium attaching to Maurice and

could look for support to his Danish Tather-in-law Cliristian III.

Charles V had no longer a private grudge to revenge by restoring his

former captive. John Frederick did not simvive the disappointment by
many months. He died on March 3, 1554, a classic instance of fortune's

perversity. He suffered more severely than any Prince of liis age, and
his coveted electoral dignity passed into a rival House, never to be
restored; and the only soLice vouchsafed to the Ernestine branch was

the restitution of Altenburg, Neustadt, and some other districts ceded io\

Maurice in 1547. Yet John Frederick was tlu» most blameless ot]

men, the example of constancy and very mirror i true magnanimity
;

in these our days to all Princes." Such is the verdict of one c^n-'

temporary ; better known is the glowing description by Roger Ascham

:

“one in all fortunes desired of his friends, reverenced of his foes,

favoured of the Emperor, loved of all."

With thedisappearance of Maurice the Emperor's interest in Albrecht

Alcibiades waned. It was in vain that the Margrave beat the anti-eccle-

siostical drum more furiously than ever, or that many a north German
Prince and city came to secret terms. Duke Henry of Brunswick
displayed unwonted vigour and defeated Albrecht at Steterburg on

September 12, 1553. On December 1 the long-delayed ban was pro-

claimed, and a second victoiy won by Duke Henry at Schwar/ach on

June IS, 1554, drove Albrecht again as a fugitive to the French Court.

Peace was at length restored, and Germany prepared for that Diet which

was to settle its religious affairs for two generations. Permanent tolera-^

tion of heresy was inevitable in the existing condition of German politics,!

and the prospect of suc];i unwelcome violence to his conscience determined

ca. VIji. Xb—
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the Emperor definitely to withdraw from his imperial responsibilities.

His formal abdication of the Empii*e was not made till three years

later; his relinquishment of the Netherlands only took place in

1555, and that of his Spanish kingdoms in 1556; but the end of his

rt'ign in Germany may be dated from the summer of 1554, when he

^empowered Ferdinand to settle the question of religion with the Diet,

ibut not in his name.

The city which had witnessed the birth of the Lutheran Faith was

also to see its legitimation, and on Februaiy 5, 1555, Ferdinand opened

another great Diet at Augsburg. No Elector was present in person;

(if the ecclesiastical Princes only two, the Bishops 'of Augsburg and

Eichstadt, attended, and of tempoml Princes only four, the young Arch-

duke Charles, the Dukes of Bavaria and Wiirttemberg, and the Margrave

of Baden.
^
Tlie Catholics still had a majority in the Diet^ and it cost

thorn a severe mental struggle to relinquish the fundamental position of

Catholicism, the seamless unity of the Christian Church. But common
action with Protestants in opposition to the Spanish Succession, in

defence of princely privilege against Charles and of public peace against

Albrecht, had paved the way, not to an agreement in religious matters,

but to an agreciiient to diffef about tliem. Yet even this compromise was

not reached till Ferdinand had made one more effort to save ecclesiastical

unity. He proposed that the Diet should first deal with the question of

public peace and refer religion to a Council or to a conference. Duke
( ’hristopher of Wiirttemberg and the Elector of Brandenburg were not

averse to the idea, and the latter even suggested the Interim as the

basis of an agreement. But the hand of the Diet was forced by the

Lutheran Convention at Nauinburg, which was attended by more German.

Princes than the Diet itself. Here it was determined to abide by they

(Confession of Augsburg, and this decision was upheld by the Elector

Augustus, the sons of John Frederick, and the I^dgraves of Hesse, while

the Elector Joachim hastily withdrew his ill-advised suggestion with

regaixl to tlie Interim,

Thereupon the Electoral College at Augsburg decided to deal with

the religious question at ofice and demanded religious peace at any price.

Tlie Catholic Princes, led by the Cardinal Archbishop of Augsbuig,

protested; but Christopher ^f Wurttemberg came over to the Protestant

side, and presently tl^ Bishop of Augsburg was summon^ to Conclaves

at Home, necessitated by the successive deaths of Julius III and Mar*
cellus 11. Ihe Protestants now put forward their full demands. They
required security not merely for edl present but all future subscribers to

the Ckmfession of Augsburg, and liberty to enjoy not only such eedesi-

astical property as had already been secularist but all that might be

confiscated hereafter; Lutherans in Catholic States were to have complete

ftolemtion, while no such privilege was to be accorded to Catholim in

Lutlieran territories, lliey sought in fact to .reduce the Catholics to
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the position to which they had themselves been reduced by the Recess of

|

Spdcr in 15S9; every legal obstacle to the Lutheran development was|

to be removed, while Catholics were deprived of their means of defence!!

The Catholics were not yet brought so low as to submit to such

terms; for months the struggle of parties went on, and it seemed possible*

that another religious war might ensue. Eventually a compromise was'|

arranged mainly by Ferdinand and Augustus of Saxony. Security wasj

granh^ to dll Lutheran Princes ; episcopal jurisdiction in their lands wm
to cease; and they might retain all ecclesiastical property secularised

before the Treaty of Passau (1562), provided it was not immediately!

subject to the Empire. For the future each territorial secular Princei

might choose between the Catholic and Lutheran faith, and his decisioW

was to bind all his subjects. If a subject rejected his sovereign s religion

the only privilege he could claim was liberty to migrate into other lands.

There remained two all-important points in dispute. The lAitheransi

still j;^uii:cd^.tQler^tlQn^Qr the adh^ents of their confession in Catholic,

gtates ; and the Catholics demanded that any ecclesiastical IVincQ, who

.

a^ured CatKdliHsni7sImu^ lands and dignities. The Catholic?

obj^tTohlTo ‘tte'liKt demand were insuperable ; and the Lutherans werej

compelled to content themselves with an assurance by Ferdinand, which

»

was not incorporated in the Recess, did not become law of the Fiinpire,

and of which the Reichskaymuergerkht could therefore take no cognisance.,

The Catholic requirement al)out spiritual Princes was met by the famous^

**ecclesiastical reserv'ation'*' which imposed forfeiture of lands and dignities

on Bishops who forsook the Catholic faith. This was incorporated in the
j

Recess; but the Lutherans made their own reservation, and decloretl

that they did not consider themselves bound by the proviso.

The so-called Peace of Augsburg, embodied in the Recess which was|

published on September 26, 1566, thus rested upon . double equivocation,

«

and contained in itself the seeds of the Thirty Years'* War. It was in

fact no more than a truce concluded, not because the two parties had

decided the issues upon which they fought, but because they were for

the moment tiVed of fighting; and no half-measure was ever pursued

by a more relentless Nemesis. The ‘‘ eccdesiaiftical reservation ’’ has been

condemned os the worst sin of omission of which rtotestant Germany
was guilty, as a criminal and cowardly evasipn of a vital decision, which

delay could only make more difficult The artificial perpetuation of

spiritual principalities only served to buttress the Ilabsburg power and

postpone the achievement of national unity. In the other scale a Catholic

would place the fact that to the rescue of the ecclesiastical Electoratcis

from the rising tide of Protestantism must be attributed in no small

measure the hold which Catholicism still retains on western Germany.

This lame and halting conclusion of nearly forty years' strife has been

hailed as the birth of religious liberty; but it is mockeiy to describe

the principle which underlay the Peace of Augsburg os one of toleration.

CO. Vlll.
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is a maxim as fatal to true religion ^ it is to

fr^om of conscienSg ; it is the creed of Erastian despotism, the formula

ill which the German territorial Princes expressed the that th^ had
mastered the Church as well as the State. Even for Princes religious

liberty was limited to thfe choice of one out of two alternatives, the

/dogmas of Rome or those of Wittenberg. The door of Germany was

;
barred against Zwingli, Calvin, and Socinus ; and in neither the Lutheran

I
nor the Roman Church was there the same latitude that there was in the

* Catholic Church of the Middle Ages. The onslaught* of her enemies

I

compelled Rome to define her doctrines and to narrow her commimion

;

;
if the Catholic Church was purified in the process, it^was also rendered

j
more Puritan; it became exclusive rather than comprehensive, Roman

' rather than Catholic. To define the faith is to limit the faithful ; the

age was one of definitions, and it destroyed for ever the hope of a real

Catholicism.

But even this meagre liberty of choice between two exclusive com-

munions was denied to the mass of the German people. For them the

change consisted in this, that instead of having their faith determined

for them by the Church, it w'os settled by their territorial Princes;

instead of a clerical, there i/os a lay persecution; instead of a remote

prospect of being burnt, the German dissenter, after 1655, enjoyed a

much more imminent prospect of being banished; for the tyranny of

Wittenberg, if it was less than Hint of Rome after the Council of Trent,

was certainly greater than that of the Catholic Church before the appear-

ance of Luther, Luther enunciated the principle of religious liberty, of

individual priesthood. But he and his followers imposed another

bondage, which went far to render this declaration inefTectual. The chief

^actual contribution of the LuHieran Reformation to religious liberty was

!thus indirect, almost undesigned. It produced the first Church inde-

Ipendent of Rome, and prepared the way for countless other religious

jconimunities, which, however narrowly they may define their individual

jfonniiliirics, tend by their number to enforce mutual toleration. Private

jmorolity has been evolved out of the conflicting interests of an infinite

mass of individuals ; intefnational law depends upon the multiplicity

I

of independent States; and the best guarantee for the freedom of

conscience consists in the jnultitude and relative impotence of the

Churches.

There' is no more disappointing epoch in German history than the

reign of Charles V; if in its course it shattered some idols, it also

shattered ideals. It began full of ho{>e, and the nation seemed young.

iThere were plans for reforming the Church and renewing the Empire

;

jno one dreamt of dividing the one and d^troying the other. Yet such

|Vas the result. The Reformation began with ideas and ended in force.

'jin the Germany of the sixteenth, as in that of the nineteenth century, an

^cra of liberal thought closed in a fev^' of war; the persuasions of sweetness
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and li^t were drowned by the beat of the drum and the blare of the

trumpet ; and methods of blood and iron supplanted the forees of reason.

No ideas, it was found, in religion or politics, could survive unless they

were cast in the hard material mould of German territorialism. .

The triumph of this principle is really the dominant note of the periodjS

Territorialism ruined the Empire, captured the Reformation, crushed the

municipal independence of the cities, and lowered the status of the

peasanL The fall of the imperial power was perhaps inevitable,

but it was has^ned by Charles V. In the first place, his dynastic and
Spanish policy weakened his authority as a national monarch ; in the

second, Ins adoption of the cause of the Church threw the Reformers

into the arms of the territorial Princes. The success of the Reforma-

tion thus meant that of the oligarchic principle and the ruin of German
monarchy. The Reformation of the Empire be(*.ame incompatible with

the Reformation of the Church ; and the seal on Charles’ failure was set

by the Diet of Augsburg, which, besides concluding a truce of religion,

removed the Rekhskammergerichtf the orgai^isation of the Circles, and

the preservation of the peace from the sphere of imperial influence.

Henceforward Germany was not a kingdom, but a collection of petty

States, whose rulers were dominated by q^utual jealousies. From the

time of Charles V to that of Frederick the Great, Germany ceased to

be an international force; it was rather the arena in which the otherI|

nations of Europe, the Spaniard, the Frenchman, the Swede, the Pole,'

and the Turk, fought out their diplomatic and militfiry struggles.

The Kaisertum w'as but one of the Princes’ victims ; the Burffcrtum

also fell before them. The vigorous city life of the Middle Ages was

a thing of the past; in many a German town the representative of

the territorial sovereign domineered over the elect of the burghers,
|

interfered in their administration, and even com' rolled their finances.
5

On the shores of the Baltic the destruction of ti>wn independence in-

volved the loss of Germany’s maritime power, and not till our own
day has this eclipse begun to pass. With tlie decay of civic life went

al^ the ruin of municipal arts and civilisation, and in its stead there

was only the mainly formal culture of thejpetty German Court. No
age m Gerrftany was more barren of intellectual inspiration than that

which succeeded the Peace of Augsburg. The internecine stinigglcs

of the reign of Charles V had exhausted til classes in the nation, and

an era of universal lassitude followed: intellectually, morally, and poli-

tically, G^many was a desert, and it was called Religious Peace.

cn. viii.
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CHAPTER EL

THE REFORMATION IN FRAN^E.

The Reformation in France never developed into a national move-

ment. Though the Protestants under the stress of persecution con-

solidated tliemselves into a powerful and well-organised party, they

never formed more than a minority of the nation. The majority,

whose attachment to the (Catholic Church was stronger than their desire

for lier refonnation, detested the Reformers as schismatics and separatists

even more than as heretics. ^When the Protestant ranks were recruited

by tlie accession of numerous political malcontents, a more worldly

leaven pervaded the whole cause; the principle of passive resistance

was abandoned, and an appeal to armed force became inevitable. The
result was a succession of religious warn, which lasted, though not con-

tinuously, for more than thirty years. It was not till the beginning of

the seventeenth century that France, once more at peace with herself,

was able to work out on her own lines a Counter-Reformation.

Yet at the beginning of tlie sixteenth century nearly all enlightened

men were agreed as to the necessity for Reform, The evils under which

the Church in France laboured were those which prevailed elsewhere;

rapacity and worldliness among the Bishops and abbots, ignorance

in tlie inferior clergy, great relaxation of discipline, and, in some

cases, positive immorality in the monasteries and nunneries ; and as the

result an ever-widening separation between religion and morality. The
first of these evils was a favourite topic with the popular preachers of

Paris, the Franciscans, Michel Menot and Olirier Maillard, and the

Dominican, Guillaume Pepin.* On the other hand, the everyday story of

the period has more to say about the ignorance of the pari^ priests and
the immorality of the friai's. The Franciscans seem to have been especially

unpopular. All ranks of tlie Church alike fell under the lash of Sebastian

BranPs Skip of Fools and Erasmus' Praise of Folly

^

both of which were

translated into French and widely read.

But Frenchmen can relish satire even of what they love, and the

people were none the less sincere in their attachment to the Chuidi
because they applauded the sallies of the jester. This attachmemt was
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all the stronger because it ’sprang as much from a national as^^ni
a religious feeing. Ever since the days of Philip the Fair France ha|^

maintained an independent attitude towards the Papacy, During the

Avignon Captivity the Popes had been her obedient servants. At
the Council of Constance it was two Frenchmen, Jean Gerson and

Pierre d'Ailly, who were chiefly instrumental in bringing about the

declaration that Councils are superior to Popes. 'Phe Pragmatic

Sanction (W88), as has been related in the first volume, gave definite

shape to the lij)ertie8 of the Galilean Church, and, though during the

reigns of Louis XI and Charles VIII it was more or less in abeyance,

the position of ^the French Church toward^ the Papacy remained

practically unaltered. Louis XII formally restored the Pragmatic ; and

in his contest with Pope Julius II skilMly made use of the popular

poet, Pierre Gringore, to influence public opinion. In his famous

tetralogy of Le Jeu du Prince des Sots et Mhre Sotte^ played at Paris

on Shrove-Tuesday, 1511, the Pope was held up to open ridicule. Thu^
in France there were no motives of personal interest at work to make alj

revolt from Rome desirable. The effect of the Concordat, the 8ub-\

stitution of which for the Pragmatic (1516) was the only reform that!

the Fifth Lateran Council gave to France, was to put the French Church

under the authority, not of the Pope, but of the King.

But the change in the method of appointing Bishops and Abbots
from canonical election to nomination by the Crown, which was the chief

feature of the Concordat, while it put an end to the noisier forms of

scandal in the ^lections, greatly increased what many ifgarded as thef

root of the whole evil, the non-residence and worldly character of thq
superior clergy. For Francis I found that the patronage of some six

hundred bishoprics and abbeys furnished him with a convenient and

inexpensive metliod of providing for his diploi atic service, and of

rews^ng literary merit. A large nuiYiber of ebbeys were held by
laymen, and even Bishops were not always in orders

;
pluralism in an

aggravated form was common
;
the case of Cardinal Jean of Lorraine

hu been noticed in an earlier chapter; his brother Cardinal, Jean du
Bellay, at ojie time enjoyed the revenues •of five sees and fourteen

abbeys. Italians shared largely in the royal patrdhage, and in 1560
j

it was estimated that they held one-thirc^ of all the benefices in the

kingdom. It*was this new method of patronage which more than any-

thing paralysed all attempts at reform. It was idle to talk of reform at

the bottom when at the top every personal interest was bound up with

the existing corruption.

An impulse to reform was clearly needed irom without. This was

famished by the Renaissance. For it was inevitable that the

free ePjfininr, which won thr charaH^nstic of that moyemenlf^ould
also invade the domain of religious dogma andT^EurcET Institutions, and

that} penetrating here as elsewhere to the sources, it should apply itself

cn. iz.
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to tl^ first-hand study of the book upon iidiich dogma and institutions

E ultimately based. It was inevitable also that tte spirit of individu-

1 which was another marked characteristic of the Renaissance should
end in questioning the right of the Church to be the sole interpreter of
that book, and in asserting boldly that the final test of all religion is

its power to satisfy the needs of the individual soul.

TLTie connexion between the two movements, the Renaissance and the
Reformation, was especially close in France. In both alike the same
man occupied an almost identical position, standing pn a threshold
which he never actually crossed. This waa a native of

liltaples in Picardy (Fa^r Stapulensis). After taking<his degree in Arts
in the University of Paris, he studied for some time in Italy and then
devoted himself to the teaching of Aristotle and mathematics. He was
also a busy writer and edited various works, including Latin translations

of most of Aristotle’s works. Though his Latin was somewhat bar-

barous and his knowledge of Greek imperfect, his services were warmly
recognised by younger scholars, many of whom were his pupils. In the

year 1507, when he was about fifty, he abandoned secular learning

entirely for theology, and in 1512 published a I^tin translation of St

Paul’s Epistles, with a comivcntaiy. llie book was remarkable in two
ways; first because a revised version of the Vulgate was printed by the

side of the traditional text, and secondly because it anticipated two of the

cardinal doctrines of the Lutheran theology. Thus in the commentary on
the First Epistle to the Corintliians Lefevre asserts that there is no merit

in human works without the giace of God; in that on the Epistle to

the Hebrews he denies, though in somewhat less precise language, the

(loctriue of Transiibstantiation, while admitting the Real Presence.

Lcftvre remained for some years after the publication of this book in

the seclusion of the abbey of St Germain-des-Pres at Paris, where his

former pupil, Guillaume Bri^’6nnet, was Abbot. His book, though it

attracted the attention of the learned, passed otherwise unnoticed. It

was not till 1519 that the spark which he had kindled was fanned into

a flame by the dissemination of Luther’s Latin writings, which were read

eagerly at Paris. But it was hand to the

practical work of Reforming the Church in France. Appointed to the

see of ]\lcaux in 1516 he liad, after an absence of two years at Rome on
a special mission, returned fu^l of zeal for the refonnation of his diocese.

It was in the prosecution of this design that towards the close of the

year 1520 he summoned to Mcaux his old tutor Ix‘fevre and certain of

his friends and pupils, all noted for their learning and piety, and all

sharing more or less in his theological views. Among them were

Francois Vatable, eminent as on Hebrew scholar, Guillaume Farel, and
Gerard Roussel. Another member of the group, Michel d’Arande, was

already at Meaux. They met with great favour from the Bishop, and
throughout his diocese carried on the work of “ preaching Christ from
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M&mx preachers and the Sorbonne,

the sources^ ^th vigour and success. The movement was watched with

eager sjrmpathy hy the King's sister, Margaret, Duchess of Alen9on,

who had ^osen the Bishop for her spiritual director and was at this

time canning on with him a voluminous correspondence.

In June, 15Sd, Lef^vre published a revised French translation of the

four Gospels, the first instalment of a new translation of the whole

Bible, wUch he had been urged to undertake by Margaret and her

mother. The rest of the New Testament followed before tlie end of the

year. Except Jn a few passages it was nothing more than a revision of

Jean de Holy's Bible, itself almost an exact reproduction of the old

thirteenth century translation; but its publication did much to spraid the

knowledge of the New Testament. Though the efiTect of Luther's writings

in France was considerable, the French Reformers showed almost from

the first tendency to base their theology rather on the literal inter-

pretation of the Scriptures than on the specially Lutheran doctrine of

Justification by Faith. Moreover, the geographical position of Franco

brought them naturally into closer relations with jfuccr and Capito at

Strassburg, and with fficolamp^ius at Basel, than with Luther at

Wittenberg.

For two and a half years the preaching at Meaux went on without

molestation and then the storm-clouds began to gather. Already on

April 16, 1521, the Faculty of Tlieology of the Paris University, com-

monly called the Sorbonne, had formally condemned Luther's writings,

and on August 3 oT the same year the Parliament of Paris h/id issued a

proclamation that all those who had any of these writings in their

possession should deliver them up under penalty of a fine or imprison-

ment. It was by virtue of this order that on June 16, 1523, the books

of Louis de Berquin, a gentleman of Picardy, noterl for his learning, were

seized, examined, and censured as heretical. On October 15 the Bishop!

of Meaux, wliose sole desire was to reform the Church from within, and i

who consequently had no sympathy with Luther's attitude of open revolt, ^

issued two synodal decrees; one against the doctrines and books of^

Lutlier, and the other against certain heretical opinions which had been

preached injhis diocese touching prayers for the dead and the invocation

of tlie Saints. TTie latter decree was probably aimed at Farel, whose

fiery and logical mind had carried him fur^^^i' fli&n l^is companions, and
who had left Meaux after only a short sojourn to become the leader of

an advanced section of the movement which denied the Real Presence

»and shewed generally an iconoclastic and uncompromising spirit, llie

other preachers were still protected by the Bishop in spite of the Paris

Parliament. However, in March, 1525, an example was made in the

person of a wool-carder, named Jean Leclerc, who having committed a
fanatical outrage was whipped and branded, first at Paris and then at

Meaux. A few months later he was burnt at Metz for a similar ofience.

While Francis wij^ a prisoner at Madrid the Queen-Mother, urged

CB* IX.
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by her first minister. Cardinal Antoine Duprat, and by her own anxiety

to gain the support of the Pope, induced the Parliament to appoint a

cofhmission for the trial of Lutherans. Many persons were imprisoned

;

I-efevre’s translation of the New Testament was condemned to be burned

;

and proceedings were instituted against the Meaux preachers. They
saved themselves by flight, finding a refiige at Strassburg in the house of

Capito (October, lfi25). In January, 15S6, Berquin was imprisoned,

and on February 17 a young bachelor of arts nam^ Joubert was burnt

at Paris for holding Lutheran doctrines. ^

On March 17 Francis returned from captivity ; and on the very day

of his arrival in France he sent an order for the Parl^ment to suspend

all action against Berquin, who after considerable delay was set at

liberty. I^fcvre, Roussel, and Arande, who still called themselves

members of the Catholic Church, were recalled from exile, and Lefevre

was appointed tutor to the King^s third son. In spite of the execution

of Jac!C|ues Pauvan, one of the Meaux preachers against whom proceedings

had been taken with the full approval of the King (August 1526),

the hopes of the Reformers began to rise ; and, on the whole, up to the

end of 1527 things seemed to be taking a turn in their favour. But on

De<'enjlK»r 16 of that year thfts King, being in straits for money for t||ie

ransom of his sons, summoned an Assembly of Notables ; and, when the

representatives of the clergy accompanied their vote of 1,300,000 Uvres

with a re(]uest that he would take measui'cs for the repression of

Lutheranism, he gave a ready assent.

An outrage on a statue of the Virgin at Paris (May 81, 1528)

furnished him with an opportunity of proving his sincerity, and he took

part in a magnificent expiatory procession. Not long afterwards Berquin

was again brought to trial and found guilty of heresy, Francis left him
to his fate, and he was burnt on April 17, 1529. *‘He might have

been the Luther of France,’’ says Tlieodore Beza, “ had Francis been a

Frederick of Saxony.” Meanwhile an important provincial synod, tliat

of Sens, had been sitting at Paris from Febru£u*y to October of 1628

under the presidency of Cardinal Duprat, the Archbishdp of Sens, for

the purpose of devising measures for the repression of heresy. Similar

synods were held for the provinces of Bourges and Lyons.

For two and a half years ^after Berquin’s death the King showed no

favour to the Reformers. But in the autumn of 1532 another change

in his religious policy began to make itself felt. The ever shifting.,

course of his diplomacy Jbad now brought him into a close alliance with^

Henry VIII and into relations with the Protestant Princes of Germany.
It was perliaps significant of this change that Jean du Bellay who, like

his brother Guillaume, was in favour of a moderate reform of the

Church, was at this time appointed Bishop of Paris. During the whole

of Lent, 1533, Gthard Roussel, at the instigation of Margaret, now
Queen of Navarre, and of her husband, preached daily in the Louvre to
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large congregations ; and when Noel Beda and some other doctors of the

Sorbonne ventured to accuse the King and Queen of heresy, and to stir

up the people to sedition, Francis, on the matter being repoi'ted to hi\n,

issued Melun an edict banishing the doctors fix>m the city. The

Queen of Navarre became in consequence Highly unpopular with the

orthodox, and, in a comedy played by the students of the College of

Navarre on October 1, 1S33, was with Roussel held up to ridicule under

a thin disguise,

'Hie desire •of the King for the Pope's friendsliip led however to a

fresh change of religious policy; and, as the result of the conference with

Clement at Marseilles (October 1—^November dS, 1538), Fiancis, whilM

declining to join in a general crusade against the followers of Luther andl

Zwingli, agreed to take steps for the suppression of heresy in his own

«

kingdom and received from the Pope a Bull for that purpose. An
opportunity at once occurred for putting it into forc^e. On November 1

the new R^or of the University of Paris, Nicolas Cop, in his customary

Latin oration, developed in unmistakable terms the doctrine of Justifi-

cation by Faith. It soon became known that this discourse had been

written for him by a young scholar of Picardy, named Jean Cauvin, or,

a%he called himself, Calvjn. The scandalfwas great; and the King on

healing of it immediately wrote to the Parliament enjoining it to

proceed diligently against the “accursed heretic Lutheran sect." Within

a week fifty Lutherans were in prison; and an edict was issued that

anyone convicted by two witnesses of being a Lutheran should be buined

forthwith “II will be like the Spanish Inquisition" wrote Maitin

Uucer.

But the King's Catholic fever quickly cooled down. On January ^4,

1534, he enter^ into a secret treaty with the German Protestant

Princes; and when he returned to Paris in the firs< week of February the

persecutions ceased. Evangelical doctrines were again preached in the

Louvre, “ I see no one round me but old women," was the complaint of

a Sorbonne doctor from his puipit ;
“ all the men go to the Ixiuvre." In

the spring Ghillaume du l^llay was sent* for the second time on a

mission to Germany, wdth the object of concerting with the German
theologians some via media which should effect a reconciliation between

the two religious parties. Accordingly he lent a lequest to Melanchthon
to draw up a paper embodying suggestions which might serve as the

basis for an oral conference. Melanchthon complied, and du Bellay

returned to France with a paper, dated August 1, 1534, in which

Uie various points in dispute were separately discussed and means of

arranging them were suggested.

But these hopes of reconciliation were suddenly scattered to the

winds by the rash act of some of the more fanatical Refonners. On the

morning of October 18, 1534, the inhabitants of Paris awoke to find the

walls of all the principal thoroughfares placarded with a broadside in
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which the Mass and its celebrants were attacked in the coarsest and

most offensive terms. Copies were also pasted up in Orleans and other

towns, and one was even affixed to the door of the royal bedchamber at

Amboise, where Francis was at the time residing. The people of Paris

were thoroughly roused and frightened by what seemed to them a

blasphemous outrage. The King was furious. A persecution began in

I^aris which far exceeded all its predecessors in rigour.

By the middle of November two hundred heretics were said to be in

prison ; before the end of the year this number was nearly doubled.

By Christmas eight persons had been burned. Early in the following

year (1636) the King reku*ned to Paris, and on Janua^Ty 21 took part in

a grand expiatory procession. This was followed by a public banquet,

at which he made a long speech announcing once more his intention of

exterminating heresy from his kingdom. TTie day of expiation closed

with the burning of six more heretics. On January 25 seventy-three

Lutherans, who had fled from Paris, were summoned by the town crier

to appear before the Courts, or in default to suffer attainder and con-

fiscation of their goods. Among these was the educational reformer,

Mathurin Cordier, and the poet, Clement Marot. By May 6 there

were nine more executions, itiaking in all twenty-three. But the King

was beginning to relent. On tlie death of the Chancellor, Cardinal

Duprat (July 9), Francis appointed in his place Antoine du Bourg,

who was favourable to the Reformers. On July 16 he issued an Edict

from Coucy announcing that there were to be no fui’ther prosecutions

except in the case of Sacramentarians and relapsed persons, and that all

fugitives who returned and abjured their errors within six months should

receive pardon. The reason for this milder attitude was that Francis

was still angling for an alliance with the Gennan Protestant Princes,

and had renewed the negociations with Melanchthon. By the direction

of Gidllaumfijdu-Bellay, John Sturm, who held at this time a professorship

at Paris, wrote both to Melanchthon and Bucer urging them to come to

France for the purpose of a conference with the Paris theologians.

Melanchthon consented; but the Elector John Frederick of Suony
refused to let him ffo, and the proposed conference had to be abandoned

(August, 1535). the same time the Sorbonne, to whom Mclanchthon's

paper of the preceding yeai> had been submitted, expressed its entire

ilisappruval of the project.

Bucer, liowever, still worked indefatigably on behalf of a reconcilia-

tion ; and at the close of the year du Bellay was again in Germany, first

assuring the diet of Protestant Princes assembled at Schmalkalden that

his royal master hod not burnt his Lutheran subjects from any dislike of

their religious opinions, and then holding interviews with Mdanchthon,

Sturm, and others, in which he represented his master's theological views

os differing not greatly from their owm. It was all to no purpose. Princes

and theologians alike had ceased to believe in the French King's sincerity.
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Neither the Edict of Coucy, nor a similar Edict, somewhat more

liberalt which was issued in May, 1536, had much effect in bringing back

the exiles to France. The great majority preferred exile to abjuratibn.

Thus while the cause of Protestantism in Fi^ce lost in this way many of

its most ardent supporters, on the other hand there fell away from it the

timid and the interested, those who had no wish to be burned like red

herrings,^ and those who basked in the sunshine of the royal favour.

Moreover the sympathies of moderate men, of men like Guillaume and

Jean du Bellay^ of Guillaume Bud^ and Fran9ois Rabelais, were alienatedf

by the iconoclastic outbursts of the Reformers. They were favourable

to a reform of the Church by moderate means,.but they were statesmen

or humanists, and not theologians. Rabelais' Gargafituay which he

must have finished just before the affair of the placards, contains several

passages o{ a distinctly evangelical character. But in his later books we

find him “ throwing stones into the Protestant gaitlen." Lastly, there

was a small group who followed the example of the Queen of Navarre

and her ally Gerard Roussel, now Bishop <of Oloron, and, while still

holding the chief evangelical doctrines, continued memliers of the

Catholic Church and conformed to most of its ceremonial. Though
this seemed to Calvin an unworthy compromise, it fairly represented the

half-practical, half-mystical character of Margaret’s religion and her

adherence to a certain phase of the Renaissance.

Thus the affair of the placards and the resulting persecution hatl

made too wide a breach between the two religious parties to admit (jf

its being healed. Partly from the timidity of the leaders and partly

from the rashness of the rank and file, the first or Evangelical phase

of Protestantism in France had failed to bring about a reform of the

Church. In the early part of the year 1536 the man, who had in-

itiated the movement, the aged Lfiffevre d’^itaples, ’ied at Ndrac. Almost

simultaneously there appeared a work* which w/is to inaugurate the

second or Calvinistic phase of French Protestantism, C^lvin

reUsioSM institutio (March, 1536). Though little more than a sketch as

c^Sparra with the form which it finally t(X)k, it was in essential points

complete. Jt gave the French Reformers what they so greatly needed, a

definite theological system in place of the undogmatichnd mainly practical

;

teaching of Lefevre and Roussel. It gaye them a profession of faith

which might ‘serve at once to unite their own forces and to prove to their *

persecutors the righteousness of their cause.

It is true that French Protestantism, in thus becoming Calvinistic, in

a large measure abandoned the two leading principles of the movement
out of which it had sprung, the spirit of free enquiry, and the spirit of

individualism. But without this surrender it must in the long run have

yielded to persecution. It was only by cohesion that it could build up

the necessary strength for resistance. Thus the French Protestants

hailed the author of Ij^e Instituivo as their natural leader, as the organiser

cn. IX.
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of their scattered forces. Little wonder if during the next twenty-five

years of their direst need they looked for consolation and support to

the free city among the Alps and to the strong man who rul^ it.

ITie new war with Charles V, which broke out in April, 1596, left the

French King no leisure for the suppression of heresy. But after the truce

at Nice and the interview with the Emperor at Aigues-Mortes (July 14,

1598) Francis began to address himself in earnest tohis task. After two
partial Edicts, the first addressed to the Parliament of Toulouse

(December 16, 1538), and the second to the Parliame^ of Toulouse,

Bordeaux, and Rouen (June 524, 1539), he issued from Fontainebleau on

June 1, 1540, a general, Edict of great severity. It introduced a more

efficient and rapid procedure for the trial of heretics, which, with a

slight modification made by the Edict of Paris (July 23, 1643), enlarging

the powers of the ecclesiastical Courts, remained in force for the next

nine years. On August 29, 1642, another Edict was addressed to the

Parliament of Toulouse, followed on the next day by a mandamus to

those of Paris, Bordeaux, Dijon, Grenoble, and Rouen. The Parliament

of Aix required no such stimulus. Meanwhile the Sorbonne had been

engfiged in drawing up twenty-six articles in which the true Catholic

faith on all the disputed po^ts was set forth. It was their answer to

the fVench translation of the ImUtutio which Calvin had completed in

1541 from the second and greatly enlarged l^tin edition. The articles

were ratified by a royal Ordinance of July 23, 1648. The answer of the

Parliament of Paris had been of a more material character. On July 1,

1542, it issued a long Edict conceniing the supervision of the press, of

which the first clause ordered all copies of the Imtitutio to be given up
within twenty-four hours. On February 14, 1544, these were solemnly

burnt, with other books, including several printed by £tieijne Dolet.

nds was shortly followed by the publication of the first Index Expurga-
torius issued by the Sorbonne, wnich was registered by the Parliament ten

montlis later

In this policy of repression the King had the active support of four

men ; the Inquisitor-G^eral, Matthieu Ory ; the first President of the

Parliament of Paris, Pierre^ Lizet, soon to become even more notorious

as the President of the Chamhre Jrdente; the Chancellor, Guillaume

Poyet, who had succeeded thq, moderate Antoine du Bourg on November

12, 1538 ; and foremost among them, the Cardinal de Toumon, now all

powerful with the King, and practically his first minister. Thou^ the

Cardinal was a liberal patron of learning and letters, he was a relentless

and untiring foe to the new religious doctrines. He is worjh to France

an Inquisition in liimself,^ said a contemporary. It is significant also that

just at this time Francis lost one of his aUest and most enlightened

ministers, and the French Reformers one of their best friends in

Guillaume du Bellay, who died in Januan*, 1543.

With such a man in power as the Cardiiud de *^0011100 there was not
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likely to be any slackness in the execution of the Edicts. The earlier

half of the year 1541 was a period of special distress for the French

Reformers; and throughout the years 1540 to 1544 constant additions

were made to the roll of their martyrs. It is chiefly of isolated cases

that we hear, at most of three or four at a time; there were no atjios-de-fi.

The stress of persecution had compelled the Reformers to practise

prudence and secrecy, but each fresh execution added strength to the

cause. One*martyr made many converts.

The Peace of Cr^py, September 18, 1644, mih its vague provisions

for the reunion of rdigion, and ‘‘for the prevention of the extreme

danger” which thr^tened it, boded evil to theb Reformers. The next

year, 1545, memorable as the year in which the Council of Trent held

its first sitting, is also memonible for an act which has left a dark stain

on the histcuy of France and the Church, the th^

of Provence. In 1530 these peaceful followers of Peter Waldo, who
dwelt in about thirty villages along the Durance, having heard of

the religious doctrines that were being pipeached in Germany and
Switzerland, sent two envoys to some of the leading Reformers to lay

before them their own tenete, and to submit to them forty-seven questions

on which they were desirous of instruction. • They received long answers

from 0Ek;olampadius and Buoer, and in consequence held in September,

1532, a conference of their ministers at Angrogne in Piedmont, at which

they drew up a confession of faith chiefly based on the replies of the two

Reformers. Tliey also agreed to contribute five hundred gold crowns

to the printing of the new French translation of the Scnpturcs which

WHS in contemplation. This affiliation of their sect to the Lutheran

heresy naturally attracted the attention of the ecclesiastical authorities.

Accordingly Jean de Roma, the Inquisitor of the Faith for Provence, who
had already begun to exhort the Waldenses to abjiu « their heresy, set on

foot a cruel persecution.

The unfortunate Waldenses appealed to the King, who sent

commissioners to investigate the matter. Roma was condemned, but

escaped punishflient by flight to Avignon (1533); and the Waldenses,

profiting by the comparative favour that wajf shown to the Reformers

at this time, considerably increased in number. Tint in 1535 the

xVrchbishop and Parliament of Aix renew4*d the persecution, and on

November 18, *1540, the Parliament issued an order, afterwards known
as the ArrA de Mtrmdol, by which seventeen inhabitants of Mcrindol

and the neighbourhood, who had been summoned before the bar of

Parliament and had failed to appear, were sentenced to be burned.

Owing however to the action of the First President the order was not

put into immediate execution; and, the matter having come to thc' King's

ean, he ordered Guillaume du Bellay, his Lieutenant-General in Piedmont,

to make an enquiry into the du^acter and religious opinions of the

Waldenses. As the result of this enquiry the King granted a paidon to

19O. M. H. It. CH. IX.
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the condemned, provided that they abjured their errors within three months

(February 8, 1541). The order was still suspended over their heads when
at the close of 1543 Jean Me}'nier, Seigneur d^Opp^e, a man of brutal

ferocity, succeeded to the office of First President of the Parliament of

Aix. The Waldenses again appealed to the King and were again

protected (1544). Accordingly the Parliament despatched a messenger

to the King with the false statement that the people of M^rindol were in

open rebellion and were even threatening Marseilles, With the help of

the Cardinal de Toumon they obtained upon this statement new letters-

patent from the King revoking his former letters, and ordering that all

who were found guilty of the Waldensian heresy should be exterminated

(January 1, 1545). The decree w'as kept secret until an army had been

collected ; and then, on April 12, Oppede, who, in the absence of the

Governor of Provence was acting as his deputy, called together the

Parliament, read the decree, and appointed four commissioners to carry

it into execution. Within a week Mcrindol, Cabrieres, and other villages

were in ashes ; and at Cabrieres alone eight hundred pei*sons, including

women and children, are said to have been put to death. The work

of destruction continucKl for nearly two months, and in the end it was

! computed that thi-ec thuufond men, women, and children had been

I killed, and twenty-two villages burned, while the flower of the men were

sent to the galleys. Many of the survivoi's fled the country to find a

refuge in Switzerland.

If the execution Qjf.,the Fourteen of Meaux’’ falls far short of the

miissncre of the Vaudois as regards the number of its victims, its strictly

judicial character makes it more instructive as on example of the tre|t-

inent of heretics. In the year 1546 the Reformers of Meaux organist

themselves into a Church after the pattern of that set up by the French

refugees at Stnissburg eight years before. They chose as their first

pastor, a wool-caixler, named Pierre Ixjclcrc, a brother of the man who
was burnt at Metz. Their number incrciised under his ministry, and the

matter soon came to the ear of the authonties. On September 8 a

sudden descent was made on the congregation, and sixty persons were

arresttKl and sent to Poris^to be tried by the Parliament. Their greatest

crime was that ih^y had celebrated the Holy Communion. On October 4

sentence was pronounced, fourteen were sentenced to be tortured and

burned, five to be flogged and banished ; ten, all wrornen, were set free,

while the remainder were to undergo graduated forms of penance. The
sentences were carried out at Meaux on October 7, Etienne Mangin, in

whose house the services had always been held, and Leclerc, were carried

to tlie stake on hurdles, the rest on tumbrils. They had all previously

undergone what was known as extraordinaiy ^ torture, and all had
refhs^ to reveal the names of other Reformers at Meaux. At the stake

six yielded so far as to confess to a priest, thereby escaping the penalty

of having their tongues cut out ; the others who remained firm suffered
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this additional barbarity, which it was the custom to inflict on those

who died impenitent. The congregation at Meaux was thus broken

up, but the survivors canned the evangelical to other towns in

Franoe.

The “Fourteen of Meaux’* were not the only victims of the year

1546. Five others had already been bumed at Paris, including the

scholar and printer Etienne Dolet. Others were bumed in the provinces.

The next yeai*, 1647, opened with fresh executions ; and on January 14

the mutilation of a statue of the Virgin was expiated by a solemn

procession at Paris.

Such was the poJcy which Francis I began definitely to adopt towards

Protestantism after the affair of the placards, and w'hich he put into active

execution during the last seven years of his life. How far was it suc-

cessful ? As^we have seen, it drove a large number of persons into exile

;

and these consisted chiefly of the better-bom and l)etter-educated among
the Reformers. It intimidated many into outward conformity with the

Church. It prevented all public exercise of thb Reformed religion, and
all open propaganda. Religious meetings were held by night or in

cellars
; doctrines were spread by secret house-to-house teaching, or by

treatises concealed amongst the wares of ^etended pedlars. On the

other hand the frequent executions helped to spread the evil they

were meant to repress. The firm counige with which the victims faced

death did as much as the purity of their lives to convert others to their

faith. Moreover, the influence of the exiles reacted on their old homes.

From Geneva and the other Swiss centres of l^rotestantisin missionaries

came to evangelise France.

The result was that there was no longer a provinc^e in France, except

Britanny, in which Pi-otestantism had not acquired a i’oothold. In all the

large towns it had been established at an e^^’ly date. In Lyons, the most
enlightened town of France, the Lutherans were already descrilied in

1624 as “ swarming,'" At Bcjrdeaux, where the first seed had been sown
by Farel, the preaching of a Franciscan, Tliomas Illyricus, in 1526, had
produced a rich *liarvest ; and the revival in 1582 of the old College of

Arts under the name of the College of Guyenne had done much to

foster the movement. Rouen was deeply infected in ^531 and thence

the contagion spread to other parts of Normandy and to Amiens in

Picardy. Orleans became an important centre, partly through the

influence of Melchior Wolmar, who lived there from 1528 to the end of

1530. Even at Toulouse, where the University had been founded as

a bulwark of orthodoxy, and on the whole hod fully maintained its

reputation, the new doctrines could not be kept out, and in 1632 Jean
de Caturce, a young licentiate of laws, was bumed at the stake.

Other Universities contributed to the spread of Evangelical teaching

;

Poitiers, Angers, Bourges, and especially Nisraes, the new foundation of

Maigaret of Navarre, rector of which was the well-known humanist
cn.
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Claude Baduel, an avowed Protestant At Poitiers one of the professors

of theology, Charles de Sainte Marthe, openly taught the new doctrines

till, a persecution breaking out in 1537, hie had to fly for his life.

Protestantism was also rife at Loudun and Fontenay, and before long

spread to Niort and La Rochelle. Poitou became the stronghold of

French Protestantism. Other provinces to which it gained admission at

an early date were Oauphind, where Farel had preached in 1522, and

the Vivarais, in which Annonay near the Rhone became hn important

centre. •

As was natural, the water-ways of the great divers helped to spread

the movement. On the Loire there was hardly a tAwn from Le Puy to

Angers which it did not reach, while betw:een Orleans and Tours it took

y (irm hold. It worked up the Sarthe to Le Mans and Alen^on, and up
'the Allier to Moulins and Issoire. It penetrated the Lingiousin by the

Vienne and La Marche by the Creuse. It made its way along the Seine

from Rouen to Troyes and along the Yonne to Sens and Auxerre. From
l^^ons it travelled down* the Rhone to Toumon^ and up the Saone to

Macon and Chalons. At Dijon, the old capital of the duchy of Bur-

gundy, a IjUtheran was executed in 1530, and soon afterwards a pastor

was sent tliere from GeneviC Agen on the Garonne formed a connecting

link between Bordeaux and Toulouse; Sainte Foy and Bergerac were

reaclunl by tlie Dordogne, and Villcneuve by the Lot. The preaching

of Pliilibcrt Hamel in at Saiiites has been described in a well-known

passage by his fellow-Protestant Bernard Palissy ; thence it spread up
the Chareiite to Cognac and Angouleine.

This then was the result of iiie repressive policy which Francis I had
carried out with more or less consistency for ten years. The outward

manifestation of Protestantism was indeed kept under, though not

without difficulty ; but the work of propagandism went on in secret,

until nearly tlie whole of France was covered with a network of posts

wliich, insignificant enough at present, were ready at a favourable

opportunity and with proper organisation to become active centres of a
militant Protestantism. But a change was now impending in the

government of Fiance, * At the end of January, 164'7,« Francis I was

seized with a serious illnesss, which terminated fatally on the Slst of

March. He was succeeded by his only surviving son, under the title of

Henry II.

Heniy’s policy towards the Protestants from the first was far more
uniformly rigorous than his father's. It was not biassed either by

B3
mipathy with humanism, or by the necessity of conciliating his

IVotestont allies. Moreover it was the one point of policy upon which

all his advisers were agreed. Here tlie opposing influences of Mont-

morency and Guise united in a common aim. In the very first year

of his reign a second criminal Coui*t of the /Parliament of Paris was
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created for the trial of heretics (October 8, 1547). It became known as

tq^ Chambre Jrdenie^ and fully deserved its name. From the beginning

aflSecem 1547, to January 10, 1550, it must have condemned to

death at least a hundred persons, belonging for the most part to the

class of smaller shopkeepers and artisans, and that although its juris-

diction was confined to a quarter of France. The provincial Parliaments,

especially those of Rouen, Toulouse, and Aix, were no less active.

.

Owing to the jealousy of the ecclesiastical Courts the sole right of

trying cases of heresy was restored to them by an Edict of November 19, \

1549, and the Chambre Ardente was temporarily suppressed. But the

ecclesiastical Courts' continued to show remissness*; and a new Edict W€is

issued from Chateaubriand on June 27, 1561. It transferred to the civiF^

Courts the co^isance oflieretical acts which involved a public scandal or I

disturbance, and encouraged informers by the promise of a third of the\

accused's property. Fresh executions in various parts of France showed

that the judges were more to be relied on than the Bishops. In March,

1653, the Chambre Ardente was revived, and sooh afterwards an execution

took place at Lyons which made a deep impression on the public mind.

It was that of ^e " Fivn Scholars of Laysanne.’^ Natives of different

places in the south-west of France, they ‘had gone to Lausanne to

prepare themselves by study for the work of evangelisation. One had
lodged with Bern, anoiiior with Viret. On their return home they

were arrested at Lyons (May 1, 1552) and coiidernucd to death for

heresy by the ecclesiastical judge. Having appc^aled to the Parliament

of Paris, they were kept for a whole year in prison awaiting its

decision. Beza, Pierre Viret, the Cantons of Zurich and Bern, interceded

in vain with the King and with the Cardinal of Tournon. ITie

scholars were burnt on May 16, 1553, Tliey had ’wjen guilty of no

crime except that of heretical opinions ,^tljpy had (ommitted no act

which could possibly be construed as dangerous to the public peace

or to the orthodox religion. ITieir execution made a deep impression,

and the account of it fills a large space in Cre-spin's Martyrology

which appeared in the following year (1554), and immediately took rank

with the Protestant Bible and the Prot# .stan\ Psalter as a cherished

source of inspiration and support in persecution.

IiVjdia-yegjLj566. French Protesta^ a definite step forwards.

It began fq^oijganise its Churches. It is true that before this date

Churches bad been esfablished at Meaux (1546) and Nisrnes (1547), but

they had both been broken up by persecution. Now Paris set the

example. The Church was organised, as that of Meaux hod been, on

the model of that of Strassburg, founded by Calvin in 1688. Jean le

Ma^on, sumamed Le Riviere, was chosen as pastor, and he was assisted

in tte work of government by a consistory of elders and deacons. In

the same year Cliurches were organised after the same pattern at Angers,

Poitiers, and Loudun, 4rfiiid in the little fjeninsula of Arvert, between

CB. IX.
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the Gironde and the Seudre. In the following year (1556) were added

Blois and Montoire in the Orl&mais ; Bourgfis, Issoudtin, and Aubigny

in Berry ; and Tours ; while the Church of Meaux was refbunded in the

same year. The Churches of Orleans and Rouen date from 1557^ and

as many as twenty were established in 1558, including Dieppe, Troyes,

Bordeaux, La Rochelle, Toulouse, and Rennes. This important work

/ was due largely to the instigation of Calvin, and was carried out under

his supervision. During the eleven years from 1555 to ^566 no less

than 120 pastors were sent from Geneva to France. Gkeneva was in fact

. now regarded as the capital of French Protestantism ; French refugees

i
had gone there in incwiasing numbers, and had contributed to Calvin's

definite triumph over his opponents in the very year, 1555, in which the

French Churches began to be organised.

Meanwhile the French government was devising a mere powerful

engine for the suppression of Protestantism. At the instance of the

Ci^inal of Lorraine Edicts were drawn up e^blishing an Inquisition

after the Spanish patterit. 'l"hey were submitted to the Parliament of

Paris early in the year 1555, but the Parliament refused to register them,

and when Pierre Sdguier, one of the presidents d morticTy appeared before

the King to justify its acfion (October 22, 1555) he spoke with such

convincing eloquence that the matter was dropped for a time. But in

1557 Henry, finding the existing machinery for the suppression of

heresy still insufficient, obtained a papal brief authorising the proposed

step. To this was joined a diploma appointing the Cardinals of

I^rraine, Bourbon, and Chatillon as Inquisitors-General (April 25, 1557).

As, however, the Parliament refused to recognise it, the brief remained

inoperative, and the King had to content himself with a new Edict

against heresy which was issued from Compiegne on July 24.

Befoi’e it was registc^-ed (J^anuary 15, 1558) a fresh persecution broke

out. The defeat of St Quentin (August 10) had thrown Paris into a
paroxysm of unreasoning terror, which was repeated^ on the news of the

surrender of the town (August 27). On the evening of September 4

a congregation of three or four hundred Protestants, which had assembled

for worship in a large Ubuse in the Rue St Jacques, was attacked by

a furious mob. iThe majority of the men, many of whom were armed,

forced their way out, but«the rest remained in the building till the

arrival of a magistrate and an armed force, when they were carried off to

prison. As a result of the investigations which followed, seven persons,

including a young married lady of rank, were burned. There were also

^ some high-bom ladies among those prisoners who were eventually re-

leased. The fact is significant. During the last few years Protestantism,

which at first affected mainly the artisan class, had begun to spread

among the higher ranks of society, and it now received some notable

accessions. Francois d'Andelot, the youngest of the Chatillon brothers,

became a Protestant during his imprisonment ft Melun (1551-6), and
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the imprisonment of Gaspaitl de Coligny after the fall of St Quentin!

had the same result. .^|^ut the same time Antoine de Bourbon, the
titular King of Navarre, who was the next in succession to King Henry II

and his sons, joined the ranks of the Reformers. He was followed by'

his brother Louis, Prince of Cond^.

The most active of these converts was d'Andelot, In April, 1568,
he visited 1^ wife’s large estates in Britanny together with one of the
Paris pastors, Gaspard Carmel, and thus helped to spread Protestantism
in that remote•and conservative province. But soon after his return
to Paris he was arrested by the King’s order, and confined at Melun for

two months. Th^ immediate cause of his arresh was his alleged presence

in the Pr^aux-Clercs, where, for five successive evenings (May 13-17), a
large concourse of pei*sons of all ranks had assembled to take part in the
singing of Marot’s Psalms. The psalm-singing was stopped, but it made
a considerable stir, for as many as five or six thousand were said to have
taken part in it. The Protestants, it was evident, were increasing rapidly
in numbers as well as in importance. Calvin,* writiiig on February 24* ir|

this year, says that he had been told by a good authority that therd
were 300,000 Protestants in France.

In the following year, 4,^59^another imfiortant step was taken. On^v

the first Synod of the. French. Protestant Chiu’ch was opened

^ Paris, We do not know how many deputies were present, but
apparently there were representatives of a considerable proportion of
the forty to fifty Churches then constituted, though doubtless in some
cases the same deputy represented several Churches. There was also a
lay element consisting of elders. The pastor of the Paris Church,
Francois Morel, was chosen as president. The outcome of the Synod,
which transacted its business in haste and sc. recy, was a scheme of
Church government or ‘‘ Discipline,” an^ a Confession of Faith, The
‘‘Discipline,” which was based on the principle of the equality of the
individual Churches, recognised the already prevailing organisation in

each Church, namely the pastor and the consistory of elders and deacons.

The election to the consistory being by co-optation, the government was
practically an oligarchy. It remained to Veld together the various

Churches into a united whole. This was done by instituting first an
assembly called a Colloquy, which bound together a group of neighbouring
Churches, then above this a Provincial Synod, and finally, to crown the
edifice, a National Synod.

The Confession of Faith was based on one drawn up by Calvin and
sent to the King of France towards the close of 1557. Though Calvin
was opposed to any Confession being issued by the Synod, in case they
should persist in their intention, he sent to them an enlarged form
of his former Confession, and this with a few alterations and some
additions was adopted. The language of it is singularly clear and
noble, and is doubtlnss Calvin’s own.

CH. IX.
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A few days after the close of the Synod the King attended a meeting

of the whole Parliament of Paris. It was unusual proceeding on

his part, but the occasion was a special on^ namely the adjourned

consideration of the whole religious question, which had been recently

discussed in a Mercuriah^ or Wednesday sitting, held at the end of April.

Many speakers opposed the repressive policy of the government, the

boldest being Anne du Bourg, nephew of the former Chancellor, Antoine

du Bourg, who advocated the suspension of all persecution of those

who were called heretics.'' Henry was highly incensai at the plain

speaking of the counsellors, and had du Bourg and three others arrested.

He vowed that he woul4 see du Bourg burned with his own eyes. But

on the last day of June, at the jousts in the Tournelles held in honour

of the approaching inaniage between Philip of Spain and Elizabeth of

France, Henry was mortally wounded above the right eye by.the broken

I

lance of his antagonist, Gabriel de Montgomery, the captain of his

[Scottish guard. He died on July 10, 1659.

The accession to the throne of a sickly boy, Francis II, threw all the

|:)ower into the hands of his wife's uncles, the Guises. The Queen-

Mother made common causa with them, and the Constable and Diane

de Poitiers were driven from the Court. ‘‘The Cardinal," wrote the

Floixintine ambassador, “ is Pope and King." There was a widespread

feeling of discontent. Though the King, being fifteen, had attaint his

legal majority, it was urged that his weak understanding made a
Council of Government necessary, and that this Council ought to consist,

according to custom, of the Princes of the Blood. The Guises were

unpopular as foreignei's, and the Cardinal of Lorraine was hated on his

own account. Even the measui'es which he took for the much-needed

improvement of the finances—the public debt amounted to over forty

million livres and there was an annual deficit—added to his unpopularity.

An active element of discontent was furnished by the younger sons of

the nobility, whose only trade was war, and who were pressing in vain

for their arrears of pay. To the Protestants the Cardincd's rule was a
natural source of apprehension. He was known to be a thoroughgoing

opponent of hei'esy knd an advocate of the severest measures of repression.

At first the Hefonners had# hopes in Catharine, but th^ were soon

disappointed. She had no power apart from the Cardinal. Severe

persecutions were set on foot, and Paris began to have the air of a
captured city. In September Calvin was consulted as to whether

persecution might be resisted by force. His answer was unfavourable^

but, whatever effect it may have had on his co-religionists as a body,

the political agitation continued. The execution of Anne du Bouig
(December 23, 1559), his speech on the scaffold, his resolute bearing,

made a profound impression, not only on Protestants but on Catholics.

His one speech," wrote Florimoiid de Itiemond, \^ho was an eyewitness
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of his execution, ^^did more harm to the Catholic Church than a hundred

ministers could have done.'’ The malcontent^ increased in number, but
they lacked a leader. Their natural leader, the King of Navarre, was

too unstable and irresolute. His brother Conde promised them his secret

support provided their enterprise was limited to the capture of the

Guises. When that was effected he could come forward. Meanwhile
an acting Reader was found in a Protestant gentleman of Perigord,

Godefroy de Bany, Seigneur de la Renaudie, whose brother-in-law,

Gaspard de HeU, a patriotic citizen of Metz, had recently been strangled

by order of the Guises without form of trial in the castle of Vincennes.

A large meeting of noblemen and others was* held secretly at Nantes

on February 1, 1560 ; and it was agreed that the arrest of the Guises

should take place at Blois on March 6. Finding however before this

date that the Court had already left Blois for Amboise the conspirators

altered it to the 16th. Already on February 12 the Cardinal had been

informed, in somewhat vague terms, of the existence of the plot. On
his arrival at Amboise ten days later he received more precise informa-

tion. The Duke of Guise took measures accordingly; seveml small

bands of conspirators were captured
;
Jacques de la Mothe, Baron dc

Castelnau, a Gascon nobleman, who had scfzcd the castle of Noizay near,^>

Amboise, capitulated on a promise of pardon ; and finally la Renaudiej

himself was killed in a skirmish (March 19). Summary vengeance wasj

taken on the prisoners; some were hanged, some beheaded, some flurigi

into the Loire in sacks. Castelnau, who was honoured with a form of

trial, was executed on March 29. The Chancellor, Fran<^ois Olivier,

who had presided at his trial, died on the following day.

Tumult of Amboise, as it was contemptuously called, had been

rashly design^ and feebly executed. But it. barbarous suppression

increased the unpopularity of the govemnnent and the disorder in the state

of the kingdom. In April and May there were frequent disturbances in

Dauphin^ and Provence. In Dauphine, where the Bishop of Valence,

Jean de Montluc, and the Archbishop of Vienne, Charles de Marillac,

were in favour of toleration, the Protestants had an able leader in

Montbnm. • In Provence Protestantism was Spreading rapidly, and, at a

conference held at Merindol on February 15, 1560, sixty Churches were

represented. • Here also there was an act>ve and resolute leader in the

person of Antoine de Mouvans. Meanwhile the hatred of the Guises

found vent in numerous pamphlets, one of which has become almost a

classic. It was entitled a “ Letter sent to the Tiger of Framef and was

written by the distinguished jurist, Francois Hotman.
It was evident that some change must be made in the policy of the

government. Catharine saw her opportunity of checking the power of

the Guises. By her influence Mi^kel de VHopital was made Chancellor,

and, though the formal dfcree of his appointment was not drawn up

till June so, he assumed the duties of his office on liis arrival at Paris

OB. IX.
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early in May. His first step was to secure the passing of the fif

Roniorantin (May 18, 1560), which restored to the Bishops the sole

co^iisance of cases of simple heresy, and imposed penalties on false

accusers. In spite of its apparent severity it was in reality milder than

that of Compiegne, for it allowed several stages of appeal. Moreover it

obviated the introduction of the Inquisition. It was also by the advice

of the Chancellor, supported by that of Coligny, that Catljarine called

together an Assembly of Notables, which met at Fontainebleau on

August 21. Among the speakers were the two prelates, Montluc and

Marillac. They both deprecated extreme measures of repression and|

warmly advocated two ^remedies, the reformation of the morals and?

discipline of the clergy, and either a General or a National Council,

Still more impoi-tant was the attitude of Coligny. At the very open-

ing of the second session he presented a petition from the Protestants, in

which, after protesting their loyalty to the King, they begged that the

prosecutions might cease and that “temples'"’ might be assigned to them

for worship. There were *no signatures, but Coligny, when it came to

his turn to speak, declared that he could have obtained 60,000 names

in Normandy alone. He went on to advocate warmly the proposals of

Montluc and Marillac. Thus Vhe wisest statesman in France stoc^ boldly

forward as the champion of the Protestants. The assembly broke up on

August 25, and on the following day the Estates were summoned for

December 10 and an assembly of the clergy for January 20, Meanwhile

all prosc(;utIons for simple heiesy, apart from sedition, were to cease.

Hardly had this decision been announced when information was

received of a fresh plot, in which not only Navarre and Condd but the

Constable and other Catholic nobles were implicated. Its exact nature !

remains a mystery, but it seems clear that a general rising in the South

of France under the leadci*ship pf the Bourbon Princes was contemplated, I

Calvin knew of it, but apparently hoped that if a sufficiently imposing

demonstration were made bloodshed would be averted. With this

object Beza had gone to Nerac to urge the King of Navarre to put
himself at the head of the movement. A relative of Condos, Jean

de Maligny, did actually s^ize part of Lyons, but from want of proper

support had to retire (September 5). Throughout the months of

September and October the C6iu:t was agitated with news of disturbances

in the provinces, especially in Languedoc. As the result of Catharine’s

fears the Guises regainedJbheirj^scendancy, and made it their first object

to get possession of the persons of Navarre and Conde, both of whom
had declined an invitation to the assembly of Fontainebleau. They
were peremptorily summoned to Court, and towards the end of Septemb^
set out to obey the summons. Rejecting the urgent invitations which

they received on the way to put themselves at the head of an armed
force they arrived at Orleans, where the Couit now was, on October 80.

Cond^ was immediately arrested, and Navarre, though left at liberty,
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was closely watched On November 26 Cond^ was condemned to death ’

and his execution was fixed for December 10. More than one attempt

was made to assassinate the King of Navarre; and there were vague

rumours that the Cardinal intended to remove by death or imprisonment

all the leaders of the opposition. But his scheme, whatever it was,

was frustrated by the young King'^s death, after a brief illness, on

December^ 5.

During the short reign of Francis *II a great change had been

wrought in the character of French Protestantism. Though still pureljf

religious in its aims it had become imbued with a political element

The fact that the natural leaders of the opposition to the Guises were|

Protestants made this inevitable. It was both an evil and a gain—aj|

evil because it brought into the Protestant ranks men whose only

Protestantism consisted in offering the grossest insults to forms of religion

consecrated by long usage and deep-rooted in the affections of thcj[

people; a gain, because henceforth Protestantism, powerful in the

numbers, quality and organisation of its a'dherents, and led by men of

the highest rank in the kingdom, became a force in the State. To thi$

new condition of things corresponded a new name, that of Huguenot.

Its precise origin is uncertain, but recent Research has shown that it is at

any rate purely French.

The death of Francis II brought the Guise domination to an end.

His successor, Charle.s IX, was only ten years old, and therefore unques-

tionably a minor. There was no longer the influence of a wife to

overshadow that of the mother, and the right to the Regency belonged

by custom to the King of Navarre. But just before the late King's

death Navari’e had renounced, so far as he iV ?:ally could, this right in
|

favour of Catharine, on condition thjit his position in the kingdom \

should be inferior only to hers. It was to Navarre therefore and the

Constable, who was at once recalled to Court, that Catharine gave the

chief place in her counsels ; and it was. upon Navarre that the hopes of

the Huguenots were now centred,

"The fimt event of the new reign was the meeting ot the Estates at

Orleans on December 13, The Chancellor in his opening speech depre-

cated persecution for religious opinions, and urged mutual toleration and

the abandonment of offensive nicknames such as Papist and Huguenot.
On January 1, 1561, the representatives of the three Estates made their

speeches ; and in the course of the next ten days the various cahierSy or

written statements of grievances, were presented. Both the noble.s and

the Third Estate insisted strongly on the neetl for a reformation of the

Church. As regards Protestantism the Third Estate pressed for com-

plete toleration, while the clergy demanded vigorous measures of repres-

sion. The nobles, being ^vid^ in their opinions, presented three caJiiers

representing three groups of provinces. One group, consisting of the

CB. IX.
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central provinces, were in favour of rigid repression ; another, formed by

the western provinces and the towns of Rouen and Toulouse, demanded

toleration ; while the third group, composed of the Eastern provinces

with Normandy and Languedoc, urged that both parties should be

ordered to keep the peace and that only preachers and pastors should be

punished. All three Estates alike demanded the abolition of the Con-

cordat. On January 28 a royal Edict was issued ordering Parliament to

stop all prosecutions for religion and to release all prisoners. On the

Slst the Estates were prorogued till May 1 for the purpose«of considering

the financial question. The meeting of the clergy fixed for January SO
was dropped, in view of the General Council which the Pope had ordered

to reassemble at Trent on Easter-Day. Meanwhile the answer of the

government to the demands of the Estates was being embodied in a

.statute known as the Ordinance of Orleans which, though dated January

jSl, 1561, was not completed till the following August. The Concordat

/was abolished, and the election of the Bishops was transferred to a mixed

body of laymen and ecclesiastics who were to submit three names to the

' King. Residence was imposed on all holdera of benefices.

The Edict ol January 28 and the general attitude of the government

gave a considerable impulse to* the l^rotestant movement. On March 2

their second national synod was held at Poitiers. At Fontainebleau

during Lent Protestant ministers preached openly in the apartments of

Coligny and of Condc; fasting wtis ostcnUitiously neglected; and the

Queen-Mother and the King listened to sermons from Bishop Montluc

in one of the state rooms of the palace. The mere fact of a Bishop

preaching marked him as a Lutheran in the eyes of old-fashioned

Catliolics. Th^ Constable, who went to hear IMontluc once, came away
in high dudgeon. His orthodoxy took alarm at this general encourage-

ment of hereti(!al doctrine and practice ; and at a supper party at his

house on Easier-Day (April 6) ne formed with the Due d^jGuise and
St Andre a union which was afterwards known as the Triumvirate. As
the result of success the Protestants became insolent and defiant. At
Agen and Montauban they seized unused Catholic places* of worship.

Ill many towns the mob rose ‘against them and the disturbances ended in

bloo<lshed. At Beauvais, where the Cardinal de Chatillon was Bishop,

there was a dangerous riot ontEoster Monday, in consequence of which

an Edict was issued on April 19 forbidding all provocation to disturb-

ance. It remained a dead letter. At the end of the month a Paris mob
having attacked tlie house of a Protestant nobleman was fired on by the

defenders. The assailants fled, leaving several dead, and more wounded.

On May 2 there wei*e fresh disturbances. It was not till the middle of

the month that the condition of the capital began to grow quieter. On
May 28 the clergy of Paris presented a remonstrance on the conduct of

the Protestants ; and on June 11 the Protestants jn-esented a petition

asking for churches to be assigned to them or for peri^
2^ion to build them.
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In their perplexity the government determined on a conference

between the Council and the Parliament of Paris, to consider the means

of putting an end to these disturbances. Qn June 18 the Chancellor

opened the proceedings in a clear and impartial speech. The delibera-

tions dragged on from June S8 to July 11. As the result a new Edict,

known as the Edict of July,*” was issued (registered July 31). All acts|

and words tending to faction or disturbance were forbidden. Attend-

ance at any assembly at which worship was celebrated otherwise than

according to «the forms of the Catholic Church was to be punished by
imprisonment and confiscation of property. The cognisance of cases of

simple heresy was left to the ecclesiastical Courts. If the accused was

handed over to the secular arm no penalty higher than banishment

could be imposed. Finally it was stated that the Edict was only pro-

visional, pending the decision of either a General or a National Council.

In spite of this provisional character the Edict found no favour with

either party. Both alike abused and ignored it.

On August 1 the prorogued meeting of the Estates, fixed originally

for May, was opened at Pontoise. Only twenty-six deputies were

present, thirteen for each of the two lay Estates; the deputies of the

clergy were already in session at Poissy^ where the ecclesiastical synod

had begun to sit on July 28. It was not till August 27 that the cMern
were presented at a session held at St Germain at which the clerical

deputies were also present. Both cahwrs were remarkable for the bold-

ness of their proposals. They included a total reform of the judicial

system, and a transference of a share in the sovereignty to the Estates

by making their consent requisite for war or for any new taxation. To
meet the financial difficulties three proporsals were made. The most

thoroughgoing was one made by the Thifd Estate, that the whole

ecclesiastical property of the kingdom^ shoula be nationalised, that the

cleigy should be paid by the State, and that out of the surplus of

72,000,000 livres thus obtained 42,000,000 should be devoted to the

liquidation of the public debt. Hqwever enlightened this proposal

may have been it was neither practical nor opportune. It completed

the alienation of the Paris Parliament frbm civil and religious reform;

and it led to an arrangement between Jhe clergy and the Crown.
Alarmed by the proposals "for their sjXdiation the clergy offered the

Crown a sum of 16,600,000 livres., to be paid in instalments spread over

ten years. The offer was accepted.

With regard to the religious question the nobles and the Third
|

Estate alike advocated complete toleration and the calling together of a
j

National Council. Already on July 25 a proclamation had been issued
/

inviting the Protestant ministers to the assembly at Poissy. It was toj

be a National Council in everything but the name. So much concession

was made to the Pope and the King of Spain. Accordingly on Sep-

tanber 9 the village of Poissy, three miles west of St Germain, celebrat^

OR. lie
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as the birtiiplace of St Louis, was the scene of unusual splendour. The
Protestants were represented at the ^Colloquy ^ (as it came to be called)

by twelve ministers, includj^g Beza, Fran9ois de Morel, the president of

the first National Synod, and Nicolas des Gallars, the minister of the

French Protestant Church in London, and by twenty la3inen. Six

Cardinals, forty Archbishops and Bishops, Hwelve doctors of the Sor-

bonne, and as many canonists, represent^ the French Catholic Church.

The King and the Queen-Mother, the rest of the royal family, the

Princes of the Blood, and the members of the Council of Stp^te, completed

the imposing assemblage.

The chief event of the first day was Beza’s speech, which, both in

matter and manner, made a deep impression. The Cardinal of Lorraine

replied to it on September 16. Though his speech was contemptuously

criticised by his theological opponents, it was skilfully adapted to his

purpose of making a favourable impression on the unlearned majority of

his audience. Both Coligny and Condi? praised it. But even more than

Beza‘'s it was the speech of an advocate, and it concluded with a fervid

appeal to the young King to remain in the faith of his ancestors. On
September 19 Ippolito d’Kste, the Cardinal of FeiTara, who enjoyed the

levenues of three French archbishoprics, one bishopric, and eight abbeys,

arrived at St Ger*main in the capacity of legate a latere from Pius IV,

with instructions to use his influence to stop the conference. In his

numerous suite was Laynez, the successor of Loyola as General of the

Jesuit Order, whose college at Paris had been formally legalised by the

assembly at Poissy four days before. Whether owing to the efforts of

the legate or not, the last two meetings of the Colloquy, which were

held on September 24 and 26 with greatly diminished numbers, were

wasted in angry and useless discussion. The speech of I^ynez on the

26th was especially uncompromising. Catharine however did not despair.

She arranged a conference between five of the Protestant ministers and

five of the Catholic clergy who favoured reform. Among the Protestants

was the famous Peter Miuiyr, who had airived at Poissy on the evening

of September 9. The delegates met on September 30 and flie following

day. Having drawn up a fdrmula relating to the sacrament of Holy
Communion, they submitted^ it to the assembly of Bishops, by whom it

was straightway rejected (October 9).

From Catharine's point of view the Colloquy had, as she said, borne

no fruit. It had failed to bring about the religious unity which seemed

to her essential to the pacification of the kingdom. On Sunday, Octo«

ber 12, there was a fresh tumult at Paris outside the gate of St Antoine;

and several Protestants were killed or wounded. Moreover the outlook

abroad was threatening. The Spanish ambassador, Thomas Perrenoi

de Chantonnay, told Catharine in his usual bullying tone that his

master was r^y to come to the assistance of her Catholic subjects.

But the Queen-regent put on a bold ii-ont, and sho\ved a determination
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«
to be mistress in her own house. The Guises now left the Ck>urt

i

(October jW), and> were shortly followed by the Constable and the
;

Mar^chal de Saint Andre. The principal management of affairs

.

passed into the hands of Coligny and the ChanceUor. Never had the*

Protestants been so sanguine of success. Though the Colloquy had*

failed to produce the result which Catharine, and perhaps a few

liberal Bishops, like Montluc, had expected, from the I^testant point

of view it" had been singularly successful. It had enabled the Re-

formers to publish urbi et orU by the mouth of one of their ablest

and most eloquent representatives a clear statement of their doctrines.

It is true that by the so-called Edict of Restitution, issued on October

20, as an equivalent for the sixteen millions voted by the clergy, the

Protestants were ordered to restore all the churches of which they

had takei^ possession; but almost at the same time Beza persuaded

the government to send letters to the provincial magistrates enjoining

them to allow the Protestants to meet in security, and to interpret the

Edict in a lenient spirit, pending a more definite settlement. Even in

Catholic Paris the numl^ers attending the meetings reached 15,000.

The demand for ministers was greater than Geneva could satisfy. On
Michaelmas-day Beza had celebrated, acc'^rding to the Protestant rite,

the marriage of a young Rohan with the niece of Madame d'Etampes.

Tliere were rumours that several Bisliops would shortly declare them-

selves Protestants ; there were even hopes of the King.

Meanwhile the country was in a more disturbed state than ever.

On November 16 there was a massacre at Cahors; every Sunday pro-

duced a disturbance at Paris, and the Feast of St John (December 27)

was signalised by one of more than ordinary violence round the Church

of St MAiard. Partly in consequence of these outbreaks Catharine

summoned a fresh conference to meet at St Gei -nain on January 8, 1562.

On the 7th the actual business began with a remarkable speech by the

Chancellor in which, far in advance of his time, he enunciated modem
principles of religious toleration. The question before them, he said,

was a politiclil, not a religious one ; a man may be a citizen without

being a Ch^stian.’* I’hose who had been summoned to the conference,

thirty Presidents and Councillors chosen from the eight Parliaments and

twenty members of the. Privy Council including the Princes of the Blood,

then gave their opinions in order. The King of Navarre’s speech showed

that he had virtually abandoned the Protestant cause. ITiis step, to

which his position rather than his character gave importance, had for

some time been skilfully manceuvred by the Cardinal of Ferrara, who

had dangled before the King various suggestions of compensation for the

territory of Spanish Navarre, of which his wife’s ancestor had been

deprived by Ferdinand the Catholic. In the final voting the party of

repression coalesced with the middle party, which thus obtained a small

majority ; and it was in the sense of their views that an Edict was drawn

CU. IX.
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up (January 17). By this Edict, known as the Edict of January,’*

j

which was declared to be provisional pending the decision of a Genml
f Council, the Protestants were ordered to give up all the churches and
other ecclesiastical buildings in their possession, and were forbidden to

assemble in any building, or to assemble at all within the walls of any
city. With these limitations the right of assemblage free of molestation

was granted to them. *lTius Protestentism for the first time in France

obtained Jegal recognition. ITie Protestants were far from ^tisfii^, but,

acting on the advice of their leaders, they accepted the compromise.

The Catholics were less submissive. It was not till after a long and
obstinate resistance that the Parliament of Paris registered the Edict on

March 6. By that date the issue to which events had been inevitably

tending had ^ready declared itself. The religious war had begun.



CHAPTER X.

THE HELVETIC REFORMATION.

Tin? Helvetic Reformation, like the German, was the outcome of

both the national history and the Renaissance. The history of Switzer-

land had been a record of free communities in town or country, more than

holding their own under changing local dynasties and weakening imperial

power. Gradually a sense of national unity emerges, but earlier local

connexions are long retained. The Teutonic communities of Uri,

Schwyz, and Unterwalden separately gain*their independence in ways

common enough elsewhere, and then become the centre of the later

confederation. The lands around them are divided into two strongly

marked parts—a Burgundian west, looking towards France, Burgundy,

and Savoy, converted by Gallic or Roman missionaries, divided among
many dynasties, and a Swabian or Alamannic east, richer in civilisation

and democratic cities, converted by Irish missionaries, looking by the

run of its valleys and the lie of its plains towards Germany. '^This

division lasts through the Frankish Empire pnd through the Middle

Ages, and is the most essential feature ^in Swiss history.

The growth of the early Habsburg power, following the extinction

of the House of Zaringen (1218), at first threatened the freedom of the

Swiss ; the connexion of the Habsburg House with the Empire gave it

an imperial claim to jurisdiction in addition to the varied local claims

it already possessed, though at the same tim% it absorbed its energy in

other and more important fields. The tendencies to fmion shown by the

German Leagpes operated also among the Swiss communities, and in the

end gave rise to the Perpetual League of the three Forest Cantons,

Schwyz, Uri, and Unterwalden (August, 1291), with simple provisions

for maintaining their primitive liberty and regulating their mutual

relations. The League concluded at Brunnen on December 13, 1315,

after the great battle of Morgarten, added nothing essential, although it

bound the members more closely together against a usurping lord. The
accidents of Habsbifrg history and the varied grouping of the neigh-

bouring Powers kept this early league alive and even caused it to

grow : victories against the Habsburgs and afterwards against Burgundy

0. jn. a. u. ca. X. 20
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confirmed its strength and increased its reputation. Soon cities with

dependent villages under them, Luzern, Zurich, and Bern, joined the

Confederates, and introduced divergent interests and policies. Around

central Switzerland with its thirteen Cantons—those already mentioned,

with Glarus, Zug, Freiburg, Solothum, Basel, l^haflPhausen, and Appen-

7el]—there arose other Icjigues, the League of God's House among the

subjects of the see of Chur, the Graubiinden (or Grisons), and the

league of the Ten Jurisdictions, differing in constitution and with

histories of their own. In varying relations to the Confederation stood

also allied States (the Valais, the town and Abbey of St Gallen, and
others).

The Federal government not only gathered fresh members, but made
conqiiasts of its own ; the Aargau (1415), partly divided l^etween Bern

and Zurich, partly, in the Free Bailiwicks, ruled jointly by the six

Cantons (Zurich, Luzern, Schwyz, Unlerwaldcn, Zug, and Glarus); the

Tliiirgau, similarly ruled, l)ut with special relations to Zurich. The
government of these Common l^nds was a difficult matter, as there was

no Federal organisation beyond the Diet, to which the Cantons sent

delegates. The Free Bailiwicks were administered by a Bailiff‘(Lawdwo^<),

appointed for two years by each of the six Cantons in turn. ITiis defec-

tive system demanded perfect unity among the Confederates before it

could work ; and the chance of discord was greater because these Subject

I^nds la}' bc'tween Zurich and Bern, and closed the path northwards from

the Forest Cantons, I'o the south moreover conquests had been made
towai’ds Italy, and thus the Confederates were brought into touch with

Italian as well as witli German and more western politics.

/ Among the Confederates, Zurich (which joined them May, 1351)

(

held a peculiar place, flavoured by Austria, and as an imperial city,

Zurich had followed a distinct policy of its own which had at times 1^
to war (for instance, 1442 -50). What Bern, with its distinct aims and
more aristocralic constitution, was to the west, Zurich, with its important

gilds and widespread trade, was to the east. The Confederacy was
^ again divided by the diversity of interests between rural and urban

Cantons; moi'eo\'er, city fttetions, as at Luzern, Zurich, and Bern, had
looked to the ConVcdcracy for help, and conversely civic disturbances

could shake the Confederate‘league. The conquests fronj Austria, and
the entanglement in the wars of France and Burgundy, and in those of

Italy, involved the Confederacy in external relations out of all propor-

Aion to its constitutional growth. Tlie problem of Federal organisation

(was handed dowTx unsolved by the Middle Ages, together with conditions

that made it difficult of solution.

Huldreich Zwingli wju» born on New Years Daf, 1484, at Wildhaos

in the valley of Toggenburg. This district, after the extinction of its

dynasty (14r^)ij had been an object of strife between Znrio^ ^rwj
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but in the end it had passed by purchase to the Abbc^ of St Gallen*

The inhabitants of Wildhaus had gained the rights of electing their

village bailiff and choosing their village priest. Zwingli'^s father

held the former^ and his uncle Bartholomew the latter, office; when

this unde (1487) became rural dean and rector of Wescn on the Lake
of WaUensladt, the young boy, already destined for clerical life, went

with him. His family was thus respected and versed in civil and

ecclesiastical matters; on the mothers side, too, one uncle was Abbot
of Fischingen,* and another relative Abbot of Old St John’s, near

Wesen. In 1494 Zwingli was sent to Basel to be under Gregory

Biinzli, and in 1498 to Bern, where his teacher was Heinrich Wdlflin

(Lupulus), then the most famous humanist in Switzerland. He was

moved from Bern, lest the Dominicans should secure him as a novice, and

he is nexl^ found at Vienna, where his classical bent was sti*engthened.

In 1502 he returned to Basel where, in 1504, he graduated as Bachelor;

the University was not theix at its best, but the city was still a centre of

Swiss life and of the trade in books ; he became a teacher at St Martin’s

School, and thus his mind was early trained in the habit of instruction.

In 1506 he was called to the charge of Glams, an important town \vith

three outl
3
ring hamlets, and was ordained priest at Constance.

The impulses forming his character had been simple : the democratic

spirit of a self-governing village with traditions of its struggles—in 1490

he must liave seen the Abbot of St Gallen appear with a small army to

reduce his subjects to obedience ; the training of the parish priest with

a sense of responsibility (discharged as he even then significantly held

mainly by preaching); the life of the village with its many activities of

a smaller kind. But stronger than all these was his humanistic trainings

which at Glarus he hod time to follow out. Traces 'of the current

classical taste are seen in him to the end: one of these was his belief in

the divine inspiration of Cato and other ancients with their high ideal

of patriotism ; hence, too, came his deep interest in the salvation of the

great ancients who lived before Christ. » But he was a humanist who |

never sought A patron.

Before h^ came to Glarus he had been under the influence of Thomas
Wyttenbach (1505-6), a lecturer at Basel, from whertn he had learnt the

evils of Indulgences and the authority of the Bible. These crude ideas

of reform were not however confined to Wyttenbach, and it was only in

order to minimise his debt to Luther that Zwingli mentions this earlier

indebtedness. But he had made closer acquaintance with Church abuses

;

for Heinrich Goldli, a Swiss of the Papal Guard and a trafficker in

benefices, had bought the reversion of Glarus, and Zwingli had to pay

him a pension of 100 gulden before entering upon his charge.

In classics Eraamus was his guide
;
good letters and sound theology

were to go together; the spirit of the German Renaissance was to

inspire theology ; but of deep personal religion Zwingli at this stage was
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ignorant. That he never went to rest at night without having read

a little in his master's works, as he md in a letter to the master himself,

may not have been strictly true; but the dominant influence of Erasmus

: upon Zwingli, never overcome although combined with other influences,

admits of no doubt. He may also have learnt from Erasmus something

in the way of negation, such as a contempt for relics ; something, too, he

may have learnt from Pico della Mirandola, for whose sake be was once

called a heretic at Basel ; but from anti-papal tendencies he was quite

fn'e. From this young humanist—paradoxically combining a deep sense

of responsibility with notable laxity in his moral life—no programme

of reform was as yet to be looked for. His was a mind that moved

gradually towards its fuller plans, and needed a fitting field wherein

to work.

In 1513 he had again taken up the study of Greek, in which a little

later Bombasius became his teacher; and he went to the New Testament

itself rather than to any commentaries ; the P'athers however attracted

him, and it was at Glarus that he read Jerome (to whom Erasmus could

not fail to send him), Augustine, Origen, Cyril, and Chiysostom. Of
all these Augustine was his favourite—a fact to be noted in discussing

his theology; but he considered the Greek Fathers to he more excellent

in their Christology than were the Ijatin. Hebrew, possibly begun

before, was studied later at Zimich in 1619 or 1620, but needed a

renewed effort in 1622. He ever insisted upon the need of a learned

clergy, and studied Holy Writ as he had learned to study the classical

writers—a method which lent freshness to his teaching, but laid him
open to a charge of irreverence.

Through his devotion to Erasmus and his friendship with Heinrich

Ix)riti of Glarus (Glareanus) Zwingli gained an entry into the world of

letters, which inherited the cosmopolitanism of the medieval universities,

ami which was now Ix^ginning to group itself around presses such as

Froben’s at Basel and Froschauer’s at Zurich (1519). This was of

imporLance, not only for his growing reputation, but also as bringing

him into touch with wider interests. In his later years of diplomacy the

habit of correspondence and the varied associations thus fortned proved

of use. Equally important too was the skill with which he drew around

him younger men—some to fihd their goal in humanism, some in religious

reform ; in their after life and in their studies (mainly at Vienna) he
followed them from aftir and regularly wrote to them. Thus before he
founded a school he had the scholars ready, and his name was a power
among the younger men. ,

During these years at Glarus he became entangled in that system of

Iwars and pensions which was the glory and the shame of his fatherland.

\
The Italian wars brought not only much wealth to Switzerland, but also

ian increase of territory. To keep the Swiss as allies Louis XII had (1603)
smrendered BellinzoJia to them ; when Massimilirno Sforza was made
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Duke of Milan (1519) they received from him the Val Maggia^ Locarno,

and Lugano, while the Rhaetian League (the Grisons) gained the

Valtelline. The Swiss Diets were ^besieged by agents of the Powers.

A French party waS to be found in every town, and a papalist anti-

Freneh party was created by Matthaus Schinner, Cardind of Sion, in

the service of Julius 11. Zwjngli\ interest in jpoh^^ was great;

politics and patriotism inspired his earliest German poems,—the Laby- .

ri^T#pE5ythe Fable of the i)x and the Beasts ; his position in Glams
made him a Suable ally for the papal pc^ty in a parish where the

Pfiench were strong; it was therefore natural—cJthough alterwards made
a charge against him—that he should accept frpm the Pope a pension of

50 florins (1612 or 1613); and he was also (August 29, 1518) appointed

acolyte chaplain. So far was he from being anti-papal that the Papacy
was the 9ne Power with which he held it right, even dutiful, to form

alliancc5K‘ Twice—but probably not thrice—he went to Italy as chaplain

with the Glarus contingent; according to Hullinger he was present at

Novara (June 6, 1513) and at Marignano (September 13-14, 1515); on

the latter occasion his persuasion kept the Glarus men faitliful to their

service when others deserted to the French. Afterwards he indicates

this as the period when he formed his well-known views upon the evils

of mercenary service. The life of a mercenary—in camp or city

—

destroyed the simplicity endeared to Zwingli by the earlier Confederate

history and classic models.

In 1515 the papal alliance came to an end : the terrible experience

of Marignano on the one hand, and the accjuisition of territory on the

other, liad made the Confederates desirous of peace, and (November 29,

1516) a permanent peace was made with France. Zwinglfs opposition

to this change of policy made his position at ^xlarus untenable, and he

became people’s priest (or vicar) at Eihsiedeln i April 14, 1516), placing

a vicar at Glarus. Einsiedeln, owin^ to its renown as a place of

pilgrimage, combined the quiet of a monastic Hoase with the traffic

of a place of passage. Here he carried^ further his classical studies and
increased his* reputation as a preacher; he carefully trained himself in

oratory by a study of the best classic models.

The personalities of the three great leaders, Erasmus, Luther \

(to whom Zwingli considered he was priortin his teaching), and Zwingli,

were very different. Luther, with his monastic training, cared little for

Catholic organisation ; but he had a fervid personal experience and a

strong love for doctrine. Erasmus combined piety and theological

learning with much freedom of speech, tempered by regard for

authority and a historic sense. Zwingli had from the first no regard

for authority—which indeed presented itself at times in a guise hard to

respect ; he belonged to a country peculiarly weak in its ecclesiastical

organisation and abounding in clerical abuses. But he had a deep
regard for learning and a love of freedom, personal and intellectual.

CD. X.
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He had no vivid perceptions of dogma recording the struggles of the
.soul. But he learnt from his varied parochial experience to realise

keenly the relations between a pastor and his peo^e. He had no deep
philosophic basis for his opinions, and he was no framer of theories;

he needed the touch of actual life to bring his powers to work, Ad he
needed a field that suited him before he could form a definite policy.

So far he was a keen Swiss patriot, with that love of the past that h^
formed the legend of Tell, a humanist, aiid a Reformer of the type of
Erasmus, if indeed he was a Heformer at all.

If he was correct in his own view of his mental history, he took up
an anti-papal stand from the first, and not, as Luther did, pressed by
the course of argument. “ The Papacy must fall,’’ he said to Capito in

1517. But the humanists had inherited something of scholastic freedom
in discussion, and to call the papal authority in question was no new
thing in 1517. There was little significance in this expression of opinion
from one who held a papal pension, and had done his best to secure

help for the Papacy in what many of its friends condemned—its Italian

wars and temporal policy.

After reiusing one post at Winterthur, he received the offer of
another, that of people’s priest at the Great Minster of Zurich. His
reputation as a preacher was in his favour; the new Provost of the
Chapter—P’elix Frei—hod humanistic sympathies, and the political

views, which had mtule him enemies at Glarus, were not against him
here, for similar views had friends at Zurich ; foreign pensions had been
forbidden by the Pensionbri^ o{ 1503, and met with warm opposition in

the Chapter ; the French alliance also was of less importance here. His
appointment was preceded by much negotiation ; there were rivals, and
a story was brought up to his discredit which he could neither in the
main deny, nor yet adequately defend ; indeed, the tone of his defence
showed a lack of moral sense. Finally the influence of his friends,

especially of Myconius (Oswald Geisshiissler), schoolmaster at the Minstfer

school, gained him the election (December 11, 1618), 17 out of a
chapter of 24 voting for him. The office of people’s pii^t or vicar at
the Minster, thus gained, he kept until 1522; later ha received a
prebend after he had resigned his papal pension.

Zwingli had thus come to the proper field of his religious^and political

work. His development had so far been independent, not influenced even
by Lutlier ; and yet the movement begun by Zwingli owes much of its

importance to that initiated by the German Reformer. Their likeness

was the product of the time : their differences were not only doctrinal
Luther was no humanist, nor did his work lie in a Swiss city or in the
Swiss Confederation. The special type of-Protestantism presented to the

I

world by Zwingli was due to his field of work being a city commonwealth
I with a peculiar history, political and ecclesiastical. But the ideas with
* which he started were liie results of his humanism an^of his previous work.
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First among his ideas comes that of his prophetical office: he had

gained his experience of life as a parish priest ; his heart had gone into

learning and education ; these factors combined to form his vision of

a prophet*pastor. Fh>m the Old Testament he took the notion of a

proph^ te^hing morality, and not shrinking from politics where tliey

had to be touted ; but he added to this the ideal of instruction. He
thus brought to his new work the loftiest conceptions of spiritual

authority ind responsibility. But his view left no room for other

authority or igr ecclesiastical superiors. The prophet was to do* his

work in the community,—not the community of the congi’egation regarded

as port of a wider Church, but the political community in which he lived.

Pr^hing—for which his life and training fitted him—was to be the

means of teaching; it was well adapted for influencing a democracy and

was chara^ristic of his system, where the pulpit supei^seded the altar,

and where tlie intellectual element was large.

The relation of the prophet to his community was tinged by the

influence of the Old Testament, and affected by the conditions of Swiss

life. It was the prophet'^s work to teach, to inspire the magistracy ; but

it was theirs to caiTy out the policy. Thus he and they had to work

together. This left large ecclesiastical powers to the community, and
such the city had already claimed for itself ; it gave wide scope to the

personal influence of the pastor, both over the political assemblies and

over the burgesses themselves. The acquisition of ttiat influence, and the

full use of it, were therefore essential to Zwingli's success.

Zurich had grown up around the Great Minster and the Minster of

our Lady, foundations of Charles the Great and Ludwig the German
respectively. The site was well €idapted for trade, and, between the

competing jurisdictions of the Abbess, the Pro' ost of the Great Minster,

and the Bailiff' of the Emperor, a peculiarly free development was

possible. Tliere had been many confests between the city and its

clergy. Arnold of Brescia, whose visit left traces, had sojourned thei’e

(114*0-6); the liability of the clergy to pay taxes had been discussed

and enforced! As a rule the monasteries were not only assessed for

taxation, byt subject to visitation by the*State; and one of the few

Federal documents that went into detail laid down the subjection of

ecclesiastics to all ordinary jurisdiction (tl^e Pfciffenbrief of 1370),

Swiss history—apart from legend—had been so far singularly poor in

individual types. The most striking exception was that of Hans
who hod left a conspicuous mark on the constitution of

Zurich. In 1483 he became Burgomaster, and for some yeai’s stood

out os the leading statesman in Switzerland ; foreign Powers gave him
gifts and negotiated with him as with a prince, l-liough he was op-

posed by the aristocrats, he succeeded in carrying out a constitutional

reform, excellent for the city, but stringent and oppressive for the sur-

rounding villages.

Clf. X,
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Up to this time the Consiafel^ the original citizens, knights, mer-

chants, and men of independent means, had been the leading element in

the constitution. Rudolf Brun (1336) had placed the Gilds of hand-

workers, 13 in number, afterwards 12, alongside of the ConMqfdi their

Masters became members of the smaller Council along with other

Councillors, elected variously. At the head of the Constitution stood

the Burgomaster, and for special purposes the Great Council of 200

(exactly 212) was called together. Waldmann, whose sympathies were

with the Gilds, gave them more power in the constitution, and reduced

the direct representation of the Cotistafel in the Smaller Council from 12

to 6. These civic regulations were confirmed even by his enemies after

his execution ; but discontent was caused by his strict enactments about

trade and agriculture which weakened the country for the good of

the city ; the ill-will thus caused led to the riots preceding his death

and left their mark behind. In the end the villages gained through

the mediation of the other States an organisation {Gemeiride) of their

own, through which they could act and consult with Zurich.

Waldmann claimed for the city the right to legislate for the Church,

and to regulate the life and dei!ieanour of ecclesiastics, and thus gave

an impulse to the ecclesiastical independence of Zurich, already con-

siderable. A document, dating from 1610 and often wrongly termed a

Concordat, summed up the ecclesiastical powers claimed by Zurich and

permitted to her by the Pope, anxious for such a useful ally. The
diocesan divisions of Switzerland corresponded to no national limits and
were included in diff*erent provinces—Constance and Chur under Mafnz,

Basel and Lausanne under Besan9on, and Sion under Tarantaise, until

freed by Leo X from its dependence. The Bishop of Constance, in

whose diocese Zurich lay, was not well placed to assert his authority

in tliis powerful city, and had seen many of his rights as to jurisdiction

and appointments superseded.

When Zwingli went to Zurich, he therefore found a city democratic

in its institutions (more so, for instance, than Bern), where a capable

orator and man of affairs would be able to come to the front spe^ily

;

its history had made its ^•elations with the Papacy and, the Bishop

mere matters of policy; the Church had as against the State little

independence of its own, and^there was no ti*aditional dislike of change.

For sucJi a community he was well fitted: the political questions to

wliich he had given most thought were those upon which opinion at

Zurich was already divided
; his power of speech, carefully trained and

developed, could easily gain him power in a city with some 7000
burghers, and by his expositions on market-days he was able also to gain

influence over the country people.

Zwingli found also in the press a helpful ally; the printer Froschautir

was one of his closest adherents; his vnritings, which bear the mark of

exteiiipoi'e utterance rather than ofcareful prepaiation, were often intended
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for the preset and spread through its channels of trade;Metters could be sent

and received through the same means, for the printer'^s house was a centre

of news and communication: FroschaufTs for instance, had a branch

esiablishment at Frankfort and could circulate Zwingli's writings easily

and carry his letters for him. The effect of Zwingli's works—hastily

written for the most part, rarely classic in form or of permanent

value for thought—was often immediate and great; he was a religious

pamphleteer of learning, vigour, and experience.

In his private life there are few dates of importance. He was attacked

by the plague (September, 1519), to meet which he had courageously

returned from a holiday
; but there are no roasons for regarding this

illness as a religious crisis in his life. His marriage with Anne Reinhard,

widow of Hans Meyer of Knonaii, son of a distinguished family, look

place (Ap^^il 2, 1624) after a dubious connexion of some two years, and
was hailed by some of his friends as a tardy though welcome act of

courage. By the end of 1525 his Reformation at Zurich was in effect

completed ; and from that time onward his activity whs either political or

directed against Anabaptist enemies.

In February, 1519, the Franciscan Berriardiii Samson, who had pre-l

viously encountered Zwingli at Einsiedeln^ reached Zurich to pretich his/

Indulgence. Zwingli opposed him at once and with success ; the Bishopi

of Constance forbade the clergy of the diocese to admit Samson into

their churches; the Council of Zurich forbade his entry into the li^y.

But Zwingli and Luther met ^vith very different treatment : Samson was

ordered by the Pope himself not to vex the authorities of Zurich, and

rather than do so to depart ; no breach between the Papacy and Zwingli

resulted ; a monk who wished to print abuse of him was checked by both

Legate and Bishop. The first sign of anti-pt pal feeling upon his part

comes after the Imperial election (January-J une, 1519). The papal

policy in tliat matter was too shifty to commend itself to Zwinglfs honest

and outspoken nature, and moreover he wislied the Swiss to stand aloof.

But the Lutheran drama had by this time come to a crisis, and
following the*advice of friends, Beatus Rhenanus among them, Zwingli

had interest^ himself in Luther’s fate ; ot'te** the Leipzig disputation he

hailed him as “ David ” and ‘‘ Hercules,” and exerted himself to delay

the publication of the Papal Bull against him. At this time too he read

Hus’ work OJi the Churchy which is practically a new edition of Wiclifs

De Ecclesiaj and contains many of the doctrines—such as those touching

the papal power, and the civil right to control the Church—afterwards

taught by Zwingli.

The question how far Zwingli was indebted to Luther has been much
discussed, like Luther, he had been called a heretic after his opposi-

tion to Samson. To him as to others the name Lutheran was carelessly

given. His private Biblical annotations show new doctrinal tendencies

after 1622, when he had undoubtedly read Luther’s works. But the
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assumption that he owed his views to Luther always roused his indigna-

tion, and a common Pauline element fully explains the likeness of their

opinions, slight as it is. Zwiijgli tried to clear himself from the charge

of imitation, and claimed for himself originality. In doing so he was

justified, though his treatment of the charge shows some petulance and
self-satisfaction. But it is too much to say that the bold stand made
by Luther and the whole set of problems he raised had no effect upon

Zwingli’s mind and did nothing to direct his activity into nfew channels.

ITieir original impulses, however, were very different, and their several

treatment of Indulgences illustrates the difference. To Luther the

iquestion presented itself as a mistaken doctrine which struck at the root

jof religion ;
to Zwingli it was more a practical abuse, an encroachment

lof the Church upon the individual life.

The divergence of Zwingli from Erasmus and its occasipn are also

instructive. Hutten, in his energy and contempt for tradition, his

licence and disregard of morality, had little in common with Erasmus on

the one hand or with Luther on the other, although his love of learning

and width of outlook joined him to both. Before his death, however,

in August, 1523, a quarrel with Erasmus brought out the fundamental

opposition between tluin. Zwingli, linked to Erasmus by early in-

debtedness and a scholar’s reverence, had yet more in common with

Ilutten; and when tlie dying outcast, disowned by the calmer souls,

reached Zurich, Zwingli befriended him; he did this, not from mere

human sympathy, but also from the feeling of a common cause against

the old society and the old traditions. But his action caused a brdlu;h

between him and Erasmus, and with Glareanus also, “the shadow of

Erasmus.” This marks a certain separation of Zwingli from the aims

of the humanist circles in which he had hitherto lived; for Basel and
Einsiedeln, unlike Luzeni, were both centres of learning.

In his sermons Zwingli, who' was both outs[)oken and effective, attacked

monasticisin and the doctrines of Purgatoiy and the Invocation of Saints.

Hut the first conflict took place when he attacked the principle of tithes.

In a Latin sermon preached before the Chapter, he maintained that tithes

had no foundation in the i)iviiie Law, and should be vol.untary. The
Provost urged him* in vain to recant, and not to furnish arms for the

laity to use against the clergy' (early in 1520). The same year a simpli-

fleation of the bi-eviary for the IVCnster was prepared and introduced

(June 27, 1620)—a change arising out of Zwiiigli’s earlier liturgical

studies, and showing that the majority of the Chapter was on his side.

Religious parties were already forming themselves around hioL He
met with opposition both from the conservatives in the Chapter (includ-

ing Conrad Hoftman, who had supported his election) and fh>m the
monks. The excitement raised was shown by a decree of 1520, ordering

priests in town and country to preach conformably to the Gospels
and Epistles and accoi-ding to the guidanx e of the Holy Spirit and the
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Bible, but to keep silence upon human innovations. This decree, proceed-

ing not from the Bishop but from the civil rulers, emd taking the Bible

as a standard, exhibited two characteristics of the Zwinglicui position.

The political events of tliese years were decisive for Zwingli and for

Zurich. The French, at a Diet held at Luzern (May 5, 1521), strove

to get support from the Confederates. Pensions had already done nfhch

harm to social and political life ; the mercenary soldiers, whether abroad
selling their lives for gold, or at home spending it in riot, were an injury

to the State. The ostentatious display of wealth made by the French

envoys, both in the Imperial election and now in their search for an
alliance, emphasised the dangers of mercenary scg^vicc. Zwingli, together

with the Burgomaster Marcus Roust, opposed the French alliance ; the

Diet, however, made a treaty with Francis I by which he might enlist

troops up,to 16,000 under leaders of his own choice. The Bernese

stat^man Albrecht von Stein came to Zurich to secure its approval

;

for the city with its villages could raise an army of 10,000. But, stimu-

lated by sermons of passionate patriotism from Zwingli, reminding

them again and again of their haid-bought freedom and traditional

simplicity, the Zurich Council rejected the French alliance. The Council

of the Two Hundi'ed answered to the Dfct, that they would keep to

their old leagues, and would have nothing to do with Princes, pensions,

and foreign alliances; and the Pension decree which forbade the rec’cipt

of any alien gifts was to be sworn to by all the citizens twice a year. But

the loss of wealth, the separation from the otlier Cajitons, and the

coifiparative stagnation of neutral life soon caused discontent in the

Corinth of Switzerland; and Zwingli had to bear many reproaches.

About this time he resigned his papal pension from conscientious

scruples, but soon after received a canonry in tin Minster with a prebend

of 70 gulden ; this benefice gave him the franchise, and from this time

his political importance grew. He was now the centre ot a growing

group ; Berthold Haller at Bern, Vadian (von Watt), the gifted Burgo-

masto of St Gallen, and others ; the humanistic brotherhood was passing

into a Refornring society, and was soon to be used as a diplomatic power.

Zwingli\ defection from the ra[>acy was mow only a matter of time.

An incident often assigned as its cause was even more important for

Zurich than for him. The Pope cisked foe a force to be used only for

the defence o? his States, not against the French or other Swiss. Zurich,

which sent him half his body-guard, was the place where he sought it.

Zwingli, who had once before suppoii:ed a papal application, now
opposed it. But a force of 6000 set out (September 16, 1521) and was

in the end sent to Milan. The Council indignantly recalled it; but

some of the soldiers followed Cardinal Schinner, and narrowly escaped

a conflict with the Swiss mercenaries of France. To make things worse,

their pay was withheld even after their return. The Council, supported

by popular feeling, now forbade all foreign service (January 11, 1522).

CB. X.
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This same year, the question of Lenten observance began the

Zwinglian Aeformation. Some of Zwingli's foUowers did not share hb
wiUingness to wait for the action of the magistracy. The printer

Froschauer and others ate meat publicly, in the presence of Jud

and Zwingli himself. They could justify themselves by his teach-

ing that nothing not commanded by Scripture was binding upon

Christians, and he undertook tlieir defence. His sermon On the Choice

or Freedom irf Food was preached now (March 80, 1522) and afterwards

printed, as were many of his sermons delivered aboui this time. He
advocated freedom for the individual, upon whom lay the responsibility

to act without scandal. ^

The civic authorities made a compromise : no distinction was drawn,

they said, by the New Testament between kinds of food ; but for the

sake of peace the old rule should be kept until changed authority,

and the people's priests were to check the people from any breach of

this ruling. The disregard of custom and authority shown by the

decree and the act leading to it could not be overlooked; and the Bishop

of Constmice sent a commission, consisting of his Suffragan (Melchior

Wattli) and two others, to settle the matter. The commissioners laid

their views before the pric^cs and the Smaller Council, and commanded
them to obseiTe existing customs (April 7, 1622). Before the Gi'eat

Council Zwingli answered the Sufiragan’s arguments, and the debate really

turned upon Church authority and custom as against individual freedom.

At its close tlie Council repeated its old decTee, pending a settlement by

the Bishop of Constance, which they begged him to make according to

the law of Christ. This was a practical abrogation of episcopal power,

for the Bishop s standing was clear. The Zwinglian Reformation, there-

^ fore, begins os an ecclesiastical revolution, founded on action rather than

j

doctrine, by which a city freed itself from outward control and organised

1 itself afresh.

His learned friend Johann Faber, the Vicar-General of Constance,

afterwards an Anlic Councillor and Bishop of Vienna, had just returned

from a visit to Rome (May, 1522) and thenceforth led" the opposition

against Zwingli. So early as 1519 the latter had marked him as

one from whom, although a humanist, the Gospel had little to hope.

Zwingli's literary work at diis time recalls that of Wiclif in the years

before his death ; his Archeteles—a full statement of his position—^was

written in liaste and appeared now (August 22, 1522). On reading it

Erasmus begged him to be more cautious and to act with others;

jOEcolampadius also urged restraint. The same year (July 2) ten priests

joined Zwingli in a petition to the Bishop to allow clerical marriage,

Wherein the wish for innovation was as -distinct as the picture of existii^

morals was dai*k. There can be no doubt that the priests in Switzerland,

Owing partly to the disorganisation of episcopal rule and partly to the

isolation of their parishes, had a low standard of life ; of this there is
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ample evidence from both episcopal and Reforming documents. A like

t request made to the Federal Diet (July 13) was accompanied by a
' repudiation of the names Luthercm and Hussifces. These requests had

no result beyond making clear the position of those who preferred them.

At Zurich repeated troubles with the monks, and disturbances during

Zwingli'^s sermons, made it necessary for the Burgomaster to restore

order. His^decree—this time coupl^ with no appeal to the Bishop—
was that the pure Word of God must be preached, and the Scholastics

(a term loosely "used for teachers held to be old-fashioned) left alone.

A Chapter (August 15) of the country clergymen came to the same

decision. Thus backed by civic and clerical authority, Zwingli held

himself free. The Bible—as interpreted by the responsible “Bishop*”

(so he terms all pastors and indeed in one place all humanists)—was to be

the sole guide of faith. City and country, pastors and magistrates were

combined into a stronghold of Reform. The system thus begun may be

described on the one side as individualistic and on the other as civic.

The appeal to the Scriptures alone was individualistic, due to humanism
without prepossession; the civic element was due to the circumstances

of Zurich.

In a federal republic accustomed to Diets a Public Disputation

—

suggested in Archeteles—seemed a likely way to settle controversies.

It recalled at once University exercises and General Councils , it was at

once learned and democratic. Such an assembly was called at the er/

J

of the year, and met in Zurich (January 29, 1523). The invitation to

this Disputation shows the Great Council for the first time <lefinitely on

Zwingli’s side ; and each subsequent stage of the Swiss Reformation was

marked by a similar encounter. Zwingli had resigned his parochial

charge, but had been allowed by the Council Lhe use of the pulpit.

In the Disputation he and his doctriqe weic the central points of

debate. To regulate the Disputation he had drawn up 67 theses.

The fundamental conception of the doctrine here set forth was that

of the Church as a democratic body of» all Christians, each in open

communication with God independently of externals or means of gi*ace,

guided by the study of Scrij)lure and the ilttimination of God’s Spirit.

To this conception the republicanism of letters andW Switzerland had
each contributed something. Starting from this assumption, the Theses

place the Gospel alone as the basis of truth and the secular authority

as the governor of the organisation ; they deny the power of Pope and
hiei'archy, the sacrifice in the Mass, the Invocation of Saints, Purgatory,

times of fasting, and clerical celibacy.

About 600 were present at the Disputation, including representatives

of the Bishop with Faber among them ; Schaffhausen, however, was the

only Canton which sent deputies. Faber urged the postponement of a
decision until the expected General Council met; but Zwlngli’s reply was

that the^ Word of C^pd was the sole authority, and competent scholars

CH. X.
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could interpret it, 80 that there was no need of a Council's dedsioo.

When the audience met after dinner, the Burgomaster Roust, who
presided, declared in the name of the Council that Zwingli had not been

convicted of heresy, and therefore ordered that he should goon preaching

the Holy Gospel with the Holy Spirit's help. Zurich was thus committed

to Zwingli, and the importance of the decision was shown by Faber's

printing his own account of what took place as a correction of the

Zurich account. The First Disputation marks Zwingli’s control of the

city as established, and their joint complete and open rapture with the

past.

Zwingli was now sure of his ground and could proceed more rapidly

;

his literary activity was accompanied by practical changes. Leo Jud had

translated the Baptismal Office into German and used it (August 10,

1523). A committee was appointed to deal with the Minster Chapter,

for which a new constitution was issued (September 29, 1523). Fees for

Baptism and Burial were abolished ; holders of Minster offices were to

discharge their duties to the utmost of their health and strength; as they

died off, tlieir places were to be left unfilled (unless chaplains were needed),

and the income was to be applied to other purposes. The Chapter's

fall was not undeserved ; for, though there were some excellent members,

it had liecome a refuge for men of good family and poor education.

The Bible was to be read by the Minster clergy publicly an hour a day

in Hebrew, Greek and l^atin, with explanations ; free lectures and fit

lodgings were provided for candidates for the ministry, so that they

need no longer go abroad. The public lectures were the origin of the

later “prophesying." In this sclieme of teaching Zwingli had able

helpers in Leo Jud, people's priest at All Saints (1523), and Myconius,

now (1524) at the Minster school. Zwingli remained faithful to the

principles of Erasmus, and never fell into the easy error of underesti-

mating education as compai'cd with spiritual zeal. The educational

scheme was completed for Zurich itself, after the dissolution of the

monasteries which followed in December, 1524. What remained of the

Chapter's income when education had been provided for, went to the

poor and the aged; in his poor-laws, as in all his social legislation,

Zwingli showed a clear and almost modem appreciation of needs and
methods, notably in his discouragement of mendicancy and use of careful

enquiry.

The literary side of Zwingli's work in this stage was the Amlegung
tmd Begrunduiig drr Schltmi'eden, an unsystematic explanation of the

Tlieses for the Disputation. The work, which was preceded by a letter

to the Council and people of Glarus, was a full and in parts lengthy

exposition of the Theses ; written in G^man, it was “a farrago of all

the opinions which are controverted to-day." The explanations of the

Theses upon the Papacy and the Mass are especially long, whidi is

notewoilby, as Zwingli had as yet not attacked the Mass in practice*
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This work, written night and day amid the expectation of his fneads,

and incidentally discussing his relations with Luther, may be held to

contain the full programme of the Helvetic Reformation (July 14, 1523).

Not only did he dislike to be called Lutheran, but on some points,

such as Puigatory, Confession, and Invocation of Saints, he differs

from Luther. Against the monks he inveighs strongly : all monasteries

ought to b^ turned into hospitals. The Reformation in Switzerland ^

made most way where there were many monasteries, and least where

there were none*; the differences tliat arose between the larger Houses

and their tenants made the latter more eager to embrace Pro-

testantism. And the secularisation of the monasteries—here laid down
as desirable—was a veiy practical pai*t of the Swiss Reformation ; the

peasants in some parts undoubtedly looked for profit from the dissolution.

Zwingli also explains his method of dealing with doctrine; the Invo-

cation of Saints he had let remain until the populace should have learnt

to do without it and worship Christ alone. Confirmation and Extreme
Unction he would retiin os rites, not as Sacraments; but Auricular

Confession, pictures, and music, should be banished from churches.

Zwingli held that it was his part to teach, but that to make changes

belonged to the civic authority. But his teaching had led some of his

followers to act without waiting for the civic rulers
;
pictures and images

were torn down both in town and country. After much discussion liie

question came before the* Great Council, which suspended judgment
until a second Disputation should be held. This took place on

October 26, 1523, The Bishops and the oilier Cantons were invited, but

the Bishops did not come ; 8(K) persons, 350 of them ecclesiastics, were

present; this time St Gallon os well as Schaflnausen was represented;

Luzern and Obwaldcn angrily refused the invf\'ition. The first day’s

debate was upon images and pictures, which Zv.ingli held forbidden in

all cases; some urged delay, but the final decision was that idols and
pictures should be removed, but without a breach of the peace ; those

who had already broken the peace were ho be pardoned as a rule, but a

leader, Nicholas Hottinger, was afterwards banished for two years. On
the second day the Mass was discussed; Zwingli had pn^pared Theses

axx'!ording to which the Mass was no sacrifice and had been surrounded

by abuses. Rut the appearance in this Disputation of the Anabaptists,

an organised radical party basing their views upon his teaching, and yet

going beyond him in action, hampered him greatly and made the

magistracy cautious.

At the Disputation Zwingli noted in a formal way that the^

ecclesiastical authorities had done nothing ; this was true, although the

Bishop of Constance had in a dignified note asserted his constitutional.,

position ; he could not appear, and he begged them to exercise restraint.^

But the civil authorities were now, in Zwingli's view and in their own,

called upon to act^ A commission of eight members of the two

cn. X.
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Councils and six ecclesiastics was nam^ to discuss what steps should

be taken. Until a settlement the clergy were to be instruct by an

epistle, which Zwingli was asked to write
;
preachers were also sent out

;

Wolfgang Joner, Abbot of Kappel, who had lately called the younger

Bullinger to his help, together with others, visited the Canton ; Zwingli

himself went in the direction of the Thurgau. The Second Disputation,

. wherein discussion turned solely on the interpretation of the. Scriptures,

* marks a fresh stage in the Refoinnation, even apart from the appearance

'of the Anabaptists. The Stiort Introduction to Christian Doctrine {Eine

kurze christliche Irdeituvg) is its literary monument.

The Reformation wa^s now no longer a purely civic affair. From the

first the Catholic Cantons had been indisposed to treat it such;

among people of simple minds and with an unformed Federal system

religious innovation and religious discord put a heavy strain Jboth upon

Federal action and other bonds of union. TTie Federal Diet at Baden

(September 30, 1523) had threatened all innovators with punishment, and

Luzeni in particular had shown by its action the strength of its feelings.

The Reformation had thus already divided the Confederation, and no
^ Diet had been held at Zurich since March, 1522; the union of the

Cantons before this time had, however, been so loose that it is easy to

overestimate the retrogi*ade effects of the Reformation.

The Introduction^ wi'itlen in fourteen days, was circulated in

November, 1523, and was intended for the clergy, not the public. It

stalled from an explanation of the relations between the Law and the

Gospel, passing on to an application to present needs, the question of

images, and that of the Muis. Throughout the Canton priests here and

there ceased to say mass
;
when Conrad Hoffman and the Catholics of

the Chapter complained, the Council, advised by the parish priests^ for-

bade them to speak or act against what had been settled, under pain of

loss of their benefices and banishment
; at Whitsuntide a full settlement

should be made (January, 1524). A further appeal from the Catholic

Cantons to abstain from innovations (February 25, 1524) only called

forth the answer that they would observe the Federal League, but could

not yield in matters of conscience (March 21). For Christmas Day,

;
1623, Zwingli had '’announced an administration in both kinds at the

Cathedral, and the substitution of a sermon for the daily mass. The
Council, however, decreed that until Whitsuntide old Mass and new
Administration should continue side by side. Images and crucifixes

—

the use of which had been quietly checked for some time—were on no
account to be carried about. The exact form of the substitute for the

Maas was to be settled at a fresh Disputation (December 19, 1523).

When Whitsuntide came (May 15, 1524) the Council resolved to act

on its own authority without waiting for the Bishop. The committee

appointed in 1523 suggested the removal of pictures and images by
legally named authorities at the wish of each coii^munity, and Zwingli
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urged the replacing of the early Mass by a sermon and the Lord's

Supper. The committee, however, did not altogether follow him

as to* the Mass; this was left in use, but the images were removed.

The tardy intervention of the Bishop, defending the Mass and images,

was disregarded. This decision was ^opted by both Councils and sent

round to the bailiffs in the country for execution (June-July). The
majority of a village, however, could decide to keep or remove images

as they pleased. Removal was to be carried out by the pastor and

responsible mei^; the use of organs, the passing bell, and extreme

unction were also abolished. A reply to the Bishop was composed by
Zwingli, who was now all-powerful, and approvqji by the Council. The
section the Mass is Zwingli's first complete statement of his views,

which he was now developing. He carried on a controversy, partly as to

this subject^ with Jerome Emser of Leipzig, who had attacked Luther for

his alteration of the Canon ; in his Jntibolon (August 18) in answer to

this opponent, in an Apology addressed to Diebold Greroldseck (October 9,

1523), in his De Canone Misaae Epichiresis (1523), in his Stibsidium

sive Caronis tfc Eucharistia (1525), and in his De Vera et Falsa

Religimie (1525) Zwingli dealt with this central point. Negatively, he

repudiated all sacramental efficacy, and redaced the rite to a mere sign

(nuda signd)i positively, he laid great stress—notably in his reply to

Emser—upon its aspect as a feast and a corporate act ; it was therefore

social, not merely individual in its importance.

The Mass at Zurich was abolished in April, 1 525, but the religious

Houses had been previously suppressed ; the monks who did not return

to the world were placed together in the Franciscan monastery; the

convent of the Minster of our Lady (December 4, 1524) and the Chapter

of the Great Minster (December 20) gave up their possessions to the

city ; the monasteries throughout the Canton lollowed. The incomes

were devoted to education or the poor ; %, gymnasium^ for instance, was

endowed with the funds of the Great Minster, and Zwingli himself

became rector of the Carolinum (Apipl 14, 1525) as the united

scholastic foundations were called. His scheme of graduated stu4ics

leading up ty the ministry was adequate and well thought out. (By
a development of the plan of Biblical instruction begun in 152.3 the

prophesyings or expositions took the place of the choir services, while

the linguistic* instruction was extended (July 19, 1525)^ When a
Synodal organisation (September 23, 1527) and Church Courts {Still-

stande) for discipline and marriage-cases were set up (May 10, 1525),

the Reformation upon its constructive as well as its destrud;ive side was
completed. As a purely civic organisation even in its details it was

systematic and orderly : a register of baptisms, for instance, was begun

in 1626 for the city and afterwards extended to the Canton. Of the

elaborate system thus established Zwingli was the ‘^Bishop” and the soul.

It seems strange to find the Council at this date (August 19, 1524)

0, M. B. li. on. X. 21
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writing to the Pope that they were unable to stop the course of change^

even had they wished, owing to the strength of popular opinion. The
Pope's reply was conciliatory, and prolonged negotiations took place

(1525-6); the city trying to obtain the arrears of its military pay, and
Clement VII seeking to keep the city 6rm in its old alliance. In no
respect were the positions of Luther and of Zwingli more contrasted

than in the treatment they received from the Papacy; and the cause of

this was the papal hope of help from Zurich.

The civic position of Zwingli was now significant. .Theoretically he

might consider the congregation the ecclesiastical power, but in pra^ice

the community acted. ^He had realised his conception of the prophet

guiding the community ; nay more, he was, as Salat says, Burgomaster,

secretary, and Council in one." First the Great Council, the democratic

body, had been won, then the Smaller Council, and finally ^events gave

Zwingli even further power. Marcus Roust and Felix Schmid, the

experienced Burgomasters, had died (1524) ; Joachim am Griit, Zwingli's

opponent in the debates upon the Mass (1525), had been dismissed

from his office of city clerk (end of 1625). Zwingli was the sole leader

left. At a threatening crisis (November 20, 1524) the Burgomaster

and the chief Gild-master received authority to settle pressing business

privately with the help of trusty men. This is the first appearance of

the Privy Council in and through which Zwingli afterwards worked, and
to which foreign affairs were mainly entrusted. The experience of the

Peasants' Wai* (1524-5) inclined Zwingli to a body less democratic than

a large assembly, and his policy often required secresy. Through this

body, the Heimlkhe Rath, or the Privy Six, which became permanent in

1529, Zwingli exerted his influence. The Council itself was purged"
by the exclusion of those opposed to him (December 9, 1528), wh^ were

found chiefly among the nobles. The numbers representing the Consiqfel

in the two Councils were reduced, from 6 to 3, and from 18 to 12,

respectively (1529), Thus beyond the Protestant democracy and the two
Councils stood the commanding personality of Zwingli, working through

and upon each of them, but above them all, through the Privy Six.

Zwingli had been so gently treated by the Pope, and bis career had
b^en so fortunate,^ that his conflict with the Anabaptists might well

seem to him the hardest struggle undergone by him. The leaders of that

party had been among those who, by eating flesh in Lent, began the

breach with episcopacy. They and their followers pulled down crucifixes

before the State had legalised such acts; but they could appeal to

Zwingli^'s teaching. They first appecu: as a distinct party in the Second

Disputation (October, 1523). Conrad Grebel—son of Jacob Grebel,

executed November, 1626, for treason—^and Felix Manz, both men of

influential families and with private grudges against Zwingli, were

leaders of this radical party in the city; outside the city were other

local ceutres-^Zolliken, Wyteken, and Hdngg. The dislike of tithes--*
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80 loudly expressed in the Feasants' Revolt—was shared by many
Anabaptists; and at 6runingen» a centre where this economic side of

the Anabaptist movement ^owed itself, it united with that of the^,.

peasants. Zvdngli himself was averse firom levying the small tithes

upon vegetables and fruit ; he held further that tithes had merely legal,

but no Scriptural, warrant. The Council, however, disagi*eed with him,

and tithes were maintained.

At first the movement was indigenous; but late in 1524 Miinzer came

to Waldshut (NiW. of Zurich), and Carlstadt to Zurich itself; some
German Anabaptists from St Gallen also worked in Zurich territory;

these influences from outside intensified the movement and organised it.

But it was more a radical than a doctrinal movement; and hence

Zwingli, jealous for the unity of his new organisation and yet largely in

sympathy Vjith their views, appealed to the Anabaptists in vain not to

found a separate body. When they did so, a public Disputation with

them, the first df several, was arranged (January 17-18, 1525), and it

was followed by a decree that all unbaptised children must be baptised

within a week, or their parents would be banished. Some of the leaders

were imprisoned; and with these Zwingli held private and repeated

discussions.
.

*

Inasmuch as this new society rejected the authority of magistrates

and pastors alike, the Council by severe punishment tried to suppress

the movement. Manz was put to death by drowning (January 7, 152'7
),

and the foreign leaders were banished, most of them to meet violent

deaths later and elsewhere. In spite of Zwingli’s severity against them,

due to his resentment as a rejected leader, whom they hod come to

h^te as “the false prophet,” their small congregations continued to

exist.
.
Their energy afterwards found vent i*' needed criticism of

clerical life ; and the Synod of Easter, 15^, had for one of its objects a
tightening of clerical discipline which might meet the objections and
gain over the objectors.

After the final removal of the Mass the radicals turned to social

matters, and, esf>ecially at Griiningcn, attacked the tithes. An agitation

agaiiist tithes and the monasteries had to a gre*kt extent common objects

with the Zwinglians ; the houses of Riiti and Bubikon*were attacked by
rioters; and a ^popular assembly at Toss (June 6, 1525) caused great

fear The defeat of the Peasants’ Revolt in Germany made the ^ied
movement easier to deal with in Switzerland, and Zwingli’s negotiations,

together with public disputations, resulted in a settlement. Tithes

remained, but personal servitude, where the ownership of the State wosf

concerned, was done away with. The villagers of the lake communes'
were henceforth regarded as citizens of the town. The general result

here as in Germany was to arouse a dread of change; and outride Zurich
;

Zwiligli's teaching was greatly blamed as an exciting cause. Incidentally,

the vain attempt of UJrich of Wiirttemberg to regain his duchy by the

21 2
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help of the peasants and Swiss mercenaries had made the governments

;t Ensisheim and Innsbruck suspicious of Switzerland. The grievances

of the peasants, intensified by effect of the Reformation upon the

public lands, remained unredressed, and, a century later, led to the

Peasants’ War (1653). Few chapters in the history of federalism are

more instructive than this failiu'e on the part of a democratic federation

to govern its conquests or to respect their liberties.

The Reformation had brought a new cause of division into the Con-

f federacy. Religious disunion—save in the occasional form of heresy—

I

was an unlooked-for thing, and the Federal authority scarcely knew how

,
to treat it. The Fore^it Cantons were keen enemies of cl^ge; they

I regarded the Zurich innovations as threatening to themselves. On the

j
other hand Zurich naturally regarded herself as free to make what changes

^ she wished. This difficulty would have strained Federal relations, especi-

ally where much of Church government had been already taken over by
the civil power; but it might have been overcome. When Zurich

—

disregarding the principle of government by the majority of the Cantons

—pushed religious change into the Subject Lands the difficulty was

increased. The frequent division of the higher and lower jurisdiction

between the Confederates aftd a single Canton gave rise to the further

question : under which jurisdiction came religious offences.? The majority

of the Cantons governing the Subject Lands were Catholic ; Zurich in

many places held the lower jurisdiction. As early as November, 1522,

the Federal Diet ordered the bailiffs in the Subject Lands to bring before

them the priests who spoke against the faith, thus claiming religious

offences for the higher jurisdiction. But these beginnings of discord in

the Federation were bound up with the beginnings of a local reformation

upon Catholic lines.

ITie Bishop of Constance, like his brother-Bishop Christopher von

Uttenheim of Basel, had tried to improve his diocese, as his pastoral

letter of 1517 shows. With these efforts there was widespread

sympathy, and when the three Bishops of Basel, l^usanne, and
Constance complained to the Diet at Luzern (January 26, 1624) of the

disturbed state of things ^n their dioceses, the Diet not only (as already

noted) sent an embassy to Zurich urging caution, but proposed to

undertake a reformation on the lines of miity, admitting that abuses

ought to be redressed. Exactions, traffic in benefices, Indulgences were

condemned; the Diet would consult with Zurich as to the best means of

shaking off the yoke which the injustice of Popes, Cardinals, and prelates

had laid upon the Swiss people. But this reformation was to be under-

taken by the State, and the Federal Diet was to be the ruling authority.

Nothing could better prove the ecclesiastical anarchy into which

Switzerland had fallen, and the chance that a reforming Papacy would

have had preserving unity and yet seeming progress. Luzern, whence

these ptopoS^s came, was afterwards a centre of the Counter-Reformatioii.
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Th^ were rejected by Zurich^ but resulted in the Disputation at

Bad^ (May-June, 15^). Zwingli, however, it was easy to see, cared

little for unity or peace, compared with the carrying out of his own
fSsr^reaching plans.

At Beckenried, April 8, 1524, the Five Cantons, Luzern, Uri,

I
Sdiwyz, Unterwalden, and Zug, formed a separate league to suppress

( all Hussite,^Lutheran, or Zwinglian errors. A further remonstrance wai^

made to Zurich by all the Cantons except Schaifhausen and Appenzelll

and the intention of not sitting in Diet along with Zurich was declarea

(July 16, 1624). The Mass, pictures, images, and fasting were pro-

nounced binding upon all Swiss. Zurich on tlie other hand declared

religion to be a purely cantonal matter. This was a question hard to

settle, with no precedents to refer to. Zurich, however, put itself in

the wrong* by its action in the Thurgau, where it held the lower

jurisdiction, exercised through its bailiffs. Preachers, for the most part

connected with Zwingli, had worked their way here—such as Oechsli (an

old Einsiedelii fpend of his) at Burg. When Oechsli was seized by

the Federal officer who exercised the higher jurisdiction, his friends

and parishioners gathered to rescue him (July 17, 1524): afterwards

in a riotous mob they proceeded to the Carftiusian monasteiy of ItLingen,

and set it on fire. At Stammheim and Stein images were destroyed.

The seizure of the leaders—thi*ee of whom were executed at Baden

embittered Zurich; but the other Cantons in their turn blamed iU

encouragement of the preachers.

Six Cantons (Luzern, Uri, Unterwalden, Schwyz, Zug, and Freiburg)

now threatened to break the league ; but Bern was inclined to support

the independence of the Cantons, upon the principle cujus region ejm
religio. At a Diet at Zug it was proposed to ra. >c the country districts

against Zurich on account of her destrueijon of images, but to this step

Bern and Solothum objected. Zurich had, however, made sure of the

loyalty of her subjects in the religious changes, just as she referred to

them the French alliance and the demands of the peasants. But the

Cantons were how divided into hostile factions ; and outside lay Austria,

embittered the help sent from Zurich to "a rising at Waldshut and
Swiss support of Duke Ulrich. •

At the end of 1524 Zwingli, always fertile in suggestions and skilful

in expression, came forward with a remarkable plan. Zurich was to

strengthen herself in military equipment—her reputation for military

strength was great
;
she was to seek alliances with France and Savoy ; to

promise St Gallen and the Thurgau the property of the monasteries in

their territory as a price for their support ; and to raise Tyrol against

Austria. It is clear that Zwinglfs range was extending: it was now

that he entered into relations with Duke Ulrich; he now also took

the religious movement in bis old home, Toggenburg, under his care,

and the Reformation^was soon fully under way (1524-6).
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The disaster of Pavia (Febmaiy SI, 15S5) wrought some change in

Federal feeling ; the loss of 5000 Swiss, followed by the retreat of the

remainder, made the French alliance less popular; people freely cursed

the French, pensions, and subsidies. Thus, Zwingli's old policy of doing

away with mercenaiy service was recommended; but he had now departed

from his former dislike of alliances. An alliance with France was soon

one of his dearest hojjes ; his work at Zurich was safe ; to njake Protest-

antism in the Common Lands equally safe, and afterwards to gain freedom

for his preachers in the Catholic Cantons, were now the objects of his

policy. To carry such a policy into effect foreign alliances were needed.

But nearer than France<lay southern Germany, the cities of which were in

many ways more like Zurich than was Bern, and here his doctrines made
rapid way. These cities were naturally inclined to an organisation

of religion that was at once civic and democratic ; Strassburg—^with its

many subject villages—was a mediator by position and interest ; the new

,
diplomatists were the preachers, with something of Zwingli’s influence in

their respective cities, and many of them in constant cqprrespondence with

him. The decentralising of influences which had once centred in Rome
or in the greater ecclesiastical Coui-ts; the substitution of pastors and

dogmatic leaders for CardinWs and Legates—these are leading featurcs

of Reformation politics. Thus the main interest of Zwinglfs letters in

the following years is political and diplomatic. His object was to give

Zurich a great dominion such as she had sought and lost in the old

Zurich war, to make her the Vorort, no longer of eastern Switzerland

only, but of a new Confederacy reaching into the Empire and holding at

bay the Emperor (of whom he wished to see the world well rid). But
this dominion was to be based upon a common religion.

As the forces of religious change drew together, so did the forces

of conservatism. Archduke Fq^dinand had gathered the leading Catholic

States (June, 1524) at Ratisbon ; to them, as to the Diet at Luzern,

the suppression of heresy seemed the most ui'gent duty; the minor

ecclesiastical refonns secured from the Legate Cainpeggio fell far short

of the Swiss plan of reform. Faber had been at this conference; in

1526 he became an imperial Councillor, and now he began to organise

the Catholic partj^ in Switzerland. For this purpose a Disputation

was suggested at Baden (January 15, 1526); John Mayer of Eck—

a

many-sided and able man—was eager to meet Zwingli. But the latter

at fii'st declined to meet him anywhere save at Zurich ; and afterwards,

when Zwingli was ready to go to St Gallen or SchaiHiausen, the

Zurich Council refused him leave for the journey. When the meeting
took place at Baden (May 21—June 18, 1526), he was theiefore not
present, and CBcolampadius from Basel had to take his place. But the

most elaborate arrangements were made for sending him daily reports

and receiving his advice. Eck, with his Theses, played the part that

Zwingli had played at Zurich, and in the opinion of the majority (82 io
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20) played it welL ^ The reputation of the victoiy greatly strengthened

the Catholic party.

But Zurich was now no longer the sole centre of Reform. At Schaff-

hausen^ Hofmeister, at Biel, Wyttenbach, Zwingli's old teacher at Basel,

were preaching freely. In Basel Capito’s work (1612-20) was more than

carri^ on by (Ecolampadius, now (February, 1525) minister at St Martinis.

Bern, the n^ost important of all the cities, was, in religion as in politics,

inclined to a policy of its own. Political power was here in the hands

of the aristocracy, the gilds being politically unimportant; Berthold

Haller and Sebastian Meier by their preaching shared the work of the

painter-dramatist Nicholas Manuel, to whom some ascribe the direction

of Bernese policy, until his death in 1530. Free preaching, if in

accord with God'’s Word, was allowed, but innovations were forbidden

;

pictures, fasting, and other points disputed elsewhere were left untouched;

but heretical books were prohibited (June 15, 1523; November 22, 1524).

The magistracy, however, claimed the right to punish priests disregarding

these decrees; the monasteries were placed under civic control, and

clerical incomes were regulated. But the power of the preachers grew ;

and at Easter, 1627, both the Great and the Small Council had Protes-

tant majorities. A decree maintaining thS old worship for the present

with a speedy prospect of change was passed ; but some priests here as

elsewhere anticipated the change. Political inteiests moved Bern in the

same direction. Although disturbed by the Peasants’ War, Bern was hUll

unwilling to put pressure upon Zurich ; and towards the end of 1526,

through fear of Austria, drew nearer to her. Bern, Zurich, Basel,

Glarus, and Appenzell did not share the desire of the Catholic Cantons

to base their Federal union upon a common belief, but wished to found

it only upon common interests.

The Bernese authorities decided, like^ Zurich, to hold a Disputation

to which the Bishops and delegates from the Cantons were invited.

Zwingli came with the Burgomaster, Diethelm Roust. Here (January 6,

1628) ten Theses, drawn up by Zwingli, Haller, and Roll, were debated.

They treated of the Mass as a sacrifice, of pictures, and of Purgatory;

the validity •of Church ordinances, except ^en grounded upon God’s

Word, was denied. Thesis IV, ‘‘ that the body and "blood of Christ are

substantially /ind corporally received in the Eucharist cannot be proved

from the Scripture,” caused much discussion. The Disputations ended
as Zwingli wished. The Mass was replaced by sermons ; images were

soon removed, and even the Minster organ was broken up (February 17,

1528). In some respects, however, Bern did not follow Zurich ;
when

the latter supported by force the Reformation in the Thurgau, Bern
parted company, and her constant fear of Savoy led her to look more to

the west and less to the east than did Zurich.

The Bernese Reformation was less doctrinal than the Ziuich, but
the secularisation of^the monasteries was a great feature in its cose also

OB. X.
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(1527); the funds so derived were devoted partly to the State, partly

to replacing foreign pensions, which were now definitely renounced

(February, 1528). The 'Bernese Oberlanders, however, h^ hoped to

share the property of the monastery at Interlaken, and, when this was

seized for the government, the inhabitants of the Haslithal rose in

rebellion; some citizens of Unterwalden, believing the statement of

these peasants that the Reformation was forced upon them,^crossed the

Briinig to their help, and it cost Bern much trouble to put down the

movement so supported. This incident, for which Bem claimed com-

pensation, was a cause of much ill-will.

About a year later ^(February, 1529) the Reformation was carried

through at Basel, but not without tumults which drove Erasmus away

to Louvain, the centre of the Counter-Reformation. Miihlhausen,

Schafthaiisen (where the movement was democratic), St Gall^, and the

Free Bailiwicks (especially Bremgarten) followed in the same direction

;

while Appenzell (the outer Rhodes allowing freedom of belief, 1524) and

Glarus were divided; the Graubiinden—where opposition to the Bishop

had long existed—allowed liberty of preaching in 1526.

But Zwingli’s outlook included Germany as well as Switzerland ; his

doctrines, opposed to those <. of Luther, were here working their way

inwards; and therefore the relations between Emperor and Princes

greatly affected him. Constance, always hostile to the Emperor, and

Lindau, controlled the I^ke of Constance. In the former, Protestant

views, taught by the Swabian Reformer, Ambrose Blaurer, a friend of

Melanchthon, and Zurik, had such hold that the Bishop (1526) moved
to Meersburg, and the Chapter to Ueberlingen. The Federal Diet

(November 4, 1627) refused to admit Constance as a member; but on

Christmas-day the Council of Zurich decided to conclude with Constance

a religious and political League, called das christliche BUrgerrecht. The
treaty was modelled upon that which had admitted Basel to the Con-

federates (June 9, 1501); it contained provisions for mutual help, mainly

defensive; it allowed of extension, and indeed the conquest of lands for

Constance is spoken of, a seeming reference to the Thurgau. But the

peculiarity of the new' Treaty lay in its being based upon theological

unity—a principle ^which was to have a long and disastrous future in

diplomacy. To Strassburg—where the preachers Capito, Bucer, and
Hedio were already his friends—Zwingli sent (August, 1627) an envoy

to discuss its admission to the new League; the admission of Bern,

discussed at the Bern Disputation, was merely a question of time; it

followed Constance (June 26, 1628). The Reformation in the Common
Lands was now a pressing question, and a clause in the Treaty provided

that preachers there should be protected, and no subject punished for

;his belief; if the majority anywhere decided for Reform, they were to

be left free to carry it out. The first place to which this applied was

.the Toggenbuig, Zwinglfs old home.
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Other cities quickly followed: St Gallen (November 3); Bie|i

(Januaiy S8, 15S9); Mlihlhausen (February 17); Basel (March 3);
and afto a longer interval Schaffhausen (Octol^r 15), which had a

somewhat varied religious history. Strassbuig, after many proposals

and discussions (due to Bern's unwillingness to pass beyond Switzerland),

finally entered the League (January 5, 1530), when the danger from
Austria seamed great, and Zwingli's activity, stimulated by Philip of

Hesse, was almost feverish. The edifice was to be crowned by the

admission of Hesse; but only Zurich, Basel, and Strassburg would
consent to so risky an alliance; and in the various treaties concluded

with these cities the claims of the Swiss Confederation were reserved.

There were proposals for a larger league, to include Augsburg, Niim-
beig, and Ulm ; but the anomaly of such a formation was evident, and|

it could not be successfully carried into execution. The inclusion of;

Ulrich of Wurttemberg in the Christian Civic League, as proposed by-

Philip, was, happily, not brought about. The result of the diplomatic^

activity in which Zwingli had engaged under the influence of Philip of!

Hesse thus fell far short of its purpose.

To this new League, which made the Confederation impossible, the

Catholic States replied by the Christian Union."” Austria had causes

of complaint in the Waldshut incident and in the monastic secularisations.

'Phe monasteries of Steil^am-Rhein and Konigsfelden, the former being

under Austrian protection, and the latter an Austrian foundation, luid

been secularised (1524). Ferdinand protested; and reprisals followed on

both sides. For its Italian policy Austria had need of Swiss support (it

was hopeless, said one Austrian envoy, to hold Milan unless Switzerland

were with the Emperor). At the Diet at Baden (May 28, 1528)

Dr Jacob Sturzl, an envoy from Ferdinand—\.bose policy here agreed

with the Emperor’s—proposed to the Five Catholic Cantons, Luzern,

Schwyz, Uri, Unterwalden, and Zug, a league with Austria, partly for

defence and common religious ends. War was threatened; for, while

the Imperial government was eager to. attack Constance, Zurich and

possibly Benf were equally bound to defend it, and also to chastise

Unterwalden for violating Bernese territory®

It is impossible to follow in detail Austria’s policy towards Switzer-

land : distinctions between the policies of Charles and Ferdinand, between

the Councils at Ensisheim and Innsbruck, are easily traceable. And the

chief advisers were not at one. Mark Sittich of Ems—the Vogt of

Bregenz and the Vorarlberg—and Count Rudolf von Sulz, head of the

Innsbruck Council, were for war ; they were further urged on by the

Bishop of Constance and the Abbot of St Gallen, who had private wrongs

to redress. But the Habsburg lack of funds, and the impossibility of

putting fresh taxes upon impoverished lands, made against war. The
desirability of regaining the old lands of the Habsburgs was always

present to their advisers; yet little could be done to compass it. On

cn. X.
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l^ihe other side the dread of such an attack from Pharaoh^ was always

in the mind of Zwingli, and sometimes found violent expression. But
with the lapse of time he leamt that the Emperor could not always act

as he would.

After lengthy negotiations the proposals for the Christian Union were

drafted in a Diet at Feldkirch (February 14, 15S9), and fully agreed to

at Waldshut (April 22, 1629). The old faith was to be pueserved and,

as in 1625, a reformation on Catholic lines was to be carried out with

the advice of the spiritual rulers. Tl)e members of the Union were

bound to secure for each other the right of punishing heretics, A
clause of doubtful interpretation about conquests showed that the

possibility of such had been considered. This Union, which made a
solid wall of Catholicism between South Germany and Switzerland, was,

like the Civic League, a breaking-up of the old Confederation. It also

looked for an extension beyond Switzerland: at the Diet of Speier

(1629) Ferdinand discussed with Bavaria and the Bishop of Salzburg

their entry into the Catholic League ; Savoy was spoken of as likely to

join it; the Valais also had (May, 1628) contracted a league for ten

years with Savoy ; even the Swabian League, it was said, might become
a member. Bern and Zurich would then be enclosed by enemies.

The Diet of Speier (February 21, 1629) issi^ a severe decree against

sects denying the Sacrament of the Flesh and Blood of Christ;—

a

distinction, which the Protestants had not as Jret formally made for

themselves, was made by others. Nine of the fourteen cities that signed

the Protest presented on this occasion were Zwinglian. Strassburg,

which was in disgrace at the Diet for having just abolished the Mass,

drew closer to Zurich, from both pblitical and theological motives.

The distinction between Lutherans and Zwinglians on the subject of

tlie Eucharist became now of political as well as dogmatic importance.

Events were tending towards war in Switzerland. Bern and Zurich

had agreed (November 16-18, 1628) both to compel Unterwalden to

pay the indemnity for invading Bernese territory, and also to protect

the Reformed faith in the Common Lands, while the several communities

were to be left free to decide for the Reformed or Catholic side. At a
meeting of the THurgau Landsgejneinde at Weinfelden (December 9,

1628) envoys of both the Catholic and Reformed Cantons attended ; the

latter promised help to those upon their side, and asked their help in

return. The majority of the Thurgau communities decided for Reform.

Meanwhile, the difficulties of a divided government in the Common
Territories had become increasingly acute. Moreover, to the west,

Geneva was attacked by Savoy, to which the Valais—now (end of 1528)
allied to the Five Cantons—was attached, and the Christian Union
supported Savoy. As these alliances tended to war, Schaffhausen,

Appem^ll, and the Graublxnden offered mediation. But, as their terms

did not include freedom of preaching, Zuiich—ijfm on this points
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would not liston to them. Of the Five Cantons, Unterwalden was nosf
the bitterest ; but Luzern and Zurich—the rival leaders—had made up
their mind for war (May 86-28). Bern, anxious to

.
preserve unity,

would not promise Zurich help for an offensive war. The demands of
Zurich were indeed excessive ; the surrender of the rights of the Cantons
to the administration of the Abbey of St G^len (to which Zurich,
Luzern, Sc^iwyz, and Glarus sent a protecting bailiff in turn every two
years), the withdrawal from ,the Austrian alliance, and the surrender of
the Luzern satirist, Thomas Mumer.

Riotous proce^ings at St Gallen were a further cause of war. In
1628 it was Zurich^s turn to appoint the bailiff, who both attended
to secular business and protected the Abbey; Zwingli meant to use
the opportunity to further his cause. The Abbot hVanz Geissberger
was dyings Zwingli and the Privy Council bade (January 28, 1529)
the Zurich official (Jacob hVei) seize the monastic property upon his

death, secularise it, and introduce the Gospel. But the townsmen
broke into the abbey (February 23) before the death of Greissberger

(March 23). The monks elected as Abbot Kilian Kauffi, who fled to
Bregenz, and thence resisted the plunder of his abbey lands. Since
the abbey was under the protection of flie Empire as well as of the
four Cantons, and of these Luzern and Schwyz supported Kauffi, the
illegal action of Zurich knd of the townsmen could not but lead to war.

Nor did this incident stand alone: the delicate constitutional

question of the Free Bailiwicks added to the intensity of feeling.

Nearly all the villages in the district had declared (May, 1529) that they
would follow Zurich, which was openly encouraging their violent changes;

in all but religion they would obey their lords, the Catholic majority
of the Cantons. These lords, however, hesitated to use force; but
embassies regained for Catholicism some jparisht^. A new bailiff sent by
Unterwalden was to take office in May (1529), and at first Zurich
resolved to prevent his entry.

Bern did its utmost to keep the peace, but Zurich was embittered, while
the Five Cantons had enough cause to reject Bern’s mediation. Zurich
declared wan (June 8), and carried out a plaif of campaign which Zwingli
had drawn up; leaving small detachments at Muri*and elsewhere, near
the Bernese ^roops at Bremgarten (for Bern, which disliked offensive war,
was yet willing to defend the Common Lands and Zurich if attacked),

the main body moved to Kappel, ten miles from Zurich. Zwingli’s plan
was to move suddenly against the enemy

; to force them to give up the
Austrian alliance and their rule in the Common Lands, to renounce
pensions, and to allow free preaching in their own territory. The Five

Cantons, hoping to the last for Austrian help, were badly prepared : the
troops of Luzern had gone to the Free Bailiwicks, but those of the other

four Cantons moved from Zug towards Zurich. Hans Oebli, the Lcmdam-
rmim of Glarus, hiugied up to mediate; and, as he was a friend of Reform,

CB. X.
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his voioe^ in spite of Zwingli's plea for war, prevailed. The rank and file of

neither army wished for war; and so, by the help of other Cantons, peace

was negotiated by ambassadors, first at Aarau and then at Steinhausen

in Zug; the decision lay by custom with the armies themselves., Zwingli

wished to force the abolition of pensions upon his opponents, but. even

at Zurich some were against this, and Bern, through Nicholas Manuel,

refused to enforce it. Finally (June S4, 1529) peace was madeat Kapp^
Neither party was to attack the other for its faith. In the Common
Lands, the religious offenders should not be punished ; tbe majority were

to decide for or against the Mass and qn other questions ; only men of

honour and moderation should be sent there as bailiffs. The Austrian

alliance was renounced, and its very documents were cut into shreds and

blunt; the Five Cantons were to pay a war indemnity according to

the decision of arbitrators, and, if it remained unpaid, Zurich and Bern

might close their markets to the Five Cantons. Finally the abolition of

pensions and mercenary service w^as recommended to the Five Cantons.

The removal of the Austrian alliance seemed to secure the advantage to

Zurich, which still kept Hesse and its chance of France. One clause was

afterwards differently construed ;
it ran, that as faith cannot be planted

by force no coercion should be used against the Five Cantons or their

people in matters touching their faith. Tbe Zwinglians thought that

free preaching extended to the Five Cantons as well as to the Common
Lands ; and on the other hand the Five Cantons naturally held them-
selves free to act as they pleased in their own territoiy. Thus the peace

which placed Zurich at the height of her power contained in itself the

seeds of future war. As a politician, if not as a theologian, Zwingli was

justified in his preference for force. As early as August he thought
another campaign inevitable.

In this same year the question of the Eucharist became of crucial

importance for the Protestonts. In his writings of 1622 Zwingli had
entered into no criticism of the accepted view. The interpretation, in

our Lord’s saying, *^This is my body,” of the word “is” as “signifies”

was possibly suggested to him by Cornelius van Hoen, aifter 1521, in

a circular letter carried about to theologians by Henne Rode. The
expression of his opinion was hastened, if not caused, by Carlstadt’s

extreme utterances, containing (as Zwingli thought) a kernel of truth
hidden by errors, and it first took shape in a letter to Matthaus Alber of
Reutlingen (November 16, 1624) : the Eucharist was regarded as purely
symbolical, but as a pledge of Christian profession ; and he emphasised,

as his controversy with tbe Anabaptists shows, the corporate aspect in
the Eucharist.

Zwingli's teaching) often presented as' a mere nation of Luther'^
was no less a negation of the doctrine of the Church. In spite of varying

views as to the exact nature of the Presence, its reality had always
been admitted: WidiTs denial of Transubstanti^tion and Lutha's
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anertion of Consubstaatiation, although affecting the rdation of the

Presence to the elements, had not called in question that reality or

the supernatural grace of this Sacrament its^. Zwingli, fastening

upon t^e direct relation between God and the individual apart from!

outward acts, and starting from the human side, made this Sacrament!

purely symbolical, and brought it down from the supernatural to the'<

human plape. In this he was followed by the later Sacramentarians,'

and was at one with the Socinians and more radical sects. He thus

became the revolutionary theologian of the Reformation. While the

]
Lutherans were sensitive to charges of a departure from the Catholic

' faith, the Zwinglians were conscious of their own bold innovations in

doctrine and organisation (for instance, they did not hold Ordination

essential). Their divergence from the Catholic Church went far deeper

than objections to the Papacy or to current abuses ; and thus the vision

of a Council to promote union had no attraction or possibility for them.

Hence the growth of their influence tended to perpetuate disunion.

The south German cities were led to favour Zwingli’s views, not

only from democratic sympathy with the Swiss, but from dislike of

Luther's political allies, the Princes. Nurnberg was an exception : in

1525 Zwingli's books were forbidden th<?re as ‘‘books of the Devil."

But by April, 1527, most of the Augsburg preachers were on his side

;

at Ulm Conrad Sam was a pillar of strength to him ; Ulrich of Wiirt-

temberg, influenced by CEcolampadius and then by Zwingli’s sermons

(1524-6), became a strong Zwinglian, and in Hesse influenced the

Landgrave in his turn; at Mainz, Hedio, who came from Basel (1523)

corresponded with Zwingli ; Frankfort, through Froschauer's connexion,

became a literary centre of the “ pure doctrine " ; Strassburg, inspired

by Zwingli, sent out its own teachers; and Zwinglianism, spre^ing

down the Rhine, met a similar current of c octrine originating with

van Hoen in Holland; it reached even Friesland, where Carl Stadt

had worked, and Luther, unable to understand such a rapid growth,

ascribed it to the Devil.

Haner, a* theologian who differed from Luther in maintaining a

piuely spiritual eating and drinking of thft Saviour’s flesh and blood,

and from Zwingli in maintaining a supernatural communication of grace,

had suggest^ to the Landgrave Plulip the possibility of a conference

clearing up all differences. This advice, given at Speier in 1629, where

unityamong the Protestants was desirable for both political and religious

reasons, led to the Marburg Conference (September, 1629). The character

and issue of this Conference have been described elsewhere. The central

subject was the change wrought by consecration in the elements.

Zwingli purposely restricted the discussion to leave hope for unity ; he

had a practical mind, accustomed more than Luther’s to the give and

take of equal discussion. So long as unity was based upon ecclesiastical

organisation, thereJiad been scope for difference of opinion within one

os. X.
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Church; but now, when organic unity was lost, exact agreement ctf

theological opinion and the names of certain leaders were made the
essentials of the unity which it was sought to secure. Luther was the
obstacle, as insisting that union of any kind should depend upon absolute

agreement. But it is hard to see how Luther could have come into

union with Zwingli, without joining in his political scliemes ; since the

demand for a union between them was primarily political.

The failure to achieve theological unity ruined the great plan for a
league which Zwingli and Philip of Hesse had conceived. ® Jacob Meier of
Basel had spoken of some considerable plan to be discussed at Marburg

;

Zwingli’s correspondence ,with the Landgrave and his visit to Strasaburg

had suggested many things to him ; his request for an official delegate

from the Zurich Council did not aim at theology alone. Unfortunately,

the invitation to Bern was not sent until September 10, when it was too

late. Religious differences made it clear that Saxony and Switzerland

could not be included in the same league. However, Philip was ready
to do without Saxony, and he was also ready to seek help from France,

—an expedient which loyalty to the Empire made distasteful to Saxony.
The proposal of such a plan came from Philip

; the exact details were
afterwards filled in by Zwingli, inspired from Strassburg. Not only
France but Venice was to be drawn into the league ; and the instructions

to Collin, the envoy there, were drawn up by Zwingli himself, as were
many other State papers.

The activity and the expenditure of the French agents (Boisregault

and Meigret) in Switzerland were great ; the Most Christian King had
no scruple about negotiations with heretics (who indeed were better than
Turks); in March, 1531, he was ready to help Zurich secretly. But
his great object was to keep the balance even in Switzerland; a war
was not in his interest. On the^ other hand, the fear of arousing France
paralysed the Emperor’s action. Hence, while foreign influences pushed
Switzerland to the verge of war, they also served to keep it back from
war itself.*

Diplomacy look up much of Zwingli’s time, but his pen was as active

as ever : he wrote commentaries upon Isaiah and Jeremiah, a number of
important letters, aiid controversial tracts. His power at Zurich and
the spirit of the city were at their height. In a complaint to Luzern
about Thomas Mumer (whose Heretics' Calendar seemed dangerous and
offensive to an age over-sensitive to ridicule) the Council said (Feb-
ruary 14, 1529) that they were free, and subject to no Emperor or lord;

they, like France, Venice, and other States, ordered spiritual persons
and property as they thought well. Zydngli’s enemies too were now
under his feet; after Deceml)er 7, 1528, only the barest civic nghts
without the chance of office were left to non-Reformere

; attendance at

Moss even outside the city was punished by fine
; to eat fish in«rtead of

flesh on Friday was an offence. But a reaction might at any time set in*
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It vw indeed the fear of such a reaction that led Zwingli to make his

Reformation as thorough as possible.

In this period it becomes impossible to separate Swiss politics from

German. The restoration of Duke Ulrich of Wurttemberg (which

Zurich was more disposed than Bern to help) was an unfailing subject of

negotiation. With this Saul who, could he but be restored, seemed

likely to be a Paul bo the Reformation, Zwingli had a connexion of low
standing ; aJid through him he became friendly with that able politicia^

the Landgrave fhilip of Hesse. Zwingli's Hessian correspondence in

cipher begins with the second Diet of Speier, when the Landgrave

(April 22, 1629) first wrote about the Marburg Conference, and it ends

eleven days before Zwingli^s death. The two* correspondents formed

vast schemes, for the Landgrave, like Zwingli himself, was no rigid con-

servative. As early as 1524 Zwingli had formed a plan for an extensive

league; but the Anabaptist troubles led him to lay it aside. Now under

the Landgrave’s influence he returned to it. After the Conference the

proposal of "a Christian agreement” came from Hesse; it aimed at

securing mutual protection and converts to the Word of God; the

Schmalkaldic League (April, 1531) owed something to this conception.

But the idea of a league uniting Swiss and German Protestants failed

through resistance from the Elector of Saxony, faithful to the Empire
and firm in his Lutheran creed.

The reward Zwingli gained for deserting his old principle of keeping

aloof from foreign complications was small ; his widest plans miscarried.

No greater success rewarded Bucer in his attempts at mediation between

the Lutheran and Zwinglian camps. The creed of Strassburg, Constance,

Memmingen, and Lindau, drawn up by Bucer and Capito, presented to

the Emperor July 11, 1530, and known as the Tetraj>olitana^ was con-

sidered and rejected by Basel and Zurich at the i'vangelic Diet of Basel,

November 16, 1530. It affirmed that •the true l^dy and blood of

Qirist were given, truly to eat and drink, for the nourishment of souls

;

positively, it made as close an approach to the Lutheran view as was

possible, while by omission of any statemenrt as to the elements it avoided

contradicting that view; in other articles the authority of the Scriptures,

not mentioned in the Augsburg Confession, and the j*ejection of images

are set forth. Zwingli’s own Confession was embodied in the Fidei ratio

ad Carolim Imperatorem presented to the Emperor (July 8, 1530).

The earlier sections expounded the Nicene faith; the sixth section

emphasized Wyclif ’s theory of the invisible Church composed of elect

believers ; the seventh and eighth asserted the Sfmraments to be merely

signs and affirmed Zwingli’s teaching in terms likely to anger Catholics

and Lutherans alike ; later sections depreciated ceremonies, denounced

images as unscriptural, magnified the office of preacher, and discussed

the relations of Church and State at length. 'ITie Anabaptists were

often incidentally condemned, and the assertion of his own views was

CB. X.
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dear and unflinching. No wish to conciliate others, no fear of a breach

with the past is apparent.

Even when Strassburg (December, 1580) joined the Schmalkaldic

League, Zwinglfs d^ire for political union did not overcome his conscien*

tious adherence to* his own views. He was thus the obstacle in the

negotiations at this stage (March>«July, 1531), when the Elector of

Saxony had yielded so far as to admit the adherents of the TetrapoiliUcma

t6 the Schmalkaldic League. While he was willing to lea^e something

vague, he could not accept definitions which he hel^ to be untrue.

Moreover, the l-iutherans desired a General Council; while Zwingli

had completely broken with tradition, and his organisation left no room
for Councils.

Apart from doctrine, Zwinglianism on its political side was now
(1530-1) a greater danger to the Empire than was Lutheranism.

Ferdinand wrote to the Emperor after the battle of Kappd, that

Switzerland was the head of German Protestantism, and to conquer

it was the true way of mastering Germany and re-establishing religious

peace ; the papal Legate at Brussels wrote to Clement VII (May, 1581)

;

^‘^Zurkh est desormais la tile et la capitale de la secte Litthhierme?'

But her power was declining. It was only a small gain that Ulm
(July, 1631), moved by the definite refusal of Electoral Saxony to alter

its position, became more Zwinglian, or that Bern, whose support was

essential to Zurich, rejected the Tetrapolitana. In Zurich itself Zwingli's

influence was lessening; the unrestrained power of the Privy Council had

grown distasteful, and the disafiected nobility was regaining power ; on

the question of an embassy to France (February, 1531), the opposition

showed itself stronger than his followers. The trade of the city had

been injured by political unrest ; strict sumptuary laws and moral con-

trol led to discontent among the artisans and tradesmen, who regretted

the monasteries; the sermons^ lost some of their old attraction. So

keenly did Zwingli feel this change, that he formally asked leave to

resign his preochership and go to work elsewhere (July 26). But he was

too closely bound up with the town, and at the prayer of a deputation,

made up of the two Burgomasters and the three chief Gild-masters, he

kept his office ; arvd for the last months of his life he retained, though

precariously, something of his former influence.

Inside the Confederation war was again drawing nearer*^; the Catholic

Cantons had still their own grievances and were embittered by defeat:

they still—although against hope—looked to Austria for help. Zwingli,

angry at the insults to which he was subjected, was decidedly for war

(^^Ibe knot can only be loosed by firmness^). In this state of afihirs

the war of Musso kindled the flame. - The castellan of Musso (di

Medigino), since 1525 a troublesome neighbour of the Graubiinden, faiul

(Mai*ch, 1581) mindered a Graubunden envoy returning firom Milan,

and invaded the Valtelline. The League appealed to the Swiss and
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especially to Zurich. Zwingli believed that the Emperor stood behind
the castellan^ and that movements of troops in Austria foreshadowed an
attack upon Zurich—an event which German politics made not un-
likely. The Emperor did not indeed himself support the castellan, but
he was inclined to approve the war, since it kept the dangerous Swiss

employed, and he was not unwilling tiiat Musso should be helped without
expense to himself lest, if left without help, the castellan should turn to
Fumaoe. Tlie Swiss Diet was divided by the Gjaubi'mden request. The
Five Cantons refused help : the Protestants promised it. Zwingli again,

in the Privy Council and in closest touch with the French ambassador
Meigret, seized the opportunity to revive his far-reaching plan of alliance.

Political means were used for religious objects. An assembly of
the Zwinglian allies (May 15) at Zurich determined that the Five
Cantons must be forced to allow free way to preaching. An embargo
upon trade by land—to check the passage of wine, wheat, salt, and
iron—was to be set up against the Five Cantons. It was an unhappy
method of compulsion, although it had a precedent in 1438, and had
been contemplated in the First Peace of Kappel. The chief responsibility

belongs to Bern, who suggested it as an alternative to the war proposed
by Zurich. Things drifted nearer to wa^ in spite of representations
from France and from the other Cantons : scarcity of food distressed

and angered the Catholics; Zurich would only remove the embargo if

free preaching were allowed.

The Forest Cantons this time made the first move, and from Zug
marched towards Zurich (October 4-9). When new-s of this reached
Zurich, a small band, which in the end reached 1200, under George
Goldli set out (October 9); a larger band of 1500 men fairly well

equipped started two days later, and Zwingli accompanictl them. But
there was a lack of enthusiasm and even of pn paration. In Bern the
people blamed Zwingli for this “parsons’ war.” The action of Bern
indeed was ambiguous; partly owing to trouble nearer home, and
partly from aversion to the war. Her contingent was not ready until

the crisis had ^passed. But there is no need to look for open treachery
when a house^is divided against itself. •

The advance guard under Goldli—which was only to keep on the
defensive—be^an the battle at Kappel on October 11 ; they neglected to
charge the enemy when changing their attack, and their position was
turned. When the main body under Rudolf Lavater reached the Albis—^the position fired by the Council—the day was practically lost. Its

attack upon the 8000 Forest men failed. Zwingli was among the slain,

and his body was treated disgracefully as that of a traitor. His stepson,

Gerold Meyer, Diebold von Geroldscok, Abbot Joner of Kappfjl, and
others of his friends, perished with him.

The remaining Zurich troops and allies came up (October 24) with
the Catholic troops on the Gubel near Zug and were defeated in an

a M. JB. II. CB. X. ^
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engagement more serious than the first. Zurich lay open to its enemies:

the Emperor might now have intervened with effect. But through the

mediation of the French ambassadors and the other Cantons peace was

made (November @3): the conditions of the First Peace of Kappel

were now reversed. It was to the credit of the victors that they did not

press their success too far. Even now Zurich was not disposed for

peace; but the country villages, which had lost by the en^bargo, here

as at Bern were strongly for it. By the Second Peace of Kappel the

territory of Zurich was kept intact: in the Common Lands existing beliefs

were left alone, but Catholic minorities, where there were such, received

protection
;
government by the majority of the Cantons was affirmed.

The management of its own religious matters was left to each Canton.

Zwingli’s scheme to force the Catholic Cantons to give free play to the

Reformation in the Common Lands and in their own territory had failed;

but the principle of Federal control over religion was not asserted.

The Christian Civic Alliance and the Treaty of 1629 were annulled.

Basel, Schaffliauscn, St Gallen, and Muhlhausen paid indemnities of

from 1000 to 4000 crowns. Zurich and the town of St Gallen were

to compensate and i*estore the Abbey of St Gallen: the Reformed

communities in the Free BaSliwicks, Thurgau, and Toggenburg (where

the Abbot regained his power), were allowed to keep their faith;

Catholic, but not Reformed, minorities were protected. Monks and

nuns might return to their Houses. Solothurn restored its old worship

to escape the payment of an indemnity. Bern, which had to forego the

compensation from Unterwalden, and Zurich were left discontented and

almost bankrupt. Zurich was forced (December, 1631) to grant the

Kappel Charter, by which its ruml districts gained a right to be consulted

upon all important questions, and to give or refuse their consent for any

future war. Such was the outcome of Zwingli’s ambitious scheme,

whereby Bern and Zurich were to be the pillai-s of a great Protestant

power in Switzerland, extending its influence far afield. The peace per-

petuated division among the Reformers, and separated Switzerland from;

Germany. Glarus became Catholic once more; Bern gi'ew itloi'e Lutheran;!

in the Common Lands thfe Aargaii suffered most reaction, the Thurgau 1

least. Zurich is henceforth externally of less importance. The future;*

of Swiss Protestantism lay with Bern and Geneva, the latter not yet

Confederate, but in league with Beni and Freiburg (February, 1528).

And, furthermore, the Counter-Reformation, or the Catholic Reaction,

(neither name aptly describes the movement or its origin) found a

ready home in Switzerland. Catholicism began to gain ground here

soon after the Second Treaty of Kappel, without having to wait for any

of the^ stimulating movements felt dsewhere; the scheme of Catholic

Inform proposed in 1624-6, and the disasters of Zwinglianism were

effective lo<^ causes.

Outside Powers were unwilling to let the war die out ; Philip of
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Hesse, always ready and hopeful, tried to rouse it to new life ; Basel was

arming, but the south German towns uiged peace. The Pope called upon

the Emperor to make an end and put down the heresy at once, and even

sent to the Five Cantons ‘‘ aliquantum pecu^iiae ; Fei^inand would have

done the same, but was overruled by his advisers. The Austrian statesmen

hoped to use the war for the Einpcroris good, but to do so without

expense: apd the Emperor feai^ed by any decisive step rouse the

French to war. The French on their part gained, greatly by the Peace.

Thus the settlement remained undisturbed, and the south German towns

drew nearer to the Princes now that Zurich could give them no help.

In Zurich itself the religious movement continued: Bullinger,

Zwingli''s son-in-law and successor, banished from Bremgarten by the

Peace, can*ied on his work ; but it was now solely theological and

internal ; the Privy Council was discredited, as Bullinger explained to

Myconius. Its existence meant foreign entanglements. And Zurich,

weakened by the new power given to the country districts, became less

and less able to pursue an adventurous foreign policy among the great

States of Europe.

But the strife of doctrine remained behind, always significant for the

history of thought, at times for politics as wfll. Bucer'^s task of mediation

grew harder and its end more remote. Conferences with Melanchthon
had no result, because it was impossible to devise a formula such as

would satisfy Luther and still recognise the conflicting doctrines adaph^l

to minds of different types. At Wittenberg (May 22-27, 1536) a well-

attended Conference produced a conciliatory document, the Wittenberg

Concord. According to it, the body and blood of Chiist were truly

and substantially present in the Eucharist, shown and received, Bucer,

by a distinction not widely accepted, contended lliat the impious did not,

while the merely unworthy did, receive tljem. 'i i this view Strassburg,

Augsburg, Ulm, Constance, and other cities agreed. But Luther hesitated

to sign the Concord because he heard the Swiss had agreed to it, and
feared it must therefore be bad.

On the other hand, in the previous January, the Swiss theologians

had met at Basel and there drawn up the FirSt Helvetic Confession. It

was conciliatory in tone, and went beyond the purel
3
r symbolic view, the

nuda signa^ of Zwingli. But its framers were not at Wittenberg ; and
Buoer, the medium of intercouree, did not adequately represent one

side to the other. Another Conference of the Swiss Reformers at Basel

drafted a new document, showing a wish for unity, and at the same time

making it clear why the Wittenberg Concord could not possibly be

accept^ LutheFs reply (1587) was guarded and distrustful, so that its

circulation in Switzerland did not help the cause which Bucer and Melanch-

thon had at heart. A Conference at Zurich (April 28, 1538) showed the

politicians as eager for unity as the theologians for distinction. Finally,

Zurich (September 28, 1538) resolved to keep to her old view with no
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modifications. If doctrine was to be the basis of unity, the adjustment

of the limits of difference required nice discussion. Luther^'s violence

of language, and Zwingli's mingling of politics and theology, had coin-

plicated that discussion ; henceforth, old positions eagerly guarded and
attacked, associations and repugnances valued above their real import-

ance, wei’e further obstacles to union. But it was hard to give any s^ng
religious rewons why unity as distinct from charity shoul4 be sought.

Political reasons thcyre were in plenty, but their admission made the

discussions theologic^ly lifeless. c

Calvin may have learnt much of organisation from Zurich; but in

theological importance hp overshadows not only Zwingli but all other Swiss

reformers. As to the Eucharist, while Zwinglian in his exegesis he was

more spiritual in his conceptions, emphasising the grace conferred, while

not connecting it with the elements ; a change which has also been detected

in Bullinger and later Zwinglians. But they"agreed in rejecting Luther’s

doctrine. Like Bucer Calvin worked for unity, and unlike Zwingli did

not spread his political energies over too large a field. He was thus able

to concentrate and deepen influences set in motion by Zwingli. But
.even Colvin’s labours for unity had a political end : if to observe^ from

the outside German and Fl'ench Protestants could appear united, the

French King, ally of the one, could not well persecute the other. Calvin

and Bullinger drew up (1549) the Consermts Tigurinus—strongly anti-

Lutheran in tone {perversa et impia superstitio est ipsuim Christum sub

dementis indudere). Up to this time there had been a division among
the Swiss leaders: Bullinger had given up all hope of unity with the

Lutherans : at Bern, with its Lutheran inclinations, that hope was still^**^

alive. But with the Consensus Protestant Switzerland was united.

Basel, with traditions of synods of its own, Bern, while seeing no need

for the issue of a fresh formula, agreed with its doctrine ; Schaffhausen,

St Galleii, Biel, and Mi'ihlhausen joined in accepting it. The Second

Helvetic Confession (1562-6) united all but Basel, which only subscribed

to it eighty years later. Thus in the end dogmatic and political unity

—

which had so often helped or thwarted each other—claitned a common
territory in Reformed S^^itzerland. And the reaction following upon
Zwingli’s strict coiitrol brought a growth of toleration. In Germany,

meanwhile, the teaching of Zwingli became nominally less important

than that of Calvin, and the division between Reformed and Lutheran

—

so fatal to German Protestantism—belongs in its later stages more to the

history of Calvinism than of Zwinglianism. But Zwingli in his treatment

of the Eucharist had raised a fundamental issue ; and his views on this

head, like his treatment of public worsliip, have had a wider influence than ?

their recognition in Confessions and Liturgies would indicate. Thus|

Zwinglianism became the name of a school of thought rather than of ly

religious body.

Zwingli’s plans would have given the Confederation unity and cohe-

sion at the expense of his opp<|^ients. But the R^onnation postpemed
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the solution of the unsolved problem of Swiss unity ; and the Counter-

Reformation made the diffic^ties greater* Cardinal Carlo Boiromeo,

iigchbishop of Milan, took a deep interest in Switzerland : he founded a

Swiss College at Milan, introduce into the land the Jesuits (1674-81)

and the Capuchins (1581-8), and procured a permanent nunciature at

Luzern.**^ After his death Luzern, under Ludwig Pfyff'er, formed a
league with Uri, Schwyz, Unterwalden, Zug, Solothum, and Freiburg to

maintain offensively and defensively the Catholic Faith (1586): this was

known as the Bprromean League. Thus the division into two camps
was crystallised, and the old Federal Constitution was almost dissolved

:

Diets—save those of the opposed Cantons heldiSeparately—became rare.

The disputes about the Common I.<ands went on and with foreign influences

intensified the differences due to faith. In the Thirty Years’ War the

Protestants expressly and the Catholics tacitly adopted neutrality, but

could not hold entirely aloof. The country’s importance to its neigh-

bours lay in its provision of soldiers for hire, and for this reason they

endured its independence. The neutrality adopted was not that advo-

cated yet departed from by Zwingli: it resulted from the religious

divisions due to him, combined with the foreign service he condemned.

The Reformation in Switzerland shows how largely the forms in

which religious ideas express themselves are moulded by political forces.

It was also more than elsewhere the centre of the national history. It

was Zwingli who, by his religious influence, and his political mistalces,

was the cause of this. Politically his dearest schemes miscarried

;

ecclesiastically his type of organisation and worship endured ; doctrinally
' he was overshadowed by others. But the permanent division of the

Cantons was due to him : not merely to the doctrines he taught, but on

the one hand to the power with which he impressed them upon Zurich,

and on the other, to the energy and violence with which, regardless of

Federal liberties, he strove to force them upon the other Cantons.

OH. X.
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CHAPTER XI.

CAI.VIN AND THE REFORMED CHURCH.

The Reformation emerges as an inevitable result from the interaction

and opposition of many and complex forces. The spirit of the time, even

when intending to be its enemy, proved its friend. The Renaissance,

which had raised the ancient classical world from its grave, was not in

itself opposed to tlie Catholic Church; but in the reason it educated

and the historical temper it formed, in the literature it recovered and

the languages it loved, in the imagination it cultivated and the new
sense of the beautiful it created, there were forces of subtle hostility to

the system which had been built upon the mins of classical antiquity.

Erasmus used his wit to mock the vulgar scholasticism of Luther. But
Erasmus more than any man made Protestantism necessary and the

Papacy impossible, especially to the grave and revei'ent peoples of the

North. The navigators, who by finding new continents enlarged our

notions both of the eartli and man, seemed but to add fi^h provinces

to Rome ; but, by moving the centre of social and intellectual gravity

from the shores of the Meditqrranean to those of the Atlantic, they

inflicted on her a fatal wound. Moreover, by the easy acquisition of

the wealth which loM^er races had accumulated, there was begotten in

the Ia.tin peoples so fierce and intolerant an avarice that their highest

ambitions appeared ignoble, in contrast with the magnanfraity and the

enterprise of the Teutonic nations that became Pmtestant. ^

And just as the history of man's past lengthened and the earth around

him broadened and with it his horizon, so the nature beneath him and

the heavens above bcgpn by telling him their secrets to tlnow over him
their spell. AVith the new knowledge of nature came new hopes whi^
looked more to the energies that were creating the future than to the

authorities that had fiishioned the past. Faith in man as man, and not

simply as King or noble, as Pope or priest, was reborn ; and he appeared

as the maker of history and the doer of the deeds that distinguish time.

The most famous of tlie humanists were either themselves poor or sons

of poor men, though they might affect, especially in Italy, the Courts

of Kings and the palaces of the great, who had patronage as well as
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power in their hands* The most eminent of the explorers was a Genoese

sailor; the best known conqueror was an officer's bastard; the author

of the new astronomy was a clerk who never became a priest ; the fore-

most scholar of the day was a child bom out of wedlock; the most

acute political thinker was a plain Florentine citizen; and the most

potent English statesman was the son of a rustic tradesman. And this

strenuous individualism found its counterpaH in religion ; the rights of

man in religion were declared; the individual asserted his competence

to know and to obey the truth by which he was to be judged.

But the Reformation, at lealt in its earlier phase, bore also upon its

face the image of the man whose genius gave ^ actual being. Luther

had become a Reformer rather by necessity of nature than by choice of

will. His peasant descent may have given him a conservative obstinacy

which was concentrated and intensified by his narrow scholastic educa-

tion. No man ever clung with more tender intensity to the customs

and beliefs that dould be saved from the wreckage of the past. But he

did his work as a Reformer the more thoroughly because he did it from

nature rather than from choice. It is doubtful if in the whole of history

any man ever showed more of the insight that changes audacity into

courage. By the publication of his Theses he proclaimed a doctrine of

grace that broke up the system which Europe had for centuries believed

and obeyed. By buniing the papal Bull he defied an authority which no

person or people had been able to resist and yet live. By his address

to the nobles of the German nation he appealed from ecclesiastical

passion and prejudice to secular honour and honesty. By his appear-

ance and conduct at the Diet of Worms he showed that he could act as

he had spoken. By his translation of the Bible he spread before the eyes

of every religious man the law by which he v/os bound. And by his

marriage he declared the sanctity of Jthe houie and the ties which

attached man to woman.

But, though Luther was by nature strong and heroic, he was yet

so intellectually timid that he could not bear suspense of judgment,

even where such suspense was an obvious duty. And so the system he

entated was,»alike in what it sacrificed and*what it spared, a splendid

example of dialectical adaptation to personal experience. He was

indeed so typical a German that his Church suited the German people

;

but for the same reason it could not live outside Teutonic institutions

and the Teutonic mind. He had no constitutional tendency to scepti-

cism, for his convictions did not so much follow or obey as underlie and

guide the processes of his logic. Hence he was a equally powerful

in promoting and in resisting change; he stoo<^^p against forces that

would have overwhelmed a weaker or a smaller man ; but as a conserva-

tive by nature he professed beliefs that a man of a more consistent

intelled; would have dismissed, and cherished customs which a more

radical reformer v^uld have surrendered. And he was not conscious

CB. zi.
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of any incompatibility among the things he retained or of any coherence

between what he gave up and what he spared. Thus he opposed to

the authority of the Pope the authority of Holy Scripture; but the

Apostle who seemed to ignore or deny his most fundamental belief

he was ready to denounce as if he were the Pope. He appealed to

the German people to uphold against Rome a Gospel which declared

all men to be equal before God ; but, when the peasants diew from his

first principle an inference which justified their revolt, he sided with the

Princes. From his doctrine of Justification by Faith He argued against

the papal chair and its claims ; but histheory of the Eucharistic Sacra-

ment was more full of
,
mysteries that tax the reason than any of the

articles which he regarded as specifically Popish. He held freedom to be

the right of every Christian man, and confessed himself bound to accept

every consequence which came by legitimate reasoning from the truth

^he acknowledged; but he refused the right hand of brotherhood to

^Reformers whose love of freedom, integrity of cha!^cter, purity of

I motive, and zeal in the faith were equal to his own.

The longer the Protestant Church lived, the more the Reformer’s

inconsistencies and the inadequacy of his Reformation became evident;

and so a double result followed. On the one side the ancient Church
pressed with growing severity upon the revolt and its leaders; and, on
the other side, the more eager of the rebellious spirits went forward in

seai’ch of simpler yet more secure positions. Rome did not indeed

understand at once what had happened
; but she understood enough to

see how Luther and the communities he had founded could best be dealt

with. An ancrient Church which has governed man for centuries,

instructed him, organised and administered his worship, consecrated him
from his birth and comforted him in his death, hEU> always an enormous
reserve of energy, Man is a being with an infinite capacity for rever-

ence; and it is where he most reveres that he is most conservative

and least inclined to change. And consequences soon followed from the

Reformation which threatened to limit its scope to the purification of

Catholicism, to the restoration of its decayed energies, and to furnishing

it with the opportunity of vindicating by policy and argum«*nt, by speech

and action, its name’ and its claims. Heresies soon arose in the Protes-

tant as they had arisen in the early Church ; the collision of the new
thought with the old associations provoked discussion ; discussion begat
differences; differences became acute mititheses W'hich were hardened
into permanence by the very means taken to soften or overcome them.
Anabaptism supplied Catholicism with fruitful illustrations of the dangers

incident to freedom of thought ; the Peasants’ War was made to point a
moral which appealed to the jealousy of nobles and the ambitions of

Kings ; the rise of sectaries and the multiplication of sects were em-
ployed to set off the excellence of a uniform faith and an infallible

Church ; the abolition of priesthood and hieraix:hy \k?s used to unchurch
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the heretic and deny to his societies both divine authority and sacra-

mental grace. Revival and reaction foUowed so fast on the heels of

reform that» had the Lutheran Church stood alone, neither the eloquence

of its founder, nor the sagacity and steadfastness of the Saxon Electors,

nor the vigour of Landgrave Philip could have saved it.

But Luther did not exhaust the tendencies that worked for Reform.

They were impersonated also in Zwingli. As the one was by disposi-

tion and discipline a schoolman who loved the Saints and the Sacraments

of the Church, tlje other was a humanist who appreciated the thinkers

of antiquity and the reason in whose name they spoke. Luther never

j

escaped from the feelings of the monk and the associations of the cloister

;

[but Zwingli studied his New Testament with a fine sense of the sanity of

I

its thought, the combined purity and practicability of its ideals, and the

majesty of its spirit; and his ambition was to realise a religion after its

> model, free from the traditions and superstitions of men. It was this

that made him so tolerant of Luther, and Luther so intolerant of him.

The differences of opinion might have been transcended, but the differ-^

ences of character were insuperable. The two men stood for distinct',

ideals and different realities
;
and as they differed so did their peoples.

}

Differences of political order, geographical situation, and climate could 1

not but reappear in character and in belief as well as in the forms under/

which these were co-ordinated and expressed. Ecclesiastical order will

ever reflect the civil polity prevailing in the region where it is evol\c<k

Thus the Roman Church was built upon the ruins of the Roman Empire

;

the Eastern patriarchates were organised according to the methods and

the offices of Byzantine rule; and the ecclesiastical institutions of the

sixteenth century were shaped by the political capacities and usages of

the peoples among whom and for whom they were created. Thus the

Church adapted to a German kingdom ,was not suited to the temper

and ways of an ancient republic ; nor was a system fitted to a despotic

State congenial to the genius of a free people. Hence there enierged a,

twofold difference between the Reformations accomplished by Luther and
by Zwingli: one personal, which mainly affected the faith or creed of

the Church, another social or civil, which mainly affected its polity^

Luther, a schoolman while a Reformer, created out of his learning and
experience a faith suited to his personal needs ; but Zwingli, a Reformer
because a humanist, came to religion through the literature which

embodied the mind of Christ and the Church of the Apostles. Hence,

the Lutheran Reformation is less radical and complete than the

Zwinglian, while its faith is more traditional and less historical and
,

rational. But the differences due to the political order and the civil

usage were, if not deeper, yet more divisive. Luther effected his change !

'

under an empire and within a kingdom by the help of Princes and

nobles ; but Zwingli effected his under a republic by the aid of citizens

with whom he ha^J^ argue as with consciously freeborn men. Both

CH. XX.
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might organise their respective Churches by means of the dvil power

and in dependence on it ; but the civil powers were not the same, the

i^igning forces being in the one case the law and the princely will, and

in the other case the reason and the free choice of men trained in self-

/ government by the usages of centuries. The Lutheran Church was thus

: more monarchical, the Zwinglian more republican in constitution ; the

’ one was constructed by Princes, the other organised by th^ genius and

built by the hands of a free people.

The Reformation, then, could not possibly be expjKJssed in a single

homogeneous form. Organisation was a necessity, if the liberty achieved

by the movement was tp be preserved ; but it is a much harder thing to

establish an order agreeable to liberty than an order suitable to bondage.

When a revolution once begins, authorities, personal or political, may
retard or deflect it, but they cannot stop or turn it back. And no revo-

lution leaves man exactly where it found him; the wheel may accomplish

its full round, but it never returns to the point whence it started. If,

then, man could not go back and must preserve what he had gained, he

needed a system that would serve his new mind as Catholicism had served

his old. Out of Luther^’s Reformation came the Church which bears his

name; out of Zwingli’s the Church which is specially termed the

Reformed. ITiis Church was bom in Switzerland, but named in France

;

and the name signified that while it was a Church Protestant and

Evangelical like the Lutheran, it was yet ancient and continuous like

the Roman, able to change its form or accidents without losing its

essence. Being Swiss by birth it was republican in polity and demo-

cratic in spirit, a Church freely chosen by a free people and capable

of living amid free institutions. But France, in adopting and naming
it, made it less national and more cosmopolitan, helping it to realise

a character at once more comprehensive and aggressive. Now, the causes

of this action may be described as at once general and particular, or

national and personal. Of the more general, or national, causes three

may here be specified.

French Protestantism was more a lay than a clerical revolt ; the men
who led and who’ formed it were without the mental habits or the

associations of the priest. At first indeed it was termed, just as if it

had been imported from Germany, “the Lutheran heresy”; but the

most notable of the early French mai'tyrs, Louis de Berquin, was a pupil

of Erasmus rather than of Luther. The men who made the psalms

which the French Protestants loved to sing, were not of the priestly

order, while their two most illustrious teachers were both jurists and

scholiurs. It was then but characteristic that the Reformed Church

of France should more emphasise moral character and temper than

custom or formulated beliefs, and that John Calvin, who was its most

creative personality, should not think like a schoo^nian or appeal to the
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ImknUo ChrisA as Luther had appealed to the Theciogia Germamka,^

Its genius was to sacrifice everything which Scripture did not directly

sanction and justify ; while the genius of the Lutheran Church was toi

spare eveiything that Scripture did not expressly forbid. And these!

differences were felt and resented by the Lutherfitns long before they were

perceived or appreciated by the Cltholics; for one of the most tra^c

things of history is the jealousy which made the Lutherans so fear the

Reformed Chur^ that they would at one time rather have seen Rome
than Greneva victorious.

Again, the Reformed Church in France had to live in the face of a

persecution so severe and a legislation so repressive as to be without

parallel in the annals of any civilised country. Certainly, in the cose of

the early Church the martyrdoms were numerically fewer, while its suffer-

ings were less continuous and its period of persecution not so unbroken

and protracted. The Roman amphitheatre was, compared with the

Place Maubert, a home of mild humanity; the gay and careless in-

tolerance of Francis I had nothing to learn from pagan hate, while the

Inquisition was a fiercer and more pitiless foe than heathenism could

have bred. The first martyrdoms took place in 155^3 at Meaux and at

Paris; by 1626 they had become common. An eye-witness tells us

that in six months—1634-5—in Paris alone twenty-seven persons were

burned to death. And in 1668, as if to show how the thirst for blood

had grown, two Huguenot writers assure us that, during the short peace,

in three months more than ten thousand people were slain, a statement

which the testimony of the Venetian ambassador abundantly confirms.

In 1681 a book dedicated to Henry III places the number who had fallen

within the few preceding years for the ‘‘Religion'” at two hundred

thousand, and it goes on to enumerate the tims provided by the

larger Churches. *

These figures may be exaggerated ; but the exaggerations, which are

those of contemporaries, will seem extravagant only to those who have

never looked into the records of congregations and classes. In any case

the figures witness to the fierceness of the fires that scorched the Reformed

Church in France, and explain if they do not justify “its passion of

religious hate,"” while they drew to it the pity and awakened for it the

admiration of oil its sister and daughter communities. To define policy

and shape character in their own and other lands, for their own and later

ages, has ever been the prerogative of the persecuted. And this pre-

rogative the Huguenot has exercised as a splendid revenge. He had no

opportunity of becoming a loyal citizen; the State would not allow him.

L^Hopital laid* down the principle that there could be no civil unity

where there was religious dissension ; and that the city which allowed

its citizens to disagree in their theological beliefs could know no peace.

While he urged the sectaries to cultivate charity, and cease to use the

diaboUqws'^ they flung at each other, and to employ instead

€B. XI. W
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the truest and most characteristic of names—^‘‘Christian,” yet his thou^t
translated into law rendered, so far as the Huguenot was concerned, duty to

the State and duty to conscience incompatible. And the tragic struggle

in which the Huguenot was engaged made him a heroic and a potent

figure. What the French Revolution did later for the European peoples,

the Huguenot did for Protestantism/ He made his faith illustrious ; his

example became infectious, and the Churches of other lands loved to

emulate the Reformed Church of France. And this effect was at once

intensified and heightened by the expulsive power of the anti-Protestant

legislation. It drove men out of France without expelling their love of

France ; they only loved her the more that she had made them fugitives

for conscience’ sake. Men like John Calvin and Theodore Beza did not
cease to be sons of France though they became citizens of Geneva ; and
they used their foreign citizenship to serve their mother land more
effectually than they could have done in any of her own cities. The
Protestants failed in France, yet it is doubtful whether without their

failure there the Reformed Church could have prospered. The events

that so tended to define its creed and demeanour, helped it to fight its

battles the more bravely.
^

Finally, the Reformed Church os organised by the French mind
belongs essentially to the seciond Protestant generation, and its distinctive

note was an enlarged historical knowledge and a clarified historical

sense. The feeling for religion was in the second generation not less

strong than in the first; but it knew better the problem to be solved and
had become more conscious of the many and complex factors required

for its solution. Tlie new literature had almost notliing to do with
determining the minds and motives of the earlier Reformers; but
determined almost exclusively those of the later. With the exception of

Melanchthon no Ijuthcran of Ahe front rank came from the humanists,

but all the creative minds of the Reformed Church were children of the

Renaissance. The problem as they saw it was historical and literary as

well os religious. The Old Testament which Reuchlin^had recovered

and the New Testament which Erasmus had published and interpreted

enabled them to study both the religion which Christ hhd found and
the religion which He hod made ; the Apostolic writings showed how the
men who knew Him or who knew those who knew Him understood and
tried to realise His mind. Their own experience had set them face to

face with a Church and system which claimed to express the mind of

the Apostles and to represent the apostolical society. They were not

curious and scientific enquirers who wished to discover how the one had
become the other, or how the twin laws of continuity ahd change had
fulfilled themselves in history ; they were”convinced and sincere religious

men, who studi*»'^'^t the Scriptures to find the idea of Christ, and then

their own times to see whether it had been and how it could be realised,

sphere was thus an objectivity in the Reformed id^al which was absoit
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from the Lutheran; a greater thoroughness, a more comprehensive spirit,

a more conscious and coherent endeavour to repeat and reflect the Apo-
^

stolic age. The Reformed Chimih was not built to meet the exigencies of

an expanding personal experience, but articulated throughout accoixling

to a consciously conceived idea. It bore indeed even more than the

Lutheran the impress of a single mind ; but then that mind was as typical

of France aqd the second Protestant generation as Luther was typical

of Germany and the first ; and it had come by a very different process

and way to the^nvictions which drove it into action. Calvin, like

^
Zwingli, was a humanist before he became a Reformer, and what he Was

) at first he never ceased to be. On the intellectual side, os a scholar and

/ thinks, his affinities were with Erasmus, though on the religious side

they were rather with Luther; indeed, Calvin can hardly be better

described than by saying that his mind was the mind of Erasmus, though

his faith and conscience were those of Luther. He had the clear reason

and the open vision of the one, but the religious fire and moral passion

of the other. The conscience made the intellect constru9tive, the intellect

made the conscience imperious—^at once individual, architectonic, and

collective. In Calrin the historical sense of the humanist, and the

spiritual passion of the Reformer, are uidted ; he knows the sacred

literature which his reason has analysed, while his imagination has seen

the Apostolic Church as an ideal which his conscience feels bound to

realise. There was rigorous logic in all he did ; dialectic governed him,

from the humanism which furnished his premisses to the religion wliu h

built up his conclusions. Tliis is the man whom we must learn to know,

if we would understand the Reformed Church, what it did, and what it

became in his hands.

The personal ca\ise, then, which most of .11 contributed to the

creation of the Reformed Church, as hisCory knows it, is John Calvin

;

and him we must here attempt to understand from two points of view

:

first, that of descent and education ; secondly, that of the place and

sphere in which he did his work.

Calvin waf bom on July 10, 1509, at Nbyon, near Paris. It was

the year when Henry \^I had succeeded to the English throne
; when

Colet was meditating the formation of a school which was to bear the

name of the Apostle whom he loved; when Erasmus, learned and famous,

was in Rome, holding high argument with the Cardinal de’ Medici

;

when Luther attained the dignity of Sententiarius^ and had been colled

to Wittenberg; and when Melanchthon, though only a boy of thirteen,

matriculated at Heidelberg. Calvin’s ancestors had been bargemen on

the Oise; but his father, Gerard Calvin, had forsaken the ancestral craft,

and had sometime before 1481 moved from Pont rEveque to Noyon,

where he had prospered, and had in due course become Notaire apodo^

liqvCf Procureur jiscal Conitiy Scribe en Cour Secritaire de

oa« XL
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rj^vescMj et Promotenr du Chapitre. He married Jeanne le Franc, thej^

daughter of a well-to-^o and retired innkeeper, described by a Catholid
|

historian as a most beautiful woman,” and by a local tradition as .

remarkably devout.” Beza sap that the family was honourable and
|

of moderate means ; and he adds that the father was a man of good
f

understanding and counsel, and therefore much in request among the
^

neighbouring nobility. To this couple were bom four sons and two

daughters, John being the second son. The father, who intended the

boy for the Church, had the successful many's belief in adiberal education,

and obtained for him, just as the modem father seeks a scholarship or

exhibition, first, the revenues of a chapel in tlie cathedral, an^ some

years later those of a neighbouring curacy. Among the local gentry

was the distinguished family of Montmor. One of them, Charles de

Hangest, was from 1501 to 1525 Bishop of Noyon ; and his nephew
Jean held the same episcopate for the succeeding fifty-two years. This

Jean quarrelled lustily with the Chapter, which disliked his manners, his

dress, his beard, ,and possibly also the tolerance of heresy which made
him suspect dans saJbi et cnimix d Vilfflise et cL Tlttat.^ It is probable

that his friendship with this episcopal race helped G&ard to rise,

and also hastened his fall. Whatever the cause—whether financial

embarrassments, personal attachments, dubious orthodoxy, or all three

combined—his later years were more troubled than his earlier ; and he

died in 1631 under the Ban of the Church. There is no evidence of any

latent Protestantism either in him or in his family at this time, though
four ycai-s later John had become the hope of the stern and unbending

Reformers, and within five years the eldest son Charles had died as une

ame damnify for he refused on his deathbed to receive the Sacraments of

the Cliiirch.

Cahdn’s education began in the bosom of the Montmor family, not

indeed as a matter of charity, Wt, as Beza tells us, at the cliarges of his

father; and though Calvin never forgot that he was ^'unus de plehe

homuncU)^ yet he was always grateful for the early associations which
gave to his mind and bearing a characteristic distinction^ In 1523 he

was sent to Paris, where he entered as a student of Arts the College

de la Marche, wheiice he passed, for his later and more special studies,

to the College de Montaigu. The University of Paris, was old and
famous, but its then state was not equal to its age or its fame. Erasmus
describes how the students were mobbed and hunted on the streets,

the sort of houses, no better than lupanaiia^ which they frequented or

lodged in, the filthy language they heard or used, the still filthier deeds

they were expected to do or suffer. Rabelais' Panurge comes to Paris

skilled in a host of tongues, but malfaisane^ pipeury beuveur, baieur de

pavtzy Ttbleury averse to no form of mischief or pruriency. James
Dryander, brother of Francis, one of Calvin's innumerable correspondents,

describes the preeceptorculi and the magisteUi '^of tiie University as
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fluifljtipg the students by the impudence and ineptitude with which they

explained authors whom they did not understand. And how did the

boy of fourteen conduct himself in this, to him, strange atmosphere?

We need not trust the admiring or dcpreciative narratives of later

men ; but we may judge the lad by the friends he made.

Foremost among these stand the four Cops. The father, Guillaume

Cop, the ^ng's physician, correspondent of Reuchlin and friend of

Erasmus, who prais^ him as of medicine the vtndex et antutes^ and

as Musarum cultor^ and the sons—Jean, who became a canon of the

Church; Nicolas, who in 1630 became a professor of philosophy, and in

1583 delivered as Rector of the University an address which made both

him and Calvin famous ; and the youngest of tKe brothers, Michel, who
followed Calvin to Geneva and became a Protestant pastor. Beside the

Cops there stands another Erasmian, Guillaume Bude, of whom Calvin in

his earliest work spoke as ^^primum rei literariae denut et colurticriy cuius

bene/icio palmam eruditiorm Iwdie sibi vendicat nostra GalliaJ*^ One of

the regents of the College de la Marche was Mathurin Cordicr, an

enthusiastic teacher who loved learning and learners, and whose keen

eye saw the rich promise hidden in his new scholar. The relations of

master and pupil were almost ideal. Calvin never ceased to regard

Cordier with affection, dedicating to him in profound but reserved

gratitude one of his commentaries; Cordier ever respected Calvin, and

showed his respect by becoming, like him, a Protestant, and following

him to Geneva, where he died, though thirty-two years Calvin’s senior, in

the same year as his quondam pupil.

And here, perhaps, we may most fitly glance at the commonest of all

the charges brought against Calvin. He is said to have been even

then austere, severe, harsh, intolerant, inaccessible to the softer emotions,

well entitled to bear the name which the playful . ompanions of his youth

gave him, ‘‘ the Accusative.” But how stand tlic facts ? There is no

scholar of his time more distinguished by his willingness to serve friends

or his power to attach and bind them to himself by bands of dteel. Of
the de Montmors, with w^hom he w€is educated, almost all, in spite of

high ecclesiasl^ical connexions and hopes, becaftie Protestants, while to his

old fellow-pupil, Claude, he dedicated the firstfruits ot his literary genius.

TTie Cops and Cordier have already been noticed; and, though Budt^ did

not himself cease to be a Catholic, yet his wife and family all became
Protestants, five of them on his death in 1549 seeking refuge in Geneva.

Another early teacher whom Calvin deeply revered, expressing his

reverence in one of his most characteristic dedications, was the Lutheran

Melchior Wolmar, to whom he owed his introduction to the Greek

language and literature. But if one would understand the young Calvin,

one must study him as revealed in his letters to friends and companions

like Fraiifois Connan, whom he describes as the wisest and most learned

of mem, whom he trusts above cdl others, and whose advice he rejoices to

OB, a.
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follow ; or Fran9ois Daniel, whom Calvin salutes as amice incomparahilis^

or as rater et amke wdegerrime^

\

or Nicolas du Chemin, whom he

rallies on his literary ambitions, and addresses as ^^mea vita ckariorJ**

The man is here revealed as nature made him, and before he had to

struggle against grim death for what was dearer to him than life;

affectionate and delicate, not in body, but in spirit.

In 1528 Calvin’s father, perhaps illuminated by the difputes in his

Cathedral Chapter, discovered tliat the law was a surer road to wealth

and honour than the Church, and decided that his son should leave

theology for jurisprudence. The son, nothing loth, obeyed, and left

Paris for Orleans, possibly, as he descended the steps of the College de

Montaigu, bioishing shoulders with a Spanish freshman named Ignatius

Loyola. In Orleans Calvin studied law under Pierre de TEstoile, who is

described as jnrisconsuliorum Gallorum facile princeps^ and as eclipsing

in classical knowledge Reuchlin, Aleandcr, and Erasmus; and Greek

under Wolmar, in whose house he met for the first time Theodore Beza,

then a boy about ten years of age. After a year in Orleans he went to

Bourges, attracted by the fame of the Italian jurist Alciati, whose

ungaiiiliness of body and speech and vanity of mind his students loved

to satirise and even by occasional rebellion to chasten. In 1531 Gerard

Calvin died and his son in 1532 published his first work, a Commentary
on Seneca’s De dementia. His purpose has been construed by the light

of his later career ; and some have seen in the book a veiled defence of

the Huguenot martyrs, othcis a cryptic censure of Francis I, and yet

others a prophetic dissociation of himself from Stoicism. But there is

no mystery in the matter; tlie work is that of a scholar who has no

special interest in cither theology or the Bible. This may be statistically

illustrated : Calvin cites twenty-two Greek authors and fifty-five Latin,

the quotations being most abundant and from many books ; but in his

whole treatise there are only three Biblical texts expressly cited, and
those from the Vulgate. The man is cultivated and Jeamed, writes

elegant Latin, is a good judge of Latinity, criticises like any modem the

mind and style, the knowledge and philosophy, the manner, the purpose,

and the ethical ideas of Selieca ; but the passion for religion has not as

yet penetrated as it did later into his very bones. Erasmus is in Calvin’s

eyes the ornament of letters, though his large edition of Seneca is not

all it ought to have been ; but even Erasmus could not at twenty-three

have produced a work so finished in its scholarship, so real in its

learning, or so wide in its outlook.

What gives the book significance is the nature that shines through
it ;

the humanist is a man with a passion for conduct, moral, veracious,

strenuous, who has loved labour and bestowed it without grudging on
the classical writer with whom he has most affinity. Of the twin pillars

of Roman philosophy and ^eloquence Cicero is for him an easy first, but
Seneca is a clear second. Calvin is here at once a jurist and a scholar,
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blit amid his grammatical, literary, and historical discassions-^rery

phrase and idea interpreted being illustrated from classical authorities^

—

he speaks his mind with astonishing courage concerning the qualities

and faults of kings and judges, States and societies. He bids monarchs

remember that their best guardians are not armies or treasuries, but the

fidelity of friends and the love of subjects. Arrogance may he natural

in a prince, ^ut it does not therefore cease to be an evil. A sovereign

may ravage like a wild beast, but his reign will be robbery and

oppression, and tj^e robber is ever the enemy of man. Cruelty makes a

king execrable ; and he will be loved only as he imitates the gentleness

of God. And so clemency is true humanity ; it is a heroic virtue, hard

to practise, yet without it we cannot be men. And he uses it to qualify

the Stoic ethics
;
pity is not to him a disease of the soul, it is a sign and

condition of health ; no good man is without pity ; the Athenians did

well when they built an altar to this virtue. Cicero and even Juvenal

teach us that it is a vice not to be able to weep. And the doctrine

liecomes in Cabin’s hands social ; man pitiful to men will be sensible of

their rights and his own duties. Conscience is necessary for us, but his

good name is necessary to our neighbour ; and we must not so follow

our conscience as to injure his good name. We ought so to follow nature

that others may see the reason in the nature that we follow. He can be

humorous, and ,laughs at the ridiculous ceremonies which accompanied

the apotheosis of Caesar, or at the soothsayers w'ho prophesied withoi»t

smiling; but he is usually serious and grave, criticising Seneca for

speaking of Fortune instead of God, and the Stoics for doctrines which

make human nature good, yet isolate the good man from mankind.

The ethics of the Stoics he loved, but not their metaphysics ; their

moral individualism and tlieir forensic morality he admired, but the

defects of their social and collective ideals he dcj lored and condemned.

The humanist is alive with moral and political enthusiasm, but the

Reformer is not yet born.

The events of the next few months are obscure, but wc know* enough

to see how forces, internal and external, wen^ working towards change. In

the second half of 1532 and the earlier half of 1533 Calvin was in ( )rleans,

studying, teaching, practising the law', and acting in the University as

I^octor for the Picard nation ; then he went to Noyon, and in October
he was once more in Paris. The cajiital was agitated ; Francis was

absent, and his sister, Margaret of Navarre, held her Court there,

favouring the new doctrines, encouraging the preachers, the chief among
them being her own almoner, Gerard Roussel. Two letters of Calvin

to Francis Daniel belong to this date and place ; and in them we find

a changed note. ^One speaks of “the troublous times,” and the other

narrates two events: first, it describes a play “pungent with gall and
vinegar,” which the students had performed in the College of Navarre

to satirise the Queen ; and secondly, the action of certain factious

c. M. a. n. CB. xff‘ 23
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theologians who had prohibited Margaret^s Mirror qf a Swifid SdUd.

She complained to the King, and he had intervened, llie matter

came before the University, and Nicolew Cop, the Rector, had spoken

strongly against the arrogant doctors and in defence of the Queen,

mother of all the virtues and of all good learning.’’ Le Clerc, a parish

priest, tlic author of the mischief, defended his performance as a task to

which he had been formally appointed, praising the King, the Queen as

woman and as author, contrasting her book with ^^sucli an obscene

production ” as Pa/titagruel, and finally saying that the book had been

published without the approval of the faculty and was set aside only as
** liable to suspicion.”

Two or three days later, on November 1, 1533, came the famous

rectorial address which Calvin wrote, and Cop revised and delivered;

and which shows how far the humanist had travelled since April 4,

153S, the date of the De dementia. He is now alive to the religious

question, though he has not carried it to its logical and practical

conclusion. Two fresh influences have evidently come into his life,

the New Testament of Erasmus and certain sermons by Luther. The
exordium of the address reproduces, almost literally, some sentences from

Ei'asmus’ Paraclem^ including those which unfold his idea of the

philosophia Christiana ; while the body of it repeats Luther’s exposition

of the Beatitudes and his distinction between Law and Gospel, with tlie

involved doctrines of Grace and Faith, Yet **Ave gratia plena"^ is

retained in the exordium ; and at the end the peacemakers are praised,

who follow the example of Christ and contend not with the sword but

with the word of truth.

This address enables us to seize Calvin in the veiy act and article of

change ; he has come under a double influence. Erasmus has compelled

\ him to compare the ideal of Christ with the Church of his own day; and

\

I.uther has given him a notibn of Grace which has convinced his reason

I and taken possession of his imagination. He has thus ceased to be

i a humatiist and a Papist, but has not yet become a Reformer. And
a Reformer was precisely what his conscience, his country, and his

reason compelled him to* become. Francis was flagrantly immoral, but

a fanatic in religion ; and mercy was not a virtue congenial to either

Chui’ch or State. Calvin had seen the Protestants from within ; he knew
their honesty, tlieir honour, the purity of their motives, and the integrity

of their lives ; and he judged, as a jurist would, that a man who had

all tlie virtues of citizenship ought not to be oppressed and treated as

unfit for civil office or even as a criminal by the State. This is no

conjecture, for it is confirmed by the testimony he bears to the influence

exercised over him by the martyred Etienne de la Forge. He thus saw

that a changed mind meant a changed religion, and a changed religion

a change of abode. Cop had to flee from Paris, and so had Calvin.

In the May of 1534 he went to Noyon, laid down his offices, was
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imprisoned, libemted, and while there he seems to have finally renounced

Catholicism. But he feared the forces of disoi'der which lurked in

Protestantism, and which seemed embodied in the Anabaptists, ^ence
at Orleans he composed a treatise against one of their favourite beliefs,

the sleep of the soul between death and judgment. Conscious personal

being was in itself too precious, and in the sight of God too sacred, to be

allowed to suffer even a temporary lapse. But to serve the cause he loved

was impossible with the stake waiting for him, its fires scorching his

fa^, and kindl]^ friends endangered by his presence. And so in the

winter of 1534 he retired from fVance and settled at Basel.

Aeneas Sylvius had once described Basel as a city which venerated

images, but cared little for science, and had no wish to know letters

;

and when he became Pope he foimded there a University which effected

a more marvellous change than he could have anticipated. Erasmus

chose Basel as his residence from 1514 to 1529; and here his New
Testament and his editions of the great lAtin Fathers were printed by

John Froben, who joined to the soul of an artist the enterprise of a

merchant. When fVoben died Erasmus forsook Basel ; but as the end

drew near he came back, just as Calvin was finishing his Imtitidto, to

die in the city which had been the scene of his most arduous and fruitful

labours. And if the zeal for learning at Basel was strong, the zeal for

religion was no less. As early as 1517 Capito had refused to celebrate the

Mass, and had preached in the spirit of Luther. Here (Ecolampadiuh

had learned from humanism a sweet reasonableness that won the respei'i

of Erasmus, yet ideas so radical that they placed him beside Zwingli at

Marburg, and made him so preach against the images which the city

used to venerate that the rabble hastened to insult and break them.

Erasmus, who described the event in more than one letter, marvelled in

his satirical way that ‘‘not a solitary Saint lift. 1 a blessed finger” to

work a protecting or rctributory miraclli that should stay or avenge

the damage. Calvin did not reach the city which (Ecolampadius had
changed till three years after his death ; but the Reformer *found it

guided by men. who were just as congenial c Oswald Myconius, the chief

pastor and preacher, who, even amid notable differences, continued ever

a personal friend and admirer ; Simon Grynaeus, a learned Grecian, with

whom he then and later discussed, as he himself tells us, how best to

study, to translate, and to interpret the Scriptures ; Sebastian Munster,
professor of Hebrew, just seeing through the press his Biblia Hebratca^

praised in public as Germanorum Esdras et Strabo^ and affectionatf^ly

known in private as “the Rabbi,” a master at whose feet Calvin could sit

without shame ; Thomas Platter, once a poor and vagrant scholar, then

professor of Greek, but now a printer from whose press the Institutio

was soon to issue, though owing to financial straits not so soon as its

anxious author would have liked. Besides the residents, famous visitors

came to Basel: from Zurich Heniy Bullinger, who was there just at

CB. XI. m'
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this time, discussing the terms of the First Helvetic Confession, and

twenty-one years later reminded Calvin of their meeting; and Conrad

Pellic^, who saw the dying Erasmus and heard great things of a certain

John Calvin, a Frenchman who had dared to write plain and solid truth

to the French King.

Now a city where Protestantism reigned, where learning flourished,

and where men so unlike as Erasmus and Farel—the fervid preacher of

Reform—could do their work unhindered, was certain to make a deep

impression on a fugitive harassed and expatriated on account of religion;

and the impression it made can be read in the Ckristmnaje Religionut

and especially in the prefatory Letter to PVands L The
imi'itutw is Calvin’s positive interpretation of the Christian religion

;

the Letter is leaiTied, eloquent, elegant, dignified, the address of a subject

to his sovereign, yet of a subject who knows that his place in the State

is as l(;gal, though not as authoritative, as the sovereign’s. It throbs

with a noble indignation against injustice, and with a noble enthusiasm

for freedom and truth. It is one of the great epistles of the world, a

splendid apology for the oj)pressed and arraignment of the oppressors.

It does not implore toleration as a concession, but claims freedom as a

right. Its author is a young man of but twenty-six, yet he speaks with

the gravity of age. He tells the King that his first duty is to be just

;

that to j)unish unheard is but to inflict violence and perpetrate fraud.

Those for whom he speaks are, though simple and godly men, yet

charged with crimes that, were they true, ought to condemn them to

a thousand fires and gibbets. These charges the King is bound to

investigate, for he is a minister of God, and if he fails to sen^e the

God whose minister he is then he is a robber and no King. The
lowliness of the men has as its counteipart the majesty of their beliefs,

for the sake of which “ oZii vhiciilis comtringiintury alii virgis

cavd'uutnr^ al'n in hullhrkmC' drcumdmuvtur^ alii proscribimtury alii

mcxnmmc Umptentur^ alii fuga elabuntnr^ omnes rerum angustia pre-

mirnur^ (firie exsemitionUms devovemur, malrdictis laceramurj indignissinm

modis trai'tamur.'^ Then he asks, ‘‘ Who are our accusers .P.” and he turns

on ihe priests like a new Erasmus, who does not, like the old, delight in

satire for its own .'fake or in a literature which scourges men by holding up
the mirror to vice ; but who feels the sublimity of virtue so deeply that

witticisms at the ejtpense of vice are abhorrent to him. He takes up the

cliarges in detail : it is said that the doctrine is new, doubtful, and

uncerbiin, unconfirmed by miracles, opposed to the Fathers and ancient

custom, schismatical and productive of schism, and that its fruits are

sects, seditions, licence. On no point is he so emphatic as the repudiation

of the personal charges : the people he pleads for have never raised iheir

voice in faction or sought to subvert law and order; they fear God
sincerely and worship Him in truth, praying even in exile for the royal

person and House.
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The book which this address to the King introduces is a sketc]|

or programme of reform in religion. The first edition of the Instihdii^

is distinguished from all later editions by the emphasis it lays, not oii

dogma, but on morals, on worship, and on polity. Calvin conceives the

Gospel as a new law which ought to be embodied in a new life, individual

and social. What came later to be known as Calvinism may be stated

in an occask>nal sentence or implied in a paragraph, but it is not the

substance or determinative idea of the book. The problem discussed

has been set by the studies and the experience of the author; he has read

the New Testament as a humanist learned in the law, and he has been

startled by the contrast between its ideal and thy reality which confidents

him. And he proceeds in a thoroughly juridical fashion, just as

Tertullian before him, and as Grotius and Selden after him. Without
a document he can decide nothing; he needs a written law or actuali

custom ; and his book falls into divisions which these suggest. Hence
his first chapter is concerned with duty or conduct as prescribed by
the Ten Commandments; his second with faith as contained in thq

Apostolic symbol; his third with prayer as fixed by the words of Christ;

his fourth with the Sacrament as given in the Scriptures ; his fifth with

the false sacraments as defined by tradition and enforced by Catholic

custom ; and his sixth with Christian liberty or the relation of the

ecclesiastical and civil authorities. But though the book is, as compared

with what it became later, limited in scope and contents—the last edition

which left the author's hand in 1559 had grown from a work in six

chapters to one in four Ixioks and eighty chapters—^yet its constnitrtive

power, its critical force, its large outlook impress the student. We have

here none of Luther’s scholasticism, or of Melanchthon’s deft manipulation

of incompatible elements ; but we have the first thoughts on religion of

a mind trained by ancient literature to tlje critic sm of life.

In the second edition published in 1539 his old admirations reassert

themselves. Plato is there described as of all philosophers ^^relig^iomaimua

et maaime aobritis'^

\

and Aristotle, Themistius, Cicero, Seneca, and other

classical writers are quoted in a way theft finds a parallel in no theo-

logical book of the period. But in this first* edition he is too much in

earnest, and writes too directly, to adorn his pages withrclassical references;

though in his, style, in his argument, in his deduction of all things from

God, and in his coirelation of our knowledge of God and of man, in his

emphasis on morals, in his sense for conduct and love of freedom, the

cla^ical spirit is living and active. Thus, in his ideas of Christian liberty

we can trace the student of Seneca, as in his appreciation of law and

order we see the Roman jurist. He dislikes equally tyranny and licence.

Liberty is said to consist in three things : freedom from the law as a
means of acceptance with God, the spontaneous obedience of the justified

to the Divine will, and f^dom either to observe or neglect those external

things which ore in themselves indifferent. He specially insists on this

CB. XI.
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last; since without it there will be no end to superstition and the conscience

will enter a long and inextricable labyrinth whence escape will be difficult.

The Church is the elect people of God, and must, if it is to do its work

in the world, obey Him. But it can obey only as it has control over its

own destinies and authority over its own members. It will not err in

matters of opinion if it is guided by the Holy Spirit and judges according

to the Scriptures. Magistrates are ordained of God, and 6ught to be

obeyed, even though wicked; but here a most significant exception is

introduced. God is King of Kings; when He opens* His mouth, He
alone is to be heard ; it were worse than foolish to seek to please men
by offending Him. W/i are subject to our rulers, but only in Him

;

if they command what He has forbidden, we must fear God and disobey

the King.

The Institutio bears the date Mense Martio; Anno 1636^; but

Calvin, without waiting till his book was on the market, made a

hurried journey to Ferrara, whose Duchess, Ren^, a daughter of

Louis XII, stood in active sympathy with the Reformers. The reasons

for this brief visit are very obscure ; but it may have been undertaken in

the hope of mitigating bj^ the help of Ren& the severity of the

persecutions in France. On his return Calvin ventured, tradition says,

to Noyon, probably for the sake of family affairs; but he certainly

reached Paris ; and, while in the second half of July making his way into

Germany, he an-ived at Geneva. An old friend, possibly Louis du Tillet,

discovered him, and told Farel ; and Farel, in sore straits for a helper,

besought him, and indeed in the name of the Almighty commanded
him, to stay, Calvin was reluctant, for he was reserved and shy, and

! conceived his vocation to be the scholar’s rather than the preacheFs

;

, but the entreaties of Farel, half tearful, half minatory, prevailed. And
thus Calvin’s connexion with ^Geneva began.

With the ancient and medieval history of Geneva we have here no
concern ; ’it will be enough if we briefly indicate those peculiarities of

its constitution which gave Calvin his opportunity, and much of its

history as will explain the condition in which he found at.

Ethnographical^ Geneva was connected with both the Teutonic and
the Latin races; by language it was French, by religious interests

and associations Italian, by politiced instincts and affinities Swiss, by
commercial and industrial genius German. In the thirteenth century its

civil superior had been a (^ount of Burgundy ; in the fifteenth century

and early sixteenth he liad been long superseded by the Dukes of Savoy,

And the supersession was inevitable, for Geneva occupied a comer of

the Savoyard country ; and, as an old chronicler has it, the bells of the

city were heard by more Savoyards than citizens. Its constitution, at

once hierarchical, feudal, and democratic, so balanced parties, whose
interests were seldom compatible, as to put a premium on agitation and
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intrigue^ These parties were the Bishop, the Vicedom, or civil over^

lord^ and the dtizens.

The Bishop was the sovereign of the city, elected originally by the

clergy and laity jointly, later by the Cathedral Chapter, though cukoms
significant of the older time continued to be observed. Thus the mere

vote of the Chapter did not constitute the Bishop lord of the State

;

the electionvhad further to be endorsed by the citizens, who accompanied

the Bishop in solemn procession to the Cathedral, whei^ before the

altar and in the presence of clergy and people he Swore on the open

Missal that he would preserve their laws, their liberties, and their

privileges. As sovereign he issued the coinage, imposed the customs,

was general of the forces, and supreme judge in both civil and eccle-

siastical causes. In criminal cases he exercised the prerogative of mercy,

and endorsed or remitted penalties. The Cathedral Chapter formed his

Council and represented him in his absence. It constituted a permanent

aristocracy, and sat as a sort of spiritual peerage in the city Council.

Certain castles and demesnes were assigned to the Bishop, in order that

he might be as sovereign in appearance and in dignity as he was in

law and in fact.

The Vicedom was captain of the Church, commissioned to repress

violence in the city and to defend it from external attacks, to act in the

less important civil and criminal cases, and to carry out the penalties

\vhich tibe law pronounced. He was not reckoned a citizen, and stood

sponsor for all the foreigners who enjoyed the hospitality of Geneva.

While in theory the Bishop’s vassal, yet, as a matter of fact and for

treasons which neither he nor the city was allowed to forget, the office

I

had become hereditary in the House of Savoy ; but as the Duke could

not himself reside, his duties were discharged by two lieutenants, whose

' \ functions were carefully defined and delimited. Cn a word, the civil

I
over-lord was the minister of his ecclesiastical superior ; but the superior

tended to become the puppet of the minister.

Apart from both ^tood the
, citizens in an order of their dwn. ITie

general Countil of fK? city, composed of the,whole of the citizens, i.e. all

the heads o£ families, met at the summons hf the great bell twice each

year to transact business affecting the community as such, to elect the

four Syndics^ and the Treasurer, to conclude alliances, to proclaim laws,
^

to fix the prices of wine and of grain. The Syndics represented the'

municipal independence as against the sovereignty of the Bishop and

the power of the Vicedom. To them the greater criminal jurisdiction

was entrusted, and they were responsible for good order within the city

tom sunset to sunrise. They were assisted by the Smaller Council,

composed of twenty qualified citizens ; and if any event too responsible;

for it to handle occurred, the Council of Sixty could be called, which'

was composed of the representatives of the several districts and the^

most experienced and respectable citizens. Later, and just before the

OB. zi.
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{|
Reformation, the Council of Two Hundred was established in order that

|j
Geneva might be assimilated to the Swiss Cantons whose help it

invoked.

A State so constituted and governed could hardly escape from the

consciousness that it was a Church, or feel otherwise than as if the

ecclesiastic at its head made its acts and legislation ecclesiastical. The
spiritual offices were made secular without the secular officers becoming

spiritual ; in other words, the clergy were assimilated to the laity, while

the laity did not correspond to the clerical ideal. Tlv5 priests dressed

and armed like the people, played and fought with them, behaved more

like examples of worldliness than teachers of the Gospel; in a word,

sinned and lived like citizens of Geneva. The decay of clerical morals

was not peculiar to Geneva, though it must be noted as a main factor

of the situation there. Kampschulte, here a reluctant witness, declares

that the Bishop had become a humiliation to the Church and a degra-

dation to the clergy ; and he cites the case of the old priest who, when

ordered to put away his mistress, replied that he was quite ready to

obey, provided all his brethren were treated with the same severity- But

the constitution acted on the collective even more subtly than on the

j

pei*sonal consciousness. The’Council legislated, disciplined, and excom-

i inunicated as if the State were a Church, or, what may be the same
' thing, as if there were no Church in the State. The extent to which

a man could sin and yet remain a citizen was a matter of statutory

' regulation : no citizen was allowed to keep more than one mistress, and

^
every convicted adulterer was banished. The prostitutes had a quarter

where they dwelt, special clothing which tliey wore, and a ‘‘ queen who
: was responsible for the good order of her community. The clergy were

a kind of mond police, responsible for the citizens and to the city ; and

so their deterioration meant a moral decline.

But a more obvious and, so'far as our immediate point is concerned,

a more serious consequence was this : every ecclesiastical question tended

to become civil, and every civil question to become ecclesiasticaL A
constitution has a way of working in a fashion either better or worse

than, considered a priori^ ^ould have seemed possible; an4 this because

the people are ever a greater factor of harmony or disorder than the

laws they live imder. Hence, so long as Geneva was inspired by one
^ spirit, the anomalies of the constitution did not breed discontent ; but,

when new energies and new ambitions awoke, these anomalies became
fruitful of disaster to the State. So long as the Bishop and the people had
common aims and interests, loyalty to both was easy ; but, the moment
the interests of the Bishop looked in an opposite direction from those of

the people, the situation became difficult. For loyalty to the Bishop as

head of the State meant loyalty to the Church of which he was head

;

but loyalty to the people as the chief constituent of the State became
disloyalty to the Bishop as head both of Church and city. How this
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fiituation arose in Geneva, what it signified and whither it tended^

subsequent events will show.

The determining factors of the situation were thus two, the Bishop

and the Duke. The Bishop stood for an ideal which he was not always

either able or willing to realise ; the Duke, who was his vice-lord, stood

for an interest whose strength grew with its years, and created the

energy needfed for its own realisation. The function of a Bishop'^s Vicar

did not satisfy the House of Savoy ; it wanted to be master in its owil

right, and sit ini Geneva facing the ultramontane kingdoms, as it sat id

Turin and faced the cismontane principalities and cities. And so began

the game of intrigue in which the House has always been a skilled

performer; and the Bishop was played off against the people, and the

people against the Bishop. But it is harder to captui'e a whole city

than a single person ; it is easier to annex an exalted office than to

control a whole population, a multitude of impulsive souls, singly

accessible to incalculable yet imperious ideas. So the House concen-

trated itself on the Bishop ; intrigued with the Chapter which elected

;

intrigued with Rome which approved
;
prevailed with both, and got its

creatures ap|)ointed, men who would do its will and forget their office

and its duties. A chronicler says that Duke and Bishop, like Herod
and Pilate, stood united against the city.” The Bishop he means is thf

Bastard of Savoy, appointed 1513, a man of notoriously immoral conduc U
and in everything the unscrupulous instrument of the ducal policy. He
lived ignobly, but served his House as best he could ; and in a moment
of remorse, on his death-bed in 1522y he admonished his successor,

Pierre de la Baume, thus : Do not when thou art Bishop of Geneva
walk in my footsteps, but defend the privileges of the Church and the

freedom of the city.” Pierre, of course, promised, and for a while

remembered his promise, but soon forgot it, neglected Geneva, alienated

its citizens, lived isolated among them, absented himself, and allowed

the fruit to ripen which the House of .Savoy hoped soon to pluck

and eat.

This policy was attended with mixed results, some of which may be

described as £3reseen and desired by the ducal House ; others as unforeseen

and undesired, yet inevitable. We may reckon in the former class the

weakening of the episcopal authority, the isolation of the Bishop, and
his inability to stand alone, which meant his increased dependence on

the strong arm of the Duke ; and in the latter class the effect upon the

people and the uprising of fit and fearless leaders. Geneva might abut

upon Savoyard territory, but its citizens were not Savoyards, and did

not intend to become what they were not. Around them was Swiss

freedom, before them the French soil and spirit. They breathed the

air, partook of the temper, lived by the help, of both ; and they would

be neither alienated from their kin nor cease to be masters of their own
destinies. They ifere not dissatisfied with their Church nor with their

OB. XL
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city or ita^laws ; they knew what they owed to the Bishop, how defence-

less they would have been without him, and what immunities his presence

and influence had secured. But they would not because of past favours

submit to present wrongs, especially to the wrong which the freeborn

I man most resents, the loss of his freedom. Hence, Greneva read the
situation with other eyes than the House of Savoy, and resolved not to
change its religion but to preserve its liberty. *

Its leaders were men like Philibert Berthelier, a genuine Grenevan,

self-indulgent, not free from vice, but brave, prudent, patriotic, by his

death helping to redeem the city he loved ; Bezanson Hugues, a states-

man, pure and high-m^inded, incapable of meanness or cowardice, a
devout Catholic, yet a strenuous republican, whose policy was' to check
the Savoyard by a Swiss confederacy or a joint citizenship with Swiss

allies; Fraj3^5Qis..d® Bonivard, Abbot of St Victor, a humanist with the
gift of speech and of letters, 'a kind of provincial Erasmus, with a
graphic pen and a faculty for witty epigram, yet with a courage that
neither the fear nor the experience of a prison could damp. The
patriots were known as “ Eyguenots^ confederates, men who had bound
themselves by an oath to stand together and serve the common cause

,

the Savoyard party were termed Mamelukes because, as Bonivard
tells us, they surrendered freedom and the public weal that they might
submit to tyranny, as the Mamelukes denied Christ that they might
follow Mohammad.’’

ITie battle was fought with splendid tenacity
; the patriots, as

became loyal Catholics, first tried to coerce the Bishop by appeals to

Rome and Vienne, and failed. I>eft face to face with Savoy, they
appealed to their Swiss neighbours, Bern and Freiburg, proposed to
them a joint citizenship, and long negotiated concerning it in vain.

Bern hung back ; for, progressive and Protestant, it did not desire that
the defeat of the Dukek shouldf be to the advantage of the Bishop, who
at last himself took thte decisive step. On August 20, 1530, Pierre de
la Baume’proclairaed the Genevans rebels, and called upon the Savoyard
host to put down the rebellion. Bern and Freiburg took ‘the field, and
/the emancipation of Geneva began. Yet it was ody a beginning ; the
ecclesiastical question was involved in the political, though the political

had till now concealed the religious. But the revolt against the Bishop
could not but become a revolt against the Church. In other times it

might have been the reverse, but not now. Reform was in the air ; the
preachers had long stormed at the gates of the city, and they had
remained closed. But with Bern helping in the front they could be
kept fast no longer. Tliey were opened, and GuiUaume Farel, fieiy

and eloquent in speech and indomitable inspirit, preached his fearless

way. On Februcuy 8, 1634, the public opinion of Geneva pronounced

f for tlie Bernese joint citizenship, and therefore for the Reformation;
I and thus ended the rejgn of the Bishop and the ch^ipces of the House
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/
of Sfliivoy. On May SI, 1536, the citizens of Geneva swore,that they

j
would live according to the holy Evangelical law and word of God;

^ and two months later Calvin's connexion with the city began.

Calvin's life from this point onwards falls into three parts : his first

stay in Greneva from July, 1536, to March, 1538; his residence in

St^sburg*from September, 1538, to September, 1541; and his second

stay iivGeneva from the last date till his death, May 27, 1564. In the

first period, he,4n company with Farel, made an attempt to organise the

Church, and reform the mind and manners of Geneva, and failed ; his

exile, formally voted by the Council, was the ppnalty of his failure. In

the second period he was professor of theology and French preacher at

Strassburg, a trusted divine and adviser, a delegate to the Protestant

Churches of Germany, which he learned to know better, making the

acquaintance of Melanchthon, and becoming more appreciative of Luther.
J

At Strassburg some of his best literary work w£is done—^his Letter \

to Cardifud Sadoleto (in its way his most perfect production), his Com- *

mentary on the Romam^ a Treatise on the Lord's Supper^ the second

Latin and the first French edition of his LMtutio. In the third period

he introduced and completed his legislation at Geneva, taught, preached,

and published there, watched the Churches everywhere, and conducted

the most extensive correspondence of his day. In these twenty-eight

years he did a work which changed the face of Christendom.

It has been a subject of perhaps equal reproach among his enemies

and praise by his friends that, as Beza says, Calvin “ in doctrine made
scarcely any change.” For a young man at twenty-six to reach his final

conclusions in the realms of thought and belief, cspeciaUy after a radical

revolution of mind, would be matter of congratulation for his enemies

rather than for his admirers. But the judgment re >ts on a double mistake,

biographical and historical. As a matter of fact, few men may have

chang^ less; but few also have developed more. Every crisis in his I

career taught him something, and so enhanced his capacity. His studies

of Stoicism Showed him the value of morals; and he learned how toj

emphasise the sterner ethical qualities as well ^ the hiimaner, and the more?

element by the side ofthe higher, public virtues. His early humanism made
him a scholaj* and an exegete, a master of elegant Latinity, of lucid and

incisive speech, of 4 graphic pen and historical imagination. His juristic

studies gave him an idea of law, through which he interpreted the

more abstract notions of theology, and a love of order, which compelled him

to organise his Church. His imagination, playing upon the primitive

Christian literature, helped him to see the religion Jesus instituted as

Jesus Himself saw it ; while the forces visible around him—the super-

stitions, the regnant and unreprpved vices, the people so quickly sinning

and so easily fo|*given, the relics so innumerable and so fictitious, the

acts and articles of worship, and especially the Sacraments deified and

ojy. XI.
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turned into substitutes for Deity—induced him to judge the system that

claimed to be the sole interpreter and representative of Christ as a crafty

compound of falsehood and truth.

His knowledge that the system had profited by men like Erasmus,,

whose wit made havoc of clerical sins and monkish superstition and

Romish errors, and who yet conformed, or men like Gerard Roussel, who
preached what he himself and they thought the Gospel, and v ho yet con-

sented to hold office in the Catholic Church,—begat in him the belief that

only by separation and negation could Reformation be ac#«mplished. His

friendship with the good and simple, those who had tried to realise the

religion of Jesus, and his knowledge of the tjnrannies, the miseries, and

the martyi-doins which tiiey had in consequence endured, persuaded him
that his duty as an honest man was to side with the oppressed whom he

admired against the oppressors whose ways and policy he detested. His

experiences as a teacher and preacher of the new faith, especially at

Geneva, where he tells us he found at his first coming preachings and

tumults, breaking and burning of images, but no Reformation, showed

him that individual men and even a whole society might profess the

Reformed faith without being reformed in character. Out of these

;
experiences came his master problem, namely, by what means could we best

j

secure the expression of a changed faith in a changed life ? Or, in other

{
words, how could the Church be made not simply an institution for the

worship of God, but an agency for the making of men fit to worship Him?
His attempt to solve this problem constitutes his chief title to a

place in the history of religion and civilisation. It means that Calvin

was greater as a legislator than as a theologian, that we have less cause

to be grateful to him for the system called Calvinism than for the

Church that he organised. In other words, his polity is a more perfect

expression of the man than his theology, though his theology was the

point where he was most vulnerable, and where therefore he was most
fiercely, not to say ferociously, attacked. The foes bom in his own
household,* men like Castellio or Bolsec, took the Divine decrees as the

spot where they could strike most fatally at him and his*preeminence.

The Jesuits developed their doctrine in explicit antithesis^ to his; and
the Lutherans, when they wished to discreet his views on the Inid's

I
Supper, thought they could do it most effectually by ci;iticising the

I
absolute Predestination. The sects that rose within the Reformed
Church, such as the Socinian and the Remonstrant, justified their schism

as a protest against -views which they described as equally dishonouring

to G^ and belittling to man. But though Calvin\s theology occasioned

I the hottest and bitterest controversies known to Christian history, yet it

MS here that his mind is least original and his ideas sure most clearly

I
derivative. Without Augustine we should never have had Calvinism,

which is but the principles of the anti-Pelagian trefi^tises developed,

systematised, and applied.
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There are indeed two points of^difTerence between them ; Augustine

disguised his positions in a criticism of hated and feared sectaries ; but

Calvin stated his in thdr severe and colossal nakedness as the sole truth

which Scripture had revealed to men. Yet Augustine affirms and

argues his doctrines with a breadth and a positive harshness which we

do not find in Calvin ; on the contrary, there is evidence that while the

system hel(^ and awed Calvin’s reason it yet did not win his heai*t.

That it was taught by the greatest Father of the Church was a reason that

appealed to hii^ as a scholar ; that this Father found it in Paul was a

more cogent reason still, for thus it appealed to him as a thinker whose

ultimate authority was the Word of God. And on this point we haveij

incidental evidence. In August, 1539, Calvin wrote the Preface to thei

second edition of his Institution where the doctrinas of Grace and Sin)

occqpy for the first time their determinative position in his system ; and

in October of the same year he published his Commentary on Romans,

It seems, therefore, as if the greater prominence that he now gave to the

doctrines, which we have come to think most characteristic of him, was

due to his closer study of Paul as interpreted by Augustine. And this

system helped him to do two things : to explain his own as a normal

human experience, and to face undismayed the strength and the terrors

of an infallible Church. These two positions are affirmed and co-

ordinated in a splendid passage in the Letter to SadoletOn published also

in 1539, in September, just between the Institutio and the Commentary

^

which tells of his vocation by God, and of his consequent right to s})f>Hk

in the name of Him who had put His word in his mouth and written

His law upon his conscience. God had called him, and laid upon him a

duty which he could not evade without defying God.

But here emerges another point of distinction from Augustine;

Calvin conceived that God spoke to him diiv tly, without any inter-

mediate person or institution. Augustine’s theology was absolute, but

his theory of the Church was conditional, and thus the one qualified the

other : the God whom the thinker conceived was modified by the God
of whom the priest was the representatiye and mouthpiece. It is the

essence of the priestly idea to manipulate a»d administer the conditions

on which God finds access to men, and men gain acc^ess to God. Hence,

so long as Augustine’s theology was embedded in a sacerdotal system,

the system Softened the theology; the thought was at^commodated to the

nnstitution, the institution was not subdued to the likeness of the thought.

iBut Calvin rejected the Church of Augustine, and took over his later

^intellectual system in all its naked severity. The sin of man confronted

I the grace of God; man, sinful by nature, could do no right; God,

infinite in majesty and in holiness, could do no wrong. Man was bom
in sin ; his nature was corrupt, and as his nature was his actions must

be. If then he was to be saved, God must save him ; and, as God’s will

was gracious, saving was as natural to Him as sinning was to man.
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Hence, we could contribute nothing Ijpwardfi our own salvation ; Ghxl did.

it all; we had no merit, and He had all the glory. In a system so^

conceived there was no room for the priest ; his prayers and sacrifioes,

his masses and absolutions, his shrines and relics and articles of worship, ,

wcz‘e but the impertinences of ephemeral and feeble man in the face of

tlie Eternal Potency.

Calvin knew well the sublimity of the system which he ^jexpounded,

but he could have wished it to be more pitifuL He did not love to

think of the innumerable millions of the heathen wjjth their infant

children ordained to everlasting death ; the decree that fixed the number

alike of the saved and the lost was to him an awful decree, but he could

not look towards the Alps without feeling how closely the sublime sMd

the awful were allied. And if the sublimity of earth was terrible, how
much more terrible must be the majesty of God ! But if He is so

august, must we not labour to attain the dignity of moral manhood, the

only dignity which it becomes Him to recognise ?

^
We come then to Calvin’s legislative achievements as his main title to

||name and fame. But two points must here be noted. In the first place,

j'Vhile his theology was less original and effective than his legislation or

polity, yet he so construed thi former as to make the latter its logical

> and indeed inevitable outcome. The polity was a deduction from the

theology, which may be defined as a science of the Divine will as a moral

will, aiming at the complete moralisation of Man, whether as a unit or

as a society. The two were thus so organically connected that each lent

strength to the other, the system to the Church and the Church to the

system, while other and more potently reasonable theologies either died

or lived a feeble and struggling life. Secondly, the legislation was made
possible and practicable by Geneva, probably the only place in Europe

where it could have been enacted and enforced. We have learned

enough conceming Genevan history and institutions to understand why
this should have been the case. The city was small, free, homogeneous,

distinguished by a strong local patriotism, a stalwart communal life.

In obedience to these instincts it had just emancipated itself fix>m the

ecclesiastical Prince and its ancient religious system; and the^change

thus accomplished was, though disguised in a religious habit, yet

essentially political. For the Council which abolished the Bishop had
made itself heir to his faculties and functions ; it could only dismiaH

him as civil lord by dismissing him as the ecclesiastical head of Geneva,

and in so doing it assumed the right to succeed as well as to supersede

him in both capacities. This, however, involved a notable inversion of

old ideas ; before the change the ecclesiastical authority had been civil,

but because of the change the civil authority became ecclesiastical. If

theocracy means the rule of the Church or the sovereignty of the clergy

in the State, then the ancient constitution of Geneva was theocratic ; if

democracy means the sovereignty of the people in Church as well as in
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State, then the change had made it democratic. And it was just after

the diange had be^ effected that Calvin's connexion with the city

began.

Its chief pastor had persuaded him to stay as a colleague, and the

Council appointed him professor and preacher. He was young, exactly

twenty-seven years of age, full of high ideals, but inexperienced, un-

acquainted with men, without any knowledge of Geneva and the state

of things there. He could therefore make no terms, could only stay?

to do his duty. What that duty was soon became apparent. Geneva^

had not become any more moral in character because it had changed

»

its mind in religion. It had two months before Calvin's arrival sworn

tp live according to the holy evangelical lawiand Word of God; but

it did not seem to understand its own oath. And the man whom hif«

intellectual sincerity and moral integrity had driven out of Catholicism^

could not hold office in any Church which made light of conviction and
conduct ; and so he at once set himself to organise a Church that should^

be efficaciously moral. He built on the ancient Genevan idea, that the

city is a Church ; only he wished to make the Church to be j)rimary and

real. The theocracy, which had been construed as the reign of the clergy,

he would interpret as ideal and realise as a reign of God. The citizens,

who had assumed control of their own spiritual destinies and ecclesiastical

affairs, he wanted to instruct in their responsibilities and discipline into

obedience. And he would do it in the way of a jurist who believes in

the harmony of law and custom ; he would by positive en^ictrnents train

the city, which conceived itself to be a Church, to be and behave as if'

it were indeed a Cliurch, living according to the Gospel which it had

sworn to obey.

Thus a confession of faith was drawn up which the people wCre

to adopt as their own, and so attain clarity and concordance of mind
concerning God and His Word ; and & catechism was composed which

was to be made the basis of religious instruction in both the school and

the family, for the citizen as well as the child. Worship^was to be

carefully regulated, psalm-books prepared, psalm-singing cultivated;

the preacher was to interpret the Word, ^nd the pastor to supervise

the flock. The Lord's Supper was to be celebrated monthly, but only

those who were morally fit or worthy were to be allowed to communicat^
The Churchy in order that it might f^ulfil its functions and guard the Holy
Table, must have the right of excommunication. It was not enough that

a man should be a citizen or a councillor to be admitted to the Lord's

Supper; his mind must be Christian, and his conduct Christ-like.

Without faith the rite was profaned, the presence of Christ was not

realised. Moreover, since matrimonia^ cases were many and infelicity

sprang both from differences of faith and impurity of conduct, a board,

composed partly of magistrates and partly of ministers, was to be

appointed to deal with them ; and it was to have the power to exclude

OB. n.
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from the Church those who either did not believe its doctrines or did

not obey its commandments.
ITiese were drastic proposals to be made to a city which had just

dismissed its Bishop, attained political freedom, and procledmed a

Reformation of religion; and Calvin was not the man to leave them

inoperative. A card-player was pilloried ; a tire-woman, a mother, and

two bridesmaids were arrested because they had adorned the bride too

gaily ; an adulterer was driven with the partner of his guflt through the

streets by the common hangman, and then banished. These things

taxed the temper of the city sorely ; it was not unfamiliar with legisla-

jtion of the kind, but it had not been accustomed to see it enforced.

/Hence, men who came to be known as ‘Mibertines,” though they were

I
both patriotic and moral and only craved freedom, rose and said,

“ This is an intolerable tyranny ; we will not allow any man to be lord

over our consciences.” And about the same time Calvin’s orthodoxy was

challenged. Two Anabaptists arrived and demanded liberty to prophesy;

and Peter Caroli charged him with heresy as to the Trinity. He would

not use the Athanasian Creed; and he defended himself by reasons that

the scholar who knows its history will respect. The end soon came.

When he heard that he had been sentenced to banishment, he said, “ If

I Iwid served men this would have been a poor reward, but I have served

Him who never fails to perform what He has promised.”

In 1541 Geneva recalled Calvin, and he obeyed as one who goes to

fulfil an imperative but unwelcome duty. There is nothing more

pathetic in the literature of the period than his hesitancies and fears.

He tells Farel that he would rather die a hundred times than again take

up that cross “ in q%ia millies qnvtidie percundum cssetT* And he writes tc

Viret that it were better to perish once for all than ‘‘ in iUa camijicina

iterum torqueri?'' But he loved Geneva, and it was in evil case. Rome
was plotting to reclaim it ; Savoy was watching her opportunity , the

patriots feared to go forward, and even the timid dared not go back. So

the necessities of the city, divided between its factions and its foes, con-

I stituted an appeal which Calvin could not resist ; but he did not yield

unconditionally. He went back as the legislator who was to frame laws

for its Church; and he so adapted them to the civil constitution and the

constitution to them, that he raised the little city of Geneva to be the

Protestant Rome.

Calvin’s idea, whether of the Church or the State, it is neither

possible nor necessary to discuss fully here ; as he conceived. Fatherhood

belonged to God, motherhood to iiie Church; we entered into life by
being conceived in hei* womb and suckled at her breasts, and so long

as we lived we were as scholars in her school. She was catholic, holy,

one and indivisible ; to invent another Church would be to divide Christ.

In this sense she comprehended all the people of God, His elect in every
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age and place; but this eternal and internal Church was, as it were,

distribute into local and external Churches, which existed in the towns

and villages inhabited of men. Calvin held, indeed, that the local ought

to possess the same spiritual qualities as the universal Church ; but he

did not hold the two to be identical. They differed in many,ways; in

the one case the chosen of God constituted the Church, but in the other

case, as Adgustine had said, ^Hhere are very many sheep without,

and very many wolves within.” The universal Church lived under the

immedia^ soverAgnty of God ; but particular Churches, while bound so

to live, yet were organised according to the wants of human society, and
so long as the people were God's and lived unto Him, their society was

a Church, which, as an inhabitant of space and time, could not but live

its corporate life in some State, in relation to it even while differing

from it^ What this relation ought to be Calvin rather implied than

discussed. He assumed their distinctness, but his policy often involved

their identity. It would be approximately true to say that the ideal Church

was independent of the State, above it while distributed through it;

but the actual Church, while owing its existence to the ideal, was yet

associated with the State, and often bound* to act with it and through

it. It was not possible tliat a local Church should be merged in the

State, for then it would cease to be a Divine institution ; or be subor-

dinate to the State, for then it would be a mere minister of man’s

will, subject to all the accidents and influences proper to time ; or bi'

separated from the State, for then it would be cut off from the field

which most needed its presence and action.

Hence the proper analogy was natural rather than political :

—

soul and body constituted one man, so Church and State constituted^,

one society, distinct in function but inseparable in being. Without the*

State there would be no medium for the Church to work in, no body for

the soul to animate ; without the Church there would be no law higher

than expediency to govern the State, no ideal of thought and^ conduct,

no soul to animate the body. Both Church and State therefore were

necessary to tKe good ordering of society, and^each was explained by the

some idea. All human authority was the creation of God ; His will had
formed the State to care for the actual man, who was temporal, and the

Church to care for the ideal man, who was immortal. Each had the

same cause or root^ and, without both, life could not be so ordered as

to realise Eternal Will. Over the State God placed the magistrate,

who might here be a monarch, an Emperor or King, and there a Syndic

or Council, created by the people for the people ; but whatever he might

be, he was yet a power ordained of God for the good of man and the

regulation of society. In, rather than over, the Church God had set

a ministiy or authorities that were to rule by the teaching which con-

vinced the reason and commanded the conscience, and by the service

which won the heart and persuaded the will. The ministers were

0. M. U. U. 4!B. XI. 24
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responsible to the State in all civil matters; but the magistrates were

responsible to the Church in all religious concerns, especially those

/ affecting faith and conduct. The laws of the State were civil in form,

I
but religious in origin; the laws of the Church were civil in sanction,

though spiritual in scope and purpose. Calvin indeed had, as regards

civil polity, distinguished between monarchy, aristocracy, and democracy,

and had indicated their respective excellences and defects,* as well as his

own personal preferences ; but he declined to assert that one of them
was absolutely or under all conditions the best. He 6ould not feel as if

a similar latitude of judgment were allowed him as regards tHe Churchy

where man was not free to follow any order he liked, for in the New
Testament a polity was given him to imitate. Our Lord had Himself

shown how His Church ought to be governed, and where He had spoken

man's duty was to interpret His word and do His will.

The Ordonnances EccUsicuitiqiies may be described as Calvin'^s

programme of Genevan reform, or his method for applying to the local

and external Church the government which our Lord hod instituted and
the Apostles had realised.

^
These Ordinances expressed his historical

sense and gratified his religious temper, while adapting the Church to

the city, so that the city might become a better Church. To explain in

detail how he proposed to do this is impossible within our limits ; and

we shall therefore confine ourselves to the most important of the factors

he created, the Ministry and the Consistpry.

The Reformed ministry had tiH now been largely the creation of

conversion, or inspiration, or chance, and the result could not be termed

satisfactory. Convinced men had found their way into it, and had created

a conviction as sincere and an enthusiasm as vehement as their own ; but

along with them had also conve hosts of restless men, moved by superficial

and often ignoble causes:—discontent, petulance, discomfort, the desire

to legitimise illegitimate connexions, dislike to authority, and the mere

love of change. And they had proved most mischievous forces in the

Protestant Churches, hiyi continued restless, become * seditious, im-

practicable, schismatic, authors of disorder and enemies •of peace, who
arrested progress ^d made men ashamed of change. Calvin had had

his own experience of these men ; €U)d he, as a man of grieve and juristic

mind, had found the experience disagreeable, aad .was to find it more
disagreeable still. With the insight of genius he perceived that the

battle could be won, not by chance recruits, but only by a disciplined

army ; and, in order tliat the army might be created, he invent^ the

discipline. The Ordinances may indeed be termed a method for making

and guiding a Reformed ministry, a clergy that, without any priestly

. character, diould yet be more efficient than the ancient prie^oo^

I
Hence where the Roman placed the Church, Calvin set the Deity, and

made a man's right to enter the ministerial office depend on his vocation
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by God. But this belief in a Divine choice and call was to be tested by<

a threefold process, Examination, Election, Institution or Introduction. I

The Examination, which was to be conducted by men already in the

ministry, the recognised preachers and teachers of the Church, covered

the whole period of tlj^ought and life ; what the candidate had learned

at school and college, what he had been at home and in society, what
evidence he oould furnish as to his call being of God. He had to show
what and why he believed ; the relation in which his beliefs stood to the

Church on the one hand and the Scriptures on the other; whether he

could teach what he had learned, or pi*each as he believed ; how he had

hitherto lived, and whether he had so behaved himself as to be without

reproach. If the candidate satisfied the miniUerial examiners, they

presented him to the Council; if the Council approved, he prembed

before the people ; and if they approved, he was declared to be elected

a minister of the Word. Institution, which was as much a civil as a

religious process, followed, and it ended with the candidate taking an

oath before the Council that he would edify the Church, serve the city,

and set to all a goodly example of obedience.

But these initial steps were not the most essential parts of the disci-

pline; more effectual still were the means emjJloyed to secure the minister’s

efficiency, and to define his relation to the city or Church. The conduct

of ^h person was the concern of the ministerial body as a whole ; and

the behaviour of the body was open to the criticism of every minister.

The humblest pastor had the riglit, which was laid upon him as a duty, to

criticise the beaiing or the action of the most eminent; and responsibility

was so personal and yet so collective, at once so concentrated and so

distributed, that while it belonged to all, each individual was made to

feel as if he alone bore it. Thus in Geneva the ministers formed the

Venerable Company, correspondent to the Smaller ^uuncil, which was, as

it were, the cabinet or executive of the Gr&ter; and every week it met in

Congregation, as it'^was called, to study the Scriptures, discuss doctrine,

and review conduct. There was, besides, every three months •a special

S3mod which -made inquisition into the faults and failures of the

brotherhood, ,and was charged with the dfkcipline of the faithless.

Alongside of these faculties ran duties which were coextensive with the

religious wants of the city. The minister of the Word w€is a preacher

who had to speak to the people concerning the truth and will of God

;

a pastor of the flock which was given him to supervise and tend; a

guide of the worship which he was bound to make worthy of God
and uplifting to man ; an administrator of the Sacraments which sealed

the covenants and spoke to faitb of God’s saving grace and the presence

of His Son ; an instructor with the. duty of catechising old and young

and directing education ; a friend to every man who needed him, with a

special mission to the poor, especially in seasons of disease and distress,

while also the soul of all the charity in the city.

GB. XI. w 24—2
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Nor, though the ministers were to hold so influential a place in the

body politic, could they come to feel as if they were a self-propagating,

an exclusive, or a sacrosanct corporation. Without the ministry the

minister could not be made; but without the people he could not be

called or maintained. He issued from the ranks* of the citizens, and he
could be reduced to their condition again. If his conduct was scandalous,

or if his faith changed or failed, the reduction was inevitable. He was

responsible to the Church, typified by its clergy
; and responsible for the

Church, typified by the city or the laity. Calvin’s theoi^ was a theocracy,

not a hierocracy ; the clergy did not reign, nor did the organised Chur^
govern ; but God reigned, over Church and State alike, and so governed

that both magistrates and clergy were His ministers. In Geneva every

office was sacred, and existed for the glory of the God who was its

Creator.

The ministerial ideal embodied in these Ecclesiastical Ordinances

may be said to have had certain indirect but international results; it

compelled Calvin to develop his system of education; it supplied the

|Reformed Church, especially in France, with the men which it needed

nto fight its battles and to form the iron in its blood ; it presented the

I
Reformed Church everywhere with an intellectual and educational ideal

which must be realised if its work was to be done ; and it created the

I
modem preacher, defining the sphere of his activity and setting up for

his imitation a noble and lofty example.

Calvin soon found that the Reformed faith could live in a democratic

city only by an enlightened pulpit speaking to enlightened citizens, and

that an educated ministry was helpless without an educated people.

His method for creating both entitles him to rank among the foremost

makers of modern education. As a humanist he believed in the clajssical

languages and literatures—there is a tradition which says that he read

through Cicero once a year—and so “he built his syitem on the solid rock

of Graeco-Roman antiquity.” Yet he did not neglect religion ; he so

trained £he boys of Geneva through his Catechism that each was said to

be able to give a reason for his faith “ like a doctor of the Sorbonne."”

He believed in the unity of knowledge and the community of learning,

placing the magiiftrate and the minister, the citizen and the pastor, in

the hands of the same teacher, and binding the school and the university

together. The boy learned in the one and the man studied in the other;

but the school was the way to the university, the university was the

goal of the school. In nothing does the paedagogic genius of Calvin

more appear than in his fine jealousy as to the character and com-
petence whether of masters or professors, and in his unw^earied quest

after qualified men. His letters teem with references to the men in

various lands and many universities whom he was seeking to bring to

Geneva. Hie first Rector, Antoine Saunier, Vas a notable man ; and he

never rested tall he had secured his dear old teacher, Mathurin Cordier.
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Castellio was a schoolmaster ; Theodore Beza was head of College and

Academy, or fchool and university, together; and Calvin himself was a pro-

fessor of theology. The success of the College was great; the success of the

Academy was greater. Men came from all quarters—English, Italians,

Spanish, Germans, Russians, ministers, jurists, old men, young men, all

with the passion to learn in their blood—to jostle each other among the

thousand hearers who met to listen to the great Reformer. But France

was the main feeder of the Academy; Frenchmen filled its chairs, occupied

its benches, lean^ in it the courage to live and the will to die. From
Geneva books poured into France; and the French Chmch was ever

appealing for ministers, yet never appealed in vain. Within eleven

years, 1655-66—Calvin died in 1564—it is kifown that Geneva sent

161 pastors into France ; how many more may have gone, unrecorded,

we cannot tell. And they were learned men, strenuous, feai'less, praised

by a French Bishop as modest, grave, saintly, with the name of Jesus

Christ ever on their lips. Charles IX implored the magistrates of

Geneva to stop the supply and withdraw the men already sent; but the

magistrates replied that the preachers had been sent not by them but by

their ministers, who believed that the sovereign jiuty of all Princes and

Kings was to do homage to Him who had ^ven to them their dominion.

It was small wonder that the Venetian Suriano should describe Geneva

as **tlie mine whence came the ore of heresy”; or that the Protestants

should gather courage as they heard the men from Geneva sing psalms

in the face of torture and death.

It was indeed a very different France which the eyes of the dying

Calvin saw from that which the young man had seen thirty ycara before

J

Religious hate was even more bitter and vindictive ; war had come andl

made persecution more ferocious; but the Huguenots htid growni

numerous, potent, respected, feared, and disputed with Catholicism th4l

Supremacy of the kingdom. And Calvin* had done it, not by arms nor

by threats, nor by encouragement of sedition or insurrection—to such

action he was ever resolutely opposed—but by the agency of the men
whom he formed in Geneva, and by their persuasive speech. The Reformed

minister was essentially a preacher, intellectual* exegetical, argumentative,

seriously concerned with the subjects that most appealed to the serious-

minded. Modem oratory may be said to begin with him, and indeed to

be his creation. He helped to make the vernacular tongues of Western

Europe literaiy. He accustomed the people to hear the gravest and

most sacred themes discussed in the language which they knew ; and the

themes ennobled the language, the language was never allowed to degrade

the themes. And there was no tongue and no people that he influenced

more than the French. Calvin made Bossuet and Massillon possible ; as

a preacher he found his successor in Bourdaloue; and a literaiy critic who
does not love him has expressed a doubt as to whether Pascal could be

more eloquent or was so profound. And the ideal then realised in
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Geneva exercised an influence far beyond Prance. It extended into

Holland, which in the strength of the Reformed faith resisted Charles V
and his son, achieved independence, and created the freest and best

educated State on the continent of Europe. John Knox breathed for

awhile the atmosphere of Geneva, was subdued into the likeness of the

man who had made it, and when he went home he copied its education

and tried to repeat its Reformation. English Reformers, fleeing from

martyrdom, found a refuge within its hospitable walls, and, returning to

England, attempted to establish the Genevan disciplint, and failed, but

succeeded ia^ forming the Puritan character. If the author of the

Ordatinances EccUmasiiques accomplished, whether directly or indirectly,

so much, we need not hesitate to term him a notable friend to

civilisation.

I
The Consistory may be described as Calvin’s method for moralising

Ithrough the Church the life of man and the State to which he belonged.

He ma}^ in the manner of the jurist have imagined that regulation by

positive law was the most efficient means of governing conduct; but if

be legislated as a jurist, he thought and purposed as a Reformer. It is

here, where injustice is easiest, that we ought to be most scrupulously

just. Calvin was resolved, so far as he had power, to make the Church

^vhat it h<id not been but what it ought to be, an institution organised

for the creation of a moral mankind. For this reason he claimed for it

the right of excommunication and the power to excommunicate. But
as he conceived the matter, the exercise of the power which followed

from the possession of the right, while spiritual in essence and in purpose,

might yet be civil in certain of its effects. The Consistory was a body
I appointed to be the guardian of morals, and therefore possessed of the

j
power to excommunicate.

It was composed of six ministers and twelve elders. The elders

were to be elected annually, and were to be men of good and honour-

able conduct, blameless and free from suspicion, animated by the fear

of God and endowed with spiritual wisdom. They were to be chosen,

two from the Smtiller Council, four from the Council of Sixty, and six

from the Great Council ; they were to be elected at the same time as

the magistrates, were to be capable of re-election, and were to take

the oath of allegiance to the State and fidelity tp the Church. They
i^presented the idea that Geneva was a Church-State; and their

duties were to have their eyes upon every man, family, or district, ta

have their ears open to every complaint, to punish every offence ciccording

to a carefully-graduated s(^e, and to enforce purity everywhere. The
Consistory’s jurisdiction was not civil, but spiritual; the sword which it

wielded was not Caesar’s but Christ’s, yet it had rights of entry and
investigation that wera not so much Christ’s as Caesar’s. It was a judicial

body and sat every Thursday to examine charges of misconduct or
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immorality, to pass sentences from which there was no appeal, and where

necessary to hand the guilty over to the magistrates to be punisheds

according to law. If any oftnder refused to appear, a civil officer warn

sent to bring him ; and so every ecclesiastical offence became an act op

civil disobedience. Thus, obstinate refusal to communicate was regarded

as a punishable crime; so were frivolous or continued absence from church,

disrespect tc^ parents, blasphemy, and adultery. One young woman who
sang profane songs was banished, and another who sang them to psalm-

tunes was scouig^. Heresy became as much an offence as immorality.

Ifa creed or confession becomes a law of the State as well as of the Church,

to speak or agitate against it becomes treason. In other words, if opinion

is e^blished by law, heresy is turned into crime.* And this Geneva soon

discovered. Castellio’s doubts as to the canonicity of Solomon’s Song,

and as to the received interpretation of Christ’s descent into Hades,

Bolsec’s criticism of predestination, Gruet’s suspected scepticism and
possession of infidel books, Servetus’ rationalism and anti-Trinitarian

creed, were all opinions judged to be criminal. Infallibility is not the

only system that makes heresy culpable and the heretic guilty. If the

Church will be a State, and enforce its laws, which must affect both

conduct and belief, by the only method a State can follow, then it must

bear the reproach of being more cruel, and therefore more unjust, than

any purely civil power. The heretic may be a man of irreproachable

character; but if heresy be treason against the law, a character without

reproach may aggravate rather than extenuate the crime. The man of

imperfect morals may be too feeble of will to differ in opinion from the

constituted authority, and his intellectual conformity may save him from

the sentence which his moral weakness deserves. And time alone was

needed to make it obvious how imperfectly Geneva could attain either

unity of faith or purity of life by turning her Chu» eh into a city governed

by positive law. •

Many points remain of necessity undiscussed. ITie merits and
defects of Calvin as a writer of polemical treatises; his work as a

statesman, and his appreciation of political questions in lands so unlike

his own as England ; his qualities as a correspondent who feels no affairs

of State too farge to giapple with, and no personal epneem too small to

touch
; his worth and wisdom as an adviser who loves the great of the

earth for the good they can do, and judges that the higher a person is

placed the more nfted there is for plain and candid speech, but who
forgets not the humble and the poor, and can pause amid the mightiest

concerns to hear their plaints ; his attachment and tenderness as a friend,

whether in his brilliant youth or his sadder age, when he loved to

unbosom himself to his strenuous comrade Guillaume Farel, or his devoted

companion Pierre Viret-—could have justice done them only were the

limits of our space wholly different from what they are.

But there are three things that may be emphasised in conclusion. The
OH. XI. m
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first is Calvin's irenical services to Protestantism. He made the Reformed
k^urch less antithetical to the Lutheran, and the Lutheran leaders

fbetter understood among the Reformed. His doctrine of the Lord's
Supper may be described as a spiritual doctrine of the Real Presence

;

he escaped the miserable perplexities which lurked in the scholastic

notion of Suhstantiay and were used to justify Transubstantiation on the
one hand, and Consubstantiation on the other. Where faitj|r was, there

the Loid was, and where it was not there could be no idea of Him, and
no image or symbol could speak of His presence. Secondly, mention
must be made of Calvin's sei-vices to the French tongue, tie perhaps more
than any other man made it a literary vehicle, a medium for high philoso-

phical and religious discussion. The Institutio has been said to be the

first book written in French which can be described as logically composed,

built up according to a consecutive and proportioned plan. The stvle

is the man, exact, sober, precise, restrained ; sad perhaps, or a trifle cold,

but full of conviction and reason. The French he speaks is a natural

product, an evolution and a new phase of the medieval French, refreshed,

vivified, made simpler and more living by baptism in its original source,

classical Latinity. Thirdly, his services to the cause of sacred learning

must not be forgotten. These it is hardly possible to exaggerate;

he is the sanest of commcntatoi*s, the most skilled of exegetes, the

most reasonable of critics. He knows how to use an age to interpret

a man, a man to interpret an age. His exegesis is never forced or

fantastic; he is less rash and subjective in his judgments than
Luther; more reverent to Scripture, more faithful to history, more
modem in spirit. His work on the Psalms has much to make our

most advanced scholars ashamed of the small progress we have made
either in method or in conclusions. And his work is inspired by a
noble belief ; he tliought that the one way to realise Christianity was by
knowing the mind of Christ ; that this mind was expressed in the

Scriptures ; and that to make them living and credible was to make
indefinitely more possible its incorporation in the thoughts and institu-

tions of nian. It is by his service to this cause that C^dvin must be
ultimately judged.
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CHAPTER XII.

THE CATHOLIC SOUTa

The great wave of revolution and reconstruction which was passing

over northern Europe in the earlier half of the sixteenth century did not

leafe the south untouched. Though the first actual outbreak occurred

beyond the Alps, the feeling to which it gave expression was not merely

Teutonic, Many of the causes which led up to it were common to aft

Western Christendom ; some, as for instance the demand for liberty of

opinion and free enquiry, were even more characteristic of Italy than

of Germany. Accordingly, vigorous attempts arose in many parts of

southern Europe to bring about a reformatfon in the Church—attempts

I

which were by no means a mere echo of the changes in the north. But
they never obtained a really strong hold upon the affections of the

\ common people, and never secured the friendship, or even the neutrality.

]

of the civil power; and so, both in Italy and in the Iberian peninsuii*.

their suppression was only a question of time. By the year 1576, wlieii

the charges against Bartolome Carranza were finely adjudicated upon,

they were practically at an end. Isolated cases of heresy still occurred,

but there was no longer anything like an organised revolt against the

doctrinal or disciplinary system of the Papacy.

In tracing the course of the Refonn ifiovements of southern Europe

Jwe are dealing with forces which became more widely divergent as time

jwent on. Men at first acted together who ultimately found ttiemselves

violently opposed to one another; principles were adduced on the same

I
side which proved in time to be sharply contrasted. The old-standing

/desiie to curb* the power of the Curia and to vindicate the authority of

I General Councils over the whole Church joined hands in the earlier st^es
of the movement with the wider, yet more individualistic, aspirations of

^ the Renaissance. Men who had come under the influence of the new spirit

in any of its manifestations were able to work together at first, whether

they strove to reconWuct a worn-out theology, or to abolish comipt
practices, or to restore the standaixl of personal devotion and moral

1

conduct. It was only by degrees that the ascetic, the humanist, and the

doctrinal Reformer drifted into relations of antagonism ; but this was

the position ultimately reached. And a stronger line of division appeared

as time went on. There were some who refused to take any step which

OH. XU.
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would Bepara(i|B them from the communion of the Church ; as Camesecchi

expressed it» the Catholic religion was theirs already, and all that they

desired was that it should better preached. Others however felt

.compelled to withdraw from the fellowship of a corrupt society, still

[strenuously affirming that by so doing they had in no way departed

from the unity of the Church. Of the former, many were influenced by
the doctrinal movement in its most extreme forms, and some even died

for their opinions without giving way. Of the latter, many recognised

that their action could only be justified by the immediate claims of

Christian truth. But in spite of individual divergences, here was a real

line of division, in southern Europe as in the north.

L

THE REFORMATION IN ITALY.

(

So far as the movement was one of protest against practical abuses,

the need for Reform was not less widely felt in Italy than in Germany.

Rodrigo Nino, the imperial ambassador to the Doge and Signory,

wrote in 1535 that there were few in Venice who were not more Lutheran

than Luther himself with regard to such matters as the reform of the

clergy and their secular state. Venice was no doubt exceptional, and

the state of feeling there was not that of Italy as a whole. Nevertheless,

vigorous efforts after practical reform had begun in other parts of Italy

long before this. Adrian of Utrecht^ Bishop of Tortosa, the friend of

Erasmus and the former tutor of Charles V, ascended the papal throne

in 1 522 with a firm resolve to set the Church in order, and to begin

with his own household. In many ways he seemed well fitted for the

task. A student of distinction, his uprightness, personal piety, and

strictness of life were known to all men; and already, as Legate in Spain,

he had taken a vigorous part in the reform of the Religious Houses there.

But in Rome he proved to be quite helpless. Satisfied vrith the scholastic

theology in which he was so great an adept, he did not understand the

questionings which were beginning to stir the minds of .others. The
Romans had no fellow-feeling for a man who never gave way to anger

or to mirth, and to whom the treasures of sculpture in the Vatican were

no more than “pagan idols.*” The scholar who had done so much to

foster learning at Louvain was to them only a stranger who knew no
Italian, though he spoke Latin very well “ for a barj)arian.” Moreover,

I the Curia was determined not to be reformed. Thus Adrian achieved

(nothing; he died unregretted in 1523, not without the usual suspicion

’ of poison ; and from that time forward every Pope has been an Italian.

But already an important movement had been inaugurated. Just

before or shortly after the accession of Adrian VI, a numi^r of earnest-

minded men, clergy and laity, had banded themselves together at Rome
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in th^ famous ^LOmtory^of Diviii^JLove,^ to work aa^Bbray for the

purification of the Church. Their leaders were Giovanni l^tro CaraiFaj

afterwards Pope Paul IV, and the Coimt Gaetano da Thiene, who was

subsequently canonised. The society consisted of fifty or sixty dis4

tinguished men, including amongst others Jacopo Sadoleto, Giammatteo

Giberti, Latino Giovenale, Girolamo and Luigi Lippomano, and Giuliano

Dati. They held their spiritual exercises in the Church of Santi

Silvestro e Dorotea, of which Dati was curate, and consulted together

on the evils of the day. In 1524 Gaetano witlidi-ew to form a new Order

of Clerks Regular, who were presently joined by Carafta, and came to be

known as Theatines from his see of Theate (Chieti in the Abruzzi) ; but

the original society still continued to meet until it was dispersed by the

Sack of Rome in 1627. Many of its former members, including Carafta

and Giberti, met again at Venice, where they came under the infiucnce

of the senator Gasparo Contarini. By degrees others were admitted to

their consultations, including Gregorio Cortese, the Abbot of San Giorgio

Maggiore, Pietro Bembo, and Luigi Priuli, and subsequently Brucioli,

the florentine exile, the learned scholar Marcantonio Flaminio, andi

the Englishman Reginald Pole. Contarini, still a layman, became from \

this time forward the leading spirit amongst them.

When the enlightened Alessandro Famese became Pope as Paul III

(1634), he found this group of zealous men ready to his hand. Contarini

|

was made a Cardinal at hia first creation, and Sadoleto, Carafta, and Pok
received the purple in the following year. In 1537, wlien he appointt d

a commission to suggest measures for the reform of the Church, mostj

of its members were chosen from this quarter, the names being those of)

Contarini, Carafta, Sadoleto, Pole, Fregoso, Aleander, Giberti, Cortese,!

and Tommaso Badia. The fruit of their labours, the famous Comilinm

Eccleda^ was unsparing in reprobax on of^abases an3 rich

in practitiil suggestions. But although a few efforts were made to

simplify the procedure of the Curia, the forces of inertia proved too

strong, and the Consilium was little more than a dead letter.* In after

years it fell fnto bad odour, partly owing to its damaging admissions,

partly because the Lutherans had taken it up. Moreover Carafta came \

in time to suspect many of his former associates of heresy; and after he

became Pope, the work was placed on the Index Librorum Prohihitoruni.
^

of 1659. But, evejfi.had it been otherwise received, it could not have
J

stayed the tide. The revolt against abuses had already opened the way
;

to movements of a more destructive character ; the new opinions were

already making their appearance south of the Alps.

Italy, always a land of popular movements, was in many ways

predisposed to welcome the new opinions. Some of them had been

foresh^owed there, and revolt against the Papacy was to its peoples no
new thing. The Cathari of the north, with their Manichean and anti-

trinitarian tendencies, had long died out ; but the Waldenses, although
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by no meatMp numerous as formerly^ were still to be found in the

valleys of IfPmont and Calabria. The movements of the.^ sixteenth

century in Italy were however entirely unconnected with these, and the

impul^ as a whole came from without There is indeed one notable

exception. Pietro Speziale of Cittadella finished his great work De
Gratia Dei ifa 154^ ; but he tells us, with obvious sincerity, that he hi(d

formulated his theory of Justification and Grace thirty yosars earlier,

before Luther had begun to preach. In the main he agrees with that of

Luther, but he resolutely asserts the freedom of the wiU», and repudiates

the Lutheran teaching on this subject ; and although he speaks strongly

against particular abuses, he does not undervalue the Church system of

his day. The old man was thrown into prison in 1543, escaped six

years afterwards by the help of two Anabaptists and joined their party,

and subsequently made a formal recantation in prison. But Speziale

stands alone ; and it is clear that the doctrinal revolt as a whole came

from the north.

The intercourse between Italy and Germany was very close ; and a

continual stream of tradera and students flowed in both directions. -.At

Venice there was a large Teutonic colony, having its centre in the

Fondaco de' Tedcschi. The imperial anny which invaded Italy in 1626

contained a large number of Lutherans; and with Georg von Frundsberg’s

Laridskiiechte there came the scholar Jakob Ziegler, later known in Venice

as I^uther's lieutenant llie commonwealth of letters ignored national

boundaries ; and there was a brisk correspondence between Luther and

Zwingli and their admirers in Italy. So early as 1619 Luther’s works

were being sold in Lombardy by Francesco Calvi or Minicio, a bookseller

of Pavia, who had procured a stock from Froben at Basel. In the

following year, as we learn from a letter of Burchard von Schenk, they

were eagerly purchased at Venice ; and Marino Sanuto notes in his Diary

that a seizure of them had beeii made at the instance of the patriarch,

though not until part of the stock had been disposed of. Writings of

Luther, Melanchthon, and others were presently translated into Italian

;

and being issued anonymously or under fictitious names, they circulated

widely. Thus Luther’s sermons on the Lord’s Prayer appeared anony-

mously before 1526, and Melanchthon’s Loci Communes about 1534

under the title I Prmdpii della Teologia by “ Ippofilo da Terra Nigra”;

while other tracts of Luther’s were subsequently tacked on to the

posthumously issued works of Cardinal Federigo Fregoso.

In ways ^such as these the opinions of Luther spread, and in a less

degree those of Zwingli. Thei'e were many who were ready to adopt

pern, in whole or in part. A hermit who inveighed against priests

jiand friars ” at Venice in 1616 can hardly ccdled a Lutheran ; but Fra
Andrea of Ferrara, who preached at Christmas, 1520, at San^ Marco and

j
in the open air, is expressly said to have ‘‘followed the doctrine of Martin
Luther.” So did a Cai*melite friar, Giambattista Pallavicino, who
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preadbed at Brescia in Lent, 1527, and others el8ewhei||l There were

tiuee "h^tics^ at Mirandola in 1524 of whom nothing dse is known

;

but the Florentine physician Girolamo di Bartolommeo Buonagrazia,

when proceeded against in 1531, confessed that he had been in corre-

spondence with Luther in 1527, and accepted his doctrine. Nor was

Zwingli without supporters. The lettere of Egidio della Porta, an

Austin fiifcr of Como (a centre of heresy as early as the time of

Julius II), prove that he and some of his fellows were ready to leave

Italy and throw in their lot with Zwingli in 1625-6. In 1531 a native

of Como who had spent three years beyond the Alps was preaching

against the current doctrine of the Eucharist. About the same time

priests at Como were laying hands on othem, w6o were to administer the

Eucharist in both kinds: one of them, Vincenzio Massaro, is said to

have taken a fee of fifteen ducats from all whom he ordained. And a

letter written in 1530 by Francesco Negri of Bossano, who had fled from

a Benedictine House at Padua and joined Zwingli, and who afterwards

drifted to Anabaptism, gives the names of many priests in North Italy

whom he reckoned as “brethren.”

The disaffected were very numerous. According to the ambassador’

Francesco Contarini, the Lutherans of Cfermany boasted in 1535 that,

their sympathisers in Italy alone would make an army sufficient to

deliver them from the priests, and that they had enough friends in

the monastic orders to intimidate all who wei*e opposed to them. This ’

of course is a violent exaggeration, and in Italy also popular rumour
\

magnified the danger; yet even so it was not slight. The Reforming

movement was especially strong in certain well-defined centres, the chief

being Venice and its territories, Ferrara, Modena, Naples, and Lucca.

In Venice, where foreigners were many and i ^leration was a principle

of the State, the Reform soon made its appearance, and before long

found a home. Measures of precaution or repression were demanded by

the Patriarch on behalf of the Roman Curia; but as late fts 1529 the

Signoiy was* able to certify that, excepting for the tolerated German
conventicles, the city was free from heresy. Soon afterwards however,

in a report to Clement VII on the subject, Carafta mentions, amongst

/other evib, the fact that many friai*s had fallen into heresy, and in par-

I
ticular the disciples, of “ a certain Franciscan now dead.” Of these he

f names Girolamo dalateo, Bartolommeo Fonzio, and Alessandro da Pieni

di Sacco. The Bishop of Chieti was thereupon commissioned, by a

brief of May 9, 1530, to proceed against Galateo ; and from this time

forward the extirpation of heresy was the rulii^ passion of his life. He
it was who procuj^ from Pope Paul III the bull Licet ab initio (July 21,

1

1542) reorganising the Roman Inquisition on the basis of that of Spain.

He was its first head, and in 1555, as Pope Paul IV, he completed

the extension of its power over the whole of Italy.

CH. XII.
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Galateo was already in prison on suspicion of heresy for certain

sermons preached Bible in hand^ at Padua; but under the lenient

system of the Venetian Inquisition he was soon at liberty, CarafFa now
commenced a new process against him; he was found guilty, and
sentenced to degi*adation and death. This led to a contest with the

Signory, who delivered him from CarafFa’s hands and consigned him to

prison. Here he had been for seven years, when, on the intercession of

a friendly senator, he was allowed to make his defence in writing. This

Cwtfession is remarkable. It is Augustinian rather than Lutheran in

doctrine. It affirms the doctrine of saving faith without any extravagant

]
depreciation of free-will or of good works ; the system of the Church as

i a whole is defended, and the Pope is “ the chief of shepherds.” Galateo

;
was allowed out on bail, but directed to amend his Confession on some

points. He refused to do this, and three years later was cast into prison

. again, where he died in 1541.

Of Galateo’s two companions, Alessandro was already in prison, and

is not heard of again, Bartolommeo Fonzio had already incurred the

enmity of CarafFa by his advocacy of Henry VIIPs divorce ; he managed
however to clear himself of heresy, and soon left Venice for Germany,

where he was employed as a papal agent. But he fell under the suspicion

of Aleander and others by his intercourse with the Lutherans ; and not

without reason, for it was probably he who translated Luther’s letter

An den christUchen Adel into Italian. On retiring from the papal

service he was transferred by Clement VII from the Order of Friars

Minor to the ITiird Order of St Francis and permitted to return to

Venice ; but he was still an object of suspicion, which was not diminished

by a little Catechism which he produced. After years of wandering he

settled at Padua and opened a school ; but it was broken up by order

of CamfFa, now Inquisitor-General. Tlicnce he passed to Cittadella,

where reformed opinions were widespread, and again began to teach,

soon winning the love of the people. But in May, 1558, he was again

aiTested, by order of the Diedy and condemned after four years’

examination for the general unsatisfactoriness of his teaching. He was

called upon to abjure buf refused; then gave way to persuasion and
recanted; then recanted his recantation. At length he was sentenced

to death at the stake ; the sentence was as usual commuted into one of

di'owning, and he was cast into the sea on August 4, 1662.

Meanwhile, other teachers were going further in the direction of

Lutheranisin than Galateo and Fonzio. Q;luUp della Rovere, an Aiistin

Friar of Milan, got into trouble at Bologna in 1538 for a course of

sermons preached there. Three years later he came to Venice, and
preached at San Cassiano in Lent, staying _in the house of Cello Secondo

Curione, of whom more presently. His doctrine was attacked; he

abjured, and was sentenced to be imprisoned and then banished. He
escaped and fled to the Grisons, where the Reform movement had already
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taken root, the main impulse coming from the Swiss Cantons. Here he
ministered, generally at Poschiavo, until his death in 1671. ’'fhe

Florentine s^olar Aqjoiiip Bnidoli, banished from his own city, hod
come to Venice and set up a printing-press. In 1532 (two years before

Luther's German translation was completed) he published his Italian

translation of the whole Bible, based upon Saiiti Pagnani's learned
r^tin version from the original languages; and this he followed up
subsequently by a voluminous commentary. In 1546 he was in the
prisons of the Inquisition, accused of publishing heretical books; and
although it may be doubted whether anything of his could justly be so

described, his troubles at the hands of the Holy Office ended only with
his life. A more striking personality was that of Baldo Lupetino of
Albona in Istria, uncle of the well-known Mattia Vlacich (M. Flacius

Dlyricus). He was a conventual Franciscan, and had held the office of
provincial ; an acute scholar and a devout man. Accused of preaching
heresy in the Duomo at Cherso, he fell into the hands of the Venetian
Inquisition in 1541 ; and, although the Lutheran Princes interceded on
his behalf, he was sentenced to imprisonment for life, it being clear from
depositions made then and subsequently that he was a Lutheran. In
1547 he was again in trouble for preaching to his fellow-prisoners, and
was sentenced to be beheaded, his body to be burned, and his ashes to
be cast into the sea ‘‘ to the honour and glory of Jesus Christ." The
Doge relaxed the sentence ; but in 1555 he was again accused, and tin*

following year he was degraded and drowned.

Nor were disciples lacking. The letters of Aleander, when Nuncio at

Venice, speak of a great religious association of artisans existing there in

( 1534, the leaders being one Pietro Buonavita of Padua, a carpenter, a

I
French glover, and several German Lutherans. The two first-mentioned

i were taken and imprisoned for life; but Aleander continues to lament the

progress of heresy and the apathy of the* Senate. We learn more about
the Reformed in Venetian lands from the letters of Baldassare Altieri of
Aquila in the Abruzzi, a literary adventurer who came to Venice about
1640, served Sir Edmund Hastwell, the English ambassador, till 1548,
and after two years of wandering died at Feft-ara in August, 1550. He
acted as a kind of secretary to the Reformed, and. wrote on behalf of
“the brethren of the Church of Venice, Vicenza, and Treviso" to Lutlier,

Bullinger, and others, begging for the good offices of the Lutherans with
the Venetian govertnhent. The brethren are, he says, in the sorest need,

and*cannot improve their state whilst the Signory allows them no liberty.

They have no public churches; each is a church to himself.* There are

pl^ty of apostles, but none properly called; all is disorder, and false

teachers abound. Nevertheless, they adhere to Luther in doctrine as|

against the Sacramentaries, and do not despair, since “God can raise up
new Luthers amongst them," But their appeals were in vain; the!

Lutheran Princes had their hands full already, and the Swiss were not

CD. XU.
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Hikely to help those who sided with Luther against them. In the end,

I their associations were broken up. Many were punished, many more

I
gave way; those who were left seem to have gravitated towards ana-

baptist and speculative views of a very pronounc^ kind.

It is hard to form a precise idea of the number of the Reformed in

Venice, but they were evidently very numerous. Processes for heresy

were very common, especially after Giovanni della Casa be^me Nuncio

in 1547, with orders to expedite the work. Of the records which survive

many are at Udine; but at Venice alone there still remain over eight

hundred processes for Lutheranism between 1547 and 1600, and more

than a hundred more for Anabaptism, Calvinism, and other heresies.

The greater number aire from Venice itself; but Vicenza, Brescia and

Cittadella are represented, with a number of smaller places.

Ferrara, long famous for learning and the fine arts, was a centre of

hardly less importance, though in quite a diiferent way. Ercole, the son

of the reigning Duke Alfonso, had married Ren^ the daughter of

Louis XII of France in 15S8, and succeeded his father six years later.

Renee had already imbibed the new ideas from her cousin Margaret

of Navarre and from her governess Madame de Soubise, poetess and

translator of the Psalms. The latt^^r, with the whole of her distinguished

,family, followed her to Ferrara; and as most of Renee’s suite, which

included Clement Marot, the poet, were of the same way of thinking, her

’Court became a rallying-point for the Reformed. From France came the

istatesman Hubert Languet and the poet Lt^on Jamet; from Germany the

Court physician Johann Sinapius and his brother Eilian, who act^ as

a tutor to Rent’s children. There were also Alberto Lollio and the

canon Celio Calagnani, joint founders of the Academy of the EUvati; the

physician Angelo Man/ioli, whose famous Zodiacus Vitae, published by

him under the pseudonym Marcello Palingenio Stellato, poured ridicule on

the monks and clergy; and Fulvio Peregrino Morato, who had preceded

Eilian Siiiapius in his ofiice but had been banished in 1539, perhaps for

Lutheran opinions. He returned to the University in 1539, bringing

with him his more famous daughter Olympia Morata, “an infant prodigy

who became a distinguished woman.” She became an intimate meml^
of Renc^e's household, corresponded on equal terms with th^ most learned

men of the day, passed through a sceptic^ phase to devout Lutheranism,

and finally, having incuired her patron’s anger, married a German
physician named Grimthler and ciccompanied him to his own land. Nor

I were Ren^ and Olympia the only well-known women who adopted

! Reformed views there. Amongst others who did so were Lavinia della

Rovere, grand-niece of Pope Julius II, and the Countess Giulia Rangone,

a daughter of the House of Bentivoglio. One other resident at the

Court must be mentioned—^the learned Cretan who took the name of

Francesco Porto. He was a man of great (5aution and reticence, but
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devoid to the cause of Reform. After studying at Venice and Padua

and teaching for ten years at the University of Modena, he came to

Ferrara in 1546 to take the place of Kilian Sinapius. The complaints

of the Pope led to his expulsion in 1551. He was again with Ren^, as

her reader, in 1553, but then retired to Venice and ultimately to Geneva.

Hither also at various times *^me students and others whose lives

were in danger elsewhere. Among these was the Piedmontese Celio

Secondo Curione, a latitudinarian and a student of the Reformed

doctrines from* his youth. After several remarkable escapes from

capture he fled to Padua, thence (after three years as professor in

the University) to Venice, and thence to Feijara. Tlirough Rent’s

influence he received a chair at Lucca while Ochino was there, but

after a short and troublous stay had to take refuge beyond the Alps.

But Ferrara gave shelter to a greater fugitive than any of Italian

birth. Early in 1586 Ren^ was visited by Calvin, who had come to

Italy under the assumed name of Espeville. We have no trustworthy

accoimt of the visit, but it evidently made the deepest impression upon
Ren^ and her Court. Apparently he celebrated the communion for them
in private ; certainly he incited them to protest against the accustomed

services. In fact, on Holy Saturday (April 14), when the officiating

priest in one of the chief churches of Ferrara presented the cross for

the veneration of the faithful, one of RentVs choristers, a youth of

twenty known as Jehannot or Zanetto, broke out in open blasphemies

against what he regarded as idolatiy. The incident was probably pre-

arranged in order to cause a popular outbreak; but it is clear that the

people were scandalised. Under pressure from Rome Ercole took steps

to punish the offenders. ]3ut he found that the whole suite of his

wife were involved; while Ren^ invoked the Fiench power to protect

her servants. The matter dragged on fov some iiionths; but at length,

as the principal person implicated (probably Calvin himself) escaped

from his guards on the road to Bologna, not without suspicion of

their connivance, it was allowed to drop.

Henceforward Calvin was Ren&’s spiritual adviser, and she was in

frequent correspondence with him. Under his influence she refused in

1540 to make her confession or to hear mass any longer. This does not

seem to have involved an open breach with the Church
; there were many

more who were equally remiss in their religious duties. Ercole tried

to ayoid taking action, and winked at her opinions so long as she and
her associates avoided giving open scandaL Moreover, whfin Paul HI
paid a visit to Ferrara Ren^e met him on friendly terms, and obtained

from him a brief, dated July 6, 1543, by which she was exempted from
every jurisdiction but that of the Holy Office. But she disguised her
Calvinism less and less, while the activity of the Inquisition was daily

increasing; and at length the pressure of the Holy See compelled the

Duke to act. In 1554 he applied to the French King for an ^^able and

260. K, B. 11. Cfl. XII.
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teacher for his wife, and tibe Inquisitor Mathieu Qry was sent.

* As his exhortations made no impression, she was put on her trial for

heresy, and condemned to imprisonment, twenty-four of her servants

being likewise sentenced. But a week afterwards, on September 18» it

was announced that she had abjured and received pardon.^ The
documents are lost, so that it is hard to say precisely what occurred. It

is certain that Rem^e made her confession and received th£ Eucharist,

equally so that she was at heart a Calvinist, and went on in her old

courses until, after Ercole’s death, she retired in 1660 \So Montargis and

became a protector of the French Huguenots.

*r

Ercole’s other capital, Modena, was equally famous fs a centre of

learning. Many of the scholars of the Modenese Academy had long

been suspected of heterodoxy, among them being Lodovico Castelvetro,

Gabriele Falloppio, the anatomist, and the brothers Grillenzone, who were

its founders. In Advent, 1537, an Austin friar, Serafino of Ferrara,

denounced an anonymous book, the Sommario deUa Santa Scrittura^

which was being sold in Modena by the bookseller Antonio Gaboldino

;

but his action only called fojih protests. In 1540 arrived the learned

Paolo Ricci, a conventual Franciscan, who had left the cloister, and

now, under the assumed name of Lisio Fileno, publicly expounded the

Scriptures and denounced the Papacy. Thus the new opinions gained

ground. The annalist Tassoni (il Vecchio) declares that both men and

women disputed everywhere, in the squai*es, in the shops, in the churches,

concerning the faith and the law of Christ, quoting and misquoting the

Scriptures and doctors whom they had never read.

Attempts were soon made to put a stop to this. The Sommario was

refuted by Ambrogio C^larino and burned at Rome in 1539. Two years

aiterwards Ricci was arrested^ .taken to Ferrara., and made to recant.

Otlier measures wei*e for a time aveited by the intercession of Sadoleto,

himself a Modenese; he urged that the a^emicians were loyal to the

Roman Cfiurch, and should not be molested because they claimed for the

learned the right of free euguiry. The Pope however was still suspicious

;

and Giovanni de Morone, Bishop of Modena, then absmt on a lega-

tion in Gci-many add himself a friend of Contarini and to the doctrines

of Grace, was sent for to reduce this ^ second Geneva” to order. It was

proposed that suspected persons should sign a. formulaiy of faith,

drawn up by Contarini in the plainest possible terms. After strenuous

^resistance tiie signatures were secured, and the matter seemed at an end.

I
But a strong feeling of resentment had sprung up; the Academy vm
Vstill a hot-b^ of disaffection, and preachers of doubtful orthodoxy, such

as Bartolommeo della Pergola, were eagerly listened to.

At length Eroole was goaded into taking action throughout hts

dommiana. A ducal edict of May S4, 1546, was so severe in its

virions that the Modenese Academy promptly dispersed; and in 1548
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Fra Girolamo Papino of Lodi waa installed as Inquisitor at Ferrara* A
poor youth of Faenza, by name Fannio (or Fanino), was soon brought

before him» who had fallen into heresy through his perverse interpre**

tation of the Bible. He recanted once through fear, but relapsedi and

began preaching throughout Romagna with gi'eat success. At length

he was arrested at Bagnacavallo, and conveyed to Ferrara. Here his

imprisonmeift was a succession of triumphs. His friends were allowed

access to him, and bis visitors included Olympia Morata, Lavinia della

Rovere, and others, upon whom liis cheerfulness and earnestness and his

bold predictions made a great impression. After long negotiations

between Ferrara and the Holy See, in which Renee herself took part, the

order arrived £pr his execution as a relapsed heretic. It was confirmed

by Ercole, and on August 22, 1550, he was strangled and his body cost

into the river. His was the second recorded death for religion in Italy,

the first being that of Jdime de Enzinas, a Spanish Lutheran and,

according to Bucer, an eager disseminator of Lutheranism, who was

burned at Rome on March 16, 1547. Another execution followed in

1551, that of a Sicilian priest, Domenico Giorgio, who is described as a

“Lutheran and heretic.” Minor punishmeq}^ followed in great numbers;

so that Ren^ was forced to send her Huguenot followers to Mirandola,

v'here under the Count Galeotto Pico they found a place of refuge*

Some years afterwards attention was again called to Modena, where

the Reform still prospered. On October 1, 1555, a brief of Paul IV
demanded that four of the leaders, Bonifacio and Filippo Valentino (Uie

former of whom was provost of the Cathedral), Lodovico Castelvetro

(who had translated the writings of Melanchthon into Italian), and the

bookseller Gaboldino, should be arrested and handed over to the Hoiy
06Sce. Filippo Valentino and Castelvetro, warned in time, made their

escape. The others were taken and conv^ed to Rome, where Bonifacio

recanted ; but Gaboldino, on refusing to do so, was condemned to perpetual

imprisonment. Four years later Castelvetro, already condemned for

contumacy, was persuaded to go to Rome with his brother Giammaria,

and stand his ti'ial; but he fled before it was gver, was again condemned,

and was burned in effigy as a contumacious heretic. The two brothers

escaped to Chiavenna, where Lodovico died in 157L, having in 1561

app^ed in v^n for a hearing before the Council of Trent,

Even this was n^Cthe end of heresy in the duchy. The registers of
the Inquisition contain long lists of suspects, and not a few condemna-

tions, both at Ferrara and Modena; at Modena indeed, in 1568 alone,

thirteen men and one woman perished at the stake.

Veiy diiferent again was the movement at Naples, at any rate in its

earlier stages. It centres round one great man, Juan de V^dds, whose

position is thus described by Niccold Balbini, minister of tfariongrega-

tion of Italian refugees at Geneva, in his life of Galcazzo Caracciolo:
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‘‘There waa at that time in Naples a Spanish gentleman, who having a

certain knowledge of evangelical tnith and above all of the doctrine of

justification, had begim to draw to the new doctrines certain noble-bom

persons with whom he conversed, refuting the idea of justification by our

own deserving, and of the merit of works, and exposing certain supersti-

tions,’’ He adds that the disciples of Valdds “did not cease to fluent
the chunbes, to resort to mass like other people, and to Share in the

current idolatry.” This however gives no idea of his real greatness.

Valdes was at once a devout mystic and a bom teacJier; and having

settled in Naples he at once became the leading spirit and the oracle of

a wide circle of devout and cultured men and women who submitted

themselves wholly to his teaching and guidance. ^
Bom of a noble family at Cuen9a in new Castile (c. 1600), where his

father Ferrando was corregtdor^ he and his twin-brother Alfonso had

been educated for the public service. Both were early drawn into

sympathy with the protest against abuses, but whilst Alfonso died an

Juan advanced far beyond this. Alfonso entered the service

of the Emperor, and, though on indifferent Latinist, gradually rose to be

first secretary. In this capoy^ity he was responsible for several imperial

letters which urged the necessity of reform in no gentle terms. But
these are not our only index to his opinions. He was a close friend of

Erasmus and a student of his writings; and after the Sack of Rome in

1627 he put forth a Dialogue between L^ctancio, an imperial courtier,

and a certain archdeacon, in which he vindicates the Emperor, and
declares the catastrophe to be a judgment upon the sins of the Papacy.

Lactancio allows that Luther had fallen into many heresies, but very

pertinently says that if they had remedied the things of which he justly

complained, instead of excommunicating him, he would never have so

laps^. He calls for a speedy Reformation, that it may be proclaimed

to the end of the world how ‘‘Jesus Christ built the Church, and the

Emperor ^Charles V restored it,” Alfonso follows in the footsteps of

Erasmus; and the reader of the Colhquia will find little that is new here,

unless it be that Alfonso is, as a contemporary said, more iBrasmian than

Erasmus himself. He was at once attacked, but found many defenders;

and Charles himself declared tiiat though he had not read the book,

|yald^s was a good Christian, who would not write heresies. • Accordingly,

I
he was not molested, and ended his life in the Emperor’s service early in

^October, 1582. ,

Little is known of Juan’s early life, excepting that he was for ten

years about the Coiiii;, apparently under his brother. Towards th^end
of this period, and just after the ^ Lactancio was finished, Juan
product a similar work, the Z)ic3ogo y Caron^ in which

Mercury and Charon are made to confer with the souls of the departed

as to their religious life and the affairs of the world they have just left.

It really consists of two distinct dialogues differing in style and substance
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ane bdng mainly political (showing signs of Alfonso's co-operation) and

the other mainly religious, although in doctrine it does not go beyond
a condemnation of prayers to the Virgin. But they were joined in one,

and published with the Mtctancio in 1529. We next hear of Juan in

1680, at Rome, where he presently became a papal chamberlain under

Clement VIJ, by whom, according to Camesecchi, he was much beloved*

He was at Bologna with the Pope in January, 1633, but soon afterwards

removed to Naples, where he remained, excepting for one visit to Rome,
till his death ii? 1541.

At Naples he gave himself up to study, to religious meditation, and
to the society of his friends. Between April, 15^, and September, 1536,

he produced his Didlogo de la lenffua^ a valuable study of the Spanish

tongue, and one of the most beautiful writings of its day. During the

next few years he wrote and circulated amongst his friends, in manuscript,

^his CAT (snbspgnently translated into English by Nicholas

fFerrar), his Caiechism^ Lac SjArHiiale^ a large number of shoit treatises

$and commentaries, and translations of parts of the Bible from the

I
original languages. His doctrine as contained in these works is

certainly not distinctively Lutheran or Calvinist, but that of one whose

thought turned ever inward rather than outward, a devout evangelical

mystic who recommended frequent confession and communion, and had

no desire to overturn the ordinances of the Church. His disciples were

won by himself rather than by his doctrines ; and even the element of

his teaching which others seized upon most eagerly—justification by faith

only—^was not to him what it was to the Lutheran, the corner-stone of

his whole system. To him it was the expression of the fact that only

by self-abnegation could men receive the divine illumination, and thus

conform to the image of God in which they were made. And the

tract by means of which this doctrine was v ost widely diffused in

Italy, the famous Beneficio deUa morte di Cristo^ which has been called

the Credo of the Italian Reformed, was not the work of Valdes himself,

but of a disciple, the Benedictine monk Benedetto of Ma&tua, who
wrote it in his monastery at the foot of I^ount Etna, and at whose

request Maroantonio Flaminio revised it and improved the style. It

began to be spread broadcast in Italy about 1540^ at first in manu-
script and i;b^n in print, and made a deep impression wherever it

went
Tlie personal influence of Valdes was very great, both amongst those

who had known him at the Court of Clement VII and those who now
tsawfaim for the first time. In his unprinted life of Paul IV, written early

|in the seventeenth centuiy, Antonio Caracciolo reckons the number of

I Vald^' adherents at over three thousand, of whom many were leading
' men. This is doubtless only a guess, but the number was certainly large.

And since at this very time, in 1536, an edict had gone forth in Naples

forbidding all commerce with heretics on pain of death and confiscation^

CB. XU.
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it 18 clear that the many persons of importance in Church and State who
took part in his conferences had no idea that their action came under

this ban. Many, and especially the Hieatines, regarded him with

suspicion; but that was all.

He and his two chief adherents^ Bernardino Ochino and Pietro

Martire Vermigli, are styled by Antonio Caracciolo the ^^S^ttanic trium-

virate.’* With them were Marcantonio Flaminio, Pietro Camesecchi,

GaJeazzo Caraccioli (nephew of Pope Paul IV), Benedetto Cusano,

Marcantonio Magno, Giovanni Mollio, the Franciscan, Jacopo Bonfadio,

the historian (burned at Genoa, but probably not for heresy, in 1660),

Vittorio Soranzo (afterwards Bishop of Bergamo) and Lattanzio Hagnohe

of Siena, all of whom were subsequently regarded as heretics. There

were also Pietrantonio di Capua, Archbishop of Otranto (who attended

Voldds on liis deathbed and always held him in great reverence), the

Archbishops of Sorrento and Reggio, the Bishops of Catania, Nola,

Policastro, and La Cava (Giovanni Tommaso Sanfelice, imprisoned

by Paul IV for over two years on suspicion of heresy), and Giambattista

Folengo, a leamcd monk of Monte Cassino. With them, too, were the

most noble and respected ladies of Naples, Vittoria Colonna, Marchioness

of Pescara, her kinswoman Costanza d’Avalos, Duchess of Amalfi, Isabella

Manrique of Brisegna, sister-in-law to the Spanish Inquisitor-general of

that name, above all Giulia Gonzaga, Duchess of Traietto and Countess

of Fondi in her own right. On the death of her husband she had
retired to Fondi, where the fame of her beauty was such that the corsair

IQiair Eddin Barbarossa attempted to kidnap her for the Sultan. She

liod now taken up her abode in the convent of San Francesco at Naples,

and w£is much respected for her strict and pious life. She submitted

hei-self entirely to the guidance of Valdes ; and several of his treatises

were written for her benefit.

After his death most of his followers dispersed, and not a few of

them wera afterwards proceeded against in other parts of Italy. Those

who still remained were led, according to a contemporaxgr writer, by a
triumvirate consisting of*Donna Giulia, a Benedictine monk named
Germano Minadois, and a Spaniard, Sigismundo Minoz, who was director

of the hospital for incurables. Some presently abandoned the Roman
communion. Galcazzo Caraccioli, for example, visited Germany in the

Empeioris service, and learned that it was not enough to accept Justifi-

cation, but that he must forsake ^Mdolatry** also. Failing to induce

even Us own family to accompany him, he went alone to Genevii in

March, 1551, where he was well received by Calvin, as was Lattanzio

Ragnone, who followed two days later. He ventured into Italy more
than once, and many efforts were made, cs^cially aftei* his uncle became

Pope, to recall him ; but tliey all failed, and he died at Geneva in 1686*

Isabella Brisegna also fled, first to Zurich and then to Chiavenna*

Some, again, seem to have abandoned their views owingeto the preaching
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of the Jesuit Alfbnso Selmeron in 1658 and the fcHowing yeani; end
some» as the Austiii friar Francesco Romano, recanted under pressuzet

Others still remained staundi, under the leadership of Giulia, who
assisted with her means .those who fled, but refu^ to fly herself.

Several were proceeded against and put to death; and at length, in

March, 1564, Gian Francesco di Caserta and Giovanni Bernardino di

Aversa were beheaded and burned in the market-place. It is probable

that only the death of I*ius IV in December, 1565, saved GKulia herself

from a like fat^; as it was, she remained in the convent till her death

on April 19, 1566. With her the party came to an end. Meanwhile,

however, it had spread elsewhere: between 1541 and 1576 there are

over forty trials for Lutheranism in the records which still survive of

the Sicilian Inquisition, about half of the culprits, who include not a few

pariah priests and religious, being put to death. Other heresies had

arisen also; the records speak, for instance, of Sacramentnries, Ana-

baptists, anti-Trinitarians, and those who disbelieved in a future life.

Lucca was the only other place where the movement assumed

a really popular form ; and here it cenl^es round one man. Pietro

Martire Vermigli, born of well-to-do parents at Florence in 1600, had
joined the Austin cations at Fiesole in 1516, and learned from them to

know his Bible well. He studied Greek and Hebrew at Padua and

elsewhere, and being appointed to preach was soon well known throughout

Italy. High honours fell to him : he became Abbot of Spoleto, and then

Prior of the great house of San Pietro ad aram at Naples and Visitor-

general of his Order. Here he came into contact with Vald6^, began to

read the writings of Biicer and others, and lectured on the First Epistle

to the Corinthians. He was accused of heresy, and for a time forbidden

to preeush ; but the prohibition was removed % i Pope at the instance

of Contarini, Pole, and other friends. In 1641 he left Naples and became
Prior of San Frediano at Lucca, This was his opportunity, for the Prior

had quosi-episcopal rights over half the city. He gathered Ibout him
a body of like-minded scholam, and with tbepi set up a scheme of study

which was shared by many of the chief citizens and nobles. He himself

expounded St Paul'^s Epistles and the Psalms. LAtin was taught by
Paolo Lacizi jof Verona, a canon of the Lateran and afterwards Vermigli’s

colleague at Strossbrng ; Greek by Count Mossimiliano Celso Martinengo,

also, a canon of the Lateran and subsitjuently pastor of the Italian

congregation at Geneva ; and Hebrew by Emanuele Tremelk of Ferrara,

a Jew converted by Pole and Flaminio, who afterwards came to England.

With them also were Francesco Robortello and Celio Secondo Curione,

public professors of letters, and Girolamo Zanchi, afterwards professor

of theology at Strassburg. Vermigli himself preached every Sunday to

ocmgregatioiis which grew continually ; and no small part of the city

listened readily when he told them to regard the Eucharist as a mere

Cn. K!L
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remembrance of the Passion. This soon became knoum beyond the
walls of Lucca. Vermigli was summoned to the Chapter of his Order at

Genoa, and the magistrates of Lucca received a papal injunction to

arrest all heretical teachers and send them to Rome. An Austin fijar

was taken, released by the nobles, and recaptured ; and Vermigli, never
a man of much courage, resolved on flight. In August, 154^ he set out
for Pisa with two companions; and ‘‘in that city, with certain noble
persons, he ^lebrated the Supper of the Lord with the Christian rite.^

'Phence he wrote to Pole and to the people of Lucca, giving as reasons

for his flight the errors and abuses of the pontifical religion and the
hatred of his enemies ; after which he went to Switzerland by way of

Bologna and Ferrara, and on to Strassburg. He subsequently came to
England and was made professor of divinity at Oxford, but returned to
Strassburg in 1553, and died at Zurich in 1562. It appears that no
fewer than eighteen canons of his house left Lucca within a year, and
escaped beyond the Alps. But although the shepherds had fled, the
flock did not at once melt away. They were in a measure supported by
the senate, which took measures at length to stamp out the heresy,

but only under pressure, and an alternative to the setting up of the
Roman Inquisition. In 1545 the senate issued an edict against the
“ rash persons of both sexes who without any knowledge of Holy Scripture

or the sacred canons dare to discuss things concerning the Christian

faith as though they were great theologians’’; and by 1551 the last

Lucchese Reformer were compelled to fly.

We now turn to leaders of the movement who were not connected
with any particular centre. One who was even better known fled at
the some time with Vermigli, namely Bernardino Ochino, of Siena.

When young he had joined the Friars Observant, and rose to be their
Pro\'incial

; but in 1534 he left them for the Capuchins, a stricter body
founded some six yearn before, by whom in 1538 he was chosen
Vicor-genetal. Meeuiwhile he had begun to preach, was appointed an
“apostolic missionary,” and^was soon recognised as the foremost preacher
of the day. His extant sermons hardly account for hk fame; but
preaching was at a low ebb, and the strictness of his life added greatly
to the effect of his fiery elo(] iience. At Naples he became a follower of
Valdds, as did others of his Order; including, as he afterwards said,

most of the preachers. At Florence he visited Caterina Cib6 ; and his

conversationvi \vith her, put into the shape of Sette Dudoghi in 1539,
afibrd dear evidence that he had already rejected much of the curmit
theology. So far, however, he cannot have incurred serious suspicion;
for although his pi-eaching was impugned at Naples in 1636 and 1689,
he was re*^ected Vicar-general in 1641. The following year came the
catastrophe. He was twice cited before the Nuncio at Venice for his
sermons, and the second time he was forbidden to preach any more, and
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irent to Verona, Whilst Imng there^ in fluent intercoune with the

Tenerable bishop Giberti, he received a citation to appear before the

newly-^founded Roman Inquisition. He set out in August, and on his

way through Bologna paid a visit to Contarini, who lay dying there,

nie accounts of their interview differ ; but Ochino gathered that if he

went to Rome he would be forced ** to deny Christ or be crucified.’’ At
Florence helmet Vermigli, and resolved forthwith to fly, to throw in his

lot with the Swiss Reformers, and to disseminate his doctrine by his pen.

He reached Gerseva, being then at the age of fifty-five, passing after-

wards to Zurich, Augsburg, England, and back to Zurich. But his

restless mind could not easily find satisfaction. Before long the Swiss

expelled him because of his views on marriage, and he began to turn to

the party amongst his compatriots which had abandoned not only the

historic system but the historic faith of the Church. As early as

September, 1550, a secret Anabaptist meeting had been held at Venice,

attended by 60 deputies, which had rejected the divinity of Christ.

Many who shared these views had taken refuge amongst the Swiss,

including Giorgio Blandrata, formerly physician to Sigismund I of

Poland, Niccol6 Gallo, Giovanni Paolo ^ciati, Matteo Gribaldi, and

Valentino Gentile, all of whom fled to Geneva, and Lelio Sozzini, who

went to Basel in 1547 and lived there unsuspected till his death in 1562.

Calvin at length grew suspicious, and on May 18, 1558, put forth a

confession of faith to be signed by all the members of tlie Italian

congregation as a test of orthodoxy. Gribaldi managed to clear him

self ; Blandrata and Alciati, finding themselves unable to do so, fled to

Poland; Gallo and Gentile signed, but afterwards retracted and were

proceeded against for heresy : the last-named was ultimately beheaded

at Bern, in 1556, as a perjured heretic. After 1558, Poland and

Transylvania became the head-quarters ,of this -xtreme school, which

remained the prey of vague and mutually contradictory theories, Arian

and Anabaptist, until Fausto Sozzini (1539-'1604!), the nephew of Lelio,

came to Transylvania and Poland (1578-9) and contributed to the ultimate

formation of*a definite “Unitarian Church,” the doctrinal manual of

^hich was tha Rakovian Catechism. To this party, in its earlier stages,

Ochino had made approaches (in his Dialogi published in 1563 in

Poland); but even the Polish anti-trinitarians thouglit him unsound;
and be died in 156^ lorsakeii and alone, at Schlackau in Moravia.

Qchino’s flight made a great sensation. To Caraffa it suggested the

fedl of Lucifer. Some attributed it to disappointed ambition, some to

a sudden temptation. Vittoria Colonna, hitherto a frequent correspon-

dent, broke with him entirely; but Caterina Cib6, in whose house he had
renounced the cowl, appears to have corresponded with him still. In the

records of the Roman Inquisition she figures as doctrix monialium hc^eretic-

arwrif the nuns being those of St Martha outside Florence. But she doef^

not seem to have been proceeded against, and died at Florence in 1555.

Of. ni.
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Another man of mark who left the Roman communion was

pMlo Yergerio of, d'Istria. He had been a lawyer in Venice,

entered the service ortHe Niincio at the instance of his brother Aurdio^

who was secretary to Clement VII, and soon rose to importance. He
went to Rome early in 1533, and was sent as Nuncio to Ferdinand

Austria Two years later he went to invite the German Princes to the

Council of Mantua, and had a memorable interview with Luth^i whom
he describes with characteristic bitterness. In 1536 he received the

bishopric of Modrusch, exchanged soon after for tliat of Capo d** Istria;

all the orders being conferred upon him in one day by his brother

Giambattista, Bishop of Pola, who at the time of his death was suspected

of heresy, and not without reason. Pierpaolo was still a restless and

energetic papal agent, distrusted by many, and scheming both for

practical reform and for his own aggrandisement. In time a change

came over him. Dui ing a mission to France he met, and was profoundly

impressed by, Margaret of Navarre. Passing into Germany, he consorted

much with Melanchthon and others. At the Diet of Worms (1540)

he made an oration De unitate et j)(ice ecclesiae^ in which he urged the

necessity for a General Coyncil for the reform of the Church. He
allowed that there were grave abuses in the Church, but not that

they were any reason for secession ; he pointed to the quarrels amongst

the Reformed, and urged them to return to the Body of Christ, who is

our consolation and our peace."” His survey of the facts is somewhat

superficial, but a new tone of charity and earnestness runs through

it. He returned to Capo d’ Istria to take care of ‘‘the little vineyard

which God had committed to him”; he visited diligently, preached

evangelical doctrine, and reformed practical abuses. He i*ead heretical

books in order to confute them; but they only raised doubts in his own

mind. Suspicion arose on al!l sides. I..ate in 1544 the monks of his

diocese, irritated by his strictness, accused him to the Venetian Inqui*

sition, which began a process against him. It was still continuing

when the ‘Council of Trent was opened. In February, 1546, he went to

the (knincil and offered )iis defence; but, although the Cardinal of

Mantua warned them not to drive a good Bishop to desperation, they

would not hear him or allow him to take his seat, and forbade hi
return to his diocese. Then he asked for a canonical trial from his

fellow-Bishops, but in vain. After this he lost allheart.

The lost straw was the case ofJFrancesco Spiera, a lawyer of Qitta-

della, whost story was long rememberi^ amongst the Reformed. He had

incurred suspicion by associating with Speziale and translating the

Lord's Prayer into Italian. Being cited by the Inquisition in 1548, be

abjured from fear, and repeated his abjuration the following Sunday at

CSttadella, against his conscience. Presently, he fell grievously ill, and lay

%r months under the conviction that he had committed the unpardonable

sin by his apoatafty- lu vain his friends spoke of God's mercy; he ihet
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their exhortations with a hopelessness which was the more terrible

because it was so calnii thou^ broken occasionally by paroxysms of

ffensy« From the investigation made by the Inquisition after his death

it seems likely that some rays of hope dawned upon him towards the

end; but this was unknown to the many who came to see him, and awe
and consternation prevailed amongst them. To Vergerio, who watched

often at his bedside, the warning seemed to be one which he dared not

neglect ; he resolved to secede at once, and on December 13, 1548, he

sent has resolve,® with an account of the dying Spiera, to Rota, the

Bishop Suffragan of Padua. His deposition and excommunication
followed on July 3, 1549. He fled to the Grisons, and for a time

worked at Poschiavo; in 1553 he passed to '^iirttemberg, where he

remained till his death. He translated parts of the Bible into Slavonic,

and wrote fiery tracts against the Papacy; but to all he appeared a

schemer and a disappointed man : Calvin speaks of him as a ^^restless

busybody,’’ and Jewel calls him a “crafty knave.”

We return now to those who sympathised more or less with the new
views but did not separate from the Churcl\ They were of very different

t3rpe8. Some, lijia. Michelangelo Buonarotti, were simply men of that

evangelical spirit which easily comes under suspicion when undue stress

is being laid on externals; others, like ITalloppio, were bold thinkers who
overstepped the limits of medievalism; others, like Giangiorgio Tri^no,

the author of Snphonube^ honoured by two Popes, directed the shafl)*.

of their satire against the Papacy only; others really adopted the

Reformed views, like the satiric poet Francesco Bemi, whose Orlando

Innamorato appears to have been uianipUlated after His death to disguise

its Lutheran flavour. A better representative of these last is Aonio
P^ario of Veroli, a man of querulous Jomper Hut devoutly Christian

life, and a doctrinal Reformei. So early as 1542 be

was accused of heresy at Siena, partly owing to a dispute with a prcadier

at Colle, partly on account of his book Della pienezza^ dbjU^enza^ e

acUitfcBskme 3eUa pastrlonc di Cristo. But fa^ had friends, and the trial

was 9t<>pped without his having to read an oration which he had prepared

in his own defence. He continued to write boldly,* and to correspond

with the German and Swiss Reformers. In 1542 or 1543 he unfolded to

them an extraordiiuu^ plan for a Council to settle the religious

disputes of the day : all the princes of Europe were to choose holy men,
“ entirely free from the suspicion of papal corruption,” to the number of

six or seven from each country ; and these men, having been consecrated

for the purpose by twelve Bishops, chosen out of their whole number by

the Pope and the hierarchy on account of their holiness of life, were to

act as arbiters and umpires, after hearing the matters in dispute fully

discussed in a perfectly free assembly. Paleario became pi^essor of
belles-lettres at Lucca in 15465 on the nomination of Sadoleto and Bemboi

CH. XU.
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and in 1555 he went to 611 a like ofiioe at Milan. Here he was twice

proceeded against; in 1559 unsuccessfully in the matter of Purgatory,

on the accusation of his former opponent ; and again in 1567, when

the trial was interrupted by a summons to appear at Rome before

the Holy Office itself. He pleaded his age, but ultimately went and

stood his trial. His answers on many points were iinsatisfaetory; but

the real ground of his condemnation was his steady assertion that it

was unlawful for the Pope to kill heretics, and that, so doing, he could

not be the vicar of Christ. He was called upon to make^a set abjuration,

but refused (June 14, 1570); he was condemned as impenitent in the

presence of the Pope hipiself (June 30); and on July 8 he was strangled

and burnt in the Piazza del Gastello. The records of the Miserkordia

say that he died penitent. It is probable that this refers to a general

statement of penitence, by means of which, with the connivance of the

authorities, the punishment of burning alive was frequently avoided.

In any case, Aonio died a martyr not so much for his particular opinions

as in the cafise of liberty of thought itself.

Another who paid the last penalty was PjgtCJjOarnesecchi. Bom
in 1508 of a noble Florentine family, he was educated Tn ‘the house of

Cardinal Dovizzi at Rome, and entered the papal service. Under

Clement VII he became protonotary apostolic, receiving also many rich

benefices and a promise of the cardinalate: so great indeed was his

influence that it used to be said that he was Pope rather than Clement

But the death of his master removed him from a post which was not

really congenial, and he retired into secular life. A visit to Giulia

Gonzaga in 1540 brought him into contact again with Valdes, whom he

had known at the papal Court. lie now took him as his spiritual teacher,

and ever aitciwards regarded this as the crisis of his life. From this point

his history is recorded in the details of the process instituted against him

by the Roman Inquisition. After some years of reading heretical books

and conferring with heretics at Venice, he was cited to Rome (1546) and

tput on his trial for heresy. He denied everything, and ‘‘ fiaudulently

]extorted absolution from l;he Pope.” After a visit to France, where he

met many of the Reformers, he returned to Venice (155Sr.), and there

published some of the works of Vald&. In 1557 a new process was

commenced against him; he hid himself, and sentence was pronounced

upon him as a refractory heretic. Even this we£> not final. On the

death of Paul IV (1559), the people joyously broke open the prisons

of the Inquisition, destroyed tlie records, and suffered the prisoners

(seventy-two ‘Mieresiarchs, or rather infernal fiends,” says Antonio

Caracciolo) to escape. Camesecchi saw his chance and seized it His

sovereign, Duke Cosimo I, whom he had served as an envoy and

councillor of State, took his part; the charges against him were no longer

in existence; the new Pope was anxious to relax the severity of his

predecessor; and thus, in May, 1561, he was declared innocent After
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this he resided at Rome, at Naples, at Florence, always in correspondence

with heretics, and for a time with a strong Colvinistic bias, thongh

later his .sympathies were Lutheran. The accession of the stem old

Inquisitor Ghislieri as Pope Pius V again brought Camesecchi into danger.

Cosimo consented to give him up (being rewarded two years afterwards

with the tiUe of Grand Duke); and on July 4, 1566, he was in prison

in Rome. The trial was a lengthy one; he fought hard for his life,

endeavouring, as was his wont, to resist force by cunning. But it could

have only one ehd. On September 21, 1567, he was handed over to

the secular arm, and on October 21, with a friar Giulio Maresio, he was
beheaded and burnt.

But the great process against Camesecchi had an importance apart

from the man him^f : as it has been said, he is but the secondary figure

in it, and its real heroes are the illustrious dead. Camesecchi was the

disciple of Vald&, the friend of Flaminio and Pole ; he had been on

terms of intimacy with that body of loyal sons and daughters of the

Church of whom mention has been made already, who had striven nobly,

through evil report and good report, for ijs reformation, and who had

been hopelessly beaten at the Council of Trent. They had been watched

and suspected by the Inquisition ever since; some indeed had actually

suffered at its hands. Most of them were dead before 1566; but the

pursuit of heresy ceased not at the grave, and tliose who during their

lives were revered as the hope of the Church were impugned as suspects or

as actual heretics in the famous process of Camesecchi. This Catholic

minority, for such it really was, grew out of the body of friends who
centred round Contarini in Venice; it was reinforced by many who had

sat at the feet of Valdes, or who had travelled in the north. The aim
of this party was the reform of the wjtiole ect esiastical system; its

doctiinal rallying-point was justification by faith in Christ Jesus and

not by a man'^s own works. So far they were at one with Luther.

But, realising as they did that this had ever been the doctfine of the

Church, they were not impelled, as he wall, Jio deny the reality of free

will, to depreciate the fruits of faith, or to eviscerate faith itself by

reducing it to an act of intellectual assent, and* divorcing it from

Christian love which issues in action. ^^We obtain this blessing of

complete and perpetual salvation,^ wrote Sadoleto to the citizens of

Geneva, ^by faith alone in God and in Jesus Christ. When I say

faith alone, I "do not mean, as those inventors of noveltie&r do, a mere

oiedulity and confidence in God, to the exclusion of love and other

Christian virtues. This indeed is necessaiy, and forms the first access

which we have to God; but it is not enough. For we must also

bring a mind fiiU of piety towards Almighty God, and desirous of

performing whatever is agreeable to Him, by the power of the

Holy Spirit." Moreover, loyalty to ,the Church was with them a

ciil. xii.
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fundamental principle. Many no doubt were in frequent and friendly

correBpondence with the Reformers; but it must be borne in mind that

the line of division between the Protestant bodies and the Church waa
very gradually determined, and that men long hoped for a speedy settle-

ment of the existing divisions. Here again Sadoleto's lett^ illustrates

their position. He recognises the existing evils in the Cht^h, and will

leven grant that there arc serious doctrinal errors ; but even so, the evils

!;of separation ore greater ; and to depart from the unity of the body of

• Christ is to court destruction. Let us enquire and which of the

two is more conducive to our advantage, which is better in itself, and

better fitted to obtain ^the favour of Almighty God: whether to accord

with the whole Church, and faithfully observe her decrees and laws and
sacraments, or to adhere to men seeking dissension and novelty. This,

dearest brethren, is the place where the road divides: one way leads to

life, the other to everlasting death.’’ The letter is worthy of its occasion:

so is the answer which it called forth from Calvin.

The failure of the ConsUlum de eniendanda Eedesiny the death of

Clement VII, and the secession of Carafia, had dashed the reformers’

hopes; but they did not lose Jbeart. Contarini was still their leader; and
it was probably on this account that he was sent as papal legate to the

Colloquy of Ratisbon in 1541, whence he kept up a correspondence

with Pole, Morone, and Foscarari, afterwards Bishop of Modena. For

a time all went well, and an agreement was come to, not indeed without

great difficulty, upon tlie point of Justification. But neither side really

trusted the other; and Contarini himself was jealously suspected by
many members of the Curia. Consequently, the effort (the last refill

eftbii; to conciliate the reformers) came to nothing; Contarini returned

in deep sadness to itedy, euid died the year fid^ter at Bologna. His

place as lefiuler of the movenv'nt was taken by ReginflJd Pole, whose

house at Viterbo, whither he went as papal governor in 1541, became

their headquarters. Here met together for prayer fiuid study Giberti and

Sorfiinzo, the former bishop of Verona, the latter before lon^ of Bergamo,

Flfiuninio, Luigi Priuli, Donato Rullo, Lodovico Beccatello, cuid others.

It was probably Pole’s influence which kept Flaminio frum seceding to

the Lutherans. Not less was his influence with Vittoria Colonna, to

whom he was greatly devoted, and who found in him a wise spiritual

guide when many others seemed to have gone fiuntKiy. It w^as he who
advised her to believe that we fiu:^ justified by friith only, £md to fiiat as

though we ^ere to be justified by our works.

Little by little their hopes fridcdL At the Council of Trenti indeed^

Pole was one of the Legates, and there were not a few Bishops and
theologicms who were with him in the matter of Justification. But
it soon became decur that the Council and Curia were against him, and
Pole left Trent befoiu the decree on the subject w^as fiictually made. He
relapsed into stleooe, waiting, fim4 advising his friends to wait, for a more
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eonvenieDt imson. It seemed as if this had actually come when, in

November, 1549, Paul 111 died. The English Cardinal was beloved by

some, respected by all. In the Conclave which followed it long appeared

likely that he would be chosen; and the betting outside, based upon

information from within, was much in his favour. But his views on

Justification robbed him of the tiara. His rival del Monte was chosen,

who took tlie name of Julius III; and Pole once more went into

retirem^t until his mission to England in 1564. The accession of

his enemy CaraiTa as Paul IV was a still greater blow. Sadoleto'^s

commentary on the Romans and Contarini's book on Justification

were declared suspect; Pole ceased to be Legate and was for a time

disgraced; Morone was actually imprisoned for heresy, and remained

in prison until the death of the Pope in 1559. The Inquisition resumed

its activity all over Italy. Although the total extinction of heresy was

still long delayed, the end was only a question of time. For the springs

were dri^ up, and no new ones burst forth.

II.

SPAIN.

Although one of the noblest leaders of the Italian Reform was a

Spaniard, the movement never obtained such a bold upon Spain as upon
Italy: in part because measures of repression were more promptly and more
thoroughly applied—in part, perhaps, because many of the practical abuses

had already been abated or removed, while the doctrinal abuses which

called forth the protest had not yet prevailed in Spain so largely as

elsewhere. Many of the best-known Spanish Rc^ ^>rmci^ lived and died

in Flanders or in some other foreign land; and in Spain itself the

movement appears to have had little vitality excepting in and about

two centres, Valladolid and Seville. Two autos-defe at Valladolid and
two at Seville;* of the thorough kind instituted by the Spanish Inquisition,

sufficed to br^k up the Reformed in these centres. Many fugitives

escaped and found refuge in Germany, England, or the Low Countries;

and the few^who remained were gradually swept away by the same

drastic method of t^ig Inquisition.

A reform of the Spanish clergy, regular and secular, had taken place

before Luther arose. It had begun, so far as the regulars were con-

cerned, nearly a century before; for example, the Cistei'cians bad been

Informed by Fray Martino de Vargas in the time of Pope Eugenius IV,

and afterwards Caitiinpj had wnrkgyl in the same direction. But
the chief agent m it was Fray Ximenez de Cisneros of the Order of

St Kraneis, to be better known as Cardinal Ximenez. At the request of

Ferdinand and Isabella he drew up a repoi-t on the state of all the

czi. rii..
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monasteries of Spain. Thereupon a Bull was sought from Alexander VI

in 1494, by which Cisneros was empowered to visit and set in order all

the regulars of Spain; and he inaugurated the most drastic reformation,

perhaps, that Religious Houses ever sustained. His action was in general

submitted to; but his own Order, which was the worst of all, resisted

strenuously, and obtained a Bull of prohibition against liim. On further

information the Pope annulled this, and the work went on. The
monasteries were disciplined, their “privileges” burned, and their rents

and heritages taken away and given to parishes, hospitals, &c. A laige

number of monks who were scandalous evil-livers, and who seemed

irreformable, were deported to Morocco, and the work was complete.

With the seculars Cisneros was less successful. But by degrees the

regulars reacted healthfully upon them ; Bishops and provincial synods

took them in hand; and the earlier Inquisitor, especially Adrian of

Utrecht, did much to put away abuses amongst them. Without doubt,

therefore, the moral state of the Spanish clergy in the sixteenth century,

especially tliat of the monks and friars, was immeasurably superior to

' that of the clergy in any other part of Western Christendom.

Moreover, the purging of the Spatush clergy had been accompanied,

or followed, by a icviviU of learning. Xiinenez was a scholar and a

muniheent patron of scholarship; and under his fostering care tlie

University of Alcald had become famous throughout Europe as a centre

of theological and humane learning. The Cretan Demetrios Ducas

taught Greek ; Alfonso de Zamora, Pablo Coronel, and Alfonso de Alcala

were expert Hebraists; and amongst other scholars there were the

two Vergaras, I^rcnzo Balbo, and Alfon^ de Nebrija. The greatest

monument of the liberality and enterprise of Ximenez was the famous

Complutcnsian Polyglott, which was in preparation at the very time

when Erasmus was working at the first edition of his Greek Testament,

though it did not begin to appear till 1520.

These facts have no little bearing upon the way in which the writings

of Erasmus were received in Spain. To some he was a literary colleague

whom they with all the world were proud to honour: to others he was a

rival, whose work was to fie depreciated wherever possiblf.. Nor was it

difficult to do thisf for his satirical writings against clerical abuses really

did not apply to Spain. Elsewhere, all good men were agreed in com-
batting the evils against which he wrote. In Sgajn, the earnestness of

his cni^e was easily overlooked by those who h^not lived abroad; on

I
the other thond, nowhere was there so keen a scent for heresy.^ His
Uiberal thought, and his ridicule of religious customs which, however

jliable to abuse, were in themselves capable of justification, seemed most
idangerous to the orthodox Spanish mind; and only the more laige-

^hearted were able to discern the genuine depth of his piety.

Nowhere, therefore, did Eramus^ writings rouse such feelings as in

Spain. Diego Lopez de Stuhiga and Sancho Carranza de I^randa
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in^rcighed against hitn, the former repeatedly, accusiiig him of bad

sobolardiip, of here^, of impiety, calling him not only a Lutheran but

the standaxd-bearer and leader of the Lutherans. Erasmus replied,

publidy and {»:ivately, with comparative moderation; and by degrees the

oontrover^ died away. Meanwhile he had many personal friends in

^lain, through whose influence some of his writings were translated into

Spanish, the first being the Enchiridion^ which appeared in 1526 or 1587

with a dedication to Manrique the Inquisitor, and bearing his imprimatur.

Some spoke against it, including Ignatius Loyola, who says that when he

read it (in Latin) it relaxed his fervour and made his devotion grow cold;

nevertheless it had a wide popularity. This brought its author into still

greater prominence; and a contemporary writer says that his name was

better known in Spain than in Rotterdam.

Gradually two hostile camps were formed, of eraamudas and anti-

eraamistas. In 1586 the Archdeacon Alfonso Fernandes, the translator

of the Enchiridion^ wrote to Coronel that certain friars were preaching

against its author, and suggesting that they should be censured; on the

other hand, the friars demanded that certain theses selected from Erasmus'

writings should be condemned. In the ecclesiastical juntas which met
at Valladolid in Lent, 1587, a formal enquiry was begun before Manrique
and a body of theologians; but no agreement was reached, and Manrique
dissolved the enquiiy, leaving things as they were. Alonso Fonseca,

Archbishop of Toledo, also took the part of Erasmus; and by the

influence of Gattinara and other friends at the Court of Charles V a Bull

was obtained from Clement VII imposing silence upon all who spoke or

wrote against his writings, which ‘‘are contrary to those of Luther.'’

Thus the eraamistas had won a complete victory, and for a time had
things aU their own way. But after the death of Fonseca in 1534 the

tide turned. Juan de Vergara and his brother ^vere cited before the

Inquisition, accused, says Enzinas, of no crime but favouring Erasmus
and his writings; and although they were ultimately acquitted, it was

only after years of detention. Fray Alonso de Viru^ was condemned
for depreciating the monastic state and was injmured in a convent; but

tbe charges weijc so preposterous that Charles V, whose chaplain he was,

came to his rescue; and the sentence was annulled by ttie Pope. Mateo
Pascual, professor of theology at Alcala, was less fortunate; he bad
expressed a dou*bt as to purgatory in a public discussion, was imprisoned,

and his goods were connscated. Another who fell under suspicion was

tbe grfiat scholar Pedro de Lerma, who had lived at Paris over fifty years,

had been dean of the faculty of Theology there, and had returned to

Spain as Abbot of Compludo. In 1537 he was called upon to abjure

eieveik “Ekmamian'’ propositions, one of which seems to have been

justification by faith. He forthwith returned to Paris, at the age of

ever seventy years, accompanied by his nephew Francisco de Enzinas,

in whose arms he died not long after.

C. M. H. 11. OB^m. 26
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^Erasmianum^ gradually died out in Spain. Elsewhere it either

died out, or took a line of its own (as in the case of Juan de Vald&), or
became merged in Protestantism. Pedro de Lerma waa on the border-
line; his nephews crossed it. Francisco de Enzinas (or Diyander as his

name was frequently rendered) was the younger brother of that J^Ume
who was burnt at Rome in 1547; they were sons of rich and noble
parents at Burgos, and were educated at Louvain and P^is. On the
death of de Lenna Francisco became a matriculated student of Witten-
berg University, where there were about that time four other Spanish
students, one of whom, Mateo Adriano, was professor of Hebrew and
medicine. The young man lived in the house of Melanchthon, becoming
so dear to him that he was often spoken of as ^^Melanchthon's soul^; and it

was by his advice that Enzinas translated the New Testament into excellent

Spanish. Having finished it he went to the Low Countries; and from
this point we are able to follow his steps by means of his Narrative, The
edicts of Charles V against heresy were being put into force, but he felt

safe, as he had many friends. He presented his version to the theological

faculty of Louvain for their imprimatur^ but they replied that they had
no power to give this, and could not judge of its accuracy. So he himself

published it at Antwerp, with a dedication to the Emperor, in which he
defended the translating of the Scriptures (against which, he said, he knew
no law) and placed his own version under Charles’ protection. On
November 23, 1643, he anived at Brussels to present it in person, and was
introduced to the Emperor’s presence by the Bishop of Jaen. After a con-

versation of which Enzinas has left a ratlier partied account, the Emperor
promised to accept the dedication provided that the version was satisfac-

tory; and it was submitted to his confessor. Fray Pedro de Soto.

Soto was disposed to be friendly, but took the precaution of

making enquiries. The following day he sent for the young man, set

before him the dangers of ttie unguarded reading of the Scriptures, as

demonstrated by Alfonso de Castro in his De Haeresibusj and added that
Enzinas"had broken the law by publishing an unlicensed work ; also, that
he was still more to blame for consorting with heretics at Wittenberg,
and for publishing a heretical book based upon Luther’s De servo arbitrio.

Enzinas answered, reasonably enough, that there was no law in Flanders

against translating the Bible, and that if it was wrong to consort with
the German doctors, then the Emperor himself^and many more were to
blame. As to the book, he deni^ roundly that he had ever published
anything 4>ut the New Testament, a denial which it is veiy hard to accept.

Ultimately he was committed to prison in Brussels for his civil oflenee,

and thus was saved, evidently by Soto’s desire, from the tender mercies of

the Spanish Inquisition. There he remained, in easy confinement, until

February 1, 1646, when, by the negligence, or more probably connivance,

of his gaolers, he escaped and m^ his way to Wittenb^, and thttce
to Strassburg, Basel and elsewhere. In disgust at the discords amongst
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Protestants, he seriously thought of going to Constantinople to preach

the Gospel there; but instead of doing so he married a wife, came to

England on Cranmer'^s invitation, and was made professor of Greek at

Cambridge. There he remained for about two years; but in 1549 he

returned to the Continent to arrange for the printing of his Spanish

versions of t|^e classics, and died at Augsburg on December SO, 1550.

Jdime de Enzinas had remained at Paris for some time after his

brother's departure, and whilst there had imbued another Spaniard,

Juan Diaz, with his own views. Bom at Cuen9a, the city of the

brothers Vald^, Diaz had studied for thirteen years at Paris, becoming

proficient in theology and in Hebrew. About 1645 he went to Geneva,

and spent some months in Calvin's society. Thence he passed to

Strassburg with the brothers Louis and Claud de Senarcleus, the latter of

whom, with the help of Enzinas, afterwards wrote his life. At Strassburg

the tenets of Calvin were held in some suspicion, and before being

admitted to communion Diaz was called upon to show his orthodoxy by

making a public profession of faith. At the end of the year the city

sent Bucer as its deputy to the second Colloquy of Ratisbon, summoned
by Charles V; and by his desire Diaz wa^ sent with him, meanwhile

a^ng also as agent for Cardinal du Bellay, the protector of the

Huguenots of France. At Ratisbon in 1546 he had a series of

discussions with the Dominican Fray Pedro de Malvenda, whom
he had known at Paris; but his account of these is very one-sided,

and all that is certain is that neither converted the other. From
Ratisbon Diaz went to Neuburg on the Danube. Meanwhile, news

of his doings reached his brother Alfonso, who was a lawyer at

Pavia. He at once hastened to him in the hope of being able to

persuade him to return to the Church, or at least to abandon the

society of the Germans. On the advice^ of Oc* ino, who was then at

Augsburg, Juan refused to do either. Alfonso, maddened with fanaticism

and the shame of having a heretic in the family, thereupon compassed

his death, and, with an accomplice, crueUy assassinated him* at Feld-

kirchen on Mhrch 27, 1546. The murderers lyere captured and brought

to trial at Innsbruck; but as they were in minor Orders, Soto and others

caused the case to be cited to Rome, where the murderers escaped scot-

fiee. Not unpaturally the Protestants regarded Diaz as a martyr, and

attributed his deathJo^he direct orders of the ecclesiastical authorities;

but though they connived at the escape of the murderers, the act itself

was certainly one of private vengeance. •

Another Spaniard who adopted the Reformed views about this time

was Francisco de San Roman, a rich merchant from Burgos. In 1540,

going from Antwerp to Bremen on business, he went by chance into

a Lutheran church where Jakob Speng, formerly prior of the Austin

canons at Antwerp, was preaching. Although he knew no German, he

iras attracted by the preacher, stayed at his house, and adopted his

OB. xu. ^
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views. He at once began to preach and to write in Spanish, with ihe

eagerness of fanaticism and the self-confidence of ignorance. Returning

to Flanders, he was arrested and examined ; his ^oks were bumt, and

he himself was imprisoned. Being released after six months, he went to

Louvain, where he met Enzinas, who rebuked him for risking his life

uselessly by shrieking like a madman in the market-places, and for

impiously taking upon himself to preach without a call from God,

and without the requisite gifts or knowledge. The rebuke made no
impression. In 1541 he went to Ratisbon and presentX^l himself before

Charles, who heard him patiently again and again, but at length

ordered his detention as a heretic. He was taken to Spain, handed over

to the Inquisition, an(i burned in an avio-de^J^ at Valladolid in 1642.

His fidelity won him commendation where his rashness and ignorance

had failed; and after his death Speng wrote to Enzinas with the

tcnderest reverence and love for the man whom they had little esteemed

while he lived.

Passing over Pedro Nunez Vela of Avila, of whom little is known
save that in 1548 and again in 1570 he is spoken of as professor of

Greek at Lausanne, we turn to Reform movements within Spain itself.

Pi^ecautions had been taken from 1621 onwaids to prevent the diffusion

of Lutlieran books in Spain. Attempts w’ere not infrequently made to

introduce them by sea: in 1524 two casks full were discovered and

burnt at Santander, and in the following year Venetian galleys were

attempting to land them on the south-eastern shore. But it was neither

in Biscay nor in Granada that the storm bui-st, nor was it caused by

the importation of Lutheran Ixioks. It began in Seville and in

Valladolid, then the capital of Spain ; and amongst its leaders, even if

they were not its founders,, were three chaplains of the Emperor,

Dr Agustin Cazalla, Dr Constantino Ponce de la Fuente, and Fray

Bartolom^ Carranza, Archbishop of Toledo and Primate of Spain.

To begin with Seville. A noble gentleman there, Rodrigo de Valer,

suddenly turned from a vorldly life to one of devotion,'^studying the

Bible till he knew it almost by heart. He also began to inveigh against

the corruptions of 'the Church, preaching in the streets and squares, and
even on the Cathedral steps, saying that he was sent by Christ to correct

that evil and adulterous generation. He wasuRi^re than once cited

before the Inquisition, but treated with great leniency, partly because

he was th5ught to be insane, partly because he was a enstiomo viejOy

without admixture of Jewish or Moorish blood. At length he was

condemned to wear a sanUmito and to undergo perpetual imprisonment

in a convent. There he died about 1650. . His life had not been fruits

less: he had made many converts, amongst them the canon Juan Gil,

of Olvera in Aragon. Gil, or Egidio (as he was also called^ had
studied with distinction at Alcald, and was a master of theology of
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Siguenza. About 1587 he obtained the magistral canonry of Seville,

which imposed on him the duty of preaching. At first his preadiing

had little success. But he gained new views of truth by his intercourse

with Valer, and before long he became famous as a preacher.

But he owed even more to his brother-canon, Constantino Ponce de
la Fuente, tl^an to Valer; for he it was who first taught him, in set terms,
the doctrine of justification by faith. Constantino, a native of San
Clemente near Cuenca, had studied at Alcali with Gil and a certain

Dr Vargas; he Vas a man of great learning, skilled in Greek and
Hebrew, who had probably learnt the doctiine of Justification from
books. In 1533 he had b^n made a canon ^ville ; and although
he was not so popular there as Gil, elsewhere his fame was far greater.

The three friend now began to work together, Gil being the most active.

He and Constantino preached diligently ; Vargas expounded the Gospel
of St Matthew and the Psalms ; and by degrees they gathered a body of
adherents to whom they ministered in secret. For a long while nothing
was suspected; in fact, Constantino was chosen by the Emperor to
accompany him as his preacher and confessor, and was out of Spain with
him from 1548 to 1551, much revered and Jionoui^ed. He subsequently
came to England with Philip II, and only returned to Seville late in

1565. During this period he produced a series of books which were
then much valued, but were ultimately regarded as heretical.

Meanwhile, the others had been less fortunate. Gil, indeed, had
been nominated by the Emperor for a bishopric in 1550; but soon
afterwards he and Vargas were cited before the Inquisition. Vargas fell

ill and died; but Gil was proceeded against vigorously, the charges
including the points of Justification, Works, Purgatory, Invocation of
Saints, and actual iconoclasm in the Cathedral. In prison he wrote an
apolc^ on Justification which was held, to imAo his case worse; but
ultimately, on Sunday, August 21, 1552, he made a public recantation
in the Cathedral, extorted, his friends afterwards said, by fraud. He was
sentenced to^a year’s imprisonment in the castle of Triana n^r Seville

(the headqu^ers of the Inquisition), with |iei*mission to come to the
Cathedral fifteen times ; he was to fast strictly every Friday, to make his

confession monthly, communicating or not as his conlcssor directed, not
to leave Spain, not to say mass for a year, or to exercise other functions
for ten years. GiMiwwever did not modify his views. In 1666 he
visited the Reformed at Valladolid, and died a few days after his return,

early in 1556. •

The Chapter of Seville had stood by their colleague nobly, although,
or perhaps b^use, their Archbishop, the stem Fernando de Valdds, was
at the head of the Inquisition. They paid Gil a considerable salary
whilst he was in prison, and set over his grave in the Cathedral a fine

moniuiiwt; moreover, in spite of great opposition, they elected CJon-

stantino magistral canon in his place. He at once took up his friend's

cn. XII.
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work, and besides preaching began a course of Bible lectures at a sdiool

in the city. By degrees he also was suspected by the Inquisition, whksh

frequently summoned him to explain his conduct. 'When his friends

asked him the reason of his frequent visits to Triana, he replied,

Tliey wish to bum me, but as yet they find me too green,” As time

went on he began to lose heart, and at length, in order to disarm

suspicion, resolved to join the newly-arrived Jesuits. But they had
been warned, and refused to receive one who would otherwise have been

acceptable enough as a recruit.

At length tlie Inquisition obtained proof of what they had doubtless

long suspected : there existed in Seville a sect of considerable size, whose

members met together secretly and had their own organisation and
services. They hod grown up about Gil and Constantino, had increased

rapidly, and had obtained copies of the New Testament fmm abroad

through the activity of one of their members. ITie detection of this

society led to the accidental discovery of a large collection of Constan-

tinea's writings, in which he had spoken his full mind. He was at once

arrested. After a vain denial, he avowed that the books were his, and that

they represented his convictions. He was imprisoned in the dungeons

of Triana, and died two years afterwards of disease and privation.

Meanwhile, the search went on vigorously ; and by degrees all was

discovered. From the Sanctae Inquisitionla artes aliquot detectae^ pub-

lished under an assumed name in 1667 by a former member of the sect,

it appears that more than eight hundred people were proceeded against

altogether, Tliey had two centres, the house of Isabel de Baena, ‘‘the

temple of the new light,” the place “where the faithful assembled to hear

the Word of God,” and the Hieronymite monastery of San Isidro. Led by
their prior Garci-Arias, known os Maestro Blanco from his white hair, the

friars of Son Isidro embraced 'the new views almost to a man, amongst

them being the learned Cristobal de Arellano, Antonio del Corro, and
Cipriano ^de Valera; they abolished fasts and mortifications, and sub-

stituted readings from the Scriptures for the canonical houj:s. Amongst
the lay members of the sect were Juan Ponce de Leon, second son of the

Count de Bailcn, Juan Gonzales, the physician Cristdbal dfe Losada, and
Fernando de San Juan, rector of the Colegio de la doctrina; above all,

there was Julian Hernandez, known to the rest as Julianillo, since he

was ver}" small of stature and “ no more than skhrand bone,” But he

was a man of fearless courage, and by his means they were able to

procure religious books in Spanish, including the New Testament.

Juan Perez, the foi mer rector of the Colegio de la doctrma^ had fled

from Spain when Gil was arrested; in his exile he had prepared a
version of the New Testament, which was published at Venice in 1566.

By the courage and resourcefulness of Julianillo two great tuns filled

with copies were safely smuggled into Seville, despite the watchfulness

of the Inquisition.
^
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little by little the Inquisition got through its work, drawing its net

doser and doser about the chief ofienders and allowing lesser persons

to go free on doing penance. At an (mtodeft celebrat^ in the Plasa

de San Francisco on September 24^ 1559» fourteen persons were burnt to

death for heresy, including four friars and three women. A large number
were sentenced to lesser penalties; and the house of Isabel de Baena,

in which they met, was razed to the ground, a pillar of infamy ^ being
erected on the site. On December 22, 1560, a second auto was celebrated

at the same place, when eight women, one being a nun, and two men,
<me of whom was Julianillo, were burnt. Gil, Constantino, and Perez

were burnt in effigy, and a number of friars and pthers were visited with

lessjsr penalties. Some contrived to escape and fled from Spain; and
a few single cases of heresy were dealt with in later years. Thus ended
the history of the Reform in Seville.

At VALT.ADOLID the movement had already come to an end, for

although it began later than at Seville, it was discovered somewhat
earlier. Its founder was Agustin Cazallci) bom of rich parents who
had lost rank for Judaising. He had sstudied under Carranza at

Valladolid, and afterwards at Alcald. In 1542 he was made chaplain

and preacher to the Emperor, and till 1551 followed the Court. On his

return to Spain he was made canon of Salamanca and from that time

forward dwelt there or at Valladolid. He became addicted to the

Reform either under Carranza^s instructions or in Germany, and was

confirmed in his views by Carlos de Seso, a nobleman from Italy who had
married a Spanish wife and had been mode corregidor of Toro. Seso

had heard of justification in Italy, and became an ardent propagandist

;

in fact it is clear that Toro, not Valladolid, was the real birthplace of

the movement in New Castile. A largv nuinl 'er of well-bom persons

accepted Seso'*s teaching, including the licentiate Herrezuelo, Fray

Domingo de Rojas, many membei*s of the Cazalla family, and many
devout ladi^; and cdl who accepted it became teachers thcmselv^.

Zamora and Logrono, near which town Seso# had a house, were affected

by tbe moveiftent; above all, it found its headquarters in Valladolid, where

it soon had n very large following, both of rich and*poor. The nuns of

the rich House of Bel^n, outside the city, were largely involved ; so were

many of the clergy?- •’Meetings and services were held frequently, and

the^mmunion administered in the house of Leonor de Vibera, CazaUa's

mother. *

It is not known how they were discovered, but the arrests were

predpitated by the action ts^en at Zamora, by the Bishop, against

Cristdbal de Padilla, steward to the Marquesa de Alcanices, who was

preaching tbe new doctrines there. He was able to warn his friends

in the capital, some of whom fled to Navarre, and thence into France.

But the greaj^ number were already taken early in June, 1558; the

ca. xiu
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prisons were full; and Valdds the Inquisitor-General was able to xepcnt

to Charles V, in his retirement at Yuste, that each day brought fiesh

evidence against them. Moreover, mutual trust was lacking; when
under examination, even without torture, they accused one another and
endeavoured by all means to exculpate them^ves, so that there was no
lack of incriminating evidence. The cause was pressed on vigorously,

special powers being sought from Rome that it might not be delayed;

and an auto^e-fi^ the first against heresy, was arranged for Trinity

Sunday, May SI, 1559, to be held in the Plaza Mayor.

On the appointed day a concourse gathered, the like of which had

seldom been seen. ASi^v a sermon by the theologian Melchor Cano, the

sentences were read out. Fourteen heretics were condemned to death,

together with a Portuguese Jew. They were Agustin Cazalla and his

brother Francisco (also a pi*icst), his sister and four other women, and
seven laymen, including Juan Garcia, a worker in silver of Valladolid,

and Anton As^, a peasant. The bones of I^onor de Vibera were burnt,

her house pulled down, and the spot was marked by a “pillar of infamy.”

Sixteen were reconciled, and sentenced to various terms of imprisonment;

thirty-seven were reserved in prison. Of those who sulRfex'ed, most showed

sufficient signs of penitence to be strangled before being burnt, including

Cazalla himself. But exhortations were wasted upon the licentiate

Herrezuelo, who held to his opinions and was burnt alive.

A second auto followed on October 8, in the presence of Philip himsdf.

Seven men and six women were burnt, and five women were imprisoned

for life. The former included Fray Domingo de Rojas, Pedro Cazalla,

two other priests, a nun of Santa Clara at Valladolid, and four nuns of

Bcl^n; of the latter, three were nuns of Belen. Several of those who
were burnt were gagged that they might not speak; but Fray Domingo
demanded leave to address the King, and said, “Although I die here as a

heretic in the opinion of the people, yet I believe in God Almighty, the

Fi^ther, the Son, and the Holy Ghost, and I believe in the passion of

Christ, which alone suffices to save the world, without any other work

save the justification of th^ soul to be with God; and in this faith I

believe that I shall be saved.” It would seem, however, that only two

were burnt alive, Cai*los de Seso and Juan Sanchez.
*

Many isolated cases of heresy are to be found aTfSPthis, and doubtless

the records of others have perished. Leonor de Cisneros, the moth^ <rf

Herrezuelo, was burnt alive as an obstinate heretic on September

1568 ; several cases of heresy were dealt with at an auto-de-fi at Toledo
in 1571, and recent research has found a certain number of other instances

elsewhere* As time went on such cases were in increasing proportion of

foreign origin. But wherever heresy was discovered it was ruthlessly

stamped out. Nor was this meiely the work of a few officials. From his

retirement at Yuste Charles V adjured his son to cany oi^t the work of
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xepitemcsa to the uttermost; and Philip replied that he would do what

his father wished and more also. He told Carlos de Seso that if his own
son were a heretici he would himself cany the wood to bum him; and in

this, as in most other things, he was a typical Spaniard. Ihe rage

against heresy regarded all learning, all evangelical teaching, witii

suspicion; to speak overmuch of faith or of inward religion might
be a disparagement of works and of outward religion. Sooner or

later most of the learned men of the day were cited on suspicion of

heresy, or, if not* actually cited, their actions and words were carefully

watched. Fray Luis de Leon, poet and scholar, spent nearly five years

in the prisons of the Inquisition whilst his work^ Were being examined

;

and although he was at length acquitte<l, his Translation of the Song
of Solomon was suppressed, and he again fell under suspicion in 168S.

Juan de Avila, Luis de Granada, even St Teresa, and St John of the

Cross were accused; and it is said that Alva himself and Don John of

Austria were not above suspicion.

Above all, the Inquisition stmek, and not ineffectively, at the

highest ecclesiastic in Spain, and bronght him low, even to the ground.

Bartolom^ de Carranza was bom in 1503, of a noble family, at Miranda

in Navarre, and he entered the Dominican Order at the age of seventeen.

In 15^ he was sent to the College of San Gregorio at Valladolid, of

which he ultimately became Rector. It is possible that on a visit to

Rome in 1539, to attend the Chapter-general of his Order, he met Juan

Valdes. As time went on Bartolom^ was more and more honourerl in

Spain for his learning and goodness. In 1645 Charles V sent him as

theologian to the Council of Trent, where he won golden opinions. His

doctrine of Justification was indeed questioned on one occasion; but he

had no difficulty in showing that his words were in harmony with the

decree of the Council, and he was vigorous in h s treatment of heretical

books. In Spain (1553), in England (1554), and in Flanders (1667),

he showed himself zealous against heresy; and when, late in the latter

year, he was chosen to be Archbishop of Toledo, his own was *the single

dissentient voice. Having at length accepted the office, he gave himself

unreservedly to its duties. But it soon appeared that he was not without

enemies. Some of the Bishops were ill-disposed towards him because

he rigorously, enforced upon them the duty of residence. Vald^, the

Inquisitor-General, ams^jealous of him, perhaps because he himself had

aspired to th^ primatial see. And the great theologian Melchor Cano,

of his own order, was a lifelong rival. The two men diflered in the

whole tone of their minds; Fray Melchor was a thinker of almost mathe-

matical accuracy, while Fray Bartolom^ reasoned from the heart.

Under these circumstances very little evidence would suffice for a

process for heresy; and Carranza himself, learning that it was in

ocmtem{datioii, wrote repeatedly to the Inquisitors in his own defence.

Valdes howeve^had applied to Rome for permission to proceed against

OB. Xll.
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him« The brief arrived on April 8, 1559, the King gave his permisricm

in June, and in August Carranza was arrested and imprisoned. The
main charges against him were based upon his relations with Ca«alla»

Domingo de Rojas, and others then under condemnation; upon Us
writings, especially the Commentaries on the Catechism^ which he had

published at Antwerp just after he became primate; and vpon his last

interview with Charles V. Of these the first head was by far the most
serious. Many of the accused at Valladolid spoke of the way in which

he had met their doubts in the early days of the movefrient; and Rojas

in particular, desiring to shelter himself under the aegis of his old

master, had in effect ijnjplicated him. The evidence showed that he had

been in correspondence with Juan Vald&; and it seems clear that at tlus

period his position had been that of the loyal doctrinal Reformers of

Italy, Although he had willingly accepted the Tridentine decree on
Justification, it does not appear that his doctrinal position ^ver really

changed. His interview with Charles V had been very short, but he was

accused of making use of words which savoured of heresy. The Caiecismo

was next examined: and, although some, both of the prelates and of the

doctors, had no faidt to find^ others censured it severely. Melchor Cano
in particular found much that was ambiguous, much that was temerarious,

much that was even hei-etical, in the sense in which it was said. Never-

theless, the Tridentine censors had pronounced the book orthodox and

had given it their approval.

The process dragged on its slow length, with many delays and many
inten*uptions. At length the cose was cited to Rome. On December 5,

15G6, Carranza came out of his prison, and a few months afterwards he

set out for Italy. Here the question had to be reopened, and the

documents re-examined and in many cases translated, which involved

a further delay. But it appeal^ that Pius V was convinced of Carranza's

innocence; and a decree would probably have been given in his favour

had not the Pope died on May 1, 1572. His successor Gregory XIll
reopened the case, and sentence was not actually given till April 14,

1676. The Archbishop vssis declaimed to have taken many errors and
modes of speech from the heretics, on account of which ke was “vehe-

mently suspected" of heresy ; and he was condemned to abjure sixteen

propositions. Having done this, and performed certain .penances, he
was to be free from all censures, but to be suspended .for five years from
the exercise of his office, meanwhile dwelling in the house of his Ord^r at

Orvieto. The Caiecismo was prohibited altogether. The decision was

severe, but not unjust according to the views of the sixteenth century,

which applied the tests of doctrinal ortliodoxy to the minutiae of

individu^ opinion. But CaiTanza was no longer subject to it; for

seventeen years in prison had broken his strength. He endeavoured

to fulfil his penances, humbly made his profession of faith and received

the Eucharist, and expired on May S, 1576.
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Thus ended tiie Reform in Spain« as it had ended in Italy, uprooted

the intolerant dogmatism which assumed that there was an ascertained

answer to every possible theological question, confused right-thinking with

accuracy of knowledge, and discern^ heresy in every reaction and every

independent effort of the human mind. Many of those who had been

driven out of Spain continued to work elsewhere. Such were Juan Perez

already refen'ed to, Cassiodoro de Reina, and Cipriano Valera, each of

whom translated the whole Bible into Spanish, and many more. But
without following these further, mention must be made of one great

Spanish thinker of the earlier part of the century, who spent most of his

life abroad. Miguel Serveto y Reves was boi*n^ jit Tudela in Navarre

about 1611, his faimly'being of Villanueva in Aragon; and he studied

at Toulouse. As secretary to Juan de Quintana, the Emperor's confessor,

he was with him at Bologna in 1529 and at the Diet of Augsburg
in 1680 (where he met Melanchthon, of whose Lad cotwmums he became

a diligent student), but soon afterwards left his service and went to

Basel. In 1531 he pyblished his De Trinitatis Errortbus^ and in 1552

two Dialogues on the Trinity: and the suspicion which he incurred by
his views led him to flee to France. Here for the first time he met
Calvin, who was his antithesis in every way, being as clear, logical, and

narrow in his views as Serveto was the revei*8e. After acting as proof-

reader to Trechsel at Lyons, and producing a remarkable edition of

Ptolemy, he went to study medicine at Paris, In this field he greatly

distinguished himself, for he appears to have been the first discoverer of

the circulation of the blood. After a period of wandering, during which he

submitted to rebaptism by the Anabaptists of Charlieu, he came to Vienne,

where his old pupil PieiTe Palmier was now Archbishop, and remained

there till 1663. In t646-7 he engaged in a violent theological con-

troversy with Calvin; and when at length he pu^fiished his Christia/nismi

Restitutio the letters were added to the book as a kind of appendix. Not
unnaturally offended, Calvin meanly accused his adversary, through an

intermediaiy, to the Inquisition, and in April, 1553, both ServSto and the

printer of the book were imprisoned. Servet-s made his escape, probably

by cmnplicity of his gaolers, and was burned in effigy (June 17). He
now resolved to make his way into northern Italy; but by a strange

mischance he went by way of Geneva. His arrival was reported to

Calvin, who resolved* thht his enemy should not escape ; the blasphemer

must die. On October 27, 1553, Serveto was burnt at the stake.

It is difficult to estimate his theological position; for his bne follower,

Alfonso Ligurio of Tarragona, is now little more than a name. Miguel

Serveto stands quite alone, and towers far above other sceptical thinkers

of his age. In some ways essentially modem, he is in others essentially

medievaL He could not throw in his lot with any party because he

held that all existing religions alike were partly right and partly wrong.

It is impossiUe to judge of him by conducting a theological system
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from his writings; for his mind was analytic and not synthetic^v-his

tenets varied from time to time, and his system was after all but a
framework by means of which he endeavour^ to hold and to express

certain great ideas—creation in the Logos^ the immanence of God in the

um'verse, and the like. But in his anxiety to correct the rigidity of

the theological conceptions of his age he took up a position,which often

degenerated into tlie merest shallow negation; and his books on the

Trinity are anti-trinitarian, not because of his teaching, but in spite of

it. And thus, whilst supplying many elements which were lacking to the

religious consciousness of most other men of his age, he obscured them,

and marred his own usefulness immeasurably, by alloying them with

elements of dogmatic anti-trinitarianism which were never of the essence

of his teaching.

III.
%

PORTUGAL.

In Portugal the religious, revolt never attained serious dimensions:

there were a few ercuwilstas^ and a number of foreigners were proceeded

against for heresy from time to time ; but that is all. Nevertheless, the

I
prevalence of heresy was one of the reasons alleged for the founding of

I
the Lisbon Inquisition ; and the circumstances under which this took

^ place may well claim attention here.

The social condition of Portugal in the early part of the sixteenth

century was not a little remarkable. Grcat opportunities for acquiring

wealth had suddenly been opened to its people by the discovery and

colonisation of the Indies. The result was that they flocked abroad as

colonists, or else left the country districts in order to engage in commerce

at Oporto or Lisbon, which rapidly increased in size. But this hod a

ciuious effect upoh the rui'al disti'icts. Before long thei'e were scarcely

any peasants, and the few that there were demanded high wages. To
supply tlieir place, the landowners began to import huge gangs of negro

slaves, who were far cheaper, and could be obtained in any‘number that

was required. But this system had one great disadvantage, so far as the

exchequer was concerned. It became increasingly difficult to get the

taxes paid; for there was no longer anybody to pdy them, the property of

the merchants being for the most part not within reach for tlie purpose.

And thus the King, Dom Joao III (1626-67), found hims^ in a
curious position. He had great hoards of money in the treasury^ bat
there was a continual drain upon them; and there were no means of

\ replenishing them, although he reigned -over the richest people in

lEurope. In a letter to Clement VII dated June 28, 1626, he complains

lof his poverty, and gives this as his reason for not succouring the lOng
W Hungary in his resistance to the Turks.
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^Vaiiom expedienta were adopted in ord^ to replenish the royal

treasury. Amongst othersi a Bull of 1527 pive the King the rig^t of

nominating the heads of all monasteries in his realm, with all the

pecuniary advantages which this privilege involved. But Dom JoAo soon

found that he could not make much from this source without scandalising

his people apd incurring the enmity of the Church. There was however

a source of revenue, yet untapped, which was not open to this objection :

namely, the novos cristaos. If he could proceed against them as was done

in Spain, a luertitive harvest was ready to hand. Accordingly, earlyi

in 16S1 the King instructed Bras Neto, his agent in Rome, to apply to;

the Holy See for a Bull establishing the Inquisition in Portugal on the
^

lines of that of Seville, and urged him to use every means in his power to

this end, since it would be for the service of God and of himself, and

for the good ot his people.

Bras Neto’s task proved to be one of considerable difficulty. One

Cardinal, the Florentine Lorenzo Pucci, declared roundly that no

Inquisition was needed, and that it was only a plan to fleece the

Jews; and his nephew, Antonio, who succeeded him as Cardinal,

proved little more tractalde. The Jews .themselves had always been

influential with the Curia, and they resisted strenuously. Bras Neto

found that, for his purpose, heresy was a better name to conjure

with than Judaism ; and he did not fail to press the necessity for

the Inquisition as a safeguard against it. At length he succeeded,^

and on December 17, 1551, the Bull Cum ad nihU was signed, which|

provided for the inauguration of the Inquisition at Lisbon. The
reasons given were that some of the novos (Tutclos were returning to

the rites of their Jewish forefathers, that certain Christians were

Judaising, and that others were following “the Lutheran and other

damnable heresies and erroi’s^ or practising mag'cal arts. These reasons

were, as Herculano has said, “in part false, in part misleading, and in

part ridiculous*”: there were no Lutherans in Portugal; the novos^cristaos

had as yet given no trouble there; and the Christians of Portugal were

no more inclined to Judaism, and less mclinBd to magic than those of

other parts o£ Europe. But the allegations had served their purpose. On
January IS, 1682, a brief was dispatched to Frey Diogo da Silva, the King’s

confessor, expediting the Bull and nominating him as Inquisitor-General

;

and it looked as if Jbe«question was ended. As a matter of fact it was

hardly begun. For now began a series of intrigues and counter-intrigues

on the matter, now one side getting the best of it and no^ the other.

;
The brave knight Duarte de Paz, who was the agent for the Jews,

\
worked for them with a zeal and vigour restrained only by the fact that

> he was a Portuguese subject. The King more than once procured laws

I
whi<^ placed the Jews at the mercy of bis subjects, and then had to

' withdraw them. Money, promises, threats were freely expended on both

sides. Herculano calculates that between Februaiy, 1581, when the

€B. XU.
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matter was first opened, and July, 1547, when it was finally settled, over

two million cruzados (or nearly jP300,000) were paid by the King to the

Papacy, without counting gifts to individual Cardinals. And since the

Jews disbursed money even more h*eely, it is clear that one party at ray

rate was the gainer by the negociations.

To trace the changes in detail. On October 17, 153S, a brefwas issued

suspending the Bull of December 17, 1531, On April 7, 1683, this was

followed up by a Bull which divided the mmsmsiaos into two dosses,

those who had received baptism by compulsion and thbse who had been

baptised voluntarily or in infancy: the former ore not bound to observe"

the laws of the Church, the latter are, but their past failures are con-

doned. The King was very angry at this amnesty and directed his agents

to suggest various alternatives, one being that the Jews should be shipped

to Africa so as to be interposed between Christians an^ Moors. But
Clement VII did not waver. On April 2, 1534, he dispatched a dignified

brief to Dom Joao, saying that he was not bound to give reasons for his

action, but that he would do so as an act of grace ; and he proceeded

to give his reasons with admirable cleaniess. Not long afterwards he

died. Ills successor Paul JII seemed more tractable at first. But
he would not withdraw the pardon, even when Dom Jofto threatened

to renounce the papal obedience like the King of England. At length

however, at the desire of Charles V, Paul agreed to the setting-up of the

Inquisition ; and it was again provided for by a Bull of May 28, 1536.

But the matter did not end here, and it was not until July 16, 1647, that

the precise extent of the amnesty was settled and the Inquisition finally

established.

Even when it was established it had very little to do with heresy

properly so called. A few writings, for instance those of Antonio Pereira

Marramaque, who insisted upop the duty of translating the Bible, were

placed on the Portuguese Index; but it was far more largely concerned

with foreign works than with those of natives. A considerable number
of forei^^students or traders came under its influence ; for instance, the

Scottish poet George Bucl^anan (1548 c.) and the Englishmen VSTilliam

Gardiner and Mark Burgess. Even the records of the foreign Church at

Geneva, so largely tecruited from Spain and Italy, only supply some five

or six Portuguese names. So that Damiao de Goes remains the one

Portuguese heretic of distinction during this period# .

Dami&o was bom about 1501 of a noble family, went to Antirerp

about 1629; and spent six years there in study. Then he travelled in

the north, and returned by way of Germany, passing through Munster to

Freiburg, where he stay^ some months with Erasmus, rad had long

conferences with him. After this he was. in Italy from 1684 to 1538,

with one short interval, during which he came to Basel to tend Erasmus,

who died in his arms on the night of July 11-12, 1636. In 1587, at

the desire of SadoJeto, he began a correspondence with the Beformecs at
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Wittenbeig, in the hope of bringing them back to the Chnrdh. He was

at Louvain in 1538, and after fighting on the side of Flanders and being

for two years a prisoner of war, he at length returned to Portugal in

1545. He was almost immediately denounced to tlie Inquisition, but as

the chaiges were vague and the Inquisitor-General his finend, he was set

free, and soon after was appointed royal archivist and historiographer.

In 1550 a second denunciation was metde by Simao llodrigues, a Jesuit

who had known him in Italy; it was more precise and therefore more
dangerous, but although he was vehemently suspected the charges fell

through. More than twenty years later, however, the charges were again

disinterred. He was brought before the judge Diogo da Fonseca, on
April 4, 1671, and remanded; and the old man* of seventy remained in

prison for twenty months w^hile the charges were being investigated.

He frankly confessed that he had been remiss in the performance of his

religious duties, and that he had held certain points of doctrine which

were then held by many great theologians, and were only subsequently

made unlawful by the Council of Trent, This, he said, was between

1681 and 1637; and against it he set more than thirty years of blameless

life. Nevertheless, he was sentenced to perpetual imprisonment. Here
the King interfered, commuted the punishment, and sent him on December

16, 1572, to perform his penance in the monastery of Batalha. We do
not know when he retunied to his own home; but he died there not

long afterwards of an accident—a judgment, as people fjaid.

Such then was the work of the Portuguese Inquisition during tins

period in its relation to heresy. It was founded for reasons ostensibly

religious, but actually fiscal; and although when once established it made
: Protestantism impossible in Portugal, there is nothing to suggest that

the movement for Reform would have found many adherents there had

there been no Inquisition.
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CHAPTER XIIL

HENRY VIIL

1519-1547.

On his election to the Empire Charles became a much greata*

potentate in the eyes of all, and, as he was also the Queen of England's

nephew, there were manifest reasons for England to desire his friend-

ship. On the other hand, the close alliance of France, which Wolsey

had twice succeeded in secifring, however beneficial to England, was

exceedingly unpopular. It had scarcely been contracted when efforts

were made to undormine it ; and soon a strong party at Court, beaded

by the Queen herself, endeavoured to prevent the French interview,

which had been arranged for April 1, 1519, from taking effect. The new
Emperor, equally desirous to counteract, if he could not prevent, the meet-

ing, agreed to visit England on his way from Spain to Germany. Matters,

however, had to be arranged beforehand, and though the anti-French

party contrived to put off the visit to Francis till June, 1620, it was only

in April of that year that the imperial amb/issador in England succeeded

in concluding a specific treaty. ' It was settled that the Emperor should,

if possible, land at Sandwich in May just before the King went to France,

or, if he fail^ to do so, should have a meeting with Henry at Gravelines

after the Fi'ench interview. He actually landed on May 26, at Dover,

barely in time for a very hVirried visit. Next day, which happened to

be Whitsunday, the King conducted him to Canterbury, where he was
introduced to the Queen, his aunt, and attended service in the Cathedral.

On the 31st he had to embark again for Fland^j^s, in order that Henry
might fulfil his engagement with Francis. But a further meeting at

Gravelines after the French interview w^as promised.

Wolsey meanwhile hod taken care that this French interview should

not be a failure. A great deal of negotiation, indeed, had been found

necessary ; but Francis, to facilitate matters, at last put all the arrange-

ments under Wolsey's control, so that they advanced rapidly. The
King cross^ from Dover to Calais the same day that the Empmror
embarked firom Sandwich. At Guinea on June 6 he signed a treaty
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of whidi the counterpart was signed by Francis the same day at

Aidres, partly bearing on the prospective marriage of Mary and tihe

Dauphin^ partly fram^ to secure Frenra intervention in disputes with

Scotland in a form which should give England satisfaction. The inter-

view took place on the 7th, in a spot between the English castle of

Guinea and ^the French castle of Ardres. The scene, iilagnifioent|

beyond all precedent, even in that age of glitter, was called, from the,^

splendour of the tents and apparel, the Field of Cloth of Gold; and^

the mutual visits^and festivities continued till the S4th, when the two'^

Kings separated.

Nothing could have appeared more cordial, and the world was for

some time under the impression that the alliance*between England and

France was now more firmly knit than ever. And yet, immediately after-
^ wards, the King with Queen Catharine proceeded by agreement to another

meeting with tiie Emperor at Gravelines, which took place on July 10.

On the 14th at Calais a secret treaty was signed, binding both Heniy

and the Emperor to make no further arrangements with France giving

effect either to the marriage of the Dauphin with Mary or to that of

Charles himself with the French KingV daughter Charlotte—a match

to which he was bound by the Treaty of Noyon, Indeed, there is

no doubt that in their secret conferences both at Canterbury and at

Calais, the project hod been discussed of setting aside agreements with

France by both parties and marrying the Emperor to the Princess

Mary. Of these perfidious compact Francis was, of course, not direttly

informed; but he was not to be persuaded that the two meetings

with the Emperor, befoie and after the interview, were mere matters

of courtesy. He felt, however, that it would be impolitic to display

resentment. The Emperor was crowned at Aachen on October 23.

In April, 1521, the Duke of Buckijighai was summoned from

Gloucestershire to the King's presence, and on his arrival in London
was charged with treason. Information had been given against him of

various incautious expressions tending to show that, being of the blood

of Lancaster, he had some expectation of. succeeding to the Crown, the

fulfilment of ifhich events might hasten ; also, that, should he succeed,

Wolsey and Sir Thomas Lovel would be beheaded ; and further, that if

he had been airested on an occasion when the King had been displeased

with him, he would haye>ried, as his father had with Richard HI, to get

access to the King's presence and would then have stabbed him. That
this testimony was strongly coloured by malice, there is little dbubt But

the Duke had a formal tri^ before the Duke of Norfolk as High Stewaxd,

and was found guilty by seventeen of his peers. He was l^headed on

Tower Hill on May 17, to the^jgeneral regret of the people.

At this time Francis I had stirred up war against the Emperor, who
was already perplexed with a rebellion in Spain, while occupied in

Germany with Luther and the Diet of Worms. Charles, hard pressed,

A. XMIL 27
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ms willing to accept Henryks mediation, and the Frendi, after eome
reverses for which their earlysuc^ had not prepared them, were glad to

accept it ako. But the Imperialists changed their tone with the change of
fortune, and demanded Henryk's aid by the treaty of London against the

Wolsey was sent to Calais to hear deputies of both ^dfis

the differences. On opening the conference, he found the

Imperialists intractable; they had no power to treat, only to demand
aid of England. But Wolsey, they said, might visit the Emperor
himself, who was then at Bruges, to discuss mattefs. This strange

proceeding, as State-papers show, had been certainly planned between
Wolsey and the Impprialists beforehand; and the Cardinal suspended

the conference, making plausible excuses to the French, while he went
to the Emperor at Bruges and concluded with him a secret treaty

against Prance on August 25. It would seem, however, that the terms

of this treaty were the subject of prolonged discussion before it was
concluded ; and Wolsey, instead of being only eight days absent frcMn

Calais, as he told the Frenchmen he would be, was away for nearly three

weeks. He had successfully contended, among other things, that if a
suspension of hostilities codd be obtained in the meantime, England
should not be bound to declare war against France till March, 152S. On
his return to C'alais he laboured hard to bring about this suspension, but
in vain. The capture of Fuenterrabia by the French in October, and their

refusal to restore it, or even to put it into the hands of England for

a time as security, finally wrecked the conference, and Wolsey returned

to England in November. His health had given way at times during
these proceedings, and he was certainly disappointed at the result. But
he was rewarded by the King with the abbey of St Alban's in addition

to his other preferments.

Pope Leo X died on December 2 following. Charles V had
promised Wolsey at Bruges that on the first vacancy of the papal chair

he would do his best to make him Pope^ and the King sent Pace to

Rome to help to procure his election. TThe Emperor wrote to Wolsey
that he had not forgotten* his promise, but he certainly did not keep it,

and in January, 1522, Adrian VI was elected. It may be doubted
whether Wolsey was much disappointed; but he knew now what
reliance to place on a promise of Charles V. On Febrijary 2 he and
the papal ambassador presented to the Kin^ the deceased Pope's Bull
bestowing upon him the title of Defender of the Faith, in acknowledg-

ment of the service he had done the Church by writing a book againet

Luther.

Henry had been more eager to tak% part with the Emperor
Wolsey thought prudent. Charles now. required a loan and claimed

from H^iry fulfilment of a promise of the pay of 8000 men in the
Netherlands. He was already in Henry's debt ; but Wolsey was disposed
to allow him 4 farther advance of 100,000 mowns on condition the
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IHfig dbould not be called on to dedaie openly against F^weis till the

money was insfun^kd- ^Hiis did not suit Charles at aU, and be basfamed

on another visit which he was to pay to Heni^ on his way back to

Spain» and arrived at Dover again in ISSSt on May 86-^tke very

day of Ins landing there two years* before. He was feasted and mitei^

tabled even more than he cared for at Greenwich, London, and Windsor,

at which last place on June 19 he bound himself by a new treaty

to marry Mary when she had completed her twelfth year. But he

secured a furthei^loan of 50,000 crowns, and had the satisfaction, during

his stay, of seeing Henry committed to immediate war with France by
an open declaration of hostility, which the English herald Clarencieux

made to Francis at Lyons on May 89. On July 8 a further treaty

was concluded for the conduct of the war, and on the 6th the Emperor
sailed from Southampton. Just before his departure he gave Wolmy a
patent for a pension of 8500 ducats on vacant bishoprics in Spain, and
guaranteed Idm the continuance of another pension which Francis had
hitherto paid him in recompense for the bishopric of Toumay, that

city having surrendered to the Imperialists on December 1. But
Spanish pensions were commonly in arreur, and that charged on the

Spanish bishoprics was only in lieu of one specifically charged on the

see of Badajoz, which the Emperor had already granted to Wolsey in

1580. Nor was Charles at all ready at any time, when called upon,

to pay bis debts to the King himself.

It was no surprise to Francis when England declared war against

him. As a means of keeping Henry in check, he had again let Albany
find his way to Scotland while the Calais conferences were still going on
in 1581. He pretended that he had ndt connived at Albany's escape, and
he made a show of urging him to return ; but he meant to make use of him
in Scotland. Albany, on his arrival, desiicd of ;lenry a prolongation of

the trub^ between the two kingdoms, in which Fmnce should be included.

Evidently France was so impoverished by taxation tliat she would have

been glad to stave off war by any means. But Henry would hear nothing

about prolonging the truce while Albany Vas <n Scotland ; and he wrote

to the Estates of that countiy in Januaiy, 1588, not to allow him to

remaia there, seeing that he had escaped from France surreptitiously

and his presence was not even safe for their King. This was just

what Henry had told ttfem before ; but it was a stranger plea to urge

thaD*fr»:iDerly; for this time Queen Margaret, James V's own mother,

hod solicited Albany's return. She, indeed, hod found it liard to live

amid a factious nobility, especially os she had been neglected by her own
husband, from whom she was now seeking a divorce. But Heniy had
small regard for his sister's good name, and insinuated that it was

Albany who had tried to separate her from her husband, with the

intention of nuinying her himself. Such a charge was scarcely even

plausible, for ^bany had a wife then living, with whom, as he told the
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English herald, be was perfectly satisfiedL Hie Estates of Sootknd

made a veiy temperate but firm reply, saying they ^were prepaied to

live and die with their Governor, while both Margaret and Albany

repelled the shameful insinuations against them, certainly not with

greater vehemence than the case deserved. Henry then sent a fleet

to the Firth of Forth, and some raids into Scotland took plac^ in

which Kelso was partly burned.

As to France, so soon after the declaration of war as the wind would

serve and bad victualling arrangements permit, a force \mder the Earl of

Surrey as Lord Admiral sailed from Southampton, and on July 1 sacked

and burned the town Morlaix in Britanny, setting fire to the shipping

in the harbour. It then returned with a rich teoty to the Solent;

for the merchants of Morlaix had stores of linen cloths. There was

also some desultory fighting about Calais and Boulogne; but nothing

noteworthy was done till September, when Surrey, now the commander

of an invading force, in co-operation with an imperial army, burned and

destroyed with* great barbarity a number of places in Picardy. Hesdin

also was besieged, and the town much injured; but it was found difficult

to assault the castle, and the besiegers withdrew. The season was wet,

the artillery difficult to move, and the understanding between the allies

not altogether satisfactory. Surrey’s empty victories won him great

applause in England; but he returned to Calais in October.

Meantime the Scots had created some alarm. In May, for want of

French support, Albany had been on the point of withdrawing from the

country and letting peace be made, when some slender succours came

;

moreover, the English raids called for retribution. Albany advanced

to the borders at the head of ^ very numerous army, intending to

invade England on September 2. Though the design was known

even in July, when the Earl , of Shrewsbury was appointed lieutenant-

general of an army to be sent against Scotland, the borders were ill

prepared to resist, and Carlisle, against which Albany's great host was

directed, was defenceless. But Lord Dacre, Warden of the Marches, was

equal to the emergency. ^ Towards the close of August he sent secret

messages to Albany, which led to negotiations, though he* acknowledged

that he had no powers to treat; and he appealed to Margaret to use her

influence for peace, which would become more hopeless than ever between

the kingdoms if arrangemi^nts were not made^kt x)nce. He effectually

conceal^ the weakness of his own position, and caused the enemy to

waste time till, at length, on September 11, Albany agreed with him
for one month’s abstinence from war, and disbanded his army. Wolscy
was much relieved, and Dacre was thsmked for his astuteness. It was in

vain, now, that Albany in further negotiations pressed for the oompie-

hension of Erance ; and he sailed again for that country in October,

leaving a Council of Regency in Scotland, and promising to retum in

the following Augui^
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Much money was wanted for the French war. Wolsey had not only

levied from the City of London a loan of ^&S0,000, but afterwardsy on

August SOf had sent for the mayor and chief citizens to inform them

that commissioners were appointed over all the country to swear eveiy

man to the value of his moveable property^ of which it was thought that

everyone should give a tenth ; and though some had already contributed

to the loan as much as a fifth of their goods, they were told that the

loan would only be allowed as part of the tenth to be exacted from the

whole dty. Nor was even tliis enough; for Parliament, which had not met

for more than seven years, was called in April, 15^3, expressly for further

supplies. A subsidy of £S00fi00 was demandcd,^fpr which the Commons
were asked to impose a property tax of four shillings in the pound on every

man^s goods and lands. Sir Thomas More, who was elected Speaker,

backed up the demand, but it was resisted as impossible. There was not

coin, it was said, out of the King's hands in all the realm to pay it.

Cardinal Wolsey came down to the House, and would have discussed the

matter; but Commons pleaded their privileges, and he contented

himself with setting before them evidences of the increased prosperity of

the country, and withdrew. After long debate a grant was made of

two shillings in the pound, payable in two years, on every man's lands or

goods who was worth JPSO, with smaller rates on men of inferior means.

But Wolsey insisted that this was not enough, and ultimately further

grants were made of one shilling in the pound on landed property, to be

paid in three years, and one shilling in the pound on goods, to be paid

in the fourth year. The amount was unprecedented. The Parliament

sat continuously, except for a break at Whitsuntide, till August 13,

when it was dissolved. The clergy were also taxed at the same time

through their convocations, that of Canterbury meeting at first at St

Paul's, and that of York under Wolsey at West ainster; an attempt

of Wolsey to induce them to resolve themselves into a single national

sjmod failed. They were permitted to vote their money in the usual

way; and, after much opposition, a grant was made of half a year's

revenue from all benefices, payable in five^ears.

The war,Vhich had languished somewhat since Surrey's invasion of

France, was now renewed with greater vigour. In August the Duke of

Suffolk was appointed Captain-general of a new invading army—a larger

one, it said, than**liad sailed from England for a hundred years.

France was not only in great poverty but was now isolated. Scotland

could not help her, and her old ally, Venice, had turned against her, not

beijng allowed to remain neutral. Moreover, Henry was calculating on

the disaffection of the Duke of Bourbon, with whom both he and the

Fmperor had been for some time secretly in communication. In September

the Duke's sudden defection took Francis by surprise, and compelled him

to desist from conducting personally a new expedition into Italy. Mean-

while Suffolk|ghaviDg crossed the Channel was joined by a considerable

esu xin.
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force under Count van Buren, not, however, well provided witti waggons

and means of transport, while fVanoe was harassed elsewhere by the

Imperialists. But the invading armies were weakened by divided

counsels ; a plan of besieging Boulogne was given up, and the allies only

devastated Picardy, took Bray by assault, and compelled Ancre and
Montdidier to surrender. It was reported in England that Suffolk was
on his way to Paris, and, that he might have the means to follow up
his advantages, commissions were issued on November 2 to press alt

over England for what was called an ^ anticipation,^ that is to say, for

payment by those possessed of ^40 in lands or goods of the first assess*^

ment of the subsidy,, before the term when it was legally due. The
money was gathered in. But before the month of November was out,

Buren had disbanded his forces, and Suffolk had returned to Calais.

A severe frost had produced intense suffering, and it was found im-

possible to preserve ^scipline. The King had determined ^ send over

Lord Mountjoy with reinforcements; but, before he could be sent, the

English troops had taken their own way home throng^ Flanders, and
many of them shipped at Antwerp, Sluys, and Nieup<^

Meantime, though later , than he promised, eluding English efforts to

intercept him, Albany had again crossed the sea to Scotland. During

all the time of his absence Henry had persistently tried to under-

mine his influence and weaken the Scotch alliance with France. For
this it was not diflicult to make furUier use of Margaret, who, in the

hope of seeing her old authority restored, was soon persuaded once

more to desert Albany. A truce had been arranged with the lords

without reference to him, and Albany in France took serious alarm at

rumours that Henry had been negotiating to keep him perma^^ently out

of Scotland with the suggestion of marrying James to the Princess Mary.

But the truce was allowed to expire in February, when Surrey was

appointed lieutenant-general of the army against Scotland, and under

lus direction the Marquis of Dorset^ who was appointed Warden of the

East Marches, invaded Teviotdale in April, 1523. A series of further

invasions was kept up all through the summer, and, just when Albany
returned in September, Surrey succeeded in laying Jedburgh in ashes

—

till then a great fortified town more populous than Berwick. He met,

however, with a most obstinate resistance, and was thrown on the

defensive when Albany, immediately on his arrival^ prepared to invade

in his turn. Knowing the weakness of Berwick and the smngth of

Albany's reinforcements, Surrey was seriously alaimed. But Wolsey
hod reason for believing his fears to be exaggerated, as the event proved

them to be. Encumbered by heavy artillery Albany moved slowly, and
at lost laid siege to Work C^tle on November 1 The fortress seen^
in real danger, the outer works being actually won; but the gottison

made a gaUknt defence, and next day, as Surrey was ooming to ti^

rescue, iUbany suddenly gave up the siege, and returned E^nburg^
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Hts my^terioui retreat waa l»wdad fay"the English as m shameful

flight, and satirised in conteinptuona verse by Skdton, the poet

laureate. But the truth seems to be iiiat several of the Sootch

lords deprecated a policy of invasion as being only in the interest of

France. Albany^s influence was clearly on the wane; for next year

he met a Farliament in May, and again obtained leave for a brief

visit to France on the understanding that if he did not return in

August his authority was at an end. He left immediately and never

returned again.
*

Meanwhile, on the death of Adrian VI in September, 1528, Charles V
again promised with the same insincerity as before to advance Wolsey^a

candidature for the papacy as advantageous alike to England and
himself. But on November 19 Giuliano de^ Medici, a great friend of

both princes, was elected as Clement VIL He soon after confirmed

for life Wgbey's legatine authority, which at first had been only tem-
porary but bad been prolonged from time to time.

In 1524 the war made little progress after February, when the

Emperor recovered Fuenterrabia; all parties were exhausted. But little

came of the mission of a Nuncio (Nicholai von Schomberg, Archbishop

of Capua), whom the Pope sent to France, Spain, and England suc-

cessivdy to mediate a peace. Negotiations went on with Bourbon on
the part both of the Emperor and Henry for a joint attack oi^^France.

But the King and Wolsey had long suspected the Emperor^'s innoarity,

and were determined that there should be either pcetce or war in earnest.

Bourbon invaded Provence, and laid siege to Marseilles; whereupon
orders were issued in England, September 10, to prepare for a royal

invasion ip aid of the Duke. The siege of Marseilles, in itself, was
entirely in the Emperor's interest; no English army cross^ the Channel,

and Bourbon was forced to abandon the ^nterpria..

^ Hemy, in the meantime, had been feeling his way to a separate peace

with France, in case the Emperor showed himself lemiss in fulfilling his

engagements. In June a Genoese merchant, Giovanni Joachifio Passano,

came over to London, as if on ordinaiy business. He was soon known
to he an agent of Louise of Savoy, the French King's mother, who hod
been left R^ent in her son's absence. His stay in England was
unpopular wi^ the English, but his secret negotiations with Wolsey
were disavowed, and iiTJanuary, 1625, another French agent, Brinon,

Fresideni of Bouen, joined him in London.
Francis, seeing how matters lay, made a sudden descefit into Italy

and recovmed Milan, which he had lost in the spring. But the pro-

tracted siege of Pavia ended with the defeat and capture of the

French King^ which seemed to throw everything into the Emperor's

bands, and it was not likely that he would share with his allies the fruits

of his vktcay. Wolsey, however, had been ordering matters so as to

aecitre his meter's intents, whether the French should succeed or fail

cB« xni.
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in Italy; and just before the news of the battle reached England he had
taken a most extraordinary step to cover his communications witii the

French agent. A watchman arrested one night a messenger of de
the Imperial ambassador, as a suspicious character. His letters were

taken and brought to Wolsey, who first opened and read them, then
sent for the ambassador and upbraided him for the terriis (very un«

complimentary, certainly, to himself) in which he had dared to write

to his own sovereign. The King himself foUowed this up 1^ a letter

to the Emperor, desiring him to punish de Praet as a mischief-maker

trying to disturb the cordiality between them; and Charles, afraid

to alienate Henry, ,made only a mild remonstrance against the

insult.
ft

^

Just after this occurrence, and before news had yet arrived of the

great event at Pavia, an important embassy came over fn>m Flanders,

from the Emperor's aunt, Margaret of Savoy. The situation in Italy

was then so doubtful, and the Imperial forces there so distressed for

want of means, that England was to be urged to send a large army over

sea to create a diversion by a new joint attack on the North of France.

Another request was, that the Princess Mary and her dowry might be

given up to them at once, or sent over as early as possible in anticipation

of the time appointed by the treaty. The first point Wolsey was willing

to conqi^e, if assured of sufficient co-operation from Flanders; but the

conditions he required were declared by the Flemings to be quite im-

possible in the exhausted condition of the country. The second demand
looked strange enough, and Wolsey asked what adequate hostages they

could give for a young Princess who was the treasure of the kingdom.

Would they meanwhile put some of their fortified towns into King's

hands? This, too, the ambassadors said, could not be thought of; and

the embassy had made little progi'ess when, on March 9, the news from

Pavia reached London. The King professed delight at the Emperor^s

victory; bonfires were lighted, wine flowed freely for eveiyone in the

streets, anti on Sunday the 12th a solemn mass was cdebrated

Wolsey at St Paul's. «

The Cardinal then, at the request of the Flemings, dismissed Brinon

and Passano, and strongly urg^ that now was the time for both

allies to put forth all their sti-ength. They might completely conquer

France between them, (pd Henry, meeting ^e Emperor in Paris,

would accotnpany him to Rome for liis coronation. The schema, of

course, was preposterous; but the proposal of it to the Emperor by the

Engli^ ambassadors in Spain wrung from him the confession that he

had no money to carry on the war, with other admissions besidei^ which

proved clearly that he was really seeking to break off his engagement to

the Princess Mary, and was bent on a more advantageous match with

Isabella of Pmrtu^. Thus England was to obtain nothing in return Ibr

all her loans to ihe Emperor; but the Empemr, as it apcm appealed,
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meant to make his own terms with his prisoner, and keep to himsdf

entirely the profits of a joint war; in which, indeed, English aid had
profi||ed him little.

Meanwhile the Tictory at Pavia was declared in England to be a

great opportunity for the King to recover his rights in France by

t conducting d new invasion; in aid of which commissions were issued^

to levy further contributions, called an ^‘Amicable Grant,'” though

some instalments of the parliamentary subsidy had still to be received.

As commissioner for the City of London, Wolsey called the Lord Mayor
and Aldermen before him, telling them that he and the Archbishop of

Canterbury had each given a third part^ of theif* revenues, and urging

that persons of over £50 income might well contribute a sixth of

their goods according to their own valuation made in 16SS. At this

there was very natural discontent, the more so as many had incurred

serious losses since that date; but the matter was pressed both in London
and in the country. The demand was generally resisted. At Reading

the people would only give a twelfth. In Suffolk the Duke of Suffolk

persuaded them to give a sixth; but the clothiers said it would compel

them to discharge their men, and a serious^ rising took place. At last,

instead of a forced demand, Wolsey persuaded the King to be content

with a voluntary benevolence.” But a new objection was raised that

benevolences were illegal by an Act of Richard III ; and ultimately

the King had to give up the demand altogether, and to pardon tiic

insuigents.

Wolsey told the citizens that the demand was abandoned because the

French King^s capture had disposed him to make suit to England for an

hcmourablw peace; for if the King had not crossed the sea (he alleged)

the money would have been returned, and now it v ould probably not be

required. But until peace was actually (X>ncluded. they must still hold

themselves prepared to make further sacrifices. Thus did Wolsey smooth

the way for a policy of peace with France, which he was now actively

pursuing. Passano, who had not ceased to hold indirect communi-
cationVith him, again appeared in Londoif in June, no longer as a

secret agent, Iftit as an accredited ambassador from Louise of Sayoy, now
i enhobled with the title of the Seigneur de Vaulx. He concluded with

Wolsey a forty days' truce; but the Flemings immediately concluded one

for five months with Ff^ce, and the truce concluded by de Vaulx was

prolonged to December 1 by Brinon, who soon followed hipi again to

England with a commission to both for a more lasting treaty. The
terms required by Wolsey were hard; but demands made at first for a

cession of Aidies or Boulogne were given up, and the old payments
exacted from France were increased to a capital sum of £,000,000 crowns

payable at the rate of 100,000 crowns a year. After long discussions

witii Wolsey, a set of five t^ties was signed at his palace of the Moor
in Hertfordshiie on August SO, the most important being a league tar

OSU XUL
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mutual defence, in which Heniy bound himaelf to use his influenee

with the JBmperor to induce him to set Francis at liberty im teaaonable

conditions. At the request of the Frenchmmi peace was prodaiiyd •
week later (September 6).

‘

The Pope, the Venetians, and other Italian Powers who dreaded the

,
overwhelming ascendancy of the' Emperor, were glad of thiG^arrangement

between France and England. But it bad little e£fect on the Emperor's

conduct towards his prisoner, who by this time had been conv^ed to

Madrid. His sister Margaret, Duchess of Alen9on, came to Spain to

treat for his liberation; but the conditions demanded by the Emperor
were such as she had np power to grant. The chief diiRculty concerned

the cession of Burgundy. Bui: Francis fell dangerously ill, and on his

recovery he agreed to concede even this for the sake of liberty. On
January 14, 1526, he signed the Treaty of Madrid, with all its onerous

terms, including, among other things, the promise to refund the sum of

500,000 crowns due from the Emperor to Henry.

England had been unable to do anything to mitigate the severily’

of the conditions. Henry, indeed, had sent a new ambassador.

Dr Edward Lee, to Spain with tliat object; but it was easy to prevent

either him or his colleagues from effectually interfering with the negotia-

tions. After tlic tieaty was signed, however, Francis told them that he

was grateful to Henry above all princes living for not having invaded

France, and that Hcniy should know his secret mind upon some things

as soon as he had returned to his realm. What he meant by this we
may imagine from tlie sequel.

The preponderance in Europe which seemed to be secured to Charles

by the Treaty of Madrid alarmed not only the King of England. It was

generally believed, however, that Francis on regaining his liberty, neither

would nor could allow himself to be bound by provisions to which he

had no right to assent without consulting the Estates of his realm

and the duchy of Burgundy. The Italian Powers accordingly looked

anxiously 1:o Francis, and, on account of Francis, not less anxiously to

Henry.
‘

England was strong, and even stronger than she had b^. Ibe only

active pretender to Henry's throne, Richard de la Pole^ self-styled Duke
of Suffolk, White Rose " as his followers callq^him, 1^ been slain at

the battle of Pavia fighting for Francis. Moreover the Duke of Albany
had left Soptland for the last time (he accompanied Francis to Italy

and, but for the event of Pavia, would have gone on to Naples); so

that the French party in Scotland was overpowered, and though titeie

were changes enough in that country none of them were injurious to
•RiTglish interests. Henry was powerful, &nd no prince was held in

higher esteem. Special gifts had been confmred upon him by three

successive Popes,—a golden rose by Julius II, a sword and cap Iqr

Leo X (besidi^ the title of Defender of the Faith^ ai^ eaothw
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golden rose by C^maxt YTl, He was also stiU highly popular at home

;

for his su|j)ect8 did not impute their heavy taxation to him. One thing

indeed he did at this timei which was disagreeable to his own Queen.

He had a bastard son six years old) whom in June, 1525, he created Duke
of Bidunond, assigning him at the same time a special household and

lands as if foi*a legitimate Prince. But this, apparently, did not greatly

abate his popularity; and it seems to have been partly to conciliate

public opinion that Yfohey, in that year, handed over to the King the

magnidoent palacfe he had built at Hampton Court as too grand to

belong to a subject

It was on March 17, 152(), that Francis was released and reached

Bayonne. That same day he took the English Ambassador Tayler in

his arms, expressing warm gratitude to Henry, and soon after he

dispatch^ de Vaulx once more to England with his ratifications of the

Treaties of the Moor. On May 22, after Francis had reached Cognac,

ambassadors of the Pope, the Venetians, and tlie Duke of Milan made
an alliance with the French King against the Emperor.

Henry, who had confirmed his own treaty with Francis at Greenwich

on April 29, was not a p€Lrty to this League of Cognac ; but he was

strongly solicited to join it by the Italian Powers. Indeed, a special

place was reserved for him in the treaty itself as Protector and Conservator

of the alliance if he chose to join it, with a principality in Naples as

an additional attraction. But he and Wolsey only dallied with the

confederates, insisting on various modifications of the treaty, while the

others were already committed to hostilities in Italy. Meanwhile the

confederacy moved on to its ruin, which was completed at the Sack of

Rome.
Francis naturally desired to obtain from the Et.iperor the best terms

he could for redeeming his sons. Wolsey, however, had from the first

cndeavourec^to keep him from any kind of agreement, assming him that

he was in no wise bound by the Treaty of Madrid, and hinting that a
match with the Princess Mary would be more suitable for hiid than one

with the Emperor^s sister Eleanor, whom by that treaty he had engaged

to marry. And though the bait did not take immediately—for Francis,

as his own ministers said, was ready to marry the Emperor^s mule to

recover his sons—-the Emperor still insisted on such intolerable conditions

that Francis at lash desfi'ed an offensive alliance with England by which
he might either dictate terms or redeem his sons by war. An embassy with

this view headed by de Giammont, Bishop of Torbes, came \o England
in Fehmary, 1527. The ambassadors were long in negotiation with

MVoisey, who insisted first on a new treaty of perpetual peace, with a
heavy tribute from France, and after all his demands were conceded

coolly told them that, if the Emperor would not release the Princes

withrat Francis manying Eleanor, the King recommended him to do so.

Time txeaties^ere at l^t signed on April 30^ and, after the Bishop of

C0. xiu.
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Tarbes had gone hack to Ftence and letonied again, imother was con*

eluded on May S9, for maintaining a joint army is Italy. But there

were still matters to he settled, for whidi Henry desii^ a perstmal

interview with Francis. This the French did not favour, Isit said that

Wolsey would he welcome in France as his master's representative ; and

Francis himself wrote that he would go to Picardy to meet' him.

The King is said to have alleged later,—^though there is no sufficient

proof of the truth of the story,—that, during thiatemhassy the Bishop of

Tarhes had expressed a doubt concerning the Princess Ivlaiy's legitimacy,

as her mother Catharine had been the wife of Prince Arthur, her father's

brother. It was the JCing himself who was now contemplating a divorce

on this plea, although no one yet knew it. As a first step, in May he

allowed himself to be cited in private before Wolsey as Legate and

called upon to justify his marria^. Nothing came of this proceeding,

except that on June 22 Henry shocked his wife by telling her tUit they

must part company, as he found by the opinion of divines and lawyers

that they had been living in sin. He desired her, however, to keep

the matter secret for the present ; and Wolsey, on bis way to France,

persuaded both Archbishop •.Warham and Bishop Fisher that the King
was only trying to answer objections raised by the Bishop of Tarbes.

Wolsey himself, however, did not know all the King's mind upon the

subject when, after landing at Calais in July, he proceeded through

France with a more magnificent train than ever, not as ambassador but

as his King's lieutenant, to a meeting with Francis at Amiens. On this

matter he Sieved he was commissioned, not only to hint that Catharine

would be divorced, but also to put forward a project for manying the

King to Ken^, daughter of Louis XII. This would, of course, have knit

firmer the bond between Henry emd Francis against the Emperor, who
was Catharine's nephew. But in France he was instructed to keep

back “ the King’s secret matter,” or only to intimate it
yjj^

vaguely

;

and during the whole of his stay there, which extended to two mon^
and a h^, he did not venture to say anything definite upon the

subject. *

Another matter, however, helped to strengthen the cose for a union

against the Emperor. A month before Wo^iy crossed the Channel, news

had reached England that Rome had been sacked, and^the. Pope shot op
in the Castle of St Angelo. At Canterbury Wols^ ordered a litany to

be sung for the imprisoned Pope, but considered how he could, best

utilise the incident for the King’s advantage. At Amiens on Augittt 18,

three new treaties were made, which Henry and Francis ratified forth*

, with ; and among other things it was settled that Maty should be married

to the l>uke of Orleans instead of to Francis, and that no brief or BoU
should be received during the Pope's imprisonment, but that whatever

should be determined by tiie clergy of England and France in the mmn-
time should be valid. It was alsO’ agreed whatterms ahouM be deouaded
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0f the Bmperar hy the two Kings ; end meanwMle an English dttadbment

under Sir Robini; Jemingham was sent to join the Frwch commander
Lautrec in an Italian exp^tion for the Pope's delivery, ^

Before Wolsey returned from France he had made the discovery that

the King'^s real object in seeking a divorce had not been imparted to

him^ and that Henry was pursuing it independently. It was not a

IVendi princess whom Henry designed to place in Catharine's room» but

one Anne Boleyn, daughter of Sir Thomas Bole
3
m, a simple knight, who

had only been ateted a viscount (by the title of Rochford) in 15S5.

The elder sister of this lady had alre^y been seduced by the King, but
she herself had resisted till she was assured of the Crown, and Henry
persuaded himself that all that was required for Ifil mairiage with Anne
Bolejm was a dispensation for a case of near affinity created by illicit

intemurse with her sister. For he did not, in this first phase of the

question, maintain, as he afterwards did, that cases like that of Catharine

could not be dispensed for at all. He maintained that the dispensation

procured for his marriage with Catharine was technically insufficient, and
that the marriage was consequently ipsofacto invalid.

He accordingly, while Wolsey was still in Prance, dispatched

Dr Knight, his secretary, to Italy on pretences that did not satisfy

the Cardinal ; and Knight performed his mission with great dexterity

according to his instructions. He arrived at Rome while the Pope
was still fn confinement, and though it was hopeless to procure an

interview, found means to convey to him the draft dispensation desireil

by the King, and obtained a promise that it should be passed when he

was at liberty. Not long after the Pope escaped to Orvieto, where

Knight obtained from him, in effect, a document such as he was instructed

to ask for. But unfortunately it was absolutely useless for the King's

purpose imtil he should be declared free of hi. first marriage; and

Knight's mission had no effect except to open the eyes of the Pope*and

Coronals to Henry’s real object.

Meanwhile, France and England having become the closest possible

allies, the two sovereigns elected each other ^to their respective Orders

of St Michael«and the Garter; and their heralds Guienne and Clarencieux

jointly declared war upon the Emperor at Burgos on January 22, 1528.

On this the Epglish merchants in Spain were arrested, and it was rumoured

that the heralds weye azrested also ; in return for which WoLsey actually

impxjsoned for a time the Imperial Ambassador Mendoza. This war

was extremely unpopular in England, A French alliance, indeed, was

generolly hatefiil, especially against the Emperor, who was regarded as a

natural ally. The mart for English wools was removed from Antwerp

to-Calais ; trade was interrupted both with the Low Countries and Spain

;

and this, added to the effe^ of bad harvests at home, produced severe

distress. Cloth lay on the merchants' hands unsaleable, and the clothiers

dF the Eastern Counties were obliged to discharge their spinners, carders,

m. aon.
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and tuckeia.^ Hhe atafe of mattan became, in fact, intolerable, and a
commercial truce waa arranged with flandera from the bqpnning of May
to the end of February following.

The expedition of Lautrec and Jemingham in l^y, very auCceesfiil

in the spring, proved completely disastrous in the following aummer.
Plague carried off the two commanders, and the defection of Andrea
Doria completed the ruin of the allied forces.

After Knighfs failure Wolsey addressed himself to the real difRculty

in attaining the King's object, and dispatched his secretary Stephim

Gardiner with Edward Foxe to persuade the Pope to send a Legate coan-

missioned jointly with Wolsey to try in England the question .whether

the dispensation to many ^tharine was sufficient. The commission

desired was a decretal one, setting forth the law by which judgment

should proceed, and leaving the judges to ascertain the facts and
pass judgment without appeal. This was resisted as unusual, 4!nd the

ambassadors were obliged to be satisfied with a general commission,

which Foxe took home to England, believing it to be equally efficacious.

His report seems to have convinced the King and Anne Boleyn that their

object was as good as gained^ But Wolsey saw that the commission was

^
insufficient, and he instructed Gardiner to press again by every possible

means for a decretal commission, even though it should be secret and not

to be employed in the process ; otherwise his power over Henrjr was gone

and utter ruin hung over him as having deceived the King about the

Pope's willingness to oblige him. Urged in this way, the Pope with very

great reluctance gave for Wolsey's sake precisely whaj^ was asked for

—

a secret decretal commission, not to be used in the process, but only to

be shown to the King and Wolsey, and then to be destroyed. He also

gave a secret promise in writing not to revoke the commission which was

not to be used. This secret pommission was entrusted to Campeggio,

the legate sent to England as Wolsey's colleague to try the cause, witii

strict injunctions not to let it go out of his bands.

Campeggio suffered severely from gout, and his progress to England
was slow and tedious. He reached London on October 7, prostrat^ by
illness ; but he had the full command of the business, and Wolsey found,

to his dismay, that he had no means of taking it out of his bands.

Moreover, Campeggio had promised the Pope before leaving not to give

sentence without refereQce to him. He tried tirst to dissu^e the King
from the trial ; then to induce the Queen to accept an honourable release

by entering a convent. Both attempts he found hopeless. The Queen
was as determined as the King, and was supported by general qrmpathy
out of doors, the women, particularly, cheering her wherever she went.

On November 8 the King dedcu^ to the Lord Mayor and Aldermen
at Bridewell the reasons for his conduct, imputing, as before to tlm

French ambassadors the first doubts of his marriagk. But befoire

matters had dome to a trial Catharine show^ Campeggio a doemnmit
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which seaned to make tiie validii^ of iho marria^ tmimpeadiable* It

was a copy of a brief preserved in Spain, by wki^ Julius II had given,

at the earnest request of Queen Isabella, a full dispensation for the

marriage, assuming that the previous marriage with Arthur had really

be^ consummated. The King and Wolsey were seriously perplexed.

They put footh reasons for believing the brief to be a forgery, and urged

the Queen herself, as if in her own interest, to wi*ite to the Emperor to

sand it to England. The object, however, was too plain ; and though,

under positive compulsion, she did write as requested, her messenger, as

soon as he reached Spain, took care to inform the Emperor that she had

written against her will.

The King was now living under one roof with•Anne Boleyn, having

given her a fine suite of apartments next to his own at Greenwich, and

was quite infatuated in his passion, only awaiting an authoritative pro-

noimoiment that should allow him to marry. Early in February, 1529,

his prospects seemed to be changed by a false report of the death of

Clement VII; but the Pope, after being really very ill, recovered slowly in

the spring, and was no sooner again fit for business than he was pestered

by English agents ^th demands to declare the brief in Spain a forgery.

The attempt to discredit the brief, however, was at last abandoned ; and

the King and Wolsey determined to commence the trial and push it on

as fast as possible, for fear of some anest of the proceedings. Good
reasons had already been given at Rome by the Imperial hmbassadoi

for revocation of the cause; but the Pope declined to interfere with

the hearing before the Legates.

The Court was formally opened accordingly at Blackfriars on May SI,

when citations were issued to the King and Queen to appear on June 18,

On that day the Queen appeared in person before the Legates, and objected

to their jurisdiction. This objection bemg consl lorcd, on the Slst the

Legates pronounced themselves to be competent judges ; whereupon the

Queen intimated an appeal to the Pope and withdrew, after some

touching words addressed to the King in Court. Being called again and

refusing to return, she was pronounced contupiacious, and the trial went

on. But oa incident at the fifth sitting, which was on the 28th,

astonished everyone. John Fisher, Bishop of Rochester—a lover of books,

who commoply avoided public life—said that the King q,t a former

sitting had profiled -justice to be his only aim, and had invited

eveiiyone who could throw light upon the subject to relieve his scruplea

He therefore felt bound in duty to show the conclusion which he had

reached after two years' careful study ; which was that the marriage was

indissoluble by any authority, divine or human, and he presented a book
which he had composed on the subject. He was followed by Standish,

Bishop of St Asaph, and Dr Ligham, Dean of the Arches, who maintained

the same view.

The Lega^ remonstrated, rather mildly, that Fisher was pronouncing

on. xEix.
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in a cause which was not committed to him; and the King composed) but

probably did not deliver, a very angry speech in leply addres^ to the

judges. The Court went on, taking evidence chiefly about the dreum*'

stances of Prince Arthur^s marriage, till July 83, when Campejggio

prorogued it to October 1. Shortly afterwards arrived an intimation

that the cause was ^^advoked'^ to Rome and all furtbe]( proceedings

must be prosecuted there. This the Imperialists had procured on the

Queen^s demand for justice, which the Pope could not resist, and Henry
saw that it was a death-blow to his expectetions. «

The fall of Wolsey was now inevitable. From the first the business

of the divorce had been a source of intense anxiety to him, knowing as

he did that, if he failed to give the King satisfaction, his ruin would be

easily achieved by the leading lords who had been so long excluded from

the King's counsels. And now that the failure was complete he was

visibly out of favour. But the King was too well aware of his value not

to desire his advice about many things, even now; and there was one

matter in particular in which his guiding hand had scarcely completed

his work. The King, indeed, had intended to send him to Cambray to

assist in a European settlement if the trial could%ave been got over

soon enough; but Bishop Tunstall and Sir Thomas More were sent in

I his place. By the Treaty of Cambray, signed on August 6, the state of

I
war between Francis and the Emperor was ended, the conditions of the

' Treaty of Madrid were at length modified, and Francis was permitted to

redeem his sons without parting with Burgundy. It was undoubtedly

the Emperor's fear of England that secured these favourable conditions

for France, and France had in return to take upon herself all the

Emperor's liabilities to Henry. The English also made their own
separate treaties at Cambray both with the Emperor and with Francis.

But through the influence of Anne Boleyn Wolsey was presently

excluded from the King's presehce, and ultimately he found himself cut

ofT from all communication with his sovereign. On October 9, the first

day of Michaelmas term, he took his seat as Chancellor for the last time

in Westminster Hall. That day an indictment was preferred against

him in the King's Bench, and the SOth of the same month was

appointed for his trial. But meanwhile he was made to surrender

the Great Seal and to execute a curious deed, in which he confessed the

praemunire'^ot which h^was afterwards found guilty, and desired the King
to take all his land and property in part cqmpensatibn for his oflences.

This he did, not because the praemunire was just, but only in the

of avoiding a parliamentary impeachment; which nevertheless was

brought forward in the House of Lords, but was thrown out in the

Commons by the exertions of his dependent, Thomas Cromwell.

For a new Parliament had been called, after an interval of m years,

and the session had been opened by Sir Thomas More, who had |t)st

been appointed Lord Chancellor in Wolsey's place. The electioiu had
^ ,

,
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bmi unduly influasoed, and the Commona were so aobBervient that DM
of ihdr Acte was expressly to release the King from repayment of the

forced loaxi~for which, as may be imagined, they incm^ general

wilL also sent up a host of bills to the Lords, attacking abuses

connected with probat^ mortuaries, and other matters of spiritual

jurisdiction, hud also against clerical pluralities, and non-residence«

Bishop Fis^ thought it right to protest in the House of Lords against

the spirit and tendency of such legislation ; and because he had pointed

to the example ol Bohemia as a kingdom ruined by lack of faith, the

Speaker and thirty of the Commons were deputi^ to complain to

the King that Fisher seemed to regard them as•no better than Turks

and infidela It may be suspected that they were prompted ; for Henry

was certainly glad of the opportunity of calling on the Bishop to

explain himself.

On the breaking up of the Legatine Court the King had been just

about to give up further pursuit of a divorce as hopeless ; and in that

belief he had sought to get the cause superseded at Rome that he might

not be summoned out of his own realm. But in August, when he visited

Waltham Abbey in a progress, he was told of a suggestion made
one Thomas Cranmer, a private tutor who had been there just before

(having been driven from Cambridge by an epidemic), that he might

still get warrant enough for treating his marriage as invalid by

procuring a number of opinions to that effect from English and foreign

universities. He at once caught at the idea, and relied on the friendship

of Francis to procure what he wanted on the other side of the Channel.

In the beginning of the year 1530, when the Emperor bad gone to

Bologna to be crowned by the Pope, Anne Boleyn's father, who had

recently been created Earl of WiltsMre, and Dr Stokesley, Bishop elect

of London, were sent thither with a commission to treat for a universal

peace and a general alliance against the Turk. That was the pretext

;

and no doubt aid against the Turks would then have been paji;icularly

valuaUe to the Empei'or, seeing that they had got fast hold of Hungary,

and had quite recently besieged Vienna. But the main object was to

explain to Charles with great show of cordiality, now that the two

sovereigns were friends again, the manifold arguments against the

validity of Henry's marric^ with his aunt. And with this purpose in

view, Stokesley on his way through France strove to quicken the process

of getting opinions from French universities. The decisions qyen of the

English universities were only obtained in March and April, under what

pressure it is needless to say. The mere purpose of the proceedings

raised the indignation of the women of Oxford, who pelted with stones

Bttbop the Chancellor, and his companion, when they came

to obtain the seal of the University. No wonder, therefore, that when

Wiltdiire arrived at Bologna in March no French university had been

induced to proqpunce a judgment. His mission, in truth was anything

, a. XI. CB. xm. 28
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but a success, and it is bard to see that much could have been

expected of it. For the Pope, just before his coming, had issued a Bull,

dated March 7, committing the King's cause to Capisucchi, Auditor of

the Rota; which after his arrival was followed by another on the^Slst,

forbidding all ecclesiastical judges or lawyers from speaking or writing

against the validity of the marriage. Worse still, Wiltshire's presence

gave opportunity to serve him, as Henry's representative, with a summons
for his master to appear in person or by deputy before the tribunal at

Rome. The Pope, however, offered to suspend the cause till September,

if Henry would take no further step till then ; and the King accqited

the offer. •

Wolsey, meanwhile, had been living at Esher, in a house belonging

to him as Bishop of Winchester, whither on his disgrace he was ordered

to withdraw. But his enemies, fearing lest the Sang should again

employ his services, were anxious that he should be sent to his other

and more remote northern diocese; and an arrangement was made in

February, 1630, by which he received a general pardon, resigning to the

King for a sum of ready money the bishopric of Winchester and the

Ab^y of St Alban's, while the possessions of his archbishopric of York
were restored to him. He began his journey north early in I^nt,

paused at Peterborough over Easter, and spent the summer at Southwell,

a seat of .the Archbishops of York, where he was intensely mortified to

learn that the King had determined to dissolve two Colleges, the one at

Ipswich and the other at Oxford, of which he had brought about the

establishment with great labour and cost.' For this object, as early as

15S4, he had procured Bulls to dissolve certain small monasteries and

apply their revenues to his new foundations; and the obloquy he had

incurred from other causes was certainly increased by the dissolution of

those Houses. Indeed in 1525 a riot took place at Bayham in Sussex,

where a company in disguise restored, though only for a few days, the

extruded Canons. The Ipswich College was suppressed by the King.

At Oxford, however, the buildings had advanced too far to be stopped

and the work was conipleted on a less magnificent design. After

Wolsey's death the King called it “King Henry VIIPs College.'* It

is now known as Christ Church.

In the autumn Wolsey moved further noi*th, and, reaching Cawood
hp the beginning of November, at length hoped to be installed in his

own Cathedral of York on the 7th. But on the 4th he was visited

the Earl of Northumberland, who suddenly notified to him his surest on

a charge of treason. His Italian physician Agostini had been bribed

by the Duke of Norfolk to betray secret communications which he had

held witib tire French Ambassador de Vaulx, and the chaige was added

that he had urged the Pope to excommunicate the King and so cause an

insurrection. Unconscious of this, he was conducted to Sheffield, wheie,

at the Earl of Shrew^sbury's house, he was alarmed tg leant that Sir
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William had ben diopatched to bring Him up to London.
As Sir William was Constable of the Towery Wolsey now pemived that

his acecation was intended ; and sheer terror brought on an illness^ of
^whidi he died on the way at Leicester.

So passed away the great Cardinal, the animating spirit of whose
whole career Is expressed in the sad words he uttered at the last, that if

he had served God as diligently as he had served the King, He would not
have given him over in his grey hairs. Conspicuous beyond all other
victims of royal ingratitude, he had strained every nerve to make his

sovereign great, wealthy, and powerful. His devotion to the King had
undoubtedly interfered with his spiritual duties^ /ts a Churchman ; it

was not until his fall that he was able to give any care to his episcopal

function. The new career, so soon terminated, showed another and a
more amiable side in his character. That he might have been happy if

unmolested, even when stripped of power, there is little reason to doubt.
Yet his was a soul that loved grandeur and display, magnificent in

building suid in schemes for education
;
he was ambitious, no doubt,

and it might be high-handed, as the agent of a despotic master, but
with nothing mean or sordid in his character. And something of ambi-
tion might surely be condoned in one whose favour the greatest princes
of Europe were eager to secure. For with a penetrating glance he saw
through all their different aims and devices. The glamour of external
greatness never imposed upon him ; and, whatever bribes or tributes

might be offered to himself, his splendid political abilities were devoted
with single-minded aim to the service of his King and countiy. He
raised Elngland from the rank of a second-rate Power among the nations.

His faults, indeed, are not to be denied. Impure as a priest and unscru-
pulous in many ways as a statesman, he was only a conspicuous example
in these things of a prevailing moial corruption. But his great public
services, fruitful in their consequences even under the perverse influences

whioh succeeded him, would have 'produced yet nobler results for his
countiy, if his policy had been left without interference.

*

Meanwhile, the King had &llen on a new Sevice to force the Pope's
hand. A meeting of notable persons was called on June 12, to draw up
a joint address to his Holiness, urging him to decide the cause in

Henry's favour, lest they should be dWven to take the matter into their
own hands. To obtain Subscriptions to this the nobles were separately
dealUwith, and the document was sent down into the countiy to obtain
the signatures and seals of peers and prelates, among others of Wolsey
at Southwell. It was^fina^y dispatched on July 18; and Clement,
t^ugfa he might well have felt indignant at this attempt to influence

his judicial decision hy threats, made on September 27 a remarkably
tanparate reply. He had, moreover, a few months before, sent to England
a Nuncio named Nicholas del Burgo to smooth matters; and the prospect
of justice to ^tharine was not improved ,by this perpetual dallying.
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Bishop Fishery however^ was most assiduous in writing books to support

her cause*-*-so much so that Archbishop WaihaiUy awed bj the Khig's

authority, called him to his house one day^ and earnestly, but in vain,

besought him to retract.

Nevertheless inhibitions came from Rome which, it was braved, made

the King at one time really think of putting away Anne Boleyn. This

was at the beginning of the year 1531. But he recovered heart whim

repeated briefs seemed only to grow weaker ; and, conscious of his power

at home, he sought to attain his object by breaking down the independ*-

enoe of the clergy, from tlie whole body of whom he contrived to extort,

not only a heavy finite for a praemunire which they were held to have

incurred by submitting to the legatine jurisdiction of Wolsey, but also

an acknowledgment of his being Supreme Head'^ of the Church of

England. This title was only conceded to him by the Convocatiwi of

Canterbury after a three days'‘ debate, when it was carried at last by an

artifice, and with the modifying words so far as the law of Christ

allows.'' Nor was it without protest that the northern clergy were

brought to the same acknowl^gment. This encroachment on their

liberties made the clergy of the south regret their pecuniary grant;

but they were altogether helpless, though in the end of August thei^

assessment led to a riotous attack on the Bishop of London's palace

at St Paul's.

Parliament had met on January 15, and was kept sitting into March

without doing anything material. All the membere were anxious to go

home, and the Queen's friends easily got leave. On March SO it was

prorogued for Easter, when Sir Thomas More as Chancellor, though

utterly sick of an office which he Imd unwillingly accepted even with the

assuimnce that his own convictions would be respected, found himself

obliged to declare to the Commons, in order t^t they might dieck

ill reports in the country, the conscientious motives by which the King

said he liad been induced to seek a divorce, and the opinions obtained in

his favour from the greatest universities in Cliristendoin* What effiset

this had in allaying popular indignation at the King's proceedings is

very doubtful. A strange occurrence in Februaiy in Bishop Fisher's

household had produced a most unpleasant impression. A number aS.

the servants fell ill, and two of them died. It was found, that th^ cook

had put poison in some pottage, of which hapj^ly the Bishop himeelf had

not tast^ ; but it was genei'ally beUeved hb life had been aimed«at by
Anno Boleyns friends. The King, however, was very angry; and, to

avert suspicion, caused the Parliammit to pass aQ ex pogtfat^ law, wtodh

was at once put in force, visiting the crime of poisoning with the hideoto

penalty of bmng boiled alive.

At Bonm the cause haxdly made any progress. Henry to thcMgb
he woilfd not appear there, either person^y or by proagr, emploj^
agents to detoy especially a lawyer named Sir £dwa{d Ctomi, Wtod
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till Hfhxh without showing my conuntAston from him, sigued

thftt he ahmild not be summoned out of his realm. In his protest to that

effort Henryhad the support of Francis I, who urged that the cause might

at least be tried at Cambray, and procun^ a decision for the King ftom

the University of Orleans that he oould not be compelled to appear at

Rome, An^ though the process actually began in June, it was toon

suspended for the Roman holidays from July to October, when the

emmatcr at length produced a commission, and the question about

giving him a be^ng next occupied the Court. In November this was

refused until he should produce a power from the King to stand to the

trial ; but he managed afterwards to get the question further discussed,

and, in point of fact, the whole of the following ^eor was wasted before

the principal cause was reached.

Meanwhile, Catharine suffered more and more from the delay of

justice. On May 81 she had to endure a conference with about thirty of

the leading peers, accompanied by Bishops Stokesley and Longland and

other cleigymen, who were sent by the King to remonstrate with her on

the scandal she had caused by his being cited to Rome. In July she was

ordered to remain at Windsor while the King went about hunting with

Anne Boleyn ; and, when the Queen sent a message after him regretting

^that he had not bid her farewell, he sent her word in reply that he was

offended with her on account of the citation. After that they never met

again. She was ordered to withdraw to the Moor in Hertfoiflshire, and

aiNerwards to Easthampstead. But even then she was not free from

deputations ; for another came to her at the Moor in October, to urge

her once more to allow her cause to be decided in England. But it

was in vain they plied her with arguments, which she answered with

equal gentleness and firmness. As she came to understand the King^s

mind, she was more resolved than ever Jto have her cause decided at

Rome.
And Rome was at last really lueved in her behalf. Slow as he was

to take action, Clement was compelled, on January 25, 1532, to send the

Eng a brief of reproof for his desertion gf Catharine and cohabitation

isith Amie Boleyn. But Henry induced the Parliament, now assembled

for a new session, to pass a bill,—^which he told the Nuncio was posa^
agai^ his wjll by the Commons out of their great hatred to the Pope^
for Ibolishing the payment of First-fruits to Rome. This Act, however,

it wfs left in the Eng's power to suspend till the Pope met his wishes

;

and how little the Commons acted spontaneously in such matters may
be seen by what speedily followed. On March 18 the Speaker and a

deputation of that body waited on the King to complain of a number of

grievaooee to which the laity were subjected by **the Prelates and
Ordinariesb'’ end which they desired the King would remedy. Bbt with

this petitum they at the same time begged for a dissolution of Parliament,

considering the excessive cost they had sustained by long attendance.

CH. Xlll.
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The^ King replied that their second request was inconsistait with their

first. They must wait for the answer of the Ordinaries to their com-

plaints, and meanwhile he desired their assent to a very unpopular bill

about wardships, which he had persuaded the JLords to pass. But he

could not get the Commons to agree to it.

Parliament was' prorogued for ten days at Easter. Oa Easter Day
(March 81), William Peto, Provincial of the Grey Friars, preached before

the King at Greenwich a sermon in which he pointed out how Kings

were encouraged in evil by false counsellors. After Ae sermon, being

called to a private interview, Peto further warned the King that he was

endangering his Crown, as both small and great disapproved of his

designs. The King diil)Sembled his ill-will and licensed Peto to leave the

kingdom on his duties; after winch he caused Dr Richard Curwen, a
chaplain of his own, to preach in the same place a sermon of an opposite

tenor. In this Curwen not only contradicted what Peto had said in the

pulpit, but added that he wished Peto were there to answer him ; on
which the Warden of the convent, Henry Elstowe, at once answered him
in Peto's place. Peto was then recalled by the King, who asked him to

deprive the Warden; but he refused, and both he and Elstowe were

committed to prison. *

^When Parliament met again in April the Commons were solicited for^

aid in the fortification of the Scotch frontier. They objected to the

expense; And two members said boldly that the Borders were secure

enough, if the King would only take back his Queen and live in peace

with the Emperor ; for without foreign aid the Scots could do no harm.

On the 30th the King sent for the Speaker and others of the Commons,
and delivered to them the answer of the Ordinaries to their complaints,

which he said he did not think would satisfy them, but he would leave

them to consider it, and would himself be an indifferent judge between

them. In such strange fashion did he declare his impartiality. On
May 11 he sent for them again, and said that he had discovered that the

clergy were but half his subjects, since the Bishops at their consecration'

took on oath at variance with the one they took to him. After some
references to and fro the final result was the famous ^ Subpiission pt the

"" agreed to on May 15, and presented to the Kmg at Westminster

M the following day. Hereby they agreed to enact no n^w ordinances

without royal licence and to submit to a Committee^ of sixteen pmons,
one half laymen and one*Wf clerics, the question as to what ordin^ces

should be annulled as inconsistent with God's laws and those of the realm.

On that same day Sir Thomas More, who had done his best to prevmit

these innovations, surrendered his office of ChanceUor, from which he had
long sought in vain to be released. To fill his place in some respects,,.

Thomlb Audeley, the Speaker, was at first appointed Keeper of the

Great Seal, but in the following January received the full title and office

of Lord Clumoellor.
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Hetny's way was now tolerably dear^ and on June 2S) 1598, he made
a secret aWance with Francis 1 for mutual aid a^nst the Emperor when
it should be required. Francis for his part ddighted in the belief that

to gratify an insane passion Henry had put himself completely in his

hands. Henry, however, was really using him to ward off excommunica-

tion ; which,tif pronounced, Francis informed the Pope he would resent

as deeply as Henry himself. And, to give greater effect to the threat,

Henry persuaded him to an interview, tlie only professed object of which

—the concerting* of measures against the Turk—^was not only seen to

be a pretence, but was meant to be seen through. It took place in

Octob^ between Calais and Boulogne, with much less pomp than the

Field of Cloth of Gold twelve years before. But* the various meetings

lasted over a week, and made an effective demonstration ; and to coun-

teract this the Emperor arranged a meeting with the Pope, which took

(

place at BdLogna in December. Anne Boleyn, of course, crossed with

Heniy to the meetings with Francis, who was found ready to dance with

her. She had been created Marchioness of Pembroke on September 1, and

Imperialists were relieved to find that Henry had not yet married her.

\

Clement was compelled to warn the King by another brief on November 16

to put her away on pain of excommunication.

Towards the close of the year the Earl of Northumberland invaded

the Scotch boixler, and a state of war continued between the two countrias

for some months, but led to no great results. •

Another event favoured Heniy‘’s aims. Archbishop Warham, who
had striven hard to maintain the old privileges of the clergy, died in

August. Henry at once proposed to name as his successor Thomas
Cramer, who had been so useful in suggesting the appeal to the univer-

sities. He had lately sent him as ambassador to the Emperor vrith

secret messages to the German Princes to ^ain tlr ir alliance against their

sovereign. This intrigue was ineffectual, but he accompanied the

Emperor to Vienna, and then to Mantua, where in November he received

his recall with a view to his approaching elevation. In Febrpaiy, 1683,

bulls for his promotion were demanded of i\^e Pope, who was then still

at Bologna ii; frcquent conference with the £mpm>r, and were obtained

free of payment of First-fruits by the suggestion that the King, if

favourably dealt with, had it in his power to cancel the Act against

Firrt-fruits ^nerally. ^

But before this, on Januaiy 25, Henry had secretly married Anne
Boleyn, and, knowing her to be with child, was preparing* to have her

openly proclaimed as Queen. To guard against consequences, however,

firrt obtained from Convocation opinions against the Pope^s dispensing

/power in cases similar to that of Catharine, and then from Parliament on

I
Act making appeals to Rome high treason. On Easter Eve, April 12,

IAnne went to mass in great state and was publicly named Queen. No
saatenoe had yet been given by any Court to release the King from his

GO. xm.
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marriage with Catharine; but on Good !EViday the new Airibfaiibop

wrote to him (of couiee by desire) a very humble request that he would

allow him to determine that weighty cause which had remained io long

undecided. The King willingly gave him a commission to try it; and

the Archbishop cited him and Catharine to appear before him at

Dunstable—a place carefully selected as being conveniently out pf the

way. There, on May 23, sentence was given of the nullity of the King's

first marriage ; and five days later at Lambeth a very secret enquiry was

held before llromas Cromwell and otliers as to the v^idity of the King's

1 marriage with Anne Boleyn. Of course it was pronounced valid, though
the very date of the event was uncertain, and all the details were kept

‘ a profound secret. Attne was crowned at Westminster on Whitsunday,

June with all due state, but with no appearance of popular enthusiasm,

[Then another deputation was sent to Catharine, now at Ampthill, to

jinform her that she was no longer Queen and must henpeforth bear

the name of Princess Dowager; but she refused to submit to such a
degradation.

Sentence of excommunication was pronounced against Henry at

Rome on July 11 ; but even now he was allowed until the end of Sep^

tember to set himself right, before the sentence should be declared openly,

by taking bock his wife and putting away Anne Boleyn. lliis trouble

his ally Fmneis more than himself ; for the Pope was coming to France for

an interview at which he hojied io make Henry's peace. This interview,

indeed, had been planned with Heniy's own approval, the policy then

being to make the Pope feel that he must loole to France and Ekigland

to save him from the necessity of holding a General Council at the

Emperor's bidding. But Henry now completely changed his tone ^nd
endeavoured to dissuade Francis from meeting the Pope at all ;—which,

however, Francis was bent on doing, in order to arrange the marriage,

which afterwards took place, of*hi8 son Henry, Duke of Orleans, with the

Pope's niece, Catharine de' Medici. ..He met the Pope at Marseilles in

October ; Ij^t, while they were both there still in November, Dr Edmund
Bonner, a skilful agent of^the King, who had followed Clement from

Rome, intimated to his Holiness an appeal on Henry's beh^ to the next

General Council against the sentence of excommunication. Next month
the King's Council at home came to a resolution that the Pope should

henceforth be designated merely ^ Bishop of Rome " ; and during the

following year written acknowledgments were extorted from Bii^ps,
abbeys, priories, and parochial clergy all over the kingdom that* the

Roman pontiff had no more authority than any foreign Bishop.

The policy which the King had now been pursuing for four successive

years had bera inspired by Tliomas Cromvtell, who, as we have seen^ hs4
been in Wolsey's service. He was a man of humble origin, who, after a
roving youth spent in Italy and elsewhere, had risen by the use of his

wits, and since his master's fall had now been for thr^ years a Privy
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Golindllor. In 1684 he was made the Klng^i diief secretary^ and a few

months later Master of the Rolls* But even in August, 1688^ he had
directed Craitmer as Archbishop to examine one Elizabeth Barton,

commcmly called the Nun of Canterbury, or the Holy Maid of Kent,

who had long professed to have visions and tmnces. Afterwards he

eiuunined her himself, and committed her and a number of her friends

to prison. She had, uttered fearful warnings to the King in the case of

his manying Anne Boleyn; and efforts were made to prove that she had
been encouraged by Catharine's friends. It was even sought to implicate

Catharine herself, but no cstse could be made out against her. The
charge was more plausible against Bishop Fisher, who had certainly

communicated with her in previous years, but onfy in order to test her

pretensions, which found wide credit, even with people of high standing.

His name, and at first that of Sir Thomas More likewise, were included

in a bill of attainder against the Nun's adherents; but Sir Thomas
entirely cleared himself, and the charge against the Bishop amounted
only to misprision. Ultimately the Nun and six others were attainted

of treason and afterwai’ds executed at Tyburn, while the Bishop

and five more were found guilty of misprision of treason, and were

sentenced to forfeiture of goods.

On March 28, 1534, the Pope pronounced Henry's marriage with

Catharine valid, while Parliament in England was passing an Act of

Succession in favour of Anne Boleyn's issue. Her daughter, Elizalieih,

had been born in September, 1533. Orders were circulated throughout

the kingdom to ariiist preachers who maintained the Pipe’s authority,

and to put the country in a state of defence in cq»q the Emperor
should attempt invasion. The King's subjects generally were raquired

to swear to the Act of Sucxxission ; and those who refused were sent to

the Tower, Sir Thomas More and Bishop l^isher among the first. Then,

to prevent inconvenient preaching, the differant Orders of Friars were

placed under two Provincials apporiited by the King. But the Grey
Friars Observants declined the articles proposed to them* by these

Visitors as contrary to their obedience to the Hope ; whereupon some were

sent to the Tower, and soon afterwards the whole Order was suppressed.

It was fortunate for Henry that on May 11, this year, he was able to

make a peace, with his nephew, James V, which relieved him from the

danger of a papal iijterdict being executed by means of an invasion from

Sootlpnd. Just about the same time William, Lord Dacres, who for

nine years past had ruled the West Marches as his fathef* had done

before him, was committed to the Tower on a charge of treason, arising,

apparently, out of border feuds. He was tried in July, and, strange to say,

acquitted, for such a result of an indictment wg& then quite unheard c^.

And the joy of the people at the event was ail the greater because it was

known Anne Boleyn had been using her influence against him as

one who ^mp^thised with Catharine.

OH. zixi*
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But a more serious danger now appeared in Ireland. Gkrald, Earl (ot

Kildare, the Lord Deputy, who had used the King's artilleiy for his own

castles, had been summoned to England in 1533, but dela3rs ensued, and

he only arrived in London in the spring of 1534, suffering from a wound ^

that he had received in an encounter, and not likely to live long. He
was not at first imprisoned, and eflbrts were made to lure his son, I^id

Thomas Fitzgerald, over to England. But the ypung man (deceived,

it is said, by a false report of his father’s execution) rebelled, deckring

that he upheld the Pope’s cause and that the Kin^s adherents were

accursed. He murdered Archbishop Allen of Dublin, the Chancellor of

Ireland (July 28), as he was endeavouring to sail for England, and

became for a short tihfe virtual ruler of the country, which he ordered

all the English to quit on pain of death. Piers Butler, Earl of Ossory,

however, made a stand for the King at Waterford, and Lord Thomas

was compelled to raise the siege laid by him to Dublin, when Sir

William Skeffington, appointed a second time as Lord Deputy, arrived

from Wales in October; after which matters began to mend.

In England, to complete the work of the year. Parliament met in

\ November, and passed, among other legislation, Acts for confirming the

\
King’s title as Supreme Head of the Church, for granting him the first-

ly

fruits and tenths before paid to the Pope, and for attainting More and

! Fisher of misprision and the Earl of Kildare of treason. But Parliament

* passed measures at dictation, and several of the chief lords of England

were in secret communication with the imperial ambassador Chapuys to

urge the Empqjpr to invade England.

Cromwell was now appointed the King’^ Vicar-General in spiritual

things, and in the spring of 15»35 the Act of Supremacy began to be put into

execution. An oath to the succession of Anne Boleyn’s issue had already^

been extorted in the previous year from the monks of the Charter House,

which some of them seem not to have taken until after a significant visit

from one of the London Sheriffs, djut now they were required to swear

to the supremacy in derogation of the Pope’s authority. Prior Houghton,

with two other Priors of the Order who had lately come up to London,

approached Cromwell at the Rolls in the hope of obtaining some

mitigation of the terms required; but unconditional acknowledgment

of the King’s supremacy was insisted on. All three refused, and repeated

their refusal a few days later in the Tower. ^They were tried in April,

together with Dr Reynolds of the Brigettine Monastery of Sion^who,

having beeli also committed to the Tower, had joined in their refusal

;

and all received sentence together. With them also were condemned,

for a private conversation about the King’s tyranny and licentiousness,

John Hale, vicar of Isld^orth, and a young priest named Robert Fenm;

but the latter had his pardon after sentence, having turned King'k

evidence. All the others were hanged at Tyburn on May 4, with even

moie than the usual barbarities. ;
^

^
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Kwt wme the tom of Bishop Fi^er and Siir^Tbc^nias More» who
. with three feUow«piisoners» Dr Wilson, Abell, and Fetherstone, piiests

lately most intimate in the Royal household, were warned that they

must swear to the Statutes both of Succession and Supremacy. A]}

dedined to do so. Six weeks were given them to consider the matter

;

and visits were paid by Cromwell and other councillors to More and
Fisher in the Tower to shake their constancy; but all in vain. Fisher

deni^ that the King was Supreme Head of the Church of England

;

More said he v^uld not meddle with such questions. Fisher was
condemned on Jime 17, and was beheaded on Tower Hill on the SSnd.

The King was all the more resolved on his death because the Pope had
made him a Cardinal on May SO. On July 1 ‘iCiore was brought up
for trial on a complex indictment, one article of which sliowcri that

he did not, like Fisher, expressly repudiate the King's ecclesiastical

supremacy, but only kept silence when questioned about it. He
m^e, as might be expected, an admirable defence, but in vain; and
after his condemnation he declared frankly as to the statute that it

was against his conscience, as he could never find, in all his studies,

that a temporal lord ought to be head of the spiritualty. He was

sentenced to undergo a traitor's death at Tyburn ; but it was commuted
by the King to simple decapitation on Tower Hill, where he suffered on
July 6.

These executions filled the world with horror, both at home and
abroad. The Emperor Charles V is said to have declared that he would
rather have lost the best city in his dominions than such a councillor as

Sir Thomas More. In Italy^ More was vehemently lamented, and men
related with admiration the touching devotion of his daughter, Margaret

Roper, who broke through the guards to embrace him on his way to the

Tower. He was indeed a man to inspire, affec. ion far beyond his own
family circle. Full of domestic feeling, yet no less full of incomparable

wit and humour, dragged into th^*ii(brvice of the Court against his will

on account of his high legal abilities and intellectual gift5, he had
refused to yield one inch to solicitations^agaiftst the cause of right and

' conscience. A*true saint without a touch of austerity, save that which he
practised on himself in secret, he lived in the world as one who understood

it perfectly, wjth a breadth of view and an innate cheerfulness of temper
which no external terrors tould depress. Of a mind altogether healthy,

he w§8 not b^uiled by superstition or corrupted by gifts, but held his

course straight on. Brought up in the household of Cardinal Morton,

he had early devoted himself to learning, and became the special friend

of Erasmus. His learning was entirely without pedantry, even as his

hommir was without gall. He loved men, he loved animals, he loved

mechanism, and every influence that tended to humanise or advance society.

He had served bis King in diplomatic missions with an ability that was

folly appreciaj^ and as Lord Chancellor with an integrity that was

SB. 3U|i;
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noted as altogether exceptional. But his very probity had madeMm at

last an obst^e in the King's path, and he was sacrifioedL

The three priests who had refused to acknowledge tihe SrqpreitMic^

were retained in confinement Two years later Dr Wilson receiwid

a pardon. The other two remained steadfast during five years'

imprisonment, and were executed in 1640. ”

Pope Paul III, who had conferred the hat upon Fisher (he had
succeeded Clement VII in the previous year), would have issued a Bull

to deprive Hcniy of his kingdom; but, owing to the mbtual jealousies of

the Emperor and Francis I, there was no sovereign who dared to execute

the sentence. Henry, moreover, had been scheming for years with the

citizens of Liibeck to' fill the throne of Denmark with one who would

unite with him and the Northern Powers of Europe against both Pope
and Emperor ; and, though his plan was a failure, the Danes elected a

Lutheran King (Christian III), ill-pleasing to Charles V. Further,

the English King was seeking to conclude a league with the German
Protestants, and his intrigues gave the Emperor some anxiety.

During the latter half of 1535 the Bishops in England were inhibited

from visiting their dioceses pending a royal visitation of the whole

kingdom, while Cromwell sent out special Visitors for the monasteries,

who with remarkable celerity traversed the greater part of the countiy

in a very few months and sent private reports of gross immoralities,

alleged to have been discovered in a number of the Houses they

visited. It is impossible, for many ix}aBons, to attach much credit

to these reports, or to think highly of the character of the Visitors.

The object was seen when Parliament met^again in Februaty, 1586, and
passed, as the principal measure of the session, an Act for the dissolution

of such monasteries as had not revenues of £200 a year. It was passed,

as tradition in the next generation reported, under very strong pressure,

and certainly, as the preamble shows, on the King's own statement

of the results of the visitation. These, it was said, proved that the

smaller monasteries were given to vicious living, while the larger were

better regulated; though ia truth the Visitors had reported abominations

quite as flagrant in the latter as in the former.

Meanwhile, in January, Catharine of Aragon had died at Kimbolton.

On hearing of the event Henry could not help exclaiming, ‘‘God be

praised ! We are now free from fear of war.'^ If Catharine had lived,

the Bull of privation might even yet have been launched wheo the

Emperor arrived at Rome in the spring; but the King calculated truly.

The Court and Anne Boleyn wore yellow for the mourning for Catharine.

But Anne's own fate was near at hand; for Henry had Icmg since

tired of her, and could not make men respect her. He now said that

he bad been induced to marry her by witchcraft. In the course of (Jiie

month she miscarried. On May Day, during a tournament at Ghrew-

wich, the King suddenly left her aod went to Westminsi|pr. Next day
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11^ 1!^^ «nd taken to tlie Tower. One Mark Smeton*

Oroom of tte Chamber, had been arrested and examined befordiai^ and
afberwards her brother George, Lord Rochford, and three other ootirtieri

were likewise placed in the Tower. Anne was charged with acts of

adultery with them all. She protested her innocence, though she

acknowledged some familiarities, ^n the 15th she and her brother

were condemned, and the latter suffered two days later with the four

othm* supposed paramours. On the 17th a secret enquiry was conducted

by persons learnt in the canon law, after which Cranmer pronounced

her marriage with the King invalid. On the 19th she was beheaded on
Tower Green.

For some time before her arrest the King had^ been secretly talking

of matrimony with Jane, daughter of Sir John Seymour, of Wolfhall,

Wiltshire. On the very day of Anne's execution Cranmer gave the King
a dispensation for this new match, and on the next day the couple were

secretly betrothed. On Ascension Day, however (May ^5), the King
wore white as a widower in mourning ; and it was not till Whitsunday,
June 4, that Jane was openly produced as Queen, having been marri^
tbe week before.

Parliament had been dissolved not long before Anne Boleyn's arrest.

It was the same Parliament which had been summoned at Wolsey's fall,

and it had lasted for six years and a half. A new Parliament was

called, and met on June 8, to pass, among other things, % neyf Act
of Succession in favour of Jane Seymour's issue, disinheriting that of

both the two former Queens. Tbe Princess Mary, though her chief

enemy was now dead, was not restored to favour until, to make life

bearable, she had signed without reading an abject submission, acknow*

lodging the King's laws by which she herself was a bastard. Shortly

afterwards died the Duke of Richmond, t^e Ki ng's natural son, who was

believed to have been destined by Henry to succeed him on the throne

in case of failure of issue by Jane ^eymour; for he had procured a clause

in the Succession Act enabling him in that contingency to dispose of tlie

Crown by wilL Another Act passed Vas <for the attainder of Loixl

Thomas Howard, brother of the Duke of Norfolk, who had presumed to

contract marriage with the King's niece, Lady Margaret Douglas. He
dkd in the Tower next year. At this time also the office of Lord Privy

Seal was taken from Aime Boleyn's father, the Earl of Wiltshire, and
given to Cromwell.

In July there was a meeting of Convocation, over whieh Dr Petre^

pended os deputy to Cromwell, the King's Vicar-General. Since

Groamer had bm raised to the Primacy severd other Bishops favourable

to the now prindplo of Royal Supremacy had been appoint^ including

Latimer of Worcester ; and, as the King was hoping to strengthen his

position by an alliance with the German Protestants, it was important

to set foi^^t^ authority a formukiy of the faith as acknowledged
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the Chivdb of England. This was done in Ten Articles not greatly

at variance with the beliefs hitherto received, though dissuading tlw

use of the term Purgatory, and omitting all notice of four out of the

I
Seven Sacraments. This omission of course attracted some observatkai.

' But as to their positive contents Cardinal Pole himself found little fimlt

with these Articles, his main obj^tion being to the authority by
which they were set forth. They were printed as “Articles devis^ Ity

the King's Highness to stablish Christian quietness and unity amopg
US.’’

The legislation of past years had created much popular discontoit,

which was now iiicrea^ by the dissolution of the monasteries. In the

north rumours were 'spread that the King would appropriate all the

Church plate ; and when the Commissioners for levying a subsidy came

to Caistor, in Lincolnshire, just after two small neighbouring monasteries

had been suppressed, the people banded together to resist them. The
Commissioners made a hasty retreat, but some of them were captured and

compelled by the rebels to swear to be true to the King and to take their

side. The insurgents likewise sent up two messengers to Windsor to lay

their grievances before their sovereign. The answer returned by Henry
was rough in the extreme, and he sent a force under the Duke of Suffolk

to quell the rising, preparing himself to follow with another, which was

to muster at Ampthill. The muster, however, was countermanded on

news4;hat the rebels were ready to submit; but Lincolnshire was scarcely

quiet when a more formidable rising began in Yorkshire, called the

Pilgrimage of Grace. A lawyer named Robeii; Aske caused a muster on

Skipwith Moor, at w^hich the men swore to be faithful to the King and

preserve the Church from spoil; for here, as in Lincolnshire, men desired

to combine loyalty with religion, which they believed to be in danger

from the rule of Cromwell anc) such Bishops as Ciunmer and Latimer.

Avske and his friends got possession of York. They took an oath of

adhesion from the Mayor and conihipns at Doncaster. They replaced

the expelled monks in their monasteries. Pomfret Castle was deUvered

up to them by Lord Darcy as too weak to hold out, though the Arch-*'

bishop of York had taken refuge with him there; and a ^herald named
Lancaster, sent thither by the Earl of Shrewsbury, was forbidden by
Aske to read the King’s proclamation, though he fell on his knees and

begged leave to execute^his commission. ^

The Duke of Norfolk, sent by the King to put down the rking,

^joined the Earl of Shrewsbury and others in the Midlands, and sent an

address to the rebels^ offering them the choice of battle or submissiom

But on reaching Doncaster he found that the movement had assumed

such dimensions that a conflict would have- been disastrous ; and aocord*-

ingly he made an agreement there with the rebels (October Sn^).and

arranged for a gene^ truce in the north, while Sir JEUIph Ellerker

and Robert Bowes were sent up to the King to ask for^ answer to
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the demands of the insui^nts. Henry mote a temporising reply, but
debdned the messengers for some time on the excuse of various sinister

romoura Conferences were arranged in December at Fomfiret and
Doncaster, and a general pardon was proclaimed at the latter place.

Hereupon the King, putting a smooth face on matters, wrote to Aske to

come up andbonfer with him frankly; and, though not without misgivings

in ^ite of his safe conduct, Aske came and seems to have been won over

by royal affability. Early in Januaiy (1637) he returned to Yorkshire

and did his best to allay disquiet, declaring that the King was every way
gracious and had approved the general pardon,—that he was sending

Norfolk once more into the north, and that grievances would be
discussed at a free Parliament at York, where also the Queen would
be crowned.

But the pardon had been already ill received at Kendal, in West-
morland, where the people said they had done no wrong; and grave

suspicions were arous^ in Yorkshire that the King was fortifying Hull
and Scarborough. One John Hallom was taken in an attempt to

surpnie HuIIT and Sir Franois Bigod made an equally futile effort to

march on Scarborough. Bigod fled and was afterwards captured near

Carlisle, where he had joined himself to a new rising provoked by the

King^’s use of border thieves to keep the country down. The Duke
of Norfolk, when he came back, went first to Carlisle, where he proceeded

by martial law against seventy-four of the insurgents and ferrifiefl the

country with savage executions. He the*i went on to Durham and
York, where he endeavoured to learn who were chiefly responsible for

the demands made and conceded at Doncaster. He got Aske into his

hands and sent him up. to the King; while the Earls of Sussex and
Derby reduced Lancashire to submission by hanging the Abbots of

Whalley and Sawley and one or two mopks, and securing the surrender

of the Abbey of Furness.

The King’s principal danger past ; but meanwhile his anxieties

abroad had increased. One thing was in his favour, that during the whole
‘of 1686 the Emperor and Francis I were at war, and neither of them wished

to interfere with him. But the Pope was trying to make peace between
them; and having created Reginald Pole a (^'ardinal in December,
he gave him on February 7 a commission as Legate to bring about
Henry's return to his obedience to Rome. Pole was a grandson of the

Duhe of Clarence, brother of Edward IV ; and his mother, the Countess

of Salisbury, was a sister of that Earl of Warwick who was^ut to death

Henry VIL At the beginning of his reign Henry VIII wished to

atone for his father's wrong and Reginald Pole, showing a great love of

letters, was educated at the King’s expense at Oxford and Padua. For
this Pole was certainly moat grateful ; bu\ he did not approve Henry's

later policy and obtained leave to go abroad kgain. Pressed by the King for

a statement pf his views as to the Royal Supremacy, he had written a

OB. siu.
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treatise intended for the King"^ own eye» severely censuring his polii^

and the cruelty with which he had enforo^ it. The Khig was

ated at this, and still more at Pole's being made a Qirdinal. But it

was now his duty to go to England, or as near it as he could, and

publish the papal censures against Henry; for which an opportunity

was offered by the presence of James V at Paris, where, on January 1,

1537, he married the French King^s daughter Madeleine. There were

many indications, indexed, that the English would welcome a Scotdh

invasion if Henry did not mend his ways. But Francis did not dare to

receive at his Court a papal Legate denounced by Henry as a traitor,

whose surrender he claimed by treaty ; and Maria of Hungary, the

Regent of the Netherlands, also warned Pole not to come near her,

but to seek refuge with the Cardinal of Li^ge. Pole's mission was

conse(]uently a complete failure.

And now Henry, having reduced the whole of the north country to

subjection, left unfulfilled his promise of a free Parliament at York. On
Norfolk's return he instituted a Council to govern the north—at first

under Bishop Tunstall of Durham, afterwards under Hmgate, Bishop

of Llandaff. Meanwhile a Council of divines met in London to

supply some omissions in the King's book of Articles issued in the

previous year ; and the result was the publication of a treatise entitled

The InstHutkm of a Christian Man^ which the King allowed to go

forth as a^’ manual of doctrine agreed upon by the Bishops, without

giving it the express sanction of a work which had been examined by
himself. It was accordingly called ‘*the Bishops' Book." Five years

later, a considerably revis^ edition of it, whicli hod really been

examined by the King, was issued under the title of A Ntcessa/ry

Doctrine for any Christian Man^ and was commonly called ‘‘the King^s

Book." In both these treatises the old number of seven Sacraments

was acknowledged, and the doctrine concerning each of them was defined.

On October 12 the Queen gave Bh:4i to a son (the future Edward VI)

at Hamptan Court. She died twelve days after. Tliree months previ*

ously James V also had l6st his newly-wedded Queen Madeleine.

In the following year (1588) the suppression of the ml>nasteries was
carried further. Several of the abbots and priors were induced to make
formal surrenders, which were often, no doubt, voluntary in one sense,

since pensions were more acceptable than visitations. The King's agents

were likewise zealous in putting down images, pilgrimages, and supa>
stitions. AVender^working crucifix at Boidey in Kent was destro^;
and a solemn enquiry was held into the nature of a venerated xdic,

the “Blood of Hailes," reputed to be the blood of our Lord.
Meanwhile the dissolution of the monasteries was quickened fay

informat^ for treason against the heads of Houses who rejected the

Royal Supremacy. The ilMor of Lenten in Nottinghamshire, and the
Abbot of were both executed* All friars were ^compelled to
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put aside their habits, and their Houses were confiscated* These

proceedings wer&^ot r^xed in view of danger from abroad^ when the

Kii^ hea^ of tflirten years' truce made in June between the Emperor
and Francis. In September the magnificent shrine of St Thomas at

Canterbury was robb^ of all its treasures, and the relics which had been

the object o^ so many pilgrimages were burned. Henry's wrath was

stimulated against the Saint who had brought a King of England low.

The news of this outtage excited peculiar horror at Rome ; but all the

Pope could do was^o reissue (December 17) the Bull of Excommunication

already published in 1535, with additions setting forth the King's new
enormities, and to attempt to procure its proclamation at least at

Dieppe and Boulogne, or in Scotland or Ireland.^

But Henry anticipated the danger which threatened him. At the

end of August Cardinal Pole's brother Sir Geoffrey was arrested ; and,

questions having been put to him concerning his communications over

sea, the fear of torture wrung from him information which was thought

to implicate his other brother Lord Montague and the Marquis of

Exeter. These two noblemen were accordingly lodged in the Tower
on November 4. Exeter would be next in succession if the King died

without lawful issue, and Montague was the lineal heir of Clarence.

The Marchioness of Exeter and the Countess of Salisbury, Montague's

mother, were also closely examined. The two noblemen were tried for

treason and beheaded on December 9, others who were found guilty

along with them being hanged and quartered at Tyburn. Sir Geoffrey

received a pardon on January 4, in consideration of his unwilling

disclosures. On the other hand, Sir Nicholas C’arew, who was arrested

on December 31, was found guilty of treason in February, 1539,

mainly for conversations with the Marquis of Exeter, and was

beheaded on Tower Hill on March 3. ^

The Pope, however, was now encouraged by the better under-

standing between the Emperor a^ Francis to send Cardinal Pole

on a new mission to those two sovereigns to induce them 4o forbid

commercial intercourse with England ; and ©avid Beton was at the

same time made a Cardinal with a view to his publishing in Scotland

the Bull of Excommunication against Henry. Pole travelled by land to

Spain, and on February 15 was received by the Emperor at Toledo

in spite of the remonstrances of the English ambassador. Sir Thomas
WyatJ. Yet his arrival did not seem agreeable to the Emperor, who
declined to do as the Pope desired; and Pole returned to Carpentras,

where he stayed with his friend Sadoleto till he received an answer

to a message that he sent to Francis. But the French King was only

willing to prohibit intercourse with England on condition that the

Emperor would do the same ; and Pole's second legation bore no more
practical fruit than the first had done.

Heniy- was^neverthdess seriously alarmed. Orders were given for
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the construction and repair of fortifications on the coasts, and general

musters were held. The people, believing in th^national danger,

were zealous for the defence of the country. Paiflunent was called

together in April, and occupied itself mainly in passing what was called

the Act of the Six Articles for enforcing religious unity. This was an
answer to the taunts that the P^nglish were heretics, and that the Pope'^s

: excommunication was well deserved. By this severe enactment denial of

transubstantiation involved death by fire and Confiscation of goods,

' no abjuration being allowed in bar of execution ; £ind it was further

’ declared felony to maintain, either that Communion in both kinds was

necessary, or that priests or any man or woman who had vowed chastity

or widowhood might*marry, or that private masses were not laudable,

or that auricular confession was not expedient. But for all these

offences except the denial of transubstantiation, a first conviction was
! visited merely with imprisonment and confiscation ; a second was

punished capitally. There was also passed a great Act of Attainder

against not only Exeter and Montague, but the Countess of Salisbury

and a large number of other persons, some of whom were alive—for the

most part refugees abroad—and some had been condemned and executed

in recent years for treason. But the danger seemed even to increase in

the latter part of the year, when the Emperor, on the invitation of

Francis, passed through France on his way to the Low Countries, and

was hospitably entertained in Paris.

In this crisis Henry sought security by arranging a new marriage for

himself with Anne, sister of William, Duke of Cleves, who by his

pretensions to Gelders was a thorn in the side of the Emperor, and had,

besides, family and other ties with tlie Protestant Princes of Germany.

With these, moreover, Henry had for some time been cultivating a go<^

understanding and had given, them great hopes in the previous years of

a religious union against both Pope and Emperor. And though the

Germans were sadly disappointed’ by the passing of the Act of the

Six Articles, against which they strongly remonstrated, the political

support of England was* too valuable to be hastily rejected.

In November proceedings for treason were taken against the two
great Abbots of Reading and Colchester; and against the Abbot of

Glastonbury for felony; all three were executed. These trials were

certainly irregular, aud the treasons seem td have consisted merely of

private conversations disapproving of Royal Supremacy and of theJSjng^s

proceedings. But the unwillingness of these Abbots to surrender was

perhaps their chief crime, and a rush of suri*enders followed, so that

very soon not a single monastery was left.

In the last days of December Anne of Cleves crossed from Calais to

Deal, from which she went that day to Dover and on by stages through

Canterbury to Rochester, where she remained all New Year’s Day, I6M.
Here she received a surprise visit from the King, who came incognito
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and made himself known to her; as he afterwards stated, he was

disappointed as to hw beauty, though he had secured beforehand her

portrait painted Ity Holbein. He returned to Greenwich and received

his bride publicly in Greenwich Park on January S. Tlie wedding took

place on the 6th.

Just six months later this marriage was declared null, but for the

present no one doubted its validity. Believing that it would bring

favour to the new German theology, Dr Barnes and two other preachers

of what was called the New Learning, were indiscreetly bold at Paul’s

Cross ; but what school of opinion w ould prevail was for some time

uncertain. Parliament met on April 12, and under the management
of Cromwell, who on the 17th was created Earl cflT Essex, did its l)est

still further to enrich the Crown. The great Military Order of St John
of Jerusalem was suppressed and its endowments were confiscated; a

heavy subsidy was also voted, payable by instalments in four years.

But, these things being secured, a great change took place. On June 10

Cromwell was arrested at the Council table and committed to the

Tower, where he was questioned about the circumstances of the King’s

maiTiagc, and||iforced to make written st/itements to serve as evidence

for its dissolution. But nothing was yet known on the subject when
the two Houses of Parliament, acting on a hint, prayed that the validity

of his mamage might be inquired into by Convocation. This was done,

and after various depositions had been read to show that the Tfing had

never given his ^‘inward consent” to his own public act, a sentence of

nullity was pronounced.

This removed at once any fear of a misunderstanding with the

Emperor, while it disappointed Francis and the Duke of Cleves.

Anne herself, however, consented to the sepan tion and was provided

for in England, admitting that she remained ^ niaid, A month later it

was announced that the King had married Catharine Howard, niece of

the Duke of Norfolk, who was prj^yed for as Quei^n on August 15.

Meanwhile, July 9, a Bill of Attainder was passed against Crotnwell in

Parliament on account of various acts, some of which were regarded as

treasonable and some heretical, among the latter being his support

of Dr Barnes. He was beheaded on Tower Hill on July 28. Two
days later Dr Barnes, and with him tlerome and Garrard, the two
other clergymen who had preached at Paul’s Cross in the spring, were

bume(^ as heretics at Smithfield ; while three of the Old Learning who
had been attainted in Parliament were hanged at the same* place as

traitors.

It would be a mistake to say that Cromwell entirely directed the

policy of England during the years of his ascendancy ; for, as he told

Cardinal Pole, he himself considered it the very height of statesmanship

to endeavour to discern what was in the King’s own mind and set

himself zealousl;^ to follow it out. And this, indeed, is the explanation

CH. XIIL
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of his whole policy. He laboured to satisfy the King
;
yet at times he

mistook the King's intention, and had the mortification occasionally

to see the King himself deliberately upset aA that he had been
endeavouring to establish, or even to incur the King's heavy displeasure.

He maintained his position by pure obsequiousness, and thei'e was
no kind of cruelty or tyranny of which he declined to* be the agent.

Seldom have vast and multifarious interests been so completely under
the control of a statesman so unscrupulous. He was continually open
to bribes and was guilty of many acts of simony. Nb doubt there was
something engaging in his personality to men who like himself could
take the world as it came. His early wanderings liad given him a
knowledge of men ' which, combined with a first-rate capacity for

business, had paved his way to fortune. They had also given him
cultivated tastes and an acquaintance with Italian literature which few
Englishmen possessed in his day. It was from a study of the great work
of Machiavelli, at a time when it was still in manuscript, that he derived

those political principles which guided him through his whole career.

For more than a year the King was highly satisfied with his fifth

wife. In other matters he was not yet at ease. He now no such

convenient tool as Cromwell, and, distrusting most of his remaining

ministers, stood in fear of a new insurrection. In April, 1541, a
conspir^ was detected in Yorkshire to kill Holgate, Bishop of

Llandaff; whom he had appointed President of the Nortii, and take

possession of Pomfret Castle. Though called a rebellion by chroniclers,

the design was suppiessed before it came to a head, and the conspirators

were executed, some in London and some at York. It was clear that

the north of England was in a dangerous state, and Henry thought it

advisable to go thither in person with a force of 4000 or 5000 horse.

First, however, he determined to clear the Tower of inconvenient
prisoners. The aged Countess of Salisbury, who had been attainted

in Parliament without a trial years before, was beheaded in the
Tower cn May 28. Lord Leonard Grey was tried on June 25, and
executed on the 28th fer conduct considered treasonable when he was
Lieutenant of Ireland.

The King left London for the north on June 30; but his progress

was impeded by storms and floods, so that he only reached Lincoln on
August 9. On entering Yorkshire he was met by the country
gentlemen; and those of them who had taken part in the rebellion

of 1536-7, including Edwaid Lee, Archbishop of York, made their

submission to him kneeling, with large gifts of money and thanks for his

pardon. The like submission and gifts had been made to him in
Lincolnshire. He delayed his arrival at York till the middle of
September, expecting (as he afterwards gave out) a visit there from
James V. But as the Scottish King made no sign of coming, he left on
the 27tli on return southward. By the beginning of November he
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vras again at Hampton Court, when secsret information waa revealed to

him through Cranmer. The Queen, it was found, had before her

marriage to him been too intimate with more than one person ; and it

was alleged that even during the royal progress in Lincolnshire she had
secret meetings with a paramour. The supposed accomplices of her

guilt were executed; and, Parliament having met in January, 1549, an

Act of Attainder was passed against the Queen, who on February IS

^vas beheaded within the Tower. She steadfastly denied any misconduct

since her marriagS; and her fate has been thought to have been the*

result of politic^ intrigue.

For about a year and a half the King remained a widower. Mean-
while it should be noted that, having obtained from Parliament in 1589

powers for the creation of new bishoprics, during the next three years

he applied a portion of the confiscated property of the monasteries to

the endowment of six new sees; one of which, Westminster, was dissolved

in the following reign, but the other five, after some vicissitudes, are in

existence at the present day. Here also may be mentioned the publica-

tion of an Authorised English Bible, which was first issued and ordered

to be read m churches as early as 1536.

In March, 1542, Henry began pressing his richer subjects for

a loan ; which, though little hope was entertained of repayment, was

generally granted, in the expectation that the money would be used in

a war against France. But, though Francis and the Emperor were on

the verge of war, and the former really invaded the latter’s dominions in

July, England remained neutral for nearly a whole year after. Henry’s

design was first to get Scotland completely into his power.

A brief account seems desirable at this point of the course of events

in Scotland. At the time of Albany’s final.with(J uwal from the kingdom
in the early summer of 1524, James V was only twelve years old, and
should have remained still for soj^at? time under tutelage. But the

circumstances were peculiar. Albany had not relinquished his claims

upon the government, but had left behind hitn a garrison at Dunbar,

and his cause was still upheld by James Beton, Archbishop of St Andrews,

and Gawin Dunbar, Bishop of Aberdeen. His party, however, had really

collapsed, and jin July Queen Margaret caused her son to be declared of

age by a Coimcil at HolyrOod, at which most of the Scotch lords swore

fi^ty« There seemed then to be a very general feeling for an agreement

with England, especially as the lords were encouraged to believe that

their King would be allowed to marry the Princess Mary, notwithstand-

ing her engagement to the Emperor; from which, as Wolsey secretly

informed Margaret, Henry intended to induce Charles to release her.

Unfortunately, the plans of the King and Wolsey included the recon-

ciliation of Margaret to her husband Angus, who, after being for two

years a refugee ^*n France, came to England just as Albany returned, and
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was bent on going back to his own country. Margaret would not hear

of being reconciled to him—all the less as she had now bestowed her

affections on young Henry Stewart, second son of Lord Evandale, whom
bhe had made Lord Treasurer ; and both she and Arran, the great rival

of Angus, declared that if the latter were allowed to cross the border,

negotiation with England was at an end. Angus, however, made his

way to Scotland, and, together with the Earl of Lennox and some other

gentlemen, scaled the town walls of Edinburgh at four o’clock on a

.November morning;, after which they opened the gAtes to their com-

panies, and, when it was day, proclaimed at the Cross tliat they came as

loyal subjects objecting to evil councillors about the Kibg. But, as the

Castle opened fire uj/on him, Angus found it prudent in the evening to

quit the town and retire to Dalkeith ; and that same night Margaret

took her son with her from Holyrood into the Castle for security. She

then diKspatched in his name an embassy to England; which, being

received at Greenwich just before Christmas, proposed a peace, with the

marriage of James to Mary, and returned with an encouraging reply.

But Angus had been meanwhile making friends with Archbishop Beton

and others who were displeased with the Queen’s exclusiveness; and, when
the lords came to Edinburgh for a Parliament in February, 15S5, they

compelled her to bring her son out of tlie Castle to the Tolbooth, where

a Council was appointed to carry on the government; and the summonses

of treason* against Angus and his friends were declared untrue.

Margaret next sent a secret message to Albany asking for French

support; but the time was unlucky, for the date of hei* messenger’s

instructions was just two days before the battle of Pavia. Indeed from

this time the French were generally very cautious about interfering in

Scotch affairs without the consent of Henry, who was always a possible

ally against the Emperor, or might be a very dangerous enemy. And
Henry not only favoured Angus, but remonstrated strongly with his

sister on her efforts to procure a diypree from him. Angus thus had full

control 0/ affairs for three years, faring which the young King was

jealously guarded, and aH important offices were filled by his relatives.

It was a time when none could prevail against a Douglas. But Margaret

obtained from Rome a divorce from Angus and married ilenry Stewart,

who w^as afterwmds created Lord Methven ; and her son, after repeated

efforts had been made for his liberation, es<;p.ped to Stilling Castle in

June, 15^. In a few months Angus and his brother Sir George Douglas

were driven to take refuge in England, w^hei-e, to James’ gi-eat grief^ they

were well received by Henry.

James had no desire to quarrel with his uncle, but the intrigues of

Angus, together witli border raids, brought about the hostilities whidi

we have noticed in 153S, when the Earl of Northumberland invaded the

East Marches as far as the neighbourhood of Dunbar. By the mediation

of Francis peace negotiations were opened next yeeu* at Newcastle, and in
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Majy 1534, peace concluded in London. Heni^ then sent to his

nephew the Order of the Garter and afterwards endeavoured, but

without success, to draw him into his own policy in religion against the

Pope. Henry might well desire this; for his own conduct had raised

the political impprtance of Scotland among the nations. The Emperor
courted James’ friendship, and the Pope sent him a consecrated sword

and hat, meaning to take away Henry’s title of Defender of the Faith

and bestow it upon the Scottish King. Scotland, moreover, was an

asylum for persons who disliked Henry’s measures. against the Church;

and there was a serious possibility of an invasion from Scotland to drive

Henry from the throne if he would not make his peace with Rome.
In 1536 James went to France under engagement to marry Mary of

Bourbon, daughter of the Duke of Vendome ; but the lady did not please

him, and he actually married Madeleine, eldest daughter of f'rancis I, at

Paris in January, 1537. He took her with him to Scotland; but she died

in the following July. Next year he married Mary, eldest daughter of

the Duke of Guise and widow of the Duke of Longueville. Thus he was

still strongly bound to France; but France remained on good terms with

England, and James had no desire to disturb the existing tranquillity.

In 1541 died two infant Princes to whom Mary had given birth, and
also James’ mother Margaret, the Queen Dowager. Another child was

expected in 1542, the year at which we have now arrived, when Henry, as

we have said, was scheming to get Scotland completely under fiis power.

In the spring Sir Thomas Wharton, Deputy Warden of the West
Marches, submitted to the King and his Council a proposal to kidnap

James while he was somewhere near Dumfries, and to bring him to

Henry. The project, however, was disapproved as dangerous and sure

to be attended with scandal if it failed. In J ily the outbreak of war
between Francis and the Emperor cut off Scotia: d from any hope of aid

from France against English aggression
; and, while James was anxious

for a conference between commissioners of both realms to put down
border raids, Sir Robert Bowes '^was sent down to the border and

arranged with Angus an invasion of lljviotdale. It took place on

August 24, whgn the English burned several places ; but on their return

they were caught in an ambuscade at Hadden Rig, Sir Robert Bowes and

roost of the leaders being taken prisoners. Angus, however, escaped.

That very*day, in total ignorance of this reverse in the north, the

Privy Council wefe making preparations for a more considerable invasion

under Norfolk. The news of Bowes’ defeat made Englishmen all the

more eager to avenge it. But James had done nothing to provoke war.

His ambassador was still in the English Court, desiring a passport for

a larger embassy to treat of peace ; and, though he hardly met with due

civility, a meeting was at length arranged, which took place at York in

September between commissioners on both sides. But musters were

made at the s^e time all over England ; and, as Henry would accept
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no terms, without free delivery of the prisoners taken by the Scots and

renunciation of their alliance with France, the result was war. After it

was begun Henry published a manifesto in his own justification, in which

James was reproached with having shown ingratitude for the projection

afforded to him in his early years, by declining to meet Jleiuy at York.,

The English King also revived the old claim of superiority Over Scotland.

The Duke of Norfolk crossed the border in October, and burned

Kelso and laid waste the neighbouring country, but was obliged to return

to Berwick in eight days for lack of victuals. An anfiy suddenly raised

by James was only able to skirmish with the invaders and harass their

retreat. James would have pursued them further to revenge the injury

;

but the nobles object^, and he returned to Edinburgh. He was warned

not to risk his life, being childless, in dangerous expeditions. But in

November he passed secretly to the West Borders as far as Lochmaben,
and directed Lord Maxwell, the Warden there, with the Earls of Cassillis

and Glencaim and other lords, to invade England near the Solway

They entered the Debateable Land by night, in numbers reckoned at

about 17,000, and burned some places on the Esk before daybreak on

November 24. But Wharton at Carlisle, having got notice of the

project, sallied out first with a small company to reconnoitre ; and when
others, following, brought up his numbers to about 2000, he crossed the

Leven in view of the enemy. The Scots, believing that the Duke of

Norfolk haii come upon thorn, began to withdraw, discharging ordnance

to cover their retreat, which they could only effect by fording the Esk
with a moss on their left hand. But the retreat soon became a rout.

Many were drowned in the Esk ; only twenty were slain, and about 1200

prisoners were taken, including two Earls and five Barons. Deeply

mortified with this disgraceful defeat, James withdrew to Edinburgh and
then to Falkland, where he remained, ill and dejected, while news was

brought him that his Queen at Linlithgow had borne him a daughter on

December 8. He had no comfort in^he news, and died on the 14th.

The child was Mary Stewart, wfio thus became Queen when only

a week old. On hearings of her father^'s death, Henry liberated the

Solway Moss prisoners from the Tower, and called his pensioners, the

Earl of Angus and his brother, to a conference with them, proposing

a treaty betw^een the two kingdoms, with provisions for the future

man'iage of Prince Edward with the new-brnm babe, who was to be

brought up in England till she reached marriageable age. Having given

pledges to promote this design, the Scotch lords were allowed to return

to their country, for which they set out on New Year’s Day, 1548,

honoured with great gifts upon their departure. Meanwhile Cardinal

Beton had claimed the government of Scotland under an alleged wdU of the

deceased King; but, this being treated as a forgery, the claims of the Earl

of Arran, as next in the succession, were admitted by the nobles, and
Beton was thrown into prison. Hereupon the Cardinal lai^ the kin^om
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under interdict. Nevertheless Arran called a Parliament, which met at

Edinburgh on March 12, and in the main favoured Henryks policy ; for

the marriage in itself was generally approved, the Douglases were restored

to their estates, and, the influence of Beton being excluded, an Act was

passed to permit the use of English Bibles. But the English King's

demand for the control of the young Queen during her childhood was

absolutely refused, as likewise was another for the surrender of fortresses

in Scotland ; and a little later, Sir Gh^orge Douglas being sent up with

the Earl of Glencaim for an adjustment, Henry agreed that the royal

child should remain in Scotland till she was ten years old, sufficient

hostages meanwhile remaining for her at the English Court. To this,

in effect, the Scotch lords were brought, though with difficulty, to

consent in the beginning of June ; and by the efforts of Glencaim and
Sir George Douglas two treaties were concluded at Greenwich on July 1,

for peace and for the marriage.

This arrangement offered a fair show of an international settlement

;

but there were secret articles, apart from the treaty, which Henry was

getting his friends in Scotland to sign, and by which he hoped to keep

the government of the country entirely in his power. Meanwhile,

however. Cardinal Beton had been released from prison on April 10;
Matthew, Earl of Lennox, who had just come from France (son of that

Earl who had entered Edinburgh with Angus in 1524), sought to

supplant Arran both as Governor and in the succession to the Crow/i

;

and Argyle and Bothwell joined the party to protect the rights of the

Queen Dowager and the independence of the country.

Meanwhile Henry, having obtained another heavy subsidy from

Parliament, had concluded, on February 11, a secret treaty with the

Emperor against France, which was still unavowed when confirmed, first

by the Emperor in Spain, March 31, and then by Henry at Hampton
Court on Trinity Sunday, May 20, But joint demands were formulated

to be made of Francis by heraldg of the Emperor and Henry at once.

Francis, however, refused passports to the heralds to enter his country

and the demands were intimat^ in London to the French ambassador.

Then on July 7 Sir John Wallop was appointed commander of a

detachment which joined the Emperor at the siege of Landrecies;

where, however, the joint efforts of the allies, though prolonged for

months, proved a total ftdlure.

Just after Wallop's departure the King, on July 12, married his

sixth and last wife, Catharine Parr. England won little* glory from

the campaign abroad, though, strengthened by Henry's alliance, the

Emperor was able in September to bring the Duke of Cleves into

subjection.

Open war with France rendered Henry's designs on Scotland more

difficult. To secure the aid of Arran he had made him the most

splendid ofteiy—that he should have the Princess Elizabeth as a bride
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for his son, and that he should himself be King of Scotland beyond

the Forth. But Arran could not easily withstand the growing feeling

of suspicion against England ; and, though he ratified the treaty with

Henry at Holyrood on August 26, in presence of a number of the

nobility, he had even before that date resigned the charge of the infant

Queen and her mother to the Cardinal and his friends. then sought

a meeting and reconciliation with the Cardinal at Falkirk, where he

abjured his Protestant heresies. Immediately afterwards, on September 9,

they crowned the child at Stirling as Queen. Henry’s anger was

intense. But the feeling of the Scots against England was stiU more

aggravated by the discoveiy that some Scotch merchant-sliips, whose

safety ought to have b^n secured by the treaty, had been arrested at an

English port on the plea that they were carrying victuals to France.

Henry, moreover, let the two months expire within which he should have

ratified the treaty ; so that the Scots justly felt they had been deluded.

Early in October a French fleet arrived at Dumbarton with money to

oppose the designs of England. With it also came a IVench ambassador,

La Brossc, and a papal Legate, Cardinal Grimani. But the Earl of

Lennox at once intercepted the money, and, to maintain his opposition

to Arran, left the party of France and joined that of Henry.

In September, while professing peace with Scotland, Henry had

meditated a further outrage by an invasion under the Duke of Suffolk

;

but this wds wisely forborne. The Scottish people were already deeply

incensed ; and the English ambassador, Sir Ralph Sadler, had to leave

Edinburgh for his own safety, and take refuge in Angus’ Castle of

Tantallon. In December the Scotch Parliament met, declared the

treaties with England no longer binding, and renewed the old league

with France. Henry immediately sent a herald to Scotland with a

threatening and reproachful message to be read to the Estates. It was

received by the Governor after the Parliament had been dissolved. It

apparently helped to bring about a* formal agreement which Angus and
Lennox m^de with him on January iS’, 1544, and in which the Earls of

Cassillis and Glencairn likewise took part, all promising to unite against

the old enemy England. But the same lords presently asked England’s

aid to support tiiem in their own country ; and a treaty was signed at

Carlisle on May 17, by Glencairn and by the Bishop of Caithness in

behalf of Lennox, binding them to procure.>Henry’s appointment as

Protector of Scotland, to put the chief fortresses of the countiy intp his

hands, and, if possible, to get possession of the young Queen’s person,

and convey her to England. Lennox was then to have the regency of

Scotland and to marry Henry’s niece, Margaret Douglas. This marriage

actually took place in the following summer ; and Damley was bom of

it next year.

But already at the beginning of the same month of May a fleet of

200 sail under John Dudley, Viscount Lisle, had apj^ared in the
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Firth of Forth and landed an army under the Earl of Hertford. The
Earl first captured Leith, then burned Edinburgh and Leith also, and
re-embarked in less than a fortnight, leaving a detachment to return to

Berwick by land, which likewise wasted and burned everything on its

way. Having thus dealt an effective blow at Scotland, which was

followed up*in the summer and autumn by continual ravages of the

border, with destruction of towns and villages on a scale quite unpre-

cedented, Henry crossed, on July 14, to the siege of Boulogne, which

was formed befol^ his arrival. It had been agreed, after some disputes,

that this time the Emperor and the King should operate against the

common enemy separately and join their forces at Paris. The siege of

Boulogne, which was very protracted, was not qUtte in accordance with

this plan. The Emperor advanced into the heart of France, and
captured St Dizier after a six weeks’ siege; but, in default of active

support from his ally, on September 18 he made a separate peace with

Francis at Crepy, and England was left to carry on the war alone.

Boulogne had capitulated on September 14. Another siege—^that of

Montreuil—was abandoned, in which Count van Biiren htid been engaged

with the Duke of Norfolk. The King crossed again to Dover on the

30th. In October, after the failure of a French attempt to recover

Boulogne by surprise, conferences took place at Calais through the

mediation of the Emperor ; but peace could not be established, as the

French insisted on the restoration of Boulogne, and the Ehglish orj a

promise to render no further assistance to the Scots.

The league between Henry and the Emperor had been hollow from

the first; nor had it then been easily adjusted, the objects of the allies

being entirely different. Henry had foreseen, long before he entered on it,

that his Scottish policy would involve a war vHh France; the h'rnperor

desired, if he could not drive the Turks out d* Hungary, at least to

break up the shameful alliance between them and the French King.

The Pope meanwhile was urging both the Emperor and Francis to

peace, so that a General Councillffiight meet to put down heresy—that

of England most of all ; and now that peacek was made, the Council was

appointed to meet at Trent in March, 1645.

England being thus isolated, her resources were now put to a severe

strain. Henry had already, at the beginning of the year 1544, been

absolved by Parliament ft;pm repayment of the forced loan he had levied

two ^ears before, and it was not in this year that he began to debase the

currency. On May 16, however, he issued a proclamation enhancing”

gold and silver, that is, raising the rate of the coins to prevent their

being exported ; for the quality of the English coinage, at this date,

was still high, and it was consequently in much demand in other

countries. But before another twelvemonth had expired, a debased

currency was issued, which #as afterwards lowered still further. Mean-
while, in Jime of this year a loan was obtained from the City of London
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hy the mortgage of some Crown lands, and in Januaiy, 1545, a new

benevolence was demanded for the wars of France and Scotland.

For the subjugation of the latter country Henry had relied chiefly

on the aid of the Douglases and of the Scotch heretics, who hated

Cardinal Beton and desired the overthrow of the monasteries and the

Church. But the Douglases were double-dealers, and, since Hertfoid^’s

burning of Edinburgh, when the Governor released them from confine-

ment to serve against the common enemy, they had shown so much
loyalty to their country that they were absolved from ^attainder by the

Scottish Parliament in December. The King on this gave ear to a

project of Sir Balph Evers and Brian Layton for subduing the domains

of the Douglases, tog^er with the whole country south of Forth. In

February, 1646, accordingly, Evers and Layton raided the Scotch

border in the usual fashion as far as Melrose, where they wrecked the

Abbey and violated the tombs of the Douglases. Angus and Arran,

however, met them at Ancrum Moor near Jedburgh and with greatly

inferior numbers routed the English host, taking prisoners the leaders

and some hundreds of their followers.

The war between France and England still went on, but was attended

with little advantage to either side. Marshal du Biez formed the si^
of Boulogne in January; but as England commanded the sea it was

ineffectual; and, though renewed efforts were made in the summer,

they were equally fruitless.

The French, indeed, collected a great fleet under Annebaut and

entered the Solent, where a squadron drawn up at Portsmouth w’as

unable for some time to attack them for lack of wind. In preparing

for action, moreover, the English lost a fine vessel, the Mart/ Rose, which

Jieeled over by accident and sank before the King’s eyes, almost all her

crew being drowned. ITie French, on the other hand, would have

attacked the fleet in Portsmouth harbour, but could not approach with

safety ; and though they overran pkrt of the Isle of Wight they were

soon driven out. They were then carried eastwai’d off the Sussex coast,

which they attacked with little effect, and after an indecisive action in

the Channel, ending at nightfall, they retired to their owt? coast. The
siege of Boidogne was then abandoned, and in September Lord lisle

landed in Normandy and burned Treport ; but sickness had broken out

in the fleet and it returned.

That same September the Earl of Hertford invaded the Scotch

Marches, took Kelso, Home, Melrose, and Dryburgh, and even outdid

previous works of destruction. Between the 8th and the 28rd of the

month he demolished seven monasteries, sixteen castles, towers, or ‘‘piles,”

five market-towns, S4d villages, thirteen mills and three hospitals.

In November Parliament met and, besid^ granting the King a new
and heavy subsidy, put at his disposal the property of all hospitals, col-

leges, and chantries to meet the cost of the wars. Oxford ai^d Cambridge
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took alann, but received assurances that they should be spared;

there were limits, evidently, that even Henry would not exceed. There

was also a heresy bill brought forward in the House of Lords, which

after much discussion was read no less than five times and then passed

unanimously ; but apparently it was rejected in the Commons, for it did

not becomes law. On Christmas Eve the King in person prorogued

Parliament and is recorded to have delivered a remarkable speech, in

which he referred to the prevalent disputes about religion and urged

more charity arsd forbearance.

In the autumn there had seemed to be a prospect of peace with

France. For peace the French were anxious if Henry could be induced

to give up Boulogne. The Emperor offered his services as mediator;

but a conference at Brussels led to no result, because, though the whole

English Council was in favour of the surrender, Henry himself was

firmly opposed to it. The Emperor was not greatly distressed by the

failure, but sought to renew and strengthen his treaty with England, as

the unexpected death of the Duke of Orleans at tliis time upset some
arrangements in the Peace of Crepy, and he was determined on keeping

Milan to himself. Another set of mediators also offered their services

—

the German Protestants, who, though quite alienated from Henry for

years past by the Act of the Six Articles and the divorce from Anne of

Cleves, were alarmed by the near approach of the General Council

summoned to meet at Trent, which did in fact open its hi^t session in

December. Anxious to discredit the Council, it was important for tliem

to make peace between England and France, and in November they sent

deputies to a Confereiure at C€Jais, which, though continued into the

next month, proved as inefiectual as that at Brussels.

Direct negotiations, however, took place l)ctween English and French

commissioners in May, 1546, with the resur that peace was finally

concluded at Campe, between Ardres and Guiiies, on June 7, on condi-

tions sevelfe'lenough for Francis, binding him to pay all the old pensions

due to England and a further sQlh of 2,000,000 crowns for w,ar expenses

at tlie end of eight years. Boulogne* was’i to be retained in Henry’s

hands till all was paid ; but some points were left to be adjusted later

on ; and Henry agreed to the comprehension of the Scots, provided they

would be bound by the treaties of 1543.

Meanwhile he had ja^t achieved one great object in Scotland, which

he had been clandestinely pui'suing for years in order to get a more
complete command of the country. This was the murder of Canlinal

Beton. He was aided by factions, political and religious, within the

countiy ; for the Cardinal had caused one George Wishart to be burned

as a ^retic in front of his Castle at St Andrews on March 2, and
Wishart’s friends swore to revenge his death. Early in the morning of

May 29 a party of them entered the Castle when the drawbridge was

down to admit.workmen, struck down the pointer and threw him into
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the foss, then forced the door of the Cardinal^s chamber, killed him and
hung out his body over the walls. The event caused Angus, Maxwell,

and others to renounce the English alliance and strengthen the Grovemor’s

hands against the insurgents. But the Castle of St Andrews was a

strong fortress and could not be starved out, as the English, in whose

interest it was really held, had the command of the sea. Towards the

close of the year the persons chiefly implicated in the murder escaped to

London, and those within made a capitulation with the besiegers that

they would surrender as soon as an absolution cam# from Rome for

the guilty parties. But this was a mere policy to draw off the besieging

forces, for England had no intention of losing its hold on St Andrews.

The state of the KlVig’s health was now becoming critical, and in the

prospe(!t of a minority there was some speculation as to who should hkve

the rule of his successor. By virtue of his birth Norfolk seemed high#
eligible, and it appears that his son the Eml of Surrey (the poet) not

only spoke of this privately, but had a shield painted with an alteration

in his coat-of-arms suitable only for an hcir-apporent to the Crown,

which he kept secret from all but his father and his sister the Countess

of Richmond. Tlie matter, however, became known, and he and his

father were both arrested on December 12, and committed to the Tower.

Norlblk signed a confession of guilt on eJanuary 12, 1547. Next day

SuiTcy was tried at the Guildhall, and he was executed on the 19th.

Against NoiVolk a Bill of Attainder was passed in Parliament, and only

awaited the royal assent, for which a commission was drawn on the 27th;

but the King died that night, and the Duke was saved.

The reign of Henry VIII h«as left deeper marks on succeeding ages

than any other reign in English history. Nothing is more extraordinary

than that within less than a, century after Fortescue had written in

praise of the Constitution and Laws of England, a despotism so

complete should have been set up 'in^ that very country. But it was

a dtjspotism really built upon the forms of the constitution and due

•mainly to the remarkable ability of the unscrupulous King himself,

I
who wiis careful to disturb nothing that did not really stand in his way.

The enigma, in fact, becomes quite intelligible, when we consider how
much weight the constitution itself allowed to the personal views of a

very able sovereign. England was but a codhtry of limited extent,

without colonies or even dependencies except Ireland, or any continental

possession saVe Calais. To frame a policy for such a nation required

little more than one good diplomatic head, and when that head was the

King’s there was not much chance of controlling him. Henry VIII was

really a monarch of consummate ability, who, if his course had not been

misdirected by passion and selfishness, would have left a name behind

him as the very founder of England’s greatness. Not only was his

judgment strong and dear, but he knew well how to seldbt advisers. To
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talk of parliamentary control is out of the question. The King called

Parliament only when he wanted money, or when he wished despoticj

measures passed with a semblance of popular sanction. But the fom^
of Parliamentary legislation and control were kept up ; and th^ witi|

weaker Kings and a more effective popular sentiment, the ancient

assembly afterwards proved? able to i-ecover aU and more than all its

former authority.

The old nobility were the King’s natural advisers; the Commons
could scarcely as yet be called a real power in the State. But the

old nobility were reduced in numbers, and were no match for him in

intelligence. They were superseded, moreover, in the end, by a |iew

nobility created by himself out of the middle classes. Meanwhile, he

took counsel both of noblemen and of commoners just as suited himself,

a<i he soon found out who served him best. Early in the reign he

made large use of churchmen, such as Warhnm, Fox, Wolsey, Pace, and
Gardiner; for churchmen were generally men of greater penetration

than ordinary lay agents of the Crown. A perceptible change took

place in this matter, when with CromweU’s aid he compelled* the Church

to acknowledge Royal Supremacy and disown the Pope’s authority.

Tlie churchmen then promoted were only those who fell in with the

new policy and who, occupied in enforcing it on the clergy, were not

capable of much service in framing Acts of State or assisting in secular

government. For in truth this great ecclesiastical revolution was that

which completed and consolidated the fabric of Hi^nry’s despotism.

If among the laity he had neither lord nor commoner who durst

withstand him, there were churchmen like some of the Observant Friars

who actually spoke out against the public scandal which he was creating

by repudiating his lawful wife ; and the King felt, truly enough, that

if he was to have his way, the voice of the Church must be either

silenced or pervejrted. So the central authority of Christendom was no
longer to determine what was right or wrong. In England the Church

must be under Royal Supremacy.

To this decisive breach with Rome tien/y himself was driven with

some reluctance ; for no King was at first more devoted to the Church or

more desirous to stand well in the opinion of his own subjects. Nor
could it be said that the Church’s yoke was a painful one to mighty
potentates like him. Bvt wilfulness and obstinacy were very strong

leatiyes of Henry’s character. Whatever he did he must never appear
to retract; and he had so frequently threatened the Pope with the

withdrawal of his allegiance in case he would not grant him his divorce

that at last he felt bound to make good what he had threatened. For

the first time in history Europe Ijeheld a great prince deliberately with-

draw himself and his subjects trom the spiritual domain of Home, and
enforce by the severest penalties the repudiation of papal authority.

For the first time also Europe realised how weak the Papacy had become
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when it was proved unable to punish such aggression. Foreign nations

were scandalised, but no foreign prince could i^ord lightly to quarrel with

England. Henry was consider^ an enemy of Christianity much as was

^hc Turk, but the prospect of a crusade against him, though at times it

looked* fairly probable, always vanished in the end. Foreign princes

were too suspicious of each other to act tbgether in this, and Henicy

himself, by his own wary policy, contrived to ward off the danger. He
was anxious to show that the faith of Christendom was maintained as

(irmly within his kingdom as ever. He made Cranmef a sort of insular

Pope, and insisted on respect being paid to his decrees—especially in

reference to his own numerous marriages and divorces. But, beyond

the suspension of tloe canon law and the complete subjugation of

the clergy to the civil power, he was not anxious to make vital changes

in religion; and both doctrine and ritual remained in his day neari3r

unaltered. The innovations actually made consisted in little more
than the authorisation of an English Bible, the publication of some
formularies to which little objection could be taken, and—what has

not been mentioned above—the first use of an English Litciny. For
though as yet there was no English prayer-book, a Litany in the common
tongue was ordered in 1544 when the King was about to embark for

hYancc.

The Authorised English Bible was undoubtedly a new force in the

religious history of England, Wiclif’s Bible had preceded it by

more than a century, and there had been earlier translations still. But
Wiclifs attempt to popularise the Scriptures in an English form

had been disapproved of by the Church, which considered the clergy as

the special custodians and interpreters of Holy Writ, without whose

guidance it could too easily be perverted and misconstrued. This was

the feeling which inspired the constitution of Archbishop Arundel in

1408, forbidding the use of any translation which had not been approved

by the diocesan of the place or by some provincial council. In days

when the ^cred writings were only multiplied by copyists, translations

of particular books of Scripture, or even of the whole, might be episcopally

authorised, if good in themselves, as luxuries for privatp use, without

apparent prejudice to the faith. But WicliCs version was regarded as

a deliberate attempt to vulgarise a literature of peculiar sanctity which

required careful exposition by men of learning. The vernacular Bible,

however, was prized by many laymen, even in the fifteenth century, and
certainly influenced not a little the rdigious thought of the period ; for,

in opposition to the special claims of the Church, the Lollards set up
a theory that Scripture was the only true authority for any religious

observances and that no special learning- was requii^ to interpret it,

the true meaning of Holy Writ being always revealed to men of real

humility of mind. This was also the idea of lyndale, who, encouraged

by a London merchant, went abroad and printed for importation into
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England a translation he had made of the New Testament, not from the

Latin Vulgate, like Wiclirs, but from the original Greek text ; his aim
being, as he said himself, to make a ploughboy know the Scriptures even^

better than a divine.

The invention of printing gave T^ndale's translation an immense
advantage o^er its pr^ecessors. It was smuggled into England and
found no lack of purchasei's, who were obliged to keep it in secrecy.

But every effort was used by authority to put it down. Copies were

bought up by the Bishops in the hope that the whole impression would

be suppressed ; and there was more thcui one burning of the books in

St Paul'^s Churchyard. But tlie effect was only to encourage Tyndale to

print off further copies and extend the scope of hit labours ; for he went

on to translate some books of the Old Testament from the Hebrew.

And in England, though his New Testament was denounced as erroneous

and heretical (no doubt the language in many parts tended to discredit

Church authority), yet the obvious thought presented itself that the

best way to counteract the poison of an erroneous version would be the

issue of one that was accurate and scholarly. So in June, 15S0, when
a royal proclamation was issued for the suppression of Tyndale’s and

other heretical books, it was intimated that, though translation of the

Scriptures was not in itself a necessary thing, yet, if corrupt translations

were meanwhile laid aside and the people forsook mischievous opinions,

the King intended hereafter to have those writings translated into

English by great, leoined, and Catholic pei’sons.’'

A few years later, Cromwell having become Vicegerent in spiritual

matters. Miles Coverdale under his secret patronage brought out in

October, 1535, a complete English Bible, not, like Tyndale’s, translated

from the Greek and Hebrew, but, as the title-} «ge announced, from the

Dutch (meaning the German) and Latin—in fact, an English version

of the Vulgate amended by comparison w itlT the German Bible of Luther.

This work, however, though dedicated to the King, was not issued by
authority; and though CromwcH's injunctions of 1536 required every

church to be supplied within a twelvemonth Vith a whole Bible “in
Latin and also^ in English,’’ the direction could not have been obeyed.

In 1587 appeared Matthew’s Bible which was really made up of Tyndale’s

version of the. New Testament and of the Old Testament as far as the

Second Book of Chronicles^.the other Books of the Old Testament being

supply from Coverdale with alterations. Its origin would not have

pleased the Bishops, but the facts were conceafcjd ; and, a copy being sub-

mitted to Cranmer, he wrote to Cromwell that he thought it should be

lioens^ till the Bishops could set forth a belter, which he did not expect

they would ever do. The King approved; Grafton and Whitchurch, the

printers, were allowed to sell it ; and its sale was forced upon the clergy

by new injunctions from Cromwell in 1538. Another and more luxurious

e^tion, howei^, was called for, and Grafton went to Paris to see it

a M. B. U. GH. Xill.
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printed, with Coverdale’s aid as corrector, on the best of paper with the

best typographic art of the day. This work was far advanced when it

was stopped by the French Inquisition; but Coverdale and Grafton

succeeded in conveying away the presses, type, and a company of French

compositors, by whose aid the work was finished in London in April, 1589«

That edition was known as the Great Bible,’' It was Issued by the

King’s authority and Cromwell’s; but the clergy were by no means ,

pleased with the translation, which they severely censured in Convocation

in 164S, two years after Cromwell’s death. They appointed committees

of the best Hebrew and Greek scholars to revise it ; but the King sent a

message through Cranmer forbidding them to proceed, as he intended to

submit the work to the two Universities. This was simply a false

pretence to stop revision; for a patent was immediately granted to

Anthony Marlar, giving to him instead of Grafton, who was now in

disgrace, the sole right of printing the Bible for four years. The Great

Bible continued to be used in cliurches, and six were set up in St Paul’s

Cathedral for general use.

These were the principal translations issued in Henry VIII’s time;

and authority being given for their use, those, who maintained the old

Lollard theory that the Bible could be safely interpreted without the

aid of a priesiljood, were encouraged in their opposition to the Church.

This theory was clearly gaining in strength during the latter part of

Henry’s reign and its adherents became still more numerous in that of

his son. Men founded their convictions on on infallible book, were

confident in their own judgments, and died by hundreds under Mary for

beliefs that were only exceptionally held in the beginning of her father’s

reign. The pure delight in the sacred literature itself inspired many
with enthusiasm ; and among other results we find the musician Marbeck,

who knew no Latin, compiling a Concordance to the English Bible, and

the heroic Anne Askew, when examined for heresy, full of scriptural

texts and references in defending herseljf.

These ^:ases, and especially the last, deserve more than a passing

mention. Some account ^has been already given of martyrdoms, both

for refusal to acknowledge the Royal Supremacy and for doctrines of a

novel kind. But the results of the severe Act of the Six Articles have

not as yet been touched upon. They were not, in truth, so appalling as

might have been expected. The presentmentjr at first were quashed, and
new regulations were made about procedure, which, with further nqpdifi*

cations passed by Statute, considerably abated the terrors 6f the Act
But in 1648, just after the King’s marriage with Catharine Parr, four

men of Windsor w^ere found guilty of her^y, of whom three were bhmed
at the Castle, and one was pardoned. The man pardoned was John

Marbeck, the celebrated musician just referred to, who possibly owed
his escape in part to his musical talents; for he was organist of St

George’s Chap^ Yet it does not seem that he had reallj^ transgressed
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the law in anything; and Bishop Wakeman of Hereford, at his examina-
tion, said with reference to his Concordance,^*This man hath been better

occupied than a great sort of our priests.^

Li 1546 the yictims of the Six Articles seem to have been more
numerous, and the chief sufferer was a zealous lady separated from her
husband, and known by her maiden name of Anne Askew. She and
three others were tri^ at the Guildhall for heresy, and confessed opinions
about the Sacran^ent for which they were all condemned to the stake.

Two of her fellows next day (one of them, Shaxton, had been Bishop
of Salisbury)

3delded to the exhortations of Bishops Bonner and Heath,
and were saved on being Reconciled to the Church; but Anne was
resolute, and would not be persuaded even by the Council, before whom
she disputed for two days when they evidently wished to save her,

answering continually in language borrowed from Scripture. She was
committed to Newgate and afterwards to the Tower, where she was
racked some time before she was burnt at Srnithfield. Suspicions seem
to have been entertained that she was supported in her heresies by some
of the ladies about Queen Catharine Parr, and she was tortured to
reveal her confederates

; but she denied that she had any. The story of
her examination and torture written by her own hand and printed
abroad for the English market, certainly added new force to the coming
revolution.

There was indeed another gi'eat change bearing on religion and
social life, though not much on doctrine or ritual—the dissolution of
the monasteries. Its immediate effect was to produce a vast amount of
suffering. It is true that a considerable number of the monks and nuns
received pensions, but very many were turned out of the houses which
had been their homes and wandered about in -jarch of means to live.

Even at the first suppression Chapuys was Jbold that, what with monks,
nuns, and dependents on monasteries, there must have been SO,000
persons cast adrift ; and though this was evidently a vague and probably
exaggerated estimate, it indicates at least very widespread wrc?tchedness
and discomfort. More permanent results, however, arose out of the pro-
digious transfer*of property, affecting, as it is supposed, about a third of
the land of England. It has been doubted whether the monks had been
easy landlords 4 but when the monastic lands were confiscated and sold
to a host of greedy courtift^ the change wew severely felt. The lands
were 4II let at higher rents, and the newly-erected CouiJ “for the
Augmentation of the Crown Revenues’’ did its best to justify its title.

Moreover, the purchasers, in order to make the most of their new acqui-
sitions, began to enclose commons where poor tenants had been accus-

tomed to graze their cattle ; the tenants sold the beasts which they could
not feed, and the cost of living in a few years advanced very seriously,

Dus was <Hie of the main causes of Ket’s rebellion in the following reign.

Meanwhile,tail over the country men beheld with sadness a host of
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deserted buildings with ruined walls, where formerly rich and poor used

to receive hospitality on their travels; where gentlemen could obtain

loans on easy terms or deposit pi-ecious documents, as in places more

secure than their own homes ; where the needy always found relief and

shelter, and where spiritual wants were attended to no less than physicaL

The blank was felt particularly in solitary and mountainous districts,

where the monks had assisted travellers, often comxiiercial travellers and

baggers of com,” whose services were most useful to the country side,

with men and horses to pursue their journeys in safety. ‘‘Also the

abbeys,” said Aske, “ was one of the beauties of this realm to all

men and strangers passing through the **same ; all gentlemen much
succoured in their needs with money, their younger sons there succoured,

and in nunneries their daughters brought up in virtue, and also their

evidences {Le. title-deeds) and money left to the uses of infants in

abbeys’ hands—always sure there. And such abbeys as were near the

danger of seabanks great maintainers of seawalls and dykes, main-

tainers and builders of bridges and highways [and] such other things

for the commonwealth.”

What arts and industries disappeared or were driven into other

channels on the fall of the monasteries is a matter for reflexion.

Rural labour, of course, still went on where it was necessary for the

support of life ; but some arts, formerly brought to high perfection in

monastic seclusion, were either paralysed for a time or migrated into

the towns. Sculpture, embroidery, clockmaking, bellfounding, were

among these; and it is needless to speak of what literature owes to the

transcribers of manuscripts and the composers of monastic chronicles.

True, monasticism had long been on the decline before it was swept away,

and monastic chronicles were already, one might say, things of the past

;

but it was in monasteries also that the first printing-presses were set up,

and tlie art which superseded that of the transcriber was cherished by the

same influence. Finally, the education of the people was largely due to

the convent schools ; and there is no doubt that it suffered very severely

not only from the suppression of the monasteries, but perhaps even more

from the confiscation of chantries which began at the end of the reign,

for the chantry priest was often the local schoolmaster. Nor did the

boasted educational foundations of Edward VI do much .to redress the

wrong, for in truth fiis schools were old schools refounded with poorer

endowments.

Still more did the higher education of the country suffer; for the

monasteries had been in the habit of sending up scholars to the univer-

sities and often maintained some of their own junior members there to

complete their education. After the Suppression, consequently, univer-

sity studies went gradually to decay,^and few men studied for degrees.

In the six years from 154S to 1548 only 191 students were admitted

bachelors of arts at Cambridge and only 173 at Oxford. ioundation
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of Regius Professorships at Oxford and Cambridge was a slight oornpen*-

sation* The dispersion of valuable monastic libraries, moreover! was to

some extent counteracted by the efforts of Leland, the antiquary, in his

tour through England to preserve some of their choicest treasures for the

King.

Altogether, no such sweeping changes had been known for centuries.^

As rega^s the land some of the results may have been in the end foq

good. Better husbandry and new modes of farming, no doubt, succeeded

in developing mbre fully the resources of the soil, A check, too, was

doubtless placed on indiscriminate charity. But problems were raised

which were new in kind. At the beginning of the reign the chief evils

felt were depopulation, vagrancy, and thieves. Economic laws, of course,

were not understood ; and attempts were made by legislation to prevent

husbandmen's dwellings being thrown down by landlords, Avho found

it profitable to devote arable land to pasture to increase the growth

of wool. The frequent repetition of these Acts only shows how in-

effective they were in practice ; and in the beginning of the seventeenth

century they had become so complicated that Coke rejoiced at their

repeal. But the evils of vagrancy and poverty assumed new forms.

The precise effect of the fall of the monasteries upon pauperism is not

altogether easy to estimate ; but the statement of Chapuys removes all

doubt that it was the immediate cause of bitter penury. The evidence

of the Statute-book on this point requires careful interprefktion ; f<»r it

was only in a later age that law was invoked to do the duty of charity,

Down to the middle of Henry VIII s reign repeated Acts had been

passed for the punishment of sturdy beggars and vagabonds; but it

gradually came to be perceived that this problem could not be dealt

with apart from relief of the deserving poor. In 1536 the same session

of Parliament which dissolved the smaller monasteries passed an Act for

the systematic maintenance of paupers hf charitable collections ; and, in

the first year of Edward VI, Parliaihent for the first time attempted to

deal with the two problems together, with penalties of atrocipus severity

against vagabonds. But severity was futiBe; the Act was speedily

repealed, and* under Elizabeth a regular system of Poor Law relief was

esteblished.

From tbe beginning of his reign Henry had been profuse in his

expenditure. His tastes -were luxurious and he gratified them to a large

extqpt at the cost of others. He made Wolsey present him with

Hampton Court; after the Cardinal's fall he took York Place and
called it Whitehall ; he purchased from Eton College the Hospital of

St James, made it into a palace, and laid out St James' Pork ; he built

Nonsuch and made another large park in the neighbourhood. Before he

had been many years King, the enormous wealth left him by his father

must have b^n nearly all dissipated. Yet the subsidies he required

from Parliament were very moderate till 16S3, when, as we have seen;
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unprecedented taxation was imposed for the French war in addition to a

forced loan, from repayment of which he was absolved by the legislature

in the year of Wolsey’s fall. Then in a few years followed the pillage

of the monasteries, while throughout the reign there were numerous

attainders involving large confiscations. In addition to this immense

booty came further subsidies, a further forced loan for a liew war with

France, and a new release by Parliament from the duty of repayment.

Finally, to relieve an exhausted exchequer, the King was driven to the ex-

pedient of debasing the currency. In 1542 a gold coinaj^ was iraued of 23
carats fine and 1 carat of alloy, with a silver coinage of 10 oz. pure silver

to 2 oz. of alloy. In 1544 the gold was still 23 carats fine, but the silver

was only 9 oz. to 3 oz. of alloy. In 1545 the gold was 22 carats and
the silver 6 oz. to 6 oz. of alloy. In 1546 the gold was only 20 carats

and the silver 4 oz. to 8 oz. of alloy. This rapid deterioration of the

money, though it brought a profit to the King in the last year of

£5. in the coinage of every pound weight of gold, and of £4i. 4tf.

on every pound weight of silver, produced, of course, the most serious

consequences to the public. Apart from this, no doubt, prices must

soon have been affected by the quantity of silver and gold poured into

Europe from Mexiam and Peruvian mines. But the great issue of base

money in this and the following reign produced a complete derangement

of commerce and untold ijiconvenience, not only by the sudden alteration

of values but by the want of confidence which it everywhere inspired.

Not till the reign of Queen Elizabeth could a remedy be effectually

applied to so great an evil.

The King’s high-handed proceedings, alike as regards the Church,

the monasteries, and the coinage, lowered the moral tone of the whole

community. Men lost faith in their religion. Greedy courtiers sprang

- up eager for grants of abbey lands. A new nobility was raised out of

^the money-getting middle classes, and a host of placemen enriched them-

selves by continual peculation. Covetousness and fraud reigned in the

highest places.

Yet “there is some sguI of goodness in things evil,’’ and the same

policy that under Henry VIII destroyed the autonomy of the Churdh
and suppressed the monasteries made him seek not only to unify his

kingdom but to bring together the British Islands under one single rule.

England itself, no doq|)t, was a united country at his accession, but its

cohesion was not perfect. Wales and the north country beyond Trent
each required somewhat special government; and Ireland, of course,

was a problem by itself. Yet no serious perplexities had grown up
when in 1525 the King sent his bastard son, the Duke of Richmon(^
into Yorkshire, with a Council to govern the north, and his daughter

Mary, with another Council, to hold a Court on the borders of Wales
for the settlement of disputes in that country ^vithout reference to the

Couils at Westminster. This aiTaiigenient was soon se^, aside when
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Mary's legitimacy was questioned, and the disaffection of Rice ap GrilBth,

whose falber and grandfather had governed Wales for Henry VII,

was undoubtedly connected with the^Divorce question. A little later a

new Council for the Marches was set up under Roland Lee, whom the

King appointed Bishop of Coventry and Lichfield , and by several suc-

cessive Acts ^f Parliament Wales itself was divided into shires, and the

administration of justice in the principality assimilated to that which

prevailed in England, only with a Great Sessions held twice a year in

every county instead of quarterly assizes. The admission of twenty-

seven members for Welsh constituencies to the English Parliament

completed the union of the principality with the kingdom.

Of a similar tendency was an Act of the King’s 27th year, by which

the old prerogatives of counties palatine were abolished, and the sole

power of^^ppointing justices or pardoning offences over the whole king-

dom restored to the Crown. Of the beneficial results of these changes

it is impossible to doubt, especially in Wales, where ‘‘ gentlemen thieves”

had be^ a good deal too influential. The north of England was less

easily coerced, and after the severe measures taken by Norfolk to put

down the rebellion a new Council of the North was established, first

under Bishop Tunstall of Durham, afterwards under Bishop Holgate of

Llandaff. This Council which, like that of Wales, was abolished by the

Long Parliament in 164j1, was undoubtedly without parliamentaiy

authority; it acted merely by the deputed authority ofi»the Oown.
Yet its acts could scarcely have been felt as extremely tyrannical after

the submission of the whole country in 1537, renewed to the King

himself when he went thither in 1541.

In Ireland the King’s policy was after many years wonderfully suc-

cessful. Early in the reign he had allowed tbe Earl of Kildare, as Lord

Deputy, to manage everything, to treat his i wn enemies as the King’s

and appropriate their confiscated lands. • This, however, could not last,

and in 1520 the Earl of Surrey was sent over as Deputy, who with

the aid of Sir Piers Butler set *about reducing the land to subjection.

He made a good beginning and handed over the work to Sir*Piers ; but

the feud between the Geraldines and the Butlers made government
impossible. Kildare was restored for a time, but, as we have seen, had
to be recalled, whereupon his son, becoming the Pope’s champion, almost

wrested for a time the ^hole government of Ireland from the King,

But before many years the Geraldines were completely crushed, and
young Kildare and his five uncles were hanged at l^bum. Lord
Leonard Grey’s government, however, was complained of; he was re-

called and sent to the block. It was under his successor, St Leger, that

real progress was at last made. Without attempting distant expeditions

he endeavoured first of all to make the Pale secure, and by and by
induced the Irish chieftains to submit, accepting titles from the King and

renouncing t]^e Pope’s spiritual authority. The triumph was completed
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by the passing ofActs both in the Irish and in the English Parliament by

which the King's style was altered to ^‘King'' instead of ‘‘lord" of

Ireland. The new style was profllaimed in England on January 28,

1542. When Irish chieftains sat in a Dublin Parliament as earls and

barons, with the quondam head of the Irish knights of St John as

Viscount Clontarf, a great step had evidently been taken ^'towards con-

ciliation. In 1542 it was announced that Ireland was actually at peace;

and, although this state of matters did not continue, the end of the reign

was comparatively untroubled.
*

Thus Henry, notwithstanding his defiance of the Pope, was wonder-

fully successful in making himself secure at home. Abroad he had

warded off the danger* of any attempt at invasion to enforce the papal

excommunication by continually fomenting the mutual jealousies of the

two leading princes on the Continent. The time came, howler, when,

neutrality being no longer possible, he prepared to throw in his lot with

the Emperor against France ; and it was in view of a war with France,

as we have seen, that he attempted, just when Ireland had been pacified,

to get Scotland completely under his power—a task which proved too

much both for him and for his successor.

Naturally, the navy and the defence of the coast occupied much of

this King’s attention. From the earliest years of his reign, indeed,

Henry took much interest in his ships. Trinity House owes its origin

to a guild founded by royal licence at Deptford Strand before he had

been four years upon the throne. Earlier still, when the RegerU was

burned in 1512, he immediately set about the building of the Greai

Harry

^

on board of which he received a grand array of ambassadors and

Bishops when it was dedicated in June, 1514. She was the largest

vessel then afloat, and her sailing qualities were no less admirable than

her bulk. In 1522 Admiral Fitzwilliam reported that she outsailed all

the ships of the fleet except 'the unfortunate Mary Rose, The Royal

Navy consisted commonly of abotit thirty or forty sail, but it could

always be^ augmented from merchant-sbips, or ships which were private

property; though it was ^reported by Marillac in 1540 that there were

only seven or eight vessels besides the King’s which were of more than

400 or 600 tons burden, Henry’s solicitude about his ships was further

diown on the sinking of the Mary Rose before his eyes in 1545. Next

year, for the first time, a Navy Board was established.

The importance of the command of the sea was shown in two

instances at the end of the reign, when the French besieged the English

in Boulogne, and when the Scotch government attempted to besiege

Henry’s friends, the murderers of Cardinal Beton, in St Andrews. The

hold which Henry thus had both on France and Scotland was important

\ for his own proti^tion ; and the foundation of England’s greatness as a

I
world-power may be traced to a tyrant’s strenuous efforts to defend his

lown position. Of less permanent importance in this y^^y were the
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numerous fortifications he raised upon the coast. He built Sandgate

Castle in Kent, Camber Castle « near Rye, and fortifications at Cowes,

Calshot, and Hurst upon the Solent, and a number of other places

besides.

As to his army, for the most part he was not very well served. The
policy of bi^ father had been to prohibit by law the large retinues

formerly maintained by the nobles to prevent the renewal of civil war.

The result was that, when troops were needed for active service

abroad, the nobleS had no personal following, but, being each bound by
indenture to bring so many soldiers into the field, hired men for the

occasion at specific wages. In consequence they were raw and ill-disci-

plined; and their extraordinary revolt under Dorset in Spain in 151S was
almost paralleled in 15S3, when Suffolk, partly by the weather and partly

by the ii^ubordination of his followers, was compelled to disband his

army and return to Calais. After that date there was no great fighting

for nearly twenty years, when the King again became involved both with

France and with Scotland. In this French war he supplemented his own
forces by engaging German mercenaries who demanded exorbitant pay

and cheated him besides.^ He also detained in England with the

Emperor’s leave two Spanish noblemen of great distinction, and took a

number of their countrymen into his service, who were delighted with

his liberality. The increase of English influence abroad during this

reign was in fact due rather to the personal qualities of the King, and

to the skilful use which he made of European complications, than to

the number or excellence of the troops at his command.
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CHAPTER XIV.

THE REFORMATION UNDER EDWARD VI.

“Woe unto thee, O land,^ said the Preacher, “when thy king is

a child.*” The truth of his words did not recommend them to the

Parliament of Edward VI; and, when Dr John Stoiy quoted them in

his protest against the first Act of Uniformity, he was sent to expiate

his boldness in the Tower. Yet he had all the precedents in English

history on his side. Disaster and civil strife had attended the nonage

of Henry III and Edward III, of Richard II and Henry VI; and the

evils inseparable from the rule of a child had culminated in the murder

of Edward V. When, in 1547, a sixth Edward ascended the throne,

the signs were few of a break in the uniform ill-fortune of royal

minorities. ^ Abroad, Paul III was scheming to recover the allegiance

of the schismatic realm; the Emperor was slowly crushing England’s

natural allies in Germany; France was watching her opportunity to

seize Boulogne; and England herself was committed to a hazardous

design on Scotland. At home, there was a religious revolution half-

accomplished and a social revolution in ferment; evicted tenants and

ejected monks infested the land, centres of disorder and raw material

for revolt; the treasury was» empty, the kingdom in debt, the coinage

debased. In place of the old liability of blood stood a new peerage

raised on the juins and debauched by the spoils of the Church, and

created to be docile tqols in the work of revolution. The royal

authority, having undermined every other support of the political

fabric, now passed to a Council tom by rival ambitions *and conflicting .

creeds, robbed of royal prestige, and unbridled by the heavy hand that

had taught it to serve but not to direct.

Henry VIII died at Whitehall in the^early morning of Friday,

January 28, 1547. Through the night his brother-in-law, thc^ Earl

of Hertford, and lus secretary, Sir William Paget, had discussed in the

gallery of the palace arrangements for the coming reign. Hertford

then started to bring his nephew, the young King, from Hatfield, while

Henry’s death remained a secret. It was announced to Parliament and

Edward was proclaimed early on the following Monday morning. In

the afternoon he arrived in London, and an hour or so lato the
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Council met in the Tower. Its composition had been determined on

St Stephen's Day, five weeks before, when Henry, acting on an authSrity

specially granted him by Parliament, had drawn up a will, the genuine-

ness of which was not disputed until the possibility of a Stewart

succession drew attention to the obstacles it placed in their way to the

throne. But the arrangements made in the will for the regency destroyed

the balance of parties existing in Henryk's later years. Norfolk had
been sent to the Tower, and from the sixteen executors, who were to

constitute Edward^ Privy Council, Bishops Gardiner and Thirlby were

expressly excluded. To the eleven, who had previously been of Henry's

Council, five were added; two were the Chief Justices, Modtogu and

Bromley, but the other three, Denny, Herbert, and North, were all

inclined towards religious change. Besides the sixteen executors Henry
nominated twelve assistants, ‘who were only to be called in when the

others thought fit. Unless, in defiance of the testimony of those present

when Heniy drew up his will, that selection is to be regarded as dud

to the intrigues of the Reformers, it would seem that Henry deliberately

sought to smooth the way for the Reformation by handing over thei

government to a Council committed to its principles. Not half a dozenj

of its members could be trusted to offer the least resistance to religious

change ; and, when the Council assembled in the Tower on that Monday
afternoon, it only met to register a foregone conclusion.

Henry had b^n given no authority to nominate a Protector; but sTieJi

a step was in accord with precedent and with general expectation, and
one at least of the few conservatives on the Council thought that the

appointment of Hertford to the protectorate afforded the best guarantee

for the good government and security of the realm. He was uncle to

the King, a successful general, and a popular fijvourite; and, though his

peerage was but ten years old, it was older laan any other that the

Council could boast. He was to act onfy on the advice of his co-

executors ; but there was apparently no opposition to his appointment

as Protector of the realm and Governor of the King’s person. On the

following’ day flie young King and the 'peers gave their assent. Five

days later Pag^ produced a list of promotions in the peerage which he
^ said Henry had intended to make. Hertford became Duke of Somerset,

and Lord Hi^ Treasurer and Earl Marshal in succession to Norfolk

;

Lisle became Earl of Warayck, and Wriothesley Earl of Southampton

;

Essex was made Marquis of Northampton, and baronies were conferred

on Sir^Thomas Seymour, Rich, and Sheffield. •

Half of Henry’s alleged intentions were not fulfilled, a strong

aigument in favour of their genuineness ; Russell and St John had to

wait fQr their promised earldoms, and seven others for their baronies,

nor would Paget have then selected Wriothesley for promotion. For

* scarcely was Edward crowned (February 20) and Henry buried, when

the Lord-Chanjellor fell from power. He had been peculiarly identified
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with the reactionary policy of Henry's later years ; and his ambition and

ability inspired his colleagues with a distrust which increased when it was

found that, in order to devote more time to politics, he had, without

obtaining a warrant from the Council, issued a commission for the

transaction of Chancery business during his absence. A complaint

was at once lodged by the common lawyers, ever jealous of the

Chancery side, and the judges unanimously declared that Southampton

had forfeited the Chancellorship.

A more important change ensued. Doubts of tHte validity of a dead

King's commission had already led the Chancellor to seek reappointment

at the hands of his living sovereign, and the rest of the Council now
followed suit. On March 13 Edward VI nominated a new Council of

twenty-six. It consisted of the sixteen executors, except Somerset and

Southampton, and the twelve assistants" named by Henry VIII , but

they now held office, not in virtue of their appointment by Henry's will,

but of their commission from the boy-King At the same time the

Protector received a fresh commission. He was no longer bound to

act by the advice of his colleagues ; he was empowered to summon such

councillors as he thought convenient, and to add to their numbers at

will. No longer the first among equals, he became King in everything

but name and prestige ; and the attempt of Henry VIII to regulate the

government after his death had, like that of every King before him,

completely broken down.

Few rulers of England have been more remarkable than the Protector

into whose hands thus passed the despotic power of the Tudors. Many
have been more successftil, many more skilled in the arts of government

;

but it is doubtful whether any have seen further into the future, or have

been more strongly possessed of ideas which they havjs been unable to

carry out. He was bom before his time, a seer of visions and a

dreamer of dreams. He dr^mt of the union of England and Scotland, .

each retaining its local autonomy, as one empire of Great Britain,

having the sea for a wall, mutual love for a defencej^and no need in

peace to* be ashamed or in war to be afraid of any worldly power.'"

Running himself the universal race for wealth, he yet Jield it to be his

special office and duty to hear poor men's complaints, to redress their ^

vrrongs, and to relieve their oppression. He strove to stay the economic

revolution which was accumulating vast estates in the hands of the few,

and turning the many into landless labourers or homeless vagrants ; but

his only success was an Act of Parliament whereby he gave his tenants

l^al security against eviction by himself. Bred in an arbitrary Court

and entrusted with despotic power, he cast aside the weapons wherewith

the Tudors worked their will and sought to govern on a basis pf civil

liberty and religious toleration. He abstained from interference in elec-

tions to Parliament or in its freedom of debate, and from all attempts to ^

pack or intimidate juries. He believed that the stre^h of a King
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laj not in the severity of his laws or the rigour of his penalties, but in

the affections of his people ; and not one instance of deatli or torture for

religion stains the brief and troubled annals of his rule.

The absolutism, which came in with the new monarchy and weus

perfected by Cromwell, was relaxed ; and the first Parliament summoned
by the Protector (November 4, 1647) effected a complete revolution

in the spirit of the laws. Nearly all the treasons created since 135S
were swept away, and many of the felonies. It was, indeed, still treason

to deny the Royal ^Supremacy by writing, printing, overt deed or act; but
it was no longer treason to do so by open preaching, express words or

sayings.'” Benefit of cler^ and right of sanctuary were restored ; wives

of attainted persons were permitted to recover their dower ; accusations

of treason were to be preferred within thirty days of the offence;

no one was to be Condemned unless he confessed or was accused by two

sufficient and lawful witnesses ; and Proclamations were no longer to have

the force of laiif. The heresy laws, the Act of Six
.
Articles, all the

prohibitions against printing the Scriptures in English, against reading,

preaching, teaching, or expounding the Scriptures, ‘‘ and all and every

other act or acts of Parliament concerning doctrine or matters of

religion” were erased from the Statute-book.

The main result of this new-found liberty was to give fresh impetus

to the Reformation in England, The Act of Six Articles, with all its

ferocious penalties, had failed to cure diversities of opinion; and the

controversies of which Henry complained to his Parliament in 1646 now
broke out with redoubled fury. Among a people unused to freedom

and inflamed by religious passions, liberty naturally degenerated into

licence. The tongues of the divines were loosed; and they filled the

land with a Babel of voices. Each did what v as right in his own eyes,

and every parish church became the scene of religious experiment.

Exiles from abroad flocked to partake in'* the work and to propagate

the doctrines they had imbibed at their respective Meccas. Some came
from Lutheran cities in Germany, some from Geneva, and some from

Zwinglian Zurich. In their path followed a^ host of foreign divines,

some invited by Cranmer to form a sort of ecumenical council for the

purification of the Anglican Church, some fleeing from the wrath of

Charles V or, from the perils of civil war. From Strassburg came in

1647 Pietro Martire Vermigli, better known as Peter Martyr, a native of

Flor^ce and an ex-Augustinian, and Emmanuel Tremellius the Hebraist,

a Jew of Ferrara \ and from Augsburg came Bernardino OcKino, a native

of Siena, once a Franciscan and then a Capuchin. In 1548 John k Lasco

(Laski), a Polish noble, and his disciple, John Utenhove, a native of

Ghent, followed from Emden; and in 1549 Martin Bucer and Paul

Fagius fled hither from Strassburg. Jean V^ron, a Frenchman from

Sens, had been in England eleven years, but celebrated the era of liberty

^ publishings in 1547 a violent attack on the Mass. Most of these

CH. XIV.
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were Zwinglians; and even among the Lutherans many soon inclined

towards the doctrine of the Swiss Reformers. Of the humbler immigrants

who came to teach or to trade, not a few were Anabaptists, Sodnians, and
heretics of eveiy hue; and England became, in the words of one horrified

politician, the harbour for all infidelity.

The clamour raised by the advent of this foreign legion lias somewhat
obscured the comparative insignificance of its influence on the develop-

ment of the English Church. The continental Reformers came too late

to aflect the moderate changes introduced during Somerset’s protectorate,

and even the Second Prayer-book of Edward VI owed less to their

persuasions than has often been supposed. England never became
Lutheran, Zwinglian,‘or Calvinistic ; and she would have resented dicta-

tion from Wittenberg, Zurich, or Geneva as keenly as she did from

Rome, had the authority of Luther, Zwingli, or Calvin ever attained the

proportions of that of the Roman PontiflF. Each indeed had his adherents

in England, but their influence was never more than sectional, and failed

to turn the course of the English Reformation into any foreign channel.

In so far as the English Reformers sought spiritual inspiration

from other than primitive sources, it is probable, although the point

is not capable of complete demonstration, that they, consciously

or unconsciously, derived this inspiration from Wiclif. Like then|,

he appealed to the State to remedy abuses in the Church, attacked

ccclesiastica'i endowments, and gradually receded from the Catholic

doctrine of the Mass. The Reformation in England was divergent

in origin, method, and aim from all the phases of the movement
abroad; it left the English Church without a counterpart in Europe,

—so insular in character that no subsequent attempt at union with

any foreign Church has ever come within measurable distance of

success. It was in its main aspect practical and not doctrinal; it

concerned itself less with dogma than with conduct, and its favourite

author was Erasmus, not because lie preached any distinctive theology,

but because he lashed the evil practices of the Church. Englishmen are

little subject to the bondage of logic or abstract ideas, and they began

their Reformation, not with the enunciation of any new truth, but with

an attack upon the clerical exaction of excessive probate dues. No
dogma played in England the part that Predestination or Justification

by Faitli played in Europe. There arose a master of prophetic invective

in Latimer and a master of liturgies in Cranmer, but no one m^t to

be compared^with the great religious thinkers of the world. Hence the

influence of English Reformers on foreign Churches was even less than

that of foreign divines in England. Anglicans never sought to proselytise

I other Christian Churches, nor England to wage other than defensive wars

\of religion ; in Ireland and Scotland, which iqppear to afford exceptions,

the religious motive was always subordinate to a political end.

The Reformation in Englwd was mainly a domestic afi|iir, a natio]ia|^
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protest against national grievances rather than part of a cosmopolitan

movement towards doctrinal change. It originated in political exigencies,

local and not universal in import ; and was the Hl^ork of Kings and states-

men, whose minds were absorbed in national problems, rather ^-ha-n of
divines whose faces were set towards the purification of the universal

Churdi. It iiras an ecclesiastical counterpart of the growth of nation-
alities at the expense of the medieval ide^ of the unity of the civilised

world. Its effect was to make the Church in England the Church of
England, a national Church, recognising as its heiul the English King,
using in its services the English tongue, limited in its jurisdiction to
the English Courts, and fenced about with a uniformity imposed by
the English legislature. This nationalisation of•the Church had one
other effect : it brought to a sudden end the medieval struggle between
Church and State. The Church had only been enabled to wage that
conflict on equal terms by the support it received as an integral part of
the visible Church on earth; and when that support was withdravrn it

sank at once into a position of dependence upon the State. From the
time of the submission of the clergy to Henry VIII there has been no
instance of the English Church successfully challenging the supreme
authority of the State.

It was mainly on these lines, laid down by Heniy VIII, that the
Reformation continued under Edward VI, ITie papal jurisdiction was
no more; the use of English had been partially introdu&d into the
services of the Church; the Scriptures had been translated; steps had
been taken in the direction of uniformity, doctrinal and liturgical

; and
something had been done to remove medieval accretions, such as the
worship of images, and to restore religion to what Reformers considered
its primitive purity. That Henry intended 1) s so-called ** settlement
to be final is an assumption at variance with some of the evidence ; for
he had entrusted his son’s education exclusively to men of the New
I^earning, he had given the same party an overwhelming preponderance
in the Council of Regency, and according to Cranmer he was Ijent in the
last few months of his life upon a scheme for pulling down roods,
suppressing th€b ringing of bells and turning the Mass into a Communion.
Cranmer himself had for some years been engaged upon a reform of the
Church service which developed into the I’irst Book of Common Prayer,
and the real break in religious policy came, not at the accession of
Edwafd VI, but after the fall of Somerset and the expulsion of the
Catholics from the Council. The statute procured by Henry VIII from
Parliament, which enabled his son, on coming of age, to annul all Acts
passed during his minority, was probably due to an overweening sense

of the importance of the kingly office ; but, although it was repealed
in Edward's first year, it inevitably strengthened the natural doubts
of the competence of the Council to exercise an ecclesiastical supremacy
jested in the King. No government, however, could afford to countenance

OB. XIV.
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such a suicidal theory; and the Council had constitutional right on its

side when it insisted that the authority of the King, w'hether in

ecclesiastical or civil matters, was the same whatever his age might be,

and refused to consider the minority as a bar to further prosecution of

the lleformation.

No doubt, they were led in the same direction, some by conviction

and some by the desire, as Sir William Petre expressed it, to fish again

in the tempestuous seas of this world for gain and wicked mammon.’’

But there was also popular pressure behind them. Zi^l and energy, if

not numbers, were on the side of religious change, and the Council found

it necessary to restrain rather than stimulate the ardour of the Reformers.

One of its first acts was to bind over the wardens and curate of

St Martin’s, Ironmonger Lane, to restore images which they had con-

trary to the King’s doctrine and order” removed from their church.

Six months later the Council was Only prevented from directing a general

repla(^ement of images illegally destroyed by a fear of the controversy

such a step would arouse; and it had no hesitation in punishing the

destroyers. In November, 1547, it sought by Proclamation to stay the

rough treatment which priests suffered at the hands of London serving-?

men and apprentices, and sent round commissioners to take an inventory

of church goods in order to prevent the extensive embezzlement practised

by local magnates. Early in the following year Proclamations were

issued denouncing unautliorised innovations, silencing preachers who
urged them, and prohibiting flesh-eating in Lent. In April, 1648, the

ecclesiastical authorities were straitly charged to take legal proceedings

against those who, encouraged by the lax views prevalent on marriage,

were guilty of such “ insolent and unlawful acts ” as putting away one

wife and marrying another. The Marquis of Northampton was himself

summoned before the Council and summarily ordered to separate from

the lady he called his second wife. Similarly the first Statute of the

jeign was directed not against the Catholics, but against reckless

]
llefonners; it sought to restrain all w'hd* impugned or spoke unreverently

I

of the Sacrament of the* altar ; the right of the clergy to tithe was

I
reaffirmed, and the Canon Law as to precontracts and sanctuary, abolished

^ by Henry VIII, was restored. It was no wonder that the clergy thought

the moment opportune for the recovery of their position as an Estate of

the realm, and petitfoned that ecclesiastical^ laws should be submitted

to their approval, or that they should be readmitted to their lost

representation in the House of Commons.

These measures illustrate alike the practical conservatism of Somerset’s

government and the impracticability of the theoretical toleration to which

he indined. His dislike of coercion occasionally got the better of his

regard for his own proclamations, as when he released Thomas Hancock

from his sureties taken for unlicensed preaching. But he soon realised

tiiat the goverument could not abdicate its ecclesiastical functions, least
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of all in the early days of the Royal Supremacy, when the Bishops and

Cranmer especiaUy looked to the State for guidance. Personally he

leaned to the New Learning, and, like most Englishmen, he was Erastian

in his view of the relations between Church and State and somewhat

prejudiced a^nst sacerdotalism. Yet, in spite of the fact that after

his death he was regarded as a martyr by the French Reformed Church,

he cannot any more than the English Reformation be labelled Lutheran,

Zwinglian, or Calvinist ; and, when he found it incumbent upon him to

take some line in ecclesiastical politics, he chose one of comparative

moderation and probably the line of least resistance, llie Royal

Supremacy was perhaps somewhat nakedly assertt'd when, at the com-

mencement of the reign, Bishops renewed their ccAn missions to exercise

spiritual jurisdiction, and when in the first session of Parliament the

form of episcopal election was exchanged for direct nomination by

royal letters patent. But the former practice had been enforced, and the

latter suggested, in the reign of Henry VIII, and Somerset secured a

great deal more episcopal co-operation than did either Northumberland or

Elizabeth. Convocation demanded, unanimously in one case and by a

large majority in the other, tVie administration of the Sacrament in

both kinds and liberty for the clergy to marry ; and a majority of the

Bishops in the House of Lords voted for all the ecclesiastical bills passed

during his protectorate. Only Gardiner and Bonner offered any resist-

ance to the Visitation of 1547; and it must be concluded,*eitber that

Somerset’s religious changes accorded with the preponderant clerical

opinion, or that clerical subservience surpassed the compliance of laymen.

The responsibility for these changes cannot be apportioned with any

exactness. Probably Gardiner was not far from the mark, when he

implied that Cranmer and not the Protector vv k the innovating spirit;

and the comparative caution with which the Reformers at first proceeded

was as much due to Somerset’s restraining influence as the violence of their

later course was to the simulated ^eal of Warwick. Cranmer’s influence

with the Council was greater than it had j)een with Henry VHJ ; to him
it was left to work out the details of the movement, and the first step

taken in the new reign was the Archbishop’s issue ofthe Book of Homilies

for which he had failed to obtain the sanction of King and Convoc^ation

five years before. Their main features were a comparative neglecrt of the

Sacraments and the exclusiar>of charity as a means of salvation. Gardiner

attacli^ the Book on these grounds ; and, possibly out of deference to

his protest, the saving power of charity was affirmed in tlie Councirs

injunctions to the royal visitors a few months later.

The Homilies were followed by Nicholas UdalPs edition of the

Pafiaphrase of Erasmus that had been prepared under Henry VIII, and

was now intended, partly no doubt as a solvent of old ideas, but partly

as a corrective of the extreme Protestant versions of Tyndall and

Coverdale, which, now that Heniy’s prohibition was ^relaxed, recovered

C. H. H. 11. OH. XIV. ^ 31
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tfaeir vogue. The substitution of English for Latin in the services of

the Church was gradually carried out in the Chapel Royal as an example

to the rest of the kingdom. Compline was sung in English on Easter

Monday, 1647 ; the sermon was preached, and the TV Deum sung, in

English on September 18 to celebrate Pinkie; and at the opening of

Parliament on November 4, the Gloria in Excelm^ the Creed, and

the Agnus were all sung in English. Simultaneously, Stemhold, a

gentleman of the Court, was composing his metri(;(il version of the

IWms in English, which was designed to supplant the “lewd^ ballads of

the people and in fact eventually made psalm-singing'^ a characteristic

of advanced ecclesiastical Reformers.

The general Visitation in the summer and autumn of 1647 was

mainly conceiTied with reforpriing practical abuses, with attempts "to

compel the wider use of English in services, the removal of images

that were abused, and a full recognition of the Supremacy of the

boy-King. In November and December Convocation recommended the

administration of the Sacrament in both kinds, and liberty for priests

to marry ; but the latter change did not receive parliamentary sanction

until the following year. The bill against “ unreverent speaking of the

Sacrament was, by skilful parliamentary strategy which seems to have

been due to Somerset, combined with one for its administration in both

kinds, the motive being obviously to induce Catholias to vote for it for

the sake of the fli’st part, and Reformers for the sake of the second. Ihe
Chantries Bill was in the main a renewal of the Act of 1645 ; but its

object was now declared to l)e the endowment of education, and not the

defence of the realm; and the reason alleged for suppression was the

encouragement that chantries gave to superstition and not their appro^

priation by private persons. Such opposition as this bill encountered was

due less to theological objections than to the reluctance of corporations

to surrender any part of their revenues; and Gardiner subsequently

expressed his concun'ence in the measure. Its eflfect on gilds was to

convert sqch of their revenues as had previously been devoted to obits

and masses into a rent paid to the Crown ; but a bill, which was in-

troduced a year later and passed the House of Commons, to cany out the

intentions of founding schools alleged in the Chantries Act, disappeared

lifter its first reading in the House of Lords on February 18, 1649.

Immediately after the prorogation in January, 1548, questions were

addressed to the Bishops as to the best form of Cora^nunion service;

the answers varied, some being in favour of the exclusive use of English,

some of the exclusive use of Latin. The form actually adopted approaches

most nearly to 'Funstairs recommendation, a compromise whereby lAtin

was retained for the essential part of the Mass, while certain prayers in

English were adopted. This new Order for Communion was issued in

March, 1648, a Proclamation ordering its use after Easter was prefixed,

and in a rubric all varying of any rite or ceremony in the Mass" was
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forbidden* A more decided innovation was made in Febniaj^^ when by

Fkmlamation the Council ordered the removal of all images, under the

impression that this drastic measure would cause less disturbance than

the widespread contentions as to whether the images were abused or not.

Ashes and palms and candles on Candlemas Day had been forbidden in

January; and soon afterwards a Proclamation was issued against the

practice of creeping to the cross on Good Friday and the use of holy

bread and holy water. These prohibitions had been contemplated under

Henry VIII ; they met with guarded approval from Gardiner ; and they

were comparatively slight concessions to the Reformers in a Proclamation,

the main purpose of which was to check unauthorised innovations. The
Council al^ sought to remove a fruitful cause of 4:umult by forbidding

the clergy to preach outside their own cures witliout a special licence.

How far this bore hardly on the Catholics depends upon the proportion

of Catholics to Reformers among the beneficed clergy ; but it is fairly

obvious that it was directed against the two extremes, the ejected monks
on the one hand and the itinerant hot-gospellers on the other.

These measures were temporaiy expedients designed to preserve some

sort of quiet, pending the production of the one “ uniform and godly
”

order of service towards which the Church had been moving ever since

the break with Rome. The assertion of the national character of the

English Church necjessarily involved an attempt at uniformity in its

services. The legislation of lr547 seemed to imply unlimited redigious

liberty, and to leave the settlement of religious controvei*sy to public

discussion ; but it was not possible to carry out a reformation solely by

means of discussion. Local option, too, was alien to the centralising

government of the Tudors and, unchecked, might well have precipitated

a Thirty Years’ War in England. Uniformity, 'mwever, was not the end

which the government had in view, so much as the means to. ensure peace

and quietness. Somerset was loss anxious^ to obliterate the liturgical

variations between one parish and anoflier, than to check the contention

between Catholics and Reformers which made every parish th^ scene of

disorder and strife; and the only way he perceived of effecting this

object was to dsaw up one uniform order, a compromise and a standaid

which all might be persuaded or compelled to observe. Nor was the

idea of uniformitv a novel one. There were various Uses in medieval

England, those of York,* JHereford, Lincoln, and Sarum ; but the

diverg^ce betii||en these forms of service was slight, and before the

Reformation the Sarum Use seems to have prevailed over*the greater

part of the kingdom.

As regards doctrine, the several formularies issued by Heniy VIII

aocostom^ men to the idea that the teaching of the Church of England

should be uniform and something different from that of either Catholic

or Reformed Churches on the Continent. Nor was it only in the eyes of

antipapalists that some reformation of Church service books seemed

an. XIV.
^
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necessary. reformed Breviaiy of Cardinal Quignon, dedicated in

1535 to Paul III, anticipated many of the changes which Cranmer made
in the ancient Use. In Catholic as well as in Protestant churches the

medieval services were simplified and shortened, partly in view of the

busier life of the sixteenth century, and partly to allow more time for

preaching and reading the Scriptures.

Thus Cranmer was only following the general tendency when, in

1543, he obtained Henryk's consent to the examination and reformation

of the Church service books. For some years he laboured at this task

;

but what stage he had reached in 1547 when Convocation demanded the

production of his work is not clear. That demand was refused; and

it was not until September, 1548, that the final stage in the evolution

. of the First Book of Common Prayer was commenced. Its development

remains shrouded in obscurity. There is no trace of any formal commis-

sion to execute the task, of the composition of the revising body, ewr of

the place where it carried on its work. Cranmer without doubt took the

principal part, and once at least he called other divines to help him at

Windsor; but it is unsafe to assume that the revisers continued to sit

there, or indeed that there was any definite body of revisers at alL

Probably about the end of October most of the Bishops were invited to

subscribe to the completed book ; but it seems to have undergone further

alteration without their consent, and there is not sufficient evidence to

show that it ^vas submitted to Convocation. In December, it was in the

House of Lords the subject of an animated debate in which Cranmer,

Ridley, and Sir Thomas Smith defended, and Tunstall, Bonner, Thirlby,

and Heath attacked, the way in which it ti^eated the doctrine of the Mass.

Cranmer himself had already advanced beyond the point of view

adopted in the First Book of Common Prayer. In the autumn of 1548

Bullinger'’s egrrespondents had rejoiced over the Archbishop’s abandon-

ment of Lutheran views; but the doctrine assumed, if not affirmed,

in the new Book seemed to them to constitute •• a marvellous recanta-

tion.” The First Book of Common Prayer bore, indeed, little resem-

blance to the semce-books of the Zwinglian and Calvinistic Churches.

Its affinity with Lutheran liturgies was more marked, because the

/Anglican and Lutheran revisers made the ancient uses of the Church

i their groundwork, while the other Reformed churches sought to obliterate

,f
us far as possible A\ traces of the Mass. ILis the most conservative of

all the liturgies of the Reformation; its authors wished to build upon,

and not to destioy, the past; and the materials on which they worked

were almost exclusively the Sarum Use and the Breviary of Cardinal

Quignon. Whatever intention they may have had of denying the

supplemental character of the sacrifice of the Mass was studiously

veiled by the retention of Roman terminology in a somewhat equivocal

sense; room was to be made, if possible, for both interpretations;

the sacrifice might be regarded as I'eal and absolute^ or merdy as
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commemorative and analogical. The ^'abominable canon ^ was trans-

formed because it shut the door on all but the Roman doctrine of the

Mass, and the design of the government was to open the door to the

New Learning without definitely closing it on the Old.

The intention was to make the uniform order toleraUe to as many 9s\

was possible, and the result was a cautious and tentative compromise, a

sort of Anglican InJterim^ which was more successful than its Grerman

counterpart. Thf penalties attached to its non-observance by the First

Act of Uniformity were milder than those imposed by any of the sub^

sequent Acts, and they were limited to the clergy. Neither in the First

Act of Uniformity nor in the First Book of Common Prayer is there any

attempt to impose a doctrinal test or dogmatic ^lnity. All that was

enforc^ was a uniformity of service ; and even here considerable latitude

was allowed in details like vestments and ritual. A few months later a

licensed preacher declared at St Paul’s, that faith was not to be " coacted,”

but that eveiy man might believe as he would. Doctrinal unity was in

fact incompatible with that appeal to private judgment which was the

essence of the Reformation, and Somerset’s government was wise in

limiting its efforts to securing an outward and limited uniformity.

Even this was sufficiently difficult. Eager Reformers began at once

to agitate for the removal of those parts of the Book of Common Prayer

which earned Gardiner’s commendation, while Catholics resented its

departure from the standard of orthodoxy set up by the Six Artidt s.

Religious liberty was in itself distasteful to the majority ; and zealots on

either side were less angered by the pei*secution of themselves than by

the toleration of their enemies. Dislike of the new service book was

keenest in the west, where the men of Cornwall spoke no English and

could not understand an English service book they knew little I^tin,

but they were accustomed to the phrases of the ancient Use, and men
tolerate the incomprehensible more easily tfian the unfamiliar. So they

rose in July, 1649, and demanded the restoration of the old service, the

old ceremonies, the old images, and the. ancient monastic endowments.

They asked that the Sacrament should be administered to laymen in one

kind and only at Easter—a strange demand in the mouths of those who
maintained the supreme impoi-hinoe of the sacramental system—and that

all who refused to worship it should suffer death as heretics ; the Bibles

were to be called in again,«and Cardinal Pole was to be made first or

secon^ in the King’s Council.

On the whole the Protector’s i-eligious policy was accompanied by
singularly little persecution; and the instances quoted by Roman
Catiiolic writers date almost without exception from the period after

his fall. The Princess Moiy flatly refased to obey the new law; and

after some remonstrance Somerset granted her permission to hear Mass

privately in her own house. Gardiner was more of an opportunist than '

Mary; probably he thought that his opposition would be the more effective

cu. ziv.
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for being less indiscriminate. But it was no less deliberate, and in the

early and effective days of the Royal Supremacy, when Bisheps were

regarded as ecclesiastical sheriffs, their resistance to authority was little

tolerated as that of the soldier or the civil servant would be now.

Gardiner was sent to the Fleet, but he was treatecl by Somerset with

what was considered excessive lenience ; and in January, 1548, he was, by

the King^'s general pardon, released. He returned to his diocese, and

preached obedience to the Council on the ground that to suffer evil was

a Christian’s duty. The reason was scarcely pleasing to the government,

and on June 29 he was ordered to preach a sermon at Whitehall

declaring the supreme ecclesiastical authority of the young King during

his minority; at the same time he was forbidden to deal with the

doctrines that were in dispute. On neither point did he give satisfac-

tion, and on the following day he was sent to the Tower. Bonner was

sent to the Marshalsea for a similar reason. He had protested against

the visitation of 1547, but withdrew his protest, and after a few weeks

in the Fleet remained at liberty until September, 1549. He was then

accused of not enforcing the new Book of Common Prayer and was

ordered to uphold the ecclesiastical authority of the King in a sermon at

St Paul’s ; on his failure to do so he was imprisoned and deprived by
Cranmer of his bishopric ;

and at the same time his chaplain Feckenham
was sent to the Tower. These, however, are practically the only instances

of religious •pei'secution exercised during Somerset’s protectorate.

This comparative moderation, while consonant with the Protector’s

own inclination, was also rendered advisable by the critical condition

of England’s relations with foreign powers. Any violent breach with

Catholicism, any bitter persecution of its adherents, would have turned

into open enmity the lukewarm friendship of Charles V, precipitated

that hostile coalition of Catholic Europe for which the Pope and Cardinal

Pole were intriguing, and rendered impossible the union with Scotland

on which the Tudors had set their hearts. For this reason Somerset

declined (March, 1547) the proffered alliance of the German Protestant

Princes; and, to strengthen his position, he began negotiations for

a treaty with France, and discussed the possibility of a marriage between

the Princess Elizabeth and a member of the French royal family. The
treaty was on the point of ratification when the death of fVands I

(March 31) produced a revolution in French policy. The new King,

Henry II, had, when Dauphin, proclaimed his intention of demanding
the immediate retrocession of Boulogne; but his designs were not confined

to the expulsion of the English from France. He also dreamt of a union

with Scotland. Tlirough Diane de Poitiers the Guise influence was

strong at Paris; through Maiy de Guise, the Queen Regent of

Scotland, it was almost as powerful at Edinburgh; and England was

menaced with a pacte de familU more threatening than that of the

Bourbons two centuries later. Even Francis had considered a scheme
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for mariTing the infant Queen of Scots to a French Prince ; and, while

Henry ^Vin in his last days had been oiganising a new invasion of

Scotlioid, the French King had been equally busy with preparations for

the defence of his ancient allies.

Heniy II of France changed a defensive into an offensive policy ; and,

in taking up»the Scottish policy urged upon him by Henry VIII, Somerset

was seeking, not merely to carry out one of the most cherished of Tudor
aims, but to ward off a danger which now presented itself in more

menacing guise than ever before. There might be doubts as to the

policy of pressing the union with Scotland at that juncture—there could

be none as to the overwhelming and immediate necessity of preventing

a union between Scotland and France; and Gf^diner'^s advice, to let

the Scots be Scots until the King of England came of age, would have

been fatal unless he could guarantee a similar abstinence during the

same period on the part of Heniy II. Somerset, however, pursued

method different from those of Henry VIII. He abandoned alike thi*

feudal claim to suzerainty over Scotland and the claim to sovereignty

which Henry had asserted in 1642; he refrained from offensive refer-

ences to James V as a pretensed king’*'; he endeavoured to persuade

the Scots tha^t union was as much the interest of Scotland as of

England ; and all he required was the fulfilment of the treaty which the

Scots themselves had mcide in 1543. His efforts were vain ; encouraged

by French aid in men, money, and ships, the Scottish goverflment refuMod

to negotiate, and stirred up trouble in Ireland. In September, 1647, the

Protector crossed the border, and on the 10th he won the cmshing

victory of Pinkie Cleugh. The result was to place the Liowlands at

England's mercy ; and, thinking he had shown the futility of resistance,

Somerset attempted to complete the work by c onciliation.

During the winter he put forward some i« markable suggestions for

the Union between England and Scotland He proposed to abolish the

names of English and Scots associated with centuries of strife, and to

‘‘take again the old indifferentmame of Britons." The United Kingdom
was to be known as the Empire, and its sovereign as the Emperor of

Great Britain. There was to be no forfeiture of lands or of liberty,

but freedom of trade and of marriage. Scotland was to retain her local

autonomy, and the children of her Queen were to rule over England.

Never in the history of the two realms had such liberal terms been

offered, but reason, whicB might have counselled acceptance, was no

match for pride, prejudice, and vested interests. Care taken that

these proposals should not reach the mass of the Scottish people. Most

of the nobility were in receipt of French pensions ; and the influence of the

Church was energetically thrown into the scale against accommodation

with a schismatic enemy. It was only among the peasantry, where

Protestantism had made some way, that the Union with England was

popular; and that influence was more thar^ counterbalanced by the
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presence of French soldiery in the streets of Edinburgh and in most of

the strongholds of Scotland. The seizure of Haddington in Aprils 1648^

secured for a year the English control of the Lowlands ; but it did not

prevent the young Queen‘*s transportation to France, where she was at

once betrothed to the Dauphin. Tliis step provoked Somerset in October

to revive once more England's feudal claims over Scotland', and to hint

that the English King had a voice in the marriage of his vassal. But
the Guises could afford to laugh at threats, since they knew that the

internal condition of England in 1549 prevented the threats being

backed by adequate force in Scotland or in France. In both kingdoms

they became more aggressive; they were in communication with rebels

in Ireland, and in January, 1549, a French emissary was sent to England

to see if Thomas Seymour's conspiracy might be fanned into civil war.

Thomas Seymour, the only one of the Protector's brothers who
showed any aptitude or inclination for public life, had served with

distinction on sea and land under Henry VIII. He had commanded
a fleet in the Channel in 1545, had been made master of the Ordnance,

and had wooed Catharine Parr before she became Henry's sixth wife.

A few days before the end of the late reign he was sworn of the Privy

Council ; and on Edward's accession he was made Baron Seymour and

Lord High Admiral. Tliese dignities seemed to him poor compared

with his brother's, and he thought he ought to be governor of the King's

person. After unsuccessful attempts to secure the hands of the Princess

Mary, the Princess Elizabeth, and Anne of Cleves, he married Catharine

Pan* without consulting his colleagues ; and before her death he renewed

his advances to the Princess Elizabeth. He refused the command of the

fleet during the Pinkie campaign, and stayed at home to create a party

for himself in the country. He suffered pirates to prey on the trade of

the Channel, and himself received a share of their ill-gotten goods ; he

made a coiTupt bargain with Sir William Sharington, who provided him
with money hy tampering with the Bristol mint, and he began to store

arms and ammunition in various strongholds which he acquired for the

purpose. The disclosure of Sharington's frauds (January, 1549) brought
Seymour's plots to light. After many examinations, in which Warwick
and Southampton took a leading part, a bill of attainder against the

Admiral was introduced into Parliament ; it passed, with a few dissen-

tients, in the House of Commons, and unanimously in the House of

Lords, and on March SO Seymour was executed. The sentence was pro-

bably just, but the Protector paid dearly for his w'eakness in allowing

it to be carried out. His enemies, such as Warwick and Southampton,
who seem to have been the prime movers in Seymour's ruin, perceived

more clearly than Somerset, how fatally his brother's death would under-

mine his own position and alienate popular favour in the struggle on
which he had now embarked in the cause of the poor against the great

majority of the Council and of the ruling classes in England. '
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This struggle was fought over the Protector's attitude towards the

momentous social revolution of the sixteenth century, a roov^ent which

lay at the root of most of the internal difficulties of Tudor governments,

and vitally affected the history of the rei^ of Edward VI. It was in

effect the breaking up of the foundations upon which society had been

based for five hundred years, the substitution of competition for custom

SB the regulating principle of the relations between the various classes of

the community.
^

Social organisation in medieval times was essentially conservative;

custom was the characteristic sanction to which appeal was universally

made. Land, in the eyes of its military feudal lord, was valuable less

as A source of money than as a source of menf it was not rent but

service that he required, and he was seldom tempted to reduce his

service-roll in order to swell his revenues. But the Black Death and

the Peasants' Revolt, co-operating with more silent and gi'adual causes,

weakened the mutual bonds of interest between landlord and tenant,

while the extension of commerce produced a wealthy class which slowly

gained admission into governing circles and established itself on the

land. To these new landlords land was mainly an investment; they

applied to it the principles they practised in trade; and sought to

extract from it not men but money. They soon found that the petite

culture of feudal times was not the most profitable use to which land

could be turned ; and they began the practice known as “ engrossing,'" of

which complaint was made as early as 1484 in the Lord Chancellor's

speech to Parliament. Their method was to buy up several holdings,

which they did not lease to so many yeomen, but consolidated,^ leaving

the old homesteads to decay; the former tenants became either vaga-

bonds or landless labourers, who boarded wit^* their masters and were

precluded by their position from maiTyin^ and raising families. Simi-

larly the new landed gentry sought to turn their vague and disputed

rights over common lands into.palpable means of revenue. Sometimes

with and often without the consent of .the commoners, the}; proceeded

to enclose vast stretches of land with a view to converting it either to

tillage or to pasture. The latter proved to be the more remunerative,

owing to the great development of the wool-market in the Netherlands

;

and it was calculated that the lord, who converted open arable land into

enclosed pasture land, thereby doubled. his income.

ITet another method of extracting the utmost monetai^ value from

the land was the raising of rents; it had rarely occurred to the un-

commercial feudal lord to interfere with the ancient service or rent

which his tenants paid for their lands, but respect for immemorial

custom counted for little against the retired trader's habit of demanding

the highest price for his goods. The direct result of these tendencies

was to pauperise a large section of the community, though the aggiegate

weiflth of the whole was increased. The English yeomen, who had
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supplied the backbone of English armies and the great majmity of

students at English Universities, were depressed into vagabonds or hired

labourers. ' As indirect results, schools and universities declined ; and

foreign mercenaries took thc^ place of English soldiers; for shepherds^

vvTote a contemporary “be but ill archers.”

These evils had not passed without notice from statesmen and writers

in the previous reign. Wolsey, inspired perhaps by Sir Thomas More,

had in 1517 made a vi^rous effort to check enclosures; and More
himself had sympathetically pourtrayed the grievances of the population

in the pages of his Utopia. Later in the reign of Henry VIII remedial

measures had been warmly urged by conservatives like Thomas Lupset

and Thomas Starkey^ and by more radical thinkers like Brynkelow and

Robert Crowley. But the King and his ministers were absorbed in the

task of averting foreign complications and effecting a religious revolution,

while courtiers and ordinary members of Parliament were not concerned

to check a movement from which they reaped substantial profit. After

the accession of Edward VI the constant aggravation of the evil and the

sympathy it was known to evoke in high quarters brought the question

more prominently forward. The Protector himself denounced with

more warmth than prudence the misdeeds of new lords “sprung from

the dunghill.” Latimer inveighed against them in eloquent sermons

preached at Court; Scory told the young King that his subjects had

become “more like the slavery and peasantry of France than the ancient

and godly yeomanry of England.” Cranmer, Lever, and other reforming

divines held similar opinions, but the most earnest and active member
of the party, which came to be known as the “ Commonwealth*’s men,”

was John Hales, whose Discourse of the Common Weal is one of the

most informing documents of the age.

The existence of this party alarmed the official class, but the

Protector more or less openly adopted its social programme; and it

was doubtless with his connivance that various remedial measures were

introduced into Parliament in December, 1547. One bill “ for bringing

up poor riiens children ” was apparently based on a suggestion made by
Brynkelow in the previous reign that a certain number^ of the poorest

children in each town should be brought up at the expense of the

j
community ; another bill sought to give farmers and lessees security of

tenure; and a third provided against the decay of tillage and husbandry.

None of these bills got beyond a second reding, and the only measure

which foundr favour with Parliament was an Act which provided that a
weekly collection in churches should be made for the impotent poor, and
tliat confirmed vagabonds might be sold into slavery.

The failure of Parliament to . find adequate remedies was the

signal for agi’arian disturbances in Hertfordshire and other counties

in the spring of 1548; and the Protector, moved thereto by divers

supplications, some of which are extant, now determined to take acition
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indeposdently of Parliament On the first of June he issued a Frocla-

maticm, in which he referred to the insatiable greediness ^ of those by

whose means houses were decayed, parishes diminished, the force of

the realm weakened, and Christian people eaten up and devoihred of

brute beasts and driven from their houses by sheep and buUocka^

Commissioners were appointed to enquire into the extent of enclosures

made since 1485 and the failure of previous legislation to check them,

and to make returns of those who broke the law.

The commissioners, of whom Hales was the chief, encountered an

oiganised and stubborn resistance from those on whose conduct they

were to report. With a view to disai-ming opposition, the presentment

of offenders was postponed, until evidence shouldJiave been collected to

form the basis of measures to be laid before Parliament; and subse-

quently Hales obtained from the Protector a general pardon of the

offenders presented by the commission. Both measures failed to mollify

the gentry, who resolutely set themselves to burke the enquiry. They
packed the juries with their own servants; they threatened to evict

tenants who gave evidence against them, and even had them indicted at

the assizes. Other means taken to conceal the truth were the ploughing

up of one furrow in a holding enclosed to pasture, the whole being then

returned as arable land, and the placing of a couple of oxen with a
flock of sheep and passing off tlie sheep-run as land devoted to fatl ing

beasts. Under these circumstances it was with difficulty that the c‘om-

missioners could get to work at all ; and only those commissions on
which Hales sat appear to have made any return. The opposition was

next transferred to the Houses of Parliament. In November, 1548,

Hales introduced various bills for mainbiining tillage and husbandry,

for restoiing tenements which had been st ffered to decay, and for

checking the growth of sheep-farms. An Act was passed remitting the

payment of fee-farms for three years in ftrder that the proceeds might

be devoted to finding work for the unemployed ; and a tax of twopence

was imposed on every sheep kept in pasture. But the more important

bills were received with open hostility; and after acrimonious debates

they were all rejected either by the Ix>rds or by the Commons.
This result is not surprising, for the statute of 1430 had limited

parliamenta^ representation, so far as the agricultural districts were

concerned, to the landed gentry ; ancj there are frequent complaints of

the time that the representation of the boroughs had also fallen mainly

into the hands of capitalists, who, by engrossing household property and

monopolising trade, were providing the poorer townsfolk with grievances

similar to those of the country folk. Nor was there a masterful Tudor
to overawe resistance. The government was divided, for Somerset’s

adoption of the peasants’ cause had driven the majority of the Council

into secret opposition. Wanvick seized the opportunity. Hitherto

there had begn no apparent differences between him and Somerset ; but
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now his park was ploughed up as an illegal enclosure, and he fierody

attacked Hales as the cause of the agrarian discontent. Other members
of the government, including even his ally Paget, remonstrated with the

Frotedtor, but without effect, except to stiffen his back and confirm him
in his course. Fresh instructions were issued to the commissioners in

1549; and, having failed to obtain relief for the poor by legislation,

Somerset resorted to the arbitrary expedient of erecting a sort of Court

of Requests, which sat in his own house under Cecil's presidency to hear

any complaint that poor suitors might bring against their oppressors.

Measures like these were of little avail to avert the dangers Somerset

feared. Parliament had scarcely disposed of his bills, when the re-

sentment of the peasants found vent in open revolt The flame was

kindled first in Somersetshire; thence it spread eastwards into Wilts

and Gloucestershire, southwards into Dorset and Hampshire and north-

wards into Berks and the shires of Oxford and Buckingham. Surrey

remained in a state of ‘‘quavering quiet"; but Kent felt the general

impulse. Far in the west Cornwall and Devon rose; and in the east

the men of Norfolk captured Norwich and established a “ commonwealth"
on Mousehold Hill, where Robert Ket, albeit himself a landlord of

ancient family, laid down the law, and no rich man did what he liked

with his own. The civil war, which the French king had hoped to

evoke from Seymour's conspiracy, seemed to have come at last, and
with it the Opportunity of France. On August 8, 1649, at Whitehall

Palace, the French ambassador made a formal declaration of war.

The successful Chauvinist policy of the French government would

have precipitated a conflict long before but for the efforts of the English

to avoid it. Henry II had begun his reign by breaking off the nego-

tiations for an alliance with England, and declining to ratify the

arrangement which the English and French commissioners had drawn
up for the delimitation of the Boulonnais. But a variety of circum-

stances induced him to modify for a time his martial ardour, and restrict

his hostility to a policy of pin-pricks administered to the English in

their French possessions. The complete defeat of the German Princes

at Muhlberg (April, 1647) made Henry anxious as to the direction in

which the Emperor would turn his victorious arms; and the rout of

the Scots at Pinkie five months later inspired a wholesome respect for

English power. Then, in 1648, Guienne broke out in revolt against the

gabeUej and clamoured for the privileges it had once enjoyed und^r its

English king^'. Charles V, moreover, although he disliked the religious

changes in England and declined to take any active part against the

Scots, gave the French to understand that he considei^ the Scots his

enemies. Somerset, meanwhile, did his best to keep on friendly terms

with Charles, and sought to mitigate his dislike of the First Act of

Uniformity by granting the Princess Mary a dispensation to hear mass
in private. Unless the Emperor's attention was absorbjd elsewhere,
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a Freuch attack on England might provoke an imperial QD^laught on

France.

Still, the endless bickerings with France about Boulogne were very

exasperating ; and eventually the Protector offered to restore it at once

for the sum ^stipulated in ^e treaty of 1546, if France would further

the marriage between Edward VI and Mary, Queen of Scots. That,

however, was the last thing to which the Guises would consent; the

preservation of their influence in Scotland was at that moment the

mainspring of their action and the chief cause of the quairel with

England. The only condition on which they would keep the peace was

the abemdonment of Scotland to their designs, and that condition the

Protector refused to the last to grant. Before Ihe end of June, 1549,

the French had assumed so threatening an attitude that Somerset sent

Paget to Charles V with proposals for the marriage of the Princess

Mary with the Infante John of Portugal, for the delivery of Boulogne

into the Emperor's hands, and for a joint invasion of France by
Imperial and English aniiies. This embassy seems to have alarmed

Heniy II, and he at once appointed commissioners to settle the disputes

in the Boulonnais. The Protector thereupon forbade Paget to proceed

with the negotiations for a joint invasion. The Emperor at the same
time, doubtful of the value of England's alliance in her present disturbed

condition, and immersed in anxieties of his own, de(;lined to undei*tuke

the burden of Boulogne, or to knit any closer his ties wTth England.

This refusal encouraged the French king to begin hostilities. He had

(collected an army on the borders of the Boulonnais; and in August
it crossed the frontier. Ambleteuse (Newhaven) was captured through

treachery; Blackness was taken by assault; Botilogneberg was dismantled

and abandoned by the English; and the Fj'^nch forces sat down to

besiege Boulogne.

The success of the French was mainly due to England's domestic

troubles. Levies which had been raised for service in France were

diverted to Devon or Norfolk. Fortunately, both these revolts were

crushed before the war with France had lasted a fortnight. The rising

in the west, for which religion had furnished a pretext and enclosures

the material, died away after the tight at the Bams of Crediton, and the

relief of Exeter by Russell on August 9. The eastern rebels, who were

stirred solely by social grievances, caused more alarm ; and a suspicion

lest the Princess Mary should be at their back gave some of the Council

sleepless nights. The Marquis of Northampton was driven out of

Norwich, and the restraint and orderliness of the rebels’ proceedings

secured them a good deal of sympathy in East Anglia. Warwick,

however, to whom the command was now entrusted, was a soldier of

real ability, and with the help of Italian and Spanish mercenaries he

routed the insurgents on August 26 at the battle of Dussindale, near

Household Hill. His victory made Warwick the hero of the gentlemen
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of England. He had always opposed the Protector s agrarian schemes,

and he was now in a position to profit by their failure.

The revolts had placed Somerset in a predicament fix>m whidi

a modem minister would have sought refuge in resignation. His

sympathy with the insurgents weakened his action against them; and

his readiness to pardon and reluctance to proscribe exasperated most of

his colleagues. He was still obstinate in his assertion of the essential

justice of the rebels' complaints, and was believed to b^ plaiming for the

approaching meeting of Parliament more radical measures of redress

than had yet been laid before it. Paget wrote in alarm lest far-reaching

projects should be rashly adopted which required ten years' deliberation;

and other officials made Cecil the recipient of fearful warnings against

the designs of the ^^Commonwealth's men." The Council and the

governing classes generally were in no mood for measures of conciliation,

and disasters abroad and disorders at home afforded a good pretext for

removing the man to whom it was convenient to ascribe them.

The malcontents found an excellent party-leader in Warwick; few

men in English history have shown a greater capacity for subtle intrigue

or smaller respect for principle. A brilliant soldier, a skilful diplomatist,

and an accomplished man of the world, he was described at the time as

the modem Alcibiades. No one could better turn to his own purposes

the passions and interests of othei*s, or throw away his tools with less

compunction when they had served his end. Masking profound ambitions

under the guise of the utmost deference to his colleagues, he never at

the time of his greatest influence attempted to claim a position of

formal superiority. Afterwards, when he was practically ruler of

England, he sat only fourth in the order of precedence at the Council-

board ; and content with the substance of power, he eschewed such titles

as Protector of the Realm or povemor of the King's person.

In the general feeling of discontent he had little difficulty in uniting

various sections in an attack on the Protector. The public at large

were put in mind of Somerset's ill-success abroad; the landed gently

needed no reminder of his attempts to check their enclosures. Protestant

zealots recalled his slackness in dealing with Mass-priests* and Catholics

hated his Prayer Book. Hopes were held out to all ; Gardiner in the

Tower expected his release ; Bonner appealed against his deprivation

;

and Southampton made sure of being restored to the woolsack. Privy
Councillors had private griefs as well as public grounds to allege^ the

Protector h«ul usurped his position in defiance of Henry’s will ; he h<pd

neglected their advice and browbeaten them when they remonstrated;

he consulted and enriched only his chosen friends ; Somerset House was
erected, but Warwick's parks were ploughed up.

It was at Warwick's and Southampton's houses in Holboru that the

plot against the Protector was hatched in September, 1649 ; and the im-

mediate excuse for his deposition appears to have been the ifbandonment,
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after a brave defence, of Haddington, the chief English stronghold

in Scotland (September 14). Somerset had left Westminster on the

ISth with the Kng and removed to Hampton Court ; Cranmer, Paget,

St John, the two Secretaries of State, Petre and Sir Thomas Smith,

and the Protector'’s own Secretary, Cecil, remained with him till the

beginning of October ; but the rest of the Council secretly gathered in

London and collected their retainers. The aldermen of the City were

on their side, bu^ the apprentices and poorer classes generally adhered

to the Protector. One of Warwick's methods of enlisting the support

of the army was to send their captains to Somei'set with petitions

for higher pay than he knew the Protector could grant. The Duke
apparently suspected nothing, unless suspicion be traced in the matter

of importance” to whicli he referred in his letter of the 27th, urging

Russell and Herbert to hasten their return from the west. But by tlie

8rd or 4th of October rumours of what was happening reached him.

On the latter day that ‘‘crafty fox Shebna,” as Knox called St John,

deserted to his colleagues in London, and secured the Tower by dis-

placing Somerset’s friends. On the 6th Somerset sent Petre to demand
an explanation of the Council’s conduct ; but Petre did not return.

The Protector now thought of raising the masses against the classes.

Handbills were distributed inciting the commons to rise in his defence

;

extortioners and “great masters” were conspiring, they were told, against

the Protector because he had procured the peasants their pardon. On
the night of the 6th he hurried the King to Windsor for the sake of

greater security. But either he repented of his efforts to stir a social

war, or he saw that they would be futile ; for in a lettei- to the Council

on the 7th he offered to submit upon reasonable conditions drawn up by
representatives of both parties. The Council in London delayed their

answer until they had heard from Russell and Herbert, to whom both

parties had appealed for help. The commanders of the western army
were at Wilton, and their action would decide the issue of peace or war.

They promptly strengthened their forces, and moved up tq Andover.

There they found the country in a general uproar ; five or six thousand

men from the neighbouring counties were preparing to march to

Somerset’s aid. But Russell and Herbert were disgusted with the

Protector’s iqflammatory appeals to the turbulent commons ; they threw

the whole weight of their iaffuence on* the Council’s side, and succeeded

in qiyeting the commotion, reporting their measures to both the rival

factions.
*

On receipt of this intelligence the Lords in London brushed aside

the conciliatory pleas of Ihe King, Cranmer, Paget, and Smith, and took

steps to effect the Protector’s arrest. They were aided by treacherous

advice from Paget, who purchased his own immunity at the expense of his

colleagues. In accordance probably with Paget’s suggestions. Sir Philip

Hoby was sent to Windsor on the lOtb with solemn promises from the
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Council that the Duke should suffer no loss in lands» goods, or honours,

and that his adherents should not be deprived of their ofBoes. On the

delivery of this message Paget fell on his knees before the Protector, and,

with tears in his eyes, besought him to avail himself of the CounciPs

merciful disposition. The others, relieved of their apprehensions, wept

for joy and counselled submission. Somerset then gave way ; and, through

the “ diligent travail of Cranmer and Paget, his servants were removed

from attendance on the King'^s person. When this measure had been

effected, the Council no longer considered itself bound to observe the

promises by which it had induced the Protector and his adherents to

submit Wingfield, St I^ger, and Williams were sent with an armed

force to arrest them all except Cranmer and Paget. On the 12th the

whole Council went down to Windsor to complete the revolution.

Somerset was conveyed to London, paraded as a prisoner through the

streets, and shut up in the Tower ; Smith was deprived of the secretary-

ship, expelled from the Council, and also sent to the Tower ; and a like

fate befell the rest of those who had remained faithful to the Protector.

Of the victors, Warwick resumed the oflic^e of I^rd High Admiral, which

hod been vacant since Seymour's attainder ; Dr Nicholas Wotton, who
was also Dean of Canterbury and of York, succeeded Smith as Secretary;

and Paget received a peerage in reward for his services. The distri-

bution of the more important offices was deferred until it was settled

which section of the Protector’s opponents was to have the upper hand

in the new government. For the present it was advisable to meet

Parliament with as united a front as possible, in order to islecure its

sanction for the Protector’s deposition, and its reversal of so much of his

policy as both sections agreed in detesting.

On the broader aspects of that policy there was not much difference

of opinion. Most people of influence distrusted that liberty on which

Somerset set so much store. Sir John M^on, for instance, an able and

educated politician, described his repeal 9f Henry VIIFs laws concerning

verbal treason os the worst act done in that generation; and in accordance

with this view a bill was introduced declaring it felony to,preach and

hold ‘‘divers” opinions. Differences about the definition,of the offence

apparently caused this bill to fail ; but measures sufficiently drastic were

passed to stifle any opposition to the new government. Ministers sought

to perpetuate their tenure of office by making it high treason for anyone

to attempt to turn them out. That tremendous penalty, the h^viest

known to the law, had hitherto been reserved for offences against the

sacrosanct persons of royalty; it was now employed to protect those who
wielded royal authority. It became high treason for twelve or more

persons to meet ^ith the object of killing or even imprisoning a member
of the Privy Council—an unparalleled enactment which, had it been

retrospective, Vould have rendered the Privy Council itself liable to a

charge of treason for its action against the I^tector. Tb3 same dauae
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imposed the same penalty upon persons assembling for the purpose ot

"altering the laws’'; and the Act also omitted the safeguards Somerset

had provided against the abuse of such treason laws as he had left ovi

the Statute-book ; it contained no clause limiting the time within which

charges of tr^^n were to be preferred or requiring the evidence of

two witnesses.

The fact that this Act did not pass until it had been read six

times in the Coinnkons and six times in the Lords may indicate tliat it

encountered considerable opposition; but there was probably little hesi-

tation in reversing the Protectors agrarian policy. Parliament was not

indeed content with that; it met (November 4, 1549) in a spirit of

exa6{)eration and revenge, and it went back, not dhly upon the radical

proposals of Somerset, but also upon the whole tenour of Tudor land
,

legislation. Enclosures had been forbidden again and again ; they were
j

now expressly declared to be legal ; and Parliament enacted that lords

of the manor might ‘^approve themselves of their wastes, woods, andi

pastures notwithstanding the gainsaying and contradiction of their

tenants." In order that the process might be without let or hindrance,

it was made treason for forty, and felony for twelve, persons to meet for

the purpose of breaking down any enclosure or enforcing any right of

way; to summon such an assembly or incite to such an act wm also

felony; and any copyholder refusing to help in repressing ^t forfeited

his copyhold for life. The same penalty was attached to hunting lu

any enclosqiv rmd to assembling with the object of abating rents or the

price of coni; but the prohibition against capitalists conspiring to raise

prices was repealed, and so were the taxes which Soinei-set had imposed

on sheep and woollen cloths. The masses had i isen against the classes,

and the classes took their revenge.

This, however, was not the kind of re/iction most desired by the

Catholics who, led by Southampton, had assisted Warwick to overthrow'

Somerset. Southampton was moved by private grudges, but he also

desired a return to Catholic usages or at least a pause in the process of

change; and for a time it seemed that his party might prevail. "Those
cruel beasts, the* Romanists,'" wrote one evangelical divine, were already

beginning to triumph, to revive the Ma.ss, and to threaten faithful servants

of Christ with- the fate of the fallen Duke. They were, said another,

struggling earnestly for theft kingdonJ, and even Parliamtmt felt it

necessaiy to denounce rumours that the old l^atin service wd supersti-

tious uses would be restored. Southampton was one of the six lords to

whose charge the person of the King was specially enti*usted; the Earl of

Arundel was another, and Southwell reappeared at the Council lx>ard.

Bonner had been deprived by Cranmer in September
; but no steps were

taken to find a successor, and the decision might yet be reversed.

Gardiner petitioned for release, while Hooper thought himself in the

greatest peril

c. a. M. n. cii. xiv.
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So the balance trembled. But Southampton was no match for **that

most faithful and intrepid soldier of Christ,’’ as Hooper styled Warwick*
England,” he went on, “ cannot do without him.” Neither could the

Earl affbi'd to discard such zealous adherents as the Reformers ; in them
he found his main support. They compared him with Moses and Joshua,
and described him and Dorset as ‘‘the two most shining lights of the
Church of England.’’ ITiey believed that Somerset had been deposed for

his slackness in the aiusc of religious persecution Warwick resolved

to run no such risk. The tendency towards religious change, which
Henry VIII had failed to stop, was still strong, and Warwick threw
himself into the stream. Privately he seems, if he believed in anything,

to have favoured Catholic doctrines; and the consciousness of his insin-

cerity made him all the louder in his pi*ofessions of Protestant zeal, and
all the more eager to j)ush to extremes the principles of the Reformers.
He be(!amc, in Hooper’s words, “a most holy and feai*less instrument
of the \Vord of God.”

But this policy could not 1x5 combined with the conciliation of
Catholics

;
and the coalition wdiich had driven Somerset from power fell

asunder, as soon as its immediate object had been achieved, and it was
called upon to formulate a policy of its own. Southampton ceased to

attend the Council after October; and Parliament, which had completely
reversed the Protector’s liberal and social programme, effected almost as

great a change in the methods and aims of his religious policy. TTie

direction may have been the same, but it is pure assumption ^.to suppose
that the Protector would have gone so far as his successors or employed
the sanui violence to attain his ends. Tlie diffei-ence in character between
the two administrators was vividly illustrated in the session of Parliament
which began a month after the (change. Under Somerset there had always
been a good attendance of Bishops, and a majority of them had voted for

all his religious proposals ; at the opening of the first session after his fall

there were only nine Bishops, and a majority of them voted against two
of the three measures of ecclesiastical importance passed during its course.

One was the Act for the destruction of all service books other than the
Book of Common Prayer and Henry’s Primer; and the other was a
renewal of the provision for the reform of Canon Law, A majority of
Bishops voted for the bill appointing a commission to draw up a new
Ordinal ; but, when they conij:diiined that their jurisdiction was despised

and drafted a bill for its restoration, the measure w^as rejected. ^

The prorogation of Parliament (February, 1$50) was followed by the

final oveilhrow of the Catholic party and the complete establishment of
Warwick’s control over the government. He had ali'eady begun to pack
the Council, which had remained practically unchanged since Henry’s

death, by adding to it five of his own adherents. Southampton was now-

expelled fiom the Council, Arundel was deprived of his office of liord

Chamberlain, and SouUiwell was sent to the Tower. The offices vacated
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by the Catholic lords and Somerset's party were distributed among
VVarwick's friends* St John became Earl of Wiltshii'e and Lord High
Treasurer ; Warwick succeeded him as Lord Great Master of the House-

hold and President of the Council; and Northampton succeeded Warwick
as Great Chatpberlain of England. Arundel's office of Chamberlain of

the Household was conferred on Wentworth, and Pagers Comptrollership

on Wingfield; Russell was created Earl of Bedford, and Herbert was

made President of«the Council of Wales.

The new government now felt firm in the saddle, and it proceeded to

turn its attention to foreign affairs. His failure abroad had been the

chief ostensible reason for Somerset's downfall; but his successors had done

nothing to redeem their implied promise of amendnfent. In spite of the

fact that the agrarian insurrections—the immediate cause of the Pro-

tector's reverses in France and Scotland—had been suj)pressed, and large

bodies of troops thus set free for service elsewhere, not a place had been

recaptured in France, and in Scotland nearly all the English strongholds

fell during the winter into the enemy's hands. The (Council prefen*ed

peace to an attempt to retrieve their fortunes by war ; and early in 1550

Warwick made secret overtures to Henry II. The J^Vench pushed their

advantage to tlie uttermost ; and the peace concluded in March was the

most ignominious treaty signed by England during the century.

Boulogne, which was to have been restored four yearg later for*

800,000 crowns, was suncndcred for half that sum. ^ All Epglish

stiongholds in Scotland were to be given up without compensfition

;

England bound itself to make no war on that country unless fi*esh

grounds of offence were given, and condoned the marriage of Mary to

the Dauphin of France. The net result was tine? abandonment of the

whole Tudor policy towards Scotland, the d* struction of English

influence across the Border, and the estabUshinent of French control

in Edinburgh. Henry II began to speak of himself as King of

Scotland; it was as much subject to him, he said, as France itself;

and he boasted that by this peace he had now added to these two realms

a thii’d, namely England, of whose King, subjects, and resources he had
such absolute disposal that the three might be reckoned as one kingdom
of which he was King. To make himself yet more secure, he l>egan a

policy of €w:tive, though secret, intervention in Ireland. Had he

succeeded in this, he would feally havcf held England in the hollow

of his hand; had a son been bom to Mary Stewart and JFrancis II,

England might even have become a French province. Fortunately,

the accession of Mary Tudor broke the French ring which girt England

round about ; but it was certainly not Warwick's merit that ICngland

was delivered from perhaps the most pressing foreign danger with whicli

she was ever threatened.

While, however, the policy which Warwick adopted involved a

reversal of thS time-honoured Burgundian alliance and a criminal

€H. XIV, f 32—2
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neglect of England's ultimate interests, its immediate effects were

undeniably advantageous to the government. It was at once relieved

from the pressure of war on two fronts, and an intolerable drain on the

exchequer was stopped. Security fn>m foreign interference afforded an

excuse for reducing expenditure on armaments and military forces, and

even for seriously impairing the effective strength of the navy, the

creation of which had been Henry VIII's least questionable achievem^t;

and the Council was left free to pursue its religious policy, even to the

persecution of the Princess Mary, without fear of interruption firom her

cousin the Emperor. The alliance of England, Scotland, and Fiance

was a combination which Charles could not afford to attack, more

particularly when thfe league between Henry II, Maurice of Saxony,

and the reviving Protestixnt Princes in Germany gave him more than

enough to do to defend himself. France, the persecutor of heresy at

home, lent her support to the English government while it pursued its

campaign against Roman doctrine, just as she had countenanced Henry
VIII while he was uprooting the Roman jurisdiction.

The path of the government was thus made easy abroad; but at home
it was crowded with difficulties. The diversity of religious opinion,

which Henry VIII’s severity had only checked and Somerset's lenience

had encoui'aged, grew ever more marked. The New Learning was, in

the absence of effective opposition, canying all before it in the large

cities ; and the more trenchantly a preacher denounced the old doctrines,

the greater were the crowds which gathej iid to hear him. The favourite

divine in London was Hooper, who went far beyond anything which the

Council had yet done or at present intended. Between twenty and

thirty editions of the Bible had appealed since the beginning of the

reign, and nearly all were made vehicles, by their annotations, of attacks

on Catholic dogma. Altar§, images, painted glass windows became the

object of a popular violence which the* Council was unable, even if it

was willing, to restrain ; and the parQ:?hial clergy indulged in a ritual

lawlessnefifs which the Bishops encouraged or checked according to

tlieir own individual preferences. That the majority of the nation

disliked both these changes and their method may perhaps be assumed,

but the men of the Old Learning made little stand against the men of

the New. In a revolution the first advantage generally lies with the

aggressors. The Catholics had not beeu rallied, nor the Counter-

Refonnatioji organised, and their natural leaders had been («%ilenced

for their opposition to the government. But there were deeper causes

at work; the Catholic Church had latterly denied to the laity any

voice in the determination of Catholic doctrine ; but now the laity had

been called in to decide. Discussion .had descended from Couit and

from senate into the sti*eet, where only one of the parties was adequately

equipped for the contest. Catholics still were content to do as they had

been taught and to leave the matter to the clergy
; they were ill fitted
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to oope witiii antagonists who regarded theology as a matter for private

judgment, and had by study of the Scriptures to some extent prepared

themselves for its exercise. The authority of the Churchy to which

Catholics bowed, had suffered many rude shocks ; and in the appeal to

the Scriptures they were no match for the zeal and conviction of thrir

opponents.

Under the circumstances it might seem that the Council would have

done well to resort to some of Henry VIII’s methods for enforcing

uniformity; and indeed both parties agreed in demanding greater rigour.

But they could not agree on the question to whom the rigour should be

applied ; their contentions indirectly tended towards the emancipation

of conscience from the control of authority, though such a solution seemed

shocking alike to those who believed in the Royal and to those who
believed in the Papal Supremacy. There was no course open to the

government that would have satisfied all contemporary or modern critics.

England was in the throes of a revolution in which no government could

have maintained perfect onler or avoided all persecution. The Councirs

policy lacked the extreme moderation and humanity of Somerset’s rule,

but it averted open disruption, and did so at the cost of less rigour than

characterised the rule of Ilcnry VIII, of Mary, or of Elizabeth.

At one end of the religious scale eloan Bocher, whom Somerset had

left in prison after her condemnation by the ecclesiastical Courts in the

hope that she might be converted, was burnt in May, 1550 ;*and a year

later another heretic, George van Paris, suffered a similar fate, ifgainst

Roman Catholics the penalties of the* first Act of Uniformity now began

to be enforced ; but they were limited to clerical offenders and of these

there seem to have been comparatively few. Dr Cole was expelled from

the Wardenship of New College, and Dr Morwe n, President of Corpus

Christi, Oxford, was sent for a time to the Fle» h; two divines, Crispin

and Moreman, who had been implicated in*the Coniisli rebellion, were

confined in the Tower ; two of G^ardiner’s chaplains, Seton and Watson,
are said to have been subjected to some restraint; four otl^prs, John
Boxall, afterwards Queen Mary’s Secretary, William Rostell, More’s

nephew, Nicholas Harpsfield and Dr Richard Smith, whose recantations

wei^ as numerous as hte apologies for the Catholic faith, fled to Flanders;

and these, with Cardinal Pole, whose attainder was not reversed, make
up the list of tliose who arg said by JSoraan martyrologists to have

suffered for their belief in the reign of Edward VI. To them, however,

must oe added five or six Bishops, who were deposed. Boifner was the

only Bishop deprived in 1550, but in the following year Gardiner, Heath

of Worcester, Day of Chichester, and Voysey of Exeter all vacated their

sees, and Tunstall of Durham was sent to the Tower. Their places were

filled with zealous Reformers; Coverdale became Bishop of Exeter,

Ridley succeeded Bonner at London, and Ponet took Ridley’s see ; Ponet

was soon transfeired to Gardiner’s seat at Winchester, and Scory supplied

CB. XIV.
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the pliice left vacant by Ponet, but waa almost at once translated to

Day's bishopric at Chichester. Warwick wished to enthrone John Knox
at Rochester as a whetstone to Cranmer^ but the Scottish Reformer

proved ungrateful; and Rochester, which had seen five Bishops in as

many years, remained vacant to the end of the reign.

The most remarkable of these creations and translations, which were

made by letters patent, was perhaps the elevation of Hooper to the

see of Gloucester. Hooper had, after a course of Zwinglian theology at

Zurich, become chaplain to the Protector on the eve of his fall ; but he

found a more powerful friend in Warwick, who made him Lent preacher

at Coui't in February, 1550. He was one of those zealous and guileless

Reformers in whom )^arwick found his choicest instruments; he combined

fervent denunciations of the evils of the times with extravagant admira-

tion for the man in whom they were most strikingly personified ; and,

as soon as his Lenten sermons were finished, he was ofFei’ed the See of

Gloucester. He declined it from sci*uples about the new Ordinal, the

oath invoking the Saints, and the episcopal vestments. After a nine

months'* controversy, in which the whole bench of Bishops, with Bucer and

Martyr, were arrayed against him and only John k Lasco and Micronius

appeared on his side, and after some weeks' confinement in the Fleet,

Hooper allowed himself to be consecrated. The simultaneous vacancy

of Worcester enabled the Council to sweep away one of Henry VIIPs

new bj,shopi*ics by uniting it with Gloucester ; and another was abolished

by the translation of Thirlby from Westminster to Norwich, and the

reunion of the former see with London.

These episcopal changes afforded scope for another sort of ecclesiastical

spoliation; most of the new Bishops were compelled to alienate some of

their manors to courtiers as the price of their elevation
;
and Ponet went

so far as to surrender all his lands in return for a fixed stipend of two

thousand marks. Tliese lands were for the most part distributed

among Warwick's adherents; and no small portion of the chantry

endowments and much Church plate found its way to the same destination.

Somerset had issued a commission in 1547 for taking a general inventoiy

of Church goods in order to prevent the private embezzling which was so

common just before and during the course of the fleformation
; and this

measure was supplemented by various orders to particular persons

or corporations to restore suph plate ^nd ornaments as they had

appropi'iated. But \i may be doubted whether these prohibitions were

very effectual ; and after Somerset's fall private and public spoliation

went on rapidly until it culminated (March, 1551) in a comprehensive

seizute by the government of all such Church plate as remained

unappropriated.

The confiscation of chantry lands followed a similar course. The
fit’s! charge upon them was the support of the displaced chantiy priests,

whose pensions in 1549 amounted to a sum equivalent to between two
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and thiee hundred thousand pounds in modern currency. Hie next was

stated to be **the erecting of Grammar schools to the education of

youth in virtue and godliness, the further augmenting of the Univer-

sities, and better provision for the poor and needy."” But the bill

introduced into Pal^^liament in 1549 ^^for the making of schools^ failed

to pass the •House of Lords ; and the “ further order
^

designed by
the Protector was inevitably postponed. Meanwhile the confiscated

chantry lands afforded tempting facilities for the satisfaction of the

King^s immediate •needs. In 1548-9^8ome five thousand pounds' worth

were sold and the proceeds devoted to the defence of the realm. But
less legitimate practices soon obtained ; the chantry lands were regarded

as the last dish in the lost course of the feast provided by the wealth

of the Church, and the importunity of courtio/* correspondingly in-

creased. Grants as w'ell as sales Viecame common ; the recipients, with

few exceptions, repudiated the obligation to provide for schools out of

their newly-won lands ; and the fortunes of many private families were

raised on funds intended for national education, A few schools were

founded by private benefactors, and it is probable that education gained

on the whole by its emancipation from the control of the Church.

But It was not until the closing years of the reign that the govern-

ment made a serious endeavour to 8001110 the adequate maintenance

of those schools whose foundations had been shaken by the abolition

of chantries; and Mward VPs services to education consisted principally

in assigning a fixed annual pension to schools whose endowments |f niuch

greater potential value had been appropriated.

These proceedings, like the other religious changes made during

1660 and 1551, were ctrected by the action of the Council, of indi-

vidual Bishops, or of private persons ; for Parliament, which Warwick
distrusted, did not meet between February, l oSO, and January, 1552.

But some of the Councirs measures were based upon legislation passed in

the session of 1549-50; such were the wholesale destruction of old

service-books which wrought pkrticiiJar havoc among the libraries of

Oxford and Cambridge, and tlie compilation and execution 8f the new
Ordinal, which was published in March and brought into use in April,

1550. By it a number of ceremonies hitherto used at ordinations were

discontinued; and it embodied a clause which has been divergently

interpreted both as abolishing and as retaining all the minor orders

beneath that of deacon. Ridley signalised his elevation to the see of

LondSn by a severe visitation of his diocese, and by reducuig the altai-s

in St Paul's emd elsewhere to the status apd estimation of “ the Lord's

tables." Corpus Christi Day and many Saints' days ceased to be

observed partly because they savoured of popery, and partly because the

cessation of work impeded the acquisition of wealth. Cranmer, fiucer,

and Martyr were secretly busy revising the Prayer-Book, and the

Council was ^ngaged in an attempt to force the Princess Mary to

CU. XiV.
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relinquish her private masses, when suddenly in the autumn of 1551

the nation was startled by the news of another Court revolution.

Somerset, after his submission and deposition from the Protectorate,

had been released from the Tower on February 6, 1550. In April he

was readmitted to the Privy Council; and in May he was made a
gentleman of the privy chamber and received back such his lands as

had not already been sold. The Duke’s easy-going nature induced him
readily to forgive the indignities he had suffered at Warwick’s hands

;

and in June, 1550, the reconciliation went so far that a marriage was

concluded between the Duke’s daughter and Wai*wick’s eldest son. Lord
Lisle. From this time Somerset, to all appearance, took an active part

in the government, ^ut it was clear that he only existed on sufferance,

as a dependant of the^Earl of Warwick, The situation was too galling to

last long. The Duke was allowed no free access to his royal nephew; he

was excluded from the innermost secrets of the ruling faction, and was

often dependent for knowledge of the government’s plans on such

information as he could extrat^t from attendants on the King; he was

not only opposed to almost every principle on which Wai-wick acted,

but was personally an obstacle to the achievement of the designs which

the Earl was beginning to cherish. He was thus, unless he was willing

to be Warwick’s tool, forced to become the centre of active or passive

resistance—the leader of the opposition, in so far as Tudor practice

toleratcfd such a personage. Within three months of his readmission to

the CoiJ ncil he was excating himself to procure the release of Gardiner,

of the Earl of Arundel, and of other prisoners in the Tow^er; and,

while Warwick was absent, Somerset was strong enough to obtain the

Councirs promotion or restoration of several of his adherents. He
attempted to prevent the withdrawal of the Princess Mary’s licence to

hear mass, and sought so far as he could to restore a friendly feeling

between England and the Emj)eror. In these efforts he found consider-

able support among the moderate party ; and the spiritless conduct of

foreign affairs by the new government, coupled with the harshness of its

domestic administration, made many regret the Protector’s deposition.

Befoi-e the session of 154*9-50 broke up, a movement was initiated for

his restoration; the project was defeat^ by a prorogation, but it was

resolved to renew it as soon as Parliament met again, and this was one

of the reasons why Parliament was not sujnnioned till after Somei'set’s

death.

Warwick' viewed the Duke’s conduct with anger, which increa.sed as

his own growing unpopularity made Somerset appear more and more
formidable ; and before the end of September, 1551, Warwick had elabo-

rated a comprehensive scheme for the further advancement of himself and

his faction and for the total ruin of Somei'set and the opposition. Cecil,

the ablest of the ex-Proteetor’s friends, had ingratiated himself With

Warwick by hi:> zeal against (^aidiner at the time wheiwSomerset was ^
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endeavouring to procure his release, and in September, 1550, h2 had been

sworn one of the two Secretaries of State ; a year later (October 4, 1551)

he occurs among the list of Warwick\s supporters marked out for

promotion. Warwick himself was created Duke of Northumberland;

Grey, Marquis of Dorset, became Duke of Suffolk ; Wiltshire Marquis

of Winchester; Herbert Earl of Pembroke; while knighthoods were

bestowed on Cecil, Sidney (Warwick's son-in-law), Henry Dudley (his

kinsman), and Henry Neville. On the 16th Somerset and his friends,

including Lord Grey de Wilton, the Earl of Arundel, and a dozen

others, were arrested and sent to the Tower; Paget had been sequestered

a fortnight earlier, to get him out of the way.

The real cause and occasion of this sudden coup iVHat are still

obscure. It is probable that foreign affairs hqn more to do with the

matter than appears on the surface. The Constable of France, when
informed of it, suggested that Charles V and the Princess Mary were

probably at Somerset's back, and offered to send French troops to

Northumberland's aid , it is quite as likely that Henry II was at the

bottom of Northumberland's action. Somerset had, since the days when

he served in the Emperor's suite, been an imperialist; and Charles V,

who still professed a personal friendship for him, would have welcomed

his return to power in place of the Francophil administration, which had

just (June, 1551) put the seal on its foreign policy by negotiating a

marriage between Edward VI and Henry ITs daughter, l^lirabeyi, "J'he

dispute with the Emperor concerning the treatment of the IVincJss M iry

was at its height ; and it is possible that plot and counterplot were in

essence a struggle between French and Imperial iniluence in England.

In any case the stories told to the young King and published abroad

were obviously false; Edward was informed that his uncle had plotted

the murder of Northumberland, Northampton, md Pembroke, the seizure

of the Crown and other measures againsff himself, to which the young

King's knowledge of the fate of Edward V would give a sinister inter-

pretation; the people of London were informed that he meant to

destroy the city. .

*

The plot w^ said to have been hatched in April, 1551 ; but the first

hint of its existence was conveyed to the government in a private con-

versation between Northumberland and Sir Thomas Palmer on October 4,

long after the conspiracy, Jf it ever^ was real, had been abandoned.

Palmer, who was one of the accomplices, was nevertheless left at liberty

for a fortnight ; he was never put upon his trial, and, when Sonierset

was finally disposed of, he became NortMimbcrland's right-hand man

;

finally, he confessed bclbre his death that his acx'usation had been

invented at Northumberland s instigation. The Earl of Arundel, who,

according to Northumberland's theory, had been the principal accomplice

in Somerset's felony, was subsequently readmitted to the Council,

became Loi'd^Stewaad of the Household to Mary and to Elizabeth, and

ca. XIV.
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Chancellor of the University of Oxford. Paget, at whose house the

intended assassination was to have taken place, was never brought into

Court ; neither was Lord Grey, another accomplice, who was afterwards

made captain of Guines amends’’ for the unjust charge. To the

minor conspirators a veiy simple principle was applied quite irrespective

of their guilt : if they implicated Somerset, they were released without

trial; if they persisted in asserting their own and his innocence *^th€y were

executed. But, in spite of all Northumberland’s efforts, no confirma-

tion was obtained of Palmer’s main charge. Scores 'of witnesses were

imprisoned in the Tower and put to torture; but the story of the

intended assassination was so b^eless that the charge did not appear

in any one of the five indictments returned against Somerset, and was

not so much as alluiiid to in the examinations of the Duke himself

and his chief adherents.

Meanwhile, stringent measures were taken to prevent disturbance.

The creahion of Lords-Lieiitenant put local administration and the local

militia into the hands of Northumberland’s friends, and provided him

with an instrument akin to Cromwell’s Major-generals. London was

overawed by the newly-organised bands of gem d'^artnes ; and an effort

was made to appease one source of dissatisfaction by proclaiming a

new and purified coinage. Parliament, which was to have met in

November, was further prorogued; and Northumberland’s control of

the govemment was strengthened by a decision that the King’s order

(he wasjijust fourteen) should be absolutely valid without the coimter-

signature of a single member of the Council. Lord-Chancellor Rich

resigned soon after in alarm at this violent measure, and he consequently

took no part in Somerset’s trial. The tribunal consisted of twenty-six out

of forty-seven peers ; among them were Northumberland, Northampton,

and Pembroke, who were really parties in the case. They had already

acted practically as accusers, •had drawn up the charges, and examined
^ the witnesses ; they now assumed the function of judges, and after their

verdict determined whether it should be Executed or not.

The trial took place on December 1 at Westminster Hall; the

charges were practically two, one of treason in conspiring to imprison

a Privy Councillor, and one of felony in inciting to an unlawful assembly.

Both these offences depended upon the atrocious statute which, passed

in the panic of reaction after Scnnei'set’s fall, was to expire with the next

session of Parliament‘«'-a further reason for its prorogation. In another

respect the tgal would not have been possible under any other Acfc; for

that Act removed the previous limitation of thirty days within which

accusations must be preferred, and five months had dapsed between

Somei*set’s alleged offences and Palmer’s accusation. Nevertheless the

charge of treason broke down, and the government boasted of its

magnanimity in condemning the prisoner to death only for felony.

'Fhere was asdittle evidence for that offence as for the other, and the
i»
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ftt)un of the ex-;Protector*8 guilt appears to have been this: he had spoken

to one or two friends of the advisability of arresting Northumberland,

Northampton, and Pembroke, calling a Parliament, and demanding an

account ^ their evil government.

Somerset was sent back to the Tower amid extravagant demonstra-

tions of joy by the people, who thought he had been acquitted. He
remained there seven weeks, and there was a general expectation that no
further steps would be taken against him. Parliament, however, was to

meet on January SS, and it was certain that a movement in Somerset's

favour would be made. Northumberland had endeavoured to strengthen

his faction in the Commons by forcing his nominees on vacant constituen-

cies; but his hold on Parliament remained nevertheless weaker than

that of his rival, and it was thei^efore d^rmiiied to get rid of

Somerset once and for all. An order of the King drawn up on

January 18 for the trial of Somerset's accomplices, was, before its sub-

mission to the Council on the following day, transformed by erasures and

interlineations into an order for the Duke's execution. No recoid of

the proceedings was entered in the Council’s register ; but Cecil, with

a view to future contingencies, secured the King’s memorandum and
inscribed on the back of it the names of the Councillors who were

present. Somerset's execution took place at sunrise on the 22nd;
in spite of elaborate j)recautions a riot nearly broke out, but the

Duke made no e/Iort to turn to account the popular synjp^hy. He
had resigned himself to his fate, and died with exemplary cofiage and

dignity.

Parliament met on the following day, and it soon proved tliat

Northumberland had been wise in his generation. Parliament could not

restore Somerset to life, but it could at least ensure that no one should

again be condemned by similar methods. It .ejected a new treason bill

designed to supply the pla<:e of the fofmer expiring Act, and passecL

another providing that accust^tions must be made within three months
of the olFence, and that the prisoner must be confronted with two
witnesses to his crime. The House of Commons also refused to pass

a bill of att^gnder against Tunstall, Bishop of Durham, who had been

imprisoned on a vague charge remotely connected with Somerset's pre-

tended plots. His bishopric was, however, marked out for spoliation, and
a few months later Tunsta^ was depijved by a civil Court. Parliament

was more complaisant in religious matters, and passed the Second Act of

Uniformity, besides another Act removing from the marriage of priests the

stigma hitherto attaching to the practi<^ as being only a licensed evil.

Hie Second Act of Uniformity extended the scope of religious persecu-

tion by imposing penalties for recusancy upon laymen ; if they neglected

to attend common prayer on Sundays and holidays, they were to be

subject to ecclesiastical censures and excommunication ; if they attended

any but the^ authorised form of worship, they were liable to six months'

CH. XIV.
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imprisonment for the first offence, a year's imprisonment for the second,

and lifelong imprisonment for the third.

This Second Act of Uniformity also imposed a Second Book of

Common Prayer. The First Book of Common Prayer had scarcely

received the sanction of Parliament in 1549, when it tegan to be

attacked as a halting makeshift by the Reformers. The |aet that

Gardiner expressed a modified approval of it was enough to condemn

it in their eyes, and in the Second Book those part^ which had won
Gardiner’s approval were carefully eliminated or revised. The Prayei*

Book of 1549 was elaborately examined by Bucer and more superfici^y

by Peter Martyr; but the changes actually made were rather on lines

indicated by Craiimer in his controversy with Gardiner than on those

suggested by Bucer ; ana the actual revision was done by the Archbishop,

assisted at times by Ridley. There is no proof that Convocation was

consulted in the matter, nor is there any evidence that the Book undei*-

weiit modification in its passage through Parliament. The net result was

to minimise the possibility of such Catholic interpretations as had been

placed on the earlier Book ; in particular the Communion Office was

radically altered until it approached very nearly to the Zwinglian idea of

a commemorative rite. The celebrated Black Rubric, explaining away
the significance of the ceremony of kneeling at Communion, was inserted

on the Council’s authority after the Act had been passed by Parliament.

Two oth*‘r ecclesiastical measures of imj)oi*tance were the Reformatio

legivm ehlencLsticanLm and the compilation of the Forty-two Articles.

The Articles of Religion, originally drawn up by Cranmer, were revised

at the Council’s diivction and did not receive the royal signature until

June, 1553, while Parliament in the same year refused its sanction to

the Book of Canon I^iw prepared by the conunissioners ; lay objections

to spiritual jurisdiction weixi the same, whether it was exercised by

^Catholic or by IVotestant prelates.
* The extensive reduction of Church rii^ual effected by the Second Act

of Uniformity rendered superfluous a large quantity of Church property,

and for its seizure by the Crown the government’s financial embarrass-

ments supplied an obvious motive. The subsidies granted in 1549-50,

the money paid for the restitution of Boulogne, profits made by the

debasement of the coinage, and other sources, had enabled Northumber-

land to tide over the Pai’liainent ^of 155S, without demanding from it

any further financial aid. But these sources were now exhausted, and in

the ensuing smunier the final gleanings^ from the Church were gathered

in. Such cliiintry lands as bac^not been sold or granted away were now
disposed of; all unnecessary church ornaments were appropriated; the

lands of the dissolved bishoprics and attainted conspirators were placed

on tlie market ; chureh bells were taken down, organs were removed, and

lead was stripped off the roofs. When these means failed, the heroic
' measiure was proposed of demanding an account from all C^own officers
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of moneyB received during the last twenty years. Still there was a

deficit ; and in the winter Northumb^land was reduced to appealing to

Parliament.

By this time his government had become so unpopular that he

shrank from meeting a really representative assembly, and had recoun9e

to an expedient which has b^n misrepresented as the normal practice of

Tudor times. There had already been isolated instances of the exercise

of government ii^fluence to force particular candidates on constituencies

;

but the Parliament of March, 1553, was the only one in the sixteenth

century that can fairly be described as nominated by the government

;

and ^nard, when discussing the question of a Parliament in the

following August, asked Charles V whether he thought it advisable to

have a general Parliament or merely an assembljjmf “notables summoned
after the manner introduced by Northumberland. A circular appears to

have been sent round ordering the electors to return the members nomi-

nated by the Council. Even this measure was not considered sufficient to

ensure a properly subservient House of Commons ; and at the same time

eleven new boroughs returning twenty-two members were created, princi-

pally in Cornwall, where Crown influence was supreme. l'*he process of

packing had already been applied to the Privy Council, more than half of

which, as it existed in 1553, had been nominated since Northumberland’s

accession to power. To this Parliament the Duke represented his financial

needs as exclusively due to the maladministration of the Proteptor, who
had been deposed three and a half years before; and a subsidy graiited

which vraa not, however, to be paid for two years. Acts were also passed

with a view to checking fiscal abuses; but Northumberland again met
with some trac'cs of independence in the (Commons, and Parliament was

dissolved on March 31, having sat for barely a month.

The ground was fast slipping from under , Northumberland’s feet, and

the Nemesis which had long dogged his*steps was drawing perceptibly^

nearer. Zimri had no peace, end from the time of Somerset’s fall never

a month passed without some symptom of popular diswmtent. In

October, 1551, a rumour spread that ‘a coinage was being minted at

Dudley Castle stamped with Noilhumbcrland’s badge, the bear and

itigged staff, and in 1552 he was widely believed to be aiming at the

Crown. Even some of his favourite preachers began to denounce him in

thinly veiled terms from the pulpit. • No longer a Moses or Joshua, he

was .pot obscurely likened to Ahitophel. llis only support was the

young King, over whose mind he h^ ^tablislied complete dominion;

and Edward VI was now slowly dying l>efore his eyes, l^he consequences

to himself of a demise of the Crown were only too clear ; his ambition

had led him into so many crimes and had made him so many enemies

that his life was secure only so long as he controlled the government

and prevented the administration of justice. There was no room# for

repentance f he could expect no mercy when his foes were once in a

CO. XIV,
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position to bring him to book. The accession of Mary would almost

inevitably be followed by his own attainder; and the prospect drove

^ him to make one last desperate bid for life and for power.

There were other temptations which led him to steke his all on a

single throw. No immediate interference need be feared from abroad,

Scotland, now little more than a province of France, had no desire to see

a half-Spanish princess on the English throne, and France was even more
reluctant to witness the transference of England’s resources to the hands

of Charles V. The Emperor was fully occupied with the French war,

and Mary had nothing on which to rely except the temper of England.

Northumberland’s endeavour to alter the Succession might well seem

worth the making. Hct, could appeal to the fact that no woman had sat

on the English throne, aiid that the only attempt to place one there had

been followed by civil war. Margaret Beaufort had been excluded in

favour of her son; and in the reign of Henry VIII there were not wanting

those who preferred the claim of an illegitimate son to that of a legiti-

mate daughter. He could also play upon the dread of religious reaction

and of foreign domination which would ensue if Mary succeeded and,

as she probably w^ould, inarried an alien. Tlie Netherlands, Hungar}',

and Bohemia had all by mairiage been brought under Habsburg rule and

with disastrous consequences; might not England be reser\'ed for a similar

fate ? Some of these olyections applied also to the Princess Elizabeth,

but not fJl, aild Northumberland would have stood a better chance of

success hiW he selected as his candidate the daughter of Anne Boleyn.

But such a solution would not necessarily have meant a continuance of

his own supremacy, and that was the vital point.

Hence the Duke liad recourse to a plan which was hopelesvsly illegal,

illogical, unpopular, and unconstitutional. Edward VI was induced to

settle the Crown on I^dy Jane Grey, the grand-daughter of Heniy VIIFs

sister, Mary, Duchess of Suffolk; she was married to Northumberland’s

fourth son, Guilfoi'd Dudley, and Dudley was to receive the Crown

matrimonial^ and thus mitigate the objections to a female sovereign.

The arrangement was illegal, because Edward VI had not been empowered

by law, as Henry had, to leave the Crown by will; and any attempt

to alter the Succession established by I’arliament and by Henry’s will

was treason. It was illogical, because, even supposing that Henry’s will

cotfld be set aside and his two da^ighters excluded as illegitimate, the

next claimant was Mary, Queen of Scots, tlie grand-daughter of Henry’s

elder sister Miirgaret. Moretj^ver, if the Suffolk line was adopted,

proper heir was liady Jane’s rftother, the wife of Heni^^ Grey, Duke of

Suffolk. There was tlius little to recommend the King’s ‘‘device” except

the arbitrary will of Northumberland, who in May, 1553, endeavoured to

implicate his chief supporters in the plot by a series of dynastic marriages.

Hi»^ daughter Catharine was given to Loid Hastings ; Lady Jane’s sistor

Catharine to Pembroke’s son, Lord Herbert; and Lady Jtoe’s cousin
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Margaret Clifford (anothtb possible daimant) to Northumberland's

brother Andrew. The news of these arrangements confirmed the popular

suspicions of the Duke^s designs, and during the month of June foreign

ambassadors in London were kept pretty well informed of the progi^ess of

the plot. Th6 reluctant consent of the Council was obtained by a promise

that Parliament should be summoned at once to confirm the settlement

;

and on Jime 11 the judges were ordered to draw up letters patent

embodying the young King's wishes. They resisted at fli*st, but Edward's

urgent commands, Northumberland's violence, and a pardon under the

Great Seal for their action at length extorted compliance. On the 21st

the Council with some open protests and many mental reservations

signed the letters patent. Tlie Tower had be^ secured; troops had

been hastily raised ; and the fleet had been majnied. Every precaution

that fear could inspire had been taken when the last male Tudor died

on July 6 at Greenwich; nothing remained but for the nation to declare,

through such channels as were still left open, its verdict on tlie claims of

Mary and the Duke of Northumberland's nile.

4 a. XIV.
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CHAPTER XV.

^PHILIP AND MARY.
V

The contention of religious parties amid which the reign of Many
commenced—the legacy of the preceding reign—still further weakened

the royal authority at home, while it materially lowered England in the

estimation of the gieat Powers abroad. The Protector Somerset had

failed to accomplish the design to which he had devoted his best

energies, that of Union with Scotland, whereby the United Kingdom
should assert its position as the leading Protestant State in Europe.

The innate cruelty of Norlhuinberland'’s nature, as seen in the merciless

malignity with which he brought his rival to the scaffold, and carried

out the^revcrsal of his policy, hod caused him to be regarded with

aversion%y the great majority of his countrymen; while the humiliating

circumstances under which peace had been concluded both with France

and witl) Scotland had revealed alike the financial and Che moral weak-

ness of the nation. Not only had the rulers of the country themselves

ceased to be actuated by a statesmanlike and definite foreign policy, but

the leading Powers on the Continent had gradually come to regard

England from a different point of view. The revenue of the English

Crown was but a fraction of that which Kenry II of France or Charles V
could raise^ And by degrees the country whose King, a generation

befci’c, had hurled defiance at Rome and treated on equal terms with

^pain and France, had come to be looked upon by these latter Powers as

one w^hose government and people were alike fickle and untrustworthy,

and whose policy vacillated and rulers changed so often as to render its

alliance a matter scarcely deserving serious diplomatic effort, its annexk-

tion far from impnicticable. But whether that annexation would have

to be effected by diplomacy or by force, by a matrimonial alliance or by
actual conquest, was still unce?Uin. Such, however, was the alternative

that chiefly engaged the thoughts of the representatives of the great

continental Powers during the reign ofMary. p

When we turn to consider the instruments who served tbcir

diplomacy in England, it must be admitted that the envoys of<^th
France and Spam were well fitted to represent their respective
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sovereigns. The bad faith and cynical inconsistency of Heniy II re-

appeared in the mischievous intrigues and shamdess mendacity of

Antoine de Noailles. The ‘astute and wary policy of the Emperor was

not inadequately reproduced by the energetic and adroit, although

sometimes too impetuous, Simon Renard. On the Venetian envoys,

Giacomo Soranzo and Giovanni Michiel, it devolved carefully to observe

rather than to seek to guide events ; and the latter, although designated

an imperialist by de Noailles, appears to have preserved a studiously

impartial attitude* while the accuracy of his information was such that

the French ambassador did not scruple to avail himself of the dishonesty

of MichiePs secretary, Antonio Mozza, to purchase clandestinely much
of the intelligence transmitted to the Doge of Venme by his envoy.

In the selection of her representatives at the ftfregoing Courts, Mary,

oUvthe other hand, does not appear to have been unduly bifissed by personal

predilections. Thirlby, Bishop of Norwich, afterwards stood high in her

favour
; but when, in April, 1553, he was for the second time accredited

ambassador to the Emperor, it was under the auspices of Northumberland.

Expediency alone can have suggested that Nicholas Wotton and Peter

Vannes, both of whom had taken an active part in the proceedings

connected with the divorce of Catharine of Aragon, should be retained

at their posts,—the one in Paris, the other in Venice. Wotton’s loyalty

to his new sovereign, his ability and courage, were alike unquestionable;

and when, in 1555-7, Maiy’s throne was threatened by the mocliinations

of the English exiles, it was to his vigilance and dexterity tl^t the

English government was mainly indebted for its earliest information of

the conspirators'* intentions. At Venice, Peter V^annes discharged his

duties as ambassador with commendable discretion and assiduity,

although, at one critical juncture, he did not escape the reproach of

excesuve caution. But as a native of Lucca, . nd one who had been

collector of the papal taxes in England, wh(f had idled the post of Latin

secretary t<t Wolsey, King Heiiry and King Edward in succession, and
who had been employed on more than one important diplomatic mission,

he offered a combination of qualihcatious which it would Have been

difficult to match. Although he was nearly sixty years of age, his energies

showed no decline ; and Mary herself could suggest no one more fit to

be her representative at the Venetian Court.

The 6th of July, the day of Edward’s death, had not passed away
before the Council were apprised of the*event; but it was decided that

the fact should be kept strictly secret until the necessary measures

hod been taken for securing the succession^ the Lady Jane Grey. In

pursuance of this decision, Clinton (the Lord Admiral), the Marquis of

Winchester (the Lord Treasurer) and the Earl of Shrewsbury forth-

witib placed a strong garrison in the Tower; while the civic authorities

^were summoned to appear, through their representatives, before the

Council at Greenwich. The Lord Mayor, together with ‘‘ six aldermen,

c. M. H. 11. rn. XV. 33
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as many merchants of the staple and as many merchant adrenturerst^

accordingly repaired thither, when the late monarch's decease was made

known to them, and the letters patent, whereby he had devised the

Succession to the House of Suffolk, were laid before them* These they

were called upon to sign, and also to take an oath of allc^ance to Queeii

Jane. They were, however, charged to divulge nothing, but quietly to

take whatever measures they might deem requisite for the preservation

of order in the City, and to procure the acquiescence of the citizens in

the succession of their new sovereign; and, at three o'clock in the

afternoon of Monday (the 10th), Jane was conveyed by water to the

Tower, where she was formally received as Queen. At five o'clock,

public proclamation fvas made both of Edward's death and of the fact

that by his decree tlv^ Lady Jane and her heirs male " were to be his

recognised successors. Printed copies of the document which the late

King had executed were at the same time circulated among the people,

in order to make clear the grounds on which the claim of the new

Queen rested.

In the meantime, two days before her brother's death, Mary, apprised

of the hopeless nature of his illness, had effected her escape by night

from Hunsdon to her palace at Kenninghall, an ancient stmeture,

formerly belonging to tlie Dukes of Norfolk, which had been bestowed

on her by Henry on the attainder of the actual Duke. The Princess had

foimeij’y been accustomed to hold her Court there; but the buildings

were ih adapted for defence, and on the 11th she quitted Kenningh^

for Framlingham in Suffolk. Framlingham, another of the seats of the

Howards, was situated in the district where Northumberland's ruthless

suppression ^of the rebellion of 1549 was still fresh in the memories of

the population ; and the strength and position of the castle, surmounted

by lofty towers and on the margin of a wide expanse of water, made it

an excellent rallying-point for Mary's supporters, Morqpvor, being

distant but a few n)iles from the coast, 4t offered facilities for escape to

the Continent, should such a necessity arise. Within less than forty-

eight hours it had become known to Northumberland in London, that

the FatI of Bath, Sir Thomas Wharton, Sir John Mordaunt, Sir William

Drury, Sir Henry Bedingfield (formerly the custodiem of Mary’s mother at

Kimbolton), along with other noblemen and gentlemen, some of them at

the head of a considerable body of retainers, were gathering at Fram-

lingham. The Council, on assembling at the Tower on the ISJth, had

already decided that it was expedient for the security of the realm, that

Mary should forthwith be l^ught to London ; and Suffolk was, in the

first instance, designated for the task of giving effect to their decision.

Jane, however, overcome by a sense of responsibility and by nervous

apprehension, entreated that her father might be permitted ^ to tarry at

home to keep her company"; and Northumberland was accordin^y'*

called upon to preceed on the perilous errand. The terror which hi
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name was likd^ to inspire, and his reputation as the best manne of

war in the realme,^ might be looked upon as justifying his selection.

But on the other hand it was also notorious that throughout the eastern

counties his name was held in execration as that of the man who had **

brought Somerset to the scaffold ; and the rumour was already spreading

widely that be had, by foul play, precipitated the death of the young
King. The wishes of the Council were, however, too strongly urg^ for

him to be able to decline the errand ; and the following day was devoted

to making ready for the expedition and to the arming of a sufficient

retinue. When the Lords of the Council assembled at dinner, North-

umberland availed himself of the opportunity to deliver an luirmigue

in which be adverted to the perils awaiting hw and his followers,

and commended the families of the latter to care of his audience.

He further reminded those who listened, tnat to ‘rthe originall

grounde^ on which their policy rested—‘‘the preferment of Goddes

Word and the feare of papestry's re-entrance’'—there was now added

the new oath of allegiance, which bound them to support the Queen’s

cause, and he adjured them to be faithful to their vow.

On Friday, July 14, he set out with his forces through the streets of

London ; but the absence of all sympathy on the part of the populace

either with him or his errand was only too apparent. He himself, as he

passed along Shoreditch, was heard to ^claim : “ the people press to see

us, but not one saycth ‘God speed ye {’” Under the belief^that^Mory s

change of residence to IVamlingham was simply designed to Militate

her escape to Flanders, he had some days before given orders that ships

carrying picked crews to the number of two tliousand men should be

stationed off the Norfolk coast to intercept her passage. The spirits of

Mary’s supporters at this crisis were far from high ; nor was Charles at

Bruits by any means sanguine in his cousin’s cl ise. His instructions,

transmi^d on June £3 to his fkmbassadors*extraordinary to the English

Court while they were still at Ciilais, were drawn up in contemplation of

the crisis which seemed likely to arise on Edward’s death, which was

even then regarded as imminent. On thdr arrival in London they were

forthwith to obtain, if possible, an interview with the young King ; and

precise directions were given with respect to their attitude towards

Northumberland and the Council. In the event of Edward’s death,

Mary’s best policy, Charles ponsideredg would be her betrothal to one

of her own countrymen ;—the machinations of France would thus be

effectually counteracted, the mistrust of Noij^humberland ahd his party

would he disarmed. It would be well abfb to come as soon as might

be to a general understanding with the Council ; a result which, the

imperial advisi^ considered, might be attained by Mary’s undertaking to

inti'oduoe no innovations either in the administration of civil afikirs or

in rdi^on, and at the same time concluding a kind of amnesty with

those actually 4n office,— patiently waiting until God should vouchsafe

. 33—2
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the opportunity of restoring everything by peaceful means.’’ His envoys

were also enjoined to give his cousin all possible assistance and advice in

connexion with any obligations she mi^t enter into with the Council

and any pledges she might give.

Edward’s death, followed within a week by that of Maurice of

Saxony from a wound received in the battle of Sievershauscn, materially

modified the aspect of affairs. On the Continent, Charles was now able

to concentrate his efforts on the conflict with France
;
while in England

the remarkable change in Mary’s prospects constrained both Catholic

and Protestant writers to recognise in results so rapidly attained an

express intervention of Providence.

The first report transmitted to Charles by his ambassadors after

their arrival in Londdr conveyed the tidings of Edward’s death, and of

Northumberland’s occupation of the Tower as champion of the cause of

the Lady Jane Grey. It further stated that Mary, after taking counsel

with her confidants, had been proclaimed Queen at Framlingham, a

course adopted under the belief that large numbers would thus be

encouraged openly to declare tliemselves in her favour. In the opinion

of Ilenard himself, however, she was committing herself to a line of

action which, considering the resources at Northumberland’s command,
the support which he was regularly receiving from France, and the

actual complications in continental affairs, must be pronounced hopeless.

Cliarle^ in This reply cautiously advised his envoys to content them-

selves !br the present with watching the situation ; but he suggested

that, if Northumberland persisted in his opposition to Mary’s claims, it

might be well to endeavour to persuade those English peers who favoured

the Catholic cause to make such a demonstration as might serve to render

the Duke more amenable to reason. Renard’s misgivings were, however,

soon modified by further and more accurate intelligence ; and in a letter

to Prince Philip he was able to report that Paget had resumedihis seat

in the Council, in whose policy a coifiplete change bad taken place.

Then camp news that on July 19, while the rebel l^ers were marching

from Cambridge to attack the castle at Framlingham, Maiy had been

proclaimed on Tower Hill by Suffolk himself, and againr at Paul’s Cross,

and that he had at the same time given orders that the insignia of

royalty should be removed from his daughter’s chambers. The diarist

at his post in the Tower and 4he impemal ambassadors in the City

concur in describing the demonstrations which followed as characterised

by remarkable enthusiasm,-^,-the bonfires and roaring cannon, the pealing

and sonorous long-disu^ organs, the profuse largesses,—all offering

a marked contrast to the apathy and silence with which the piodama*
tion of Jane|had been receiv^ ^ The Council now sent off* official

information of the event to Mary, who was at the same time advised not

to disarm her forces until Northumberland’s submission or defeat was

beyond doubt* Three days later Renard was able to i%port that the
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proclamation had everywhere been so favourably received that Mary

might now be regarded as secure in her position as true and hereditary

Queen of England, without difficulty, doubt, or impediment.'^

While events were progressing thus rapidly in London Northumber-

land, accompanied by Marquis of Northampton and Lord Grey, had

arrived on the evening of Saturday, July 15, at Cambridge. Here he

rested for the Sunday, and as both Lord High Steward and Cliancellor

of the University was hospitably entertained by the academic authorities.

On the Monday he set out for Bury St Edmunds, expecting to be joined

at Newmarket by the reinforcements from the capital. These however

failed to appear, while defections from his own ranks became numerous

;

and he now learned that the crews of the ships sent to intercept Mary's

passage, had, on arriving at Yarmouth, decked for her, and their

captains had followed their example. On the foth, accordingly, North-

umberland set out on his return from Bury to Cambridge, where at five

o'clock on the evening of the 20th, the news having arrived that Mary
liad been proclaimed in London, he himself also proclaimed her in the

market-place; and, as the tears ran down his face, ejaculated that he

knew her to be a merciful woman. An hour later he received an order

from the Council. It was signed by Cranmer, Goodrich (Bishop of Ely

and Lord Chancellor), the Marquis of Winchester, the Duke of Suflblk,

and the Earls of Pembroke, Bedford, and Slirewsbury, and directed him
forthwith to disarm and disband his army, but not himself •to return to

London until the royal pleastire was known. If he would thuj “ sliew

himselfe likt' a good quiet subject," the missive went on to say, “ wee

will then continue as ivc have begun, as humble suiers to our Soueraigne

Lady the Quecnes Highnesse, for him and his and for our selves."

The Cambridge authorities now hastened to send congratulatory

letters to Framlingham ; while Gardiner, the » ^rmer Chancellor of the

University, was re-elected to that office, fn the letter announcing his

re-election he was urged to resCpre to the Schools their former freedom

and ‘‘to annul the lawless laws which held their consciences in bondage."

The Constable de Montmorency, writing*(July 24) to Lord rfoward, the

governor of Cjtlais, promised that he would himself conduct all the

foi^ces at his disposal to protect that town, should the Emperor, taking

advantage of the crisis, seek to occupy it. But five days later Noailles

was able to report to the Duke of Orleans that troops, cavalry and foot-

soldiers, had rallied to Mary's support to the number of between 35,000

and 4(7,000 men—all inspired wuth unprecedented enthusia^nn and asking

for no pay, but voluntarily contributing ^oney, plate, and rings from

their own slender resources. At Framlingham there were now to be

seen, besides Maiy's avowed supporters, numerous nobles and gentlemen,

confessing their disloyalty and asking for pardon. In most cases these

petitions received a favourable response. Cecil, who could plead that he

had signed tha Instrument of Succession under compulsion, was restored

OB. zr.
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to favour although not to office. But the Dudleys, both Robert and
Ambrose, and about a hundred other leading commoners, among whom was

Sir ITiomas Wyatt, remained for a time under arrest. On July 27 the two

lyord Chief Justices, Sir Roger Cholmeley and Sir Edward Montagu, were

committed to the Tower, where, on the following day, they were joined

by the Duke of Suffolk and Sir John Cheke, and, before the end of the

month, by Northumberland and his Duchess, with their eldest son (the

lOarl of Warwick), Guilford Dudley, and the Lady Jane.

On July 29 Henry at Compiegne signed the credentials of the Sieur

Antoine de Noailles as ambassador to Mary ; and two days later it was

intimated to Nicholas Wotton, Pickering, and Chaloner that the Queen

desired to rebiin thcm.in their posts as her representatives at the French

Court. Early in Augfut, Cardinal Pole, in his monastic retirement at

Maguzzano on the Lago di Garda, received from Julius III his appoint-

ment as papal lo^gate to England, with instructions to visit both the

Imperial and the French Court on his journey thither.

For the present Mary determined to be guided mainly by the advice

of her cousin the Emperor, a decision the wisdom of which was clearly

attested by subsequent events as well as by the letters, numerous and

lengthy, which Charles addressed to his envoys at her Court in con-

nexion with each important question as it arose. From the first he

advised that the Queen should scrupulously avoid appearing to set

herself jn opposition to the prejudices and feelings of her people, and

should nJbove all things endeavour to appear vne bonne Ai^aistr It

was from France alone, he considered, that she had reason to apprehend

much danger; althougli Scotland, as subservient to French policy, also

required to be carefully watched. ITie French envoys had just presented

their credentials to Courtenay, and, as a well-known sympathiser with

the Italian Reformers, he was regarded by the Emperor witli especial

mistrust. It was rumoured* that the young nobleman was making

advances to Elizabeth. Such an alli^ice, Charles pointed out, was

fraught with danger and must, if possible, be prevented. The Princess^

attitude iii relation to the new doctrines also required to be carefully

observed. As for the rebels, let exemplary punishment,be inflicted on

the leaders, and the rest be treated with clemency. The Lady Jane

doubtless deserved death, but it might be well for the present simply to

keep her in close custody, where she would be unable to hold communi-

cation with traitors. ""Finally, Mary was aAvised to get the finances in

good order, So as to have funds ready for any emergency, and^* more
especially, to exercise a vi^l^t control over the expen^ture of thd

secret service money.

Counsel of a very different nature came from Italy, where

Cardinal Pole’s fervid enthusiasm as a would-be reformer of religious

discipline in England was prudently held in check alike by Emperor

and Pope. His letters at tliis period, while conceived jn a spirit of
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unsellish devotion to the interests of Catholidsin, attest the uii|

character of the writer and the influences of the monastic seclusion in

which he had lately sought refuge. Early in August, Gian Francesco

Commendone, the papal chamberlain, and Penning, one of Pole's con-

fidants, were sent expressly, the one from Brussels, the other from

Rome, in order more accurately to gauge both the royal intentions and
popular feeling. It was only after considerable delay that they suc-

ce^ed in gaining admission to Mary's presence, when her own language

held out so little •hope of her being able at once to adopt a dtKrisive

policy that Commendone forthwith set out on his return journey.

Penning, however, remained until the Coronation, and was then sent

back to Pole with a letter from the Queen. In a letter to the Queen,

dated August 13, the Cardinal had already e^nciated his views of

Maiy's position and responsibilities. Heresy wa/ the source of all evil

;

unbridled passion had led her father first to divorce himself from his

wedded wife, and next to separate from his mother the Church and to

disobey her spiritual Head. Mary had already reaped a reward for her

loyalty to the true faith in her astonishing triumph over her rebel

subjects. If ever the interposition of Divine Providence in human
affairs had been clearly apparent, it was in the recent crisis in England.

He hopes that the chartxcter of her rule will make manifest her conscious-

ness of this fact, and he is especially anxious to be informed as to her

real sentiments. When once admitted to her presence, he relies on being

able to convince her that her crown and the welfare of the nati(.n alikr

depend on obedience to the Church. In her reply, Mary expressed her

heartfelt grief at being, as yet, unable to disclose her secret wishes, but

intimated that, as soon as it was in her power, she hoped to can7 them

into effective execution. Pole, however, could see iio advantage in

delay, holding that it was especially desiiabk- that he should himself

be near at hand ‘*to assist the Queen's good mtentions " ; demurring

at the same time to the proposal that the Pope should forthwith

^exempt England from every' interdict and censure,’' on the ground

that so momentous a decision would more fitly be considered Jby himself

on his airivaL

All that Jiilius III and the Emperor could do was to contrive that a

counsellor of so much distinction and of so small discietion should be kept

back as long as possible from the arena where his influence was likely to

prove most disastrous. By the Pontifif Pule was designated legatxis pro

pace and instructed to visit on his journey to England both the Imperial

and the French Court, with the view of bringing about, if possible,

an understanding between Charles and Henry. By the Emperor, the

audience whidi the Cardinal asked for at Brussels was deferred, under

various pretexts, until January, 1554. As early however as October S,

Pole had arrived at Trent, where we find him writing to Courtenay

and extolling the negative virtues which had adorned his captivity

CB. XV.
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in the Tower, little surmising on what a career his cousin had already

embarked, to the ruin alike of his health and his fortunes.

During these critical days Elizabeth had remained in seclusion at

Hatfield, preserving an attitude of studied neutrality. But on July 29

she entered London with a large train of followers and took up her

residence at Somerset House. Five days later, the Queen made her

triumphal entry into the City in the evening, and was Joined at Aldgate

by her sister, the two riding side by side through the streets amid the

acclamations of the populace. Mary, following the usual practice of

royalty prior to coronation, now proceeded to occupy the State apart-

ments in the Tower. At the Great Gate, the Duke of Norfolk, Bishop

Gardiner, the Duchess of Somerset, and the youthful Courtenay awaited

her arrival, all in a kiWing posture, and were by her command formally

restored to liberty. Ja^ie, on the other hand, found herself a prisoner,

and was consigned to the custody of the new governor, Sir John Biydges.

Gardiner was sworn a member of the Privy Council, and, on August 23,

appointed Lord High Chancellor. On the 8th of the same month

the funeral service for the late King was held in Westminster Abbey,

l^eing conducted by Cranmer and according to the Protestant ritual,

Mary, however, commanded that a requiem mass should also be cele-

brated in the Tower, which she strongly pressed Elizabeth to attend.

The Princess did not comply ;
but by her regular attendance at Court

gave evidenoe of her desire to conciliate her sister as far as possible, and

six weeks later was to be seen hearing mass in her company. Her
compliance, however, as Noailles himself admits, was generally regarded

as dictated by fear rather than principle.

It soon however became evident that the recognition of the Legate

and the contemplated resumption of relations with the Roman See were

measures which would be attended with far greater difficulties than the

restoration of tlie ancient worship. Even Gardiner, whose general

sympathy with such designs there can ^ no reason for doubting, felt

himself bound, like the Jiinperor, to counsel the greatest caution and

deliberati6n. The nobles and country gentry, enriched by those mon-
astic and Church lands which they would be called upon to restore, the

Bishops whose deposition was regarded as imminent, alike represented

vested interests which could haixily be assailed without danger. In

a proclamation issued August 18, Mary annoimced, accordingly, her

intention of deferring vai’ious questions of policy until Parliament,

summoned to assemble on October 6, could be consulted. But' in the

meantime certain measured ^hich did not appear to admit of being

thus postponed were carried into effect. Of some sixt^ rebels denounced

as traitors seven were convicted of high treason ; but of these three only

—Northumberland, Sir John Gates, and Sir Thomas Palmer—actually

suffered the exti'eme penalty. Gardiner himself is said to have inter-

ceded on behalf of the Duke, who, buoyed up by the |iope that the
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Toyti demenc^ would be extended to him on the scaffold itself, there

acknowledged the justice of his sentence and made a complete remmci-

ation of Protestantism, even going so far as to attribute the intestine

strife and the miseries, whidi for so many years had troubled alike

England and Germany, to the defection of those realms from the true

fai^. The Roman ritual was not as yet formally restored as obligatory

on all loyal subjects, but in her private chapel Mary heard mass. The
Protestant Bishops were deposed; and an injunction was issued that none

of the clergy shoilld preach w'ithout the royal licence, while any member
of that body was to be liable to suspension if his conduct proved un-

satisfactory. Gardiner, Bonner, Heath, and Day were reinstated in

their resp^ive sees of Winchester, London, Worcester, and Chichester.

The see of Durham, which Northumberland had suppressed, appropri-

ating its ample revenues to his own use, was>Testored, and Cuthbert

Tunstall installed as Bishop. On August 29 Gardiner received in-

structions himself to select and appoint capable preachers who were to

be sent to discharge their functions throughout the country.

Not a few of the more eminent preachers among the Reformers,

foreseeing the storm, had already fled to the Continent ; but a certain

number still remained, such os Latimer and John Bradford, openly

to call in question the prerogatives which the Queen still arrogated to

herself as Head of the Church. Foremost, however, among those who
refused to flee was Aixhbishop Cranmer, who at his palace^in Lambt fh

confronted the reactionary tendencies around him with an intrepidity

which marked him out for general observation. Already obnoxious,

owing to his complicity in the diversion of the Succession to the Crown,

he was by his open denunciation of the restoration of the Mass, which he

declared to involve “ many horrible blasphemies,^’ exposed to the charge

of open resistance, to the royal authority. »>n September 8 he was

summoned before the Council to answer* for the publication of the

Declaration in which he had gven expression to his views. His defence,

if such it could be termed, was Tightly regarded as evasive. He pleaded

that Scory, the deprived Bishop of Chichester, had published the De-

claration without his fonnal authorisation, though 'he admitted that it

had been* his tntention to give it He was accordingly committed to

the Tower (September 14), where Ridley, who had publicly proclaimed

the ill^itimacy of both Mary and Elizal^th, had already been a prisoner

for two months. Latimer’S committal had taken place a day before

Cronmer’s, who, early in October, was followed by his brqfher Primate,

Archbishop Holgate. The latter was now^ore than seventy years of

age, and chiefly •obnoxious on account 6f the persistent energy with

which he assail^ ail that reflected the Roman ritual and ornamentation

in the churches.

On October 1 Mary was crowned in Westminster Abbey—^the

procession from the Tower and the entire ceremonial being marked by
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miKsh splendour and by a revival of all the features and details whidi

belong^ to such ceremonies in medieval times. The whole Court also

now resumed the brilliant attire and costly Comments of the reign

of Henry VIII. On the 6th of the month Mary’s first Parliament

a&sembled. The Council, out of deference to the royal wishes, had

contemplated measures which would have reversed all the anti-p^pal

enactments of both the preceding reigns. But here the Commons assumed

a decisive attitude : and it was eventually determined that the question

of restoring the lands and other property, which had been wrest^ fipom

the Church and the suppressed monasteries, should not be considered,

: and that, with respect to the supremacy in matters of religion^ legislation

^ should go back no further than to the commencement of Edward’s reign.

;
Whatever appeared t<v favour papal authority was, as Mary in a letter

^ to Pole herself admitted regarded with suspicion. On the other hand,

much was done to propitiate the new sovereign. A bill was at once

brought in legalising the marriage of Catharine of Aragon and abolishing

all disabilities attaching to the profession of the old faith. The oppo-

sition of the Protestant party in the House caused a certain delay ; but

after an interval of three days the ministers brought in two bills the

one affirming the legality of Catharine’s marriage without adverting to

the papal decision ; the other rescinding the legislation affecting religious

worship and the Church during the reign of the late King. The
retrospective^ force of the latter bill went, however, no further—^the

ecclesiastical supremacy of the Crown being still tacitly admitted. But,

on the ‘other hand, it involved the renunciation of the chief results of

Cranmer’s efforts during the preceding reign—the Reformed Liturgy, the

First and Second Books of Common Prayer, the administration of the

Sacrament in both kinds, luid the recognition of a married clergy—and

was consequently not allowed to pass without considerable opposition.

But its opponents, although ^ representing nearly a third of the Lower

House, did not deem it pnident to press tiie question to a division, and

in the Upper House no resistance was offered.

It was manifest that conclusions so incompatible—the recognition of

Mary as Head of the Church in England and the tacit assumption of

the Papal Supremacy—^represented a temporising policySvhich was not

likely to secure the permanent support of either piui;y* Cardinal Pole

declared himself profoundly dissatisfied : the Divine favour had recently

been conspicuously sht)wn in theft outburst of loyal feeling which had
secured Mary’s succession, and sovereign and people alike were bound by
gratitude forthwith to seel^ reconciliation with the Holy See and to

afford its Legate an honourable reception. The Empeflror and Gardiner,

on the other hand, still counselled caution, and more especially patience

in awaiting the results of a gradual re-establishment of that Roman
ritual whi^ early association and religious sentiment endeared to the

hearts of a majority of the population. In common with many of her
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subjects, the Queen herself firmly believed that nothing vrould morei

efihkually contribute to the desired end than the prospect of a Catholic \

heir to tiie throne; and, although in her thirty-seventh year and in
j

infirm health, she consequently regarded her own marriage as a duty to I

the State. But even if personal predilection was to be sacrificed on the

altar of duty, her choice of a husband was a matter involving anxious

consideration amid the conflicting claims of the national weJfare and of

the Catholic faith. In its broa^lest phase, the question lay between a

native of her owrf country and a foreigner. The nation undoubtedly

wished to see her married to one of her own nobles ; it is ecjually certain

that Mary's devout attachment to the interests of the Roman Church

inclined her to look abroad. In the course of the year following upon

her accession report singled out thi'ce supposed ijjaiinants for her liand,

of whom one was sixteen years her senior, thi other two each about

ten years her junior.

There is no evidence that Reginald Pole ever ospirtxi to marry

Mary, or that she, in turn, ever regarded him in any other light than

that of a much valued friend and counsellor. The personal graces and

touching experiences of Edward Courtenay might well recommend him
to a woman's sympathies. He was the son of Edward Courtenay,

Marquis of Exeter, who had been executed in 1539 for his share in the

conspiracy in favour of Reginald Pole, and was thus the great-grandson of

Edward IV. Mary herself had just freed him from an imprisonment of

nearly fifteen years and had created him Earl of Devonshire, while at

her coronation he was selected to bear the sword before hffr. His

mother, the Marchioness of Exeter, one of Maiy's dearest friends, was

now one of her ladies in waiting. His long isolation from society and

neglected education had however ill qualified him to play a part in

politics, while the fascinations which surrou^^ded him in his newly

acquired freedom proved too potent for hi^ self-control, and his wild

debaucheries became the scait^al of the capital. Whatever influence

Pole might have been able to exert would pnibably have favoured

Courtenay's claims. As a boy, both he; and his brother Geoffrey hod

received much kindness from the Marquis of Exeter, the young Earl's

father—favours which Geoffrey had ill repaid by bearing evidence which

brought the Marquis to the scaffold—and Pole's own mother, the

Countess of Salisbury, prior to her tragic execution, had shared the

captivity of the Marchiorifess. Buff Courtenay's indiscrctioas soon

rendel%d the efforts of his best friends nugatory. It^now^ beaime

known that his conduct had completely Itst him Mary's favour, and

he was next heaifl of as conspiring agaiiCst his would-be bencfa(‘ tress.

To a fairly impartial observer it might well have seemed that the

arguments for and against the Spanish marriage were of nearly equal

force. Certain politi^ advantages were obvious, and as Renard pointed

out to the Queen herself it would afford the necessary counterbalance

OH. XV.
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to the matrimonial alliance which already existed between France

and Scotland; while the national antipathy to Spaniards, having its

origin in commercial rivalry, could hardly be supposed to extend to a

great prince like Philip. On the other hand, it would be necessary to

obtain the papal dispensation ; for Mary and Philip were within the

degrees of consanguinity forbidden by the Canon Law. There also

appeared to be considerable danger as regarded the Succession; for if

Mary died without issue, as seemed highly probable, it was difficult to

foresee what claims her husband might not advance. Such were the

circumstances in which Gardiner, who had formed a regard for Courtenay

when they were prisoners together, had, in the first instance, suggested

that the Queen should marry the young English noble, and that Elizabeth

sliould be excluded from the Succession; while Paget, who had just

received back his Garte*, thought it best that Mary’s choice should be

left free, but that she should recognise Elizabeth as her presumptive

successor. The great majority of the nobles and gentry, whether Catholic

or Protestant, were divided and perplexed by the opposing consider-

ations of the danger of a foreign yoke, the hope of seeing an hereditary

faith restored, and the necessity which might yet ensue of being called

upon to surrender those former possessions of the Church which con-

stituted, in many cases, the present holder’s chief wealth.

A selection which would draw closer the ties between England and

Spain was naturally regaided with jealousy by the French monarch, and

Noailles was instructed to use every effort to avert it. He accordingly

plied hfs arguments and persuasions with untiring assiduity in every

direction, and so far succeeded that the Commons were prevailed upon

to vote an Address to the Crown, in which, while urging upon Mary
the desirability of marriage, they also advised that her choice should

be restricted to the peerage of her own realm. A week later Renard

had an audience of the Queer, at which he made the offer from Charles

himself of Philip’s hand. Mary had pre"^ously made careful enquiry of

the ambassador himself respecting the I’rince’s habits and natural dis-

position, and, after a short time had been allowed to elapse for apparent

deliberation, intimated her acceptance of the offer.

Such were the circumstances in which, on November 17, the Commons
presented the above-mentioned Address. The customary mode of pro-

cedure required that Gardiner, as Chancellor, should be the royal

mouthpiece in reply.^ But Mary, rising from her throne, herself gave

answer, and did so, if we may credit Renard, in terms of some asperity,

repudiating the right of the Commons to control her decision, and
d^aring that Elizabeth, who was illegitimate, shofild never be her

successor. Early in December it was rumoured that Courtenay was
making advances to Elizabeth, and that Noailles was playing the part

of go-between. Elizabeth, accordingly, deemed it prudent to request

her sister’s permission to retire to her seat at Ashrid^ in Hertforddhiie

;
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and her application was granted by Mary with every demonstration of

cordial affe^on.

The triumph of the imperialist party seemed complete ; and NoaiUea

was fain to report to Henry that Maiy seemed more Spanish than English

in her syropa^ies. The Chancellor himself, now that Courtenay's chances

appeared to be at an end, came forward as a supporter of the match with

Spain, and proceeded to take a foremost part in the negotiations with

respect to the various questions, direct and collateral, which such an

alliance involved—the marriage treaty itself, the provisions in case of

issue, and those in case of failure. On January % 1554, Count Egmont
and other plenipotentiaries appeared in London, duly empowered to make
the final arrangements. Courtenay himself gave them official welcome at

Tower Hill, and conducted them to Westminstert On the 14th Gardiner

read aloud in the presence chamber the articles which htid been agreed

upon and pointed out the political advantages which would result from

such an alliance. The articles, originally extending over thirteen pages,

had been expanded to twenty-two, and represented the labours of ten

commissioners—those cooperating with Renard, the Counts Egmont and
LaJaing, de Courriferes, and Philip Nigri ; those appointed by the Queen,

Gardiner, Arundel, Paget, Sir Robert Rochester, and Petre, As finally

agreed upon, the treaty must be held highly creditable to Gardiner's

sagacity and ability ; and when, eighteen ye^irs afterwards, the marriage

of Elizabeth with the Duke of Anjou "was in contemplation, it served as

the model for that which was then to he drawn up. It has^however

been pointed out as a somewhat suspicious feature that the concessions

were all on the imperial side. If, indeed, treaties could bind, Philip

stood hand-tied in his relations to England. While nominally sharing

the government with the Queen, he was pledged scrupulously to respect

the laws, privileges, and customs of the realm ; lie was to settle on her a

jointure of jP60,000; their offering were fo succeed them in England in

conformity with the traditioiw rights, and might also succeecl to the

territories in Burgundy and Flanders; and, in the event of Philip's son,

Don Carlos, dying without issue, this right of succession was to extend

to Spaing Mi]^, and the Two Sicilies. Should Mary’s marriage be

unfruitful, Philip's connexion with England was to cease at her death.

Under no pretext was England to be made participant in the war

between the Emperor and Ji'rfiuice. ^

Ii^the meantime Cardinal Pole’s arrival in Brussels had been retarded

by a long and involuntary stay at the university town of^Dillingen, the

residence of the JBishop of Augsburg ; while his endeavours to carry on

his correspondence with Mary had been frustrated, their messengers

having been stopped on each side of the Channel. It was with difficulty

that die had conveyed to him the simple intimation that, as matters

then stood, his appearance in England as the legate of the Holy See

mi^t prove* disastrous to the cause which they both had nearest at
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heart. But at length, making his way with nervous haste through the

plague-smitten towns of Germany, he was able, through the good offices of

Fray de Soto, who held a chair of divinity at Dillingen, to present himself

at the imperial Court, where he arrived in January, 1654 ; and Maiy's

marriage with Philip being by this time virtually decided, his reception

was both conlial and splendid. The assurances which he received from

Charles and his ministers were indeed so flattering, that he even ventured

to hope that his mission as a peace-maker might ye); be crowned with

success. But, long before tlie Cardinal could present himself at the

French Court, a fresh crisis had supervened in England.

Here the belief was fast gaining ground that the realm was destined

to become a dependency of Spain ;
while in France it was no less firmly

believed that Philip'^s marriage would be made the opportunity for the

subjugation of Scotland!* Henry, placing no reliance on Mary’s pacific

assurances, deemed it advisable to send troops into that country, while

Wotton, convinced that war was imminent, petitioned to be recalled.

ITiat Elizabeth should marry Courtenay and supplant her sister on the

throne, now seemed to be the issue most favourable to French interests

;

and while Henry’s ambassadors at the English Court did their best to

foment the growing suspicion of Spain, the monarch himself strove to

spread the rumour of a fresh rising in England. Writing to his envoy

in Venice, he gave him the earliest intelligence of a rising in Kent;

and on P’ebiuory 18 Peter Vanries, writing to Mary, enclosed a copy

of Heniy’s letter: according to the intelligence he had received from

Noailles, Henry added, it was almost certain that all England would

imitate the example thus set and prefer to die in battle rather than

become subject to a foreign Prince,” As early as Christmas, the con-

spirators, assembling in London, had concerted a general rising, which,

however, was not to take place until March 18.

Their plans, however, had been susp^ted; and Gardiner, having

wrung from the weak and faithless Couilenay a full confession of the

plot, had taken prompt measures for its repression. The ringleaders,

who were thus anticipated in their designs nearly two months before

the time agi-eed upon for carrying them into execution, flewvrecklessly

to arms. Suffolk and Sir James Croft, each seeking to raise his

tenantry—the one in Warwickshire, tlie other in Wales—were both

arrested and cousigaed to tlie Tower Ijefore the second week in

February had passed. In Devonshire, tow’ords the close of January,

local feeling appears to havejed a certain number of the gentry to make

a demonstration in Courtenay’s favour, Sir Peter Car^^v, who had been

sheriff of the county, being foremost among them. His family, however,

were unpopular and commanded but 'little influence, and the other

leaders, after vainly awaiting Courtenay’s promised appearance at

Exeter, suddenly dispersed in panic. Carew fled to Paris and thence to

Venice, where his adventurous and turbulent career was nlarly brought
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to a conclusion by bravos whom Peter Vannes was accused of having

hired to assassinate him.

The chief danger arose in Kent, where Sir Thomas Wyatt, 4 bold

and skilful leader, succeeded in collecting a considerable force at

Rochester, which was shortly after augmented by SOOO men who had
deserted from the standard of lx»rd Abergavenny near Wrotliam Heath.

This gathering was the response to a proclamation which he had
previously (Janua^ 26) issued at Maidstone, in which Mary's supporters

were denounced as aiming at the perpetual servitude of her most
loving subjects. Englishmen were adJuT^ to rise in defence of liberty

and the commonwealth, while intimation was given that aid was 011

its way from France. With Noailles Wyatt appears actually to have

been in correspondence. Tlie Council were divided as to the course

which should be pursued and distracted by mutf^al recriminations ; while

they also evinced no alacrity in taking measures for the raising of troops.

Mary, whom Renard dissuaded from quitting the capital, exhibited on
the other hand a courage and resolution which roused the loyal feeling

of all around her. Wliile pari of the City Guard at once set out to

meet the insurgents, the Corporation proceeded to arm an additional

force of 500 men to follow in their track. As they approached Rochester

Bridge, the Duke of Norfolk, by whom they were commanded, sent

forward a herald to proclaim that ‘‘all such as wolde desyst their

purpose shuld have frank and free pardon." On February*! the QucKm

herself appeared at a gathering of the citizens in the Guildhall and
delivered a speech which excited general enthusia.sm. Wyatt, she said,

had demand^ to be entrusted with the care of her person, the keeping

of the Tower, and the placing of her counsellors ; she was convinced that

her loyal subjects would never consent that such confidence should be

placed in so vile a traitor. As for her marria^;e, the conspirators were

simply making it “a Spanish cloak to c6ver their pretended purpose

against our religion." The Council had pronounced her marriage ex-

pedient “both for the wealth of the realm and also of you, our subjects";

should the nobility and the Commons deem it otherwise, she was willing

“to abstain fipm marriage while she lived." Her courage and out-

spokenness produced a considerable effect; for two days later Noailles

sent word that the populace, who had been reported to be meditating

an attack on the palace ayd the consignment of Mary herself into

Wyatt's hands, were actively occupied with putting the City into a state

of de&nce and had mustered to the nurqjber of 25,00(T armed men.

To whoever shoved succeed in making \Yyatt a prisoner and bringing

him before the Council, a reward of on annuity of one hundred pounds

was held out, payable in perpetuity to himself and his descendants.

At this juncture Wyatt appeared in Southwark, but his army
amounted only to some 7000 men; no force had arrived from France,

while the rSyal army was daily receiving reinforcements. The

ea. XT.
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contemporary chronicler has described in graphic narrative the incidents

of the final episode:—^Wyatt’s arrival at Hyde Park Comer; the fierce

fighting tliat ensued as he pressed on to tJie City; the flight of the

cowardly Courtenay; Lord Howard^’s resolute refusal to open Lud Gate;

Wyatt’s consequent retreat in the direction of Charing Cross, and

surrender at Temple Bar. The number of those slain in the fighting

was about forty ; fifty of the conspirators were afterwards hanged, the

rest were allowed to l^etake themselves to their homes.

Mary’s former clemency had been censured by Charles; and the

Queen herself, justifiably incensed at the manner in which that clemency

had been requited, was determined not to err again in the same direction.

Gardiner, preaching in her presence on February 11, exhorted her

now to have mercy on, the commonwealth, ‘‘ the conservation of which

required that hurtful mi^mbers should be cut off.” On the following day

the tragedy of the execution of tlie Lady Jane and Lord Guilford Dudley

took place on Tower Hill. Of Suffolk's duplicity and entire want of

fgood faith there could be no doubt, while his known sympathy with the

I
Continental Reformers filled up the measure of his offence; and his

execution followed about a week later. Wyatt and Suffolk’s wealthy

and ambitious brother, Lord Thomas Grey, suffered the same fate in the

following April. On the same day that the executions commenced Courte-

nay again found himself a prisoner in the Tower ; here he was confronted

with Wyatt, who directly accused him of complicity in the rebellion,

and for a time his fate seemed doubtful. A few weeks later, however, he
was renloved to Fotheringay; and a year after he was released on parole,

on condition that he quitted the kingdom, when he selected Padua as

the place of his retirement. The last of the rebels to suffer was William
^rhomas. Clerk of the Council under Edward VI, whose execution took

place on May 18. According to the statement of Wyatt in his confes-

sion before the Commission, «Thomas had been the first to suggest the

assassination of Mary. In the Tower J^e attempted suicide
;
and no

detcul of ignominy was omitted at his execution.

Prom each victim an endeavour was made to extort evidence which
might assist the authorities in tracing the conspiracy to its^suspected

origin, and the investigations were consequently lengthened. Charles,

although he still counselled caution and deliberation in dealing with
matters of religion, urged promptitude in the punishment of the con*

spirators, so that Mary^ while taking such' measures as seemed requisite

for her own security in regard to Elizabeth and Courtenay,” might the

sooner be able to exercise cRmency towards those whom she designed to

spare, and thus reassuie the gK^at majority. The EmpeS^r, indeed, found
her procrastination so inexplicable that he was inclined to attribute it

to a desire on tlie part of Gardiner to -protect Courtenay. At the
commencement of the outbreak Mary had summoned Elizabeth back

to Court, where a closer surveillance could be maintaiiied over her
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movments. The Princess deferred compliance under the plea of illness

;

but cm February 22 she arrived in a litter at St Jime$\ Here she

remained, a virtual prisoner, until March 18, when the order was given

for her removal to the Tower. Thence, on May 18, she was removed

to Woodstock, where she continued to reside until the following April,

under the custody of Sir Henry Bedingfield, closely watched and deprived

of writing materials, but allowed to have service performed according to

the English ritual. After the conspiracy had been crushed Charles

strongly urged that the Princess should be executed, on the ground of

her connivance at Wyatt's plans. AVyatt himself, indeed, in his last/

words on the scaffold, completely and emphatically exonerated her. It wai.

asserted, however, that there was documentary eridence of her guilt, but\

that it was destroyed by Gardiner, to whose exertions she was, at this

«

crisis, probably indebted for her life. ^

The gain to the imperial power which would accrue from the marriage

between Mary and Philip had been regarded by Venice with an appre-

hension scarcely less than that of France ; and it was an ascertainecl fact

that a Venetian carrack, anchored at the mouth of the Thames, had

supplied Wyatt with arms and a cannon. Suspicion fell upon Soranzo

;

but on being interrogated before the Council he stoutly denied all know-

ledge of the transac*tion, although complaints against him continued to

be urged, and the charge itself was formally preferred by A'argas in

Venice. On March 27, accordingly, Soranzo’s letters of tecoll

drawn up, and Giovanni Michiel was appointed his succcssoi^

May 22 the latter arrived in England. It probably attests his im-

partiality in the discharge of his functions that, both by Renard and

Noailles, he was subsequently reproached as favouring the opposite party.

He appears in reality to have conducted himself throughout with discre-

tion and probity ; and, while gaining the esteem >f the most discerning

judges with whom he came in contact in* England, he continued to

command the undiminished confidence of the Venetian Council.

In March, Pole had arrived at St Denis, and shortly after hod an
audience of the King, by whom he was received with marked cordiality.

The questiqp of Mary's marriage was naturally one on which the expres-

sion of his views was invited ; and he was unable to conceal his personal

conviction that, Courtenay's political career having now terminated, it

would be better that the Queen of England should remain unmarried.

In any case, he admitted that tier marriage with Philip appeared to him
tmdesir&le. That such was his opinion soon became known at the

imperial Court; and, on his retuni to Brussels in April, he not only

received a sharp reCuke from the Emperor, 6ut shortly after learned that

,Charl» had urged in Rome the desirability of his recall. He continued,

however, to reside in the monastery of Diligam, near Brussels ; for Pope
• Julius could not but feel that his presence as Legate in England would

soon be indispensable. But for the present the fact that his attainder

34C. M. B. II. CH. rv.
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by Parliament was still unreversed) and the evident expediency of

reassuring those who now held the alienated Church lands as to his

intentions with regard to their restitution, sufficed to justify a slight

further delay.

In the meantime, the reaction which ensued after the insurrection had
been suppressed had enabled Mary to make known her policy, and to

carry it into effect with less reserve. In March, Egmont returned from

Brussels, and in his presence and that of the Earl of Pembroke the

Queen formally betrothed herself to Philip. Every effort was now made
to diffuse throughout the country the belief that the marriage would
prove conducive to the stability of the realm and to the increase of its

prestige, Wotton, writing to Noailles from Paris, pointed out, at some
length, that the involved alliance with Spain was England's indispensable

rejoinder to the dangef which menaced her through the conjunction of

France with Scotland; while he further maintained that it was as a

means of defence against this ominous combination that Charles desired

to bring about a union between England and Flanders, between the

House of Tudor and that of Habsburg ; as for the intention with which

Prance credited him,—the subjugation of the country and the disarming

of its population,—such designs had no place in the imperial breast. In

suppori of these views he adduced the fact that large numbers of the

English malcontents were daily arriving in France, seeking service under

Henry, “ in order to carry on the war against the Emperor by sea.”

Tlie assembling of Maiy'^s second Parliament (April S, 1554) at

Westminster also served, from the contrast it presented to its pre-

decessor, to emphasise a new departure in public affairs. Not more

than seventy of the members of the former House reappeared in the new;

and the entire body evinced a spirit of far more ready compliance with

the royal wishes. The leading members accepted gratefully the pensions

which Mary, aided by the hnperial liberality, was able to offer them

;

; and the marriage bill, as it came downr from the Upper House, received

i a ready assent. The necessity for discussion, indeed, was diminished by
the fact that the conditions already agreed upon between Charles and

Gardiner were now restated with explanatory clauses to obviate mis-

interpretation. It was also expressly stipulated that the royal matdi

\ should not in any way “ derogate from the league recently concluded

I

between the Queen and the King of France, but that the peace between
^ the English and the"* French sliould remain firm and inviolate.” Some
opposition was offered, however, to the proposal to repeal the two Acts

for the dissolution of the bishopric of Durham, the measure being carried

by a majority of only 81 in a House of 821.

Her main objects thus attained, Mary dismissed Parliament on May 5;

and for the next two months energies and attention were mainly

concentrated on the preparations for the reception of Philip, who arrived

from Corunna in Southampton Water on July 20, Ee was escorted
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on tiie voyage by 160 vessels, carrying a splendid retinue and treasure

in bullion amounting to half-a-miUion of English money. The marriage

c^iemony, performed by Gardiner, took place in the Cathedral Church

of his own diocese of Winchester. At the conclusion, prodaniation

was made of the future style of Philip and his bride,— King and

Queen of England, France, Naples, Jerusalem, and Ireland, Defenders

of the Faith, Princes of Spain and Castile, Archdukes of Austria,

Dukes of Milan, Bi^igundy, and Brabant, Counts of Habsburg, Handers,

and Tyrol.'” Their public entry into London took place towards

the close of August; and the capital now became thronged with

Spaniards, among whom priests and friars formed a considerable

element. The regularity with which Philip attended mass and *

observed the other offices of his Church was necessarily construed

into evidence of his designs for the restoration 6f the Roman worship

;

nor can it be doubted that both to him and Mary this appeared os the

paramount object commanding their attention.

Among the royal advisers Gardiner and Paget, by virtue of both

experience and ability, assumed the foremost place. Neither, however,

could be said to be recommended by consistency of principle in his

past career; they had, at more than one juncture, been rivals and
even bitter enemies, and they still differed widely in their policy

and aims. While Gardiner, who aspired to a dictatorship in the

Council, insisted on immediate and coercive me^x8u^es agahist heresy,

Paget, although admitting that the re-establishment of the jncient

faith was essential to a satisfactory adjustment of the affuii's of the

realm, demurred to what he termed methods of “ fire and blood.” In

their perplexity the two sovereigns appear alike to have come to the

conclusion that it might be well to take counsel with advisers who,

by their remoteness from the theatre of recent vents, miglit be better

able to take a dispassionate view. Foremost among tliese stood

Reginald Pole, who, as legate,\ad already, in the preceding April, at

Maxy's request, nominated six more Bishops to fill the vacant sees,

—

White, to Lincoln ; Bourne, to Bath ; Morgan, to St David’s*; Brooks,

to Glouces^r; Cotes, to Chester; Griffith, to Rochester. In a highly

characteristic letter the Legate himself now appealed to King Philip to

admit him, as the Vicar of Christ, “ at that door at which he had so long

knocked in vain.” A precedent afforded by the records of Gardiner’s own
see of Winchester was at the same time opportunely brought forward as

a solutibn of the difficulty caused by Pole’s still unreversed attainder.

In the fifteenth century, when the proctor of tlie English Crown appealed

against the exercise of the legatine functions nith which Martin V had

invested Cardinal Beaufort, at tliat time also Bishop of Winchester, it

had been suggested that Beaufort might act ianquam cardinalis although

not ianguam legaius. It was now ruled tliat Pole might be admitted

into the realns as a Cardinal Ambassador although not as Legate;

CH. XV.
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while the apprehensions which this decision might have aroibsed were to a

great extent dissipated when it was known that he had obtained fiom

the Pontiff powers whereby he would be able to grant to all holders

of monastic and collegiate lands the right of continuing in possession.

On November 20 Pole landed at Dover, and proceeded thence by

Canterbury and Rochester to Gravesend. Here he was presented

with two documents which finally cleared away all impediments from

his path: the first, an Act of Parliament,, passed ten days before,

reversing his attainder; the second, letters patent brought by the

Bishop of Durham, empowering him to exercise without restraint his

functions as legate. His progress from Gravesend to Whitehall, accord*

ingly, resembled a triumphal procession, and on his arrival in the

capital he was greeted with special honour by Philip and Mary.

Writs, in which the jtle of ‘‘Supreme Head’" was discarded, were

forthwith issued for a third Parliament, to meet on November 12 ; and

on the 27th the Legate delivered before the assembled members a

Declaration, couched in highly figurative language, explanatory of the

circumstances under which he had been sent, of the object of his coming,

and of the powers with which he had been invested. At the conclusion

of his address he was formally thanked by Gardiner, and after he had

quitted the assembly the Chancellor declared that he had spoken as one

inspired. On the following day the question was put to both Houses,

whether Ei\gland should return to the obedience of the Apostolic See ?

The affirmative was carried without a dissentient among the Peers, and

with but two in the Commons. On St Andrew’s Day, Pole, on bended

knee befoie Mary, presented her with the Supplication of the two Houses,
“ that they might receive absolution, and be readmitted into the body of

the Holy Catholic Church, under the Pope, the Supreme Head thereof.”

After further formalities, and intercession made by King and Queen on

^behalf of the Houses, Pole pronounced the absolution and received the

^petitioners, by his authority as Legate “ again into the unity of our

Mother the Holy Church.”

The legislation of the two preceding reigns in all that related to the

authority of the Roman see was now rescinded ; and on Advent Sunday

iGardiuer, at Paul’s Cross, in the presence of the King"and ^he Legate,

/colled upon the nation to rouse itself from the slumbers and delusions of

I
the past years and to return to the true fold, while he himself at the

^ same time abjured the doctrine set forth in his De Vera ObedietUia and
declared his unreser^^ed submission to the papal power.

Another Supplication, And one of very different tenour, now issued from
within those prison w alls where the chief leaders of the Reformers were

confined. It detailed the hardships to which they were subjected; claimed

that the accusations brought against them should be distinctly stated,

in order that they might be heard in their own defence ; and, since it

was as heretics tliat they had heem singled out for imprisonment, th^
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urged that ‘^Heresy should be legally defined. Parliamwt'a response to
this appeal was the re-enactment of three ancient statutes formerly in;

force against Lollardism. The measure passed rapidly through l^thj

Houses, the only opposition which it encountered proofing from the

Lords, where some objection was uiged to the restoration of the old

episcopal jurisdiction, while the penalties enacted were pronounced
excessive. As the result of this legislation, John Rogers (the proto-

martyr of the reigp) died at the stake in the following February ; and a
series of like tragical scenes followed, in w'hich the sufferings of the
martyrs and the fortitude with which they were endured, combined
to produce a widespread impression. So marked, indeed, was the
popular sympathy, that Renard felt bound to suggest to Philip the

employment of less extreme measures, otherwise the heretics would
take occasion to assert that the means empld^ed by the Church to
bring back perverts to the fold were, not teaching and example, but
cruel punishments.’’ He further advised that Pole should, from time
to time, have audience of the Council and be consulted by them with
regard to the penalties to be enforced. Unfortunately, neither Gardiner
nor Pole was inclined from previous experience to advocate a lenient

course. The former was especially anxious to give proof of the sin-

cerity of his recent repudiation of his former tenets; the latter was
scarcely less desirous of showing that under a gentle demeanour he
was capable of cherishing a strong purpose. Five years Before, wherj

his merits as a candidate for the tiara were under discussion ^at the
Conclave, it luid been urged against Pole that wlien at Viterbo he had
been wanting in the requisite severity towards obstinate heretics

; and
he had himself always claimed to have inclined to mercy when assisting

at the conferences of the Council of Trent. Rut he was especially

anxious at this time to leave no occasion for a similar reproach in

England, and his discharge of^his functiohs during the remainder of
the reign cannot be regarded as lenient; although in Convocation, as

late as January, 1555, he admonished the Bishops to use gentleness
in their endeavours towards the reclaiming of heretics.

For th|^ meispiless severities which ensu^, the violence of the mon?
intolerant Reformers also afforded a partial extenuation; and it is

now generaUy admitted that the part played by Bonner was not that
attribiited to him by Foxe, pf a cniej bigot who exulted in sending
his victims to the stake. ITie number of those put to death in bis

diocese *of London was undoubtedly dispropprtionately lafge, but this

would seem to havg been more the result of Jhe strength of the Reforming
element in the capital and in Essex than to the employment of ex-
ceptional r^ur; while the evidence also shows that he himself dealt
patioitly with many of the Protestants, and did his best to induce them
to renounce what he conscientiously believed to be their errors.

In the course of 1555 events abroad brought about a further

ca. XV.
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modification of the relations of England with the ll^ly See, In

February an embassy had been sent to Julius III, to make known to

him the unreserved submission of the English Parliament* Hie am-
bassadors proceeded leisurely on their journey, and while still on the way
were met by the tidings of the PontifF'^s death, which had taken place on

March 23. Charles forthwith sent an urgent request to Pole to repair to

Rome, in order to support the imperial interests in the new election.

ITie Cardinal, however, sought to be excused, on tlje ground^that the

negotiations for peace were even of yet greater importance for rfe welfare

of Christendom. His friend, Cardinal Alessandro Famese, hastened from

Avignon to Rome, in order to support his claims in the Conclave , but

Pole himself seemed, according to Michiel, without any personal ambition

at this crisis. The efforts of France were forestalled by the election of

Cardinal Corvini; but, btibre another three weeks hod elapsed, Marcellus II

himself was no more.

Tliis second opportunity seemed both to Mary and to Gardiner one

that should not be disregarded, and Pole's claims were now strongly

urged ; even Noailles admitted that no election was more likely to bring

peace to Christendom, nor could he conceive of any other Pontiff* who
would hold the balance with such equal impartiality between Franca and

the limpire. Again, however, the Italian party tiiumphed; and even

Pole himself may have questioned the wisdom of his abstention when
Gian Pietro^ Caraffa (now in his eightieth year) succeeded as Paul IV to

the papal chair. The house of Caraffa was Neapolitan and had long

been on friendly terms with France, while it cherished a corresponding

hereditary enmity towards Spain. Paul could remember Italy in the

days of her freedom, and his hatred of the Spanish domination had been

intensified by not unfrequent collisions with the imperial representatives

in the Neapolitan territory, and not least by the strenuous efforts they

had made to defeat his election to the ^Archbishopric of Naples. The
bestowal of Milan and the crown of Naples on Philip, on his betrothal

io Mary, had still further roused Caraffa’s ire. Paul, indeed, did inot

scruple to*accuse Charles of dealing leniently with heretics in order to

show his aversion from the Roman policy. Before the year 1655 closed

he had concluded a secret treaty with France, which had for its special

object the expulsion of the imperialist forces from the Italian peninsula.

Charles, when informed by the JIuncio of ,.the election, blandly observed

that he could well remember, when himself a boy of fourteen, hearing

the new Pope sing mass at ^Brussels. Michiel, however, to whom Philip

at Hampton Court communicated the intelligence, Qpuld perceive that

neither Ae King himself nor those ‘‘Spanish gentlemen’' with whom he

found the opportunity of conversing at Richmond were pleased, and

says plainly: “ they by no means approve of this election.^ In the same

letter (June 6) he informs the Doge, that “ Her Majesty expects and

hopes duiiiig this week to comfort the realm by an auspidous deliveiy'';
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although he that this is earlier than the ladies of the beddbambor

anticipate.

Op Hampton Court, whither, some two months before, Sir Henrj
Bedingfield had conducted the Princess Elizabeth, the main interest

of the English nation now became concentrated ; and probably no period

in her whole life was marked by more torturing doubt and anxiety.

Her days passed in almost complete solitude ; Gardiner, the Earl of

Arundel, and other members of the Council were her only visitors ; the

object or^their visits, as she soon became painfully aware, being to draw

from her some unguarded expression which might be construed into an

admission of her complicity in the insurrection. Their design, however,

was baffled by her indignant and persistent denials; and when, early

in July, Mary accorded her captive an interview, Elizabeth again, and
in yet stronger language, asseverated her entire innocence. A visit from

the King, addressing her with respectful demeanour and kindly words,

encouraged while it somewhat mystified her; but before another ten days

had pas^ away the sagacious Princess could easily interpret the change

of purpose which his bearing had then indicated.

It now became known that Maiy had been under a complete delusion,

and that there would probably be no offspring from the royal marriage.

Elizabeth's supporters at once took heart again, as they realised the

change which had supervened in regard to her future prospects. ITicy

appeared in London in high spirits and large numbers, sq coinportirig

themselves, indeed, that the Council, in alarm, ordered the more pronn-

nent among them to retire to their estates, as suspected heretics and

leagued wi^ rebels. But Elizabeth herself waa set at liberty and sought

again her former seclusion at Ashridge ; and, os Mary slowly awoke

from her fond dream of maternity, Philip, freed from the obligation

which had detained him at her side, began advert to continental

politics and to plead that the affairs of •the Continent demanded his

personal supervision abroad. TBefore, however, quitting his island king-

dop, he deemed it necessary to advise his consort with respect to the

treatment of Elizabeth during his absence—advice whith differed

materially^from that given by his father. It was no longer suggested

that political exigencies might call for the sacrifice of a sister’s life.

On the contrary, Mary was now recommended to extend all possible

indulgence to the Princess, and the changed conditions of Elizabetirs

existence became obvious even to the jfbblic at large; nor did intelligent

observers require to be reminded that the daughter of Anne Boleyn was

the only hairier to the succession of Mary Slewart, the betrothed of the

future French mraarch, to the tlirone of England.

But round the present occupant of that throne the clouds were

gathering more darkly than before, and Mary’s temper and health were

visibly affected by the wanton imputations directed against both herself

and Philip. •Among the Spanisli party, not a little chagrined at the

COB. XV,
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royal disillusionment, there were those who represented the young King

as the victim of a designing woman, and who affected to believe that

Mary's pretended pregnancy was a mere device to detain her husband

by her side. The Council, on the other hand, had to listen to allegations

which asserted that the King, despairing of a lineal succession, was

meditating a ctmp de maifiy by bringing over large bodies of Spanish

troops and occupying the harbours and ports, and thus realising the

long-suspected design of the Habsburg,—the reduction of England to a

dependency of Spain. Both Charles and Philip, again, became aware

that with Mary's vanished hopes a considerable advantage in their

negotiations with France had also disappeared; and the malicious ex-

ultation of Noailles knew no bounds. Rarely in the annals of royalty

in England had satire and ridicule been at once so rancorous and so

unmerited. The haught^r Habsburg, acutely sensitive, under a seemingly

impassive exterior, to all that affected his personal dignity, determined

to quit the countrj', and, in obedience to his father's behest, to devote

himself to the affairs of those vast possessions which he was soon to

be called upon to rule. On August 28, 1555, Philip sailed for the

Low Countries.

The incidents which preceded his departure are described in detail

by Michiel. Before embarking, the King summoned the lords of the

Council to the Council Chandler, and there handed them a series of

suggestions for the government of the realm during his absence, together

witli a list of names of those whom he deemed most eligible for the

conduct of affairs. If we may credit the Venetian envoy, the judgment

and ability displayed in this document excited the approval and ad-

miration of all who perused it. At Greenwich, where Philip embarked,

he took leave of Mary at the head of the staircase of their apartments

;

the Queen maintaining her self-possession until he was gone, and then

giving way to uncontrollable grief. Pole, whom the King had designated

as her chief counsellor, was indeed now ^the only adviser to whom she

could turn with any confidence, and her sense of loneliness and desertion

was intense. The Cardinal, touched by her pitiable condition, compiled

a short prayer for her use during her husband's absence.

The departure of Philip was, however, perfectly justified by the

pressing state of nflairs at the imperial Court, whither he had a^ady
received more than ^ne urgent summons from his father. Charles^

health was giving way, and, although only in his fifty-sixth year, he was

already contemplating retirement to “our kingdoms of Spain,^ there

« to pass the rest of our life in repose and tranquillity.’* But before

this could be, it was im{)erative that he should make the necessary dis«

positions for the succession in his own imperial domains ; while Im also

aspired to arrange, if possible, for the royal succession in England.

Although no reasonable hope of issue iri>m his son's marriage could

now be entertained, the astute Emperor would not abandon his project
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of aecuring the English Crown to hb own House without a final

effort; and he now proposed ihat the Prinoess Elizabeth should be

betrothed to his nephew, the Archduke Ferdinand. But in return

for the accession of territozy and influence that would thus accrue

to the Austrian branch, he insisted that Philip should receive for

Italy the title of Vicar of the Empire,” implying the delegation of the

supreme imperial power. The objections of Ferdinand prevented the

public execution of this stipulation, which was however later secretly

carried out. For a time, indeed, it was currently reported that

Ferdinand^s succession to the Empire itself was in jeopardy; a cool-

ness arose between the two brothers; and when on Octobc^r ^5, 1556,

Charles made a formal surrender at Brussels of his Flemish provinces to

his son, neither the King of the Romans nor his son Maximilian

appeared in the august assemblage. The ceremony took place in the

Town Hall of the capital, where Charles, taking his seat on his throne,

with Philip on his right hand and Mary, the late Regent of the Low
Countries, on his left, and surrounded by his nobles and ministers

of State and the delegates of the provinces, formally ceded to his

son, the ‘^King of England and of Naples,” the entire surrounding

territories— the duchies, marquisates, principalities, counties, baronies,

lordships, villages, castles, and fortresses therein, together with all the

royalties.”

It can scarcely be deemed surprising if, amid these new and vast re-

sponsibilities, Philip’s insular kingdom and its lonely Queen might sct ni

at times forgotten ; or that Charles, whose design it had been to set out

for Spain as soon as possible, found his departure unavoidably retarded

until the year 1556 was far advanced. But in the February of that

year the Truce of Vaucelles ended for a time the hostilities with France,

Henry thereby retaining possession of the entij ' territories of the Duke
of Savoy. With his habitual want of gobd faith, however, the French
monarch did not scruple, whenever an opportunity presented itself, still

secretly to foment insurrection against both Philip and Mary in their

respective domains. *
*

At length,,on August 9, the Emperor finally quitted Brussels, and
embarked, a month later, for Spain. His departure was pathetically

deprecated and deplored by Mary, who, now guided almost solely by
Pole, had during the previops year been directing her main efforts to

the suppression of heresy within her realm.

The entire number of those who thus sjifFercd during her reign was

less than 400,—i^number which appears small when contrasted with the

thousands who already died in a like cause in Provence, or who were

destined to do so in the Low Countries. But the social eminence, high

character, and personal popularity of not a few of the English mailyi-s,

unalloyed, as in many cases these qualities were, with political dis-

affection, seraed to invest their fate with a peculiar interest in the eyes

cu. zv.
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of their fellow-countrymen,—an interest which Foxe’s Book of Martyrs^

chained to the eagle brass ^ of many a parish church, did much to

perpetuate. The prominence thus secured for that partial record was

the means of winning for its contents an amount of attention from later

historical writers greatly in excess of its actual merits. It needed, how*

ever, neither misrepresentation nor partisanship to gain for many of the

martyrs of Mary’s reign the deep sympathy of observant contemporaries.

John Rogers, once a prebendary of St Paul’s and lecturer on divinity,

followed to the stake by his wife and children, nerved by their ex-

hortations, and expiring unmoved and unshaken before their gaze,—the

reasonable defence and legally strong position of Robert Ferrar, the

former Bishop of St David’s,—the transparent honesty and scholarly

acumen of John Bradford,—the fine qualities and youthful heroism of

Thomas Hawkes (whom Bonner himself would gladly have screened),—all

commanded sympathy and were entirely dissociated from that political

discontent which undoubtedly called for prompt and stem repression.

With regard however to the three distinguished martyrs, who died

at Oxford, there was a wide difference. In proportion to their eminence

had been their offence as contumacioiis offenders. Cranmer, as signatory

to the late King’s will and thereby participant in the diversion of the

Succession as well as in the actual plot on behalf of the Lady Jane, had

two years before been condemned to suffer the penalty of high treason.

And although the extreme penalty had been remitted, the sentence had

carried with it the foifeiture of his arclibishopric, and he remained a

prisoner' in the Tower. His captivity was shared by RicUey and Latimer,

of whom the former liad been scarcely less conspicuous in his support of

the Lady Jane, while the latter, as far back as the reign of Henry, had
been, for a time, a prisoner within the same walls, denounced as active

in “moving tumults in the State.” Had it not been for Wyatt’s

conspiracy they would probably have regained their freedom ; but with

that experience Mary came to the conduslSn that her past clemency had

been a mistaken policy, and in conjunction with Pole she now resolved

to show no leniency to those convicted of heretical doctrine. Such a

mode of procedure was convenient when compai'ed wi^ p];os^utions

for treason, as at once less costly, more expeditious, and allowing the

use of evidence afforded by the cidprits themselves. It was also certain

that not one of the tlpree distinguished ecclesiastics would have ventured

to deny that heresy was an offence"^ which called for the severest penalties.

Cranmer, in conjunction with his chaplain Ridley, had pronounced

sentence in 1549 on Joan Bocher, and in doing so had been perfectly

aware that her condemnation involved her death by burning at the

hands of the secular power. Ridley in his notable sermon at Paul’s

Cross in 1558 had denounced Mary as a usurper, not on the ground

of the illegsdity of her succession but as one idtogether intractable in

matters of “truth, faith and obedience.” Latimer, when Bishop of
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Worcester, had expressed his unreserved approval of a sentence whereby

a number of Anabaptists perished at the stake ; and, on the occasion

when Friar Forest met with a like fate for denying the supremacy

daimed by Henry VIII, had preached against the papal claims to

spiritual jurisdiction in England. Accordingly, just as the Reformers

had resorted to political rebellion in order to bring about the down-
fall of theological error, so the Crown now sought to punish political

disaffection on the grounds of religious heresy. The power which

invoked the law could also enforce its own definitipn of the offence.

The Reformers had however frequently complained that they suffered

persecution as heretics, while the exact nature of their offence remained

itself undefined. It was accordingly resolved that no doubt should be

suffered to remain in the cases of Latimer, Cranmer, and Ridley :—out

of their own mouths should their condemnation^ be justified. Such was

the design with which, in March, 1654, they were brought from the

Tower to Oxford, and there called upon to defend, in a formal disputa-

tion, their doctrine respecting the Mass. Nor would it have been easy

to take exception to the right of these three eminent men to represent

the tenets of their party. The first had been Bishop of Worcester in

the reign of Heniy; the second had filled the see of Canterbuiy for

more than twenty years ; the third had been Bishop of London, and in

that capacity had assisted at the deprivation of Bonner (his predecessor,

and now his successor), and also at that of Gardiner. AU three again

had filled positions of importance in their University of Cambridge, /Mid

were presumed to be masters of dialectical disputation; just*as their

opponents, who w^ere eleven in number, had been selected from the two

Universities. Latimer, however, was now in his seventieth year, and it

was no reflexion on his courage that he declined an ordeal in which

quickness of apprehension and a ready memo v were essentials. The
disputation was, however, vigorously mainiaincO by Cranmer and Ridley

in conflict with their numerous antagonists. But they did so only to be

pronoimced defeated; and after proceedings which extended over six

days, they were recommitted to ‘^Bocanio,’’ as the common gaol was

designate^ (in^allusion to a logical position from which a disputant finds

it impossible to extricate himself). The condemnation involved the

assumption that doctrines of faith and practice were amenable to the

decisions of casuistry rather than to the teaching of Scripture, and was

therefore contraiy to the principles bf the more advanc^ Reformers.

Tfie captives succeeded in corresponding with each other and coming

to an understanding as to a declaration of their distinctive tenets (May,

1554). Among other leading divines tjlen suffering imprisonment were

three of the Bishops creat^ in Edward's reign,—John Hooper of

Gloucester and Worcester, Robert Ferrar of St David's, and Miles Cover-

dale of Exeter, and well-knov^m Reformers, such as Rowland Taylor, John

Pliilpot, John Bradford, and Edward Crome. But none of these were

CB. xv«
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comparable for learning, dialectical capacity, and intellectual acumen

with the three Bishops whose doctrines already stood condemned ; and,

when the other Reformers learnt that they were to be called upon to face

a similar ordeal, they anticipated such a requirement by an intimation

that they would not consent to engage in a formal disputation but were

willing to set forth their views and defend them in writing.

Tliey also explained what their leading tenets were :—the acceptance

of the doctrine of Justification by Faith alone, the repudiation of the

1
doctrines of Purgatory and transubstantiation, together with the adora-

{ tion of the Host, clerical celibacy, and Latin services. They, however,

;
professed unqualified loyalty to the Queen and deprecated all con-

‘ spiracies against her authority. With respect to this manifesto no

action appears to have been taken; but the petitioners were still

detained in captivity, and before the year closed Parliament enacted

afresh the ancient laws against Lollardism, including Archbishop

ArundeFs notorious statute de haeretico comburendo^ all of which had
been abolished by Somerset. Conscious of the net which was being

drawn around them, and that their heresy was becoming a question of

life or death, the captives instructed John Bradford to drew up iij their

name a new Declaration, couched however in far from conciliatory terms.

As against the newly enacted laws of Richard II and his two successors,

they appealed to Parliament to re-enact the “ many godly laws touching

the true religion of Christ ’’ set forth in the two preceding reigns ^ by

two most noble Kings laws which, they affirmed, had been passed

only aft^r much discussion among the doctors of Cambridge and Oxford,

and with the cordial and full assent of the whole realm. Not a single

parish in England, they declared, was desirous of a return to “the
Romish superstitions and vain service*” which had recently been intro-

duced. They maintained that the homilies and services adopted during

King Edward's reign were truly Catholic, and were ready to prove

them so ; or, if they failed in this, to give^their bodies to be burned as

the I-ollard laws prescribed.

The Parliament to which tlie petitioners appealed gave no response

to their suppUcation, although a spirit of reaction is distinctly discern'^

ible in the Commons during this session. That body had shown a

marked disinclination to re-enact the laws against Lollardism; and
although it had con^nted to annul the ecclesiastical l^slation of

Henry VIII, so far as this affected 'the papal prerogatives and authority,

; it had confirmed institutions and individuals alike in their possession of

the property which Henry hAd wrested from the Church. In the event,

again, of the royal marriage lieing blessed with offspring, Philip had
been appointed Regent, should he survive his consort ; but his regency

was to last only so long as the minority of their child, and was to

carry with it the obligation to reside in England. And finally, it was

decided that the articles of the marriage treaty were to continue in full
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ftxroe, while the proposal that Philip himself Jfould be honoured with a]

solemn coronation was rejected. Altogether, there had been much to ^

remind the King of certain essmtial differences between iwnarcbj in

;

Spain and moniut^y in England. And when on January lo, 1666, the
;

dissolution of Parliiment took place, Noailles could note, with malicious/

satisfaction, the smallness of the retinue which accompanied the sove-

reigns to the House of Lords and the dissjitisfaction shoMm in the House
itself by both Mary and her Consort.

After a painful and ignominious imprisonment extending over more
than two years, the three Bishops found themselves in September, 1565,

again sea^ in the Divinity School at Oxford, awaiting their trial for

the heresies of which they had already been convicted. The conduct of

the proceedings was entrusted to a Commission appointed by the Legate;

and Cranmer, the first who was fonnally summpne^ stood with his head

covered, pleading at the outset that he hod sworn never to admit the

authority of the Bishop of Rome in England, and at the same time

refusing to recognise that of the Bishop of Gloucester, who had been

appointed to preside over the proceedings, as his lawful judge. Fresh

ch^ges, among them his marriage, were now brought against him ; he

was then cited, as a Metropolitan, to appear within eighty days in Rome
to answer all accusations, and was finally consigned again to Bocardo.

Ridley and I^timer were to be more summarily dealt with. Pole,

indeed, sent Fray de Soto, who had been appointed to fill the Hebrc w
chair at Oxford in the absence of Richard Bruern, to argue with tlK:ni.

But it was of no avail ; and both perished at the same stakes, fo light,
**

os Latimer himself there expressed it, ^^such a candle in England as

should never be put out.^ Cranmer, who, from a tower above his prison

chamber, witnessed their dying agonies, showed less resolution ; and
when Fray de Garcia, the newly appointed Reg us Professor of Divinity,

was sent to ply him with further arguments, he wavered, and admitt^
that even the papal suprenfkcy, now that it had been recognised by
King, Queen, and Parliament, appeared to him in a new light. He was

at last induced to sign a recantation, d^laratory of his submission to

the Pope^as Supreme Head of the Catholic Church, and to the reigning

sovereigns of his country and their laws. His formal degradation, how-

ever, which took place on February 14, opened his eyes to the fact that

he had no mercy to look for at the hands of the papal delegates; and as

bis crorier was wrested froth his grasp, and the mock vestments which

symbolised his whole ecclesiastical career were successively^ removed from

his person, and the pallium taken away, he'Vesisted forcibly, at the same

time producing from his sleeve a docum^t in which he formally ap[K?aled

from Paul IV to the next General CouirciL Prior to this ceremony he

had for a few weeks been consigned to the care of the Dean of Christ-

church and had lived in the enjoyment of every comfort ; but he was now
once more consigned to Bocardo. There, the terror of death came back,

oa. XV.
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^

—
and he was induced to transcribe and sign other recantations. Eventually,

however, in the Church of St Mary, on the day appointed for his execu-

tion, when^ full and complete declaration of his penitence which should

edify the religious world was expected, he asto^shed his audience by a

complete disavowal of all his previous recantations, which were no less

than six in number ; and, when he was led forth to die, his vacillation

in the prison was forgotten in his heroism at the stake. Suffering,

ostensibly, as a heretic, Cranrner really expiated by hi^s death the share

which he had taken in procuring Henry's first divorce.

To the reactionary feelings which were discernible in Moiy's third

Parliament the martyrdoms that had taken place between February

and October, 1555, had lent no slight mlditional strength; while those

of Ridley and I^timer, only a few days before the assembling of her

fourth Parliament on Ortober 21, must have been especiaUy fresh in

men's memories. The attention of the new House was first invited to

the needs of the royal exchequer, and Gardiner, as Chancellor, exerted

idl his powers to induce the assembly to grant a substantial subsidy.

His demands were acceded to, although not without some opposition

;

and the gift of a million pounds—the payment of which, in the Cfise of

the laity, was to be extended over two years, in that of the clergy, over

four—gave promise of effective relief ; the latter body, if we may credit

Pole, accepting their share of the burden with exemplary cheerfulness.

To Mary, however, this satisfactory result must have appeared dearly

purchased, involving as it did the loss of her Chancellor. In urging

upon Parliament the necessities of the realm, Gardiner's oratorical efforts,

combined with the dropsy from which he was suffering, brought on

complete exhaustion; and although he sufficiently recovered to admit

not only of his removal from Whitehall to Winchester House, but even

of his presence at the Cabinet Councils which the ministers came from

Greenwich to attend, it soon became apparent that his days were

numbered. On November 12 he died. The reports which gained

crcdit among his enemies, of his penitence and self-reproach in bis last

hours, havc^'been shown by circumstantial evidence to be fabrications.

Michicl, one of the least prejudiced, as he M^as certainly one the most

competent, observers, rec^ls the late Chancellor's untiring energy, wide

practical knowledge, keen insight into character, and consummate tact,

and represents his loss^ irrepai'able ; an estimate which the undisguised

joy of the French party at the event seems only to confirm. The great

prelate was ultimately laid to rest in his own Cathedral, to which he had
bequeathed a thiixl of his private fortune, and where his chantry diapel,

in the Renaissance style, still plP^rves his memory.

On the day prece^ug Gaidiher's death a bill was read in the House
] of Lords whereby the Crown surrendered into the hands of the Roman

;

pontiff the first-fruits and tenths of all ecclesiastical benefices—^for “the

[discharge of our conscience," as Mary subsequently expressed it in a
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^discussimi} and was eventually carried against an ominous minority of

126. Six days later (December 9), Mary dissolved Parliamen"^ ; and two
years elapsed before it met again.

» In the meantime the royal purpose was becoming more inexorable

and pronounced. In the communications to Pole, above referred to,

Mary gave it as her opinion that it would “ be well to inflict punish-

ment ” on those ^ who choose by their false doctrine to deceive simple

persona'* It was, however, her express desire that no one should be

burnt in London “ save in the presence of some member of the Council,”

and that during such executions some good and pious sermons should

be preached.** It was probably under the belief that Pole’s better

nature woi|ld exert a certain influence, that ^?hilip, when he departed

for the Low Countries, had advised Mary to take the Cardinal for her

chief counsellor. But firmness was never one of Pole’s virtues, and when
confronted by a stronger will, in conjunction with that more practical

knowledge of men and affairs in which he was notoriously deficient, he

deferred to the judgment of others and reluctantly acquiesced in a

policy which he himself would never have originated. But he still at

times vacillated; and, as we have already noted, would recommend the

Bishops to have recourse to gentle methods in their endeavours to

reclaim heretics; while in August, 1556, he succeeded ij) setting fit^e

no less than twenty prisoners whom Bonner had condemned to \he

stake. It was possibly in anticipation of his resignation of oflice

of legatus a latere that Pole aspired to succeed Gardiner as Privy Seal,

for the incompatibility of the two offices was obvious; the s^ was

ultimately, at Philip’s suggestion, bestowed on Lord Paget, who, as a

layman and a stat^man of known toleranci in religious questions,

succeeded on January 29, 1556. The Ch.«ncellorship was not bestowed

on Thirlby, now Bishop of Ely, who had been discharging its duties as

deputy and whose .claims Were favoured by Mary—his known Catholic

sympathies rendering it inadvisable, even in the eyes ot Philip, to

continue ^m in the office; and on January 1, the Great Seal was

conferred on feeath, Archbishop of York. Pole, however, succeeded

Grardiner as ChanceUor of the University of Cambridge; and on March 22,

1556, the day after Cranmer was burnt at Oxford, he was consecrated

to the Archbishopric of Canterbury. '

Ulider his auspices, and with the aid of the royal munificence, several

of the foundations which had been swept iway by Mary’s father in his

anger at their %)ntumacious resistance to his arbitrary decrees now >'

rose again. The Grey Friars reappearra at Greenwich, the Carthusians !

gathered once more in their splendid monasteiy at Sheen, the Brigettines
'

reassembled at Sion; while Feckenham, abandoning his deaneiy at

St Paul’s, nvule his solemn entry into Westminster as Abbot of a body

^Kiies of instructions which she placed in the jliands of Pole. But the

full when it came down to the Commons at once cave rise to a warm

OB. ZV.
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of Benedictine monks who took the places of the expelled GaiiojD&

\ Parliament had ceased from troubling; and, with the false teadien

silenced, the heretical books suppressed, the authority of the ecdesiastioal

courts re-established, the new Primate might almost flatter himself that

the ideal conditions contemplated in his Reformatio Angliae had become

an accomplished reality. The denunciation of the Dudl^ conspira^

rudely dispelled this pleasing vision. On Easter Eve, April 4s 1556,

ofBci^ intelligence was received of a new plot, having for its aim the

seizing of Mary’s person and her deposition, in order to make way for

Elizabeth, who was to marry, not Ferdinand, but Courtenay;—a name
' still potent to conjure with, although the unfortunate nobleman was

himself unambitious of the honour and then nearing his end, which

came to him in the following September near Padua.

The plot itself, in its origin, was not suggestive of any very deep

or widespread agencies, being the outcome of a series of meetings

among some country gentlemen in Oxfordshire and Berkshire,—Sir

Anthony Kingston, Sir Nicholas Throckmorton (a friend of Courtenay’s,

who had already been pardoned for complicity in Wyatt’s rebellion),

Sir Henry Peckham, and Sir Henry Dudley, a relative of the late Dtike

of Northumberland. Further evidence, however, obtained at a con-

siderable interval, implicated not only Noailles, the ambassador, with

whom Dudley was in correspondence, but also Henry,^t whose Court

Dudley had l)een received and his proposals favourably considered, and

finally Elizabeth herself. The fact that, in the preening February,

Charles Und Philip had concluded at Vaucelles a truce with Henry,

which was to last for five years and included important concessions to

France, showed the faithlessness of the French monarch. Henry, how-

ever, advised the conspirators to defer the execution of their plans, and

to their disregard of this advice the collapse of the whole scheme appears

to have been mainly attributable.

Among the arrests made in England were those of two members of

Elizabeth’s own household ; of these a son of 'Sir Edmund Peckhiun (one

of Mary’s Svtaunchest supporters) turned King’s evidence and his testi-

mony chiefly implicated Elizabeth. Again, however, Philip e^^erted his

influence for her protection, while the Princess asseverated her innocence.

It was at this juncture, May 26, that Noailles himself requested to be

recalled; he h^ indead some fear of being arrested by order of the

Privy Council. His place at the English Court was temporarily

taken by a brother, a councillor of the Parlernent of Bordeaux ; and
it was not until November 2 that Soranzo was able to report the

arrival of the more distinguished brother, Francois, the protonotary,

and Bishop of Acqs or Dax, hi the same capacity. To Franfois de

Noailles Elizabeth confided her design of seeking an asylum in France

;

he however strongly dissuaded her from such a step, suggesting that

her best policy would be to remain in England. In aft^ years the
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Bishop of Acqs *was wont to boast that Elizabeth was indebted to him
for her crown.

Lord Clinton had been instructed to make a formal protest at the

French Court against the countenance which Henry afforded to the

English malcontents; but his remonstrance only drew from the King
the splenetic observation that they were so numerous that they filled

not only France but the whble of Italy.’' In the Italian peninsula,

indeed, Philip now^ found himself involved in relations far from amicable

with the reigning Pontiff. Caraffa’s aggressive nature did not dispose

him to judge charitably of others, while he was believed by Philip to

harbour designs against his Neapolitan kingdom. The Pope was especi-

ally indignant when he heard of the Truce of Vaucelles; and, when
in June, 1556, despatches were intercepted at Terracina sent from the

Spanish envoy in Rome to Alva, Philip’s viceroy in Naples, describing

the defenceless condition of the papal territory, his suspicions became
certainty. In the ensuing month his nephew, Cardinal Caraffa, arrived

in Paris to concert measures with Henry for expelling the Spaniard

altogether from Italy. The personal ambition of the Guises favoured the

Pontiff’s projects, and war was ultimately resolved on. Paul cited both

Charles and Philip before him as vassals who had been unfaithful to

their feudal obligations, pronounced the latter deprived of liis kingdom
of Sicily, and detained the Spanish envoy a prisoner at St Angelo,

Alva issued a counter manifesto and conducted his army into the papal

territory, while late in December the Duke of Guise in turn piade a

rejoinder by crossing the Alps at the head of a considerable force.

Such was broadly the political situation in Europe when the year

1557 opened ; England appearing leagued with Spain, on the one hand,

against France aided by the temporal power of the Roman Pontiff on

the other; while Englishmen in turn were divided between sympathy

with those of their countrypjien who haef fled from persecution, and

resentment at the manner in which they had deserted to the common
foe.

At Calais and throughout the English Pale the exiles were now
discovered tto be concerting with the native Huguenot element the

surrender to Henry of two important fortresses, those of Guines and

Hames (between Guines and Calais),—a design which was defeated only

by its timely discovery. It w^s at this juncture that Philip crossed over

to Dover and from thence proceeded to Greenwich, where Mary was

residing. Two days later the royal pair passed through London to

Whitehall amid the acclamations of the citizens. The King’s stay

extended over nearly four months (M^h 18—July 3), and to the

majority his visit appeared singularly opportune. The immediate

ohjegt of his visit—to induce Mary to join him in his impending

war with France—was one in favour of which his arguments might

well appear ftresistible. The Duke of Guise had already overrun
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his Neapolitan territory; and it seemed probable that the King
France would shortly conquer, if not vigorously opposed, all that was

still English within the limits of his realm. Again, and for the last

time, Pole found himself involved in relations of diflBculty with the

House of Habsburg ; and he was under the necessity of privately ex-

plaining by letter to Philip that diplomatic etiquette forbade that the

legate of the Holy Father should meet "his masters declared enemy;

whereupon he withdrew quietly to Canterbury. In 4pril> however, his

embarrassment received an unlooked for solution, by Paul's peremptory

recall of his Legates from the whole of Philip's dominions ; and when

King and Queen joined in urging that the actual condition of England

made the presence of a legate exceptionally necessary, the Pope at first

sought to evade compliance by offering to appoint a legatus naiua and

to attach the office to the Archbishopric of Canterbury. Eventually,

however, in a Consistory convened on June 14, he appointed William

Peto, Mary's former confessor; thus substituting, as Phillips, Pole’s

biographer, indignantly expresses it, a begging friar for the royally

descended Cardinal ! At the same time, the mercilevss Pontiff cruelly

wounded his former Legate's sensitive spirit by insinuating that he was

a heretic. Pole expostulated in an Apology^ extending over eighty folio

pages, vindicatory of his whole career; but Paul never revoked the

imputation, which darkened the Cardinal's remaining days.

While, ivi the meantime, Philip and his Queen were concerting

measures with the Council, tidings arrived which imparted frah force to

the Pope's representations. On April 24 Thomas Stafford, a nephew of

Pole and a grandson of the last Duke of Buckingham, had set sail with

two ships from Dieppe and, having landed unopposed on the Yorkshire

coast, had seized Scarborough Castle. Thence he issued a procla-

mation, announcing that he had come to deliver England from the

tyranny of the foreigner and to defeat ‘‘Jhe most devilish devices" of

Mary. The rebellion, if such it could be teynied,—for Stafford's appeal

met with but slight response,—was speedily suppressed, Wotton's vigi-

lance haviifg given the government early intimation of his sailing ; and
its leader with a few of his personal adherents were captui^ by the

Earl of Westmorland and sent to London. Stafford was found guilty

of high treason, and suffered the punishment of a traitor at Tyburn
(May 28). Henry, who designajted Stafford as “that fool" and re-

pudiated all knowledge of his mad undertaking, had probal^ly full

information of what was intended ; and on June 7 war with France was
declared. Affecting to regard this step as simply further evident of

“the Queen of England's sdJ^jmission to her husband's will," Henxy
at once ordered his ambassador at her Court to present his letters

recall, but Francois de Noailles had already been dismissed by ifyry.

On his way back to Paris, the latter stayed at Calais and made a careful

survey of the fortifications; the ruinous condition of tBe outear wall
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more eqiecially attracted his attention; and on his arrival in the

capital and being admitted to an interview with the King, he expressed

his belief that a sudden attack made by an adequate force on that

ancient seaport would carry all before it.

Before Philip quitted England he received the gratifying intelligence

that Alva's Fabian tactics had been successful against Guise, and that

he had been finally driven from the Neapolitan territory. The mortifi-

cation of Paul was equally intense, for he had scrupled at nothing to

bring about an opposite result: had suggested to Solyman a descent

on the Two Sicilies, and had brought over mercenaries from IVotestant

Germany,—and all this in order to defeat the forces of the Catholic

King! When the Duke of Guise appeared to present his letters

of recall the Pope's fury pissed all bounds of decorum :
“ You have

done little for your King, less for the Church, aijd for your own honour

nothing.” Such were Paul's parting words, although he little deemed
how complete and how lasting the failure of the French intervention

was to prove, and that the Habsburg rule was destined to remain un-

shaken, alike in the north and south of the Italian land, until the war of

the Spanish Succession.

On his return to Brussels Philip was accompanied by Michiel Surian,

who had been appoiq|;ed ambassador to his Court, and the Venetian

Republic henceforth maintained no resident envoy in England. Of
English sdlairs it had recently received the elaborate ‘‘Rejicrt” drawn

up by Giovanni Michiel, and presented to the Doge and Senate in the

preening May, The King's first attention was now directed to fiie war

with France, to which he addressed himself with unwonted energy. The
signal victory of his arms at St Quentin, achieved mainly by a powerful

division of Spanish cavalry, was attended by the ci^pture of Montmorency,

the French general, and the dispersion, with great slaughter, of his

entire army ; and three weeks later, St Qutsitin, which barred the road

to Paris, was sun'endered by Coligny. The news was received with great

rejoicings in London, where a solemn Te Deum was sung ; and Pole, at

Maiy's request, conveyed her congratulations to her husbtod. The
condusion pf b^s letter is noteworthy: "We are anxiously expecting

news of some good agreement with his Holiness, which may our Lord
God deign to grant.” With the Colonna already at the gates of Rome,
even Paul himself now became aware that to yield was inevitable.

Rarely however has the victor used his success with greater consideration

for the Vanquished. When Naples suid its territory hod been brought

back to submission, Alva repaii^ to Rome, and, escorted by the papal

guard into the PontiiTs presence-chaml^, there fell upon his knees,

imploring pardon for having dared, even & the command of his temporal

sovereign, to bear arms against the Church, and was formally absolved.

AndVigain in London there were bonfires and illuminations in celebra-

tion of a peace)-^tbe peace thus effected between Philip and the Papacy,

OB. XV.
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Altibough Mary is described by Michiel in his Report^ as iHendly

to the Scotch, the aid which she afforded Philip in his war with France

almost necessarily involved hostilities with the former nation, in whose

midst Mary of Lorraine, as Regent, had been for some time past

installing her countrymen in official posts with undisguised partiality.

The betrothal of the Queen of Scots to the Dauphin and the intimate

relations which the Regent had throughout maintained with the French

Court, sei-ved still further to strengthen the political alliance between the

two countries. It was consequently no surprise when, in October^ 1667,

it became known in London that the Regent had built a fortress to

prevent English forces from marching to the relief of Berwick; that

Scottish troops were ravaging the country south of the Tweed; that

there had been a massacre of some English troops which had ventured

to land in the Orkneys ; and that a battle between the forces of the

two nations on the frontier was regarded as imminent. The intelligence

of the great disaster sustained by the French arms at St Quentin gave

pause, however, to the Scottish ardour. A Council was convened in the

church at Eckford, where the expediency of continuing the war was

discussed, the decision being in the negative. The invading force was

consequently disbanded, having achieved little more than the distraction,

for a short time, of the attention of England fron^the war with France,

and a certain addition to her military expenses. On April 24, 1558,

the marriage of Mary Queen of Scots with the Dauphin was celebrated

with great splendour in Notre Dame ; and to not a few it seemed that

France, 'by a less costly process than ai*med conquest, had effected a

virtual annexation of Scotland. In the following November the National

Council, assembled at the Palace of Ilolyrood, decided to confer on the

King-Dauphin (as Frames was nowtermed in Paris)the Crown matrimonial.

At nearly the same time that Fran<fois de Noailles’ account of the

neglected condition of Calais: was communicated to Henry, Michiel, in

his “ Report,’" had desci ibed the town as an almost impregnable fortress,

garrisoned by 600 soldiers and by a troop of 60 horse. Writing on
January 4, 1668, he hud to inform the Doge and Council of Ten that

the capture of Calais was imminent ; two days later, Lqird l^^entworth,

notwithstanding his gallant defence, was compelled to surrender to the

Duke of Guise, the only condition that he could obtain being that the

lives of the inhabitants and of the garrispn were to be spai^ They
were allowed, however, to take nothing with them, the soldiery giving

up their arms, the citizens^ all their ivorldly possessions. A fortnight

later the garrisons of Guines and Hames also surrendered, although on
somewhat less humiliating te^'ns. The expelled population of Calais

betook themselves mostly to England, where their destitute and homeless

condition served still further to increase the widespread indignation at the

supineness and stupidity, as well as the suspected treachery, whereby the

last stronghold of English pow'er in France had been irrevocably lost.
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Early in the year Maxy again became a prey to the delusion tlial

she was about to become a mother, and Philip was at once informed*
He aiTected to entertain no misgiving, and befoi'e the end of January
the Count de Feria, who had married Jane Dormer, one of the Queen's

maids of honour, was sent over to convey the King's congratulations*

England was already known to the new ambassador, who now assumed
a foremost place among the royal counsellors. De Feria, however, had
conceived a thoroygh contempt alike for English institutions and the

English character. He had been instructed especially to urge two
important measures—the equipment of a fleet for the defence of the

coasts and the enrolment of an army to guard the Scotch marches ; and
he was unable to comprehend the slowness of the process by which the

necessary supplies were eventually raised, when he also noted the apparent
affluence and well-being of London and the surrounding districts. Like
Antoine de Noailles before him, he pronounced the English character to

be singularly changeable and wanting in fimness of purpose. His
surprise, however, must be interpreted as illustrating rather the relative

comfort in which the population lived, as compared with the invariably

scanty fare and wretched huts of the people in Spain. Otherwise, the

prevalence of ague fever,—an epidemic which raged with terrible severity

in the summer and autumn of the years 1657 and 1558,—together with
the dearness of corn, the languishing state of trade and agriculture,

and the heaviness of taxation, contributed to render the general con-

dition of the country depressing in the extreme ; while the popular
dissatisfaction became further intensified, when it was known that l*hilfp

was employing the new naval force exclusively for his own purposes.

The disappointment and chagrin which weighed on Mary's spirits

during the last few months of her life were deef’ened by her increasing

ill health ; and her morbid condition both of mino and body appeared to

not a few to be finding expression in the revival of religious persecution.

But the recurrence of secret meetings, open manifestations of fierce

discontent, together with the malevolence which assailed Spaniards even

in the streets of the capital, may be accepted as affording a sufficient

explanation of .the renewed severities which marked the administra-

tion of Bonner's Court, where treason and heresy had become almost

synonymous. Although, however, opinion may differ with respect to

the degree and character of, the chie/ influences in operation, it is

undenifi^le that feelings of aversion on the part of the people from

foreign rule and papal authority, and of #sullen resenthient at the

humiliation of the English name and the squandering of the national

resources, were alike becoming intensifie^^hen, in the early morning of

Novemb^ 17, Mary of England passed away, to be followed a few hours

later^by Archbishop Pole—^both eminent examples of the inadequacy of

deep convictions and pious motives to guide the State aright.

C«. XV.
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CHAPTER XVI.

THE ANGLICAN SETTLEMENT AND THE
SCOTTISH REFORMATION.

When at the beginning of 1560 there was a new Pope, pledged to

convoke the Council for a third time and to stem and repel the tide of

heresy, the latest disaster that met his eye was no mere relapse of

England followed by a lapse of Scotland ; for what was shaping itself in

the northern seas already looked ominously like a Protestant Great

Britain. Two small Catholic Powers traditionally at war with each

other, the one a satellite of the Habsburg luminary, the other a satellite

of France, seemed to be fasing themselves in one Power that might

be very gruat: great perhaps for good, but more probably for evil.

^‘Earnest embracing of religion,” wrote a Scottish to an English

statesman, ‘‘will join us straitly together.” The religion that William

Maitland meant when he sent these words to Sir William Cecil was not

the religion of Pius IV and the General Council.

Suddenly all farsighted eyes had turned to a backward country.

Eyes at Rome and eyes at Geneva were fixed on Scotland, and, the

further they could peer int^/ the future, the more eager must have been

their gaze. And still we look intently at that wonderful scene, the

Scotland of Mary Stewart and John Knox: not merely because it is

such glolious tragedy, but also because it is such modem history.

The fate of the Protestant Reformation was being the

creed of unborn millions in undiscovered lands was being determined.

This we see—all too plainly perhaps—if we read the books that year by

year men still arc wsiting of Queen Mary and her surroundings. The
patient analysis of those love letters in the casket may yet be perturbed

by thoughts about religion. Nor is the religious the only interest. A
new nation, a British nation, was in the making.

^

We offer no excuse foL having as yet said little of Sootiand.

Called upon to play for some years a foremost part in the great drama,

her entiy upon the stage of modem history is late and sudden. In anch

phrases there roust indeed be some untruth, for history is not

The annals of Scotland may be so written that the^ story will be
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continuous enough. We may see the explosion of 1559 as the effect

of causes that had long been at woric. We might chrpiiicle the remote

beginnings of heresy and the first glimmers of the New Learning. All

those signs of the times that we have seen elsewhere in capital letters we
might see here in minuscule. Also, it would not escape us that, though

in the days of Luther and Calvin resistance to the English and their

obstinately impolitic claim of suzerainty still seemed the vital thread

of Scottish national existence, inherited enmity was being enfeebled,

partly by the mMtiplying perfidies of venal nobles and the increasing

weal^ of their paymasters, and partly also by the accumulating proofs

that in the new age a Scotland which lived only to help France and
hamper England would herself be a poor little Power among the

nations; doomed, not only to occasional Floddens and Pinkies, but to

continuous misery, anarchy, and obscurity.
^

All this deserves, and finds, full treatment at the hands of the

historians of Scotland. They will also sufficiently warn us that the

events of 1560 leave a great deal unchanged. Faith may be changed;

works are much what they were, especially the works of the magnates.

The blood-feud is no less a blood-feud because one family calls itself

Catholic and another calls itself Protestant. The ^^band^ is no less a

**band^ because it is styled a “Covenant’’ and makes free with holy

names. A King shall be kidnapped, and a King shall be murdered, as of

old:—it is the custom of the countiy. What is new is that farsighted

men all Europe over, not only at London and at Paris, but at Rome and
at Geneva, should take interest in these barbarous deeds, this ctistomaiy

turmoil.

Continuity there had been and to spare. In that mournful pro-

cession of the five Jameses there is no break (1406-1542). The last of

them is engaged in the old task, and failing as i is forbears failed. It is

picturesque; sometimes it is heroic; often* it is pathetic; but it is never

modem. Modem history sees it as a funeral procession burying a dead

time, and we are silent while it passes. In a few sentences we make our

way towards the momentous years. * •

• •

Scotland had been slow to emerge from the Middle Age. A country

which of all others demanded strong and steady government had been

plagued by a series of infant Kings and contested Regencies. In the

sixteenth century its barons still beloifged to the twelfth, despite a thin

veneef of French manners. Its institutions were rudimentary; its

Parliaments wei^ feudal assemblies. Since the close of the War of

L[idq)endenoe there had been hardly a^thing that could properly be

called constitutional growth. Someti]d& there was a little imitation of

Eimland and sometimes a little imitation of France, the King appearing

as C more or less radical reformer. But the King died young, leaving an

infant son, amd his feudatories had no desire for reformation. The

OH. XVI.
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Scottish monarchy^ if monarchy it may be called, was indeed strictly

limited; but i^j^e limits were set much rather by the power of certain

noble families and their numerous retainers than by an assembly of

Estato expressing the constant will of an organised community. The
prelates, lords, and represented boroughs formed but one Chamber.
Attempts to induce the lesser tenants-in>chief to choose representatives

who would resemble the English knights of the shire had been abortive,

and a bad habit prevailed of delegating the work of a Parliament to a
committee known as ‘‘the Lords of the Articles.” Normally the assembly
of Estates was but the registrar of foregone conclusions. In troublous

times (and the times were often troublous) the faction that was in power
would hold a Parliament, and the other faction would prudently abstain

from attendance. Wlien in 1560 an unusually full, free and important
Parliament was held foi* the reformation of religion, an elementary
question concerning the right of the minor barons to sit and vote was
still debateable, and for many years afterwards those who desire to see

the true contribution of Scotland to the history of representative

institutions will look, not to the blighted and stunted conclave of the
three Estates with its titular Bishops and Abbots commendatory, but
to the fresh and vigorous Assembly of the Presbyterian Church.

Steady taxation and all that it implies had been out of the question.

The Scots were ready to fight for their King, unless they happened to be
fighting agaiyst him ; but they would not provide him with a revenue
adequate for the maintenance of public order. He was expected “to
live of his own” in medieval fashion, and his own was not enough to

raise him high above his barons. Moreover, Douglases and Hamiltons
and others, hereditary sheriffs and possessors of “ regalities,” were slow to

forget that these crowned stewards of Scotland were no better than
themselves. What had “come with a lass” might “go with a lass,” and
was in no wise mysterious. We shall see Queen Mary, widow of a King
of France, giving her hand first to a Lenndk-Stewart whose mother is a
Douglas and then to a Hepbuni, while thfe heir presumptive to the

throne is the head of the Hamiltons. We shall see Queen Elizabeth
having trouble with northern earls, with Percies and Nevilles, v^io set up
an altar which she had cost down, and belike would have cast down an
altar which she had set up ; but their power to disturb England was as

nothing to the powers- of disturbing Scotland which was exercised by
those near neighbours and like-mihded fellows of theirs who joined the
bellicose Congijpgation of Jesus Christ. And even in tlie briefest kketcb
we must not omit to notice that, as beyond England lay Scotland, so

beyemd the historic Scotland k y the unhistoric land of “the savages.”

The very means that had b^i taken - by Scottish Eangs to make
Scotsmen of these “red-shanks” and to bring these savages within the
pale of history had raised up new feudatories of almost royal rank Asd
of, more than baronial tiirbulence. Thenceforward, the rKing would
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have to reckon, not only with an Albany, an Angus, and an Amn,
but also with an Argyll and with a Huntly. Wht%.we see these

things we think of the dark age: of Charles the Simple and .Aolf

the Pirate.

Neither valorous feats of arms which overtaxed a people's strength

nor a superabundance of earls and barons should conceal from us the

nakedness of the land. It is more than probable that in the middle

of the sixteenth century the whole of the Scottish nation, including

untamable Highlanders, was not too large to be commodiously housed in

the Glasgow of to-day. Life was short, and death was violent. It is

true that many hopeful signs of increasing prosperity and enlightenment

are visible in the days of James IV (1488-1513). But those days ended

at Flodden. The flowers of the forest were once more mown down.

The hand went back upon the dial towards poverty and barbarity.

An aptitude for letters we may see. Of a brief springtime of song

Scotland may fairly boast, for os yet no icy wind was blowing from

Geneva. Universities we may see: more universities indeed than the

country could well support. By a memorable, if futile, Act of

Parliament James IV attempted to drive the sons of the gentry into

the grammar-schools. But an all-pervading lock of wealth and of

the habits that make for wealth was an impediment to every good

endeavour, Tlie printing prcss had been in no hurry to ix^ach England

(1477); but thirty years more elapsed before it entered Scotland. An
aptitude for jurisprudence we might infer from subsequent history

;

but it is matter of inference. Of lawyers who were not ecclesidbtics, of

temporal lawyers comparable to the professionally learned justices and

Serjeants of England, we can hardly read a word. When at length

James V found^ the College of Justice (1532), luilf the seats in it, and

indeed one more, were allotted to the clergy, anc! in later days foreign

science was imported from the continental universities to supply the

deficiencies of an undevelopeJ system. Scotland had been no place for

lawyers, and the temporal laV that might be had there, though it came

of an excellent stock, had for the more phrt been of the bookless kind.

And as MPth jurisprudence, so with statesmanship. The Scottish

statesman who was not a Bishop was a man of a new kind when
Lethington began his correspondence with Cecil ; for, even if we employ

a medieval standard, we can hardly attribute statecraft or policy to the

Albanys and Anguses and Arrans.
*

In Ihis poor and sparsely peopled coun^ the Chimcll^was wealthy

;

the deigy were i^^erous, laic, and lazy, Tne names of “dumb dogs"

and “idle bellies" which the new prea^i*s fixed upon them had not

been unearned. Nowhere else was thwe a seed-plot better prepared

for revolutionary ideas of a religious sort. Nowhere else would an

int^igible Bible be a newer book, or a sermon kindle stranger fires.

Nowhere else* would the pious champions of the Catholic faith be
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compelled to say so much that was evil of those who should have been

their pastora Abuses which had been superficial and sporadic in

England were widely spread and deeply rooted in the northern kingdom.

In particular, the commendation of ecclesiastical benefices to laymen,

to babies, had become a matter of course. The Lord James Stewart,

the King'^s base-born son, who at the critical moment is Prior of

St Andrews and sits in Parliament as a member of the spiritual ESstate,

is a typical figure. The corslet had ‘‘clattered’’ beneath the Arch-

bishop's cassock, and when Bishops and Abbots lie dmong the dead on

Flodden field they have done no less but no more than their duty. We
say that the Scottish Church was rich, and so it nominally was, for the

kirk-lands were broad; but when the Protestant ministers, much to their

own disappointment, had to be content with a very small fraction of the

old ecclesiastical revenues, tliey had probably secured a larger share than

had for a long time past been devoted to any purpose more spiritual

than the sustentation of royal, episcopal, and l^ronial families. We
exclaim against the greedy nobles whose lust for the kirk-lands is one of

the operative forces in the history of the Scottish Reformation. They
might have said that they were only rearranging on a reasonable and

modern basis what had long been for practical purposes the property of

tiieir class. Their doings send back our thoughts to far-off Carolingian

days, when the “benefice” became the hereditary fief. To the King it

was, no do^bt, convenient that the power of those nobles who would

leave heirs should be balanced by the power of other nobles, caUed

prelate.^, whose children would not be legitimate. But such a system

could not be stable, and might at any time provoke an overwhelming

outcry for its destiniction, if ever one bold man raised his voice against

it. Men who are not themselves very moral can feel genuine indignation

when they detect immorality among those who, though no worse than

themselves, pretend to supeirior holiness. Prelates, and even primates

of Scotland, who were bastards and the Ufegetters of bastards, were the

principal fore-runners and coadjutors of Jolm Knox ; and unfortunately

they were debarred by professional rules from pleading that they, or the

best among them, were in truth the respectable husbands pf virtuous

wives.

I>ollardy too there had been, and in some corners of the land it had
never been tlioroughly extirpated. Also there had been a little burning,

but far from enough* to accustom the Scots to the sight of a heretic

tortured by i;he flames. Then the German leaven began to wdrk, and
from 15S8 onwards a few Lutherans were burnt The protomartjrr was

Patrick Hamilton, the young Abbot of ^eme. Like many
another Scottish youth he had >been at the University of Paris. After-

wards he had m^e a pilgrimage, if not to Wittenberg, at all events to

Marburg. It is characteristic of time and place that historians ha^ to

consider whether a feud between Douglas^ and Hamiltons counts for
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nothing in his martyrdom. **The reek of Patrick Hamilton^^ we are

told, infected many; and we can well believe it The Coll^ of St

Leonard was taint^ with humanism and new theology. Young men
fled firom Scotland and made fame elsewhere. Such were Alexander

Aless, who as Alesius became the friend of Melanchthon, and John
Macalpine, who as Machabaeus professed divinity at Copenhagen.

Such also was George Buchanan, the humanist and the Calvinist, the

tutor and the c^umniator of Queen Mary. And we see the Wedder-
bums who are teaching Scotsmen to sing ballads of a novel kind, good
and godly ballads,^ but such as priests are loth to hear. And we see

Sir D^vid Lindsay, the herald, the poet, the King's friend, scourging the

lives and sometimes the beliefs of the clergy with verses which rich and
poor will know by heart. In short, there was combustible material

lying about in large quantities, and sparks |vere flying.

But the day of revolt was long delayed. What held in check the

rebellious and even the Reforming forces, was the best of Scottish tradi-

tions, the undying distrust of an England which claimed an overlordship

;

and in the days of Henry VIII no wholesomer tradition could there be.

His father had schemed for amity by way of matrimonial alliance, and

Margaret Tudor had become tlie wife and mother of Scottish Kings.

It was plain that in the age of great monarchies England would be

feeble so long as she had a hostile Scotland l)ehind her. But the

Tudor would not see that he could not annex Scotland, or tluit a
merely annexed Scotland would still be the old enemy. Just as in the

days of the Great Schism England had acknowledged one, ancf Scotland

the other, of the rival Popes, so in the new days of a greater schism

James V became the better Catholic because his bullying uncle had
broken with Rome. As was natural for a King of Scob^, he leant upon
the support of the clergy, and thereby he oli nded his barons. ITiey

failed him in his hour of
^
need. Aftei* the shameful rout at Solway

Moss, he turned his face to the wall and died, a worn-out desperate man
at the age of thirty years (December 14, 1542).

His wife, Mary of Lorraine, the sister of those Guises Vho were to

be all-powerfyl in France, had just borne him a daughter : she was the

ill-fated Maiy Stewart (December 8, 1542). Once more, a baby was to

be crowned in Scotland. Next to her in hereditary succession stood a

remote cousin, the head of Qie House of Hamilton, James Earl of Arran,

the Chatelherault of after times. Bui his right depended on the validity

of a Sivorce which some might call in quegtion ; and Matthew Stewart,

Earl of Lenno:^, had pretensions. At the head of the Scottish clergy

stood the able, though dissolute, Arcl^i.shop of St Andrews, Cardinal

David Beton. For a moment it seemedT^ if a Reformed religion, or some
li<||rthem version of Henricanism, was to have its chance. The nobles

dhoee Arran for Regent ; many of them envied the cleigy ; many were

in Henry's ^y. Arran for a while inclined towards England ; he kept
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hmticml chaplains ; a Parliament, in spite of clerical protest, declared

that the Bible might be read in the vulgar tongue. Beton^had been

imprisoned ; a chaige of falsifying the late King^s will had been brought

against him. Henryks opportunity had come : the little Queen was to

be wedded to Edward Tudor. But Henry was the worst of unionists.

He bribed, but he also blustered, and let all men see that Scotland must

be his by foul means if not by fair. A treaty was signed (July 1, 1643);

but within six months (December 11) it was repudiated by the Scots.

Meanwhile the feeble Arran, under pressure of an interdict, had recon-

ciled himself with Beton and had abjured his heresies. The old league

with France was re-established. Henry then sent fleet and army.

Edinburgh was burnt (May, 1544). The Lowlands were ravaged with

pitiless ferocity. The Scottish resistance was feeble. There were many
traitors. The powerful Douglases played a double part. Lennox was

for the English, and wtvs rewarded with the hand of Henry's niece,

Margaret Douglas. But Scotland could not be annexed, the precious

child could not be captured, and Henry could not yet procure the

murder of the Cardinal.

Patriotism and Catholicism were now all one. Not but that there

were Protestants. One George Wishart, w'ho had been in Switzerland

and at Cambridge, was preaching the Gospel, and some (but this is no

better than a guess) would identify him with a Wishart who was plotting

Beton's inurdSr. He had powerful protectors, and among his disciples

w'os a man of middle age, bom in 1505, who as yet had done nothing

memorable; he was priest, notary, private tutor; his name was John

Knox. Wishart was arrested, tried and burnt for heresy (March 2, 1546).

Thereupon a band of assassins burst into the castle of St Andrews and

slew Beton (May 29, 1 546), The leaders were well bom men, Leslies,

Kirkaldys, Melvilles, Their motives were various. Ancient feuds and

hopes of English gold were niingled with hatred for a “ bloody butcher

of the saints of God." They held the castle a^d the town. The ruffianly

and the godly flocked in. There was a stmnge mixture of debauchery

and gospel in the St Andrews of those days, John Knox appeared there

and w as “ called " to preach to the congregation ; reluctantly (so he says)

he accepted the call. The Regent had laid siege, but had failed. At
length came h>ench ships wdth requisite artillery. The besieged capitu-

late (July, 1547) ; thfty were to taken to^ France and there liberated.

John Knox was shipped oft’ with the rest, and was kept in the galleys

for nineteen months, to meditate on faith that justifies.

Meanwhile Henry of Englai^d had died (Januaiy 28, 1547); but the

Protector Somerset was bent cei marrying his boy King to the girl

Queen. He had excellent projects in his head. He could speak of a

time when England and Scotland would be absorbed and forgotten^n

Great Britain ; but the French also were busy around Mary Stewart. So

he led an army northwards, and fought the battle of Pinkie (Septemb^ 10,
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1647)* No more decisive defeat could have been inflicted on the Scottish

host and the Britannic idea. Other events called Somerset home. Ihe
Scots could always be crushed in the field, but Scotland could not be
annex^. Then came help from the good friend Prance, in the shape
of French, German, and Italian troops ; the English employed Germans
and Spaniards. A Parliament decided to accept a French proposal
(July, 1548) : the Queen of Scots should marry, not the English King,
but young Franci^ the Dauphin, and meantime should be placed out
of harm'^s way. She was shipped off at Dumbai-ton, and landed in

Britanny (August 13, 1548) to pass a happy girlhood in a lettei*ed and
luxurious Court. Tlie war was prosecuted witli a bloodthii'st new in the
savage annals of the boixJei's

; it was a war fought by mercenary Almains.
When peace was signed in 1550, England had gained nothing, and upon
the surface (though only upon the surface) Sccjtland was as Catholic as
ever it had been, grateful to France, bitterly resentful against heretical

England.

During the struggle Mary of Lorraine had borne herself bravely ; she
appeared as the guiding spirit of a national rcsisbince. She or her
advising kinsfolk were soon to make, though in less brubil sori, the
mistake that Henry VIII had made, and this time it was to be irre-

trievable. During a visit to France (September, 1550—October, 1551)
she schemed with her brothers and the French King. She was to take
Arran’s place as Regent; he hod been compensated with the dudiy
(no empty title) of ('hatelherault, and his eldest son (who now J)ecoines

the Arran of our story) was to conmiancl the French King’s Scots guard.
The arrangement was not perfected until 1554, for ^‘the second person
in the kingdom” was loth to relax his hold on a land of which he might
soon be King; but the French influence was strong, and he yielded.

Mary of Lorraine wcls no bad ruler for Scotlai I ; but still the Scots
could not help seeing that she was ruling in the interest of a foreign

Power. Moreover, there had Geen a change in the religious environment:
Mary Tudor had become Queen of England (July 6, 1553). John
Knox, who after his sojourn in the Frehch galleys had IjJen one of
King Edward’s ^lect preachei's and had narrowly escaped the bishopric
of Rochester, was fleeing to Geneva

; and thence he went to Frankfort,
there to quaiTel with his fellow exile Dr Cox over the Book of Common
Prayer. In Scotland Catholicism had been closely allied with patriotism;
but when England became Catholic, A'otesbint pieachers found refuge
in Scotland. The King of France was cherishing the? intrigues of
English heretics ^igainst the Spanish Queen ; Maiy of Lorraine was no
fanatic, and her policy was incompatible^dth stern repression. She was
trying to make Scotland more securely Trench ; the task was delicate

;

and^he needed the support of nobles who had little love for the clergy.

A few high offices were given to Frenchmen
; a few French soldiers were

kept in the Artresscs ; they were few, but enough to scatter whole hosts

CB. XVi«
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of luidrilled Scots. An attempt to impose a tax for the support of

troops was resisted, and the barons showed a strange reluctance to fight

the English. At length the time came for the Queen^s marriage (April

24, 1558). The Scottish statesmen had laboriously drawn a treaty

which should guard the independence of their realm and the rights of

the House of Hamilton. This was signed ; but a few days earlier Mary
Stewart had set her hand to other documents which purported to convey

Scotland for good and all to the King of France. may find excuses

for the girl; but, if treason can be committed by a sovereign, she was

a traitor. She had treated Scotland as a chattel. The act was secret

,

but the Scots guessed much and were uneasy.

In the meantime Calvinism, for it was Calvinism now, was spreading.

After the quarrels at Frankfort, Knox had gone back to Geneva and had sat

at the master’s feet. In 1655 he returned to Scotland, no mere preacher,

but an organiser also. lie went through the country, and “ Churches
”

of the new order sprang into being where he went. Powerful nobles

began to listen, such as Lord Lome, who was soon to be Earl of Aigyll,

and the Queen’s bastard brotlier, the Lord Janies Stewart, who was to

be 'EsltI of Moray and llegent And politicians listened also, such as

William Maitland, the young laird of Lethington. Knox was summoned
before an ecclesiastical Court (May 16, 1556); but apparently at the last

moment the hearts of the clergy failed them, and the prosecution was
abandoned. Jt was evident that he had powerful supporters, especially

the Earl of Glencaim. Morc!Over the natural leader of the clergy, John
Hamilton, the Primate of Scotland, was a bastard brother of Ch&tel-

herault and, as a Hamilton, looked with suspicion on the Fi'ench policy

of Mary of Lorraine, so that the chiefs of Church and State were not
united. However, Knox had no mind for martyrdom; and so, after

sending to the Regent an admonitory letter, which she cast aside with
scornful words, he again departed for Geneva (July, 1556). Then the

Bishops summoned him once more ; but only his effigy could be burnt.

The pi'eaching went on. In the last days of 1657 the first

" Covenant? was signed. ‘‘ The Congregation of Jesus Christ,” of which
Argyll, Glencaim, and other great men were members,! stoed out in

midisguised hostility to that “congregation of Satan” which styled itself

the Catholic Church. Tliey demanded that King Edward’s Prayer Book
(which was good enough for tliem if not for their absent inspirer) should
be read in all the churches. Thi Regent was perplexed

; the French
marriage had not yet been secured

; but she did not prevent the prelates

from burning one AValter IVlilne, who was over eigl^ty years of age
(April, 1558). He was the lasPpf the Protestant martyrs ; they had not
been numei-ous, even when judged by the modest English standard;
fanaticism was not among tlie many faults of tlie Scottish prelates ; but
for this reason his cruel death made the deeper mark. On St 6ws'
day (September 1) in 1558 tliat Saint’s statue was being carried through
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the town of Edinburgh, of which he was the patron. Under the eyes of

the Regent the priests were rabbl^ and the idol was smashed in pieces.

It was plain that the next year would be stormy ; and at this crisis the

face of England was once more changed.

A few weeks later Henry Percy, brother of the Earl of Northumber-
land, was talking with the Duke of Chatelherault. God, said the

Englishman, has sent you a true and Christian religion. We are on the

point of receiving the same boon. Why should you and we be enemies

—

we who are hardly out of our servitude to Spain
;
you who are being

brought into servitude by France? The liberties of Scotland are in

jeopaidy and the rights of the Hamiltons. Might we not unite in the

maintenance of God's Word and national independence? This is the

ideal which springs to light in the last months of 1558 :—deliverance

from the toils of foreign potentates ; amity between two sister nations

;

union in a pure religion. The Duke himself was a waverer ; his duchy
lay in France ; he is the Antoine de Bourbon of Scottish history ; but
his son the Earl of Arran had lately installed a Protestant preacher at

Ch&tclherault and was in correspondence with Calvin. Percy reported

this interview to an English lady who had once Inicn offered to the Duke
as a bride for Arran and had just become Queen Elizabeth.

Mary, Queen of England and Spain, died on the 17th of November^
1558. The young woman at Hatfield, who knew that her sister's days

were numbered, had made the great choice.# Ever since May# it had
been clear that she would soon be Queen. "I'he Catholics doubted and
feared, but had no other candidate; King Philip was hopeful. So
Elizabeth was prepared. William Cecil was to be her secretary, and
England was to be Protestant. Her choice may surprise us. When a

few months later she is told by the Bishop of Aq.iila that she has been

imprudent, he seems for once be telling tfic truth.

Had there been no religipus dissension, her title to the throne would

hardly have been contested among Englishmen. To say nothing of her

fathers will, she had an unrepealed statute in her favour. Divines

and lawyers might indeed have found it difficult to maintain her legiti-

mate biiih. Parliament had lately declared that her father was lawfully

married to Catharine of Aragon, and with this good Catholics would

agree. But there was another scandal, pf which good Protestants might

take account. Elizabeth's godfather, the Henrican Archbishop and

Protestant martyr, had adjudged that Henry was never married to Anne
Boleyn. His reasons died with him; b^t something bad, something

nameless, might be guessed. It is sogietimes said that Elizabeth's

birth condemned her to be Protestant or bastard. But it would be

tmer^to say that, had she cared much about legitimacy, she would have

made her peace with Rome. Hints came to her thence, that the pleni-

tude of power can set these little matters straight for the benefit of well

€fr. stvi.
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disposed princes ; and in papal eyes Cranmer^s sentence would have been

a prejudice in her favour. But pur^legitimism, the legitimism of the

divine entail, was yet in its infancy, and neither Protestant nor Catholic

was bound to deny that a statute of the realm may set a bastard on

the throne of William the Conqueror. For the people at large it would

be enough that the Lady Elizabeth was tlie only living descendant of

old King Henry, and that beyond her lay civil war. The thin stream of

Tudor blood was running dry. Henry’s will (but its^validity might be

questioned) had postponed the issue of his elder to that of his younger

sister : in other words, the House of Scotland to the House of Suffolk.

Mary Stewart was bom in Scotland; she could not have inherited an

acre of English land, and it was highly doubtful whether English law

would give the crown to an alien who was the child of two aliens.

Neither her grandmothcr’-s second marriage, namely that with Archibald

Douglas (whence sprang I^ady Lennox and her son Lord Damley), nor

the marriage of Mary Tudor with Charles Brandon (whence sprang

Greys and Stanleys) was beyond reproach ;—few mairiages were beyond

reproach in those days of loose morals and conniving law. John Knox
at Geneva htul, to Calvin’s regret, just blown a first blast of the trumpeV
against the monstrous regiment of women, and unfortunately, though

the tone was new, the tune was not Tlie Scottish gospeller could only

repeat the biblical and other arguments that had b^n used a century

ago by that Lancastrian sage, Chief Justice Fortescua No woman had

sat upon the English throiie, save Mary, and she (it might be said) was

a statutory Queen. Many people thought that next in right to Elizabeth

stood Henry Hastings, who was no Tudor but a Yorkist; and already in

1665 Philip of Spain was thinking of his own descent from Edward III.

Thus Elizabeth’s statutory title stood between England and wars of the

roses which would also be wars of religion.

At this moment, howeveV*, she put a . difference of creed between

herself and the Dauphiness. It may be th^t in any case Henry II of

France, who was in want of arguments for the retention of Calais, w’ould

have disputed Elizabeth’s legitimacy; it was said that he had been

prepared to dispute the legitimacy of her Catholic sister. • But had
Elizabeth been Catholic, the French and Scottish claim to her throne

would have merely been an enemy’s insult: an insult to England, a
challenge to Spain. As it was, Henry might lay a strong case before

the Pope and the Catholic world: Elizabeth was bastard and heretic

to boot, and at this moment Paul IV was questioning Ferdinand’s

election to the Empire because some of his Electors'^were Lutherans.

That heretics are not to rule was no new principle ; the Counts of

Toulouse had felt its edge in tlie old Albigensian days.

After the fall of Calais in January (1558) England was panic-stricjten.

The French were coming ; the Scots were coming ; Danes and Hanseats

weie coming. German troops were being hastily hired to protect
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Northumberland. Philip's envoy, the Count of Feria, saw inoompetence

everywhere. The nobles held aloof, while some aged clergymen tried to

conduct a war. He hardly dared to think what would happen if a few

French ships touched the shore. Since then, there had been some

improvement. No invader had landki, and Guise's capture of Thionville

had been balanced by Egmont's victory at Gravelines. Shortly before

Mary's death negotiations for a peace were begun at Cercamp ; the

outline of the schepie was a restoration of conquests. But Calais stopped

the way. The French could not surrender that prize, and they were the

more constant in their determination because the King of Spain would not

much longer be King of England, and an isolated England would have

no conquest to restore. When Elizabeth became Queen, Calais was not

yet lost ; that was the worst of it. Both Kings were weary of the war

;

behind both yawned gulfs of debt and heresy. But the ruler of the

Netherlands was deeply concerned in the recovery of Calais—perhaps

more materially, though less sentimentally, than were the English. Feria

has reported the profound remark that when Calais was captured many
Englishmen ceased to go to church. A Protestant Elizabeth might have

to sign away the last memorial of old glories ; and that would not fill

the churches. Philip, it might be plain, would not suffer the French to

invade England through Scotland ; but the tie between Spain and an
heretical England would be the coolest selfishness, the King's mind would
be distracted between his faith and his policy, and if he were compelled

to save England from the French, he certainly would not save England
for the English.

*

True that for Protestant eyes there was light on the horizon. Any-
one could see that there would be religious troubles in France and
Scotland. Geneva was active, and Home seeint‘d to be doting. That
summer the psalms had gone up loudly from th^ Pre-aux-Clercs, and a
Ch&tillon had been arrested. That autunia St Gdes of Edinburgh had
lain prostrate in the mud. Expectant heirs and royal cadets, Bourbons
and Hamiltons, were wavefing; Maximilian was listening to an en-

lightened pastor; France, Scotland, the Empire, might some day fall

to evangelical lords. Good news came from Poland, Bohemia, and
Hungary; it was even rumoured that the Pope would at last succeed

in shaking Philip's faith. Still, the black fact of the moment was that

Philip and Henry were making peace in order that they might crush

their respective heretics. And Englarti's military weakness was patent

to all. •Her soldiers and captains were disgracefully old-feshioned, and
what gunpowder^ she had was imported from the Netherlands. “To
make a lewd comparison," said an Engliidiman, “ England is as a bone
thrown between two dogs." Was this^bone to display an irritating

activity of its own, merely because the two dogs seemed for the moment
to 19b equal and opposite.^ To more than one mind came the same
thought : “ They will make a Piedmont of England."

oeO. II. B. U. CH. ZVX.
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Within the country the prospect was dubious. The people were

discontented : defeat and shame, pestilence and famine had lately been
their lot. A new experiment would be welcome ; but it would miserably

fail were it not speedily successful. No doubt, the fires in Smithfield had
iiarmed the Catholic cause by confirming the faith and exasperating the

passions of the Protestants. No doubt, the Spanish marriage was detested.

But we may overestimate the dislike of persecution and the dislike of

Spain. No considerable body of Englishmen would deny that obstinate

heretics should be burnt. Tbere was no need for Elizabeth to many
Philip or bring Spaniards into the land ; but the Spanish alliance, the

old Anglo-Burgundian alliance, was highly valued ; it meant safety and
trade and occasional victories over the hereditary foe. Moreover, the

English Reformei*s were without a chief ; beyond Elizabeth they had no
pretender to the throne»; they had no apostle, no prophet; they were

scattered over Europe and had been quarrelling, Knoxians against

Coxians, in their foreign abodes. Edward's reign had worn the gloss off

the new theology. We may indeed be sure that, had Elizabeth adhered

to the old faith, slie must have quelled plots and rebellions or herself

been quelled. We look at Scotland, Fmnce, and the Netherlands, and,

it may be, infer that the storm would have overwhelmed her. Perhaps

we forget how largely the tempests that we see elsewhere were due to

the momentous choice that she made for England. It must probably

be allowed that most of the young men of brains and energy who grew

to manhood under Mary were lapsing from Catholicism, and that the

educated women were falling faster and further. London too, Bonner's

London, was Protestant, and London might be worth an abolished Mass.

But when, after some years of fortunate and dexterous government, we

see how strong is the old creed, how dangerous is Mary Stewart as its

champion, we cannot feel sure that Elizabeth chose the path which was,

or which seemed to be, the safest. ^

Of her own opinions she told strange tales. Puzzled by her shifty

discourse, a Spanish envoy once suggested atheism. When a legal

settlement had been made, it was her pleasure, and perhaps her duty, to

explain that her religion was that of all sensible people. » The difference

between the various versions of Christianity que bagatelle^

So she agreed witli tlie Pope, except about some details ; she cherished

the Augsburg confession, or something veiy like it
; she was at one, or

nearly at one, with th^ Huguenots. She may have promised h^ sister

(but this is not proved) to jnake no change in religion ; at any rate she

had gone to mass without much ado. Nevertheless it ismot unlikely that

at the critical time her conduci was swayed rather by her religious beli^
or disbeliefs than by any close calculation of loss and gain. She had not

her father's taste for theology ; she was neither prig like her brother^or

zealot like her sister; but she had been taught from the first to contemn

the Pope, and during Edward's reign she had been highljr educated in
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the neweft doctrines. John Hooper, the father of the Puritans, had
admired her displays of argumentative divinity. More than one Catholic

who spoke with her in later days was struck by her ignorance of Catholic

verity. The Bishop of Aquila traced her phrases to the heretic Italian

friars.^ He seems to have been thinking of Vermigli and Ochino, and
there may have been some little truth in his guess. Once she said that

she liked Italian ways and manners better than any other, and sometimes

seemed to herself dialf Italian. Her eyes filled with tears over Peter

Martyr's congratulations. She had talked predestination with Fra

Bernardino and had translated one of his sermons ; the Puritans were

persuaded that if she would listen to no one else, she would listen to

him. All this might have meant little ; but then she had suffered in

the good cause. She had been bullied into going to mass ; she had been

imprisoned ; she had nearly been excluded from ^he throne ;
some ardent

Catholics had sought her life ; and her suspected heresies hod been at

least a part of her offending. It would have been base to disappoint

all those who had prayed for her and plotted for her, and pleasant it

was when from many lands came letters which hailed her as the miracu-

lously preserved champion of the truth. Slie had a text ready for the

bearer of the good news :
‘‘ This is the Lord's doing and it is marvellous

in our eyes.”

One point was clear. The Henrican Anglo-Catholicisgi was dead

and buri^. It died with Heniy and was interred by Stephen Gardiner.

In distant days its spirit might arise from the tomb ; but not yet. llie

Count of Feria and Bishop Tunstall were at needless pains to explain to

the young Queen that she was favouring “Lutherans and Zwinglians,”

whom her father would have burnt. But in 1558 nothing was to be
gained by mere schism. Her fellow sovereign^, more especially her

brother-in-law, could have taught her that ji prince might enjoy all the

advantages of spotless orthodoxy and yet keep the Pope at arm’s length.

Many Englishmen hated “ popery”; but by this time the core of the

popeiy that they hated was no longer thp Papacy, but the.idolatrous

Mass. The choice lay between Catholicism with its Pope and the

creed for which Cranmer and Ridley died. It could scarcely be hoped
that the Bishops would yield an inch. Very shame, if no worthier

motive, would keep them true to the newly restor^ supremacy of Rome.
Happily for Elizabeth, they Were few and feeble. Reginald Pole had

hardly outlived Mary, and for one reason or another had ipade no haste

in filling vacant sees ;—Feria thought that thfi “ accursed Cardinal ” had

French designs. Jknd death had been and* still was busy. Only sixteen

instead of twenty-six Bishops were entitled to attend the criticai Parlia-

ment, and only eleven with the Abbot of Westminster were present.

Them constancy in the day of trial makes them respectable ; but not one

of them was ^ leader of men. The ablest of them had been Heniy’s

ministers and merefore could be taunted as renegades.

ca. jcvi. 30-2
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A story which came from a good quarter bade us see Elizabeth

announcing to the Pope her accession to the throne, and not rejecting

Catholicism until Paul IV declared that England was a papal M and
she an usurping bastard. Now, Caraffa was capable of any imprudence

and just at this moment seemed bent on reviving the claiina of

medieval Pontiffs, in order that he might drive a long-suffering Em-
peror into the arms of the Lutherans. But it is certain now that in

the matter of courtesy Elizabeth, not Paul, was ^e offender. She

ignored his existence. Edward Came was living at Rome as Mary's

ambassador. He received no letters of credence from the new Queen,

and on the 1st of February, 1559, she told him to come home as she

had nothing for him to do. Meanwhile the Frendi were thinking to

obtain a Bull against her ; they hoped that at all events Paul would not

allow her to marry her dead sister’s husband. At Christmastide (1558),

when she was making a scene in her chapel over the elevation of the

Host, the Pope was talking kindly of her to the French ambassador,

would not promise to refuse a dispensation, but could not believe that

anoUier Englishwoman would want to many a detestable Spaniard. A
little later he knew more about her and detained Came (a not unwilling

prisoner) at Rome (March 27), not because she was base-bom, but

because she had revolted from the Holy See. He had just taken occasion

to declare in a Bull that princes guilty of heresy are deprived of all

lawful power by the mere fact of their guilt (Februaiy 15). This edict,

though it may have been mainly aimed at Ferdinand’s three Protestant

Electors, was a salutary warning for Elizabeth and Anthony and Maxi-

milian ; but no names wei*e named. Philip had influence enough to balk

the French intrigue and protect his sister-in-law from a direct anathema.

The Spaniard may in Paul’s eyes have been somewhat worse than a

heretic ; but the quaiTel with the other Habsburg, and then the sudden

attack upon his own scandalous nephews^were enough to consume the

few remaining days of tlie fierce old man. He has much to answer for

;

but it was no insult from him that made Elizabeth a Protestant.

No time was lost Mary’s death (November 17, 1568) dissolved a
Parliament. Heath, Archbishop of York and Chancellor of the realm,

dismissed it, and with loyal woxds proclaimed the new Queen. Within

three weeks (December 5) writs went out for a new Parliament.

Elizabeth was going to exact conformity^ to a statutory religion. For

the moment the statutory religion was the Roman Catholic, and she

would have taken a false step if in the name of some higher law die had

annulled or ignored the Marym statutes. At once sl|e forbade innova*

tions and thus disappointed ^be French who hoped for a turbulent

revolution. A new and happy et cactera was introduced into the royal

style and seemed to hint, without naming, a Headship of the Cbu^
Eveiy dhange pointed one wa^. Some of the old Cpundllm were

retained, but tlie new Councillors were PfOtestants. William Cecil, then
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aged thirty-^eighi, had been Somerset's and was to be Elizabeth's secre-

taiy. like he had gone to mass, but no Catholic doubted that he

was a sad heretic. The Great Seal, resigned by Heath, was given to

Nicholas ^Bacon. He and Cecil had married sisters who were godly

ladies of the new sort The imprisoned heretics were bailed, and the

refugees flocked back from Franl^ort, Zurich and Geneva. Hardly was
Maiy dead, before one Bishop was arrested for an inopportune sermon

(November JP7). pother preached at her funeral (December 18) and

praised her for rejecting that title which Elizabeth had not yet assumed ;

he too was put under restraint Maiy's chief mourner was not her sister,

but, appropriately enough, the Lady Lennox who was to have supplanted

Elizateth. No Bishop preached the funeral sermon for Charles V, and
what good could be said of that Catholic Caesar was said by the

Protestant Dr Bill (December 24). The new^Queen was artist to the

finger-tips. The English Bible was rapturously kissed ; the Tower
could not be re-entered without uplifted eyes and thankful words ; her

hand (it was a pretty hand) shrank, so folk said, from Bonner's lips.

Christmas-day was chosen for a more decisive scene. The Bishop who
was to say mass in her presence was told not to elevate the Host. He
would not obey ;

so after the Gospel out went Elizabeth ; she could no

longer witness that idolatry. Three weeks later (January 15) she was

crowned while Calvin was dedicating to her his comments on Isaiah.

What happened at the coronation is obscure. The Bishops, it seems,

swore fealty in the accustomed manner; the Epistle and Gospel were read

in English; it is said that the celebrant was one of the Queen's cfiaplains

and that he did not elevate the Host ; it is said that she did not com-

municate; she was anointed by the Bishop of Carlisle, whose rank

would not have entitled him to this office, hail not others refused it.

At length the day came for a Parliament (January 25). A mass was

said at Westminster early in the morning. « At a later hour tlie Queen

approached the Abbey with*^her choir singing in English. The last

of the Abbots came to mfeet her with monks and candles. ‘‘Away

with those torches " she exclaimed : we can see well enough I " And
then Edw|ud's^tutor, Dr Cox, late of Frankfort, preached; and he

preached, it is said, for an hour and a half, the peers all standing.

The n^otiations between Spain, England and France had been

brought to a pause by Ma^'s death, but were to be resumed after a

brief interval, during which ^izabeth ^as to make up her mind. Some
outwardly amicable letters passed between her and Henry <1. She tried

to play the part ^f the pure-bred Englbhwoman, who should not suffer

for the sins of the Spani^ Mary. But the French were not to be coaxed

out of Calais, and she knew that they wdbe seeking a papal Bull against

her. It became plain that she must not detach herself from Spain and

thaK even with Philip's helj^, Calais could only be obtained after another

war, for vdiicb England was shamefully unready. Then, in the middle of

OB. xn.
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Januaiy, came through Feita the expected offer of Philip's hand.

Elizabeth seemed to hesitate, had doubts about the Pope's dispensing

power and so forth ; but in the end said that she did not mean to many,
and added that she was a heretic. Philip, it seems, was relief by the

refusal ; he had laboriously explained to his ambassador that his proposal

was a sacrifice laid upon the altar of the Catholic faith. He had hopes,

which were encouraged in England, that one of his Austrian cousins,

Ferdinand or Charles, would succeed wheie he had fai^, secure England

for orthodoxy, and protect the Netherlands from the ill example that an

heretical England would set.

Meanwhile the great Treaty of Cateau-Cambresis was in the making.

Elizabeth tried to retain Philip's self-interested support ; and she retained

it. Without substantial aid from England, he would not fight for

Calais ; she would have ^to sign it away ; but so earnest liad he been in

this matter that the French covenanted to restore the treasured town

after eight years and further to pay half-a-milHon of crowns by way of

penalty in case they broke their promise. No one supposed that they

would keep it ;
still they had consented to make the retention of Calais

a just cause for war, and Elizabeth could plausibly say tliat some

remnants of honour had been saved. But the clouds collected once

more. New differences broke out among the negotiators, who had
half a world to regulate, and, before the intricate settlement could be

completed, marriage had been arranged between Philip and one of

Henry's daughters. Elizabeth of France, not Elizabeth of England, was

to be the bride. The conjunction was ominous for heretics.

From the first days of February to tlie first days of April the

negotiations had been pending. Meanwhile in England little had been

accomplished. It had become plain that the clergy in possession (but

there was another and expectant clergy out of possession) would not

yield. The Convocation of Canterbury met when Parliament met, and

the Lower House declared for transubstantiation, the sacrifice of the

Mass, and the Roman supremacy ; also it "idly protested that laymen

were not to meddle with faith, worship, or discipline (February 17, 1559).

The Bishops were staunch; the English Church by it§ constitutional

organs refused to reform itself ; the Reformation would be an unprece-

dented state-stroke. Probably the assembled Commons were willing to

strike. The influence of the Crown had been used on the Protestant

side; but Cecil had hardly gathered the reins in his hand and the

government's «contix)l over^ the electoral machinery must have been

imusually weak. Our statistics are imperfect, but the i^umber of knigjiits

and burgesses who, having served in 1568, were again returned in 1669 was
not abnormally small, and with the House of 1658 Mary had been well

content Also we may see at Westminster not a few men who soon

afterwards are “hinderers of true religion," or at best only "^dnt
professors"; but probably the nation at large was not unwilling that
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Elkabeth should make her experiment A few creations and restora«»

tions of peerages strengthened the Protestant element among the lords.

The Earl of Bedford and Lord Clinton appeared as proxies for many
absent peers, and, of all the lords, Bedford (Francis Russell) was the

most decisively committed to radical reform. The Howards were for

the Queen, their cousin; the young Duke of Norfolk, England's one

duke, was at this time ardently Protestant, and in the next year was

diocked at the sight of undestroycd altars.

Money was cheerfully voted. 'Ihe Queen was asked to choose a
husband, and professed her wish to die a maid. She may have meant

what she said, but assuredly did not mean that it should be believed. A
prudently phrased statute announced that she was “ lawfully descended

and come of the blood royal’’ ; another declared her capable of inheriting

from her divorced and attainted mother ; the painful p6ust was veiled in

general words. There was little difficulty about a resumption of those

tenths and first-fruits which Mary had abandoned. Round the question

of ecclesiastical supremacy the battle raged, and it raged for two months

and more (February 9 to April 29). Seemingly the Queen’s ministers

carried through the I^wer House a bill which went the full Henrican

length in its Caesoro-papalism and its severity. Upon pain of a traitor’s

death, everyone was to swear that Elizabeth was the Supreme Head of the

Church of England. In the Upper House, to which the bill came on

the 27th of February, the Bishops had to oppose a measiire^which woukJ

leave the lives of all open Romanists at the mercy of the government.

Few though they were, the dozen prelates could still do much in a House
where there were rarely more than thirty temporfiJ lords, and probably

Cecil had asked for more than he wanted. On the 18th of March the

project had taken a far milder form ; forfeiture office and benefice was

to be the punishment of those who would not swe ir. Against this more
lenient measure only two temporal lords pfotested ; but a Catholic says

that other “ good Christians ” were feigning to be ill. The bill went

back to the Commons ; then back with amendments to the Lords, who
read it thrice on the 22nd. Easter fell 6n the 26th, and It had* been

hoped that by that time Parliament would have finished its work. Very

little had been done ; doctrine and worship had hardly been touched.

Apparently an attempt to change the services of the Church had been

made, had met with resistanqp, and ha^been abandoned.

Eli^beth was in advance of the law and beckoned the nation

forward. During that Lent the Court ei^rmon had been the only

sermon, the preacher Scory or Sandys, Grindal or Cox. A papist’s

excited fancy saw a congregation of five thousand and heard extravagant

blasphemy. On Easter day the Queen deceived the Communion in both

kin^; the news ran over Europe; Antoine de Bourbon on the same

day had done the like at Pau; Mary of Lorraine had marked that

festival for tile return of all Scots to the Catholic worship. The colloquy

ca. zvi.
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of Westminster follows. There was to be a trial by battle in the Abbey
between chosen champions of the two faiths. Its outcome might make us

suspect that a trap was laid by the Protestants. But it is by no means

certain that the challenge came from their side, and the Spanish ambas-

sador took some credit for arranging the combat. The colloquy of

Westminster stands midway between that of Worms (1657) and that of

Poissy (1661). The Catholics were wont to get the better in these feats

of arms, because, so soon as Christ's presence in the F^ucharist was mai-
tioned, the Protestants fell a-fighting among themselves. Apparently on
this occasion the rules of the debate were settled by Heath and Bac^n.

The Great Seal had passed from an amiable to an abler keeper. The men
of the Old Learning were to defend the use of Latin in the services of

the Church, to deny that a " particular Church " can change rites and
ceremonies and to main^in the propitiatory sacrifice of the Mass. Their

first two theses would bring them into conflict with national feeling;

and at the third point they would be exposed to the united force of

Lutherans and Helvetians, for the sacrifice, and not the presence, was

to be debated. It was a less advantage for the Reformers that their

adversaries were to speak first, for there was to be no extemporary

argument but only a reading of written dissertations. In the choir

of the abbey, before Council, Lords, Commons and multitude, the com-

batants took their places on Friday, the 31st of March. At once the

Catholics be^an to except against the rules that they were required to

observe.^ Dr Cole, however, maintained their first proposition and
Dr Home read the Protestant essay. The Reformers were well content

with that day's work and the applause that followed. On Monday the

second questiou was to be handled. Of what happened we have no
impartial account; we do not know what had passed between Heath
and Bacon, or whether the Catholic doctors were taken by surprise.

Howbeit, they chose the wofst course; th^ wrangled about proc^ure
and refused to continue the debate. Appareptly they were out of heart

and leaderless. Two of the Bishops were forthwith imprisoned by the

Council fof intemperate words, and thus the Catholic party in the

House of Lords was seriously weakened at a critical moment. ®Moreover,

the inference that men do not break off a debate with preliminary

objections when they are confident of success in the main issue,

though it is not alw|iy8 just, is^^always np.tural. '

The next day Parliament resumed its w'ork. Meanwhile, Elizabeth

had at length* decided that she would not assume the Henrican title,

though assuredly she had meant that it should be,^ it had been,

offered to her. AVomen should^ keep silence in the churches; so there

was difficulty about a ^^durnb he^."- She had managed to get a
little credit from Philip's envoy and a little from zealous Calvinistr by
saying that she would not be Head of the Church, and she could then

tell appropriate peraons that she scorned; a style which {be Pope had
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pdllutedL So Cecil had to go to the Commons and explain that there

must be a new bill and new oath. He met with some opposition, for

there wete who held that the Queen was Supreme Head iure dMno.
Ultimately a phrase was fashioned which declared that she was the only

Supreme Governor of the realm as well in all spiritual or ecclesiastical

things or causes as in temporal, and that no foreign prince or prelate had
any ecclesiastical or spiritual authority within her dominions. However,

among other stati^tes of Henry VIII, one was revived which proclaims

that the King is Head of the Church, and that by the word of God
all ecclesiastical jurisdiction flows from him. Catholics suspected that

£lizabeth‘’s husband would be head of the Church, if not head of his

wife, and saw the old title concealed behind the new et caeiera,

Protestant lawyers said that she could take the title whenever she

pleased. Sensible men saw that, having the substance, she could afford

to waive the irritating name. On the 1 4th of April the bill was before

the Lords There were renewed debates and more changes; and the

famous Act of Supremacy was not finally secured until the 29th.

In the last days of an unusually long session a bill for the Uni-

formity of Religion went rapidly through both Houses (April 18-28).

The services prescribed in a certain Book of Common Prayer, and none

other, were to be lawful. The embryonic history of this measure is

obscure. An informal committee of IVotestant divines seems to have

been appointed by the Queen to prepare a book. It has been thought

that as the basis of their labours they took the Second Book of Edward VI,

but desired a fuii;her simplification of cei'emonies. On the other hand,

there are some signs that Cecil and the Queen thought that the Second

Book, which had hardly been introduced before it wsus abrogated, had

already gone far enough or too far in the abolition of accustomed rites.

All this, however, is very uncertain. Our guess ;.!ay be that, when men
were weary of the prolonged debate over the Supremacy and its continu-

ance was becoming a national danger (for violent speeches had been

made), the Queen'^s advisers *took the short course of proposing the Book
of 1552 with very few changes. At sudi a moment relirf might be

found in avhai; could be called a mere act of restoration, and the

Edwardian Book, however unfamiliar, was already ennobled by the blood

of martyrs. There ai’e signs of haste, or of divided counsels, for the

new Book when it came froip the press differed in some little, but not

trivial, matters from that which Parliament had expressly sanctioned.

The changes sanctioned by Parliament wer§ few. An oflensive phrase

about the Bishc^ of Rome'’s detestable enormitij^^ was expunged,

apparently by the House of Lords. An addition from older sources was

n^e to the words that accompany the delivery of bread and wine

to the communicant, whereby a charge of the purest Zwinglianism

mi^t be obviated. At the moment it was of importance to ^izabeth

that riie shfluld assui^e the German Princes that her religion was

on. KV1 .
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Augiistan; for they feared, and not without cause, that it was Helvetian*

A certain “ black rubric” which had never formed part of the statutoiy

book fell away ; it would have offended Lutherans ; we have reason to

believe that it had been inserted in order to meet the scruples of John

Knox. Of what was done in the matter of ornaments by the statute,

by the rubrics of the Book and by “injunctions” that the Queen

promptly issued, it would be impossible to speak fairly without a

lengthy quotation of documents, the import of which b^me in the

nineteenth century a theme of prolonged and inconclusive disputation* It

must here suffice that there are few signs of any of the clergymen who
accepted the Prayer Book either having worn or having desir^ to wear

in the ordinary churches—there was at times a little more splendour in

cathedrals—any ecclesiastical robe except the surplice. But, to return

to Elizabeth's Parliament, we have it on fairly good authority that nine

temporal lords, includin^g the Treasurer (the Marquis of Winchester),

and nine prelates (two Bishops were in gaol) voted against the bill, and

that it was only carried by three votes. Unfortunately at an exciting

moment there is a gap, perhaps a significant gap, in the official record,

and we cease to know what lords were present in the house. But about

thirty temporal peers had lately been in attendance, and so we may infer

that some of them were inclined neither to alter the religion of England

nor yet to oppose the Queen. On the 5th of May, the Bishops were

fighting in for the renovated monasteries. On the 8th, Parliament

was dissolved.

At u moment of strain and peril a wonderfully durable settlement

had been made. There is cause for thinking that the Queen's advisers

hod been compelled to abandon considerable parts of a lengthy pro-

gramme; but the great lines had been drawn and were permanent.

For this reason they can hardly be described in words that are both

just and few; but perhaps we may make a summary of those points

which were the most important to the men of 1559. A radical change

in doctrine, worship and discipline has been made by Queen and Par-

liament against the will of prelates and ecclesiastic Councils. The
legislative power of the Convocations is once more subjected to royal

control. The derivation of episcopal from royal jurisdiction has been

once more asserted in the words of Henry VIII. Appeal from the Courts

of tlie Church lies to royal delegates who may be laymen. What might
fairly be called a plenitude of ecclesiastical ‘jurisdiction of the corrective

sort can be, aqd at once is, committed to delegates who constitute what
is soon known as the Court of High Commission and strongly resembles

the consistory of ^ German Prince. Obstinate heresy^ is still a capital

crime ; but practically the Bishops have little power of forcing heretics

to stand a trial, and, unless Parliament and Convocation otherwise ordain,

only the wilder sectaries will be in danger of burning. There no
“ liberty of cult” The Prayer Book prescribetf the only lawful form rf
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ODmmoxi worship. The dergyman who adopts any other, even in a private

chapel, commits a crime ; so does he who procures this aberration from

conformity. Everyone must go to diurch on Sunday and bide prayer

and prea^ng or forfeit twelve pence to the use of the poor. Much
also can be done to ensure conformity by excommunication which has

imprisonment behind it. The papal authority is abolished. Clergy and
offioe-holdm can be required to swear that it is naught ; if they refuse

the oath, they loge office and benefice. If anyone advisedly maintains

that authority, he forfeits his goods; on a third conviction he is a
traitor. The service book is not such as will satisfy all ardent Re-
formers ; but their foreign fathers in the faith think it not intolerable,

and the glad news goes out that the Mass is abolished, llie word
"Protestant,’’ which is rapidly spreading from Germany, comes as a

welcome name. In the view of an officially inspired apologist of the

Elizabethan settlement, those who are not Papists are Protestants.

The requisite laws had been made, but whether they would take

effect was very uncertain. The new oath was not tendered to the judges;

and some of them were decided Romanists. Nor was the validity of

the statutes unquestioned, for it was by no means so plain as it now
is that an Act against which the spiritual Lords have voted in a body
may still be an Act of the three Estates. Gradually in the summer and
autumn the Bishops were called upon to swear ; they refused and were

deprived. It is not certain that the one weak brother, Kitchin of Llandaff,

actually swore the oath, though he promised to exact it from others.

Futile hopes .seem to have been entertained that Tunstall aiffl Heath
would at least take part in the consecration of their Protestant suc-

cessors. Such successors were nominated by the Queen ; but to make
Bishops of them was not easy. Apparently a government bill dealing

with this matter had come to naught. Probay ^y the Queen’s advisers

had intended to abolish the canonical elec^tion
;
they procured its abo-

lition in Irelemd on the grohnd that it was inconsistent with the Royal

Supremacy ; but for some "cause or another the English Parliament had
restored that grotesque Hcnrican device, the compulsor}s election of

a royal nomiqiee. By a personal interview Elizabeth secured the con-

version of the dean of the two meti\>politan churches, that pliant old

diplomat Nicholas Wotton. When sees and benefices were rapidly

fiedling vacant, his adhesion was of great importance if all was to be

done in an orderly way. •

But given the election, there must still be confii-ination and consecra-

tion ; statute required it. The cooperation of four " Bishops ” would be

neoessaiy if Matthew Parker was to sit where Reginald Pole had sat

Four men in episcopal Orders might 4)e found : for instance, William

Barlow, of whose Protestant religion there could be no doubt, since

Aft)ert of Prussia had lately attested it; but these men would not be

in possessioif of English" sees. Moreover, it seems to have been doubted

cat. rvi.
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whether the Edwardian Ordinal had been revived as part of the Edwardian

Prayer Book. Cecil was puzzled, but equal to the occasion. In a docu-

ment redolent of the papcd chanceiy Elizabeth supplied all defects,^

and at length on the 17th of Dumber, in the ^apel at Lambeth.

Parker was consecrated with Edwardian rites by Barlow, Scoiy, Coverdale

and Hodgkin. The story of a simpler ceremony at the Nag's Head
tavern was not concocted until long afterwards; it should have for

pendants a Protestant fable which told of a dramatic scene betweai

Elizabeth and the Catholic prelates, and an Anglican fable which strove

to suggest that the Prayer Book was sanctioned by a synod of Bishops

and clergy. A large number of deans and canons followed the example

set by the Bishops. Of their inferiors hardly more than two hundred, so

it seems, were deprived for refusing the oath. The royal commissioners

treated the hesitating priests with patient forbearance ; and the meaning

of the oath was minimised by an ably worded Proclamation. We may
conjecture that many of those who swore expected another turn of

the always turning wheel However, Elizabeili succeeded in finding

creditable occupants for the vacant dignities ; of Parker and some of his

sufiragans more than this might be said. The new service was intro-

duced without exciting disturbances; the altars and roods were pulled

down, tables were purchased, and a coat of whitewash veiled the pictured

saints from view. Among the laity there was much despondent in-

difference. Within a dozen years there had been four great changes

in worship, and no good had come of it all. For some time afterwards

there are many country gentlemen whom the Bishops describe as

‘‘ indifferent in religion.” Would the Queen's Church secure them and

their children? That question could not be answered by one who
looked only at England. From the first, Elizabeth and Cecil, who
were entering into their long partnership, had looked abroad.

The month of May, 1569, which saw the ratification of the Treaty

of Cateau-Cambr^sis, is a grand month in' the annals of the heresy

which was to be destroyed. A hideous act of faith at Valladolid may show

us that Catholicism is safe in Spain ; but the English P^lianent ends

its work, a French Reformed Church shapes itself in the synod of Paris,

and Scotland bursts into flame. In 1568 we saw it glowing. Mary of

Guise was temporising ; she had not yet obtained the crown matrimonial

for the Dauphin. In the winter Parliament* she had her way; the crown ^

was to be (but never was) carried to her son-in-law. His fathW had
just ceased his intrigues with English Protestants, and v^a& making peace

in order that he might be busy«among the Protestants of Fiance. The
Regent of Scotland was given tc underatond that the time for tolerance

was past. In March, 1669, the Scottish prelates followed the example of

their English brethren and uttered their Non possumm. They propoSed

to remedy many an indefensible abuse, but to new beliefs ‘ there could
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be no oonoessicm. The Queen^mother fixed Easter day for the return

all men to the Catholic worship. The order was disregarded. On the

10th of May the more notorious of the preachers were to answer at

Stirling for their misdeeds. They collected at Perth, with Protestant

lords around them. At this moment Elizabethans best friend sprang

into the arena. John Knox had been fuming at Dieppe. Elizabeth,

enraged at his ill-timed ^ blast,^ denied him a safe conduct. Francois

Mord, too, the Frsneh Reformer, implored Calvin to keep this fire-brand

out of England lest all should be spoilt. But if Knox chose to revisit his

native land that was no affair of Elizabeth's, and he was predestinated

to win for Calvinism the most durable of its triumphs. He landed in

Scotland on the ^nd of May and was at Perth by the 11th. Then
there was a sermon

; a stone was thrown ; an image was broken, and the

churches of St Johnston were wrecked. Befoj*e the end of the month
there were two armed hosts in the field. There were more sermons, and
where Knox preached the idols fell and monks and nuns were turned adrifL

There were futile negotiations and disregarded tinices. At the head of

the belligerent Congregation rode Glencaim, Argyll, and Lord James.

Chiltelherault was still with the Regent; and she had a small force of

disciplined Frenchmen. Atnhe end of July a temporary truce was made
at Leith. The Congregation could bring a numerous host (of the

medieval sort) into the field, but could not keep it there. However, os

the power of the French soldiers was displayed, the levolutionaiy'

movement became more and more national. The strife, if it was^ between

Catholic and Calvinist, was also a strife for the delivery of Scotland from a

foreign army. None the less there was a revolt. Thenceforth, Calvinism

often appears as a rebellious religion. This, however, is its first appear-

ance in that character. Calvin had long been i power in the world of

Reformed theology, and his death (1564) was not far distant; but in

1669 the Coimt of Feria w;as at pains td tell King Philip that ‘‘ this

Calviif is a Frenchman and a great heretic ” (March 19). Knox, when

he preached ‘‘ the rascal multitude ” into iconoclastic fury was setting an

example to Oueux and Huguenots. What would Elizabeth think of it ?

Throil^hout the w^inter and spring Englishmen and Scots, who had

been dragged into war by their foreign masters, had been meeting on

the border and talking first of armistio* and then of peace. Already in

January Maitland of Lethington had a strong desire to spe^tk with Sir

^WilUam Cecil and since then had been twice in London. He was the

RegenPs Secretary, conforming in religion aaCecil had coftformed; but it

is likely that th^ core of such creed as he had was unionism. The news

that came from Scotland in May can hardly have surprised the English

Secretary. ** Some great consequcncesViust needs follow ” : this was his

quiet comment (May 26). Diplomatic relations with France had just

been resumed. Nicholas Throckmorton, one of those able men who begin

to collect around Elizabeth, had gone to reside there as her ambassador,

OBU XVL
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IumI gone to practise” there and exacerbate the ‘^garboils” there. One
of the first bits of news that he sends home is that Arran has been

summoned to Court from Poitou, where he has been Calvinising, has

disobeyed the summons and cannot be found (May 30). The Guises

connect Arran’s disap[)earance with Throckmorton’s advent; atid who
shall say that they are wrong ? In June Cecil heard from the border

that the Scottish lords were devising how this young man could be

brought home and married you know where.” You have a Queen,”

said a Scot to Throckmorton, and we our Prince the Earl of Arran,

inarriable both, and the chief upholdei's of God’s religion.” Arran might

soon be King of Scotland. The Dauphiness, who at the French Court

was being called Queen of England, did not look as if she were long for

this world : Tlirockmorton noted her swoons, Arran had escaped to

Geneva. Early in July J^izabeth was busy, and so was Calvin, over the

transmission of this invaluable youth to the quarter where he could best

serve God and the English Queen. Petitions for aid had come from

Scotland. Cecil foresaw what would happen: the Protestants were to

be helped “ first with promises, next with money, and last with arms
”

(July 8). But to go beyond tlie first stag| was hazardous. The late

King of Eiiglfind was only a few miles off with his fleet and veteran

troops
; he was being married by proxy to a French Princess ; he had

thoughts of enticing Catharine Grey out of England, in order that he

might have another candidate for the throne, if it were necessary to

depose tfre disobedient Elizabeth. And could Elizabeth openly support

these rebels ? In the answer to that question lay the rare importance of

AiTan. The Scottish uproar must become a constitutional movement
directed by a prince of the blood royal against a French attempt to

deprive a nation of its independence. Cecil explained to Calvin that if

true religion is to be supported it must first convert great noblemen

(June m).

Then the danger from France seemed ,to increase. There ^as a

mischance at a tournament and Henry II was dead (July 10). The next

news was that the House of Guise ruleth” (July 13). In truth, this was

good news. Elizabeth’s adversary was no longer an united France. The
Lorroiners were not France ; their enemies told them that they were not

French, But the Duke and Cardinal were ruling France ; they came to

power as the uncles of the young fling’s wife, and soon there might be a

boy bom who would be Valois-Tudor-Stewart-Guise. A Guise was ruling

Scotland also, wd the rebellion against her was hanging fire. So early

in August Cecifs second stage was reached, and Ralph Sadler was

carrying three thousand pounds the border. He knew his Scotland

;

Henry VIII had sent him tliere on a fool’s errand ; there would be better

management this time. In the same month Philip turned his back^on

the Netlierlands, never to see them more. Thenceforth, he ]^ould be the

seduded King of a distant country. Also, Paul IV died, and for four
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months the Roman Church had no supreme governor. The Supreme
Governor of the English Church could breathe more fredy. She kept

her St Bartholomew (August 24). There was burning in Bartlemy Fair,

burning in Smithfield—^but only of wooden roods and Maries and Johns
and suchJike popish gear. *^It is done of purpose to confirm the

Scottish revolt ^
: such was a guess made at Brussels (September 2) ; and

it may have been right, for there was little of the natural iconoclast in

Elizabeth. A few days later (August 29) Arran w€U5 safely and secretly

in her presence, and thence was smuggled into Scotland. Probably she

took his measure ; he was not quite sane, but would be usefuL Soon
afterwards Philip’s ambassador knew that she was fomenting tumults

in Scotland through “a heretic preacher called Knox.” That was

unkindly said, but not substantially untrue. Early in October “the
Congregation” began once more to take an arir^d shape. Chatelherault,

that unstable “ second person,” had been brought over by his impetuow
son. The French troops in Scotland had been reinforced ; the strugpe

was between Scot and Frenchman. So, to the horror of Bishops-elect

(whose consecration had not yet been managed), the table in Elizabeth’s

chapel began to look like an altar with cross and candles. “ She will

not favour the Scots in their religion,” said Gilles de NoaiUes the French

ambassador. “ She is afraid,” said the Cardinal of Lorraine. “ She is

going to many the Archduke Charles who is coming here in disguise,”

said many people. Surely she wished that just those comifients shoiihJ

be made ; and so Dr Cox, by this time elect of Ely, had to ^tomach

cross and candles as best he might.

The host of the Congregation arrived at Edinburgh; a manifesto

declared that the Regent was deposed (October 21). She and the

French were fortifying Leith ; the castle was he ld by the neutral Lord

Erskine. But once more the extemporised army began to melt away.

Treasure sent by Elizabeth was captured* by a border ruffian, James

Hepbum, Earl of Bothwell, who was to play a part in coming tragedies.

The insurgents fled from Edinburgh (Novemlxir 6). In negotiation

with Cecil, Knox was showing the worldly wisdom that ufiderlay his

Hebraic fiienzi^ ; he knew the weak side of his fellow-countrymen

;

without more aid from England, the movement would fail. Knox,

however, was not presentable at Court ; Lethington was. The Regent’s

Secretary had left her and hfjd carried to the opposite camp the state-

craft that it sorely needed. He saw *a bright prospect for his native

land and took the road to London. Cecil’^ third stage ‘was at hand.

ThOTe were long debates in the English Council; there were “ Philipians”

in it, and all that passed there was soon known at the French embassy.

The Queen was irresolute ;
even Bacon \fas for delay ; but, though some

French ship had been wrecked, others were ready, and the danger to

Soo^nd, and through Scotland to England, was very grave. At length

Cecil and Ldthington won their cause. An army under the Duke of

OB. ZTl.
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Norfolk was to be raised and placed on tiie border. Large si^plies of

arms had been imported firom the dominions of the Catholic King.

Bargains for profess^ soldiers were struck with German princes Wflliam

Winter, Master of the Ordnance, was to take foui-teen Aips to the Forth.

He might as of his own hand^ pick a quarrel with the French; but

there was to be no avowed war (December 16). On the morrow

Dr Parker was consecrated. He had been properly shocked by Knox'^s

doings. God keep us from such visitation as Knox Jbath attempted in

Scotland : the people to be orderers of things
!

(November 6). If in

that autumn the people of Scotland had not ordered things in a summary

way, Dr Parker’s tenure of the ai*chiepiscopate might have been pre-

carious. A few days later and there was once more a Pope (December

26) : this time a sane Pope, Pius IV, who would have to deplore the

loss, not only of England, but of Scotland also. God of His mercy, said

Lethington, had removed that diflTerence of religion.

Once more the waves were kind to Elizabeth. They repulsed the

Marquis of Elbeuf (Rene of Lorraine), and suffered Winter to pass. All

the news that came from France was good. It told of unwillingness that

national treasure should be spent in the cause of the Guises, of a dearth

of recruits for Scotland, of heretics burnt and heretics rescued, of

factions in religion fomented by the great. Something was very wrong

in France, for envoys came thence with soft words. Strike now,” was

Throckmorton’s counsel ; they only seek to gain time.” So a pact was

signed at Berwick (February 27, 1560) between Norfolk and the Scottish

lords who acted on behalf of the second person of the realm of

Scotland.” Elizabeth took Scotland, its liberties, its nobility, its

expectant heir under her protection, and the French were to be exj^ed.

On second thoughts nothing was published about “the profession of

Christ’s true religion.” Every French envoy spoke softer than the last

Mary Stewart had assumed the arms of England because she was proud of

being Elizabetli’s cousin. The title of Queen of England was taken to

annoy, not Elizabeth, but Mary Tudor. All this meant the Tumult of

Amboise (JMarch 14-20). Behind that strange essay in rebellion,

behind la Renaudie, men have seen Condd, and behind Condt*^ two dim
figures, Jean Calvin and the English Queen. Calvin’s acquittal seems

deserved. The profession of Christ’s true religion was not to be advanced

by so ill laid a plot But a veiy ill laid plot might cripple France at

this critical momenf*, and, before we absolve Elizabeth, we wish to know
why a certain Tremaine was sent to Britanny, where the plottC^rs were
ga^ering, and whether Chantonnay, Granvelle’s brother, was right in

saying that la Renaudie had been at the English Court Certain it is

that Throckmorton had intrig\^ed wi^ Anthony of Navarre, with the

Vidame of Chartres, with every enemy of the Guises; he was an apt‘^

pupil in the school that Renaid and Noailles had founded in EngH^id.
A little later (May 23) messages from Cond^ to the Que^ were going
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round by Strassburg; and in June Tremnine brought from France a
scheme which would put Breton or Norman towns into English hands

:

a scheme from which Cecil as yet recoiled as from a bottomless pit,*”

Be all this as it may, the tumult||Of Amboise fell pat into CeciFs

scheme, imd on the 29th of March Lord Gi*ey crossed the border with

English troops. The Scottish affair then takes this shape:—A small but

disciplined force of Frenchmen in the fortified town of Leith ; the Regent

in Edinburgh CaStle, which is held by the neutral Erskine; English

ships in the Forth; an English and Scottish army before Leith; very few

Scots openly siding with the Queen-mother ; the French seeking to gain

time. We hasten to the end. An assault failed, but hunger was doing

its work. The Regent died on the 11th of June ; even stem Protestants

have a good word for the gallant woman. Cecil went into Scotland to

negotiate with French plenipotentiaries. He» wrung from them the

Treaty of Edinburgh, which was signed on the 6th of July. The French

troops were to quit Scotland. The French King and Queen were never

thereafter to use the arms and style of England. Compensation for the

insult to her title was to be awarded to Elizabeth by arbitrators or the

King of Spain. A pact concluded between Francis and Mary on the

one hand and their Scottish subjects on the other was to be obser\'ed.

That pact itself was humiliating. There was to be pardon for the

insurgents ; there were to be but six score French soldiers ii^ the land ; «

Scottish Council was to be appointed:—in a word, Scotland was to be foi

the Sedts. But the lowest point was touched when the observance of

this pact between sovereign and rebels was made a term in the ti*eaty

between England and France. Cecil and famine were inexorable. We
had to sign, said the French commissioners, or four thousand brave

men would have perished before our eyes and Sc . tland would have been

utterly lost

And so the French troops were deported from Scotland and the

English army came home from a splendid exploit. The military display,

it is true, had not been creditable ; there had been disunion, jf no worse,

among the captains; there had been peculation, desertion, sheer

cowardice.* AH the martial glory goes to the brave besieged. But for

the first time an English army marched out of Scotland leaving gratitude

behind. Perhaps the truest victory that England had won was won
over herself. Not a word had been pqblicly said of that old suzerainty

;

no spoil had been taken, not a town detained. Knox included in his

liturgy a prayer that there might nevemioi^ be war between Scotland

and Englimd, afld that prayer has been fulfilled. There have been

wars between British factions, but ncyer another truly national war

between the two nations. Elizabeth in her first two years “ had done

what none of her ancestors could do, for by the occasion of her religion

she had obt^ned the amity of Scotland, and thus had God blemished

the fame of the great men of the world througli the doings of a weak

0. M. VL II. cil, XVI.
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woman'’:—such was the judgment of a daughter of France and a

mother in the Protestant Israel, of Ren^e, the venerable Duchess of

Ferrara, Another observer, Hubert Languet, said that the English

were so proud of the conversion Scotland that they were reooveaing

their old insolence and would be the very people to defy the imminent

Council at Trent The tone of Catholic correspondence changes: the

Elizabeth who was merely rushing to her min, vdll now set all Europe

alight in her downward course. That young woman’s conduct, when we

now examine it, will not seem heroic. As was often to happen in

coming years, she had been pursuing two policies at once, and she was

ready to fall back upon an Austrian marriage if the Scottish revolt

miscarried. But this was not what men saw at the time. What was

seen was that she and Cecil had played and won a masterly game ; and

Englishmen must have f^lt that the change of i*eligion coincided with a

transfer of power from in(*apable to capable hands.

All this had been done, not only without Spanish help, but (so a

patriot might say) in defiance of Spain. To discover Philip’s intentions

had been difficult, and in truth he had been of two minds. Elizabeth

was setting tlie worst of examples. Say what she would, she was

encouraging a Protestant revolt against a Catholic King. She was doing

this in sight, and with the hardly concealed applause, of the Netlier-

landere ; a fj’iar who dared to preach against her at Antwerp went in fear

of his life ; whole families of Flemings were already taking refuge in

England^ Philip’s new French wife was coming home to hhn; his

mother-in-law, Catharine de’ Medici, implored him to stop Elizabeth

from “ playing tlie fool,” He had in some kind made himself responsible

for the religious affaire of England, by assuring the Pope that all would

yet be well. But the intense dread of France, the outcome of long wars,

could not be eradic«ated, and was reasonable enough. He dared not let

the French subdue Scotland and threaten England on both sides. More-

over he was for the moment miserably pooy; Margaret of Parma, his

Regent in the Netherlands, had hardly a crown for current expenses, and

tlie Estates'would grant nothing. So in public he scolded and lectured

Elizabeth, while in private he hinted that what she was doin^ should be

done quickly. The French, too, though they asked his aid, hardly wished

him to fulfil his promise of sending troops to Scotland. Then his

navy was defeated by the opportune Turk (May 11) ; and the Spaniards

suspected that the French, if guiltless of, were not displeased «at the

disaster.

This was not all. The Pope also had been humiliated. The con-

ciliatory Pius IV had not long been on the throne before he sent to

Elizabeth a courteous letter (May 5, 1660). Vincent Parpciglia, the

Abbot of San Solutore at Turin, once the secretary of (^ordinal Pole, wai^ to

cany it to her as Nuncio. She was to lend him her ear, and a strong

hint was given to hei* that she could be legitimated. Wben she heard
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that the Nundo wai coming, she was perhaps a little frightened ; the

choice between recantation and the anathema seemed to lie before

her; so she talked catholically with the Spanish ambassador. But
Philip, when he heard the news, was seriously oiiended. He saw a

French intrigue, and the diplomatic machinery of the Spanish monarchy
was set in motion to procure the lecall of the Nuncio. All manner of

reasons could be given to the Pope to induce a cancellation of his rash

act. Pius was convinced or overawed. Margai'et of Parma stopped

Parpaglia at Brussels. How to extricate the Pope from the adventure

without loss of dignity was then tlie diflicult question. Happily it could

be said that Foie's secretary was personally distasteful to Philip, who
had once imprisoned Parpaglia as a French spy. So at Brussels he

enjoyed himself for some months, then announced to Elizabeth that after

all he was not coming to her, and in the frienijlliest way sent her some
Italian gossip (September 8). He said that he should go back by

Germany, and, when he tumed aside to France, Margaret of Parma
knew what to think : namely, that there had been a French plot to

precipitate a collision between Pius and Elizabeth. At the French

Court the disappointed Nuncio ‘‘made a very lewd discourse of the Queen,

her religion and proceedings.” As to Elizabeth, she had answered this

first papal approach by throwing the Catholic Biwshops into prison. And
then, it is to be feared that she, or someone on her behalf, tpJd how the

Pope had offered to confirm her Book of Common Prayer, if only she

would fidl down and worship him. •

In August, 1560, a Pnrliament met at Edinburgh, to do for Scotland

what the English Parliament had done in 1559. The Pope's authority

was rejected, and the Mass was abolished. Upon a thii-d conviction the

sayer or hearer of mass was to be put to death. \ Confession of Faith

had been rapidly compiled by Knox and his fellow preachers ; it is said

that Lethington toned down asperities. “ I'o see it pass in such sort as

it did" surprised Elizabeth's, envoy Randolph. The Scot was not yet a

bom theologian. Lethington hinted that further amendment could be

inade if Elizabeth desired them (September 1 3), and she pnade bold to tell

the I^utherihi piinces that Scotland had received “ the same religion that

is used in Alniaine"(December 30). Tlie Reforming preachers were few,but
the few earnest Catholics were cowed. “ This people of a later calling,"

as an English preacher called the Scots^had not known the disappoint-

ment of, a young Josiah’s reign, and heard the word with gladness.

There were wide differences, however, between the proceedings of tlu?

two Parliaments. fThe English problem was comparatively simple. Long
before 1669 the English Church had beei^ relieved of superfluous riches

;

there was only a modest after-math for the Elizabethan scythe. In

Scot^d the kirk-lands were broad, and were held by prelates or quasi-

prelates who were turning Protestant or were closely related to Lords of

the Congregafion. Catholic or Calvinist, the possessor meant to keep a

CJl. XVJ.
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tight grip on the land. The Bishops could be forbidden to say mass

;

some of them hffd no desire to be troul>led with that or any other duty

;

but the decent Anglican process, which substitutes an Edmund Grindal

for an Edmund Bonner, could not be imitated. The Scottish lords, had

they wished it, could not have thrust an ecclesiastical supremacy upon

their Catholic Queen; but to enrich the Crown was not their mind.

The new preachers naturally desired something like that proprietary

continuity which had been preserved in England : the patrimony of the

Church should sustain the new religion. They soon discovered that this

was *‘a devout imagination.’’ They had to construct an ecclesiastical

polity on new lines, and they set to work upon a Book of Discipline.

Elementary questions touching the relation between Church and State

were left open. Even the proceedings of the August Parliament were of

doubtful validity. Contrary to wont, a hundred or more of the " minor

barons” had formed a part of the assembly. Also, it was by no means

dear that the compact signed by the French envoys authorised a

Parliament to assemble and do what it pleased in matters of religion.

An excuse had been given to the French for a refusal to ratify the

treaty with England. That treaty confirmed a convention which the

Scots were already breaking. Another pari of the great project was not

to be fulfilled. Elizabeth was not going to marry Arran, though the

Estates of Scotland begged this of her and set an united kingdom of Great

Britain and Ireland before her eyes. Perhaps it was well that Arran

was enr^y ;
otherwise there might have been a premature enterprise. A

King of Scots who was husband of the English Queen would have been

hateful in England ; Scotland was not prepared for English methods of

government ; and Elizabeth had troubles enough to face without barbaric

blood feuds and a lk)ok of Discipline. She had gained a great advantage.

Sudden as had been the conversion of Scotland, it was permanent.

Beneath all that was fortuitous and all that was despicable, there was a

moral revolt. “ It is almost miraculous,” wrote Randolph in the June

of 1560, “ to see how the word of God takes place in Scotland. They

are better willing to receive discipline than in any country I ever was in*

Upon Sunday btfore noon and after there were at the sCiinons that

confessed their offences and repented their lives before the congregation.

Cecil and Dr Wotton were present ...They think to see next Sunday

Lady Stonehouse, 'by whom the Archbishop of St Andrews has had,

without shame, five or six children, openly repent herself.” Elizabeth,

the deliverer of Scotland, had built an external buttress for her English

Church. If now and then Knox gave her cross and candles a wipe,” he

none the less prayed for her and everlasting friendship. They ^d not

love each other ; but she had^saved^ his Scottish Reformation, and he

had saved her Anglican Settlement
^

Then, at the end of this full year, there was a sudden diange in

France. Francis II died (December 5, 1560) ; Mary was a childless widow

;
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the Guises were only the undes of a dowager. A mere boy, Charles IX,
was King

;
power had passed to his mo^er, Catharine de' Medici and

the Bourbons. They had no interest in Mary^s claim on England, and,

to say the least, were not fanatical Catholics. After some hesitation

Maiy resolved to return to Scotland. She had hoped for the hand of

Philip's son, Don Carlos ; but her mother-in-law had foiled her. The
kingdom that had been conveyed to the Valois was not to be transferred

to the Habsburg, and a niece of the Guises was not to seat herself upon
the throne of Spain. The Scottish nobles were not averse to Moiy's

return, as Elizabeth would not marry Arran and there was thus no longer

any fear that Scotland would be merged in France. Mary was profuse of

kind words ; she won Lord James to her side, and even Lethington was

given to understand that he could make his peace. The treaty with

England she would not confirm ; she would wa^ until she could consult

the Scottish Estates. Elizabeth regarded this as a dangerous insult.

Her title to the Crown had been challenged, and the challenge was not

withdrawn. Mary's request for a safe-conduct through England was

rejected. Orders were given for stopping the ship that bore her towards

Scotland, but apparently were cancelled at the last minute. She landed

at Leith on the 19th of August, 1561. The long duel between the two

Queens began. The story of it must be told elsewhere; but here wc
may notice that for some years the affairs of Scotland were favourable to

the Elizabethan religion. Mary issued a proclamation (!A.ugust 25,

1561) strikingly similar to that which came from Elizabeth on ^he first

day of her reign. “ The state of religion ” which Mary “ found publicly

and universally standing at her home-coming was to be maintained

until altered by her and the Estates of the realm." But she and the

Estates were not at one, and her religioas positit>: was that of a barely

tolerated nonconformist. Lord James and Lethington were her chief

advisers, and her first military adventui'e il^as a succe^tsful contest with

turbulent but Catholic Gordpns. Also it pleased her to hold out hopes

that she might accept Elizabeth's religion, if her claim to be Elizabeth's

h^eir presumptive were conceded. The ratification of the treaty she still

refus^, as9ei*ti]lg (a late afterthought) that some words in it might

deprive her of her right to succeed Elizabeth if Elizabeth left no issue.

She desired to meet Elizabeth ; Elizabeth desired to meet her ; and the

Scottish Catholics said that Mary wouljJ not return as “ a true Christian

woman • from the projected interview. Her uncles were out of power.

It was the time of the colloquy of Poissy (September, f561); it was

rumoured that Theodore Beza was converting the Duke of Guise,

who talked pleasantly with Throckmorton about the English law of

ildieritanoe. The Caidinal of Lorraine publicly flirted with Lutheranism.

Eliz|beth learnt that her cross and candles marked her off from mere

Calvinian Hi:^enots, though she kept in dose touch with Cond^ and

the Admiral. Moreover, the English Catholics were slow to look to

ca. XVI,
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Scotland for a deliverer; tiie alien^s right to inherit was very dubious;

they looked rather to young Damley, who was bom in England and by
English law was an Englishman and the son of an English mother. So

the Elizabethan religion had a fair chance of striking root before the

General Council could do its work.

The invitation to the General Council came, and was flatly refused

(May 6, 1661). At this point we must turn for one moment to an

obscure and romantic episode. From the first days of her reign the English

Queen had shown marked favour to her master of the horse, Lord Robert

Dudley—a young man, handsome and accomplished, ambitious and

unprincipled ; the son of that Duke of Northumberland who set Jane

Grey on the throne and died as a traitor. Dudley was a married man,

but lived apaH from his wife, Amy, the daughter of Sir John Robsart.

Gossip said that he wou^d kill her and marry the Queen. On the 8th of

September, 1560, when he was with the Queen at Windsor, his wife’s

coipse was found with broken neck at the foot of a staircase in Cumnor
Hall. Some people said at once that he had procured her death ; and

that story was soon being told in all the Courts of Europe ; but we have

no proof that it was generally believed in England after a coroner’s jury

had given a venlict which, whatever may have been its terms, exculpated

the husband. Dudley (the Leicester of after times) had throughout his

life many bitter enemies; but none of them, so far as we know, ever

mentioned miy evidence of his guilt that a modem English judge would

(beam pf leaving to a jury. We should see merely the unscrupulous

cliaracter of the husband and the violent, opportune and not easily explic-

able death of the wife, wei'e it not for a letter that the Spanish ambassador

wrote to Margaret of Parma. That letter was not sent until its writer

knew of Amy’s death (which he mentioned in a postscript), but it

professed to tell of what had passed between him, the Queen and Cecil

at some earlier, but not prc6ise]y defined ipoment of time. It suggests

(as we i*ead it) that Elizabeth knew that ^udley was about to kill his

wife. Cecil, it asserts, desired the ambassador to intervene and reduce

his mistress to the path of vii-tue. Those who are inclined to place

faith in this wonderful tale about a truly wonderful Cecil, 'M31 do well

to remember that a postscript is sometimes composed before any part

of the letter is written, and tbat Alvaro de la Quadra, Bishop of Aquila,

was suspected by the 4Lcute Throckmorton of taking the pay of the

Guises. At that moment the rulers of France were refusing ratification

of the Edinburgh treaty, and were much concerned that Philip should

withdraw his support from Elizabeth. The practical upshot of the

letter is that Elizabctli has plunged into an abyss of infamy, will

probably be deposed in favour of the Protestant Earl of Huntingdon
(Henry Hastings), and will be imprisoned with her favourite. ^The

sagacity of the man who wrote this can hardly be saved, except at the

expense of his honesty. Howbeit, Elizabeth, whether she loved Dudley
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CM* no (and this will never be known) behaved as if she had thoughts of

marrying him, and showed little regard for what was said of his crime.

One reading of her character, and perhaps the best, makes her heartless

and nearly sexless, but for that reason indecorously desirous of appearing

to the world as lK>th the subject and the object of amorous passions.

Also she was being pestered to many the Archduke Charles, who would
not come to be looked at, or Arran who had been looked at and rejected.

Then (January, 1561) there was an intrigue between the Bishop of

AquUa and the suspected murderer. Philip was to favour the Queen^s

marriage with the self-made widower, and the parties to this unholy

union were thenceforth to be good Catholics, or at any rate were to

subject themselves and the realm to the authority of the General

Council.

There was superabundant falsehood on all sides. Quadra, Dudley,

Cecil and Elizabeth, were all of them experts in mendacity, and the

exact truth we are not likely to know when they tell the story. But
the outcome of it all was that a papal Nuncio, the Abbot Martinengo,

coming this time with Philip’s full approval, aiTived at Brussels with

every reason tp believe that Elizabeth would favourably listen to the

invitation that he was bringing, and then, at the last moment, he learnt

that he might not cross the Channel. There are signs that Cecil had

difficulty in bringing about this result. Something stood in his way.

He had to stimulate the English Bishops into protest, and to discover a

little popish plot (there was always one to be discovered) at the right

moment. It is conceivable that Dudley and Quadra had for^ a while

ensnared the Queen with hopes of a secure reign and an easy life. It

is quite as likely that she was employing them as unconscious agents to

keep the Catholics quiet, while important negoi iations were pending in

France and Germany. That she seriously thougiit of sending envoys to

the Council is by no means improbable; and some stout Protestants held

that this was the proper co\u^e. But while Quadra and Dudley were

concocting their plot, she kept in close alliance with foreign Protestants.

Arrangements for a reply to the Pope were discussed with the German
Protestank Priqces at Naurnburg (January, 1561); and strenuous endea-

1

TOUTS were made through the puritanic Earl of Bedford to dissuade the

French from participation in the Tridentine assembly. The end of it ^

was that the English refusal was especially emphatic, and given in such a

manner as to be a rebuff not only to Rome but to Spain. An irritating

reference to a recent precedent did not menji matters : Ring Philip and

Queen Mary had repulsed a Nuncio. Another reason could be given.

In Ireland the Elizabethan religion, which had been introduced there by
Act of Parliament, was not making w#y. In August, 1560, the Pope,

who had already taken upon himself to disj^ose of two Irish bishoprics,

sent to Ireland David Wolfe, a Jesuit priest, and conferred large powers

upon him. He seems to have slipped over secretly from Biitanny, where

CH. XVI.
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he had lain hid. Elizabeth could say, and probably with truth, that his

proceedings were hostile to her right and title. As to a Council, of

<11 course she was all for a real and true, a free and general ^ Council ; all

Protestants were ; but with the papistical affair at Trent she would ^ve
nothing to do. Pius had thought better of her; her lover’s cryjpto-

Catholicism had been talked of in high places.

The papal Legate at the French Court, the Cardinal of Ferrara, had

some hope of succeeding where others had failed: ^^not as Legate of

Rome or the Cardinal of Ferrara, but as Hippolito d’Este,” an Italian

gentleman devoted to Her Grace’s service. There were pleasant letters

;

cross and candles were commended; she was asked to retain them
“even as it were for the Cardinal of Ferrara’s pleasure”; but hardly had

the Council been re-opcned at Trent (January 18, 156S) than Elizabeth

was allying herself with the Huguenots and endeavouring to form a

Protestant league in Germany. The dream of a France that would

peacefully lapse from the Roman obedience was broken at Vassy (March 1,

156^), and the First War of Religion began. In April SecheUes came to

England ns Conde’s envoy and was accredited by Hotman to Cecil. The
danger to England was explained by the Queen’s Secretary :—^The crown

of Fran(je would be in the hands of the Guisians
; the King of Spain

would help them; the Queen of Scots vrould many Don Carlos, the

Council would condemn the Protestants and give their dominions to a

Catholic invader (July 20), On the other hand, Calais, Dieppe, or

Havre, “perhaps all three,” might be Elizabeth’s, so some thought;

indeed all Picardy, Nonnandy, and Gascony might belong to England

again.” The Queen had been thinking of such possibilities ; already in

June, 15G0, an offer of “certain towns in Britanny and Normandy” had

been made to her. She hesitated long, but yielded, and on the 20th of

September, 1562, concluded the Treaty of Hampton Court with the

Prince of Conde. She was to help with money and men and hold Havre,

Dieppe, and Rouen until Calais was restdi-ed. It was a questionable

step ; but Philip w^as interfering on the Catholic side, and Calais was

covetable. 43f course she w^as not at war with Charles IX ; far from it

;

M,she was bent on delivering the poor lad and his mQtherc.from his

^ rebellious subjects, who were also “ her inveterate enemies,” the Guises.

Of religion she said as little as possible ; but the Church of which she

was the Supreme Governor affirmed in pi’ayer that the Gallican Catholics

were enemies of God’s Eternal Wdrd, and that the Calvinists were perse-

cuted for the pi'ofession of Qod’s Holy Name, The expedition to Havre
failed disastrously. After the battle of Dreux (December 19, 1562) and
the edict of Amboise (March 19,1563), all parties in France united to expel

the invader. The Earl of Wari<ick (Ambrose Dudley) and his plague-

stricken army were compelled to evacuate Havre after a stubborn resistwoe

(July 28), and the recovery of Calais was further off than ever. Elizal]^th

had played witli the fire once too often. She never after this thought
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veil of Huguenots; and friendship with the ruling powers of France

became the central feature of her resolutely pacific policy. However,
when at the beginning of 1663 she met her Second Parliament, and the .

Reformed C3iur^ of England held its first Coimcil, all was going well.

Since October an English army had once more been holding a French

town; a foolhardy plot devis^ by some young nephews of Cardinal

Pole had been opportunely discovered, and the Fiench and Spanish

ambassadors were supposed to have had a hand in it. Some notes of

Cedl^s suggest effective parliamentary rhetoric;

1659 The religion of Christ restored. Foreign authority rejected... 1660 llie

French at the request of the Scots^ partly by force^ partly by agreement^ sent back

to France, and Scotland set free from the servitude of the pope. 1661 The
debased copper and brass coinage replaced by gold and silver. England, formerly

unarmed, supplied more abundantly than any other country with arms, munitions

and artillery. 1662 The tottering Church of Christ yi France succoured...

The Queen, it is true, was tormenting her faithful subjects by playing

fast and loose with all her many wooers, and by disallowing all talk of

what would happen at her death. It was a policy that few women
could have maintained, but was sagacious and successful. It made men
pray that her days might be long ; for, when compared with her sister’s,

they were good days, and when they were over there would be civil

war. We hear the preacher ;— How was this our realm then pestered

with strangers, strange gods, strange languages, strange religion, strange

coin! An^ now how peaceably rid of them all!” So there was no

difficulty abouc a supply of money, and another tum might be^ven to

the screw of conformity. Some new classes of persons, members of the^

House of Commons, lawyers, schoolmasters, were to take the oath of

Supremacy ; a first refusal was to bring imprisonment and forfdture, a

second deatli. The temporal lords procur^ th ir own exemption on

the ground that the Queen was ‘‘ otherwise,sufficiently assured” of their

loyalty. That might be so^ but she was also sufficiently assured of a

majority in the Upper House, for there sat in it four-and-twenty

spiritual Lords of her own nomination. *

,

nrhe Spanish ambassador reported (January 14, 1563) that at the

opening of this Parliament, the preacher, Nowell, Dean of St Paul’s, urged

the Queen to kill the caged wolves,” thereby being meant the Marian

Bii^ops. Nowell’s sermon is extant, and says too much about the duty of

sla3dng the ungodly. Hithertb the Refarmers, the men to whom Cranmer

and Riflley were dear friends and honoured masters, had shown an

admirable self-restraint. A few savage words had been said, but they

had not all come from one side. Christopher Goodman desired that

*‘the bloody Bishops” should be slain^ but he had been kept out of

England as a dangerous fanatic. Dr John *Stoiy, in open Parliament,

bad* gloried in his own cruelty, and had regrettrf that in Mary’s day

the axe had «iot been laid to the root of the tree. At a time when

CH. XVI.
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letters from the Netherlands, France or Spain were always telling of

burnt Protestants, nobody was burnt in England and very few people

lay in prison for conscience sake. The deprived Bishops seem to have

b^n left at large until Parpaglia's mission ; then they were sent to gooL

Probably they could be lawfully imprisoned as contumacious excom-

municates. Martinengo's advent induced Cecil to clap his hand on a
few ‘‘mass-mongers,” and on some laymen who had held office under

Mary. But in these years of horror it is a small mfitter if a score of

Catholics are kept in that Tower where Elizabeth was lately confined

;

and her preachers had some right to speak of an unexampled clemency.

Rightly or wrongly, but very naturally, there was one man especially

odious to the Protestants. When the statute of 1663 was passed, it was

said among the Catholics that Bonner would soon be done to death, and
the oath that he had already refused w6is tendered to him a second time

by Home the occiupant oV the see of Winchester. The tender was only

valid if Home was “Bishop of the diocese.” Bonner, who, it is said,

had the aid of Plowden, the most famous pleader of the time, threatened

to raise the fundamental question whether Home and his fellows were

lawful Bishops. He was prepared to dispute the validity of the statutes

of 1559 : to dispute the validity of the quasi-papal power of “ supplying

defects ” which the Queen had assumed : to attack the very heart of the

new order of things. Elizabeth, however, was not to be hurried into

violence. 12ie proceedings against him were stayed; her Bishops were

compelled to petition the Parliament of 1566 for a declaration that they

were lawful Bishops; their prayer was not granted except with the

^proviso that none of their past acts touching life and property were to

be thereby validated ; and eleven out of some thirty-five temporal Lords

were for leaving Dr Parker and his suffragans in their uncomfortably

dubious position. Elizabeth allowed Lords and Commons to discuss and

confirm her letters patent ; she was allowing all to see that no Catholic

who refrained from plots need fear anythftig worse than twelve-penny

fines; but she had not yet been excommufticated and deposed.

A project for excommunication and deposition was sent to Trent

from Louvain, where the Catholic exiles from Englaqd congregated.

Like Knox and Goodman in Mary’s reign, those who had fled from

persecution were already setting themselves to exasperate the persecutor.

The plan that found favour with them in 1563 involved the action of

the Emperor’s son, the Archduke Charlea He was to marr^ Maiy
Stewart (who,diowevrT, had set her heart on a grander match), and then

he was to execute the papal ban. Englishmen, it^was said, would

never again accept as King the heir to the throne of Spain; but

his Austrian kinsman would b^,an unexeeptionable candidate or con-

queror. The papal Legateti at '^^rent consulted the Emperor, who told

his ambassadors that if the Council wished to make its^' ridiculoi&, it

had better depose Elizabeth ; he and his would have nothi&g to do with
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this absurd and dangerous scheme (June 19). Soon afterwords he was

allowing his son's marriage, not with the Catholic Mary, but with the

heretical Elizabeth, to be once more discussed, and tlie negotiations for

this union were being conducted by the eminently Lutheran Duke of

Wurttemberg, who apparently thought that pure religion would be the

gainer if a Habsburg, Ferdinand's son and Maximilian's brother, became
King of a Protestant England. Philip too, though he had no wish to

quarrel with his duncle, began seriously to think that, in the interest of

tiic Catholic faith and the Catholic King, Mary Stewart was right in

preferring the Spanish to the Austrian Charles; and at the same time

he was being assured from Rome that it was respect for him which had
prevented Pius from bringing Elizabeth's case before the assembled

Fathers. She was protected from the anathema, which in 1563 might
have been a serious matter, by conflicting policies of the worldliest sort.

The only member of the English episcopate who was at Trent, the

fugitive Marian Bishop of St Asaph, might do his worst ; but the safe

coiurse for ecclesiastical power was to make a beginning with Jeanne

d'Albret and wait to see whether any good would come of the sentence.

Ferdinand, however, begged Elizabeth to take pity on the imprisoned

prelates, and she quartered most of them upon their Protestant succes-

sors. The English Catholics learnt from the Pope, whom they consulted

through the Spanish ambassadors at London and Rome, that they

ought not to attend the English churches (October, ll562). As a

matter of expediency this was a questionable decision. It is jlear that

the zealous Romanists over-estimated the number of those Englishmen

whose preference for the old creed could be blown into flame. The
State religion was beginning to capture the neutrtil nucleus of the nation,

and the irreconcilable Catholics were compelled U> appear as a Spanish

party secretly corresponding with the Pope through Quadra and Vargas.

Simultaneously with the* Parliament a Convocation of the province

of Canterbury was held (January 12, 1563), and its acts may be said to

complete the great outlines of the Anglican settlement. * A delicate

task lay before the theologians: no other than that of producing a

confession of faith. Happily in this case also a restoration was possible.

In the last months of Edward's reign a set of forty-two Articles had

been published ; in the main,they were the work of Cranmer. In 1563

Parker^laid a revised version of theip before the assembled clei-gy, and,

when a few more changes had been made, they took* durable shape

and received thtf roycJ assent. A little more alteration at a later day

made them the famous “Thirty-nine Articles." To all seeming the

leaders of English theological thougl^ were remarkably unanimous.

A dangerous point had been paJUd. Just at the moment when

the Roman Church was demonstrating on a grand scale its power of

defining do^ma, its adversaries were becoming always less hopeful of

ca. XVI.
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Protestant unanimity. In particular, as Elizabeth was often hearing

from Germany, the dispute about the Lord^'s Supper was not to be

composed, and a quarrel among divines was rapidly becoming a cause

of quarrel among Princes. Well intentioned attempts to construct

elastic phrases bad done more harm than good, and it was questionable

whether the Religious Peace would comprehend the Calvinising Palsgrava

As causes of political union and discord, all other questions of theology

were at this moment of comparatively small importance ; the line which

would divide the major part of the Protestant world into two camps,

to be known as Lutheran and Calvinist, was being drawn by theories

of the Holy Supper. It is usual and for the great purposes of history

it is right to class the Enoxian Church of Scotland as Calvinian, though

about Predestination its Confession of Faith is as reticent as are the

English Articles. Had it been possible for the English Church to leave

untouched the hotly controverted question, the Queen would have been

best pleased. She knew that at Hamburg, Westphal, a champion of

militant Lutheranism, never ceased in open pulpit to rail upon England

and spared not the chiefest magistrates'”; it was he who had denounced

the Marian exiles as “the deviPs martyrs,"” Since the first moment of her

reign Christopher of Wiirtteinberg and Peter Paul Veigerio had been

endeavouring to secure her for the Lutheran faith. Jewel, who was to

be the Anglican apologist, heard with alarm of the advances made by

the ex-Bishop of Capo d’ Istria ;
and the godly Duke had been pained at

learning t^hat no less than twenty-seven of the Edwardian Articles swerved

from the Augustan standaixi. Very lately he had urged tlie Queen to

stand fast for a Real Presence, Now, Lutheranism was by this time

politically respectable. When there was talk of a Bull against Elizabeth,

the Emperor asked how a distinction was to be made between her and

the Lu^eran Princes, and could take for granted that no Pope with

his wits about him would fdlminate a sentence against those pillars

of the Empire, Augustus of Saxony and Joachim of Brandenburg. When
a few years later (1670) a Pope did depose Elizabeth, he was careful

to accuse h<ir of participation in “the impious mysteries of Calvin,”

by which, no doubt, he meant the Chne, But though 'the !!\ugustan

might be the safer creed, she would not wish to separate herself from

the Huguenots or the Scots, and could have little hope of obtaining

from her Bishops a declaration that would c satisfy the critical mind of

the good Christopher. Concessiona were made to him at points ^where

little was at stake ; words were taken from his own Wiirttembeig Con-

fession. When the perilous spot was reached, the 'English divines

framed an Article which, as long experience has shown, can be signed

by men who hold different opini^s ; but a charge of deliberate ambi-

guity could not fairly be brought against the Anglican fathers. Jin

the light of the then current controversy we nmy ind^ see^some desire

to give no needless offence to Lutherans, and apparently the Queen
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ttuppressed until 1571 a phrase which would certainly have repdled

them; but, even when this phrase was omitted, would have

Improved the formula, and it would have given greater satisfaction at

Graeva and Heidelbeig than at Jena or Tubingen. A papistical con-

troversialist tried to insert a wedge wliich would separate a Lutheran
Parker from an Helvetic Griiidal; but we find Parker hopiug that

Calvin, or, if not Calvin, then Verniigli will lead the Reformers at

Poissy, and the ^nly English Bishop to whom Lutheran leanings can

be safely attributed held aloof from his colleagues and was for a while

excommunicate. It was left for Elizabeth herself to suggest by cross

and candles that (as her German correspondents put it) she was living

^according to the divine light, that is, the Confession of Augsburg,’'

while someone assured the Queen of Navarre that these obnoxious

symbols had been removed from the royal chaj>el. As to “ the sacrifices

of masses,” there could be no doubt. The anathema of Trent was

frankly encountered by ‘‘blasphemous fable.” Elizabeth knew that

her I^nch ambassador remained ostentatiously seated when the Host
was elevated, for “ reverencing the sacrament was contrary to the usages

established by law in England.”

Another rock was avoided. Ever since 1532 there had been in the

air a project for an authoritative statement of English Canon Law. In

Edward’s day that project took the shape of a book {Rtfortnatio Legtm
EccleAasiicarum) of which Cranmer and Peter Martyr were the chief

authors, but which had not received the King’s sanction when d/sath took

him. Duiing Elizabeth’s first yeai'S we hear of it again ; but nothing

decisive was done. The draft code that has come down to us has

every fault that it could have. In particular, its list of heresies is

terribly severe, and apparently (but this has beei* doubted) the obstinate

heretic is to go the way that Cranmer went: not only the Romanists

but some at least of the ^Lutherans mi^ht have been relinquished to

the secular arm. Howbett, the scheme fell through. Under a statute

of Henry VIII so much of the pld Canon Law as was not contrariant nor

repugnant to the Word of God or to Acts of the English Parliament

was to b^ adnfinistered by the Courts of the English Church. Practically

this meant, that the officials of the Bishops had a fairly free hand in

dedaring law as they went along. They were civilians ; the academic

study of the Canon Law had been prohibited ; they were not in the least

likely* to contest the right of the temporal legislature to regulate

spiritual afiaira And the hands of the Queen’s ec^esiastical com-

missioners wer# free indeed. Large as were the powers with which

she could entrust them by virtue of the Act of Supremacy, she pro-

fessedly gave them yet larger power* for .they might punish offenders

b)l fine and imprisonment, and this nie old Courts of the Church could

not da constitutional question of the first magnitude was to arise

at this point. But during the early years of the reign the commissioners

CB. XVI.
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seem to be chiefly employed in depriving papists of their benefices, and

this was lawful work.

But while there was an agreeable harmony in dogma and little

controvei^y over polity, the quarrel about ceremonies had begun. In

the Convocation of 1563, resolutions, which would have left the posture

of the communicants to the discretion of the Bishops and would have

abolished the observance of Saints' days, the sign of the cross in baptism

and the use of organs, were rejected in the Lower Hous^ by the smallest

of majorities. It was notorious that some of the Bishops favoured only

the simplest rites ; five deans and a dozen archdeacons petitioned against

the modest sur})lice. But for its Supreme Governor, the English Church

would in all likelihood have carried its own purgation far beyond the

degree that had been fixed by the secular legislature. To the Queen,

however, it was of the first iinpoi-tance that there should be no more

changes before the face ot the Tridentine enemy, and also that her

occasional professions of Augustan principles should have some visible

support The Bishops, though at first with some reluctance, decided to

enforce the existing law ; and in course of time conservative sentiment

began to collect around the rubrics of the Prayer Book. However, there

were some men who were not to l)e pacified. ITie ‘‘ Vestiarian contro-

versy" broke out Those who strove for a worship purified from all

taint of popery (and who therefore were known as ‘‘Puritans") “scrupled"

the cap and gown that were to be worn by the clergy in daily life, and

“scrupled" the surplice that was to be worn in church. Already in

1666 resistance and punishment had begun. At Oxford the Dean of

Christ Cliurch was deprived, and young gentlemen at Cambridge dis-

carded the rags of the Roman Antichrist

In the next year the London clergy were recalcitrant The Spanish

ambassador improved the occasion. In reply, Elizabeth told him that

the disobedient ministers were “ not natives of the country, but Scotsmen,

whom she had ordered to be punished." Literal truth she was not

telling, and yet there w^as truth of a sort in her words. Prom this time

onwards, the* historian of the English Church must be often thinking

of Scotland, and the historian of the Scottish Church musb-keep England

ever in view. Two kingdoms are drifting together, first towards a
“personal" and then towards a “real" Union; but two Churches axe

drifting apart into dissension and antagonism. The attractions and
repulsions that are involved in tlys process fill a large page jn the

annals of Britain; they have become plain to all in the age of tbe

Bishops' Wars ^md the Westminster Assembly ; but Ihey are visible

much earlier. The attempt to Scoticise the English Church, which

failed in 1660, and the attempt Anglicise the Scottish Church, which

failed in 1688, eadi of tliese hacl its century.
^

For a while there is uncertainty. At one moment Maitland is sure

that the two kingdoms have one religion; at another (March, 1668)
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he can tell the Bidiop of Aquila that there ^ gi^t differences ; but
undoubtedly in 1560 the prevailing belief was that the Protestants of
England and Scotland were substantially at one ; and, many as were to
be the disputes between them, they remcdned substantially at one for

the greatest of all purposes until there was no fear that either realm
would revert to Rome. Prom the first the Reforming movement in the
northern kingdom had been in many ways an English movement. Then
in 1560 Reformatiftn and national deliverance had been effected simul-
taneously by the aid of English gold and English arms. John Knox
was a Soot of Scots, and none but a Scot could have done what he did

;

but, had he died in 1558 at the age of fifty-three, his name would have
occurred rather in English than in Scottish books, and he might have
disputed with Hooper the honour of being the progenitor of the English
Puritans. The congregation at Geneva for whi^ he compiled his Prayer
Book was not Scottish but English. His Catholic adversaries in Scotland
said that he could not write good Scots. Some of his principal lieu-

tenants were Englishmen or closely connected with England. John
Willock, while he was ^‘Superintendent” (Knoxian Bishop) of Glasgow,
was also parson of Loughborough. “ Mr Goodman of England ” had
professed divinity at Oxfoid, and after his cai-eer in Scotland was an
English ai'chdeacon, though a troublesome Puritan, John Craig had
been tutor in an English family, and, instead of talking hpnest Scots,

would “knap suddrone.” But further, Knox had signed the English
Articles of 1653, and is plausibly supposed to have m^ified their word-
ing. A Catholic controversialist of Mary'^s day said that “a runagate
Scot^ had procured that the adoration of Christ in the Sacrament
should be put out of the English Prayer Book. To that book in 1559
Knox had sti'ong objections ; he detested ceremoii

; the Coxian party
at Frankfort had played him a sorry trick and he had just cause of
resentment ; but there was jiothing doctrihally wrong with the Book.
It was used in Scotland, la 1560 a Frenchman whom Randolph took to

church in Glasgow, and who hod previously been in Elizabeth'^s chapel,

saw great differences, but heard few, for the prayers of the English Book
were said. Not until some years later did “the Book of Geneva”
(Knoxes liturgy) become the fixed standard of worship for the Scottish

Church. The objection to all prescript prayers is of later date and
some say that it passes from England i^to Scotland. This Genevan Use
had be^ adopted by the chaplain of Elizabeth’s forces at Havre, and,

though he was bidden to discontinue it, heVas forthwith appointed to

the deanery of iTurham. A Puritan movement in England there was

likely to be in any case. The arguments of both parties were already

prepared. The Leipzig Interim^ the of the Elector Maurice, had
given rise to a similar quarrel among ^he Lutherans, between Flacians

on the one ^ide and Philipians on the other, over those rites and
ornaments which were “indifferent” in themselves, but had, as some

cu. arvx.
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thought, been soiled by superstition. The English exiles who returned

from Zurich and Geneva would dislike cap, gown, and surplice; but their

foreign mentors counselfed submission ; Bullinger was large-minded, and

Calvin was politic. Scotland, however, was very near, and in Scotland

this first phase of Puritanism was in its proper place. So long as Mary
reigned there and plotted there, the Protestant was hardly an esteblished

religion ; and, had Knox been the coolest of schemers, he would have

endeavoured to emphasise every difference between tKe old worship and

the new. It was not for him to make light of cbikap}wra\ it was for

him to keep Protestant ardour at fever heat. Maitland, who was a

cool schemer, made apology to Cecil for Knox’s vehemence : as things

are fallen out, it will serve to good purpose.” And yet it is fairly

certain that Knox dissuaded English Puritans from secession. In his

eyes the Coxian Church of England might be an erring sister, but

still was a twin sister, of the Knoxian Church of Scotland.

Elizabeth’s resistance to the Puritan demands was politic. The
more Protestant a man was, the more secure would be his loyalty if

Rome wei’e aggressive. It was for her to appeal to the ‘‘neutral in

religion” and those “faint professors” of whom her Bishops saw too

many. It is not perhaps very likely that surplices and square caps

won to her side many of those who cared much for the old creed.

Not the simplest and most ignorant papist, says Whitgift to the

Puritans, could mistake the Commimion for the Mass: the Mass has been

banishe^l from England as from Scotland : we are full as well Reformed

as are the Scots. But Elizabeth feared frequent changes, was glad to

appear as a merely moderate Reformer, and meant to keep the clergy

well in hand. Moreover, in Catholic circles her cross and candles pro-

duced a good impression. When she reproved Dean Nowell for inveighing

against such things, this was soon known to Cardinal Borromeo, and he

was not despondent (April 21, 1565). Even her dislike for a married

clergy, which seems to have been the outepme of an indiscriminating

misogyny, was favourably noticed. It encouraged the hope that she

might repent, and for some time Rome was unwilling to quench this

plausibly smoking flax. But her part was difficult. Th6 Puntans could

complain that they were worse treated than Spanish, French and Dutch
refugees, whose presence in England she liberally encouraged. Casio-

doro de Reyna, Nicolas des Gallars, and Utenhove, though the Bishop

of London was their legal “ supermtendent,” were allowed a liberty that

was denied to Humphry and Sampson; there was one welcome for

Mrs Matthew Parker and another for Madame la Card&ale.

The controversy of the sixties ovct rites and clothes led to the

controversy of the seventies oveVjpolity, until at length Presbyterianism

and Episcopalianism stood arrayld against each other. But ^e prqpess

was gradual We must not think that Calvin had formulated a Presby-

terian system, which could be imported ready-made from Geneva to
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BritldiL In what is popularly called Presbyterianism there are various

riementa One is the existence of certain presbyters or elders, who are ^

not pastors or ministers of the Word, but who take a lai^ger or smaller

part in the government of the Church. This element may properly be
called Calvinian, though the idea of some such eldership had occurred to

other Reformers. Speculations touching the earliest history of the

Christian Church were combined with a desire to interest the laity in a

rigorous ecclesiastical discipline. But Calvin worked with the materials

that were ready to his hand and was far too wary to raise polity to the

rank of dogma. The Greiievan Church was essentially civic or municipal

;

its Consistory is very much like a committee of a town council. This

could not be the model for a Church of France or of Scotland, which

would contain many particular congregations or churches. Granted that

these particular Churches will be governed by ciders, very little has yet

been decided : we may have the loosest federation of autonomous luiits,

or the strictest subordination of the parts to some assembly which is or

represents the whole. Slowly and empirically, the problem was solved with

somewhat different results in France, Scotland, and the liOw Countries.

As we have said, the month which saw Knox land in Scotland saw a

French Church taking shape in a national Synod that was being secretly

held at Paris. Already Frenchmen are setting an example for constituent

assemblies and wi’itten constitutions. Knox, who had been edifying the

Church of Dieppe—that Dieppe which was soon to pass intoi Elizabeth s

hands—stood in the full current of the JVench movement ; but, like his

teacher, he had no iron system to impose. Each particular congftgation

would have elders besides a pastor ; there would be some general assembly

of the whole Church ; but Knox was not an ecclesiastical jurist. The
First Book of Diacipline (1560) decides wonderfully little; even the

structure of the General Assembly is nebulous and, as a matter of

fact, all righteous noblemen seem to be wejeorne therein. It gradually

gives itself a constitution, jsnd, while a similar process is at work in

France, other jurisdictional* and governmental organs are developed,

until kirk-session, presbytery, synod and *assembly form a ^concentric

system of ^ourts and councils of which Rome herself might be proud.

But much of this belongs to a later time ; in Scotland it is not Knoxian

but Melvillian.

A mere demand for some ruling elders for the particular Churches

was not likely to excite enthusiasm or antagonism. England knew that

plan. 'Hie curious Church of foreign refugees, which was organised in the

London of Edward VPs days under the presidency of John Laski, had

elders. Cranmer took great interest in what he probably regarded as a

fruitful experiment, and the Knoxian Church has some traits which, so

good critics think, tell less of Geneva thto of the Polish but cosmopolitan

nobleman. Dr Home, Elizabeth's Bislfcp of Winchester, had been the

pastor of a P^byterian flock of English refugees at Frankfort. With a
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portion of that flock he had quarreUed, not for being Presbyterian^ but

because the Presbyterianism of this precocious conventicle was already

taking that acutely democratic and distinctly uncalvinian form, in whi(^

the elders are the annually elected oflicers of a congregation which keeps

both minister and elders weU under control. Among Englishmen a

drift towards Congregationalism appears almost as soon as the ruling

elder.

The enthusiasm and antagonism were awakened by a different cry: it

was not a call for presbytei*s, but a call for “ parity,” for an equality

among all the ministers of God’s Word, and consequently for an abolition

of all ‘‘ prelacy.” As a battle cry this is liaidly Calvinian ; nor is it

Knoxian ; it is first audible at Cambridge. The premisses, it is true, lay

ready to the hand of anyone who chose to combine them. The major

was that Protestant principle which refers us to the primitive Church.

ITie minor was a proposition familiar to the Middle Age;—originally

there was no diffei-ence between the presbyter and the episcopus. Every

student of the Canon Law knew the doctrine that the prelacy of Bishops

is founded, not on divine command, but on a custom of the Cliurch.”

When the Puritan said that the episcopal jurisdiction was of popish

origin, he agreed with I^ynez and the Pope; at least, as had been amply
shown at Tient, the divine right of Bishops was a matter over which

Catholic doctors could quarrel bitterly. But the great Reformers liad

been chary t)f their wonls about ecclesiastical polity ; theie wei*e many
possibilities to be considered, and the decision would rest with Princes

or civic Councils. The defenders of Anglican episcopacy occasionally

told the Puritan that he was not a good Calvinist, and even Beza

could hardly be brought by British pressure to a sufficiently dogmatic

denunciation of prelacy. As to Knox, it is clear that, though he

thought the English dioceses too large, he had no radical objection to

sucli prelacy as existed in ^England. Moreover, tlie Chmrch that he

organised in Scotland was prelatic, and there is but little proof that he

I'egarded its prelatic constitution as a concession to merely temporary

needs. The woiri ‘‘ bishop ” was avoided (in Scotland tliere still were

lawful Bishops of another creed); but over the “dioceses” stand “superin-

tendents” (the title comes from Germany), who, though strictly account-

able to the general assembly, are distinctly the rulers of the diocesan

clergy. Between superintendent and minister there is no “ parity ” ; the

one may command, the otlier nnist obey. The tlieory that valid orders

can be confert-cd by none .but a iBishop, Knox would, no douM, have

denied ; but some at all events of the contemporary English Bishops

would have joined him in the denial.

Apparently Thomas Cart^Al^ht, a- yoimg professor of divinity at

Cambridge, spoke the woixl (1^0) that had not yet been spoken in

Scotland. Cambridge was seething with Puritanism ; the Bishops had tieen

putting the vestiarian law in force ; and the French Church had declared
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for parity. ^ There ought to be an equality^: presbyter and Bishop

were once all one. But if the demand for parity was first heard south of

the Tweed, it was soon echoed back by S^tland ; and thenceforth the

English Puritan was often looking northward. In Scotland much had
been left unsettled. From August, 1561, to May, 1568, Mary Stewart is

there ; Rizzio and Damley, Bothwell and Moray, Letliington and Knox,
are on the stage ; and we hold our bi-eath while the tiagcdy is played.

We forget the background of unsolved questions and uncertain law. Is

the one lawful religion the Catholic or the Protestant ? Are tlierc two
established Churches, or is ^ne Church established and another endowed ?

There is an interim : or rather, an armed truce. The Queen had not

confirmed the statutes of 1560, though mass-mongers were occasionally

imprisoned. Nothing decisive had been done in the matter of tithes

and kirk-lands and advowsons. The Protestant ministers and super-

intendents were receiving small stipends whicl/were charged upon the

ecclesiastical revenues; but the Bishops and Abbots, some of whom were

Protestant ministers, had not been ousted from their temporalities or their

seats in Parliament, and, as vacancies occurred, the bishoprics were con-

ferred upon new occupants, some of whom were Catholics. The General

Assembly might meet twice a year; but John Hamilton still went to

Parliament as a reverend father in God and primate of Scotland. If

Maiy had succeeded in reestablishing Catholicism, we should pmbably
have said that it had never been disestablished. And wh8n she h^ui

been deposed and a Parliament held in her son‘’s name had acknowledged

the Knoxian Church to be ^‘the immaculate spouse of Christ, much was

still unsettled. What was to be done with the bishoprics and abbacies

and with the revenues and seats in Parliament that were involved there-

with ? Grave questions of civil and ecclesiosticii' polity were open, and

a laige mass of wealth went a-begging or illustrated the beatitude of

possession. Then in the seventies we on th<f one hand see an attempt to

Anglicise the Church by givmg it Bishops, who will sit in Parliament

and be somewhat more prelatic than were »Knoxes superintendents, and

on the other hand we hear a swelling cry for parity. •

To maiiy a 6cot prelacy will always suggest another word of evil

sound: to wit, Erastianism. The link is Anglican. The name of the

professor of medicine at Heidelberg—it was Thomas I-.iebler, or in Greek

Erastus—won a fame or infatpy in Britain that has been denied to it

elsewhere. And in some sort this is fflir, for it was an English Puritan

who called him into the field ; and after his death his manuscript book

was brought to England and there for the first time printed. His Prince,

the Elector Palatine Frederick III, was introducing into his dominions,

in the place of the Lutheranism which prevailed there, the theology

that flowed from Zurich and Geneva| ima^ were being destroyed

and mtars were giving place to tables. This, as Elizabeth knew when

the Thirty Nilie Articles lay befoie her, was a very serious change ; it
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strained to breaking-point the professed unanimity of the Protestant

Princes. Theology, however, was one thing, Chxirch-polity another;

and for all the Gt^evan rigours Frederick was not yet prepared. But

to Heidelberg for a doctor^s degree came an English I^ritan, George

Withers, and he stirred up strife there by urging the necessity of a

discipline exercised by pastor and elders (June, 1668). Erastus an-

swer^ him by declaring that excommunication has no warrant in the

Word of God ; and further that, when the Prince ip a Christian, there

is no need for a corrective jurisdiction which is not that of the State,

but that of the Church. This sowed disslbsion between Zurich and

Geneva: between Bullinger, the friend of the English Bishops, and

Beza, the oracle of the Puritans. Controversy in England began to

nibble at the Royal Supremacy ; and in Scotland the relation between

the State (which until 1667 had a papistical head) and the Enoxian

Church, was of necessi by highly indeterminate. Knox had written sentences

which, in oiir rough British use of the term, were Erastian enough;

and a great deal of history might have been changed, had he found

in Scotland a pious prince or even a pious princess, a Josiah or even

a Delx)rah. As it fell out, the Scottish Church aspired to, and at times

attained, a truly medieval independence. Andrew Melviirs strain of

language has been compared with that of Gregory VII ; so has Thomas
Cartwright’s ; but the Scottish Church had on opportunity of resuming

ancient claims which was denied to the English. In 1672 an oath was

imposed in Scotland ; the model was English ; but important words

were clianged. The King of Scots is “ Supreme Governor of this realm

os well in things temporal os in the conservation and purgation of

religion.” Tlie Queen of England is Supreme Governor of this realm

as well in all spiritual or ecclesiastical things or causes as temporal.”

The greater continuity of ecx:lesiastical history is not wholly on one

side of the border. The oharge of popery was soon retorted against

tlie Puritans by the Elizabethan divines aiid their Helvetian advisers

Your new presbyter in his lust for an usuiped dominion is but too like

old priest. I

In controversy with the Puritans the Elizabethan religion gradually

assumed an air of moderation which had hardly belonged to it from the

first ; it looked like a compromise between an old faith and a new. It is

true that from the beginning of her reign Elizabeth distrusted Calvin

;

and when she swoi*e that she never read liis books she may have sworn

the truth. That blast of the trumpet had repelled her. Not only had
the regiment of women ” been at^ked, but Knox and Goodman hid

advocated a divine right of rebellion against idolatrous Princes. Calvin

might protest his innocence ; brt still this dangerous stufiP came from hk
Geneva. Afterwards, hoWever, Ce took an opportunity of being service-

able to the Queen in the matter'of a book which spoke ill of her f&ther

and mother. Then a pretty message went to him and he^os bidden to
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feel assured of her favour (September 18, 1561). Moreover, in German
history Elizabeth appears as espousing the cause of oppressed Calvinists

againrt the oppressing Lutherans, Still as time went on, when the

Huguenots, as' she said, had broken faith with her about Havre and

Calais, and the attack on her officers,^ the Bishops, was being made
in the name of the Genevan discipline, her dislike of Geneva, its works,

and its ways, steadily grew. Though in the region of pure theology

Calvings influence fhcreased apace in England and Scotland after his

death, and Whitgift, the stem repressor of the Puritans, was a remorse-

less predestinarian, still the Bishops saw, albeit with mgret, that they

had two frontiers to defend, and that they could not devote all their

energy to the confutation of the Louvainists.

Then some severed, or half-severed, bonds were spliced. I’arker was

a lover of history, and it was pleasant to sit in^the chair of Augustine,

seeing to editions of iElfric’s Homilies and the Chronicles of Matthew

Paris. But the work was slowly done, and foreigners took a good share

in it. Hadrian Saravia, who defended English episcopacy against Beza,

was a refugee, half Spaniard, half Fleming. Pierre Baron of Cambridge,

who headed a movement against Calvin‘*s doctrine of the divine decrees,

was another Frenchman, another pupil of the law-school of Bourges.

And it is to be remembered that at Elizabeth's accession the Genevan

was not the only model for a radically Reformed Church. 'Jlie fame of

Zwinglfs Zurich had hardly yet been eclipsed, and for many years the

relation between the Anglican and Tigurine Churches was close and

cordial. A better example of a purely spiritual power could hardly be

found than the influence that was exercised in England by Zwingli'^s

successor Henry Bullinger. Bishops and Puritans argue their causes

before him as if he were the judge. So late as 1 *86 English clergymen

are required to peruse his immortal Decades, Tlicre was some gratitude

in the case. A silver cup ^ith verses on it had spoken Elizabeth‘’3

thanks for the hospitality that he had shown to Englishmen. But that

was not all; he sympathised with Elizabeth and her Bishops and her

Erastianism. He condemned ‘‘the English foor"* who broke the peace

of the Palatinafe by a demand for the Genevan discipline. When the

my was that the congregation should elect its minister, the Puritan

could be told how in an admirably reformed republic Protestant pastors

were still chosen by patrons who migh^ be papists, even by a Bishop of

Constanae who might be the Pope'^s own nephew and a Cardinal to boot,

fqr a Christian ms^tracy would see that this* patronage was not abused.

And then when tne bad day came and the Pope hurled his thunderbolt,

it was to Bullinger that the English Bishops looked for a learned defence

of their Queen and their creed. Modcmly, but willingly, he undertook

the task: none the less willingly perhips, because Pius V had seen fit

to couple El^beth^s name wi^ CalvinX end this was a controver-

sialist's trick which Zurich could expose. Bullinger knew all the
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Puritan woes and did not like surplices; he knew and much disliked

the “ semi-popery ^ of Lutheran Germany ; but in his eyes tlie Church
of England was no half-way house. As to Elizabeth, he saw her as no
luke-wann friend of true religion, but as a virgin-queen bdoved of God,
whose wisdom and clemency, whose felicity and dexterity were a marvel
and a model for all Christian Princes (March 12, 1572).

The felicity and dexterity are not to be denied. The Elizabethan

religion which satisfied Bullinger was satisfying many other people also

;

for (to say nothing of intrinsic merits or defects) it appeared as part and
parcel of a general amelioration. It was allied with honest money,
cheap and capable government, national independence, and a reviving

national pride. The long TciTor was oveipast, at least for a while;

the flow of noble blood was stayed ; the axe rusted at the Tower. Tlie

long Elizabethan peace ^as beginning (156S), while France was ravaged

by civil war, and while more than half the Scots looked to the English

Queen as the defender of their faith. One Spaniard complains that

these hei-etics have not their due share of troubles (November, 1562)

;

another, that they are waxing fat upon the spoil of the Indies (August,

1565). The England into which Francis Bacon was bom in 1561 and
William Shakespeare in 1564 was alieady unlike the England that was
ruled by the Queen of Spain.
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CHAPTER XVII.

THE SCANDINAVIAN NORTH.

The Scandinavian nations had entered somewhat late into the general

stream of European history, and, at the beginning of the sixteenth

century, were still not a little behind the rest of Western Europe in

civilisation. But they were early brought into contact with the Refor-

mation movement, and nowhere were its effects more generally felt or

more far-reaching. In order to see to what extent this was the case,

some attention must be paid to their earlier history.

It was not till the tenth century that Denmark, Norway, and Sweden*

began to exist as single monaichies ; and it was under their early Kings

that Christianity, fii^st introduced some time previously, dime to b(* the

religion of all their people. From this time forward, although they

were frequently devastated and rent asunder by internal waffare, the

three kingdoms may be said to have taken their part, each in its own
way, in European histoi^. The Swedes, pressed by their heathen

neighbours to the north and north-east, wen- at first unable to make
much headway. The Norwegians, fully oc^cupied by their activities

beyond the seas, in Iceland, in parts of Scotland and Ireland, and even

in far-away Greenland, neVer acquired much strength at home. Den-

mark was usually the most powerful kingdom of the three. Under the

Kings of the Estridsen line the Danes vindicated their independence of

the Empire, and conqueicd large teiritories from the heathen Wends
and Esthonians on the shores of the Baltic; in fact, there was a time,

under Valdemar the Victorious (1204-41), when the Baltic was to all

intents and purposes a Danish lake. But the capture and imprisonment

of Valdemar by Count Henry of Schwerin gave a blow to their power

from which it never recovered. THe*increai^ing influence^of the Teutonic

knights and th9Livonian knights of the sword on the one hand, and the

rapid advance of Sweden under its Folkung dynasty on the other, still

(iiikber shattered it. The Danes we» further hampered by the com-

memal and naval rivalry of the Iwnseatlc League, and by frequent

bo^er warfare with the duchy of Henstein. Altogether, it looked for a

time as though Sweden must take the place of Denmark as the chief

OH. XVII.
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power of the north. But although the Swedes gradually extended their

sway over Dalecarlia and Finland, their further extension was prevmted

by the advance of the Russians of Novgorod to the shores of the Gulf

of Finland ; and thus the peoples of the north were once more thrown

back upon themselves.

After several unsuccessful attempts at dynastic union, the three

kingdoms were at length united. In 1363 Valdemar III (Atterdag) df

Denmark had given his daughter Margaret in man’iage to Hakon of

Norway. On his death in 1375 Margaret'^s son Olaf became King of

Denmark. Five years later, on the death of his own father, Olaf

succeeded to the crown of Norway ; and Margaret became the real ruler

of both realms in the name of her son. About the same time she laid

claim to, the crown of Sweden in right of her late husband Hakon

;

and, although the claim was at fii-st very shadowy, it became formidable

when the Swedish nobles’ espoused her cause. The King, Albert of

Mecklenburg, was defeated and made prisoner at the battle of Falkoping;

and the Treaty of Lindholni (1393) left her undisputed mistress of

Sweden. Thus the three realms were united under Queen Margaret, for

her son Olaf had died in 1387. The personal union before long became

a constitutional one. In 1397 Margaret caused her grand-nephew Erik

to be crowned King at Kalmar; and on that occasion there was con-

cluded, by nobles representing the three kingdoms, the famous Union

of Kalmar, by which Sweden, Norway, and Denmark were declared to

be for ever united under one King, each retaining its own laws and
customs. * But the Union was not regularly promulgated or made widely

known, its terms were vague and indefinite, and they opened up more
questions than they solved. It was provided that a son of the reigning

King should be chosen if possible; but nothing was said as to the method
by which the three kingdoms were to participate in the election. It was

provided that all should take tp arras against the general enemy ; but no
reference was made to the carrying out of pf^ects which concerned one

of the three only. It is plain that nothing but pressing common interests

or a strong .mler could render such an agreement permanent, and this

was precisely what was wanting. On the one hand, -Erik? and his

successors really ruled in the interests of Denmark ; on the other, the

condition of Sweden, practically one of anarchy, made any settled

govemment well-nigh ipipossible. Revolts ^rere of frequent occurrence,

and before long the Danish governors were driven out, and Karl
Knudson, the leader of Ihje higher nobility, became administrator

{RiksforeMndare) of Sweden. On the accession of* the House ' of

Oldenbuig to the throne of Denmark in 1448, Karl Knudson was pro-

claimed King of Sweden, and soon i ftei’wards of Norway also. Christiim I

soon regain^ his hold over the lauer realm; but from this time foi*wi^

the Danish Kings wei-e seldom aole to make good their claims over

Sweden, which continued to be ruled by Swedish administrators until
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15S0^ when the death of Sten Sture the younger placed Sweden for the

moment entirely in the handi of Christian II of Denmark. On the

other hand, the Oldenburg line had gained ground elsewhere. In 1460
Christian 1 was chosen as Duke of Schleswig and Count of Holstein.

But the great revolt of the Ditmarsch peasants, ending in the destruc*

tion of the Danish army, with two Counts of Oldenburg and the flower

of the Schleswig-Holstein nobility, in 1500, further weakened the Danish
throne, and indirectly helped to break up the Union of Kalmar.

The general efiect of the changes which had taken place in the
Scandinavian kingdom since the twelfth century had been to strengthen

the power of the nobles at the expense of the King and the bmider or
free peasants. Neither in Denmark nor in Sweden was there a law of
heredity ; and every election was secured at the cost of a capitulation

”

which involved a certain weakening of th^ royal prerogative. In
order to obviate the evils of a disputed succession, the Kings frequently

attempted to secure an election in their own lifetime and left large

appanages to their younger sons: with the result that the effort to
transform these pereonal fiefs into hereditary possessions often led to
civil wars, and stiU fiuther weakened the Crown. Under pressure

from the nobles the royal castles were step by step demolished every-

where, and the royal domain was gradually encroached upon. ' The
Rigsretady or Council of State, consisting entirely of the nobles and the

higher clergy, altogether supplanted the ancient assemblies of the people
as the final legislative authority. In Sweden King Albert ((^'ount of
Mecklenburg) was little more than the President of this Council. Even
in Denmark things were not much better; and they did not improve.

Under the Oldenburg Kings the Court was German rather than Danish,
and its influence was none the greater on that u ‘(^ount. Nor, owing to

the privileges of the Hanseatic towns, was there a great merchant class,

to act as a counterpoise to nobles. And as for the bonder^ formerly

the most important class of.all, their condition was pitiable indeed. By
degrees their rights were encroached upon^ till, from free and noble-born
small proprietors, they became mere peasants. In Denmark they were
at kn^h compelled to have recourse to the practice of commendation,
which ended, in the latter part of the fifteenth centuiy, in a widespread
system of serfage.

The power of the clergy had grpwn pari passu with that of the
nobles. • Down to the twelfth century^ indeed, the Scandinavian Bishops
were only sufiragj^s of the see of Bremen. • It was not \ill 1104 that
the tee of Lund, in the Danish province of Skaane, was raised to metro-
political rank, with jurisdiction over all the bishoprics of the three

kingdoms; and it was only in 1152 th^ the.famous mission took place

of ihe Cardinal of Albano, Nicholip Breakspeare (afterwards Pope
Adrian IV),^which gave to the northern Churches their permanent
character. Under his guidance Nidaros (TVondhjem) was made the
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metropolitical see of Norway, and soon afterwards Upsala was raised to a

similar position in Sweden ; the payment *of Roma $kat was introduced,

and the ecclesiastical system of the northern nations was remodelled on
the lines which prevailed at the time in other parts of Western CSidsten-

dom ; though it was not till 1S50 that a papal Bull took the choice of

the Bishops from the people and gave it to the Chapters. From this

time forward the power and the riches of the clergy had rapidly increased.

They held large fiefs in all three countries ; it is said that more than

half of Denmark was in the hands of the Bishops, and Copenhagen itself

was built on a fief of the Bishop of Boeskilde. Their possessions, like

those of the nobles, were exempt from taxation, nor were they liable to

the same restrictions with i*egard to trade as the people at large. With
some conspicuous exceptions, they were not less opposed to the Kings

than were the nobles; quarrels respecting clerical immunities were

frequent, and they generally ended in the infliction of ecclesiastical

censures, followed by the surrender of the King at discretion and the

payment of an indemnity. As a rule, the higher clergy had been trained

abroad, and were not less foreign in feeling and sympathies than the

Court itself. Owing partly to difliculties in securing confirmation at

Rome, partly to the exaggerated importance that was attached to their

civil* and constitutional functions. Bishops elect frequently remained

unconsecrated for yeiii’s, their spiritual functions being carried out by
others. Naturally, abuses were far from uncommon amongst them, and

there was not much love lost between them and the people at large.

Indeed the success of the Reformation, both in Denmark and in Sweden,

was largely due to the fact that it put an end to the power of the clergy

and despoiled them of their possessions.

I. THE REFORMATION IN> DENMARK.
•

The accession of Christian II in 1513 marks the beginning of a new
era. A nidn of gi'eat natural gifts but violent passions, his father had
given him an education which at once developed his lovlfe for the people

and his self-love, and at the same time made him one of the most learned

monarchs of the day. He was sent to Norway to put do^vn a rebellion

in 1602, and as regent*there he received his apprenticeship in government
during a series of turbulent years.. ,His marriage in 1615 with Isabella,

sister of the future Emperor Charles V, obtained for him an influence in

Europe such os for centuries no other King of DenmSuk had enjoyed.

But he was cruel and treacherous, both by nature and of delib^te
policy. These chiuracteristjcs hdft already shown themselves in Norway

:

they were present tliroughout his^ign, and after ten years they helped

to drive him from his beloved Denmark. Thus, although he introduced

many notable changes, he himsdf was overthro^vn by the reaction to
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which they gave rise ; and they were only carried out in thdr entirety

by others after his downfaU.

Christian had himself reconquered Norway for his father : at his own
accession he found Sweden practically independent. On the death of

the administrator Svante Sture in 1612 the Rigsraad had chosen the old

Erik Trolle in his place and had decided in favour of union with Denmark.
But a popular paHy led by Hemming Gadd, the Bishop of Linkoping,

had risen against him and set up Sten Sture the younger in his stead

;

who, being a wise and statesmanlike leader, soon obtained the upper

hand. There was still a strong party opposed to him however, under

the leadership of Gustaf, the son of Erik Trolle and Archbishop

of Upsala. In the course of the civil war which followed Gustaf was

besieged in his castle of Stakeborg near Stockholm. He at once appealed

to the Danes for help; and his assailants were excommunicated by

Archbishop Berger of Lund, by virtue of theVuthority which he claimed

as Primate of Scandinavia. Thereupon Sten Sture and the Rigsraad

resolved that Trolle should be no longer recognised as Archbishop, and
that he should be imprisoned and his castle razed to the ground. Gustaf

at once appealed to Pope Leo X, who approved the excommunication

of Sten Sture and call^ upon Christian to enforce it. From 1517

onwards, therefore, Christian was endeavouring by negotiation or

otherwise to take possession of Sweden. At first he had little success,

excepting that in 1518, after an attack on Stockholm’^ which failed

of its object, he suggested an interview with Sten Sture, demanded
hostages for his own safety, and then carried them off to Denmark,

Bishop Gadd and a young man named Gustaf Eriksson among them. In

the following year he returned to Sweden with a large army of merce-

naries. On January 18, 1620, Sten Sture was d' feated in a battle fought

on the ice on Lake Asunden and so severely wounded that he died some
weeks after. A second battle before UpsAla left all Sweden in Gustafs

hands except Stockholm, ^which was valiantly defended by Sten Sture’s

widow, Christina Gyllenstiema ; and the promise of a general amnesty

made in Christian's name by his general, Otte Krurnpen, together with

the persilksioiiB of Gadd, who had gone over to the King's side, at length

prevailed upon her to open the gates. Christian entered Stockholm,

and was crowned King of Sweden on Sunday, November 4, 1620.

The event that followed, is the blackest in Christian's life. On the

Wedi^^sday, during the coronation, ^stivities, the Swedish magnates and

the authorities of Stockholm were suddenly summoned Into the citadel.

Then Diederik Slaghok, a Westphalian follower of the King's, and Jens

Andersen, sumamed Beldenak, the Bishop of Odense, stood forth in the

name of Gustaf Trolle and demanded^ reparation for the wrongs which,

as^they alleged, had been inflicted oi^im. Christian at once called for

the names of those who had signed the eu;t of deposition and committed
them to prison ; the only exceptions being Bishop Brask of Linkdping,
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who had signed under protest, and another Bishop who now joined

himself with Trolle as accuser. The following day, November 8, at

nine o'clock, they were brought before a Court of twelve ecclesiastics,

one of whom was Trolle, who thus became a judge in his own cause.

The single question was put to them by fieldenak, whether m® who
had raised their hands against the Pope and the Holy Roman Church

were not heretics ? They could give but one answer. Thereupon they

were told that they had condemned themselves, and wele declar^ guilty

of notorious heresy. On the very same day, at noon, they were brought

forth into the market-place and thei*e beheaded one by one before the

eyes of the citizens. The Bishops of Strangnas and Skara were the first to

suffer; they were followed by the rest of the signatories, amongst whom was

the father of Gustaf Eriksson, afterwards King of Sweden ; and these by
others of the principal nobles and citizens, who showed their sympathy too

plainly, until the square ra^ with blood. A spectator counted more than

ninety corpses before the day was done ; and the ghastly work was not

confined to one time or place. The bodies lay where they had fallen for

thi*ee days, after which they were conveyed outside the town and burnt

;

the bodies of Sten Sture and of his young son, bom since his excommu-
nication, being exhumed and thrown upon the pyre. It was hoped that

this terrible deed, which is known as the Stockholm bath of blood

{Stockholms Blodbad)^ had secured Sweden to the Danes; as a matter

of fact, as if has been said, the Union of Kalmar was drowned in it

for ever.
^
Fierce revolts broke out everywhere, and before long Sweden

was independent under its own King Gustavus.

Christian was a more successful ruler at home than he had been in

Sweden. He was well aware of the evils under which Denmark was

groaning, and was resolved to provide a remedy. As the price of his

election to the Crown he had been compelled to accept not only the

conditions which had bound liis father, but others even more onerous.

One of these gave the judicial power entirely into the hands of the

magnates ; another nullified the royal right of conferring nobility ; the

last of all piovided that if he broke his agreement in any particular,

‘‘then shall all the inhabitants of the kingdom faithfully resist the

same without loss of honour and without in any wise by so doing
breaking their oath of fealty to us.'' But from the first Christian

treated his “ capitulation as a dead lettei^ and endeavoured in every

way to increase the power of the bui;ghers and the peasants. Himself

brought up in the household of a burgher, Hans Metzenheim, sumamed
Bogbinder, he surrounded himself with advisers of ignoble and often of

foreignj^h: Sigbrit, the mother of his beautiful Dutch mistress

Dyveke, Diederik Slaghok, whiL has been mentioned already, a
Malmo mendiant nam^ Htans mikkelsen, and many more. Motb^
Sigbrit, as she was called, a woman of great capacity, w^ his chief

counsellor in all fiscal and commercial matters. Ify hmr advice he
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disregarded the Rigsraad altogether, subjected the higher orders to

taxation, and violated^all their most cherished privileges. N<Mr was it

otherwise with the clergy, who soon found that in him they had a

master. He levied from them by ai'bitrary and lawless methods the

money whidh he really needed, but could not obtain in any legal way

;

Beldenak in particular was fleeced unmercifully. Meanwhile he skilfully

availed hims^ of the jealousy between them and the nobles, who could

not forget that many of them, including Archbishop Berger and Bishop

Beldenak, were not nobly bom, in order to overturn the power of both.

For the time it seemed as if he had succeeded ; and two great collections

of laws, the so-called Secular and Ecclesiastical Code, which he put forth

in 16S1 and 1522 on his own authority, without submitting them to

the Rigsraad^ might seem to have marked the downfall of the aristocratic

power. But in little more than a year they had been publicly burned

“^and their author was a fugitive.

But Christian's work was not merely destructive. The people at

large found in him a careful and wise ruler, who scrutinised every detail

of civil life and government and was never weary of working for their

good. His reforms of municipal government were at once elaborate and

rigorous. He built great ships and put down piracy; he made wise

treaties with foreign Powers. He extended commercial privileges to his

burghers, and resected those of the Hanseatic towns, endeavouring to

make Copenhagen the centre of the Baltic trade ; and with this object in

view he encouraged Dutch merchants to found houses there, and extended

a warm welcome to the rich banking-house of the Fiiggers. He brought

Flemish gai'deners to Denmark in order that they might teach his people

horticulture, and established them in the little island of Amager, where

their descendants are to this day. He abolished the old “ strand rights”

and rights of wreck, and decreed that all possible assistance should be

given to ships in peril and to shipwrecked mariners; and when the

Jutland Bishops remonstrate with him, saying that there was nothing

in the Bible against wrecking, Christie answered, ^^Let the lord-

prelates go back and study the eighth commandment.” He caused

uniform Weights and measures to be used throughout his dominions ; he

took steps for the improvement of the public roads, and made the first

attempt at the creation of a postal system. He abolished the worst

evils of serfage, and made provision for the punishment of cruel masters.

His laws on behalf of morals and^ public order are enlightened and

wise ; he abolished the death penalty for witchcraft ; he fAunded a system

for the relief of The sick. He did his utmost for the encouragement of

learning. The University of Copenhagen, authorised by Pope Martin V
in 1419, actually founded by Christiar*’ I in^ 1478 with three professors

nn^, of law, Geology, and mcdici]||p, fii'st became important under

Chnstian 11^ He founded a Carmelite House in Copenhagen, which was

to maintain a graduate in divinity who should lecture daily in the
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^
University; and the famous Paul £liae or Eliaesen (Povel Helge8en)|

a student of Erasmus' writings and of Luther's^ earlier works, and an

earned seeker after Catholic reform, who has been not inaptly styled

the Colet of Denmark, came from Elsinore to be the first head

lecturer. Christian directed that schools should be opened for the poor

throughout his dominions ; he exerted himself to provide better school-

books; he actually went so far as to enact that education should be

compulsoiy for the burghers of Copenhagen and all the«other large towns

of Denmark.

Meanwhile Christian had been turning his attention to matters

strictly ecclesiastical. Heie too it cannot be said that he was anything

but an opportunist, and it would be superfluous to credit him with any

very pronounced convictions in favour of the Reformed doctrines; but

there is no reason to doubt the earnestness with which he set to work to
^

correct practical abuses. \As early os 1617 thei*e had come to Denmark

a papal envoy named Giovanni Angelo Arcimboldo, afterwaids Arch-

bishop of Milan, with a commission to sell Indulgences, the right to

act under which he purchased from the King for 1100 gidden. It was

just at the time when Christian was engaged in negotiations with

Sweden ; and he resolved to make use of Arcimboldo as an intermediary.

Soon however he discovered that the envoy, apparently in pursuance of

secret instructions from the Pope, was negotiating independently with

Sten Store. Arcimboldo managed to escape to Liibeck with part of his

booty ; but the King at once gave orders for the seizure of what was left,

and found himself in possession of a rich harvest in money and in kind.

That this action did not involve any breach with the existing eccle-

siastical system is plain from the fact that the victims of the terrible

•‘Stockholm bath of blood’’ were put to death by Christian, not as

traitoi-s to the King, but os rebels against the Holy See.

But he had ah’eady gone ‘ further than this. In 1619 he wrote to

his maternal uncle, Frederick of Saxony, begging him to send to the

University of Copenhagen a theologian of the school of Luther and

Carlstadt. Frederick sent Martin Reinhard, who arrived at Copenhagen

late in 1620, and began pitching in the church of St Nicholas. But

Reinhard unfortunately knew no Danish, and his sermons had to be

interpreted, it is said by Paul Eliaesen. The effect was not happy : the

sermons lost much of their force, and the preacher’s gestures, divorced

from his w^ords, seemed grotesque ahd meaningless. At the next carnival

the canons of SC Mary’s took <advanta^ of the fact by dressing up a diild

and setting him to imitate the preacher. What was mbre serious, Paul

began to find that he had no sympathy with Luther’s developed position.

Mocked by the people and ^refbof his interpreter, Reinhard was sent

back to Germany. Christian now ^deavoured to attract Luther himsc^

;

and, although this proved imposs^le, Carlstadt came for a short visit.

But the Edict of Worms (May, 1621), which placed Lutner and his
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followers under the ban of the Empire, was a hint too significant to be

n^lected, and for a time no more is heard of foreign preachm in

Within Denmark itself, however, things were not standing still;

and Christian's codes of laws, already referred to, were full of bold

provisions for ecclesiastical reform. The monasteries were again sub-

jected to episcopal visitation. Clerical n6n-residence, which, partly

owing to lo^ difficulties, was coinmonei' in Norway and Denmark than

elsewhere, was stringently forbidden. To make an end of the ignorant

“priest-readers'’ (Idsepraster) of whom the Danish Church was full, no

candidate for holy Orders was to be ordained unless he had studied at

the University and had shown that he understood and could explain

“the Holy Gospel and Epistle” in Danish. The clergy were not to

acquire landed property or to recenve inheritances, “ at least unless they

will follow the precept of St Paul, who in hi?;First Epistle to Timothy
counsels them to be the husband of one wife, and will live in the holy

state of matrimony as their ancestors did.” The state which the Bishops

were accustomed to keep up was forbidden : in journeying “ they shall

ride or travel in their litters, that the people may know them from other

doctors ; but they shall not be preceded by fife and drum to the mockery

of holy Church.” The spiritual Courts were no longer to have cogni-

sance of questions of property. Most radical change of all, a new
supreme ti’ibunal was to be set up at Roeskilde, by royal authority alone,

consisting of “four doctors or masters well learned in ecclesiastical and

imperial law,” the decisions of which, as well ecclesiastical as dVil, were

to be final, the appeal to the Pope being abolished.

But Christian’s new code never came into operation. Ilis position

was already qpe of great difficulty, and the toih were fast closing round

him. He was in bad odour at Rome, partly on account of his attempted

reforms, partly because of the three Bishops whom he htid slain in

Sweden ; for Hemming Gadd had been put to death not long after the

massacre of Stockholm, in ’spite of his loyalty to the King. This last

matter was arranged without much difficulty. The Nuncio Giovanni

Francesco tdi fotenza, whom Leo X had sent to Denmark, declared

Christian innocent and found a scapegoat in Diederik Slaghok, now
Archbishop elect of Lund. For this and other crimes he was condemned

to death, and burnt on January 22, 1522. But there were other diffi-

culties wliich could not be met in this»wuy. The citizens of Liibcck had

declared war, and were soon devastating Bornholm and threatening

Copenhagen. Christian was embroiled in a hopeless contest in Sweden.

He had offended his father’s brother, Frederick of Schleswig-Holstein, by

obtaining tlie investiture of tlie duchy at the hands of Charles V, which

he now abandoned by the Treaty of Bordesholm (August). And now,

whAi everything was against him aftoad, tlie seething discontent at

home came fb a head. Late in 1522 the nobles of Zealand broke out
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in open rebeUion. To meet this, Christian gathered together an army

of peasants, and summoned a council of nobles {Herredag) to meet at

Kalltmdborg. The nobles and bishops from Jutland failed to put in an

appearance, alleging that the wind and time of year made it impossible.

Thereupon he summoned them and the representatives of the commons
to meet in a national assembly {Rigsdag) at Aaxhuus.

But it was too late: the Jutlanders had already assembled at Viborg,

renounced their allegiance to him, and proclaimed^ Frederick King,

putting forth at the same time a statement of grievances (March, 1528).

A letter in which they communicated the news to Christian reached him

early in the following month. The case was far from desperate. Norway-

had not declared against him ; most of the islands were still his, and

many of the chief citadels ; the |)easants were devoted to him, and so

were many excellent leaders, chief amongst them being the brave

Admiral Soren Norby. Christian had lost heart. Every day

some renounced their allegiance, and an alliance which Frederick* had

contracted with Sweden and Liibeclv filled him with alarm. On April 18

he left his capital and embarked for Flandei*s with his young Queen and

his three little children, and spent the next nine years in exile, often

under great hardships. He continued vigorously to dispute Frederick^

throne, but without success, in spite of the fact that he invoked the aid

of his powerful brother-in-law, and at length, late in 1529, was formally

reconciled iq the Roman communion. Two years later he dasired to

enter into communication with Frederick, and gave himself into the

hands of his uncle's commander, Knud Gyldenstieme, on a safe-conduct.

Rut in spite of this he was thrown into the dungeons of Sonderborg,

where he remained for seventeen years, part of the time with no

companion but a half-witted Norwegian dwarf; and he only left

Sondurlmrg for a less rigorous captivity elsewhere, which *endur^ till

his death in 1659.

Frcilerick's tiew position was no happy one. For years his dominions

were torn asunder by civil war ; and CluistiaK was still recognised as the

lawful King by the Pope, the Emperor, and the Lutherans. The new
King owed everything to those who bad elected him, and concession was

naturally the order of the day. To Norway he granted that hence-

forwaitl it should be a iree elective monarchy, as Denmark and Sweden
were. To the noblesJhe made even greater concessions than Christian II

had made at his coronation, promising amongst other things that none
but noble-born Danes should be ''.ppointed to bishoprics in future;

whilst as regards the Church he bound himself ‘^not to permit any
heretic, Luther’s disciple or any other, to preach or tea^, either openly

or publicly, against the holy faith, against the most holy father the

Pope or the Church of Rome.” This last promise was more than once
repeated subsequently, in return f<^ subsidies granted by the clergy; tut
both parties must soon have come to realise that a change, was coming
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whether they would or na And although the a^al settlement did

not take place till after his death, the reign of Frederick 1 saw the real

overthrow of the Church in Denmark. ^

Although the causes which brought this about weie political rather

than religious, they were not entirely so, and there were already not a"

few in Denmark who were propagating the new doctrines. Paul h^liaesen

had indeed found himself unable to go the whole length with tlie

Lutherans, and b^ore long received from them the nickname of Paul

Turncoat (VendeJeaabe) for his alleged instability. But Paul was neither

a coward nor a renegade : he is almost the only representative in

the north of that class of earnest and enlightened men who desired

reform, both practical and doctrinal, without any general loosening of

the ecclesiastical system. It is true that, after Christian II tiinied him
out of his lectureship in a rich canonry was founded for him by

Bibliop Lage Urne of Uoeskilde, the duties of yhich were to teach in the

University and preach to the people. But he had lost his former office

in consequence of a bold public denunciation of the King's cruelty ; and

he was not more flexible in tlie hands of Frederick I in 162(5, when tlmt

monarch tried to make him a Lutheran propagandist. Yet, although

he refused to throw in his lot with the extremists, and became more

decided in his opposition to them as their action became more decided,

he never ceased to inveigh against the corruptions of the old order. Hr
translated selected tracts by Luther inlo Danish, and assei^^ed many of

his earlier theses, even whilst he condemned that teacher's later actions

;

and his last effort at peace-making, his Christum Reconciliaiion a/ud

Accordj written about 1534, is an earnest plea for peace on the basis

of the historic system of the Church, with the services in Danish,

communion in both kinds, marriage of the clergy and the like.

But although Paul could go no further thai this, there were many
of his disciples who went much farther. Chief amon^t them was

Hans Tausen, known as the^ Danish l^ufher." The son af a peasant

of Fyen (b. 1494) he hod joined the Johannite priory of Antvorskov,

where his abilities soon won recognition and he was sent abroad. After

studying mid lecturing at Rostock lie was nominated professor of

theology at Cojienhagen; but his Prior, willing to see him still better

equipp^ sent him abroad again, and he now studied at Cologne and

Louvain. Thence he passed to Wittenberg (1523), where he was listening

to Luther's teaching with avidity when the alaraied Prior summoned him
^home in 1524 and imprisoned him. -iAfter a time he was^transferred to

the Johannite house at Viborg, in order that* the Prior there, the learned

Peder Jensen, might show him the error of his ways. He soon won
Jensen's confldence, and was permitted to preach to the people after

vespers. His proaching created a great sensation, but soon caused the

prier to admonish and warn him ; so ojie day, at the end of his sermon,

Tausen thrqfv himself upon the protection of his hearers, left the
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monastery, and took up his abode in the house of one of the chief

cnti7iens.

Here he was joined by Jdrgen Sadolin, who had studi^ with

him under Luther, and whose sister he presently married ; and the two
continued their irregular preaching imder the eye, and in spite of the

prohibition of, the Bishop, Jdrgen Friis. The same kind of thing was

going on at Malmd, where imder the protection of the Burgomaster,

Jdrgen Kok *‘the moneyer,’’ one Klaus Mortensen the cooper had
begun preaching in the open air, until the people rose and insisted

that one of the churches should be placed at their disposal. And
the movement was spreading elsewhere. In 1524 there was printed

a Danish version of the New Testament, which is commonly at^buted
to Hans Mikkelsen, formerly Burgomaster of Malmd, at the time a

fugitive with the dethroned King, and which possibly is in part his

work. It was imported -into Denmark in very large quantities, and

was largely read by the people in spite of episcopal prohibition, until

its place was taken, five years later, by a far better version. This was

the work of the gentle Christian Pedersen, known as the father of

Danish literature. He had been a canon of Lund, but followed

Christian H into exile, and became a convinced Lutheran ; he returned

to Denmark in 1531, and spent the rest of his life, till his death in

1664, in literary work for the cause of the Reform.

Such was the state of religion in Denmark when the struggle began

which led to the overthrow of the Danish Church. In May, 1626, the

nobles complained to Frederick I that tlie see of Lund had been over-

long vacant : they pointed out that the Archbishop of Lund was the

gate and bulwark between Denmark and Sweden, as tlie Duke of Schleswig

is between Denmark and Grermany,’’ and begged the King ‘‘ no longer to

allow that the Church in this land should be thus dealt with.^ The
circumstances w^ere peculiar. On the death of Archbishop Berger in

1619, the Chapter had elected their Dean,rAage Sparre; the King had

nominated Jorgen Skodborg ; and Leo X, to the great indignation of the

Danes, tried to appoint a young Italian by provision. All three were

set aside, and Diederik Slaghok was elected instead but after his

death there was a deadlock. Frederick now attempted to put an end to

this by negotiation with the Pope. At first he seemed to have suc-

ceeded ; Clement VII apparently accepted the nomination of Skodborg,

and confirmed it. But what had happened*in reality was that Skodborg

had been indumi to buy out his^italian rival, and by so dofng had
recognised his claim. Fi^erick was furious at finding that he had been

tricked. On August 19, 1626, he published a rescript by whidh he

repudiated the appointment of Skodboi'g and (with the consent of the

Rigsraad) confirmed the election of Aage Sparre, saAing however Skod-

borg's right of appeal to the Kin(^ and the Rigsraad, The accustoikied

fees for the confirmation were paid to the King instead of tiie Pope.
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/IliiB momentous act had consequences greater, ptobaHy, than

those who took part in it anticipated. The procedure in question was
accepted at the Herredag at Odense in December, 1526, not without

careful stipulations for the safeguarding of ecclesiastical liberties; and
firom this time forward no Danish Bishop sought papal confirmation. A.s

other sees fell vacant they were filled in the some way, confirmation being

given by the King ; but in each case tlie Bishop elect remained unoon*

secrated, such purejy episcopal functions as were required being performed

one or other of the retii-ed Bishops or those who, like the Bishop of

Greenland, had never proceeded to their dioceses. Meanwhile Frederick

was rapidly carried in the direction of further change. His son Chris-

tian, Duke of Schleswig, was already a convinced Lutheran ; and in 1 625

Albert of Brandenburg, the head of the Teutonic Order, I'onoiinced

Catholicism and as Duke of Prussia became a suitor for the hand of

Christian's daughter. The prospect of a strong Protestant allianct?

finally decided the question. Frederick, who had already shown Lutheran

inclinations, from this time forward did his utmost to propagate the new
views throughout his dominions. Naturally, not a few of his courtiers

went with him ; and in particular Mogens Gjce, the high steward of

Denmark, became an ardent Reformer.

His son Christian had already shown the way in Schleswig and

Holstein. A Lutheran preacher named Hermann Tast had been work -

ing at Husum since 1^22, and under his influence and that of oihvc

German preachers whom Christian had brought in as his chaplains, the

new views were spreading everywhere. Early in 1526 Christian &ttacked

Bishop Munk of Ribe, telling him that he ought to provide his diocese

with mairied priests who could preach the Gospel. The Bishop tem-

perately replied that the Gospel was already pleached, and that, with

regard to the marriage of the clergy, when the Holy Church through-

out Christendom adopts it, we will do \i\e same." From this time

forward Christian took matiwrs into his own hands, and drew up a new
Lutheran order which he inflposed on the duchies; four clergymen who
would not accept it were deprived, and the Duke's chaplains ordained

others in their^ places. At Flensborg in 1529, after a disputation

between Tast and the Anabaptist Melchior Hofmann, the doctrines

of the Sacramentaries and Anabaptists were abjured; and the system

was complete when Bugenhagen gave them a Lutheran Bishop" in

1641, and the Danish ritual came into use in 1542. In Denmark
Christiofi's Reforming tendencies wSre the cause of hijf never being

acknowledged by«the Rigsraad as successor to the throne during his

father's lifetime,

Frederick followed his son's lead by nominating Tausen and others as

his chaplains, thus at once exempting them from episcopal control and
givittg them protection. The plan ws4 of course not unknown before,

but it was so effective that it caused the Bishops no little alarm. At the
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Herredag of 1526 they remonstrated against any preacher being licensed

excepting with their consent, and “in such wise that he prej^ God's

Woixl.'' Frederick was discreetly silent on the former point, and answered

as to the latter that he never commissioned them to preach anything else;

so the practice went on unchecked. Soon it product its effe^ in a wide-

spread defection, which so alarmed the Bishops that they endeavoured to

secure the presence in Denmark of Eck or Cochlaeus, or some other

cham{)ion of orthodoxy, in order that the doctrinal ,que8tion might be

thoroughly thrashed out. But this proved to be impossible, and they

were thrown back on their own resources, and resolved to fight it out on
the constitutional grounds with which alone they were familiar.

At the Herredag at Odense in August, 1527, they demanded that the

people should be compelled to pay the tithes and other dues, which were

now being refused on all sides. Tins was granted, in retium for concessions

to the nobles; as was alsq the claim that they should be supported in the

exercise of Church discipline. But when they went on to protest against

the propagation of the new doctrines and the protection of the preachers,

IVederick replied that faith is free, and that each man must follow his

conscience; that he was lord of nieirs bodies and of their goods, but not

of their souls
;
and that every man must so fashion himself in religion as

he will answer for it to Gixl at the Lost Day. He would no longer issue

letters of protection to preachers; but if anyone molested those who were

preaching what was godly and Christian, he would both protect and

punish. He further suggested that the religiSus question should be

decided by a national assembly convoked for the purpose; but this sug-

gestion was at once repudiated by nobles and Bishops ^ike. He managed
however to estrange the nobles from the Bishops by supporting their

attacks on ecclesiastical property ; and thus the ecclesiastical movement
went on vigorously. In some places the old order was overturned alto-

gether; at Viborg for instance even the Cathedral came into the hands

of the Lutherans in 1529, and at Copenhagen, whither the King had

summoned Tausen, they soon had the upper hand. Meanwhile, the

Bishops seemed incapable of taking the only measures that could have

been of any use. Preaching was almost in abeyance on their side; and

in many places there were services only two or three times a year, and

large numl}ers of country benefices were left entirely vacant. In 1530 for

instance the sixteen extensive parishes of the diocese of Aarhuus had only

two priests bc?twecrt them.

In 1 530 th,« contest advanced a ftkige further. Preparations were being

made in Germany for the Diet of Augsburg, which, it was hoped, would

put an end to the religious controversy; and it seemed to the Bishops that

the same happy result might be looked for in Denmark, if the Lutheran

leaders could be made to appear before the King and the magnates.

Twenty-one of them were accordingly cited to appear at Copenhagen

before tlie Herredag^ the Bishop taking care al^ to seeure the help
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of Paul Eliaeaen and of two Grerman theologians, one of whom was

Dr Stagefilhr of Cologne. The session was opened and several days

wieore spent in accusations against the preachers as herctica When the

time came for his reply, Tausen suddenly produced a confession of faith

in forty*thiee articles, which he and tas fellows allotted among them-
selves and publicly defended day after day before great multitudes of

excited people, in the Church of the Holy Spirit*

At first the Bi^ops only reminded the King of his oath to put down
heresy ; but finding that this had no effect either upon him or upon the

assembly, they drew up twenty-seven articles against the preachers and
asked that their opponents might be kept under restraint till the whole

matter was decided. Tausen and his followers replied with an apologia,

also in twenty-seven articles, in which they mode a violent attack ijpon the

whole Church system. But here the matter ended ; the disputation which

had been projected never took place because of^a disagreement os to the

language in which it was to be held. The Bishops asked that it should

be in Latin, so that their German advocates might take pfu*t; the

preachers insisted upon Danish, not only as the language best understood

by the assembly, but becaase their whole appeal wfis to the common
people. Naturally, the popular voice was on their side. There were

loud outcries in Copenhagen against the Bishops and still more against

the Gkrman doctors; and when Frederick dismissed the assembly, enjoin-

ing peace upon both parties, there could be no question thaUthe Bishops

had lost their case. They were disheartened in many ways: the abl«^<t

of their number, Lage Urnc of Rooskildo, was dead; Jorgen^Friis of

Viborg had been excommunicated, rather gratuitously, by the Pope;

Beldenak had been deprived of his civil rights for disrespect to the Crown,

and soon afterwards resigned; and his successor Knud GyldensLieme, the

same who brought the dethroned Christian to ^ 4>penhagen, h?id so far

thrown in his lot with the Lutheran movement as to make Sadolin a

kind of coadjutor in his diocese, where he translated Luther’s Shorter

CatechUm into Danish and issued it to the clergy to be used as a manual

of instruction. On all hands the Lutherans were gaining ground. In

some places th^re were iconoclastic outbreaks, though both now and

throughout the period they were surprisingly few ; and to this day many
of the Danish churches contain their ancient altar-tables and reredoses,

^and the clergy wear the old copes. But everywhere the Reform progressed,

until Elsinore was almost the only stronghold of Catholicism.

At iJhis point however there camff^ period of disorder,»caused by tlie

death of Fi^ericjc I at Gottorp in Scldeswig. The effect of Frederick’s

oonoessiom to the nobles had been to divide the country into a scric*s of

semi-independent local governments; and nobles, Bishops, and people

alike realised that they had everything to gfldD or to lose under the new

Kin^. Under these circumstances conflict was inevitable. No sooner

had the Estfttes come together than the Bishops demanded that the
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religious question should be dealt with. This was distasteful to many

^ of the lay nobles ; but in return for concessions they gave way, and it

was resolved that the old order should be in all respects upheld, saving

for actual abuses, that the Mass should be restor^ wherever it had

been abolished, and that nobody should preach without the consent of

the Bishop. Thus all the innovations introduced since the Herredag

of Odense in 1627 were swept away. The Estates next proceeded to the

election of a successor to the Crown. The late King, ^I'ederick I, had left

two sons, Christian of Schleswig-Holstein and his half-brother Ham.
Most of the nobles favoured the former, whilst the Bishops placed all

their hopes in the latter, who was a mere child and might still be kept

from Lutheranism. Failing to come to an agreement, they resolved to

postpone the election for a year; whereupon Mogens Gjoe and others

left Dcnmoi'k and endeavoured to persuade Christian to claim the crown

by force. This he refused to do. But his self-restraint was of little use,

for within a year civil war had broken out. The towns, smarting under

the curtailment of their privileges at the hands of the lay nobles and

of their religious lib(irtios at those of the Bishops, l^egan to look back

longingly to the days of King Christian II, and soon broke out in revolt.

The Burgomasters of Copenhagen and Malmb, who were at the head

of the movement, made common cause with the democracy of Liibeck,

whose forces took the field under Count Christopher of Oldenburg in

order to place the imprisoned Christian II once more on the throne.

Such at least was the avowed object of the so-called Count^s War
(Grei>efe^de) ; but behind these were plans of another kind; for the

people of Liibeck, under their determined leader Wullenwever and his

jidmiral Meyer, had only thrown in their lot with the Danish towns in

order to get Denmark into their own hands and so to restore the old

supremacy of the Hanseatic League in the north.

Christopher directed his forces towards Zealand, and disembarked

at Skovshoved on June 23, 1534. Copenha^^n opened its gates to him,

and Malmb soon drove out the garrison which had been placed there

to overawe it; and before long the islands had all overUirown their

oppressors, often with great ferocity, and proclaimed Christian IL
Freedom of worship was at once restored. Bishop RbnnoV of Roeskilde

was deprived and his see given to the aged Gustaf Trolle, formerly of

Upsala ; and on Rbnnov offering a bribe of 10,000 marks in order to
^

,

retain possession df the see, IVplle was transferred to Fyen, in the

place of Gyldeustiernc, who was«4ikewise ejected. From the^ islands
"

Christopher turned his attention to the mainland. One of his lieu-
'

tenants was sent to Jutland, where the peasants quickly gathered round

him. The nobles at once marched against them, but were routed in the

outskirts of Aalborg; and 'thus the greater part of Jutland once more

owned Christian IFs sway. Bu|t the turning-point of the war wras

already come. In the face of so great dangers Estates hod sought
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an alliance with Sing Gustavus of Sweden^ and another with Dukf^

Christian of Schleswig-Holstein ; by the terms of the latter, ChristialU'

was to unite with them against the common enemy, and differences were

to be settled afterwards. He observed the terms loyally ; but first the

nobles ofJutland and then those of Fycn elected him their King ; and at

length, in an assembly held at Ry, near Skanderborg, the nobles and

Bishops of the mainland united in proclaiming him.

Whether as ajjy or as King, everything depended upon him and his

power. As Duke of Schleswig he made peace with Liibeck, thus becoming

free to use his army elsewhere. Then he dispatched his best general,

Hans Rantzau, against the peasants of Jutland, who shut themselves up

in Aalborg. Rantzau took the town by assault, and crushed the rising

in Jutland by putting the enemy to the sword, sparing none bijt women
and children. Thence he passed into Fyen, and inflicted a crushing

defeat upon the main body of Christopher's arr^y on the hill of Oxnebjerg,

near As^ns, in which Gustaf Trolle was mortally wounded. Meanwhile,

Gustavus had invaded Skaane and Jutland, where Ins mere presence

was enough to restore heart to the nobles, who hod only given in their

allegiance to Count Christopher through necessity. Tlie Danish admiral

Peder Skram (“ Denmark's Adventurer") attacked and defeated the gitiat

Lubeck fleet near Bornholm, thus regaining command of the sea; and
Rantzau's army being thereupon transported to Zealand, Copenhagen
was invested by land and by sea. These disasters occasioned grc'id

disorders at Lubeck : Wullenwevcr and Moyer Imvifig in vain attemplcd
to retrieve their fortunes by sending forth a new commander, fVlbert oi

Mecklenburg, were themselves removed from power, and Lubeck made
its peace with Denmark. Grctdually all resistance died away : Malmb
opened its gates on April % 1536, Copenhagen suiTendered at discretion

on July 29, and on August 6 Chi'istianlll enter: I his aipital in triumph.

Soon after the victory of Assens Norway hjid acknowledged his sway.

The accession of Christian, as the Bishops well knew, meant theij

downfall ; and it was only Actual necessity which had compelled them to

accept him. Before the outbreak of the Count's War it.had seemed

that their^use might yet triumph : Tausen himself hod been proceeded

against and silenced, their own authority was restored, they had even

reopened communications with Rome, which had been met, however,

with chilling reserve. Now, all was lost. Christian III was a deter-

mined foe of the old order afid had long ago expressed his intention of

uprootibg' it. Nor were they long^lcept in suspense. On August 11

Christian consul^pd with his commanders, who agreed that the Bishops

should be pinioned." At four o'clock the following morning three of

them were brought as prisoners into the castle. Four hours afterwards

the King called together the lay members of the Rigsraad^ and proposed

thak the Bishops should be deprivedUof their shore in the government
of the realm«and that their possessions should be forfeited to the Crown.
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They not only consented willingly, but also voted that their spiritual

llpower should no longer be recognised, unless it should be approved by a

general council of the Danish Church ; and the remaining Bishops were

forthwith sought out and arrested. This vote of the Rigsraad was

^ipproved by a national assembly {Rigsdag or Thing) at Copenhagen,

in which however the nobles took the chief part, which solemnly declared,

on October 80, 1536, that they wished to keep the holy Gk>spel and no

longer to have Bishops, and that the goods of the Qiurch ought to be

given up to the Crown in order to lighten the taxation of the people.

ITiiis fell the Danish Bishops, as the result partly of the jealousy roused

in the nobles by tlieir greed of temporal power, partly of the fanatical

Lutheranism of Christian III. They were not badly treated. The Road
of Aug\ist IS had decided that they were to be set at liberty and

adequately supported, on condition of their promising to remain quiet

;

Ronnov indeed continued ^ in prison till his death in 1644, but the rest

were set free, and two of them, Gyldenstieme and Ove Bilde, ultimately

conformed to the new order.

Christian now tunied to Luther for help; and as the services of

Melanchthon were not obtainable, Johann Bugenhagen, who had already

organised the Reform in Pomerania, was sent in July, 1537, to accomplish

Uie same work in Denmark. He was first called upon to crown Christian

and his wife, by a usurpation of the ancient privilege of the Archbishop
of Lund. Then the King nominated seven Superintendents, who were

to take the place of the ancient Bishops, and who soon became known by
their name. On September 2, Bugenhagen, himself no more than a

presbyter, laid hands on them ; and thus, by a deliberate innovation, the

new l)ani$h ministry was constituted. Of the persons chosen all were

Danes, with the unfortunate exception of Wandel, a German who knew
no Danish, and who had to be accompanied about his diocese by an

interjneter. Tlie most impoi^nt of them was Peder Plade (Palladius),

who had studied at Wittenberg, and became Bishop of Zealemd, and
the record of whose visitations gives us the^ most graphic picture that

we possess of the internal life of the new Church. Tausen was so far

discredited as to be for the time overlooked, though subsequently, on
the death of Wandel, he became Bishop of Ribe.

On the same day (September 2) was published the new Church
Ordinance which, after being prepared by the Danish theologians, had
received the approvahof Luther. ,It was subsequently sanctioned by the

Assembly of Odense in 1539, and wds; with additions made at various later

synods (1540-55), established as the fundamental lan^ of the Danish
Church* The Bishops were to have under them a number of provosts or

deans rural ; and both alike were to be chosen by delegates of the deigy,

who in turn were chosen bythe people or theii* representatives, saving the

rights of the nobles in some placet; all being finally subject to the Eibg's

approval. These provisions, however, remained practically* inoperative.
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80 far as episcopal dections were concerned* In each diocese there

were to be two diocesan officers {St^ialenamamd) who administerech

the confiscated Church property (or so much of it as had not fallen

into the hands of the nobles) in the name of the King, and with the

Bishops supervised the finances of the churches, hospitals, and schools,^

and confirmed the election of the lower clergy. These latter continued

to hold their share of the tithe, to which the nobles still refused to

contribute; the ^iscopal tithe, however, was confiscated and largely

used for good works. The University, which had fallen into decay, was

gieatly enlarged ;
ecclesiastical revenues were applied to the support of

men "of merit and learning and the plans of Christian II with regard to

education were at length carried out. A liturgy was compiled, and a
new translation of the Bible from the original tongues was se{ on foot.

For the rest, changes were made gradually, and tliei*e was at first little

disorder. The Augsburg Confession was ultinjately adopted with certain

modifications, and Tausen's Confession of 1560 was dropped; on the

other hand, the Formula of Concoid was never accepted by the Danish

Church. The monastic houses and Cathedral Chapters were not at once

abolished, though their members were free to depart. The Chapter

of Roeskilde was engaged in a formal disputation with Palladius and
others as late as December, 1543 ; this and most of the other Chapters

only ceased to exist as the canons died out ; and the convent of women
at Maribo was not suppressed till 1621. Unfortunately, in other

respects a veiy different temper prevailed as time went on. In 15r>l

Christian was compelled to issue an edict forbidding the noblei# to treat

the children of ministers as serfs. The power and influence of the

nobles were, however, considerably increased under his rule, the downfall

of clerical authority contributing largely to this result, llie adlierents

of the Roman communion were treated with u*' little severity; and the

Pole John Laski, when he left England a^ the commencement of Queen

Mary^s reign, found that ti^ere was no toleration in Denmark for such

heretics as himself and h)^ followers. Nevertheless, in spite of many
drawbacks, the Reformation brought with it a distinct^ advance in

civilisation; aod, when Christian III died on New Year's Day, 1659,

Denmark was in a more settled condition than it had been since the

days of Queen Margaret, whilst trade and learning flourished as they

had never done before.

II. TI« REFORMATION IN NORWAY AND ICELAND.

The same thing could hardly be said with regard to the result of the

changes in Norway and Iceland, where the ebclesiastical Order had been

mi£h less unpopular, and probablyi less in need of reform, than in

Denmark. In fact, it cannot be said that in either case any popuhu
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movement for Reformation existed. As regards Norway, Frederick 1

bad made the same promises to uphold the Church and to pot down
Lutherans which he had made in Denmark ; and his change ^ opinion

was followed by the same results in both countries. In 1628 there

came to Bergen a Lutheran preacher named Antonios, who serais to

have devoted himself mainly to the German residents. Next year he

was followed by two others, Hermann Fresze and Jens Viborg, who bore

royal letters of protection similar to those which had been given to

Tausen, and perhaps one or two more in other pla^. Meanwhile a

systematic spoliation began of the religious hous^ and churches in

Ifcrgen. In 1528 the Nonnesaeter cloister was secularised and given over

as his residence to Vincent Lunge, the commander of the royal citadel

{Bergenhus), Soon afterwards, the Dominican priory was destroyed

by fire, apparently with the connivance of Lunge and the prior Jens

Mortensson, who are said to have divided the spoil ; and the chapel royal

was pillaged. But these were nothing compared with the outrageous

proceedings of Eske Bilde, who replaced Lunge in 1529, apd became
known as the Kirkelrryder^ from his activity in destroying churches.

About the citadel of Bergen stood a group of the richest and most

venerable churches in Norway, together with the palace of the Arch-

bishops of Trondhjein and the canons’ houses. On the pretext (for it

seems to have befen no more) that they interfered with the effective

character of the fortress, Frederick ordered an attack to be made on

these. One by one they were destroyed, and their treasures removed to

Denmark; and at length, in May, 1531, the ancient cathedral itself was

demolished. This was done in pui-suance of a bargain made some three

months before with the Bishop of Bergen, Olof Thorkildsson, by which

he was to receive in exchange for his palace and cathedral the great

monastery of Munkeliv, formerly Benedictine, now Brigittine, on the

further side of the harbour. These proceedings naturally gave courage

to tlie disaffected ; the Lutherans now ^ized upon the Church of

St Cross {Kora Kirhe\ whilst the Germaur merchants intruded their

minister Antonius in the Church of St Halvard, and another in the

Maria Kirki.
^

Whether Archbishop Olaf Engelbrektssdn of Trondlijem would have

been able to do anything to stay the hand of the destroyer is perhaps

doubtful, for his own diocese was not a little troubled by the same
kind of thing ; but ^ a matter of fact it ^as only when the work was
complete that his suffragan of Bcugen told him what was being done.

Archbishop Ofaf was already none too well dispos^ towards King
Fred^ck. In 1523, whilst on his way to Rome to be consecrated, be
had gone to Malines, whero the exiled Christian II (who might still Imve
claimed to be the legal King of Norway) then resided, and had sworn

allegiance to him. On his wa^ home the Archbishop had visited

Copenliagen, and had done homage to Frederick I ; nor does he seem
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to have flinched from his allegiance. But the spoliations in Norway

now made him feel that the Church would be safer under Christian, or

at any rate that they could get on better without Frederick. He was

by no means the only man in Norway who held this view ; and Christian

himself was at this very time seeking an opportunity of invading Norway.

Before long it came. The Bishops and the Danish nobles in Norway
were summoned to a Herredag to meet in Copenhagen in June, 1531 ; the

Archbishop, being providedwith a good excuse in a great fire which devas-

tated Trondhjem and almost destroyed the cathedral, remained behind.

On November 5 Christian reached the Norwegian coast with a fleet of

twenty-five ships and a considerable army, and the next day he issued

a pro^mation to the people of Norway in which he put himself forward

as their deliverer, and summoned them to gather round him at Oslo.

The Archbishop accepted and proclaimed him, as did the Uisliops, but

in a somewhat lukewarm fashion ; and Christian dissipated his energies

and wasted his opportunity to such an extent that the following year he

was compelled to make overtures to his uncle, which, as we have seen,

ended in his imprisonment. Frederick was far too wise to push matters

to an extremity, and the Bishops were glad to purchase their safety by

paying him fines ; but two monasteries which had given help to Christian

were secularised, €Uid Knud Gyldenstierne canned oft* no small amount of

Church plunder to Denmark.

The death of Frederick I and the wars which followfd once naw
plunged Norway into disorder. The Archbishop was at the head of Ihe

Norwegian Council, and had he only known his own mind, it is possible

that he might have chosen his own King, or even secured independence

of Norway. But he hesitated until Duke Christian had won his first

victories, and then it was too late. In May, 1535, the Bishojis of

Oslo and Hamar, together with the chief nobU x of the south, signed a

manifesto by which they accepted Christian III os King, provided thaf.

he would promise to be ftgthful to the ancient laws of Norway
; and

they sent this to the Archbishop and the northern lords for their

signature. By this time Olof was beginning to recogni^se the fact that

anything ]ras better th^ a Lutheran King; and just then^he received a

lett^from the Emperor urging him to support the claims of Frederick,

the Count Palatine, who was about to marry the daughter of the

imprisoned Christian II. He therefore temporised in the hope that

matters might settle themselves. ^Soon, however, there came two

emissariesp of Duke Christian to*Norway with instruc^tions to press

forward his cau^ whereupon the members of his party decided to go

uorthwaids to l^ndhjem. They arrived towards the end of December,

1585, and a Council was at once summoned, at which were present the

Bishops, the chief Danish nobles in Norway| and a considerable nuinl^er

of«the Wiwfer of the northern provinces. Vincent Lunge, the chief

adherent oftDuke Christian, at once oemanded that he shodd be elected

c«u sera.
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King, and that Norway should forthwith pay akat to him. To this it

was answered, reasonably enough, that no election could be complete

imtil the person chosen should have promised to observe the laws and

customs of Norway, and that not till then was akat due* Tlie binder

now withdrew and held a hasty consultation with the Archbishop,

from which, probably roused by his words, they rushed in fury to the

house of Vincent Lunge and slew him. Some of the other leaders bardy
escaj)od with tlieir lives, and these were at once arrested and imprisoned

by Olaf. There followed a short and ill-judged attempt on the part of

Olaf to get tlie upper hand in Norway ; but his party was less strong

than he had supposed, and before long practically the whole land was

subject to Christian, and Olaf was seeking terms. Presently losing aU

hope, the Archbishop collected all the treasure upon which he could lay

his hands, together with the archives of the kingdom, and set sail for

the Netherlands on April, 1, 1537. He died at Lierre, in Brabant, on

March 7 of the following year.

His departure left the way open for Christian III, who almost

immediately took possession. He had already taken steps both to

avenge himself and to put an end to what had long been a serious

danger to his realm. By the third article of his “ capitulation,^ made
in the Rigsda^ at Copenhagen in October, 1536, he vowed that the

kingdom of Norway sliould ‘‘ hereafter be and remain under the Crown
of Uenmark. and not hereafter be or be called a separate kingdom,

but a dependency of the kingdom of Denmark.^ Thus Norway lost

its anciei t liberties at a stroke. After this, although the ‘‘Recess”

on religion w'hiph had been put forth at the same time (ratifying the

changes which had already been made) said nothing of Norway, it was

inevitable that the Norwegian Church should fall after the example of her

sister of Denmark. One by one the Bishops were turned out, with two

exceptions. Hans Rcff, the l^ishop of Oslo, a man of easy convic*tions,

soon succeeded in convincing the King of hir conversion to Lutheranism,

fmd was reinstated in charge not only of Oslb, hut of Hamar, where he

remained till^ his death in 1545. Gebel Pedersen, the Bishop elect of

Bergen, a man of far nobler character, had become a convinced Lutheran:

in 1537 he went to Denmark, where Bugenhagen laid hands on him, and
returned to take charge as Bishop of Bergen and Stavanger. For the

rest, little or none of the care which was taken in Denmark to supply

teachers, preachers, afid schools, was extended to Norway. The under-

manning of the Bishoprics was typical of what went on elsewhere.

In large numl)ers of country places the old clergy were left till they

died; at their death their places were left unoccupied. The few

Lutlieran pastors who were sent to Norway were unacquainted with

the ancient Norse language, which was still, to a large extent, used in

country places. Their attempts obtain possession of the tithes led

to frequent disputes whidi often ended in bloodshed ; and dh the whole
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the Reformation caused as muck harm to the social condition of the

peo|de in Norway, for halfa century at any rate, as it did good in Denmark.

In IcsuNi) things were even worse. At first, indeed, there seemed
to be hope of a conservative reformation; for Bishop Gisser Einarsen

of Skalholt, who had been educated in Germany, began making changes

on the lines of those in Denmark, though without overturning the

ancient ministry ;^nd an Icelandic version of the New Testament, printed

in 1540, found plenty of readers. But when a formal attempt was

made to introduce the Danish ecclesiastical system, there came a violent

reaction. In 1548 Bishop Jon Aresen, of Holum, and (Egmund, the

ex-Bishop of Skalholt, placed themselves at the head of what rapidly

grew into a revolt against the Danish power. And although the former

was taken prisoner in 1551 by David Gudmundarsen, and executed as

a traitor, together with his two sons, his followers long strove to avenge

his death. It was not till 1554 that they were put down, and the

Reformation imposed by force on Iceland.

UI. THE REFORMATION IN SW^EDEN.

We now return to trace the fortunes of Sweden, where, as we have

seen, the massacre of Stockholm had decided the fate of th§ Danish rule.

But if the Swedish War of Independence was already inevitable, in i^s

actual course it was the work of one man, the young Gustaf JErikssou,

known to later ages as Gustavus Vasa from the fascine or sheaf {veum)

which was tlie badge of the family. Born in 149G at Lindholm, he had

studied from 1509 to 1514 at Upsala, after which he entered the service of

the younger Sten Sture and fought under him a/.’ainst the Danes. Given

as a hostage to Christian II in 1518 and carrier, away treaclierously to

Denmark, he had broken hij parole in September of the following year

and made liis way to Liibesk, whence after some months he was allowed

to proceed to Sweden, and landed near Ralmar on May 31, 1519. He
spent the Rummer as a fugitive in the south, till the news of the massacre

reached him and he fled to his own remote province of Dalccarlia. Here,

after enduring many hardships and having many narrow escapes, he found

himself early in 1521 at the head of a sufficient force of dalesmen to

raise the standard of revok. From this time forward it was never

lowered until the whole countiy x;as in his hands and^the Donas had

been driven out. The first success of the insurgents was the capture of

the town, thou^ not of the citadel, of Vasterks. Upsala fell not long

afterwards, and within little more than a year most of the Danish

garrisons had been invested. Thanks to the undisciplined character of

hiia troops two attacks upon Stockl^olm failed ; and the same thing

occurred elsewhere. But Christian's own throne was insecure ; and when

00. xvu.
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once the power of Denmark waa divided it could only be a question of

time. On June 20, 15SS, Gustavus entered Stockholm, and by July 7
the last Danish garrison in Sweden, that of Kalmar, had capitulated.

Meanwhile Gustavus wa^ no longer merely the leader of a band of

insurgents. On July 14, 1522, he was able to issue a proclamation as the

recognised commander of five provinces. An assembly at Vadstena on

August 24 is said to have offered him the crown, which he refused,

accepting however the office of Administrator, and adding that it would

be time enough to choose a lung when they had driven the foe out of

the land. A general diet, so-called, met at Striingnas on May 27, 1623.

It is not clear whether the few magnates who still survived were sum-

moned, but the diet nominated a new Riksrdd^ and then, on June 7
proceeded to elect Gustavus as King of Sweden.

The new King's position was no easy one. Although he had been

duly elected he hod little
,

power ; the peasants who were his strongest

supporters were impatient of control, and the older nobles looked on
him with jealousy, and almost with contempt. Sweden was so devastated

by tlie war as to l^e practically bankrupt ; the fields lay fallow, the mines

were unworked, and many of the cities, Stockholm in particular, were

desolated. The Swedish possessions in Finland were still in the enemy’s

hands ; and the only ally of the Swedes, the city of LUbeck, had helped

them in pursuance of its own schemes of aggrandisement, and was now
claiming larg'^ sums of money in return for advances made and aid given

during the‘ course of the struggle. To appease them, the diet of

Strangniu^' had granted to Lub<?ck, Danzig, and their allies a monopoly of

Swedish commerce ; but ambassadors stiU followed Gustavus whereveSr he

went, and urged the speedy payment of the account. To eke out the

scarcity of money, Gusta\ms, like most of the kings of his day and to

an even greater extent, had adopted the plan of debasing the coinl^

;

but the effect was to inspire distrust, and before long he was compelled

to circulate his klippings at a greatly depreciated rate.

lie was at tlie end of his resources, and the only remedy seemed to

be to turn t;p the Church, which was still as wealthy as ever. The
Bishops os a whole werc not unfriendly. Johan Bra^k, Bishop of

Linkdping, an astute and far-seeing patriot, had early thrown in his lot

on the winning side with Gustavus; the Danish Bishops of Striingniis

and Skoi’a hiid been rcplaced by Bishops elect who were favourable to

him, and the vacant sees of Vasterns, Abo, and Upsala (from the last-

named of which Gustaf Trolle had ^led) were likely to be fill^ in the

same way. Moreover, Gustavus himself was just then is? good odour in

Rome. He had indeed been accused of heresy by Christian II in ;

and his sojourn at and alliance with Lubeck lent colour to the chatge.

But his cause found a stautich defender in the famous Joannes Magni

(Johan Magnusson), a Swedish scholar and canon of Linkdping who 1^
lived away from his country for seventeen years without Idling any of
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hia interest in its affidrs. He had studied at LouTain under Adrian of

Utrecht, a man very likeminded with himself; and in 1582 his old

master, now Pope Adnan VI, sent him as Legate to Sweden. He arrived

whilst the Diet of Strangnas was in session, was warmly welcomed, and

in turn spoke very warmly with regard to Gustavus, and seemed to look

fisvourably on his plans fpr restoring efficiency to the Church. So much
pleased with him was the new RiksrM that it addressed a letter to the

Pope begging that he and the Bishops might be empowered to set to

work at once. To this request no answer was ever made, but soon after-

waxxls the Canons of Upsala chose Joannes to be their Archbishop.

Under these circumstances Gustavus, after having already ^n 1628

claimed an aid from the clergy, made in 1583 an urgent demand for

money upon Bishop Brask, and issued a proclamation calling upon all the

monasteries and churches to send him, as a loan, such church vessels and

such money as could be spared, the amount whjch each dioi^ese or monas-

tery was expected to provide being stated in a schedule. The result was

not satisfactory. The demands of the Lui^eck ambassadors were indeed

met, but the forced loan caused no little irritation in Sweden, and gave

mortal offence at Rome. A letter from Adrian VI was presently received,

saying nothing about the confirmation of the Bishops elect for which

Gustavus had asked, and insisting on the restoration of Archbishop Trolle.

The King wrote back in no measured terms, refusing to restore him :

and in November 8, 1683, in demanding confirmation foi*^ the Bishoj

elect of Abo, he tlureatened that if it was refused they would do without

it, and tliat he himself would carry out the reformation of the'^Church.

^Let^iiot your Holiness imagine,’’ he concludes, “that we shall allow

foreigners to rule the Church in Sweden.” These were plain words, and
they appear to have had some effect. Early in 1584 the new Pope
granted confirmation to Peter Magnusson, the lit ^^ate’s brother. Bishop

elect of VasterAs (in place of the former elect Peter Jakobsson or

Sunnenvseder, removed for disloyfdty) ; and thus on Rogation Day there

was oonsecrated, in Rome, the Bishop from whom the whole of the later

Swedish episcopate derived its succession. » ^

Meanwhile Qustavus’ position was not growing easier. Soon after his

accession a war for the recovery of Finland had greatly taxed his

resources. This was followed by an expedition against the “robbers’

stronghold” of Soren Norby in the island of Gotland, which was

rendered difficult by the ill-cohcealed jealousy of Denmark and Liibeck,

and beoftml a positive danger whenrBernhaid von Mehlen, the German
knight to whom /lustavus had given the command of the expedition,

turned trsutor and endeavoured by means of it to reconquer Sweden for

Christian II. Nor were things ^tter at home. The further demand
for money which he was forced to make updn clergy and people alike

gav(frise to serious discontent. When^iPeter Sunnenvaeder was removed

from Vasteri# for disaffection, as has been mentioned above, he fled to

<m. xvn.
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Barlecarlia, together with Knud, the Provost of Vlusteris, at one tune

Archbishop elect of Upsala, who had also been turned out, and there

they raised the standard of revolt One plot followed another, now on

behalf of Christian II, now on behalf of one of the Stures, and again,

early in 1627, on behalf of a pretender to their name. Gustavus found

no great difficulty in suppressing them, and generally took severe measures

of reprisfil ; but he could not prevent their recurrence. An entire

readjustment of burdens, as between the clergy, thg nobles, and the

people at large, was plainly needed; and when the King convoked

the general Diet of V;isteras to meet in June, 1527, it was with the

deliberait intention of taking action in the matter.

But it was no longer merely or chiefly a question of money; during

the last few years Lutheranism had made great strides in Sweden, and

the whole status of the Swedish Church was now at issue. The first

preachers of the new opipions were Olaus and Laurentius Petri (Olaf

and I^rs Petersson, b. 1497 and 1499), the sons of a blacksmith at

Orebro, who had sent them to study at Wittenberg with no idea of the

consequences which were likely to follow. On their return to Sweden

in 1519, Olaus went to Striingnas, where, as master of the Chapter

school, he soon acquired a great influence over the Archdeacon, Lauren*

tius Andreae (I^rs Andersson, 1482-1652). For a time his teaching

aroused no suspicion, and his sermons preached at the diet of StriingnSa

made a great impression ; but he had already roused the suspicions of

Bishop Brask, who accused him of heresy in a letter dated May 7, 1528,

and from this time forward was constantly urging Gustavus to take action

against him. At first the King seemed to agree, though he urged#that

persuasion was a better remedy than force. But the inducements to

take the other side were very strong; and l>efore long, partly from

interest and partly from conviction, he had decided to give his support

to the new preachers, still protesting however that he desired to rrform

and not to overthrow tlie Church.

In the summer of 1524 he summoned Olaus Petri to Stockholm os

city clerk, sent his brother to Upsala as professor of theology, and

made Laurentius Andreae, already his Chancellor, Arcljdeaccm of

Upsala. Tlie advancing wave was checked for a moment in the

autumn, when the iconoclastic excesses brought about at Stockholm

by two Dutch Anabaptists, KnipperdoUing and Melchior Rink, caused

a reaction of popular feeling and drew from Gustavus a stem c<m-

demnation. At Christmas, howevar, a discussion held in 'the royal

palace between Olaus Petri and Peter Galle, a changipion of the old

order, on the subject of the sufficiency of Scripture, once more gave

them confidence ; and in February, 1625, Olaus publicly set the rules of

the Church at defiance by rnarrying a wife. A few months afterwards

Gustavus directed Ai'chbishop &j^agui to set on foot the translatioa of

the Bible into Swedish. The work was actually plonnedwout and the
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books allotted to different translators; but, appareiitly owing to the

opposition of Brask, it was never carried out ; and the vacant place was

in part filled hy a version of the New Testament, mainly the work of

Andreae, which appeared in 15£6, followed subsequently, in 1640-1, by
a much better t^slation of the whole Bible, which was edited and

largely nUkde by Laurentius Petri. In tlic same year (1526) Gustavus

sent a series of doctrinal articles to the prelates, intending to use their

replies as the basisifor a second and more exhaustive theologicfd disputa-

tion ; and although this plan fell through owing to the natural reluctance

of some of the persons concerned to submit their faith to the tribunal

of popular opinion, the answers of Peter Galle were publislJ^, with

disparaging comments by Olaus Petri.

While thus undermining the claims of ecclesiastical authority, the

King was also making insidious attacks upon the property of the Church.

He systematically billeted his troops upon th^ monasteries ; he left ho

means untried to get a hold upon their internal affairs; he sought out

legal pretexts for reclaiming lands given to them by his ancestors. The
property of the Bishops suffered in like manner, and especially that of

the richest of them, the aged Brask, whom the King seems to have

despoiled with special malice or policy. Archbishop Joannes Magni
suffered even worse things. Injudicious letters which he hod written to

ecclesiastics abroad subjected him to a charge of conspiracy, on which he

was arrested and imprisoned. The King allowed him to Icawe Sweden ir>

the autumn of 1526, ostensibly on an embassy to Poland ; but it was

really a banishment, from which he never returned. He took up ftis abode

at I^iizig and was soon afterwards confirmed by the Pope and conse-

crated with the baiTen title of Archbishop of Upsala. And thus at

length the way was prepared for further encroachment. By the terms

of the summons, the Diet of Viisieras was to di‘ aiss questions of faith,

and especially the relations bc?tween Sweden and the Papacy.

The Diet met on June *24, 1527. There were present four Bishops,

four canons, fifteen lay members of the Riksrdd^ one hundred and twenty-

nine nobles, thirty-two burgesses, fourteen deputies of the* miners, and
one hundred and four of the peasant^. For the first time in Swedish

history the Bishops were degraded from their place of honour next the

King and were ranked below the senators. Smarting under the affront,

they held a secret meeting before the session of the following day, at

which, instigated by Brask, t&ey signed ^ set of protests, a copy of which

was foun<f fifteen years afterward under the floor of •the cathedral,

against anything«that might be done in the direction of Lutheranism or

contrary to the authority of the Pope. When the Diet again met the

Chanodllor arose in Gustavos'* name, reviewed the events of his reign,

and urged the necessity for a larger revenue, plainly pointing to the

ecdSssiastical property as the only Itource from which it might be
obtfl^ed. Brask replied on behalf of the Bishops, saying that they

400, a. XI. CB. xvu.
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could not help the state of the kingdom; that they would do all in

their power to put down abuses, but tliat, being direct^ by the Pope to

defend their property, they could not do otherwise. This brought

Gustavus himself to his feet. He enquired whether the members of

tlie Diet considered this a fair answer. Ture Jonsson, the oldest

amongst them, replied that it was. ‘^Then,’' said Gustavus, will no

longer be your King, and if you can find one who will please you better

I shall be glad. Pay me for my property in the kin^om, and return

what I have expended in your service; and then I solemnly protest that

I will never return to this degenerate and thankless native land of

mine."” With this outburst he strode from the hall and left them

to discuss at tlieir leisure. He knew what the result must be; he

had made Sweden, and it could not do without him. They had all

the power in their hands, whilst his only asset was his own person-

ality. But it was enough; and after three days the members of the

Diet sent to say that they would conform to his wishes in all

things.

Gustavus was now master. The Orders, with the exception of the

clergy, made their proposals for dealing with the crisis. Contrary to all

precedent, these proposals were formulated by the Riksr&d instead of

being voted on by the whole Diet; but the resulting deci^ee, the famous

Viisteras Recess, was nevertheless put forth in its name. It provided

that all episcopal, capitular, and monastic property which was not

absolutely required (and of this he was the judge) was to be handed

over to the King; all the lands exempt from taxes {FraUejord) which

had been given to the Church since 1454 wei-e to revert to the original

owners ; taxable land {Skattejord) was to be given up however long it

had been alienated. Preachers were to set forth the pure Word of God
and nothing else, whilst on the religious question in general a disputa-

tion was to be held in the presence of the Diet, and a settlement to

be made on it as a basis. The disputation, if held at all, was naturally

of no importance; cuid the Diet proceeded, on June 24, to pass the

Vaderda Ordinaiitie^ consisting of twenty-two regulations on the subject

of religion. By these, detailed provision was made for the Confiscation

of the bulk of the Clmrch property, in accordance with the terms of the

Recess. No dignitaries were to be appointed until their names had

been approved by tjje King
;
parish clergy were to be appointed by the

Bishops, subject to removal by the King in case of unfitn^^; small

l)arishes might be united where it*Vas desirable, the Gospel was to be

taught in every school, compulsory confession was abolished, monks were

not to be absent from their monasteries without licence fix)m the civil

authority, and so forth. The result of these Ordinances was to give the

King all the power that he could wish for over the Church. Dispirited

and almost heartbroken, the aged^Brask before long obtained permiwon
to visit the island of Gotland; which was part of his diocese, cipssed
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the Baltic, and joined Archbishop Magni at Danzig. None of hie

brethren dared to oppose Gustavus' will.

Nor was it only the ecclesiastical order that suffered. In Sweden,

unlike Denmark, none but the King gained power through the

Reformation. The Riksrhd^ once all-important, was now nothing more
than a complaisant royal Council. As leader of a popular movement,

Gustavus had triumphed over the nobles, who were now glad to make
commor. cause with the peasants wherever they were aggrieved. It

should however be noted that one of the Viisteras Ordinances gave the

nobles the right to recover all their property which had been ^quired

by the churches and convents since the redaction of the year an

important concession. There were revolts from time to time, generally

directed in part at any rate against the new ecclesiastical ordei^ as for

instance in West Gotland in 1529 under Ture Jonsson, and again on

a larger scale in 1542 under Nils Dacke. lint they were in general

easily put down, and always left Gustavus'' power stronger than before.

Nor was this all. The inevitable result of the changes which were being

made was to put into abeyance rights which formerly belonged to one

class or another of the community. These were by degi*ees seized upon

by Gustavus as a kind of extension of his prerogative royal; and before

long he was exercising without opposition an authority which no previous

King of Sweden had ever possessed. In a Council held at Orebro early

in 1540, the chief nobles were made to take an oath acknowledging

Gustavus' sons, John and Erik, as the legitimate heirs to the kingdom ;

and the Act of Hereditary Settlement, passed on January 19, 1544,

formally recognised hereditary succtession in the male line as the rule of

the Swedish constitution. Meanwhile the kingdom grew greatly in

wealth and importance. Under Gustavus' inffuence the mines of the

north became vast sources of wealth; manufacturer grew up everywhere,

and commerce was fostered by trefities with# England, France, Denmark,
and Russia. Before his de^tiiti, which took place on Michaelmas Day,

1560, he had raised Sweden* to a condition of unexampled prosperity,

and had prepared the way for tlie great fipoch of the next century.

We now return to the Swedish Church. Although the Ordinances
of Vttster&s had shorn it of its grandeur and delivered it into Gustavus'
hands, they had not abolished its essential character. On January 6,

1598, the Bishops elect of Skara, Striingnas, and Abo were consecrated
by the Bishop of Vaster^ ‘‘liy command of the King," without the

confirmaliob of the Pope indeed, buf with the accustomed writes; and on
the following day^Gustavus himself was crowned by them “with great

pomp" in the Cathedral of Upsala. The monasteries were deprived of
moat of their property, and many of them ceased to exist at once

;

but the rest only died away by degrees,* until at length there

renuAned but a few nuns in the c^isters of Vadstena, Nadendal,
Skenning^ aitd Skog, who lived on the King's bounty. But no man
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in all Sweden died for the old faith. A certain number of the clergy

were deprived, but the bulk of' them still went on ; and their general

condition may perhaps be gauged by the fact that in not a few cases

they married their former housekeeper or mistress in order to

legitimatise the children. The Bishops had lost much of their property,

but were still comparatively well off; for many years the new Aioh-

bishop of Up.sala, Laurentius Petri (called Nericius), consecrated in

1531, used to support some fifty students in L^sala, and Bishop

Skytte of Abo supported eight abroad.

Gustavus himself did all in his power to prevent changes being

forced *on a i*eluctant people. A syn^ held at Orebro in 1529, under

the presidency of Laurentius Andreae, provided that a lesson from the

Swedish. Bible should be read daily in all cathedrals, and that evangelical

preachers should be appointed to carry the new doctrines about the

country; but the King wfts so careful to pi-eserve the old ceremonies, or

such of them as were not repugnant to God's Word,’' that he roused no

little indignation amongst the more extreme Reformers as having fallen

away from the Gospel. In 1528 he issued an ordinance insisting upon
the payment of the legal dues of the clergy. Ten years later, when the

nobles seemed to have learned too well the lesson which he had given

them in the despoiling of churches, he restrained and rebuked those

whose religious zeal manifested itself only in the way of destruction#

“After this^fushion," he said, “every man is a Christian and evangelical.'^

Yet he recognised no limits to his own power: “it behoveth us as a

Christiitn monarch,'” he wrote to the commons of the northern province,

“to appoint ordinances and rules for you; therefore must ye be

obedient to our royal commands, as well in matters spiriti^ as

temporal." In 1540, when Laurentius Andreae and Olaus Petri were

put on their trial for treason in not having made known to the King a

conspiracy, the existence of which they bad learned in confession, the

Archbishop was compelled to be their judge. They were condemned to

death, and only obtained pardon by the payment of a large fine.

But although Gustavus ever denied that he was setting up a new
Church in Sweden, the changes became more pronounced ae time went
on, both in doctrine and discipline. Olaus Petri was putting forth a

continual stream of tracts and pamphlets in Swedish which reflected his

own strict Lutheranism, and by degrees they had a considerable effect.

The first Swedish service-book,,£cn HanJbocJc pad Swensko^ appeared in

1629; it was* followed in 1680 by'^a hymn-book, and in tSSl by the

first Swedish “Mass-book" {Ordo Missae Suetkat^^ the Euchadstic

doctrine of which was the “Consubstantiation" of Luther's earlier da3rs;

all these were many times reprinted in subsequent years, though the use

of the Latin service was by no means everywhere abolished. Gustavus

himself gradually went further. ^ He repudiated prayers for the &Sad,

and confession ; for instance, he refused on his deathb^ to* listen to the
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clergy when they urged him to oonfesa hia sins and seek absolution. He
seems at one time almost to have contemplated the discontinuance of

the episcopal office. In 16S9 one George Norman^ who had been recom-

mended to hw by Melanchthon, was appointed, by a commission not

unlike that wnich had been given by Henry VIII to Cromwell a few

years before, to superintend and visit the clergy and churches of Sweden;

and a general visitation of the whole kingdom took place under his

auspices in 1640. •From 1544 the King refused to give the episcopal

title to any but the Archbishop of Upsala; the rest he styled Ordinaries,

As time went on, the dioceses were divided up into some twelve j^rtions

in all, each under its Ordinary, Tliat this division was in itself desirable

is likely enough, for the old dioceses were very large and unwieldy.

Moreover some at any rate of Gustavus' new Ordinaries were in

episcopal orders;
^

when the old diocese of Abo (Finland) was

subdivided into Abo and Viborg, the two mew Ordinaries, Michael

Agricola (who had previously been vicar-general of the whole diocese) and

Paulu^ Juusten, were consecrated as Bishops together by Bishop Bothvid

of Strangnas in 1554. Nevertheless the effect of his action was

undoubtedly to cast a slight upon the episcopal Order, and had there

not been a reaction subsequently it must have been highly prejudicial

if not fatal to the continued existence of episcopacy in Sweden.

The nine years of Gustavus*" son and successor Erik XIV (1560-9),

for some time the suitor of Elizabeth of England, weA years of

<iisaster for the Swedish State, and not less so for the Church. He
inclined towanls Calvinism, and already during his father's lifetime an

overture had been made by Calvin towards the Swedish royal House by
the joint dedication of a writing to father and son. It was ineffective so

far as Gustavus was concerned, but Erik on his accession at once began

to show favour towards Calvinists, announced his intention of making
Sweden a jefuge for distressed Protestants,*and used his authority in

the Church to bring about thef suppression of a few fast days and other

observances of the old order. His wasteful extravagance from the first

pressed heavily on the State. But the real 'afflictions arose in the latter

pirt of his* reign, when he was engaged in war both at home and

abroad, and everything was allowed to fall into neglect; churches fell

into ruins, the church plate disappeared, benefices were not filled up,

or only by incompetent persoys, and the schools ceased to exist. At
length in^lS^ Erik was dethroned by Mis Jbrothers, John and Charles, to

whom their father had left heredita^ dukedoms, and who *seem to have

agreed upon a joiift conduct of the government after Erik's deposition

;

and some years later he was brutally murdered in prison, in pursuance

of a vote of the members of the ItiksrM^ both^lay and clerical.

The new King, John III, was a scholar and a theologian, whose

readily of Cassander and other similar divines led him to lay all

possible stress upon the ancient order of the Swedish Church, whilst

CB. xm.
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his love for his consort, Catharine, the sistar of Sigismund U of Poland,

who w€ts a Roman Catholic, inclined him to seek a reconciliation

with the Pope, if it could be obtained on reasonable terms* Under
his influence a new Church order was drawn up by the aged Arch-
bishop Laurentius Petri and put forth by authority, which became the
basis of the practice which prevails at the present day* In this mder
c£Lre is taken for the education and examination of the clergy, though

the use by them of books of Homilies, such as the PasHUa of Olaus Petri,

is permitted. Latin psalms and prayers may still be used, and confession,

excomippmnication, and public penance are provided for. The Bishop is

elects*’ by the clergy and others having competent knowledge, and con-^

secrated in due course. The people choose their minister and present

him to the Bishop, who either ordains him or another in his place; but
it is to be noticed that the same form of service is to be used whether

the person so ‘‘consecrarted*” is previously a layman or a minister from
another charge. There are also assistant clergy or chaplains, to serve

in the larger parishes. Before long the King was able to make further

changes. The old Archbishop di^ in October, 1678; in June of the

following year ^Hhe principal divines” were convened for the election of

a successor, and ‘Hhe votes of the great majority” were given to his

son-in-law, Laurentius Petri Gothus, who was a student of the

Fathers, and in many ways likeminded with the King.

In December the Archbishop elect was confirmed by the King

after giving his assent to a series of seventeen articles which approved

of the^l^storation of the convents, prayers for the dead, and the venera-

tion of saints; and on July 15, 1575, he was consecrated according

to the complete Catholic use,” with mitre, crosier, ring, and chrism,

which were also used by the new Archbishop in future consecrations of

his suffragans. A royal ordinance presently restored to the Archbishop

that jurisdiction over his suffragans which had almost ceased to exist

under Gustavus; and another gave the» Archbishop and t!!hapter of

Upssda a voice in all elections of Bishops. Other changes were made of

the same general character, and some of the old convents were reopened*

In 1576 a more important step was taken : a new libirgy'on the lines

of the reformed Roman Missal, the so-called ‘*Red Book of Sweden”
{Rbda Bolc€n\ was published; it was fathered by the Archbishop in a

preface, but was really the work of the King and his secretary, Peter

Fechen, It was adopted, afrer«*considerable opposition (in wMch the

Bishops of Linkoping and Stran^as took part) at the Diet of 1577

;

and the King did his best to force it upon the whoKs Church. But he

was never able to compel all the country clergy to use it; and lua

brother Charles, the Duke of Sodermanland (afterwards Charles IX), the

ablest by far of the brood of King Gustavus,” not only refris^ to

adopt it, but made himself the champion of the Kyrho-ordmng oP1671
and of all who suftered for their fidelity to it. The '^result during
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ifAxcLB lifetime was estrangement, and very nearly civil war, between

the brothers ; after his death it led to the triumph of Lutheranism at

the Upsala assembly.

All this time the King was canying on negotiations with the Papacy.

So early as 1572 Cardinal Stanislaus Hosius was writing hopefully of his

convertion. In 1576 two Jesuits from Louvain, Florentius Feyt and

Lauientius the Norwegiiui, appeared at Stockholm in the guise of evan-

gdical preachers.^ They were instructed to proceed with great caution.

The Cardinal gave directions that the last-named was to extol faith and

depreciate works without faith, to preach Christ as the only mediator,

and His cross as the only means of salvation ;
‘‘ and thereupori^T^he pro-

ceeded, let them show that nothing else has been preached in the papal

ChurcL’' We know from their own account that at the King's bidding

they concealed their real condition and were taken for Lutherans ; and

the edergy were compelled to receive their instruction, which was carried

on in the spirit of Hosius' directions. In^ the same year the King

sent messengers to Rome to negociate for the restoration of the papal

authority in Sweden. It soon became evident that he was asking for

conditions which were not likely to be granted ; he demanded, amongst

other things, the concession of the Cup to the laity, the partial use of

Swedish in the liturgy, the surrender of clerical exemptions, toleration

of the marriage of the clergy (though with a preference for celibacy),

and the condonation of all that had been done in the pf^t.

The time was past for such concessions, although hopes of sometliitig

of the kind were held out more than once by Cardinal Ho^us in his

letters. In 1577 however the Jesuit Antony Possevin wjxs sent to the

north, with a commission as Legate to the Emperor, and instructions to

use all his influence with King John. He made his appearance in the

following year; and so great was the impression which he produced upon

the King that after a few interviews, as we are told in his reports, John

declared his willingness to .make the Tridentine profession of faith with-

out waiting to see what concessions the Pope might be willing to make
towards Sweden. He accordingly did so^ made his confession and was

absolved (penance being imposed upon him for the murder of his brother,

for which he \iad always felt the deepest remorse), and received the

Communion in the Roman manner. This year, then, marks the zenith

of the papal influence. About the same time Bishop Martin Olafsson

of linkoping, who had always been opposed to the direction in which

things •wcare moving in the Swedigja Chtirch, was depose(^ and degraded

for calling the Pppe antichrist. Luther's Catechism, which had been used

in the schools for some years, was made to give place to that of Canisius

;

many Jesuits were admitted into the country, on one pretext or another,

and large numbers of Swedish boys were sent abroad to be educated in

their seminaries; above all, the primatial see was kept vacant for

four years after the death of Laurefitius Petri Gothus in 1579, in the

cfiL xvn.
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hope that it might next be filled by an Archbishop of the Homan
ob^ience.

This hope was doomed to be disappointed, for the proposed surrender

proved to be less attractive on a nearer view. The King'^s plans in

religion were closely bound up with political schemes which had for their

object the obtaining for himself the duchies of Bari and Rossani in

right of his wife, whose mother was a Sforza; and these had just received

a check. Gregory XIII declined to make the concessions which John
thought that he had been led to expect; and on further consideration he
found himself too honestly convinced of the essential soundness of the

positioq^/'jf the Swedish Church to be content to give up all that had
been won already. The last shreds of the influence of the Romanising

party disappeared entirely after the death of Queen Catharine in 1684?

;

the Jesuits and theirfautores were once more expelled ; and John, after

turning his thoughts for a moment towards the orthodox east, settled

down to the work of consolidating the Swedish Church as he found it.

Not long afterwards, however, the question was reopened, and in a

more acute form, by the death of John III on November 17, 1592. The
crown fell to his son Sigismund, who had been elected King of Poland in

1686, and who was a convinced Roman Catholic. With the consent of

the RikmuL his uncle Duke Charles at once assumed the government in

his name ; and together tliey resolved to make provision for the main-

tenance of Pjotestaiitism before the new King arrived. The R&d was

anxious that the matter should be dealt with by certain members of

their owrj, body in conjunction with the delegates of the clergy ; but

Charles had made his brother promise two years before that a general

assembly (Kyrko-mote) should be held, and he cuisented to the demand of

the clergy that it should take place now. Accordingly a synod was

convened which was attended by deputies botli clerical and lay from all

parts of the kingdom, though Finland was but sparsely represented.

There were present, in addition to the members of the RiksrMj four

Bishops (most of the sees were vacant, and ^ere filled whilst the Synod
was still in session), over three hundred clergy, and nearly as memy nobles

and representatives of the citizens, miners, and peasants.^ Tke famous

Upsala-mote ” was opened on February 25, 1593, Nicolaus Bothniensis,

one of the professors of theology at Upsala, being cho.sen as speaker.

The assembly first lai(^ down the rule of Scriptui-e as the basis of all

doctrine. Then it sought a doctryial standard; and the obvious one

was the Augsbu]f;g Confession, which hkd already been commonly accepted

in Sweden, though it had never been definitely adopted* by the Sw^ish
Church, The articles were now gone through one by one, after which

it was solemnly received as the confession of the Swedish Church.

Lutheris Catechism was again made the basis for instruction in religion

;

the use of the ^^Red Book^ was abolished, and Laurentius Petrrs Chmfth

Ordinance once more became the .standard of worship, subj^ however
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to a i^ertain amount of pruning in the matter of ritual. After thia the

Synod proceeded to the details of practical reform.

The Upsala moie may be considered the coping-stone of the Swedish

Beformation. Sigismund came to the throne with the knowledge that

his new kingdom had made a definite stand from which there could be

no withdrawal ; and although many efforts were made during his reign

on behalf of Roman Catholicism, first for concuri'ent establishment, and
then for bare toleration, the issue was never for a moment doubtful.

The Swedish Church was definitely committed to Lutheranism ; the

clergy continued to be an estate of the realm down to the mid^Je of the

nineteenth centuiy ; and separation from the national communiorfwas so

severely punished that until modem days organised dissent was practically

unknown. The endeavours of Charles IX, the most learned of the royal

brothers, to widen the doctrinal basis of the Swedish Church, were on the

whole unsuccessful. But it was not only in Sweden that the mote had
far-reaching consequences. The definite adhesion of Sweden to the

Augsburg Confession gave strength to the c^ause of Protestantism

everywhere : it opened the way for the Protestant League of the North

in the following century.

eu. XVII.
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NOTE ON THE REFORMATION IN POLAND.

Tig^' Reformation in Poland, although its influence on general

European histoiy in the period treated in this volume is comparatively

slight, has some features of special interest. It pursued its course for

nearly half-a-century without material hindrance either from the national

government or the authorities of the Church. During this era its

difficulties arose principally from the dissensions of the Reformers, from
the independence of the nobility} the ignorance and apathy of the

oppressed peasantry:, and the want of sympathy between the country

and the towns, where the German element was strong, and between the

burghers and the nobles. Thus the evolution of a national Reformed
Church was impossible

; the Reform movement never obtained any vital

hold on the mass of the people; and no united opposition could be
offered to the forces of the Counter-Reformation, when at length they
began to act. On the other hand the lack of orgeuiisation, of combina-
tion, an(l of national and ecclesiastical control, left the way free for the

most hazardous and audacious speculations. Every man's intellect was
a law to himself, and heresy assumed its most exorbitant forma

The conditions of the Church in Poland called for reform not less than
elsewhere. The Bishops were enormously wealthy ; and the character of

the episcopate was not likely to be improved by iJie measures of 1505,
and 1623, which were intehded to exclude all but nobles from the
bishoprics. The right of the King to nominate to bishoprics was
practically recognised. In 1469 a memorable attack was made upon
the admini^oration of the Polish Church by John Ostrorog, a man not
only of the highest rank, but of great learning. His indictment, made
before the Diet, foreshadows the general demand for a reform of the
Church, though nothing is said about doctrine. The excessive authority
of the Pope, the immunity of the clergy from public burdens and public
control, the exactions of ihe Papacy^the expenses of litigation befoie the
Curia, indulgences, simony, and the requirement of fees for spiritual

offices, the unworthiness and ignorance of monks anil clergy, the tt-
couragement of idleness, are ill put forward with no sparing
Owing to the privileges of the Polish nobility the power of the eoelesi*

astical Courts was less in Poland than elsewhere, and excommunication
was openly set at defiance. On^Jie side of doctrine Hussite influence.
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continually spreading in Poland during the fifteenth oentuiy, prepared

the ground ; and the fact that nearly a half of the subjects of the Polish

Crown, the Slavonic peculation of the South and East, professed the

faith of the Greek Church, familiarised the Jagellon Kings with diver-

gences in faith, and the people with the existence of other beliefs.

It was not long before the movement initiated by Luther spread to

Poland, and it appeared first in Polish Prussia, the western part of the

territory of the Teutonic Order, ceded by it in 1466 to King Casimir III.

Danzig was the first centre of an active propaganda, and the urban

population favoured the new opinions, llie ecclesiastical authorities

endeavoured to act with firmness, but found their authority n^sufficient.

In 15S5 the Reformers captured the town government, and the Reforma-

tion was set on foot. But in the following year Sigismund I„then King
of Poland and Grand Duke of Lithuania, took forcible measures to

suppress the Reform. In this, almost the pnly energetic step taken by
that King against the spread of Reform, he was actuated by political

motives. In 1523 Albert of Brandenburg, the last Grand Master of

the Teutonic Order, had adopted the Reform, and in 1525 he converted

the dominions entrusted to his charge into a hereditary dukedom ; and

Sigismund feared that the Reforming tendencies of West Prussia might

lead the inhabitants into closer political relations with the emancipated

master of East Prussia. In spite, however, of Sigismund’s temporary

success at Danzig, Lutheran opinions continued to spread, and finally

triumphed in Polish Prussia.

In Poland itself frequent acts against the new opinions were passed

by ecclesiastical synods, in 1527, 1530, 1532, 1542, and 1544, But

the Church was powerless in face of the famous Polish privilege, ‘‘ Jiemi-

nem captivare nisi jure victum^ and the other Immunities of the nobles.

The ecclesiastical Coui*ts were regarded with general contempt. The
hostility of the Diets was undisguised. In 1538 they forbade the Polish

clergy to receive any preferment from the Pope, in 1543 they abolished

annates, and in 1544 they subjected the clergy to ordinary taxation.

Sigismund 1 issued an order in 1534 forbidding Polish stiylents to study

at foreign universities, but this order was cancelled in 1543 ; and the

inaction of Sigismund proclaims either his impotence or his lack of zeal.

His son, Sigismund II Augu.stus, who succeeded in ^1648, was probably

rather friendly than indifferent. In any case the power of the King was

little
j
and individual nobl^ took wh^t line they pleased without refer-

ence to filing or Church. S •

In these circumstances not only did Lutheran views spread freely,

but other heresies appeared. A society was formed at Cracow, under

the influence of Francisco Lismanini, which not only ventilated the

mjnions of the more orthodox Reformers,*but also cast doubt upon the

doctrine of the Trinity. In 1548 Refo^ation in Poland received a

great impulse by the expulsion from Bohemia of the Bohemian Brethren,

oa. xvii.
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a sect which received a definite organisation about I4669 and had sur-

vived through many vicissitudes, preserving many of the more advanced

Hussite opinions. Luther, at first hostile to their views, afterwards

became reconciled, and established a spiritual communion with them.

Ferdinand, after other repressive measures had failed, expelled them finrn

his territories ; and on their way towards Pinissia they found temporary

hospitality in Posen, where they were entertained by Andreas Gorka^

the Castellan of Posen. The Bishop of Posen, however,®before long pro-

cured their expulsion ; they passed into Prussia, leaving behind, however,

many converts; and their congregations afterwards evangelised many
districts fjt Posen and of Great Poland.

The reign of Sigiamund Augustus (1548-72) saw the Polish Refor-

mation at its height. The Synod of Piotrkow in 1552, at which

Stanislaus Hosius, the Bishop of Ermland, first took a prominent part

as a defender of the Churcl^. initiated a vigorous campaign against the

Reform ; but although the clergy procured the martyrdom of a poor

priest, they found themselves helpless against the nobles. The Diet of

1652 left to the clergy the power of judging heresy, but deprived them
of the authority to inflict any civil or political penalty. In the same

year a Polish Reformer, Modrzewski, laid before the King a remarkable

and moderate scheme of national ecclesiastical reform ; but there was no

authority capable of carrying it out. In 1656 licence assumed the

form of law, and the principle of cujus regio was carried to its extreme

consequence, when the Diet enacted that every nobleman could introduce

into his ot. n house any form of worship at his pleasure, provided that

it was in conformity with the Scriptures. The King at this time also

demanded from Pope Paul IV in the name of the Diet the concession of

mass in the vernacular, communion in both kinds, the marriage of

priests, the abolition of annates, and a National Council for R^orm
and the union of sects. He received in the following year a stinging

reprimand from the fiery Pontiff for an offe^ice in whi^ he was little

more than a passive agent.

The Reformation seemed to be triumphant. But excessive liberty

was a source of weakness. The Bohemian brethren, indeed, formed a

durable union with the Genevan Churches in Poland in 1555. The
former w^ere most powerful in Posen and Great Poland, the latter in

Little Poland and Lithuania. But the Lutherans were a persistent

obstacle to union. It was hoped t^baC the return of John Laski I^co)
to his native land in 1556 might pift ad end to divisions. This member
of a noble Polish house had listened to the voice of Zwin^i and Erasmus

"in his youth, and aftenvaids had renounced his prospects of high pre-

ferment in his own Church in order to pretffcb reform. His self-^nying

labours in East Friesland had been crowned with success, and as head^f
the community of foreign R^ormers^ London he had won a j^utation
beyond the Channel. His gentle nai^re, and the moderate character
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of Ills opinions, which, although they were nearest to those of Calvin

and Zwingli, were calculated to give the least possible offence to the

Lutherans, raised great hop^ of him as a mediator. But he died in

1660, having effected nothing.

Ihotestant dissensions continued, and the Protestant cause was further

discredited by the activity of the anti-Trinitarians. Lismanini had

openly denied the Trinity, and Bernardino Ochino in 1564 found many
hearers. He was expell^ however, very shortly. The Unitarians had

their centre at Pinczow, near Cracow, and among their leaders were

first Stancari and Lismanini, and afterwards Georgio Qiandrata, and

Peter Gonesius, a Pole. Even in the face of this double dan^r, from

their own advanced wing and from the Catholic side, the Protestants

failed to achieve unity. At length at the synod of Sandoipir, 1670,

mutual toleration rather than union was arranged between the Lutherans

on the one hand, and the united Church of (^nevans and Bohemians on

the other. Thus the critical time of the death of Sigismund Augustus

in 1672 found the Protestant sects widely spread in the Polish dominions,

enjoying virtual toleration, but probably not very, deeply rooted in

the Polish people, compromised by advanced freethinkers, and barely

concealing their mutual antagonism.

Meanwhile dangers were arising. The direct effoiis of Stanislaus

Hosius, the mission of Lippomani in 1665, and that .>f Commendoni in

1663, did little to check the Reformed opinions. But fyom the intro-

duction of the Jesuits into Poland at the suggestion of Cardinal Hosius

in 1564, and from the transfer into their hands of the institutions of

higher education founded by him in Poland, dates the beginning of a

more insidious and effective opposition, which was destined in a period

beyond our present scope to attain complete success.

This brief note may serve to show the posii on of the new religions

in Poland down to the death of Sigismui^l Augustus. But the name of

Socinus is so closely linked with the religious history of that country and

with that of the dissident's de religione (the appellation given in Poland

in 1573 to the adherents of the Reformation, though afterwards extended

in itS' significance), that a word must be said about the two well-known

teaelwrs of that name. Lelio So^zini was a native of Siena, bom in

1526. Attracted early by the writings of Luther, he made himself

suspected at* home, and travelled widely throughout Europe, coming

into contact with all the le^ing Reformers. He visited Poland twice,

and doubtless found kindred spirits there; he probably influenced

Lismanini; bub idthough the audacity of his opinions and the free

expression of his doub^ seem to have caused him to be regarded with

suspicion by more orthodox Reformers, he does not appear to have

actually denied the doctrine of the Trinity. He died in 1662. His
n€|phew, Fausto Sozzini, passed th^line. He also was bom at Siena

in 1639« ^ He came to Poland in 1679, Wter the anti-Trinitarian

ca. xvn.
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opinions had long been developed there. Under the protection of the

l^nsylvanian I^nce, Stephen Bdthoiy, the sect had Nourished, and
had acquired in the town of Racow its own school, church, and printing-

press. Sozzini speedily won gi*eat influence, and was able to influence

the doctrines of the Unitarians. EventuaUy the sect received his name,
and was known as Socinian.

The distinctive doctrine of the Socinians was the denial of the

doctrine of the Trinity, the teaching of One God. oThey recognised

divinity in the Father alone, and denied it to the Son and the Holy
Ghost. They reverenced Christ as the Messiah, as a teacher and a

reformea^' but as a human being. They believed nevertheless in His
supernatural birth, in His miracles, His resurrection, His ascension.

They believed that He received revelations from the Father. They
followed also the Bible as their guide and standard

;
giving it their own

interpretation, which differed from that of the Protestants and of the

Fathers of Nicaea. They rejected the Aiigustinian doctrine of original

sin, and believed that salvation was to be obtained by conscientious

following of Christ’s teaching, and virtuous living. They rejected

therefore also the doctrine of the Atonement. Baptism was for them
only the symbol of admission into the Christian communion, and the

Lord’s Supper a mere memorial. This remarkable sect had its origin

in the active brains of speculative Italians, its favourable ground for

growth in th^ religious liberty or anarchy of Poland, but it received its

(lefinite organisation, its tenets, and its name from Fausto Sozzini.
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CHAPTER XVTIL

THE CHURC H AND REFORM.

The necessity of reform and of a spiritual regeneration of Catholirism

had been acknowledged again and again at the opening of the sixteenth

century by men of high position in the Chiu-cfi. Time after time it was

admitted by the Sacred College, and at each Conclave the whole body of

Cardinals pledged themselves to reform. Commissions were appointed

but nothing came of them; and the Fifth Lateran Council (1612-17),

instead of reforming the evils that had resulted from excessive centrali-

sation, did little more than lay down the plenitudo potestatis'^ of the

papal monarchy with an insistency that had hitheito found expression

only in the pages of curialist writers.
^

The vested interests of the officials of the Roman Court were in fac t

too strong for the forces working for reform ; and the measui^s which

might have obviated the schism and nipped the revolution in the bud

were not taken until it was too late. The opponents of reform had the

strength of a group of men working together with a definite knowledge

of wh^ they wanted to defend. ITie Catholic i ^’formers on the other

hand wre scattered, voices in the desert, with no means of common
action. Nor, when opportuijities occurred to them, were they for long

agreed as to the particular 4ines reform should take. The seeds of the

later divisions among the Catholic reformers existed from the very first,

and the cqprsejof events soon led to those differences becoming acute.

For men desired reform from very different motives. The ascetic tem-

perament saw nothing but the moral abuses and the corruption of the

; the humanist desired a greater freedom of thought, and a certain

toleration of divergences of ofiinion w^ich was abhorrent to the doctrinal

reformef. ^The latter shared witl^the humanist the wish for a recon-

struction of the traditional dogma, but wished to see the line between

orthodoxy and heterodoxy drawn with no uncertain band. Ultimately,

two great parties evolved themselves among the Catholic reformers ; the

om desired conciliation and the discovery •of a common ground on

which the old and the new ideas might be harmonised ; the otlxer, while

sharing witfa^the former party its in^fnatiou at the moral corruption of

cn. xviit.
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the Church, yet part^ ^mpany with it with regard to the rdbrm of

doctrine. The supremacy of St Thomas and of the great scholastics

must be preserved^ and the whole body of dogma which ^e Middle Ages
had evolved must be retained. Concession 'of any kind was not to be

heard of ; and this party believed that a further increase of the powers

of the Papacy and of the centralisation of authority was the surest

safeguard of the Church. The former party wished for a real Catholic

reformation ; the latter succeeded in reducing a moveinent which started

with so great a promise to little more than a counter-reformation. It will

be our purpose in this chapter to sketch the steps by which this was

brought ^about, and all real reform, such as might have conciliated

nascent Protestantism and preserved the unity of the Western Churchi

was made impossible. *

The aspirations of scattered individuals for reform first found a

nucleus and an organisatib’n in the ^‘Oratory of Divine Love,^ founded

at Rome towards the end of the Pontificate of Leo X. This famous

society numbered among its members some of the most learned prelates

and upright laymen who were connected with the Court of Rome in that

day. They met for prayer and meditation in the little chtirch of

Santi Silvestro e Dorotea in Trastevere and discussed means for the puri-

fication of the Church. Almost every tendency of thought and tem-

perament among the Catholic reformers was to be found there. CaraiFa

and Sadoleto, Gaetano da Thiene and Giberti were alike members. The
ascetic and the humanist, the practical and the doctrinal reformer met
together and worked in harmony. Their numbers were some fifty or

sixty in all. In the last years of the Pagan Renaissance, when its weaker

elements were coming to the surface, and when decadence rather than a

new interest in life was becoming its keynote, there was thus growing in

numbers and influence a party full of promise for the future hfliory of

the Church. A stem and almost Puritan moral ideal was combined

with a belief that there was no essential antagonism between faith and

culture, between profane learning and Christian knowledge. As the

great medieval theologians and scholastics had interpreted Christianity

to their age, and had harmonised the divergent elements in the know-

ledge of their time, so now in the Oratory of Divine Love the feeling

found exprcvssion that the work had to be done afi'esh, and that the new
revelation given to men by the Renaissance must be incorporated into

the system of Christian thought.

Nor was it only the desire for a closer alliance between Christianity

and humanism which bound many of these men together. Augustine

had always been a force in the medieval Church, and the Augustiniaii

elements in its theology were ever again asserting themselves and claim-

ing supremacy. The attraction of Augustine felt so strongly by LllfSlier

was not felt only by him. The en^ of the fifteenth and the beginning of
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the ^teenth centuries were marked by a renei^ study of St AugostiM
ki many quarters, and by a consequent reviyal of the Pauline ideas of Jos'*

tification in difierent forms. As Reginald Pole said in one of his letters,

the jewd which the Church had so long kept half concealed was again

broi^t to light. This trend of thought found expression in the writings

of Ihomas de Vio, Cardinal Cajetan, and for some time was looked on
with favour in the highest qiiarters of the Church. That section of the

Oratory of Divinfi Love which wished to spiritualise theology and to

deepen the bases of the Christian life found ample support in the

accepted theology of the day.

Venice was the home from which came many of the thinkers of this

type j|i the Oratory of Divine Love. After the Sack of Rome in 1527 its

members were scattered ; but in a short time many of them met^again at

Venice, where they found new recruits. The Senator Gasparo Contaxini

and Gregorio Cortese, Abbot of San Geofgio Maggiore, were the

most influential of the new members. Giberti hod become Bishop of

fVerona in 1624, and his household became a new centre for the reforming

movement. His administration of his diocese set an example to other

prelates ; and his reform of his clergy served in many ways as a model to

the Fathers at Trent, though he himself did not live to take any active

part in that assembly. At Padua Reginald Pole spent many years, and
though he was only a layman his manner of life and conduct of his

household were not unworthy to be compared with those of Gfibcrti. Tlie

University of Padua numbered then among its teachers some of the most
eminent si^olars of the day, and it was one of the centres of tlie Christian

Renaissance. Modena also was one of the strongholds of tlie Catholic

reformers ; Giovanni Morone, who afterwards with difEculty escaped the

diaige of heresy, was its Bishop. Sadolcto, Bishop f Carpentras, Gregorio

Cortesepand o&er leaders of the movement either were Modenese or had

been connected with Moden^ The union of scholarship and holiness of

life with zeal for practical ijeform, as exemplified in these men, is rare in

the history of the Church.

The movement for reform from within thus inaugurated*in Italy did

not becom^a p5wer in ofiicial circles in Rome until the pontificate of

Fbul IlL The paper reforms of the Fifth Lateran remained a dead

letter, while the good intentions of Adrian VI came to nothing. His

rdgn, nevertheless, will ever memorable from his confession that the

source oi^ t]|)je poison which was corrupting the whole Church was in the

papal Court, nay even in the PfMtiffs themselves. Ignorant of the

world, ignorant oiTthe forces at work in Rome itself, Adrian was helpless.

If he had had any measure of success, his reforms would have been of a

mmail and practical kind alone. Having Ijved most of his life in

cloisters, he knew little of the change that had come over human thought.

^St Tnomas his masto, and he did tot wish to go beyond the work of

the greatest of medieval thinkers. Adrian was a precursor of Caraffa

0. au a. it. m* xvui. 41
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(Hid th« later Counter^lKiefonnation, rather than of the peaoedavi&g

Contarini and the learned GibertL

Clement VII, of the House of Medici, was wdl>meaaing and vidied to

remove the worst abuses in the Churdi. The hell throui^ wld<^ the

Papacy passed during his pontificate was indeed paved with godi^ In^

tentions, but they all came to nothing. The cares of the tempmeal power

and the interests of his family left little Jtime for the refimnation of

society. Still in 1524 the Roman Congregation wa6 set up to zefoan

the clergy; but in the troublous years which followed, leading tqi to

the Sack of Rome, little could be done. Giberti, who with Nidbiolaa

Schom'oerg, the Cardinal of Capua, appears to have influoiced dement’s

policy in those early years of his reign, had little time to qpaiedQmm

secular affairs ; and it was not until he finally retired to his Bishc^b of

Verona that he obtained an opportunity of playing the part of a reformer.

Thus, while the Teutonic lends were rapidly falling away from the Church,

nothing was done in Rome itself to heal the abuses which all men
acknowledged to be crying for reform. e

There was one remedy for the Church's evils whi<di was a nightmare

to Clement. A reform of the Church by a free General Council was

a ciy which grew in intensity and sprang up from many quartets as

Clement's vacillating reign dragged on its way. Luther had a{^ieakd

from the Pope to a free General Council ; and the appeal was eihoed in

the German Diets. Charles himself took up the idea; but, as it soon

came to be seen that what Charles meant by a General Council was very

different from that desired by the Protestants, the enthusiasm for it soon

cooled down in Germany ; and the idea of a National Counml for the

settlement of the affairs of religion took its place. At times, whmi it

was a useful weapon to be used against the Pope, Charles also gave the

idea of a National Council his support ; but he sincerely desired the con-

vocation of an Ecumenical Coun^ and he fell back on the altenutUve

only when the conduct of the Papacy forced his hands. General Coimcils

had ominous memories for the Papacy since the days of Pisa, Constance;

and Basel ; . and Clement no doubt felt that the govenunmit of the

Church during his pontificate would not stand the ordeal ^ a pnbiUc

examination. General Councils were apt to get out of hand, and no one
could foresee whither they might ultimately lead, dement sacoeeded-in

putting off the evif day at the price of Ij^tting events in Germany take

their own course.

With dement's successor, AlessAidro. Faroese, who took the titib of

Paul in (1634), a new era b^gan ; and at last tbe 'party of Oathehe
reformms found their opportunity. One of the first acts of tbe newPi^
was to confer a Cardinal's hat upon Gasparo Conterini; and soon^fi^
Caraffii, Sadoleto, and Fofe also received ^e sacred purple. Thakadfim
among the Cetholic rdbrmers wei^ summoned to Rome. On 80, .

1536, a Bull was read in the Comistory for the tefonuf atmagiy of the
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pi^ oSctn, but H ms not publidied; moA in fte summer of tbe saim
ymc Appointed A oommisskm of nine to Teport on tbe tefomm tbat

were needftiL The nine members of tbe commission were ContArtni»

Osceffii, Sadoletoy Giberli, Pole, Aleander, Federigo Fregoeo, Grq^o
Costeoe^ end the Master of the Sacred Palace, Tommaso Badia. Their

repofti presented in 16S7 is tbe well-known Consilmm delectorum cardie

nalmm it oliortm praelatarum de emendanda eccUAa^ The great principle ^

to which they retum again and again is that laws ought not to be dis^

paused with saTe for grave cause, and that even then no money should

be taken for dkpensatiem. To the system of money payments they trace

the chief evik of the Roman Court. Everything could be obtained for

money^owever hurtful it might be to the general welfare of the Church.

Tbe rqmrt does not confine itself to the evils at the fountain-head. The
whole Church was infected with corruption. Unfit persons were habitually

ovdained mid admitted to benefices. Pensions and charges were imposed

upon the revenues of benefices which made it impossible for the holder to

Im an hemest life. Expectatives and reseiwations had a demoralising

effect. Residence was generally neglected by the Bishops and clergy;

and exemptions from the autbmty of the Ordinary enabled leaders of

scandalous lives to persist in their wickedness. The regular clergy were

no better than the seculars. Scandals were frequent in the religious

Houses ; and the privileges of the Orders enabled imfit persons to bear

coirfessioas. The Cardinals were as bad as the Bishops witlf regard to

residence, and accumulated offices in their persons. Indulgence were

excessive in number, and superstitious practices were too often encouraged.

MuxAi evil had followed from the granting of marriage dispensations

;

and abscdutioiis for the sin of simony could be obtained for a mere song.

In Rome itself the services were slovenly conducted and the whole priest-

hood was sordid. Loose women were openly received even in the houses

Cardhudb. Unbelief grew apace, and unnecessary disputations on

trivia} points disturbed the faftb of the vulgar. It was the duty of tbe

Mother and Mistress of all Churches to lead the way in the amending of

these evils;
*

SimultanAusly with the appointment of this remarkable commission

for reform Paul HI published a Bull (May 1536), summoning a

General ^ Council to meet at Mantua in May, 1537 ; and a Bull of

Heforiiia1Si<^ was published in September, 1536. But the renewal of war

prevenfed Council from assembling* and its meeting was deferred.

Bfieanwh3e IHtib was done to can^out the proposals of* the reform

oDmniiaman. It w£r sledded on the suggestion of the Cardinal of

Chptia, Nidiolat Schomberg, not to puUidi the repenrt, as it revealed

so many grave scandals in coimexion with the; Holy S^. The doco-

ment was however privatdy printed in Rome, and by some means

copy tmhef Geramiy. It was ^published there with scoffing

c^KMOiieilts. This inddeni shows tbat there was littk chance of any

4^ XlrtU. 41—2
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papal attempts at refonn being regarded in Germany as seriondiy

intended. A beginning was ind^ made at Rome. The offices of tlm

Datary, the Chwcery, and the Penitentiaiy were overhauled; and

a report signed by Contarini, Caraffa, Aleander, and Badia~tiie

C<msilium quattuor deUctorwm a PavJjo III super RtfornwMone sefnctae

Ronianae Ecclesiae'*^—^was in the autumn of 1537 presented to the Pope.

But in reality little seems to have been done. The General Coundl

never met at Mantua. The Duke did not desire its presence in his

territory ; and the war between Charles and Francis made it practically

impossible. The Council was then summoned to meet at Vicenza on

May '‘I, 1538, but it again had to be postponed. It soon became dear

that the Pope's zeal for reform was rapidly waning. Contarini did

his bei^t to stir him up to action. In his Epistola de paUstaU

Pontificis in urn clavium^ and in his potestaU Pontificis in

compositionibus he emphasised the propositions that tj^e Papacy

was a sacred charge, and that its powers were to be us^ for the

good of the Church and not to its destruction. In all Contorinrs

writings the conception of the Papacy as a monarchy and not a

tyranny appears. It is a monarchy over freemen, and its powers are

to be used according to the light of reason. Though the Catholic

reformers held strongly to the divine mission of the Papacy in the

Church, they distinguished carefully between the legitimate and the

illegitimate exercise of its authority. Freely the Papacy had received,

freely it should give. The whole official system of the Curia with its

fees and extortions had become a scandal. An iniquitous traffic in

sacred things had grown up. Contarini appealed to the Pope to root

out effectively this canker, which was destroying the spiritual life of the

Church. In November, 1538, Contarini travelled with Paul III to Ostia,

and they discussed his writings. Our good old man,^ as Contarini

calls him in a letter to Pole, made him sit by his side, and talked with

him about the reform of the compositiones. The Pope informed him

that he had read his treatise, and spoke to him with such Christian

feeling that his hopes were thus awakened anew at the moment when

he was about to give way to despair. *

Sarpi doubts the sincerity of Paul III with regard to reform. He
believes that the Pope took up various projects of reform merely as an

excuse to prove that a Council was unn^essary. But Sarprs prejudice

always blinds him to any go^d action on the part of a Po^ ; and there

is little doubt that Paul was in eateest in wishing to remove the graver

abuses of the papal Court But he was an old man when he asc^ad
the papal throne, and his energy did not increase with years; more-

over, he was not a zealot, possessed 'with one overmastering idea^ The
interests of his family, his own personal comfort, and the dignity of the

Holy See, were to him things that were not to be lightly risked hi the

carrying out of any scheme of reform.
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Nothing c8Ae fanmediately of his talk with Contarini in the autumn
of 1588 ; but in the spring of 1540 a firesh, and, as it appearedf a
more energetic banning of reform was made in Rome. In April

GKberti was summoned from his diocese to give the Sacred College the

benefit of his mcperience ; and commissions were appointed for carr
3
dng

out reforms in the Apostolic Chamber, the Rota, the Chancery, and the

Penitentiary. The hopes with which the pontificate had begun were

fully revived. Giovanni Morone, the papal Nuncio in Germany, had again

and again in his letters pressed upon the Pope the necessity of a Council

and of eneigetic measures of reform, if the Church was to be saved in

Germany. Morone's instructions ordered him to be as conciliatoiy as

possil^e ; and it seemed that moderate men on both sides might arrange

an understanding. The proposal of Faber, the Bishop of Vifona, to

condemn as heretical a series of propositions selected from Lutheran

writeiv, was disapproved of by the Pope. The failure so far of the

attempts to assemble a General Council made Charles fall back on a

series of national conferences, in which endeavours were made to find

some common terms of agi'cement that might serve as a basis for the

action of the Ecumenical Council when it should meet.

It was in pursuance of this policy that the famous Religious Colloquy

took place at Ratisbon in April, 1541, after preliminary meetings at

Hagenau (June, 1640) and at Worms (November, 1640). The detailed

story of the negotiations belongs to the history of Germafly; but the

discussions which took place ore of interest to us os showing the extent

of the reconstruction of the Church system to which the mosf liberal

of the Catholic reformers were prepared to consent. Agreement was

arrived at on the fundamental articles of Original Sin, Free Will,

and Justification. With regard to the last, u neutral formula was
* arrived at midway between the Lutheran doctrine and that formulated

later at Trent. Justification was two-fold, and depended both on

“inhermit’’ and on imput^f” righteousness. It was attained by faith

;

but that faith must be living and active. The marriage of priests might

be permitted but not encouraged, as also communion in Hboth kinds.

On the genSral doctrine of the Sacraments, and especially on the doctrine

of the Budiarist, agreement was found more difficult; and when the

papal prerogatives came on for discussion a clear divergence of opinion

showed itself. It was clear .that, after concessions on both sides, a

ecmsidereblg gulf still remained betwe&nt them. Moreover, even if the

peacemakers could come to termsf^here were still Luther^and the Pope

to reckon with. iLuther was suspicious, even unduly suspicious, of all

papal advances ; and he refused to believe in the sincerity of proposals

in which his old adversary £ck had a share.
^ The Pope, on the other

ban^ unhesitatmgly rejected any ambiguous definition of the papal

(Hrerogaiive qpd of the doctrine of th# Sacraments ; and the agreement

on Justification was viewed with suspicion in Rome, and only tolerated

OR* xvnt.
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after much explanation. It was cl^ir that no final settlement could be

carried at the conference, which was accordingly brought to an end hy
the Emperor at the beginning of June, 1541,

Something at any rate had been gained, and the beginnings of a
peaceful solution had been made. That complete success diould have

been attained at Katisbon was probably impossible from the first. The
exigencies of the political situation at the time made it the intorest

of the enemies of Charles to prevent a settlement of the religious

difficulties, which it was feared would strengthen his hands. Moreover

it was dear that the Catholic reformers were no longer as united as

they hod been; and their influence over the Pope was evidently lessening.

CarafPa was drifting apart from his colleagues, and was rapidly bensming

the leader of a party whose spirit was very different from that of the

gracious idealists with whom he had been associated. The future of

Catholicism lay in the balance ; and the next few years would^determine

for centuries the attitude of the Roman Church towards the modem world,

its politics, and its thought. It may be that when the Colloquy of

Ratisbon took place it was already too late to save the unity of the

Church in Germany. But to contemporaries even that did not seem

quite hopeless. It was difficult for men living in the midst of the drama

to realise how far the world had moved from its old orbit and how few

of the old landmarks remained. To declare dogmatically^ however,

that the attempt at compromise made at Ratisbon was doom^ to failure

from t^ie first is to assume that Protestantism and Catholicism had
already taken up the definite positions which they reached at the end

of the century. In the case of Catholicism, however, it was only after

a struggle, the issue of which was long doubtful, that its attitude was

definitely deiennined.

Tlie revival of religious life combined with a strict adherence to the

old scholastic dogma—the feeling, as Carnesccchi put it, that men hod
the Catholic religion, and only desired that it should be better preached

—

revealed itself first in an awakening of the old religioiu Orders and the

formation of others to meet new needs. The numerous exemptions from

episcopal jurisdiction possessed by the old Orders had given ris#to many
grave abuses, and contributed to the slackening of their spiritual life.

Spain, the home of Ireligious orthodoxy united with religious zeal, led

the way in lyfonn. The achibveniCTt of national unity at< the end of

the fifteenth century brought with ilTa revival of thf Spanidl Cbmtlu
The State used the Church for its own purposes, and the royal authoril^

became all powerful. The Spanish hierarchy, though always fermitly

Catholic, was never ultiYimontane. Papal interference was carcfhlly

limited ; and, with the aid of the revived Inquisition, Ximenes lefomed
the Spanish Church. The rcligidCis Orders were brought under control;

and the morals of the Spanish dergy soon compared fiivourablywftli those
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fbrai took placet of whidi the great Dommican Mdchior Cano became

lator the cUef exponent. Stress was laid upon the divine right of the

qpiacopate. Bishops were not merely curato of the Pope. The nobler

Hides of medieval Christianity were again displayed to the world by tike

Spanish Church. The darker side, the horrors of the Inquisition^ the

inteUectual intolerance and narrow outlook on life, the deficient sense ct

human freedom and the rights of conscience, were there also ; but in a
narrower sphere the seeds were being sown of one of the greatest

religious revivals the world has seen. The line which events took in

Spain could not frdl in time to react upon the Catholic reform movement
in Italy; and that reaction became more and more powerful. The
ins^Hration of the movement in Italy was at first indigenous; but in

time the gloomy fanaticism of Spain overshadowed it and crushed out

its more^humane elements.
^

But in its beginnings the movement was a spontaneous expression of

the single desire to make the Catholic religion once more a reality. With
many it took the form of a restoration of the primitive austerity of the

older Orders. Gregorio Cortese recalled to its ideal the Italian Benedictine

Congregation, reorganised in 1504, and impressed upon it its duty of

supporting the Church by its learning. The Camaldolese, an off^oot

of the Benedictines founded by St Romuald in the eleventh century, were

reformed by Paolo Giustiniani, a member of a noble Venietian family.

A number of these monks under his direction led an ascetic life at Massaccio,

between Ancona and Camerino. After his death in 1528 Monte Corone,

becaume the centre of the new Congregation; and the Order spread rapidly

throughout Southern Europe. The old monastic Orders, however, only

set an example which, powerful /or good thoo.gh it was, went but a
little way in restoring Catholicism among the eople. It was reserved

for the Franciscans and for new religious societies to bring about a

revival of popular religion^ In 1526 Mattco dc' Bassi was authorised

by Clement VII to found *a reformed branch of Franciscans, pledged to

revive the simple rule of their founder.* They came to^be ki^own as

'Capuehins from their garb. Simple and superstitious, they appealed to

the pmulace; and they became the spiritual guides and counsellors of

the p^^pla Religion was vulgarised in their hands, and their influence

was not altogether for good. Some of them embraced Protestant ideas

;

and for a time the Order*was viewed with some suspicion. But to

the C^dhhins more than perh^s to tiny other organi^tion does the

Boinailt^ChurdivOwe the pre^rvation of the mass of the Italian people

in her foldL

The older Orders of monks and friars were, however, unequal by them-

selves to achieving the regeneration of CathoKcism. The secular clergy in

mtny parts had fallen inio a lower state of d^adation than the regulars;

alod it waa^me of the chief concemf of the Oratoiy of Divine Love to

m, xvm.
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bring the parish priests to a sense of their high calling. Tvro of the

members the Oratoiy» Gaetano da Thiene and Giovanni Pietro

Caroifa, took the first active steps to effect this reformation. Gaetano

da Thiene, of an ancient family of Vicenza, was one of the promtari

participmti at the papal Court under Julius II. The life, however,becmne
distasteful to him, and he accordingly resigned his post and took orders.

He was one of the earliest members of the Oratory. After a diort

tiixjie he left Rome and worked in Vicenza and Venice^ preaching to

the people and doing good works. His experience there taught him
that the weakness of the Church was largely due to the inefficiency and

corruption of the parochial clergy. Accordingly, in 1533, he returned to

Rome with the idea of founding a society to remedy this evil. There he

again met Caraffa, who at once fell in with his views; and the two wt&ked
together to achieve this end. The Canons Regular of St Augustine may
have suggested to Gaetano da Thiene the Order which they obtained the

permission of Clement VII \o found in 1634.

The new society was to consist of ordinary secular clergy bound

together by the three monastic vows. Tliey were to be, in short, secular

priests wi^ the vows of monks. The reformation of the clergy and a

life of contemplation were to be the objects of the society.

The new society is important, not so much on account of its own
work among the secular clergy as for the example it set. It always

remained sma]l in numbers, and its membership came to be confined to

the nobility. Though the original conception was due to Gaetano da

Thiene, yrt it was from Caraffa that the society took its pame. It

became known as the Order of Theatines after his see of Chieti (Theate).

It was no doubt largely due to his administrative ability and power of

organisation that the society was a spccess. It found many imitators.

A similar society of regular clerks was founded at Somasca in the

Milanese, 1538, by Girolamo Miani, son of a Venetian senator; and

at Milan the Order of Bamabites was established about 1530 by three

noble ecclesiastics, Zaccaria, FeiTari, and Morigia. The Bamabites

were cagjremely successful in their labours; and their society carried

into practice far and wide the scheme which Gaetano da Thiene

had been the first to conceive for the improvement of the^^ular
dergy

Quietly and unostentatiously, with little active assistance from the

papal Court, the regeneration of Catholicism in Italy was thus ^begun,

Camfia was the^vguiding genius iii the MSPjk, so far as a movement which

was so wide can be connected with a single man; ai}d*^it was

with importance for the future that he was growing more ami more
estranged from the liberal Catholic leformers, wi^ whom he had
at one time worked in tlie ‘Oratory of Divine Love. The path which

Contarini and his friends were indi^tfng, greater freedotn in disdplii^

reduction of papal prerogative, ana a considerable restateiSent the
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traditional dogiiia» meant a break mth the past wliich« when its fuU

import dawned upon them^ shocked Carafia and those who dung tn

mi^^eval C3iristianity« The Ratisbon proposals of 1641 opened their

eyes, and the parting of the wajrs came. The group of Catholic reformers

split in.twO ', and the division paralysed for a time the work which had
b^n begun with the Consilium de emendcmda ecclesia. Until it was clear

that a reform of morals would not entail any surrender of medieval

theology and of the medieval system of Church government, Caraffa and

his friends made impossible any general scheme of reform. The new
Orders, the Theatines, the Bamabites, and the Capuchins, were restoring

Catholicism rapidly on the old lines. Their work went steadily on, and
meanwhile it was enough to wait. They were doing the work as Caraffa^

and ^t as Contarini, wanted it to be done. The progress made,4iowever,

was not as rapid as might have been wished, until two agencies appeared

upon thc^ scene which became the most potent of the forces that re-

generated Catholicism, and breathed into it a militant spirit, making
all cdndliation impossible. The Inquisition—the Holy Office for the

Universal Church—and the Society of Jesus were the new organisations

which achieved the work.

The Inquisition which was set up in Rome in 1642 by the Bull

Licet tnitio was not new, but the adaptation of an old organisation

to the changed conditions of the times. The tendency ^to persecute

appeared in the Church in veiy^ early days, hut its lawfulness was always

ch^lenged ; and it was not until the eleventh and twelfth centi&ies that

any deliberate attempt was made to persecute systematically. A wave

of heresy then passed over western Europe. Dualism and Manichaeism,

always prevalent in the East, obtained a firm footing in the West; and
the south of France became their stronghold. The Church became

alarmed at the spread of ideas which not only were subversive of

Christian faith hut threat^ted the foimdations of society and morals.

The crusading spirit was diverted from the infidel to the heretic. The
Albigensian crusade achieved its purpose. But something more was

need^ thaft an \)ccasional holy war upon heresy. The work was taken

in hand^at first by the new episcopal Courts, which were beginning

to administer the recently codified Canon Law in every diocese. But
their action was spasmodic ; ^d in the thirteenth century their efforts

were ra9fo|ced by a papal Inquisition* entrusted to the Dominican and

Frandscan Orders. It was Mtguiftted by the papal Legates and its

authori^ was etffosced by prorincial Councils. The Papacy however

never had complete control of it; and side by side with it the old

episcopal Inquisition went on. The episcopal viewed the papal Inqui-

dtion with jealosy, and in the fourteenth centuiy succeeded to some

azt&t in lii^tiiig its powers. In*t||e fifteenth centuiy its work was
and its activily ceased. It had stamped out heresy in Central

cn.
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Europe at an awfiil expenditure of human life and at tiie ooat of a
oomplete perversion of the spirit of Christianity.

At the moment however when it was about to disappear Spam
asked for its introduction into that country. The problem oi the Moors
and the Jews prompted the request; and on November 1, 1477, Sixtus IV
authorised Ferdinand and Isabella to set up the Inquisition in their

States. The Papacy consented with reluctance ; and both Sixtus IV and
Innocent VIII reserved a right of appeal to the Hdiy See. But thity

were both obliged to give way; and by a brief of August 28, 1497,
Alexander VI finally abandoned the claim.

Hie Spanish Inquisition thus, though founded by Borne, did not
remain under its direct control. The Spanish monarchy was responsible

for it axd used it as an instrument of State, though at times the {errific

engine which it had seated got beyond its control. Hie thoroughness
with which Torquemada^did his work achieved its object; when
Ximenes became Chief Inquisitor in 1507 the fierceness of persecution

to some extent relaxed. It was this third or Spanish form of the Inqui-

sition the success of which suggested to Caraffa the setting up of a|i

Inquisition in Rome to supervise the whole Church. The idea wm
warmly supported by Ignatius Loyola ; and accordingly Paul III, by a
Bull of July 21, 1542, set up the Holy Office of the Universal Church.
Six Cardinals were appointed commissioners, and were given powers as

Inquisitors rii matters of faith on both sides of the Alps. The Papacy
thus provided itself with a centralised machinery, which enabled it to
supervi.^ the measures taken for checking the spread of the new opinions^

Pius IV and Pius V extended the powers of the Inquisition, and its

organisation reach^ its most .developed form under Sixtus V, who
by the Bull Immensa remodelled it along with the other Roman
congregations. The number of Cardinals composing it was increased to

twelve
; and there were in addition a Commissary, an Assessor, and a

body of Consulturs, who were chosen from "among canonists and theo-

logians. Besides these officials, there were numerous Qualificators who
gave their opinion on questions submitted to them. There were also

an advocate charged with the defence of accused pessons/^and other
subordinates. The Roman Inquisition not only proceeded against any
persons directly delated to it, but also heard app^Js from the sentences

of Courts of the Inquisition in other localities. Inquisitors were in

addition sent by it to any place where they appeared to be needed.
Though the sphere of active wqjk of the Roman Inqiiisiiion was

confined to Italy, it achieved the purpose, not onIy«of stamping out
Protestantism in the peninsula, but of bringing back the old intolerant

spirit into the government of the Church. Conciliation and oonfesaions

of failure could not go harid in liand with the Inquisition. The fiolure df
Contarini at Ratisbon in 1541, followed by the establishment of the
sition in 154^ marks the active fteginning of the Ckionter^Beformatioii
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in ib naitGirar sense. A restoration of Cathididsm mjimm and

inesUtible force was beginningy which was driving the party of oon-

ciliatian fiom the field and rendering all their radeavoun oseless.

The proposals of the peacemakers were belied by the actions of the

Inquisitiom

The Society of Jesus was the second of the two great organisations

which rose up to save the tottering Church. What the papal Inquisition

did for Italy the Society of Jesus did for the Catholic Church throughout

the world. Where force could not be used, persuasion and the subtler

fmmis of influence were possible ; and in the Society of Jesus the most

po^iful missionary organisation the world has ever seen was placed at

thq^disposal of the Papacy. Witli rapidity little short of marvellous ihc

Society spread not only throughout Europe but to China and the Indies,

and beWune one of the chief powers in the counsels of the Church.

Jesuit Fathers moulded to a considerable extent the dogmatic decrees at

Trent. The emergence of the Papacy from the ordeal of the Council,

Iftwith its prerogative increased rather than diminished, was largely due

to their efforts*

Don Inigo Lopez de Recalde, their founder, was bom in 1491 at the

castle of Loyola in Guipuzcoa. He served as a page at the Court of

Ferdinand of Aragon, and his youth and early manhood were devo<e<l

to the profession of arms, A severe wound which he received at tlie

siege of Pampeluna in 1521 lamed him for life. During a^long and

painful period of convalescence there fell into his hands several books

dealing with the life of Christ and the heroic deeds of the Saints, So

deep an impression was made upon his mind that he determined to devote

himself entirely to the sendee of God and trai« ^fer his allegiance from

an earthly to a heavenly army. Restored to health early in 1522, he set

out as a knight errant of .Christ and the Virgin. We hear of him first

at Montserrat at a shrine of the Vii^n famous throughout Spain. But

his stay here was short, and we next find* him at Manresa not far from

Montserrat. At Manresa, according to the traditional ftoiy, Ignatius

had his edebrated vision lasting for eight days, in which the plan of

his society was revealed to him and the method which he worked out in

his Spiritued Exercises. There is reason to believe, however, that the

evolution of his great idea was a very gi’adual process, and that he owed

more to«^therB than his disciples have been usually willing to admit.

At any rate we ]cnow for ceitsilTthat he left Manresa early in 1523 as a

pilgrim for the Holy Land. He hod already, conceived the idea of

founding a great society for the service of the Church. But its exact

nature was not yet at all clear in his mind.* Ignatius had little know-

I
le^ge of the great world and its needs. To a Spaniard war with ^tbe

^infidel was an obvious idea; and if iiinot surprising th|t the reoonqOast

M Jerhaalem should occur to him at the first afi the most laudable object

an. xvui.
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for his society* His stay at Jerusalem was not, however, very successful,

A reckless enthusiast might cause trouble amidst a Mohammadan p<qpu«

lation ; and Ignatius was refused permission to remain in Jerusalem and
returned to Venice in 1524,

But the long journey had left its mark on his mind. He perceived

his ignorance of the world and his lack of education, and he d^rmined
to do his best to remedy these defects. From 1524 to 1628 he studied at

the Universities of Ban'elona, Alcala, and Salamanca ; and in 1628 he

proceeded to the University of Paris. It has been suggested that fear

of the Inquisition prompted him to this step ; for twice, once at Alcalk

and on^ at Salamanca, he had fallen under its suspicion and narrowly

escaped condemnation. At Paris Ignatius proceed^ more cauticpely;

and the s^ven years of his stay there mark the crisis of his life when
visionary and enthusiast developed into an organiser and leader of

men. Patiently and quietly, accepting no rebuff, he gathered rdUnd him
one by one a little band whom he had infected with his enthusiasm.

Pierre Lef^vre, a Savoyard, was his first disciple. Through him he

obtained an influence over Francis Xavier, the fiitiu*e Apostle of th^^

Indies, though he was no easy conquest. Diego (Jacobus) Laynez and

Alfonso Salmeron, both Spaniards, were ^e next converts ; and

Nicholas Bobadilla and Simon Rodriguez soon followed. On August 16,

1534, the seven of them heard mass and received the communion in the

church at MJntmartre and made a vow of poverty and chastity. They
also solemnly bound themselves to go to Jerusalem for the gloiy of God
when they had finished their courses at the University ; but, if it was

found impossible to do so within a year, they agreed to throw themselves

at the feet of the Holy Father and place themselves absolutely at his

disposal.

Accordingly in 1537 they left Paris and went to Venice with the

object of reaching the Holy Land, On the eve of their leaving Paris

L^vre had gain^ three fresh recruits, Claude le Jay, Jean Codure, and

Pasquier-Brouet ; when Ignatius, who had meanwhile visited Spain,

i*ejoined his l*ompanions, the little band had thus increas^ to ten.

They, however, found it impossible to proceed to Jerusalem in conse^

quence of the war with the Turks, and therefore, in accordance with

their vow, determined to offer their services to the Pope. It was at

Venice that Caraffa and Ignatius met, and it is probable that it was

Caraffa's influence which broughtf home to Ignatius that thereiwae mors

important work for him and his dlsciptb ‘nearer home. The infidel was

at the time less of a dapiger to the Church than the heretic ; and, just as

in the middle ages the transition from a crusade against the one to a

crusade against ^e other wss easy, so now it was not difficult to persuade

Ignatius that his true mission was the extirpation of Protestantism

the'expulsion of jhalf*heart4d brethieif.
^

Cai'afta woum have wished Igpmtius and his disciplea w Unite
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ihemselTes to his favourite of Tbeatines^ but to this Itonatiitt

would in no wa^ consent He felt his own peculiar mission viviwyy and

what were to be the characteristic features of hb Institute were rapidly

taking shape in his nS^nd. Though displeased by the refusal of Ignatius

to conform to hk wishes^ CarafTa none the less gave him every encourage-

ment Carafia's later dislike of the Society when he was Pope was due
to deeper causes thsji Ignatius'* refusal to throw in his lot with him.

The diplomatic Skill which had marked Ignatius ever since he left Spain

in 1688 displayed itself in the caution with which he approached the

Holy See. Accompanied by Lefevre and Layuez, he determined to visit

Bome^ leaving his other companions to carry on in northern Italy the

work of preaching and teaching and the gathering of firesh disciples,

wh^ they had begun in Venice. He felt it was necessary to^^urvey the

ground at Rome before attempting to settle there. On his journey

Ignatius had a vision in a little church not far from Rome, which shows

that the worldly wisdom which he had acquired had not dimmed his

sense of a divine mission. God appeared to him in thk wayside

^ sanctuaiy, and he heard a voice saying, Ego vobis Romae projntiua ero^

It was October, 1539, when the three enthusiasts reached Rome.
Reform was in the air ; and, though, as we have seen, little was done to

cany out the suggestions of the Cormlium de eniendanda ecclesiaf yet

Paul III was ready to give every encouragement to any scheme for the

improvement of the Church which did not call for any great self-denial

on the part of the Papacy itself. Ignatius and his companions were

accordingly favourably received and authorised to preach reform of

manners in Rome. The door thus being opened, Ignatius felt that the

time had come to summon his other disciples to join him. At Easter,

1538, the little band were again united ; and the work which they had

begun in northerh Italy was extended to Koiiie. Contarini, os well

as Caraffa, welcomed new ^ies and became their protector. It only

remained for Ignatius and«his friends to draw up a definite Rule and to

obtain confirmation from the Pope.

A supplication was accordingly drawn up indicating ^e objects and

constitution df their proposed Society. Their petition was referred to a

committee of three Cardinals, with Guidiedoni at its head, who at fii'st

reported unfisivourably on the scheme. The needs of the day I'equired

the reform or suppression of existing religious Orders rather than the

creatioiLof new. Ignatius was hoiv^-er not discouraged. He worked

on ; and at length on Sept^gj^gr 87, l540, the opposition was overcome,

and by the Btdk Regimini mUitarUis ecclemae the Society of Jesus was

founded. The Bull contained a recitation of the petition of Ignatius
^

and his companions ; and it is the only certain authority in our posses-

sion from wUch we can learn the nature df his plan in its early form,

faefirstjhing which strikes the; r^er is that, while the objects of the

are clearly indicated, its constitution is only vaguely outlined.
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Iti siembere aie to bear anna in the searriim of Chrial and of the Boman
Pontiff^ His Vicar, to whom they are to taJke a special vcyw of obedineek

They are to be the militia of the Holy See, devotiiig themseliw to its

service whenever it may direct. As preachers and dhrectors oi consdences

they are to work for the propagation of the faith, and above iJl by
means of the education of the young. They are to take the vows of

poverty and chastity, and obedience to the General whom they set over

themselves, in all things which concern the observance o? their Buie.

The power granted to the General is unprecedented in its eadbent.

The right of command belongs to him entirely. He is to decide for

each hi« vocation and define bis work. This is the only mdication in

the Bull of the elaborate hierarchy of degrees whidi appears in the latar

constitution of the Society. At the same time this apparently absmute

power granted to the General is limited by the fact that in certain cases

he is to take the advice of his council, which is to consist, in in^portant

matters, of the greater part of the Society, while in affiurs of less

moment those members who happen to be in his immediate neighbour-

hood alone need be consulted. Here, and in the insistence on a period

of probation before admission to the Society, there is an apparent

approximation to the constitutions of the older religious Ord^, in

which, however much stress might be laid on the duty of obedience to

authority, tliat authority was always bound to act in a canonical and
constitutional <way. If ilicn the scheme laid before Paul III contained

the germ from which the matured constitution of the Society was to

grow, yet < there were also present in it elements which disguised the

extent to which the Society was a new departure. The Iwguage of

Ignatius' petition is not inconsistent in its main features with the future

constitution of the Society, but it did not necessarily imply it,

unique nature of the new organisation was not fiiliy realised by the

officials of the Roman Court The limitation of the number of membeia
to sixty, which was inserted in the Bull, may' however show that they

did not intend it to grow to unmanageable size until its tendencies

revealed themselves more clearly.

On April 4, 1541, six out of the original ten members of thii^Sockty,

who were then in Rome—^Ignatius, Laynez, Salmon, Le Jay, Paaqoier-

Brouet, and Codure—^met to elect their General. The four who wm
absent with the exception of BobadiUa had their votes in writing.

Ignatius was unanimously elected,. He, however, refused the ^(muoiir;

he was again elected on April 7. Ad lflgfcm April 17 he gave way

;

and on April he received the vows of his companions at ^ Avb^
of San Paolo j^iiori le mura. Thus began the generalate of Ignatius^

which lasted until his death on July 81, 1556. The fame of the new
Order soon spread throughout the Catholic world, and many Mk
members were achnitted to its ranks. A second BuU (hyunefym
was obtained from Paul lU^ dated 14> 1548, which
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€^ii8e of the ihnkier BuU limitiiig the number of members to^sixfy«

Meensrhile Igpastiiis ccmtinued to work at the Con^tutkms; imd
the wperieoce whi^ be gained during the first years of the Sodety^i
eodsteeoe no doubt unoonscioualy modified his scheme for its govenunent.
The great increase in the number of members—an increase which he
himsdf did not altogether welcome—with the consequent mixture of
heterc^neous elements in the Society, made it advisable to strengthen

the authority of the General and to weaken still further those checks
on his pow^ which appear in the petition of 1540. In no other way
could the unity of action of the Society be presel^d. Judging from
the part played after the death of Ignatius by Laynez, it is ext!:emely

probable that this development was largely due to his influence.

Hbwever this may be, the change undoubtedly took place
;
^d by a

Bull of Flaul III of October 18, 1549 (Licet debitum pctstoraiis officii)^

aiul by aJBuU of Julius III of July 21, 1550 (Exposdi pastoraiie officii)^

the power of the General's Council was still further limited and other
changes were made in the original plan. It is clear from the language
of both these Bulls that, though further drafts of the Constitutions had
been laid before the Papal authorities, Ignatius had not yet reduced
them to their final form. From the Bull of Julius III it is evident that
the system of a series of degrees in the Society was already shaping
itself^ but that the government of the Society hod not yet b^me the
system of absolutism it afterwards became.

Julius ni (1650-5) was kindly disposed towards Ignatius; and
during his pontificate the Collegium Romanum and the Collegium
Crernutnicum were* set up in Rome, to both of which he granted an
annual subsidy. His successor Marcellos II, the Cardinal of Santa
Crooe^ had b^n one of the liCgates at Trent. It was due to his

influence that Laynez and Salmeron were present at the Council as the

theologians of the Pope. With Marcellus the Counter-Reformation
as^^nded the papal throne^,and the Jesuits appeared about to become
the predominant influence in the Roman Court. But he died three

weeks after his election, and was succeeded by Carafia, who took the title

of ]|^ul W- The new Pope immediately displayed hostility to the

Ord^. A domiciliary visit was paid to the Gesu and a search made
for arms. Paul's hostility to Spain made him suspect a body which
had such close relations with tiiat country. He, however, employed
Laynez in connexion with hif scheme^ for reform ; and it was only after

the deAhW Ignatius that he^mterfer^ in the internal affairs of the

Sodefy. • ^

Laynez was elected Vicar-Gkneral on August S, 1556, to administer

the of the Society until the Congregation could assemble to elect

a new General, and to approve the Constitutions whidi Ignatius had left

Fcf various reasons the meeting of the General Congregation seems to

have l|een flalay^; and Laynez sp^t the time in preparing a final

CH. xvm.
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edition of the Institute for submission for its approval. ZMssensions

meanwhile broke out ; Laynez was accused of puiposd^y deferring the

meeting of the General Congregation in his own interests. Bobadilla,

Rodriguez, and Pasquier-Brouet were the leaders of the opposition.

Th^ appealed to the Pope against the arbitrary conduct of tlm Viear*

GenenJ, and requested that the government of the Society during the

interregnum might rest with the Council of the Society. The Pc^
then c^ed upon Laynez to bring before him the Constitutions and
rules of the Society. Cardinal Carpi was appointed to enquire into

the mutter. His report recommended the confirmation of Lajmez as

Vicax^General, but advised that in future he should be obliged to

consult the Council. Layne/, however, managed to obtain fix>m the

Pope a
^
second enquiry, which was conducted by Cardinal GttSlieri

the future Pius V. It is not clear what the exact result of this second

enquiry was, but Laynez skilfully managed to divide the oppomtion and

|)aralyse its efforts. At length on June 19, 1558, the Gkneral Congre-

gation met; and July S was appointed for the election of the new
General. Twenty Fathers were present. Cardinal Pachecho superin-

tended the election by order of the Pope, and Laynez was elect^ by
thirteen votes out of twenty. The assembly then proceeded to approve

the Constitutions in the form they were presented to it by Laynez.

Laynez had apparently won a great triumph. He had quelled the

opposition to his authority. He had persuod^ the assembly to accept

the Latin version by Polanco of Ignatius* Institute, by which the abso-

lute power of the Genertd was secur^. But he had reckmied without

the Pope. When Paul IV heard that the General Congregation had
confirmed the Constitutions of the Society without consulting him and
were about to adjourn, he sent Cardinal Pachecho to demand the inser-

ti(m of two alterations in the Rule. In the first plac^ the Jesuits were

to be bound to recite the ofliccs of the Church in choir as other rdigious

Orders were bound to do ; and in the second ‘place, the office of General

was to be for three years only and not for life." Paul IV evidently feared

the power which the Constitutions of the Society would give to an
able man to wield as he thought fit. The Society might become on
m^arvan in hnperio. The ** black Pope” might become a dangerous

power behind the throne. If we read the story in the light of the later

history of the Society, this is not an improbable intmpretafion of the

action of Paul IV. ,

Laynez 8aw,.there was nothin)^ to dq |>ut.submit. The Gmei^ Con-
grogation bowed to the wishes of the H^ Father and'-dispeised. The
two alterations of the Rule were not incorporated in it, but ore printed

as an ajpendix to the edition published at Rome in December, 1668.

Laynez could do nothing but wait for better times. They were not hmg
in coming. On, August 18, 1669, Pqul IV died and was succeeded iy
Pius IV, who did not share his prec&crasor's dislike of the Oidmr, Laynez



The Spiritual Bxereises. m
mmd a favoutable opportQnity of bringing befoive the Society the ^nes-
tton whether a mere ii^ormal order of a Pope wim binding on them ; but
they considered it better to bring the matter directly before Kus IV*

who revoked the order of his predecessor so far as that was necessary.

The Papacy thus gave way in its first struggle with the Society which
was to be so often more a master than a servant.

It has been necessary to describe at considerable length the early
history of the government of the Society, in order to show how gradually
it revealed its true nature to the world, and that absolutism did not
triumph without considerable opposition in the Society itself. The
new institution, however, from its very beginning, was the expres^aon of
the principle of blind obedience to authority. Other Orders had incul-

cated%t as a virtue ; but none had provided so searching a discipline by
which complete ascendancy could be attained over its disciples. More<
over its pmpose was not merely to produce Christian humility and the
spirit of self-denial in the individual. It wa^ to make each member a
ready instrument for the purposes of the Society in its warfare with the
world. A practical object was always the end in view—^the triumph of
the Church over hostile forces, the conquest of the hosts of Satan what-
ever form they might assume. A perpetual warfare was to be waged, and
success could only be obtained by faithful obedience to orders. The
theory of this discipline is developed in the Spirittuil Exercises of
St Ignatius, a work of genius in devotional literature. Though it owes
its form to a considerable extent to the Exercitatorio de la tnda
espiritual of Dom Garcia de Cisneros, the Benedictine Abbot of Mont-
serrat, published in 1500, which Ignatius no doubt found in use at the
convent at Montserrat during his stay there, and to the writings of
mystics such as Gerard Zerbold of Zutphen and Maubumus (Johannes
Momboir), members of the Brotherhood of the Common Life, which he
probably met with during his stay in Paris, yet it is no mere compila-

tion. The spirit which breathes through its pages differs from that
which distinguishes most mystical writings, jn that the absorption of the
soul in God is not to be the end of action but the source o£ inspiration

for further avorki The moral paralysis of pantheism, the danger of all

mystics, is avoided. According to the plan of the work the medita-
tions are divided into four main divisions or weeks. In the first period
the course of the meditations is conducted so as to produce in the
neophyte a kind of hypnotism, a passwe^state in which he will be ready
to receive fhe impressions thejikis desired to make uporf him. In the
second week the ^^es of the Heavenly King and the privileges of His
service are set before the disciple. The armies of Christ and Satan are

oontrested, and the demands that God makes upon men are set forth,

^nbe third and fourth weeks are devoted to meditation upon the sacred

slot/* the life and passion of Chri^, 2ind the enormity of human sin

;

end flnaSiy t^e eternal joys of heaven ore set before the disciple. To
^ a M. a. ti. cBi. XVIII. • 42
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gain them he must give up liberty and the freedom of thinking for

himself. Absolute obedience to tlie bride of Christ, the Church, its

doctrines and its life, is the only way of salvation.

Such was the ideal which Ignatius set before the world in the

Spiritual Exercises \ and its spirit was faithfully reproduced in his Society.

'J^e Spiritual Exercises became the Bible of ^e Order and moulded its

religious life. The novice on admission was trained in its method. He
lost his personality to find it again only in the Society. He himself was

but raw material for the Society to mould as it would. All his faculties

were to be developed, but the initiative was never left to him. The life

of the Society was a life of mutual supervision and subordination. That

there were diversities of gifts was fully recognised, but no man might be

the judge of his own capabilities. The Society, through its GenefH and

those appointed by him, apportioned to each his work. The novices

were distinguished according as they were selected for the priesthood or

for secular duties ; while^those whose vocation was not yet cl^ formed

a separate class called “ indifferents.'*' After a novitiate of two years,

promotion was given to the grade of ‘‘ scholastics,’’ Those who belonged

to this class spent some five years in the study of arts, and then acted

themselves as teachers of junior classes for a similar period. Tlie study

of theology followed for four or five years ; and then admission might be

given to the rank of spiritual coadjutors. Others however were con-

fined to tlie, rank of temporal coadjutors. They were employed in the

service of the Society and minister^ to its needs, and may be compared

to tlie L-y-brethren of other Orders. The great majority of membra of

the Society never passed beyond the rank of spiritual coadjutor. They

took part in all the missionary work of the Society, in preaching and

teaching. The heads of its Colleges and Residences were taken from

this class ; but they had no share in the government of the Society, which

was confined to the Professed of the Four Vows,” who were the Society

in the strictest sense of the word. Besides.ttie three ordinary vows, they

took one of special allegiance to the Pope, Undertaking to go whitherso-

ever he might order. The higher offices of the Society were confined

to them. Their number was always small in compari$pn wj^ the total

membership of the Society; and at the death of Ignatius tliey only

numbered thirty-five. There was also a small class called the “Pro-

fessed of the Three Vows,” which only differed from that of the spiritual

coadjutors in that the vows wer^ taken in a more solemn way. It was

reserved for those who were iftimitt^into the Society for eioeptional

purposes. “ o
,

At the head of this elaborate hierarchy stood the General. His

power was absolute so far as the ordinary affairs of the Society were ecMqi-

cemed; but he could not alter its constitution except with the eonseat

of the G^eral Congregation. ^ An intricate system of diecksu and

counter-checks guard^ against ftny part of the huge miMchine getting
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bejand his contit^ a system to which to some extent he also was subject

Six assistants were appointed to keep a watch upon him, and the possi^

bility of his deposition was provided for. Espionage and delation

permeated the whole Society. Absolute as his authority was, the

Gieneral felt that in the Society there was a great impersonal force

bdiind him, which prevented him from departing from the spirit of the

founder.

Admirably fittld as such an organisation was, with its combination

of adaptability and stability, to carry on the work of the Society with

the least possible friction, yet it was inevitable that the influx of able

m^ into the Society should lead to a variety of ideas. The iniWhded

unity of thought as well as action could only be partially enforced, and

the alHer minds could not be made to think alike. A considerable

Spanish opposition arose in the Society, which criticised what it thought

to be cer^n evil tendencies in the body. ]^ariana wrote a work on

the defects of the Order; and the theory of morals, which Pascal

criticised, did not become prevalent in the Society without a struggle.

But in its first and golden age such division as there was did not weaken

to any appreciable extent i|^ unity of action, and it ofiered an unbroken

front to the enemies of the Church.

The spread of the Society’s organisation and the ubiquity of its

^ members in the first years of its existence were; remarkable. The Latin

countries, Italy, Spain, and Portugal, were soon covered avith a

woric of its institutions ; and Jesuit Fathers became an influence in the

counsels of Princes. North of the Alps progress was less raf)id. In

Southern Grermany and Austria a foothold was obtained; but it was

not until after the final dissolution of the Council of Trent that much
progress was made there. In France considerable opposition had to be

overcome before the Society could obtain an entry at all ; and its after-

wards famous College of Clermont long lived a precarious existence.

Candid critics in the Church* were not wanting. Melchior Cano called

the Jesuits the precursors of Antichrist and St Carlo Borromeo in

his later years viewed with suspicion the power and tendencies of the

Society. Gineat their importance l)ecame, almost immediately after

their foundation, in the counsels of the Church, their missionary influence,

at any rate outside the Latin countries, is commonly antedated. Their

educational lystem, which was a great advance on anything which had

gone be^pr^ was only gradually devek)Q|ed; and by means of it their

greatest services to the ^urchj^^ rendered. During the^ears in which

the Council of Trtnt sat, and in those immediately preceding, it was the

Inquisition which was the most potent weapon in the hands of the Papacy.

The Jesuits rendered yeoman service at the Council itself, and their day

came when it was brought to a successful conclusion.

s ^ a
Such were the forcra at work in the Church when at length

= pmKna, , 43_,
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circumstances allowed the long deferred Council to meet The (^iristUtii

Renaissance, with its ideal of the unity of faith and reason and its

attempt to find a place within the Church for all that was best in the

achievements of the human mind, its philosophy, its science, and its art,

was rapidly being eclipsed by a new spirit, which claimed for Church

authority complete control, and gave little scope to human finedom and

self-realisation. The sacrifice of the intellect rather than its consecration

was demanded. Mankind was to remain in bondage %b the dead hand of

the past. The progress that was being rapidly made in human knowledge

was to be ignored. Catholicism was never to go beyond its medieval

expedients. Conciliation and compromise with the new views was conse-

quently treason, and *‘No surrender” was the cry.

Paul III stood aloof and looked on as the new power grew in s&engtli

and made itself felt in the Church. The last of the Renaissance Popes,

he was liberal in his sympathies, but he never gave his wholetjconfidence

to any party. The reformed and tolerant Catholicism, which seemed

about to prevail in the early years of his reign, found itself only partially

supported, if not almndoned, and others were allowed to frustrate its

efforts. Contarini, on his return to Italy af^r the Colloquy of Ratisbon,

was rewarded with the government of Bologna, but his influence was

gone. Hir death occurred soon after, on August S4<, 1542, and he was

spared the further disillusionment which the Council ^ould have inevit-

ably brought to him. ^e was one of the noblest figures in an age

of great men, and the blessing of the peacemaker was his. Giberti

survived^him little more than a year, dying on December 30, 1648 The
loss of Contarini and Giberti was an irreparable blow to the party of

conciliation. Sadoleto, Pole, and Morone survived; but none of them

had the force of character to fight a losing cause ; and Pole and Morone

ended their days in trying to vindicate their orthodoxy, the one by

playing the part of a persecutor in England, the other by winding up
the Council in the papal interest. For the time, however, Viterbo, of

which Pole was governor, became the centre of the remnants of that

little band ^hich had first found a common bond in the Oratory of

Divine Love. Everything now depended on the comfng Council, and

there was nothing but to await etents.

Though the C^oquy of Ratisbon had failed to achieve any permanent

result, yet the Emperor did not altogether despair of conciliation. The
varying circumstances of the pqlitkcal situation from time to ^me afiected

his attitude toVards the Lutlierans; appears to have h^ a genuine

desire all along for a thorough reformation of abuses in the CSiurcfa ^
General Council, from which the Roman Court itself was not to be

exempt. Paul III, on the other hand, had little desire for a Council,

at which it was clear, sSfter the events at Ratisbon, that the j^apal

prerogative was likely to be severely, ladled It was qppossible for

him, however, to resist. the demands of the Emperor altogether;
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•fter an interview between them at Luecai Paul III at length again

agreed to summon a Council. Accordingly on May S3^164iS) a Bull

was published summoning a General Council to meet at Trent on

November If 164i2. Trent was selected as the place of assembly, with

ihe hope of satisfying the German demand that the Council should meet

on German territory. Though the population of Trent was mainly

ItaliaQf it was within the Empire and under the protection of Charles'

brother Ferdinandl At the same time it was easy of access to the

Italian Bishops, and .was not so far distant as to be beyond the

Pope's control. It was an ecclesiastical principality under its Bishop,

Christofero Madnzzzo, Cardinal of Trent.
**

In^ugust, 1542, Parisio, Morone, and Pole, the Legates appointed

to open the Council, started for Trent ; and the Council was duly opened

on November 1. There were, however, only a few Italian prelates present

;

and, as na more arrived, by a Bull of Ju1y«6, 1543, the Pope again

adjourned the Council. The W2|r between Charles and Francis I again

made the Council impossible ; and at the Diet of Speier in 1544 it was

agreed that all proceedings against the Lutherans should be stayed until

a free and general Council could be held in Germany. Charles also pro-

mised to hold a Diet in which the religious questions should again be

discussed and if possible arranged. The Lutherans were privately assured

that an endeavour should be made to frame a scherae^of comprehension,

and that the Pope should not be allowed to stand in the wa/.

The proceedings at Speier seriously alarmed the Pope
;
^and on

August 5f 1544, he addiesscd a strong letter of remonstrance to the

Emperor. The sin of Eli would be his, he wn)te, if he did not lift up

his voice against the unwarranted interference in the affairs of religion

by the Emperor and the Diet. Toleration was pern -ious, and the attempt

to r^ulate the affairs of the Church in a national assembly largely

composed oflaymen unheard of. He was himself desirous of a reformation,

and had declared this often by {>romising a Council; and it was the Emperor
himself who, through the war, was hindering the one means which

could restore the peace of Christendom. The Pope now saif that it was

necessary for him to take active steps if the control of the situation was

not to pass out of his hands. Unless ^mething was done, Charles might

be driven to follow the example of Henry VIII, and the German Church

Slight fall away from the Holy See. The Council must be held in order

to satisfykCSiarles, but it must be conducted with quite othcf objects than

those ccmtemplated by him. formulation of doctrine should be

its business. The old traditional doctrine of the Church must be

Imd down afresh so as to make all conciliation of the Protestants im-

pdesible. All discussion of the papal prerogatives must be avoided ; and

tbs q^orm practical abuses must take quite a secondary place. Having
aiuimiated the Church's doctrine, the Council might leave to the Holy
Father the carrying <mt of such reforms as were ttecessoiyt The Council

tm. xvnx.
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in fact was to be used as an agent of the O>onter>-Beforniatioii and as

another mea^ to the defeat of Protestantism*

All the resources of a skilful and patient diplomacy were now devoted

to this end. A Bull was published on November SO, 1644, summoning

the Council to meet on March 14, 1545; and Cardinal Alessandro

Farnese was sent to Germany to come, if possible, to an understmiding

with the Emperor. In September, 1644, the Treaty of Crepy had been

signed, and it was no longer so essential to Charles to keep on good

terms with the Lutherans. The Emperor and the Papacy soon began

to draw nearer to one another* Charles refused to confirm the rights of

the Lutherans without regard to the proceedings of the Council, but at

the same time he proceeded with the greatest caution. He did jjot feel

strong Enough as yet to provoke a general contest with German Protest-

antism. The Turkish danger was again imminent, and the Imperial

treasury was empty. It thus came about that, when at length the

Papacy was willing to proceed actively with the Council, the Emperor on

the other hand wished to defer it for a time, as it seemed likely to drive

the Lutherans to desperation. Charles accordingly at the Diet of

Worms in 1545 allowed the religious question to be again discussed,

and proposed another colloquy of the theologians. Until the Diet was

concluded he requested the Pope to defer the opening of the Council.

Paul III vigorously protested against what was nothing short of an insult

to the CouVicil ; and the negotiations proceeded. Charles even went so

far as to propose the transference of the Council to a really German

town, from Trent which was only German in name, and the Pope replied

by threatening to translate it to Rome or Bologna. Charles then saw

that further concession was necessary, as he could not afford to risk the

hostility of the whole of Germany, which this transfer would inevitably

pi*ovoke. In October, 1545, accordingly, after the conclusion of the Diet

of Worms, he requested the Pope to open the Council as quickly as possible

at Trent ; and informed him that the reirgious negotiations at Ihe Diet

wei’e not seriously intended, and that their only purpose was to deceive

the Protestants until his military preparations were ready and he should

be able to crush them.

The negotiations that led up to the opening of the Council thus

ended in a triumph for the Papacy ; and the Protestants had little to

expect from a Council which began under such auspices. Their only hope

lay in a conflict of interests between the Emperor and the Pope^'^and these

Powers now' ap|)eared in close allianc^'*^Ieir agreement was not however

so dose as it appeared, and the Papacy felt that only the first step had

been gained. Charles, even when in alliance with the Pope, never in-

tended the Council to content itself with a solemn publication of (^thdic

dogmas to the world. A reform of the Church in head and mei^bers

was necessary, even if the wishes of®the Ptotestants were to be ignored*

Charles never had any intention of merely playing the papal game* The
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Legates for the Council appointed^

exigencies of the political situation would determine the extent of the
concessions he wo^ make to the Papacy ; and Paul III fdt that it was
no easy task whidi still lay before him.

Paul in deemed it unwise to preside in person at the Council. AA
old man of nearly eighty, the prospect of the journey and a lengthy
sojourn at Trent was ^one sufficient to deter him from the idea ; besides

wWdi it was better for the Papacy to avoid being dii'ectly involved
in the struggle cflT parties which was inevitable at the Council. He
accordingly appointed three Legates to pi^eside over its meetings and to
conduct the business. They were to keep in close communication with
Home, and no important matter was to be decided until he had^been
consu][{;ed. His choice fell upon Giovanni Maria del IMonte, Marcello
Cervini, Cardinal of Santa Croce, and Reginald Pole. Del Monte and
Cervini were entirely devoted to the papal interest. The former was
hasty anch impatient, a worldly Cardinal of tljp unreformed papal Court.

Cervini represented the party of CarafFa arid the new Catholicism, intole-

rant, narrow, and uncompromising, but keenly anxious for the removal
of moral abuses in the Church. Cervini, moreover, w^as a diplomatist of
the 6rst order; and it was due to him that the numerous rocks and
shoals on which the Papacy stood in danger of being wrecked during the
Council were skilfully avoided. He prevented many a scene, which the
haughtiness of del Monte had provoked, from becoming serious ; and nont
knew better how to pour oil on troubled waters. Pole yfm little more
than a cipher from the beginning. Ilis aaidemic mind was helpless

amidst the play of living forces in which he found himself; afld he had
to acquiesce in the policy of his colleagues who had the Papacy behind
them. His nomination as Legate was only inieiuled to give the appear-
ance of conciliation to the papal policy, and he fr’t himself helpless from
the first. He spoke several times in favour of moderation, but soon lost

heart. His ill health provided him with a convenient pretext to with-
draw later from a scene in.^hich he was doomed to be a failure. Great
as was his intellectual ability, he had none* of the qualities of a leader;

and he was unequal to playing the part that Contarini might have played
in the Coi&cil.

On March 13, 1545, the Legates made their solemn entry into Trent,
lliey had the vaguest instructions, and could do nothing but wait, while
the negotiations mentioned above went on between Charles and the Pope.
At lengthjiwhen a favourable juncture ^cnied to have arrived, the Pope
ordered them to open the C^«vfcil on December 13, 15l5, and bade a
number of Italiw ^Bishops make their way to Trent. The attendance
at the opening ceremony was but meagre. Besides the Legatee and
Cardinal Madmzzo, the Bishop of Trent, only four Archbishops, twenty
Bi^fiops, and five Generals of Orders, with a small number of theologians,

were present. Of the Bishops, fiveyrere Spanish and two French; and
Sweden^ England, and Irelcmd were represented by one Bishop eachi

‘ cs. svzu.
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Cardinal Madruzzo was the only prelate who in any sense could be said

to represent the Empire ; and the rest were Italians.

The first three sessions were spent in making the necessary artange**

dients for the business of the Council A division of opinion at once

arose as to the exact title to be used. The proposal of the Legates

Sacrosancta Trideniina synodus in Spifitu sancto legUime congregata

in ea praendentUma tribua apostolicae aedia legatia^ not satisfactory

to a portion of the Council; and it was proposed to add the words
‘‘ univeraalem eccleaiam repreaentamP The intention of the amendmrat
was to express the superiority of the Council even to the Pope, and to

revive ''the memories of Constance and Basel. The Legates expressed

their dislike of it to the Pope on these grounds, though in public they

resisted it merely as being unnecessary ; and they succeeded in obtaining

the rejection of the proposal. A question of more practical importance

followed as to the right voting. At Constance voting had been by
nations ; and Abbots and theologians, as well as Bishops and Generals of

Orders, were allowed to vote. The Bishops were, however, very jealous

of their privileges
; and it was decided to confine the power of voting to

Bishops and heads of religious Oiders. The claim of absent Bishops to

vote by proxy was rejected by the Legates by order of the Pope. Only

Bishops partihna^ might represent their diocesans. This was a great

victory for the curial party. In the absence of voting by nations, it

ensur^ a preponderant influence to the Italian Bishops, who were mostly

blind adherents to the Papacy. Many of them were very poor and were

in fact dependent upon the Legates for their daily bread. The papal

pensions and the hope of being rewarded with lucrative offices kept them
loyal to the Curia, the interests of which were largely their own.

It was from the Spanish Bishops on the other hand that the l^ates

had most to fear. Charles had issued peremptory orders for them to

attend the Council ; and they became the backbone of the opposition to

the pretensions of the Curia. The work df’Ximcnes had l^me good

fruit; and the Spanish Bishops were the most learned and the ablest

among the m'eml^rs of the Council. Their orthodoxy yas unimpeach-

able, they had no sympathy with the wishes of the moderate party for

conciliation in doctrine, but equally with them they were determined to

maintain the supremacy of the Council to the Pope, and to remove the

abuses of the papal C^^urt. So alarmed were the Legates by their arrival

and by the prospects of an increase in their^number, that they iCWte to

the Pope urgently requesting that ten d?%^elve capablf Italian Bishc^
of proved fidelity might be sent to the Council to resfit them.

T&e divergence between the interests of the Curia with its Italian

supporters and the foreign <^Fathers was plainly revealed when the order

of business came to be determined. In his instructions to the Legates

Paul in clearly laid down that rafofm was only a secondary and less

important cauto of the dbnvocation of the Council Its principal work
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to be the definition of do^a. It was for this latter purpose that

Fanl III had consented to summon the Council. By proclaiming anew
the old dogmas reconciliation with the Protestants would be rendered

impossible ; and before any reforms hostile to the papal interests could

be undertaken it would probably be possible to bring the Council to an

entL Hie Emperor and the Spanish Bishops^ together with the few

moderate and independent .men among the Italians, had however no
intention of meclcly submitting to the indefinite postponement of the

consideration of reform. When the Chuich had b^n purified, then the

time would come for the discussion of questions of doctrine, l^d by
Cardinal Madruzzo, who rcpiesented the imperial views, they insisted on

refong being taken in hand at once. The Legates were placed in a veiy

difficult position and were afraid of risking an open defeat. Fueling ran

so high in the Council, that an open revolt was likely if they insisted

on beginiing with the discussion of doctrine alone. They accordingly,

at the suggestion of Thomas Campeggio, the Bisliop of Feltre, propos^
a compromise, that doctrine and reform should be treated at the same

time by the separate commissions, and should come before the Council in

alternation ; and for this proposal, in spite of the opposition of Cai'dinal

Madruzzo, they obtained a majority on January 1546. The com-

promise was a partial defeat to the curial party and revealed the strength

of the opposition. Tlie l*ope was furious and called upon the Legatee

to get the decision rescind^. The Legates, however, poiilied out that

this was impossible; and the Pope accordingly acquiesced with a bad grace.

He, however, prohibited the discu.ssion of any plan for the refom of the

Boman Court until it had been first referred to him. Asa consolation

the Legates reminded the Pope that they could always lengthen the

discussion on the dogmas, so as to receive his opin ’on on the questions of

reform that were under consideration at the sa,me time.

The details of the procedure of the Council were arranged with less

difficulty. The whole Synod was divided into three classes, and the work
of preparation was distributed between thc^n. A preliminary discussion

of each question, after it h^ul been prepared by the theologians and
canonists, was to take place in tlic special congregation to which it was

allotted. The matter was then to be furthi:r discussed in a General

Congregation of the whole Synod ; and if approved it was to be promul-

gated in a solemn session of the Council. The rules of proce^lure being

thus settled, the dogmatic discussionsVw:e opened at the^Fourth Session,

which began on April 8,

^ The rule of Faith was first considered. ITie Nicene Creed including

JOioque had been reaffirmed in the Third Session with the significant

des^pti<m ^^iymbolum Jidei quo semeta Komana eccleda viliurr The
sources of knowledge of religious truth were now examined ; and Scripture

and tradition were set side by sidens^ving equal authority. Tradition

was defined as ^tradiiio ChrCtlX^ and *^tr€idUio apostolorum {Spmiu Semeto

W XVXIL
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dktcmte)^ The Church alone had the right to expound Scripture; but

silence was maintained os to the relations of the Pope and tiie Churdi

in the matter. The traditional Canon of Scripture was accepted; and

the Vulgate was declared the authoritative text, which no one was to

presume to reject.

It was not to be expected that these definitions would be accepted

without opposition. Nacchionti, Bishop of Chioggia, maintained that

Sci’ipture was the sole rule of faith ; but he found only six suj^rtem.

Others proposed to distinguish between apostolic traditions and triulition

in general, but they also met with defeat. The declaration that the

text 6! the Vulgate was infallible was out of harmony with the knowledge

of the time, and met with criticism in the papal household itself. The
enthusiasin of the theologians at Trent, mostly Dominicans, for mraieval

theology was almost too zealous to please the Roman Court. The Pope

could not help feeling a c^ji^in displeasure at the Council editing to a
decision on such fundamental points without consulting the Holy See.

He directed the Legates to have the decrees of the Fourth S^ion
examined anew ; but, on their protesting, he gave way and abandoned

the idea of dictating directly to the Council, on condition t)iat its decrees

should always be submitted for his approbation before being published.

In accordance with the order of business agreed upon, reform was

next taken in hand ; and a discussion began upon a difficult point of

discipline, the question as to the rules for preaching and catechising.

This raised the contentious question of the relation of the Bishops to

the reguldr clergy. Stormy scenes took place, and reverend prelates gave

one another the lie. The Bishops of Fiesole and Chioggia were the

most offensive to the Legates, on account of their plain speaking, and

their recall from the Council was requested of the Pope. A considerable

jfiumber of Bishops demanded that thete should be no exemptions from

episcopal control. The dfscussion soon passed to wider issues. It was

claira^ that the residence of Bishops in theil- dioceses was ^^jure dmno^
and that the Pope therefore possessed no power of dispensing with it.

The Legates, however, succeeded in keeping to the question immediately

before them ; and it was finally decided that, while the reguls&« were to

be allowed to preach in the churches of their own Order without

episcopal permission,^they were to be prohibited from doing so in other

ihuFches without the license of the Ordineiy.

Original Sin was the next subject of discussion; and this le^^on to the

thorny paths of*I'ree Will and JustificatieiM*" The Emperor endeavoured

to defer the discussion on these speculative points ; tbut the Pc^
determined to obtain definitions which would make the breach with the

Protestants irreparable, l^e Legates again (June S, 1546) requested

that more Italian Bishops might be sent to the Councii to cope w|th

the opposition ; and the considerati|fn€of the nature of Justification was

entered upon. A Neapolitan, Thomas de San Fdido, Biahop of La
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Cava, and a few thecdogians, maintained the doctrine of Jostification hy

Faith alone, but their views could obtainiiDo hearing ; and a acmne ensued

in which San Felicio and a Greek Bishop fell upon one another, and

the latter^'s beard was tom out in handfuls. The discussion then confined

itsdf to the mediating view which Contarini had advocated in his

TVadaiua de Juai^axtionen Pighius, Pflug, and Gropper had maintained

a similar position in Grermany ; and it had the adherence of some of the

ablest Ca&olic idtellects, hoih north and south of the Alps. Seripando,

the General of the Augustinians, was the chief champion in the Council

of this view. Seripando in many respects resembled Sndolcto. The
best elements of humanism and Christianity were united in hin>; and

the position he took up on this doctrine was in harmony with the

traditions of the Augustinian Order. He distinguished between an

“inherent'' and an “imputed" righteousness; and the “inherent" only

justifiedabecause of the “imputed"; the one was needed to complete

the other. In the imputed righteousness ot Christ alone, however, lay

our final hope. The inherent righteousness, the righteousness of works,

was by itself of no avail.

It was in this discussion that I^ynez and Salmcron, the two Jesuits

who had been brought to the Council by Cervini as the Pope's theolo-

gians, first played a prominent part in the debates of the assembly.

Ignatius was of opinion that tho> Council was not of veiy high import-

ance; but he wished his Society to receive favourably notice there.

Laynez and Salmeron had received very careful instructions as to their

bel^viour in the Council. They were to use every opportunity for

preaching and carrying on pastoral work. Dogmatics, however, were to

be avoided in the pulpit, and no excessive asceticism that might be

repellent was to be practised. The Spiritiia Exercises were to be

introduced whenever an occasion- offered itself. In the meetings of the

Council they were to speak with moderation and avoid giving offence^

but they were to oppose a^thing approaching to the new views. Every

night they were to meet and discuss their joint plans of action with I^^e Jay.

The politic instructions of Ignatius, which Laynez^ and Salmeron

faithfulljf carfied out, were eminently successful. The Jesuits were

exempted from the general prohibition of preaching during the Council,

and soon obtained considerable influence with the Spanish Bishops.

They came to be known as ^he great advocates of purity of dogma and

schoIi^f<gism in the Council ; and 4:h|ir importance rapidly increased.

When Ignatius wished tcf^fall Laynez, Cervini wrote to say that he

was indi^^ensaMe* With regard to the conflicting claims of the Papacy

and the &shops, Ignatius wished the Jesuits to play the role of mediator;

but this position was soon abandoned, and they became the scientific

supporters of the Roman claims. Their slcill in patristic and scholastic

quotation^was remarkable, and tljey read to thef Council what were whole

tmtises rather than speeches.
^

OR. xvm.
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Laynea; especially derated himself to the great question of Justi*

fication. While admitting tlift distinction between “ inherent and
‘imputed righteousness, he maintained that the ^ imputed righteous-

ness became involved in the "inherent.” The merits of Cb^t were

imparted to man through faith; and we must rely on the merits of

Christ not because they complete but because they produce ont own.

The efficacy of works was thus implied. Seripando had maintained

that we must rely on the "imputed” righteousness: Ihe righteousiiess

of Christ was alone true and sufficient, and it was our faith in that

which ultimately justified us. Such a view made reconciliation with the

ProteiSflants not impossible, while that of Laynez brought all hopes of

agreement to an end.
^

In his'^speech against Seripando, Laynez pointed out with great skill

the weakness of mediating theology ; and the superficial dearness of his

logic appealed to the assembled Fathers. The moderate party) though

unable to persuade the Council of their views, were yet able to obtain a

decree on the subject sufficiently ambiguous to allow the possibility of

the development of Jansenism in the future. The formula, however,

made reconciliation with the Protestants impossible; and the Papacy

and the Jesuits thus obtained their object. Pole exhorted the Council

not to reject any opinion simply because it was held by Luther, but his

voice had little weight. Seripando was left to lead the moderates ; and

Pole left the Council at the end of June, his health breaking down, and

retired to Padua. In August the Pope requested him to return to

Trent, buthe excused himself ; and in October he was definitely relieved

of his functions. Meanwhile the decrees of the Fifth Session were

solemnly published on June 17, 1546; and Paul III approved and

ratified by a brief the decrees with regard to preaching. Only the

JBishop of Fiesole protested against this indirect claim of the Pope that

the decrees of the Council required his assent mad confimation.

Though the legates had successfully, steCrrf their way through the

discussions on the most fundamental points of doctrine, they still feared

the determination of the Emperor and the Spanish Bishops to carry out

a thorough reform. To prevent this they endeavoured to procure the

translation of the Council to an Italian town where it would be more

jj

completely under their control. Madruzzo, who was the energetic

advocate of the EnfperoFs ideas on the subject of reform, had several

acrimonius conflicts with the irritable del Monte; and the situation again

became strained.* Cardinal Pachecho wenfrecr Tar as to accuse the L^ates

of falsifying the votes. The charge was groundless, bu^ it is an in^ca-

tion how high feeling ran. Tlie Emperor peremptorily refused to consent

to the trai^ation of the Council; and the Legates had to oontcait

themsdves with endeavouring to obtain the solemn publication of i|ie

decrees on Justification. A furthor^ rampart against the Protestants in

the form of doctrinal dj^rees upon the Sacraments ms also prepared;
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and, while the Emperor endeavoured to prevent further de^ition of

doctrine, the Legate did all they couU to hasten it on. Eearing to

press the Emperor too far, Cervini, mplomatic as ever, proposed a

compromise Ihe publication of the decrees on Justification was to be

delayed, if the Emperor would consent to tlie suspension of the Council

for six months and to all disciplinary reform being left to the Pope.

The Emperor however rejected the proposal at once ; and the Legates

ilien, on December S9, 1^46, persuaded the Council to agree to the

publication of the decrees on Justification at the Sixth Session on January

18, 1547. This was accordingly done ; and the decrees were confirmed

by the Pope, who, as a concession to the Council in return 5sr the

adjournment of the question of the residence of Bishops, proceeded to

publish a Bull requiring Cardinals holding bishoprics in plurality to

resign them within a certain date. So far as it was carried out, the Bull

was littilf more than a dead letter, as they reserved to themselves many
penllons and charges upon the revenues of tKe secs which they resigned.

Rapid progress was made meanwhile with the decrees on the Sacra-

ments, while that on the residence of Bishops was again delayed. The
view that residence was *^jure divino^ and therefore not dispensable by

the Pope, was again insisted on by the Spanish Bishops
; and Carranza

wrote a special treatise on the subject. But the servile Italian majority

was continually increasing ; and, when the independent Bisliop of Ficsole

maintained that the Episcopate possessed all spiritual powers in itself

and that Bishops were not simply the delegates of the Pope, tiie

manuscript of his speech was demanded, in order, that hc^ might be

proceeded against for derogating from the authority of the Holy See.

This was however too much for the Council ; and sucli a storm ensued

that his manuscript was returned to him. Tlie Legates however suc-

ceeded in avoiding any mention of the Carci uals in the decree on

residence, and no reference was made to the question whether it was ^^jure

divino*^ or not. Residence jwas simply declared necessary, and power was

givfBSi to Bishops to visit dl the churches of their diocese, including the

Cathedral Chapter. The whole decree *was, however, Ijmited by the

piescriptitm that it was not to diminish in any way the authority of the

Holy See. In this form it was solemnly published at the Seventh

Session on March 6, 1547, together with decrees on the Sacraments
|

in general, and on baptism and confirmation.

WJiile affairs were thus proceeding in the Council, the Emperor was

obtaining a series of sucse^^es in Germany which alarmed the Pope.

Paul in had ifb .desire to see Charles too powerful, and was afraid

tbat he might come in person to Italy and insist on far-reaching reforms.

He therefore determined to authorise the Legates to transfer the Council

to Bologna. The translation was not, howeier, to be carried out on the

sefle au&f^ty of the Legates, bqt they were to endeavour to obtain a
vote of the Coun||| approving of il. A oonyenieni pretext was found

OB. xvra.
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in the fact that there had been a few cases of plague in Trent ; and» on

the ground that the health of 1|||e Fathers was endangered, at tl^ Eighth
pubhc Session (March 11, 1547) the Council by 88 vot^ to 14, with

4 abstentions, decided to adjourn to Bologna. Cardinal Pachedio and
the Spanish Bishops however remained at Trent and awaited the

Emperor’s orders.

Charles was exceedingly angry when he heard the news. He refused

in any way to recognise the translation of the Council f and the Spanish

Bishops were prohibited from quitting Trent on any pretext whatever.
They were, however, to refrain from any conciliar act which might

provofce a schism. The course of European politics during the next two

years has been narrated elsewhere. Charles remained firm. His pplitical

difficulties, did not diminish, but the mission of Cardinal Sfondrafb did

not move him, and Paul III was disappointed of his hopes from France.

The Diet of Augsburg recognised the prelates at Trent as^the true

Council; and the Emperor attempted to settle the rdigious affairs of

the nation by the Intei'im until a General Council acceptable to him
should meet. Nothing remained for Paul III but to bow to the

inevitable; and on September 17, 1549, he formally suspended the

Council of Bologna. The Pope made a show of himself undertaking

the reform of the Church, and appointed a commission of Cardinals for

the purpose ; but before his real intentions in the matter could become

clear he died (November 10, 1649).

The Cardinal del Monte came out of the conclave as Julius III on

February* 7, 1560. Reginald Pole was nearly elected, but Caraifa

reminded the Conclave of his Lutheran tendencies at the Council, and

succeeded in turning the scale against him. Cervini was the candidate

of the party of reaction; but the Imperialists regarded him as their

most dangerous enemy at Trent and secured his exclusion. Del Monte,

though he had been not less hostile to the interests of the Emperor,

might bargained over; and events justified to some extent their antici-

pations. The new Pope was utterly selfish. He only desired to enjoy

the Papacy ip peace, and he was quite willing to acquiesce in the

Emperor’s wishes, so far as they did not entail any loss of poirer to the

Holy See. He at once agreed to the return of the Council to Trent,

^and on November 14, 1550, published a Bull summoning it to meet on
May 1, 1551. In n^tum for a guarantee from the Emperor that the

papal authority should remain intact, he even consented to 1^V|^ it an

open question whether the preceding det^Ions of the CoimcU^ were

binding and to grant the Lutherans a hearing. «

*

The new Pontificate seemed to be opening under the most favourabte

auspices. Reform was again entered upon at Rome. A commission of

six Cardinals was appointed to consider the conditions of appointment

to benefices, and another commission .to reform the procedi^ iff Con-
claves. Difficulties, however, soon^arose. Henry J|,of Fcanoe widied
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the Pope to join a league against the Emperor, and, when he dedined,

refused to recognise the coming Council. J]%e Gennan Bishops, and still

mmre the Protestants, despaired of any p>od result from another papal

assembly, and showed no eagerness to attend. The Spaniards likewise

were reluctant to take a long journey which would probably be fruitless.

Only some forty prelates were present at Trent when the Council was

reopened on May 1, 1551. Carainal Marcello Crescenzio, together with

tw4 Bishops, PigHino, Archbishop of Siponto, and Lippomano, Bishop of

Verona, were the papal representatives. The two Bishops, with the title

of Nuncios, were to assist Crescenzio, who alone exercised the legatine

authority.

The choice of presidents did not augur well for the success of the

Assembly. Crescenzio was a blind adherent of the Papacy, and obstinate

to boot; and his assistants were equally attached to the curial party.

They well understood that it was their bqpiness to proceed further with

the emf^atic restatement of the old dogma in the interests of the

Papacy, which had been so successfully begun. The Papacy had no
more intention of conciliation in doctrine than it had during the

Sessions held under Paul III. The second meeting at Trent was thus,

from the beginning, doomed to failure so far as the Protestants were

concerned, as the first had been. The Emperor and the Pope were no

more in real agreement than before. The meagre attendance at the

opening left no alternative to the Council but to adjourn; and Sep-

tember 1 was accordingly fixed for the first (Twelfth) public Session.

By that time the Electors of Mainz and Trier had arrived, together with

a few other German and Spanish Bishops. It was agreed to take up the

work at the point at which it hod been dropped in the previous assembly

of the Council ; and in this manner all its previous decisions were tacitly

confirmed. In such circumstances it was hiMe good attempting to

persuade the Protestants to send representatives to the Council ; but

nev^theless the Emperor, persevered in the attempt.

The doctrine of the Eucharist was the first subject entered upon by
the Council. Laynez and Salmeron, who .again appeared in the Council

as the Pope^s theologians, and with a greater influence thafi ever, strongly

opposed any concession to Protestant views in the matter, even in points

of discipline, such as communion in both kinds. The Jesuits had a

considerable share in drawing up the decrees and adopted a purely

conservative attitude. The German prelates, however, and a few others

advocated strongly a concession with* n^rd to the cup.^ Finally, at the

request of the jepresentativfi "of the Emperor, the matter was deferred

until the Protestaiits should arrive. Meanwhile the discussion on reform

was resumed. The abuse of the right of appeal to the Pope from the

^isoopal Courts was prohibited, and the procedure of the Courts regu-

lated. Dec^ to this effect, together with the decisions on the Eucharist,

omitting those on communion in^both kinds, were promulgated at

csr. xviii.
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the lliirteenth public Session, which was held on October 11, 1551*

A safe-conduct was also granted to the Protestants who should

attend the Council, though nA until after much negotiation as to its

exact wording.

The Legate began now to grow anxious as to the course sffaiss

would take on the anival of the Protestants, and tried to hasten the

deliberations of the Council. At thif general Congregation on No-
vember 5, Crescenzio proposed that the Fatdiers, in oiyler to save tj[me,

should simply accept or reject the articles that the theologians had
prepared. The proposal was, however, rejected by a bare majority As
the two Jesuits were now the most influential among the theologians,

the success of the Legate’s proposal would have meant that they would

have practically dictated the decrees of the Council. »

The feacraments of Penance and of Extreme Unction were next

discussed, together with thirtejen further decrees on reform. Many minor

grievances were removed, but burning questions were skilfull/* avoided.

The conclusions arrived at were promulgated at the Fourteenth public

Session, held on November 25, 1551. At length, in January, 1652, some

Protestant delegates arrived in Trent, representing the Duke of Wiirt-

temberg, the Elector Maurice of Saxony, and a few of the south German
tpwns. The liCgate opposed their admission to the public Congregation

unless they first accepted all the conclusions of the Council; but

the representatives of the Emperor finally overcame the opposition

of the Legate, and the delegates were allowed to address the genmal

Congregation on January 24, 1552. Tlie only result was to reveal how
wide was the gulf between the Council and the Protestants. Neverthe-

less, at the Fifteenth public Session on January 25, 1552, it was decided

to adjourn the next public Session until March 19, 1552, in order to

enable otlier Protestants to arrive ; and another and more explicit safe-

conduct was granted to them. The theological discussions meanwhile

continued, but nothing was done. It was obvious that the situation was

hopeless. In February many of the Bishops' departed. In March the

Protestant delegates also left; and finally, on the news of the rapid

advance of Maurice of Saxony, the Council was suspended oiv April 28,

1552.

The Peace of Passau (1552) and its confirmation at the Diet of

Augsburg (1555) marked the failure of the Emperor’s policy. The unity

of the Church was definitely broken. The' two Confessions were com-

pelled to tolerate one another in tfiieir respeefee spheres; and all attempts

at conciliation and compromise were abandoned. So finr as the Papacy

was concerned, the Council passed away as a bad dream. Julius ID.

determined to risk no more experiments; and the remainder of his

pontificate was spent in beautifying his villa near the Porta dd Popdo^

the VUla di Papa Giulio^ which is his chief memorial. On Itis dealhnsn

March 24, 1556, Cervini at last asceldSl the papal throne as Marpdlus II.
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He .wee the first true Pope of the Coimter*RefonnAti0D, of bleiueless

life and imtanmhed orthodoxy, and zealous for reform. A friend of the

Jesuits, he was at the same time tactfurand diplomatic; and he w^
understood the maxim that on occasions more prudence and less piety

was better than more piety and less prudence. But Marceihis II

only survived his election three weeks, and was succeeded by the\^

uncompromising CaraiTa, who toolc the title cf Paul IV. The Counter-

Beformation was^ow master.

llie new reign began in earnest with reform. The Papacy itself

would purify the Church and needed no Council to assist it. A Bull

was published announcing that the first care of the new Pontiil* would

be the reform of the imiversal Church and of the Roman Court. Con-

grega^ioni were appointed to carry out this announcement. Edict after

edirt was issued for the reform of convents; and the whole method of

appointment to clerical offices was overhauled. But what no one could have

anticipatefi happened. Reform and the Cathalic reaction were sacrificed

to what Paul IV thought were the political interests of the Holy See. He
had ever been a hater of Spain, and he now made it his object to free the

Papacy from its thraldom. His-unworthy nephews attained an ascendancy

over him by playing upon the anti-Spanish mania of the old man. The

purification of the Chiurch sank into the background.

But the failure of his nephews to achieve the object dearest to his

heart opened his eyes towards the end of the year 1558; and, when

Cardinal Pachecho had the courage at the session of the Ifiquisitiou on

January 9, 1559, to reply to Paul’s excited cries of “ Reform ! Reform !,”

" Holy Father, reform must%first of all begin among ourselves,” the Pope

was convicted of sin. His nephews were banished, and reform of the

whole administration in Church and State was again begun. A large

remission of taxation had marked Paul’s accessir n, and the burdens of

the people were now still further lightened. The Dataria^ on which all

the schemes of reform under Paul III had been shattered, was taken

in hand once more, and witli a considerable measure of success. The
removal of vexatious taxation and of the tgll on good works was pre^^ied

fc^ard. .^t th^ beginning of the reign Ignatius and Layhez had been

consulted ; and Paul IV realised from the example of their Society that

fiwedom of spiritual services was the road to success. He saw that the

whole system of fees levied on every possible occasion was utterly bad.

Marriage dispensations, a very«profitable source of revenue, he would have

none of;* Officials must not live by Court fees, nor should their offices

be bought and or perfornf^Tl by a deputy who had to make his own

profit In short, object of Paul’s reforms was to substitute direct for

indirect taxatidb. The levying of tenths was approved ; and the people

were to be taught that it was their duty to give directly towards the

support of the Holy See. At tlie same time Paul IV recognised that too

0$ thewii^ts of the Bishops been absorbed by Rome ;
and in

c. u. a. u. <n. xviu.
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this way many of his reforms anticipated the ordinanoes tnai^ later in

the last Sessions of the Council of Trent.

An equal zeal for purity of doctrine and for purity of life was shown

by the energetic old man. The Inquisition exercised its powm with the

utmo^ vigour, and even Cardinals were not spared* Morone was im*

prisoned ; and the suppiuHsion of liberal Catholicism as well as J^testant

opinions was now definitely, taken in hand. The Inquisition and the Index

suppressed the slightest tendency to diverge from medieval theology.
^
The

spirit of Ignatius and his Society had now taken possession of the Church,

Paul IV, however, died on August 18, 1559; and an immediate

reaction set in in Rome. The severity of his measures had made him

many enemies ; and even among those in favour of reform there was a

considerable number who had no wish that it should be th# arbitrary

work of^the Pope. All the Cardinals accordingly, before entering the

Conclave, bound themselves to summon anew the General Council in the

case of their being elected', and on December 26, 1559, Giovaftni Angelo

de' Medici (Medicino) was elected Pope. He was a Milanese, of

middle-class origin, and unconnected with the great Florentine fismily.

Learned and kindly and of exemplary life, he was better acquainted with

the times in wliich he lived than his predecessor had been. He wished

1^0 live at peace with all men, and to win the support of the Catholic

monarchs for the Holy See. At the same time, he had no intention of

suffering any diminution of the papal prerogative. Before his accession

he hod expressed himself in favour of concessions in discipline, such os

the practice of communion in both kinds ; and he believed that by this

means a Council might heal the divisions of the Catholic world without

endangering the rights of the Holy See. Events showed that it was

not so easy to confine the issues to such narrow lines; but at the opening

of his reign Pius IV looked forward to a Council with no mi^ving.
The Emperor Ferdinand and Francis II of France greeted with

approval the proposals of the Pope to hold a Council. But they at once

proceeded to name conditions which were received with little favour at

Rome. Complete freedom must be given to the CoimciL It must be

hela in a Gei^an town, and it should work above all for the r^nciliation

of the Protestants. In view of these proposals, Pius IV, chiefly under the

influence of his nephew Carlo Borromeo, Secretary of State, drew back bam
the idea of a Council. The Pope, in his turn, made impossible conditions,

and considered the question of carrying out the necessary reforms by
means of Congregations of Cardinals. Events in France, however, cOm*
pelled the Pope to proceed with the proposed Council States^

General at Orleans (January 10, 1561) ordered the F^ch J^ahops

meet on January 20, 1661, to preptue for a National^Coundl the

announcement which had be^ made of a General Council were not carried

out A papal Bull had been issued on November 29, 1560,

a Council to Trent for April 6, md Pius bastened^to assure the
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Frepbh of the aerioosnets of his intentions. The Frenbh national qmod
was fuscordingly abcutidoned; and Trent was accepted as the place of

meetings Before the assembly could meei; there was, however; another

difikmlty to be settled. The Emperor and the French government wished

for an explicit decdaration that the Council was a new assembly, ahd not

merely a continuation of the previous Sessions at Trent as Philip II and

the Spanish Church insisted. The sympathies of the Pope were with

Philip ; but it wagf necessary^not to ofiend the Emperor and the French.

Accordingly the question was left in doubt, and no definite pronounoe-

mmit was made on the matter.

Meanwhile the preparations for the Council went on. The fopo
instructed his Nuncios to invite all Christian Princes to the Council,

wheth^ schismatic or not. The Protestant Powers, however, had little

confidence in the proposed assembly ; and it soon became clear that the

Council would be confined to the nations still in communion with the

See of Bdme. Ferdinand, however, and the French government had no

intention of allowing the Council simply to register the wishes of the

Curia. Both Powers wished for concessions which might unite to the

Church the moderate Protestants and disaffected Catholics in their

dominions. The reforms which they desired are enumerated in the

instructions given to the French ambassadors at the Council, and in the.

Libel qf RtformoJtion which the Emperor caused to be drawn up. The
Mass in tlie vulgar tongue, revision of the service books, communion
in both kinds, the marriage of priests, reform of the Curia and a

reduction in tlie number of Cardinals, the enfoix;cineiit of residence on

ecclesiastics, the abolition of the whole system of dispensations and
exemptions, and a limitation of the power of excommunication, were

among the chief points demanded. T1:xe whole Church system was in

fSset to be revised, and the share of the Papacy its government to be

reduced. Bavaria supported most of these demands; and in fact nearly

all Catholics north of the Alps desired a radical reform of the Church.

Philip II and the Spanisli Bihhops, on the other hand, wished for no
alteration in the ritual and practice of the Church; but they equally

di^ired a thorough reform of the Curia and a diminution \)S the papal

authority. At ihe same time they wished it to be distinctly declared

tliat the assembly was a continuation of the previous Council, and that

an ^ectual bar should be thus provided against any advances towards

Protestantism. ^The Spanish^Bishops were opposed, even more strongly

than iha papal Court, to any alteratiofi im the discipline tpd practice of

the Chur^. Th| division widUg the Catholic Powers gave the Papacy

a means of which ifrwas quick to avail itself. The history of the third

meeting of the Council of Trent is mainly the story of the skilful diplo«

mocy with which the Papacy played off one nation against another and

sucfpeded in bringing all efforts for radical reform to naught. The task

was not difiiault, as there was little«c^peration among tlie Powers even
CB. xvni, • ^ o
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in the pursuit of objects which they had in common ; and the Council

ended in strengthening rather than weakening the papal grip upon the

. Church, The Papacy suppoiW by the Italian episcopate defied the

Christian world.

No less than five Legates were appointed to preside over the CbundL
At their head was placed Ercole di Gonzaga, Cardinal of Mantua,

brother of the Duke, a man of conciliatory disposition ; and he had for

his colleagues Girolamo Seripando, the former Grenoral of the Augus-

tinians, who had played a prominent part in the earlimr Sessions, Luigi

Simonetta, and Jacopo Puteo, both of them canonists of rmiown, and

Stanislaus Hosius, who had worked hard against heresy in Poland. The
last-named three were firmly devoted to the papal interests. Puteo^

however, soon fell ill, and his place was taken by Cardinals IVfarc

d'Altem^, Bishop of Constance, a young man of little experience.

Ludovico Madruzzo, i)ephcw of Caidinal Madruzzo, had succ^ded his

uncle in the bishopric of Trent, and received the Legates on their arrival

on April 16, 1561.

The Bishops, however, arrived but slowly, and summer and autumn
went by. At length the Pope could wait no longer, and fixed the first

(Seventeenth) Session for January 18, 1562. There were then assembled

for the opening of the Council five Cardinals, three Patriarchs, eleven

Archbishops, ninety Bishops, four Generals of Orders, and four Abbots.

The first business undertaken by the Council was the question of an Index

of Prohibited Books. It was decided to revise the Index issued by Paul IV

;

and a commission of eighteen prelates was appointed for the purpose.

A safe-conduct was then granted to any Protestants who might come to

the Council in the same terms as that granted under Julius III. But this

was nothing more than a formality, as there was not the least prospect

that any would attend. It was, however, necessary to satisfy the Emperor
so far. Although the numbers present at the opening of the Council

were greater than they had ever been in any of the earlier Sessions at

Trent or Bologna, the assembly was purely a gathering of the Cathode

world. There was no longer even the possibility, which had existed at

an earlier dale, of a frank meeting of the Protestants and a CQnsideration

of their objections. The Papacy had defeated the attempt before, and
mutual distrust now made it hopeless. The interest of the third meeting

of the Council lies in the efibrt made by certain elements in Catholicism

to readjust the bal&ice of forces in the government of the Church, and

to satisfy the peeds of Catholica north of the Alps. «

The deft between the parties revealed^ itself at the vexy b^i^nning

of the Council. The Legates inserted in the decree concerning the

opening of the Council the words froponentUma legatia ac praeaHi^
Hbua^* Against this the Spanish Bishops, led by Guerrmo, A^lrishop
of Granada, protested. Its object was to diminish the independent

power of the Council apart from Pope, by taking away its i%ht <4
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initiative Any propo^ hurtful to the Papdkcy and the Curia would

thus be barred. Philip 11 through Im ambassadors supported the

otgeciioiis of the Spanish Bishops to the clause. The Legates however

explained the wordb away, and the opposition had not the courage to

faring the matter to the vote. The situation at first was not very

promising foe tiie opposition. A little group of Spanish Bishops, led by
a dc^termined mai^ the Archbishop of Granada, stood face to face with

an overwhelming number of Italian prelates, the great majority of

whom were devoted to or dependent upon the Curia. A few nor&em
Bishops and a few independent Italians supported them, but they were

not certain of the help even of all the Spaniards. Some of these, chief

of whom was the Bishop of Salamanca, had already been won over by
the Curia. Behind the Spanish Bishops, however, were the* Catholic

Powers. All alike were determined to maintain the liberty of the

Council A declare its supremacy over the Pope, and to free the Church

fix>m the curial despotism. There was, however, no harmony of action

and a singular lack of cooperation among them, even for the objects

which they had in common. Moreover their efforts were ultimately

paralysed by the fact that, while the Emperor emd France desired the

Council to start entirely afresh and to make concessions in Church ritual

and practice which would meet the needs of their respective countries,

Spain, on the other hand, was determined that the Council should be

considered a continuation of the old, and develop the olfl dogma and

practice on the traditional lines. The skilled intriguers of the Curia

found a promising field for their work.

The second (Eighteenth) public Session was held on February 26, 1562.

The resolutions with regard to the Index and the safe-conduct to the

Protestants were then published.^ The Congreg.^tions, meanwhile, pro-

ceeded with their work ; and doctrine and reform were taken in hand

together as before. The tdecrees on the Eucharist were taken up at

the point w^here they haxf been left in 1552. Communion in both

kinds, and the communion of children, remained to be considered. The
articles o^refoxm de^t with diocesan and parochial admiidstration ; and ^

the question of the residence of Bishops was again raised. Simonetta

endeavoured to avoid a declaration on the subject; but to this the Council

would not con^t; and on March 11, 1562, its discussion was begun

by the general Congregation. The Council was unanimous as to the

neoessi^ ftf residence; thc^nly disa|^ment was as to^its being “Jwn?
dipino

^ or merely ** eccleSuuticd,'^ This indirectly raised the ques-

thm of the limits bf papal authority ; and the controversy soon be^me
heated. The Legates were not agreed as to the attitude they should

adopt. Simonetta opposed any concession.on the subject, while the

Ciadinol of Mantua and Seripando hesitated. At length, on April 20,

the Legates put the question to the^ote. 66 voted for the divine nature

of the oMigation of residence, while 71 eitller rciected it absolutelv
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or voted for remitting the westion to the Pope. The result wee

not altogether pleasing to the tSirial party. Only a ndnorily' had voted

for a direct negative on the subject. Simonetta wrote secret letters to

Borne, accusing his colleagues of betraying the intmests of the Hedy Bee

by precipitatdy putting the matter to the vote. The whole Council

was now in a state of confusion.* The Cardinal of Mantua and
Seripando ceased to feel sure of their ground. The papal letters tortile

Legates changed their tone. Borromeo urged Simonetta to oppose any
action of his colleagues which would be hurtful to the interests of

the poly See. The recall of the Cardinal of Mantua was seriously

consider^ at Rome. £lverything stood still while frequent letters were

exchanged between the Legates and Rome. The French ambassador

profanely remarked that the Council was not free, as the Holy Spirit

came to Trent in the courier's bag from Rome.

To add to the difficuPies of the Legates, on June 8 a despatch

arrived from Rome ordering the Coimcil to be definitely declared a

contimiation. Philip II had insisted on this, and the Pope had had to

give way. But, no sooner had the news arrived, than the French and

Imperial ambassadors declared that they and the prelates of their

respective countries would take no further port in the Council if this

were done. There was nothing for the Legates to do but to temporise,

in spite of the distinct orders of the Pope ; and on June 6 the Twentieth

Session was 'beld, merely to be prorogued. Meanwhile, the gmieral

Congregation continued the discussion of the decrees on the Eucharist

;

and here the question of communion in both kinds caused furtlm

trouble. A cross division of parties arose, Spain and Italy against

France and Germany. The Imperial ambassadors aUowed tbemselveB to

be outwitted by the Legates. The consideration of Ferdinand's JUM
qf Reformation was deferred; and the Council occupied itsrif with

matters of purely secondary importance. The Legates knew well how
to follow Borromeo's advice and to gain “ R htnejiao del tempo^

Pius IV meanwhile hesitated. He gave way to the L^tes on toe
' point of the dontinuation and left the logic of facis to demoustrate its

reality. He mollified Philip as best he could. With r^ard to the

obligation of residence nothing was done. After the vote of April 80
the Legates had referred it to the Pope, and rumours reached Trent that

Pius had declared it to be “jure divmof' hut this was not confinued.

The Curia came to no decision; It was up^vise to run oouifcel^ to the

opinion of toe great majority of the Catholic world in<'the ibatteir, and
the question was left in suspense. To show the seal of the P^MtCy
three Bulls woe published at the end .of May reforming the Aportohe

Chamber, the Penitentiary, and the Chancery; and meanrtoile toe Cnun^
marked rime. *•

So hopdless did the situation epfleor.. ^t the Pope eVmi eontem'*

plated the traniffermioe of the Coun<^ to an Italian town and a eompleto
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famch witii ihe non^talian nations* So strong an opposition, howniw,
shownd itself to the mere suggestion that the idea had to be aben*

doned; and other means were adopted to bring the Council to a

nune reasonable frame of mind. Carlo Visconti, afterwards Bishop of

Ventimiglia, the Pope's confidential agent at Trent, worked unceasingly

to increase the paj^ influence in the Council. The old methods were

pursued with the Jtalian Episcopate. When a Bishop arrived at Trent,

Visconti consulted with the Legates as to whether he should receive

payment for his services or not. Those who could not be reached by
pensions were not always proof against the hope of promotion in the

Churdh When these methods failed, threats were sometimes efferave.

The few indejpendent Bishops underwent the most outrageous provoca-

tions and too easily lost heart. Tliey gave up the struggle^before it

was half begun. The papal diplomacy was completely successful ; and
Philip wall persuaded to order the Spanish Bishops to let the question of

the divine obligation of residence drop for a while. Pius made matters

smoother hy taking the hint from Visconti to treat the Cardinal of

Mantua with more consideration, and flattered many of the Bishops

of the oppoisdtion with complimentary letters. Simonetta was warned

not to show excessive zeal, and he and the Cardinal of Mantua were

publicly reconciled.

The Twenty-first public Session was at length held on July 21, 1562,

and the decrees on the Eucharist and on reform were solemifly publishetl,

the questions of the possibility of granting the chalice and the^natui*e of

the obligation of residence being skilfully avoided. The Council went

on to discuss the doctrine of the Mass ; and further decrees dealing with

reform were drawn up. The Imperial ambassadors, who throughout

the Council displayed little tact, ^pressed on the I legates an immediate

consideration of the Emperor's demands for the use of the chalice in

Germany. The Pope all along had not felt strongly on the point ; and

sp persistent was the German demand that he was prepared to accede to

it. The Spanish and Italian opposition to the concession was, however,

'^sry strong, and Laynez threw all his influence into the s^le against it.

Bie )read a lengthy theological treatise on the subject, and influenced

many votes. In these circumstances it would have been wise for the

Emperor to pz;gpeed cautiously and not run the risk of an open defeat.

Tbe ambaasadors, however, thought otherwise; and on August 22 the

CardinA of Mantua subm^^^ the Enrperor's proposal the Council.

The voting* took^place on September 6, when 29 voted in the affirmative

nmply ; 81 in the Affirmative with the proviso that the matter should be

to the Pope ; 19 were in favour of its being granted in Hungary

a|id Bohemia alone; 38 rejected it absolutely; 10 did the same but

desired to leave the definite decision to jthe Pope ; 24 were in favour of

its beiag left to the Pope withoiA Council expressing an opinion

;

and 14 thought the matter not yet ripe Tor decision. It was 4

GB. xvin.
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discouraging result for the Imperial ambassadors, but they made one mote
effort and moved a decree recommending to the Pope the request of the

Emperor. This was, however, rejected by 79 to 69* Tihe Cardinal of

Mantua, however, came to the rescue, to avoid a laeach with the

Emperor, and on September 16 moved to refer the matter simply to

the Pope, without any expression of opinion on the part of Ihe Council.

Simonetta gave his support to this proposal, and it was carriec^ hy
98 votes to 38. The Emperor thus at the best could get nothing from

the Council, and was referred back to the Pope. At the Twenty-second

public Session, which took place on the following day (September 17,

156S), the decrees on the Mass and a series of minor xeforms were

approved ; but even then 31 Bishops voted against any reference of the

question 'of the chalice to the Pope.

The Council then took up the discussion of the Sacrament of Orders.

Though there was little disagreement as to the nature ofHhe grace

conferred in ordination, yet the question of the relations of the various

members of the hierarchy to one another and to the Pope was likely to

cause difficulty, and troubled waters were soon again entered upon. The
French and Imperial ambassadors protested against any further definition

of dogmas, and demanded that the Council should await the arrival of

the French and German Bishops who were on their way. A thorough

reform of the Church might then be entered upon. They further

complained bf the haste in which proceedings were conducted. The
Legates only communicated the decrees on reform to the Bishops two

days before the general Congregations, and it was impossible to mmmine
them properly in that time. The Legates returned an evasive answer,

and the discussions on the Sacrament of Orders were proceeded with.

The papal legion was strengthened by the arrival of more Italian Bishops;

and at the same time several of the more independent prelates left Trent.

The Spaniards felt that it was necessary to assert themselves again ; and

on November 3 the Archbishop of Granada* propounded the view that

Bishops were the Vicars of Christ by the divine law under His chief

Vicar the Bishop of Rome. This rais^ the whole question oi^the Pope's

supremacy, and an angry debate ensued. The Bishop of Segovia went so

far as to say that the supremacy of the Bishop of Rome was unknown to

the primitive Church. Laynez again made himself the fbief advocate iji

the papal prerogative and displayed a violent hostility to the Episcopate.

In the midst oI these discussions the Cardinal of Lorraine anived witti

twelve French Bishops and three Abbots' oh November, 18, I563* Tbe
attitude which he would adopt was eagerly awaited by both parties.

Oh November S3 the Cardinal appeared in the assembly and in a speecii

made similar demands to «tliose made by the Emperor in the IMnft^
R^fbrmatioviy and a little later^dedared himself in favour of the dirine

right of the Episcopate. On JanuqiT^S, 1563, the Frendi demandi were

formally presented to the L^tes. The articles were thirty-four in
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number and embraced most of the proposals previously demanded by the

Emperor. They suffered the same fate as his and were simply forwarded

to J^me for ocmsideration.

It was now obvious to all that the Papacy had no intention of

carrying out any reforms of importance. The papal policy was clearly

expressed in a letter of Borromeo to the Legates, in which he infortty^

th^ that they must keep two objects in sight, that of strengthenmg

the papal power over the Council, and that of procuring its speedy

dissolution. To this intent the Legates endeavoin-ed to have the Pope
described as rector univer^^alis ecclesiae ^ in the canon dealing with

Episcopate; but owing to the opposition of the Cardinal of Lorraine th^
failedi The interminable discussions continued; month after month
passed by and nothing was done. At the beginning of February

Ferdinan^ had moved to Innsbruck with the object of being nearer the

scene of affairs. The Legates thereupon sent Coinmendone to see him
and endeavour to come to some understanding. His embassy, however,

had little success and he soon returned to Trent.

All turned now upon the action of France and the Emperor. On
February IS, 1668, the Cardinal of Lon^ainc journeyed to Innsbruck to

confer with Ferdinand ; and there he found assembled with the Emperor,
Maximilian, King of the Romans, Albert V, Duke of Bavaria, and the

Archbishop of Salzburg. The Cardinal, in a memorandum which he

presented to the Emperor, attributed the barren result of the Cotincil

to the fact that only matters which had been approved of at l^ome were

allowed to be decided at Trent. The overwhelming majority of Italian

Bishops, and the fact that the right of initiative rested with the Legates

alon^ prevented any real reform. As a remedy the Cardinal suggested

that the Ambassadors should hav^ the right of in king proposals directly

to the Council, and that a larger number of non Italian Bishops should

be sent for to counterbalance the Italian majority. Above all, the

Emperor should come in* person to Trent and exercise his influence

upon the Council.

Ferdinand, Jiowever, saw little hope in these proposals. It was a

{mcticiil impossibility to find any other non-Italian Bishops who would

to Trent; and his own presence would give the papal party an oppor-

tunity of raisiqg the ay that the Council was not free. To attempt to

give the Ambassadors a right of initiative in the Council would only

lead to^tfai breaking up of asseml^yf The Emperor was, in fact, fast

lonng h<^ of obtaining any good from the Council. The failure to

obtain the concession of the chalice from the Council in September, 1562,

was a great disappointment to him ; and the slow progress that the

Coundl had made since that time filled him with despair. At the

bf^inning of March^ 1568, he turned to the Pope inst^ of to the

Coundl, in^the hope of persuadiftgihim to bring about some effective

tefonna. The Pope threw all the blame for th4 delay upon the Councilt

ca. zvqi.
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and especially upon the Spanish Bishops for raising theoretie and useless

questions. In this way one country could be played off against another.

The Papacy perceived, however, that Ferdinand^s confidence to the

Council was much shaken, and determined to send a Cardinal to

Innsbruck to endeavour to alienate him from it still further.

jl^eanwhile at Trent still further delay was caused by the death of

two of the I^egates. The Cardinal of Mafktua died on March S^^alid

Cardinal Seripando on March 17, 1563. Cardinal d'Altemps had returned

to Rome some time previously ; and Siinonetta and Hosius did not core

to art alone. They accordingly wrote to the Pope asking that two

new Legates might be sent. The papal choice fell upon Morone and

Navagerq- The former was now a devoted servant of the Papacy and

had reestablished his reputation for orthodoxy. He was, however, veiy

acceptable to the Emperor and the moderate party still had sijme hopes

of him. Navagero, on the other hand, was an open adherent of the

curial party. The new Legates arrived at Trent on April 18, 1568.

Morone, after an introductory discourse to the assembled Fathers, at

once set out for Innsbruck. The Jesuit Father, Canisius, was with the

Emperor and acted as the agent of tlie Roman Court in the Imperial

entourage. This remarkable man, the first German Jesuit, was perhaps

the ablest of the leaders of the Catholic reaction in Grennany. Alike at

Cologne, where ho withstood the influence of the Archbishop Hermann
von*Wied, and at Ingolstadt, whei*e in 1650 he became Rector of the

Universitj% he turned back advancing tide of Protestantism* In

165S Ferdinand, then King of the Homans, had summoned him to

Vienna, and Canisius soon obtained considerable influence over him.

At Feixlinand’s request Canisius drew up a Catechism, which was

translated into many languages and from which thousands were in-

structed in the rudiments of tiie Catholic faith. His Swnvma DocMnas
Christianae became the text-book of Cathplic teachers and preadierB

throughout Germany, When Ignatius set uj5 a Province pf his Society

in Tipper Germany, it was only natural that he should place Canisius at

its head. Directly Canisius heard of the arrival of Morone aft TVent he

sent urgent messages to him to come to Innsbruck os soon as possiUet

France and Spain had not yet agreed upon active cooperation with tlof

Emperor ; but with«6o many objects in common an agiiv>ement as to a

course of action might occur at any; moment* Canisius skilfully prepoared

the way for Moione. He points out to Ferdinand that by oil amicable

arrangement with the Holy Father he might obtain mote toon he would

ever get from the Council. Ferdinand began to waver. His pievtoUs

policy had ended in failure. Philip had been unmoved by his wamoh^
that reform of the rites aifd ceremonies of the Church, and not oiily of

its discipline, was necessary to preserve Germany to the CSiurtihu Bf
means of the Council he had achievwl Nothing. Moitme now £ndved with

the definite othr of the concession of the chalice directly the Council
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dbould be tenotbiated ; and Ferdinand was won oya. He a^pteed give

the Legates his support, axid declared himself content with the minor
reforms that the Legates proposed to put before the Council. The
Papacy had thus gained the first step. It remained to come to ten]|s

wi^ ibe Cardinal of Lorraine and Philip II.

Mottme returned to Trent on May S7, and the discussion on
Sacrament of Orders were cntively resumed It finally dibided to

avoid all mention of the disputed points as to the direct divine origin

erf episcopal authority and whether residence was ^^jvre dhmio or not.

The decrees in this ambiguous form wei*e published at the Twenty-tjiird

public Session on July 15, 1563. The difficulties of the Legates were,

howemr, not yet over. Philip sent to the Council a new ambassador,

the Count de Luna, who was instructed to demand anew the suppression of

the formula ^^pretponerUibus legalist and pressed forward the formulation

of doctrini and a thorough reform of discipline. But the Emperor gave

his support to the Legates, and the situation remained unchanged.

NationcJ feeling now ran very high, and a dispute as to precedence

between the French and Spanisli ambassadors nearly brought the Council

to an end. The state of tension is well illustrated by the interjection

of a member of the Curialist party after a French prelate had denounced

the abuses of the Roman Couii; : scabie Hispana mcldimm in morburn

GaUicum.^

Meanwhile efibrts were being made to draw the Cardinaf of Lorraine

over to the papal party. A man of little sincerity, able and ajnbitious,

he consider^ his own interests alone. After the death of his brother,

the Due de Guise, and the conclusion of the Treaty of Amboise, his

position was not very secure at home ; and in those circumstances the

fiiendahip of the Holy See was not^to be despised. The papal diplomacy

began if» work early in the year 1563; and by the end of June the

Cardinal was won over. Through his influence the French government

agreed in August to the Council being brought to an end on the terms

which the Emperor had accepted. The French Bishops meekly followed

the lead of^the Cardinal and ceased to oppose the policy of the Legates.

The Spaniards alone remained, and agreement with them was not so

ea^. They were the puritans of the Council. Political expediency had
no meaning to tj^em. As they could not be bought, the only thing for

the Papacy to w was to outnAanoeuvre them.

Dir^ wppeals to PhiliftJI to conseift to the Council being brought

to an mid ftdled 4 so there was for the time nothing to be done but to

allow the Coundl tb occupy itself in matters which were comparatively

of little importance. The Sacrament of Matrimony was discussed and
its nature defined. The marriage of priests was forbidden without any
opporition, though the Imperial ambassadors made a feeble protest

questkili of dandestine marrikgps gave some trouble. They had
admittedly given rise to great abuses, but the that the Sacraments

CO. xvin.
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were ipsofacto operative {ex opere operaio)^ drove many ofJthe prdatei to

advocate their recognition. Finally, however, they werei 188 votes

to 69, declared invalid. The work of reform was also continued. The
Legates brought forward a series of decrees for the reform of the morals

and discipline of the clergy. They involved the abandonment by the

Curia of^any valuable privileges, but at the same time they entrenched

upon the rights of the State. To ecclesia&itical tribunals powers ^were

assigned which no government could afford ^o tolerate ; the rights of

patrons were interfered with ; and immunities of the clergy, which had

long, been abandoned in practice, were again claimed. The Catholic

Powers for once united in their protests, and the more extravagant

claims were withdrawn in consequence. The conduct of the Cardinal of

Lorraine in this matter shows how completely he had thrown in his lot

with the Holy See. He had visited Rome in September, and his head

was completely turned by* the flattery which he received. l!te went so

far as to tulvise the French government to submit to some of the ex-

travagant claims put forth on behalf of the clergy ; but bis advice was

not followed. The Council now resolved itself into chaos. The control

of the Legates became little more than nominal Pius himself had con-

sented to a reform of tlie Cardinals being included in the general reform

of the clergy; but the Italian Episcopate were not willing to see what they

regarded as the privileges of their nation swept away. They succeeded

in reducing the proposed reforms of the Sacred College to a mere shadow.

The Freijch ambassadors withdrew to Venice, hopeless of any good coming

out of such au assembly. The firmness of the Spanish Bishops, however,

prevented the scheme of reform being completely nullified by reservap*

tions and exceptions; and on November 11, 1663, the Twenty-fourth

public Session was held, and the decree on matrimony and twenty-one

out of the forty-two decrees on reform proposed by the Legates were

promulgated, the remaining decrees being deferred to a later Session.

Everything was now subordinated to bringing the Council to an en^

The Papacy ordered the Legates to withdraw the proposals whi^
infringed the* rights of the State; and canons dealing witih th^ remaining

matters under discussion were drawn up with feverish haste. Purgatory,

the Invocation of Saints, and Indulgences were hastily defined; and

twenty moi*e decrees of reformation were preparedi^^ The Spanish

apibassador and the Spanish Bishops maihtained their protests to the

end, but with no avail. A ruiflour that tlje Pope was dyiiQ hastened

matters still faster. The Twenty-fifth Session was opened on December 8,

1563 f and on December 4 the Council was brought to an end amid the

acclamations of the assembled Fathers. 256 members of the Council

signed its deaees, the four- Legates, Cardinal Madruzzo and the Caidinal
of Lorraine, 8 Patriarchs, 86 Archbishops, 168 Bishops, 7 AbbM% 7

Generals of Orders, and 89 who we^p &bs^t represented by their proctors.
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WiHi dose of the Council of Trent the determinatioii of the

prineiples urbidbi were to regulate the reorganisation of the Catholic

Chuxcli was oompleted. There followed, under the direction of the

Pa|>acy, an application and working out in detail of those principles,

which was a task of many years; but the struggle was over and the battle

won. Medieval theology had been emphatically restated. The scission

of Christendom into two halves, each going its own way regardless of the

other, was definit^y confirmed. The spirit of dogmatic certainty, which

drevf its chief nourishment from Spanish soil and of which the Society of

Jesus was the dearest expression, was to be the predominating influence

for the future in the Church. Her doctrine was now completely articu-

lated for the first time. Matters which the medieval Church had left to

the s]j[eculations of the Schools were now authoritatively settled ; and the

Church was provided with a logical presentation of her position,'definitely

marking it off from all other circles of ideas. The issues had been put

before thi world, and it remained for Cathoycism and Protestantism to

fight the battle to the bitter end.

Though the triumph of the Counter-Reformation thus enabled the

Churdi to present a united front as against Protestantism, it is not true that

aU opposition to the prevailing tendencies within the Church had been

silenc^. Many of the dogmatic decrees of Trent were as such a

compromise. The great decree on Justification preserved room in tlie

Church for those Augustinian ideas which tlie Church had never been

completely able to assimilate, and which found subsequent H^xpression in

Jansenism. Great as was the influence of the Jesuits at Trent, they did

not succeed in winning a complete triumph for their theology. *This was

not, however, of so great consequence as might appear ; for all particular

dogmas were beginning to sink into the backgiound, compared with the

one great principle that the use and wont of th^ Roman Church is law,

and that to the Pope alone appert*ains the right to expound the teaching

of the Church. The complete expression of this principle was impossible

at Ttoit; the hostile elements were too strong; but the way was laid

open. The papal supremacy over the Church received a new extension as

the result of tl^c work of the Council. Tlie confirmation of the Pope
was acknowledge to be necessary for the validation of its decrees. The
oupreme power in the universal Church was admitted to rest in the

HomAii Pontile They were the Vicars of Christ on earth. The
attonpt to eirtmeiate the direct divine authority of the episcopate was

frustrated# The Vaiicanum was only Jthe logical outcome of certiRn

dements m theJIVidentinuin.’

The decrees ob reformation successfully removed the worst abuses

which had brought the Church and the clergy into contempt. The
autiboriiy of the Bishops over their clergy, bgth secular and regular, was

oo&dderably strengthened ; and means were provided for the rex^val of

evu livers aad the inoompeten^ The parochial clergy were compelled to

ca. xvni.
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preach; and the whole discipline of the Church wae improTcdL The
practical reform, however, that was most far-reaching in its results was

probably the establishment of seminaries for the education of the cleigy

in each diocese. This measure provided the Church with an adequate

supply of trained men for its service, and removed the reproach wfaidi

had formerly rested on the clerical state. At the same time it made the

clergy a body more distinct from the laity than they had ever been

before. It narrowed the interests of the dergy, an<\ made them to a

considerable extent the blind instruments of their superiors. Together

with the system of celibacy, it separated the clergy from the ordinary

social life of the people, and accentuated the division betwemi the

Chtirch and the modem world.

The Council left to the Papacy the right of interpreting its dqprees

;

and Piuii* IV hastened to enunciate this principle in the Bull Bemdictut

Dens (January 36, 1564), which confirmed its proceedings. No prelate

was to publish any gloss vpon the decrees of the Council or Venture to

interpret them without papal authorisation. In 1688 Sixtus V set up a

special Congregation of the Council of Trent, to supervise the carry-

ing out of its decisions. Meanwhile the Papacy anxiously endeavoured

to persuade the Catholic Powers to accept in their entirety the decrees

of the Council ; but with the decrees on doctrine governments did not

concern themselves. They were accepted throughout the Catholic Church,

but with the decrees on discipline it was difierent. Even in the modified

form which <they received after the protests of the ambassadors, they

infringed many ancient rights of the secular power in various countries,

rights which it was not likely would be easily abandoned. In the end

the decrees on discipline wei'e only accepted in their entirety the

Emperor Ferdinand for his hereditary dominions, by Portugal, and by
the King of Poland. France and the Empire never accepted them,

while Spain and Venice received them with a reservation of their own
rights which had practically tlie same effect

.
There were limits beyond

which no modem State could allow the papiil^daims to go.

The tasks which the Council had left to the Pope were actively taken

in Iiand. Tke Breviary and the Missal were revised, and a new edition

of the Corpus Juris Cemonid was published. A purification' of Church

music was begun. A commission of eight Cardinals was appointed on
August 3, 1564; and in Palestrina a genius arose who became the

founder of modem«^Church music. His famous Miss^'di Papa ATor**

dRUo, performed before the comipiLsion on April 38, 1565, suJboBdinated

the music to 'the words, and substituted^ a dignified and miutnily

simplicity for the florid and decadent style which hed*"hitherto obirae*

terised ecdesiastical music in Rome. T^ most important task Idft to

tke Papacy was however the preparation of an Index dt Prohilnted Bopka
So early as 1479 Sixtus iV hi^ empowered the University of CkdMia
to infill penallieB on printers, purdi^i^and readers of har^tical hoohuk
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Thia vaa confirmed and extended by the Bull Inter muUiplicee of Alex*

ander VI in 1501. At the Fifth JUateian Leo X in 1615 autborieed

the Master of the Sacred Palace to act aa censor in Rome and the papal

States; and the Inquisition in 1543 began to regard the censorship aa

one of its functions. The first lists of proliibit^ books were however

drawn up in 1546 and 1650 at Louvain, in 1549 at Cologne, and by
the Sorbonne between 1544 and 1551. The fii*st papal Index was that

of Ptol 1V| whic|^ was published in 1559. It was arranged alphabeti-

ceUf but under each letter came three categories. The first class

consisted of the heresiarchs, all ssf whose writings were prohibited.

Hus was a mere list of names. The second class consisted of writers,

some of whose productions, which were enumerated, tended to hetesy,

impiqty, magic, or immorality. The third class consisted of writings,

chiefly anonymous, which were unwholesome in doctrine. Thti Index of

Paul IV met with much opposition ; and Naples, Milan, Florence, and

Venice refused to print or enforce it. Pius IV modified it in 1561 by
allowing the use of non-Catholio editions of the Fathers and other

inoffenidve writings to li^nsed readers, provided comments by heretics

of the first class had been previously erased. No Index Ea^jmrgatorhiBj

however, as distinguished from an Index Librorum ProhibitoruTn^ was ever

published officially at Rome. The harder work of pointing out particular

passages which must be deleted was only undertaken in Spain. The
Papacy contented itself with prohibiting books altogether or with a

^ donee corrigatur,^ of which nothing came. <>

The Index Librorvm Prohitntorum of Paul IV was however con-

demned at Trent as a bad piece of work; and a commission woslippointed

to revise it. Ten rules to be observed were drawn up, but the work

itself was left to the Papacy. The new Index was published by the

Papacy in March, 1664, and is known as the Tiidentine Index. Tlie

Index of Flaul IV was improved, ahd some of its wurst blunders removed.

It was accepted by Portugal, Belgium, Bavaria, and parts of Italy. In

1671 Pius V set up a speptal Congregation of the Index distinct from

ihe Inquisition ; and in 1588 this body w^ empowered by Sixtus V to

imdertake further revision of the Index. Twenty-two new rules took

place* of the ten laid down at Trent; and this new Index was

published in 1590. Shortly after its publication, however, Sixtus V
died; and Qempnt VIII restored the Tridentine rules and issued another

Index in 15i^ The materials collected for the Index of 1590 were

nsedi though the Spanish Index of Qu^roga published in 1584 was one

of chief tounces. The^ndex of 1696 remained the standard, though

additions were made to it, until the middle of the eighteenth century.

^ So fisr as the southern nations were concerned the Index achieved its

worlu The peoples who continued to adhere to the Catholic Church
cat off from the culture and science of the North, and a, serious

bbw was dealt to human progress, ^It was impossible for such measures

GB. XVXtl.
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to succeed ultimately ; but for a time at any rate they were a serious

hindrance to the advance of knowledge. The learned Jesuit Csausius, in

a striking letter written to the Duke of Bavaria in 1581, printed in

Reusch^s great history of the Index, pointed out the futility of such

measures. Repression by Edicts and Indexes could never suco^ , con-

struction was needed as well as destruction, and good authors must be
provided to take the place of bad. A revival of Catholic scholarship^

such as Canisius advocated, marked the close of the sixteenth century, a
revival in which his own Order played a prominent part. Rome betiuaie

again a centre of Christian learning^: and the Annals of Baronius were

worthy to stand by the Centuries of Magdeburg, New editions of the

Fathers were prepared. In 1587 appeared the Roman edition of the

Septiiagint, and both Sixtus V and Clement VIII endeavoured to improve
the text 6i the Vulgate. Historical schplarship ceased to be the monopoly
of one party. The Jesuits were the equals in learning of their adver-

saries and their educatioi\al system was immeasurably superior. Pro-

testantism in Germany was tom asunder by petty feuds ; and by sheer

force of superior ability and unremitting labou|f Catholicism was restored,

first in the Rhine lands and then on the Danube. The story of this

work, the success of which drove Protestantism to desperation and
assisted to provoke the Thirty Years’ War, is beyond our scope. It is

sufficient to notice here that it w^os the fruit of that new Catholicism

which emerged triumphant from the Council of Trent. Saintliness of

life and the * beauty of holiness were again exhibited to the world in a
Carlo Borromeo and a Filippo Neri; while Protestantism was too

often sinKing into a time-serving Erastianism or developing an arid

scholasticism of its own which quenched the springs of religious life.

Increased centralisation in government and strict definition of dogma
made Catholicism after Trent a far more powerful fighting force than it

had ever been before, but it was only at the price of drawing in its

bordei's and limiting its sympathies. The|:e is a curious likeness in

esvsence, though in forms of expression they <are poles asunder, between

Puritanism in England and the movement of which Carafia and Ignatius

are the typic^d representatives in the Roman Church. Both alike sub-

ordinate the wider interests of humanity to the supposed requirements

of religious faith. The sacred was rigidly marked off from the profane

;

and the culture of the world and its wisdom were banned and avoided as

evil in themselves. *The world was given up^as hopeless,^d the attempt

to separate its evil from its good was abandoned. The work whi^
Clement of Alexandria and Origen had begun for the ancient C3iurch,

and Thomas Aquinas and the great Schoolmen had achieved toi the

Church of the Middle Ages, was not done anew for the modem woild*

The true Renaissance was not absorbed into the circle of ecdesiaatioal

ideas ; and the medieval conception of Catholicity was limited retailer

than widened. The modem world, if not actually hostile to4lie Ghuit^,
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grew up apart feam it and by its side rather than under its influence*

The kingdom of intellectual tmity—<-whlch Baflaelle had depicted for

Julius 11 on the walls of the Vatican—was not realised. Ibe leaders

of the Christian Reniussance had not the moral enthusiasm or tlie force

of diaracter necessary for the task. As tlie gentle Andrewes and the

gracious Falkland had to give way before the sterner enthusiasm and the

narrow pedantry of Laud, which in its turn fell before a more single-

mindl^ but still nArrower creed, so Contarini and his associates abdicated

the leadership to Ignatius and Caraifa. Neither Pole nor Morone h€ul

the spirit of martyrdom; and freedom could not triumph without its roll

of martyrs. It was left to the sects in the future to vindicate the rights

of conscience, and to extort by force from without what liberal church-^

men failed to achieve within the Church. There was a touch of the

dilettante spirit in the aristocratic circles of the Catholic reformers in

Italy at /Opening of the sixteenth centuiy which paralysed their

eflbrts and enervated their moral fibre. Tlie ihovement was too academic

to influence the worl<|, effectively. Some of its members fell into the sins

which they themselves hod denounced, and like Cortese ended their lives

in joining in the hunt for benefices. The rest contented themselves with

a lower ideal os best they could, and stood helplessly aside. The Church
was reformed and underwent a moral regeneration ; but religious and

intellectual freedom were left further off* than ever. ITie issues at stake

were, however, made clear, and the parties in the great struggle were

definitely marked out. A modxi^ vivendi between authority and liberty

could not be found. Neither would tolerate the other, and Eiirope was

doomed to be the battlefield of the contending principles. The sword

alone could be the arbiter.

c. jk. h, n. c8. xviii. 44



CHAPTER XIX.

TIENDENCIES OF EUROPEAN THOUGHT IN THE AGE
OF THE REFORMATION.

c *

When the sixteenth century opens^ the West, with the exception of

Italy, is still medieval, distinguished by a superficial uniformity of mind,

thinking ideas which it ha» ceased to believe and using a learned tongue

which it can hardly be said to understand. Wh^ Uie century closes,

the West, with the possible exception of Italy, now fallen as far to the

rear as she once sto^ in the van, has become modem ; its States have

developed what we may term a personal consciousness and an individual

character, have created a vernacular literature and a native art, and have

faced new problems which they seek by the help of their new tongues to

state and to ^olve. In Spain, the land of ancestral and undying pride, the

humours of a decayed chivalry have been embodied in a tale which moves

to laughter without ever provoking to contempt. In Portugal the navi-

gators have created afresh the epic feeling ; a new Iliad has been begotten^

where swifter ships plough a vaster sea than was known to the ancient

Greeks, where braver heroes than Agamemnon do battle against a mightier

Troy, while travellers fare to remoter and stranger lands than those visited

by Odysseus. In France, where the passion for unity is beginning to

work like madness in the brain, Rabelais speaks in his mother tongue the

praises of the new learning ; Montaigne mak^s it the vehicle of the new

temper and its cultured doubt ; Clement Marot uses it to sing the Psalms

of the ancient Hebrew race; John Calvin to defend and commend his

strenuous faith ; while Descartes, bora in this century though writing in the

next^ states his method, defines his problem, and determines the evolution

of modern philosqphy, in the language of the people i^^^well as in that

of the learned. In England the c^tury began in literary poverty, but it

ended in the unapproached weaTxh of the Eli'^abethan age. Germany,

where the main intellectual interest was theological* and lionfessional,

Martin Luther gave the people hymns that often sound like ediqes of

the Hebrew Psalter
; Kepler, listening to the music whidh nature merves

for the devout eai', discovered the unity which moves through hek ap-
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tbeir heroism in their straggle for independence, and their Ipve of
knowledge in the tolerant reasonableness that made them a home for
the persecuted of all lands In Scotland William Dunbar, Gawin
Douglas, and David Lindsay shed lustre upon the early decades of the
century, while in its later years Rdbrmers like Knox and scholars like

Andrew Melville trained up a people who had imagination enough to
love and achieve lil^prty without neglecting letters. The thought which
at onc^ efiected and reflected so immense a revolution can be here traced
only in the broadest outlines.

We are met at the threshold by a two-fold difliculty—one whiA
concerns the induded thought, and another which concerns the thougnt
excluded The sixteenth century is great in religion rather than philo-

sophy, and stands in remarkable contrast to its immediate sifccessor,

whidi is great in philosophy rather than religion. With the latter, the
great modefti intellectual systems may be said begin ; and to it bdoiig
such names as Bacon and Descartes, Hobbes and £iOcke, Spinoza and
Leibniz, Gassendi and- Malebranche. But without the earlier century
the later would have been without its problems and therefore without
its thinkers. The preeminence of the one in religion involved the
preeminence of the other in thought ; for what exercises the spirit tends
to emancipate speculation and raises issues that reason must discuss and
resolve before it can be at peace with itself and its world. Hence the
thought whose course we have to foUow is thought in transition, dealing
with the old questions, yet waking to the new, quickened by what is

bdiind to enquire into what is within and foreshadow what is before. But,
while the thought that is to concern us may thus be described as moving
in the realm of our ultimate religious ideas, tlie thought that is not to

concern us moves in the realm of political and social theory. The two
realms touch, indeed, and even interpenetrate

;
yet they are (hstinct. The

ideal of human society is a ^ligious ideal ; but it is a consequence or a
combination of religious ideaf rather than one of the ideas themselves.

Heflce, tho^h certain of the most potent thinkers of the sixteenth cen-

tuiy occupmd themselves with the constitution and ordeif of human
socieiy, with^e actual or ideal State both in itself and in relation to the
actual or ideal Church, yet they must here be rigorously excluded,
and our view confined to the thought Itiat had to do with the religious

interpretation and his Universe.

It is customary to distinguish the Renaissance, as the revival of
letters, from the Reformation as the revival of. religion. But the
distinction is neither formally correct nor materially exact. The
Renaissance was not necessarily secular and classical—it might be, and
often^was, both rehgious and Christian ; nor was the Reformation
essentially reli^ous and moral— might be and often was political and
seculaf^ Of uie two revivals the one? is indeed*in point of time the
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elder ;^but the elder is not so much a cause as simply an anteoedmit of

the younger. Both revivals were literary and interpretative, both were

imitative and re-creative ; but they differed in spirit, and they differed

also in province and in results. There was a revival of letters which

could not possibly become a reformation of religion, and there was a
revival which necessarily involved such a reformation; and the two revivals

must be distinguished if the consequences are to understood*

The roots of the difference may be found, partly, in the minds that

studied the literatures, and partly in the literatures they studied, though

e^n here the qualities, the interests, and the motives of the minds only

stand the more clearly revealed. The difference is better expressed by a

racial than by a temporal distinction ; the term ^ race,” indeed^ os here

used d6es not denote a unity of blood, which can seldom if ever exist,

but unities of language, inheritance, association, and ideas. In this

sense, the Catholic South was in speech, in custom, in sociii temper, in

political and municipal institutions distinctly Latin; and for similar

reasons the Protestant North may be termed Teutonic. Now of these

two the Latin race was in thought the more secular, while the Teutonic

was the more religious; but os regards custom and institutions the

Latin peoples were the more conservative, while the Teutonic were the

more inclined to radical change. And this is a difference which their

respective histories may in some measure explain. The Latixi race,

especially in Italy, was the heir of the Roman Empire, still a vivid

memory and a living influence; its monuments survived, its paganism

had not utterly perished ; its gods were still named in popular speech

;

customs which it had sanctioned and dreams which it had be^tten
persisted, having refused, as it were, to undergo Christian baptism.

Italy was to the Latins os much a holy land as Palestine had b^n to

the Crusaders, with graves and relics and shrines lying in every valley

and looking out from every hill ; and these appealed all the more to the

imagination since ecclesiastical Rome was a reality and imperial Rome a
memory and a dream. The Eternal City was like a desolate widow who
yet tarried 'and yearned for the return of the Caesar ^who been her

spouse.

And if Rome lived in the dust of her ancient roads and the ruins of

her temples, the Italian peoples and States seemed singularly suj^estive

of Greece. ^Ilieir^republics and t3rrant6, their civieme and military

adventurers, .their rich cities* v/^th thdr colonies and commeiKse, their

rapid changes of fortune, their swift oscillations from ^reedosn to b(^age
and from bondage bock to freedom, their love of art and of lettera»

mutual jealousies and ambitions were Greek rather than Roman ; indeed

at certain moments they might almost'make us feel as if andent Glleeee

had risen from the dead and come to live upon the Italian aoSL ;^&ere

then the Renaissance could not but be classical: not the product of

some accident like the capture of a city or the fall of an ancient
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but tbe inevitable outcome of minds quickened by the Italian m and

made creative by the vision of a vast inheritance. The Teatonimstind»

on the contraiy, had no classical world behind it ; its pagan past was

remote^ dark, iirfertile, without art or literature, or philosophy, or

history, or any dmm of a universal empire which had once held sway

over civilised man. In a word, its conscious life, its social being, its

struggles for empire and towards civilisation, its chivalry, its crusades,

its maptal problenfis and educational processes, all stood rooted in the

Christian rriigion. Behind this the memory of men did not go, and
into the darkness beyond the eye could os little penetrate as the visionf^

of the man can trace the growth of knowledge in Us own infant mind#
Now these differing conditions made it as natiuul that the Teutonic

BenaisStoce should concern itself with the early Christian ide^d^as that

the Latin should with the ancient classical literature ; and, where they

touched religion, that the one should be more occupied with its intellectu^

side and the other with its institutional ) for %here the Roman Empire
had lived the Roman Church now governed. ITie literature which the

Teutonic mind mainly loved and studied and edited was patristic and

Christian ; but the literature which the Latin mind chiefly cultivated

was classical and pagan. The Latin taught the Teuton how to read, to

edit, and to handle ancient books ; but nature taught both of them the

logic that binds together letters and life. As a consequence, the Latin

Renaissance became an attempt to think again the thoughts, and live

again the life, embalmed in the literature of Greece and Rome ; while

the German Renaissance became on attempt to reincarnate the apostolical

mind. The Latin tendency was towards classical Naturalism, but the

Teutonic tendency was towards the ideals of the Scriptures, both Hebrew
and Greek. Among the Latins almost every {>1 ilosophical system of

antiquity reappeared, though in an instinctively inverted order; but

among the Teutons the field was occupied by theologies based on

Augustine and Paul, while philosophy began as an interpretation, not

of•literary thought or socielics, but of man, individual and social, as

he had livfed and was living.
^

Hence, ill the*region of belief the Latins were the more critical and

the Teutons the more positive. The thought which the Latins studied

was that of a world into which Christ had not entered, though it was

one in which j(ipaj»ar had reigned ; but the thought which the Teutons

cultivatefji had Christ as its source and^God as its supreme object, llie

Latin Reniussance thus piwduccd two ^ most dissimilai* yet cognate

idieDomeoa: intellbqltua] systems affecting mainly the notion of Deity,

and Orders like the Society of Jesus, organised for the work of con- ^

servation and reaction. On'^the other hand, the parallel phenomena

produced by the Teutonic Renaissance were attempts either to revive the

rdii^kin of tiffs apostolic literature, or to found the Protestant Churches

aaflyiUtes. W^t concerns us beie^ the new. thought, and not the
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new oraanisations ; and these preliminaxy distinctions and discussions

will e&ble us to set the Latin, or Clascal Benaissanoe^ in its inie

relation to the Teutonic or religious.

*!

We begin with the most obvious of the influences exercised by tile

Revival of Letters upon the thought of the sixteenth century^ viz.,

those concerned with grammar and what it signified, and with language

as the creation and the interpreter of thought. It has often been said

that the Church preserved the knowledge of Latin as a living tongue

;

^ut Lorenzo Valla (1406-57) would have said, if the tongue were still

alive it were better dead. As a grammarian Valla held grammar to be

higher than dialectic, for it took as many years to learn as dialectic

took ninths ; and he may be said to have discovered literal and

historical criticism by executing with its help judgment on three famous

documents, viz., the Vulgate, which he condemned as faulty in style and
incorrect in translation ; Vhe Donation of Constantine, which he proved

by its anachronisms to be late and false and forged ; and the Apostolic

Symbol, whose terms and clauses he showed could not be of apostolic

origin. His criticism of these documents (we omit all reference to that

of the pseudo-Dionysius) was prophetic and more potent in a later

generation than in his own. Erasmus published in 1506 the Jnnota^

tiones on the Vulgate, and in a dedication ivhich served as a preface he

compared V^alla as a grammarian and Nicolas of L3rra as a theologian;

and he argued from the errors which had been proved to exist in the

version which the Church had in a sense canonised by use, in a way
that was at once an apology and a call for his own edition of the Greek

New Testament nine years before it appeared. In 1617 a copy of the

De Dmaiione Constantini Magiii came into the hands of Ulrich von

Hutten, who published it, and with his usual carelew audacity dediq|zted

it to the Pope, whom he straightway proceeded to denounce as a usurper

and robber. Later this was sent to Luther just as he was meditating

his De Captivitate Babyhnica Ecclesiae ; and it strengthened his trust in

the Germai) people, confirmed him in the belief that the Pope was

Antichrist, and fortified him for the daring deed of biiming the Pope^s

Bull. The criticism of the Apostles' Creed indicated a method of

discussing dogma which only needed to be applied to become a theory of

development capab^ of disvsolving the vast systems traditional,

schools. We need not be surpris^ that Calvin speaks of Vall|^ as ^an
acute and judicious man, and an instrument of the Divine V(^ilL''

The Italian mind was simple in spite of all its simile complex!^, and
in the Renaissance it was like the explorer who set out to find a near way
to India and found a new world instead. It had no more typical son

than Giovanni Pico della Mirandola. He was—if we are to b^eve bis

nephew and biographer—chivalrou^ beautifijl, radiant, ^ if, was
impossible to see wi^opt loving, {pa, artist who loved art, a tiiiiiLluj|0ho
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ddighted in thought, a seek^ whose passion it was to find the truth,

and who woidd glairy have sold fdl he possessed to buy it. Bom hi 1463,

he studied Canon Law at Bologna ; then, first at Padua, and later at

Paris, he cultivated philosophy. When only twenty-one he returned to

Italy and read Plato in Florence under Ficino; thi*ee years later he

travelled to Rome, where he drew up nine hundred theses, philosophical

and theological, which he offered to discuss with the scholars of all lands,

pix>inj«uig, if they*came, to 6ear the cost of their journey. But heresy

was discovered in some of the theses, and the disputation was prohibited.

Later he devoted himself to a contemplative life, renounced the world,

divided his goods between his nephew and the poor, saying that, ono# he

had finished the studies which he had undeHaken, he should wander

barefdot round the world in order tlint he might preach Clyist. He
was a mystic; nature was to him a parable, history was an allegory,

and evexySsensuous thing an emblem of the Divine. He magnified man,

though he distrusted self ; and as he believed that truth came only by
revelation he felt bound to seek it from those who had thus received it

from Gk)d. Hence he searched for truth, succ'essively in Aristotle, in

Plato, in Plotinus, and in the pseudo-Dionysius, who seemed to many,

even after Valla had written, the source of the highest and purest truth.

But as Pico said, philosophy seeks truth, theology finds it, but religion

possesses it; and the truth which religion possesses is God's. Man can

best discover it in the place where God has been pleased to^set it.

Now, in his quest for truth and its purest sources, Pico heard of

the Cabbala, and conceived it to be the depository of the mc^t ancient

wisdom, the tradition of the aboriginal revelation granted to man. And
just then John Reuchlin, German mystic and scholar, found Pico. He
was older in years but younger in mind. He h id studied philology in

Paris, law in Orlews, and he had lectured on G .’eek in Tubingen ; he

was then on his second visit to Italy, with all the mystic in him alive

and unsatisfied. The God*whom he wanted, the logic of the Schools

dbuld not give him ; by thMr help he might transcend created existence,

though even then what they led him to was only the bqundless sea of

negation. • In Aristotle the impossible, in Plato the inciedible, was

emphasised; but in the region of spirit things were necessaiy which

thought found impossible or reason pronounced incredible. The Neo-

F3rthagoreai^fldiool saved Reuchlin from the tyranny of the syllogism

and reared his faith. In t\iis moocj he came to Pico, and to his mood
the Cabb^ appealed; it^ philosophy was a symbolical theology which

invested words numbers, letters and names, things and persons, with

a divine sense. But Reuchlin was more than a mystic with a passion fof

fantastic mysteries ; he was also a scholar ; and the idea that there were

truths locked up in Hebrew, the tongue whith God Himself had spoken

atIdle Oe%jtion and whjch He had then given to man, compelled him to

lew the laugoage that he might feed the ^lought in the words of

on. xnt.
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Deity. So he put himself to school under a Jewish physician^ acquired

enough Hebrew to pursue his studies independently, and, as a result,

published in 1606 his De Rudimentis Hebraids, He himself named
this book a monumenium aere perennms^ and history has justified the

name. It helped to define and determine the religious iradmicies iU

Teutonic humanism, to change the fanciful mysticism that had begotten

the book into a spirit at once historical, critical, and sane. It practi*

cally made the Hebrew Scriptures Christian, an original text whidi aould

be used as a Court of appeal for the correction of the translation and of

the canon whicli the usage of the Church had accepted and endorsed.

Knowledge of tlie language thus made the interpretation of the Old
Testament more historical and more ethical ; it could now be read as

little through the Gnosticism of the Cabbala as through the Rbman
associations of the Vulgate.

The event which took the Old Testament out of the hand o&phantasy

turned it into an instrument of reform ; for if it is doubtful whether

Protestantism could have arisen without the knowledge of the Old
Testament, it is certain that without it the Reformed Church could not

have assumed the shape it took. In all this, of course, specific dangers

might lie for the scholar who could no longer fi*eely use the allegorism

of Alexandria to convey the New Testament into the most impossible

places of tlie Old, and who was therefore tempted to reverse the process

and employ the language and spirit of the Old Testament in the inter*

pretalion of the New, But these dangers were still in the future ; for

the present it will be enough to recall the story, told in an earlier

volume, of the controversy between Reuchlin and Pfefferkom, and of the

burning of Reuchlin's books by the Inquisition. In consequence of this

unjust treatment, the humanists addressed a series of letters, at once

eulogistic and apologetic, to Rcuchlin, which were published in 1614
under the title Epdolae Claronm Virorum, (The second edition in

1619 substituted ^^Illustrium''’' for Clarorum.^")

This book suggested to one of the younger and brighter humanists^

John Jtiger—^better known as Crotus Rubeanus, Lutheris ^*Crotus noiter

mavissimiLS^ a professor at Erfurt—a series of imaginary^pisties written

by vagrant students in the execrable dog*Latm of the Schools, to

Ortwinus Gratius, otherwise Ortwin de Graes, professor of beUea I^Urea

at Cologne, a man wjiom Luther in his most emphatic aiR^jl^Iaiii-spolceti

style described as *^poetiatam cufinur^ litpum rapacem^ ri nan patma crocoh

dUumJ^ The Epiatolae Obscurorum Virorum^ mhile describing the experi*

ences of their supposed euithors,—and it is here whei^e the' characteit

80 humorously reveal themselves—upraise Gratius as wdl as the divixM

and divinity of the Schools, and censure the ^poetae aecularea^ or

^^juriatae^ who had eulogised Reuchlin. In their composition vmhKis

scholars collaborated, notably Ulrich von Hutten, then afalaee with the

enthusiasm for Germany and the p^ion against Rome wbi^ made the
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itrile ft JOT to his soiiL ^ TIm prison is broken^'^ he cried, ^ eftptive

is fiise and will return no more to bondage.*^ ^ O centux^ whmi studies

blomi and spirits awake, it is happiness to live in thee !

^

Strauss ttiought the Epistol^ a supreme work of art, named them
^ fine wdig$»chichUiche Satire^ and placed them alongside Don Quixote^

since they were pervaded by so excellent a humour as to be higher and

better thw any merely satirical production. There is here ground for

ample and radical differences, but on one point there is none—the success

of the satire. It deceived the very elect ; the friars who were satirised

saw the truth of the portrait and did not feel its shame, even though

the men of serious mind, who could not be deceived, were offeuHed.

Erasmus did not love it ; nor did Luther, who said Votum prolfo^ opus

non probOf^ and named the author ^^einen Hanswiirst'^

\

bui it made
the Schoolmen ridiculous, and while they were laughed at Reuchlin was

applauded. He died in 152S, six years after the Epiatolae had appeared

—the same year in which Luther publi^ed his New Testament

—

sorrowing over the lapse from the Church and from letters of his young
kinsman, Melanchthon, and over the coming revolution which yet had

in him a plain prophet and a main cause.

In 1616, two years after the first volume of the Ejnstolae^ Erasmus'

Novum Ins^rumenium appeared. The man himself we need neither discuss

nor describe. He was a humanist, that is, his main interest was literature:

but his humanism was Grerman; that is, the literature which^mainly inter^

ested him was religious. In an age of great editors he was the most

famous; but he was not a thinker, nor a man who could seize ov be seized

by large ideas and turn them into living and creative forces. His greatest

e^torial achievements were connected not with the classics, where his

haste and his agility of mind made him often a faithless guide, but with

the New Testament and the Fathers of the Chui .h. Religion he loved

for the sake of letters rather than letters for the sake of religion. He
hod a quick eye, a sharp pen, a fine humour, and could hold up to man
and society a mirror which 'showed them as they were. He was fastidious

and disliked discomfort, yet he could make it picturesque; and amusing.

His letters ore Hke a crowded stage on which his time lives for ever ; and
we can hear and see even as his ear heard and as his eye saw. We are,

indeed, never allowed to forget that he is a rather too self-Conscious

spectator; i^^that while all around him men differ and he is a main

cause of tixm differences, yel there ij; nothing he more desires than to

be left alAne to live as initroubled as he had no mhid. He is **so

ti^nndunnSd that a fly would di'aw blood”; yet, or possibly therefore, he

is ft good hater, especially .of the ignorant mob, the obtuse and vulgar

men who could not see or feel the satire within the compliment or ^e
irony hidden in an ambiguous phrase.

*

*He is <me of the men whose unconscious revelations of himself have

ftvnaindess charm; we see him as ^student njhose very circumstances

cn. xxx.
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remind him of his origin, crttis a scarto as his oiemies said, impeeuniotis,

forced into an Order did not love, thirsting for a knowled^ hard to

obtain, seeking it at home or in Paris, where life is fast while his clerical

guardian is suspicious and his own temper self-indulgent. Hien we
are touched by the early struggles of a scholar who loved learning and
good living, and neither liked nor acquiesced in the poverty whidi seemed

his destined lot, though we may be offended by his complaints, which are

too fi'eqiient to be dignified, and his appeals for help, which am too

urgent to be compatible with self-resp^ as we understand iU His

pictures of our gracious and spacious England, loved because it is so

kind to the stranger—^the seclusion and erudition of Oxford, the repose

and learned activity of Cambridge, the regal Henry, the magnificent

Wolsey, ^he devout Colet, the genial More, the statesmanlike yet

thoughtful Warham, y>\\o can rule the Church and yet remember the

scholars who serve it,—are of a sort which pleases the reader l)nd which

he loves to read. And if ht desires first-hand knowledge of the manners

and morals of a picturesque day, the miseries of the sea and the comforts

of the shore, or the discomforts of continental travel with its strange

bedfellows, crowded inns, dirty linen, and unsavoury food; or of the

dignified society and refined art of living to be then found in the great

It^ian cities; or of Rome and Roman society under Julius II, where a
^m^llke Pontiff and cultured Cardinals, the spirit of the Borgia and the

temper of the^ Renaissance, make the capital of Christendom an epitome

of the world; or of the hopes, the disappointments, and the sorrows

of an editrr with a zeal for letters and a passion for praise, who n^otiates

now with mean and now with open-handed publishers, and stands be-

tween three publics, one sympathetic and appreciative, a second sus-

picious and sore and critical, feaiful lest he go too far, and a third

exacting and insatiable, determined to* compel him to go much further

than he wishes ; or of the Reforming men and movements, the strange

and tempestuous Luther, the audacious and restless Hutten, the moderate

and scholarly Pirkheimer, the conciliatory and reasonable Melanchthcm,

the heroic and magnanimous Zwingli, the learned and large**minded

(Ecolampadius,—then he will find this knowledge sup^abufldantly in

this vivid and entertaining correspondence.

Yet, if we would know Erasmus, he must be studied in his moire

serious works, os well as in his letters. There we shall find^^he clergy of

all grades from the friar and the parish priest to the P6pe, the super-

stitions and cerehionies, the pilgnmages and fil&tings, the ^tinctions in

dress and food, the worship of relics and of Saipts,—pillmied and
satirised and killed, at least so far as ridicule can kill. And his lighter

moods express his graver mind; and unless this mind be known there

is no person in history to whom we shall find it harder to be jusL Ho
is a proud and a strong man, when questions are at issue f<^ which Ike

supremely cares ; but he will seem tK us indifferent or vain or wea|twbm
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the queation is one for whidi he did not cai^, however nmch we may
wish he had. And, curiously, where his strength as well as his weakness

most appears is in his edition of the New Testament. The inaccuracies

of his text^ the few and the poor antl^oritics he consulted, the haste

of the editor, the hurry of the publisher, the carelessness of the printer,

and the fisdlity with which he inserted in the third and later editions a
text like 1 John F. 7, which he had omitted in the first and second, are

all ^stances of Weakness familiar even to the unlearned.

But the sagacity—which saw in the Epistle to the Hebrews a work
instinct with spirit but without the style of Paul, which doubted

whether John the Apostle were the author of the Apocalypse, wliich dis-

cerned in Luke the Greek of a writer skilled in literature, which pe^ived
in ttie Gospels quotations from a memory which could be |it fault, or

which inferred textual errors even where the authorities were agreed—is

characteristic of the honest scholar and indicative of the courageous man.

What is still more significant, is the doliberftte way in which as an editor

and exegete he repeats the views and reaffirms the arguments of his more

occasional works. Stunica charged him with the impiety of casting

doubt on the claims and the authority of the Roman See and of denying

the primacy of Peter. The Church, Erasmus said, was the congregation

of all men throughout the whole world who agreed in the faith of the

Gospel. As to the Lord’s Supper, he saw neither good nor use in a

body imperceptible to the senses; and he found no placje in Scripture

which said that the Apostles had consecrated bread and wine into the

body and blood of the Lord. Heathenism of life and Judaism of

worship had come upon the Church from the neglect of the Gospel,

Ceremonies were positive laws made by Bishops or Councils, Popes or

Orders which could not supersede the laws of rature or of God. ITie

priest who wore a lay habit or let his hair grow ,as pimished ; but if he

became a debauchee he might yet remain a pillar of the Church.

These were brave thin^ for a man so timid as Erasmus and so desirous

iof standing well with the authorities of the Church to »iy ; and in saying

them he was govenied by this historical idea ;—things ynknown to the

New TeAameflt were unnecessary to the Christian religion ; what con*

. tradicted the mind of Christ or hindered the realisation of His ends was

injurious to His Church. This idea determined the attitude of Erasmus

to Rqpie and to Protestantism. He, indeed, honestly believed that

where^Lutheranism reigned there literature perished; and that to restore

the knowledge of the Testament was to bring lfcu;k the mind of

CSirist, wSto wa# one teacher God hod appoint^, and therefore the

sole and supreme authority in His Church. Hence, his difference from

Luther was as inevitable as his difierence from Rome, and more absolute,

for in the one case be differed from a man, in the other from a system.

Ji has oftfn been said that his pe libero arbiirio enabled him to express

Ids difference from Luther without expressing jiis agreement with Rome,

ea. XIX.
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or recanting ^his earlier criticism of ecclesiastical abuses.** This judgmaat
is both prejudiced and unjust. It is indeed certain that the book was

written in the desire to dissociate himself from Luther, as well as in

response to the appeal to write^ something against the new heresy; but

it is no less certain that the book expressed a point on whidi Luther*s

scholasticism offended the humanism of Erasmus. The saying *^Uberm
arbitrium esse nomen inane ** seemed to him an aenigma absitrdum^ and
for this reason—it was unknown to the New Testament and the Apos^lic

Church. It might be Augustinian, it certainly was scholastic; but it

was neither Biblical nor primitive. Erasmas, in short, wrote as a Greek

and tiot as a Latin theologian, as a classical scholar and not as a
Western divine. He could not have selected a point more characteristic

of his own position. He would have the Christian religion knbwn
through its ci-eative literature ; he would not have it identified with the

philosophy or theology of any school. %

So far we have been occupied with the formal rather than the material

side of thought ; now we must consider the latter, or ^thought in its

objective expression as at once evolved, governed, and serv^ by the

critical method.

We begin with the Latin Renaissance. Its thought grew out of the

study of Classical literature, though it reversed rather than followed the

sequences of t^e Classical mind. The one began where the other ended,

in an eclectic Neo-Platonism, or a multitude of borrowed principles

reduced by^a speculation, more or less arbitrary, to a reasoned unity which
was yet superficial ; but it ended where the other began, in attempts to

interpret the nature within which man lived, with a view to the better

interpretation of man. Though the order of evolution was inverted, it

was yet in the circumstances the only order possible. For the mind
which the voice of literature awaken^ could only respond to a voice

which was articulate and intelligible. The mkid was old in speculation,

though its problems were new, and its age was' reflected in the solutions^

it successively attempted or accepted. It had been educated in schools

where theology reigned while Aristotle governed ; and it 'revolted from

the governing minister out of loyalty to the reigning sovereign, whose

authority extended over regions of too infinite variety to be administered

by his narrow and rigi(J methods.

The literature which enlarged tlie outlook changed the min^; it

could not think ds it had thought before or believe as it hac^ believed

concerning the darkness and error of pagan antiquity.
,
The li^it which

dwelt in ancient philosophy broke upon it like an unexpected sourish*

which it saw with eyes that had been accustomed to a grey and mt^ping
dawn. And this means, that Classical thought was seised at the peeQt

where it stood nearest to living experience, and yet formed ^the

expressive contiast to it ^Thiapoinffwas where philosophy had ^
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hbtk to become a rdigioof and bad tried out of ita acKbol to make a

Quuek Hence, thenew mind in the first flush of its awaking turned from

its ancient master, Aristotle, and threw itself into the arms of the Neo«

Platonists. Gemistos Plethon, who took part in the Council of Florence,

1489, was intellectually the most potent of the Greeks who helped in the

Rbiaissanoe. He regarded Aristotle as a westernised Mohamxnadan
rather than as a Greek, a man who had indeed once lived on the

HetJjmte soil, but who had become an alien in race and an enemy in

religion, speaking in the Latin schools ideas which he owed to a Moorish

interpreter. So Plethon expounded to the awakening West Plato os the

Neo-Platonists understood him, the Attic Moses,'" the transmitter of a

golden tradition which the secular Aristotle had tried to break and

whith ran back through Pythagoras to Zoroaster on the on^ hand and

Abraham on the other. His philosophy was at once monotheistic and

polythefttic ; God was one and infinite, but He acted by means of ideas

or spirits, or minor deities who filled the"^space between us and Him,

As first and final cause He ordered all things for the best, and left no

room for chance or accident. Providence was necessity and fate

providence, the world in all its parts and life in all its elements were

vehicles of a divine purpose. The soul of man was immortal; the

doctrine of reminiscence proved that it had lived before birth and so

could live after death.

Plethon emphasised in eveiy possible way the differences between

Plato and Aristotle, refusing to allow them to be reduced to a mere

question of terminology. This teaching lifted men above the arid

syllogisms of the schools, enriched their view of themselves and nature,

cf God and history, and gave reality to the ancient saying ea; orienie

For it came more as a religi|n than as a philosophy ; even the

apparatus of worship was mimicked; ceremonies were instituted, holy or

feast days were observed ; celebrities bcaime saints, before the bust of

Plato a taper was *oere^niously burned. The neophytes underwent

•a species of conversion ; Marsilio Ficino (1433-99) was said to have

been called in his youth to be a physician of souls, and djcsignated as the

tamslatdr of the two great masters, Plato and Plotinus. Man was con<

oeived as like unto God, and was named divine ; his destiny was to seek

eteitud union with the God from whom he came. That God was the

archetypM^f'tbe universe, \t8 unmoved mover and orderer, the ground of

all our ijpBSoning, the li^t of all o;ir seeing. He knew the world from

within f{j[ien He knew^imself, for creation was onljf the expression of

the divine tibdlight, God as it were speaking with Himself, and man
oveihearing His speech.*

The dicle of those devoted to the study of this philosophy contained

the most distinguished schplars of the day.* Besides Ficino there stood

jGrieeds or converts, 'Angelp Poliziano, though his fame is mainly

jphilologi^ ; Cristoforo Landino.^the exx>onent of Horace, of Viigij^

CH, XI3U
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and of Dante, who has given ns a pictthw of Florentine society which

recalls Plato'^s Sympcmum; Girolamo Benivieni, the poet who sang in

praise of Platonic love; the architect, painter and man of letters,

Leo Battista Alberti ; Pico della Mirandola, of whose faith and fame
and achievements we have already spoken ; and above all the men of

the Medicean House who founded the so-called Platonic Academy of

Florence. This was rather a Society than a School, not an equipped and
organised college, but an association of like-minded men who cuttiyi^ted

philosophy and professed to live according to the philosophy they cul-

tivated. It added lustre to the reign of the Medici, helped to define its

character, to fix upon it name and distinction. Under Cosmo and his

son Piero, and especially under his grandson Lorenzo, it became the

centre and#sum and even source of Florentine culture. But the patit^age

of the House proved fatal to the thought for which the Academy stood

;

with the House it rose, lived in its smile, fell in its falL Yet i% did not

fall before it had accomplishi:d things that could not die. It revealed the

world which tlie Church had extinguished and the Schoolmen superseded

;

it raised the i*eason that could speculate concerning truth above the

authority that would legislate in its behalf; it taught men to believe

that the truth lived in the soul rather than in books, that nature was

beautiful and man was good, and that truth existed before Church or

Councils and stood outside them both, and that man attains to the larger

humanity by ^he study of that literature in which the truth adapted to

his nature is best expressed. These were indeed notable contributionfi to

the thought of the century.

But though Plato lived in the New Academy, Aristotle still reigned

in the older Schools. He had ]^n too eificient an instrument in

education to be easily pushed aside ; but the thought which is to shape

living mind must not itself be dead. Hence the men, who were by birth

as well as by discipline Aristotelians, set themselves to rejuvenate the

ancient Master and change his obsolete speech into the language of thw

day. Three tepdencics at once showed themselves, one which interpreted

Aristotle in the sense and maimer of Averroes ; a second Which tonstrued

him by the help of the Greek commentators, especially Alexander of

Aphrodisia; and a third which laboured to reconcile him with Plato,

some of the last-named going to Aristotle for their physics^it to Hato
for their metaphysics. It soon begame evident that the philosophical

questions involved theology and raised issues affi^ting certain ^ogmas of

the Church. These issues were more sharply defined ip Che AristoteHan

than in the Neo-Platonic Schools and seriously alarmed the ChurdL
How this was and with what reason, Pomponazzi (146S-1524)—Peretto^

or little Peter, as he was affectionately named—will help us to undar^ltwdl.

Reverence for Aristotle had become in him a second ni^tize; aitd

though he writes poor Latin and ki^ws no Greek, and is, as he said, in
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compttriflon with Bis master but an insect beside an elephant, yet he
desixes to serve truth by interpreting^ his philosophy. He franUy
emphasised its opposition to faith ; and narrowly escaped being burned
for his pains, though his books were not so foi^unate. He said : *^The
thinker, who inquires into the divine mysteries, is like Proteus, In
face of consequences he neither hungers nor thirsts, cats or sleeps ; the
Inquisition persecutes him as a heretic ; the multitude mocks him as a
focd.^ Poubt is 'native to him, and like Descartes he doubts that he
may know; but, unlike Descartes, his doubt is more critical than specula-

tive, more literary than philosophical. And if he has a doubt to express

he dearly loves to express it in another name than his own, or shield

himself behind some noted authority. Religions he conceives as laws

instiHited by lawgivers, like Christ or Mohammad, for the regulation oft

life. They are governed in their coming and going, in their bloom and
decay, bystime and space; and their horoscope can be cast just as if they
were mortal beings. Christianity is psoved^true by its miracles, which
axe not impossible, though they have now ceased to happen and fictitious

marvels have taken their plac^ Since religions are laws, they must
promise to reward the righteous and threaten to punish the wicked ; and
as conduct rather than knowledge is their end they may use parables and
myths, which, of course, need not be true. Man is like the ass which
must be beaten that it may cany its burden ; to teach him deep mysteries

would be but to waste our breatih. Nor are we to esteem him too highly

or exhort him to become godlike, for how can man resemble a God whom
be cannot know ? As it is impossible to have natural grounds f^r a super-

natural faith we must be content to hold it without reason, though it

may be a gift of grace. If religion be moral then man must be free.

And though his freedom may be incapable of rational proof yet it is a
matter of conscious experience. .This, indeed, i ^ay seem incompatible

with Providence, which Aristotle conceived as general rather than parti-

cular, though we conceive it as a general made up of all particulars; but
where philosophy is blind Revelation may see, and it is letter to trust it

than to walk in darkness. The God who governs has created, and
csreatioii vsss willed in eternity, but happens in time, for Aristotle^s idea

of an eternal creation is sophistical. As the workman loves his handi-

work 80 God loves all His creatures and wills their good. He has given

to every bejipg, not perhaps the absolutely best, but the best for it and
for the^univerae, viewed in their complementaiy and reciprocal relations.

For men tupplement ea(S^other ; what seems in and by itself a defect

may become an excellency when seen from the standpoint of the collec-

tive whole, Man* lives in humanity, humanity within nature, nature

in God; and we ought to know aUl together before we judge any

•qfmnktely.

^This ia^ what would be called to-day a system of philofophical

agnostidam, where man^s ignorance|becomes a^plea, if not a reason for

0B. WOL
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faith ; but what it signified to Pomponazad we shall best understasid by
turning to his famous treatise on tibe Immortality of the Soul. Hie
treatise is at once an attempt at the historical interpretation of Aiistotle

and a serious independent discussion. It is practically concerned with

the question : How did Aristotle conceive immortality, as personal or as

collective ? It is as little soluble by the natural reason as the cognate

question whether the world is eternal or created ; in each case the

problem as to the beginning holds the key of the prolilem as to ttja^ ehdL

The Aristotelian Schoolmen hod argued that the capacity of the soul to

think the eternal and will the universal implied its immortality. But
what is the soul.^ We cannot define it as thought percipient of the

universal reason, for there can be no thought without ideas and no
^ideas without sense. The soul which lives within nature must develop

according to natural law and in obedience to it. Now, we never find

soul without body ; and hence we must ask: how are these related ? Not
as mover and moved, else their proper analogies would be the ox and the

waggon it draws, but as matter and form, i.e. without the body the soul

could not be, for only through the body does man take his place in

nature and realise his rational activity. Hence the human soul cannot

exist without the human body, arid must therefore be liable to the same
mortality. And this conclusion is worked out in connexion with the

moral doctrine that man is bound to act from love of virtue and horror

of vice, and pot from any hope of reward or fear of punishment, and so

to act as to make all nature the better for his action. Reason, then,

must condude that the soul is mortal; but religion comes to our aid,

and by teaching us to believe in the resurrection of the body resolves

our doubts. Of this doctrine philosophy knows nothing, and so we can

hold it only as an article of faith. This is in effect all Pomponazzi con

teach us ; religion and reason occupy opposite camps ; neither can hold

intercourse with the other. The truths of religion are the conbadio-

tions of the reason ; the processes of the reason cannot serve the cause

of religion. The new scholasticism was a philosophy of reasoned

ignorance whpre the cardinal verities of religion were the incon-

ceivabilities of thought.
* ^

But here certain new forces which seriously ofifected the course and
the development of^Latin thought must he referred toai^ analysed*

Hie ecclesiastical situation began^to change, and the temper rCf the

Renaissance chdnged with it. Hiought had^vived withou^ oonscknis

antagonism to the Church, though with the clear sense^bf opposition to

the Schools and their methods. Churchmen had been forwaid in culti*

vating the new spirit, had encouraged end studied its literatuil^

ciated and promoted its ai^. But tiie Reformation, with its atteralfit

incidents, made the Church suspicipus of movements wtdbh

contain the seeds of rev/>lt, while ^he Bebaissance, idways sendthe to
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outer conditiona, lost its spontaneity^ becoming self-conscious and criticaL

Italy after 1525 became what the Moorish wars had made Spain, sullen

in temper and jealous in disposition ; she imitated Spanish methods and
develcq^ the Inquisition ; in Rome, once careless and happy, the Holy
Ofiice was founded

One of the earliest fruits of this change of feeling was the revival of

Scholasticism and the increased influence of the Spanish mind upon the

Italiw. This reeved Scholasticism, which was bred mainly in two

Ordem, both of Spanish origin, the Dominican and the Jesuit, and

introduced by them into schools and universities, pulpits and Courts,

learning and literature, was used to prove the necessity of the Churcb to

religion, of the Pope to the Church, and of all three to society and the

Stateji It had the learning which the Renaissance created,^ but was

without its knowledge of antiquity, its sympathy with it, or its belief in

finding thare virtue and truth. Its purpose was indeed quite specific

:

to prove not that the Church was the mother of culture or mistress of

art, but that she was the sole possessor of truth, the one authority by
which it could be defined, authenticated, and guaranteed. The line of

defence was bold : the Church waa the creation of God, its government

His express design, its rulers instituted by His immediate act. Secular

rulers were but m^ate creatures of God, appointed through the people

and responsible to them ; but spiritual riders were His immediate

creation and responsible to Him alone. And since the Church was the

sole custodian of truth, it was not permissible to seek it without her

or outside her; to profess to have found it independently ij;as to be

heretical ; to obey what had been so found was to fall into the deadliest

schism. The argument may have been narrow, but it was clear and
strenuous; it may not have converted opponeats, but it convinced

friends. The Church became conscious of her mission; she was the

guardian of thought, the guide of mind. She alone could judge what

waa truth and what ensor, wbat men ought to do or ought not to know,

.^d as she believed so sh^ acted, with results that are broadly written

upon the face of history. The new Sch6lastics converted their own
Giurch from the Catholicity which encouraged the Renaissance to the

Romanism which suppressed its thought.

This, then, is what we have now to see ; and so we resume our dis-

cussion ofih^mought which, is it faced the second quarter of the sixteenth

century/began to feel thaiqeeping sliadow of the future. The change

came dowly—^foremind loves a violent catastrophe as little as nature

•—still it came and was marked by the rise of physical in succession to

metaphysical speculation. *The Neo-Platonic school had tended to a

mystical and allegorical conception of the world, which implied a doctrine

of the divine immanence and looked towards Pantheism. The Aristo-

tdians, on the other hand, emphafis^ the ideas of cause and Creator,

45G. M. n. U« CB. XIX.
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conceived the universe as manufactured and limited, and God as tran-

scendent, the two being correlated in the manner of the later deism.

The one school was inclined to read nature through Deity, the other

Deity through nature; but in each case nature took its meaning from the

temper and fundamental postulates of the school. The traditional ideas

were Aristotelian; the universe was geocentric; its main fact was the

opposition of heaven and earth, with the involved antithesis of the

higher or celestial element, and the four lower elements, earth, air, fire,

water, all movement being explained from their attempts to effect a

change of place.

'Tins theory could not satisfy men who believe in a philosophy of

immanence ; and efibrts were soon made to dislodge it. One of the

earliest rnd most notable of these stands associated with the niime of

Bernardino Telesio (1608-80). He was a devout son of the Church as

well as a zealous student of nature, and he disliked Aristolde for two

reasons : first, because his |)hiloAophy knows neither piety nor a Creator;

and, secondly, because he tried to interpret nature without questioning

herself. Telesio‘‘s fundamental principle was this: nature must be

explained in her own terms according to the method of experience and

by the instrument of the senses. He conceived matter as a substance

incapable of increase or decrease, more or less passive, yet susceptible

of being acted upon by two forces, heat and cold, w^ch, as causes,

respectively, of expansion and contraction, produce all motion and all

change. The heavens are the home of heat, and the earth of cold ; and

the constant cfibrt of heat to illumine the dork and quicken the cold

issue in a conflict whence come all the movement and variety of nature.

The whole proceeds according to immanent laws and without the inter-

vention of God. Nature is self-contained and self-sufficient; which

however did not mean that she is without intelligence ; on the contrary,

there is a soul in things; each supplements and serves the other;

mind lives in each, and works through the whole; Bacon saw in Telesio

a return to Parmenides; others have seen in him an anticipation of

Kant; others rigain have construed his principle ‘‘non ratione sedsensu'^

as if he wei-e the first of modern empiricists, the forerunner of the sensuous

philosophy, both English and French. In all these views there is a

measure of truth. He clothed his doctrines in a guise more or less

mythical ; he couM best conceive natural forces as persotto*^ And he was

never so ideal as when he meant to be most realistic. But he int^ded to

be true to his "principle, to construe naturecnot through metaphysics or

theology, but from herself alone. It is this that make^him so significant

in the history of thought, anticipating so much of what Bacon achieved,

and places him, in spite of his crude Imd allegorical nomenclature^ amid

the forefathers of modem physics.

The speculations of Tdesio did not stand alone ; they wqi*e charader-

istic of his race and time. Italy, ^ming what remained of the century,
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seemed to forsake philosophy for science, but the science she cultivated

was only disguised philosophy. A distinguished contemporaiy, a critic

and a Platonist, was Francesco Patrizzi (1529--97), who agreed with the

Telesian physics, but differed in his metaphysics : ajguing that, as both

the corpore^ and spiritual light emanated from one source, each was the

kin and correlate of the other, the effects being reduced to unity by the

unity of the cause. Another and younger contemporary, who loved to

think and speak of himself &s Telesio's disciple, though he only saw the

mastes^after death, was Tommaso Campanella (1568-1639). Ills career

has something of the tragedy which belongs to another and even more

distinguished contemporary, (ialilco Galilei (1564-1642), for whom®he
wrote while suffering imprisonment a noble though unsuccessful Apology.

Like Galilei, Campanella lived after Copernicus, and was attyicted by
his sublimer and vaster view of the universe ; and, like Copernicus, he

was accused of hei-esy in consequence, spending, partly on account of liis

religious and partly on account of his politicid views, twenty-seven years

of his life in prison. He was at first, and he probably remained, in

spite of all the persecutions he endured, a faithful Catholic. While he

followed Telesio, he was yet a most independent disciple. His science

evolved into a philosophy of existence, whose highest truth is the Deity,

and whose fixed first principle is the thought, the “ Notio abdiia innaia^

wliich is man. He was praised by I-Kiihniz as one who soared to

heaven, in contrast to Hoblres who grovelled upon the earth. Then
Telesio ontici^ted Bacon, Campanella anticipated Descartes, Though
he does not use the formula he holds the principle of the ci^gito ergo

mmr Both are rooted in Augustine who said ;
“ As for me, the most

certain of all things is that I exist. Even if thou deniest this and

sayest that I deceive myself, yet thou dost confess that I am, for if I do

not live how could I deceive myself." One of tue strangest things in

connexion with the Catholic Campanella is the State, as described by him
in his Civitas Solis. It is echo of the Platonic Republic, without

private property or family* with sexual intercourse publicly regulated

and children owned and educated by the 'State, without^a priesthood

Or public and positive religion, with philosophers as rulers and workmen
the true nobility. It was a noble dj^m, and shows how little

physical speci^lation had killed ethical passion; the best interpreted

earth was eroply till it was made the home of happy and contented men.

Giordano Bruno (1548-1600) is of all the thinkers of the Latin

Renaissanc# the most mdA^ ; in him^ science become^ philosophical,

and philos^hy speaks the language of science, confronts, defines, and
enkt^ its problem's. As a man be is passionate, explosive, impetuous,

vain^ intolerant, and indomitable ; and where these qualities are allowed

ftedy to mix and express themselves it is vCry difficult indeed to be

justi He himself says that ^ if the first button of one's coat is wrongly
buttoned alf the rest will be crooked"; and tj^e event which set his

CH. aux. I 4^2
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whole life awiy happened when, as a lad of sixteen, he altered the

Dominican Order. He early thought himself into heresy, and in his

nature were fires which ^ all the snows of Caucasus ^ could not quench*

In the effort to unfrock himself he became a wandmer, tried Rome,

roamed over Northern Italy, crossed the Alps, and settled at Geneva,

where he found neither the discipline nor the doctrine of the R^ormed
Church to his mind. He then emigrated to Toulouse, where he studied

the New Astronomy, tried to be at home and to t^ach the fanatical

Catholics of southern France in a city where the Inquisition liad an

ancient history. He next moved to Paris, where he attempted to

inrtruct the doctors of the Sorbonne and to make his peace with we
Church ; and, failing, he crossed to England, where he lived for awhile,

wrote and published in London, and at Oxford claimed withemuch
literary extravagance the right to lecture. To his Italian soul England

was an uncongenial clime; he praised Elizabeth, as the ]^nquisition

remembered later to his hurt; but he despised the barbarians over whom
she ruled, and the ostentatious wealth and intellectual impotence of

Oxford in her day.

From England he wandered back to France and thence to Germany,

where he lectured at Wittenberg and eulogised Luther, who had **like a

modem Hercules fought with Cerberus and his triple crown.'*’ He was

elected to a professorship at Helmstedt; which he soon forsook for

Frankfort. But the home-sickness which would not be denied was on

him, and he turned back to Italy where bloomed the culture which was

to him tbe finest flower of humanity, where dwelt the men who moved
him to love and not to hate, whose speech and thought threw over him
a spell he could not resist. He was denounced to the Inquisition

;

spent eight years in prison, first in Venice and then in Rome; and,

Anally, on February 17, 1600, he was ;ent to the stake. Caspar Scioppius,

a German who hkd passed from the Protestant to the Roman Church,

and who loved neither Bruno nor his views, ^ells us that when the

prisoner heard his sentence he only said, Vou who condemn me perhap
hear the judgment with greater fear than myself.” And he adds that

at the stake Bruno put aside a crucifix whidx was held, out y> him, and
so entered heaven proclaiming how the Romans dealt with blasphemous

and godless men.” A modem admirer sees, in the eyes uplifted to the

blue, a spirit th^ would have no dark image stand between him and
the living God.

It is custon^ary now to describe Bruno’s sy^t'^m as a form of pantheism*

The term was not known then, or indeed f&i more th^n a hundred years

after his death, which means that the idea is as modem as the term.

Bruno was roundly named, just as Spinoza ifas later, an atheist, for men
tliought it was all one to identify God with nature and to deny His
independent existence. The systems were indeed radically unlike ^ for

while the one was a theophantism or^^potheosis of nature, the other vras
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an akosmism or a naturalisation of QoA : in other words, Bruno started

with nature and ended with Deity, but Spinoza began with Deity, his

causa suif sub^aniiaj or ens absolute infinitum^ and reasoned down to

nature* The antecedents of the one system were classical and philo-

sophical but those of the other Semitic and religious. The historical

factors of Brunovs thought were two, ancient or Neo-Platonic, and modern
or scientific. His systeih, if system it can be called, may be described as

an a^mpt to st&te and to* s^culate the ideas inherited by him in the

termsm the universe which Copernicus had revealed.

||He conceived this universe as infinite, and so rejected the ancient

scholastic idea of a limited nature with its distinctions and divisions of

place, its here and there, its above and below, its cycles and epicycles.

But the universe, which has no centre and therefore no circumf(^rence, has

yet a unity for consciousness, and wherever consciousness is its unity

appears. And this unity signifies that order reigns in the universe
; that

its phenomena are connected; that individual things are yet not insulated;

and this coherence implies that all are animated by a common life and
moved by a common cause. And this cause must be as infinite as the

universe ; for an infinite effect can proceed only from an infinite cause,

and such a cause can be worthily expressed only in such an effect But
there is no room for two infinities to exist at the same moment in the

same place ; and so the effect must be simply the body of the cause, the

cause the soul of the effect. Hence the cause is immanent, not trar)>

scendent ; matter is animated, the pregnant mother who bears and brings

forth all forms and varieties of being. And the soul whicl^ animates

matter and energises the whole is God ; He is the natura uaturauSy Who
is not above and not outside, but within and through, all things. He is

the monad of monads, the spirit of spirits, carried so within that we

cannot think ourselves without thinking Him.

There are, indeed, other expressions in Bruno
; God is described as

** the supersubstantiaJ* substance,’’ as “ the supernatural first principle,”

exalted far above nature, which is only a shadow of divine truth, speaking

to us in parables. And this is possible, because in every single thing the

whole is manifd^ted, just as one picture reveals the artist’s power and

promise. But these things signify that he refused to conceive God as a

mere physical force or material energy, and held, on the contrary, that

He must bynterpreted in the terms of mind or spirit. He hates, indeed,

the notion wat nature is an'accident^ or the result of voluntary action ;

and he labours to reprfi^jft it as a lihcessity, seeking* by a theory of

emanation^or inAinctive action to reconcile the notions of necessity and

God. Yet he does not conceive the best as already attained. Every-

thing in nature strives to become better ; eveiywhere instinct feels after

the good, though higher than instinct is thaft which it seeks to become,

thw rational action that wills the best. Thought rises, like sense and
instinct, from Iowa: to higher fdnx^. Heroic^ love, which desires the

ca. xix.
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intuition of the truth, drives us ever upwards, that we may attain the

perfect rest where understanding and will are unified.

Bruno's speculations were those of a poet as well as a philosopher

;

and were in various ways prophetic. His death by fire at Rome signified

that Italy had neither the wit nor the will to understand men of his

kind ; that for her the Renaissance had run its course, so that men must

pursue its problems elsewhere in the hope of a idore satisfactory solution.

Descartes' *‘^de omnibus duUtandmn est^ was but the negative expnpssion

of Bruno's positive effort after emancipation from authority, the freedom

without which thought can accopiplish nothing. Spinoza's substantia^

its ^^win attributes of thought and extension on the one hand, and Xicibniz'

monadology on the other, carried into more perfect forms the quest on

whic;h he .had embarked. But to us he has an even higher significiluioe

;

he is the leader of the noble army of thinkers who have tried at once to

justify and to develop into a completer system of the universe 1!he dreams

and the doctrines of modei^ science. It is this which makes him the fit

close of the movement, which began by waking the old world from its

gi’ave and ended by saluting the birth of tlie thought that made the

whole world new.

We have not as yet approached the French Renaissance, which

has indeed an interest and character of its own. It was, while less

philosophical^ more strictly educational, literaiy, and juristic than the

Italian; and may l>e described as both Teutonic and Latin in origin.

It entered the north and penetrated as far as Paris with the Adagia of

Erasmus, published in 1500; but it reached the south from Italy,

crossing the Alps with the gentlemen of France who accompanied their

Kings on those incursions which had, as Montaigne teUs us, so fateful

an influence on the French morals and mind. Correspondent to this

difference in origin was a difference in spirit and in the field of activity.

In the north the Renaissance made its home'in the schools, and work^
for the improvement of the education, the amelioration of the laws, and
the reform of religion, as names like Bude, Pierre de la Ram<^, and
Bezo, may help us to realise ; but in the south it was more pdhsonal and
less localised, its learning was nearer akin to culture than to education,

and it loved literature more than philosophy. Hence the forms it

assumed in France can hardly be said to call for separate disgussion here.

Especially is this true*of^ts more iiorthem form ; a better case ii\}ght be
made out for tte southern. To^t belong t^^ great names of Rabelais

and Montaigne ; but their place is in a history of lit^r£ture rather than
of thought, timugh both aflected the course pf the latter too profoundly

to be left unmentioned here.

Coleridge has said thalT Rabelais was among the deepest as well as

boldest thinkers of his age " ; that the rough stick he usec^ yet ^ c8n^

tamed a rod ofgold apd that a idealise ffould be written ptaise of
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the moral elevation of his work which would make the Church stare and
the conventicle groan, and yet would be the truth, and nothing but the

tnith.^ These may seem hard sayings, utterly incredible if portions of

his work are alone regarded, but accurate enough if the purpose and
drift of his teaching as a whole be considered. It has bera well said

tljat the confession of faith of the ctiri of Meudon has far more moral

reality than that which Rousseau puts into the mouth of his Savoyard

vicar« He believes that the universe needs no other governor than its

Crea^idl^ whose word guides the whole and determines the nature, pro-

perties, and condition of each several thing. Pascal's famous definition

of^Dei^, ‘‘a circle whose centre is everywhere and whose circumfereyce

is nowhere,’’ is but an echo from Rabelais. And he can, with the wisest

of the ancients and the best of the moderns, speak of the great Soul

of the imiverse which quickens all things.” Bniy^re described his

work as chimera ; it has the face of a beautiful woman, but the tail

of a serpent.” Yet surely the man who h|id to wear the mask of a

buffoon that he might preach the wisdom of truth and love to his age,

well deserves the epigram which Beza wrote in his honour

:

Qui /tic nugatur, tractatUem ui seria vincat,

ib'^na cum faciei dic^ rogo^ quantum e.rit ?
**

Montaigne is of all Frenchmen most thoroughly a son of the

Reiiaissanoe. He loves books, especially the solid and sensible and

well-flavoured books written in the ancient classic tongues, "the men who
made and those who read them, and he loved to study man. He says

:

“ Je mis moy mesme la mature de mon livre,^ And he docs 5ot under-

stand himself in any little or narrow sense, but rather as the epitome

and mirror of mankind. The world in which he lived was not friendly

to the freedom of thought which was expressed in affirmative speech or

creative conduct, and so he learned to be silent—or sceptical. He had

seen men hate each o^her, willingly bum or be burned, out of love to

(jod ; and he was moved by pity to moralise on the behaviour of those

whd were so positive where they could not ’know, and so little under-

stood the fioA in whom they professed to believe that they never saw

what the love of Him bound tiiem to be and to do. The man that be

studied and described was not abstract but concrete man, with all his

foibles and failings, limited in his nature but infinite in his views,

differing without ceasing from his fellows, and not always able to agree

with hlmaelf. And maii|. so conceive^, dwells amid jnystcry, has it

within him, an^ confront it without. Custom may guide him but

not reason; for I'eason builds on arguments, whose every position

depends on another, in & series infinitely regressive. Les hommes

md iCfurmenUs par Us opinions qu'ils ont des chases^ non par Us choses

mesmesJ^ Where man is so ignorant he ought not to be dogmatic;

wh^ tnitll is what all seek and no one can be sure timt he finds,
A

OH. XIX.
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ix. where it is nothing but a mere probability, it is a foUy to spill

human blood for it.

God is unknown even in religion ; as many as the nations of men
so many are the forms under which He is worshipped. And whra they

try to conceive and name Him, they degrade Him to their own level.

God is made in the image of man rather than man in the image pf

God ; to the Ethiopian He is black, to the Greek He is white, and lithe

and graceful ; to the brute He would be bestial and to the triangle

triangular. Man, then, is so surrounded with contradictions that he

cannot say what is or is not true. Wisdom was with Sextus Empi-
rice’s when he said : iravri \6y<p X0709 tiro? dvriKelrai. II rCy a mdle

raison qui rCen ait une contraire^ dit le pliis sage parti des phUosophesy*

Where man so doubts he is too paralysed to fight or to affirm.

Montaigne’s sympatliies might be with those who worked and suffered

foi* a new heaven and a new earth ; but his ^oism inclined to the

conventional and followed the cpnsuetudinary. Prevost-Paradol termed

him ^^une perpctuelle lefon de temperance et de moderation!^ But this is a

lesson which men of culture may read contentedly ; while those who
struggle to live or to make life worth living will hardly find in it the

Gospel they need.

We turn now to the Teutonic Renaissance. Like the Latin, it began

as a revolt against the sovereignty of Aristotle ; but, unlike the Latin,

its litcraiy ^tecedents were patristic and Biblical rather than classical.

They were, indeed, so far as patristic, specifically Augustinian, and^iso

far as Biblical, Pauline. With Augustine, the underlying philosophy

was Neo-Platonic, with a tendency to theosophy and mysticism ; with

Paul, the theology involved a philosophy of human nature and human
history. This does not mean that pther Fathers or other Scriptures

were ignored, but rather that Paul was interpreted through Augustine,

and Christ through Paul. This fundamental difference involved two

otliers. In the first place, a more religious and more democratic temper

;

the religious being seen in the attempt to realise the new ideals, and the

democratic in'^ the strenuous and combatant spirit by which, alone this

could be accomplished. The thought which lived in the Schools could

not resist the authority that spoke in the name of the Church and was

enforced by the penalties of the State ; but the thought which interpreted

God to the conscience was one that bowed to no authority lower than

His. In the second place, Teutoliic was m^ theological than Latin

thought. The categories, which the past had formulate foi the intm***

pretation of being, it declined to accept ; and so it Had to discover and
define those which it meant to use in* their stead. The God with whom
it started was not an abstract and isolated but a living and related Deity:

and man it conceived suh specie aetemUatiSf as a being whom God
made and ruled. The very limitatiomof its field was an ent&rgemeiit of#
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its scope ; its primaiy datum was the Eternal God, and its secondary

was the created universe, especially the man who bore the image of hU
Maker. This man was no mere in^vidual or insulated unit, but a race

—

a connected, coherent, oiganic unity. The human being was local, but

human nature was universal ; before the individual could be, the whole

must exist ; and so man must be interpreted in terms of mankind rather

than mankind in the terms of the single and local man. And this signified

that in charactei^ as well e& in nature, the race was a unity ; the past

madelAie present, the heir became as his inheritance ; and so any change

in man had to be effected by the Maker and not by those He had made.

And here Augustine pointed the way to tlie goal which Paul had reached:

the will of God had never ceased to be active, for it was infinite ; and it

coulchnot cease to be gracious, for it was holy and perfect; ther^ore, from
this will, since man's nature was by his corporate being and his inevit-

able inheritance evil, all the good he could ever be or achieve must come.

This fundamental idea was common,to tlie types most characteristic

of the Teutonic Renaissance. It was expressed in Luther's Servum
ArbUrium^ in Zwingli's Provideiitia Actuosa^ in Calvin's Decretum Absolu-

turn. These all signified that the sole causality of good belonged to God,

that grace was of the essence of His will, and that where He so willed,

man could not but be saved, and, where He did not so will, no ameliora-

tion of state was possible. But this must not be interpreted to mean
that man had been created and constituted of God for darkness ratht*r

than light; on the contrary, these thinkers all agree in affirming a

uiHversal light of nature, i.e, ideas implanted in us by the Cre^^tor, or, as

Melanchthon phrased it, Notitiae nobiscum nascentes divinitus sparsae

in mentibus mstrisy In this position they were more influenced by Paul

than by Augustine ; with the Apostle, they argued that the moral law

had been written in the heart before it was printc^.1 on tables of stone,

and that without the one the other could neither possess authority nor

be understood. But they ^Jso argued that knowledge without obedience

vfps insufficient; and therefore they held God's will to be needed to

enable man both to vrill and to do the good. But their diflerences of

statement#md standpoint were as instructive as their agreements. When
Luther affirmed the absolute bondage of the will and Calvin the absolute

decree of God, the one looked at the matter as a question of man's need,

the other as a question of God's power; and so they agreed in idea

though th^ differed in staftdpoint. Yet the difference proved to be

more xadi^ fhtun the Hgj^ment. ^And so, when Zwingli said ^‘he

would rather shave the eternal lot of a Socrates or a Seneca than that of

the Pope,** he meant that God willed good to men who were outside the

Church or the covenants, without willing the means which both Luther

Calvin conceived to be necessary to salvntion. It is through such

diflerences as these that the types and tendencies of Teutonic thought

Amusrt be conceived and explained.
*

CB. XIX.
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Luther's Article of a Standing or Failing Church, Justification by

Faith alone, is the positive side of the idea which is natively expressed

as the bondage of the will ; and the idea in both its positive and negative

forms implies a philosophy of existence which may be stated as a question

thus : How is God, as the source of all good, related to man as the seat

and servant of evil ? God and man, good as identical with God and evil

as inseparable from man, are recognised, and the problem is : bow is the

good to overcome the evil ? The man who frdmes the pibblem is a n^tic;

God is the supreme desire and delight of his soul ; and he concef^ sin

as a sort of inverted capacity for God, the dust which has stifled a thirst

and turned it into an infinite misery. Now, Luther has two forms under

which he conceives God's relation to man, a juristic denoted by the term
‘‘ justificj^tion," and a vital denoted by the term “faith.'' “Justifica-

tion " is the acquittal of the guilty :
“ faith is nothing else than the true

life realised in God." The one term thus describe the ueiiverse as

ethically governed, while the other describes man as capable of partici-

pating in the etenial life ; and the two together mean that he can realise

his happiness or his end only as he shares the life of God and lives in har-

mony with His law. The philosophy here implied is large and sublime,

though its intrinsic worth may be hidden by the crudity of its earliest

forms. Tlie Lutheran doctrine of iha cornmunicatio idhmaimn attempts,

for example, to establish a kind of equation between the ideas of God and

man. The person of Christ is a symbol of humanity ; in it man can so

participate as to share its perfections and dignity. Christ’s humanity is

capable of deity ; God lives in Him now openly, now cryptically, but

ever really ; and His humanity so penetrates the Deity as to touch Him
with a feeling of our infirmities and make Him participant in our lot as

we are in His life.

This is the very root and essence of German mysticism, which gives

to tlie German hymns their beauty and their pathos, w^hich inspired

the speculations of Brenz and Chemnitz, ahd v^ch later determined

Schelling's doctrine of “indifference" or the “identity of subject ai^d

object" and Hegel's “absolute idealism." If we rewi Boehme from

this point of view, how splendid his dreams and how reasonable his very

extravfiganccs become ! We ore not surprised to hear him speak of the

necessity of antitheses to all being, and especially to the life and thought

of God, of evil being as necessary as good, or wrath as essential as love

in God, who is the fundament of hell as well as of heaven, both the

everlasting No,^and the eternal^' Ves. He ^|^lls in nature as the soul

dwells in the IxhIy ; there is no point in the oody wheve the voul is not,

no spot in space and no atom in nature where we can say, “ God is not

here." The man who is His image, who is holy as He is holy, good as

He is good, is of no otheiv matter than God. This may be Pantheum,

but it is not rational and reasoned like Bruno's; it is emotional and

felt, a thing of imagination all cc>mpact It is bom of the love that#
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loses the sense of personal distinctness and identity in the Joy, not of

absolute possession, but of being possessed. Boehme says that the pro-

cesses of nature conceal God, but the spirit of man rcvcals Him ; and how
can it reveal a God it does not know P But the spirit that has never

seen and touched Deity has never known Him or been so one with Him
as to know Him as he knows himself. Here lives the very soul of Luther

and the essence of all his thought. Boehme^'s friend and biographer

describes him as a*little man of mean aspect, thin voice, snub nose, but

eyes biJh as heaven, bright and gleaming like the windows of Solomon’s

temple. And he lived in harmony with lines which he wrote with his

own toil-stained hand

:

}Vetn Zeit ittt wie Ewiffkeit

Und Mwigkeit wie Zeit,

Der ist befreit

Von allem Streit.**

Of course, such a change as l^uther ftistituted could not but power-

fully affect the minds of men. But certain concomitants must not be

set down as effects ; and the Peasants’ War had its causes in centuries

of German history, though among its occasions must be reckoned the

ideas which the Reformation had thrown as it were into the air. But
quite otherwise was it with the Anabaptist movement. While it sprang

up and flourished in provinces and cities where Zwingli was potent as

well as in places more expressly Lutheran, yet it belpnged more
specifically to the Lutheran than to the Reformed Church, To discuss

its causes and forms would carry us far beyond our available sp<lce. It is

enough to say: the principle of parity which it emphasised was more
antagonistic to the one Church than to the other. Luther created his

Church by the help of Princes ; Calvin founded h: on the goodwill of

the people. The system that claiftied fullest freedom for the individual

could find less fault with the latter than with the former. And it is

significant that the heresies *which troubled the Lutherans were largely

paliiiGal and social, while tliose that afflicted, the Reformed were mainly
intellectual and moral. In nothing is the character of a«Society more
revealed tHkn in the heresies to which it is most liable,

Zwingli and Calvin alike conceived God under the category of will,

and construed man and history through it. Both held faith to be a

consequenoevpf) rather than a condition for, election ; man believed because

Ghnl had so decreed, and into His i%il] eveiy step in their upward or

downward j>rogres8 was reived. Now, this emphasis on*the will of God
necessarily threw*into prominence the ideas of God and will, with the

result that the main varieties of opinion in the Reformed Church
concerned these two ideas. If the will of God was the supreme and sole

causality in all human affairs, and if the will always was as the nature

wa^ it becayie a matter of primai;y consequence to know what kind of

Toeing God was, and what His naturejand character. This question was

ca. XIX.
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early and potently raised^ and in a most significant quarter. Zanchins,

himself an Italian, who so emphasised the will of as to anticipate

Spinoza and represent God as the only free Being in nature and the sole

cause in history, wrote in 1565 to Bullinger warning him against being

too easy in the matter of credentials of orthodoxy, as he had many
heretical compatriots. Hispamia {Servetm) gaUinas peperU; Italia

fovet ova ; no9 jam pipientea pulloa avdimuay And it is curious that

the attempts to find a simpler conception of God than Calvin\,or to

modify his notion of the will by the notion of the Deity whose will it

was, came mainly firom men of Latin stock. Servetus is supposed to have
bcfen the son of a Spanish father and a French mother ; Lelio and Fausto

Sozzini, uncle and nephew, the one the father of the doctrine, the other of

the sect,,which bear their name, were Italians, as were also Bernardino
Ochino, who wrote a once famous book concerning the freedom and
bondage of the will, the Labyrinth^ in which he arguedsthat man
ought to act as if he were free, but when he did good he was to give all

the glory to God as if he were necessitated, and Celio Sccondo Curione,

who desired to enlarge the number of the elect till it should comprehend
Cicero as well as Paul ; while Sebastian Castellio, who is described by
some contemporaries as French, though by others as Italian—as a matter
of fact he was bom in a Savoyard village not far from Geneva—argued
that as God is good His will must be the same, and if all had happened
according to it there could have been no sin. These views may be regaided
as the recruciescence of the Latin Renaissance in the Reformed Church,
and are nparked as attempts to bring in a humaUer and sweeter conception

of God. They failed, possibly because of the severity and efficiency of
the Reformed legislation, or possibly because they did not reckon with
the Angustinian sense of sin, or most probably for reasons which were
both political and intellectual. It ia indeed strange, that positions so
strongly rational and so well and powerfully argued should not have
been maintained and crystallised into impoi^ant religious societies ; but
as Boehme helps us to see, the man who knoWs himself to be evil experts
and appreciates wrath as well as mercy in God. This may be the rea^n
why the attempts made by some of the finest minds in the i^teenth oentuiy
to soften the severer ideas of Deity seemed to their contemporaries
heresies, and seem to the student of history ineffective failures.

The problem wqp soon attacked from another side. *phe field in
which the wUl of God was exercised was the soul of man! That will

concerned, therefore, him and his 'acts; if t|ji(&b acts were ddhelbecause
God had so determined, then two consequences followed

; the'bcts would
show the quality of the will, and the man would not be consciously free^

would know himself an instrument rathar than an agent. The criticism

from these points of view was mainly northern ; those who urged it did
so in the interests of man and mordily. In Calvin's own lifetime the
doctrine of foreordinatipn, or of the bperation of the Divine will in its
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idatioB to human affairs, was assailed by two men—Albert Fighius, a

Catholic ftom the Netherlands, and J^me Hermes Bolsec, a Parisiaii,

an unfrocked Carmelite monk, who had turned physician, and had for a
time been doeely attached to Calvin. The former argued that if Gk>d

was the absolute cause of all events and acts, then to Him we owed,

not only the goodness of the good, but the wickedness of the wicked

;

the second, that if faith is made the consequence ratlier than the

condition of deotion, then Krod must be charged with partiality. But

towards the end of the centuiy a more serious movement took place.

The question of the Divine will had exercised the Reformed theologians,

especially as criticism had compelled them to consider it in relation^ to

sin as well as to salvation, i.^. both as to the causation of the state from

whiej^ man was to be saved, and as to his deliverance from it. Certain

of the more vigorous Reformed divines, including Beza himself^ said that

the decrcj^ in date precedes the Fall, for what was first in the Divine

intention is last in execution ; the first thipg was the decree to save,

but if man is to be saved he must first be lost ; hence the Fall is decreed

as a consequence of the decreed Salvation. But the milder divines said

that the decree of God takes the existence of sin for granted, deals with

man as fallen, and elects or rejects him for reasons we cannot perceive,

though it clearly knows and regards. The former were known by the

name of supralapsarians, and the latter by the name of sublapsarians.

In the seventeen^ century an acute and effective criticism was directed

against both forms of the belief, which, although it falls beyond our scope,

must receive passing notice here. Jfu^obus Arminius (Jakob Herman),
a Dutch preacher and professor, declined to recognise the abetrine as

either Scriptural or rational. He held that it made God the author of

sin, that it restricted His grace, that it left the multitudes outside

without hope, that it condemned multitudes for believing the truth,

viz. that for them no salvation " was either intended or provided in

Christ, and it gave an absolutely false security to those who believed

themsdves to be the ^ect pT God. The criticism was too rational to be

Agent, for it was, as it were, an assertion* of the rights of man over

against the sov^ignty of God. And it involved the men who pursued

it in the political controversies and conflicts of the time. The Aiminians

were mok successful when the argument proceeded on principles sup-

plied by the conscience and the consciousness of man ; and the Calvinists

when theyvgued from the majesty and the might of God. But if the

Arminiani were dialectiij^y victors^ ^hey were politicjJIy vanquished.

The men who organised au^ority in Holhmd proved stronger than those

who pleaded and suffered for fre^om.
There are still large fie]^ of thought to be traversed before we can

do even approximate justice to the mind of I^testantism; but our space

is exhaust^. AJl we can now do is to drop a hint as to what was

inlettded; we should have wished to sketch the Renaissance that followed

CH. jcnu
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the Reformation as fiilly as the literary Revival which preceded it.

Theodore Beza is a man whose fame as a Genevan l^slator and divine

has eclipsed his name as a scholar and educator ; but it ought not to be
forgotten that he was an elegant humanist before he became a convinced

reformer and his most fruitful work was done in the provinces of sacred

learning and exegesis. The Estiennes, Robert and Henry, are potent

names in the history of Greek and Roman letters ; they accomplished

much for the languages and the literatures wliich they Ibv^;—Robert, in

particular, standing out as a devoted friend of religion and of^^ience,

for both of which he mode immense sacrifices. Our textus receptus

and its division into verses are witnesses to his zeal. Joseph Scaliger

and Isaac Casaubon had the merit of awakening the envy, which was but

inverted admiration, and the supple hate, which was like the regret of the

foi*saken, of the society whose mission it was to roll back the advancing

tide of the freer thought that had come to quicken interest (n letters

;

while Gerard Jan Vossius rConsJ;rued the classical mythology through

religion, and both through Old Testament history in a way that con-

tributed to form comparative science in the regions of thought, religion,

and language. Protestant scholars had a larger and more realistic way
of looking at classical] problems than the men of the earlier Renaissance,

and by its dissociation from polity and custom Teutonic thought even

while it seems narrower in scope, is yet far wider in outlook and interest

than I^tin. It goes into a more distant past, and rises to higher

altitudes. It came as a revolt, but it grew into a development; it con-

tinued free from the authority that would have suppress^ it, aud used

its freedom to achieve results which the more fetter^ Latin mind panted
after in vain. France continued in the seventeenth century the literary

activity of Italy in the sixteenth; but speculation loves freedom, and
refused to live where it could not be. free. The events, which emanci-

pated England from monotonous uniformity in religion, set the problems

that have been the main factors in her liistqrical ^development, and the

chief causes of her philosophical activity mid her literary greatne^.

Modem thought is the achievement of Northern and Ceuti*al Euro^
but it is the 'possession of universal man.
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CHAPTER JV.

LUTHER. .
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Gothein, £. Polltiache und ijpligidse Volkslteweguiigen vor der Reformation.

Bredau. 1878.

Hagen, Deutscblands literarische und religiose Verbaltnisse im Reformations-

zeitalter. 3 vola 2nd ed. Frankfort. 1868.

Hansen, J. Zauberwahn, Inquisition und Hexeuprozess etc. Hiator, Bibliotbek ^i.

Munich and Leipzig. 1900.

Hasak, V. Der christliche Glaube des deutschen Volkes helm Schluas des Mittel-

alfiers dargestellt in deutschen SprachdenkmMern. Ratisbou. ISGib

Dr M. Luther und die religiose JUteratur seiner Zeit bis zum Jahre 1620.

RatisboCi, 1881.

Hbfler, C. A. C. von. Deukwurdigkeiten der Charity Pirckheimer. Quellonsamml.

z. frilnk. Gesch., vol. rv. 1858.
*

Kawerau, G. Caspar Guttel. Halle. 1882.

Keller, W. Die iWormation und die aelteren lleformationsparteien. I^eipzig. 1886.

Krebs, J. Zur Geachichte der Heiligenthumsfahrten. Cologne. 1881.

Kriegk, G. L. Deutsches Biirgerthum im Mittelaltor. Frankfort. 1808, 1871.

Leitscbuh, F. Albrecht Diircr’s Tagobuch dor Reise in die Niederlaude. Leipzig.

1884.

Lichtenberg, R., Freiherr v. Ueber den Humor bei den deutschen Ktipferstechi^rn

und HolzschnittkOnstlem des 16 Jahrhundorts. Strassburg. 1897*

Lorenz, J. Volkserziehung und Volksunterricbt im spateren MittelalCer. Paderborn

and Mtinster. 1887.

Schuchardt, Chr. Lucas Cranachs, des aelteren, Lebeu und Werke. 2 vols.

Leipzig, 1851-70.

Schulz, Alwin. Deutsches Leben im 14teu und 16ten Jahrhundert. Prague,

Vienna, I^eipzig. 1892.

Schwaumkell, £. Der Cultus der heUigen Anna am Au*.gang8 des Mittolalters.

Freiburg. 1893.

Scott, W. B» Albert Durer, his Life and Works. London. 1809.

Uhlhorn, G. Die christliche Liehesthatigkeit im Mittelalter. Stuttgart 1887.

Zeitschrifl fQr Kirchengeschichte, iv, pp. 44 if. •

Ullmann, C. Reformatoren vor der Reformation. 2nd ed. 2 vols^ Gotha. 1860.

Trails!. R. Menzies. 2 vols. Edinburgh. 1856.

Walther, W. Die deutsche Bibelubersetzung des Mittolalters. Brunswick. 1889.

Wilken, £. Geschichte der geistlichen Spiele in Deutschland. Gottingen. 1872.

Zur Ge^hichte des Klerus. Ailgemeine Zeitung. Oct. 28, 1873.

(JI) MYSTICISM AND rft/MANISM Il5 CHEIR RELATION TO LUTHER.
^ *

• (A) CONTEMIHIRARY.

Becker, D. J. GhrooJca einbs fahrendeu Schuler's oder WanderbOchlein des

Johannes Botzhach. Ratisbon. 1869.

Becking, E. Uliici Hutteni Opera. 6 vols. Leipzig. 1871. A supplement con-

stains, £||[stolae ohscnrorum virorum cum notis illustrantibus adversariisque

scriplis. 2 vols. Leipzig. 1864, )809.
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Boos^ H. Thomas and Felix Platter. Leipzig. 1876.

Gillert^ K, Der BriefWechsel des Konrad Mutianua. Halle. 1860.

Muther^ T. Die Wittenberger Universitftts- and Faooltfttsstatuten vom Jahre 1608.

HaUe. 1867.

Theologia deuts<^. Critical edition by Fr. Pfeiffer. 4th ed. Giltersloh. 1900.

(B) Sboonj>art.

Delprat^ C. H. Verhandeling over de Broederscbrp van Geraii Groote. Arnhem.

1856.

Drummond^ R. B. Erasmus. 2 vols. London. 1873.

Geiger^ L. Renaissance and Hnmanismus in Italian and Deutschland. Berlin. 188^.

Giabe^ K. Gerard Groot uud seine Stiftungen. Vereinschrift der Gdrresgesellschaft

Cologne. 1883.

Hering^ H. Die Mystik Lutlier's im Zasammenhange seiner Theologie. Leipzig.

1879.

Ktomel^ H. K. Geschichte des deutschen Schulwesens im Uebergange vom Mit-

telalter zur Neuzeit J.<eipzig. 1892.
'

Kampschulte^ F. W. Die Univ'^rsitat Erfurt in ihrem Verh&ltniss zu dem Humanis-

mus und der Reformation. Aus den Qnellen dargestellt. 2 vole. Trier.

1856, 1860.

Krause, C. Helius Eobanus Hessus, sein Leben und seine Werke. 2 vols. Gotha.

1879.

Muther, T. Aus dem Universitlits- und Gelelirtenleben im Zeitalter der Re-

formation. Erlangen. 1866.

Nichols, F. M. The Epistles of Erasmus from his earliest letters to his fifty-first

year arranged in order of time. London. 1901.

Preger, W. Geschichte der deutschen Mystik im Mittelalter. S vols. (unfinished).

Leipzig. 1874, 1881, 1893.

Beit^;5ge zur Geschichte der religiosen Bewegung in den Niederlanden in

der 2ten Halfte des 14ten Jahrhunderts. Munich. 1894.

Prohle, H. A. Andreas Proles, Vicarius der Augustiner, ein Zeuge der Wahrheit

kiirz vor Luther. Gotha. 1857.

Reindoll, W. Luther, Crotus and Hutten. Marburg. 1890.

Riederer, J. B. Nachrichten zur Kirchon- Gelehrten- und Buchergeschichte.

4 vols. Altdorf. 1764-8.

Roth, F. Willibald Pirkheimer, HaUe. 1887.

Schwarz, B. Jakob Wimpheling, der Altmeister des deutschen Schulwesens.

Gotha. 1875.

Schwertzell, G. Helius Eobanus Hessus. Halle. 1874.

Strauss, D. F. Ulrich von Hutten. 2 vols. 2nd ed. Leipzig. 1874. Translated

and slightly abridged by Mrs George Sturge. London. 1874.

Wiskowatoff, P. v. Jacob Wimpheling. Berlin. 1867.

(lU) LIVES oji' LUTHER AND'^ORIGINAL SOURCES FOR tNCIDENTB
IN HIS CAREER. ^ *

(A) CONTBMPORARY.

Cochlaeus, J. Commentarius de actis et scriptis M, Lutheri...ab anno 1617 usque

ad annum 1637. St Victor prope Moguntiam. 1649.

Cruciger, Caspar. Tabulae, chronologicae aikornm M. Lutheri. Wittenhivg. 1663.
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781

Faber^ K. Dr M. LatheVs Briefe an Allbreobt^ Henec^ in Preusaen* K^nigsbetg.

1811.

Fdntemanni C* E. Neues Urkondenbncb sur Geachiohte der evangaliaoben Kiraben-

reformation. VoL i (all published). Hamburg. 1842.

Kolde^Tb. Analecta Lutlmana. Gotba. 1883.

Leibj Killian. Annalea volPl503-162d. (Vols. vii and ix of von Aretin's Beitrfige

sur Oeschicbte und Ldteratur.) Munich. 1803-6.

Loeache, 6. Analecta Lutherana et Melanchthoniana. Tischreden Luther’s und Aua-

aprflohe Melanchtbon's. Gotha. 1892.

Ldacher, V. E. Vollatdndige Reformations-Acta und Dooumenta. 3 vols. Leipzig.

1720-4).

Isather^ Martin. Wprke. Kritische Gesammtausgabe. Weimar. 1883 etc. (Twenty

volumes have been published.) ^
MatheaiuSj J* Historien von...Martini Lutheri Anfang^ Jjere^ Lelien und Sterben.

Niimberg. 1370. Critical edition by G. Loesche. Prague. 18iKi.

Melandhthon^ P. Historia de vita et actis Lutheri. Wittenberg. 154^. (To be

found in vol. vi of the Corpus Reformatorum.

)

MyconiUB^% Historia Reformatiouis^ 1517--42. Edited by £. S. Cyprian. Leipzig,

1718.
^

Ratzeberger^ M« MS. Geschichte iiber Luthef und seine Zeit Edited by Ch. G.

Neudecker. Jena^ 1830.

Seidemanni J. K. A. Lauterbach's Tagebuch...die Hauptquelle der Tischreden

Luthers. Dresden. 1872.

Selneccerj N. Historia...D. M. Lutheri. Leipzig. 1673.

Wrampelmeyer^ H. Tagebuch iiber Dr Martin Luther^ gefuhrt von Dr Conrad
Cordatus (1337). Halle. 1886.

(B) Sboondarv.

Berger, A. E. MaHin Luther in kulturgeschichtlicher Darstellun^^ 2 vols.

Berlin. 1893.

Enders, L. Dr Martin Luthers Briefwechsel. 3 vols. Frankfort and Stuttgart.

1884-93.

Kolde, Th. Martin Luther. Eine Biographic. 2 vols. i.^tha. 1884, 1893.

Kdstlin, J. Martin Luther, sein Leben*und seine Schriften. 2 vols. 1876.

Lang, H. Martin Luther. £in religiiises (]harakterbild. Berlin. 1870.

Lenz, M. Martin Luthers Festscbrift zum 10. Nov. 1883. Berlin. 1883.

gdsay, T. M. Luther and the German Reformation. Edinburgh. 1000.

adorf, V. L. Commentariu6,..de Lutheranismo. Frankfort.* 1002.

Seidemann, J. K. •Erlauteningen zur Reformationsgeschichte. Daesden. 1872.

Treitschke, tl. von. Luther und die deutsche Nation. Preussische Jahrbiicher.

Novemher. 1883.

(IVj LUTHER’S LIFE UP TO THE BEGINNING OF THE
* • INDULGENCE CONfROVERSY.

m

(A) CONTBMPORABT.

CooMtlturiones Fratnxm Heremitarum Sancti Augustini. Numberg. 1604.

KeriHer, J. I^bbata. Chronik der Jahre 1623-1639. Edited by Egli and Schoch.
St GaUmL 1902. •
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(B) Sbookpart.

Buchwald^ G. Zar Wittemberg Stadia und UniverBltfitBgeechichte la der Rofor-
matioDfizeit. Leipzig. 1893.

£lze, Th. Lutheri Reiee nach Rom. Berlin. 1899. ^
HauBratb, A. M. Luthers Romfahrt^ nach dnem "fleicbzeitigBn Filgerbuohe.

Berlin. 1894.

Jtirgens^ C. Luther von seiner Geburt bis cum Ablassstreit. 8 volg. Leipzig.

1846, 1847.
^ o

Keller, L Johann von Staupitz. Leipzig. 1883.

Kohler, K. F. Luthers Reisen und ihre l^deutung flir das Werk der Reformation.
Eisenach. 1873.

Kplde, 111. Die deutschen Augustiner-Cong^egationen and Johann v. Staupitz.
Gotha. 1879.

Friedrich der Weise und die Anf^ge der Reformation mit archivalischen
Beilag^u. Erlangen. 1881. '

Kostlin, J. Geschicbtliche Unterauchungen (iber Luther's l^eben vordem Ablassstreit
Theologische Studien und Kritiken for 1871, pp. 7-64. Gotha. 1^71.

Krumhaar, K. Die Grafschaft ^lansfeld im Reformationszeitalter. Eisleben. 1846.
Oergel, G. Vom jungen Luther. Erfurt. 1899.

PauluB, N. Der Augustiner Bartholomaeus Arnold von Usingen, Luther's Lehrer
und Gegner. In Strasaburger theologische Studien, Vol. i, Pt iii. Strass-

burg and Freiburg. 1893.

Richard, A, V. Licht und Schatten. Ein Beitrag zur Culturgeschlchte von Sachsen
und Thuriugen ini xvi Jahrhundert. Leipzig. 1861.

(V) THE INDUUIENCE CONTROVERSY.
I'

(A) Contemporary.

Kapp, J. E. Sammlung einiger zum papstlicheu Ablass, uberhaupt...aber zu der...

zHiachen D. Martin Luther und Johann Tetzel hiervongefiihrten Streitigkeit, ge-
hurigen Schriften, mit Einleitungen und Anmerkungen verseheu. Leipzig. 1781.

Kleine Nachlese einiger...zur Erlauteruug der lieformationsgesohichte uQtz-
licher Urkunden. (Four parts.) I^ipa^g. 1727-33.

Mirabilia Romae. Niiruberg. 1491. (A critical edition by G. Parthey, Berlin. 1869.)

(B) Secondary. •
'

Beringer, F. (Soc.* Jes.). Der Ablass, sein Weseu und Gebrauch. 12th ed. Podfir-

boru, 1898.
^

Bouvier, J. B. Treatise on Indulgences (translated by F. Oakley). Loiidon. 1848.
Bratke, E. Luthers 96 Theses und ihre dogmenhistorischen Voraussetzungen.

Gottingen. 1884.

Brieger, 11). Das Wesen des Ablasses am Ausgange des Mittelalters, unteraucht
mit ROcksicht aufLuthers Theses. Leipzig.

^
1897.

,
^

Dieckhr^ff, A. W. Der Ablassstreit dogmengeschichtlich dargestellt Ootl\a. 1886.
Grone, V. Tetzel* und Luther. 2nd ixl! Soest 18w. ^

Kdbler^ W. Dokumente zum Ablassstreit von 1617^ Tubingemand Leit>zig. 1902.

Korner, F. Tezel der Ablassprediger. Mit bee. Riicksicht auf ttathoL AnechauungAtL
Frankenberg. 1880. *

Lea, H. C. A History of Auricular Confession and Indulgences in the Latin Church.
3 vols. Philadelphia. 18^6.

May, J. Der Kurfiirst Cardinal und Erzbischof Albrecht 11 von Mmna tod
Magdeburg und seine Zeit. 8 vols, Mtoohon. 1866, 1876,
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(VI) FROM THB INDULGENCE CONTROVERSY TO THE DIET
OF WORM&

(A) COKTEMPORAIIY.

Balan^ P. Monttmenta Beformationis Lutheranae ex fiihulis S. Sedus seoretit

1621-5. RatUbon. 1883-4. ^

Brewer, J« S. Letten and Papersj foreign and domeetic, of the reign of Henry VlII.

VoL XII. London, 1870.

Brieger, T. Aleanifor und Luther, 1521. Die vervollatftndigten Aleander-Depea-

chen nehst Untersuchungen uber den ^Vormser Reichstag. Pt i. (lotha. 1804.

Kalkoflf, Die Depeschen des Nuutius Aleauder. 2nd ed. Halle. 1807.

iSemmer, H. Momimenta Vaticana historiam ecclesiaHticam saeculi xvi illuHtrantla.

Freiburg. 1861.

Meletematum Romanoruxn Mantissa. Regensburg. 1875.

Mum^, T. An den grossm&chtigsten und durchlauchtigsten Adel deutscher

Nation (1520), edited by Ernst Voss. (No. 163 of Neudrucke deutsdher Litera-

turwerke des xvi und xvii Jahrhunderts.) Halle. 1899.

Wace and Buchheim. Luther's Primary Works. 2nd ed. London. 1896.

(B) SeoondIuy.
^

Albert, 11. Aos welcheu Grunden disputirte Johann P>k gegen Luther in Leipzig

1619? Zeitschrift fiir die historisebe Tlieologie. xuii, pp. £^2-441. (Jotba. 1873.

Baur, A. Deutschland in den Jahren 1517-1626 getrachtet im Lichte gleichzeitiger

anonymer und pseudonymer deutschen Volks- und Flugschriften. Tllm. 1872.

Beard, 0. Martin Luther and the Reformation in Germany until the close of the

Diet of Worms. London. 1889.

Bezold, F. V. Geschichte der deutschen Reformation. Berlin. 1890.

Creighton, M. (Bishop). A History of the Papacy, Vol. vi. 2ud ed. J^iidon. 1897*

Dollinger, J. J. Die Reformation, ihre innere Entwickeluug. 3 vols. Ratisbon.

1846-8.
^

Friedrich, J. Der Reichstag zu Worms, 1621. Nach den Briefen Aleauders.

Munich. 1871.

Gebhardt, B. Die Gravamina der deutschen Nation. 2nd cd. Breslau. 1896.

Hausrath, A. Aleauder und Luther auf dem Reichstage zo Worms. Berlin. 1897.

Jacoby, H. Die Liturgik der Refomatoren. Vol. i. Introduction—Liturgik

Luthers. Gotha. 1871.

Janssen, J. Geschichte <ies deutschen Volkes seit dem Ausgang des Mittelalters.

Vol. IX. 18th ed. Freibui^ i. B. 1897.

Luther und der Reichstag zu Worms 1621. Schriften des Vereius fur

Reformationsgeschichte. No. 1. Halle. 1883.
,

Kuez^ski, A. lliesaurus libellorum historiam Reformatorum illustrantium (Vor-

zeichniss einer Sammlung von nahezu 3CKK) Flugschriften Luther’s und seiner

Zeitgenossen). Leipzig. 1870.

Maurenbrecher, W. Studien und hkizzen zur Geschichte der Reformationazeit.

Leipzig.* 1874^
Ranke, Xu y. Deutsche G^hicute im Z^italtcr der Reformation. Vols. ii, iii.

Oth ed. * Leipzig. 1881^882. * *

Sexdemann,#!. K. Die Leipziger Disputation im Jahre 1619. Dresden. 1843.

So&ade, O. Satiren dud Pasquille aus der Reformationazeit. 3 vols. Hanover.

1850-8. •

Thomas, G. M. Martin Luther und die Reformationsbewegung in Deutschland

15^)-1525. In Auszugen aus Marino Sanuto's ifiarieu. Ausbach. 1883.

Ulxitan, H. Franz von Sickingen. Leipzig. 1872.

Wiedemann, I'* Johann £ck. Ratisbdb. 1865.
^

See alw Biblioqmphy Chapters V-^VIIL
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CHAPTERS V—VIIL

GERMANY, 1521—1555.

L MANUSCRIPTS.

The materialg for the history of Germany during the Reformation ihre probably

more extensive^ more scattered^ and pore difficult of description in brief than those

for the histor)^ of any other country in Europe; for whereas other States had as a rule

one centra] government^ one chancery, and one foreign office, Germany had many.

There are not only the imperial archives, the domestic and foreign correspondence of

Charles V and of the German Reich, but every important Prince had his own domestic

correspondence and his correspondence with other German Princes as well as with

foreign Powers; and thus there is no one repository of materials for German
history as in London, Paris, or 8imancas. Even the correspondence of Charles V is

divided between Vienna, Brussels, and Simancas, while the despatches of foreign

representatives at Charles V’s Court and at the Imperial Diets must be sought
principally in Rome, Paris, Venice, and London.

Next in importance to the Emperor’s correspondence are the records of the

Diets, of which the most complete series is that preserved at Frankfort (cf. Jung, R.,

Das historische Archiv der Stadt Frankfurt am Main, Frankfort, 1896, pp. 60, 61).

These relate mainly to the internal affairs of the Empire
; but the aichives of the

Electors and of other Princes such as the Landgrave of Hesse and the Dukes of

Bavaria are important for foreign as w'ell as for domestic history. Of these archives

the chief are those of Austria at Vienna and Innsbruck, Ernestine Saxony at

Weimar, Albertine Saxony at Dresden, Hesse at Marburg, Brandenburg at Berlin,

the Palatinate at Heidelberg, Bavaria at Munich, thieves at DOsseldorf, Brunswick
at Wolfenbiittel, and of the spiritual electors of Mainz, Cologne, and Trier at^9r«dr

respective metrc^olitan cities.

Scarcely inferior in interest are the archives of some of the imperiaheities. llie

'Stadtarchiv’ sometimes contains not merely bulky materials for municipal and
local history, but chronicles relating the political and religious events of l^e day,

and occasionally polj,^cal correspondence of substantial vdue (cf. Jong uf sttpre

;

the mere list of classes of documents at Frankfort occupies a hnndred folio^ Mgi^).
The political correspondence of Strassburg, for instance, is of the highesjt Itoport-

anoe; while the rl^ords of smaller cities often become of prime value' for events of
more than local importance. Those of Muhlhausen throw mucb^light ou^the history

of the Peasants’ War in Thuringia, those of MQnster are the principal source for

our knowledge of the Anabaptist rising, and those 6f LQbeck for the *Orqfkf^kde,*
while it was on the records of Ulm ^at Ranke based his account of CSiarles Ts
negotiations in the winter oi’ 1646-7« An indication of the contents of these

national and local archives is given in C. A. H. Burkhardt’s admirable Hand-Omd
Adressbuch der deutschen Archive (2 pts, Lfiipfeig, 1887).

^
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The pablioetimi of these vast masses of material is being energetically pursued

by State-govemmentSi univernties, voluntary associationaj and in£vidual e^olars.

Iliere are royal and ducal historical commissions like that of Saxony and that of

Baden ; directions of State archives such as the Prussian ; university bodies, the

most active of which, the Bavarian Akademie der Wissenschaften, has published

or is publishing the AUgemeine deutache Biographie, the Jahrbiicher der deutschen

Gescbiehte, the Keiohstagsakten, the Briefe und Akten zur Geschichte des xvx

Jahrhunderts, the Chroniken der deutschen Stfidte, the Forschungen zur deutschen

Geschichte and annual ^Sitzungpberichte* ; voluntary associations of a theologico-

historical character, such as the Gbrresgesellschaft zur Pflege der Wisseuschaft im
katholiscbin Deutschland, and the Verein fiir lleformation.sge8chichte, or with a

ISfial purpose like the Verem fur Oberhessische Geschichte, or the Historische Verein

f!lr Niedersachsen. Nearly every State, and many districts and cities, have associa-

tions for the publication of their records. There are some two hundred periodical

publications in Germany devoted to historical research ; and practically every

historical dissertation for a doctorate in German universities is baaed upou the study

of some portion of unpublished material, llie fullest guide to these current works
is the aunifcl bibliography appearing in the Historische Viertoljahrsschrift (ed.

G. Seeliger, Leipzig). Elaborate surveys of the hi^rical output for each year are

contained in Beraer's Jahresberichte der Gesc^ichtswissenschafteu (Berlin, xxv Bde,

1878-1902); concise ones in the Mitteilungen a. d. histor. Littcratur (edited for the

Histor. Gmllsch. in Berlin by Dr F. Hirsch) ; while the more important articles in

German periodicals are generally noticed in the Historische Zeitschrift and the

English Historical Review. A slight but useful index is supplied by F. Forster’s

Kritischer Wegweiser durch die neuere deutsche historische Literatur, Berlin, 1900.

The best general bibliography is Dahlmann-Waitz, Quellenkundo der deutschen

Geschichte, 0th ed. by £. Steindorff, 1894. There are also separate bibliographies

of the history of many of the chief German states.

II. PRINTED AUTHORITIES FOR THE WHOLE PERIOD 1621-1555.

A. Documents.

*(i) Helating to general hietory,

£. Le Relazioni degli Amhasciatori Veneti al Senato durante il secolo

decimottflto. 45 vols. Florence. 1839-62. 3rd Ser. #

Bradfolrd, Correspondence of Charles V. London. 1850.

Ddllinger, J. J. 1. Documente zur Geschichte Karls V. In BeitrSge zur politischen,

kirchlichen und Cultur-Gesch. des xvi Jahr. Vol. 1. Ratisbon. 1802.

FJedl^. J. Relationen Venetianischer Botsebafter (iber Deutschland und Oesterreich

J&rh. ^Fontes Reniir#Austriacarum, Vol. xxx. Vienna. 1870.

FdretemiinUjBC. G. Neues Ij|dcundenbuch z'ur Geschichte der evangelischen Kirchen-

reformation. Hamburg. 1842.
*

Geehard,IJfP. Relltipns des ambassadeursven^tienssur Charles V. Brussels. 1850.

Goldast, Melchior. CoUectio Constitutionum Imperialium. Frankfort Vols. i

and n. 1713.

Harpprecht, G. N* von. Staatsarebiv des kayserlipben Kammergerichts. 5 pts,

^Prankfoit. 1747-69. Ulm. 1785-9.

Klupfd, El. s Urkunden zur Geschichte des schwdbischen Bundes 1488-1533*

Stuttgart 1846^58.
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Koch^ C. G. Neue und vollgtdDdig^ Sammlung der Reichnbschiede. 4 pts. Frank*

fort. 1747.

Krafft, Carl. Briefe und Dokumente aua Zeit der llefonnation im 16 Jahrh. Elber-

feld. 1876.

Laemmer^ H. Monumenta Vaticana. Freibarg L B. 1861/

Analecta Romana. Schalfhausen. 1864.

JLauz^ K. Correspondenz dee Kaieere Karl V. 3 vole. Leipzig. 1844-6.

Aktenstiicke und Briefe zur Geech. Karls V. Mon. Hatob. Pt i. Vienna.

1854.

Staatspapiere zur Gescbicbte Karls V. Stuttgart 1845.

Le Glay^ E. Negotiations diplomatiques entre France et rAutriche^ Coll, de

Documents In^dits. 2 vols. Paris. 1845. i

Liuz^ M. Briefwechsel Philipps von Hessen mit Batzer. 3 vole. Berlin and
Leipzig. 1880-91.

Letters and Paiiers^ Foreign and Domestic^ of the Reign of Henry Vlll. Vols. iii

and ed. J. S. Brewer. Vols. v-xijc^ ed. J. Gairdner. 1519-44. London.

18(?0-100.3

Loschor, V. E. Vollstaiidige Reformations-acta und Documenta. 3 vola. Leipzig.

1720-8.

Liinigj J. C. Das deutsche Reichsarchiv. 24 vols. Leipzig. 1713-22.

Monumenta Habsburgica. 1473-1576. 2 vols, Kaiserl. Akad. der Wissensch.

Vienna. 185.S-7.

Neudockor, Chr. G. Mcrkwlirdige Aktenstiicke aus dem Zeitalter der Reformation.

2 Abth. Niirnberg. 1838.

Urkunden aus der Ueforrnatioriszeit C'Hssel. 18.36

Raunier^ F. L. G. von. Briefe aus Paris zur Erlauteruug der Gesch. des 16 and 17

Jahrh. 2 Parts. ].ieipzig. 1831.

Reiohstagsakten uuter Karl V horausgegebeu durch die Muncheuer hiatorische

Kouimission. Vol. i, ed. A. Kluckholm. 1893. Vols. ii-ui, ed. A. Wrede.
Gotha. 1096, 1901.

Scheurl, Clir. Briefbuch, 1505-40. Edd. E. von Soden and Knaake. Potsdam.

2 vols. 1867-72.

Spanish State Papers, Calendar of. Ed. Bergenroth. Vols. i-ii. Ed. Gayangos.

Vols. iii-vn. London. 18(j2-l{’99,

State Pjij»er9 published by tlie Record Commis'^ion. 11 vols. London. 1830-1852.

Turba, G. Venetianische Depeschcn vom Kaiserhofe. Dispacci di Germania.

Vols. i-ii. Hist. Konim. d. k. Akad. d. VV'issens. Vienna, 1889, 1892.

Venetian State Papers, Calendar of. Ed. Rawdon "Brown. Vols. iii-in. London.

1864-1884. *

**

(ii) The religious leaders and their writings.'

va) Luther and the LutkeranB.

The published volumes of the correspondence and works of Luther and his

colleagues are far toe numerous to he set out in detaiL Nopb o(.the various

editions of Luther's works is completely satisfactory, the best tieing tne Erlangen

edition 1826-1879; an excellent edi^o^ by F. KnouTL and others i» however in

course of publicati<in (Weimar, 1883 sqq. 20 vols.). See also ^urkhardt, Luthers

Briefwechsel, 1866; Kolde, Analecta Lutherana, 18^; the Letters, ed. de Wette and
Seidemanu, 6 vols., 1825-^ ; Forstemaun and Bindeeil's editions of the Table-talk

(I'ischredeu, 4 vols., 1844-8, and in Latin, 9 vols., 1863). The great 'Corpus Be-

fonnatorum' (ed. C. G. Breischneider and H. E. Bindseil, Halle, 183^1900^

89 vols,) consists chiefly of the works of Melancbthon and Catvin. See |dso

Bugenhagen's Briefwechsel, ed. Vogt, Stetfliu
,
1888 ; A. L. Hermilijard^s Costs*

spondances dies Reformateuro dans les Pays dels langue fran^aise (10 vole., Geneva,
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186^ etc.); end the works of Justus Jonas (ed. Kawerau^ Halle^ Sebastian

Lotzer (ed. A. Goetze^ Leipzig^ 1902)^ FHedrioh Myconius, John and Stephen
Agrioola^ Ambrose Blaurer^ John Brenz^ Wolfgang Capito^ Carldstadt, A. Corvinus,

Andreas Osiander, J. Honterus (Vienna^ Urbanus Rhegius, and Sdhnepf.

(Of. Hagenbach's Leben und ausgewkhlte Schriften der Viiter der refonnirten

Kirche, 10 pU, Elberfeld, 1867-62.)

(See also Bibliography qf Chap, IV*)

The Humanists.

Tlie votings of Erasmus continue to be of value until his death in 158G ; there

Tfno satisfactory edition of his works, that of Le Clerc (1-ieyden, 10 vols., 1703-6)

being the one generally used (cf. bibliogr. note in Emertou's Erasmus, 18^9,

pp. xxiii-vi). See also Beatus Rhenanus, Britifwechsel, ed. Horawitz and Hartfelder

(Leipzig, 188G ; cf. A. Horawitz, Des Beatus Kheiianus literarische lluitigkeit

153(^7> Leipzig^ 1873; and id.. Die Bibliothek und Corrcspoiidenz *de8 Beatus

Rhenanus, Vienna, 1874); Ulrich Zasius, Epistolae, ed. Riegger, Ulm, 1774 (cf.

R. Stintzing, Ulrich Zasius, Basel, 1857). For other Humanists consult: Fr. Roth,

Willibald Pirkheimer, Halle, 1887 ; (J. Krause, Idelius Eobanus llessiis, 2 vols.,

Gotlia, 1879 ;
and Burkhardt-Biedermann, T., Ibuiifacius Ainerbach und die

Reformation, Basel, 1804 ; J. von Aschbach, Die Wiener Universitilt iiiid ihre

Humanisten, Vienna, 1877; K. Hartfelder and F. von Bozold on Konrad Celtes,

Historische Zeitschrift for 1882 and 1883 ; A. Horawitz, Caspar Bruschius, Leipzig,

1876.

(c) The Catholics.

Of the works by Catholic writers of the time the important are those ol

Cochlaeus, Thomas Murner, Johann Eck, Kinser, Karl von Milfitz, Alexander
Hegius, J, A, Falser, Oropper, l^ilug, and Johann Dielenberger (cf. W, Friedens-

burg, Beitrage zur Briefwe<*hhel der katboUscheii gobdii toti DcuUchlaIkdH im Re-
formationszeitalter, in Zeitschr. fiir Kirchengcschichte 1807-1902).

(d) The Zwinglians.

Zwingli’s works are noticed in the bibliography to C1ia)*. X. I'lie works of his

successor Heinrich Bullinger, and of Oecolampadius, Caspar lledio, 'I'heodore

Bibliander, Leo Jud, Oswald Mycouius, Joachim von Watt (Vadianus), should also

b|^M>^ulted« •

B. CoNTEMPonaKT Chronicles, Histories, ano Memoirs.

Bullinger, Heinrich. Refomiatioiisgeschichte. Edd. Hettinger and Vdgeli. Fraiien-

fisld. 6^018:^1838-40.
Charles V. Commentaries. Ed.^’Kervyii de l.iettenhove. Brussels. 1802. (Cf.

O. Waite, Die Denkwilfflgkeiten KaiscV Karls V. Bonn. jftlOl.)

Cochlaeus [^re Dobjiieck], Joliailn. Comment, de scriptis et actis Lutheri. 1617-

# 1646. Mainz. 1649. Kepubl. as ^Historia.' Paris. 1666.

Cruciger, Caspar. Tabulae cbronologicae actorum M. Lutheri. W'ittenlierg. 1563.

Fabricius, Henricus. Kurtze Chroiiick 1600-1668. Ed. Surius. ( 'ologue. 1568.

Flugschrifteu aus der Kefonnationszeit. 19 parts, fialle. 1895-1902.

Fragck, Sebastian. Chronica. 3 parts. Strassburg. 1531. (f>atcr editions with

additionB^6d6, 1555, 1585; cf. C. At Hase, Sebastian Fianck, der SchwilruigeisL,

47C. IT. B. II.
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JLeipzig^ 1869; H. Bischof^ Seb. Franck und deatsobe GeBcbiehtaohreilrattg^

1867; and H. Oncken^ Sebastian Franck als Historiker in Hist Ztttsckr. uczxu

386-436.)

Freher^ Marquard. Germanicarum rerum 8cri]>tore8. 3 vols. Frankfort 1600-11.

Herberetein^ Siegmund von, Selbstbiographie 1486-1663 (Fontes Rerum Austr. i,

67-396).

Kessler^ Johann. Sabbata. Ed. Goetsinger. St Gall. 1870. Also edited by £gll

and Schoch. St Gall. 1902.

Kdnigsteiii^ W, Tagebuch, 1620-48. Ed. G. E. Stoitz. Frankfort 1876.

Lauterbacli^ A. lagebuch. Ed. Seidemann. Dresden. 1872.

Leib, Killian. Aiinales, 1502-23. Ed. Aretin^ Beytrfige Tii^ ix ^(Munich,

1803-6), and 1624-48 in Dollinger, Beitrage ii (Katisbon,. 1863).

MvUhesiiis, J. Ausgewahlto Werke. Ed. G. Loesche. Prague. 1896-8.

Melauchthon, Philip. Historia de vita et actis Lutheri Wittenberg. 1646.

Mencke, J. B. Scriptores rerum Germanicarum praecipue Saxonicarum. Leipzig.

3 vols.. 1728-30. ^

Mycouius, Friedrich. Historia Reformationis, 1617-42. Ed. E, S. Cyprian.

Uipzig. 1718. t

Prinsen, J. Colle<‘tanea van Gei^rdus Goldenbauer Noviomagus. Amsterdam. 1901.

Ratzeberger, M. llandachriftliche Creschichte iiber Luther und seine Zeit Ed.

Neudecker. Jena. 1860.

Scultetiis, Ahr, Anuales (to 1636). In von der Hardt's Historia TJteraria.

Frankfort. 1717.

Seckendorf, Veit Ludwig. Comment. Hist, do Lutheranismo. Frankfort. 1692.

Seuckeiiberg, H. C. Sammlung von uiigedruckt und raren Schriften zu Erl&uterung

der Rochte uiid Geschichte von Teutschland. 4 parts. Frankfort 1746-61.

Sleidan [vere Philippsou], Johann. Comment, do statu religionis Carlo V Caesare.

Strassburg. 1566. (Cf, F. W. Weise, Ober die Quellen der Comment. Sleidans,

Halle, 1879 ;
Baumgarten, Ueber Sleidans Lebou und Briefwechsel, Strassburg,

1878, and Sleidans Briefwechsel, Strassburg, 1881 ; Th, Paur, Sleidans Korn-

mentilro ilbor die Regieruugszeit Karls V, Leipzig, 1843; and Winckelmann,

Sleidan und seine Koinmeiitiire (Zeitschr, fiir Gesch. des Oberrheins, N. F. xiv,

665—6(K5.)

Spalatin [vere Burckard, Georg]. Aniiales Reformationis (to 1643). Leipzig. 1768.

Chronikon, 1613-1526. In Mencke, ^vol. ii.

Hist. Nachlass und Briefe. Ed. C. G. Neudecker. Jena, 1861. (Cf. Drews,

^Spalatiniana’ in Zeitschr. fiir Kirchen-Gesch. xix-xx, and O. Clemen, Spala-

tiiiiana in Boitriige n, 138-42.) '

Struve, B. G. Corpus Historiae Germanicae. 2 vols, Jena. 1730.
^

Rerum Germanicarum Scriptores. 3 vols. Strassburg. 1717.

Surius, l^aiir. Comment, brevis rerum gestarum 1500-1674. C61ogne.« 1668. [In

answer to Sleidan.]

Waltz, O. Floi-sheimer Chronik. Leipzig. 1874.

C. Seoondart Authoritibs. ^

n

(i) General hietoriee and ^ographiee qf Oharka V.

Armstrong, E, The Emperor^Charles V, 2 vols. London. 1902.

Baumgarten, H. Geschichte Kails V (to 1639). 3 vols. 1886-92.

Bezold, F. von. Geschichte dor deutschen Retbimation. Berlin. KM.
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D«tt, Johann Philipp. Volumen rerum Gennanioarum novutn^ sive de pace imperii

publics (a history of the Swabian League). Ulm. ICOB.

Egelhaaf^ G. Deutsche Geschichte im Zeitalter der Reformation. 2nd ed. Berlin.

1886.

Deutsche Gesch. im xvi Jahrh. bis xum 1566. BiMiothek Deutscher Gesch.

Stuttgart. 2 Bde. 1889-92.

Fischer^ K. Gesch. der ausw&rtigen PoKtik uud Diploinatie im Reformationszeitalter.

Gkitha. 1874.

HAusser^ L. Gesch? des Zeitalters der Reformation. Ed. Oiicken. 18G8. Engl,

tr. 1886.

^
Janssen^ J% Geschichte des deutschen Volkes seit dom Ausgang des Mittelalters.

VQig^ iii-vi. Ed. L. Pastor. Freiburg i. B. 1897. (Cf. Erliiuteruiigen und
Erg&nzuugen zu Janssen's Geschichte, ed. L. Pastor, Freiburg i. B., 1898 etc.

and Janssen's An meine Kritikor, Freiburg, Ui88.) English translation by

M. A. Mitchell and A. M. Christie. 0 vols. Ijondou. 189(>-1908.

Krebs,*K. Beitnige und Urkunden zur deutschen Geschichte im Zeitalt&r der Ref.

Leipzig. 1895.

Lampreeht, Deutsche Geschichte. Vol. v. Berlin. 1894-5. (Cf. the criticisms

of H. Chicken, H. Delhruck, and M. Lipiz, aad I^mprocht’s reply in Zwei
Streitschriften, Berlin, 1897.)

Menzel, C. A. Neuere Geschichte der Deutschen. Breslau. 12 vols. 1828-48.

Nameche, A. J. L'Empercur Charles V. 6 tom. Louvain. 1889.

Nitzsch, K. W. Geschichte des deutschen Vhlkes bis zum Augsburger Religious-

frieden. 3 vols. 2nd ed. Leipzig. 1883-5, 1892.

Pichot, A. Charles Quint, Clironique de sa vie. Paris. 1854.

Ranke, Leopold von. Deutsche Geschichte im Zeitalter der Refonnation. 6 vols.

6th ed. I^ipzig. 1882. Vols. i-iii. of Sanimtlicho VFerke. Leipzig. 1874, etc.

Robertson, William. History of the Reign of the Emperor Charles V. London.

3 vols. 1770. 10th ed. 1802. Latest ed. I.4ondon. 1887.

Vandenesse, J. Journal des voyages de Charles Quint. Ed. Gachard. BrmKels. 1874.

Zeller, J, Hist. d’Allemague. Vol. v. Paris. 1891.

The Allgemeine deutsche Biographie (46 Bde, I.«ip/.ig. 1875-1902) and Herzog’s

Realeucyklopadie fiir Protestantische Tlioologie und Kirch c '^2ud ed. 18 Bde, l^ipzig,

1877, etc.) are both indisi>enBable works of reference, tho articles being usually

careful monographs written by specialists and enriched by useful bibliographical

notes. Compare also numerous^contributions by Haunigailen, J. Roth, Kawerau,

Knlde, and other scholars to the*^SchrifLen dc.^ Vereins fiir Reforni^^tionsgeschichte

'

(ii) Works on Religious History,

Alzog, G. Handhuch der allgemeinen Kirchciigeschichte. 10th ed., by F. X.
Kraus. Woi. \ Mainz. 1^2,

Baum, J. Capito and B^y^r. Vater derdReformirten Kirche. iEiberfeld. 1860.

Baumgarten, iL Jakob Sturm. , Strassburg. *1876.

Bayer, G. Johanne#]^enz. Stuttgart. 1899.

Bueucke, H* Wilhelm Gnaphseus, ein Lehrer aus dem Reformationszeitalter.

Emden. 18^5.

Bugenhagen, Joannes. Lives of, by L. W. Graepp (Gutcrsloh, 1097), H. lleriiig

(Halle, 1888), C. A. T. Vogt (Eiberfeld, 1867).

Carifere, M. ^Die philosophische W^elt^scliauuiig der Heforxnationszeit in ihren
Besdebongeo zur Gegenwart 2 vols. Leipzig. 18U7.

47—2
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Dollioger^ J. J. L BeitrSge zur politisclien^ kirchlichm, and CuHar^^xeflchidbte.

2 voIb. Ratisbon. 1862-3.

Die Reformation. 3 vola. Ratisbon. 1843-a
Erichson, A. Martin Bntzer. Strasaburg. 1891.

Fabricius^ J. A. Centifolium Lutheranum. Hamburg. 1728-30.

Fuessli^ J. C. Carlstadtfl Lebenageschichte. Frankfort 1776.

Gerdea^ D. Scrinium A]itiquarium...ad hiat Ref. eccl. spectant 8 vole. Groningen.

1749-65.

Gulick^ W. von. Johaim Cropper und aeine ThMtigkeit in Kolnliia 1540. Mflnster.

1902.

Haae^ C. A. Kircheiigeschiclite. Leipzig, lltli ed. 1886.

Hartmann^ Jiiliua. Leben und ausgewahlte Scliriften der Vilter der lutheraniachCii
* Kirciio. 6 [larta. Elberfeld. 1861-70.

E. Schnepff, der lleformator in Scbwaben etc. Tiibiugen. 1870.

and Jaeger^ C. Johann Brenz. 2 vols. Hamburg. 1840-2.

liauRsleitei^ J. Melanchtbon-Komjfeudiuni. Greifswald. 1902.
^

Hoppe, H. L. J. Dogmatik dea deutschen Protestantiamua im 16 Jahrh. 3 vola.

Gotha. 1857.
‘

Geschichte der iutheriaL^hen ^Concordienformel und Concordia. 2 vola.

Marburg. 1857-9.

Jacoby, H. Dio Litiirgik dor Reformatoren. Gotha. 1871 etc.

Jaeger, C. F. Andreas Boderistein von Carlstadt. Stuttgart. 1856.

Jiiger, C. Mittheilungou zur achwabischen und frankiachen Reformationage*

Hcbichte. Stuttgart. 1828.

Jarcke, C. E. Studien und Skizzen zur Geschichte der Reformation. Schaffbausen.

1846.

Kawerau, W. 'Fhomas Murner. Halle. 1890-1.

G. Johann Agricola von Eisleben. Berlin. 1881.

Hieronymus Emser. Halle. 1896.

Keil, F. S. Luthers Lebeiisumstfinde, 4 parts. Leipzig. 1764.

Keim, C. T. Ambrose Blaurer, der schwabische lleformator. Stuttgart I860.

Keller, L. Die Reformation und die iilteren Roformparteien. Leipzig. 1885.

Koldo, 111. Beitriige zur Reformationsgeschichto, in KirchengeschichtUche Studien.

1888 etc.

Andreas Althamer, der Humanist und lleformator in Brandenburg-Ansbach.

Erlangen. 1895.

Kurtz, J, H. Lehrbuch der Kircbengeschichte. ^Ith ed Leipzig. 1890,

Kiigelgeii, C. W, LutJier.s AufFassiing von der Gottbeit Christi. Leipzig. 1901.

—— Recbtfertignngslchre des Jobs. Brenz. Leipzig. 1898. *

Lemmons, Leon^iard. Augustin von Alfeld. Freiburg. 1897. ^

Liessem, H. J, Croppers I.eben und Wirken. Cologna 1876.

Luther, Martin. Lives of, by Tb. Kolde, 2 vols., 1884-93; J. Kostlin, 2 vols.,

Elberfeld, 1875, 5th ed. 1902; Kuhn, 3 vols., Paris, 1883; M. Lenz, drd ed.

Berlin, 1897 ; J^litt and Petersen, Leipzig, 1883 ; H. E. Jaoobs, New York,

1898; P. M. Hade, 3 vols,, Tubingen, 1901. .

Marbeinecke, Ph., Geschichte dor teuts-.hen Reformati'^n. 4 vols. Berlin. 1831-4.

Maurenbrecber, W. Geschichte der katholiscben Reformation. NOrdlingen. 1880.

Studien und Skizzen zur Geschichte ^er ileformationszei^. Leips^g. 1874.

Melanchthon (vere Schwai-zerd), Philip. Lives of, by G. !^inger (Berlin, 19d^);

J, W. Richard (New York, 1898); R» Schaefer (GQtersloh, 18^7); and Schmidt

(Elberfeld, 1861).

Moeller, W. Andreas Osiander. Elberfeld. 1870.

Reformation und Gegenreformatioa.
^
Freiburg. 1899. ^

^—*• History of the Christian ('huroh. Vo|. ui, trs. J. IL Freese. London. 1900.
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Morally P. E. Hieronymus Emser. Leipzig. 1800.

Miilter^ KarL Kircbengeschichte. Vol. ii. Tubingen. 1002.

f^eudecker, C. 6. Gesoh. der deutschon Reformation von 1517-' l/>32. Leipzig. 18i8.

— Neue Beitruge zur Gesch. der Ref. 2 vols. Leipzig, 1841.— Gescb. des evangelischen ProteKtantismus in Deutschland. 2 pta. Leipzig.

1844.

Pastor, Ludwig. Die kirchlichen Reuuionsbestrebungen w&brend der Regierung
Karls V. Freiburg i. R 1879.

Gescbicbte Her Pfipste. • 2nd ed. Freiburg. 1888, etc. Engl, trausl. by
Antrobus. London. 1891, etc.

Paulus, %{. Die Strassburger Reformatoren und die Gewissensfreiheit. Strassbuig.
• 1896. •

Der Augustinermducb Johannes Hoffmeister. Freiburg. 1891. ^

Postina, A. Eberhard Billick. Freiburg. 1901.

Pressel, Th. Ambrosiust Blaurers des Schwabisclien Keformators l^bou und
sJcbriflen. Stutt^rt. 1861. *

- Ar^dota Brentiana. Tubingen. inOB.

Schafer, B? Luther als Kircheriliistoriker. Giilersloh. 1897.

Schiifer, W. Galerie der Reformatoren. 6 yols. •MeisHeu. 1838-43.

Scheel, O. Luthers Stellung zur heiligen Schrifl. TuT>ingen. 1902.

Scdilcgel, J. K. T. Kirchen- und Reformatiousgeschichte von Norddeutschland iind

den Hannover schen Staaten. 3 vols. Hanovor. 1828-32.

Schmidt, G. L. Justus Menius, der ReformatorTliuringenH. 2 vols. Gotha. 1867.

Schott, Th. Luther und die Deutsche Bihel. 2nd ed. Stuttgart. 1883.— Briefvrecbsel zwischen Christoph, Herzog vonWurtemberg und P. P. Vergerius.

Stuttgart, Literariscber Verein 1843, etc. Vol. cxxiv.

Seidemann, J. K. Beitr^e zur lleionuationsgeschichte. 2 vols. Dresden.

1846-8. •— Erl^uterungen zur Reformationsgeschichto. Dresden. 1872.

Karl von Miltitz. Dresden. 1844. ^

Seitz, O. Die Ibeologie d. Urbanus Rhegius, speziell sein Vcrhaltiiis zu Luther

und Zwingli. Gotha. 1898.

Soden, F. von. Beitrage zur Gesch. der Reformation und der Sitten jotier Zeit.

Numberg. 1866.

Spahn, M. Joh. Cochlaus. Berlin. *1897. (Cf. Th. K Ide in llealericykloj). ftir

Prot Tbeologie, iv, 194-200.)

Thomas, G. M. M. Lutlter unc^ die Reforinationsbewegung in DouUchland 1520-32.

Ansbach. 1883. •

£. G. Bibliotheca biograpliica Lutherana.^ Halle. 1851!

Wedewer, H. G. ^Joannes Dietenborger. Freiburg, 1888. •

Wiedetni^, Th. Johann Eck. Ratisbon. 1865.

« (hi) lAterature and Art,

• N
Erhard,. A. Oeschh^lte des WiedefaufblQhens wimenBchaftlicher Bildung.

8 vola. Afogdeburg. 1827-32. ^
*

guger, L« RenaUkince und Humanismus in Deutschland. Berlin. 1882.

Ewgen, C. Deutschfands literarische und relig. Verhhltiiisse im Reformations-
zeitaltar. 3 vola. Frankfort 1868.

Heller, J, Lucas Cranach's Leben und Werke. 2Qd ed. Niiniberg. 1864.

Holstein, H. Die Reformation im Spiegelbilde der dramatischeu Litteratur des
* 10 Jabri^. Halle. 1886.

Kaweraa, W. Hans Sachs und die R^ormatioii. Halle. 1889.
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Kucz^nski^ A. Thesauriui iibellorum historiam Reformatorum iUustraotimn. Leipdg.

1870.

MQller, J. Luthers reformatorische Verdienste urn Schule and Untenicht. Berlin.

1903.

Schade, O. Satiren und Pasquillen aus der Reformationszeit. 3 vols. ^anoer.
1856-8.

Schluchardt, C. Lukas Cranachs Ijehen and Werke. 2 vols. Leipzig. 1851«

Schmidt^ C. Histoire litt^raire de I'Alsace. Paris. 2 vols. 1879,

La Vie et les Travaux de Jean Sturm. Strasshurg. 1855.

Schweitzer^ Cli. liitude sur Hans Sachs. Nancy. 1887.

Strobel, G. T. Beytrage zur Litteratur besonders des xvi Jahrh. 2 vols. ^fQmherg.
1784-7. n

^
-s*— Neue Be

3
rtrMge. 6 vols, Niirnberg. 1790-4.

Tliausingj M. Diirers Briefe^ Tagebucher und Reime. Wien. 1872. 2Dd ed. 1884.

Von der Hardt, Hermann. Historia Litcraria Reformatifnis. Leipzig. 5 pts. 1717*

Zuckor> M/ Diirer’s Stellung zur Reformation. Erlangen. 1886.
^

See also works on the universities of Erfurt (by Kampschulte, 2 iols.. Trier,

1850-60); Heidelberg (by J. F.^Hautz, 2 vols., Mannheim, 1862-4); Marburg (by

K. W. Justi, Marburg, 1827); Kordgsberg (by M. Toppen, Konigsberg, 1844),*

Jena (by J. C. E. Schwarz, Jena, 1858); Tubingen (by R. von Mohl, Tubingen,

1871, and Kliipfel, Leipzig, 1877), and Wittenberg (by F. L. C. von Medem,
Anclam, 1867, and G. Bucbwald, Leipzig, 1898), and the Gescbichte der Wiasen-
schaften in Deutschland.

(iv) Sociology, Economics, and Geography,

Barthold, F W Gescbichte der deutscben Stfidte und des dentschen BQrger-

tbums. 4j)ts, Leipzig. 1850-3.

Ehrenberg, R. Das Zeitaller der Ftigger. 2 vols. Jena. 1896. (Cf. Die Stel-

lung dpr Fugger zuin Kircbenstreite des xvi Jahrh. in Hist. Vierteljabrsschr.

1898, 473-510.)

Erhardt, P. Die nationalokonomischen Ansicbten der Reformatoren. Theol.

Studien und Kritiken. Hamburg. 1880-1.

Fischer, K. Deutscblands offentlicbe Meiuung im Reformationszeitalter und in

der Gegenwart. Berlin. 1895. ^

Heller, V Die Haiidelswege Inner-Deutschlands. N. Arcbiv fur S5chs. Gesch.

vol. V. t

Hentzner, Paul. Itinerarium Germaniae.... Nijrnuerg. 1612.

Hering, H. Ueb6r die Liebesthatigkeit der deutscben Reformation. (To 152!^ ^n
Theol. Studjcn und Kritiken. Hamburg. 1883-5.

,

Kaser, K Politische und soziale Bewegungen im deutscben Buigerthuln zu Beginn

des 16 Jahrh. Stuttgart. 1899. .

Kawerau, W Die Reformation und die Ebe. Halle. 1892.

Liliencron, R. von. Deutsches Leben im Volkslied um 1630. Stuttgart 1886.

Munster, S6i)astian. Cosmographia. Basel. 15^5. / ^

Nobbe, H. Die Hegelung dor Armenp^ege im 16 Jidj^h. Zeitschr. ftir Kirchen-

gesch. X. ^
^

^

Richter, P. E. Bibliotheca geograpbica Gemaniae. Leipzig* < 1896. 0 ^
Riggenbach, B Das Armeuwesen der Reformation. BaseL ^ 1883.

Scbmoller, G. Zur Gesch. der national-dkonomischen Ansicbten in Deutschland

w&hrend der Reformationsperiode. Zeitschr. fiir d. Ges. Staatswiss. Vol. zvi.

Stem, A. Die Socialisten der Reformationszeit Berlin. 1883.

Sugenheim, S. Frankreichs Einfluss auf Deutschland. 2«vol8. Stuttgprt 1845^^*
Voigt, J. FOrsteuleben un^ Fursteusitte. burner’s Hist Taschenbuch, 1835*
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Weruer, J, Die aoziale Frage im Zeitalter der Reformation. 1889. In Webor*B

Sammlung theologiacher nud socialer iledeu uud Abhaudlungen, Mdhlheim.

1888, etc.
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1898, 1902. [Contains doimmeuts etc. about ^Philip of House’s imprisonment,

and controverts 'furba, Issleib, an4> Brandenburg.]

Melaucbtbon, P. Bedenckenauffs Interim. 8.1. 1548. Eng. trauil. Ix>ndoii. 1548.

Meyer, Cbr. Zur Gesch. des Interim in Brandenburg-Anspadb. Hoheiiamllerisdft

Forsohungeu vi, 328-46. ^

X)or Augsburger Reichstag nach-einem furstlicben Tagebucb. Preuss.

Jabrb. 1898, 206-242.

Rachfall, F. Die Tremiung dcr Niedorlande vom deutscben Kei^e. Weat-

Deutsche Zeitschr. Vol. xix, pt 2. 19C9.
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Tarba^ G. Verliaftung und Gafaugenschait das lAtidgr. Philipp. Vieniui. 1800.

(Cf. Meiiiardus above, S. Isfileib, Die Ge&ngeutichafl den Laudgr, in N. Arohiv

nir S&cba. Getich. 181)8, vol. xiv, and L. Schhdel in Alittl. d, Oberhesaiachen

Ge^. Vereins, Neue Folge, xi, 31-56.)

Waldeck, Wolradvon. Tagebuch wahrenddes Reichstagcvs zii Augsburg 1648. £d.

C. L. Trosfi. Stuttgart. 1861.

Wolf, G. Das Augsburger Interim. Zeitscbr. fiir Gesch. d. Wissensch. N. F.

ij, 1. *

•

(v) The War qf Liberation,

t
Barge, H. Die Vcrbandluiigen zu Liuz und zu Pasaau iiu .Taliro 1662. Stralsun^.

1803, 1807.

Des AIoustiers-Merinville, L't^veque de Bayonne, sa vie et corrospondam^e. JJmogcs.

V106. [Useful for tlie bishop's iiegotiatioiiH w'ith respect to tlie treaty of

Friedwald.]
*

Fischer,* Gl Die ]M»rsdriliche Stcllung und polit lAge Ferdinamls \ or und wiihreud

dor Pasaauer Verliandluiigen. Kdiiigsberg.

Goetz, W. Die baycrische Politik im erst^u .Mlirzchut der Regierung Herzog

Albrecht V. Munich. 1896.

Lssleih, S. Moritz von Sachsen gegon Karl V bis zum Kriegzuge 1662. N. Arch.

fiir Siichs. Gesch, vol. vi, 1886 ;
the same continued, ibid. vol. vii^ 188(5,— Magdeburgs Belagerung durch Moritz. Ib. vol. v, 1881.

Kaiingienser, R. Der Zug Goo^ von Mecklenburg ins Enestift Magdeburg in

1560. Magdeburg. 1888. ^
Kiewniug, H. Albrechts von Preussen und Markgraf Johanns von Brandenhurg

Autheil am Funstcubund gegeii Karl V. Kduigsherg. 1889. (Cf. AltpreusK

Monatsch. xxvi and Forschuugen zur Braiidenh. Gesch. vol. iv»)

Neumann, R. Die Ptditik d. VennitllungHpartei in 1552 bis zum Beginu der Ver-

handluugen zu Pasaau. Greifswald. 189(5. •

Radlkofer, M. Der Zug Kurf. Moritz 1552. Zeitschr. des hist. Vereins fiir

Schwaben. Vol. xvii. 1890.

Scherer, H. Der Uaub der drei Bisthiimer in 1662. Raumer's Hist. Taschonbuch.

1842.

Schirnnacher, F. W, Johann Albreclil I, Herzog von Mrt klcnhurg. 2 pts, Wismar.

1885.

Schlomka, E. Die {>o]!lt. Beaichungen zivisclien Moritz und Heinrich JJ 1560-2.

« HaUe. 1834.

Sebteherr, D. Gosanimtc Schriftcu. Ed. M. Alayr. 2 vols. Innsbruck. 1899-

m2. ^
•

Voigt, J. Der Furstenhund gegen Karl Raumer’s Hist. Taschenbuch. 1867-

Von dem Kriege vor Magdeburg. In ('hroniken der dontscheu Studio, vol. xxvii,

pt V. Leipzig. 1899.

Warneck% A.« Dio diplomatische Thatigkeit des Ijazanis von Schwendi. Gottin-

gen. 1890. •

Wencif, Albertiifbr und Ernestiner iiach d. Wittenberg. Kapitulation. Archir

far Sachs. Gc^h. Vol. vrii.
^

4k—- Kftrfiirst Morllz und Herzog August. Ib. voL Hf.

Kurfurst Moritz und die^ruestiuer in 1551-2. Forschnngen zur deutschen

Gesch. Vol. xii.

Witter, J. Die Beziehung und der V^orkelir des KUrf. Moritz mil Kdnig Ferdinand

• 1547--62. Jena. 1886.
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(ri) From the Treaty of Paneau to the Peace qf Augebarg,

Brandi, K. Der Augpsburger RelJgionafriede. Munich. 1890.

Chabert, F. M. Journal du si^ge de Metz. Metz. 18d7.

DruiFel, A. Beitr^e zur Reichsgeschichte 1663-5, ed. K. Brandi. Mnnieh. 1896.
Ernst, V. Die Entstehung der Executionsordnung von 1666. Wiirttemb. Viertelj.

X. 1-110.

Griessdorf, H. C. J. Der Zog Earls V gegen Metz.
,

Halle. 1^1.
Hollander, A. Strassburg irn franzosiscben Kriege 1662. Strassburg. 1888.

Issleib, S. Von Passau bis Siovershausen. N. Archiv fur S^hs. Ge^h.
^
Vol. viii.

1887.

J^el, F. August von Sachsen bis zur Erlangung d. Kurwurde. N. Archiv fur

S&chs. Gesch. Vol. xix, 1898.

Meyer, Chr. Zur Gesch. d. markgrafl. Krieges 1663-4. Hohenzollerische For-
schungen v, 298-368, vr, 62-107.

Ritter, M. Der Augsburger Roligionsfriede. Raiimer's Hist. Taschenbi^h. 1882.

Spieler, Ch. W. Geschichte des Augsburger Religionsfriedens. Schleiz. 1864,

TrefFtz, J, Kursachsen und Frapkreich 1562-6. Leipzig. 1891.

Voigt, J. Markgraf Albrecht Alcibiades. 2 vols. Berlin. 1852.

Scbwabe, L. Kursachsen und die Verhandlungen iiber den Augsburger Relig^na.
frieden. * N. Archiv fiir Sachs. Gesch. Dresden. Vol. x

Wolf, G. Der Augsburger Religiousfriede. Stuttgart. 1890*



CHAPTER IX.

THE REFORMATION IN FRANCE.

I. ORIGINAL DOCUMENTS.

Alb^rii E. Le relazioni degli ambasciadori Veiieti. Rcrie. i-ir. Florence.

1839^0.

Argentrdj C. do Plessifl de (Bishop of Tulle). Collectio judiciorum de novis

erroribus. t, ii. Paris. 1728. t
*

Aymon, T. Tous les synodos nationaux des eglises r^formt^os de France, i. The
'Hague. 1710. (Contains also letters of Cardinal Santa ( 'roc^e.)

Becker^ P. A. Marguerite, duchesse d’Alen^on, et Guillaume Bri^onnet, ^veque de

Meaux, d'apres leur correspondance mauuscrite (1521-24). Bulletin de la

Soci^t^ de I’Histoire du protestaiitisme fran(,ms. £d. N. Weiss, zlix. Paris.

1900. (Subsequently cited as Bull. prot. frarup.)

Bourrilly, V. L. Fran^'ois 1" et les Protestants. Los essais de concorde en l.>35.

Bull. prot. fran9 . xux. Paris. ]!K)0.

Jean Sleidan et le Cardinal du Bellay. Ib. l. 1901. •

Lazare de Bayf et le J.Andgrave de Hesse. Ib.

BulflDus, C. E. Historia universitatis Parisieusis. vi. Paris. 1078. t

Calendar of State Papers. Foreign series, i-vi. Ixindon. 1801 Venetian,

ri-Tii, ib. 1807-00; Ijetters and Papers of Henry VIII. iii-xvi, ib. 1807-90.

{For further particulars see Hibliogruphies to Chaps. XIH-XVL)
Calvin, J. Opera, ed, Baum, E. Cuiiitz and E. Kc'uss. zi-zix. (letters.)

Brunswick. 1873-9.

Castelnau, M. do. Me'nioires. Ed. J. le Ijaboureur. i. Brussels. 1731.

Catalogue des actes d# Franjois I*", i-vii. Paris. l887-9(). (To be completed

• in 10 volumes, the last three containing a bibliography and jridices.)

Cin4^r, L, et Danion, F. Archives Curieuses. l*«drie. Paris. 1835. iv. Histoire

CT tagiulte d^Vmboise. *

Collection des documents inedits. Lettrc'< de Catherine dc Medicis. Ed. H. de

4a Ferri^re. i. 1880. Negociations du regne de Francois JI. £d. A. li. Paris.

1841. Perrenot, A., Card, de Graiivelle. Papiers d’l^ltat. Ed. C. Weiss.

iu-y% 1S42-6.

Condd. Mdmoire^de Conde. i-iii. The Hague. 1743.

Creepili, Jt Histoire^ des Martyrs. Edf D. Benoist (from the edition of 1G19).

I, u. Toulo^. 1885-7. ^
Delisle, f* Notice auf un registre des proces-verhaux de la facultd de thcologie de

Paris* pendant les anneea ]ftK)3-1533. Paris. 1809. [The ns. of this register,

which formerly belonged to the Due do la Trdmollle, is now in the Bib.

nationale.]
*

Burand de Maillane, P. T. Les libertds de I’dglise gallicane. 5 vols. Lyons. 1771*

EstOj Ippolfto de (Cardinal of Ferrara). Ndgociations. Paris. 1858.
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Herminjnrd^ A. L Correspondance dea Reformateurs duis lea pa}n de lan^e
fran^aise. ii vola. published^ reaching to the year 1544. Genera and Paris.

1866-97.

laambert^ F. A. Kecueil general de» aucicnnes lois frau^ajaas. xii-xir. Paris*.

182^9. (This will be superseded for the reign of Francis 1 by the Ordonnances
des Rois de France. Vol. i (1615, 1516) published 1902.)

Layard, Sir A. H. Despatches of Michele Suriano and Marcantonio I^rbaro,
Venetian Ambassadors at the Court of France^ 1560-1563. Publications of the
Huguenot Society of London. Lymington. 1891.

LTlospital^ Michel de. CEuvres. Eld. P. J. S. Dufcy ie T Yvonne, i, ii. Paris. 1824.

Ribier, G. Lettres et Memoires d'Kstat. i. Paris. 1666.

Weiss. N. La chambre ardonte. Paris. 1889. / ^
'V

II. HISTORIES, MEMOIRS ANP OTHER NARRATIVES WHOLLY
OR IN PART CONTEMPORARY.

li

llaton^ Claude. M^moiros. Ed. F. Bourquelot. Coll, des doc. indd. i. I^ris. 1857.

flistoire Eccldsiostiquo dos dglises refornu'es au royaume de E^rance. (A compilation

edited under the direction of Be/a. Antwerp. 1580. £d. G. Baum and
E. Cunitz. 3 volfl. Paris. 1883 9.)

Journal d'un bouigeoiH de Paris sous le regne de Francois premier. Ed. L. l^alanne

for the Soc. do I’hist. de France. Paris. 1854.

Languetj Hubert. Elpistolae secrctae. Part ii. Halle. 1699.

[La Place^ P. de.] Commeutaires do FEstat de la Ucdigion et Republique sous les

llois Henry et E'ran^ois seconds, et Charles neufieme. 1565. Reprinted in

the Pantheon litteraire. Ed. J. A. C. Buchon. ’Paris. 1836.

Pasquier, Estienno. Lettres. Book iv. Paris. 1586.

[Regnier de la Planche, L.] Histoire de TEstat do France sous le regne de

F'ran^ois II. 1576. Ed. E. Mennechet. 2 vols. Paris. 1836.

RaemoiuL E'loriinond de. L’histoire de la naissance, progres et decadence de

PhtTcsie' Je ce si^cle. Book vii. l^aris, 1605.

Santa Croce, (Cardinal), Do civilibus Galliae dissensionibus. In Martene et

Durand, Vet. Script, et Mouum. aniplissima collectio. v. 1426-75. Paris.

1729.

Saiilv'Tavannes, Gaspard de. Memoires. [At the chateau de Sully. 1617.] Michaud

,et Poujoulat viii. Petitot. xxvi-xxviii.

Serres, Jean de. Commentarii de statu religionis et reipublicae in regno Galliae.

Parti. [Geneva.] 1571.

Tliou, J. A. de.
.
Historiae sui temporis. i, il Bks i-xxix. Paris. 1604-6. ^

Ed. S. Buckley. London. 1733. ^

III. LATER WORKS.

A. General Histories op French Protestantism.
^

i

In order of pubiicatioft.
^

Aubignd, Theodore Agrippa de. Histoire'Universelle. Books i, ii. Mallld. 1616.

£d. A. de Ruble for the Soc. de I’hist. de France, i. Paris^ 1886.

Soldau, W. 6. Gescbichte dos Protestantismus in Fraz\^*eich bis sum Tod6

Karls IX. i. Leipzig. 1855. t
^

Polenz, G, von. Gescbichte des franzosisclien Calviuismus. i. Gotha. 1857.

l..utteroth, H. La re'formatiou en France pendant la premiere periode. Paris. 1859.

Baird, H. M. History of the rise of the Huguenots of E'rance. i. New York. 187i^

London. 1880. c
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Gerdw, D, Introduotio in historiam Evangt^lii 8eculo xvi jNutsim per Earopam
renovati dootrinaeque Ileforinalioiitfi. i-iv. Grouiu^n, 1744-52.

Guett<^, I’Abbe^ Histoire de I’Jh^lise de France, vitt, ix. Paris. 1B56.

Hottiuger, J. H. Historiae ecclesiasticae Novi XestAnienti Eniieas. vii. 71«^ ff*

Hanover. 1G65.

Lichteuberger^ F. L. £nc3'clopedie dee Sciences religieunes. 13 voIh. Paris.

1877-fl2. •

Pallavicini^ Sforza. Istoria dA concilio di Trento. Ed. F. A. Zaccaria. i, ii.

Rome. 1833.

Rfiynaldu^ O. Annalos Eccleaiustiei. Ed. A. 'Fheiner. xxxi-xxxiv. Bar-le-Duc

and Paris. 1877-79. *

Histories of Protf.stantism is pARTicuijiR ('itiks ami* Piiuj^'incks.

Arnaud, Histoire des Protestants de Danphine. i. Paris.

Histoire des Protestants de Provence, dii Comtat V’enaishin et de la priucipaut4

d’Orange. 2 vols. Paris, 1884. ^
Coquerel, A, fils. Precis do i’liistoiro de f'eglise reformoo de Paris, 1572-1594.

Paris. 1882.

Corbiere, P. Histoire de reglise reformeo de Moiitpollier. Montpellier and Paris.

18(04

Dleterlen, H. Le synode gtnieral de Paris, 1559. Paris. 1873.

Floquet, A. Histoire du Parlpment de Normandie, ii. Rouen. 1810.

Gaullieur, E. Histoire de la reforme a Bordeaux et dans 1« rcssort du Parlement de

Guietine. i. Paris. 1884.

Hauser, H. La reforme en Auvergne. Bull. prot. fran9 . xi.vi^ xi.viii. 1H1»?,

1899.

Leroux, A. HiH^ure de la roforme dans la Marche ct le Limousin. Liipoges. 1888.

LicATe, A. Histoire des Prolestanhs dll Poitou, i. Paris. J858.

Moutarde, E. Etude historique sur la reforme a Lyon, (hnieva. 1881.

Naef, F. La reforme cn Bourgogne. I’aris. 1901.

Puecli, A. lAi Renaissaiu^e et la Reformation i\ NiMnes .Vimes. 1893.

Robert- 1Jibarthe, U. de. Nistoire du Protestant isme i nis le llaut Ijinguedoc.

2 vols. Paris. 1 895-8.

Rossier, L Histoire dip Protgstaiits de Picardie. Paris. 18t;i.

Vanrigaiid, B. Essai sur Thistoire des egli'^es refonnees de Bret/igne, 1535-1808. i.

* I^aris. 1870.
^

*

VienRk J. Histoire de la reforme dans le pays de MoiithcliarAl, 1524-1573. i.

^utl^liard. 1900.

See for the bibliography of this section the sale-catalogue of the library of Ilonri

Bordier, nos. 277-354, Paris, 1889, and, for recent works, H. Hauser in Rev. hist

xxvL 85 1901.

•

D. BlOimAHHlKS.
#

Atkinson. C. T. Ilichel de THospital. Ixindon. 1900.

flbird, H.*M. Theodbre Beza. ^ew York, 1899.

Baum, J. W, Theodor Beza. • 2 vols. Leipzig. 1 84^1-52.

Bersier, E. Coligny avaut les guerres de religion.
^
Paris. 1884.

Bouille, R. de. Histoire des Dues de Guise, i, ii. Paris. 1849.

Biisson, F,^ S^bastien Castellion. i. Paris. 1892.

l>ecrue» F« Anne de Montmorency. *2 vols. Paris. J885 and iljpO,
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Delaborde^ J. Gaspard de Coligny. i. Paria. 1879*

Doumergue, £. Jean Calvin, i, n. Lausanne. 1899^ 1908.

Fomeron^ H. Lee Dues de Guise, i. Paris. 1877.

Graf^ K. H. Jacobus Faber Stapulensis. Zeitschrift fiir die historische Theologle.

Hamburg and Gotha. 1852.

Guillemin^ J. J. Le Cardinal de I^orraine. Paris. 1847.

Haag^ Eugene and £mile. La France Protestante. 10 vols. Paris. 184G-1S8.

2nd ed. Ed. 11. Bordier. 6 vols. (to GAS) published. Paris. 1877-88.

Lefranc^ A. La jeiinesse de C'alvin. Paris. 1888.

Marcks^ E. Giif^pard von Coligny. Stuttgart 189fe.

Pinvert, L. l^azare Baif. Paris. 1900.

Huble^ A. do. Antoine de Bourbon et Jeanne d*Albret 2 vols. Paris.^ 1881-2.

Schmidt^ C. Gerard Koussel. Strassburg. 1845,

E. Miscellaneous.
,

»

Bourrilly^ V. L. Les prtnimiiiaires des guerres de religion. Bull. nrot. fran9.

XLV. 18J)fj.

Bower, H. M. The fourteen of Meaux. London. 1894.

Hauser, H. propagation d'e la ^dleforme en France. Revue des cours et

conferences. Paris. 1804.

l^a Konaissance et la Reforme en France, 1512-52. Revue historique. lxiv.

Paris. 1807.

Ilje French Reformation and the French People in the Sixteenth Century.

American Historical Review, iv. New York. 1809.

KlipfFeJ, n. I--e colloque de Poissy. Paris and Metz*. 1807.

Lefranc, A. Les idees rcligieuses de Marguerite de Navarre, d’apres son ceuvre

poetique. Paris. 1808.

Un nouv(jau registro de la faculte de theologie de Paris au xvi* siecle. Bull.

jnot. fran9 . 1002.

Madelin, L. ** I^s premieres applications du Concordat de 1516 d'apres les dossiers

du C^huteau ^iaint>Ange. i^>ole fi*an9ai8e de Rome. Me'langes d'arche'ologie et

d'liistoire. xvii. Paris. 1887.

Mignet, F. Lettres do Jean Calvin. Journal des Savants. 1856, 1858, 1859.

Paris. A

Paillard, C. Additions critiques a Thistoire de la conjuration d'Amboise. Rev.

hist. XIV. Paris. 1880.

Philippson, M. Westeuropa im Zeitalter von Philipp '/I, Elizabeth und Heinrich IV.

Onckeii’s Allgeineine Gcvschichte. in, 2, pp. 1-113. Berlin. 1882. *

Picot, G. Histoire des Etats Generaux. ii. Paris. 1872.
,

Ranke, L. von. b’ranzosische Goschichte, vomehmlich in lO^*'* und 17*^ Jaurhun-
dert. 1 . Stuttgart and Tubingen. 1852. Vol. viii of Sammtliche Werke.
Berlin. 1874 etc..

Roget, A. Histoire de Geneve, r-vi. Genem 1870-81. ,

Holland, R. Le dernier procc\s de Berquin. Ecole fran9aise do Ro^e. « Melanges.

XII. Paris. 1892. ‘ ^

Ruble, A. de. Le Volloque de Poissy.^ M^moires de la Socidtd de ThUit de Paris

et de rile de France, xvi. Paris.' 1889. «

Schmidt, C. Die Unions-Versuche Franz 1. Zeitsi^hr. fur die iiistozisohe llieologili.

Leipzig. 1850. t

Sthyr, H. V. (Bishop). Lutheraneme i Fx'ankrig i Aarene 1524-26. Copenhagen.

1879.

Numerous short notices, besides the longer articles cited above, will^be found Sn
tlie Bulletin de Ip Societe de^rhistoire du prot^tantisme fran9ais; Weiss. Paris.
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0HAPTER X.

THE HELVETIC REI'X)KMATION.

A. BIBLIOGRAPHIES.

Brsndstetter^ J. L. Re|>ertoriufn fiber die in Zeit- und Sammelficbriften der Jabre

181^1890 enthalteueii Aufsiitze und bfittheiltingen Bchweiaergeschichtliohen

Inbaltes. Basel. 1892.

Flnsler, G. Zwingli-Bibliograpbie. Zurich. 1897.

An appendix to tlie above by the same author, in Zwiugliana, 1902, No. 1

(pp. 287-^)i brings it up to date.

bibiiographie der 8chweisierigch.*reformierten Kirchen. Vol. i. Die deutschen

Kantone. In Bibliographie der schweizerisc^hen Landeskunde. 1896.

Haller, G. £. von. Verzeichniss der Bucher und SchriRori betreflfend die Refor-

mationsgeschichte, mitgetheilt von C. Siegwart^Muller, in i^hiv ffir die

scbweizerische Reformationsgeschichte, vol. i (18GB), following Haller’s Bib-

liothek der scbweizer. Gescbichte, 1785 etc.; aRor Haller’s death kx 1786 the

collection was continued, and completed up to 1871, by R. P. Gall-Morel

in Archiv f. d. schw. Reform. Gesch., vol. in (Freiburg, 187G), pp. I ff.

Mfilinen, J. £. F. von. Prodromus einer Hchweiz. Historitigraphie. Bern. 1874.

Sinner, L. von. Bibliographie der Schweizergeschichte. 1861.

Strickler, J. Neuer Versucn eines Litteratur-Verzeichnissee zur schweiz. Re-
formationsgeachichte enthalteiid die zeitgenossische Litteratur, 1621-1632. In

Actensammlung, etc,^ ed. by Strickler. Vol. v, part 2.

lITyss, G. V. Gescbdchte der Hfktoriographie in der Schweiz. Zui;^ch. 1894.

Rdl^ences should also be made to Anzeiger’ffiraedhweizerische Geschichte:

heraus^gebgn von der Allgemeinen geschichtsforscheuden GeBellsiuiatl der Schweiz

(Bern) for continuations. A useful English sketch of the literature for the gen-

eral history of Switzerland is given in Vincent, Government in Switzerland (New
York, 1900), pp. 841-360. R. Stiihelin has published accounts of Swiss Jlofor-

mation historic^ works in Brieger’s ZeitschriR f. Kirchengeschirhte ; for 1876-78

in voL m (1879), pp.i642 ff. : for 1679-82 in vol. vi (1884), pp. 42J
ff.

5. GUIDES TO MS. MATERIAL.

Erichson. Zwingli-AutographeA m Elsass. Ibid. 1886, pp. 111-114.

Escher, H. Verzeichniaa der Zwingli-Autographen aus der Stadtbibliothek and der
Kautonsbibliothek in Zfirich. Ibid. 1886, pp. 21^ ff.

Rrdiiy fij% achweiz. Reformationsgeschichte, i, ii, rn, contain much infoimation
on ainglo groups. Escher’s Glaubenspafteien is largdy based on uD)|ibli8hed ifss.

c. M. B. u.
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t
Mohr, T. von, Kegesten der Archive der schweiz. EidgmoMeMchaft aiif ABord>*

Dung der tchweiz, Geschichtlichen Gezellachaft. (VoL i oontaine Einniedeln,

Canton Bern before the Reformation, Rapperschwyl, Abbey of Pfaffere, etc.

by varioue writers.)

Kott^ E. Inventaire sommaire de documents relatifs i THistoire de la Suisse

conserves dans les Archives et Bibliothcques de Paris, et sp^cialement de la

Correspondance echangee eutre les Ambassadeurs de France aux Ugues et leor

' gouvernement, 1440-1700. [Part i is for 1444-1610, and Part v contains the

Index.]
'

Schweizer, P. Verzeichriiss der Zwingli-Autogra|)hen aus dem Staatsarchlv in

Zurich. In I'beologische Zeitschrift aus der Schweiz, ed. Meili, 1886,

pp. 106 with note on p. 262. Zurich, *

'Staheliu, K. Zwiagli-Autographen in Basel. Ibid. 1886, pp. ^8-54.

The MSS. have been largely worked over and printed, especially those for

Zwingli's life. The Civic and Cantonal libraries are mostly catalogue^ For

foreign, diplomatic, and tlieological relations other libraries?, although largely worked,

have still material: e.g. Marburg, btuttgart, Strassburg, and luusbrucld

II.

A. EDiriONS OF WORKS.

Zwingli, fluldroich.—II. Z. Opera. Edited by Sohuler and Schulthess. vols,

Zurich. 1828 >42. Supplement by Schulthess and Marthaler. Zurich. 1861.

H. Z.’s Stimintliche Werke. Edited, with the cooperation of the Zwingli-

Verein, by B. Egli and G. Finsler, Berlin. 1804. (In progress.)

llio fundamental edition was that of Froschaner, edited by Rudolph Gualter,

1 544-6 : tlie vernacular works wore translated into Latin.

A useful hand-book, arranged by subjects, is Huldreich Zwingli’s Sammtliche

Schrifteu in Auszuge, von L. Usteri und S. Vogeliu. Zurich. 1818-20. 2 vols.

For single works see the Bibliography by Finsler {above).

III.
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CllROMCLEiS, DCK^UMENTC AND LEPrERS.

A. General Chronicles.

Anshelin, V. Berner Chronik vom Anfang der Stadt Bern bis 1526. 6 vols. Bern.
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Bullinger, H. Reformatiousgeschichte. Edited by Ilottinger and Vogeli. Frauen-

feld. 1838-10.
•

Diarium. « Edited by E. Egli. Basel,

Edlibach, G., mit Einleituug von 1. M. Usteri. Mitteilung der aziiiquarischen

GesellschaR; in Zurich. V"ol. iv. Zurich. 1846. '

^

Kessler. Sabbata. Chronik der Jahre 1528-88 1 von Ernst OStzinger. St Gatteo,

1866-8. Mitteiluugen z. vaierliUidischen Geschichte. St Gallen. ^hist. Verein.

Vols. v-x. A new editior with commentary is announced by £gU and Sdboch.

Mycouius, O. ^’iU Huldrici Zwinglii ab Oswaldo Myconio conscripta. (The best

edition is in Neander’s Vitae Quatuor Kelbrmatoruin. Berlin. >8410
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Johana. Chronif der MhweiMmoben Reforawtion voa deran Anflogw
bk A.Du 1^534. In Arohtv fUr sobweixeriiche Rnformationageschicbto. Vol. i.

Solotbum. 1868.

Sicher. Die Ghronik Fridolin Sichers. Edited by £. QoUinger iu the St Gellen

MitteU. ctir veterUndkchen Geschlohte xx. Neue Folge^ x. St Gallen. 1886.

Techodi, V. Cbronik d^ Reformetionsjahre 1521-1533, von 1. Strlokler.

Separateuagabe (No. zxiv) dea Glaroer hist. Jahrbucha. Bern. 1889. Alao

in Archiv Schw. Geach. Vol. ix, pp. 322-447.

Wyss. Die Chronik des Bernhard Wyas, von Georg Finsler. Basel. 1901. In

Qtiellen xur achweizeriacheu Reformatioiisgeschichte unter Leitung von Dr
£. Egli.

•See ala^ Verzeichnisa in the Index Volume (Vol. v, part 2) of Striokler'a

Aotenaammiung. * *

D. Dooubibnts.

General,

Egli, R. Aotenaammlung lur Geachichte der Ziircher Reformation, 1619-33,

Zurich. 1879.

FQaalin, J. K. Beytrage zur Erlauterung des Kirdhen Reforinatiunageschichte dee
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Collin, R. Summa golloquii Marpurgensis. In Hoapinian, Ilistoria Sacramentaria
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Cysat, RdbwaH. Lisem’s Geheimbuch vcrfosst von Stadtachreiber K. Cyaat.
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E^li, £. Documente and Abhandluugeo zur Geachichte Zwinglis und seiner Zeit
Printed in Analecta Reformatoria i, pp. 1-24. Zurich. 1899.

On Zwingli'a notes concerning the Bernese Disputation in StaaUarehiv,

Zorich. * Analecta Reformatoria 19 pp. 37-44.
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government In Katholische dchwelxerblStter, Series 11 (1895), No. ii,

pp. 183 ff. Edited by J. G. Mayer. Lucerne. 1895.

Gall-Morel, R. P. Urkunden zur Gescbichte Zwinglis aus dem StiRsarchiv £iu-

siedeln. ASRG. i, pp. 787 ff.
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geschichte, iv, pp. 420 if.

Kiissenberg, H. Chrouik (for Baden, 1522 onwards). Edited by Huber in Arohtv

fur schw. Ref. iii, pp. 411 ff.
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1523-8. In Arcbiv fiir schw. Ref. m, pp. 624-630.

Lavater. Verantwortuiig betreffeud seinen Oberbefehl bei Kappel. Edited by £gli

N in Anal. Reform, i, pp. 150-164. ^

RyfT, F. Cbronikt 1514-41. In Easier Cbroniken, vol. i, edited by Viscber uud
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Ryhiner, (jf. Chronik des Bauernkrieges, 1525. In Easier Cbroniken, vol. vi,

edited by A. Bernoulli, pp. 463 flf. Leipzig. 1902.
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Ill, pp. 555-598.
‘

Prelimiuaracten zu einem Schiitzbundniss zwiscben Papst Clement Vll,

Kaiser Karl V, und den V Katholischen Orten. Arcbiv fur scbw. Ref. ii,

pp. 546-557.

135 piipKtlirhe Scbroiben aii Ttiic^iatzungen, Orte, etc., grossentheils aus

dem XVI Jahrluindert. Arcbiv fiirschw. Ref. ii, pp, 1-07. ^

[Sse aUo Cysat.]
*

Schirrmachcr. Bricfe und Acton zur (Feschicbte dos Religionsgesprdcbes zu Marburg

1523 und des Rcicbstagcs zu Augsburg 1530 nach den Uandschriften des Job.

Aurifaber.' Gotha. 1870.

D. Letters.

See also Fiusler’s Bibliograpbie, pp. 171-2 ; and Zwingli's liters in vols. vii

and viii of Opera.

Arbenz, £. Die Vadianische Briefsammlung. In Mitt zur vaterl&ndischen

Gescbichte xxiv, 4, pp. 80 if., xxv, xxvii and xxviii, pp. 1 if. St Gallon.

1890.

Egli, J. £. Unpublished letters from the Augsburg Reichstag (Aug. and Sept 1530);

In Analecta Reforinatoria I, pp. 45-60. Zurich. 1809.

I'ecbter. Acbtzehu uugedruckto Briefe von Ulrich Zwingli uud Albei4ua£/urerius

an B. Rbenanos. In Arcbiv filr scbw. Gescbichte, vol. x, pp. 185 £F. Zurich.

1885.

Friedeiisburg, W, BeitrSge zum Briefwecbsel der katholiscbeu Gelehrten Deutscb-

lands im ReforinatiouBzoitalter. Zeitscbr. fur Kircheugescb. Vol *xx, pp. 6^
05 and 242-259 for letters of Bishop Faber. 4899-1900. ^

Fiisslin, J. K. Efiistolae ab Ecclesiae Helvetioae rclbrmatoribus vel ad eos Scriptae.

Zurich. 1742. *

,

Hermiujard, A. L. Correspondance des R^formateurs daas les pays de lan^^ae

fran^aise (especially vol. ii). 8 vols. Geneva, Basel, Lyons, Paris.* 1866-93.

Lenz, M. Zwingli und i^ndgraf Philip. In Zeitscbr. ftir Kirchengescb. 1879,

vol. Ill, pp. 28 ff., 220 ff., 429 ff.

liebenau, T. von. Briefe uber die Disputation in Baden. Aus dem Luaemer StsLts-

archiv. Arcbiv filr schw. Ref. 1869, i, pp. 798 if.

^
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8eh«rer^BoooMd, T. von. Sohreiben Frans I von Frankreich an Orte der Eid^e-

notaenachmft. Aua dem Staatsarohiv von Luzern. Arohiv fUr acliw. Ref. tiL

pp. 031-640.

StSlielin^ R. Briefe aua der Reformationzzeit, Basel. 1887.

Troll, JT. K. Three Letters to the Council at Winterthur. Printed in NeuJahifhL
V. d. BQi]|^rbibliothek zu Winterthur, zi 6, vi 1, v 16. Winterthur. 1844.

Virck, H. and Winckelmann, O. Politische Correspondenz der Stadt Straasburg im
2ieitalter der Reformation. Strassburg. i. 1882. ii. 1887.

Wartmann, H. Fiinf Briefe IJ. Zwinglis an Joachim von Watt aus dem Stadt-

archiv von St Gallon. Mitteil. zur vatorlknd. Geschichte ui, pp. 210-216.
St Gallon. 1806.
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Christen, £. Zwingli avaut 1§ Reforme de Zurich. Genev \ 1899.

Egli, E. Zwingli ^uud die OstschweizeriKclieu Anhflnger dor Lutherischen Abend-

malilslehre. In Anal. Reform, i, pp. 61 ff.

Zwingli und die ^y1ioden,*bo8onder8 in dor Ost’Scbwoiz. In Anal. Reform, i,

• pp. 80ff. *
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— ^fi^inglis Stellung zum Kirchenbann und Sessen Verteidigung durch die

StllpUer. In ^nal. Reform, i, pp. 99 ff.
^— Zwingli in Wien. Theolog. Zeitschrift hub d. Schweiz, Zurich. Vol. i,

1884, p. 92.

Die Namensform Zwingling. Theolog. Zeitschrift aua d. Schweiz. Vol. i,
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burgf 1883.
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Odinger, Th. ^£in Idyll Rudolf Gualles s tiber Zwinglis Tod. Theolog. Zeitschrift
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Kidd, B. J, The Continental Keiormation. Loudon. 1902.
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Vol. xxi^ pp. 147 fi
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CHAPTER XK.

THE CATHOUC SOUTH.

MANUSCRIPTS.
f
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Biblioteoa della Rifor.na Jtaliana. 1(183 f.
^

^

Boehmer, E. EpiKtoiue quaedam Joaiinis Stunnii et Hispanorum qui Argeutorati

degeruut. 1872.
,

Cabrd, A. (’artaa de San Ignacio de l»yola. Madri^. 1874, etc.

Oaracciolo, A. De^ vita Pauli IV collectanea historica. Cologne. 1612.

Casttdvetro, L. Opere, colla vita dell’ autore scritta dal L. A. Muratori. Bern. 1727.

C/Ontarini, G. Re’gosten u. Briefe des Cardinals C. £d. F. Dittrich. B-^if^Asberg.

1881.

Opera, Paris. 1571.

Crespin, J . Histoire des Martyrs peraecutes et mis a mort pour la vdritd de T^vangilq^

1585. New edijuon. Toulouse. 1885. *• ^
tfuoumentos ineditos para la bistoria de Espafia. Vols. v, x, Lxvni. 18^2, etc.

Doellinger, 1. von. ’ Beitrfige zur GeschipLte. Vol. i. Ratisbon. 18621

Kuzinas, F. de (Dryander). EpistoUe S}uiuquaginta. In Kahn/s’s Zeitschrifl fOr

die liistorisclie Theologie, 1870, pp. 387 ff. ^ipzig. ^ ^

—j Mdmoires. Ed. Gampan. 2 vols. Brussels. ' 1862-3. German translation

yfiih notes by E. Boehmer. Bonn. 1893.

Faky, H. Proces de Valentin Gentilis et de Nicolas Gallo. In M4moires de I'institut

I
national Gdnevois. Vol. xiv. Geneva. 1878. ,

^

Fe Tero, £. and MiUler, G.
^

Cartegpo 4i VitUria Coloiina. Turin.
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^

^

Foptanftj B. Document! VaticAni contro 1* eresia luterana in Italia. Arcbivio della

R. Soe. Rom. dt Storia Patria. VoL xv. Rome. 1892.

Friedensburg^ W. Nuntiaturen des Vergerio. (lotlia. 1892.

Nuntiaturen dea Morone. Gotha. 1892.

Frizsi^ A. Memorie per la atoiia di Ferrara. Ed. Ijidercbi. Vol. it. Ferrara.

1848.

Galide, J. B. G. Le Refuge italien de Geneve aux xvi* et xvii* Si^cles. 1881.

Gar^ T. Belazio%i della Corte di Roma. E. Alb^ri, Relazioui degli anibanclatori

Veneti^ Ser, ii, vols. iii, iv. Florence. 1846, 1857.

Gibbinga, it Trial and Martyrdom of P. ranieHOcchi. Dublin. 1866. ^

The Roman Index Expurgatorius. Dublin. 1887.

Gra^ni, A. M. Vita Commendoni Cardinalis. l*aria KiHO.
^

Henriquee, G. J. C* [W. J. C. Henry]. Ineditos Cjoesianos. Vol. ii. (O proceseo

na Inquiai^.) Lisbon. 1899.

Hermii]\jard, A. L. Correspondance des Reformateurs. Esp. vols. tv, vii. Geneva.

1878, 1886. A
Kausler, ^ and Schott, T. BriefWechsel zwischen C'hr. Her/.og von WQrttemberg

und P. P, Vergerius. Stuttgart. 1876.

Laemmcr, H. Monumenta Vaticana. Freiburg Breisgau. 1861.

Lega, G. de. Eretici di Cittadella. Atti*deir Institute Veueto, pp. 679-772.
Venice. 1872-3.

Loaysa, G. de. Briefe an Kaiser Karl V. Ed. G. Heine. [S|>aniBh text and
German translation published separately.] Berlin. 1848.

Miscellanea di Storia llaliana. Vols. vi, x, xv. 1B(I9, etc.

Noltttiiua, G. L. Vita Olymmpe Moratae. Ed. J. G. V. Hesse. Frankfort on the

Oder. 1776.

Paleario, A. Opera. Ed. F. A. Hallbauer. Jena. 1728.

Pastor, L. Correspondenz des C'ardiuals ( 'outarini. In H istorisches J|hrbuch i. 1H8<«

Philip II. Correspondance sur les affaires des Pays Bas. Ed. L. P. Gachard.
Vols. I, II. Brussels. 1848.

Pole, R. (Card.). Epistolae. Ed. A. M. Quirini. 6 vols. Brescia. 1744-46-48-62.

Rebello da Silva, L. A. Corpo Diplomatico Portuguez. V.^ds. ii-v. Usboii.

1866-68-70-74.

Reformistas antiguos espanoles. 20 vols. (A descriptit^i^ by Wilkens in Brieger’s

Zeitschrift fQr Kirchengeschichte 4* ^H1 . Gotba. J h ^7-80.)

Reusch, F. HL Die Indices librorum prohibitoruTn des sechHzehriten Jahrhunderts.

Stuttgai^ 1887. •

Reyn^ Cassiodoro de. Epistfvae xiix. Kd. Boehmer. In Kahriis, Zeitschrift fur

die historische Theologie xl, 286 fF. I.<eipzig. ,
•

Ribadeneira, P. de« Vida del F. Ignacio de lx>yola, etc. Madrid^ 1694.

Rilliet,*4 jl. A. Relation du proces inteiile a Geneve en 1563 coutre Michel

Servet. 1844. Reprinted in C alvin’s MVirks. viii. 1870.

Sadoleto, tF. Opera. 4 vols. Venice. 1737-8.

Syiuto, M. Diarii. Venice. 1879, etc.

Sepulve^epJ* G. de. Opera. 4 vols. Madrid. 1780.

Serriston, A. Legapgni. Flor<ftice. 1853. «

State Papi^, Calendar of Venetian, v. by Rawdou Brown. Ixmdon. 1873.

Valdde,, A. de. Ldtlerae xl ineditae. Ed. E. Boehmer. In Homeagi^e a Menondez y
Pela^. Ed. by Aian Valer% VoL i. Madrid. 1899. n

Trataditos. Ed.* E. Boehmer. Bonn. 1880. And other trac^
Valdes edited by Boehmer. •

Vergerio, P. P. Opera. Tiibingcu. 1663.

H^ien, B. Life and writings of Juan Valdds, with a translation of bis C|

Cc^wations by J. I'. Betts. Lftndon. 1866. «

r. M. H. n. 60
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PRINCIPAL HISTORIES.

Boehmer^ E. Bibliotheca Wiffeuiana^ Spanish Reformen of two Centuries from
1520. 2 vola published. Strassburg and London. 1874^ 1883.

Cantik^ C. Gli Kretici d' Italia. 3 vols. Turin. 1865-7.

Carvalho, A. Herculano de. Historia da Origem e do Estabelecimento da Inqnin^
em Portugal. 3 vols. Lisbon. 1864, 1867> 1872.

Castro, A. de. Historia de los Protestantes cspaholes. Cadiz. 1851. Eng.
translation by T. Parker. liondon. 1051.

Comba, E. 1 nostri Protestaiiti. 2 vols. published. Florence. 1881, 1897.

fterdes, D, Specimen Jtaliae Reformatae. I.rfjyden. 1765.

Leva, G. de. Storia Documentaia di Carlo V. Vol. iii. Venice. 1867.

Uorente, J. A. 11 istoiro critique de rinquisition d'Espagne. 4 vols. Paris. 1818.

McCrie, T. History of the Reformation in Italy. Edinburgh. 1827* New edition,

1855.
' ^

History of the Reformation in Spain. Edinburgh. 1829. New edikioft, 1855.

]\lou^ndez y Pelayo, IM. Historia de los lleterodoxos Espafioies. 3 vols. Madrid.

1880-2.

Philippson, M. Zoiialter von Philipp iL und Elizabeth. 2 vols. Berlin. 1886^.
La Coiitro-HtH’olution roligieusc du xvi« siccle. 1884.

Schiifer, E. Beitrsge zur Geschichte des spaiiischeu Protestantismus und der

Inquisition. 3 vols. Giitersloh. 1902.

Wilkeiis, C. A. Gcschichte des spanischeii Protestantism us. Giitersloh. 1888.

SPECIAL TREATISES.

{Marty qf tha following hooka contain documents prexriously unpuhliithed.)

Agostini, A. Pietro (.'uruesecchi e il Movimento Valdeslano. Florence, 1899.

Amabili, L. 11 santo Oilicio dolla Jnquisiziouo in Napoli. 2 vols. Citta di Castello.

1892.

Amante, B, Giulia Gongaza, Bolo;rna. 1896.

Antonio, N. Bibliotheca 11ispana Nova. 2 vols. Madrid. 1783-8.

Barros y Sousa, M. F. de. See Santarem.

Battistella, A. 11 s. Oflicioela RiformainFriuli. (V^ilh documents.) Udine. 1895.

Benrath, K. t)ber die Quelleo der italiciiischeu lltibrnuitious-Geschichte. Bonn.

1876.

Berimrdinvj Ochino von Siena. Leipzig. 1875. New EditH^n. 1898. English

translation without the documents. liOndon. 1876.

Geschichte der Reformation in Venedig. Halle. 1887.

Julia Gonzaga. Halle. 1900.

Bemino, D, Istoria di tutte 1' Eresie. iv. Venice. 1745. u

'^vcrtolotti, A. Martiri del libero peiisiero. 1891.^

Bock, F. S. Historia Antitriuitarioruiiiw Vol. u! Kdnig8lK>l|g and I^paig. 1784.

Boehmer, £. Franzisca Hernandez uai Frai Frau/.isco Ortiz. Leipzig. 1865.

Bonnet, J* d'Olympia Morata. drd ed. Paris. 1856^
*

^verio dai^Iuzzo, Z. Annali de* Fratri minori Cqppucini. Venice, li

W, Cardinal Gasparo ContariuL 1903.

^roni, L. Cosimo 1. de’ Medkl e il processo d' eresia del Ciirnesecchi. Turiu. 1891.

€ ahallero, F. A. Vida de Melchor Cano. Madrid. 1871.

h— Juan y Alfonso Vald^ Madrid. 1^75.

^Oantii, C. Storia degli ithlioni. VoL x. ^ 1S76.
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Cautu, C. Italian! iUustri. Vol. n. Milan. 1879.

Camnooj M* Alfonso et Juan de Valdds. Goneva. 1880.

Ceeohetti^ B. La republiea di Venezia e la oorte di Roma. 2 vols. Venice. 1874.

Christ, £. Spanische Glaubensheldeu. Basel. 1886.

ColigDf, JL L'antitrinHariaiiisme 4 Geneve au temps de Calvin. 1873.

Cuoeoll, £. M. Antonio Fkminio. Bolo|^a. 1897.

Uavari, S. Cenni storied intorao al Tribunale della Inquisizioue in Maiitova. Archivio

Storico Lombardo vi. Milan. 1879.

Dittrich, F. Gasparo Contarin^ Braunsber^^. 1886.

Doomergne, £. Jean Calvin. Vol. n. Lausanne. 1903.

Droin, M. Histoire de la Reformation en Eepagne. 2 vols. Lausanne and P4ria.

• 1^80. '
,

Elze, Th. Geschichro der proteatantischen Bowegungen in Venedig. Bielefeld. 1883.

Feliciangeli, B. Notizie sulla Caterina Cibo. (.'amerino. 1891.

Ferrai, £, Studi Storici, pp. 88>173. 1892.

Fontana, B. Renata di b>ancia. 3 vols. (Vol. ii. Documents.) Romdf 1880-99.

GerdeapD.# Scrinium Antiquarium aive Miscellanea Groningaua. 8 vols. Bremen.
1749-66.

Hoeiier, C. von. Papst Adrian VI. Vienna.^ 18JiO.

Hoismann, A. Francisco de Enzinos und sein Kreis. 1902.

Hubert, F. Vergerio’s publizistisebe Thiitigkeit. Giittiiigen. 1893.

Jahrbucher fQr protestantisi'he Theologie. iii. Hase on Carnesecchi and Altieri.

IV. Benrath on CarafFa, etc. l^eipzig. 1877'7B.

Jensen, O. Gto. Pietro CarafTa og de religiose Striimninger i Italien paa bans

TfL Copenhagen. 1880.«

Lafuente, M. Historia general de Espafia. V’’ol. xiix. Madrid. 1864.

La Fueute, V. de. Historia Eclesiastica de Espafia. Vol. v, pp. 206-206. Madrid.

1874. .

La Mantia, V. Origine e Vicende dell' Inquisizioue in Sicilia. 1886.

Lassalle, J. La UeKxrnie en Esjxagne au xvj<> si^cle. Paris. 1883. •
Laugwitz, H. Bartboloin6us Carranza. Kempten. 1870.

Linde, A. van der. Michael Servet, c^eii brandoifer der gerefonneerdo inquisitie.

Groningen. 1891.

LQben, W. Gaetano di Tieiie. 1883.

Manrenbrecher, W. Studieil und Skizzeii zur Geschichte der Keformationszeit.

Leipzig. 1874.

Geschichte der katholidthen Reformation. Vol. i. Ndrdlingen. 1880.

Mossolin, B. Giangiorgio Trissino. 1878.

Muratori, L. A. Delia Anticbita Esteusi ed Italiaiie. 2 vols. Mbdena. 1717-40.

Ploncber, A. DellaPvita e delle opere di Ludovico Castelvetro. I(i79.

Porta, R. de. Historia refoimationis ecclesiaruni Racticarum. 3 vols.

Chup. ^ 1771, 1776, 1786.

Ranke, L. von. Die romischen Pupate. 1. Vol. xxxvii of iidmmtliche Werke,

% Leipzig. 1874 etc.

Reumont, A, von. Vittoria Colonna. Freiburg i. B. 1881. Italian trauslatioer
*

by Oiler and FdNero, with Editions ^ the Author. Turint 1883.

Rausch, F. if. Luis de Leon. Bonn. 187%— Der^lndex dof vwbotenen Bucher. Vol. i. Bonn. 1883.

RoWti, gT R Notizie Btorico-<^riliche della vita de Francesco Negri. 19'^.

Rodacanacbf, B. Renee de France, in G. Gueiiard's Confi^rences de la

d'dtudes italiennes. Paris. 1896, 1896. •

Rodrigo, F. J. G. Historia de la Inquisicion. ii. Madrid. 1877. *

RoJ!, M. Riforma religiosa in Liguria. Atti della Societa ligure di 8iori\

Patria. zxTV. Genoa. IBiM.
*
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Sandonnini, T. Ludovico Castelvetro. Bolo^a. 1882.

Santarem, M, F. de Barroa y Sousa, Vise, de, and others. Quadro Elementar das

Rela^Oes Politicas de Portugal. Volt, z, zi, zii. Paris and Laabon. 1866»

1869, 1874.

Schellhom, J. G« Amoenitates Literariae. 14 vols. Frankfort and Leipzig. 1725<-81.

Amoen. Historiae ecclesiasticae et litterariae. 2 vols. Frankfort and Leipzig.

1737-8.

De Consilio de emendanda Ecclesia. Zurich. 1748. ,

Ergotzlichkeiten aus der Kirchenhistorie und Lateratnr. 3 vols. Ulm
and Leipzig. 1761-4.

Sebiess, T. Rhetia, von F. Niger aus Bassano. [With biographical notice of Negri.]

^ Chur. 1007. '

V

'

Schmidt) C. Peter Martyr Vermigli. Elberfeld. 1858.

Sclopis, F. Le (Wdinal Jean Morone. 1869.

Sixt, C. H. Petrus i’aulus Vergerius. Brunswick. 1855. Later edition with

additions. 1871. *

'Picknor, G. History of Spanish Literature. 3 vols. 4th ed. Boston, M|^. < 1872L

Tiraboschi, O. Biblioteca Modenese. 6 vols. Modena. 1781-6.

Storia della Litteratura Itf^liana. vii. Milan. 1822.

Tollin, H. Das Lehrsystem M. ServePs. 3 vols. Giitersloh. 1B76-8-9. ^
Trechsel, F. Die proteHtaiitiscben Antilrinitarior. 2 vols. Heidelberg. 1839-44.

Vasconcellos, J. de. Dami&o do Goes. Oporto. 1897.

Vecchiato, E. L’ Inqiiisizioue sacra a Venezia. 1891.

Young, M. Life and Times of Aonio Paleario. 2 vols. London. 1860.

See also Articles, etc. in

1^ Ciudad de Dios. Valladolid. 1887 ff.

Revista de Espafia. Madrid. 1868-1896.

Rivista Cristiana. Florence. 1873-1887.

Brieger’s Zeitschrift fiir Kirchengeschiihte. Goths. 1876 ff.

Wetzer-Welte, Kirchcnlexicon, Ed. F. Kaulcn. Freiburg i. B.

1886 ff.

Rauincr’s IlistoriHclios Taschenbuch. Leipzig. 1882.

Archivio Storico Italiano. ^ zv, xvi.^ Florence. 1856-57.

Herzog*Hauck, Real-Eucyklop&die fur protestantische Theologie.

Leipzig. 1877 f.

{See aho Hitdiography qf Chapter XVIII,)
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CHAPTER Xlll.

HENRY VIII.

UNPUBLISHED MATERIAL.
'' W

There b but little unpublished matter of historical value connected with the

rei^ of Henry VIII except State papers in Kn^l^sh and foreign Archives; and of

tll%Be full notices will be found in the ('aldtidars published for the Master of the

Holk^ with specific references to the sources. Of the collections in foreign countries

the most important are :

—

At Paris. Archives du Ministere des Affaires ittrangcres. See below under Pub-

lished Documents, Kaulok, J. and Lefevre-Pontalis, G.

At Simancas. Archivo General. Transcripts by Bergenrotb are in the British

Museum, Add. MSS. m72-2ar>95.

At Venice, Milan, etc. See Calendars, Venetian, under Published Documents

At Romo, A'aticau Archives and other Transcripts are in the Publjc Record Offic»‘

Notices of the documents will be found, each under its date, in the Calendar of

Letters and Papers. See aleo Ijaenimer, II.
;

I’beirier, A. ; and K^hcs, S. under

Published Documents.

At Vienna. Transcripts of the Archives relating to England are in the Public

Record Office, and notices of each seiiarato docuinrni will be found under datr^

in the Letters and Papers, and also in the Spanish C Joudar.

ENGLAND.

EaRI.V CaRONIClJK AMI HiSTOKIl'a,

Gmeral.

Chronicle of the Grey Friars of liOiidon. Ed. by J. (i. Nichols. Camden Soc.

. 1869.

^nmicl#of Calais. Ed. by J. G. Nichols, ('amden Society. Ixjndon. 1848. ^
Cbrou|pl6 (Spani8h)ii^ Kiijg'HeAry Vlll. Translated by M. A.^S. Hume. lA)ii2!on.

* 1889. *[A strange, confused account a Spaniard who was in England in the

end of Hie reign. 1 »
9!abyan,^Etobert. Chfonicles. by Ellis. 1811.

HaU, B. •Chronicle. Londod. 1648. Reprinted, 1809.

Herbert, Edward, Lord, of Cherbury. Life and ^eign of Henry VHl.
1649 etc. (May be consulted in Keiineti’s Complete History of KnglaM.

• Vol. iia 1706.)

lloliiishei, R. Chronicles. Vols. lAaud iii. London^ 1687.
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t

London Chronicle in the times of Henry VII and Henry VIIL Ed, C. Hopper.

Camden Miscellany. Vol. iv. 1859.

Stow, J. Chronicle. London. 1616.

WriotheHley, C. Chronicle. Vol. t. £d. W. D. Hamilton. Camden Soe. 1876.

Special,

Cavendish, G. Life of Wolsey. Kelmscott ed. 1803.

Chauucy, M. Historia aliquot Martyrum. Ed. V. M. Dorean. London. 1888.

Foxe, J. Acts and Monuments. Townsend's ed. Vols. it, v. 1846.— Narratives of the Reformation. £d. J. G. Nichols. Camden Soo. 1869.

Harpsfield, N. Treatise of the pretended Divorce between Henry VIIJ and
Cathenne of Aragon. Ed. N. Pocock. Camden Soc. 1878.

More, Cresacre. Life and death of Sir Ihomas More. Ed. J. Hunter. London.

1B28.

Ortroy, Van (Bollandisi). Vie du bienheureux Martyr, Jean Fisher. Brussels.

1893.

Roper, W. Life of Sir T. More. Paris. 1626. Chiswick. 1817. ^

Sanders, N. Historia Schismatis Anglicani. Cologne. 1628.

Translation by D. /^ewis. London. 1877.

Stapleton, T. Tree Thomae. (Sir T. More being one.) Cologne. 1612. ^

Punusnr.o Dooumknts.

ActenstOcke und Briefe ziir Geschichte Kaiser Karls V. Monumenta Habsburgica.

(Kaiserliche Akadtmiie dor Wiss^^hschaften.) Vienna. 1863, 1867.

Baga de Secretis, Calendar of. lliird Report of l)ep. Keeper of the Public

Records. App. ii, 234-268.

Bradford, William. Correspondence of Charles V and his Ambassadors at the

Courts of England and ]<>auce. London. 1860.

( alendara, Rolls Series :

—

I.ettoi-8 and Papers, Henry VIIL Vols. iii and following. Edd. J. S. Brewer,

James Gairdiier, K. H. Brodie. 1867 etc.

Sjainish State Papers. Vols. ii and following. Edd. G. A. Bergenroth and

P. de Gayangos. 1866 etc.

Venetian. Vols. iii-v. Ed. Rawdon Brown. xB69-73.

Carew MSS. (1616-74). Edd. J. S. Brewer and W, Buller. 1867. [Vowell’s

Life of Sir Peter Carew, printed at the end of the Introduction, contains at

pp. Ixxx, Ixxxi an account of the loss of iheMary Ro«s.]

Collier, J. P. Tr-^velyan Papers. Parts i and ii. Camden Soc. 1867, 1863.

Dasent, J. R. Acts of the Privy Council. New Series. VcL i. Rolls Series.

1890.
^ f

Ehies, S.
,
Romische Dokumente sur Geschichte der Ehescheidung Heinncha VUL

von England, 1627-1634. Paderborn. 1893.

Ellis, Sir H. Original l^etters. Three Series. 1824-46.

vj^wmi Epistolv.* London. 1642. Another edition, by Leclerc, pbblished at

Leyden, 1703^—[The Epistles of Erasmus, translated aoi arranged in order

of time by F. M. Nichols'—only coiijim down, at least at present, to ^e accession

of Henry VjV ; but is of great value to the student] v
.ica. 1831. Pp. 260-6, 290-2. .

s

Gf e, H^^^d Hardy, W. H. Documents iUustrative of English Chnith History.
^ 'iuondon, 1896.

Hales, J. A Discoarse of tlie Commonweal^of this realm of England. 1549. Ed.

by E. Lamond. Cambridge. 1893. ^ ^
.

^*amy*8 Entrevue. See nert Seciien,
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HaynASj S. Stute 1542-70. London. 1740.

Hmry Vlir* Love Letters to Anne Boleyn. Published by Hearnei App. to Robert

of Avesbury, 347-061, and in the Harleian Miscellany, voL in, 47-60; also

by Editor of the Hutoria BriUmum [W. Gunn] in the Pamphleteer, vol. xxi,

346-8 and vol. xxu, 114-123, with some valuable additional documents. They

have also been published at Paris by Crapelet in an 8° volume, with the

addition of a contemporary French poem containing a life of Anne Boleyn

written a fortnight after her execution.

Historical MSS. ^^ominissiou :—Calendar of the uss. of the Marquis of Salisbury.

Part 1. 1883. t

Jessopp, A. Monastic Visitations in the Diocese of Norwich. Camden Soo. 1888.

]{(aalek, J% Correspondence politique de MM. de Castillon et do Marillao. Paria.
^
1885 . • •

Laemmer, H. Monumenta Vaticana. Freiburg i. B. IfUU.

Lanz, Karl. Correspondenz dee Kaisers Karl V. Vole, i, ii. Leipzig. 1844-6.

Leaeh, A. F. Visitations of Southwell. Camden Soc. 1891.

Lcfev^Pontalis, G. Correspondanc^e politique d'Odet do Solve.^ Commission
des Archives Diplomatiques. Paris. 1888.

Merriman, R. B. Life and Letters of Thomas Cromwell. 2 vols. Oxford. 1902.

^ [The collection of letters includes alUthoHd known to have been written by

Cromwell.]

Nichols, J. G. Inventories of the Household Stuff of Henry Fitzroy Duke of

Richmond, and of Katherine Princess Dowager. Camden Miscellany. Vol.

HI. 1885.

Nicqlas, Sir N. H. Proceedings and Ordinances of the Privy Council. Record

Commission. Vol. vii.
•

Pocock, N. Records of the Reformation. 2 vols. 0,vford. 1870.

Pole, Cardinal R. Epistohe. Ed. Quiririi. Brixon. 1744-57.

Rutland Papers. £d. Jerdaii, ( amden Soc. 1842. •

Kymer, T. Fadera. Vols. xiv, xv. Istecl,

Scotland. The late Expedicion in Scotlande...under the Erie of Hertforde, 1544.

Printed by Reynold Wolfe, 1.544. Reprinted by John Graham Dalzell in

Fragments of Sottish History. Edinburgh. 1798.

State Papers, Henry VIII. 11 vols. Published by *.he Government. 1830-52.*

Vol. I. (in two Parted contains Dorii<*stic State i j>erH
; vols. ii, iii, Irish

;

vols. IV, V, Scotch ; vols, vi— ifi. Foreign.

Statute of the Realm. Vol. iii. 1817. *

Thelner, A. Vetera Monunfenta Hibernorum et Scotorum historiam illustrantia,

Roms. 1864.

Turnbull, W. Account of Monastic TreasurcH coniiscateif at the Dissolution.

I](f Sir John Williams, master and treasurer of the jewdls to Henry VIII,

An>clsford Club. Edinburgh. 1838

Wilkinsf D. Concilia. Vol. w. 1737.

Wright, T. Suppression of the Monasteries. Camden Soc. 1843.

SefcUo Collections iuJbhejChurch Histories of Burnet, Collier and Dodd.^

PR12«^IPaL Modbrn Hxstoribi.

So much new light has been thrown upon thisjieriod, that all previouir"j^;^ral

histories of England, such as those of Hume, Kapin, Lingard and Froude, require
eery inate|^ correction as well as enlargement The same is also the case with
the moot fomiliar Church Histories, wiz. those of Burupt, Collier and Dodd, tho^h
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their eollecttono of docnmenti* ere of great value. The fdUowing works B»y be

named as embodying some of the results of recent research :

—

Brewer^ J. S. The Reign of Jleury VIIL 2 vols. London. 1884.

CloweSy W. Li Tlie Royal Navy. VoL i. London. 1897.

Dizon^ R. W, History of the Church of England. Vols. i, ii. London. 1878> 1881.

Doreau, V. M. Henri VI 11 et les Martyrs de la Chartreuse de Londres* Paris.

1890.

£>u Boys^ A. Catherine d*Aragou et les Origines du Schisme Arglican. Geneva.

1880. Traiislation by C. M. Voiige, 2 vols. London. 1881.

Friedmann^ P Anne Boleyn. 2 vols. 1884.

Gairdner, James. Tlic English Church in the Sixteenth Century. 1902.

Gasquet^ F. A. Henry Vlil and the English Monasteries. 2 vols. Louaon. 188b.

^ Revised popular ^ition in one volume. Loudon. 1899.

Greenj M. A. £. Lives of the Princesses of England. Vols. iv and v. London.

1849-55.

Hamy^ A. Fntrevue de Franf^ois Premier avec Henry VIII a Boulogne sur Mkr en

1582. Paris 1898. With valuable collection of documents. *

Hendriks^ L. The Loudon Charter-house. London. 1889.

Merriman^ R. B. Life and Lette^rs of 'rhonias Cromwell. 2 vols. Oxford. 1902.

Pollard^ A. F. Henry V'lII. Londod. 1902. [With valuable engravings hCm
contemporary jiictures.]

Ranke, L. von. Englischc Geschichte, vornehmlich im sechzehnten und siebzehnten

Jahrhundort. Vol. i. Vol. xiv of Sammtliche Werke. l^ipzig. 1874 etc.

A History of England (translation of the preceding). Vol. i. Oxford. 1875.

Strickland, A. Lives of the Queens of England. VoL tu London. 1854.

Stubbs, VV'^. (Bisliop). Seventeen Lectures on the Study of Medieval and Modern
History . Lectures X 1 , X 1 1 . Oxford. 1 887. 1900.

Ai'xiuary Informatjon.

Anderson, C. Tlie Annals of the English ]»ible, 2 vols. lx>ndon. 1845.

Armstrong, E, Charles V, Loudon. 1902.

Ashley, W. J. Introduction to English Economic History. London. 1892.

Bapst, E. Deux Gentilshommes-i’oetes de la Cour de Henri VIH. Paris. 1891.

Hridgett, T. E. Laves of Fisher (1888) and More (1891).

Busch, W. Cardinal Wolsey uj^d die euglisch-kaiserliche Allianz, 1522-5. Bonn.
188(J.

Der UrspriMig der Ehescheidiirig Konig Heinrichs VIH. von England.

Historisches Taschenbuch, Sechste Folge, viif, 271-827* ^— Der Sturz des Cardinals Wolsey Histor'sehes Taschenbuch, Seel str Folge,

IX, 39-114.

Creighton, M. (Bishop). Cardinal Woisey. 7'welve English Statesmen Series.

London. 1888.

^i^nningham, W. Growth of English Industry and Commerce. Cambrid^ 1896.

Du Bollay, Martin. Mmoires. Michaud et PoujofblaL v. ,

Early English Text Society's Publications :—England in the Reign of Henry Vill.

1871, 1878, , .

.jfour Suurl^icationa. 1871. v

^

Enipiish JEk'({>rical Review, xi, 673-7022^ xii, 1-16, 237-253. London. ^ 1890-7*

'Fuy'. Lull, F. J. Ballads from MSS. Ballad Society. 1808-72.

Gasquet, F. A. llie Eve of the Reformation. London. 1900.

Grftiaiius, Ortliuluus. Fasciculus Rerum expetendarum et fugiendai^anL Cuib
/r Appendlce opera Edwardi Brown. LMdba. 1690.
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CHAPTER XIV.

THE REFORMATION UNDER EDWARD VI.

MANUSCRIPTS.

A. State Papeim.

^The Domestic State Papers of the reijrn*of Edward VI in the Record Office are

comparatively scanty^ there bcin^ only nineteen volumes in the reg’ular series, and
seven volumes of Addenda (consisting chiefly of documents relating to Scotland and
the Borders). The Foreign State Papers include an imperfect seritis of despatches

from English representatives abroad, transcripts of despatches from foreign ambas-

sadors resident in England, and a series entitled the Calais Papers. Many were
transcribed with a view to a new edition of Kymer's Foedera, and a list of them Is

printed in vol. iix, pp. xxxiv—liii, of Hardy’s Syllabus, 1B85. Tliere are also five

volumes of State Papers relating to Scotland. For other diploniatir; correspondence,

see type-written Lists of Transcripts in the Record Ofiice; and Reports 33, 36,

3d, 42-7 of the Deputy Keeper of Records. ^
The State Papers at the British Museum are numerous, but, not as a rule being

arranged according to subjectji. they are difficult to consult; there are, however,

Bergenroth’s Transcripts of Simancas Papers (Add. MSS, 2851)5-7) and a series pfW

Scottish State Papers know^ as the Hamilton Papers (/^ Id. MSS. 3201)1, 32647-8,

32664, and 32667). Other single volumes of great value are scattered throughout

the Cotton, Harley, Lansdowne, Royal, Stowe, and Additional Collections, and the

only guide to them is to be found in the various ifs. Class Catalogues kept in the

MSS. Department at the Mhseum. Some of the more important volumes are

Edward VPs Journal (Cotton MS. Nero C. x), fhe Privy Council’s Warrant Book

(Royal MS. 18 C. rav), Starkey’s collection of letters and paper8«(Har]ey MS. 363),

and the^ijbuments relating to Somerset’s agrarian policy (Lansdowne MS. 238).

The Frivy Council’s Register is at the Privy Council Office in Whitehall
; the

Inner Temple Library possesses a valuable collection of State Papers entitled the

Fetyt M^. ; the Talbot Papers in the College of Arras contain some six thousant^

public and private letters «dat^g from the sixteenth century ; the Marauir of

SalisbiDry’o^llectiofl^t Hatfield includes eonie three hundred documents rdmirig to

^the reign, and isolated State Papers are to^ found in many other private libraries.

i. Miscellaneous MSS.

Besides State Papers, the Record Office contains a vast mass of materials to

i4iich the Wstorian must have occasional recourse. Such are the Patent and Close

Rolls, tfle records of the Star Chamber, the Admiralty Courts and Court
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Requests^ the ConrU of Au^entationi^ First Fruits and Tenths^ and the Baga de

Secretis^ which contains records of the state trials (cf. J. Scargill-Bird’s Guide to

the Record Office^ 2nd ed. 1896). Acts of IVffliament not print^ in the Statutes at

Large may be found in the Rolls of Parliament at the R^rd Office^ but Acts not

entered on the Roll and not printed in the Statutes at Large must be sought at the

Parliament Office, llte Society of Antiquaries possesses an interesting eoUection

of MB. Proclamations.

0. EcOLRSIASTrCAL DoCCJlfENTS.

The most important unpublished sources are the episcopal registers^ particularly

those of the Archbishop of Canterbury and the Bishop of London. T^e record^ of

,
Convocation were destroyed at the Fire of London^ but a collection of S

3mhdalia,

1647*1580^ exists in Brit. Mus. Egerton MS. 2850. In the British Museum the

Lansdowue Collection is particularly rich in ecclesiastical mss. ; volumes 335, 388,

389, 819 and 1045 contain some of Foxe the martyrologist’s papers, and others are

extant in Bfkrley MSS. 416—426 and 690. The Royal Collection has other eccle-

siastical documents of interest, particularly the report (Royal MS. 17 xxxix) of

the debate in the Lords on the first Act of Uniformity, the earliest report of a

parliamentary debate extant (oC. alsp ms. Class Catalogue, ^Church Histor^, in

Brit. Museum Department of MSS.). Corpus Christi College, Cambridge, luls a

valuable collection of Cranmer's papers bequeathed by Archbishop Parker (cf.

Nasmith’s Cntalogus, 1777). 'lliere are also some mss. of importance at Lambeth

(see U. J. Todd's Catalogue, 1812).

CONTEMPOHARy PRINTED AUTHORITIES.

' 1. ('ALRNDARS.

The Calendar of Domestic State Papers (ed. liOmon, 1856) is inadequate, but the

Addenda for Edward Vi's reign (ed. M. A. E. Green, and appended 1870 to the

Domestic C'alendar for ICO1-3) is more satisfactory. The Foreign Calendar (ed,

Turnbull, 1861) is also adequate, llie Scottish Calendar (ed. Thorpe, 1858) is

eupei’sedcd, so far as Edward Vi’s reign is concerned, by the Calendar of Scottish

State Papers (ed. Bain, Edinburgh, 1898), and the Venetian Calendar (ed. Rawdon
Brown, 1873) contains little of importance except Barbaro’s Relation (pp. 338

—

362). Tlie Hamilton i’apers have been printed in fiill by the Lord Clerk Register

of Scotland (2 vols., ed. Bain, Edinburgh, 1690).

V 2. Other Collections of State Papfjis.
'

Correspondence Politique d'Odet de Solve. 1546-9. French Foram Office.

Paris. 1888.

Ribier, G. Lettres et M^moires d’Estat. Paris. 2 vols. 1666.

^Teulet, A. Relatibns Politiques de la France et de I’Espagne avec I’lScoBle. 5 vols.

P^ris. 1862, *
'

Papiers d’^tiat relatifs k lliistoire db I'l^osse an zvi« siecle. Banilatyne CluK
3 vols. Ediuj^urgb. 1851-^0. ^

Ver^ I’Abbd. Ambassades des Noailles en Angl^terre. 6 Vols. Leyde&. 176R
Papiers d’J^tat du Cardinal de Granfelle. ColL de Ddb. Inddits.

Paris. 1841-52.
^

A few documents relating to the period are also printed in the Hardwicke

Papers, edited by the 2ud Earl of Hardwicke, 2 vols., London, 1778 £ and ue
^adleir State Papers, edited by A. Cliffordy*2 Vols., Ediubuigh, 1809.
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d. Collections of Private Letters and Papers.

Ellis, Sir H. Origins] Letters. (From the British Museum.) 11 vols. London.

1824-1846.

UaTnes, S. Burghley State Papers. London. 1740.

Kempe, A. J. l^ley MSS, (Selections firom Papers at Loseley Park, Guildford,)

London. 18*35.

Lodge, £. Illustrations of British History, etc. (Letters in the College of Anns.)

2nd ed. 3 vols. London. 1838.

Pocock, N. Troubles connectid with the First Book of Common Prayer. (Papers

selected from the Petyt MSS.) Camden Soc. Loudon. 1884.

Reports and Appendices to Reports of the Historical MSS. Commission. (These are

too numerous to be mentioned in detml ; the most important is the Calendar of

Lord Salisbury’s MSS. The Papers at Longleat are inadequately represented

in the Report, hut some of the more interesting are printed in the Wilts

Archaeological Magazine, vols. xv, xvi; compare also Ist Rep. j)pp<, p* 42,

2ad igep. App., pp. 41, 45, 151, 152.)

4. PaRUAMENTARY and pPFlOlAU

A^ of the Privy Council. Rd. J. R. Dasent. Vols. ii-iv. I^ndon. 1890>2.

Dumont, J. Corps Universe! Diplomatique. 8 vols. The Hague. 1725.

Journals of the House of Commons. Vol. t. fjondon, n. d.

Journals of the House of Lords. Vol. i. London, n. d.

OificifU Return of Members of Parliament 4 pts. London. 1878-1801. [These

are the only lists of mdinbers extant, but they are very incomplete in iho

16th century.]

Proclamations. London. 1550. (A collected volume of Proclamations. 1547-1550 ;

Rymer, T. Foedera. Original ed. 1704-1717. 17 vols. •

Statute of the Realm. Record Commission. VoL iv. Part 1. 1819.

See also the Reports of the Deputy-Keeper of Records; esp. AppeuiRx to llep. iv,

summarising the contents of the Bags de Secretis, and Lists and Indexes issued

by the Record Office. •

5. CoNTEBIPORARlb ChRONICLBB, TbaCTS, BTa

Chronicle of Queen Jane and Queen Mary. London. Camden Soc. 1850.

Cooper, T. Epitome of Chro/ticles. London. 1500.

Grafton, R. Chronicle. London. 1508. New 2 vols. London. 1809.

Greyfriars' Chronipe. Camden Soc. London. 1852. *

Hoby, T. Travels and Life, 1547-64. Camden Soc. Miscelldhy, voL x, 1902.

Literar^l^ljkmains of Edward VI. Roxburgbe Club. Ed. J. G. Nichols. 2 vols.

London. 1857. [Contains all the extant writings of the young King and

prints many other illustrative documents. Edward VPs statements must always
* be received with caution, but these two volumes are the most valuable o^

all printed collections for ihe history of the reign.]

pMachjffi, H. Diarj?* Camden Soc. I^oifdon. 1847. *

Narradves of the fipaformation. Camden S8c. London. 1860.

Fbnet, Bishop. Ireadse of Politicke Power. 1556. Other editions, 1639 184*2.

Smith, Sir T. De Republioa ^nglonim. London. 1583. The only adequate.

contemporary account of the English constitution.

Spanish Chronicle of Henry Vlll. £d. M. A. S.*Hame. London. 1889. [Un-

f trustworthy.]

WriotheHey, C. Chronicle. Camdq^i Soc. 2 vols. ^ndon. 1875.
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6. EooLasiAirnoAL.

fiucer^ M. Scripts Ang^licana. Base]. 1577.

Cardwell^ £. Ilocuinentary Annals of the Reformed Church of England. 2 vob.

Oxford. 1844.

Foxe^ J. Acts and Monuments. 8 vols* Ed. G. Townsend. London. 184B-9.

[Contains a vast number of facts and documents, and its errors are certainly

not greater than in similar works. ] ^

Knox, John. Works. Baunatyne Club. 6vols. Edinburgh. 1846-64. [Especially

the Admonition to the Professors of the Truth in* England.]

Pole, R. Epistolae. 5 vols. Brescia. 1744-57.

Sleidan. [Philippson, Jean.] Commentarii, Strassburg, 1555, and History ike
• Reformation from 1517 to 1556. Ed. 1089. *'

Sparrow, A. Collection of Articles, Injunctions, and Canons. London. 1661.

Wilkins, David. Concilia. London. 1787. 4 vols.

Zurich Lette^ and Original Lettera. Parker Soc. 4 vols. 1845-7. ^

See also the works of Cranmer, Coverdale, Hooper, Latimer, Bale, Bradford,

Ballinger, Becon, Hutchinson, Ridley (all published by the Parker Society).

A similar Corpus of the works qf Roman Catholic divines is needed. The most

important contemporary statements oV the Roman Catholic case are Gardiniffs

Explanation and Assertion of the True Catholic Faith, 1551, and Confutatio Cavilla-

tionum, Paris, 1552; Tunstall'a De Veritate, Paris, 1554; and (Bishop) Thomas
Watson’s Wholesome and Catholic Doctrine (l^ndon, 1558, re-ed. by T. K Bridgett,

London, 1876).

7. Social ani> Economic.

Ballads from MSS. Ballad Society. Ed. F. J. Fumivall. London. 1868.

Brynkelow, H. Complaynt of Roderick Mors. Early English Text Society. 1874.

Crowley, R. Works. Early English Text Society. 1872.

Discourse of Commonweal. Ed. F). Lamond. Cambridge. 1893.

Four Supplications of the Commons. Early English Text Society. 1871.

Lever, Uliomas. Sermons, Ed. E. Arber. London. 1871.

Starkey, Thomas. England under Henry VIII. Early English Text Soc. 1871.

Tussor, T. Hundred Points of Husbandry. London. 1567.

Wilson, T. Discourse upon Usury. London.* 1572.

8. Relations with Scotland. *

Berteville, Sir J. ipecit de TExp^dition en Eco«:<<e (1547). Bannatyne Club. 1825.

Patten, Expedition into Scotland. In Tudor Tracts. £(1. A. F. Pollard.

Arber’s English Gamer. 1903. . «

’Fhe Complaynt of Scotland, Epitome of the King of England's Tlttie^to the

Sovereignty of Scotland, Henrysou's Godly and Golden Book, and Sbmerset's

Epistle to the Nobility of Scotland, are all edited for the Early English Text

Soc. 1872. u
‘

SECONDARY \lUTHORlTIES.

A. General.

Carte, T. History of England 4 vols! London. 1747-55. Oxford. 6 vela.*

1851.

Proude, J. A. History of England. 12 vols. London. 1856-1870. [The oid]| History

^ which has made adequato use of the foreign oorrespondenoe of the reigit.]
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Hay-wari, Sir J. Life aod Heign of Edward VL London. 1690.

Bolinshed, Raphael Chroaicles. 3 vole. London. 1377.

lingard, J. History of England. 8 vols. London. 1818-1830.

Pollard, A. F. England under Protector Somerset. 1000. (With bibliography.)

Rapin de Thoyras, Paul Histoire d'Angleterre. 13 voIb. 'Die Hague. 1724-30.

Sp^, J. Histoiy of Great Britain. London. 1611.

Stow, J. Annals. London. IGSl.

Turner, S. Modem History of England. 2 vols. London. 1820, 1829.

Tytier, P. F. England in the Reigns of Edward VI and Mary. 2 vols. London.

1839. [Important for the documents printed in itj

B. Ecclesiastical.

Blunt, J. H. The Reformation of the Church in Kuirlaiid. London. Vol. n. 1890.

Bunie^ G. History of the Reformation. 3 vols. London. 1679, 1713. Ed.

Pocock. 7 vols. Oxford. 1865. ['Hie latter is an excellent editioi^ containing

milbh%iew matter and Wharton’s Specimen of Errors; originally published

in 1693 under the pseudonym ^Anthony Harmer.']

C(dlier, Jeremy. Ecclesiastical History. Ed. l^tl^bury. 9 vols. Loudon. 1852.

Di%li, R. W. History of the Church of England. Vols. ii and in. 2nd ed.

London. 1893.

Dodd, C. Church History. Ed. Tierney. 3 vols. London. 1839-1843.

Fuller, T. Church History. London. 1633. Ed. J. S. Brewer. 6 vols. Oxford.

1843.

Gairdner, J. The English Church from 1309 to 1338. London. 1902. (With
bibliographical notes.)

Heylyn, P. Ecclesia Kestaurata. London. 1661. h)d. Robertson. 2 vols. London,

1849.

Maitland, S. R. Essays on the Reformation. London. 1 891).

Sanders, N. De Origiiie ac Progressu Schismatis. Cologne. 1383. Traiisl. Lewis.

London. 1877.
*

Soames, H. History of the Reformation. 4 vols. London. 1820-8.

Spelman, Sir H. History bf Sacrilege. London. 1608.

Strype, J. Ecclesiastical Memorials and Ufe of Craning . lAindon. (In Oxford

edit 26 vols. 1820 sqq.) [An kidispensable authority.]

SPECIAL SUBJECTS.

A. Constitutional History.

Atterbury, F. (Bishop). Rights and Privileges of an English Convocation. 2ud ed.

• Loudon. 1701.

Bailey, A* Succession to the English Crown. London. 1870.

Child, W. Chursti and fftatePunder the Tudors. London. ^890.

Cobbett, State Trials. Vol i. LouS^. 1809.

Parliamentsty History. London. fbo6.

jJieey, A* V. The PrE^y Council Oxford. 1860.

Gibson, E.* Synodus Auglicaim. Ed. £. Cardwell Oxford. 1834.

Harbin, George. The Hereditary Right of the Crqwn of England. [Erroneously

ascribed to Hilkiah Bedford.] London. 1713.

Ltthbury^ V. History of the Convocation of the Church of England. 2nd ed.

LouwNQu 1833.
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Oppenheim, M. History of the Administration of the Nary. London. 1898.

Porritt, E. The Unreformed House of (.'ommons. 2 vols. Cambridge. 1908.

Report of the Royal Commission on Ecclesiastical Courts. London. 2 vola. 1883.

Scofield, C.L. The Star Chamber. Chicago. 1900. i(Cf. ^Calendar of Star Chamber

Proceedings' in Dep.-Keeper of Records' 49th Rep. ; and ^List of Star Chamber

Proceedings,' 1485-1658, in R. O. * Lists and Indexes,' vol. ziii, 1902.) •

Stanford, Sir W, Exposition of the King's Prerogative. London. 1567*

B. Social and Economic.
c

Ashley, W.^J. English Economic History. (With bibliography.) Vol. i, ot \ 1893.

Cheyney, E. P. Social Changes in England in the 16th Century. Pmladelphia,

Pa. 1895. (With bibliography.)

Cobbett, W. Protestant Refori lation. lA>ndon. 2 pts. 1824, 1827. Ed.

Gasquet 1896.

Cunningham, W. Growth of English Industry and Commerce. 3rd ed. Cam-
bridge. 1896-1903.

Dowell, S. History of Taxation. 2nd ed. 4 vols. Ixindon. 1888,

Leadam, I. S. Domesday of Enclosures. Royal Hist Soc. 2 vols. London. 1897.

Prothero, R. E. Pioneers and Progress of English Farming. London. 1888.

Rogers, T. History of Agriculture and Prices in England. Vols. lu, iv. Oxford.

1882.

RusseU, F. W., Kelt’s Rebellion. Ix>ndon. 1859. [Prints many documents.]

Smith, J. Memoirs of Wool. 2 vols. 1747.

C. Thb Enousb Bible, Church Services and Ornaments.

Anderson, C. Annals of the Bible. 2 vols. London. 1845.

Certificates of Chantry Commissioners. Surtees Soc. Vol. xci. Durham. 1894.

Cotton, H. Editions of the Bible in England, 1505-1850. Oxford. 1852.

Dore, J. R. Old English Bibles. 2nd ed. London. 1888.

Gasquet, F. A. and Bishop, E. Edward VI and the Bcfok of Common Prayer.

London. 1890. [A most valuable book.]

Grove, Sir G. Dictionary of Music. 4 vols. Ix>ndon. 1878-1889.

Inventories of Clinrch Goods. Surtees Society. Vol. 97. Durham. 1897.

Julian, J. Dictionary of Hymnology. London. 1802. 0

Lancashire Chantries, Ed. F. R Raines. Chetham Society. Manchestwr. 1862.

Liturgies of Edward VI. Parker Society. Ed. J. Ketley. Cambridge, 1844.

M^y, F. de, and Bishop, E. Bibliographie G^nerale dea InventaireSi imprimis.

^
3 vols. Paris. 1892^. v

Micktb^hwaite, J. T. The Ornament^ of the Rubric. lUcuin Qub 'Tiucts,

London. 1897. k
^

Nightingale, J. E.' Cburcb Plate of Dorset, 1889, and of W^its/lSOl. St.Uibary<

North,*" r. Church Bells of Leicestershire, 1875; of Northampton8hira> 1878;
Rutland, 1880; Lincolnshire, 1682i-*—Leicester. Bedfordshire, 1883; Heitford-

shire, 1^7. -'London.

Parker, J. The First Prayer-Book of Edward VI. Oxford. 1877«

Peacock, £. English Cliurch Furniture in Lincolnshire. 1866.
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Procter| F. and Frere,^W. H. New History of the Boolr of Common Prayer.

..Ldndon. 1901.

Pnllaiiy L. History of the Book of Common Prayer. Liondon. 1900.

Somerset Chantries. £d. £. Green. Somerset Record Soc. London. 19BB.

Todd^ H. J. Obeervations on the Metrical Versions of the Psalms by Stemhold^
« Hopkins and others. London. 1822.

Tndlope^ A. Chnrch Plate of Leicestershire. Leicester. 1B90.

D. Biography.

Cranmer^ Archbishop. Lives o#, by H. J. Todd (2 vols. 1831), C. W. Le Bas (2 vol».

1833), Dean Hook in Lives of the Archbishops of Canterbury (12 vols. 1800-70)
'* and A. F. Pollard (1904).

Dictionary of Natiofial Biography. 66 vols. London. 1885-1001.

Hennessy, G. Novum Reperlorium Eccl. Londin. London. 1898.

Le Neve, J. Fasti Eccl. Anglicanae. Ed. Sir T. D. Hardy. 3 vols. Oxford.

1B54.

Nares,«E. # Memoirs of Lord Burleigh. Vol. i. London. 1828.
^

Newcourt, R. Repertorium Eccl. Londin. Parochiale. 2 vols. London. 1708,

1710.

Sfl^ybs, W. (Bishop). Reg. Sacrum Anglicauum. *2nd od. Oxford. 1807.

Wordsworth, C. iicclesiastical Biography. 4th ed. 4 vols. London. 1853.

E. DeBASKMBNT OP TBR CoiNAOB.

HawWns, E. Silver Coins of England, liondon. IB87.

Oman, C. W, C. In Trans. Rbyal Hist Soc. New Ser. Vol. ix. London. 1H95.

Ruding, R. Annals of the Coinage. 3rd ed. Ed. Akerman. 3 vols. Loudon.

•1840.

F. EnUOATION AM» THK UNIVERSITIES.

Carlisle, N. Endowed Grammar Schools. 2 vols. London. 1818.

Cooper, C. H. Athenae Cantab. 2 vols. Cambridge. ]85B-iU.

Annals of Cambridge. 4 vols. Cambridge. 1H42-52.

Leach, A. F. English Schools at the Reformation. Weh minster. 1806.

Mullinger, J. B. History of the University of Cambridge. Vol. ii. Cambridge.

1884.

Wood, A. Athenae Oxoniensos. Ed. Bliss. 4 vols. London. 1813-1820.

Hist et Antiquitates U»iv. Oxon. Ed. Gutch. 2 vols. Oxford. 1791-6.

Colleges and Halls of Oxford, with the * Faeti Oxon/ Ed« Gutch. Oxford.

17901

^ G. Topography.

Camden, W. Britannia. London. 1586. Ed. Gibson and Gough. 3 vols. lAiiidon.

^ 1789^
Leland, J. Itinerary Ed. Heaj'ne. 9 vols. Oxford. 1770. ^
^ordetf, S%xton, aJa Speed’s maps. Pi^lished 1600-1620. Among the^^Cotton

Charters in the British Museum MSS. department are a number of unpublished

d&temporary ma|^, plans, sketches of fortifications in Eii^laud and abroad.

e.g. Boulogne, Cal^, eta.,^hich are necessary for a clear understating of

military operations. Published contemporary maps are very scarce. Cf. J. P.

Anderson, British Topography, London, 1881. •

S(ow, J. Survey of London. 1598. Ed. Strype. 2 vols. London. 1720.

0. x. B. U. % 51
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CHAPTER XV.

PHILIP AND MARY.

{Ohilfiy eupplementar^j to Bibliography for Chapter XIV, the authorlHet be^ng,

in many canes, the same,)

MANUSCRIPTS.

A. Statr Papers and Corrkrpondenob.

The Domestic State Papers of Mary’s reign preserved in the Record Office are

comprised in fourteen volumes for England, with eight volumes of Addenda; two

volumes for Ireland and part of one for Scotland. Of the transcripts of Papers at

Simancas by G. A, Bergenrotb at the British Museizm only a small portion ^Add.

MSS. 28697^ ff. HO-221) relate to the reign of Mary.

B.f Calendars of State Papers and Correspondence.

I, Domestic,
\

1. Calendar of State Papers of the Reigns of Edward VI, Mary, Elizabeth, ed.

by R. Lemon. 1856. 2. Foreign, Calendar of State Papers of the Reign of Mary,

ed. by William B. Turnbull. 1861. [This volume contains errors in the assign^

dates, corrections of which are given in A. O. Meyer, Die Englische Diplomatic in

Deutschland, etc. pp. 109-111.] 3. Calendar of State Papers and Manuscripts

relating to English Affairs in the Archives of Venice and other Libraries in Northern

Italy. Edited by Rawdon Brown, vol. v (1534-166^; vol. vi (1654-1658). Cata-

logue des Manusents Fran9ais. Tome 1", Ancien Fonds. Paris. 1868. Nos. 2846,

2933, 6113, 6127. " Letters and Memorials of State in the Reign of Queen Mary,

etc. Translated from the Originals at Penshurst in Kent By Arthur Collins.

2 vols, 1746.
^

^
II. Other Collection.

J Calendar of the MSS. belonging to the Marquis of Salisbury, preserved at

HatB^^ House, published by the Historical MSS. Commissiofu Part le*pp.^93-94^:

no. 376 (where for 1561 read 1663) supplies facts relatiiig to^ary’s movements
subsequqpt to Edward’s death ; see also pp. 123, 125. Part i^ pp. 85, 146,«£4l, 243,

269, Wb, 291-293, 332, 345 [useful generally for^rscedents establi^ed^ in Mar/s
r^^]. 2. Calendar of MSS. belonging to the Cor^ration of Reading : Ein Kurte
anaeygung der ding, so sich iik Engellandt swischen den Koniglichen Majestaten,

Kdnig und Kdnigin und dem Cardinal Polum verloffen haben [1554]. xm, 284-2|^5«

3. ^lendar of MSS. belonging to Sir Riqbai^ Sutton, pp. 66-67, 89-412. ^
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C. Dxplokatio.

1. CommeDdone, I. F. Lettere^ in MisceUanea di Storia Italiana. Vol. vi.

186d. 2. Michiel^ Gioiranni^ Las D^p^bes de^ Ambaasadeor de Veniae en Angle-

tejrre pendant lea ann^ea de 1564 k 1557> dechiifr^ et publidee d'apr^ lea

docnmenta conaervea anz archivea nationalea de Veniae^ par P. Friedmann. Venice
1869. [In Italian; Friedmann's discovery of the key to the cipher was a memorable
achievement. Thp letters addressed to the Senate of Venice are of the highest

interest^ although^ unfortunately^ those for 1654 are lost; they include his 'Report

of England’ mt^e in 15.57 (a dei^ption decried by Froude but praised by Rawdon
Brown)^ to be found in English in Ellis^ Original Letters (2nd series), vol. ii;

a^p ^ Venetian Calendar, vol. vi, part ii, 1043-1085.] 3. Navagero, Card.

M. Bernardo, Kelaaione alia Ser^ Rep^ di Venezia tornando di Roma Ambasoiatorcf

appresso del Pontehce Paolo IV. 1858. 4. Noailles, Ambassades de Messieurs

de, en Angleterre. Ed. I’Abbe Vertot. 5 tomes. Leyden. 1763. Of these letters

the osiginals are partly preserved in Brussels and partly no longer be found.
~

j however are in the Bihliotheque Nationale in Paris as follo^ : Archives

dep affaires dtrangeres, memoires et documents, fonds divers, 14 (Angleterre, 12),

1553-1557. Copie du journal des voyages de Fnin9ois de Noailles en Angleterre,

pS|}dant I’ambassade de son frere Antoine de Ndailles. Extraits et analyses des

docftnents de la Correspoudance politique d’Angleterre pendant les ambassades

d'Antoxne de Noailles (mai 155d-mai 1556), Gilles de Noailles (mai-nov. 1556),

Francois de Noailles (oct. 1566-juill. 1667), par de Valincourt. 16 (Angleterre, 13)

1556-1560. Recueil de copies de documents relatifs a TKcosse: lettres des am-
bassadeurs de France en Angleterre, etc! According to P. Friedmann, not more
than a fourth part of the Noailles correspondence is included in the volumes pub"
lished by the Abbe de Vertot. [TTiirty volumes of the correspondence of this

celebrated family of diplomatists, formerly preserved in the library of the Louvre,

were burnt in 1871. See Louis Paris, I^es Papiers des Noailles de”la Bibliotbeque

du Louvre. Paris. 1875.] 5. Renard, Simon, Letters to and from the Emperor
Charles V. Printed in Papiers d’etat du Cardinal de Grauvelle. VlWs. 3 and 4.

Publics sous la direction de M. Ch. Weiss. Paris. Iniprimerie lioyale. 1841. The
originals are in the public library at Besanyon. Of these, some of which are not
included in the volumes edited by Weiss, a complete ^t•uIneration is given by
M. A. Castou in Catalogue <>dnerale des Manuscrits des hibliothcques publiques de

France, Dipartementny vol. xxxiii. ^e letters included by Weiss are distin-

guished by a W, Othe^ corre^ndence of Renard and Jean Schyfre was formerly

preserved in the Archives di^ Royaume de Belgique in Brussels, but has partly

disappeared. Transcripts of the portion 20 Feb. 1553 to 15 June 1554 are, however,
in the Riecord Transcripts (Sect, ii, vols. 145, 146), and were used both by
Tytler and ^Froude.

*

D. ^i4LBOTJON8 OP Private Letters.

^
Copia dt una Lettera d’Angleterra, nella quale narra 1’ entrata dell’ Card. Polo in

Inghiltem per la coiyrersion^di queUa Isola alia Fede Catholica.^ Milan.

9 Poli^Bpistolae. 5 vols. Brescia. 174%-57.

£. VliONTBIffOmARY ChROKICLIS, TraCITS, ETO.

Aceession (the) of Queen Mary: being the contemj»orary Narrative of Antonio de
Guaraa, a Spanish Merchant resident in London. Edited with an Introduction,

• Translation, Notes and an Appendix of Documents, including a contemporary
BaUa4 m Fao-oimile, hy R. Garnett London. 189^.

51—2
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AnzudeSj or A General Chronicle of England. Begun by Jchn Stow and augmented

with Matteraforraigne and domestique, ancient and modeme, unto the end of

the present yeere 1631. By Edmund Howea^ Gient London. 1631.

Chronicle of the Grey Friars. Edited by J. G. Nichols. Camden Society. 13d2»

Chronicle of Queen Jane and of Two Years of Queen Mary and especially of the

Rebellion of Sir Thomas Wyat^ written by a Resident in the Tower of Londdn.

Ed. by J. G. Nichols. Camden Society. 1850. [The 'Resident' was probably

one Rowland Lea.]

FlorebelluS; Ant.^ Mutinensis^ ad Philippum et Mariam reges de'restituta in Anglia

Religioue Oratio. Lovanii. 1555. [Floribelli^ was bishop of Lavello.]

Guidus^ Ant. Oratio in funere Mariae Brittaniae Reginae ad Cardinales Regumque
Reruinpublicarum Legates Romae habita vui ante Idus Mart 1659. Roi]^,

, ex Otlicina Salviana, 1559.
,

*

Grafton, Ri. Chronicle at large and meere History of tlie Affayres of Englande.

£d. Sir H. Ellis. London. 1B09.

Gray, G. J. General Index to Hazlitt’a Handbook of Bibliographical Collections

(Louddt ., 1893), pp. 494 and 597.

Journey of the Queen's Ambassadors to Rome, anno 1555. Harddriclds State

Papers. Vol. i.

The Primer in l^atiri and Englifh (after the Use of Sarum) with many godlye^d
devoute Prayers....Where unto is added a playne and godlye treatiM couce<&ig

tlie Masse. John Waylaude. l^ondon. 1555.

Proctor, Jo., Historie of Wyates Rebellion. Printed in Crosse's Antiquarian Re-

pertory, III, 65-115. Loudon. 1808. [The narrative of a strong Romanist.]

Rosso, Giuglio Baviglio. 1 successi d’ Inghilterra dopo la morte di Odoardo yi fino

alia giunta in quel regno di Don Filippo d’ Austria, princ. di Spagna. Ferrara.

1560. [Iho Venetian edition of 1558 (which is that used by Froude) is

mutilated and does not bear the writer's name.]

t

BlOORAPHlEfl.
(

Beocadeli, Ludovico, llie Life of Cardinal Reginald Pole, written originally in

Italian, translated into English with Notes critical and historical. By B. Pye.

liondon. 1776. [Beccadelli, or Beccatelli, was Pole's secretary.]

Carew, Sir Peter, Life of, by John Hook^er (or Vbwell). Edited by Sir John

Maclean. London. 1857.

Dormer, Jane, Duchess of Fcria, Life of [by Henry Clifford, her Secretary].

Edited by Estcourt and Stevenson. Ijondon. ?B87.

Hoby, Sir Thos. , Tmvel and Life of (1547-1564), written by himself, Camden
MisceUauy.

^
Vol. x,

* '

Education.

1. Letter of Queen Mary to the bishopp of ^l^chester, chancellor of our

University of Cambridge, 20 Aug. 1553. 2. MerOji^ J., Queen Mary's Visitation

[ofthkUniversitp^of Cambridge], Nov. J656. 3C Ordinatio&ee Regi^alditJPoli pro

Regimine Universitatis, item pro Dire^ione et salubri Reghnine Collegiorum, Aii-

larum seu Domofum ejusdem Universitatis Cantabr. 21 Noy. lS57* The^feiego^g

all m*1(janib, J., Collection of Letters, Statuteu gnd other Doenmex^ts from the

MS. Library of Corpus Christ! College^ London. 1836.
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8BCONDARY AUTHORITIES.

General.

Anustrongj E. The Emperor Charles V. 2 vola. London. 1002.

Broach, M. Geeehiohte von England. VoL vi. Gotha. 1800.

Casteluan^ Mich., de Mauviaai^re. Mdmoirea. Ed. J. le Laboureur. Bruaaela.

1731.

Druffel, A. von. *Briefe und Akten zur Geach. dos 16 JahrhunderU. 4 vola.

1873-96 (vol. iv). ,

Fomeron, H. Hiatoire de Philippe II. 2 vola. Paris. 1881.

Frjpdmann, New Facta in the History of Mary, Queen of England. Mac-
nfiUan’a Mag. 3vx, 1-12. •

Griffet, H. Nouveanx eclaircissementa sur Thistoire de Marie, roine d'Angleterre.

Paris. 1776.

Henn^ Alexandre. Histoire du r^gne de Charks-Quint en Belgique. 4 vols.

Brussels. 1866. ^
Heylyif, J8. Examen Historicum, or Discovery and Examination of the Miatakea,

Falsities and Defects in some Modem Histories. Ixindou. 1650.

Motley, J. R. Rise of the Dutch Republic. •Vol. a London. 1855.

RcmHe, L. von. Die rdmisclieu Papste. Vol. i. Vol. xxxvii of Sammiliche Werke.
Leipzig. 1874 etc.

Relations politiques dea Pays-Bas et de I'Angleterre sous le regne de Philippe 11,

publi^ par M. le Baron de Lettenhove. 10 vols. Vol. i. : Depuis TAbdi-
cation de Charlea-Quint junqu’au Depart de Philippe II pour r£s[>ague (25 oct.

1555—24 aout 1559). Briftiaels. 1882.

Stone, J. M. History of Mary I, Queen of England. London. 1901.

Wieaener, L. The Youtli of Queen Elizabeth (1533-1558). 2 vols. Engli!:!i

Translation. Loudon. 1879.

Zimmermann, A. Marie die Katholische. Freibuif^ i. B. 1890.

BlOQR^PHlOAL.

Duruy, G. Le Cardinal Carlo Car-iffa. Paris. 1882.

Freeman, E. A. Cardinal Pole. Essays, 4th Series, (h'^'-st pnblislied in Sat. Rev.

1869.)

Graziani, Ant Maria, bishop of Amelia. De Vita 1. F. Commendoria, Cardiualis,

Libri iv, Paris. I(j69. French translation by Fldchier. Paris. 1694.

Hook, W. F. (Dean). I^ves o{ Crantner and Pole in Archbishops of Canterbury.
N. S. Vols. XI, 111. London. 1868, 1809. » ,

Hume, Mh A. S. Visit of Philip II (1554). English Hist. Review. 1892.

Lee, F. G. Reginald Polo, Cardinal Archbishop of Canterbury. f<ondon. 1888.

Madden, #i^'. Privy Purse Expenses of Princess Mary, wiDi Memoir and Notes.

Londoh. 1831.

PJlillips, Tbos. History 'of the Life of Cardinal Pole. Oxford. 1764.

Po^, Sir Hios. Life of, by Thomas Wharton. Ixiudon. 1772. (See also Life in

D. N. B. and En^ish HiA. Review, xi, 282-.)
^

ZfpanerAan]!^ A. Km'dinal Pole, seiu Lebeu und seine Schrlfteu. Ratisbon.

189@. #
I^ROIAL SinUEOTR.

Creighton, C, History of Epidemics in Britain. Cambridge. 1891.

Loadam, 1. S. Narrative of the Pursuit of the Eugliah Refugees in Germany under

Queen Mary. Trans, of Royal Historical Society. 1896.

VeAiey Fa^|xBy, Letters and Papers of the, edited by J. Bruce. Camden Society.

1853. [Important for the Dudley Conspiracy.]
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CHAPTER XVI.

THE ANGLICAN SE'ITLEMENT AND THE SCOTTISH
REFORMATION.

Hie chief biblio^aphical works concerning this period of British history are

(1) J. Scott’s Bibliography of Works relating to Mary Queen of Scots, 1544-1700

(printed for the Edinburgh Bibliographical Soc., 1890), and (2) H. M. Bextjr’s

Congregationalism (for which see below under II. B.). Catalogues of early pr&ted
books in the great libraries give some assistance.

I'he principal manuscript materials in England that have not yet been printed dr

adequately abstracted in (Calendars are the State Papers, Domestic, at the Record

Oflice. Hiere are a few volumes at the British Museum containing State Papors, to

which the class catalogue in the MS. Room serves as a guide. The Parker MSS. at

^
(Corpus Christi Coll. Camb. have been much used by historians and publishers of

documents, but a full calendar is a desideratum.

I. KIENERAL HISTORY OF ENGLAND AND SCOTLAND.

A. Records, State Papers, and Letters.

Acts of the Parliament of Scotland (Oflicial ed.). Vol.cii. 1814.

Acts of the [English] Privy Council, vol. vii (1558-70). London. 1893.

Audersou, J. Collections relating to the History of Mary Queen ofScots. Edinburgh.

1727-8.

Beale, R. Argument touching the validity of the ' marriage of Charles BrandoU.

In MS. Camb. Uuiv., I)d. iii. 85. [See Diet Nat Biog. iv, 6.]

Birrel, R. Diary/ Fragments of Scotch History, ed. J. G. Dalyell. l^uburgh. 1798.

Browne, A., and Bacon, N, Tracts on the Succession to the Crown. I^jpooth, N.,

The Right of Succession to the Crown. 1720.

Castelnau, M. de. Memoiros. Ed. J. le Laboureur, Bmxelle^ 1731. (let ed.

Paris, 1880.^ ,

^

"

Coas;^pondencia de Felipe II. Documentos ineditos p»ra la Historia de Espafia, ed.

NJ^.'arrete and* others. Vol. lxxxvi* Madrid. 1886. ^
^

«

Dewes, Simonds. Journal of the Parluqnents of Queen Elixabeth. London. 168^

Diura^of Remarlcable Occurrents. Baimatyne Club. 183^ ^
k

Doleman, R. [i.e. Parsons, R.]. A Conference ibout the next Sueceqdon to tto

Crown. [StOmer.] 1694.

Dyson, H. Queeue Elizabeth’^ Proclamatious, 1618. (Brit Mus. Grenv. 6463.)
^

E^rton Papers. Camden Soc. Loudon. 1840.
^

Ellis, H. Original Letters, 1st Ser., voL u; 2nd Ser., voL ii; 3rd Scf., voL ui

,
Loudon. 1824-46. *

’
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£zebe<|ta«r Rolls of Soodsad. Vols. xTin, xix. Rdinburgh. 1898.

Ferriere, H. de la. Lettres de Catherine de Mddids. Vol. i. Paris. 1880.

Forbes^ P. Fall View of the Public Transactions in the Reign of Elusabeth. 2 vols.

London. 1740-1.

Ftonde^ J. A. Spanish Transcripts. Brit. Mus. MS. Addit. 26056.

Gachard, L,P. Correspondance de Marguerite d’Antriche. Vol. i. Brussels. 1867.

Correspondence de Philippe II. Vols. i, ii. Brussels. 1848-61.

Gonsalez^ T. Doqpments from Simaifcas. Transl. S. Hall. London. 1865.

HaleSj J. Declaration of the Succession of the Crown^ 1563. In [Harbin, O.]

Hereditary Right of the C]a>wn. London. 1713.

Hamilton MSS. Eleventh Rep. of Hist MSS. Com. App. vi. London. 1887.

Hamilton Papers. Vols. i, n. Edinburgh. 1890-2.

Hardwicke, Philip,«Earl of. Miscellaneous State Papers. Vol. i. London. 1778.«

Haynes, S. Buig^hley State Papers. London. 1740.

Journal of the House of Commons (Official ed.). Vol. i, no date.

Jouroal of the House of Lords (Official ed.). Vol. i, no date.

Keith,»R.^ History of the Affairs of Church and State in Scotland, fipottiswoode

S^. Edinburgh. 1844. (Ist ed. Edinburgh, 1734.)

Kervyn de Lettenhove. Relations politiques des Pays-Bas et de I'Angleterre.

% ^Vms. i-m. Brussels. 1882-3. • •

Labanoff, A. Lettres inedites de Marie Stuart Paris. 1839.

litres, instructions et m^moires de Marie Stuart London. 1844.

[Anguet, Hubert Epistolae. Halle. 1699.

Leicester's Commonwealth. [London.] 1641. [Erroneously attributed to Paraons

the Jesuit For its history see Diet Nat Biog. zvi, 121.]

Members of Parliament, Returns. Part i. Blue book, 1878.

Nuntiaturberichte aus Deutschland, 1569-72. Hist Com. d. Akad. d. Wissensch.^

•Vienna. 1897. ^

Paris, L. Negotiations...relatives au regne de Fran9oiB II. Paris. • 1841.

Pollen, J. H. Papal Negotiations with Mary Qifeen of Scots. Scot. Hist. Soc.

Edinburgh. 1901. e

Prothero, G. W. Select Statutes and other Constitutional Documents. London. 1894.

Register of the Great Seal of Scotland (1546-80). Edinburgh. 1886.

Roaster of the Privy Council of Scotland. Vol. i (1545 Edinburgh. 1877.
*

^ Roman Transcripts.’ MS? at Record Office, [^pies made in various Roman
Archives.]

Rutland Manuscripts. {list. MSS. Com. Rep. xii, App. 4. London. 1888.

Rymer, T. Foedera. Vol. London. 1713.

State lepers. Borders of England and Scotland. » Calendar. \^1. l Edinburgh.

1894. •

State PaMjB, Domestio. MS. at Record Office. [The published*Calendar, Vols. i

andTd^ merely indicates the nature of the documents.]

State Papers, Foreign. Elizabeth. Calendar. Vols. i-vi. London. 1863-9.

S^te Papers. Hatfield dr Cecil MSS. Calendar. Vol. i. Loudon. 1883, repr. 1895.

State PapArs of Sir Ralph Sadler, ed. Clifford. Edinburgh. 1809.

State Papers. Scot^pd and Mary Queen of Scots. Calendar. Vol. l EdinMTgh.
• 18^ • • • ^
State ^pers, Spanish (1558-67). Calendail London. 1892.

Stete jj^^brs, Venetiaiff Calehdaf. Vol. viii. London. 1890.

Statutes o^the Realm (Official*e<f.). Vol. iv. 1819. [The original Acts of Parlia-

• ment preserved in the Parliament Office somei^es supply a little additional

infbm^on.}
SlAvenso^ aT. Selections from manuscripts relating to Mary Queen of Scots.
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CHAPTER XVTII

THE CHURCH AND RilFORM.

Sarrif of the material for the foUofwing bibliography woe collected by Lord Actonj

and the note (m Manueeripte ie in hie own worde^

I. MANUSCRIPTS.

The archives of Ihe Council of Y'reiit are diKporned in many places. A$ the

Vatican^ they occupy Ifil volumes. From these, mainly, the Authentic Acts will

be edited by the directors of the Historisidie Jahrbuch ; and Sickel is prepariuf^ to

publish the Corrosjiondence between Rome and the lAi^ates during the later |ieriod.

The Fariiese ]»aperH are at Naples, ihe Borroineo papers in the Ambrosian Library;

the Altemps papers at Sesto Calende. There are 12 volumes of Commendone at

Citta di Castello, and 42 volumes of C/ervini, the most valuable of all, at Florence;

while the letters of Cardinal Pole have to be brought together from at least ^ight

public collections. Beyond the diplomacy of the (Jatholic States, the Record Office

contains more than is indicated in the Calendars.

Most of Pallavicini’s sources are accounted for. Part of SarpFs are reported to

have been lost in a fire ; but his chief authority for the lost years is preserved in the

Gonzaga An'bives at Mantua.

Information as to mauumiript materials, the present limit, and the direction of

research, is given by some of the writers mentioned
;
by Koellner, llieiner, C^lguzlo,

Druffel, Sickel; by h'inazzi, in the Miscellanea di Storia Italiana; Cigogna, lu-

scrizioni Veneziane; and Valeutiuelli, Regosten zur Deutochen Ueschichte aus den

Haiidschriften der Marcusbibliotbek (Abhandluugon der ^Historischen Classe der

Bayriscbeu Akademie, 180())-

Transcripts, made from time to time for learned men, are preserved at Paris^

Naples, Venice, IVn-gamO, Trent, ut the British Museum and th4> Bodleian. Among
these are the letters of the papal agent, Visconti, and the diaries of tl^ ^Secretary

Massarelli. <

11. ALTHbRlTlES, AND COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS,
.. MAINLY CONTEMPOtlAKY. ^' ' ^ • 1

EUllan, P. dementis Vil Epistolae. ^^ouumenta seouli xvj^ hist iUuatrantia,

VoUi. Irmsbruck. 188i>.
^ t »

Baluvse. S. Miscellanea, ed. Mansi, in, iv. 4 volif. . Lucca. 1764. ^
Hartholomaeus de Martyribus, F. Openr. n 423-456. Rome. 1735.

Beccadelli, L. Monument!. Fd. G. Morandi. 2 vols. Bologna. 1767-1864.
^

Braunsberger, O. B. Petri Canitii Epistolae et Acta. VoL l 1541-5^ Freib\{ig

i. B. 1896. . .
^
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CHAPTER XIX.

•TEfTDENCIES OF EUROPEAN THOUGHT IN THE
AGE OF THE REFORMATION.
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CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE

OF

LEADING EVENTS.
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151&
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1512 Opening of the Fifth Latei-an Council.
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1514 Death of Louis XII of France. Accession of Francis 1.

Battle of Marignano (Septemlier 13).

1516 French Concordat with Leo X.

— Death of Fei dinand of Aragon.

Treaty of Noyon.

1517 Close of the Fifth Ijiteran Council.

Charles V goes to Spain,

Publication of Luther’s Theses (November).

1518 Luther before the Cardinal- I.«gate at Augsburg.

Zwingli, people's prie.st at Zurich.

151^9 Death of the Empeior .Maximilian (January

Election of Charles to the Empire (June).

1520 Luther excommuuicated.

Publication of Euther'^ Apjteal to the Christian Nobilitff.

Charles V in England (May). Field of Cloth of Gold (JuneV

(Coronation of Charles V at Aachen (October). '

Christian crowned King of Swedeji (November), ’

^e Stockholm Bath of Blood.

sSmts of Magellan passed. ^

1521 Rising of Gusl^f Eriksson (Gustavus Vasa) in Dalecarlia.— Df^eat of the Comuneros at ^illalar (April 24).

Diet of Worms. Li^ther placed under the Ban of the Empire.

oTr^ty of BiUjies (Auguk). Albany in Scotland. - ,— Outbreak ^ war. Occupation of Milan by the forces of Charles and l/co X
^ ^ (November).^ •

^
^ •

D^tb of Leo X (Deesm’der 1).

1522 Election of Adrian Dedel as Adrian VL
• Luther returns to Wittenberg, »

Ba^e of the Bicocca (April).

Charles V in England. Treaty of Windsor (June).
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1522 Charles V m Spain.

The Kni^fhts’ \Var in Germany.
Conquest of Mexico completed.

Capitulation of Rhodes to the I'urks (December).

1523 First public disputation at Zurich.

Flight of Christian 11 from Denmark.
Rule of Frederick 1 (of Holstein) in Denmark and Norway*
Crustavus Vasa King in Sweden.

Defection of the Constable of Bourbon.
Bounivet in Italy.

Suffolk and van Bureii in Picardy.

Death of Adrian VI (September 14).

Election of Giulio de’ Medici as Clement VTI.

1624 Retreat of Bonnivot.

Albany leaves Scotland for the last time.

Beginnings of the i’eaaants* Rising in Germany (Jtine)^

Invasion of France. Siege of Marseilles.

Fraucii crosses the Alps.

Foundation of the Theatine Order.

1525 Battle of Pavia (February 24).

Treaties of the Moor (August).

Conspiracy of Girolamo Morone.

Prussia becomes a secular ducdiy.

1526 Treaty of Madrid (January).

Marriage of Charliss V with Isabella of PortuguL

Ijeague of (Jognac (May),

Diet and Recess of S[»eier.

Battle of MoliHCs (August).

Raid of the C^olonna on Rome (September).

Ferdiiian'! elected King of Bohemia and of Hungary.— T)ie Reformation begins in Denmark.
1527 Allian.e of Henry Vlll and Francis 1.

Sack of Rome (May 6),
^

Diet of Vestcras in Sweden. Vesterks Recess.— Invasion of Italy by Laiitrec.

1528 France and England declare war on the Emperbr (January).

Siege of Naples by Lautrec.— Defection of Andrea Doria.

— Campeggio in England.

1629 Diet of Speier. The Protest”

Execution of Berqmu.
Civil IVar ia Switzerland. First Peace of KappeL
Treaty of Barcelona (June 29).

('harles V in Italy.
^

Peace of Cambray (August 6).

Siege of Viepiia by the Turks.— Conference of Marburg.

FaU of

1530 Conference at Bologna (Charles y and Clement VII). ^
imperial coronation by the Pope.

Charles V in Gentiany. Diet of Augsburif.^ Coniession of Augsburg.

Capture of Florence (August).

Revolt against the Bislio'p at Geneva.— Death of Margaret of Savoy (December)
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Ferdioftiid King of the Romans.

Maria of Hungary Regent of the Netherlands.

Henry VIll Supreme Head of the Church in England.

Battle of Kappel and death of Zwingli (October).

League of Schmalkalden.

Inquisition iirst established at Lisbon.

Annates abolished in England.

Alliance of France and England.

Turkish invasion repelled.

Religious Peace of Niirnberg (July).

Charles in Italy. v

Second Conference at Bologna (December).

(vonqiiest of Peru.

English Adt in restraint of Appeals to Rome.
Wullenwever Burgomaster of Liilieck.

Death of Frederick 1 of Denmark. Disputed succession.

Marriage of Henry VIII and Anne Boleyn (May;.

Cj^tholic League of Halle.

Address of Cop. Flight of ('alvin.

Marriage of Catharine de‘ Medici with Henry of Franco (October).

Anabaptist rising at MOnster.

Duke Ulrich recovers Wurttemberg.
Peace of Cadun (June).

The Qrafenfehde,

Foundation of the Society of Jesus by Ignatius Ixiyola.

Death of Clement VH (September).

Accession of Alessandro Fariieso as Paul ill.

The Placards at Paris.

English Act against Papal Dispensations^ do.

English Act of Supremacy.

Expediticn of Tunis.

Charles V in Sicily and Naples.

Death of Francesco* Sforza (November).

First Helvetic Confession.

Treaty of Francis with Solyman.

Third War between Vrancis I fiind Charles V. Sa oy occupied by the French

(March).

Calvin at Ferrara,

Publication of the Christianas Jteligionis Institution

Wittenberg Concord.

Calvin at Geneva.

Invasion of Provence by Charles V.

is^ller monasteries dissolved in Eiigland. The Ten Articles.

Christian III established on the throne of Denmark and Norway.
Murder of Ale^toandro de' Medici. Succession of Cosimo 1 in Florence.

(Xtmlium delectorum Gardinalium de emendanda Ecclesia.

Calvin expeU^ froiri Geneva.
^

'I'rtflce of Nic^etween Charles V and Francis 1 (June;.

Catholic Lsague^of Niimberg (Ju^ie). ^
,

i^eatb of Charles of Geigers.

ReVolt of Ghent.

William succeeds to Cleves-JiUich. ^
Joachim II of Brandenburg becomes a Protestant

DeiAh of Duke George of Saxony.
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1539 Monasteries suppressed in England. Act of the Sbr^Artielea.

1540 Marriage and divorce of Anne of Clevea*

Venice makes peace with the Turks.

Reduction of Ghent (February).

Investiture of Philip with Milan.

Edict of Fontainebleau.

Death of John Zapolya.

llie Jesuit order approved by Paul IIL
1641 Religious CoUoquy of Ratiabon.

Solymau takes Buda (September).

Ex}>edition against Algiers (October).

Calvin returns to Geneva.

1642 Fourth War between (Charles and Francis I.

John Frederick of Saxony and Philip of Hesse overrun Brunswick.

Death of James V of Scotland (December).

The Inquisition established at Rome.
1643 Barbarossa in the Western Mediterranean.

Expedition of Charles against the Duke of Clevea. '

Conquest of Gelders.

1544 Diet of Speier.

Battle of Ceresole (April).*^— Sieges of Boulogne and St Dizier.

Peace of Oepy (September).

1645 Massacre of the Waldenses of Provence (April).

Opening of the Council of Trent (December).

1646 Death of Luther (February).

Peace between France and England.

Diet of Katisbon.

Alliance of Charles V with Maurice of Saxony.

League of Charles V with Paul 111.

The Schmalkaldic War.
Execution of the Fourteen of Meaux.

1547 Death of Henry VIII (January). Accession of Edward \T.

, Somerset Protector.— Death of Francis I (March). Accession of He^yy 11.

Tlie Council removes from Trent to Bologna (March).

Battle of Miihlberg (April), Maurice Elector of Saxony.

Murder of l^erluigi Farnese (September).

Diet of Augsburg (September),

Battle of Phikie.

EstabliahmcMt of La Chambre Ardente.

Inquisition iiiially established at Lisbon.

1548 Betrothal of Mary Stewart to the Dauphin Francis.

Ihe Augsburg Interim proclaimed (May).

First Prayer-Book of Edward VI.

1549 Cdnsensue figurinutt,

W?\r between England and Fraiicfi.

Battle of Dussindale.

Fal^ of Somerset. Rule of Warwick (NorthumberLiid) kli England.

*— Council of Bologna suspended.

Death of Paul 111.

1530 Election of Giovanni Muria del Monte as Julius 111.

Peace between England and France. Boulogne restored to France.

Maurice of Saxony undertakes to execute the ban against Magdeburg*
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1551 * War in the PaAaesan.— The Council reopened at Trent.— Capture of Tripoli by the Turkii.— War in Savoy (September).

Capitulation of Magdeburg (Noveml>er),

1552 Treaty of Chambord (January),

Second Act of Uniformity and Second Book of Common Prayor.

Invasion of Ixirraine by France (March). Occupation of the three bishoprics,

of Charles V ^fore Maurice of Saxony (May).

Suspension of the Council of Trent.

Conference at Passau. Treaty of Passao.

—- « Siege* of Metz (October—December).

1553 League of ^Icidelberg.

Capture of Terouanne (June).

Battle of Sievershaiisen (July). Death of Maurice of Savony.
• Death of Edward VI of England (July). Lady Jane Grey qfoolaiined.
• Accession of Mary Tudor.

1554 Rising of Sir 'Phomas Wyatt.
Expulsion of Albrecht Alcibiades from Germany.

^ Marriage of Philip of S()aiii and Mifry TSdor (tluly),

1555 Diet of Augsburg. Religious Peace of Augsburg (Soptombor).

Death of Julius III (March). Giovanni Pietro CaraHa elected as Paul IV.

Fall of Siena (April).

Abdication of Charles V at Brussels.

1556^ Truc^ of Vaucelles. •

War between Paul IV, supported by France, and Philip II, in Italy,

'Phe Due de Guise in Italy (December).

1557 England declares war on Franco.

Battle of St Quentin (August).

Paul IV makes peace with i^hilip JI (September).

1558 Capture of Calais (January).

Marriage of Mary Siewart and the Dauphin Francis.

I^ynez elected Gci/cral of the Jesuit Order.

Bottle of Gravelines^ (ifuly).

* Death of Mary Tudor (Novenibor). Accession ot Elizabeth.

1559 Death of Christian III of Denmark (January),

Acts of Supremacy aiuj Uniformity in England.

Treaty of Cateau-Cambresis (April).

Jolin Knox in Scotland. The Lords of the Congregation in arms.
• Protestant ^mod at Paris. • .— Death of Henry II of France (July). Accession of PVaucis IL
U^th of Paul IV (August).

Election of Giovanni Angelo de’ Medici as Pius IV,

1^60 Death of Gustafus Vasa of Sweden.

Tufiiult of Amboise (I'ebruary— March).

•

Michel de Pllo^itil Chaifcellor o^ France.

*

Edift of Romorantin (May),

^Treaty of Ifidinbijggh (July). •

— Ilbfonning Parliamerit at Edinburgh (August).— Arrest of Conde (October).

Death of Fi*ancis 11 of Franco. Accession of Cliarlcs IX.

French Estates at Orleaua
litel ^Fretfth Estates at I'oiitoise.— Mary Stewart in Scotland (Ai^ust),

a 3tt. EL II. 53
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1561 Colloquy of Poigsy (September).

1562 The ('ouDcil reopeng at Treat.

Opening of the lieligiouH Ware in FraDoe.

Treaty of Hampton Court (September).

1563 The lliirty-Niiie Arliclefl.

CloBO of the Council of Trent.

1664 Bull Hf*nedictus Deua,

Death of Calvin (May).
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INDEX.

Aiieheo, Oharlofl V crowned at, 42
Aalborg, fall of (15»4). 615
Academy, the Modenese, 386 sq.

Act of the Six Articles, the (1539), 450,

466 sq!, e?
Aeta Augustana, the, by Martin Luther, 133
Acts of Succession (1534), 442 ; (1530), 445
Ams of Supremacy (1584), 442; (1559),

567 tqq.

Adelmann (German reformer), 138
Adrian IV, Pope (Nicholas Breakspeare),^

601
Adrian VI, Pope (Adrian of Utrecht), 19*

21, 2f , 82. 44, 47, 147, 169 sq., 378, 400,

418, 623, 641
Adriano di Corneto, f#s Oastellesi, Cardinal
Adriano, Mateo, 402
Aegidius of Viterbo, 8, 30, 82
Aegineta, Petrus, 16
Aeneas Sylyius, sri Pius II, Pope
Agrarian legislation, Bnglish, 469, 497
Agrarian revolution, the, in England,
489 sqq.

Agrioola, Johann, 201, 264
Agxioola, Michael, 629 ^
Agricola, Stephen, 207 .

Aides, in France, 96
*

Ateues-Mortes, interview of (1538), 73, 96
Aifiy, Pierre de, 281 • •

Albany, John, Dnke of, 50, 419 Bq.,«422 sq.,

426, 458
Alber, Matthaus, of Beptlingen, 160, 332
Albert I, Duke of Mecklenburg, King of

Sweden, fiOpsq.
Alberti, LeifSBattista, 702
Albrecht H, King of Hungary and Bohe-
mia, 198 ^

Albriobt of Brandenburg, Archbishop of

Mainz, 121, 163, 196, 238, 25b «
Alfiret, Henri ^,43
AlVkret, Jeanne de, 76
AfeabaRll^the, in Spaift, 99 c
AlcaM, Alfoliso de, 400 * c
AlcalA Univemity of, 400

*

Alciati, Andrea, 852
Alciati, Giovanni Paolo. 898
Aleander, Girolamo, Cardinal, 139, 141,

^4<^, 879, 889
Alenqon, llule of, 61 •

Alesins fAlexander Aless), 655
Alexander IV, Pope (Kinaldo Conti), 114
Alexander VI, Pope (Bodrigu J^rgia), death

of. 1 sq.; 400
Alexander of Aphrodisia, 702
Alexander of Hales, 124, 125

Alfhers, mrates of, OB sq., 75 sq.

Allen, Jtmn, Archbishop of Dublin, 442
Ailstodt, Thomas Miinzcr's teaching at, 186
Altemps, Marc de, Bishop of Cv>nbtancc, 670
Altieri, Baldassare, 383
Alva, Duke of, 70, 91 »q., 409, 545 nqq.

Ambleteuse (Newhaven), 493
Amboiso, tumult of (1500), 297
Amicable Grant, the, 425
Amiens, treaties of (1527), 428
Arnio, Domenico do, his statue of Pop"
Loo X, 13 •

Amsdorf, Nicholas, 117, 201, 242
Anabaptists, the, 160, 715 ;

in the Nether-
lands, 103; doctrines of, 227 sq.; their

reign and HUpprCHsion at Miinbior, 222,
226 sq.

;
the Swiss, 319, 323

Ancrnm Moor, hatilo of (1545), 460
Andelot, Franv?. e de, 294 sq.

Andrea, Fra, of Ferrara, 880
Andreae, Lauren li'js (Lars Andersson), 624,

628
Andrelini, Fau.<to, 9
AngouUine, Charles, Duke of, 70
Angrogne (Piedmont), cotffcrence of (1532),

2B9 • *
Angus, Archibald Douglas, Earl of, 463 sq.,

560
Anhalt Kothen, Wolfgang, Prince of, 196,

206, 215
AnjC'U, Duka of, his projected marriage

with Qiieon Elizabeth, 525
Anne of Beaujeu, 87, 46,
imiie of Cleves, Queen of Henry Vlft, 237,
^H9, 450 sq. ^

Annebaut, Admiral, 78, 97, 460 *

Anti-erasmistas, the, in Spain, 401
Antonino of Ban Marco, Archbjihop of

Florence,
g

AportazAiB, see Dare
Aquinas, St Thomas, 125, 127
Arande, Michel d', 282, 284
Architecture, undbr Pope Leo X, 18

* A 53'“~2
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Aroimboldo, Giovanni Angelo, Archbishop
of Milan, 606

Arellano, Cristdbal de, 406
Arofien, Jon, Bishop of Holum, 621
Aretino, Cristoforo, 16
Aretino, Pietro, 17, 28
Arezzo, Gentile di, 16
Argyll, Archibald Campbell, Earl of, 658
Ar^ropoolos, Johannes, 16

Ariosto, Ludovico, bis Orlando, 19
Aristotelians, the new, 702
Aristotle, 701 r<{.

Arminians, the, 717
Arminius, Jacobus (Jakob Herman), 717
Army, French, reform of the, 96; Henry

VIlI’s, 473
Arnold of Brescia, 811
Arran, James Hamilton, Earl of : see OhA-

telhorauU
Arret de X^rindol, the, 269
Arsilli, PVancesco, 16
Art, under Pope Julius 11, 6 sqq.; under
Pope Leo X, 12-14; decadence of, 28

Articles of Iteligion, the Forty two, >08

;

the Thirty-nino, 687 sq. ; the Marburg,
209

ArtoiH, 72 sq., 76, 102
Aruudol, Thomas, Archbishop of Canter-

bury, 464
.irundel, lieury Fitz-Alan, Earl of, 497 sqq.,

625
Ascham, lloger, 275
As^l, Anton, 40B
Aske, Bobert, 468; his rebellion (1536),

446 sq.

Askew, Anne, 406 sq.

Asseus, brttle of (1635), 615
Attrition, doctrine of, in later Middle Ages,

126; and Contrition, distinction between,
126

Audeley, Thomas, Lord Chancellor of

England, 438
Augsburg, Diets of (1618), 133 ; (1626),

191. 1%; (1530). 211, 213; (1547), 84.

202
; (1555), 276; Luther at, 183; Con-

fession of, 211, 617, 632; Beoess of

(1630), 214 ; (1656). 277 ;
Interim (1548).

264 sq. ; Boligious Peace of (1566), 89, 277
Augustinians, tl e, and the religious revival,

106, 161

Austria, persecution of Lutherans in, 202;
duchy of, 150; policy of, towards Switzer-

land, 329
at Seville and Valladolid, 404,

407 sq. «

Avalos, Gostaur.r de. Duchess of Amalfi, 890
Aven^inus, Bavarian historian, 202
Avorsi^, Giovaiv^i Bernaidino di, 391 ^

Avila,‘ Juan de, 409

Bacon, Sir Francis, 691, 706
Bacon, Sir Nicholas, 565, 568
Baden, Philip, Margrave of, 191

Baden, Disputation of (1526), 826 ; Diet

of (1528). 829

Bader, Augustin, 224
Badia, Tommaso, 379
Baduel, Claude, 292
Baena, Isabel de, 406 sq.

Baglione, Giampaolo, lord of Perugia, 14

Balbini, Nicoold, 387
Balbo, Cesare, 85
Balbo, Lorenzo, 400
Bale, John, 19
Baltic Sea, struggle for commercial supre-

macy of, 228 sq.

Ban of the Empire, pronounced against

Martin Luther, 141
Barbaresques, the, expeditions against,

68 sq., 75 sq.^
^

’

Barbarossa, Horusb, 68
Barbarossa II (Ehair Eddin), 68-72, 75-7,

890
Barbesieuz (French commander), .59

Barcelona, treaty of (1529), 25, 203
Barlow, William, 671 *

Bamabites, Order of, 648
Barnes, Dr Bobert, 451
Baron, Pierre, 597
Barton, Eliza^th (the Nun of Cant jrbnry),

441
Basel, 828; Evangelic Diet of (1580), 885;

Calvin and Erasmus at, 855
Bassi, Matteo de*, 647
Bath of Blood, the Stockholm {St^kholme

IHodhad), 604
B4tho^, Stephen, 638
Bavaria, papal concessions to, 169: perse-

cution of Lutherans in, 202
Bavaria, William, Duke of, 221, 224, 264
Bayard, Chevalier, 43; death of, 48
Bayham, riot at (1525), 434
Beaune, Jacques de (of Semblauqaj), 95
Bebel, Heinrich, 152
Beooatello, Lodovico, 898
Beckenried, Catholic League of (1524), 825
Bcoket, S; Thomas, shrine of, outrs^^d, 449
Beda, Noel, 285
Bodford, John Bussell, Earl of, 495, |tt9;

Francis Bursell, Earl of, 567 ^
Bedjugfield, Sir Henry, 514, 529
Beldenak (Jens Anderson), Bishop of

Odense, 603 sqq., 613
Belgrade, capture of, by the TsiAs (1521),

151
Bel lay, Guillaume do, 284-9^
Bellay, Jcao du, 281, 284, %B7
Bembo, Cardinal Pietro, 16, 30, 118, 879
Benedictines, tiio, and the religious revival,

106; reform of the, 647
Ben.;dicta9 Veui the Bull (1564), 686

.

BeneJUno delldt morte di C^toi ihe, 389
Benivieni, Girolaiqo, 702 ,

Bergen, spolUttion of the Ohpr^ at 618
Beiger^ (Archbishop of Lun^d), 608 sdq-
Berliohingen, G5tz von, 182, 187, 189
Bern, 825, 828 ; Disputation of

(1528J(<, 827
Bernardo di Dovizi, see Bibbiena
Bemi, Francepoo, 895

,

Beroaldo, Filippo (^e younper)^ 15, 16
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Beroftld«8, Filipp, 8, 16 •
Berlin, Louis de, 283 sq*, 846
Berthelier, Philibert, 362
Berthold, Arobbishop of Mainr., 131, 133,

142, 149, 1:^8

Bw^iok, treaty of (1560), 576
Beuariou, Caidinal, 4

Beto&f Dayid, Cardinal and Archbishop of

8t Andrews, 449, 456 sq.; murder of,

461 sq., 655 aq. •

Beton, James, i^chbishop of St Andrews,
458

Beaokelssen (Bookelsohn), Jan, ils Jan of

Leyden
Bezi^ Hheodow, 284, 293-303, 350 sqq.,

863, 873. 711, 717| 718
Bibbiena, Bernardo, 8, 15, 16
Bible, yersious of the : Gcritian, by Luther,

164; French, by Lef^vre d’Ktaples, 283 sq.,

and* by Jean de li^ly, 283; Italian, by
Bruaioli«383 ; Authorised English (1536),

453, 464; yarious English, 464-6; Span-
ish, 411; Danish, 617; Swedish, 624 aq.

^hlia Hebraica, Sebastian Munster’s, 355
^co<^a, battle of the, 45
Biel, Gabriel, 111
Biez, Marshal du, 460
Bigod, Sir Francis, 417
Bildo, Bake (the Kirkcbryder), 618
Bilde,^v0 (Danish Bishop), 616
Bill, William, Dean of Westminsiter, 5C5
Billioanus, German refonner, 100
Billick, Eberhard, 251

BUheps* Book, the, 448
Blandrsta, Giorgio, 893, 637
Blaurer, Ambrose, 161, 216, 234, 2C5,
828
Blood of Halles,*' the, 448

Bobadilia, Nicholas, 652 ^ ((rj.

Bdblingen, battle of (1525J,
Booher, Joan, 501, 638
Boehme, Jakob, 690, 714 sq. «

Bogbindier (Hans Metzenbcim), 604 .

gislay X, Duke of Pomerania, 17(1

ohemia and Hungary, 197-9
Bohemian Brethren, the, i60, 635 sq.

Boleyn, Anne, Queen of Henry•VUI, 67,

429 sqq., 439 sq.; beheaded, 445
Bolog«|L,%, 86, 148;«CoDoordat of (1516),

32, 28t ; oonfereneesof (1529),60; (1532),

67 > Coimpil of (1547), 81, 260, 669 ;
protest

against, c68 aq.

Bolseo, Jdrome Hermes, 375, 717
B^basins, 808 *

B&ayentuA, Giovanni, 125, 127

Bonfadio, Jacopo, 800 • «
Aonifao^ VUI, Pope (fienedetto Gaetani),

31j:27
Bonifttad, Franqois A, Abbot of St Victor,

•662 • •
^ ^

Ikmner, Edinnnd, Bishop of London, 440,

^4S4sqq., 497, 601, 521, 633, 686
Bonniyet, Admiral G. G. de, 44, 47, 48,

B^k qf C^Anon Prayer, the First (1549),

484 sq., 508; the Second (1552 and 1559),

508, 569, 591
Book of DiicipUiUt Knox's (1560), 593
Book of MartyTBy Foxe’s, 638
Books, bull concerning printing and pub-

lishing of, 31; Indexes of Prohibited,

676, 686 sq.

Bordosholm, treaty of (1522), 607
Borgia, Geaare, 1

Borgia, Bodrigo, Me Alexander VI, Pope
Borromean League, the, 841
Borromeo, Si Carlo, Archbishop of Milan,

841, 659, 678 sqq.

BothnieiisU, Nicolaus, 632
Bothwell, James Hepburn, Earl of, 575
Botticella, Alessandro, 16
Bouillon, 94
Boulogne, British siege and oapture of

(1544), 78, 459; French siege of, 460;
restored to France, 80, 499

Boulogncberg, 493 •

Bourbon, Antoine do (titular King of Na-'

vorre), 295, 297 sqq., 303, 567
BourboiL duchy of, iU history, 46
Bourbon, Duke of, Constable of France,

46-65, 97, 421, 423
Bourdaloue, Louis, 373
Bourg, Anne du, execution of, 296
Bourg, Antoine du, 286, 296
Bouvines, 89, 94
Bowes, Sir Robert, 446, 455
Boxall, John, 501
Brabant, 76
Bradford, John, 161, 621, 538, 540
Bramanto, D'Urbino D. L^ 5, 14
Brandenburg, 237 sq. ; Albrecht, Margrave

of. 162, 169, 611, 635; Casiniir, Mar-
grave of, 109, 188, 191 ; Goof){e, Margrave
of, 191, 205, 215, 221 ; John, Margrave
of, 238; Joachim I, Fdoctor of, 170,

195 sqq., 215, 220, 237 ;
Joachim II,

Elector of. ^*37-64, 251, 276
Brandcnburg-C Jmhach, Albert Alcibiades,

Margrave of. 87, 252 sq., 270-6
Bramlcnburg-Ciistrin, Hans, Mur; 'rave of,

251, 253, 264. 270 sq.
^

Brandolini, Baifaelle, 17
'

Brandyn, Charles, Bee S.iiTolk, Duke of

Brant, Sebastian^ his Ship of Foolt, 280
Brask, Johan, Bishop ot'*Linkoping, 622-7
Breismanu, John, 161
Brenz, John, 160, 207, 265, 714
Breslau, 161
Bresse, 94
Breviary, Cardinal Quignon'a, 484
Briqounet, Guillaume, 2H2

sBrinon, President of ifiiuen, 423«qq.
Brion, Philippe de, 97
^rissac, Francois do, SB •

Bromley, Sir Thomas, 475
Bruoioli, Antonio, 379; his Italian trans-

lation of the Bible, 383
Bragft, tAaty of (1521), 43, 418
Brun, Rudolf, 312
Bruni'els, Otto, 161
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Brtmxien League, the (1815), 805
Bruno, Giordano, 707-10
Brunflwiok, attack on (1642), 248; Eric
and Henry, Dukes of, 68, 220, 286, 248,

261, 259
Brunawick-Oalenberg, Erie, Duke of, 282,

251, 253
BrunHwiok-Grubonhagen, Philip, Duke of,

195
Brunswick-Harburg, Otto, Duke of, 270
Brunawiok-Luneburg, Otto, Emeat, and

Francis, Dukes of, 196, 205, 216 sq.

Brunswick-Wolfonbtittel, Henry, Duke of,

196, 261. 275
Brussels, Charles V’s oeremony of abdica-

tion at, 90
Brydges, Sir John, 520
Brynkelow, 490
Bucer, Martin, 155 sqq., 207-66, 285 sqq.,

828 sqq., 408, 477, 602 sq., 508
Buchanan, (fcorge, 414, 566
Buckingham, Edward Stall ord, Duke of,

execution of, 417
Buda, capture of (1611), 242
Bud6, OuiDauinc. 287, 351, 710

^

Bugenhagen, Johann, in Pomorsn'o, 160,

162, 201, 281, 248, 250; in Denmark,
610, 620

Bullinger, Henry, 284, 800, 889 sq., 856,
697 sq.. 716

Bundichuhf the, 176
BiinzJi, Gregory, 307
Buonagrazia, Girolamo di Bartolommeo, 881
Buonavita, Pietro, 888
Buren, Count yuri, 45, 47, 78, 266, 422
Burgesa, Mark,' 414
Burghley, William Cecil, Lord, 604 sq,,

607, 617, ^<164 8(iq.

Burgo, Nioholus del, 485
Burgundian Circle, llie, 102
Burgundy, John, Duke of, 86
Burgundy, 62; duchy of, cession of hy

France, 51; and the Netherlands, 1U2
Burlamacohi, FrauccHoo, 81

Cadan, peace of (1534^ 221, 232
Caistor, nsing at (1636), 446
Cajetan, Cardinal (^'omiuaso de Vio), 10, 20,

80, 182, 138, 641
Oalagnani, Celio, *384

Calais, treaty of (1520), 417; oonferenoe of

(1521), 418; French capture of (1558),

08, 64B, 661, 666
Galvi (Minicio), Franoesoo, 880
Calvin, G6rard, 849 sq., 352
Calvin, John, 216, 285, 294-8, 840, 898,

573 sq.^ 592 sq., C90; and the Beforzned
Church, cliap. xi, pasaim; his Cle-

sq.
;
KlIs Christianae lic!iifioni$

'

/futifuno, 287, 856 sqq., 363, 3(6; his
Letter to Francis I, 366; his connexion
with Geneva, 358 , 363-74 ;

his Ordonnancft
EccUKuaftiques, 370 sqq. ; his ‘System of

education. 372 ; some special services

of, 370; at Ferrara, 385; his controversy

with Serreto, ill; pluloeopbical ideas of,

718 sqq.

Calvinism, in Scotland, 568, 578 sqq,

Camaldolese Congregation, reform of the^

647
Cambray, 89, 102; peace of (1529), 25,

59 sq., 208. 432
Cambridge, proclamation of Queen Mazy at»

617; University of, 468, 503
CaiDiera della Segnaturm^ the, pictures of, 7
Camerlno, reduction of (1589), 75
Campagna, Spanish ooonpation of the, 91
CampaneUa, Tommaso, 707
Oampe, jMaoe of (1646), 461
Campeggio, Lorenzo, Oardiirjd, 16,«17h8q.f

210, 430
Campeggio, Thomas, Bishop of Feltre, 666

Canisius, Peter, 250, 682, 688
Cano, Melchior, 408 sqq., 647, 659

^
CanoHsa, Ludovico di, 16

Canterbury, Convocations of (1559i), 666;

(1663), 587 sq.

Cantons, the Swiss Catholic, 826
Capisuoobi, Auditor of the Bota, 484 <

Capito, Wolfgang. 160. 211, 828, a85,e856
Cappclla, Galeazzo, 16

Capua, Pietrantonio di, Archbishop of

Otranto, 390
Capuchins, the, 647
Caraooioli, papal Nuncio, 189
Caracoiolc, Antonio, 389, 896
Oaraociolo, Galeazzo, 387, 390
Caraffa, Carlo, Cardin nl, 91
Carafla, Giovanni Pietro, eet Paul IV, Pope
Carew, Sir Nicholas, 440
Carow, Sir Peter, 626
Carinthia, 150

Carlstadt, A. Bodeustein, 188, 165 sqq., 177,

190, 323, 382, 606
Carmel, Gaspard, 295
Came, Sir Edward, 436 sq., 504
Carnesecohi,, Pietro, 390 sq.

^
Caruiola, 150
Caroli',' Peter, 868
Carpi, Cardinal, ^656
Carranza, '' Bartolom4 de, Archbishop ot

Toledo, <177, 404, 409 sq.

Carthusiaus, the, 442
Cartwright, ThomsR, w594

Casa, Giovanni della, 384
Casaubon, Isaac, 718
Casert^ Gian Franoeeco di, 891»

CassilliH, Gilbert Kennedy, Earl of, 466
Castellesi, Cardinkl (Admno di Cometo),

5, 16
CastelliQ, Sebastian. 875, 716 r

Castelnau, Jaoqueo de la Motb«, Bi^n de„.

Castelvetro, Lodavioo, 886 sq.
;
Gianaihajia,

CosUgUone, Baldassare, 8, 30

.
Castro, Alfonso de, 402 ^

Catarino, Ambrogio, 886
Cateau-Cambr^sis, treaty of (1569),

98 sq., 566 .
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Oaitchim^ Martm Lothv’Sy '^01, 613; of

Oonisius, 682
CBtbarine of Aragon. Queen of England.

36. 70. 416 aq.. 428 sqq.. 437 eqq.. 444
Catharine of Auetria. marrioa King John 111

of Portugal, 173
Oatholio Beaotion, in Germany, 195-306

Catholic reformere, the. in Italy, 897 eqq»;

$€€ aUo chap, zvni, patnim
Catholic party, defeat of in England (1550),

498
Ofituroe, Jean do, 291
Ca^our, Camillo, 86

*

Oazalla, Agr.etin, 404, 407 sq.

CaaalU, FramiRuo, 408
Oaaalla, Pedro. 409
Cecil, Sir William, fee Bnrgliloy, Lord
Celibacy of the clergy, 683
Cerenole, battle of (1644), 77
Ceri,*Benzo da, 49, 55
GeBarani^^Aleesandro, 16
Oesi, Paolo Emilio. 16
Ghalcondylas, Demetrina, 16

IPhanibord, treaty of (1662), 87, 271
Chatfihre Ardente^ the, 293
Champagne, 87

Chantries Bill, the (1547), 4H2

Chantry lands, conOscation of, in England,
502 aq.

Chastable system in the Middle Ages, 108
Chaneiuont, 89, 102 •

CharleB III, Duke of Savoy, 70
Charles V, Emi»eror (Charles I, King of

Spain), 28-5; his struggle ^ith Francis I,

chaps. II, m; and the Beformatiou in

Germany, chaps, v—vin, passim \ his

character, ^Hnq.
;

his ele tion, 40 Kq.;

close of his career, 89 sq., 416-19, 424,

429, 449, 459, 492, 606, 61G^ 618, 584 sqq.,

660 sqq. •

Charles VIII (Karl Knudson), King of

^eden and Norway, 600*
Charles IX, King of France, 299 sqq.. 373
Charles IX, King of Sweden, 680, 632 sq.

Chiteaabnand, Edict of,(1651). 293
Chateaubriand, Madame de, 97
Ghdtelberault. James Hamiiidh (Earl of

Arri^, Duke of, 466 sqq. , 666-9, 674 sq.

ChMIlML Cardinal He, Bishop of Beauvais,
300V"

Cht-ke, Sir John, 518
Ohemin, Nicolas do, 362
Chemnits, Martin, 714

ffhevau-Uaertt in Frairoe. 96
iChieregatf, Francesco, papal Nuncio, 32, 170
Chi4vres, tee Croy ^ •

• Chigl,*Ag«etiQo, 10, 14ff 17 *

Ch^^eley, Sir Bcwer, 618
Chnk ^hureh, Ouord^€34
Ohriatiau I, King of Denmuck* i^orway,
and Sweden, 6^ sq.

Jdhriatian il, King of Denmark, Norway,
and Sweden, 144, 169, 203, 228 sq.; and

• the llefqnnatioD in Denmark, 602-8, 614
Chriiitia% Ul (Duke of Sdileswig), King of

Denmark, 77. 220. 229 aqq., 260, 444,

611, 614-17, 619

Christian Art, 7, 84
Christian Civic League, the, in Switzerland,

829
Christian Union, the, in Switzerland, 829 sq.

Chriktianae Religionit JrutitutiOt by John
Calvin, 287 sq., 856 sqq., 363, 876

Christina of Denmark, Duchess of Milan
(niooe of Emperor Charles V), 69, 70, 87

Church and State, relations of, 147; in

Prance, 96; in Spain, 99; in the Nether-

lands. 103; in Genova, 360; in Scotland,

696; Calvin’s idea of, 369 sq.; Lutheran,
194 sq.

Church, the Catholic, early ideas of reform- «

ation of, 2; demand for reform in, 29;
and Beform ,

chap. xvni, j^attim ; condition

of in France, 280 sq. ; in Scotland, 554;

royal authority in, in France, 96, Spain,

99, and in the NethrrlanfH^. 103

Church, the Reformed, and Calvin, chap.

XI, pa»sivi,\ the univerMal and the local,

Galvin’s idea of, 369; development of the
* Lntlferan, 200 ; Protestant Churches in

P'ranoe, 293 sq.

Church of England. 479, 482, 691; desire

for uniformity of worship in, 483; and
the PuritaoH, 697 ;

of Scotland, 691
Church pro{>erty, seculariBation and spolia-

tion of. in England, 195, 602 sq. ; in

Noi-way, 618
Cibd, Oatrrina, 392 sq.

Cibd, Giulio, 84
Cisneros, Dorn Garcia O')?

CiKueroB, Herrezuelu do, 407 sq.

Cisneros, Leonor de, 408
Cisneros, Ximenes de: tee Xirfenes. Cardinal

CisteroiaiiH, reform of the, in Spain, 399
Civita Vecchia, 56
Civitclla, siege of (1657), 91 •

Claroiibach, \dolf, 202

Clement Vll. Pope (Giulio de* Medici), 4-

20, 28, 48- -ih, G7, 69, 171 sq.. 197, 203,

219, 322, 414, 423 sqq., 440, 610, 642;
his pontifi«Bte, 21-7

Clement YllI, Pope (Ipxiolito Aldobrandini),

687 Bq* •

Clergy, reform sof th| Spanish, 399 sq.

;

Submission of the, in England (1532),

438 ; marriage of, 645
;

residence of,

677 sq.; celibacy of, 683
Cleves, war with (1543), 77; John, Ihike of,

76, 236; William, Duke of, 76, 77, 236,

239, 243 sqq., 450
Cochlarios, Johann, 1^8, 212, 251

Codure, Jean, 662 sqq. •

Cognac, League of (l^^O), 24, 52, 427
Coinage, debaaemeut of Englilh, 470; of

Swedif'h, 622
Cole, Dr Henry, 501, 568
Coleridge, Samuel Taylor, 710
CoUfeny, Gaapard de, 92, 295, 298, 803
Colleges, founded by Cardinal Wulsey, 484
CoUegium Oermanicum^ the, 656
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^ Collegium Uomamm, the, 655
Colocoi, Anfteio, 15

Ck>loDna, Cardinal Pompoo, 21, 57
Colonaa, Proeperu, 44, 45, 46
Colonna, Vittoria, Marchioness of Pescara,

88 sq., 890, 898, 898
Colonna, the, attack Home, 53 sq., 55 sq.

Commendone, Gian FraoceBoo, 519, 687, 681
Commercial revelation, effects of the, 162;

apremaoy of the Baltic Hea, 227 sq.

Commonwealth’s men, the, 490
Communion, Order for (1548), 482
Complutensian Polyglott, the, 400
Compostella, pilgrimages to, 105
Concordat, the, of Bologna (l51G), 82, 281

'Cond6, Louis I, Prince of, 295, 298 sq.

Condivi, Aaoanio, 84
Confession of Augsburg, 211 ; Confutation

of the, 212 sq.

Confraternities, religious, in Germany, 106,

122 t
Congregation of Jesus Christ, the, 568, 578

sqq.

Oonuan, Franvois, 851

Coniensuf Tigurinui^ the, by CalvAi and
Ballinger, 810

Comilixm de tmendanda Ecclttia^ the (1587),

83, 879. 648
Coruiliuvi..juper Reformatime $anctae Ro-
manae Ecclesiaet the (1587), 614

Consistory, Calvin’s, 874 sq.

Consolidation, territorial, in Europe at be<

ginning of sixteenth century, 80 sq.

Constance, 205, 826; Council of (1414), 107,

128
Constantino, tee La Fuente
Contarini, Francesco. 28, 881
Contarlni, Qasparo, Cardinal, 38, 879, 898,

898, 641-4, 000
Contrition and Attrition, distinction be-

i tween, 120

Convention, Lutheran, at Naumburg (1555),

276
Convocations of Canterbuiy (1559), 566;

(1563), 687 sq.

Cop, Guillaume, 351; Jean, 851; Nicolas,

285, 851, (Itectoriai address) 354; Michel,
851

* Copenhagen, University Of, ,605, G17; Her-
redag ot (1580), Ol^fsq.; Beccssof (1536),

620
Copernicus, 707
Cordier, Mathurin, 286, 851, 372
Corneto, tee Castellesi

Goriiwall, rising in (1549), 485
Coronel, Pablo, 400
Corpus Chv'sti Day, 603
Corpus Juris Canoiiicif the, 086
Curro, Antonio del, ^06
Gorsioa, 88, 94
Cories, Fernando, 101
Cortese, Gregorio, 88. 879, 641 sqq., 647
Corvinus, Matthias, King of Hungry, 498
Ooaimo 1, Duke of Fiorenoe, 72, 82, 88,

896 sq.

Cotta, Frau, 110 ^ ,

Coney, Edict of (1535), 286 sq.

Council of the North, in Englknd, 471
Counter-Heformation, the, chap, xvin, pat-

tim; in Italy, 88, 647; in Switzerland
838; in Germany, chap, vi, pattimi in

Spain, 646
Count’s war {Grevefeide)^ the (1534), 280,

614 sq.

Courridres, de, 525 «

Courtenay, Edward, tee Devonshire, Earl of

Coverdale, Miles, Bishop of Exeter, 501. 689;
his vcr6i()n of the Bible, 466

Cox, Kichard, Bishop of Ely, 557, 565, 575
Craig, John, 591 «« c c*

Cranach, Lucas, 159 f

Cranmer, Thomas, Archbishop of Canter-

bury, 219, 241, 489 sqq., 481, 484,

495. 508, 508, 521, 638-42, 559
Cremona, siege of (1526), 53 *

Cr4py, peace of (1544), 7B. 'Ii5, ^9< 459
Crescenzio, Marcello, Cardinal, 671 sqq.

Croft, Sir James, 526
Orome, Edward, 539
Cromwell, Thomas, tee Essex, Earl oi^

Crowley, Bobert, 490
Oroy, Guillaume de. Sire de Chidvres, 88
Cniciger, Caspar, 207, 250
Cujut regio ejut religiOf 276
Cum ad nihil, the Bull (1581), 413 sq.

Curione, Colio Secondo, 882, 385, 891/716
Curwen, Dr Bichard, 488
Cusauo, Benedetto, 890

Dacke, Nils, 627
Dacrc, Thomas, Lord, 420
Dacres, William, Lord 441
DalecarUa, 621. 624
Damvillers, 93
Daniel, Franq2>^B, 352; Calvin’s letters to,

S58
Dante, Aligbiqri, 2, 85, 128

^
Dai;iB, Juiien van der (Georgius Aportanus),
160

’

Daruley, Henry Stewart, Lord, 458, 560, 582
Bakiriu, thh, 073
Dali, Giuliano, 879
Re dementia, the, Calvin's Gommentaiy on,

852 sq. o

Re Ronatione Conttantini Magni, the, 694
Re haeretico comburendo, the stay^te, 540
Decretals, the Papal, 135 «

Denmark, early history of, 599' sqq ; the
Beformation in, %02-17; and Lubeck,,
war between, 228 sqq.

^

Denny, Anthony, 475
•Descartes, Ken4, 6S^, 710 e

^

Devonshire, Edward Cportenay, Earl ,of,
^ 623-8, 544
Diaz, AVonqo, 408 ^

Diaz, Juan, 408; murder of, 254
Dinant, 89 ^ ^

Disputations: Luther’s with John Eek, 185;
the Zurich (1528). 317 sqq.uftt Badeiq,

(1526), 326; at Bern (1528), 827 •
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Ditmamhen, revolt of tj^e, 601
Dokt, Etienne, 288; his death, 291
DdlHoger, J! J. von, 80
Dominicans, the, and the religious revival,

106, 161
Dominid, Giovanni, 3
Dona, Andrea, 49, 57 sqq., 69, 74, 77. 61 sq.,

430
Doria, Filippino, 58
Dorset, Henry Gray, Marquis of, 422; $ee

Suffolk, Duke of

Douglas, Gawin, 691
Douglas, Lady Margaret, 445. ^56
Douglas, Sir George, 454, 457
DraguA Tuf^h oorsair. 86
Druiy, Sir Williaz*, 514
Diyander, James, tee Enzinas, J4ime de
Dryandor, tee Enzinas, Francisco de
Dual Monarchy, nucleus of the present, 150
Dubfln, siege of (1534), 442
Duoaa, Hjgmetrioa, 400
Dudley, Ambrose, Lord, 616
Dudley oonspiraoy, the <155G), 544

iPudley, Guilford, Lord, 510, 518, 528

Dudley, John, Earl of Warwick, Warwick,
Earl of

Dudley, Bobert, tee Leicester, Earl of

Dudley, Sir Henry, 605, 544
Dunbar, Gawin, Bishop of Aberdeen, 453

Dunbar, William, 691
Dunlirk. 93 •

Dunstable, Cranmer’s “Court” at, 440

Duprat, Antoine, Archbishop of Sens, 147,

284 sqq.

Daren, capture of (1543), 77, 244

Dtircr, Albrecht, 159, 167

Dussindale, battle of (1549), 493

Fberbach, Henry and Pcti 111

Eberlin, John, of Giinzbq/rg, 159 sqq.;

Utopian scheme of, 183 sq.

EcIl John (of Ingolstadt), 29k 130, 134 sq,,

138, 162, 212, 240, 326; his (^beli^kt,

130; his Loci Communes^ 172

Eok, John (Official of Tj'ier), 140

Eok, Leonard von, 191
*

Edict of January (1562), the, 804; of July

(1661V, the, 301; of Restitution (1561),

tbb, m France, 363
Edinburgh, 459, 556; treaty of (1560), 577

Eduoati^, Calvin’s system of, 372 sq. ; in

Switzefland, 818; in England, 468, 503

Edward VI, King of England, 448, qbap.

, XIV, patnm ^

Egidio, tei Gil. Juan
m Eifi fette Burg i$t unter Gott,4djnther’8, 201

•Einar4bn, kisser, Bisndp of Skalholt, 621

Eiuiedeln, pilgnn^es to, 105

Luther’s life at, 109 sq.

Elba, «. S8 . #
Election of Charles V to the Empire, its

aigp^cance, 40 sq.

Eleonora, Qu^ of Portugal, and France,

t
61. 59, 3p. 427

aul (Povel Helgesen), 606, 609

Elizabeth, Queen of England, 98, 441, 520,

524, 529, 535, 544, 559-98
Elizabeth of Valois, Queen of Spain, 93 sq.^

566
Ellerker, Sir Ralph, 446
Elstowe, Henry, 438
Emser, Jerome, 168, 172, 321

Enokeuvoert, Cardinal, 21

Enclosure commissions, the, in England, 491
EngeibrektssOn, Olaf, Archbishop of Tron-

dbjem, 618 8q<}.

Enghien, Franqois, Due d\ 77 sq., 97
England, the Reformation in, under Henry

VIII, chap, pii,passim ; under Edward VI,

chap. XIV, pas<fm; under Philip and Mary,
ohap. XV, patteim; the religious settlement

of, under Queen Elizabeth, 650-98; at-

tempted union with Scotland (1547), 487;
social revolution in, 4H9 sq.

Enzipas, Francisco do, 401 sqq.

Rnzinas, Jaime do, 350, 3^, 4f)2 sq.

Episcopalianism and Presbyterianism, in

Scotland. 593
Episto^e Ohucnrii-nim FtronoM, the, 696
kratviuiaa, the, iu Spain, 400 sqq.

Erasmus, DeKidenim, 9-24, 152, 162. 167 sq.,

280, 807 sqq., 342, 352, 604; Zwiiigh’s

relation to. 314; rrc(*)>tion of his wi-itfhga

in Spain, 400 sq. ; his residence and death
at Basel, 355, 414; his letters, critical

work and religious attituih*, 697-700
i'.iUpniHniKni, 505 Hip

KiastUH ('rhornaa Lioblor), 595 sq.

EremiteH, the Augustinian, 106, 114,117, Vli

Kifurt, University of, Lu^cr at, 110 siitj ;

humaniutH of, 111
Erik VIT, King of Denmark (Erik XI il,

King of Sweden), 600 •

Erik XIV, King of Sweden, 620
Eriksson, Gustaf, 603 sq., 621

;
»ee Gustavus

I (Vasa)

Essex, Thom I s Cromwell, Earl of, 432, 4 10,

442 sqq,; I 'headed, 451 sq.; 4B5
Estates of One rns, mooting of ( 156 1 ) , 299 sqq

.

Este, Alfonso d’, 48

Estc, Ippolito d’, Cardinal of Ferraia, 302
sq., 684

Estbqnia, 144 •

Estienne, Robeit Itnd Henry, 718
Etampes, Madame d’,*97, 98

Eucharist, doctrine of the, 200, 645, 071,

077 sqq.
;
decree concerning, 330; qucHtion

of, 332 sq.

Europe, finance of, 65; settlement of, by
the Treaty of Oateau-Cambr^Mis, 94

Evangelical Brdthorliood, the, 180, 183
• Evers, Sir Ralph, 46u •

Excommunication, BuR of, issued against
Henry VIII, 67, 440; 449; agisinst Martin
Luther, 138 sq.

Exeter, Hf;nry Courtenay, Marquis of, exe-

cution of, 449
Expbtcifpattoralu ojficiit the Bull (1650),

655
Extreme Unction, Sacrament of, 672
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** Eyguau)tii,*^ the, at Geneva, 862

Fabor, JohanneB, 168, 212, 283, 316 s'lq., 326
Faber StapuleneiH^ see Lel'evre d’Etaples

Fabro, Antonio (of Amitoruo), 17

FagiuB, Paul, 2C5, 477
Faith, rule of, 665 sq.

Falloppio, Gabriele, 386, 395
Fanmo (or Fanino), eieoution of, 887
Farel, Guillaume, 282 aq., 291 sq., 858, 362,

808
FameBe, AleBeandro, Cardinal, 255, 662;

Bee aUo Paul 111, Pope
FarnoHe, Orazio, 82
Faruese, Ottavio, 72, 75, 84 sq.

'FarneBe, Pierluigi, 69, 72, 80; murder of, 83
Favera, Guarino di, Biiiliop of Novara, bU

TheiauruB Unguae. Qraecae^ 17
Fochen, Peter, 030
Feckenham, John do, 643

Ferdinand, Eiif^ of Arof^on, 149 sq., 399
Ferdinand 1, Emperor, 66 Hq., 143, 150,

169 Bqq., 190, 197, 199, 201, 216, 218, 221,

233 Bqq., 267, 272, 27C aq., 336. 537;^
eleotod King of Bohemia and Hungary,*
198 eq.; elected King of the Komane, 214;
and the Council of Trent, 074 aqq.

Feria, Count de, 549, 661 sqq.

FernanduB, Alfonso, 401
Feron, Kobert, 442
Ferrar, Nicholas, 389
Ferrar, Bobert, Bishop of St David’s, 688 sq.

Ferrara, the Beform at, 384 ;
Calvin at, 358,

885; Alfonso, Duke of, 44, 54 sqq., 60 Bq.,

67 ;
Eroole, Dqke of, 884 sqq.

Forreni, Zacoaria, 80
Feuerbaoher, Matern, 182 sq., 187 sq.

Feyt, Florentiifb, 631

Ficino, Marsilio, 4, 7, 8, 16, 701
Fidei ratio ad Carolum Imperatoremf the, 335
<Fieid of Cloth of Gold, 42, 417

Fiesoo, Gianinigi, oouv^piraoy of, 81 sq.

Finance of Europe, 05

First-fruits, Act for abolishing payment of

from England to Borne (1532), 437, 439
Fisher, John, Bishop of liochester, 428,

481, 433, 4|6, 441; eiecuiion of, 443
Fitzgerald, Thomas, ^ord, 442

Fitzwilliam, Admiral^ 472 •

Five Scholars of Lausanne, execution of

the, 298
Flamiuio, Maroantonio, 17, 28, 379, 389 sq.,

898
Flanders, 76, 102 ; English commercial

truce with ^1528), 480
Fleuranges, B. de La Marok, Lord of, 71

Florence, 60 ; the Be&aissance in, 3 ; Pla*

tonism introduced into, 4; fall of (1530),

25, 60 ;
jokss the IieAguo of Cognac, 55 ; the

M^lci expelled and a Bepublio eBtablished

ill (1527), 5i>; restoration of the Medici

(1680), 60; Platonic Academy of, 702

Fiysteden, Peter, 202 * •

Folengo, Giambattista, 390

Fonseca, Alonso, Archbishop of Toledo, 401

Fonseca, Diogo di| 415
Fontainebleaa, Edict of (1540),^ 288
Fonzio, Bartolommeo, 381 sq.

Forty-two Articles, the, 608
Fourteen of Meaux, execution of Che, 290
Foxe, Edward, 430
Fraoaatan, G., 16
Franc, Jeanne le, marries John Calvin, 850
France, wars and invasions of (1522-3);

45 sqq., 420 sqq.; (£548-4), 78, 457
sqq.; (1549), 493; internal developments
of, 05 sqq.

;
negotiations of German

Princes with, 270 sq. ; tlie Beformation in,

chap. IX, paisim; the Beformed Church
in, 346-9

;
Calvin’s influeaoe in^ 849,

873; English alliance9'with, 416 sq., 429;
Scotch alliance with, 422; treaties with

(1525), 425; Cardinal Wolsey’s mission
to, 428; her connexion with Scotland,

499, 658, 674-7; and England, their^war

against Charles V (1528) and its effect

upon trade, 429; her Fix.st War of Be-
ligion (1662), 684

Francis 1, King of France, 23 sqq., 82, 148, {
232 sq., 815, 416-29, 440, 449; his struggle

with Charles V, chaps, ii, iii, poBgim; and
the Beformation in France, 281-92; his

character, 38, and death, 82; Calvin's

Letter to, 856; interviews with Henry
VIII, 417, 439

Francis il,( King of France, 93, 296-9,

499, 548, 557 : and the Council of Trent,

674 sqq.

Franciscans, the, and the religious revivttl,

106, 161; reform of the, in Spain, 4(K);

in Italy, 647
Franck, Sebastian, 223
Frankenhausen, battle of (1525), 188
Frankfort, conferences of (1531), 217

;

(1639), 288 ,

Frauenborg, storming of the (1525), 188 sq.

Frederick 1, K^ig of Denmark and Norway,
169, 224, 229; and the Beformation in
Denmark, 60S -14, and Norway, 618 sq.

Frederick II, Elector Palatine, 229, 258
Frederick In, Elector Palatine, 595 sq., 619
Frederick Hi the Wise, PBeotor of Saxony,

41, 116, 182-72, 606
Freducci, Ludovico, lord of Fermo,* 14
Free Bailiwicks, the, in Switzerland, 331
“Free” Churches, 200
Pregoso, Cesaro, murder of, 76 •

Frego^so, Federigo, Cardinal^ 83, 879 sq.

Frel, Felix, 310 ^
^

Frei, Jacob, 831 ^

Freiburg in Bisisgan, capture of (1525), 182 «

^French Benaissauosi the, 710-12 *
^

Freeze, Hermann, 618 _ _
^Friedwald, treafy li (1^2), 271 ^
Friesland> 1()2

* ^

Friis, Jdrgen, Bishop of Viborg, 1510, 618
Frobeu, John, 308, 355

^

Froschauer (Swiss printer), 308, 312 sq., 816
Fnmdsbei-g, Georg von, 54, 66, 190, 197 «
B'uenterabbia, 44, 46, 418, 428 . i
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Fuggtt% the, of Angsboil;, 40, 68, 127, 158;
'Jacob Fqgger, 15S ; Anton Fugger, 258

Ffirstenberg, Count William Ton, 78

Oahelle du tel^ in France, 96
.Gaboldino, Antonio, 886 eq.

Gadd, Hemming, Bishop of LiukOping,

COS, 607
GuamajT, Michael, 190 eq.

Galateo, Girolaiflo, 881; hia Conjettion^

882
Galilei, Galileo, 707 ,
Gallare, Nicolas des, 802, 692
Galle, Peter, 624
ObUtOaniBrnrold and new, 95
Gallo, Niocol6, 899
Gai'oi'Arias {Mae$tro Blanco)

t

400
Garcia, Fray de, 541

Qaiipia, Juan, 408
Gardiner, Stephen, Bishop of Winchester,

490, #75-508, 517-42
Gardiner, William, 414
Gargantva^ by Francois Babclaifl, 287

b GUrtneThradeT, the, of Salzburg, 223
Gmsendi, Pierre, 691
Gates, Sir John, 520
Gattinara, Meronrino, 52, 148, 210
Geiler von Kaiaersberg, 29

• Geiasberger, Franz, 881

Geldcrs, duchy of, 75, 77, 286, 242; con-

queat of (1548), 244; CbarlbR, Duke of,

43, 51, 60, 72, 75, 102
Geneva, Bishop of, position occupied by
\he, 859; relations with the House of

Savoy, 861 ; revolt against, 802
;
political

constitution and history of, 858-03;
Calvin’s connexion with, 358, 863-74;

his College and Academy at, 87H

Genoa, sack of (1522), 46
;
}iepuhb*c estab-

lialied In (1528), 59; conspiracy at (1546),

81

Gqptile, Valentino, 898 •

Grorge, bastard son of Maximiliap 1,^ 102

Germany, olmps. in, iv, passim; national

opposition to Kome ip, oha^u v, *,

S^ial Bevolution and Catholic Heootion

in, chap, m, passim; oonffict of creeds

and^Mirties in, chap, vii, poMirn; Beli-

^OUB war in, cb9p. vm, passim; popular

religions life in, 106 sqq. ;
effect of Charles

V*8 sign on, 145 sq.

Qerolda6ok, Diebold von, 821, 337
Gerson, Jean, 281 •

•Geyer, b^orian, 182, 188; death of, 190
Ghent, revolt of (1539). 74 sq.

Qianunaria (Count qf VerrAsohie), 18

# Oibeni, Giammatteo, Hlshop of Verona, 23,*

60, 879 , 398|» 641 sqq., 660 «
Gioo^ti, Vincenzio,

*Gil, Juag (Egidio), 401 sq« • •
Giorgio, Pomeuico, 387

• Gioienale, Latino, 379
Giovio, Paolo, 16, 21

•Giustiniaii, Paolo, 047
GjoBf Mpgens, 611, 614

Olapion, Jean, 148
Glareanus, see Loritl

Qlenoairn, Alexander Cunningham, Earl of,

456 sq., 558
God, the Will of, 715 eq.

Goes, Dami&o de, 414 sq.

G51dU, George, 887

GOl^, Heinrich, 807

Goletta, capture of (1586), 69
^nesins, Peter, 687
uonzaga, Erode di, Cardinal of Mantua,

676-82
Gonzaga, Ferrante di, Governor of Milan,

70, 81, 88 sqq., 88
Gonzaga, Giulia di, Duchess of Traietto

and Countess of Fondi, 88, 890 sq.

Gonzales, Juan, 406
Goodman, Christopher, 685, 591

Gorka, Andreas, 636
Guthus, Laurentiiis Petri, Archbishop of

Upsala, C3U
'

Gozzadini, Giovanni, 17

Grammont, de, Bishop of Tarbes, embassy

, of, ^27Bq.
Granada, Luis de, 409
Granvellc, Antoine de, Bishop of Arras, 98,

24Usq., 258, 268
Grassi, Francosoo, 88

Gratius, Ortwinus (Ortwin de Grass), 696

Oravamina Grrmamcao NationiSf by Jakob
Wimpholing, 29

Graveiiues, battle of (1658), 93 ;
interview

of (1620), 42, 417
Great Hairy

^

the, 472
Grobel, Jacob and Conrad, 822
Greek New Testament (Eratimus*), 699
Greek priuting-pre^s, established at Verona

23; in Germany, 111 •

Oregorovius, Ferdinand, 10, 25, 28
Gn if,orf XIII, Pope (Hugo Buoncompagni),

410, 631 •

Grevejdflf i 'Wnfenfehde)^ the, in Denmark
(1534), 2M , 614 b(j<i.

Grey Friars Observants, the, 441

Grey, Lady Jane, 510, 5i3B(iq., 528
Grey, Leonard, Lord, 452, 471
Grey, Thomas, Lord, 628 ’

Gribaldi, Matteo, 899
Qrllfenzone, 88C
Grimani, Domixiio, Cardinal, 16, 458
Gringore, Pierre, liis Lt Jei# du Prince des

8oU, 281
Gropper, Johann, 240, 248, 667
Grosswardein, treaty of (1638), 286, 242

Ommbaoh, Wilhelm von, 190, 274

Griit, Joachim am, ^22, 876
Grynaeus, Simon, 365 *

Guasto, Alfonso del, A3, .55, 72, 77
Gndinundarsen, David, 621 *

Guerrero (Archbishop of Granada), 676 sqq.

Gnidiccioni, Cardinal, 653
GiiidooenuB,^Agaciu», 17

Gtilenne, revolt of (1548), 96, 492

Guinos, treaty of (1520), 416; capture of

{1658}, 93
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GaiM, CharieB d«, Cardinal of Lorrame,

83, 91 K<iq., 98, 290 aq., 802, 680-4

Guise, Claude, Due de, 98

GuiBo, Fran<;ioiH, Due de, 87, 98, 545 aqq.

Guise, Joan de. Cardinal of Lorraine, 98
Guise, siof'e and capture of (1557-8), 92 «q.

Guises, tbe, and Diane do Poitiers, 98;
and the lleforination in France, 200-9

Gustavus I (Vasa), Kin^ of Sweden, 228 sq.,

246, 615, 621-9
Gjllenstierua, Christina, 603

Guldenstierne, Knud, Bishop of Odense,

608, 613 Hqq., 619

Haddington, capture of (1648), 488
Bakon, King of Norway, 600
Halo, Joim, 442

Hales, John, his DUcoua-se of the Common
Weal, 490 sq.

Halle, Catholio League of (1533), 220,

232
UulW, Berthold, 815, 327

Hallom, John, 447
Hamolin, Philibert, 202

^
Hamilton, John, Primate of Scotland, 568
Hamilton, Patrick, 554
Hampton Court, treatv of (1562), 584
Hancock, Thomas, 480
Haner (Genmin reformer), 333
Hangest, Ohuiies de, 350

Ilaunart, Franz, 156, 157, 171

Hanseatic League, the, 228, 614
Hitrjisdeld, Nioholas, 501
Hastings, Henry, 560
Hastwell, Sir Edn^und, 863
Havre, English ex^Hiditiou to (1562), 584
Hawkes, Tliomas, 538
Heath, Nicholas Archbishop of York, 484,

601, 621, 648 ,
564-71

Hedio, Caspar, 207, 828, 333

Hegel, George William Frederick, 714
Hegius, Alexander, 168
Heideck, George von, 270
Heidelberg, 238; League of (165,3), 274
Heilbronn, 205
Held, Matthias, German Vioe*OhauoeIlor,

235
lidding, Michael, suffragan Bishop of

Mainz, 264 «

Helfenstoin, Count Ludwig von, 187
Helius Eobanus Hossus (Eoban of Hesse),

111
Helvetic Confession, the first (1636). 339
Heuueberg, William, Count of, 188
Henry II. King of Franas, 26. 65, 76, 80,

82 sqq., 270 sq., 466 sq., 492 sqq., 505,

526, 545 sq., 560; add the Keformation
in France, 292 sqq..

Henry VIJ, King of England, 556
Henry VllI, King of England, oliap. ziii.

jkuiim, 26, 42 sqq., 67, 77 s<iq., 172,

229 sqq., 474 sqq., 556 ^

Ueronlano (Portuguese historian), 413 '

Heresbach, Conrad, 236
Hemandea, Julian, 406 sq.

Hertford, Edward Si/mour, Earl of, 45^ sq.,

474 sq. ; eee Somerset, D^ke ot
Hesdiu, 72, 89, 94; siege of (1522), 420
Hesse, Philip, Landgrave of, 166, 169,

189-234, 829, 334 sqq.

Hesse, William, Landgrave of, 270 sq.

Hetzer, Ludwig, 223
Heu, Oaspard de, 207
Heusenstamm, Sebastian von, 251
Hipler, Wendel, 184, 187*

Hobbes, Thomas, 691
Hoby, Sir Philip, 495
Hoen, Cornelius van, 882
Hoffman, Conrad, 814, 320
Hofmann, Melchior, 224, 611 * * *

Holcot, Kobert, 251
^

Holgate, Bobert, Archbishop of York, 448,

452| 471, 521
Holstein, Frederick, Duke of, 228 ^
Homilies, Cranmer’s Book of, 43l
Hooper, John, Bishop of Gloucestir, %97

sqq., 639
Horne, Robert, Bishop of Winchester, 568,

686, 603 sq. 4

Hosius, Stanislaus, Cardinal, 681, 636, 676,
682

Hotinan, Francois, his Letter eent to the

Tiger of France, 297
Hottinger, Nicholas, 819 •

Houghton, Prior, 442 »
Howard, CatHurine, Queen of Henry VIII,

451 ; beheaded, 453
Howard, Thomas, Lord, 445
Hoya, Count Johann von, 230

*

Hubmaier, Balthasar, 178
Huguenots, the, chap, ix, pamm; perse-

cation of, 283 sqq., 846-6
Hugues, Bezanson, S62
Humanists, of Erfurt, 111 ; breach between
Reformers and, 168

Hungary, Turkish wars in, 86, 206 aq.

;

Tuikiuh conquest of (154l), 242; cause vf
its ruin» at the battle of Muhiu», 197 sq.

;

Ferdinand Ps treaty with (1638), 286;
and Bohencjia, 197-9

Huntingdon, Henry Hastings, Earl of, 582
Hus, John, 1V6; Ow the Churchy 318
Hut, Hans, 224 ,

Hutteii, Ulrich von, 9, 162 sqq., 814, 6^
696 sq.

bC

Iceland and Norway, the ReformatiDn in,

617-91
Idealism, Italian, 84 8q.

lilyriouB, Flaoius, $ee Vladob
lilyricuB, TPhoiilks, 29L
Itiperia, her epitaplf 16

^dex Expurgatcriut, 28\
Index Lihrorum Pti^ibitorumt the,^ 6f76,

686 sq. a , .
Indies, the Spanish. 101
Indulgences, sale and practice of, 121«82;

Zwingli and, 313
Inghiraiui, Fedro, 8, 15, 16 r
Inquisition, the, iu tbe Netherlands, 183;
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the Boman, 881 sqq.,^49-51 ; theSpanidi,
‘

99, 899tfqqM 680 ; the Portn^aeso, 412 sqq.

Institution of a Christian Man, the, 448
IrUerim, the Augsburg (1548), aod its reflulis,

264 sqq.; the Leipzig, 266
• Introduction to Christian DoetriJi^t by

Zwingli, 82b
Ipswich, Wolsey's College at, 434

* li^nd, policy of Henry Vni in, 471 sq.

Irish BeV>elUon«(15d4), 442
Isabella, Queen of Castile, 399
Isabella, Queen of Denmark^ 169, 602
Isabella of Portugal, Queen of Spain, 58,

74, 424
tsuy, 205*
Italy, the BenafliRanoe in, chap, i, passim

i

conflicts of Habsburg and Valois in,

chaps. II, m, passim; Charles Vs invasion

^of (1526), 24; decadence of, 27 sq. ;
the

Counter-J^formation in, 83, 647 sq.; the

Yat#of, 84 sq. ;
resources of, 64; leagues

of the powers of, 60, 67 ; Befonnation in,

878-99
;
German influence in, 880

dacob of Jiiterbogk, 111
Jacohsbrilder, the, 105
J^kobsson (Sunnenvieder), Peter, 028
James IV, ^ng of Scotland, 558
James Vj King of Scotland, 448, 453-6, 555

«lamet, Ii4on, 384
Jan of Leyden (Jan Beuokdiibcn), 225 sqq.

Jedburgh, destruction uf, 422
Jensen, Peder, 609
*Jcmmgham, Sir Itobert, 420 sq.

Jesuit Fathers, the, 651-0; at the Council
of Trent, 667 sq., 671

Jewel, John, Bishop of Salishurj^ 101

Jo5o 111, King of Portugal, 172, 412 sqq.

John Hi, King of Swet^n, 029-82
John, Bishop of Meissen, 238, 243
John, Bon, of Austria, 409
Jonas, Justus, 201, 207 •

Jonor, Wolfgang, Abbot of Kap[^l, 820, 837
JbnsBon, 'J nr<', 026 sq.

Jud, Leo, 223, 816, 818
Jiilioh-Clevos, duchy of, 75, 2S6, 230, 243 sqq.

Julivs Exclusus, dialogue, %
Julitfs 11, Pope (Giuliano della Ilovere),

• 5-10, 80. 281,• 426
Julias III, Pope (Giovanni Maria del

Monte), 85 sqq., 90, 399, 519, 655, 663

sqjf., 670-2
Jostifleation, doctrme of, 645, 667 64*

Jutlau^, rising in ^534), 614 sq.

Juusten, Paulus, 629

KaLawSk, the, in Germany, 108 ^

•Kalmar, the ll^ion of (1397), 228, 600.
fiflpnel, first peace^ (1529), 332 ; bafile

an^second peace of (1581),dtl6, 837 sq.

Earl Knudson, sse Charles VIII
]|(4sor, Leonhard, 202
K&uffi, Kilian, SSI
Kelso, 1^20, 456
Sempsn, Stephen, 161

Kempten, 205; Abbots of, 170

Kent, Holy Maid of (Kllzabetb Barton), 441

Kent, rising in (1554), 527

Kepler, Johann, 690

Kei, Bobert, his rebellion (1649), 492

Eettenbaoh, Henry of, 161

Ehair Eddin, see Barbarossa 11

Kildare, Gerald, Earl of, 442, 471

King’s Book, the, 448

Kingston, Sir Anthony, 544

Kingston, Sir William, 435

Kitdiin, Anthony, Bishop of Llaudaff, 571

Knight, Dr, 429
Knightly order, the, 164

Knights' war, the (1522), 155

Knipperdollinck, Burgoniaster of Miinster,

226 sq., 624
Knox. John. 374. 495. 502, 556-60, 578

sqq., 591 sqq., 691; his First Book of
Discipline, 593 t

Kok, JOrgen, 610 •

Krumpen, Otte, 608

La Baume, Pierre do, 861 sq.

La%roH86 (French ambassador), 458
La Bruy5re, Jean de, 711

La Cava (Giovanni Tommoso SaufeUco),

390, 666
,

La Forgo, Etienne de, 354

La P'liento, Constantino Ponce do, 404 sqq.

La Marck, Boburt do, liord of Bouillon, 43,

60, 89
La Quadra, Alvaro do, Bishop of Aqiiila,

582 sqq.

Lo Bam^e, Pierre dc,^710

La Benaiulie, Godd'roy de Barry, Seigaeur
do, 297

La Bochello. revolt of (?)542), 96
Lachmann (German refonner), 100
Lacizi, Paolo, 391
Lambert. Fratu^ois, 200 •

Laudino. Cristoforo, 701

Landrocii f wiege of (1543), 77, 457
Landstnhl, fall of (1523), 155 sq.

Lang, Matthew, Cardinal Archbishop of

Salzburg, 29, 147, 182
Lange, John, 111, 112

Languet, Hubert, 4J84, 578

Lannoy, Clutrlos de, 48, .35 sq.

Las Casas, Bartolom<^ da, 101

Lascaris, John, 16

Lasco, John k ([>aski), 477, .502, 617, 686 sq.

Last Judf/nient, Miohelangeio’s, 84
Lateran Council, the Fifth (1512-17), 9.

30-2, 689
Latimer, Hugh, Bishop of Worcester, 161,

445, 490, 621,\38-41 s

Latin Renaissance^ the, 706-10 ^

Latins, the, contrasted intellectually with
the Teutons, 692 sq.

Lauflen, encounter of (1584), 221
Laurentius, Jesuit Fatb'U, 631
Lau^eo, Odet dc Fojx, Vioomte de, 24, 44

sq., 57 sqq., 97, 429 sq.

Lavater, Rudolf, 387
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Laynez, Diego (Jaoobna), 802, 652-7, 667 aq.,

671, 670 eq.

Layton, Brian, 460
Lo Oatelet, 94
Le Jay, Claude, 652 sqq.

Le Jeu du Prince dee Sote, by Pierre

Gringore, 281
Le Bividre (Jean le Mapon), 293
League of Freedom (1525), 23
Leolero, Jean, 288
Leclero, Pierre, 290
Lee, Boland, Bishop of Coventry and

Lichfield, 471
Lee, Edward, Archbishop of York, 426, 452

Let'^vre d’E taples, Jacques, 282 ;
his transla-

tion of the Bible, 288 uq. ; his death, 287

Lefdvre, Pierre, 652
Legiete, school of, in France, 95
Leibniz, Gottfried Wilhelm, 601, 707
Leicester, llobert Dudley, Earl of, 518;

his ooDueziou With Queen Elizabeth, 582
Leipheim, peasants’ rising at (1525), 181 sq.

Leipzig Interim, the, 266
Leipzig, Luther’s disputation at, 186^
Leith, 469; sioRc of (1560), 677
Leitzkau, assembly of clergy at (1612), 129
Leland, John, 469
Lennox, John Stewart, Earl of, 454
Lennox, Matthew Stewart, Earl of, 457 sq.,

665 sq.

Leno, Giuliano, 12

Lenten observance, in Switzerland, 816
Leo X, Pope (Giovanni de’ Medici), 4, 8,

10-19, 22, 80-2, 40-4, 121, 131 sqq., 4l8,

426, 610 ^
Leon, Juan Ponce de, 406
Leon, Luis dc, 409
Lorma, Pedro dd, 401 sq,

Lesouu, Thomas de, 45, 97
L’Estoile, Pierre de, 852
Lithington, see Maitland
Leto, Pomponio, 82

Leyva, Antonio de, 44, 48, 50, 58, 58 sq., 72
Libel of lieformatton, the, 675
Liberty of a Christian Man, by Martin

Luther, 186
Licet ab initio, the Bull (1542), 3B1
Licet dehitutn pastoralU ojicii, the Bull

(1549), 656
Liebler, Thomas (Erastus), 595 sq.

Iii4ge, 102
Lighani, Dr, Dean of the Arches, 481

Ligurio, Alfonso, 411

Lindau, 205
Tjindholm, treaty of (1898), 600
Lindsay, Sir David, 55£^ 691

Lippomano, CUrolaxno and Luigi, 879
^ Lippomano, Bishop of^Verona, 671
Lismanini, Frknoisoo, 685, 687
Lit de justice, the (1527), 95
Literature, under Pope Leo X, 15; of the

Reformation, 186, 159; chap, xix ^

Little Ooifpel, the, 107
'

Livonia, 144
Lizet, Pierre, 288

L’HOpital, Michel de, 297. 847
Loaysa, Garoia de. Cardinal, 26, 217
Loci Communes, by Philip M^nohthon,

165, 233, 380; by John Eok of IngoL
tadt, 172

Locke, John, 691
Lodi, fall of (1623), 48
Lollio, Alberto, 884
Longland, John, Bishm of Lincoln, 488
Loriti, Heinrich, of Glarus (Glareanus),

808, 814
Lorraine bishoprios, French oconpation

of, 87
Lorraine, Ben^ de Vaudemont, Duke o^

87; Anthony, Duke of, 190,* 191, 195
'

Losada, CristObal de, 40(>

Louis II, King of Hungary and Bohemia, 196
Louis XI, King of France, 87
Louis XII, King of France, 281, 808
Louise of Savoy, Duchess of Angoul4me,

46, 52, 59, 97, 428 ^
Louvain, Confession of, 80
Level, Sir Thomas, 417
Loyola, St Ignatius (Don Inigo Lopez de

ihcaido), 401, 651-9; his Spiritual Etc-

ercises, 657 sq.

Luheck, municipal revolution in, 228 aq.,

281 ; at war with the Scandinavian North,
228 sqq., 614 sq., 622

Liiber, Thomas (Erastus), 595 sq.

Lucca, the It^form at, 391 sq.

Luder, Peter, 111
Ludwig V, Elector Palatine, 288 aq.

Luua, Count de, 683
Luna, JuEUi de, 83
Lund, dispute concerning aee of, 610
Liinebui)^, Ernest, Duke of, 169, 221
Lunge, Vinoent, 618 sqq.

Lupetino, Baldor 883
Lupfen, Count Siegmund von, 177
Lupset, Thomas, 490
Luther, Hans, 109, 110, 116
Luthois Martin, chap, iv, passim, 8, 19, 21,

148-56, 162-8, 174, 200 sq., 213, 223,

250, 809 sq^., 33^, 613, 690 sqq.; his

Theses, 123, 128-33; his New Testament,
164; his attitude towards t))e Peasants'

Revolt, 198 sq.
; his hymns, 201 ; bJs

writings, 136, 201 ; at the Conference of

Marburg, 207 sqq.
;

a.s a Reformer, 343-6;
and Zwiiigli, 208, 313 sqq., 845 sq^, and
Erasmus, 700; philosophical ideas of,

718 sqq.; his death, 252; his statue at

Worms, 208 ^ «

Lutheranism, 161 sqq., 200; and Catholi-

cism, conflict \>f, vn, p<iesm «

LOftherans, persecution of the, in G&many,
r202 ; in Fmutse, 285 sq.4 *

Luxemburg, 76-8, Htr i

Lnzero, DIbts v/f (1521), 815; (1524), 824
Lyons, financial centre at, 64 sq.

Lyra, Nicholas de. 111, 694 *

Machabaeus (John Maoalpine), 655
Maobipelli, Niceold, 5, 84, 85, lia'«

*'
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Madeleine, Prinoesi of %'ranoe, Qaeen of

Scotland* 455
Madrid, treaty of (1526), 51, 426
Madmzzo, Christofero, Cardinal of Trent,

661 sqq,

Madrosao, Lndorioo, Bishop of Trent, 676
Magdeburg, pictares at, seen by Lnther,

^ 169 sq.
;
siege and capitulation of (1560),

Magni, Joannes (2oban Magnusson), Aroh>
bishop of Upsala, 622-5

Magno, Marcantonio, 390 «

Magnusson, Peter, Bishop-eleot of Yesteras,

623
MtUlftd, Ollier, ^80
Mainz, Albrecht of Brandenburg, Elector of,

40 sq.

Maitland of Lethington, Sir William, 550,

fiiSIB, 573 sqq.

Mal^ranche, Nicolas de, 691
Maliju^ Jean de, 298 >

Malines, 102
Malta, given to the Knights of St John,

'
60, 68

Md^nda, Pedro de, 251, 403
•*Mamelnkefi," the, at Geneva, 362
Mangin, Etienne. 290
Manriqae, Isabella, of Briscgna, 390
Manrique (Spanish Inquisitor-General), 401
Mamsfeld, Gebhard and Albreoht, Counts

of, 196, 215, 259, 261
Mantua, Federigo di Gonzaga, Duke of,

/8, 67, 60, 68, 72
Manuel, NicbolaH, 327, 382
Manz, Felix, 822 sq.

Manzioli, Angelc, his Zodincw Vitae, 8H4

Marbeok, John, 466
Marburg, Conference of (1520), 207 sqq.,

833; Articles of, 209; University of. 201

Marcdlus II, Pope (MarceUo Cervini), 90,

684, 655, 663 sqq., 672 sq.

Merciano, 88 *

Marok, Evrard de la, Bishop of Li6ge, 102
March, Robert de la. Lord of Bouillon and

Sedan, 48, 60, 89 • ^
Maresio, Giulio, 397
Margaret, Daohess of Alenqoii, 289, 426
Morgaiet of Parma^ Begent of the Ncther-

Brnds, 578 sq. ;
^ Spanish ambassador's

letter to, 582
Margai# of Savoy, Begent of the Nether-

lands,'’ 40, 59, 66, 102, 143, 424
Idargaret, Queen of Ni^varre, 284 sqq^ 358,

• 8W ; her Mirror ofU Sinful Soul, 364
Margaret, Queen of Norway, Sweden and
Deypnark (the Sei^iramis'^f the Noith),m '

Margaret Tudor, Q%een of Scotland, 419 sq.,

. 4^„)458 sq., 656, 5^</

Maria oi;Hungary, Begent ol the* Nether-
lands, 66, 74, 102, 448

» Marian persecution, the, 533, 53B sqq.
Marienburg, 89, 93, 102
^Marignarib, Gian Giacomo Medicbino,

Bifiixqats of, 88

Marillao, Charles de, Arohbudiop of Yienne,

297 sq.

Marlar, Anthony, 486
Marot, element, 28G, B84, 690

Marramaque, Antonio Pereira, 414
Marsohalk, Nicholas, 111

Marseilles, siege of (1524), 49, 428; con-

ference of (1533), 68, 285
Martinengo, Count Masaimiliano Celso,

891
Martinengo, papal Nuncio, 588
Martinuzzi, George, Bishop of Grosswar-

dein, 242, 268
Martyrology, Crespin's, 29ft

Martyrs, Protestant, 288 sqq., 346 sq., 583;
the Oxford. 587-48

^

Mary of Lorraine, Queen of Scotland, 455,

548, 556 sqq., 667, 572-7
Maiy Stewart, (jueen of Scots, 93, 456 sqq.,

493. 499, 648, 555 sqq., 574. 581, 595
Mary Tudor, Queen of Smgland, 92 sq.,

417, 419, 424, 428, 445, 470, 486, 499,

503 sq., 559 ;
her reign, chap, xv, poMtim

^ai’y|Tudor, Princess of England, Queen
of Franco, Duchess of BuHolk, 500

Mary Rote., loss of the, 460, 472
Mason, Sir John, 496
Ma.sB, abolition of the, in Switzerland,

821 ; in England. 571; in Scotland, 579;
language used in the, in England. 4H2 ;

and the First Prayer-book of Edward VJ,
481 «q.; doctrine of the, 679

Musk.book, Swedish (Ordo Miume Suetioae^y

028
Massaro, Vincenzio, ftSL*

Mutthys, Jan. 225 sq.

Mauburnus (Johannes Momboir), 657
Mausoleum of Pope Julius^ II, interpreta-

tion of the paintings, 6
Maximilian 1, Emperor, 29, 39 sq., 132 sq..

139, 17fl. lys
•

Maxwell, rrt. Lord, 456
Mayr, Martii

.
29

Mazza, Antonio, 613
Mazzolini, Bilvoator (Prierias). 131, 188
Meauz preachers, the. and ihe Sorbonne,

283; execution of the Fourteen of, 200
Mecklenburg, Henryk Duke of, 196, 203;

Albrecht, Ddke of 230 ;
George, Duke

of, 269, 273 ; Johann Albreoht, Duke of,

270
Medici, House of, chap, i, poitim
Medici, Alessandro de’, Duke of Florence,

25, 60, 72
Medici, Catliarine de’, marriage of, 26, 08;
and the Befonnati#n in France, 296-304

Medici, Cosimo de’ {Pater Pai/nae), 4, 72,

81, 82, 88
^

Medici, Giovanni de*: nee Loo X, Pope
Medici, Giovanni de’ (leader of the Blac)<

Italian Bands), 44, 48, 50, 54
MfK^ci.^Giuliano de'. 15, 22
Mwei, Giulio de’ : uee Clemoni YII, Pope
Medici, Lorenzo de’ (the MagniBcent). 8.

13, 16, 22
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Mediterranean, Mnslim pirates in the, i>8

sq.; war in the (1536), 72
Mehcdia, 86
Mehlen, Bernhard Ton, 623
Meier, Jacob, of Basel, 334
Meier, Sebastian, 327
Melanohthon, Philip, 132. 162, 165, 180-

218, 233, 240 sq., 250, 265 sq., 285 h(i.,

402, 608, 713; his Lod Comnunea, 165,

233. 880
Mollini. Celso. 16
Melon, edict of (1533), 285
Melville, Andrew, 691
Memmingen, 205; Articles of, 160
Mendoza. Cardinal, 809, 429
Mendoza, Diego de, 82-4

Monot, Micluil. 280
Mercenaries, Swiss, in 4he French and

Imperial armies, 44 sq.

Methven, Henry Stowurt, Lord, 464
Metz, siege o7 (1552), 87, 274; French

occupation of, 144

Metzler, George, 182, 187

Meyer, Gerold, 387 <

Meyer, Hans, of Knonaii, 313
Meyer, Marx, 229, 614 sq.

Miiini, Girolamo, 648
Mioliolangolo, 6, 12, 14, 28, 84, 805 ; his

Oiudizio Universale and Last Oudqment^
84

Miehiel, Giovanni, 513, 529, 534, 542. 547sq.

MiKKelsen, Hans, 604, 610

Milan, conquest of (1521), 44 ; siege of

citadel of (1526), 63 ; duchy of, its

revonuoB, 64 .

Milanese, the, 94
Milne, Walter, 658
Miltitz, Charles von, 194, 168

Minfldois, Germiino, 390
^Ministry, the Keformed, and Cahin, 370sqq.

Mino of Fiesole, 13

Minoz, Sigismundo, 890
Miruhilia J\omae, the, 106, 128

Miranda, Sanoho Carranza do, 400

Mirandola, 72, 86

Mirror of a Sinful Soul, by Margaret of

Navarre, 854

Modena, 66 ; the Reform at, 886 sq.

Modrzowski (Polish reformer), 636

MOiler. Heinrich, 160

MoUio, Giovanni, 390
Moluccas, spioe trade of the, 101

Molza, Franeesco-Maria, 15

Monnstcrics, fcuppresHLan of the English, 444,

448. 450. and its results, 467 sq. ; tkudr

paitial revival in Mnry’s reign, 548; sup.

pression of, in Switzerland, 321; reform

of, in Spi^u, 400 {..spoliation of. in Nor-

way, 61H
Moucada, Ugo de, 53. 58, 197

Munembasia. besieged by tlie Turks. 72;

surrender of, 74

Montagu, Sir Edward, 475, 518

Montague, lami (Henry Pole), exeoution of^

449

Montaigne, Michln de, 690, 711 sq/
Montalcino, 88, 94 «

Montbrun, C. da Pny, Lord of, 297
Monte dei Nove, the, 88
Monte, Giambattista del, 85 sqq.

Monte, Giovanni Maria <|el, $ee Julius U1
Montl'errat. Marquis of, death of, 68
Montgomery, Gabriel de, 296

^

Moutluo, Blaise dc. 8j8

Montluc, Jean de, Biahoj^of Talence, 297 sq.,

300
Montm4dy, 98
Montmorency, Constable de, 71 sqq., 92,

97 sq., 606, 617, 647
Montobbio, castle of, 8^

^ *

Montpensier, Charles de Bourbon, Comte de,

46; $ee Bourbon
Montreuil, 78
Moor, treaties of the (1625), 425, 427
Morato, Fulvio Peregrino, 384
Morn to, Olympia, *884, 887 ^ ^

Moray, James Stewart, Earl of, 654, 558, 581
Murdaunt, Sir John, 514
More, Sir Thomas, 421, 432. 436, 438, 441

;

execution of, 443; his Utopia, 490 *

Morel, Francois. 296, 302, 673
Moriscos of Valencia, the, 99
Morlaix, sack of (1622), 420
Morone, Giovanni de. Bishop of Modena,

240, 886^ 899. 641, 645, 660, 682 eq.

Morone, Girolamo. 23; conspiracy of, 52
Morirnsen, Kiaus, 6J0
MortensKim, Jens, 618
Morwen, Dr, 501
Monntjoy, William Blount. Lord, 422
Mouvans. Antoine de. 297
Muhlberg, 81; campaign of (1547), 260 .sq.

Muley liassan, Bey of Tunis. 69
Muller, liaus. of Bulgenbach, 178 sq., 182;

his death, 190
Municipal revolutions, in Germany, 227 sqq.

Munk (Bibhod of Ribo). 611 <

Milustor, Anabaptists in. 103, 222, 226 sq.

;

strife between Catholics and Protestants
in, 224 sq. ; sie^e oi (1535). 227

Munbter, Sebastian, his Biblia Hebraica^
355

Munzer, Thomas, 166,. 162, 186-9, 823
Murner, Thomas, 162, 168, 174, 331 •, hia

Heretics* Calendar, 384
Muslim pirates, in the MediterraneM* 68 sq.

Musao. war of (1531), 336
Mnsiirus, Marcus, 1^6

Mutianus Rufus (Conrad Muth), 111
Myconius (Oswald GeiBsUilssler), 105, 161,

207, 810. 3ft, 8^6'-

'^Mysticism, 696
' ‘

• t '

Kaechianti (Bisho|r of Chioggia), 656
Namur,

.Nantes, conspiracy of (1560), 297
Naples, siege of (1528), 58 sq. ; atihsid/^'

voted to Emperor Charles V at, 71 ; re-

bellion of (1648), 83; the Lelonn at;

887-91
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KapoUton I, Emperor of^be Frenob, 146
Nasaea, William, Count of; 71, 76
Nanmboxg, Lutheran Contention at (1565),

176
Kauplia, besieged 1^ tbO Turks, 72; surren-

•der of, 74
natagero, Andrea, 16
Navageto, Bembard, Bishop of Verona, 682
Natarre, 04
Nary, &iiry VIUSs,' 472
Kebrija, Alfonso de, 400
Needi of the German Nationt the, 185

Negri, i'ranoeseo, 881 *

Negri, Girolamo, 20
Nea-Platonistat the, 701
Netherlands, the, resources of, 63; diffi-

culties of Emperor Charles V in, 74 sq.,

and his abdication ceremony in, 90 ;
eHeots

of Treaty of Oateau-Oambr^Bis on, 94;
Bifrgunt^ and, 102; internal develop-

msAts^i, 102 sq. ; spiritual movements
in, 108; revolutionists in, 225

Neto, Bias, 413
Nenmark, Wolfgang, Count Palatine of, 264
Ne^e, Sir Henir, 505
New Testament, tne : Luther’s translation,

164; Spanish versions, 402, 406; Tyn-
dalcs translation, 464 sq. ;

Danish ver-

sions, 610 ;
Icelandic version, 621 ; Swedish

vepion, 626; the Greek, of Erasmus, 699
Newman, John Henry, Cardiiml, 81

Nice, truce of (1688), 73 ;
siege of (1548), 77

Nioene Creed, the, 665
Nidholas, Bishop of Bergamo, 80
Nifo, Agostino, 16

Nigri, Philip, 625
Nifio, Bodrigo, 378
Noailles, Antoine de, 613-44

Noailles, Fran(?oi8 de, Bishop of Acqs, 544,

646
*

Norby, SOren (Danish Admiral), 608, 628
No^dhansen, conference of (1581), 217
NOrdlingen, 205 , ,

Norfolk, Thomas Howard, seoond Duke of,

417; Thomas Howard third Duke, 78,

484, 446 sq:, 456, l69, 462, 475; Thomas
Howard, fourth Duke, 667 *

Norman, George, 629
NoHh, ISdward, first Lord, 475
Northampton, William Parr, Marquis of,

480, 108, 499, 506
Nortbumberland, Thomas Percy, Earl

484, 489 ,

Northumhuland, Johgf Dudley (Earl of

WarwiJ), Duke of, 505*11, 612-21

• Norway and Iceland, ,the Befom^tioo in,

# 617-41 •• ^ "
•

Nf^blee of France 57, 98, 284, 298 .
the, 83

HoweU/Aleaander, Dean of B^Padl’s, 585
Noyon, peace of (1516), 89, 148

,|fun #f Oanterbuxy, the (Elizabeth Bartdn),

441
Nfimberg, ^etchereffiment at (1621),i^51

;

(1594),»156; Diets of (1522), 153, (1524),

.84S

166, and the papal nnnoioe, 170 sq.

spread of the Beformed doctrines at, 1^
and the original Protestants, 204 sq.

,

peace of (1582), 218, 221, 282; League
of (1588), 285

Ochino, Bernardino, 890, 898 sq., 477, 687,

716; his Labyrinth, 716
Odense, Herreday of (1627), 612
Oebli, Hans, 881
Oeohsli (Swiss reformer), 825
Oeoolampadiufi, John (Hausschein), 155,

161, 207, 216, 284, 289, 826 sq., 855, G98
Olaf, King of Denmark and Norway, 600 ^

OlafssoD, Martin, Bishop of Linkceping, 681
Oldenburg, Oliristopher, Count of; 280,

259, 261, 614 Sq.

Olivier, Francois, 297
Olland^ Francesco d\ 84 9
Oppkde, Jean Meynicr, Seigneur d’, 200
Orange, Philibert, Prince of, 55 nqq.

; lten4

^
(Renatus) of Nassau, Prince of, 78;

* Wifiam of Nassau, Prince of, 78
Oratory of Divine Love, the, 879, 640, 647
Orders, the relidous, and Reform, 161, 047

;

Sacrament of, 680, 688
Ordinal, the, of 1550, 508
Ordinaries, the, in Sweden, 629
Ordonnanoes JSccldsiaetiqueg, by Calvin, 870

sqq.

Orebro, s^od of (1529), 628
Orleans, Louis, Duke of, 86
Cry, Matthieu, Inquisitor-General, 288, 886
Osiander, Andreas, 160, 169, 207, 206
OsHory, I^ers Butler, Earl of, 442, 471
Ostia, 56 I

Ostrorog, John, 634
Otto Heniy, Count, Elector Palatine, 244
Oudenarde, 74 *

Oxford, Ud* ersity of, 468, 608; martyrs,
638-42

Pachecho, Cardinal, 656, 673
Pack, Otto von, 201 sq.

Padilla, Cristdbal de, 407
Paget, William, Lord, 474, 493 sqq., 505 sq.,

625, 581, 548 ^
Pagnani, Banti, 888
Painting, under Pope Julias 11, 6 sq. ;

under Pope Leo X, 18 ; decadence of, 28
Paleario, Aonio, 896 sq.

Palestrina, Giovanni Pierluigi da, 686
Palissy, Bernard, 292
jPalladiuB (Peder Pla^), Bishop of Zealand,

616 sq. *

Pallavioino, Giambattjpta, 380
Pallavicino, P. Bforza, 9, 10

'

Palmar, Sir Thomas, 505 sq., 520
Palmier, Pierre, Aiuhbishop of Vienne,

Pali, Jdhn von, 114, 126
Papino, Fra Girolamo, 887
Paris, George van, 501
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Paris, University of, 283, 860; Nicolas

Cop’s Beotorial address to, 285, 854;
Parliament of (1521), jproclamation of,

283; (1542), and the Protestants, 288;

the Placards of, 286; Edict of (1648), 288

Parker, Matthew, Archbishop of Ganter^ry,
671 sq., 676, 697

Parliament of Paris (1621), proclamation

of, 288
; (1642), and the Protestants, 288

Parma, 80-7; siege of (1621), 44

Parpaglia, Vincent, papal Nuncio, 687 sq.

Parr, Catharine, (Jueen of Henjy VIII,

457. 488
Parrano, Gianpaolo, 16
Pascal, Blaise, 711

^^Pasoual, Mateo, 401

Pasquior-Brooet, 662 sqq.

Passau, conference of (1552), 272; treaty

of (1662), 277
Pastor AetemuM, the Bull (1516), 31

Patrizzi, Franfiesoo, 707
Paul III, Pope (Alessandro Parnese), 21, 82,

69 sqq., 80, 88, 86, 288 sqq., 240, 261,

265, 260, 379. 386, 414, 444, 642-4, GGO-

70
Paul IV, Pope (Giovanni Piero Oaraffa), 88,

89-92, 879, 881 sq., 684, 545 sqq., 664,

636, 648, 652-6, 678 sq.; his Index Li-

Inronm Prohibitorum^ 687
Pauvan, Jacques, death of, 284

Pavia, campaign of (1626), 23, 60 sq., 423 sq.

Paz, Duarte de, 418

Pearl of the Passion^ the, 107

Peasants’ Bevolt, the, in Germany (1624),

176-194, 716
Pcokhom, Henry, 644
Pedersen, Christian, 610

PederseGn, GeU^, Bishop-elect of Bergen, 620

Pedro di Toledo, Viceroy of Naples, 70 sq.

Pellican, Conrad, 161, 866

'^Pembroke, William Herbert, Earl of, 476,

505 sq.

Penance, Sacrament of, 126, 072

Penances, 124 sq.

Pepin, Guillaume, 280

Percy, Henry, Lord, 659

Perez, Juan, his Spanish New Testament,

406, 411

Pergola, Bartolommeo dellc., 886

Peronne, siege of (1536), 71

Perpignan, 76
Perrenot do Chantonnay, Thomas, 802

Persecution, of “sectaries,” in Germany,
224 ; uf Protestants, in France, 289 sq.,

298 sq., 847 ; in England, 601, 588, 638 sqq.

Perugia, revolt of (1640), 76

reruzzi, Bdltasar, 12

Pescara, Marquis of 28 sq., 44, 48 sq,, 62

Pesth, 8iog4 of (1542), 242

Peter Martyr, see Vermigli, Pietro Martire

Peto, William, 488, 64G
Peire, Sir William, acts ns deputy for^

Cromwell, 446 ; 480, 495, 525

Petri, OlauB and Laurentius (Olaf and
Lars Petersson), 624-80

Petmooi, Gardinii’, 14
Peutinger, Conrad, 29 4

Pfeiferkom, Johann, 696
Pfeffinger, Dr, 122
Pfeiffer, Heinrich, 186-9
Pflug, Julios von. Bishop of Naombnr^

240, 242, 264, 667
Pfjrffer, Ludwig, 341
Philip U, King of Spain, 75, 90 sqq., 241,

267, 409, 566, 574, Ji78 sq. ; his and
Mary’s rdgn in England, chap, zv, pas-
$im ; and the Council of Trent, 675 sqq.

Philip the Fair, Duke of Burgundy, 86
Philippeville, 89, 102
Philosophy, in ^e Age of the Befonnatiin,

chap, m, passim
Pbilpot, John, 589
Piacenza, 44, 56, 80-5; murder of Pier-

luigi Famese at, 88
Pico della Mirondola, Galeotio, 72, 8b7
Pico della Mirandola, Giovanni, 16,

308, 702; his Oratio de Reformandis
Morihut, 81 ; his oharaoter and achieve-

ments, 695
Piedmont, 62, 78, 89, 94
Piero di Baoco, ^essandro da, 881
Plghino, Archbistiop of Siponto, 671 ^
Pighius, Albert, 667. 717
Pilgrimage of Grace, the, 446
Pindar, first Greek book printed at Borne, 17
Pincrolo, 78; 94
Pinkie, battle of (1647), 487, 666
Pic, Alberto, 16
Piombino, 84, 88
Pirates of Algiers, the, 68 sq.

Pirkheimer, Wilibald, 138, 160, 168, 698
Pisa, council of (1511), 29
Pistoris, MatemoB, 111
Pius 11, Pope (Aeneas Silvius Piooolomini),

29, 856
.

Pius IV, Pope (Giovanni Angeb de’ Me-
dici), 67884., 666, 674-87

Piutf V, Pope (Michele Ghislieri), 38, 897«

110, ^6, 6B7
Pizarro, Fernando^ Francisco, and Gonzalo,

101
Placards ofTaria, the, 286
Planitz, H. von der, 170 ^

Plato, 701 sq. *

Platonism, introduction of, into Florence,

4; the Platonists, t5., 703
Platter, Thomas, 366 '

Pletl^n, Gemistos, 701
Podiebrad, George, Xing of 198
Poissy, Colloquy of (1661), 802
Poitiers, DitJUf de,97,'^8; and the Guises, 296
^Poland, Italian Jhdformers in, ^ 396 ; the

Beformation in, 68^3
' Pole, Beginald, Ai^^ihisnop of Oanteoury,

88. 81, 289, 879, 898 sq., 447^J^., 501,
518-46, 641, 660-8

Pole, Sir Geoffrey, 449 o c

Polena, George von. Bishop of Samland,
160, 162

Polish Prussia, the Beform in, ^
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9^t3ui (Angelo Ambn^io de PolistaDo)»

16, 701 •

Pomenmin, George and Bamim, Dukes of,

170
PomponazKi, Pietro, 4, 702 sqq.

Ponet, Bishop qf Winoheater, 501 sq,

PoBtano, G. G., 16
Poor Laws, English, 469
Borta, Egidio della, 681
Porto, Fianoesoo,*884 8q.

Portal, social condition of, and the In-

quisition in, 412>5 •

Porzio, 16
Posses, Antony, 681
Pcftenia, Glovani4 Pranoesoo di, 607
Poyet, Guillaume, 288
Pragmatic Sanction, the (1438), 29, 81, 82,

281 ; (1548), 102

PrqM< FoUff, by Erasmus, 280
Pre^tination, philosophy of, 717
PresDytfhanism and Episoopalianism, in

Scotland, 508
PrSiidiaux, the, in France, 96
Pressburg, Ferdinand elected King of Hun-

dhry at. 199
PreTost^Paradol, L. A., 712

Prieiias, ue Mazzoliui
Princes, the German, growth of their power,

150 sq.; Beformation in alliance with, 194
Printing-press, established ii^ Worms by
Luther^ friends, 189 ; Greek, established

at Verona, 28; in Germany, 111

Fguli, Luigi, 879, 898

Privy Gonnoil, of Edward VI, its composi-

tion, 475
Privy Six {HeinltcherJlath)Ati Zurich, 322

Protest, the, against decisions of the Diet

of Speier, 204 sq.

Protestant Synod, French (4559), 295

Protestants, persecution of, in Germany,
224 : in France, 289 sq.. 298 sq., 347

;

%k England, 501, 588, Gd^sqq. ; the ori-

ginal, 205, 211 • •

Provence, invasion of (1586), 71

Prossia, Albrecht, Dnk^of, IgS, 270

Psalms, English metrical version of the, 482

Pnblioins, Jacob, 111

Pi^i,*Antonio, Oq/rdinal, 80, 413

Pimoi, Lorenzo, Cardinal, 418

Pr^xitanism, be^nnings of, 592

PuritaiiA the, and the English Church, 597
Pnteo, Jacopo, 676 sqq.

^Quadra,^ de la, Bisl^ of Aqnila, S^nish
ambsmdor, 582 sq.

Quart du teU in Fraypoe, 9$^^ ^

• ^erifo, ^amillo, 18 ^ #
Qpiignon, Cardina]| Breviary of, 484
Quintana, Joan de, 4]yb

*

^abelsSs^ Franqois, 690, 710 4-; his

Garpantua, 287
• Badftadt, siege of (1520), 190 sq.

Boemond. Florimond de, 296
•lUflaeUe,%iaDzio, 6 sq., 8, 12, 18, 14, 22, 28

Bagdontf Lattanzio, 890

Baimnnd, Cardinal, 112

Bandolph, Sir Thomas, 580
Kangone, Countess Giulia, 884
Rantzau, Hans, 615
Bantzau, Johann, 280
Bastell, William, 501
Katisbon, 288; oonferenee at (1524), 172,

826; Diets at (1582), 218; (1546), 258;
religious colloquy at (1541), 38, 75, 240,646

llectorial address, Nicolas Cop’s, to the
University of Paris, 354

lied Book of Sweden (Jiiida Bokfn), 080, 682
Keff, Hans, Bishop of Oslo, 620
Reformatio Legum EcoletiaiUcarum, the,

608. 589 ,
Reformation, early ideas of and demand

for a, 2, 29 ; the, in the sixteenth century,

its birth and growth, 104 ;
in Germanov,

25 sq., I6B sq., chaps, iv-vni, pasMim; in

Geneva, 802 ; in Italy, 3*^99 ; in Spain,
899-412 ; in Portugal, 4lS-15; in France,
chap. IX, jfassim, 846-9 ; in Switzerland,
chap. X, pfi4t$im, 216, 802 ;

in England,
• cbgpB. xin-xv, pattim ; the Scottish, and

theAnglican settlement, chap, xvi, passim;
in Denmark, 602-17

;
in Norway and Ice-

land, 617-21; in Sweden, 621-83; in

Poland, 684-8; its connexion with the

reasauts* lievolt in Germany, 175 ;
Euro-

pean Thought in Age of, chap, zix,

passim ; and the Benaissanoe, connexion
and distinctions between, 282, 691

Beformation Parliament, the English (15«59),

566 sqq.; the Scottish (1560), 579
Beformod Church, the, end Calvin, chap, xi,

passim
;
doctrines, spread of, in Germany,

160 ; ministry, the, and Calvin, 870 sqq.

Re formers, German, 100 Iqq., 168, 862

;

French, 262 sqq.
;
Genevan, 302; Italian,

898,637; English, 538 sqq.; the Catholic^

chap. x'^M, passim
Jleichskamin ^gerichi, the, 149, 214, 217,

219, 282

Reiefisregiment^ the, 149, 151, 170 sq.

;

revolt of the cities against, 168 ; failure

of, 156 sq.

Reina, Cassiodoro d^ 411
lieihbard, Anne, marries Zwiugli, 813
Reinhard, Maftiu, 096
Religious associatione in Germany, 108,

122; life, popular, in Germany, 105;
revival, in Germany, 106; settlement,

the, of 1559, in England, 670 sq.

Bcligious Houses, reform of, in Spain, 400;
suppression of, in England, 444, 448, 450,

467 sq.; spoliation of, in Norwav, 618
Bcligious Orders, th^ and ffie Counter-
Reformation, 646-9^ t

B<ny, Jean de, Bible of, 283
Benaissance, the : in Italy, chap, i, passim,

640, 700^10 ;
not opposed to the Catholic

Cbnrah, 842; its elfeot npon Earopi^
thought, chap, xix, passim; the Latin,

700-10 ; the French, 282, 710-12
;

the
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Teutonio, 712-18 ; and Beformation, con-
nexion and distinctions between, 282.
691

Benard, Simon, 513 sqq.

fien^e, Frinoess of Franco, Dnohess of
Ferrara, 858, 884 sqq., 528, 578

Bemohlin, John, 695 ; his De liudimentU
Hebraicist 696

Benmont, Alfred von, 88
Beutlingen, 205
Bevenue, in France, reform of, 96; Spanish

colonial, 101 ;
of the Papal States, under

Pone Paul IV, 91
Bevolution, the Genevan (1580), 862 ; Eng-

lish (1649), 494 sqq. ; (1651), 504 sq,

Bevolutionary movements, in Germany and
the Netherlands, 222 sqq.

Beyna, Gasiodoro de, 692
Beynolds, iJr, 442
Bhegius, Urbanns, 160, 183
Bhenanue, Beatus, SIS
Hiario, liafPaelle, Cardinal, 8, 15, 17
Kicoi, Paolo, 386
Biue ap Griffith, 471 ,

Bich, Biohard, Lord, 475, 506
Biohiiiorid, Duke of (bastard son of Henry

VIII), 427, 446. 470
Bidley, Nicholas, Bishop of London, 484,

601, 603, 508, 521, 6JH-41
Bincon, Antonio, murder of, 76
Bink, Melchior, 624
Bio di Garpi, ^berto, 15
HiUersehaftt the German, 154
Bobsart, Amy, death of, 582
Bobortello, Frauqesoo, 801
Bochester, Sir Robert, 625
Boohford, George, Lord, 445
Bodach, oonfezhnoe of, 206
Bode, Henne, 832
Xb^drigues, Sim&o, 415, 652 sqq.

%6nnov. Bishop of Koeskilde, 614, 616
Rogers, John, 538, 538
Bohrbaoh, Jacklein, 182 sq., 187 so.,

189
Bojas, Domingo de, 407 sq., 410
Boma, Jean de, 289
Romagna, 91; Cesare Borgia*a improve-
ment of the, 1

Roman law, effect of, on German peasants,
176

Bomano, Francesco, 891
Bomano, Giulio, 18
Bomano, Paolo, 13
Borne, chap, i, passim; sack of (1527),
and its consequendbs, 24, 55 sq.; Luther
summoned to, 132 Luther at, 117 sq.;

University) of, 16 sq.

Bomorantin, Edict af (1560), 298
Boper, Mar^ret, 443
Bosenblut, Hans, 175
Boamini, Carlo de, 85
Bossem, Martin van, 76, 242
Bothenbnrg, 188, 190
Bottman, Bernard, 224 sq.

Bouen, bawrst stai^ at. 65

Bonssel, G4rard, ^iahop of Oloron,' 282,
284 sq., 287, 868

Bonssillon, Fmnoh occupation o^ 76
BOust, Diethelm, ^
BOnst, Marcus, 815, 818, 822 i

Bovere, Giuliano della: ug Julius II, Pope
Bovere, Giulio della (Austin Friar), 882
Bovere, Lavinia della, 884, 887
Royal Supremacy, in En^and, 486, 442,

567 sqq.
®

Bubeanus, Groins (Johannes Jifiger of Dom-
heim), Ul, 696

Bullo, Donato, 898

SabinuB, Petrus, 17
^

" * *

Bachs, Hans, his Wittenbergiselu NaehtigalL
159

Sacraments ; of Penance and Extreme
Unction, 125, 672; of Orders, 680, 688;
of Matrimony, 688

Sadler, Sir Ralph, 468, 674
^

Sadoleto, Jacopo. Bishop of Garpentras,

8, 15 sq.. 24. 80, 83. 379, 886, 397 sq..

641 sqq.

Sadolin. Jorgen, 610, 618 t

Saint Andr4. Mar4ehal de, 808
Saint Pol. Count of. 58 sq.

Saint Quentin, 94
Sainte Marthe. Charles^ de, 292
Salmerou, Alfonso. 391 *

'>

Salisbury. Margaret Plantagenet, Goantens
of, 449; beheaded, 452

Saimeron, Alfonso, 652 sqq., 667, 671
^

Saluzzo, 84. 94
Saluzzo. Marquis of. 59
Salzburg, peasants' revolt in, 190
Bam, Conrad, 888
Samson, Bernardin, 818
San Joan. Fernando de, 406
San Roman, Fw'anoisoo de. 403 sq.

Sanchez, Juan, 408
Sanctae InquiHtionis artes aliquot deteet^e,

thj, 486
Sangallo. Antonio. 12. 13
Sannazaro, Jacopa; 16.

Baosovino, udzea. 12, 18
Sanuto, Manno. 880
Saravia, Hadrian. 597
Sarpi, P., 10, 644

'

Sastrow, Bartholomew, 262
Saunier, Antoine, 872 n
Savonarola. GKrolamo, attitude of,^ towards

ihot Renaissance^
Savoy, 62, 73, 89, 9^^

.
)ia; French conquest of

(1586), 70 ; House of, and Geneva. 858-^2

;

Gharlea^IILHOulu Of. 60.78; Emmannel
^ Philibert, Dnkem, 89, 92 '

J3azony. 287, 258, 257 fManrioe. Duke 4f,

241 soq., 252-7iKfGecnge, Duke ^,^185^
148, 11^262 ; John, Elector of,«469. 186,^

189, 805; John Frederick (the Magnani-
mous), Elector of, 288-80; Henry, Dnke*^
of, 287 sq., 252; Augustus, Elector of,

276 sq. * *

Scaliger, Joseph, 718
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8<d)«ppe)ar, Christoph,#German reformer,
• 160, 177, 179
Boh&rtlin ni Bortenhaoh, Sk, 255 sq., 270
Schaombarg, Adolf, Count of, 259

•SohelUng, Friedrioh Wilhelm Ton, 714
• fiohenk, Borobard von, 360
Mheurl, Cbrisfoph (German jnrist), 184

Sohinner, MatthauB, Cardinal of Sion, n09
^chmalkalden, Leagne of, 26, 215 sqq.,

282-48. 252-6*

Sohmalkaldic War, the (1546), 256 aq.

Sohmid, Felix, 822 _

Schnepf (German reformer), 234, 265
Soholarslup, Catholic, revival of, 088 ; Pro-
*teidan^ 7f8

Soholastieism, tlih new, 704 sq.

Schomberg, Nicholas von, Archbishop of

Gapna, 23, 423, 642 sq.

of AtherUf the, 7
Soimrf, Jerome, 117
SoHweiiaoh, conference at (1530), 209 sq.

Sohwendi, Lazarus, 272
Schwerin, Henry, Count of, 699
SoioppiuB. Caspar, 708
Seory, John, Bishop of Chichester, 602, 621

Scotland, and England, 419-22. 458-62,

648; attempted union of (154*^, 487;

and France, 499. 574 sqq.
;
the Keform-

ation in, chap, zvi, passim
;
Scottish re-

bellion, the (15^9). 572 sq.

Soriptnre and tradition, authority of. G65 aq.

Scriptures. Luther’s attitude towards the, 104

^onlptnre, under Pope Leo X, 18; deoad-
* enoe of, 28
Seota, growth of, in Germany, 223; perse-

cution of,

Secular control of religion and charity in

Germany, 108

Seehaufefi, the, 179 f

S4guier. Pierre, 294 «

Senaroleus, Louis aud Claud de. 403

Beptuagint, Koman editioif of the. 88S
Seripando, Girolamo, Cardinal/ 669 sq.,

676-82
Serveto y Reves, ^guel, 875,^411 sq., 716

Service-books, destruction oC in England,

503 ;
Swedish service-book [Een Handbock

odd Swenska)f 628
SCmcto, the, in fipain, 99

Saso, Carlos de. 407 sq.

8es8t#Dnke of, 21

SevilleT the Reform at, 404-7

totus Empiricus, 712 •

» Seymoqr, Jane, Quemi of Henry VIII, 445,

448

Lord High
Seygionr, Sir Jobnf ^5 •
Seymoiff, Thomas, fbaron,
• Admiral, 242, 475, ^6 9
SfJtsm. Francesco, Ihne of Milan, 48-60,

• 697992
Sforza, Massimiliano, Dnke of Milan, 308
Slitrington, Sir William, 488
Sheffield, Edmond, Lord, 475

* Ship ofWooU, by Sebastian Brant, 280
Shirewalnuy, George Talbot, Earl 420

Sicily, visited by Emperor Charles V, 70
Siokingen, Frana von, 41, 48, 154 sqq.

Siena, 88; revolt and conquest of (1552-5),

88
Sievershattsen, battle of (1558), 875
Sigbrit, Mother, 604
Sigismund 1, King of Poland, 198, 685
Sigismund 11 Augustus, King of Poland,

270, 635 sq.

Sigismund HI, King of Poland and Sweden,
682

Silva, Diogo da, 418
Simon, Bishop of Modena, 80
Simonetta, Luigi, 076 sqq.

Sinapius, Johann and Kilian, 884
Sistine Chapel, tlio, Mioholangolo’s dooora'X

tion of, 6, 14, 34
Sittioh, Mark, of Ems, 320
Six Articles, Aot of the (1539), 450, 466 sq.,

477 ^
•

Sixtus IV, Pope (P. <rAlbescolla della

Rovere), 686
Sixtus V, Pope (P. Poretti), 650, 680 sqq.

,
Bkoffington, Sir William, 442
Skmon, John, 423
Skodborg, Jbrgen, 610
Skram, Peder (Danmarks VoveJials), 280, 615
Slaghnk, Diedorik, Archbisbop-eleot of .

Lund, 608 sqq., 607, 610
Smeton, Mark, 445
Smith, Dr Richard, 501
Smith, Sir Thomas, 484, 405 sq.

Social Revolution, in Germany, 174' I

'.)4;

in Switzerland, 818 ; in England, 189

sqq. ^
Sooiniana, the, C38
Soderini, Franoesco, 22
Solway Moss, battle of Ij#© (1542), 456
Solyman U, Sultan of Turkey, 07 sqq., 77,

207, 218, 242
Somerset, t'.dward Seymour (Earl of HeA-

ford), I>0 ‘ H of. Protector, 475-96, 504-7, 1

512, 556
Sommario della Santa Scrittura^ the, 886
Soranzo, Giacomo, 513, 520
Soranzq, Vittorio, Bishop of Bergamo, 890,

898
Sorbonne, the, ancf the Meaux preachers,

289; and CalvinJ/ Institutio, 288
Soriano, Antonio, 20
Soto, Domenico d«, 250
Soto, Pedro de, 402, 541
Soubise, Madame do, 884
Southampton, Thomas Wriothesley, Earl

of, 475 sq., 488, 404. 497 sq.

Southwell, Earl ol| 497 sq.

Sozzini, Lelio and Fausto, ^93, 637 sq.,

716 # ,
•

Spain, resources of, 63; the government
of, 99 ; internal developments of, 99 sqq.;

industrips of, under Charles V, 100;
pro^em of her decline, 100; the Roforma-
*iion in, 399-412; reception of Erasmus*
writings in, 400 sq,

; her successes in

Italy and Franc# (1557), 547

54—3 •
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Spftlatlunt (George Burkhardt of Bpalt),

111
,
m

Spsrre, Aage, 610
Bpeier, oongrenB of cities at (1623), 168;
Coondl of (1624), 173; DieU of (1626),

196; (1629), 208 eq.. 330; (1644), 77,

244, C61; fiecMB of (1526), 199, 203 sq.

;

secret understanding of Lutheran Princes

at (1629), 204, 206

Bpeng, i^akob, 403 sq.

Spongier (Geiman reformer), 188

Speziale, Pietro, his Da Gratia Dei, 380
Spiera, Francenco, 394 sq.

Spinoza, Bknrh, 691, 708 sqq.

Spiritual* Exercttee, Ignatius Loyola’s,

667 sq.

St Angelo, castle of, Pope Clement VII

takes refngo in, 24, 54
Si Anne, cult of, 107

Bt Augustine, 707, 712 sq.
;
Kule of, 114

;

Calvin’s relation to, 866

St Dizier, siege of (1644), 78

Bt Elizabeth, Queen of Hungary, 110

St Francis of Asnisi, 2

St Gallon, 206. 831 ^

Bt Germain, Ooufurenoe of (1662), 303

Bt John of Jerusalem, Military Order of,

60, 69, 451
St John of the Cross, 409
St John, Lord, aea Wiltshire, Earl of

St Paul, 712 sq.

St Peter's, Homo, rebuilt by Pope Julius II,

its aroliitectural symbolitirn, 6

St Quontin, battle of (1557), 92; surrender

of (1667), 647

Si Teresa, 409
St Ureula't Schifflain, iu Germany, 108, 122

Btadt, Carl, 83^
Stafford, Thomas, reboUion of (1657), 546
Stagefiihr, Dr, 613

Btaiicari, FranoeM^o, 637
Staudish, Bishop of St Asaph, 481

Stanza della Segnatura, the, aall paintings

of, 14

Starkey, Thomas, 490
States-General of the Netherlands, the, 74,

102
Staupitz, Johann vor, his influence on
Luther, 115; 117 so., 168r

Stein, Albrecht von, .^16

Stein, Heynlin von, 168

Bternhold, Thomas, his metrical version

of tlie Psalms, 482

Stewart, James, Lord, $ee Moray, Earl of

Stockholm Bath of Blood, the (1520), 604
Stokesley, Dr, Bishop ^f London, 433
Storoh, Nico'aus, 166

Story, Dr John, 474r 686
Strangiiks, Eiet of (i623), 622

Strassburg, 87, 160, 205, 828 sq.

Strauss, Jacob, 160, 183, 697
Strozzi, Fihppo, 26, 72
Strozzi, Piero, 77 sq., 88
Stiibner, Marcus, 166

StUhlingen, peasants' rising at(1524), 177 ^q.

Stnhlveiseenbargr sdoronaiion of John
polya at, 198, and of Ferdinjind I,

Stuniga, Diego Lopez de, 400, 699
Store, Sten (the younger), 601, 608
Stnre, Svante, 603*

^

Sturm, Jadob, 204, 268 ^
Starm, John, 286
Stnrzl, Jacob, 829
Stuttgart, siege of (1525), 181
Styfel, M., German reformer, 160
St:^. 150
Subject Lands, the, in Switzerlandi 824
** Submission of the Clergy,** in England

(1582), 438
Subsidy, demanded by Henry VIII, 421
Suffolk, Clinrles Brandon, Duke of, 47,

421 sq., 446, 560
Suffolk, Henry Grey (Marquis of Dorset),

Duke of, 605, 614 sqq., 526, 528
Suffolk, Richard de la Pole, “ Duke of

(“White Koso**), 426
Bulz, Count Rudolf von, 829
Summa Doctriruie Christianae, by OanisiiiB.

682
Supemae dUpotitionit arhitrio, the ball,fSl

Supremacy, Royal, in England, 436; Acts
of (1684), 442; (1669), 667 sqq.

Surian, Miobie), 373. 547
Surrey, Henry Howard, Earl of, executed, 462
Surrey, Tliomas HowarS, Earl of (aiil^r-

wardis Duke of Norfolk), 46, 420, 471
Swabian League, the, 41, 146, 166, 181, 224
Sweden, early history of, 599 sqq.; con-

quest of (1520), 603 ; tlie Re|ormation in,

621-33
Swiss Confederation, the, 806, 320, 824, 841

;

mercenaries in the French and Imperial
armies, 44 sq.

Switzerland, Ai^tria’s policy towards, 829;
Italian Keforqiers in, 893; the Reforma-
tion in, 216, chap, x, paesim

Taburiteq^ the, 186
Tacitus, writingH of, pablished, 10
TatlU, the, in Fri^ce, 96
Tassoni (il \ncobio), im
'last, Hermaiin, 100, 611
Tausen, Hans (the ’'Danish Lather**), 609-

Ui; his Confession of Fafth, CIS, 617
Taxation, oppressive English, 470
Taylor, ^wland, 539 ^
Telesio, Bernardino, 706
Ten d^tioles, the, 446
Tenues, Mar^ohal de^ 93 »
Tdrouanne, French capitulation ox (1553),

89; reocyeredi 94 «
TetrupofiCatia, tiie,^12, 335 sq. * ^

?
etzel. John, 121, 130,434, 204 r

outouic Benaisson^ifi, the, 712-18
Teutons,«4htt^ntrasted intelleotq^l^ with

'

the Latins, 692 sq.

*Theatines, Order of, 23, 379, 648 a
Theology, Calvin's, 363 sqq.

Thesaurut linguae Graacae, by GLAnno di*

Favera, 17 *
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Luther's &metytflT6y 123, 198^82;

*'Zwingli'wzty^evBn, 321 ; ten, by Zwingli,

Haller, and BolU 327 «

Thieae, Count Gaetano da, 28, 879„ 648

iPhiontiUe, eapture of |165B), 98
«mrlb7. Bishop of Bly, 476, 484, 602, 513,

fciia •

Thirty-nine Articles, the, 587 sq.

Thomas, William, 528
ThorkildssOn, Oldf, Bishop of Bergen, 618
Throckmorton, ^hr Nicholas, 644, 578 sqq.

Tillet, Louis du, 858
Tithes, agitation against, in Switserland,

828
Tdledd, JuaiTde, Cardinal, 85, 68
Tool, 87; French occupation of, 144
Toulon, Christian slaves sold at, 77
Toulouse, boune started at, 65; Edicts of

(^538-42), 28R
Tournay, 44, 102
Touftids* Cardinal de, 97, 288>98
Trade, Spanish, rise and decline of, 100 sq.

Tradition, and Scripture, authority of,

665 sq.

Translations of the Bible: Luther’s Gorman,

164j French (by Lefdvre d'Ktaplos and
by^ean de B41y), 288 ;

Bruoioli’s Italian,

883; English, 4(i4 sqq.
; Spanish, 402, 406,

411
Transylvania, Unitarian Church in, 898
Treason Act, the (1649), 496*sq.

Treasury of merits, the, 124 sq.

Tremellius, Emmanuel, 891, 477
Trent, Council of (1645-68), 661-84; 80-7,

94, 249 sqq., 894 ;
Queen Elizabeth and

the, 583, 686 nq,

de VApargne^ the, 64, 96
Tridentine Index, the, 087

Trior, siege of (1522), 156 ,

Trinity House, origin of, 472
Tripoli, given to the Knights of St John,
SBO, 68; Turkish capture 6f (1551), 86

Triesino, Giangiorgio, 395 • •

Trithemius (von Trittenhoim), Johann, 29
Trivulzio, Agostin^ 16a

Trivulzio, Teodoro, 67

Trolle, Erik, 603
TrollcaGustaf, Archbishop of Upsala, 608 sq.,

«14 sq., 022 sq.
*

Truchsesg, Georg von Waldburg, general

of Htn Swabian League, 181 sq., 189 sq.

Tmtvener, Jodocua, lU
Tonis, capture of (1^5), 69 #

• Tunstallt Outbbert, Bshop of Durham, 1 48,

432, 448, 471, 482, 484. 501, 507, 521, 571
Torip, 70 sqq., 94 • # V
Tiirini fit Pesoia, Baliassare, 13, 16 ^

Turks, the, at waiHrith Papal Slates, 8^
b8;.besiege yieDnaen529), 206 sq.; in-

* vasionsof (1532), 218; delinsifk league

against (1538), 78 sq. ; donqoer Hungary
» (1041). 242
TuscanV. Duke of, 94

•Tyler, vKt, 175
T^ttala/William, hisKew Testament, 464 sq.

Tyrol, 150

Udall, Nicholas, his edition of the Para-

phrase of Erasmus, 481
Udine, Giovanni da, 18
Ulm, 161, 205
Vnam Sancuim, the bull, 81
Uniformity, the Second Act of (1652), 607;

the Third (1559), 5C9
Uniformity of worship, desire for in English

Church, 483
Unitarian Church, in Transylvania, 898
Universities: Aloal4, 400; Cam^idge, 468

;

Copenhagen, 605, 617; Erfu^ 110; Ge-.
neva, 872 sq. ; Marburg, 201 ; Odbrd, 468

;

Paris, 283| 350; Nicolas Cop’s Rectorial^
address to, 285, 354; Rome, foundation
of, 16 sq.; Wittenberg, Luther at, 116 sqq.

Upper Swabia, spread of Reformed doc-
trines in, 160 .

Upnala, battle of (1520), 608; Council of

(C/psa/a rribte) (1593), 632
Urban 11, Pope (Eudes), 126
•Urbiuo, Francesco Maria, Duke of, 58 sq.,

59! 69
Urne, Lage, Bishop of Uocskilde, 609,

618
Utenhove, Charles, 477, 592
Utopiat Sir Thomas Mote’s, 188, 490
Utrecht, expulsion of Bishop of, 102
Uttenheim, Christopher von, Bishop of

Basel, 824

Vadian (von Watt), 316
Voldemar 111 (Attoidag).^iDg of Denmark,

600
Voldemar the Victorious, King of Denmark,

699 t

Valdes, Alfonso de, 388
Vald^H, Fernando d» (Inquisitor-General).

405, 408 tM,.
*

Valdes, Joan de, at Naples, 887 sqq.

Valentino, Bcmifaoio and Filippo, 887
Valer, Rodrigo de, 404
Valera, Cipnnno de, 406, 411
Valeriano, G. P. Bolzani, 15
Valla, Lorenzo, his influence on tlia

Reformers, 694 •

Valladolid, th6 Refogm at, 407 sq.

Valle, Andrea della, 16
Vannes, Peter, 618, 520 sq.

Vargas, Dr, 405
Vargas, Martino de, 899
Vaster&s, Diet of (1527), 625 ;

Recess of,

626; Ordinances of (VdaterdsOrdinantia),

ih, •
Vatable, Francois, 282 •

Vatican, the, Pope Juiius Il's^cnlargcment

and decoration of, 5 sq.

Vaucelles, truce of (1550), 89-92, 544 sq.

;

rapture of, 92
Vaudeq|ont, Louis, Comte de, 55
Vahdemont, Rtn6 de, see Lorraine

Vaulz, Giovanni Joacliiiio Passauo, Seigneur
de, 423 sqq. «
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Garciiuspo della, 01

Vela, Pedro Mufiez, 404
Vend6me, An tome, Duke of, 76
Venice, 60; and the Mediteiranean war, 72;

the llefomi at, 21^1-4

Verdun, 87; French occupation of, 144

VoTRara, Juan de, 400 Bq.

Ver^erio, Gjanibattieta, liishop of Poln, 394
Vergerio, Pierpaolo, Bishop of Capo d’latria,

283, 304 eq., 68B
Vermigli, Pietro Martire (Peter Martyr),

302, 390 sqq., 477, 602 aq., 608
Vdron, Jean, 477
Verona, Greek priutiug-presa established

at, 28

Vestiarian eontroversy, tho, 600
Vettori, Franoesoo, 22, 26
Vibera, Tioonor de, 407 sq.

Viborg, Jens, 618
Vida, Marco G., 15
Vienna, siege <» (1529). 207
ViUalar, battle of (1521), 42
Villannova, 94
VillerB-Cottorctfl, Edict of (1639), 98. ,

Vinci, Leonardo da, 13, 14

Vio, TommaHO de, ore (Jajetan, Cardinal

Virot, Piorre, 293, 308
Virgin, cult of the, 107; outrage on statue

of, at Paris, 284, 291
Viru(is, Alonso de, 401

Visconti, Carlo, Bishop of Ventimiglia, 679
Vinitatsbog, by Pedor Plado, 616
Vlacich, Mattia (M. Flacins Illyrious), 388
Vogelsborger, Sebastian, 268
Vossiua, Gerard ,lan, 718

Voysey, Bishop of Eietor, 501

Vulgate, the Latin, <>06

/

Wakeman, Bishop of Hereford, 407
Wnldeok, Count Franz yon, Bishop of

MUuster, 224. 244
Walden 'lea, luassaare of the, 289 sq.

Wiildkirch, Provost of, 203
Waldmann, Hans, 811 sq.

Waldo, Peter, 289
WaUhhut, revolt of (1624), 178
W’^ales, 471
Walfart wid Strasie **zu Sant Jacob, die^

lOG ,

Wallop, Sir John, 467

Warham, William, Archbishop of Canter-

bury, 428, 486, 489
Wark Castle, siege of (1528). 423
Warwick, Ambrose Dj^dlcy, Earl of, 584
Warwick, John Dudley, Earl of, 468, 476,

481, 498-506; nee Nerthumberland, Duke
of ^

Wattli, Melq)iior, 813
Wehe, Jacob, 181 sq.

Weigant (peasant revolntionist), 184
Weimar, treaty of (1628), 202

Weinsberg, massacre of (1S25), ^S7: de-

struction of, 189

Wentworth, Thomas. Baron, 490

Weedenberg, Count Felix yon, 190

Weasel, John, 111; ^ ,

Westminster, conference of (I§27), 56 sq.;

colloquy o4r(1559), 568
Wharton, Sir Thomas, 456 sq., 614
Whitgift, John, Archbishop of Oanteiburj^

161. 692. 597 ..

Wiolif, John, 175; his Ife Ecclma^ 81f;
his Bible, 464

Wied, Hermann von. Archbishop and EleetAr

of Cologne, 248 sq., 251, 269, 682
William lU, Duke of Bavaria, 251
Willook, Jqhn, ** Superintendent *' of Glas-

gow, 691
Wilson, Dr, 443 sq.

Wilton, Lord Grey de, 606 Sq.

Wiltshire, St John, Earl: of, 499 ; tss Win-
chester, Marquis of

Wiltshire, Thomas Boleyn, Earl of, 429,

488 sq., 446 ^

Wimpheling, Jakob, 29, 160; his Qravemina
Germanicae NatimUy 29 *•

Wimpina, Conrad, 130
Winchester, William Paulet (Lord St John),

Marquis of, 505
Windsheim, 205 **

Windsor, treaty of (1523), 46
Wingfield, Sir Anthony, 496, 499 ,

Winter, William, 676
‘Wishart, George, 461, 656
Wis^^enberg, 205 * •

Withers, Go'orge, 696
Wittenberg, Luther’s Theses nailed to door

of Castle Church of, 128; Concord of

(1586). 284, 839 ; capitulation of (15^),
261 ; University of, Luther at, 116 sqq.,.

and the reforming movement, 166 iiig[.

;

Luther returns to, 167
** Wittenberg Beformation,” the, 250
Wlodislav II, King of HQngai7 and Bohe-

mia, 198
Wolfe, David, 683
Wfilflin, Heinrich (Lupulus), 307 '

Wolciiar; Melchior, 291, 851 sq.

Wolsey, Cardinal, 22, 42-6, 147, 416-85;
his Colleges, 43<4

Worms, Din of (1621), 139, 146 sq., 170;
its Edict, 158, 166, 171 ; Luther at the,

189 sq. ; reforms instituted at the, 149

;

Diet of (1640), VergeHo's oration at, >tj4

;

religious conference of (1540), 239; Diet

of (1645), 60, 662; priniing-prfl 3 esta-
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